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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

This book offers an account of the opinions held by the
* Greeks about the life of the human soul after death,

and is thus intended as a contribution to the history of

Greek rehgion. Such an undertaking has in a special measure
to contend with the difficulties that face any inquiry into
the religious life and thought of the Greeks. Greek religion

was a natural growth, not a special foiuidation, and the ideas

and feelings which gave it its inward tone and outward shape
never received abstract formulation. It expressed itself in

religious performances alone : it had no sacred books from
which we might determine the inward meaning and inter-

connexion of the ideas with which the Greeks approached
the gods created by their faith. The central essence of the
religion held by the Greek people, in spite of this absence
of conceptual formulation—or perhaps because of it

—

preserved its original character to a remarkable degree

:

the speculations and fancies of Greek poets continually

refer to this central nucleus. Indeed the poets and philosophers

in such of their writings as have come down to us are

our only authorities for the reUgious thought of the

Greeks. In the present inquiry they have naturally had
to be our guides for the greater part of the way. But though
under the special conditions of Greek life the reUgious views

of poets and philosophers represent an important side of

Greek religion, they yet allow us to perceive very clearly

the independent and self-determined position with regard

to the ancestral religion retained by the individual. The
individual beUever might alAvays, if his ovm temper and
disposition allowed him, give himself up to the plain and
unsophisticated emotions which had shaped and decided

the faith of the people and the religious performances of

popular tiaifitta. But we should know very little of the

religious ideas that fiUed the mind of the beUeving Greek

if we had to do without the evidence of philosophers and
poets (and of some Attic orators as well) in whose words
diunb and inarticulate emotion finds expression. The
inquirer would, however, be entirely on the wrong track
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and be led to some remarkable conclusions who ventured

without more ado to deduce from the religious ideas that

find expression in Greek literature a complete Theology of

the Gredc people. Where direct literary statements and
allusions fail us we are left with nothing but surmises in face

of the religi(»i of the Greeks and its inmost guiding forces.

Of course Acre are plenty of people of sanguine temperament
and industrious fancy who find no difficulty in producing
for our benefit the most admirable solutions of the problem.

Others in varying d^;rees of good faith press the emotions
of Christian piety into the service of explaining ancient

faith in gods. Thus injustice is done to both forms of reli^on
and an understanding of the essentials of Greek bdief in

its true and independent reality is made completely impossible.

A good example of this is providedbythe Eleusinian Mysteries,

and by that favourite topic of controversy (which has, indeed,

received more than its due share of attention from students
of reli^on), the am^amation of the worship of gods and
the belief in Souls said to have taken place therein. Nowhere
else has the complete improfitableness of the attempt to

make use of the shifting ideas and tendencies of modem
civilization to explain the xmderlying motive forces of these

significant cult practices, been more strikingly and repeatedly

demonstrated. On this head in particular the author of

the present work has renounced all attempts to cast a fitful

and ambiguous light upon the venerable gloom of the subject

by the help of the farthing dip of his own private imaginings.

Tbere is nauden3dng that here as in so many departments
of ancient there is something greater and finer

that eludes our grasp. The revealing word, never having
been written down, has been lost. Instead of tiydng to find

a substitute in modem catch phrases it seems better simply
to describe, in the plainest and most literal fashion, the actual

phenomena of Greek piety exactly as they are known to us.

There wiU be plenty of opportunity for the author’s own
suggestions and they need not always obtmde themselves.

The aim of this work is to make plain the facts of the Greek
Cult of Souls and of that belief in immortality the inner

worki^ of uffiidf are only partially intelligible to our most
sympametic efforts to understand them. To give a clearer

I»pesmtattoa of the and devdopment of those practices

and those beliefs ; to mstinguish the transformations through
which they pass^ and their rdationdiip with other and
kindred inteuectual tendencies; to disentangle the many
different lines of thou^t and speculation from the inextricable
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confusicm in which they lie in many minds (and in many
books) and to let them stand out clearly and distinctly

one from another, seemed particularly desirable. Why
this design has not been carried out by the same methods
throughout ; why it has sometimes seemed sufficient to
give a bald summary of the essential points, while at other

times certain topics are pursued into their most distant

ramifications (sometimes with apparently irrelevant prolixity),

will be obvious enough to.those who are familiar with the

subject. Where a more careful examination of the over-

flowing mass of detail was to be attempted advantage has been
taken of the Appendix to achieve a greater, thot^h still

only a relative d^ee of completeness. This was made
po^ble by the lengthy period which elapsed between the
publication of the two parts of the book. The first half

[to the end of chapter vii] appeared as long ago as the spring

of 1890. Unpropitious circumstances have delayed the
completion of the remainder till the present moment. The
two parts could easily be kept separate (as they have been)

:

in the main they fall apart and correspond to the two sides

of the question indicated in the title of the book—Cult of

Souls and Belief in Immortality. The Cult of Souls and the
faith in immortality may eventually come together at some
points, but they have a different origin and travel most of

the way on separate paths. The conception of immortality

in particular arises from a spiritual intuition which reveals

the souls of men as standing in dose relationship, and indeed
as being of like substance, with the everlasting gods. And
simultaneously the gods are regarded as being in their nature
like the soul of man, i.e. as free spirits neeffing no material

or visible body. (It is this ^iritiialized view of the gods

—

not the belief in gods itself as Aristotle suppo^ in the
remarkable statement quoted by Sextus Empiricus Adv.
Mathematicos, iii, 20 ff.—^which arises from the vision of

its own divine nature achieved by the soul me' iavnfr

relieved of the body, in Movmaoitot and ftamtii.) And
this conception leads far away from the ideas on which the

Cult of Souls was based.

The publication of the book in two parts has brought
with it a r^ettable circumstance for which I must ask

the indulgence of well-disposed readers (that the first half

found so many of them is a fact which I must gratefully

acknowledge). As the dimensions of the whole work grew
be3mnd expectation and almost overstepped the nirpo*

ailra<Mttr, the sixteen excursuses which were promised in
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the first vdame have had to be dropped ; the book would
otherwise have been overloaded. ^ far as they possess

independent interest they will find a place elsewhere. They
are real excursuses and were intended as such, and the proper

understanding of the book will not be affected by their

absence.

Erwin Rohde.
Hkidxlberc.

Novtmbtr 1st, 1893.



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

“The publication of a second edition of this book affords
* me a welcome opportimity of making my account more

exact and to the point in certain places ; of adding some-

points that had been overlooked or omitted
;
and of noticing

with approval or disapproval some divergent opinions that

had obtained currency in the interval. Controversy is.

however, confined within the narrowest limits and to points

of minor importance (and only then in answer to more serious

and significant objections). The plan and—if I may' say so

—

the style of the whole book demanded throughout, and more
especially in the great points at issue, a purely positive

statement of my own views and the results of my own studies.

Such a statement, it may well be imagined, was not arrived

at without being preceded in the mind of the author by
a controversial reckoning with the manifold views and
doctrines of others upon the subjects here dealt with—views
which in some cases he felt obliged to reject. Controversy

in this sense lies behind every' page of the book, though
as a r\ile only in a latent condition. In this condition 1 have
been content to let it remain in this revised edition of the

book. My opinions were not arrived at without toil and
much caruul reflection ; one view being made to reinforce

another till they were all bound together in a single closely-

knitted whole. Neither further reflection on my part nor the

criticisms of others have shaken my belief in the tenabUity

of opinions reached in this way. 1 have therefore ventiured

to leave my account onalter^ in all its main points. 1

hope that it contains its own justification and defence in

its^ without further vindication on my part.

Nothing in the plan or execution of the whole or its parts

has been altered ; neither have I taken anything away.
The book contained nothing that was superfluous to the

attainment of the object that I had in view. This object,

it will be apparent, was not in the least to provide a brief

and compendious statement of the most indispensable facts

about the cult of Souls and the belief in immortality among
the Greeks for the benefit of those who wished to take a hasty
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glance over the subject. Sudi a hasty picker-up of knowledge
who r^ards himself—I cannot imagine why—as peculiarly

fitted to criticise my book, has ingenuously besought me,
in view of a second edition which he was kind enough to

think probable, to throw overboard most of what he con-

sidered the superfluous parts of the book. With this re<^uest

I have not felt myself able to comply. My book was wntten
for maturer readers who have passed beyond the school

stage and look for something more than an elementary
handbook, and who would be able to understand and
appreciate the plan and intention which led me to draw my
material so widely from many departments of literary and
cultural history. The first edition of the book found many
such readers : I may hope and expect that the second w^
do the same.

In its revised form the book has been divided for the

convenience of those who use it into two volumes (which

correspond with the two parts in which it was first published).

I was urged to take away the notes that stand at the foot

of the text and relegate them to a place by themselves in

a separate appendix. I found, however, that I could not

bring myself to adopt this fashionable modem practice,

whi^ so far as 1 have experience of it in books published

in recent years seems to me to be inconvenient and to hinder

rather than help that undisturbed appreciation of the text

vdiich such an arrangement is intended to serve. Independent
readers who in using the book are working out the subject

for themselves would certainly not desire the separation

of the documentary evidence from the statement of the

author’s view. The book has also, to my permliar satisfaction,

attracted a large number of readers from outside the immediate
circle of professional philologists. Such readers have evidently

not been seriously ^sturl^ by the elaborate and perhaj»
rather peptic aspect of the mysterious disquisitions at

the foot of the page, and have been able to fix their attention

upon the clearer language of the text above. I have therefore

dmded to remove a few only of the notes which had grown
to independent dimensions to an appendix at the end of

each oi the two volumes.

Hxidiuixbc.
ZHk. 1897.

Erwin Rohde.



PRELIMINARY NOTE TO THE

SEVENTH AND EIGHTH EDITIONS

IN supervising together this reprint of *' Psyche ’’ we have
* found ourselves faced with the .question which SchSll

and Dieterich had to decide in bringing out the third edition

—

whether changes or additions would be admissible. It went
without saying that the text must remain untouched in

the form last given to it by Rohde’s own hand. Nor was
it possible to make any additions to the notes without seriously

distiirbing the carefully considered architecture of the whole
book. It would have been more po^ible to add an appendix
or supplementary pamphlet recording the literature of the

subject which has appeared since 1898 and giving an account
of the present state of the questions dealt with by Rohde

:

as has been done vrith the “ Griechische Roman " by W.
Schmid. But on making the attempt we soon found that

the problem was a different one in the case of *' Psyche
”

with which (much more than in the other case) all subsequent
study of the history of religion as pursued by all nations

has had to reckon, and from which such study has in no
small degree taken its starting point. We have therefore

refrained ; and we have also refrained from remodelling

the citations to make them correspond with critical editions

that have since appeared. This process could not be carried

through without, in some places, introducing contradictions

with Rohde’s interpretation that would have necessitated

more detailed discussion. Rohde’s own method of citation

was only seriously inconvenient in the case of Euripides;

here he evidently, as we observed from about the middle
of the first volume onwards, made use of more than one edition

at the same time, and has consequently quoted lines in

accordance with different enumerations. For the greater

assurance and convenience of the reader the lines are uniformly

referred to according to the numbering of Nauck. This

task has been undertaken by our devoted helper Frl. Emilie

Boer, who has also verified, with a very few exertions,
the whole of the references to ancient writers and inscrij^ons ;
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a considerable number of errors missed by the author or

later editors have thus been corrected. The minor changes

introduced in the third and following editions—the recording

on the margin of the pagination of the first edition and the

valuable enlargement of the index due to W. Nestle with

the assistance of 0. Crusius—have all naturally been retained.

F. Boll.

Hbisslbsxc. 0. Weinreich.
Novtwbtr, 1920.



TRANSLATOR'S NOTE

P OHDE is very unsystematic in his mode of quoting from
ancient authorities : he has, for example, four different

ways of referring to the Iliad and the Odyssey, two of referring

to Demosthenes and the Orators, etc. In quoting from the

lesser authorities he sometimes used editions which have
since become antiquated. (He even goes so far as to quote

Clem. Alex, by the page and letter of Heinsius' re-edition

of Sylburg.) I have made an attempt to reduce the number
of inconsistencies and to give references where possible to

modem editions. In these and other small ways I have
tried to make the notes—^the text I hope is intelligible enough
—more accessible to English readers. I have given references

to English translations of German works (where I have been

able to find them) ; but I have refrained from adding references

to the modem literature of the subject : most readers of the

book will prefer to do that for themselves. In order to

save space I have used abbreviation pretty freely in quoting

names of authors and titles of books. The abbreviated

forms agree generally with those given in Liddell and Scott

(supplement^ by the list drawn up for the new edition of.

the Lexicon) ; most of the

following may be noted :

—

A. (or Aescb.)
Amm.
AP.
ApoUod.
A. R.
Aik. Mink.
Aug.
D. (or Dem.)
D. C.

D. H.

D.L.
D. P.

«= Aeschylus.
^ Ammouius.
s Antkologia Paiafina.
= Ps.-Apollodorus, BihUolkeca (unless Epit. is added).
St Apollonius Rbodius.
°tt MiUkeilungen d. deutsck. arck. Inst, nt Aiken.
•= Augustine.

Demosthenes.
> Dio Cassius.

» Dio Chrysostom.
n Dionysius of Halicarnassus (i.e. R<m. Antiq., unless

otherwise indicated).

Diogenes Laertius.

=• Dionysius Periegetes.

»« Diodorus Siculus.



XVI TRANSLATOR’S NOTE

GbL » Galen (vol. and nafe of Kflhn).
GDI. wm c^tz, GruchUciuDitMtinsamfttn,
Gp. ~ GMpmica.
Gfinun » Griiun. Dtufsckt Mythohgie tranal. aa TnAomic

Mytkokfy, by J. S. Stallybrasa, Lond., 1880.

Hwadid. Pol. » Heracudes Ponticus, Politiea,

Hiin. = Himerius.
Hipp. » Hippolytos.
Hp. =: Hippolmtes.
Hkh. «» Hesychiut.
H. Smyrn. = Hermippns of Smyrna,

er is quoted by the ma
books of the Iliad, by ti

Imscr. Png. = Insckrififn vom Pngamtm ed. Fraenkel.
IPE. Inscriptiones Ponti Emini ed. Latyachev.
Is. == Isaeus.

J.M. xs Justin Martyr.
Ltg. Son. mt von Prott and Zidien, Leges Grtucontm Sacrat.

Pdl. »=s Palladius, d« Re Rusiica.

Phld. «. Philodemus.
Pi = Pinto.
PI. = Plato.

PLG. » Bergk. Poetae Lyrid Graeci ed. 4.

Plot. XX Hotinus.
Pin. = Plutarch.
PMagPar. x> Paris Magical Papyrus ed. Wessely.
Rh,MHS. xB Rtinisches Museum.
5. (or Soph.) ax SophoUes.
S. £. xx Sextus Empiricus.
SIG. X. Dittenberger. Sylloge InscripHonum Graecarum ed. 2

(unless otherwise stated).

Str. ax Strabo (Casaubon’s page).

Tab. Dejix. m, TabeUae Defixionum ed. Wiinsch (Appendix to

XX Theophrastus (C*. »• Characins ed. Jebb).
ax E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture ed. 4.

ax Tzetzes.

Vg. .= Vergil.

Vote. ax Diels. Fragmente der Vorsokratikn ed. 4 (vol. i

unless otherwise indicated).

X. (or Xen.) xa Xenmhon historicus.

3^b. ax Zenobius.

I take this (^porttmity of thanking my friend Mr. R. Bum,
of Glasgow University, for his invaluable help in these matters.

W. B. Haus.
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CHAPTER I

Beliefs aboitt the Soul and Cult of Souls in the
Homeric Poems

I

! 1

To the immediate understanding of mankind nothing seems
so self-evident, nothing so little in need of explanation, as
the phenomenon of Life itself, the fact of man’s own existence.

On the other hand, the cessation of this so self-evident

existence, whenever it obtrudes itself upon his notice, arouses

man's ever -renewed astonishment. There are primitive

peoples to whom death whenever it occurs seems an arbitrary

abbreviation of life : if it is not due to visible forces, then some
invisible magic must have caused it. So difficult is it for such
peoples to grasp the idea that the present state of being alive

and conscious can come to an end of its own accord.

Once reflection on such problems is aroused, life itself,

standing as it does on the threshold of all sensation and
experience, soon begins to appear no less mysterious than
death—that kingdom into which no experience reaches. It

may even come about that when they are r^arded too long

and too hard, light and darkness seem to change places. It

was to a Greek poet that the question suggested itself

:

” Who knows then whether Life be not Death, and what we
here call Death be called Life there below ?

"

From such jaded wisdom and its doubts Greek civilization

is still far removed when, though already at an adt^ced
stage in its development, it first speaks to us in the Homeric
poems. The poet and his heroes speak with lively feeling of

the pains and troubles of life, both in its individual phases and
as a whole. The gods have allotted a life of pain and misery
to txiea, while they themselves remain free from care. On the

other hand, to turn aside from life altogether never alters

the head of anyone in Homer. Nothing may be said expressly

the joy and upi^essof life, but that b because such things
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go without sa3ung among a vigorous folk engrossed in a move-
ment of progress, whose circumstances were never comphcated
and where all the conditions of happiness easily fell to the

lot of the strong in activity and enjojunent. And, indeed, it is

only for the strong, the prudent, and the powerful that this

Homeric world is intended. life and existence upon this

earth obviously belongs to them—is it not an indispensable

condition of the attainment of all particular good things ?

As for death—the state which is to follow our life here—there

is no danger of anyone mistaking that for life. " Do not try

and expl^ away death to me,” says Achilles to Odysseus
in Hades ; and this would be the answer any Homeric man
would have pven to the sophisticated poet, if he had tried

to persuade him that the state of things after life on this earth

is the real life. Nothing is so hateful to man as death and the

gates of Hades : for when death comes it is certain that life

—

this sweet life of ours in the sunlight—is done with, whatever
else there may be to follow.

S2

But what dots follow ? What happens when life departs
for ever from the inanimate body ?

It is strange that anyone should have maintained (as it

has been in recent times *) that in any stage of the develop-

ment of the Homeric poems the belief can be found that vdth
the moment of death all is at an end : that nothing survives

death. We are not warranted by any statement in either of

the two poems (to be found perhaps in their oldest parts, as

is suggested) nor yet by the tell-hde silence of the poet, in

attributing such an idea either to the poet or his con-
temporaries. Wherever the occasion of death is described

we are told how the dead man (still referred to by his name)

.

or his “ P^che ”, hastens away into the house of Aides—
into the kmgdom of Aides and the grim Persephoneia ;

goes down to the darkness below the earth, to Erebos ; or,

more vaguely, sinks into the earth itself. In any case, it is

no mere nothing that can enter the gloomy depths, nor over
what does not exist could one suppose that the cUvine Pair
holds sumy below.

But how are we to think of this " P^he ” that, imnoticed
during the lifetime of the body, and only observable when it is

"sei^ted” from the bo<w> now glides off to join the

multitude of its kind assembled in the murky regions of the
” Invisible ” (Aides) ? Its name, like the names given to the
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“ soul ” in many languages, marks it off as something airy
and breathlike, revealing its presence in the breathing of the
living man. It escapes out of the mouth—or out of the gaping
wound of the dying—and now freed from its prison becomes,
as the name well expresses it, an “ image ” {*r8aiAo»). On
the borders of Hades Odysseus sees floating " the images of

those that have toiled (on earth) These immaterial images
withdrawing themselves from the grasp of the living, Iflte

smoke (II. xxiii, 100) or a shadow (Od. xi, 207 ;
x, 495),

must at least recognizably present the general outlines of

the once living person. Odysseus immediately recognizes

his mother, Antikleia, in such a shadow-person, as well as the
lately dead Elpenor, and those of his companions of the
Trojan War who have gone before him. TTie psyche of

Patroklos appearing to Achilleus by night resembles the dead
man absolutdy in stature, bodily appearance and expression.

The nature of this shadowy double of mankind, separating

itself from man in death and taking its departm-e then, can
best be realized if we first make clear to ourselves what
qualities it does not possess. The psyche of Homeric belief

does not, as might have been suppos^, represent what we are

accustomed to call “ spirit ” as opposed to " body ”. All the
faculties of the human ** spirit ’’ in the widest sense—for

which the poet has a large and \aried vocabulary—^are indeed
only active and only possible so long as a man is still alive :

when death comes the complete personality is no longer in

existence. The body, that is the corpse, now becomes mere
senseless earth ” and falls to pieces, while the ps3rche

remains imtouched. But the latter is by no means the refuge

of " spirit " and its faculties, any more than the corpse is.

It (the psyche) is described as being without feeling, deserted

by mind and the organs of mind. All power of will, sensation,

and thought have vanished with the disintegration of the

individual man into his component parts. So far frmn it

bdng permissible to ascribe the functions of “ spirit ” to the

psyche, it would be more reasonable to speak of a contrast

between the two. Man is a living creature, conscious of him-

self and intelligratly active, only so long as the psyche remains

within him. But it is not^e psyche which communicates its

own faculties to man and gives him capacity for life together

with consciousness, will and knowledge. It is rather that

dui^ the union of the ps3^e and the body all the faculties

of living and acting lie within the empire of the body, of which

they are functions. Without the presence of the pqwdic, the

body cannot perceive, feel, or will, but it docs not use these
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or any of its faculties through or by means of the psyche.

Koadb^ does Homer attribute any such function to the

psyche in living man : it is, in fact, only mentioned when its

separation from the living man is imminent or has occurred.

As the body's shadow-image it survives the body and all its

vital powers.

If we now ask—as our Homeric p^cholo^ts gnaerally

do—which, in the hice of this mysterious association between
a living bc^y and its counterfeit the psyche, is the " real

"

man, we find that Homer in fact giws contradictory answers.

Not infrequently (indeed, in the first lines of the Iliad) the

material l^y is contrasted,* as the “ man himself ", witlx the

psyche—^which cannot therefore be any organ or component
part of the living body. On the other hand, that which takes

Its departure at death and hastens into the realm of Hades
is also referred to by the proper name of the person as
" himself

" •—which means that here the shadowy psyche

(for nothing else can go down to Hades) is invested with the

name and value of the complete personality, the " self " of

the man. But those who draw from these phrases the

conclusion that either the body or the psyche must be the
" real man ” have, in either case,* left out of account or un-
ex|dauied one half of the recorded evidence. Regarded without
prejudice, these apparently contradictory methods of speaking
simply prove that both the visible man (the body and its

own mculties) and the indwelling psyche could be described

as the man’s " self According to the Homeric view, human
beings exist twice over : once as an outward and visible

shape, and again as an invisible " image " which only gains

its freiMinm in death. This, and notlung else, is the Psyche.

Such an idea—that the psydie should dwell wit^ the
living and folly conscious personality, like an alien and
a stranger, a feebler double of the man, as his " other self

"

—

this may wdl seem very strange to us. And yet this is what
soHalled " savage " peoples,* all over the world, actu^y
believe. Herbert Spencer in particular has shown this most
dedaivdl;^. It is thex^ore not very surprising to find the Greeks,
too, sharuig a mode of thought that lies so dose to the mind of
primitive mankind. The earlier age which handed <b>wn to

the Greeks of Homer their beliefs about the soul cannot have
failed any more than other nations to observe the facts upon
sridch a &ntastic logic based the conclusion of man's doubte
personality. It was not the phenomena of sensation, will,

peroqirtiiMi, or thought in waking and consdons man whkh
led to tiiis oondnskm. It was the experknoe of an apparmt
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double of the self in dreaming, in swoons, and ecsta^, that
gave rise to the inference of a two-fold principle of life in man,
and of the existence of an independent, separable “ second
self

’’ dwelling within the viable self of daily life. One has
only to listen to the words of a Greek writer of a later period

who, far more explicitly than Homer, describes the nature of the
ps3nhe and at the same time lets us see the origin of the belief

m such an entity. Pindar (fr. 131) tells us that the body obeys
Death, the almighty, but the image of the living creatum
lives on (" since this alone is derived from the gods ’*

: which,
of course, is not Homeric behep ; for it (ttis eiddlm) is

sleeping when the limbs are active, but when the body is

asleep it often reveals the future in a dream. Words could
hardly make it plainer that in the activities of the waking and
conscious man, the image-soul has no part. Its world is the

world of sleep. While the other “ I ”, unconscious of itself,

lies in sleep, its double is up and doing. In other words, while

the body of the sleeper lies wrapped in slumber, motionless,

the sleeper in his dream lives and sees many strange and
wonderful things. It is ” himself ” who does this (of that there

can be no doubt), and }'et not the self known and visible to

himself and others ; for that lies still as death beyond the

reach of sensation. It follows that there lives within a ntan a
second self, active in dreaming. That the dream experiences

are veritable realities and not empty fancies for Homer is also

certain. He never says, as later poets often do, that the

dreamer ” thought ” he saw this or that. The hgu^ seen in

dreams are real figures, cither of the gods themselves or a
" dream spirit

’* sent by them, or a fleeting " image " (eidolon)

that they allow to appear for a moment. Just as &e dreamer's

capacity for vision is no mere fancy, so, too, the objects that

he sees are realities. In the same way it is something real that

appears to a man asleep as the shape of a person lately dead,

^ce this shape can show itself to a dreamer, it must of

necessity still exist ; consequently it survives death, though,

indeed, only as a breath-like image, much as we liave seen

reflections of our own faces mirrored in water.* It cannot,

indeed—this airy substance—be grasped or held like the

once viable self ; and hence comes its name, the *' psyche

The primeval argument for such a counterpart of man is

repeated by AduUeus himself {ll. xxiii, 103 f.) when his dead

mend af^iears to him and then vanishes again : so, then, ye

Gods, there yet lives in Hades' house a p^^che and shadoi^
image fof man), but there is no midriff in it (and conseramtfy
iHme of ^e fatties udiich preserve the viriUe man auve).
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The dreamer, then, and what ht sees in his dream proves
the existoice of an aUer in man.’ Man. however, also

observes that his body may suffer a deathlike torpor without
the second self being occupied with dream experiences. In

such moments of *' swoon ", according to Greek thought and
actual Homeric expression. " the psyche has left the ^y." •

Where had it gone ? No man could tell. But on this occasion

it comes back again : whereupon the " spirit is gathered again

into the midriff ". If ever, as happens in the case of death, the

psyche should become completely separated from the visible

body, then the " spirit ’’ will never return. But the psyche,

which in those temporary separations from the body* did

not perish, will not vanish into nothingness now.

§3

So far experience takes us, from which primitive logic

arrived at veay much the same conclusions all over the world.

But. we may proceed to ask, where does this liberated psyche
go ? What bkomes of it ? Here begins " the undiscovered

country " and it might appear that at its entrance ^ere was
a complete parting of the ways.

Primitive peopte are accustomed to attribute unlimited

powers to the disembodied " soul "—powers aU the more
formidable because they are not seen. Indeed, they refer in

part all invisible forces to the action of " souls ", and strain

anxiously by means of the richest offerings within their power
to secure for themselves the goodwill of these powerful spirits.

Homer, on the contrary, teows nothing of any influence

exerted ty the psyche upon the visible world, and, con-

sequently, hardly anything of a cult of the psyche. How,
indeed, could the souls (as I may venture to call them without
furttier risk of misunderstanding) have any such induence ?

They are all without exception collected in the realm of

Ahte, far from the living, separated from them by Okeanos
and Acheron, guarded by relentless god himself, the

inexorable doorkeeper. Only a fabled hero like Odysseus
may for once, perhaps, reach the entrance of that gloomy
kingdom alive ; the souls themselves, once they have crossed

the river, never come bock—so the soul of Patroklos assures

his friend. How do they get there ? The implication seems

disappeasB for ever mto thi depths of Erebos. It vm only a
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later poet who, in giving the final touches to the Odyssey,
introduced Hermes, the " Guide of the Dead Whether this

is an invention of the poet’s, or, as appears more likely, it is

borrowed from the ancient folk-belief of some remote comer
of Greece, in the completely rounded circle of Homeric belief

at any rate it is an innovation and an important one. Doubt
has arisen, it appears, whether indeed all the souls must of

necessity pass away into the Unseen ; and they are provided
with a divine guide who by his mysterioudy compelling
summons (Od. xxiv, 1) and the power of his magic wand
constrains them to follow him.***

Down in the murky underworld they now float unconscious,
or, at most, with a twilight half-consciousness, wailing in a
shinll diminutive voice, helpless, indiflerent. Of course, flesh,

bones, and sinews,** the midriff, the seat of all the faculties

of mind and will—these are all gone for ever. They were
attached to the once-visible partner of the psyche, and that

has been destroyed. To speak of an " immortal life ” of these

souls, as scholars both ancient and modem have done, is

incorrect. They can hardly be said to live even, any more than
the image does that is reflected in the mirror ; and that they
prolong to eternity their shadowy image-existence—where in

Homer do we ever find this said ? The psyche may survive

its visible companion, but it is helpless without it. Is it possible

to believe that a realistically imaginative, materially minded
people like the Greeks would have regaled as immortal a
creature incapable (once the funeral is over) of requiring or
receiving further «OMrisAme»i/—either in religious cult or
otherwise ?

The daylight wx)rld of Homer is thus freed from spectres

of the night (for even in dreams the psyche is seen no more
after the body is burnt) ; from those intangible and ghostly

essences at whose unearthly activity the superstitious of every
age tremble. The living are no longer troubled by the dead.

The world is governed by the gods alone ; not pale and ghostly

phantoms, but palpable and fully materialized figures, workirtg

powerfully everywhere, and dwelling on the dkar mountain
tops :

" and brightness gleams around them.” No daimonic
powers can compare with the gods or can avail against them ;

and night does not set free the departed souls of the dead.

The reader starts involuntarily and begins to suspect the

influence of another age, when in a part of Rook XX of the

Odyssey, added by a later hand, he reads how shortly before

the destruction of the suitors the clairvoyant sootl^yer
bdiolds in h«n and forecourt the soul-ph^toms (eidbla)
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floating in multitudes and hunying down to the darkness
under the earth :

" the sun was darkened in the heaven and
a thick mist came over all.” The later poet has been very
successful in suggesting the terror awakened by a foreboding

of tragedy ; but such terror in the face of the doings of the

spirit world is entirely un-Homeric.

§ 4

Were the Greeks, then, always so untroubled by such fears

of the souls of the dead ? Was there never any cult of dis-

embodied spirits, such as was not only known to all primitive

peoples throughout the world, but was also quite familiar to

nations belonging to the same family as the Greeks, for instance,

the Indians and the Persians ? The question and its answ’er

have more than a passing interest. In later times—long

subsequent to Homer—^w'e find in Greece itself a lively worship
of ancestors and a general cult of the departed. Were it

demonstrable—as it is generally assumed without proof—that

the Greeks only at this late period first began to p>ay a religious

cult to the souls of the dead, this fact would give very strong

support to the oft-repeated theory' that the cult of the dead
arose from the ruins of a previous worship of the gods.

Anthropologists are accustomed to deny this and to regard

the worship of disembodied souls as one of the earhest forms
(if not as originally the only form) of the reverence psdd to

unseen powers. The peoples, however, upon whose condition.s

of life and mental conceptions such views arc generally ba.sed.

have indeed behind them a long past, but no history. Wliat is

to prevent pure speculation and theorizing in conformity with
the preconceived idea just mentioned (which is almost elevated

to tte position of a doctrine of faith by some comparative
rehgionists) from introducing into the dim past of such savage
peoples the primitive worship of gods, out of w-hich the worship
of the dead may then subsequently arise ? But Greek religious

development can be traced from Homer onwards for a long

period ; and there we find the certainly remarkable fact

that a cult of the dead, unknown to Homer, only appears later,

in the course of a long and vigorous expansion of religious

ideas in after times ; or, at least, then shows itself more
jdainly—^but not, it is important to notice, as the precipitate

of a dying belief in gods and worship of the gods, but rather

as a collateraldevelo^ent by the side of that highly developed

form of piety.

Are we, then, really to believe that the cult of disembodied
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spirits was absolutely unknown to the Greeks of pre-

Homeric times ?

Such an assertion, if made without due qualification, is con-

tradicted by a closer study of the Homeric poems themselves.

It is true that Homer represents for us the earliest great

stage in the evolution of Greek civilization of which we have
clear evidence. But the poems do not stand at the beginning
of that evolution. Indeed, they only stand at the beginning of

Greek Epic poetry—so far as this has been transmitted to us

—

because the natural greatness and wide popularity of the

Iliad and the Odyssey secured their preservation in writing.

Their very existence and the degree of artistic finish whidi
they show, oblige us to suppose that behind them lies a long

history of heroic " Saga ” poetry. The conditions which they
describe and imply point to a long course of previous develop-

ment—from nomadic to city life, from patriarchal rule to the

organization of the Greek Polls. And just as the maturity of

material development tells its tale, so do the refinement and
maturity of culture, the profound and untrammelled know-
ledge of the world, the clarity and simpUcity of thought
reflected in them. All these things go to show that before

Homer, in order to reach Homer, the Greek world must have
thought and learned much—must, indeed, have unlearned

and undone much. As in art, so in all the products of

civilization, what is simple, appropriate, and convincing is not
the achievement of beginners, but the reward of prolonged
study. It is prima facie unthinkable that during the whole
length of Greek evolution before Homer, religion alone, the
relationship between man and the invisible world, should have
remained stationary at any one point. It is not from the

comparison of religious behefs and their development among
kindred nations, nor even from the study of apparently
primitive ideas and usages in the religious hfe of the Greeli
themselves of later times, that we are to seek the truth about
the religious customs of that remote period which is obscured
for us by the intervening mass of the Homeric poems. Com-
parative studies of this kind are valuable in their way, but
must only be used to give further support to the insight

derived from less easily misleading methods of inquiry. For
us the only completely satisfactory source of information

about pre-Homeric times is Homer himself. We are allowed

—

indeed, we are forced—to conclude that there have been

change in conceptions and customs, if, in that otherwise so

uniform and rounded Homeric world, we meet with isolated

occurrences, customs, forms of speech that contradict the
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normal atmosphere of Homer and can only be explained by
reference to a world in all essentials differently orientated

from his own and for the most part kept in the background
by Homer. All that is necessary is to open our eyes, freed

from preconceived ideas, to the " rudiments ” (" survivals ”,

as they are better called by English scholars) of a past stage of

civilization discoverable in the Iliad and Odyssey themselves.

Such rudiments of a once vigorous soul-worship are not
hard to find in Homer. In particular, we may refer to what the
Iliad tells us of the manner in which the dead body of Patroklos

is dealt with. The reader need only recall the general outline

of the storj\ In the evening of the day upon which Hektor
has been slain, Achilles with his MjTmidons sings the funeral

dirge to his dead friend : they go three times in procession

round the body, Achilles lajing his ” murderous hands ” on
the breast of Patroklos and calling upon him with the words ;

“ Hail, Patroklos mine, even in Aides' dwelling-place

;

what I vowed to thee before is now performed
; Hektor lies

slain and is the prey of dogs, and twelve noble Trojan youths
will I slay at thy funeral p>Te." After they have laid aside

their arms he makes ready the funeral feast for his com-
panions—bulls, sheep, goats, and pigs are killed. ” and all

aroimd, in beakers-full, the blood flowed round the corpse.”

During the night the soul of Patroklos appears to Achilles

demanding immediate burial. In the morning the host of

the Myrmidons marches out in arms, bearing the body in their

midst. The warriors lay locks of their hair, cut off for the

purpose, upon the body, and last of all Achilles places his

own hair in the hand of his friend—it was once pledged by
his father to Spercheios the River-god, but Patroklos must
now take it with him, since return to his home is denied to

Achilles. The funeral pyre is got ready, many sheep and
oxen slaughtered. The corpse is wrapped in their fat, while

their carcasses are placed b^ide it
;

jars of oil and honey are

set round the body. Next, four horses are killed, two dogs
belonging to Patroklos, and last of all twelve Trojan youths
taken prisoner for this purpose by Achilles. All these are

burnt together with the corp^, and Achilles spends the whole
night pouring out dark wine upon the earth, calling the while

upon the psyche of Patroklos. Only when morning comes is

the fire extinguished with wine ; the bones of Patroklos are

collected and laid in a golden casket and entombed within

a mound.
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Here we have a picture of the funeral of a chieftain which,

in the solemnity and ceremoniousness of its elaborate detail,

is in striking conflict with the normal Homeric conception of

the nothingness of the soul after its separation from the body.

A full and rich sacrifice is here offered to such a soul. This
sacrifice is inexplicable if the soul immediately upon its

dissolution flutters away insensible, helpless and powerless,

and therefore incapable of enjoying the offerings made to it.

It is therefore not unnatural that a method of interpretation

which isolates Homer as far as possible and adheres closely

to his own fixed and determinate range of ideas, should attempt
to deny the sacrificial character of the offerings made on this

occasion.** We may well ask, however, what else but a

sacrifice, i.e. a repast offered in satisfaction of the needs of

the person honoured (in this case the psyche) ,
can be intended

by this stream of blood about the corpse ; this slaughtering

and burning of cattle and sheep, horses and dogs, and finally

of twelve Trojan prisoners on or at the funeri pyre ? To
explain it all as a mere performance of pious duties, as is

often done in interpreting many of the gruesome pictures of

Greek sacrificial ceremonies, is impossible here. Besides,

Homer often tells us of merely pious observances in honour
of the dead, and they are of a verj' different character. And
the most horrible touch of all (the human sacrifice) is not put
in simply to satisfy Achilles’ lust for vengeance—twdee over
does Achilles call to the soul of Patroklos with the words :

" To you do I bring what I formerly promised to you
"

(II. xxiii, 20 ff., 180 ff.).** The whole series of offerings on this

occasion is precisely of the kind which we may take as typical

of the oldest sort of sacrificial ritual such as we often find in

later Greek religion in the cultus of the infernal deities. The
sacrificial offerings are completely burnt in honour of the

Daimon and are not shared between the bystanders as in the

case of other offerings. If such " holocausts ”, when offered

to the Chthonic and some of the 01)mipian deities, are to be

regarded as sacrificial in character, then it is unjustifiable

to invent some other meaning for the performances at the

funeral pyre of Patroklos. The offering of wine, oil, and honey,

at least, are normal in sacrificial rituals of later times. Even
the severed lock of hair spread out over the dead body or

laid in the cold hand is a well known sacrificial tribute, and
must be supposed such here as much as in later Greek

ceremonial or in that of many other peoples.** In fact, tliis

gift in iiarticular, symbolically representing as it does a more
valuable sacrifice by means of another and less important
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object (in the giving of which only the goodwill of the giver

is to be considered)—this very offering, like all such symbolical
substitutions, bears witness to the long duration and past
development of the cultus in which it occurs—in this case of

the worship of the dead in pre-Homeric times.

The whole narrative presupposes the idea that by the
pouring out of streams of blood, by offerings of wine and burnt
offerings of human beings and of cattle, the psyche of a person
lately dead can be refteshed, and its resentment mollified.

At any rate, it is thus thought of as accessible to human
prayers and as remaining for some time in the neighbourhood
of the sacrifice made to it. This contradicts what we expect
in Homer, and, in fact, just in order to make this unusual
performance plausible to an audience no longer familiar with
the idea, and to make it admissible on a special occasion, the

poet (though the actual course of his story does not really

require it) makes the jjsyche of Patroklos appear by night

to Achilles. And, in fact, to the end of the narrative AchiUes
repeatedly greets the soul of Patroklos as though it were
present.** The unusual way in which Homer deals with this

whole affair, so full of primeval, savage ideas as it is, seems,

indeed, to betray a certain vagueness about what its real

meaning may be. That the writer has certain qualms on
the subject is indicated by the brevity—not at all like Homer

—

with wUch the most shocking part of the story, the slaughter

of human beings, together with horses and dogs, is hurried

over. But the thing to be noted particularly is that the poet

is certainly not devising such unpleasant circumstances for the

first time out of his own imagination. This epic picture of the

worship of the dead was adopted by Homer from an earlier

source (whatever that source may have been),** and not

invented by him. He makes it serve his special purpose, which
is to provide a satisfactory climax to the series of vivid and
emotional scenes beginning with the tragic death of Patroklos

and ending with the death and dishonouring of the champion
of Troy. After such emotional exaltation the overstrained

nerves must not be allowed to relax too suddenly ; a last

flicker of the superhuman rage and grief that made Achilles

rave so furiously against his foes must show itself in the serving

up of this awful banquet to the soul of his friend. It is

as though a primitive and long-suppressed savagery had
broken out again for a last effort. Only when all is over does

the soul of Achilles find repose in melancholy resignation.

More calmly he calk upon the rest of the Achseans to take their

seats " in a wide drete round about " ; and there follows the
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description of those splendid "Games”, a subject that must
have awakened the enthusiasm of every experienced athlete

in the audience—and was there ever a Greek who was not
an athlete ? It is true that athletic contests are described by
Homer mainly on account of their own peculiar interest and
for the sake of the artistic effects that their description

allowed. Still, the selection of such games as a fitting con-
clusion to a chieftain’s funeral caimot be fully understood
except as a survival of an ancient and once vigorous worship-

of the dead. Such athletic contests in honour of the great

immediately after their death are often referred to by
Homer ; indeed, a funeral is the only occasion recognized

by him as suitable for the exhibition of athletic prize-com-
petitions. The practice never quite died out, and it became
usual in later post-Homeric times to mark the festivals of

Heroes and, later of gods, too, by Games which gradually
became regularly repeated performances, developed from the
traditional contests that had concluded the funeral ceremonies
of great men. Now, no one doubts that the Agon at the festival

of a Hero or a god formed part of their religious worship.

It is only reasonable, then, to suppose that the funeral games
whicli accompany the burial of a chieftain (and are confined

to that one occasion) belong to the religious adi of the dead,
and to recognize that such a mode of worship can only have
been introduced at a time when men regarded the soul, in

whose honour the ceremony took place, as capable of sharing

consciously in its enjoyment. Even Homer is certainly

conscious of the fact that the games, hke the rest of the

offerings made then, were intended for the satisfaction of
the dead and not solely for the entertainment of the

living.*® We may also cite the declared opinion of

Varro, who says that the dead in whose honour funeral

games are celebrated are thereby proved to have been
regarded originally, if not as gods, at least as very powerful
spirits.** Of course, tliis feature of the original cultus of the

soul was very easily stripped of its real meaning

—

it recommended itself quite apart from its religious

significance—and for that very reason remained longer than
other performances of the kind in general use.

If we now survey the whole series of ritual acts directed to

the honouring of the soul of Patroklos, we can deduce from

the seriousness of these attempts to please the disembodied

spirit what must have been the strength of the original

conception—how vivid must have been the impression of

enduring sensibility, of formidable power possessed by a soul
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to whom such a cult was offered. It is true of the cult of the

dead, as of any other sacrificial custom, that its perpetuation

is due solely to the hope of avoiding hurt and obtaining

assistance at tlie liands of the Unseen.” A generation that no
lo^er anticipated either help or harm from the " Souls

"

might be ready to perform last offices of all kinds to the deserted

body out of pure piety, and to offer to the dead a certain

traditional reverence. But this would testify rather to the

grief of those left behind than to any special reverence felt

for the departed.” This is mostly the case in Homer. It is

not, however, w’liat we should call piety, but much rather

mistrust of a " ghost ” become powerful through its separation

from the body, that explains the exaggerated fullness of the

funeral offerings that are made at the burial of Patroklos.

They cannot be made to fit in with the ordinary circle of

Homeric ideas. Indeed, that this circle of ideas excluded all

misgiving at the possible action of unseen spirits is quite

clearly shown by the fact that the honours paid even to a dead
man held in such veneration as Patroklos arc confined to the

.solitary occasion of his funeral. As the psyche of Patroklos

himself assures his friend, once the burning of the body is

completed, it, the psyche, will take its departure to Hades,
never to return.** It is easy to s<?e that from this point of

view there was no motive whatever that could lead to a

permanent cult of the soul such as w'as common among the

Greeks of later times. But it should be noticed further that

the lu.Yurious repast offered to the soul of Patroklos on the

occasion of liis funeral liad no point if the goodwill of the

soul which W'as to be as.sured by that process would never have
an opportunity in the future of making itself felt. The con-

tradiction between Homeric belief and Homeric practice on
this occasion is complete, and shows decisively that the

traditional view that would see in this description of soul-

worship at the funeral of Patroklos an effort after new and
more lively ideas of the life after death, must certainly be

wrong. \Vhen new surmises, wishes, conjectures begin to

arise and seek a means of expression, the new ideas generally

find incomplete utterance in the old and inappropriate

external forms, but express themselves more clearly and
certainly (generally with some tendency to exaggeration) in

the less conservative words and language of men. Here just

the opposite occurs : every word the poet utters about the

drcumstances contradicts the elaborately wrought ceremonial

which those circumstances call forth. It is impossible to point

to a single touch that accords wnth the belief implied by the
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ceremonial. The poet’s bias is a different and, indeed, an
opposite one. Of this much at least there cannot be the slightest

doubt : the funeral ceremonies over the body of Patroklos
are not the first budding of a new principle, but rather repre-

sent a “ vestige ” of a more vigorous worship of the dead in

earlier times, a worship that must once have been a complete
and sufficient expression of belief in the great and enduring
power of the disembodied spirit. It has, however, been
preserved unaltered into an age that, with quite other religious

beliefs, no longer understands, or at best half-guesses at the

sense of such strange ceremonial observances. Thus ritual

generally outlives both the state of mind and the belief which
originally gave rise to it.

§ 6

Neither the Iliad nor the Odyssey contains anj’thiug that

can equal the scenes at the funeral of Patroklos as evidence

of primitive worship of the dead. But even the ordinary forms
of interment of the dead are not entirely without such
“ vestigial ” features. The dead man’s eyes and mouth are

closed,** the body is washed and anointed, and after being

wrapped in a clean linen cloth is laid upon a bier,** and the

funei^ dirge begins.** It is hardly po.ssible to see even the

remotest, lingering, reminiscence of a once vigorous worship
of the dead in such performances as these ; or in the very
simple burial customs that follow the burning of the body ;

the bones are collected in a jar or a casket and buried under
a mound, and a post set up to mark the place as a “ grave-

mound ”.** But when we find that the body of Elpenor, in

accordance with the command issued by liis psyche to

Odysseus (Od. xi, 74), is burned together with his weapons
(Od. xii, 13) ; when, further, we read that Achilles burnt the

weapons of liis overtlirown foe together with his body on the

funeral pyre (II. vi, 418), it is impossible not to feel that we
have here, too, survivals of an ancient belief that the soul

in some mysterious fashion was capable of making use of these

objects that are burnt along with its discarded boffily envelope.

No one doubts that tliis is the reason for such a custom when
it meets us in the case of other nations ; with the Greeks,

too, it must have had an equally good foundation, however
little such is to be discovered in the ordinary Homeric view
of the soul. The custom, moreover, more precisely described

in these cases, was of general observance ; we often hear how
the completeness of a burial requires the burning of the

possessions of the dead along with the body.** We cannot
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tell to what extent the duty of offering to the dead all his

movable possessions (a duty originally without doubt
interpreted quite literally) had come in Homeric times to

be interpreted in a sjTnbohcal sense—a process which reached

its lowest stage in t!ie custom prevalent in later times of

presenting an obol " for the Ferryman of the Dead Finally,

the " funeral feast ” offered by the king to the mourning
people either after the funeral of a chieftain {//. xxiv, 802,

665), or before the burning of his body {II. xxiii, 29 ff.), could

only have derived its full meaning from an ancient behef

that the soul of the person thus honoured could itself take

a share in the feast. In the banquet in honour of Patroklos

the dead man is given a definite portion- -the blood of the

slaughtered animals which is poured round his body [11. xxiii,

31). Like the funeral games, this banquet is apparently
intended to propitiate the soul of the dead man. Consequently,

we find even Orestes, after slaying Aigisthos, his father’s

murderer, ofiPering him a funeral feast (Od. iii, 309)— not,

surely, in a mood of simple “ piety ”. The aistom of inviting

the whole people, on the occasion of important funerals, to

such a banquet no longer appears in later times
;

it has little

resemblance to the funeral feasts shared by the relations of

the dead man (»<(»««»»«) that were afterwards customary;
it is far closer to the great ceitir fcrales that accompanied the

silicemia in Rome, to which the relations of the dead man,
if he were an important person, invited the whole population.**

After all, it is no harder to understand the underlying con-

ception of the soul in tliis case sharing the feast with the whole
people, than it is to understand the same conception when
applied to the great sacrifices to the gods which, though the

congregation partakes, are. in name and in fact, essentially
" B^quets of the Gods " {Od. iii, 336).

Such are the relics of ancient soul-worship to be found
within the limits of the Homeric world. Further attention to

the spirits of the dead beyond the time of the funeral Vas
prevented by the deeply ingrained conviction that after the
burning of the body the jjsyche w'as received into the
inaccessible world of the Unseen, from which no traveller

returns. But, in order to secure this complete departure of

the soul, it is necessary for the body to be burnt. Though we
do occasionally read in the Iliad or the Odys.scy that
immediately after death and before the burning of the lx)dy
“ the psyche departed to Hades ”,** the words must not be
taken too literally ; the .soul certainly flies off at once towards
Hades, but it hovers now between the realms of the living and
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the dead until it is received into the final safekeeping of the
latter after the burning of the body. The psyche of Patroklos

appearing by night to Achilles declares this
; it prays for

immediate burial in order that it may pass through the door
of Hades. Until then the other shadow-creatures prevent
its entrance and bar its passage across the river, so that it

has to wander restlessly round the house of Ais of the wide
gate {II. xxiii, 71 ff.). This hastening off towards the house of

Hades is again all that is meant when it is said elsewhere of

Patroklos himself {II. xvi, 856) that the psyche departed out
of his limbs to the house of Hades. In exactly the same way
it is said of Elpenor, the companion of Odysseus, that “ his

soul descended to Hades ” {Od. x, 560). This soul meets his

friend, nevertheless, later on, at the entrance of the Shadow-
world, not yet deprived of its senses like the rest of the dwellos
in that House of Darkness ; not until the destruction of its

physical counterpart is complete can it enter into the rest

of Hades. Only through fire are the souls of the dead
“ appeased ” {II. vii, 110). So long. then, as the psyche retains

any vestige of “ earthliness ” it possesses some feeling still,

some awareness of what is going on among the living.®*

But once the body is destroj-ed by fire, then is the ps3fche

relegated to Hades
;
no return to this earth is permitted to it,

and not a breath of this world can penetrate to it there. It

cannot even return in thought. Indeed, it no longer thinks

at all, and knows nothing more of the world beyond. The
living also forget one so completely cut off from themselves

{11. xxii, 389). \N'hat, then, should tempt them, during the
rest of their lives here, to tiy' to hold communication with
the dead by means of a cult }

§ 7

The practice of cremation itself wUl perhaps give us one
last piece of evidence that there had bwn a time when the

idea of the prolonged sojourn of the disembodied spirit in the

realm of the living and its power of influencing the survivors

existed among the Greeks. Homer knows of no other kind
of funeral than that of fire. On a funeral p>Te are burnt the

bodies of king or leader with the most solemn ritued ;
those of

the common people fallen in war are given to the flames with
less ceremony ; none are buried. We may well ask whence
comes this custom, and what is its meaning for Greeks of the

Homeric age ? This means of disposing of the bodies of the

dead is not by any means the most simple and obvious ;
it
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is far easier to carry out, and far less expensive, to bury them
in the earth. It has been suggested that the custom of

cremation as observed by Persians, Germans, Slavs, and other

peoples, is inherited from a noma^c period. The wandering
hor^ has no permanent habitation in which or near which
the body of the beloved dead can be buried and perpetual

sustenance offered to his soul. Unless, therefore, as is

the custom with some nomadic tribes, the dead body is given

up to be the prey of beasts or weather, it might seem a natural

idea to reduce it to ashes and carry the remains, preserved in

a light jar, along with the tribe on its further joumeyings.**

Whether such practical reasonings can have had so much
in6uence in a connexion that is generally governed entirely

by fancy, and in which practical considerations are altogether

scouted—I shall leave undecided. But, in any case, if we
postulate a nomadic origin for the practice of burning the dead
among the Greeks, we should have to go back altogether too

far into the past to explain a mode of behaviour that, by no
means exclusively practised in early times by the Greeks,

becomes absolutely prescriptive in a period when they liave

long ceased to wander. The .\siatic Greeks, and in particrilar

the lonians, whose popular beliefs and customs are, in general

outline, at least, reproduced for us in Homer, deserted one
settled liabitation in order to found another. Cremation then

must have been so permanently established among them that

it never entered their heads to seek any other method of

disposing of their dead. In Homer not only the Greeks before

Troy and Elpenor, far away from home, are burnt when they
^e ; Eetion, too, in his own home is given a funeral pyre
by Achilles (II. vi, 418). Hektor’s body is burnt in the

middle of Troy and the Trojans themselves in their own native

land bum their dead (II. vii). The box or urn that holds the

cremated bones of the dead is buried in a mound
;
the ashes

of Patroklos, Achilles, Antilochos, and Aias rest on foreign

soil (Od. iii, 109 fl. ; xxiv, 76 1?.). It never occurs to

Agamemnon that if Menelaos dies before Ilios his l>rother’s

grave could be anywhere else than at Troy (II. iv, 174 ft.).

There is, therefore, evidently no intention on the part of the

living of taking the remains of the dead with them on
their return home ;

•* and this cannot be the object of

cremation. It will be necessary to look for some principle

more in accordance with primitive modes of thought tlun

such merely practical considerations. Jakob Grimm ••

suggested that the burning of the corpse might have been
intended as an offering of the dead man to the gods. Among
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the Greeks this could only mean the gods of the lower world ;

but nothing in Greek belief or ritual suggests such a grim
intention.*’ The real purpose aimed at in cremation is not so
far to seek. Since the destruction of the body by fire is

supposed to result in the complete separation of the spirit

from the land of the living,** it must be assumed that this

result is also intended by the survivors who employ the means
in question ; and consequently that the complete banishment
of the psyche once and for all into the other world is the real

purpose and the original occasion of the practice of cremation.

Isolated expressions of opinion among the nations that have
practised the custom do, as a matter of fact, indicate as its

object the speedy and entire separation of soul from body.**

The exact nature of the intention varies with the state of

belief about the soul. When the Indians turned from the
custom of biuying their dead to that of burning them, they
were actuated, it appears, by the idea that the sooner and
more completely the soul was freed from the body and its

limitations, the more easily would it reach the Paradise of the

Just.*® Of the purifying effects of the fire implied in this

conception, the Greeks knew nothing until the idea was
reviv^ in later times." The Greeks of the Homeric age,

innocent of any such “ Kathartic ” notion, thought only of

the destructive powers of that element to which they entrusted

the body of their dead, and of the benefit that they were
conferring upon the soul in freeing it by fire from the lifeless

body, thus adding their assistance to its own efforts to get

free.** Nothing can destroy the psyche's visible counterpart

more quickly than fire. If, then, the body is burnt and the

most treasured possessions of the dead man consumed along

with it, no tie remains that can detain the soul any longer in

the world of the living.

Cremation,- therefore, is intended to benefit the dead, whose
soul no longer wanders unable to find rest ; but still more the

living, for they will not be troubled by ghosts that are securely

confined to the depths of the earth. The Greeks of Homer,
accustomed by long usage to the burning of the dead, are free

from all fears of haunting " ghostly " presences. But when the

practice of the fire-funeral was first adopted, that w'hich was
to be guarded against in the future by the destruction of the

body with fire must have been a real cause of fear.** The souk
that were so anxiously relegated to the other world of the

Unseen must have been fear^ as awesome inhabitants of this

world. And so, from whatever source it may have come to

them,** the custom of erwnation gives finn ground for
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supposing that at some period of their history the belief in

the power and activity of the spirits of the dead and their

influence upon the living—a subject of fear rather than

reverence—must have been prevalent amongst the Greeks

;

even though only a few scattered hints still bear witness to

such beliefs in the Homeric poems.

And evidence of these ancient beliefs we can now see with

our eyes and touch with our hands. Owing to an inestimable

series of fortunate circumstances, we are enabled to catch

a glimpse of a far distant period of Greek histoiy', which not

only supplies a background to Homer, but makes him cease

to be the earliest source of our information upon Greek life

and thought. He is brought suddenly much nearer, perhaps

deceptively nearer, to ourselves. The last decades of ex-

cavation in the citadel and lower town of Mycenae and other

sites in the Peloponncse right into the centre of the peninsula

and as far northwards as Attica and Thessaly, have resulted

in the discoveiy of graves—shaft-graves, chamber-graves,

amd elaborately constructed domed vaults, which were built

and walled up in the period before the Dorian invasion.

These graves prove to us—what was already hinted at by a

few isolated expressions in Homer*®—that the Greek " Age
of Burning ” was preceded, as in the case of the Persians,

Indians, and Germans, by a period in which the dead were
buried in the ground intact.** The lords and ladies of golden

Mycenae, and lesser folk, too (in the graves at Nauplia. in

Attica, etc.), were buried when they died. Chieftains take

with them into the grave a rich parapliemalia of gorgeous
furniture and ornaments—unbumt like their own bodies ;

they rest upon a bed of small stones, and are covered by a
layer of loam and pebbles ;

*^ traces of smoke and remains of
ashes and charred wood bear witness to the fact that the dead
were laid upwin the place where the “ sacrifice for the dead

”

had already been made ; upon the hearth where offerings

had been previously burnt inside the grave chamber.*®
This may very well be a burial procedure of the most primeval
antiquity. Our oldest " Giants’ " graves, in whose trca.sures

no metal of any kind is found, and whose age is on that account
considered to be pre-Teutonic, exhibit similar features.

Either on the ground, or, occasionally, on a specially prepared
basis of fire-brick, the sacrificial fire is lighted, and, when it

has burnt out, the corpse is set down upon the place and given
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a covering of sand, loam, and stone.^* Remains of burnt
sacrificial animals (sheep and goats) have also been found
in the graves at Nauplia and elsewhere.*® In conformity
with such different burial customs, the conceptions then held
of the nature and powers of the disembodied spirits must
have differed widely from those of the Homeric world.
Offerings to the dead at a funeral occur in Homer only on
special and isolated occasions and accompanied by an obsolete

and half-understood ritual. Here they were the regular

procedure both with rich and poor alike. But why should they
have made offerings to their dead if they did not beheve in

their power ? And why should they have taken away gold
and jewellery and art treasures of all kinds and in astonishing

quantities from the living and given them to the dead if they
had not believed tluit the dead could find enjoyment in their

former possessions even in the grave ? V\’hore the material
body still remains intact, there the second self can at least

occasionally return. Its treasured possessions laid by its side

in the tomb arc there to prevent its appearing uninvited in

the outer world.**

Supposing, howev'er, that the soul could return if and where
it liked, it is evident tliat the cult of the dead would not be
confined to the occasion of the funeral. And, indeed, that

very circumstance—the prolongation of the cult paid to the

dead beyond the time of the funeral—of which we could not
find a vestige in Homer, can at last (as it seems to me) be
traced in pre-Homeric Mycen®. Over the middle one of four

shaft-graves found on the citadel stands an altar which can

only have been placed there after the grave was closed and
scaled up.** It is a round altar, hollow inside, and not closed

in at the bottom ; in fact, a sort of funnel standing directly

upon the earth. If, now, the blood of the victim, mingled with
the various drink-offerings, were poured down into this

receptacle, the whole would flow downwards into the ground
l)eneath and to the dead man Ijdng there. This is no altar

{fiatfiis) such as was in use in the worship of the gods above,

but a sacrificial hearth (ioxapa) for the worship of the

inhabitants of the underw’orld. Thi^ structure corresponds

closely with the description we have of the hearths upon
which offerings were made in a later age to " Heroes ”, i.e.

the souls of transfigured human beings.®* Here, then, we
have a contrivance for the permanent and repeated worship

of the dead ; for such worship alone can tliis structure have

been intend^. The funeral offering to the dead had already

been completed inside the grave-chamber. We thus find a
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meaning in the " beehive *’ tombs, for the vaulted main-

chambCT, beside which the corpse lay in a smaller chamber
by itself. They were evidently intended to allow sacrifices

to be made inside them—and not once only.** At least this is

the purpose which the outer chamber serves elsewhere in

double-vaulted graves. The evidence of the eye is therefore

able to establish the truth of what could only be made out

with difficulty from the Homeric poems. We can thus see

that there had been a time in which the Greeks, too, believed

that after the separation of body and soul the psyche did

not entirely cease from intercourse with the upper world.

Such a belief naturally called forth a cult of the soul, which
lasted on even when the method of burying the body had
changed, and even survived into Homeric times, when, with

the prevalence of other beliefs, such observances ceased to have
any meaning.

II

Homer consistently assumes the departure of the soul into

an inaccessible land of the dead where it exists in an
unconscious half-life. There it is without clear self-conscious-

ness and consequently neither desires nor wills anything.

It has no influence on the upper world, and cons^uently no
longer receives any share of the worship of the liv'ing. The
dead are beyond the reach of any feelings whether of fear or

love. No means exists of forcing or enticing them back again.

Homer knows nothing of necromancy or of oracles of the

dead,** both common in later Greek life. Gods come into the
poems and take part in the action of the story ; the souls of

the departed never do. Homer's immediate successors in the
Epic tradition think quite differently on this point

;
but for

Homer the soul, once relegated to Hades, has no further

importance.

ifwe thinkhow different it must have been before the time of

Homer, and how different it certainly was after him, we can
hardly help feeling surprise at finding at this early stage of

Greek culture such extraordinary freedom from superstitious

fears in that very domain where superstition is generally most
deeply rooted. Inquiries, however, into the origin and cause
of such an untroubled attitude must be made very cautiously
and a completely conclusive answer must not be expected.
More especially it must be borne in mind that in these poems
we have to do, directly and immediately, at least, only with
the poet and his circle. The Homeric Epos can only be called
“ folk poetry " in the sense that it was adapted to the
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acceptance of the whole family of Greek-speaking people
who welcomed it eagerly and transformed it to theirown uses ;

and not because the " folk ” in some m3rstical sense had a
share in its composition. Many hands contributed to the

composition of the poem, but they merely carried it further
in the general direction which had been given to it not by the
" Folk ” or by the " Saga ” tradition, as is sometimes too
confidently asserted, but by the authority of the greatest

poetic genius that the Greeks or, indeed, mankind ever knew.
The tradition once formedwas handed on bya close corporation

of master-poets and their pupils who preserved, disseminated,

continued and imitated the original great poet’s work. If,

then, we find on the whole, and apart from a few vagaries
in detail, a single unified picture of the world, of gods and men,
life and death, given in these two poems, that is the picttire

which shaped itself in the mind of Homer and was impressed
upon his work, and afterwards preserved by the Homeridai.
It is plain that the freedom, almost the freethinking, with
which every possible occurrence in the world is regarded in

these poems, cannot ever have been characteristic of a whole
people or race. And not only the animating spirit, but even
the outward shape that is given in the two epic poems to the
ideal world surrounding and ruling over the world of men, is

the work of the poet. It was no priestly theology that gave
him his picture of the gods. The popular beliefs of the time,

each peculiar to some countryside, canton, or city, must, if

left to themselves, have spht up into even more contradictory

varieties of thought than they did in later times when there

existed some few religious institutions common to all Hellas

to act as centres of union. The poet alone must have been
responsible for the conception and consistent execution of the
picture of a single and unified world of gods, confined to a
select company of sharply characterized heavenly beings,

grouped together in certain well-recognized wa}^ and dwelling

together in a single place of residence above the earth. If we
listened to Homer alone we should suppose that the

innumerable local cults of Greece, with their gods closely

bound to tlie soil, hardly existed. Homer ignores them almost

entirely. His gods are pan-Hellenic, Olympian. In fact, in

his picture of the gods, Homer fulfilled most completely his

sp^ial poetic task of reducing confusion and superfluity to

uniformity and symmetry of design—the veiy task whic^
Greek idealism in art continually set before itself. In his

picture Greek beliefs about the gods appear absolutely

uniform—as uniform as dialect, political condition, manners.
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and morals. In reality—of this we may be sure—no such

uniformity existed ; the main outlines of pan-Hellenism were
doubtless there, but only the genius of the poet can have
combined and fused them into a purely imaginary whole.

Provincial differences in themselves interested him not at all.

So, too, in the special question that we are considering, if we
find him speaking of a single kingdom of the underworld, the

resort of all departed spirits ruled over by a single pair of

divinities and removed as far from the world of men and their

cities as the Olympian dwelling of the Blessed Ones is in

the opposite direction, who shall say how far he represents

naive popular belief in such matters ? On this side Olympus,
the meeting place of all the gods that rule in the daylight

;

on that the realm of Hades that holds in its grasp the unseen

spirits that have left this life behind—the parallel is too

apparent to be due to an3rthing but the same simplifying and
co-ordinating spirit in the one case as in the other.

§ 2

It would, however, be an equally complete misunderstanding

of the relation in which Homer stood to the popular beliefs

of his time if we imagined that rebtion to be one of opposition,

or even supposed him to have taken up an attitude resembling

that of Pindar or the Attic Tragedians towards the con-

ventional opinions of their time. These bter poets often

enough allow us to see quite clearly the intentional departure

from normal opinion represented by their more advanced
conceptions. Homer, on the contrary, is as free from con-

troversy as he is from dogma. He does not offer his pictures

of God, the world and fate as anything px;culiar to himself

;

and it is natural, therefore, to suppxjse that his public

recognized them as substantially the same as their own. The
pxwt has not taken over the whole body of popular belief, but
what he does say must have belonged to pxipubr belief. The
selection and combination of this material into a consistent

whole was the px)et’s real work. If the Homeric creed had
not been so constructed in essentials that it corresponded to

the beliefs of the time, or, at least, could be made to conespxjnd

,

then it is imjx)ssible to account (even allowing for the px)etic

tradition of a school) for the uniformity that marks the work
of the many ]x>ets that had a hand in the comptosition of the

two p>oems. In this narrow sense it can be truly said that
Homer’s p)oenis represent the px>pubr belief of their time

;

not, inde^, the belief of all Greece, but only of the Ionian
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cities of the coasts and islands of Asia Minor in which the
poet and his songs were at home. In a similarly restricted sense
may the pictures of outward life and manners that we find

in the Iliad and the Odyssey be taken as a reflection of the
contemporary life of the Greeks with particular reference to

that of the lonians. This life must have differed in many
respects from that of the “ Mycenaean civilization ”, and there

can be little doubt that the reasons for this difference aire to

be sought in the long-continued disturbances which marked
the centuries that divide Homer from the age of Mycenae,
more especially in the Greek migrations, both in what they
destroyed and what they created. The violent invasion of

northern Greek peoples into the central mainland and the
Peloponnese, the destruction of ancient empires aind their

civilization, the foundation of new Dorian states held by right

of conquest, the great migrations to the Asiatic coasts, and the

institution of a new life on foreign soil—all these violent

modifications of the old course of existence must have dealt

a severe blow at the whole fabric of that civilization and
culture. In the same way we find that the cult of Souls

and the conception of the fate of departed spirits which
governed this cult did not remain in Ionia (the beliefs of

which country are reflected in Homer) what it had been at the

height of the Mycenaean period. To this change, as to the

others which accompanied it, we may well suppose that the

struggles and wanderings of the intermediate period con-

tributed a good deal. Homer's clear-sighted vision that

transcends the limits of city and even of racial gods, faiths,

and worships, would hardly be explicable without the freedom
of movement beyond the boundaries of country, the common
life shared with companions of other races, the widened
knowledge of all the conditions of foreign life, such as must
have resulted from the dislocations and migrations of whole
peoples. It is true that the lonians of Asia Minor did, as we
can prove, take a good many of their religious observances
with them to their new homes. The migrations, however, did

not pre.scrk'c the connexion between the old homes and the

new country with anj-thing like the closeness that marked the

later colonization ; and when the colonists left the familiar

soil behind, the local cults attached to the soil must often

have had to be abandoned, too. Now the worship of ancestors,

connected as it was with the actual graves of those ancestors,

was es-sentially a local cult. Remembrance of the great ones

of the past might survive transplantation, but not their

religious worship, which could only be offered at tire one spot
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where their bodies lay buried and which had now been left

behind in an enemy’s country. The deeds of ancestors lived

on in song, but they themselves began to be relegated to the

domain of poetry and imagination. Imagination might adorn

the story of their earthly life, but a world that was no longer

reminded of their power by the regularly repeated performance

of ceremonial, ceased to pay honour to their disembodied

souls. Thus the most highly developed form of the cult of

Souls—ancestor worship-^ed out, and the later version of

the same thing, the cult of those of the tribe that had died in

the new land and been buried there, was prevented from
attaining a similar force and development by the newly-
introdu^ practice of burning the bodies of the dead. It may
well be that the origin of this new form of funeral rite lay,

as has been suggest^, in the wish to dismiss the soul of the

dead man as quickly and completely as possible from the

realm of the living ; but it is beyond doubt that the result

of this practice was to cut at the root of the belief in the near
presence of the departed and the duty of performing the

rehgious observances that were their right ; so that such things

being deprived of their support, fell into decay and dis-

appeared.

§ 3

We can thus see at least dimly how it was that the Ionian
prople of the Homeric age were kd by the events of their own
history and the alteration in funeral customs into holding that

view of the soul which a study of theirown poets has persuaded
us was theirs. This view can hardly have retained more than

a few stray vestiges of the ancient cult of the dead. Still, we
should only be in a position to say what were the real reasons
for this alteration in belief and custom if we knew and under-

stood more about the intellectual changes that led to the
gradual apj^rance of the Homeric view of the world

; a
view which included within its range a set of beliefs about the
soul. Here it is best to confess our ignorance. We have before

us the results only of those changes. From them, however,
we can at least perceive that the religious consciousness of

the Greeks, among whom Homer sang, had developed in a
direction which did not allow much scope to the belief in

ghosts and spirits of the dead. The Homeric Greeks had the
deepest consciousness of man’s finite nature, of bis dependence
upon forces that lay without him. To remind himself of this

and be content with his lot was his proper form of piety.' Over
him the gods hold sway, wielding a supematum power—
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not infre<5Uently a misguided and capricious power—but
a conception of a general world-order is beginning to make its

way ; of a plan underlying the cross-purposes of individual and
common life, working itself out in accordance with measured
and appointed lot (moJ^o). The arbitrary power of individual

daimones is thus limited, and it is limited further by the will of

the highest of the gods. The belief is growing that the world
is, in fact, a cosmos, a perfect organization such as men
try to estabhsh in their earthly states. In the face of such
conceptions it would be increasingly difficult to believe in

the vagaries of a supernatural ghostly order which, in direct

opposition to the real heavenly order, is always distinguidied

by the fact that it stands outside any all-embracing dis-

pensation, and allows full play to the caprice and malice of

individual unseen powers. The irrational and the
unaccountable is the natural element of the belief in ghosts

and spirits ; this is the source of the peculiar disquiet

inspir^ by this province of belief or superstition. It owes
most of its effect to the instability of its fibres. The Homeric
M’orld, on the contrary, hves by reason ; its gods are fully

intelligible to Greek minds and their forms and behaviour
arc clearly and easily comprehensible to Greek imagination.

And the more distinctly were the gods represented, the more
did the spirit-phantoms fade away into empty shadows.
There was no one who might have been interested in the
preservation and extension of the superstitious side of

religion ; there was in particular no priesthood with a
monopoly of instruction or an exclusive knowledge of the

details of ritual and the methods of controlling the behaviour
of spirits. If anyone did possess any monopoly of teaching,

it was, in this age when aU the highest faculties of the spirit

found their expression in poetry, the poet and the singer.

They, however, showed a completely " secular ’’ outlook even
in religious matters. Indeed, these very clear-headed men,
belonging to the same stock which in a later age " invented

’’

(if one may be allowed to put it so) science and philosophy,

were already displaying a mental attitude that distantly

threatened the whole system of that plastic representation of

things spiritual which the older antiquity had laboriously

constructed.

The earliest view held by primitive man about the activities

of willing, feeling, or thinlung, regards them simply as the

manifestations of something which lives and wills inside the

visible man. This something is regarded as embodied in one
or other of the organs of the human body or as concealed
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therein. Accordingly the Homeric poems give the name of the
" midriff ’’ to most of the phenomena of will

or feeling and even to those of the intellect. The " heart
”

Kijp) is also the name of a variety of feelings that were
regarded as located in the heart and even identified with it.

But this mode of expression had already for Homer become
mere formula ; such e.xpressions are not alwaj-s to be taken
literally ; the words of the poet often show that as a matter of

fact he thought of these functions and emotions as incorporeal,

though they were still named after parts of the body.*^

And so we often find mentioned side by side with the
' midriff ” and in the closest conjunction with it, the 9vpit,

a name which is not taken from any bodily organ and shows
already that it is thought of as an immaterial function. In

the same way many other words of this kind (yoos-vo€u-

voripa, jSouA^, ptvos, p-vrn) are used to describe faculties

and actinties of the will, sense, or thought, and show that

these actinties are thought of as independent, free-working,

and incorporeal. A single thread still attaches the poet to the

modes of conception and expression of the older world, but
he himself has penetrated adventurously far into the realm
of pure spirit. With a less cultured people the identification of

the special functions of the will and the intellect only leads to

the materialization of these into the notion of special physical

entities, and consequently to the association of still other
“ souls ”, in the shape of " Conscience ”, it may be. or ” Will ”,

in addition to that other shadowy ” double ” of mankind,
the “ second self ”.®* The tendency of the Homeric singers

W'as already setting in just the opposite direction—the
mj-thologyof the ” inner man ” was breaking down altogether.

They had only to take a few steps further in the same direction

to find that they could dispense with the psyche as well. The
belief in the existence of the psj’che was the oldest and most
primitive hypothe.sis adopted by mankind to explain the

phenomena of dreams, swoons, and ecstatic visions ; these

mysterious states were accounted for by the intervention of a
special material personality. Now, Homer has little interest

in premonitions and ecstatic states, and no inclination in that

direction whatever. He cannot, therefore, have been very
much concerned with the evidence for the existence of a

psyche in living men. The final proof of the idea that the

psyche must have been dwelling in man is the fact that it is

separated from him in death. A man dies when he breathes

out his last breath. This breath, something like a breath of

air, and not a ” nothing ”, any more than the wind its relative.
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but a body with a definite form (though it may not be visible

to waking eyes)—this is the psyche, whose shape, the image
of the man himself, is well known from dream-vision. One,
however, who has become accustomed to the idea of bodiless

powers working inside man will, on this last occasion when the
powers within man show themselves, be likely to suppose that

what brings about the death of a man is not a physical thing

that goes out of him, but a power—a quality—which ceases to

act ; nothing else, in fact, than his “ life And he would
not, of course, think of ascribing an independent continuous
existence after the disruption of the body to a mere abstract

idea like “ life Homer, however, never got quite as far as
this

; for the most part the psyche is for him and always
remains a real " thing "—the man’s second self. But that he
had already begun to tread the slippery path in the course of

which the psyche is transformed into an abstract " concept
of life ”, is shown by the fact that he several times quite

unmistakably uses the word " psyche ” when we should say
” life It is essentially the same mode of thought that leads

him to say " midriff ” (^p^v«?) when he no longer means
the physical diaphragm, but the abstract concept of will or
intellect. To say “ psyche ” instead of ” life ” is not the same
thing as saying " life ” instead of ” psyche ” (and Homer
never did the latter)

;
but it is clear that for him in the process

of dematerializing such concepts, even the ps3’che, a figure once
so full of significance, is beginning to fade and vanish away.
The separation from the land of their forefathers, and

habituation to the use of cremation, the new direction taken
by religious thought, tJie tendency to turn the once material

forces of man’s inner life into attractions—all these things

contributed to w'caken the belief in a powerful and significant

life of the disembodied soul and its connexion with the affairs

of this world. And at the same time it caused the decline of

the cult of the Souls. So much, I think, we may safely assert.

The deepjest and most fundamental reasons for this decline

in both belief and cult may elude our search, just as it is

impossible for us to be sure how far in detail the Homeric
poems reflect the beliefs of the people who first listened to

them, and where the free invention of the poet begins. But
the combination of the various elements of belief into a whole

which, though far from being a dogmatically closed system,

may yet not unfairly be called the Homeric Theology— this,

we may say, is most probably the work of the poet. The poet

has a free hand in the picture he gives of the gods and never

comes into conflict with any popular doctrine because Greek
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religion then, as always, consisted essentially in the right

honouring of the gods of the country and not in any particular

set of dogmas. There could hardly be any general con-

ception of godhead and divinity with which the poet might
come into conflict. That ^e popular mind absorbed
thoroughly that picture of the world of gods which the Homeric
poems had given, is shown by the whole future development of

Greek culture and religion. If divergent conceptions did, in

fact, also maintain themselves, they derived their strength

not so much from a different religious theory, as from the
postulates of a different relipous cult that had not been
influenced by any poet’s imagination. They might also more
particularly have had the effect of causing an incidental

obscurity within the epic itself, in the poet’s vision of the
Unseen World and its life.

A test case of the thorough-going uniformity and con-

sistency of the Homeric conception of the nature and circum-

stances of the souls of the departed is provided for us, within

the limits of the poems themselves, by the story of Odysseus’
Journey to Hades—a test they are hardly likely to survive, it

may well be thought. How is the poet in describing a living

hero’s dealings with the inhabitants of the shadow-world, going

to preserve the immaterial, dreamlike character of the Homeric
“ ^uls ” ? How keep up the picture of the soul as something
that holds itself resolutely aloof and .seems to avoid all active

intercourse with other folk ? It is hard to see what could

tempt the poet to try and penetrate with the torch of

imagination into this underworld of ineffectual shadows.
The matter becomes somewhat more intelligible, however, as

soon as it is realized in what manner the narrative arose
;

how through continual additions from later hands it gradually

assumed a form quite unlike itself.*®

§ 1

It may be taken as one of the few certain results of the

critical analysis of the Homeric poems that the narrative of

the Descent of Odysseus to the Underworld did not form part

of the original plan of the Odyssey. Kirke bids Odysseus
undertake the journey to Hades in order that he may see

Teiresias there and be told of " the way and the means of his

return, and how he may reach his home again over the fish-

teeming deep " (Od. X, 530 f.). Teiresias, however, on being
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discovered in the realm of shadows, fulfils this requirement only
very partially and superficially. Whereupon, Kirke herself

gives to the returned Od5rsseus a much fuller accoimt, and as

regards the one point already mentioned by Teiresias, a much
more precise account, of the perils that lie before him on his

homeward journey. The journey to the land of the dead was
thus unnecessary, and there can be no doubt that originally

it had no place in the poem. It is plain, however, that the

composer of this adventure only used the (superfluous)

inquiry addressed to Teiresias as a pretext which afforded a

more or less plausible motive for the introduction of this

narrative into the body of the poem. Tlie real object of the

poet, the true motive of the story, must then be sought
elsewhere than in the prophecy of Teiresias, which turns out
to be so brief and unhelpful. It would be natural to suppose
that the aim of the poet was to give the eye of imagination a
glimpse into the marvels and terrors of that dark realm into

which all men must go. Such an intention would be very
intelligible in the case of a medieval or a Greek poet of later

times ; and there were afterwards plenty of Greek poems
which described a Descent to Hades. But it would be hard to

account for it in a poet of the Homeric school
;
for such a poet

the realm of the dead and its inhabitants could hardly supply
a subject for a narrative. And, in fact, the inventor of

Odysseus’ visit to the dead had quite a different object in

view. He was anything but a Greek Dante. It is possible to

see the purpose which guided him as soon as his poem is

stripped of the manifold additions with which later times
invested it. The original kernel which thus remains is then
seen to be nothing but a series of conversations between
Odysseus and the souls of those of the dead with whom he had
stood in close personal relationship. Besides Teiresias he speaks
with his old ship-companion Elpenor, who had just died,

with his mother Antikleia, with Agamemnon and Achilles ;

and he tries in vain to effect a reconciliation with the
implacable Aias. These conversations in Hades are. for the

general furtherance of the story of Odysseus’ wanderings and
return, quite superfluous, and they serve in a veiy' minor
degree and only incidentally to give information about the

conditions and character of the inscrutable world beyond
the grave. The questions and answers there given arc confined
entirely to the affairs of the upper world. They bring Odysseus,
who has now been wandering so long alone and far from the
world of actual humanity, into ideal association with the
substantial world of flesh and blood to which his thoughts
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stretch out, and in which he himself had once been an actor

and is soon to play an important part again. •• His mother
informs him of the distracted state of Ithaca, Agamemnon
of the treacherous deed of Aigisthos carried out with the help

of Klytaimnestra. Od3^sseushimself is able to console Achilles

with an accoimt of the heroic deeds of his son, who is still alive

in the daylight ; with Aias, resentful even in Hades, he cannot
come to terms. Thus the theme of the second part of the

Odyssey begins to appear ; even to the shadows below there

reaches an echo of the great deeds of the Trojan war and of the
adventures of the Return from Troy, which occupied the minds
of all the singers of the time. The introduction of these stories

by means of conversations with the persons who took part in

them is the essential purpose of the poet. The impelling

instinct to expand in all directions the circle of legend in

whose centre stood the adventure of the Iliad, and link it up
with other circles of heroic legend, was fully satisfied by later

poets in the separate poems of the Epic Cycle. At the time
when the Odyssey was composed these other epic narratives

were in the fiUl tide of their youthful exuberance. The streams

had not yet found a convenient bed in which to run, and they
added their individual contributions (for they all related events
which preceded it) to the elaborate narration of the return

of the l^t Herowho still wandered vainly and alone. The main
object of the story of Telemachos' journey to meet Nestor
and Menelaos (in the third and fourth books of the Odyssey)
is manifestly to bring the son into relation with the father’s

companions in war, and so to provide occasion for further

narratives in which a more detailed picture of some of the

events between the Iliad and the Odyssey might be given.

Demodokos, the Phseacian bard, is made to recount (in

abbreviated form) two adventures that had occurred to

the great chieftain. Even when such stories did not
immediately add to the picture of Odysseus’ deeds or

character, they served to point to the great background from
which the adventures of the much-enduring wanderer, now
completely isolated, should stand out ; and to set these in

the ideal framework which could alone give them their full

significance. This natural creative instinct of legendary poetry

also inspired the poet of the " Journey to Hades ". He, too,

saw the adventures of Odysseus not in isolation but in lively

and vital connexion with aU the other adventures that took
their origin from Troy. He conceived the idea of bringing once
more, for the last time, the chieftain famed in council and war,

into communication with the mightiest king and the noblest
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hero of that famous expedition ; and to do that he had to take
him to the realm of the shadows which had long contained

them. Nor could he well avoid the tone of pathos which is

natural to this interview on the borders of the realm of

nothingness to which all the desire and the strength of life

must eventually come. The questioning of Teiresias is merely,

as has been said, the poet’s pretext for confronting Odysseus
with his mother and lus former companions, and this meeting
was his prime motive. Probably this particular device was
suggested by the recollection of the story which Menelaos
teUs of his meeting with Proteus, the Old Man of the Sea
(Od. iv, 351 ff.),“ where the inquiry from the seer as to the

means of reaching home again is also a mere pretext for the

narration of Return adventures—those of Aias, Agamemnon,
and Odysseus.

§ 2

It is certain that the intention of this poet carmot possibly

have been simply the description of the imderworld for its

own sake. Even the scenery of these mysterious incidents

which might well have attracted his fancy, is only given in

brief allusions. The ship sails over Okeanos to the people of
the Kimmerians that never see the sun, and reaches at last

the “ barren coast ” and the “ Grove of Persephone ", with
its black poplars and weeping willows. Odysseus with two
companions goes on ahead to the entrance of Erebos, where
Pyriphlegethon and Kok3dos, a branch of the Styx, flow into

Acheron. There he digs his sacrificial trench to which the souls

flock upward out of Erebos over the asphodel-meadows.
It is the saime underworld in the bowels of the earth that is

presupposed in the Iliad, too, as the dwelling-place of the
dead, only more accurately described and more fully realized."

The details of the picture are so Ughtly sketched in that one
might well suppose that they, too, had been taken from some
older mythical material. At any rate, he borrowed the
“ Styx ”, so well known in the Iliad ; and it may be supposed
that the same applies to the other rivers as well, whose names
are clearly derived from words meaning burning (of dead
bodies ?),•• lamentation, and sorrow." The poet himself,

interested only in the representation of character, is not at
all disposed to dwell upon the merely fanciful, and confines
himself to a few brief allusions. Nor does he give any very
lengthy account of the dwellers in Erebos, and what he does
say of them keeps well within the limits of the usiial Homeric
belief. The Souls resemble shadow- or dream-pictures, and
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MB impalpable to the human touch.** They are without
consciousness when they appear. Elpenor alone, whose body
still hes imbumt, has for that very reason retained his senses

and even shows a form of heightened consciousness that

approaches prophecy ; resembling in this respect Patroklos

a^ Hektor at the moment when the psyche is parted from the

b^y.** This, however, is to leave him as soon as his corpse

is destroyed. Teiresias alone, the prophet famed above all

others in Theban legend, has preserved his consciou.sness and
prophetic vision even in the Shadow-world through the good-
will of Persephone ; but this is an e.xception which only

establishes the rule. What Antikleia tells her son of the power-
lessness and immateriality of the soul after the burning of the

body’® sounds almost like an official confirmation of the

orthodox Homeric view. Everything, in fact, in this poet's

description enforces the truth of this belief, and though the

living are, indeed, untroubled by the feeble souls banished to

outer darkness, yet out of Erebos itself the piteous knell of

this decree reaches us in the lament of Achilles as he refuses

his friend’s attempt at comfort—everyone knows the

unforgettable words.

§ 3

•And yet the poet ventures to go beyond Homer in one
important point. What he hints rather than actually says of

the condition of things in Hades conflicts in no single point

with the conventional Homeric view ; but it is an innovation

to suggest that this condition of things can even for the

briefest moment be interrupted. The blood drunk by the souls

gives them back for a moment their consciou-sness
;

their

remembrance of the upper world returns to them. Tlieir

serises must then all the while have been not dead but sleeping.

There can be no doubt that the poet for whom this supposition

is indispensable to Iris story did not thereby intend to fimnulate
an entirely new doctrine. But in order to add to his poetic

effect, he was led to include in his story some touches which,
meaningless within the circle of his own beliefs, pointed else-

where, and, indeed, backward, to older, quite differently

moulded beliefs, and to the usages founded upon them.
He makes Odysseus, following the advice of Kirke, dig a
grave at the entrance of Hades in which to pour out a solemn
drink-offering to "all the dead'”, consisting first of all

in a mixture of milk and honey, then wine and water, over
which white meal is finely sprinkled. Next he slays a ram and
a black ewe, bending their heads downwards into the grave.’*
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Then the bodies of the animals are burnt, and round the blood

collect all the souls, who flutter about it, kept at a distance

by Odysseus’ sword till Teiresias has first drunk. Here the

drink-offerings constitute undoubtedly a sacrificial offering

devoted to the dead and poured out for their satisfaction.

The poet indeed does not think of the slaughtered animals

as a sacrifice ; the tasting of the blood is simply intended to

restore to the souls their consciousness ; in the case of

Teiresias, who retains his senses, the gift of prophetic

clairvoyance. But this, we can see clearly, is a fiction of the

poet’s
: what he here describes is in every detail a sacrifice

to the dead, such as we so often find described as such in

accounts from later times. The scent of the blood calls up
the spirits ;

their satiation with blood (aliiaKovpia) is the

essential purpose of such offerings ; and these are what
the poet’s imagination dimly recaUs as models. Nothing in

this picture has been invent^. Neither, on the other hand, it

is quite clear, has he altered his sacrificial ceremony to make
it fit in with novel ideas that were beginning to gain ground ;

ideas that ascribed a more vital existence to the souk of the

dead. For here, too, just as in the case of the offerings to the

dead described in the funeral of Patroklos, the poet’s manner
of conceiving the life of the dead is not such as could give

support to new and more vigorous cult ceremonies. His
conception tends rather to contradict the ceremonies that he
describes. In fact, what we have here, too, is a “ fossilized

”

and no longer intelligible vestige of a practice that was oftoe

rooted in belief—a relic deprived of its original meaning and
adapted by the poet to the special purposes of his narrative.

The sacrificial ritual used to attract the souls on this occasion

strikingly resembles the ritual which was used in later times
to conjure up the souls of the dead at those places which were
supposed to give entrance to the ghostly world below the earth.

It is also not impossible that, even in the time of the poet of
the " Journey to Hades ”, in some remote comers of Greek
lands such calling-up of the dead was stiU practised as a relk
of former belief. But, supposing that the poet had some
information of such local cults of the dead, and modelled his

story on them,” that only makes it the more remarkable that
he effaces all trace of the original meaning of his ritual, airf

in adherence to the strict Homeric doctrine on the point,

banishes all thought that the souls may possibly continue
in the neighbourhood of the living and can tirence be conjured
up into the light of day.’* He knows only of one kingdom
of the Dead far off in the dim "West, beyond the bounds of sea
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and ocean, where the legendary hero of romance can, indeed,

reach its gateway, bat where alone he can have communication
with the souls of the dead. The House of Hades never allows

its inhabitants to pass out.

And yet all this is hopelessly contradicted by the votive

offerings that the poet, by what can only be called an over-

sight, makes Odysseus promise to all the dead, and particularly

to Teiresias, upon his return home (Od. x, 521-6 ; xi, 29-33).

Of what use would it be to the dead to receive the offering of

a " barren cow of " treasures ” burnt upon the funeral

pyre ; or how could Teiresias enjoy the slaughtering of a

black sheep far away in Ithaca—when they are all confined

to Erebos aind could not taste the offerings made to them ?

This is the most remarkable and important of all vestiges

of an ancient worship of the dead. It proves indubitably that

in pre-Homeric times the belief prevailed that even after the

funeral of the body the soul is not eternally banished to the

inaccessible land of shadows, but is able to approach the

sacrificer and to enjoy the sacrifices offered to it, just as much as

the gods can. A single obscure allusion in the lUad suggests

what is here much more clearly and almost naively reveled

—

namely that even at the time when the Homeric view of the

nothingness of the souls for ever parted from their bodies

reigned supreme, the custom of making offerings to the dead
after the funeral was over (though in exceptional circumstances
only, and not as a regularly recurring performance) had not
been entirely forgotten.

§4
The contradictions into which he is betrayed by the intro-

dnction of such intercourse between the living and the dead
proves that the undertaking was rather venturesome for a
Homeric poet of strictly orthodox views. Still, in the picture

of Od)reseus’ meeting with his mother and former companions,
which was his main object, the poet hardly strayed at all

from the normal Homeric path. This, however, was, as it

happened, the veiy point in which later generations of poetically

uu^ed readers or hearers found his narrative wanting.
He himself carefully linked up every detail with his living

hero, the central interest of his story, and only made him
speak vdth the soub of such as had some real and close con-

nexion with him. A review of the motley inhabitants of the
underworld in their multitude hardly interested him at aU.

It was the very thing which seemed indispensable to later

readers. They made additions to his story and introduced

the multitudes of the dead of all ages ; the warriors with
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wounds still visible and in bloodstained armour ; or else,

more in the manner of a Hesiodic catabgue for the assistance

of the memory than making them live in Homeric fashion

for the imagination, they pictured a whole host of mothers,

the illustrious ancestors of great families, passing before

Odysseus, though they had no particular claim upon his

sympathy ;
nor, indeed, is any serious attempt made to bring

them into relationship with him.’* This seemed to improve
the picture of the general multitude of the dead, represented

in the persons of selected individuals. Next, the condition of

things in the world below must at least be illustrated by a
few examples. Od5rsseus casts a glance into the inner recesses

of the underworld—which was hardly possible for him, con-

sidering that he stood at its outermost gateway—and sees

there the heroic figures of those who, like true ” images
”

(atScuAa) of the living, still continue the activities of their

former lives. There he sees Minos giving judgment among the

dead, Orion hunting, Herakles still with the bow in his hand,
and the arrow fitted to the string, " like one ever about to

shoot." This is certainly not Heroes, the " Hero-God ”, as

he was known to later ages. The poet knows nothing as yet
of the elevation of the son of Zeus above the lot of all rnortals-—

any more than the earliest poet of the "Journey " knew of the
translation of Achilles out of Hades. The disregard of such
things was naturally regarded by later readers as a neghgence
on the part of the poet. And, in fact, they boldly inserted

three verses here which inform us that he " himself ", the real

Herakles, dwells among the gods—what Odjrsseus saw in

Hades was only his counterfeit. Whoever wrote this was
practising a little original theology on his own account. Such
a contrast between a fully animated " self ” possessing the

original man's body and soul still united, and a counterfeit

presentment of himself (which caimot be his psyche) relegated

to Hades, is quite strange both to Homer and to Greek thou^t
of later times.’* It is, in fact, an example of the earliest
" harmonizer’s " solution of a difficulty. The poet does,

indeed, attempt to connect Herakles with Odysseus by making
the two enter into conversation, in imitation of the con-
versations with Agamerrmon and Achilles. But it is soon
evident that these two have really nothing to say to each
other; Odysseus, in fact, is silent. There was no read relation-

ship between th^, at most an analogy ;
Herakles, too,

^ving once descended alive into Hades. This analogy alone,
in fact, appears to have suggested the introduction of Herakles
in this place.**
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There now remauns (inserted after Minos and Orion and
before Herakles and probably composed by the same hand
that was responsible for them) the incident of the three
" penitents ” imdergoing punishment ; a passage that no
reader can possibly forget. First Tityos, whose giant frame
is preyed upon by two vultures, is seen, then Tantalos, who
in the middle of a lake is parched w'ith thirst and cannot
reach up to the fruit-laden branches over his head, and last

Sisyphos, who is bound to roll up-hill the stone that ever rolls

back again. The limits of the Homeric conception (with which
the pictures of Minos, Orion, and Herakles might still perhaps

be reconciled) are in these pictures definitely overstepped.

The souls of these three unfortunates are credited with com-
plete and continuous consciousness. Without this, their

punishment would not have been felt and would not have been
inflicted. And, observing the extraordinarily matter-of-fact

and cursory description, which takes the reasons of the

punishment for granted except in the case of Tityos, we cannot
help feeling that these examples of punishment after death
were not invented for the first time by the composer of these

lines. They cannot have been offered to the astonished ears

of their hearers as a daring novelty, but were rather recalled

briefly to those hearers’ recollection. Probably these three

are selected as examples out of a much larger collection of such
pictures. Can it be that still older poets (who may still,

however, have been more recent than the poet of the earliest

parts of the “ Journey ”) had already dared to desert the
Homeric view of the soul ?

However that may be, we may be sure that the punishment
of the three " penitents ” was not intended to contradict

flatly the Homeric conception of the unconsciousness and
nothingness of the shades. They could not in that case have
accommodated themselves so well to a poem that is founded
upon such conceptions. They do not disprove the rule because
they are, and are only intended to be, exceptions to that rule.

This, however, would be impossible if it were justifiable to

interpret the poet’s fiction as representing, in the person of

these three unfortunates, three t^s of special sins and classes

of sinners ; as, for example, unbridled Lust (Tityos), insatiable

Gluttony (Tantalos), and Pride of the Intellect (Sisyphos).**

They would in that case be particular examples of the
retribution which one must think of as being extended to ail

the innumerable hosts of shadows who have been guilty of

the same sins. But nothing in the description itself warrants
such a theological interpretation ; indeed, we have no reason
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or excuse for attributing to this particular poet such a desire

to prove the existence of a compensatory justice in an after

life. It is quite strange to Homer, and so far as it ever became
known to later Greek theology, it was only introduced very
late, through the influence of a speculative mysticism. No,
the almighty power of the gods is able in special cases, so

this picture assures us, to preserve for individual souls their

consciousness ; in the case of Teiresias as a reward, in the

case of these three objects of the gods’ hatred, in order that

they may be capable of feeling their punishment. The real

fault for which they are punished can be guessed fairly

certainly from what the poet tells us about Tityos—it is in

each case a grievous offence committed by them against the

gods. The crime of Tantalos we can make out from what we
know of him through other sources. It is less easy to discover

what was the exact misdeed for which the crafty Sisyphos
is punished.** In any case, it is clear that retribution has
overtaken all three of them for sins against the gods them-
selves—sins which human beings of later times could not
possibly commit. And for this reason alone, neither their

deeds nor their punishment can have anything typical or
repre,sentative about them ; they are sheer exceptions,

and that is why the poet found them interesting.

The episode of Odysseus’ journey to Hades (even in its

latest portions) suggests no acquaintance whatever with any
general class of sinners who receive their punishment in that

place. If, indeed, it had alluded to the punishment in the
after-world of perjurers, orthodox Homeric doctrine would
not in that case have been violated. Twice over in the Iliad,

on solemn occasions of oath-taking, besides the gods of the
upper world, the Erinyes also are called upon as witnesses of
the oath ; for they punish under the earth those who break
their oath. ** Not without reason Irave these passages been held
to show “ that the Homeric conception of the phantasmal
half-life of the souls under the earth, where they are without
feeling or consciousness, was not a general folk-belief." **

We must add, however, that the belief held in Homeric times
of the punishment of oath-breakers in the realm of shadows
cannot as yet have been very vital, for it was quite unable to

prevent the success of the totally incompatible belief in the
unconscious nothingness of disembodied spirits. A solemn
oath-formula (so much that is primitive persisting, even after

it has become dead letter, in formula) preserved a reference

to that ancient belief, which had become strange to Homeric
ears—a vestige, in fact, of a bygone point of view. It may be
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that in the dim j^t, when men still vividly and literally

believed in the reality of a punishment in after life for perjury,

all the souls in Hades were credited with a conscious existence ;

but there never was a time when men generally believed

that earthly sins (including perjury as only one among many)
were punished in Hades. Oath-breaking was not punishM
as a specially outrageous moral failing—^it may well be doubted
whether the Greeks ever considered or felt it to be such. The
perjurer, rather than any other particular sinner, was the

special victim of the dread goddesses, for the simple reason that

the perjurer in his desire to emphasize in the most awful

manner his aversion to falsehood, has invoked against himself,

if he fails to keep his oath, the most terrible fate of all—to

suffer torment in the realm of Hades whence is no escape."

To the Infernal Spirits of the Underworld, to whom he had
condemned himself, he falls a victim if he breaks his word.

Belief in the supernatural power of such imprecations,"

and not any special moral importance attached to truth-

telling—an idea quite strange to the older Antiquity—gave
to the oath its peculiar terrors.

§ 5

A final example of the tenacity with which custom may
outlive the belief on which it is founded is afforded by the

story told of Od3rsseus, that in fleeing from the Kikonian land,

he did not leave it imtil he had called thrice upon those of his

companions who had fallen in the battle with the Kikones
{Od. ix, 65-6). References to similar callings upon the dead in

later literature make the meaning of such behaviour clear.

The souls of the dead who have fallen in foreign lands must be
" called ”

;
they will then, if this is properly done, follow the

caller to their distant home, where an " empty grave " awaits

them.** This duty is regularly performed in Homer for the

benefit of those whose b^es it is impossible to recover and
bury in the proper way. But a summons of the dead and the

erection of such empty receptacles—intended for whom if

not for the souls who must then be accessible to the devotion
of their relations ?—^was natural enough for those who
believed in the possibility of the soul's sojourn in the neigh-

bourhood of its living friends ; it was not admissible for

supporters of the Homeric belief. Here we have once more a
remarkable vestige of an ancient belief, surviving in a custom
that has not been entirely given op even in altered times. Here,
too, the belief which had given rise to the custom, was extinct.
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If we ask the Homeric poet for what purpose a mound was
heaped up over the grave of the dead and a gravestone set upon
it, he will answer us : in order that his fame may remain
imperishable among men, and that future generations may not
be ignorant of his story.” That sounds truly Homeric. )^en
a man dies his soul departs into a region of twilit dream-life ;

his body, the visible man, perishes. Only his glorious name,
in fact, lives on. His praises speak to after ages from the

monument to his honour on his grave-mound—and in the

song of the bard. A poet would naturally be inclined to think

such things.
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* E. Kammer, Einheit d. Odyssee, 510 ff.

’ E.g. U. .4 3, ffoAAas 8’ iltvyat (Kf^aAaf Apol. Rhod., as in

A 55 : mistakenly) itpola^tv rifiLmv, a^ovs Si iXuipia rtCy*

Kvvtaaiv. V 105, narvvxi’’) yip Jt®* naTpoxX-ijo; SaXolo i4>*°T-ijK€i

. . . ciirro 8t BtaxtXov auTm (cf. 66).
* E.g. A 262, iv9' ‘AvT'qvopos uf«f vv’ ’ArptiSt) BaatXrjt irorpov

avanXifoayTts fSin> Sopoy 'AtSos €Toto. The of EIpcnor and after-

wards that of Teiresias, of his mother, of Agamemnon, etc., is addressed

by Odysseus in the Nekyia of the Od. simply as : ’EXirvvop, Tuptaiit,

Hmtp iftilj. etc. And cf. such expressions as : '¥ 244, ttr i itty avros iyui

Ktvffwpfn, OT O 251, «fal 8^ tyary’ vtKvas xol 8«ufi’ 'AiSao

^fiart t4»8' tfyoBai ... or S 456 f.. etc.

* The first s-iew is Nagelsbach’s, the second that of Grotemeyer.
* And of civilized peoples, too, in antiquity. Just such a second self,

an *«8€oAo» duplicating the sisible self of man, were, in their oripnal
significance, the genius of the Romans, the EraiasXi of the Persians,

the Aa of the Egyptians.
* vvoTi'tffrat (sc. Homer) rat ^vyas rotf tlSwXois Tolt toIs tcarom-^it

^aiyoftiyoif opoias xal rots 8iO ruy iSartuy ovviorapE-oit, a tcaBdnat ripty

iftiteairrat xai ras Kiy^atis ptptvrai ortptpyiuht) Si inoaraoiy ovStpiay
iyti elf ayrlXifijiiy xai i^jy, Apollod. n. Beuiy ap. Stob., Eel. i, p. 420 W.

’ Cf. Cic., Dw. i, 63 : iacet corpus dormicntis ut mortui, viget autem
et vivit animus. Quod multo magis faciet post mortem cum omnino
corpore cxcesserit. Tl>. i, 29 : visis quibusdam saepc movebantur
ei.sque maxime noctumLs, ut viderentur ci qui vita exces.serant viverc.

Here we have precise ancient testimony both for the subjective and
the objective elements in dreaming and lor their importance for the
origin of belief about the soul.

* Toy S' iXtne ifrvxV • • oSris S' ipirvvyB-^, E 696 f. Ti)»> 8i

troT* i^BaXpiSy epe^evyif vv( iKoXvi/rey, ^pivt S’ iforrlaw, dno Si •/‘uyfiv

iKonvooty . . . tnei oSy apirwro xai it ^piya Bupot ayipBry—X 466 fi.,

475 : and w 348 : inoi^vyoyra.
* Speaking of suspirium (= Xttno^yla), Sen., Ep. liv, 2. says,

medici hanc " meditationem mortis ’* vocant. faciet cnim aliquando
spiritus ille quod saepc conatus cst.

*• A remarkable idea seems to be obscurely suggested in an expression
such as that of f 207, oAA’ ijfTor Kijpes ifiav Baydroio ^ipovaai eit

'AlSao Sdpovt

;

cf. B 302. U.sually the Keres bring death to men :

here (like Thanatos himself in later poetry) they conduct the dead into
the realm of Hades. They arc daimones of Hades, originally and
primitively themselves souls of the departed (sec below, p. 1 68), and it is

a natural idea to make such soul-spirits, hovering in the air, carry of!

the souls of men just dead to the realm of the souls. In Homer only
a stereotyped phrase preserves the vague memory of such a conceptiem.
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Of the dead we read in A 219, ov yip in adpKas rt xai 6oria Ivtg

txovoi- Taking the words strictly this might mean that the dead
possess sinews but not the flesh orTwnes that should be held together
by the sinews. This is how Nauck, in fact, understood the Homeric
words: Milanges Gricorom.iv, TIB. But it is very difficult to picture
*' shadows " which in this manner possess sinews but no body of flesh

and bones : the corrupt words of fr. 229, preserved apart from their
context, are quite insufficient to prove that Aesch. derived such an
unrealizable impression from the Homeric words.—That the poet of
these lines from the Nek. simply meant "flesh, bones, and sinews,
too, which might have held them together ”, is shown quite clearly
by what follows : dAAa rd piv rt TTVpoi Kpartpdv pivog al0opivou>-
Sapv^, itrtC K< npwra Xiirj) Act!x’ oflrTfo 0up6s, ijivgr) S’ rjir' ovfipos

dnoiTTaptvTi TrtjroTijro*. How, then, could the fire help destroying
the sinews too ?

*’ The sacrificial character of the proceedings at the rogus of
Patroklos has again liecn called in question by v. Kntze, dt libatione

trierum Graecorum, 71 f. (1893). He admits this interpretation of
the pouring of the blood on the pyre, but explains the other circum-
stances diflerently. It would lie quite easy to disprove in this fashion
the sacrificial character of every dXoKavrmpa for ;^^dnoi whether
Heroes or the dead. It is true that the bodies of sheep and cattle,

horses and dogs, thus completely consumed by fire, are not a "food-
offering ", but they arc a sacrifice for all that, and belong to the class

of expiatory offerings in which the flesh is not offered for the food of
the daiinon but the lives of the victims arc sacrificed to him. That
Achilles slaj's the Troian prisoners at the rogus Krapivoio yoAcuSet's

(

V

23) does not dc.stroy the sacrificial character of this offering intended
to appease the wrath (felt also by Achilles) of the dead man.—The
whole procedure gives a picture of primitive sacrificial ritual in honour
of the dead and differs in no particular from the ritual of sacrifice

to the Stal xffdnoi. This is recognized by Stengel in his Chthonischer
und Todtfncult (Fi'stschr. Frtediund.), j). 432. who also marks clearly

the differences between the two religious ceremonies as they wxre
gradually evolved in the proces.s of time.

It cannot be denied that the libation of wine poured out by
Achilles during the night (to which he expressly summons the psyche
of Patroklos, V 218 -22) is sacrificial in character, like all similar xo“*-

The wine with which the embers of the funeral pyre are extinguished
may ha\c been intended to serve that purpose alone and not as a
sacrifice. But the jars of honey and oil which Achilles has placed
upon the pyre [V 170; cl. w 67-8) can hardly be regarded as any-
thing but sacrificial (cf. Bcrgk, Opusc. ii. 675 ; acc. to Stengel,

Jahrh, Phtlol., p. 649, 1887, they only serve to kindle the flames, but
the honey, at any rate, seems a strange material for the purpose.

For libations at the rogus or at the grave honey and oil are regularly

used—see Stengel himself, loc. cit.. and PAiM. xxxix, 378 ff.). Acc.

to V. Fritze, dc libat.. 72, the jars of honey and oil were intended not
as libations but for the " l>ath of the dead "—in the next world, in

the Homeric Hadc.s !—Honey can only have been used for bathing

purjxiscs. in Greece as elsewhere, by those who unintentionally fell

into it like Claukos.
'* On Greek hair offerings sec Wicselcr, Philol. ix. 711 ff.. who

rightly regards these offerings as symbolic and as substitutes for

primitive human sacrifice. The same explanation of the offering of

hair is given in the case of other peoples also; cf. Tylor, ii, 401,
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** Ffttfoklos' reqnest ior prompt Imrial (69 6.) gives i

motive, since Achilles has already given orders for ('

place next day, 49 S. (cf. 94 f.).

“ IL 19; 179. Again, in the night following the erection of the
foneral pyre, when tite body is burning, Achilles calls to the soul of
Patroklos KueX^aKom IlaTpoKXijnt iuXoto 221. The person thus
called upon is evidently supposMl to be still close at hand. This is

not contradicted by the formula *>>' 'AfSao Siitoim
(19, 179), for in 1. 19. at least, the words cannot mean in Hades,
since the soul is still outside Hades, as it tells us itself, 71 fif. The
words can only mean “ about **, “ before ** the House of Hades (like

#» mTifUjt "by the river”, etc.). In the same way tU ’AtSao Sd/top

often only means towards the house of Hades (Ameis on k 512).
" From descriptions in ancient poetry ? or had similar customs—

at least, at the funerals of chieftains—survived into the poet’s own
time ? Especially magnificent, e.g. , were the burials of Spartan kings

—

and also Cretan kings, it appears, so long as there were any ; cf. Arist.

fr. 476, p. 1556a, 37 fi.

“ Funeral games for Amarynkeus. V 630 ff., for Achilles, o> 8SB.
Such games are referred to as being quite the usual custom in a 87 S.
Later poetry is full of descriptions of such aywwr ivira^toi of the
heroic age.

*• As Aristarchos noticed : see Rk. Mus. 36, 544 f. Rather
different are the (certainly ancient) games and contests for the band
of a bride (cf. stories of Pelops, Danaos, Ikarios, etc.).

*• Cf. 9' 274, tl flip pSp iXktit dtOXtpet/ifv ’Axetof, i.e. in konour

of Patroklos ; cf. M6 : ear iraXpop i4$Xoim KrepJlit. nrtpetltip means
to give the dead man his mipea, i.e. his former possessions (by burning
them). The games are therefore on exactly the same footing as the
burning of the personal effects of the dead in which the soul of ^e dead
man was si^posed still to take pleasure.

Aug., Cd. viii, 26 ; Varro dicit omnes mortuos existiraari manes
deos, et probat per ea sacra quae omnibus fere mortuis exhibentur,
ubi et ludos commemorat funebres, tamquam hoc sit maximum
divinitatis indicium, quod non solent ludi nisi numinibus celebrari.

" Quae pietas ei debetur a quo nihil acceperis ? aut quid omnino,
cuius nullum meritum sit, ei deberi potest ? . . . (dei) quamobrero
colendi sint non intellego nuUo nec accepto ab eis nec sperato bono,
Cic., ND. i, 116; cf. PI., Eutkpkr. pass. Homer speaks in the same

T«r

paXitip r' iwX Sdtcpv trapetur, f ,

** o6 yip tr’ a4nr pUmptai if ' Atiao fvtfr fit nvpit XtXixrfrt, V 75 f,

“ —tim tls’ Atiaa x</>ei kot’ 648aXfioit iXittP ovr t€ orift iptioat,

X 426 ; cf. A 453, w 296. To do this is the duty of the next of Idn,

mother or wife. The necessity for closing the sightless eyes and dumb
month of the dead is intelligible without reference to any superstitious
arriire penste. Such an idea is, however, dimly discernible in such
a phrase as dxptr irov ^wj^r ftov ftsirpis ttXar dw’ Soowr, Epigr.

Gr., 314, 24. Was there originally some idea of the " soul ” being
released by these means ?—Srat of the soul in the ndptf of the eye

:

4’ ^ i^BaXfiotm t&p rtXavrwPTWP, Babr. 95, 35 (see Crusius,

Rk. Mus. 46, 319). Angurium non timendi mortem in aegritudine
qnamdin ocnlomm popUke imaginem reddant, Plin., N.H. 28, 64

;

cf. Grimm, p. 1181. (If a person can no longer see his or her MwXop
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in a mirror it is a sign of approaching death, Oldenburg, Rel. d. Yed.,

526 {p. 449» French tr.].)—Among many peoples it is bdeved that the
eyes of the dead must be closed in order to prevent the dead person
seeing or haunting anyone in the future: Robinsohn, Psychol, d.

Naturv., 44 ; cf. Qc., Verr. v, 118 (of the Greeks) ; Vg., iv, 684 f.

;

eztremus si quis super halitus errat ore legam. Serv. ad loc. : muUebriter,
tamquam possit animam sororis excipere et in se transferre (cf.

Epigr. Gr., 547 ; IG. Sic. et It., 607e, 8-10). making its exit

through the mouth I 409 ; cf. ** Among the Seminoles of Florida
when a woman died in childbirth the infant was held over her face
to receive her parting spirit and thus acquire strength and knowledge
for future use,'’ Tylor, i, 433.

•* And even dvd vp6Bvpov rtrpafiiUvos, T 212, i.e. with feet turned
towards the door. The reason for this custom—^which existed else-

where, too. and still exists—is hardly to be sought only in the ritus

naturae, as Plin. 7, 46, thinks. This has generally little to do with
the customs observed on the solemn occasions of life. The meaning of

the practice is much more naively revealed in a statement about the
manners of the Pehuenchen Indians in South America given by Pdpig.
Reise in Chile, Peru, etc., i, 393. There they carry the dead man feet

foremost out of the door ’* because if the corpse of the dead man were
carried out otherwise his wandering ghost might come back into the
house ”. The Greek custom, though in Homeric times long faded to
a mere symbol, must be supposed to have depended originally u{wn
similar fears of the return of the " soul ”. (Similar precautions arising

from the same belief were customary at funerals elsewhere : Oldenberg,
Rel. d. Veda. 573-4 [489 F.T.]. Robinsohn, Psychol, d. Naiurv.. 45 f.)

Belief in the incomplete departure of the soul from this world has
dictated these customs, too.

** The details of the procedure until the funeral dirge are given in
E 343-55

o o

" niiipos and eri^Ay. 77 457. 675. P 434, >1 371
. ft 14. A beaped-up

aijna as the burial-place of Eetion round which the Nymphs plant
elms : Z 419 fl.—which preserves a trace of the custom, obtaining also

in later times, of planting trees and even a whole grove round the grave.
** ttripea tcrepetlttr in the formula ey/ia ri ol ytiiai nai iwi leri^a

ttrepetlur, a 291, g 222. Here the urtpetltir comes after the heaping
up of the grave-mound—possibly the nrlpea are to be burnt on or at
the grave-mound. Schol. B on T 212 is, however, mistaken in the rule

deduced from these cases ; npovrlBeoav. eha IBawror, tlra 7ruf»/Jox^w.
etra iirrepJllov. All the cases refer to the ceremonial at empty graves.

Where the body was obtainable the relatives or friends would have
burnt the terlpea with the body. This is done in the case of Eetion
and Elpenor, and it must be understood in the close connexion of

the words Iv nvpl Kijottv «al 7iri trrlpea KTtplmtttr, Q 38, and again

5^’ irapor Batrrot teal fvl nrlpea Krtpiatuv, y 285.
^ —a custom that originally belonged to all primitive peoples

and remained in force for a very long time among many of them. All

the possessions of a dead Inca remain his own absolute property

;

Prescott, Peru*, i, 31. Among the Abipones of Para^ay all the

possessions of the dead are burnt : Klemm, Culturges. ii, 99. The
Albanians of the Caucasus buried all the dead man’s possessions with

him, Kal 5td ToCro nlrtirts Idiotr oiiir warp^or ixo>^ts, Str. 503. Of
ancient origin are also the extravagant burial customs of the Mingrelians

living in what was formerly Albania : Chardin, Voy. sn Perse (ed.

Langl«s), i, 325, 396. 314, 322.
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. “ Examples given by O. Jahn. Persius, p. 219 fin.

** <h‘X^ 8* iK ptHut* vraiUvr) '’Aii6aSt Sv nSr/iov yo^uxra
AimOct' iySpornra yal /7 756. JT 362 cf. K 294, JV41S.
S' 'ArSdaSc jtoT^Aflcv, »f 560, A 65. Complete departure into the
depths of the kingdom of flades is more clearly expressed in such
words as Sd/iov ’'.4r8os ctow, fJ 246. kIov ’'Alios stow, Z 422, etc.

Again, in A ISO. the soul of Teiresias while speaking to Odysseus is

still in Hades in the wider sense but is more exactly on the extreme
edge of that region : we are told iopov "Alios stow—
now at last it goes back again into the depths of the Kingdom of
Hades.

** Aristonikos on V' 104 ; ^ S<irAij on ras r<3i' drd^wv ijiv^as "Op,i\pos

in ow^ovaas ^povy/oir inori9tr<u. (Rather too systematically

put by Porph. ap. Stob.. Eel. i. p. 422. 20 ff.. 425, 25 ff. \V.) Elpcnor
is the first to approach f)dysseus‘ sacrificial trench ow yap na» iridavro,

A 52. His ifruxij had not yet been received into Hades (Rh. Mus. 1. 615).

Achilles’ treatment of the body of Hektor shows that he thought of

bis enemy (because he was still unbiiriedi as being able to feel what
was done to him ; lacerari eum et sentire credo putat, Cic., TD. i, 105.

Plin. vii, 187, explains the change among the Romans from
burial to cremation as being due to the fear that in times of war and
disturbance the dead might be deprived of their rest. If a man dies

in war time, i.e. during a penod of temjjorary nomadism, his l>ody is

burnt, but a limb (sometimes the head) is cut off to be taken home and
buried ad quod scr\-atum iusta fierent. Paul. Pcsti, 148, 11 ; Varro,

LL. V, 23 ; Cic.. Lg. ii. 55. 60. The same custom is found among
certain Crerman tribes; see Weinhold. Sirifc. IVicn. Ac. xxix, 156;
XXX, 203. Even among the negroes of Guinea and the South Amcncan
Indians practices resembling the os reseclum of the Romans arc
found in the case of those who die in war in foreign country ; cf.

Klemm, Culturg. iii, 297 ; ii, 98 f. In every case burial is regarded
as the ancient and traditional mode of disposing of the dead, and the

one strictly required on religious grounds.
** Only once is there any mention of taking home the burnt bones,

H 334 f. Aristarch. rightly recognized this as being in conflict with
the normal conceptions and practice of Homer and regarded the lines

as the composition of a later poet (Sch. A ad loc. and on A 174 ; Sch.
EMQ., y 109). The lines may have been inserted to account for the
absence from the Troad of such enormous grave-mounds as the burial of
the ashes of both armies should have produced. The same reason

—

the desire expressed in these lines to bring back those who have died
in a foreign country to their own land at last—is implied as the origin

of cremation in the illustrative story of Herakles and Argeios, the son
of Likymnios, in the ioropia (derived from Andron) of Sch. A on
A 52.
“ Kl. Schr. ii, 216, 220.

It would apply better to Roman beliefs; cf. Vg.. A. iv, 698-9

—

though even that means something else. (Cf. also Oldenberg, Rel. d.

Veda. 585, 2.)

“ Cf. esp. ¥ 75-6, A 218-22.
*• Serv. ad A. iii. 68 ; Aegyptii condita diutius servant cadavers

scilicet ut anima multo tempore perduret ct co^ri sit obnoxia nec
cito ad aliud traaseat. Romani contra faciebant, comburentes
cadavers ut statim anima in generalitatem, i.e. in suam naturam
rediret (the pantheistic touch may be neglected).—Cf. the account
given by Ibn Poslan of the burial customs of the pagan Russians
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(quoted from Frahn by J. Grimm, Kl. Schr. ii, 292) ; the preference
for burning was due to the idea that the soul was less quickly set free

on its way to Paradise when the body was buried intact, than when
it was destroyed by fire.

Cf. the Hymn of the Rigveda (x. 16) which is to be said at a
cremation, esp. v. 2, 9 (quoted by Zimmer, AUind. Leben, 402 f.),

and also Rigv. x, 14, 8 (Zimmer, p. 409). The Indians also wished to
prevent the return of the dead to the world of the living. The feet

of the corpse were chained so that the dead could not return (Zimmer,
p. 402).

** It lies at the root of the stories of Demeter and Demophoon (or

Triptolemos), and also that of Thetis and Achilles, when the goddess,
laying the mortal child in the fire, rag fivjjTas aapKas,

0 avriu Bv-r/Tov, in order to make it immortal (cf. Preller, Dem. u.
Perseph.,' 112) ; cf. also the custom observed at certain festivals (?of

Hecate, cf. Bergk, PLG. iii, 682) of lighting fires in the streets and
leaping through the flames carrying children, see Grimm (E.T.),

p. 625 ; cf. also Cic., Dir. j, 47 ; o praeclarum discessum cum ut
Herculi contigit mortali corpore cremato in lucem animus excessit

!

Ov.. A/, ix, 250 : Luc., Herm., 7 : Q.S. v, 640 ff. (For more about
the "purifying" effects of fire, see below, chap, ix, n. 127.)
“ Nothing else than this is implied by the words of H 409-10,

oO yap Tij ^fiSai vtKVUiy KaTaTtBvtftSniov ytyvrr’, inti Kt Bavaioi nvpos
fitihaniufy cSxa. The souls of the dead must be quickly " assuaged
with fire" (their longing gratified) and so their bodies are burnt.
Purification from what is mortal and unclean, which Dietericb (Nekyia,

197. 3) thinks is referred to in this passage, is certainly not suggested
as such by the words of the poet.

** Light may be incidentally thrown on the question of the transition

from burial to cremation by such a story as that which an Icelandic

Saga tells of a man who is buried by his own wish before the door of
his house ;

" but as he returned and did much mischief his body was
exhumed and burnt and the ashes scattered over the sea " (\\'einhold,

Altnord. Leben, 499). We often read in old stories how the body of
a dead man who goes about as a vampire is burnt. His soul is Uien
exorcized and cannot come back again.

** It is natural to think of Asiatic influence. Cremation hearths
have recently (1893) been discovered in Babylonia.

•* See Helbig, D. Horn. Epos aus d. Denkm. erl., 42 f.

*• That the men of the ** Mycenaean " culture, though much
affected by foreign influences, were Greeks—the Greeks of the Heroic
age of whom Homer speaks—mav now be regarded as certain (see

esp. E. Reisch, Veth. Wien. Pkitol, 99 ff.).

See Schliemann, Mycenae, E.T., 155, 165, 213-14.
“ Helbig. Horn. Epos*, p. 52.
•» Cf. K. Weinhold, SiUb. Wien. Ak.. 1858 {Phil, hist Cl.), xxix.

pp. 12], 125, 141. The remarkable coincidences between the
Mycenaean and these North European burial customs do not seem as
yet to have been noticed. (The object of this elaborate foundation
and covering may have been to preserve the corpse from decay longer,
and especially from the effects of damp.)

'* Also in the domed grave of Dimini: Ath. Mitik., xii, 138.
The soul of a dead man from whom a favourite possession is with-

held returns (equally whether the body and the possessions with it are
burnt or buried). The story in Lucian, Pkilops.. xxvii, of the wife of
Eukrates (cf. Hdt. v, 92if), is quite in accordance with popular belief.
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“ Schliemann, Myc., 212-13 : see plan F. A similar altar in the
Hall of the Palace of Tiryus : Schuchhardt, Sckliemann's Exc. (E.T.),

p. 107.
** iax<ipa is essentially Ijt rots rjpotoiv aitodvoiur. Poll, i, 8 ;

cf. Neanthes ap. Ammon., Diff. Voc., p. 34 V. Such an altar rested

directly on the ground without anything intervening (pi) iyovaa
w^or aAA* ^irl tSfivft4vn), it is round (<rr/>oyyeAoctSiir) and hollow
{KoiXij)

:

cf. esp. Harp., 87, 15 ff. Phot., s.v. tayopa (2 glosses) ;

AB. 256, 32 : EM.. 384, 12 S. ; Sch. on { 52 : Bust., Od.. p. 1939
(tfi 71) : Sch. Bur., Pk., 284. It is evident that the iay^pa is not
very far removed from the sacrificial trench of the cult of the dead :

thus it is actually called also fiiBpot

;

Sch. Bur., PA., 274 (cjtairr^

S. Byz., 191, 7 Mein.).
“ Stengel has a different view {Ckikou. ii. Todl., 427, 2).

“ It is doubtful whether Homer even knew of dream-oracles (which
would be closely related to oracles of the dead. That in A 63
iyKoipi)ms is "at least alluded to” (as KAgelsbach, Nachhom. Thtol.,

172, thinks) is by no means certain. The 6rtipojt6\oi would not be
a priest who intentionally gave himself up to prophetic sleep and thus
vwkp irtpaiv ovtlpovs 6p§., but rather an orctpox/iiTi)!—an interpreter of

other men’s unsought dream-visions.
*• Bven the river-gods and Nymphs who are usually confined to

their own homes are called to the ayopd of all the gods in Olympos,
Y4 6. These deities who remain fixed in the locality of their worship
are weaker than the Olympians just because they are not elevated
with the rest to the ideal sumnut of Olympos. Kalypso resignedly

admits this, < 169 f., «< dtol y* t$iX<ooi, roi ovpa$'6>' tvpiv iyovoir,

01 fixo ^prtpoi f tet ro^oat rc xp^ai r«. They have sunk to the second
rank of deities. They are, however, never thought of as free and
independent, but as a mere addition to the kingdom of Zeus and the

other Olympians.
Exx. in Nigelsbach, Horn. Thtol.*, 387 f. (^pivtt), W. Schrader,

Jb. f. Philol. 1885, p. 163 f. (fjrop).
** The belief in the existence of more than one soul in the same

person is very wide-spread. See J. G. MOller, Americ. Urrehg., p. 66,

207 f., Tylor, i, 432 f. The distinction between the five spiritual

powers dwelling within man given by the Avesta rests upon similar

pounds (Geiger, Civ. of East. Iran, 1. 124 ff.). Even in Homer Gomperz,
Greek Thinkers, i, 249, finds a " two-soul ” theory fully developed.

According to him Homer reco^zes in the 8vp6s—a word supposed to

be deriv^ from the steam rising from freshly shed and still warm
blood—a second soul in addition to the ; a " smoke-soul " side

by side with the " breath-soul ”. But if by soul a " something ” is

meant—as it must be in popular psychology—which is added
independently to the body and its faculties, something which lives

separately in the body and after the death of the body (with which
it is not indissolubly united) dissociates itself and goes off independently—^then the $vp6s of Homer cannot be called a " soul ” or a double
of the 4iuxv- Again and again the Ovpit is clearly referred to as a
mental faculty of the living body ; either thinking or willing or merely
feeling {9opw voJot, 9up^ htiam, 9vp^, iyoXwooro 9vp<p,

^papt 8vpir iiotifi, etc.) is conducted by its means. It is the seat

of the emotions {pJvos IXXaP* 9vp6v) and belongs to the body of the
living man, and is especially enclosed in the ^plvts. In the face of
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this it is impossible to regard it as something independent of the
body or as anything else than a special faculty of the same living
body. Once, indeed, H 131, the Bvftot is spoken of, instead of
as that which goes down to Haidcs, but this can only be an error or
an oversight (see also below, ch. xi, n. 2). According to Homeric
ideas—and this is a conception repeated over and over again in Greek
literature and even in Greek philosophy—the body has all its vital
powers in itself, not merely Bvnot but iiivot, v6ot, nijrts, PovX^. Yet
it only acquires life when supplemented by the which is something
different from all these bodily powers—something with an independent
being of its own and alone deserving the name " soul ”, a name which
belongs as little to Bv/ios as to vios- Gomperz thinks that Bvfios, etc.,

were at first the only recognized faculties of the body and that
was only (for the Greeks) added later. This is certainly not to be made
out from Homer—or any other part of Greek literature.

*• irtpi Biov, X 161 ; ntpl ^vxioiv iiia-xovro,
jf
245 ; i/ivxri*

vapaPaXXoiitvos, I 322 ; ifivxas vapBiptimi, y 74, t 255 ; ’/'VXV^

dvraftav, / 401 ; and cf. i 523 : at yap atui'dr at
Svvaiprjy tBvty froi^aar vipi^at hoptoy tioio. No one Strictly

spealung can go into Hades bereft of his

which goes there. Thus divy-i here clearly = life, as is shown also

by the addition of the words xal aimyot for the sake of clearness.

It is more doubtful whether this is the explanation of ^vxn^ SXtBpos,

X 325, or of <(ivxas oXtaayrts, N 763, O 168. Other passages adduced
by Nfigelsb., Horn. Th*. 381, and Schrader, Jb.f. Philol, 1885, p. 167,

either admit or require the material sense of the word : e.g.

fir 696 ff., e 123, <r91, etc.

Ill

e detailed statement and documentation of the following

the Nel

(1895). [A’/. 5cAr.

The information given by Teiresias, A 10711., about Thrinakia
and the cattle of Helios seems to be put in such a brief and inadequate
form just because the fuller account given by Kirkc, p. 127, was already
known to the poet who did not wish to repeat this word for word.

•* A final example of such pictures intended to suggest the back-
ground of the Odyssey is the conversation between Achilles and
Agamemnon in the second Nekyia ", <o 19 ff. The composer of these
lines has understood quite correctly the meaning and purpose of his

model, the original Nekyia of A, though his continuation of it is

certainly very clumsy.
•• K 539-40 is borrowed from 8 389-90, 470.—I find after writing

this that Kammer had already suggested imitation of 5 in the Nekyia

:

Einheit d. Od., 494 f.

•* It is striking (and may have some special reason) that in Kirke’s
account there is no mention of the Kimmerians, It is easier to see
why the careful description of the country in Kirke’s speech. * 509-15,
is not afterwards repeated but merely recalled to the memory of the
reader in a few words (A 21-2).
“ I can see no essential difference between the conception and

situation of Hades as indicated in the Iliad and the account given
in the Nekyia of the Odyssey. J. H. Voss and Nitzsch were right
in this matter. Nor do the additional details given in the " second
Nekyia" of m essentially "conflict” (as Teuffel, Stud. u. Charact.,
thinks) with the description of the first Nekyia. It does not adhere
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slavishly to its original, but it rests upon the same fundamental
conceptions.

•* Sch. H.Q., K 514, /Tu/K^Acy^tfaiv. yrot to irC/> to i^ayiiov to

oipKu/ov rtov PpoTmv, cf. Apollodor., ir. Btdv, ap. Stob,, Eel. i, p. 420,

9 W. Uvpi^XtyiBwv cipyrat dtro tow »w/)i roit rfXtvrmvrai.
*' Acheron, too, seems to be regarded as a river. The soul of the

nnburied Patroklos, which has already departed, av’ tipvnu\is ’'Aihos

Sw, and has therefore passed over Okeanos, is prevent^ by the other

souls from passing over ** the river ”, IP 72 f. This can hardly be
the Okeanos. and must, therefore, be Acheron (so, too, Porph. ap.

Stob., Eel. i. p. 422 f.. 426 W.). « 515 docs not in the least prove that
Acheron was thought of as a lake and not a river, as Dergk, Opusc. ii,

695, thinks.
« Cf. A 206 ff., 209-393 ff., 475.
•• See n 851 fi. (Patroklos), X 35811. (Hektor), A 69 ff. Behind

each of these there lies the ancient belief that the soul in the moment
of escape achieves a higher state of being and returns to a form of

knowledge independent of sense-perception (cf. Artemon ap. Sch.,

n 854, Arist. fr. 12 (10) R.). Otherwise this power belongs to gods
and, strictly, only to Zeus, who can foresee everything (in Homer).
But the statements arc intentionally modified to suggest an undefined
middle pos-ition between prophecy in the full sense and mere oroxa^toBiu
(cf. Sch. B.V., X 359)

—

X 359 at the most may go beyond this point.
’• A 218 24.
” St* apyteir pfi*iy, O^Xvy rt piXatyay, tit '’Eptfios errpi^as, K 527 f.

Prom the word lUXaiya* the Siy apytUy is also to be understood dir4

iroirov as being, more precisely, black (and so again in 572)—the ram
offered to the gods (or Souls) of the underworld is regularly black.

tit "Eptfiof arpii^as, i.e. bending the head downwards (not towards
the west) = is piSpoy, X 36—as Kitzscb rightly explains it. Every-
thing corresponds to the regular imopa of later times for the
underworld beings (cf. Stengel, Ztsch. f. Gytnn., 1880, p. 743 f.).

iroiPij rts vapi iyBpuinots ioriy in6Xii^is on ysKpoi «cai ialpoyts

aitripoy ^PoOyrat, Sch. Q.. A 48. It is really the sound of the bronze
or iron that drives away spirits: Luc., Philops. 15 (cf. O. Jahn,
Abergl. d. bos. Blicks, 70). But even the mere presence of iron objects
is sufficient

:
[Aug.] Horn, de sacrileg. (about the seventh century),

22, states that to the sacrilegi belong among others those who wear
rings or armlets of iron, aut qui in domo sua quaecumque de ferro,

propter nt daemoncs timeant, ponunt.
The idea that the Thesprotian ytitvopayrtiov by the river Acheron

was the original of the Homeric picture was first started Iw Paus.
1, 17, 5. He was followed by K. O. Muller, Introd. to a Scientific

System of Myth., pp. 297-8 (£. T., Leitcb), who has been followed by
many others. But it has scarcely more justification than has e.g. the
localization of the Homeric entrance to Hades at Cumae, Herweia
Pont. (cf. Rh. Mus. 36, 555 ff.), or other places of ancient worship
of the dead (e.g. Pylos). At such places the traditional names of
Acheron, Kokytos, Py^phlegethon were easily introduced—^but

taken from Homer and not coming thence into Homer. The fact that
it is just this Thesprotian oracle of the dead that is mentioned in
Hdt.’s well-known story (v, 92 n) does not at all prove that this was
the oldest of all such oracles.

To this extent Lobeck’s denial of necromancy to the Homeric
poems (Agl.3t6) may, perhaps, require to be modified ; but to modified
rt may be accepted.
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In accordance with primeval sacrificial custom. To the dead
only female (or castrated) animals are offered (see Stengel, Chthon. u.

Todtenc., 424). Here it is a ar€ipQ. fioCs, dyova toU aydvois (Sch.). So
among the Indians, " to the Manes that are without the powers of life

and procreation ’* a wether instead of a ram was offered : Oldenberg,
Rel. d. Ved., 3S8 [= 306 Fr. T.].

Q 592 fi. Achilles says to the dead Patroldos fii) (toi nirpoKXt
VKUSfiotv^ficv ol Kt tlv '"AlSds ittp idtv ori ‘'Eicropa Siov iXvaa
varpl tnu ov poi itixia StStrcv anoiva, ooi 3’ aS tytu koI tu>vS’

dtroSdtrvopai daa' iirdoiKtv. The possibility that the dead in Hades
may be able to know what is happening in the upper world is referred

to only hypothetically (of itc)—not so, however, the intention of
giving the 'dead man a share in the gifts of Priam (St' iirira^iioy tls

avTov aytavotv as Sch. B.V. on 594 thinks). "The strangeness of such a
promise seems to have been one of the reasons that made Aristarch.

(unjustly) athetize 11. 594-5.
’’ 49-1. This is not un-Homeric, cf. esp. 8 456. Thus on many

vase-paintings we see the psyche of a fallen warrior flying over the
corpse, often clad in full armour, but very diminutive in size—to
express invisibility.

’• Strictly speaking Odysseus is supposed to enter into conversation

with the women while each informs him of her fate (231-4) ; every
now and then comes a ^ro 236, 237, tvxtro 261, ^doxt 306. But
the whole section is little more than a review at which Odysseus
assists without taking any real part.

’• Cf. Rh. Mus. 1, 625 ff. The nearest parallel to such a distinction

between an <r8<uAoi> and the fully animated avros is to be found in what
Stesichoros (and Hesiod before him: see Paraphr. ant. Lyc., 822,

p. 71, Scheer, and PLG. iii, p. 215) relates of Helen and her f’ittXoy.

Prob. this latter story gave rise to the insertion of these lines, A 602 fi.

•• Cf. 623 ff.

•* Welcker. Gr. Gotterl. i. 818, and others following him.
” [ApoUod.] 1, 9, 3. 2; Sch., A 180 (p. 18b. 23 ff., Bekk.) gives

as reason for the punishment of Sisyphos that he betrayed to Asopos
the rape of his daughter Aigina by Zeus. This, however, does not
rest upon good epic ^adition. Another story follows up the betrayal
with the myth of the outwitting of Death and then Hades by S.,

after which he is sent down to Hades again and punished by the task
of the endless stone-rolling. The story of the double ourivitting of
the powers of death (cf. the similar fairy tale of Spiclkansel : Grimm,
Fairy Tales, xl. 82, and Anm., vol. ii, p. 163, ed. 1915) is obviously
intended humorously, and so it seems to have been treated in a satyr-

drama of Aesch., the Ziav<^s SpoWrys [Sch., Z 153.] The fact that
this story ends in the punishment of the stone-rolling ought to be
sufficient warning against taking it in the serious and edifying sense

in which Welcker and his followers interpret it. It is quite contrary
to ancient ideas to suppose that Sis. is punished for his cunning as

a warning to other crafty (as well as good) men. In Z 153 he is c^led
KdpSioros drSpur as praise and not blame: so Aristarch. rightly

maintained and supported his case by clear dva^opd to the line of

the Nekyia (see Sch., Z 153, K 44, Lehrs, Arislarck.*, p. 117 and
A 593). The idea that the adj. refers to the KaKdrponor of S. is merely
a misunderstanding of Porph. ap. Sch., A 385. How little anyone
thought of S. as a criminal, even with the Homeric story in his mind,
is shown by the Platonic Sokrates who rejoices [Apol., 41 C) over the
fact that in Hades he will meet, amongst others, Sisyphos (cf. also
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Thgn., 702 ff.). The case of Sis. presents the most serious difficulties

that face any attempt to give a moralizing sense (quite outside the

poet’s intention) to the section of the *' three penitents (See also

Rh. Mus. 1. 630.)
•• r279, 7260 (cf. Rh. Mus. 1. 8). Nitzsch. Anm. z. Od. iii, p. 184 f..

vainly employs all the arts of interpretation and criticism to deny
their obvious meaning to both passages.
M K. O. MuUer, Aeschylus Eumenides, p. 167 = E.T., 1853, p. 159.
** It should be remembered also that no legal penalties against

po^jury existed in Greece, any more than in Rome. They were
unnecessary in face of the general ex]mtation that the deity whom
the perjurer had invoked against himself would take immediate
revenge upon the criminal. (Esp. instructive are the words of

Agamemnon on the Trojan breach of faith, A 158 fi.) Such revenge
would be taken either during the life time of the perjurer—in which
case the instruments of vengeance would be the spirits of Hell, the
Erinyes : Hes., Op., 802 fl.—or else after death.

'* The oath as a bond in favour of the oath-gods ; Tbgn., 1 195 f.,

dtoif twiopKOr i-wonwBt, oi yap avvorov dOardrour XptXos

i^fiXiutpoy. Perjury would be tls 6*ovs apapravny. Soph. fr. 431

(472 P.).

Eust., Od..p. 1614-15, has understood this. He calls attention to
Pi., P. 4. 159, K^Xtreu yap tar <f'vgd»’ Ko/tlfat ^ptfos iX$6vTat npot Ai’ifra

Bahd/iovt—on which passage the Sch. refers us back again to Homer.
Both passages imply the same belief: rwy iwohop^ywy Jy f^yj/ y^
rat fvx«is Tiffw /viKaXoOyro dvovAtoWr; o« els r^y iKtlyaiy

warplia Koliiditavy Kariyetv avrois npis rovt oUeiovs (Sch. »65 f., Sch.

H, I 62). Nitzsch~/1 urn. iii, 17-18, vainly attempts to get out of

the necessity of seeing in this act the fulfilment of a religious duty.
He supposes that Odysseus is merely satisfying a " need of the heart
etc. The real meaning of religious performance is too often obscured
by such " ethical ’* interpretation.
“ The command of Athene to Tclem., a 291, presupposes as

universally customary the erection of a cenotaph for those who die

in foreign lands unless their bodies can be obtained by their friends.

Menelaos erects an empty tomb to Agamemnon in Egypt. 8 584.
•• 8 584, gfC’ 'Ayapipvovi ripflov f/ iaPtOTOV kA<os ettj. A 75 f..

aijiia ri pjoi gri'or noXtijs <irt Biyl BaXiaaijs, avSpos Suar^yoio, kqI

taaofUvoufi irvBeaBai. Achilles in the second Nekyia, <u 30 8., says

to Agam. ; Would thou hadst died before Troy, for then the Achaeans
would have set up a tomb for thee and «ai oip iratH piya aXios

inioam (cf. 93 f., where Agam. says to Achilles cur oil piv oiik Bavuty

Syop' iSXeoas dXXd rot alel erdyras in' dvBpuinovs xXios iaoerai ioBXiv
MgcAAril). The words of Hektor, H 84 ff., show how the orjpa ini

nXarti ‘EXXtianiyrip served to remind sailors as they passed, dvipis

ftiy rdSe aypa ndXae narareBrtfwTOt ktX. and to suggest that this was
the proper and principal purp^ of such erections.—In contrast with
this cf. what is stated of the inhabitants of the Philippine Islands

:

" they laid their illustrious dead in a chest and set them up on a high
pla« or on a rock by the bank of a river in order that they might be
worshipped by the ^ous” : Lippert, Seelencult, p. 22.



CHAPTER II

Islands of the Blest

TRANSLATION

The Homeric picture of the shadow-life of the disembodied
soul is the work of resignation, not of hope. Hope would never
have beguiled itself with the anticipation of a state of things

which neither afforded men the chance of further activity

after death, nor, on the other hand, gave them rest from the

toil of life ; one which promised them only a restless, purpose-

less fluttering to and fro, an existence, indeed, but without
any of the content that might have made it worthy of the name
of Ufe.

Was there never any aspiration after a more consolatory
picture of the life after death ? Did the tremendous vit^
energies of that time really devote themselves so completely
to the realms of 2ieus that not even a ray of hope penetrated
to the House of Hades ? We should have had to suppose so

were it not for a single passing glimpse which we get of a
distant land of hearts’ desire, such as even the Greece that lay
under the sway of the Homeric order of things still imagined
for itself.

When Proteus, the sea-god who could foretell the future,

has finished informing Menelaos, on the sea-shore of Egypt,
of the circumstances of his return home to his country and of

the fate of his dearest companions, he adds the prophetic
words—so Menelaos himself informs Telemachos in the
fourth book of the Odyssey (560 ff.) :

" But thou, god-Uke
Menelaos, art not ordained to die in horse-pasturing Argos
or to meet thy fate there ; for the immortals shall send thee
far away to the Elysian plain, to the ends of tlie world where
dwells fair-haired Rhadamantlij’s, and where life is most
easy for men. Tliere is neither snow nor heavy storms nor
rain, but Okeanos ever sends zephyrs with soft-breathing

breezes to refresh men—because thou hast Helen to wife and
art thereby in their eyes the son-in-law of Zeus.”

These verses allow us a glimpse into a world about which
the Homeric poems are otherwise silent. At the end of the
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world, by the River Okeanos, lies the " Elysian Plain ”, a

land where the sky is always clear, as in the land where the

gods live.^ There dwells the great Rhadamanthys, not alone,

one may suppose as “ men ” are spwken of (565, 568). Thither
shall the gods some day send Menelaos—he is not to die

(562) ; that is to say, he is to reach that place alive nor shall

he suffer death there. The place to which he is to be sent is not
a part of the realm of Hades, but a land on the surface of the

ea^ set apart as the abode not of disembodied " souls ”,

but of men whose souls have not been separated from their

visible selves—for only thus can the^ feel and enjoy the sense

of life (565). The picture which fancy has drawn here is the

precise opposite of the blessed immortality of the soul in its

separate existence. Just because such an idea remained quite

unthinkable for Homeric singers, hope sought and found an
exit from the shadow-world which swallows up all living

energy. Hope imagined a land at the end of the world, but
still of this world, to which occasionally some few favourites

of the gods might be " translated ” without the psyche being

separated from its body and descending to Hades.
The actual mention of such miraculous " translation

”

stands alone in the Homeric poems, and the passage in the

Odyssey seems to have been introduced by a later hand.*
But the conditions of such a miracle are all implied within
the range of Homeric ideas. Menelaos is carried off by the

power of the gods and lives an eternal life far from the world
of mortals. The belief that a god could suddenly withdraw
his earthly favourite from the eyes of men and invisibly waft
him away on the breeze not infrequently finds its application

in the battle-scenes of the Iliad.* The gods could also make
a mortal " invisible ” for a prolonged period. WTien Odysseus
has been so long lost to his friends they suspect that the gods
have " made him invisible ” {Od. i, 235 If.) ; they do not regard
him as ” dead ” but ” the Harpies have carried him away ”,

and he is consequently withdrawn from all human ken
{Od. i, 241 f. ; xiv, 371). Penelope, in her grief, prays either

for swift death through the arrows of Artemis, or that a storm
wind may lift her up and carry her away on dark pathways
to the mouths of Okeanos, that is, to the entrance of the Land
of the Dead {Od. xx, 61-5 ; 79 ff.).* To explain her wish she
recalls a fairy tale of the kind that must often have been told

in the women’s quarters ; how the daughters of Pandareos,
after the violent death of their parents, were brought up to

lovely maidenhood by Aphrodite and provided by Hera,
ArtMni«5 and Athene with all kinds of gifts and accora-
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plishments ; till one day when Aphrodite had gone to Ol3nnpos
to ask Zeus to make a match for them, the Harpies came and
carried them off and made them the hand-maidens of the

hated Erinyes.* This folk-tale reveals more clearly than is

usual with the genei^Sy cultused Homeric narrative the

popular belief that men migltt be carried off permanently
from the land of the living, and, without seeing death, live

on in another dwelling-place. For the daughters of Pan^reos
are carried away alive—to the Kingdom of the Dead, it is

true, for that is where they must go if they become the servants

of the Erinyes, the spirits of the underworld.* That is where
Penelope wishes to be carried off, and without dying first

—

away from the land of the living which has become intolerable

for her. Such a translation is accomplished by means of the

Harpies or the Stormwind, which is the same thing, since the
Harpies are nothing else but wind-deities of a peculiarly

sinister kind. They may be compared to the Devff's Bride

or the ' Whirlwind’s Bride ” of German folk-tales, who rides

in the whirlwind and also carries off men with her.’ The
Harpies and what we are here told of them, belong to the
“ vulgar mythology ” which so seldom finds any expression

in Homer ; a popular folk-lore that could tell of many things

between heaven and earth of which the Homeric "grand
style ” takes little notice. In Homer the Harpies never act

on their own authority ; only as the servants of the gods or of

a single god do they transport mortals where no woid of man,
no human power, can reach.*

The prophesied removal of Menelaos to the Elysian fields

at the end of the world is only another example of such a
" translation ” by the will and the might of the gods. Even
the fact that prolonged habitation in that happy land,

inaccessible to other men, is promised to him, does not
differentiate the fate of Menelaos from that of the daughters

of Pandareos, or from that which Penelope wishes for herself.

For Menelaos, however, immortal life is promised not in Hades,
or even at its entrance, but in a special country of the blest,

as though in a new kingdom of the gods. He is to become a
" god ’’

; for since to the Homeric poets “ grc ” and
" immortal ’’ are interchangeable terms, a man who is granted

immortality (that is, whose psyche is never separated from
his visible self) becomes for them a god.

It is also a Homeric belief that gods can raise mortals to

their own realm, to immortality. Kalypso wishes to make
C)d3rsseus

" immortal and ageless for all time ", that he may
remain for ever by her side (Od. v, 135 f

. ;
209 f. ;

xxiii, 335 f .),
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that is to say, make him a god like herself. The immortality
of the gods is conditioned by the eating of the magic food

ambrosia and nectar ;
* man. too. by eating continually the

food of the gods, becomes an immortal god. What Odysseus
in his longing for the earthly home, to which he is drawn by
loyalty and duty, rejects, has been attained by other mortals.

The Homeric poems can tell of more than one mortal promoted
to immortal life.

As he is struggling in the stormy sea rescue comes to

Odysseus in the person of Ino Leukothea, once the daughter of

Kadmos, " who had formerly been a mortal woman, but now
in the waves of the sea shares in the honour of the gods

”

{Od. V, 333 Did some god of the sea bear her away and
imprison her for ever in his own element ? The belief existed

that a god might descend from heaven even upon an earthly

maiden and carry her off for ever as his spouse {Od. vi,

280 f.).“

Ganymede, the most beautiful of mortals, had been carried

away by the gods to Olympos to dwell among immortals,

as the cup-bearer of Zeus {II. xx, 232 ff.).** He was a scion of

the old Trojan royal house, to which Tithonos also belonged,

whom both the Iliad and the Odyssey already know as the

husband of Eos ; from his side the goddess arose every morning
to bring the light of day to gods and men.“ It appears that

she had " translated ” her beloved not to Olympos but to the

^stant dwelling-place by the River Okeanos from which she

sets out in the morning.** It was Eos who had once borne off

the beautiful Orion, and in spite of the jealousy of the other

gods had enjoyed his love until Artemis “ on Ortygia ” had
slain him with her gentle arrow {Od. v, 122 ff.). Tlie story may
be derived from ancient star-myths, which represented in the

language of myth what is actually to be observed in the

morning sky. But in such myths the elements and celestial

phenomena are thought of as living and animate like men.
And in the same way, these star-spirits, in accordance with the

regular development of legend, have long ago sunk, for the
Homeric poet, to the level of earthly youths and heroes. If

the goddess can raise Orion into her own kingdom, then,

according to the belief of the time (which is all that matters

to us here), the same thing might happen to any mortal
through the favour of the gods. A simple imitation of the

same legend in a purely human setting is the story of Kleitos,

a youth of the family of the seer Melampous, whom Eos
has carried off for the sake of his beauty that he may dwell

^mong the gods {Od. xv, 249 f.).
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i 2

The translation, then, of Menelaos, while still aUve, to the
ends of the earth to live there in perpetual blessedness is

indeed a miracle, but a miracle that finds its justification and
precedent in the range of Homeric belief. The only thing new
about it is that Menelaos has a special dwelling-place assigned

to him, not in the land of the gods, the proper realm of

immortality, nor as in the case of Tithonos and as Kalypso
desired for Odysseus, in the company of a deity, but in a
separate place specially aUotted to the translated hero, the
Elysian fields. Nor does this appear to be the invention of the
writer of these lines. He refers so briefly to the “ Land of the

Departed ” and its delights that we are forced to believe

that he did not himself originate so enticing a vision.** He
can only, in the case of Menelaos, have added a fresh com-
panion to the company of the blessed. That Rhadamanthys
the Just dwells there seems to be known to him from ancient

tradition, for he evidently only intends to recall the fact and
does not think it necessary to justify this selection of the

brother of Minos.** It might ev’en be supposed that the picture

of such a wonderland had been invented and embellished by
older poets simply for the benefit of Rhadamanthys. The
only novelty is that this picture, which has been fully adopted
into the circle of Homeric poetry, now includes a hero of the

Trojan epic cycle among the number of tho.se translated to

that land of ever unclouded happiness. The lines were inserted,

as has already Ix'en remarked, at a later date, into the prophecy
of Proteus, and it is hard not to suppose that the whole idea

lay far from the thoughts of previous Homeric singers. Would
the flower of the heroic chivalr>-, including .Achilles himself,

have been doomed to that dim shadow-world in which we see

them wandering in the Nekyia of the Odyssey, if a way out

into a life exempt from death had already revealed itself to

imagination at the time when the Epic gave the stamp of its

approval to the stories which dealt with the fate of the greater

number of the heroes ? Because the poem of the Trojan
War and the adventures of the Return from Troy had not

yet decided upon the fate of Menelaos, a later poet could

speak of his " translation ” to the—since “ discovered ”

—

Land of Destiny. It is highly probable that even at the time of

the composition of the Journey to Hades of Odysseus this

conception—afterwards so important for the development of

the Greek belief in immortality—of a secluded resting-place

of living and translated heroes had not yet been completely
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formulated. It fits easily into the firework of belief

prevailing in the Homeric poems, but it is not necessarily

required by that framework. It is natural on this account to

suppose that it entered the Epic from without. And, remem-
bering the Babylonian story of Hasisatra and the Hebrew one
of Enoch,^* both of whom without suffering death were trans-

lated into the realm of immortal life—either to “ Heaven ”

or to the " End of the Rivers " to the gods—we might be
inclined to follow the fashion that prevails in some quarters
nowadays, and believe that these earliest Greek translation

legends were borrowed from Semitic tradition. Little, however,
would be gained by such a mechanical derivation. Here and
in all such cases the main question remains still unanswered :

what were the reasons which led the Greek mind to wish to

borrow this particular idea at this particular time from
abroad ? In the present instance at least, nothing argues
specially for the handing on of the belief in translation from
one nation to another rather than for its independent origin

in the different countries out of similar needs.

This new idea did not contradict the normal Homeric
beliefs about the soul but on the contrary presupjxtsed them
and supplemented them without incongruity. It was also,

as we have seen, based upon conceptions that were familiar

and natural to Greek thought. There was, indeed, no need
for any stimulus from >vithout to produce from these

materials the undoubtedly new and peculiarly attractive idea

of which we receive the earliest intimation in the prophecy
of Proteus.

§3
The importance of this new creation for the later develop-

ment of Greek belief makes it all the more necessary to be
quite clear as to what exactly this novelty really was. Was
it a Paradise for the pious and the just ? A sort of Greek
Valhalla for the bravest heroes ?—or was it that a recon-

ciliation and adjustment between virtue and happiness such
as this life never knows had revealed itself to the eyes of hope
in a Land of Promise ? Nothing of the kind is warranted by
these lines. Menelaos was never particularly remarkable
for those virtues which the Homeric age rated highest.** He
is only to be transported to Elysium because he has Helen to

wife and is therefore the son-in-law of Zeus ; such is Proteus’

prophecy to him. We are not told why Rhadamanthys has

reached the place of happiness ; nor do we learn it through
the title by which he was referred to almost invariably by
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later poets, the " Just We may, however, remind ourselves

that as brother of Minos he was also a son of Zeus.*® It was
not virtue or merit that gave him a claim to blessedness after

this life ;
indeed, of any such claim we never find the least

trace. Just as the retention of the psyche in the body and the

consequent avoidance of death can occur only as a miracle

or by magic—that is, as an exceptional case—so does trans-

lation into the " Land of Destiny " remain a privilege of a

few special favourites of the gods. No one could deduce from
such cases any article of faith of universal apphcation. The
nearest parallel to this miraculous preservation of life for a

fevv individuals in a land of blessed repose is to be found in the

equally miraculous preservation of consciousness in those three

enemies of the gods in Hades whom we hear of in the Nek}na
of the Odyssey. The Penitents in Erebos and the blessed in

Elysium correspond ; both represent exceptions which do not
destroy the rule and do not affect the main outhne of Homeric
belief. In the first case, as in the second, the omnipotence
of Heaven has broken through the rule. Those, however, who
owe to the special favour of the gods their escape from death
and their translation to Elysium are near relatives of the gods.

This .seems to be the only reason for the favour shown to

them.*^ If therefore any more general reason beyond the

capricious good-will of some god is to accoimt for the trans-

lation of these individuals it might perhaps be found in the

belief that near relationship with the gods, that is, the very
highest nobility of Uneage, could preserve a man from the

descent into the common realm of hopeless nothingness

after the separation of the psyche from the body. In the same
way the beliefs of many primitive peoples represent the

ordinary man as departing to a joyless country of the dead
(if he is not annihilated altogether) while the descendants of

gods and kings, or the aristocracy, go to a land of unending
happiness.** Such a fancy, however, is only dimly apparent
in the promise made to Menelaos ; nowhere is anything said

of a general rule from which the individual case might be
deduced.

—

§ 4

But the individuals who are admitted to an everlasting hfe

in the Elysian land at the end of the w’orld are much too

distantly removed from the habitations of the Uving for them
to be credited with the power of influencing the world of men.**

They resemble the gods only in the enjoyment accorded to

them of an unendingly conscious life. Ot the omnipotence of
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the gods they have not the smallest share ** any more than
the dwellers in Erebos, from whose fate their own is otherwise
so different. We must not suppose, therefore, that the origin

of the stories of the promotion of in^vidual heroes above their

companions and their translation into a distant dwelling-

place, is to be sought in any cultus offered to those individuals

in their previous earthly dwelling-place. Every reUgious cult

is the worship of something real and powerful ; no popular
religion and no poet’s fancy would have given the national

heroes, if they were to be regarded as powerful and worshipped
accordingly, such a distant and inaccessible home.

It was the free activity of the poetic fancy which created
and embellished this last refuge of human aspiration upon the

Elysian plain. The needs which this new creation was chiefly

intended to satisfy were poetical and not religious.

The atmosphere of the younger of the two Homeric epics

already differs widely from that of its older companion, the

Iliad, with its heroic delight in the untiring manifestation

of vital energj’. It is likely that the feelings of the conquerers
of a new home upon the Asiatic coast may have differed

considerably from those of the same people confirmed in

undisturbed possession and enjoyment of their conquests.

It seems as if the Odyssey reflected the temper and aspiration

of these Ionian city-dwellers of a later time. A spirit of con-
tentment and leisure seems to flow like an undercurrent

through the whole poem, and has made for itself a haven of

rest in the midst of the busy action of the story. Wien the

poet’s own feelings find their true expression they show us

idyllic scenes of quiet enjoyment of daily life
;
magnificent

in the country of the Phseacians, gay and more homely at the

farm of Eumaios
;

pictures of quiet repose after the fights

of the heroic past, that have now faded into a mere pleasant

memory, such as we get in the house of Nestor, or in the

Palace of Menelaos and the regained Helen. Or, again, we
have a description of nature in a mood of liberality and
gentleness, as upon the island of S5nri^, the home of Eumaios’
childhood, upon which in ample possession of cattle, wine
and com, a people live free from necessity and pain, till they
arrive at a good old age when Apollo and Artemis with their

gentlest shafts bring svrift death to them [Od. xv, 403 ff.). If

you ask the poet where this fortunate island lies he will tell

you that it lies over there beyond Ortygid where the sun turns

back. But where is Ortygig,** and who can point out the place

where the sun begins his return journey far in the West ?

The country of idyllic happiness lies indeed almost beyond
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the limit of this world. Phoenician merchant-men who go
everywhere may perhaps reach that land as well (415 ff.), and
Ionian seamen in this earliest period of Greek colonization

into which the composition of the Odyssey reaches may well

have hoped to find far out over the sea such propitious

habitations of a new life.

In the same way the country and the life of the Phaeacians

seem like an ideal picture of an Ionian state newly founded in

a distant land far from the turmoil, the restless competition,

and all the limitations of their familiar Greek homes. But
this unclouded dream-picture, bathed in purest light, lies

far away in a distant land all but inaccessible to man. Only
by chance is a strange ship cast aw'ay on to that coast, and at

once the magic ships of the Phaeacians carry back the stranger

through night and cloud to his own home again. True, there

is no reason to see in the Pha;acians a sort of ferry-people of

the dead, neighbours of the Elysian fields. Still, the poetic

fancy which invented the country of the Phaeacians is not
unrelated to that which gave rise to the idea of an Elysian
plain beyond the bounds of the inhabited world. Given the
idea that a life of untroubled bliss can only be had in the
remotest confines of the earth, jealously guarded from all

intrusion, only one more step remauns to be taken before men
come to believe that such bliss is really only to be found
where neither accident nor purpose can ever bring men, more
remote even than the Phaeacians, than the country of the

^Ethiopians, the beloved of the gods, or than the Abioi of

the North, already known to the Iliad. It must lie beyond the
bounds of real life. Such idyllic longings have given rise to

the picture of Elysium. The happiness of those who there

enjoy everlasting life seemed to be fully safeguarded only if

their place of abode were removed for ever beyond the range

of all exploration, out of reach of all future discovery. This
happiness is imagined as a condition of perfect bliss under the

most benignant sky ; easy and untroubled says the poet,

is the life of men there, in this resembling the life of the gods,

but at the same time without aspiration and without activity.

It is doubtful whether the poet of the Iliad would have
considered such a future worthy of his heroes, or given the

name of happiness to such felicity as this.

We were obliged to assume that the poet who inserted these

inimitably smooth, melodious verses in the Odyssey was not

the first inventor or discoverer of the Elysian paradise beyond
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the realm of mortality. But though he followed in the foot-

steps of others, when he introduced into the Homeric poem
a reference to this new belief, he was giving this idea for the

first time an enduring place in Greek imagination. Other
poems might disappear, but an)dhing that appeared in the

Iliad or the Odyssey was assured of perpetual remembrance.
The imagination of Greek poets or Greek people never

gave up the alluring fancy of a distant land of blessedness

into which individual mortals might by the favour of the gods
be translated. Even the scanty notices which have come
down to us of the contents of the heroic poems that led up to,

continued, or connected the two Homeric Epics and linked

them up with the whole cycle of Theban and Trojan legend

enable us to see how this post-Homcric poetry took pleasure

in the recital of still further examples of translation.

The Kypria first described how the army of the Achaeans

for the second time encamped in Aulis, was detained by adverse
winds sent by Artemis ; and how Agamemnon on the advice

of Kalchas would have sacrificed his owm daughter Iphigeneia

to the goddess. Artemis, however, snatched away the maiden
and transported her to the land of the Taurians, and there

made her immortal.**

The Aithiopis, a continuation of the Ihad, tells of the help

brought to the Trojans by Penthesileia and her Amazons,
and after her death by Memnon the iEthiopian prince, an
imaginary representative of the eastern monarchies of inner

Asia. Antilochos, the new favourite of Achilles, falls in the

war, but Achilles slays Memnon himself. Thereupon Eos
the mother of Memnon (and known as such already to the

Odyssey) obtains the permission of Zeus to give immortality

to her son.** It may be supposed that the poet described

what .we see so often represented upon Greek vases : the

mother bearing through the air the dead body of her son.

According to the story told in the Iliad, Apollo, with the help

of Sleep and Death, the twin brothers, bore off the body of

Sarpedon, the son of Zeus, to his Lycian home after he had
been slain by Achilles, merely in order that he might be buried

in his own country. But the poet of the Aithiopis has tried

to outdo the story in the Iliad in impressiveness (for it was
evidently his model),** and has made Eos, with the permission

of Zeus, not merely carry off the dead to his far-off home in the

East, but there awaken him to immortal life.

Soon after the death of Memnon fate overtakes Achilles

himself. When his body, rescued by his friends after much
hard fighting, is laid upon its bier, Thetis, his mother, with
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the Muses and the other sea-goddesses come and sing the
funeral dirge. Of this we are told in the last book of the
Odyssey (xxiv, 47 fi.) which relates further how his body was
burnt, his bones gathered together and entombed under a
mound, and the psyche of Achilles departed to the House
of Hades ; the whole story being told to him in the underworld
by the psyche of Agamemnon. But the author of the
Aithiopis—always remarkable for his bold innovations in

the traditional material—^here ventures upon an important
new touch. From the funeral pyre, he tells us, Thetis carried
off the body of her son and brought him to Leuke.** That
she restored him to hfe again there and made him immortal
the one meagre extract which accident has preserved to us
does not say. But there can be no question that that is what
the poet narrated—all later accounts conclude the story in

this way.
The parallel is clear : the two opponents, Achilles and

Memnon, are both set free from the fate of mortals by their

goddess-mothers. In bodies once more restored to life they
continue to live, not among men, nor yet among the gods,
but in a distant wonderland—Memnon in the east, Achilles

in the " White Island ”. The poet himself can hardly have
imagined Achilles' Island to have been in the Euxine Sea,

where, however, later Greek sailors located this purely
mythical spot.

The translation of Menelaos is still more closely paralleled

by the story told in the Telegoneia, which was the final and
the latest-written of the Cychc poems, of the fate which
attended the family of Odj'sseus. Telegonos, the son of

Odysseus and Kirke, slays his father unwittingly ; when he
discovers his mistake he brings the body of Odysseus with
Penelope and Telegonos to his mother, Kirke, who makes them
immortal ; and there they dwell now (in the Isle Aiaia, far

away over the sea, we must suppose)—Penelope as the wife of

Telegonos, and Kirke with Telemachos.*®

§ 6

It is natural to feel surprise that in none of tliese stories

is there any mention of translation to a common meeting-

place of the Elect, such as the El5reian plain seemed to be.

We must on that account be content to leave unanswered the

question to what precise extent these lines of the Odyssey

which describe the translation of Menelaos to Elysium may
have influenced the development of translation stories in

the post-Homeric Epics. The influence must clearly have been
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considerable." The stories of the translation of individual

heroes to a solitary after-life in secluded abodes of immortality

show, at any rate, the same direction of fancy as that which
produced the fields of Elj’sium. No longer does Eos, after she

has snatched him from Hades, raise her son to be among the

gods as once she had raised Kieitos and others of her favourites.

Memnon enters upon a peculiar state of being that

differentiates him from the rest of mankind as much as from
the gods. The same applies to Achilles and the other trans-

lated heroes. Thus did poetry increase the number of those

who belonged to this middle realm ; who, bom in immortality
have, outside the realms of Olympos, achieved immortality.

It is still only favoured individuals who enter this kingdom ;

it is still poetical aspiration, giving free rein to its creative

instinct, that continues to transport an ever-increasing number
of the bright figures of Legend into the illumination of ever-

lasting life. Religious worship can have had no more influence

in the development of these stories than it had in the narrative

of the translation of Menelaos. Acliilles, for e.xample, may in

later times have had a cult paid to him on an island at the

mouth of the Danube, supposed to be Leukc. But the cult

was the result and not the motive or the cause of the story.

Iphigeneia was certainly the epithet of a Moon-goddess
;
but

the poet who told of the translation of her name.sakc, the
daughter of Agamemnon, had no suspicion of the latter’s

identity with a goddess—otherwise he would never have
regarded her as Agamemnon’s daughter. Nor, we may be
fairly certain, can it have been an accidental meeting with the

cult of the goddess Iphigeneia, w'hich induced him to invent

an immortality iure postlimini for his mortal Iphigeneia,

by the machinery of translation. Both for the poet and his

contemporaries the importance and the essence of his

narrative—w'hether free invention or a reconstruction out of

older material—lay in the fact that it told of the raising of a
mortal maiden, the daughter of mortal parents, to immortal
life, and not to religious veneration which could not have made
itself very apparent to the maiden relegated to the distant

Tauric country.

The busy expansion of the legendary material went on in

epics that finally lo.st themselves in genealogical poems. To
what extent it may have made u.se of the motif of translation

or transfiguration we can no longer accurately judge. The
materials at our disposal are quite insufficient to w-arrant any
conclusion. When such a misty figure as Telegonos is deemed
worthy of immortality, it may be supposed that in the mind
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of the poet all the heroes of Epic tradition had come to be
possessed of a virtual claim to a share in this mode of con-
tinued existence in a life after death. Certainly the more
important among them could not be left out—those at least

of whose end the Homeric poems themselves had not already

given a different version. The poem of the Return of the

Heroes from Troy may especially have given scope for many
translation stories.** We may, for example, ask whether
Diomedes, at least, whose immortality is often vouched for

by later mythology, was not already added to the number of

the immortals in the epics of the Heroic cycle. An Attic

folk-song of the fifth century can speak with assurance of

Diomedes as not having died but as living in the " Islands of

the Blest ”. Thus a far greater company of the Heroes of the

Trojan War was thought of by the poetry of Homeric
tradition as gathered together in “ Isles of the Blest ”, far out

to sea, than we should guess from the summaries of the post-

Homcric Epics which accident has preserv’cd to us. This
conclusion must be drawn from the lines of a Hesiodic poem
which give us some remarkable information about the oldest

Greek forms of the Cult of the Souls and belief in immortality,

and the lines, therefore, must be subjected to a closer

examination.

II

The Hesiodic poem known as the " Works and Days ”

consists of a number of independent pieces of didactic or
narrative interest loosely strung together. In it, not far from
the beginning, comes the story of the Five Ages of Men. As
regards its subject-matter, the train of thought which unites

this section to the passages which precede and follow it is

hardly discoverable
; in form it is quite disconnected.

In the beginning we are there told the gods of Olympos
created a Golden race whose members lived like the gods,

without care, sickness or decrepitude, and in enjoyment of

rich possessions. After their death, which came upx)n them
like sleep to tired men, they became, by the will of Zeus,
Daimones and Guardians of mankind. They were followed by
a Silver race, far inferior to the first, and unlike them in body
as in mind. The men of this race had a long childhood, lasting

a hundred years, followed by a short youth, during which their

wantonness and pride in their dealings with each other and
with the gods brought them much sorrow. Because they
refused the honours due to the gods Zeus destroyed them
and they are now Daimones of the Underworld, honoured
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but inferior to the Daimones of the Golden Age. Zeus then

created a third race, this time of Bronze—^hard-hearted and of

great strength ; war was their deUght, and being destroyed

by their own hands they went down unhonoured to the

House of Hades. Thereupon Zeus made a fourth race that

was juster and better, the race of Heroes, who were called
“ Demgods They fought before Thebes and Troy and some
of them died, while others Zeus sent to dwell at the ends of the

world on the Islands of the Blest by the river Okeanos, where
the Earth brings them her fruits three times in the year.
" Would that I did not belong to the fifth Age ; would that

I had died earUer or been bom hereafter,” says the poet,
” since now is the Iron Age,” when toil and grief never leave

men, when there is enmity of all against all and force conquers

right, and Envy, evil-tongued, delighting in wickedness,

fierce-eyed, is over everything. Now, Shame and the goddess

of retribution, Nemesis, depart from men and go to the gods ;

every misfortune is left behind for man, and there is no defence

against evil.

The author here la5rs before us the results of gloomy
reflection upon the origin and growth of evil in the world of

men. He sees the steps of mankind's degeneration from the

height of godlike happiness to the extremes of misery and
wickedness. He is following popular conceptions. It is natural

to every race of men to lay the scene of earthly perfection in

the past, so long, at least, as man gets his information about
that past not from distinct historical memory, but from the

{Mcturesque stories and beautiful dreams of the poets which
encourage the natural tendency of fancy to retain only the

more attractive features of the past in the memory. The folk-

lore of many lands can tell of a Golden Age and how mankind
gradually fell from that high estate ; and it is not at all

surprising if fanciful speculation starting from the same point

and travelling along the same road h^ reached the same
conclusion in the case of more than one people without the
aid of any historical connexion. We have a number of

expressions of the idea of man’s gradual degeneration through
several Ages which present the most striking similarities

among themselves and with the Hesiodic picture of the five

Ages of Men. Even Homer is sometimes overcome by the

mood ; it lies, for instance, at the root of such idealizations of

the past as are implied when in his description of the heroic

life he thinks of " men as they now are ” and " how few sons

are equal to their fathers in virtue ; worse, most of them ;

few, indeed, are the men who are better than their fathers
”
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(Od. ii, 276 f.). But the epic poet keeps himself and his fancy
on the heights of the heroic Past ; only occasionally, and in

passing, his glance falls upon the commonplace level of real

life. But the poet of the “ Works and Days ” has all his

thoughts fixed upon the level plain of real and contemporary
life ; the glance which he occasionally casts upon the heights

of the storied past is all the more bitter on that account.

What he has to say of the first condition of mankind and
the gradual process of deterioration is given, not as an abstract

exposition of what in the necessa^ course of things must have
occurred, but rather as a traditional account of what had
actually happened—in fact, as history.

In this light he himself must certainly have regarded it,

though, apart from a few vague memories, no historical

tradition is contained in what he says of the nature and deeds
of the earlier generations of mankind. His story remains an
imaginary picture. And for this reason the development, as

he presents it, takes a logically defined and regxilated course,

based on the idea of a gradual deterioration. The uneventful
happiness of the first race of men who know neither virtue nor

vice is followed by a second race, which after a prolonged
minority displays pride and contempt of the gods. In the third,

or brazen age, active wickedness breaks out, with war and
murder. The last age, at the beginning of which the poet him-
self seems to stand, marks the breakdown of all moral restraint.

The fourth race of men, to which the heroes of the Theban and
Trojan wars belong, is alone among all the others in not being
named and ranked after a metal. It is an alien in the

evolutionary process. The downward course is checked during
the fourth age, and yet in the fifth it goes on again as if it had
never been interrupted. It is not apparent why that course

should have been interrupted. Most of the commentators
have recognized in the story of the fourth age a fragment
of different material, originally foreign to the pioem of the

Ages of Men and added deliberately by Hesiod to this pwem,
which he may have taken over in its essential features from
older px)ets. But if we adopt this view we have to ask
what can have tempted the pjoet to such serious disturbance

and dislocation of the orderly succession of the original

sj>eculative proem. It will not be enough to say that the poet,

brought up in the Homeric tradition, found it improssible to

pass over, in a description of the earlier ages of men, the

figures of the heroic poetry which, thanks to the power of

song, had acquired in the imagination of the Greeks more
reality than the plainest manifestations of actual life. Nor
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is it likely that, having in his grim description of the Bronze
race intr^uced a darker picture of the Heroic age, drawn
from a point of view different from that of the courtly Epos,

he wished to set by its side this bright vision of the same age

as he saw it in his own mind. If the picture of the Bronze
race does really refer to the Heroic age,** giving its reverse

side, so to speak, Hesiod never seems to have noticed the fact.

He must have had stronger grounds than these for the intro-

duction of his narrative. He cannot have failed to perceive

that he was breaking the continuity of moral deterioration

by his introduction of the Heroic race. It follows that he
must have had some aim, other than that of the description of

the moral deterioration of men, which he imagined himself

to be serving by the introduction of this new section. This

other purpose will become plain if we inquire what it is that

really interests the poet in the Heroic race. It is not their

higher morahty—that only interrupted the series of con-

tinually worsening generations. Nor would he in that case

have dismissed the subject with a few words which barely

suffice to coruiect this section with the theme of moral develop-

ment. Further, it is not the fights and great deeds done at

Thebes or Troy that interest him for he says nothing of their

greatness, and at once declares that the cruel war and the

dread fury of battle destroyed the Heroes. This, again, does
not discriminate between the Heroes and the men of the Bronze
age who also, being destroyed by their own deeds, had to go
down to Hades. \^at distinguishes the Heroic age from the

others is the way in which some of the Heroes depart from this

hfe without dying. This is the point that interests the poet,

and this it must liave been that chiefly induced him to bring
in here his account of the fourth race of men. He combines
clearly enough with his main purpose of describing the

advancing moral dechne of man, a secondary aim—that of

telling what happened after death to the representatives of

each successive race. In introducing the Heroic race of men
this secondary aim becomes the chief one, and justifies what
would otherwise have been merely an intrusive episode. It is

tliis aim, too, which gives the Hesiodic narrative its im-
portance for our present inquiry.

§2
The men of the Golden Age, after sleep has overcome them

and they have died and been laid in the earth, become by the

wall of Zeus
" Daimones "—^Daimones upon earth, watchers

of men, wandering over all the earth, veiled in clouds,
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observing justice and injustice,** dispensing riches like kings.

These men of the earUest times have then become effective

realities. They are not spirits confined to an inaccessible

region beyond this world, but powers acting and working
amongst men. In this exalted state Hesiod calls them
Daimones, and thus describes them by a name which is other-

wise appUed by him as well as by Homer only to the immortal
gods. The name so employed is not to be understood as

implying a separate class of immortals, an intermediate class

of beings between gods and men, as later speculation used the

word.*® These later beings of an intermediate class were
thought of as possessing an originally immortal nature hke
the gods, and as dweUing in an intermediate region of their

own. Hesiod’s Daimones, on the contrary, have once been
men and have only after their death become immortals
invisibly *• roaming the earth. WTien they are given the name
Daimones nothing more is imphed than that they now share

the invisible might and vmending life of the gods, and to that

extent may be called gods—with as much right as Ino

Leukothea, for instance, who, according to Homer, became a

goddess after being a mortal ; eras Phaethon, who, according

to the Hesiodic Tlieogony, was raised by Aphrodite from the

world of mortality and is now called a “ godhke Daimon ”

(Th., 991). On the other hand, these immortals who were once
men are clearly distinguished from the everlasting gods,
“ who have their OljTiipian dwellings,” by being called

Daimones “ who rule upon earth ”.*’ And though they are

given the name, familiar to everybody from Homer, of

Daimones, i.e. gods, they, nevertheless, form a class of beings

which is entirely unknown to Homer. Homer knows of certain

individual men who are raised or translated, body and soul

together, to undying life. The later Epos can tell of certain

also who, like Memnon or Achilles, receive a new hfe after

their death and now live on in undivided unity of body and
soul. But that the soul outside Erebos could carry on a con-

scious life of its own and influence hving men—of this there is

no mention in Homer. Yet this is exactly what has happened
according to the Hesiodic poem. The men of the Golden Age
have died and now hve on divided from their bodies, invisible

and godlike, and therefore called gods. Just as in Homer,
the gods themselves assume manifold shapes and visit the cities

of men, observing the good and evil deeds of men,** so

also do the souls of the dead in Hesiod. For the beings who
here, after their separation from the body, have beconie

Daimones, are Souls—that is to say, beings who after their
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death have entered in any case upon a higher existence than
Mras theirs while they were united to the body. This, however,

is an idea that we never meet with in the Homeric poems.
And yet it is quite unthinkable that this remarkable

conception is the independent and passing invention of the

Boeotian poet. He comes back to it again later on in the course

of his poem. “ Thirty thousand," that is, innumerable
immortal Watchers over mortal men wander invisibly in the

service of Zeus over the earth, taking note of right and wrong
(Op., 252 fl.). The conception is important to liim for ethical

reasons ; if he is to make use of it in his argument he must
not have invented it himself. And, in fact, notUng that belongs

to the sphere of religious belief and cultus, or even the lower

levels of superstition, has been invented by this earnest-

minded poet. The B^tian school of poetiy to which he
belonged was far removed from, and indeed, hostile to the

free inventiveness and roaming fancy with which the Homeric
school "... know how to put forward many lies and make
them seem like truth ” (TA.. 27). In pursuance of their purpose

not simply to please but always in some sense to teach, the

Boeotian poets never innovate in the region of the purely

mythical, but simply order or piece together, or merely
register what they find in the tradition. In religion especially

invention lies farthest from their minds, though they do not

by any means deny themselves the right of independent

speculation about the traditional. Thus, what Hesiod tells

us about the men of a previous age, whose souls after death
become Daimones, came to him from tradition. It might
still be objected that this tradition while being older than

Hesiod may, nevertheless, be more recent than Homer, and
be the result of post-Homeric speculation. It is unnecessary

to develop the reasons which make such a view untenable ;

the course of our inquiry up to the present has made it possible

for us to maintain decidedly that in what Hesiod here
says we have a fragment of primitive belief reaching back
far beyond Homer and surviving in the secluded Boeotian
countr^ide. We have found even in the poems of Homer
vestiges of a cult of the dead sufficient to make us believe

that once in a distant past the Greeks resembled the majority

of other nations and believed in the continued, conscious

existence of the psyche after its separation from the body and
in its powerful influence upon the world of men. We found,

too, t^t in accordance with this belief, religious honours of

various sorts were paid to the disembodied souls. In Hesiod’s

narrative we simply have documentary confirmation of
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what could only be with difficulty extracted from the study
of Homer. Here we encounter the still living belief in the
elevation of the soul after death to a higher life. They are the
souls, it must be noted, of a race of men long since (hsappeared,

about whom this belief is held. The belief in their godlike

after-Ufe must therefore be long-standing, and the worship
of these souls as powerful beings still continues. For when it is

said of the souls of the second race " these also receive

worship " •• {Op., 142), it is distinctly implied that the
Daimones of the first or Golden generation a fortiori received

worship.

The men of the Silver generation, on account of their refusal

to pay due honour to the Olympians, are “ hidden *’ by Zeus
rmder the earth, and are now called ** mortal Blessed Ones
that live below the earth, second in rank, yet worship is paid
to them also ” (141-2). Thus, the poet knows of the souls of

men who hkewise belonged to the distant past, whose home is

in the bowels of the earth, who receive religious honour and
who must therefore have been conceived as powerful. The
poet has not specified the nature of their influence upon the

upper world. It is true that he does not distinctly call the

spirits of this second generation " good ”, as he had done the

first (122), and he makes them spring from the less perfect

Silver age and seems to have given them inferior rank. But it

does not follow that he here anticipated later speculation and
thought of the second generation as a class of wicked demons
whose nature it is to work evil.*® Only to the Olympians do
they seem to stand in a rather more distant relationship

—

almost one of hostility. They had before paid the gods none of

their pious dues, and so now they are not called, like the souls

of the first race, " Daimones appointed by Zeus to be Watchers
of men." The poet refers to them with a remarkable
expression, " mortal Blessed Ones,” that is, mortal gods.

This very singular denomination, the two parts of which really

cancel one another, points to a certain embarrassment felt

by the poet in making use of an expression taken from the

Homeric vocabulary (to which the poet felt himself confined)

to designate clearly and effectively a class of beings that was
unknown to Homer.** The disembodied souls of the first

race he had simply called Daimones. But this name, common
as it was both to the race of those who from mortality had
achieved immortality and to the immortal gods, left the

essential difference between the two classes of immortal beings

rmexptessed. For that very reason the name was never

employed in Hesiod’s fashion by later ages,** who always
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called such as, not having been bom immortal, had achieved

immortality, by the name of " Heroes Hesiod, who could

not use the word in this sense, described them by the bold

oxymoron : mortal Blessed Ones, human gods. As immortal
spirits they resembled the gods in their new state of being.

But their nature was still mortal, and hence their bodies

had to die, and this constituted their difference from the ever-

lasting gods.**

The name Daimones then does not appear to involve any
essential distinction between the spirits of the men of the

Silver generation and the Daimones of the Golden Age. Only
the place where the two classes of spirits have their dwelling

is different—the Daimones of the Silver race live in the depths

of the earth. The expression " of the underworld ”, used of

them, is a vague one, and only suffices to differentiate them
from the spirits of the “ upper world " who were derived

from the fimt race. Still, the abode of the souls of the Silver

Age is in any case not thought of as being the distant meeting-

place of the unconscious, vegetating shadow-souls—the House
of Hades ;

the “ phantoms ” that hover about that place

could not have been called Daimones or " mortal gods ”, nor

do they receive any kind of worship after their death.

§ 3

The Silver Age, then, belongs to a long-since vanished past.**

The stalwarts of the Bronze Age, we are told, destroyed by
their deeds, went down into the gloomy home of the dreadful

Hades, nameless. Black Death seized them, for all their

violence, and they left the light of the sun.

Except for the addition of the adjective ” nameless ” one
might, indeed, suppose that this was a description of the fate

of the souls of the Homeric heroes. Perhaps, however, the

word *® only means that no honourable and distinctive title,

such as belonged to the souls of the first and second as well as

to the fourth race, was attached to those who had gone down
into the shadow-world of annihilation and become as nothing.

There follows " the divine race of Heroes who were called

the Demigods The wars at Thebes and Troy destroyed
these. Part were " enfolded in the destiny of Death ”

; others

received life and a home far from men at the hand of Zevis

Kronides, who gave them a dwelling-place at the ends of the

world. TTiere they live, free from care, in the Islands of the

Blest, by the deep-flowing Okeanos
;

favoured Heroes, for

whom the Earth, of her own accord, brings forth her sweet
fruits three times a year.
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Here, at last, for the first time we have reached a clearly

definable period of legendary history. The poet means to

speak of the Heroes whose adventures were narrated in the
Thebais, the Iliad and kindred poems. What we notice here

specially is how little the Greeks yet knew of their history.

Immediately after the disappearance of the Heroes the poet

begins the age in which he himself must live. Where the
realm of poetry ends, there is an end of all further tradition ;

there follows a blank, and to all appearances the present age
immediately begins. That e.\plains why the Heroic Age is the

last before the fifth, to which the poet himself belongs, and
why it does not, for example, precede the (undated) Bronze
Age. It connects itself conveniently with the Bronze Age also

in what is related of the fate suffered by a part of its repre-

sentatives, for the subject which here particularly interests

the poet is the fate of the departed. Some of the fallen Heroes
simply die—that is to say (there can be no doubt of it) they
enter the realm of Hades like the members of the Bronze
race or the Heroes of the Iliad. But when others are

distinguished from those whom “ Death took ” in that they
reach the Islands of the Blest, it is impossible not to suppose
that these last have not suffered death, that is, the separation

of the Psyche from the visible Self, but have been carried

away alive in the flesh. The poet is thinking of such cases as

those we have met with in the Odyssean narrative of Menelaos,

or, in the Telegoneia, of Penelope, Telemachos and Telegonos.

These few exceptional instances could hardly have made such
a deep impression on him that he felt himself bound on their

behalf to erect a special class of the Translated to be set over

against those who simply died. There can be no doubt that he
had many more examples before him of this same mysterious

mode of separation from the world of men that did not involve

death. We have already seen how the lines in the Odyssey in

which the translation of Menelaos is foreshadowed, point

back to other and earlier poems of the same kind. Further,

the references to the subject which we found in the remains of

the Cyclic Epics make it easy to suppose that later Heroic

poetry had been continually w'idening the circle of those who
enjoyed translation and illumination.

Only from such a poetical source can Hesiod have derived

his conception of a common meeting-place where the

Translated enjoy for ever their untroubled existence. He
calls that place the " Islands of the Blest ’’

; and these lie

far removed from the world of men, in the Ocean, on the

confines of the earth, just where the Odyssey puts the Elysian
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plain, another meeting-place of the still-living Translated,

or rather the same under a different name. Its name does not
oblige us to regard the “ £l3rsian plain ” as an island, but
neither does it exclude that assumption. Homer never
expressly calls the land of the Phseacians an island,** but the

imagination of most readers will picture Scherifi as such, and
so did the Greeks perhaps already at the time of the Hesiodic

school of poets. In the same way a poet may have thought of

the *' Land of Destiny ” that receives passing mention in

Homer as an island, or group of islands ; only an island

surrounded and cut off by the sea can give the full impression

of a distant asylum far from the world, inaccessible to all save
those specially called thither. And accordingly the mythology
of many peoples, especially those who hve by the sea, has made
a distant isl^d the dwelling-place of the souls of the departed,

Gimplete isolation is the essential feature of the whole
idea of translation, as Hesiod clearly shows. A later poet has
added a line—^which does not quite fit into its place—to make
this isolation even more marked.*’ According to it, these

Blessed Ones live not only " far from men ” (167), but also

(169) far from the immortals, and are ruled over by Kronos.
The writer of this line follows a beautiful legend, later,

however, than Hesiod, in which Zeus released the aged Kronos.
together with the other Titans," from Tartaros, so that the old
king of the gods, under whose rule the Golden Age had once
prevailed with peace and happiness upon earth, now wields

the sceptre of another Golden Age over the Blessed in Elysium

,

himself a figure of peaceful contemplation dwelUng far away
from the stormy world, from the throne of which he has
been ousted by Zeus. Hesiod himself has provoked this

transference of Kronos from the Golden Age to the land of the

Translated ; for in the few lines that he devotes to the

description of the hfe of the Blessed a reminiscence of the

picture of the Golden Age’s untroubled existence is clearly

discernible. Both pictures, the one of a childhood’s paradise

in the past, the other of unclouded happiness reserved in the

future for the elect, are closely related ; it is difficult to say
which of them has influenced the other** since the colours

must have been the same in any case—the purely idyllic

having an inevitable uniformity of its own.

§ 4

Hesiod says nothing of any influence upon this world
exerted by the souls of the Translated in the Islands of the

Blest, such as is attributed to the Daimones of the Golden
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race, nor of any religious worship, which would be impUed
by such influence if it existed, such as the underworld spirits

of the Silver Age receive. All relations with this world are

broken off, for any influence from this side would completely
contradict the whole conception of these blessed departed.

Hesiod faithfully sets down the conception of the Translated
exactly as poetic fancy, without any interference from rehpous
cultus, or the folk-belief founded on it, had instinctively

shaped it.

Supposing, then, that he follows Homeric and post-Homeric
poetic tradition in this particular, whence did he derive his

ideas about the Daimones and spirits of the Golden and Silver

Ages ? He did not and could not have got these from Homeric
or semi-Homeric sources, for they (unlike the idea of Trans-
lation) do not simply expand, but actually contradict Homeric
behefs about the soul. To this question we may answer with
certainty ; he derived them from cultus. There survived, in

spite of Homer, at least in central Greece where the Hesic^c
poetry had its home, a reUgious worship paid to the souls

of certain departed classes of men ; and this cultus preserved
alive, at least as a vague tradition, a behef which Homer
had obscured and dispossessed. It only reached the Boeotian
poet, whose own conceptions spring entirely from the soil of

Homeric belief, as from a far distance. Already in the days of

the Bronze race, he tells us, the souls of the dead were
swallowed up in the dread House of Hades, and this (with a
few miraculous exceptions) applies to the Heroic race as well.

And for the poet, standing as he does, at the opening of the

Iron Age, to which he himself belongs, nothing remains but
dissolution in the nothingness of Erebos. That such is his

view is proved by his silence about the fate after death of his

generation—a silence that is all the more oppressive because

the grim picture that he gives of the misery and ever-increasing

depravity of real and contemporary life might seem to require

a brighter and more hopeful picture of future compensation,

if only to balance it and make it endurable. But he is

silent about all such future compensation ; he has no such
hope to offer. Though in another part of the same poem Hope
alone of all the blessings of an earlier and better age still

remains among men, such Hope no longer illuminates the

next world, at any rate, with its beams. Tlie poet, more
deeply distressed by the common realities of life, can by no
means dispense so easily as the singers of the epic tradition

enclosed in the magic circle of their poetry, with such hopes

of the future. He can draw comfort only from what poetry
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or religious myth tell him of the far distant past. It never
enters his head to believe that the miracle of the translation

of living men could transcend the limits of the Heroic Age
and repeat itself in the common and prosaic present day.
And the time when, according to a law of nature no longer

(so it seems) in operation, the souls of the dead became
Daimones and lived a higher life upon and beneath the earth,

is situated far back in the distant past. Another law rules

now ; the men of to-day may still worship the immortal
spirits of the Golden and the Silver Age, but they themselves
will never be added to the number of those illuminated and
exalted souls.

§ 5

Hesiod’s description, then, of the five Ages of Men gives us

the most important information about the development of

Greek belief in the soul. What he tells us of the spirits of the

Silver and Golden race shows that from the earliest dawn of

history down to the actual lifetime of the pwet, a form of

ancestor-worship had prevailed, based upon the once living

belief in the elevation of disembodied and immaterial souls

to the rank of powerful, consciously active spirits. But the

company of these spirits receives no additions from the life of

the present day. For centuries now the souls of the dead have
been claimed by Hades and his vain shadow world. The
worship of the soul is stationary ; it affects only the souls of

the long-since departed ; it no longer increases the number of

the objects of its worsliip. In other words, the belief has
changed ; the Homeric poems have triumphed and the view
they held, and to which they gave authority, and, as it were,

official sanction, now prevaik. They teach men that the

psyche once separated from the body loses all its powers and
consciousness ; the strengthless shadows are received into a

distant Underworld. For them, no action, no influence upon
the world of men is possible, and therefore no cult can be paid

to them. Only on the farthest horizon faintly appear the

Islands of the Blest, but the circle of the fortunate, who,
according to the visionary fancy of the poets, are translated

alive there, is now closed, just as the circle of epic story is

complete also. Such miracles no longer happen.
Nothing in this evolutionary process so clearly depicted in

the poem of Hesiod contradicts what we have learned from
Homer. One thing only is new and immensely important

;

in spite of everything the memory survives that once the

souls of departed generations of men had achieved a higher.
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undying life. Hesiod speaks in the present tense of their

being and working and of the worship paid to them after their

death ; if they are believed to be immortal, men will naturally

continue to worship them. And the opposite also is true ;

if the worship of such spirits had not survived into the

present, no one would have held them to be deathless and
eternally potent.

In a word, we are in the old Greek mainland, the land of

Boeotian peasants and urban farmers, among a stay-at-home

race which neither knows nor desires to know of the seafaring

life that tempts men to foreign lands whence they bring back
so much that is new and strange. Here in the central uplands

vestiges of ancient custom and behef remained that had been

forgotten in the maritime cities of new Greece on the Asiatic

coast. Even here, however, the new learning had penetrated

to this extent : the structure of ancient belief, transported

into the distant past, interwoven with fanciful tales of the

earliest state of mankind, like the expiring echo of half-

forgotten song lives on only in memory. But the cult of Souls,

is not yet quite dead
;
the possibiUty remains that it may yet

renew its strength and expand into fresh life when once the

magic influence of the Homeric view of the world shall have

been broken.



NOTES TO CHAPTER II

> It is not for nothing that what is here said of the " climate **,

if one may so call it, of the El3rsian plain, H 566-8, reminds us so
strikingly of the description of the abode of the Gods on Olympos,
( 43—5.

• The announcement of the fate of Menelaos is quite superfluous
;

it is not necessitated (and not even justified) by his first request
(468 ff.), or by his further questions (486 B. ; SSI B.). Nitzsch
already regard^ the lines 561-8 as a later addition : Anm. x. Od. iii,

p. 352—though indeed on grounds that I cannot regard as conclusive.
Others have done the same since.

• The following are made invisible (by envelopment in a cloud)

and carried away—this, though not always stated, is most probably
to be understood in most cases : Paris, by Aphrodite, P 380 B. ;

Aeneas, by Apollo, E 344 f. ; Idaios, son of Dares, the priest of
Hephaistos, by Hepb., E 23 ; Hektor, by Apollo, Y 443 f. ; Aeneas,
by Poseidon, Y 325 ff. ; Agenor, by Apollo, 596 ff.—this last appears
to be the original copied twice over in the story of this one day of
fighting by later poets (in the above-mentioned cases of the use of
the motif, Y 325 B. ; 443 f.). It is remarkable (for no special reason
for it suggests itself) that all these cases of translation are found
on the Trojan side. Otherwise we only have one instance (and that
only in the narrative of a long past adventure), the translation of the
Anaktoriones by their father Poseidon, A 750 ff. Lastly, a case that
hardly goes b^ond those already mentioned : Zeus could have
transUt^ alive his son Sarpedon out of the fray and placed him in

his Lyldan home (

U

436), but refrains owing to the warning of Hera
<440 ff.).

• The wish to die quickly is expressly contrasted with the wish to
be carried off by the Harpies, 63 i} inttra—” or if not,” i.e. if quick
death is denied to me. (v. Rh. Mus. SO, 2. 2.) Again 79-80 : d,r

its aiortoattar ‘OXiftma Sw/iar* ixoms ft tfinXiKanos fiaXoi

"'Aprsfus- Thus the Harpies (= BvrXXa 63) in this case do not
bring death but carry away men alive (drapndfaaa olgoiro 63 f.,

dpirviot drqpcf^arro 77 sc ardXorro BdsXXat 66, and they carry them
off kot’ rjtpirvra ndXxvSa 64 to the wpoxoal aijioppiou 'QKtavoTo 65
iSoaar arvYSp^atr ’Eptvvatr ip^woXrvm 78). At the '* mouths of
Okeanos ” (where it goes into the sea) is the entrance to the world
of the dead ; <r 508 ff., A 13 ff. To be carried off by the storm-spirits
used proverbially as a wish : Z 345 ff. <!>r p.' S^X’ Tfpari rip irr p*
wp&Tor rixs p^np olx*o8at npo^ipovoa Kaxi) irdpoio BdtXXa tls Spot

ij tlf xSpa noXo^XoCoBoto BaXdaorfs (i.e. to some solitary place, Orph.,

H. 19. 19; 36, 16; 71, 11). Such transportation through the air is

elsewhere contrasted with death and dwelling in Hades, as in Penelope’s

praver. (Roscher, Kynanihropie [Abh. d. sachs. Ges, d. Wiss. xvii],

p. 67, gives a strange but hardly the correct explanation of this.)

Cf. Soph., Tr.. 953 ff. ; At., 1193 ff. ;
(Phil., 1092 ff. ?) ; cf. also Eur.,

Hifip., 1279 ff. ; Ion, 805 f. ; Supp., 833-6. A deeply rooted popular
tnoM of thought, and one of primeval antiquity, lies at the root of all
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these instances.—ivi mnvfidriav ovvapirayivTa atjiavrov ytviaBai is

a reason for ripal iOdvarot, in the only half-rationalized story of
Hesperos in D.S. 3, 60, 3.

‘ One would like to know more of this strange story, but what we
learn elsewhere of Pandareos and his daughters {Sch. v 66-7

;
t 518 ;

Ant. Lib. 36) contributes nothing to the understanding of the Homeric
narrative and probably belongs in part to another connexion.
Pandareos, father of Aedon (t 518 fi.), seems to be another person.
Even the strange representation of the two daughters of Pandareos in

Polygnotos’ picture of the underworld (Paus. 10, 30, 2) casts no light
on the Homeric fable. (Cf. Roscher, Kynan., 4 ff., 65 f.)

• The Erinyes live normally in Erebos, as is shown esp. by / 571 f. ;

T 259. But when they punish during the lifetime of the criminal
acts done in contravention of the laws of family life, it must be supposed
that they were sometimes thought of as going about the earth, e.g.

I 454 : A 278~for " working at a distance ” seems impos-sible

—

as in Hcs., Op., 803 f .

—
'Epivvaiv d/i^tnoX€veiy (78) cannot be anything

but " serve the Erinyes ”, ” become their dp^ftroAoi ”. To under-
stand it as Roscher does (Kynan., 65, n. 183) following Eustathius,
in the sense " fly about in the train of the E.” is forbidden by the use
of the simple dative 'Eptvvoi joined closely with dp^. (Beals d^ivoXwv
Soph,, O.C., 680, is different.)

’ " When the Bnde of the Wind comes by you must throw yourself

on the ground as though it were the Muodisbeere (on which see Grimm
(E.T.), p. 931) otherwise they will carry you off.” Birlinger,

VolkUhutnt. a. Schwaben, i, 192, ” She is the Devil’s Bride,” ib. (On
the " Bride of the Wind ”, etc., see Grimm, pp. 632, 1009.) Such
wind-spirits are in unholy alliance with the ” Furious Host ”, i.e. the
unquiet " souls ” of the dead that travel through the air by night.

• On the Harpies, see Kh. Mus., 50, 1-5.
• See N&gelsb., H.T., pp. 42-3, and Roscher, Nektar u. Ambrosia,

p. 51 ff., answering Bcrgk’s objections, Opusc. ii, 669. (Arist. Meta.,

lOOOa, 9-14, is very definite.)
*• It is not improbable that this Ino Leukothea was originally a

goddess who was later turned into a " Heroine ” (identified with the
daughter of Kadmos for reasons no longer recoverable) and only after-

wards turned back again into a goddess. But for the Homeric age
she was essentially a mortal who had become a goddess : for this

reason, just because she was an example of such deification of mortals,

she remained an interesting character to later wniters ; cf. in addition

to the well-known pa-ssages in Pindar, etc., Cic., T.D. i, 28. Only
what the actual conception of the people and their poets was—not
what may possibly be suggested as the doubtful background of such
conceptions—concerns me in this as in many other cases.

’* Only temporary translation (dv-ipnaat) of Marpessa by Apollo

/ 564.
*• Ganymedcs, dvffpnaot Biams itXXa, h. Ven., 208, as the BveXXa

(= "Apnvia) did the daughters of Pandareos. The eagle is the

addition of later poetry.
'• yl 1 ; « 1.

_ ^“ ’Hiits . . . dir' 'Oneavolo podatv wprvB', Iv’ dBardrotoi ^deus ^dpoe

PpoToloir, T 1 f. : cf. ^ 244 (A. Mere., 184 f.). So also h. Ven.,

224 fi., says of Tithonos ; ’Hoi rtprrd/ims xpvaoBpovip ypiyevetji

valt nap’ 'OKtavolo drrl ntlpaoe yaf^r, in good Homeric style.

It seems that the magic island Aiaia was considered the home of Eos
(and of Tithonos) : p 3 : vijadv t’ Atalriv, S6i r' 'Hws ^ptyevel-qs
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otV/a cat xopol citn cat dvroAat 4)tXloto. I need not here go into the
attempts made even in antiquity toexplain the much-discussed difficulty

introduced by this verse and to bring it into conformity with the
westerly situation of Aiaia implied in the rest of the Odyssey. One
thing is certain : the first composer of this verse thought of Aiaia
as lying towards the east. Only the last resources of the com-
mentator’s art could situate the place of the " sun’s uprising ” and
the " dwelling of the Dawn ” in the west.

** Among innumerable unsuccessful attempts made by the ancients
at finding an etymological derivation for the word ’HXvoiov (Sch., S

563, Bust., p. 1509, Hesych., s.v.. etc,, also Cels. ap. Orig., Cels, vii,

28, p. 53 L.) occurs also the right one, E.M., 428, 36 : vapa ri/v

IA(vau>, Ma oi tivefitts stapayiimrrai. The grammarians seem to have
dispute over the question, did Menelaos live for ever in Elysion ?

It was agreed on all hands that he reached that abode alive, without
separation of psyche from body ; but the over-subtle thought that
the prophecy meant that he too should die there though not in Argos—^not that he should never die at all : so esp. E. Gud., 242, 2 fif. This
was the opinion also of those who derived 'HXiator from the fact that
there the AeAu/i/vat t<wi> Sidyovot : East., 1509, 29,
E.M., etc. The etymology is as bad as the interpretation of the line.

The line remained, however, throughout antiquity as a curiosity ;

intelligent readers understood the prophecy quite rightly as referring

to the translation of Menelaos to everlasting iJde without separation of
from body : e.g, Porph. ap. Stob., Eel. i, p. 422, 8 £1., W, So,

too, those who gave the right interpretation of fact, but rested it

upon the more dubious etymology : ’HXvotov ovXvotov, Sn oi StaAiwerai

iwi TUP oapdrup ai Hesych. (cf. E.M.. 428, 34-5
;

Sch.,

8 563; Procl. on Hes., Op., 169).
** ou ^atVrrat y* (d woti|Tijr) e^ayaycuv top Adyov is nXiov dts

tSpiifia dr rtr otKfior, trpoaaifidiifpos airoC porov art is dnar ^8i>

iiafiePoifpirov ri ’£AAi)riKdv—to adopt the words that Pausanias

(10. 31, 4) uses of a similar case.

The reasons for the special favour shown to Khadamanthy.s are

as unknown to us as they evidently were to the Greeks of later times.

What is generally said of the ” justice ” of Rhad. rests upon private
opinion only and does not supply the place of the prcci.se legend that
should have justified his translation. That he once had a complete
legend of his own may be guessed from the allusion to him in 323,
though that passage still leaves us quite in the dark. At any rate,

it certainly does not follow from that reference that while dwelling
in Elysion he was a neighbour of the Phaeacians as Welcker thinks

:

nor further that he had always been a dweller in Elysion, as Prcller

supposes, instead of being transported there. Nothing in the former
passage justifies us in regarding him as then dwelling in Elysion ;

while the other reference to him must be supposed to mean that Rhad.
just as much as Menelaos, was translated to Elys, (and so e.g. Pau.s.

understood the poet 8, 53, 5 : npirspov Bi in 'PaidpavBvv iPTa08a
i}K€a’

:

doubtful : Aesch. fr. 99, 12-13). In fact, we have lost the
legends which gave the details of his translation : his figure had become
isolated and had not entered into the greater circle of epic figures

—

’ - - ’ "
- lisappeared too.

1 of the Babylonian
int in Paul Haupt’s Der Keilins. Smtflutkher. (Leip. 1881), p. 17.

The expressions used by the Greek-writing reporters are exactly
e those common in Greek accounts of translation

;
y«i'/o5ai d^op^
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(Tiv SloovBpov) luri. r<uv 9tmv oltcifoovra, Beros. ap. Sync., p. 55, 6, II

Di. ; Btel fur i( avSpiatrmv a^avilovoi, Abydenus ap. Syncell.,

p. 70, 13. Of Enoch we read, G«n. 5“: owx tiploK*ro on ptr^BriKev

airir S Bt6t {iitTtriBti, Ecclus., 44**; Hebr. 11*); avcAif^^i; iit6

Tff Ecclus. 49**; avtxfopiioi vpot to ffttov, Jos., A J. i, 3, 4 (of

Moses : d^avlitrat, Jos., AJ. iv, 8, 48). On the translation of Enoch
and Elijah, see also SchwaJty, D. Leben. nach d. Tode n.d. Vorsi. d. a.

Israel (1892), p. 140. Translation of the living into Sheol often in the
O.T., see Schwally, p. 62. Even Enoch has not escaped the fate of
being redded by comparative mythologists as the sun. Enoch
may be given up to them, if the Orientalists have no objection ; but
it seems a pity that the theory, in accordance with the favourite
argument from analogy, should be applied to Greek Translation-
myths too, so that we should see the whole series of such figures,

from Menelaos to ApoUonios of Tyana, transformed by magic into
mythological suns (or dawns, water-meadows, thunder-clouds, etc.).

** uaXBaKbs ajyunrijt, P 588.
•• 8 321-2.
•* One might even suspect that Menelaos is translated to everlasting

life not merely because he has Helen, Zeus’ daughter, to wife : ovvcic*
' EXIrtir as Proteus tells him, but in imitation of a much earlier

mythical trsulition, according to which Helen herself was translated
and made immortal. No ancient tradition reports the death of Helen

—

with the exception of the absurd invention of Ptolemaios Chennos
(Phot. Bibl., p. 149o, 37 Bk. : 42 ; 1496, 1 fi.) and the not very superior

aetiological myth in Pans. 3, 19, 10. On the other hand, we often
hear of her deification, living on the island Leuke or else in the
Islands of the Blest. It was not unnatural that mytholo^cal tradition

should have at an early period set free the most daemonic ” of women
from the usual fate of mankind and that Menelaos should rather
have followed her example than she his (as Isoc. 10, 62, definitely

says).
*• Cf. Tylor, ii, 85 : J. G. Muller. Ges. d. Americ. Urrelig., 660 f.

;

Wait*, Anthrop. v, 2, 114; vi, 302, 307.
•• We are told that Rhadamantbys was once conveyed by the

Phaeacians to Euboea ino<^6p<ros Tirvir Patliior vl6r (ij 321 ff.). We
have no grounds and no right to complete this story by supposing that

this was when Rh. already lived in Elysion. To regard the Phaeacians
as a sort of '* ferry-folk of the dead ” connected in sopre way with
Elysion is pure unsupported fancy.

'* The possessor of d^avaet'a did not necessarily possess also Sv'rapiy

loiBtor (Isoc. 10. 61).
•* To identify 'Oproyiif, o 404, with Delos, and Eopitf with the island

Syros as the older commentators and K. O. MttUer, Dorier, i, 381

[? notin £.7".], did, is impossiblconaccountof the addition of the words
rponal ri*Xlou> alone. These show that Syrie was far away in

the fabulous n^t, the only p(^ib)e place for such a wonderland. It is

evident that Ortygia is originally a purely mythical spot, saicred to
Artemis and no more certainly fixed in one place than the Dionysian

Nysa, and for that reason always to be found wherever the cult of

Artemis was especially popular, in Aetolia, Syracuse, Ephesos, or

Delos. Delos is clearly distinguished from O. in k. Ap. 16, and only

later identified with O. (Delos being considered the older name,
O. Schneider, Nicandr., p. 22, n.), when Artemis had been brought

into closer connexion with Apollo, and even then not invariably.

Thus in Homer Ortygia never clearly Delos.
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•* ’'i4/>T€/us 8i avriiv i(apnd{aoa t!s TaiSpovr ptratcopi^tt (cf. the

fitriBriKtv avTor o 0t6t of Enoch, Gen. 5**) koi a^afarov nout, iXa^ov

84 arrl rifs icdpr/s wop/orncM rijl Patiidi, Procl., Chrest. ap. Kinkel Epic.

Fr.. p. 19 : [Apollod.] Epit. iu, 22. Wagn,
*’ TouT^ (tw Mipvovi) 'Hdtt trapa Jiot alrtjaaptvtj aBaraalav SiSwat

says Proclus with regrettable brevity (p. 33, lOnkel).
*• It cannot be doubted (in spite of Meier, .Annali dell’ Inst. Arch.,

1883, p. 217 ff.) that the story given in 77 of Sarpedon’s death and the

carrying away of his body, even if it does not belong to the oldest

part of the poem (which I cannot regard as certain), is nevertheless

earlier than the Aithiopis and was the model for its account of Memnon’s
death (cf. also Christ. Chron. aitgr. Epos., p. 25). But why do Thanatos
and Hypnos carry away the body of Sarpedon (instead of the usual

BitXXtt, arXXa, "Apwvca, or the w'inds, Q.S. ii, 550, in the case of

Memnon) ? Where these two are found on Attic lekythoi as bearers of

the corpse (Robert. Thanatos, 19) they were perhaps intended in some
consolatory sense as in the grave inscriptions vnvos igte oc, parap . . .

nal rlxos ouK iyirov. The Homeric poet, however, can hardly have
meant anything of the sort, but merely invents the indispensable

second bearer to assist Thanatos—an cflectivc touch but not one that

rested on any religious grounds. Hypnos as brother of Thanatos is

also found in the Aios dirdry, S 231.
" Ik rrjs vupas Sins dvapiraoaaa Tov troiSo tls Arvniiv yraov

itaKopi(ti, Procl., Chrest., p. 34, Kink. Then he continues, 04 ii
’ Agcuoi ror rddor xtiaayrtt ayuiya rtBIaoiy. Thus a grave-mound
is set up though the body of Achilles has been translated : evidently
a concession to the older narrative (w 80 -4), which knew nothing of

the translation of the body but gives prominence to the grave-mound.
Besides which, the tumulus of .Achilles— a landmark on the seashore
of the Troad—required explanation, and the poet accordingly s{>caks

of the erection of a cenotaph. It was not considered a contradiction
to erect cenotaphs, not only to those whose bodies were irrecoverable

(see above, Ch. 1, n. 88), but also to Heroes whose liodies had been
translated. Thus Herakles, after he has been struck by lightning

and snatched up into the sky, has a made for him, though no
bones were found upon the nvpd, D.S. 4. 38, 5 ; 39, 1. (The tumuli
found in the Troad were not, indeed, originally empty as Schlicmann,
Troy, etc., pp. 252, 263, supposed ; they were not cenotaphs but
merely grave-mounds that had once been filled and belong to a type
frequently met with in Phrygia; see Schuchhardt, Schltemann's Excav.
[E.T.]. p. 84 fi. Kretschmer, Einl. Ges. gr. Spr., 1896, p. 176.)

•• What became of Odysseus ? Proclus is silent on the point,

and we have no means of guessing. According to Hyginus 127 he
was buried in Aiaia ; but if nothing more was going to be done with
his body why bring him to Aiaia ? Acc. to Sch. Lyc., 805, he was
raised to life again by Kirke, but what happened to him then ? (Acc.
to [Apollod.] Epit. vii, 37 W.. the dead Odysseus seems to remain
in Itbalca.—We have no grounds for altering the words to suit the
Telegoneia as Wagner does, esp. as a complete correspondence with
that poem cannot be obtained.) The death and burial of Od. among
the Tyrrhenians (Mailer, Etruscans iii, 281 tr. Gray) belong to quite
another connexion.

The Aithiopis is later than the Hades scenes in cu, and con-
sequently later still than the Nekyia of X. The prophecy of the
Translation of Menelaos in 8 is likewise later than the Nekyia but to
all appearance older than the Aithtopis.
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*• The extract from the Nostoi in Proclus, Chrest., is particularly
inadequate and evidently gives no full idea of the very wide and various
subject matter of that poem. Thus, too, the notices of it preserved
from other sources give details of its subject matter (esp. of the Nekyia
which was included in it) that cannot befitted into the limits of Proclus’
outline.

•• The idea that the Bronze age is really identical with the age of
Heroes is at first sight attractive (see e.g. Steitz, Die W. u. T. dts
Hesiod, p. 61) ; one soon finds, however, that it breaks down on closer
examination.

** It does not seem to me absolutely necessary to strike out lines

124 f. (ol pa ^vXaaaoualv t» hixas xai ax^rXia ipya, ^ipa ioodpeyoi
•ndmf ^oirwrrc; isr' alav). They are repeated in lines 254 f., but that
IS a natural place to repeat them. Proclus does not comment on
them ; but it does not follow that he did not have them before him ;

and Plutarch, D.O. 37, p. 431 B, seems to allude to 1. 125 in its

present context.
•* Plu., D.O., 10. p. 415 B, in obvious error, takes Hesiod’s Saipovts

for such an intermediate class of beings ; he supposes that Hesiod
distinguishes four classes rwr Xoyixutv, deoi, Saiuoves, spates, dvBptonot.

In this Platonist division the ^ptuts would corre.spond rather with
Hesiod’s ialpoves of the first age. (What Proclus has to say on
Hesiod, Op. 121, p. 101, Caisf., is taken evidently word for word
from Plutarch’s commentary on Hesiod and resembles closely the
remarks in the passage cited from the Def. Orac.) Modem critics

have often failed to notice the difference between the Hesiodic
iaipovts and the Platonic. Plato himself is very decided about the
difference (Oaf. 397 E-398 C).

•* ^ipa iaadptrot 125 (cf. 223 ; 8 282) is a naive ^uivalent for
' invisible ” as Tzet. correctly explains. This is bow it is to be under-
stood regularly in Homer whenever there is mention of envelopment
in a cloud and the like.

” These daimones are called tmxBonot in contrast (not to the
i»ox66viot of 1. 141, but) to the Ocol inovpdvtoi, as I’roclus on 1. 122
rightly remarks. Thus in Homer we have inixBovsot regularly used
as an adjective, or. standing alone, as an equivalent of men as dis-

tinguished from gods. Then the ivoxBovios of 141 are brought in to
form another and secondary contrast with the imxBonot.

*• p 485 ff. It follows that the descriptions of the visits paid by
gods to the homes of men are of great antiquity; cf. my Gnech.

Roman, p. 506 ff. Zeus Philios in particular is fond of visiting men :

Diod. Com. 'EnixXrip., Mein. Com. iii, p. 543 f. (ii, p. 420 K.).
’• ripij xal Tolosr Snijhtl 142. npi in the sense not of simple

honour but of practical worship, as frequently in Homer, e.g. in

such phrases as : npi) «coi «rvSor iitrfSti, P 251 ; rip^s amv^pevos,
w 30 : ii XiX6yxoaiv loa Ototaiv, X 304 ; ’ripije, ^ 495, etc.

In the same way here, 1. 138 : ovvexa rtpas ovk iHSow paxaptoai

Btotf.

Light and dark, i.e. good and bad, Satpovts are acc. to Roth,

Myth. V. d. Weltaltern (1860), pp. 16-17, distinguished in Hesiod’s

daimones of the golden and silver age. Such a distinction, however,

never appeaurs in Hesiod ; and it is hardly credible that the gods and

spirits of ancient Greek popular belief (which never really admitted

the categories good and bad) should in this primitive period have been

actually classified in accordance with such categories. At any rate,

Greek readers never found anything of the kind expressed in Hesiod ;
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the conception of bad daimones is regularly supported by reference to
the philosophers alone (e.g. Pint., D.O., 17. p. 419 A), and the con-
ception is certainly no older than the earliest philosophic speculation.

1. 141 : roi /xir imxtonoi [intxBinoi all MSS. except one, see

Kochly’s Apparatus ; also Ts.) itaxapts Bvifroi KaMovrat.—^iIAokcc

BufTol was read and explained by Proclus. This is clearly wrong,
and is corrected to ^vAaircr (h/^roiv (as in 1. 123) by Hagen and Welcker.
But this transfers from the first to the second race an expression that
we cannot be sure Hesiod meant to be transferred. Not merely the
words but the sense, too, is thus corrected, without due ground.
futKoac; does not look like a corruption ; it is more likely that ^vXaxtt
is an accidental alteration, iit. ixaicapfs Ovrirots koA^ovtoi is the reading
of the latest editor : but here to say the least of it the addition of

Bvi/toXs is superfluous. We should rather try to understand and
explain the traditional text and show how tlic poet came by the

“ When philosophers and philosophizing poets of a later age
occasionally refer to the soul when freed from the body as a Salftwv,

the expression has a totally difierent sense.
** Similarly, though the oxymoron is much less daring in his case,

Isocrates, 9. 72, has hatiiuyv flvijTor. In order to describe a daimon
who has originally been a mortal later ages boldly invented the
compound which corresponds fairly well with the
Hesiodic poKap Bvrfris

:

[Eur.] Rhes., 971 ; Procop., An. 12, p. 79,

17 D. (rtKvSalpwr on a de/ixio from Carthage, fiCH. xii, 299). Later
still a king destined to b^ome a god is called, even at his birth, by
Manetho (i, 280) 8for fiporiv ay$pmwoiotv.

The silver race was created by the gods of Olympos, like the
golden before them (1. 1 10 ; 128) ; only the third race (1. 143) and then
the fourth (158) by 2eus alone. It might be supp>osed from this

that the silver age as well as the golden age occurred in the period
before Zeus' rule, Kpovov Sr' ovpar4> ippavlXtvtv (1. Ill) ; and in

this sense *' Orpheus ” understood the words of Hesiod when he
Tov apyvpoC yfVovt PamXwtr riv Koorov (Proclus on 1. 126). But
it would be very difficult to reconcile 1. 138 Ztvt Kpov(8rit xrX. with
this view. Hesiod may then have placed the silver age in the time
when sub love mundus erat (as Ovid explicitly states, Af. i, 113 f.)

;

but all the same it lay for him in the far distant past before all

history.
** rurvfirox 154 may quite as well mean "nameless”, i.e. without

name or sprcial title, as " famcless " (as it does for the most part
though not invariably in Homer).

*• See Welcker, Kl. Schr. ii, 6, who, however, in the desire to rule
out all possibility of identifying Scherie with Korkyra asserts too
positively that it was a part of the mainland. ( 204 (compared with
5 354) at least comes very close to regarding it as an island. But
it is clear that nowhere is it explicitly called an island.—It is

possible that £x*P^Vi connected with ogepdt, may really mean *' main-
land ” (Welcker, loc. cit. ; Kretschmer, Einl. Gesch. gr. Spr., 281) :

but the question still remains whether the Homeric poet, who did
not invent the name, understood or respected its original significance.

At any rate, it was no longer understood by those who in very early
times identified Scherie with the island Korkyra.

*’ The objections to 1. 169 as r^vds its form are brought out by
Steitz, Hesiods W. u. T., p. 69. The line is missing in most of the
MSS. ; it was rejected (together with the line foUowing, which, however.
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is quite sound) by ancient critics (Proclus on 1. 158). Later editors

are united in condemning it. But the interpolation is at any rate
old

:
probably even Pindar already knew the line in this place

(0. ii. 70).
“ \0o€ 8i Zcir i^SiTot Ttravar Pi. (P. iv, 291), in whose time,

however, this was a well>known myth to which he is only making
a passing allusion for the sake of an example. The Hesiodic Theogony
still knows nothing of it.

*• Before Hesiod we have no mention of the myth of a Golden,
Saturnian Age, nor any complete description of the imaginary life

upon Blessed Islands. But epic poetry had already, as we have seen,

provided him with occasional examples of translation to a place of

blessedness, and he only collects these into a combined picture of

such a place. To that extent the belief in a blessed life beyond the
grave meets us earlier than the myth of a Golden Age. But we have
not the slightest ground for saying that the former *' must have existed

from the beginning among the Greeks ” (as Mtlchhofer at least thinks.

An/. Kunst, p. 230). On the other hand, it may be mere accident

that the myth of the Golden Age has no older authority than Hesiod

—

the story itself may be much earlier. After Hesiod it was frequently

taken up and improved upon ; not, however, first by Empedocles as

Graf supposes, ad aurea aet. fab. sym. (Leip. Stud, viii, p. 15), but
already in the epic ’AA<t/i€<uWr, sec Philod. Piet., p. 51 Gp. (See

also some remarks by Alfred Nutt, The Voyage of Bran, p. 269 f., 1895,

with which 1 cannot agree.)



CHAPTER III

Cave Deities : Subterranean Translation

The history of Greek culture and religion shows no sudden
break or revolution in its course. The Greeks neither at any
time experienced a movement from within tliat caused

a violent recoil from the path w'hich they had chosen, nor

were they ever diverted by the overwhelming might of an
invading force from the natural course of their evolution.

Out of their own natural feeUngs and reflexion this most
intellectually gifted nation evolved the ^eat ideas that

nourished succeeding centuries. They anticipated all later

ages. The profoundest and the boldest, the most devout

as well as the most irreverent speculations as to the nature

of God, the world and men have their origin among the Greeks.

But this excessive many-sidedness led to a general condition

of equipoise in which individual factors restrained or balanced

each other. Whereas the most violent impacts and sudden
revolutions in the history of civilization are given by just

those nations who are only able to embrace one idea at a time

and who, confined in the narrow limits of their fanaticism,

throw eveiy’thing else overboard.

It is true, indeed, that the Greeks were ever open to

influences—whether civilized or the reverse—from abroad.

In wave after wave of peaceful invasion foreign ideas and ways
of life, especially from the East, flowed over Greece. In one

case, at least (that of the ecstatic religion of the Thracian
Dionysos-worshippers), a spring flood burst out that broke

down all the dykes. In many cases the invading elements

might be easily eliminated again from Greek culture ; in many
others they obtained a permanent footing and influenced it

deeply. But never did an influence from abroad obtain in

Greece an authority at all comparable to the subversive and
transforming power exercised by Buddhism, Christianity,

or Islam over the peoples on whom they laid their grip. The
Greek genius, as supple as it was tenacious, maintained control

over aU such foreign influences, in full possession of its original

nature, its genial naivity. New ideas, whether introduced from
abroad or engendered at home, were taken up and assimilated,

but the old were not done away with
;
they gradually amal-

gamated with the new so that much was learnt while nothing

was quite forgotten. The stream flowed on in its peaceful

course, but it still remained the same stream. Nuc manet ui

fuerat nec formas servai easdem : sed iamen ipse idem est.
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The history of Greek culture, then, has no sharply contrasted
epochs, no periods of abrupt change, when the old is completely
given up and a new era definitely begins. Indeed, the most
serious revulsions of Greek history, culture, and religion

took place beyond doubt before the time of the Homeric
Epos, and in that dim past it is possible that more violent and
startling upheavals may have occurred to make the Greeks
what we afterwards know them to be. Greek life becomes
first clearly known to us in Homer. It is true that the broad
imiformity that it has in the picture reflected for us in the
poems of Homer vanishes in the course of the years that follow.

New forces emerge
;
much that was forgotten comes to light

again now that the Homeric system of ideas, once all powerful,
is falling to pieces ; out of the very old and the quite new
things of which Homer never gives the least hint are being

put together. But nowhere during the violent movements of

the next troubled centuries after Homer did any absolute

break with the Epic or its system take place. Only in the

sixth century did the defiant speculation of a few bold spirits

begin to seek a w’ay of escape from the thraldom of the

Homeric poems which still lay over the whole of Greece.

The history of the Greek common people knows nothing of a
reaction against Homer and his world. Homeric religion and
moral ideas gradually ceased to reign supreme in men’s minds,
but they were never violently or completely discarded.

So we, too, though we leave behind us Homer and the

Epos and enter upon the tortuous paths of the later history

of Greek soul worship and belief in immortality, may stiU

for a time be guided by the Ariadne thread of the epic. In

our subject, too, there are links which connect the Homeric
with following ages. Soon enough the thread will break,

and we shall have to enter the new field of inquiry depending
on our ow’n resources. . . .

§ 1

Prominent among the chieftains, who, under the leadership

of Adrastos, came to the help of Polyneikes and laid siege to

Thebes, was Amphiaraos the Argive hero and seer descended

from the mysterious priest and prophet Melampous. He was
drawn into the war against his will, for he foresaw its unhappy
end. After the decisive struggle in which the opposing brothers

fell slain by each other’s hand, the Argive host turned to flight,

and with them fled Amphiaraos. But before Periklymenos,

who was pursuing him, could drive his spear into the fugitive's

back, Zeus made the earth open before him in a flash of
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Ughtning and Amphiaraos with his horses, his chariot, and
his diarioteer, was swallowed up in the depths where Zeus
made him immortal. So runs the legend of the fate of

Amphiaraos as we learn it from innumerable sources from
Pindar onwards,^ and we may be sure that thus it was told

in theThebals, the old epic poem of the war of the Seven against

Thebes, which was taken up into the Epic Cycle.*

At Thebes, then, Amphiaraos lived on for ever under the

earth. Northwards in the Boeotian countryside, near Lebadeia,

men told of a similar marvel. In a cave of the mountainous
ravine, before which Lebadeia lies, lived Trophonios for

ever immortal. The legends that professed to explain his

miraculous cave-existence do not quite agree among them-
selves, as, indeed, is generally the case with those figures who
were not early taken up by the poets and given a fixed place

in the narratives of heroic adventure. But all accounts (the

oldest of which perhaps go back to the " Telegoneia ") agree

in the assumption that Trophonios, like Amphiaraos, was
first a man, a famous master-builder, who wliile flying from
his foes, had dived underground at Lebadeia and now lives

for ever in the depths of the earth whence he foretells the

future to those who come and question him there.

These stories, then, claim to speak of men who during their

lifetime were swallowed up by the earth, and who now live

on for ever at the places where they were taken down into the

depths—places situated in quite definite localities of the

Greek countrj'side.

We are not entirely without other legends of a similar

character. One of the wild spirits of the Lapith people from
Thessalia, Kaineus by name, having been made invulnerable

by Poseidon (who had before this transformed him from
a woman into a man), was cudgelled with tree-trunks in a

battle with the Centaurs ; but they could do nothing to him,
and with " upright foot " (i.e. standing upright, ^ive, not
l3dng at full length like a dead man or one mortally wotmded)
he clove the earth imder him and went down alive into the

depths.* In Rhodes Althaimenes was honoured as the
" founder " of the Greek cities on that island ; he had not
died but had vanished into a chasm in the ground.* Like
Amphiaraos, his son Amphilochos, the heir of his prophetic

power, appears to have had a legend according to which he
still dwelt alive under the earth either in Akamania or

Cilicia.* A few more examples of the same type might be
produced,* but the number of such stories remains small,

and they only make their appearance here and there, as if by
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accident, in the tradition. Epic poetry without whose co-
operation such local legends rarely achieved widespread or
lasting popularity, with few exceptions left such narratives

out of account. In fact, they conflicted with the normal
Homeric outlook. The belief, however, that immortality when
it was miraculously bestowed by the favour of heaven upon
certain individual men, was absolutely conditioned by the
non-occurrence of death, i.e. the separation of the psyche from
the visible man—this belief has helped to shape these stories

too. They never speak of an undying existence of the soul

by itself in separation from the body. Thus far they are
firmly rooted in orthodox Homeric belief.

But the heroes of these stories have their everlasting

existence in special abodes under the surface of the earth,

in subterranean chambers ’—not in the common meeting place

of the departed ; they each have their own peculiar domain
far from the House of Aldoneus. Such isolation of individuals

below the earth does not agree with Homeric ideas ; though
it almost seems as if a dim echo of these stories of seers like

Amphiaraos and Amphilochos. translated alive and with
consciousness undestroyed, could be discerned in what the

Homeric Nekyia says of Teiresias the Theban seer, in whom
alone of all the shadows Persephone had allowed consciousness

and intelligence (the essential vital powers) to remain im-
diminished.* But even he is fast bound in Erebos, the general

home of the dead, and cut off from all connexion with the upper
world, as is demanded by the Homeric view of the world.

Amphiaraos and Trophonios, on the other hand, are released

from Hades ; not having suffered death they have not entered

the world of the strengthless dead. They are also translated

out of this Ufe (besides out of Hades). But this " subterranean

translation " is in its nature and in the origin of the belief in

it quite distinct from that “ translation to Islands of the

Blest ” of which w'e spoke in the last chapter. Those Heroes
dwelling alone or in company on holy islands far out over the

sea are far removed from human life and beyond the reach

of prayers and desires. No influence upon the things of this

world is attributed to them, and consequently no cult is offered

to them : there never existed a cult of the dwellers in Elysium
as such. They glimmer in the distance like visions of the poet’s

fancy from wluch no one anticipates active interference with

the world of reality. It is quite different with these dwellers

in the caves. They are actually alive under the surface of the

earth ; not far away in the inaccessible, spectral world of

Hades, but here in the midst of Greece. Questions and prayers
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can reach down to them, and they can send up aid to those who
call to them. To them, accordingly, as powerful and effectual

Spirits a cult is paid.

We have detailed information of the manner in which
Amphiaraos was worshipped, more especially in later times,

when, in addition to the neighbourhood of Thebes, where the

original legend of his descent beneath the earth was localized,

Oropos also, the boundary town between Boeotia and Attica,

was with overwhelming success identified as the place of his

disappearance and made a centre of his influence.® We have
also a certain amount of information, again from later ages,

about the cult of Trophonios. With the passage of time, the

details of the worship grew and multiplied, but among them
all certain features stand out as especially characteristic and
allow us to understand the rehgious ideas lying behind them.
To Amphiaraos and Trophonios were offered just those

sacrifices which were also paid to the Chthonic deities, i.c. those

deities who dwelt in the depths of the earth.*® Aid was not

expected from them in the details of the daily life of individuals

or states. Only in the actual locality of their descent were they
effectual, and only there because they revealed the future.

Kroisos had already, and Mardonios after him, sent inquiries

to the most famous oracles of the day,** and among them to

Amphiaraos at his ancient oracular seat near Thebes and to

Trophonios at Lebadeia. Of .Amphiaraos it was beheved that

he revealed the future by visions sent in dreams to those who
after making offering laid themselves down to sleep in his

temple. To question Trophonios, it was necessary to pass

through a narrow passage into his cave. Inside, the inquirer

expected to see Trophonios in person or. at least, to hear his

instructions.** He dwelt, like a spirit confined to the scene of

his magical existence, in bodily person at the bottom of his

cave. In fact, the method of Incubation, or temple-sleep, by
which Amphiaraos (like many other daimones and Heroes)

was questioned, was based on the assumption tliat the daimon,
who was only visible indeed to mortal eyes in the higher state

achieved by the soul in dreams, had his permanent dwelling

at the seat of his oracle.** That is why his appearance can only

be expected at this particular place and nowhere else.

Originally, too, it was only the dwellers in the depths of the

earth who were thus visible in dreams to those who lay down
to sleep in the temple over the place where they had their

subterranean abode. Homer knows nothing of either gods or

daimones who live permanently under the ground in definite

places in tlw inhabited world, near mankind
;
and for that
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reason he betra5rs no knowledge of Incubation-oracles}*

There is some ground for the belief that this method, inherent

in the divinatory power, of getting into touch with the spirit

world, was one of the oldest typ^ of Greek oracular art

—

certainly not later than the ApoUine manlike of inspiration.

And it is precisely in the legend of Amphiaraos, as we may
believe it to have been related as early as the cyclic poem of the

ThebaVs, that we have a proof that already in the days when
the quasi-Homeric poetry was still popular, people believed

in deathless dwellers below the earth and in their active

potency in the mantic art.

It is clear, then, that the worship of Amphiaraos and the

belief in his subterranean existence was not due to the influence

of the Epic. Rather the reverse was the case ; the cult already

existed and provided the idea of the daimon and this gave rise

to the Epic narrative. The Epic found an existing cult of an
oracular daimon who dwelt beneath the earth near Thebes
ready to its hand. It reduced this fact to a form which it

could understand in a manner typical of the relation which
frequently existed between the facts of rehgious life and Epic
poetry'. The cult was connected with an event in legendary

history, and so brought into hannony with the Epic outlook.

The Epic knew nothing of gods attached in this way to a

cult particular earthly spot, and so the spirit worshipped in the

became in the epic imagination a chieftain and Seer who had
not always hved beneath the earth in that place, but had only
been transported there subsequently by a miraculous fiat

of the supreme god, who had also accorded an eternal hfe in

the depths to the translated hero.**

We may perhaps find a parallel in more recent Saga story'

that will throw light on the question. German mythology is

perfectly familiar with such figures for ever, or until the day
of judgment, alive in caverns of the mountains or subterranean

chambers. Thus, Charlemagne, or it may be Charles the Fifth,

still has his abode in Odenberg or in Unterberg, near Salzburg,

Frederick II (or, in more recent versions of the legend,

Frederick I Barbarossa) in Kyffhauser, Henry the Fowler in

Sudemerberg, near Goslar. Thus, too. King Arthur, Holger
Danske, and many other favourite characters of popular

tradition dwell in subterranean caverns.** Occasionally, we
can still plainly see how these were originally ancient gods

who according to pagan belief dwelt in hollow mountains
and whose place has been taken by these heroes and holy

men " translated ” beneath the earth.*’ So, too. Greek

tradition allows us to see even now that those ancient trans-
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lated mortals, Amphiaraos and Trophonios, are only Epic
substitutes for ancient deities who «lid not owe their ever-

lasting life and subterranean abode to the favour of heaven,
but had possessed these from the beginning. At least, at the

site of his worship men knew that the prophetic dweller

in the cave was a goi ; one of them is called Zeus Trophonios
or Trephonios, not only by learned authorities, but in

inscriptions from Lebadeia ;
*• Amphiaraos, too, is once called

Zeus Amphiaraos and more often a god.>* In the Translation

legends of Christianized people the kings have usurped the

place of the ancient gods because the gods themselves, fallen

into neglect, have b^n dethroned. For reasons not so very
different from these the ancient gods on Greek soil were
turned into heroes.

Surrormded by the unending multiplicity of contemporary'
notions of divinity the imagination of the Epic pwt had
fashioned for itself a generalized picture of a divine kingdom.
This was at that time a solitary attempt to erect a Panhellenic

theological system, but it had the greatest influence upon the

mental conceptions of Greeks of every race, for the Epic ptjet

addressed them all. He stood as though on a height looking

down on aU the narrow valleys and mountainous countrysides

cut off from the rest of the world, and a wide prospect opened
out before his eyes. He scares above all the innumerable
contradictory and conflicting details of local cult and belief,

and finds something universal beyond. The name and con-

ception of Zeus, Apollo, Hermes, Athena, and all the gods
represented innumerable diversities in the myths and ritual

of the different cities and races ; their outward shapes and
personalities differed widely according to their localization

and the manner of their influence. Instead of all these the

Epic poet sees only one Zeus, Apollo, etc., reduced in each
case to a single unified personality. And just as he had looked

beyond the multiplicity of local deities so he did not confine

his gods to particular local habitations and centres of influence

in the Greek countries ; they did not belong to one locality

more than another. True they worked and ruled in the world,

but they were for all that free to move where they would.
They dwell and meet together on the heights of Olympos,
the Pierian Holy Mountain, which, however, became in the

imagination of Homer, unfettered by attachment to any
particular place, more and more an ideal mountain of fancy.

So the broad sea is the dwelling-place of Po.seidon ; he is not

confined to any one place. Even the rulers of the spirit world.

Aides and Persephoneia, have their abode, not, indeed, on
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Olympos, and certainly not here or there beneath the surface
of the Greek countryside, but far away in a land of fancy

;

they, too, are not bound to any particular locality of the actual
world. At the end of this enormous work of unification and
idealization, that, out of all the infinite special manifestations

of the name Zeus, each worshipped only in its narrow little

circle in Greece, had evolved the single almighty figure of
Zeus Father of Gods and Men—^how could one who had
imagined all this be able to understand, if he met with such
a creature, a special Zeus, calling himself Zeus Trophonios,
who passed his undying existence in a cave near Lebadeia
and was only powerful in that one spot ?

Of course, the inhabitant of such a holy spot would not
allow himself to be deprived of the belief in the existence and
presence of the god on his native soil. Though he might be
ready enough in general and in respect of other men’s,
local deities to reflate conceptions of the nature of the gods
in accordance with the Homeric picture, yet he refused

absolutely to be shaken in his belief in his own local deity,

however unknown to the Olympian family of gods in Homer
that deity might be. The local worship in its rmaltered,

undisturbed persistence, witnessed to the objective truth of
his belief. Thus there were preserved in the pious faith of

their worshippers large numbers of local deities whose circle

of influence was, however, very limited. They had not been
raised with the other gods to the heights of 01)mipos, but had
remained faithful to the soil in which they had their home,*®
witnesses to a far distant past in which the members of every
remote little community had their separate god boimd to the

soil beyond w'hich their thoughts did not stray. We shall see

how in post-Homeric times many such ancient earth-gods,

i.e. gods thought of as living below the surface of the ground,

were given new and in some cases a more wide-reaching lease

of life, 'lire Epic in its prime knew nothing of these earth-

dwelling deities. When it could not close its eyes to their

existence it changed them into translated heroes, and beyond
the immediate locality of the cult this version of them became
the commonly accepted one throughout the rest of Greece.

§ 2

But the Epic was by no means uniform in intention, or

carried through as a systematic unity ; it was far from being

the offspring of a learned reflection that could tolerate no

discrepancy. Even here wc find at least some few dim
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recollections of the ancient belief in gods that can have their

permanent abode in mountain hollows.

The Odyssey (xix, 178 f.) calls Minos, the son of Zeus

(cf. II. xiii, 450 ; xiv, 322 ; Od. xi, 568) who ruled in Knossos

the Cretan city, " the familiar gossip of great Zeus.”

Very probably the poet meant by these words much the same
as was understood by them in Later times ; that Minos was
personally acquainted with Zeus, on earth, of course, and, in

fact, in the cave—not far from Knossos on the side of Mount
Ida—which was revered as the " Cave of Zeus ”.** The island

of Crete, overrun by the Greeks at an early period, still

preserv’ed in its remote seclusion much that was primeval
in belief and legend. There, sometimes on Mount Ida, some-
times on Mount Dicte (in the east of the island) the holy cave

was pointed out where (already in Hesiod) Zeus was said to

have been bom.“ According to a local legend, which probably
was present to the fancy of the writer of these lines of the

Odyssey, the god now fully grown up still dwelt in his sub-

terranean chamber, and was visited by individual mortals.

As Minos before him, so, too, Epimenides had been allowed to

hear the prophecies of the god.** Tlie Zeus that dwelt in

Ida was worshipped in a mystical cult ;

** every year

a ” throne ” was “ spread ” for liim, i.c. probably a ” divine

banquet ’’ (Theoxenion) was prepared for his consumption,
as for other especially Chthonic deities. The initiated then

entered the cave dressed in black woollen garments, and
remained within for thrice nine days.** Everything points to

the existence of conceptions similar to those that we found
expressed in the cult of Zeus Trophonios at Lcbadeia. Zeus
dwelling in bodily form in the depths of his cave can appear in

person to those who enter his cave duly sanctified.

Then there appears, from the fourth century onwards, the

strange statement, perliaps started by Euhemeros and eagerly

taken up in later ages by scoffers like Lucian or Christian

opponents of the old religion, that Zeus lay buried on Ida.*’

What is here called the grave of the god is nothing in reality

but the cave which was generally regarded as his permanent
abode.** The idea—always strange to the Greeks**—that a
god could lie buried anywhere on the earth, deprived of life

for ever or even for a limited period of time, is often met with

in the tradition of Semitic and other non-Greek peoples.*®

W’e need not inquire what deeper or perhaps allegorical sense

such legends may have had in the beliefs of those nations ;

there is no reason to suppose that such foreign legends had
-any influence in the formation of Greek myth. Nor does the
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tradition in Greek lands give the slightest support to the view
current among modem m]^hologists that the death and burial

of gods is intended to symbolize the “ death of Nature It

is, in fact, plain that in the legend of the Cretan Zeus’ grave,

the " grave " has simply taken the place of the cave as the
everlasting abode of the undsdng god, and that it is a
paradoxical expression intended to signify his perpetual
confinement to that place. We are immediately remind^ of a
no less paradoxical notice of a god’s grave at Delphi. Under
the navel stone (Omphalos) of the Earth-goddess (which was
a vaulted piece of masonry in the Temple of Apollo recalling

in its shape the ancient vaulted tombs) there lay buried
a divine being. Our learned authorities c^l this being Python,
the enemy of Apollo ; one and only one quite untrustworthy
witness says it was Dionysos.** Here we have a case of one god
setting up his temple and abode over the grave of another
god. Apollo, the god of prophecy, thrones it over the Earth-
spirit Python, the son of the Earth-goddess Gaia. Now, we
have ancient and in the highest degree trustworthy traditions

to the effect that there was originally at Delphi an ancient

Earth-Oracle into whose place Apollo and his mantic art came
later as an intmder. We are therefore justified in believing

that this circumstance in the history of religion has found
expression in the legend that Apollo’s temple and oracular

seat stood over the place where an ancient and superseded
oracle-daimon lay " buried ”.** In the days when the primeval
Earth-Oracle was still powerful its guardian would not lie

dead and buried under the Omphalos of the Earth-goddess,

but would have dwelt there alive underground, like

Amphiaraos or Trophonios or Zeus on Ida.

§3
The " grave ” under the Omphalos means in the case of

Python the overthrow of an earth-dwelling Chthonic Daimon
by the cult of Apollo. The " grave ” of Zeus, which had
thrust itself into the place of an older legend of the dwelling

of Zeus in the cave of the mountain, expresses the same idea

as tliis legend, but expresses it in a form current in later ages

which knew of many " Heroes ” who after their death and
from their graves gave proof of a higher existence and a power-

ful influence. The Zeus that died and is buried is only a god
reduced to a Hero ;

•* remarkable and paradoxical is only

the fact that unlike Zeus Amphiaraos, Zeus Trophonios

(and Zeus Asklepios), he has not, in the usual fashion, dropped

his title of god, which directly contradicted his “ Hero
"
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nature. It is possible that in the case of this cave-Zeus, half-

god half-Hero, a conception has been transferred merely on
analogy from other cases where it was applied more properly,

after they had become fully " Heroized ”, to gods who
according to the no longer intelligible theory had once been
dwellers in the depths of the earth.

We have several accounts of Heroes who were buried in

temples of gods and were sometimes associated with the cult

of the higher god to whom the temple was dedicated. The
way in which such legends could arise may be seen unusually
clearly from the case of Erechtheus.

The Ship-Catalogue in the Iliad (ii, 546 ff.) tells us that

Erechtheus was the son of the Earth, but that Athene brought

him up and " settled him in her rich temple where the

Athenians every year honour him with sacrifice of sheep and
bulls. •• It is plain that Erechtheus is here thought of as

still living ; to honour a dead man with such offerings, repeated

every year and attended by the whole community, w’ould be
a custom quite unknown to Homer. Erechtheus is, therefore,

thought of as dwelling alive in the temple in which .Athene has
set turn down. i.e. the ancient temple on the Acropolis wliich

w'as enclosed in the ” strong hou,se of Erechtheus ”, to which,
according to the Odyssey, Athene betakes herself as her own
home. On the old citadel of the Kings, royal residence and
sanctuary of the goddess were combined ; its foundation
walls have recently been discovered on the spot where later

joint worship was paid to Athene and Erechtheus in the
" Erechtheion Erechtheus dwells below the ground in

a crypt of this temple,** like other earth-deities, in the form
of a snake, immortally. He is not dead, for as Euripides still

says, in a story which otherwise follows different lines, " the

earth gaped and covered him over,” ** i.e. he w'as translated

and lived on under the earth. On the analogy of the examples
already discussed it is clear that this is also a case of a primitive

local deity,*® once supposed to have been living always in

a cave on the mountain-side, transformed to a Hero who has
been brought there and raised to immortal life. The later belief

in Heroes required a grave at which the continued existence

and potency of the " Hero " was localized
;
by a natural

process of development the Hero Erechtheus translated alive

and made immortal is thought of as buried in a grave.

Erichthonios, who was expressly identified with the Homeric
Erechtheus, was by later ages supposed to be buried in the

Tempk of Polias, i.e. the oldest temple of Athene, on the

Acroi»Iis.** We have clearly before us the steps by which the
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aboriginal deity, dwelling beneath the ground, the son of

Earth, is made into a mortal Hero, translated to immortality
and placed under the protection of the Olympian goddess
who has now become more powerful than he ; and finally

transferred, cave and all, to the precincts of her temple, and
finally reduced to the condition of a Hero like another, who
had died and lies peacefully buried in the temple of the goddess
on the citadel.

With this example before us we may explain several other
analogous cases, in which we have only the last stage of the
process, the grave of a Hero in a god's temple, without any
of the intermediate steps. A single example may be given.

At Amyklai, not far from Sparta, in the holiest temple of

Laconia, stood the ancient bronze statue of Apollo upon an
altar-shaped base, within which, according to legend,

Hyakinthos lay buried. Through a bronze door in the side of

the altar offerings for the dead were sent down to
“ Hyakinthos " buried below every year at the festival of

the Hyakinthia.** The recipient of these offerings has little

resemblance to the gentle youth of popular legend. The
Hellenistic poets tell how he was beloved by Apollo and died

by a cast of Apollo's discus and was changed into a flower.

The fable, almost destitute of local reference, has been put
together from many popular themcs.^s The sculpture on the
above-mentioned altar, on the other hand, represents among
many gods and heroes Hyakinthos and his sister Polyboia

as they are being carried up to heaven—which will not square

with the metamorpho.sis stoiy*. Further, he is represented as

bearded, and so not as the boy whom Apollo loved,** but as

a grown man (of whose daughters indeed other legends make
mention).** The true stoiy^ of this Hyakinthos has disappeared

almost without leaving a trace. But in what the monument
reveals and in what we know of the yearly festival held in

honour of Hyakinthos significant features emerge which
perhaps can tell us the real character of the Daimon that was
honoured at Amyklai together with, and as our information

clearly shows, before Apollo himself.** Hyakinthos was given

offerings tliat were otherwise peculiar to the gods that ruled

the lower world.*’ These offerings were let down directly into

the underground place where, in fact, Hyakinthos himself

was supposed to dwell. In the great festival of the Hyakinthia

the alternate worship of Apollo and Hyakinthos (after whom
as the chief personage the festival is named) points to the

incomplete amalgamation of two originally distinct cults

;

and the plain and unadorned, almost dismal, ceremonies of
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the days devoted to Hyakinthos—contrasted with the more
cheerful worship paid to Apollo on the middle day of

the feast —allow us to see clearly the real nature of

Hyakinthos as a Daimon related to the gods of the underworld.

On the altar-relief Polyboia was represented as his sister

:

she was a goddess of the underworld like Persephone,**

Hyakinthos was. then, an old local deity of the Amyklaian
coimtryside, dwelling below the earth, and his worship at

.\myklai was older than that of Apollo. But he is a dim
figure. The Olympian god (probably not before the Doric

conquest of the Achaean land) has set himself down beside,

and indeed over, the ancient earth-spirit, and now outshines

him without quite being able to banish his worship. The
divine existence of the latter under the ground could not be

imagined by later ages, except as the after-existence of the

psyche of a dead and buried Hero whose body lay in the
“ grave ” under the statue of the god. Next, in order to

e.vplain their association in cult, poetic legend made the

god a lover, just as in another case, and for similar reasons,

it had made him the lover of Daphne.*®

I 4

Thus it may be that under many a Hero whose grave was
shown in the Temple of a god an ancient local-god was hidden,

whose abode beneath the earth had been converted into a
" grave ” now that he himself had sunk from a deity of higher

rank to a human chieftain. It depended upon the circum-

stances of the case whether his humanization was complete
or whether the memory of his former god-head (preserv^ in

cult) secured for him a second elevation to the heavenly
re^ons ** among the Olympian gods whose nature was
originally quite foreign to that of the old earth-daimon. Such
conceptions, differing widely according to the circumstances

of place and time, are shown most clearly in the different views
taken of AskUpios. For Homer and the poets he is generally

a great chieftam, a mortal who had learnt the art of healing

from Cheiron. In religious cult he was generally set on a level

urith the upper gods. In reality he, too, is a local earth-dwelling

deity from Thessaly, who from beneath the earth dispenses,

like so many earth-spirits, healing from the ills of the flesh

and knowle^e of the future *•—the two being closely con-

nected in antiquity. He, too, easily bore the change from god
to Hero. Asklepios was struck by Zeus’ lightning which in

this, as in many cases, did not destroy life, but translated the
person affected to a higher existence outride the visible world.**
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We can now easily understand what it means when even this

ancient earth-deity is said to be “ buried ”—his grave being
shown at different places.” Many peculiarities of the worship
paid to him show clearly the original character of Asklepios
as an ancient god living below the earth.®* One essential

characteristic indeed of such earth-spirits he lacks—he is not
bound to any one particular place. An enterprising priesthood,
wandering in company with the rest of their tribe, had taken
with them this old established worship of theirs, and spread
it far and wide, so that Asklepios himself became at home in

many different places.

Now, in closest relationship, though they remained more
faithful to their original character, with this Zeus Asklepios
stood those Boeotian earth-spirits with whom this discussion

began. Trophonios, and Amphiaraos, too, might have been
described as an Asklepios, who had stayed at home in his old

cavern dwelling.®* They, too, Amphiaraos and Trophonios,

had become mortal men of a past age in the imagination of

a time which could no longer properly understand such cave-

spirits. But we never hear of their “ graves ”
; for the

generation which made them Heroes knew nothing of mortal
chieftains who after dying and being buried yet lived on with
undiminished powers. But it was the belief in their im-
intemipted potency that gave those strange cavern deities

a secure place in men’s memory. In the epic and in legends

inspired by the epic they are recognized as human teings

that had not died but had been translated, \\ithout any
division of soul from body, to everlasting life in the depths
of the earth. Ever afterwards—even when they are not only

called immortal, but actuaUy “ gods "—they are reckoned
as men who have become immortal or godlike.®’ And they have
become the patterns of what other mortals too may rise to.

In the Electra of Sophokles (836 ff.) the chorus wishing to

justify the hope of a continued life for the departed, expressly

appeal to the example of Amphiaraos, who still rules below
the earth with all his spiritual powers intact. For the same
reason these and other exampl^ offered by ancient legend

and poetry of the " translation ’’ of individual great men to

a life below the earth are important for our inquiry too. In

them, as it did (in another sense) in the case of those trans-

lated to the Islands of the Blest, the Epic points beyond its

own resigned and gloomy conception of the state after death

towards a higher life after the visible world has been left

behind. It took isolated cases of the once numerous claw of

cavern deities worshipped in Greek countries, and deprived
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them of their god-head, though not of the superhumanly
continued existence and (especially mantic) powers claimed
for them by the belief and cult of their countrymen. Thus
reduced to mortal rank, it interwove them in the fabric of the

heroic mythology, and in so doing instituted a class of out-

standing human individuals who had been raised to a godlike

existence, far, indeed, from the upper world, but, at least, not
condemned to the common realm of the souls. Instead they
were given a home beneath the earth, each in a definite place

in Greek territory, near living men, and able to help them.
The descent from god to mortal Hero resulted, since the

essential point of continued existence was not denied, in a
corresponding exaltation of the mortal and the heroic to tlie

divine. Thus the epic leads us in tliis instance towards a range
of conceptions which the poems themselves treated as though
it never existed, and which now suddenly comes into view.
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' Pi., N. ix, 24 ff., X, 8 f., [Apollod.] iii, 6, 8, 4 {aiv rip ip/xart xal
rip ^ytix<p Biratvi . . . iKpv^Bt) xat Ztis aBdvarov avrov ivoitjotv), etc.

The expressions used to describe the translation and continued
conscious existence of A. are noteworthy : Kara yat' avrov ri mk xai
^aiiipovs irrirovs ipap^tv. Pi., O. vi, 14. Ztvi Kpvjifv ap.' Injrois, N. ix,

25. yata indS*Kro pdvrtv OlxXtiiav, X, 8. pdvrit KtK€vBtus no\€plai
vn6 xBovot,K.,Tk.,S9&. iii^aropaytloa St)PaiaK6vis,S.fr.,S73( = 9S8F.).
0(oi imvr' ivapirioamts is pvxous x^ovos avroir riBpinirots evAoyoOaiv
ip^avuis, E. Supp., 928 f. ijpnaarv )[dpv/3S<s oIo>vook6vov, riBpiirrrov

appa ntpiBaXovoa 501 f. (Eriphyle) ’Ap^tdpaov tKpvili’ vno
y^v auToiot ovv invois, Oracle in Ephorus ap. Ath., 232 F. ’Apifnapdov
tdivTos TO awpa Kara&f(aa8at rriv y^i>, Agatharch., p. 115, 21 Mii.

intortaaaro 4, yf, iwvra. Plulostr., V. Af., 2, 37. p. 79. 18 Kays.
apaviopos of A., St. Byz. s. "Apwia.—vappvxos ardoati, S., El., 841 ;

dti ^div riparai, Xen., Cyn. i, 8.

' That the translation of Amphiaraos in the form so frequently
repeated by later authors (clearly following an important and influential

original) appeared already in the Thebafs of the epic cycle is taken
by Welcker for panted, Ep. Cykl. ii, 362, 66. The view is intrinsically

probable : but it can claim more definite gprounds. Pi., 0, vi, 12-17,
tells us that after Amphiaraos and his team had been swallowed up
by the earth, Adrastos, over the seven funeral-pyres (which consumed
the bodies of the Argives who had fallen in battle), said noBim orpanas
opBaXpov ipas, ap^orspov, pdvrLv r* dya0o>' Kal iovpl papvaoBai. That
this famous lament was taken ia rr^s kvkXik^s Brifiatios, fr. S Kinkel,

p. 12, is proved by the testimony of the ancient scholia on rtoBiw mX.,
quoting Asklepiades. This means that in the Thebais too, after the
battle was over Amphiaraos was not to be found either among
the fallen or the survivors—was in fact translated. Ihndar must
have taken not merely the words of the lament of Adrastos but the
whole situation that led up to these words, as he described it, from
the Thebais. (Bethe, Theb. Held. [1891], p. 58 f,. 94 ff., claims to
prove that Pindar took nothing but the words ap^ortpov ktA. from
the Thebais which said nothing of the burial of these who had fallen

before Thebes, and that Pindar added this last on his own account.

0. vi, as well as N. ix, 25. But the " proofs ” of this view, in itself

highly improbable, on closer examination come to nothing.)—In the
Odyssey it is said of Amph. oAer’ i» o 247 ; Bdvev'Ap^tdpaos
253. The expression " is naturally to be understood as merely impl^ng
disappearance from the earth '* says Welcker, Ep. C. ii, 366. All we
can claim is that the expression does not indeed prevent us from
assuming that the story of the *' disappearance *’ of Amph. was known
also to the poet of these lines. Thus in the OC. of Soph. Antigone
says twice over (U. 1706, 1714) that Oedipus iBave, whereas he really

was like Amphiaraos translated alive (dowoirot vXdnis ipap^av 1681).
• Pi., /r. 167, A.R. i, 57-64 ((aids wep In . . . iSdatro vttdBt yali/s).

Orph., Arg., 171-5 (^aeiF . . . Iwiv r If ^Bipivotm poXtiv ivd xedBeot

yaliis). Agatharch., p. 114, 39-43 MO. («* t^f yyF KaraStkat opBdv

re Kal t&rra), Schol. and Bust, on A 264, p. 1001.—In Ovid, M. xii,

514 a., the translation becomes a inetamorpbosis (into a bird) ; and
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often an ancient translation myth has thus been replaced by
a metamorphosis in later mythology. The connected story of Kaineus
has been lost, and only a few fragments survive in Sch., A.R. i. 57

;

Sch., A 264 (the best known being the change of sex [cf. also Meineke,
k. erit. com., 345], the meaning of which is very dubious. Similar
stories are told of Teiresias, Sithon (Ov., M. iv, 280), Iphis, and lanthe,
this last reminding us strikingly of a narrative in the Mah&bhkrata.
Then frequently in many miracle tales, both heathen and Christian,

to which far too much respect is paid by those who seek to find in
them dark reminiscences of bisexual gods). No traces of a cult of
Kaineus can be found.

* Althaimenes, son of Katreus (cf. Rk. Mus. 36, 432 f.), ti(d/i€ros

vri giiofiaror Jupdfit/ [ApoUod.], iii, 2, 2, 3. Rationalistic version of
Zeno of Rhodos ap. D.S., 5, 59, 4, who says, however, vtrrtpoy xari

' ' '
. 4po>r*dt, and, in fact, we learn

) B.JVf. ii, 352, that a poUtical
division (Ktmna ?) of the people of Rhodos was called 'Akiatpevlf,
whose ^p^ iwiirv/ios must have been Althaimenes.

• Amphilochos appeared in person to sleeTCrs at his dream-oracle
at Bfallos in Cilicia (Luc., Pkilops.. 38)—so a^ did his rival Mopsos,
Pint., DO. 45, 434 D—as well as at his oracle in Akamania, Aristid. i,

p. 78 D. [38. 21 Keil]. Mopsos in Cilicia and Amphilochos in Akarnania
are alike in being among those iiupdyia which lipvpiva Iv tifi riutp
rafiroF ol«o6«nv, Chig., e. Cels. iii. 34, pp. 293-4 L. The same author
says of Amph. Mopsos and others, iyBpauoetitU BttopsXoBm Btovs,

vii. 35, p. 53.
• Laodike, daughter of Priam [Apollod.], Epit. v, 25 ; Nicol. Prog.

ii, 1.—^Aristaios, who aparros yfyvcrcu in M. Haemus and is now
hononred iBardross nuats, I>.S. iv. 82, 6. (Cf. Hiller v. G&rtr., Pauly-
Wiss. ii, 855, 23 ff.)

’ The regular expression for these subterranean dwelling-places is

lUyapa. Lex. rhet. ap. Eust., Od., 1387, 17 f. Hence also the sacrificial

pits into which men lowered the offerings made to the deities of the
lower world are called pAyapa (Lob., Agl., 830 ; plyapa = gdopaTa,
Schol. Lnc., D. Mer. 2, pp. 275 S. Rabe). It was thought that by sinking
the gifts in the ground they would immediately reach the dwelling-
place of the spirit who lived there. The sacrificial chasm is itself the
'* chamber ”, pAyapar, in which the spirit lives (in the form of a snake)
and dwells.

* K 492 fir., Anxi ggyeo/ifFovs Biffialov Tesptolao, pdrryor dAooC
re6 re Spires ipmool tlotw ry xol reBniSni v6o* u6pe lltpoepdinta,
eX<p wturCoBas' rol 54 onal itaaovotr. His ppAvts being undestroyed
the most important and distinguishing feature of death is absent.
His body, indeed, is destroyed and hence he is called r€Bvi}tit like all

the other dwellers in Hades, though it is still difficult to see how the
^phet could remain without a body. It is highly probable that the
idea of the continued existence of the consciousness of the famous
seer renowned in Theban legend was derived by the poet from a popular
tradition according to which Teiresias still gave proof of the clearness

of his wits by tlu oracles which he sent np from below the earth. In— .V ^ , Tsipcefou, Plu., DO. 44. p. 434

C

(as Mitssch, Anm. Od. iii. p. 151. also reminds ns). If we may argue
from the context in which Plutarch speaks of him, this must have
been an eardt-oracle, i.e. an incubaaon-oracle. There stories like

* ' '

' lay have been related of Teiresias

B sn^ infonnation the poet of
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the Nekyia may then have transformed and made use of for his own
purposes. Str. 762 not without good ground connects these verses
about Teiresias with the stories of Amphiaraos and Trophonios.

* The ancient site of the Oracle of Amphiaraos was near Thebes
at the place (Knopia) where according to the epic story he sank into the
earth. Paus., 9, 8, 3, Str. 404. Even at the time of the Persian war
the envoy of Mardonios inquired of him there, near Thebes, as Hdt. viii,

134, unmistakably says. (That the oracle lay in Theban territory is

shown also by the addition of the words, otherwise pointless, Bi/Palwy
oditvl iftori /lavTtiStaBai aAroBl. A similar rule is found at the temple
of Herakles in Erythrai which mw be approached by Thracian women
but not by Erythraean women [Pans., 7, 5, 7-8] ;

and in the same
way the Lampsakenoi were excluded from the funeral games of
Miltiades on the Chersonnese ; Hdt. vi, 38.) Oropos adso claimed to
harbour Amphiarauis under its soil ; Sch. Pi., O. vi, 18, 21-3 ; differently

in Paus,, 1, 34, 2-4. But the oracle must have been moved there
afterwards—^hardly before the end of the fifth century {fteBiipvBi),

Str. 404) ; to suppose that it had always been confined to Oropos
i.s contrary to all the traditional evidence.

*• Those who wished to inquire of his oracle offered by night to
Trophonios, before going down into the cave, a ram, sacrificing it in

a pJt (fiiOpot) : Paus., 9. 39, 6 : to Amphiaraos. after a considerable
fast (Philos., VA., 2, 37, pp. 79, 19 ff. K.) and the provision of a
KaBipotoy. the inquirer offered a ram upon the fleece of which he lay
down to sleep (Paus., 1, 34, 5).—Cleanthem cum pede terram
percussisset versum ex Epigonis (prob. of Soph.) ferunt dixisse : audisne
haec, Amphiarae, sub terram ab^te ? Cic., TD. ii, 60. The gesture
also must have been borrowed from the same scene in the ’Ew{yo»o».
It was thus customary to knock on the ground in calling upon A., as
in the case of other irarayfl^vtot CAp^tapa* x®*’*'** occurs as late as
P. Mag. Par. 1446 f. W .) : 1568 : cf. Paus., 8, 15, 3. Cf. also Nftgelsb.,

Nachh. Theot., 102, 214. Skedasos in Sparta rvvrojy ovcKaActro

Tuf ’EpivBat, Pin.. AN. 3, p. 774 B. In his grief for the loss of his

daughter Herodes Atticus threw himself on the ground rijy yv* vaiwr
jral fiotir' ri iroi, Biyartp, KaBayla<o : rl oot fvvBa^w Philostr.,

V'S. 2, 1, 10. Pythagoras Jrav Ppoyr^au rfit yys a^aoBai iro/>ijyyciAt»,

Iamb., VP. 156.
“ That the dream-oracle of Trophonios had a much older influence

is implied by the story of the inquiry made of it by the Boiarroi

aXiyrrs iw6 Sp^Koiy in Phot. (Suid.) Aifotiot rcAcraf.
*• Trophonios himself was supposed to appear in the cave at

I.«badeia. The inquirer goes down to it Sed/ievor ovyytviaBai rip

Satpoylip (Max. Tyr. 14, 2, p. 249 R.) ; indications were sought from
rifice «1 ii) ri* ican^vra »

* ”'

us. 9, 36, 6. Saon, the discoverer o
cult, had after entering the pwrtiov met Trophonios himself in person,

ri)i> Upovpylay . . . MagBrn^* rtapi toC Tpo^tavUtv (Paus.

9, 40, 2). He dwells and is visible in the oracular cavern : Orig.,

CeU. iii, 34, pp. 293-4 L. vii, 35, p. 53 ; Aristid. i, p. 78 D. [38, 21 KeJ].

Even the stupidly rationalising account of Troph. in Schol. Ar.,

Nta>. 508, p. 190 Ruth., Sch. Luc., DM. iii. Coem. ad Greg. Nas.

p. 184 [Clarke, p. 52] (Eudoc., Viol., p. 682, 8)-4mplies the bodily

E
resence of an iyaoToiK^oav 8ai|i4nov in the cave of Trophomos.
.ucian, too. shows that ^s was the popular impression (DM. iii, 2)

by his curious satiric fiction that whereas Troph. himself was in Hades
(to which acc. to Neeyom. 22 the cave of Trophonios was only an
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entrance) ri tfcibv i}fi/rofioi> of Trophonios xpi Boiwrif. Thus
the visitor expected to meet Trophonios there in his divine shape, as
AmpeUus puts it in a similar case vrith great simplicity and direct-

ness, 8, 3 : ibi (Argis in Epiro) lovis templum hyphonis (irretrievably

corrupt: Traphonii absutmy Duker ; Typhoms, Tychtmis others not
much better) unde est ad inferos descensus ad toUendas sortes : in

<juo loco dicuntur ii qui descenderunt lovem ipsum videre. Otherwise,
Tr. was said to inhabit the cave in the shape of a snake as is so fr^uently
the case with earth-deities. Not only are snakes sacred to him as to
Asklepios (Pans. 9, 39, 3) and live in his cave (to propitiate them
people take honey-cakes down with them) but he himself is present
in the form of a snake : fr 6 itavrcvoftcrot, Schol. Ar., Nub. 508 :

cf. Suidas Tpo^nos. It was this personal contact between the cod
and the inquirer which specially distinguished the oracle of Tr. novo*
tKtZifo (to fimrTt tov) 8t‘ avToC ypy roS xpaip^yov. Philostr., PA. 8, 19.

p. 335, 30 K. Of course, many only heard without seeing ; rit ko*

efSev Kal aAAot •qKoutrtr, Paus. 9, 39, 11. But it was the god they
heard.

>• Speaking of Zalmoxis among the Getae (cf. Str. 297 f.
; 762 ;

Hdt. iv. 95^. EM., ZaXft.), Mopsos in Cilicia. Amphilochos in

Akarnania, Amphiaraos and Trophonios—in fact, all of them daimones
who had oracles of Incubation—Or. (Cels, iii, 34. p. 293-4 L.) says :

they have temples and dyaAfiara as BMponois ovir o(&’ oirias iipvp^rots

if Tin Towtp, Sr .. . oiKoCair. They dwell within this iva Ktxh^pwpSrov
roror, vii, 35 (pp. 53-4 L.), cf. iii, 35 fin. In that place and only there

are such daimones visible. CWs.vii,35(p.53L.),ofthe temples of Amph.,
Troph., Mops. ; irSa ^r/olr iripmnottieif 9ta>ptto$ai 9eovt eat ov

^tvioiiirovs dAAd eal irapyeXs. • • S^trai ns avrovs ovx ane(
napappvSrras • • dAA' act rois fiovXeitirots SpihowTas (and so ever
present there). Aristid. i, p. 78 Di. [38. 21 K.), ‘Ap^dpaot tai
Tpo^tonos ir Boiom'f Kal 'Ap^thoxos ir AiruiXi^ Kot
^irarrai. On the extension beyond its original home of the cult

of such an Incubation-deity localization in a single spot was of course
relaxed. It was either disputed where his permanent habitation
really was (as in the case of Amph.), or else the god gradually ceased
to be bound to any one place, though still bound to certain places

in the sense that he could appear only there, and not anywhere he chose.

Such is the case with Asklepios and with various other daimones
equally bound origimtlly to a single spot, who then im^aivorToi.
iwi^irdtcnr, in certain other temples as well (cl. lor example, the
account of the Jwi^dreiat of Blachaon and Podaleirios in Adrotta given
bv Marin., V. Procli, 32 ; cf. Suid. Eiaritpios, from Damascius,
V. Isid.). But when inquiries are made of a god by Incubation the
god must always appear in perwn ; if be is absent no oracle can be
given. See the story of Amphiaraos in Pin., DO. 5, p. 412 A. In
the records of miracles of healing found in Epidauros the god himself
regularly comes to the sleeper in the Stvror (or else in the form of a
snake 'B^. 'Apx. 'S3, p. 215 f., U. 113-19), sometimes accompanied
by his iwi^perai (the Asklepiadai), cf. *£^. 'Apx. '85, p. 17 fi„ U. 38 ff.,

1 1 1 f. In the old miracle of Aristagora of Troezen (’Bd. ’Apx- '85.

15, 1. 10 B.) reported already by Hippys of Rhegion (which there
_ no rewn to donbt) at first only " the sons of the god ” appeared
to the sick woman ook iwiiaitoOrros airoO dAA’ Ir 'Bwiiavpip ISrros.

Only in the following night did AsUepios hinueli appear to her Uur
J( *SwiSaApov. Everywhere it is implied that dream-healing can
only take place through personal action of the god (cf. Ar., Pint.)

;
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later by the advice, at least, of the god, personally appearing to the
patient (see Zacher, Hermes, xxi, 472 f.) ; and this presumption is

explained by the fact that originally Incubation could only take place
at the actual spot where the god (or Hero) had his permanent abode.

** The viro^rjToi of the Dodonian Zeus the £fX\oi, aviirrovoSts

XanattCvai, U 234 f., were explained by some already in antiquity as
priests of an Incubation oracle (Bust., II., p. 1057, 64 ff.), Welcker
agreeing with them, Kl. Sckr. iii, 90 f. This view is founded solely

on the adj. which is not, however, to be separated from
aviJTTOiro&ts. But since AnirronoSts can have no connexion with
Incubation neither then can Both epithets refer obviously
to the special severity and simplicity of the life of the ZtXXoi, the
(ritual) reason for which it is true we do not know and have no
means of guessing.

** It remains indeed impossible to determine what moved the epic

to recognize in the Boeotian cave-daimon the Arrive seer Amphiaraos
(even during his life-time an adept in the incubation-mantic art acc.

to Pans. 2, 13. 7; cf. Did. in Gp. 2. 35, 8, p. 73, 14 ff. Beckh),
or why the heroized god Amphiaraos was turned into an Argive and
made a member of the prophetic family of Melampous otherwise
the foes of the Boeotian seers ; or, finally, why he was brought to

Boeotia as an enemy and then made to dwell for ever in that hostile

and alien land.
** Henry the Fowler in Sudemerberg : Kuhn and Schwartz. Nordd.

Sag., p, 185. The other examples in Grimm, ch. xxxii.—G. Voigt in

Sybcl's hist. Zeits. xxvi (1871), pp. 131-87, shows in his most lucid

account that it was not originally Frederick Barbarossa but Frederick II

whom the legend represented as* not dead but " lost ” and to whom the
expectation referred that he would come again some day. From the
fifteenth century the story begins to appear that he was dwelling in

Kyffh&user (or in a cave in the rocks near Kaiserslautern) ; the name
of Barbarossa docs not appear till the sixteenth century, and then
gradually predominates. But how it came about that from a definite

moment onwards the translated emperor was thought of as living on
in a hollow mountain is by no means clear from the written documents
alone or from the critical study of the evolution of the legend. Suddenly
and Mrithout intermediate steps the story assumes this shape, and it

can hardly be accounted for except on the view that it arose from the
combination of the Frederick legend with already existing Saga-
stories of translated Heroes or gods (as Voigt also suggests, p. 160).
” Grimm, pp. 959-61. Simrock, D. Myth.*, p. 144.—How easily

similar legends can apjiear spontaneously among different peoples

without interconnexion appears from the fact that translation legends

are also found not only in Greece but in distant Mexico ; see MflUer,

Gesch. am. Urrel. 582. Holy men who have " vanished " and are not
dead but live on in the depths of mountain caves, and are expected

one day to reappear on earth, occur in the legends of Mohammedan
peoples of the East ; A. v. Krcmer. CuUurg. Streifs. Geb. Islam, 50 ;

Gesch. Ideen Islam, 375 f., 378.
>• Ail Tpt^urlot Insc. from Lebadeia, Meister, B'dot. Ifisc. 423 (GDI

.

i, p. 163) ; otherwise only Tpe^wrlot (n. 407, 414, xarafSar iv Tpe^mnov
BCH. ’90, p. 21), Tpoptavl<p (n. 413) ; and side by side occur rS Al rv

BanA* it Ki) tO Tptpuivlv, etc. (n. 42S, 429, 430). Aioi'doai tvaraAJXtu

kotA xPV^M^* 4tAr TpaAmrlov Insc. from Labadeia in Stephani Reise

d. Geg. Hbrd. Grieehen, No. 47. Ins. from Leb. IGSept. i, 3077 (lst-2nd

cent. A.D.)—Str. 414 ; AtfidSeia Svov Aiis Tpopuvtov fiarTtiov iSptnai.
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liv. 45, 27, 8, Labadiae tem{dum lovis Trophonii adiit. Obs. 50
(a 1 10) Lebadiae Eutychides in templum lovis Trophonii degressus—

.

iiojtrttav is the name given to the oracle of Tr. in Phot, also and
Hesych. Atfidiaa.
” Aids ‘Aii^apdov itpdp (at Oropos)

;
[Dicaearch.] Descr. Gr. i,

§ 6 (i, 1(K> Mfl.). Even H3rpcrides in the speech for Euxenippos refers

throaghout to Amph. at Oropos as a god. Amph. in Or. 6 8tis
(lst-2nd cent, b.c.) ; IGS. i, 3498 ; 412 ; CIC. 1570a, 25, 30. 52.

Uv. 45, 27, 10 (in Oropos) pro deo vates antiquus colitur. Cic.

Div. i, 88 : Amphiaraum sic honoravit fama Graeciae, deus ut haberetur.
Pltttarch also, speaking of the embassy sent by Mardonios to the ancient
Theban oracle, calls Amph. Btds'. i>0. 5, p. 412 A. Acc. to Pans.

1, 34, 2, however, Amph. was first honoured as a god in Oropos.
•• Origen is expressing it in his own way, but he is quite right in

principle when he distinguishes the local gods remaining in the country-
side from the gods of Olympos, Ceh. iii, 35 fin.

:
/loxtfijpwr tainivw

aai rdvour iwl y^s trpoiearsiX^^drwr, inti r^s KaSapwr/pas oi iiSyavrat

x<dp<is Kal fftiordpas- He says of Asklepios, 5, 2 (p. 169 L.),

Stis /lip OP (tf del Si Xa^dtP oiksip r^i> y-^p aral tuantpsi ^vyis roC rdvov
rup 8*ap.
“ Aids iitydXov dapim^s- The word implies quite as much familiar

conversation as well as general intimacy with Zeus. The obscure
tppiatpos need not be considered here. In any case it is to be taken
closely with fiaaiXttM, next to which it stands, and not with Aids p-

dapioT^s (as many even ancient writers have done).
“ Intercourse of Minos with Zeus in the cave

:
[PI.] Min. 319 E.

(whence Str. 762), Ephorus ap. Str. 476
;
(from Eph. also Nic. Dam.

ap. Stob. FI. iv, 2, 25, p. 161 H.). V.M. i, 2, ext. 1. Here the
position of the cave is as a rule not precisely stated. But the Idaian
cave is generally meant and Max. Tyr. definitely refers to this one
as the place where Minos met Zeus, 38, 2 (p. 221 R.).

** Birth of Zeus in the cave : Alynlip Jp dpti Hcs., Th. 481 B.

Thence his mother bore him Is Adicrop 482 (cf. 477), which would be
near Ida ;

—

is AIktiip SchOmann. And, at any rate, the cave on Mt.
Dicte was the generally reputed place of Zeus' birth : [Apoll.] 1, 1, 6.

D.S. 5, 70, 6; Mela 2, 113 ; D.H. 2, 61 (who also makes Minos visit

Zens there). At Praisos rd roO Aurralov Aids Updp

:

Str. 475-8.
Others, indeed, mention Ida as the place of the birth of Zeus : D.S.
5, 70. 2, 4 ; A.R. iii, 134. Both the holy caves are thus continually
rivals ; but it appears that the legend of the birth of Zeus was
ottodpally localized at the Diktaian cave, that of his intercourse with
Minos chiefly

' . — ,

Kronos, ii, i

** Max. Tyr. 16, I (cf. 38, 3 ;
prob. from Max. only, Theod. Met.

Miu. c. 90, p. 580 Mfl.). Cf. Rh. Mus. 35, 161 f. Max. speaks of

the cave of Diktaian Zeus, perhaps only inexactly and by oversight.

It would be to Ida rather and its cave which rose above Knoesos,
the home of Epimenides, that the legend would make him go on
pilgiimage. So, too, D.L. viii, 1. 3, of P^agoras, odp
*Smuirp{Sn KarBXOsp sis rd ’/Salop iprpop. Pyth. in the Idaian cave,
Poiph,. VP. 17.

** S<^, Plat., Lm. i, introd. (p. 372 Herxn.) and Lw. 625 B,
see Lob.. Agl. 1121. (Aids '/Salop udor^s, Enr., Crei. Jr. 472, 10 N.)

Recently tite Idaian cave of Zeus has been rediscovered high up in

the monntains, a ^y’s journey from Knoesos fFabridus, Atk. Mtitk.,

vol. X, 89 tt.). Remains of votive offerings of antiquity have been
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found, but only before the entrance to the cave iv ru aroitl<p roC ivrpov
(where Thphr. had already remarked the like, Hp. 3, 3, 4) ; in^e
the cave, which, like a vaulted tomb, consisted of two chambers,
only traces of the cult from Roman times were found. It seems
from this that the sacrificial ritual of the previous period did not
reach further than the entrance of the cave (as was the case also at
the temple of Troph. at Lebadcia)

;
while the interior of the cave

as the seat of the god himself was only entered by Mystai and priests
(the birth-chamber was not to be approached at all : Boios, ap. Ant.
Ub. 19).

*• Porph., VP. 17, p. 25 N. : e«r Si tS ’ISatov KaXoviitvov avrpop
KUTafias ipialxaiv fi^Xavaras vo/ufo/iA-oj rpis ivv^a {cl. Nauck on S., OC.
483) ^pipas ixti SUrpii^tv *cot KaOrjyiatv rip AU, t6v tc aropvvptvov avr^
KOT irot 9pivov i9t6.iia.ro. The historical truth of the story of Pyth.’s
visit to the cave need not be discussed here, but we may assume the
credibility of the details given of the cult of Zeus in the cave and the
customary ceremonial of pilgrimage to it. (The story comes from
relatively good sources, Gr. Roman, p. 254.)—The long time spent
in the cave (i.e. in the wide and lofty outer chamber) has its companion
picture in what Str. 649 says of Xap<iviov at Acharaka, Plu., Gen. Soc.

21, 590 B., of the cave of Trophonios. It was necessary also to
Spend several days in the Aaipovos aya9o0 leai in
preparation for the descent into the cave : Paus. 9, 39, 5. The (to

Zeus) aroptrSptvos Kor' trot 9p6vot has nothing to do with the
Korybantic Opopiapot (see Hiller, Hermes, 21, 365). What is meant
is in any case a UctisUrnium : thus in Athens it was usual to kXIvuiv

orpwaat r^ /TAotfroiw, CIA. ii, 948-50; to Asklepios {CIA. ii, 453b
11): to Attis, CIA. ii, 622 ; (in Cos at the itviopos of Herakles, Ins.
Cos 36b, 22), etc. The 0p6vos {orpmvvtiy Bpovovs Silo for a goddess
CIA

.

ii, 624, 9, 10) appearing instead of a $eXivri is possibly in accordance
with ancient ritual. Thus in the so-called feasts of the dead in ancient
times the Hero is represented on a throne while later he reclines on
the kXIvt). Thus in Rome besides lectisUrnia we sometimes have
sellislernia especially for female deities: Comm. I.ud. Saec., 1. 71 ;

101 ; 138 [D^au, ii, 1, p. 282 ; CIL. vi, 32] and elsewhere.
•’ Acc. to Ennius, EuX. 73 Vahl. (ap. Lactant. i, 11, and ap. Min.

Eel. xxi, 1) Euhemeros spoke of the grave of Zeus. Call., h. Jov.
8-9, clearly attacks the fable of Zeus’ grave in Crete. It seems to
me very probable that Eub . had taken up the story as one that evidently
suited his cheap pragmatical interpretation of myths and bad intro-

duced it into literature. It wouM be Euh. then whom Call., loc.

cit., was attacking as he did elsewhere the ytpuv and his

dStKa PtfiXia {fr. 86).
•• The grave of Zeus in Crete is spoken of without exact specification

of the place by Call., loc. cit., Cic., ND. iii, 53 ; D.S. 3, 61. 2 ; Mela
ii. 112; Luc., Tim. 6, J. Tr. 45, Socr. 10, D. Cone. 6 ; Min. xxi, 8;
Firm., Err. Prof. Rel. vii, 6. Euhemeros ap. Min. xxi, 1, speaks of

the Diclmi lovis septtlcrum obviously inexactly, for acc. to Lact.

i, 11, he made the grave in oppido Cnosso far from Mt. Dicte. Even
there he means not " in ” but ** near ” Knossos, i.e. on Mt. Ida. For
the fact that it was on Mt. Ida wo have the testimony of Varro de

liloralibus ap. Solin. 1 1, p. 81, 12-15 Momms. Finally, the situation of

the grave within the Idaian cave is clear from Porph., VP. 17, p. 25 N.
*• Hence the story of the grave of Zeus (when not denied outright

aa by Call.) was lUlegoriaed ; Celsus hinted at Tpomreis inorolat

:

Or.. Cals, iii, 48. p. 8OT L. ;
cf. Miiloetr., FS. p. 76, 15 fi. K.
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*• Examples are frequent in the mythology of Oriental, and
generally but not exclusively Semitic. Moples. It is generally
“ Kronos*’ who is buried (cf. Mayer, Myth. Lex. ii, 1487 ff.) ; at other
times Astarte. Adonis, the Phrygian Attis. *' Hcrakles.” and others.

Cf. also the stories of the Heroes sleeping eternally in Sardinia (Rh.

A/MS. 35, 157 £F. ; 37, 485 £f.) ; and of I^agos and the other ayptot

flfot (or flcol AyptXi ? JHS. 10. 57, 55) who *' were made immortal ”

on Mt. Kragos in Lykia (St. Byz. Kpdyos) ; they, too, were thought of
as sleeping, and not " dead ”, as Eust. on D.P. 847 expresses it.

Varro, LL. vii, 17. p. 124 Sp.*. compares the shape of the Omphalos
with a theeaurus, i.e. with one of the vaulted buildings which used to
be called treasuries, but which have now been undoubtedly proved to

be really vaulted graves. On a smaller scale (as vase paintings show)
the ofi^aAor had the shape generaJly given to the dwelling-places

made for the spirits of the departed who dwelt below the earth, as
well as that of the abodes of other earth-spirits ; even the yaofia

y^i over the cavern of Trophonios was of this shape, Paus. 9, 39, 10.

Was this dome-shape especially connected with earth-spirits who had
mantic powers ? The Delphic ** omphalos ” was even used as a
technical expression to describe this *' tholos ” shape ; thus the
op^aAoi (of ^(aAat) xai T<ut> fiaXavtttov o! 86Xoi napofioioi, Ath. 501 D. K.
(cf. Hesych, BaXaveiofi^dXovt, AB. 225, 6). It was called op^aXit Frjt

because sacred to the earth-goddess. It was later interpreted '* navel
i.e. middle point of the earth, by mistake, and then fabulous accounts
made up to explain this.

*• Modern writers have adopted the view that Dionysos was buried
under the Omphalos: e.g. Enmann, Kypro% u. Ursp. ApXrod.,
S. Petersb., I8w. p. 47 ff. But closer examination shows that all

that we have good authority for is that the 6p<^aX6s was Pythoms
tumuius (Varro, LL. \-ii, 17. p. 124 Sp.), rd^t toC /Ivffcuvos (Hesych.
s. Tofiov fiotndt). Dionysos, on the other hand, was buried at Delphi,
napi rir 'AndXXioi’a roe xpoaoGv (Pbilocboros ap. Sj’nc. 307, 4 ff. Di. :

Eus. Arm. = Hier. Chr., pp. 44-5 Sch. : Mahal., p. 45. 7 Di.. from
Africanus acc. to Gclzer, Afnc. i, 132 f.), i.e. he was buried i

’

diuTov (cf. Paus. 10, 24, 5), or. what comes to the same thing, napa
rd xpsfor^piov (Plu., Is. el O. 35, 385 A.), napa roe rplnoia (Call,

ap. Tz. Lyc. 208 ; cf. E.M. JfXt^oi). The tripod stood in the Adyton
(D.S. 16, 26; Str. 419; cf. Hdt. vii, 140). Whether the du^aXds
^so stood in the Adyton (or whether as some think, in the Celia of

the Temple) cannot b« made out lot certain though it seems probable.
No one, however, made the grave of Dionysos under the Omphalos
except Tat., Gr. viii, p. 40 Ott. [p. 9. 16 ff. Schw.] ; 6 dfi^oXis rd^ot
iori Atovvaov, and the statement of this very careless pamphleteer
cannot stand against the witness of Varro, etc. It is plain that Tatian
confused the two " graves ”, as Hyg. 140 and Serv. {A

.

iii, 92 ; iii, 360 ;

vi, 347) did, reversing the process and making the tripod into the
grave of the Python. The real tradition knew, besides the nave of
Dionysos near the tripod, the grave of Python in the Omphalos of

bis mother Gaia. This was never seriously denied ; doubt might
rather have been believed to linger over the question, who then was
preserved in the tripod ? Porph., VP. 18, p. 25, 0 ft. N., says that
It was Apollo himself, or possibly an Apollo the son of Silenos. This
absurdity seems to go back to Enhemeros (cf. Minuc. xxi, 1 ; worthless
is Fulgeotins Expos., 2, p. 769 Stav. p. 112, 3 Helm), and may
be merely a frivolous jest. (Too much respect is paid to this tradition
by K. O. Mailer, Jntrod. to Scienl. Myth., p. 24«.)
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” That the snake killed by Apollo was the guardian of the old
navrtiov x^ivtov we have on unimpeachable authority (testim. collected

by Th. Schreiber, Apollo Pythoktonos, p. 3) : esp. Eur., IT. 1245 ff.

Call., /r. 364 ;
voiyrai acc. to Paus. 10, 6, 6, who say that {tov

n^Suva) trrt tw fiavrtli^ ^uXaxa viri P^s rfrdx^cu ktA. That the
struggle was for the oracle is shown briefly and plainly by [Apollod.]

1, 4, I, 3 ; <ur SI d ^povpwv rd [iavT€tov TIvBtov o4>tt ixioXviv avrov
(’AirdAAoiva) naptXBtiv ini to yaopa (the oracular cleft), toCtov dvcAcui'

ri payrttov irapaXapPivti. The snake form is proper to earth-spirits,,

and, as earth-spirits always have mantic power, to oracle-spirits.

Trophonios appeared as a snake and so did Asklepios. There can be
no doubt that the Delphian SpaKotv is the embodiment of the pre-
Apolline oracle-daimon. Thus Hesych. says exactly IlvBtuv Saipovtov
pairriKor (elaborated in Hyg. 140). Cf. Act. 16'*.—Supporters of the
doctrine of the Greek " religion of Nature ” find even in the legend of
Apollo’s fight with the snake an allegorical version of a physical fart

tending to become an ethical one. I cannot regard such an allegory

as primitive.
’* An instructive parallel may be added. In [Clem.] Horn. 5, 22,

p. 70. 32 Lag., there is mention of a. grave of Plouton iv rg ’Ayepovolif.

Xlpvj). This may be explained as follows. At Hermione Hades
under the name of Klymenos was honoured together with Demeter
XBovia and Kore. Pausanias knew well that Klymenos was a titular

name (dw/icAi/<ns) of Hades (2, 35, 9), but his rejection of the opinion
that Klymenos was a man from Argos who had come to Hermione
(as founder of the Chthonic cult) shows that this was the general view.
Behind the temple of Chthonia lay xwfn'a d KaXovoiv 'EppiovtU ri piy
KXvpirov, TO Si TlXo^rtaros, to rpirov Si avrwy X(pyj)y 'Axtpovoiav.
.At this Xipyii 'Ax<povaU it is possible that a grave of Hades, trans-
formed into the Hero Klymenos, may have been shown. This Clemens
referred to, but instead of Klymenos or Hades used inaccurately the
name more familiar to later times, Plouton.

•* KaS 8' iy ’AB-^yj)o' ttoty, i<p cvl nion yi)u>. These words may be
kept in mind in order to explain the mysterious narrative in Hesiod
Th. 987 ff. of Phaethon whom Aphrodite wpr’ iytpti^apivi) ital piy
iaBiotf ivi vijon yi/onoXoy piigtoy wotijo'oTo, Salpoya Stay. Aphr., in

fact. *' translated '' Phaethon alive and made him immortal—within
her own temple just as Athene had Ereclitheus. Perhaps Phaethon
was translated beneath the ground under the temple—the adj. piig^or

may mean this. Beol piSgtot are those that rule over the pvxos of
a house, e.g. over the BdXapoi as the inmost chamber ; thus ’A^poSiVi)

pvvla (Ael., H.i. x, 34). Ar/rd) pvyla (Plu. ap. Eus., PE. iii, 1, 3,

p. 84 c.). A goddess called simply Mvgla, ins. fr. Mytilene, GDI. 255.
But uuxMJi could also mean dwellers in the depths of the earth (pvxv
xBoyis tvpvoSelris, Hes., Th. 119; more commonly in the plural pvx^i
xBov6s, see Markland on Eur., Sup. 545 ; cf. *A{8or p-vgoi, AP. vii, 213, 6
(Archias) ; also pogos eiotPioiy, iBayartav under the earth, Epigr.
Gr. 241 a, 18; 658 a; Eh. Mus. 34. 192). Thus (of the Erinyes)
Orph. H. 69, 3, viri KfvBtaiy oIkC igovoai ayrpip iy i/epofm.

Phot. 274, 18, pvgSntSoy' yyr piBos,
•• That the plv of line 550 refers to Erechtheus and not Athene

is shown by the context ; Schol. BL. states it expressly. Athene
cannot have been intended to accept the offering of bulls and rams,
' 9ijA«o rg ABvy^ Biovmv. And, in fact, cows, not bulls, were offered

> Atnene
; cf. P. Stengel, quaest. saer., p. 4-5, Berl. 1879.

•’ See Wachsmnth, Bet. sHchs. Cm. Wist., p. 399 ff., 1887.
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** Thus there was, at the temple of Palaimon on the Isthmus, an
dISvroi* KcUotffMvor, KtiSoSos Si it aSri iwiftatt, Ma Si) rov /TaXafftoi'o

KfKsil^^at (i,e. not dead and buried) ^aafv. Paus. 2, 2, 1,

*' Kpiwrtt Ear., Ion, 292.—^Erechtheus ab love
Neptuni rogatu fulmine est ictus, Hyg. 46. That is only another
kind of tras^tion.

** We need not here speak of the relationship between Erechtheus
and Poseidon, with whom he was eventually merged.
“ Oem. Al. Prolr. iii, p. 39 P. (with Amob. and the others who

copy him) ;
[ApoUod.] 3, 14, 7, 1. Clemens (quoting Antiochos of

Syi^use) mentions a grave of Kekrops on the citadel. It is uncertain
what is the relation between this and the Kttcpiwtov known from insc.

CIA

.

i, 322, and ri to6 Kittpowos Upiv on the citadel (Decree honouring
the Epheboi of the tribe Kekropis in the year 333 : BCH. '89, p. 257.
1 . 10).

** 'YanvOiott npi r^t roC ’AviXiaivot Bvaiat it roGror 'YoKlvStp

rip fia/iip 8ta Bipat ipoyifovmp' ip apiortp^ Si iarip ij Bipa
ToO paitoG. Pans. 3, 19, 3. We shall meet with similar examples in

treating of the sacrifices made to Heroes. This naive sacrificial rite

regularly presumes the physical presence of the god or "spirit” in

the place underground into which the offerings are poured or thrown
(as in the iiiyapa of Demcter and Kore, etc.).

** The story of HyaUnthos is found in its familiar form in the i^ts
of the Hellenistic period and their imitators, Nikander, Bion, Ovid,
etc. : already Simmias and Eupborion had told it (see Welcker.
Kt. Sch. i, 24 fi. ; and G. Knaack, yf noi. AUxandrino-romana, p. 60 ff.).

It may even reach back to earlier times ; the death of H. caused by
Apollo's discus-throw is mentioned by Eur., Hel. 1472 ff., though he
does not spe^ of the love of Apollo for H. As the story was generally

given, and, indeed, as it had already been implicitly told by Nikias,

it bad no local colouring and no importance as local legend. It was
not ever even an aetiological mvtb for it could only account in the roost

general way for the melancholy character of the Hvakinthos festival

and not at all for the peculiar features of its ritual. It is an erotic

myth leading up to a metamorphosis, like so many others of its

kind, in substance, it is true, closely related the Linos myth, etc.,

with which it is generally compared—and in accordance with the
fashionable theory interpreted as an allegory of the spring blossom
fading beneath the beat of the sun. It is, in fact, a regular mythological
theme (the death through the cast of the discus occurring for example
in the stories of Akrisios, Kanobos, Krokos (see Hanpt, Opusc. lii.

574 f. In F%ilo ap. Galen, xiii. 268, read v. 13 ^iBioto, v. 15 p»haps
Ktlpov Si) oraBfiip). We cannot tell how far the flower Hywnthos
had anything to do with the Amyklaian Hyakinthos (cf. Hemsterbuis,
Lucian ii, p. 291 Bip.)

;
perhaps nothing at all—there were no hyacinths

used in the Hyaldnthia. The similarity of the name may have suggested
this addition to the metamorphosis story to the Hellenistic poets.

** Certainly not as Apollo's ipufitpot (as which Hauser, Pkilol.

52, 218, in spite of the beard, regards the Hyakinthos of the Amyklaian
^tar). Bemtied srotSted are unthinkable as every reader of the Anth.
Pal. knows. The most ancient form of the story, as implied in the
sculpture at Amyklai, neither knows anything of the love of Apollo
and Hyakinthos nor conseqnently of the latter’s early death, etc.

** The 'YoKwBlStt at Athens were regarded as the daughters
(strangely migrated to Athens) of the ** Lacedaemonian ** Hyakinthos.
i.e. the one buried in Antyklai See St. Bys. ilewfe ; Harp,
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'YaxivdlSts [Apollod.] 3, 15, 8, 5-6; Hyg. 238 (Pbanodemos ap.
Suid. Tlapdivoi arbitrarily identifies the 'YuKivBlSts with the 'Yahts
or daughters of Erechtheus. So also [Dem.] 60. 27). This idea implies
a form of the story in which Hyak. did not die while still a boy or a
half-grown youth as in the metamorphosis version.—That the figure

of Hyakinthos on the sculpture at Amyklai had a beard is expressly
mentioned by Paus. 3, 19, 4, as conflicting with the fresh youthfulness
of Hyakinthos as Nikias (second half fourth century) with reference

to the love-story had represented him in his famous picture
'YdnvBov, Nic., Th. 905). Paus. § 5, expressly raises a doubt as to
the truth of the traditional fable about H.*s death.

vpo Trjt ToC 'AnoXXwvos Bvolas, Paus. 3, 19, 3. More than once
it is stated that at a particular festival sacrifice to the Hero preceded
that to the god (cf. Waissner, de heroum ap. Gr. cultu, p. 48 fif.).

Probably the reason in all such cases is that the cult of the *' Hero ”

(or god turned Hero) is older in that particular spot than the worship
of the god whose cult had only been adopted there at a later time.

Thus in Plataea at the Daidaiia sacrifice was made to Leto before
Hera (npoBvtvBai) : Plu. ap. Eus., PE. iii, 84 C; there it is quite
evident that the cult of Hera was adopted later. Perhaps even the
form of the word 'YaxirBos implies that it was the name of an ancient
deity worshipped already by the pre-Greek inhabitants of the
Pcloponnese. See Kretschmer, Einl. in Gesch. gr. Spr. 402-5.

'YaxlvBip tvaylHovatp. Paus. 3, 19, 3.
•• The second day of the festival was sacred to Apollo and not to

Hyakinthos: tok Beor fSovmv Atb. 139 E. (It has been rightly said

that this was when the iratdv mentioned by Xen., HG. 4, 5, 11, must
have been sung.) It is impossible to deny, with Unger, Philol. 37,

30, the cheerful character of this second day of the festival as described
by Polykrates ap. Ath. 139 E, F. It is true that Didymus (whose
words Athenaeus is quoting) begins in a way (139 D) that might
lead one to suppose that all three days of the twv 'YaxivBiiov Bvoia Sid

TO irdvBoi t6 ytvdfitvov (yivofiryor ?) vfpi rov ' YaxirBov were passed
in gloom without festivity, crowns, feasting, or Paean, etc. But he
refutes himself afterwards in his description of the second day of the
festival, at which not merely at the performances but at the sacrifice

and the banquetings festivity reigns supreme. We can only suppose
that his language at the beginning is inaccurate, and that he means
what he says of the solemnity of the occasion "because of the mourning
for Hyakinthos ” to be taken as limited like the mourning itself to

the first day of the feast.
** Hesvcli. /7oAi!)3nia' Beds rtr vir’ ivltov piv *i4pr(/iir, vird 84 aXXuiv

Kopi). Cf. K. O. Mailer, Dorians, i. 361 ('ApTtpus there probably as
Hekate)

.

*• Another view of the combined worship of Apollo and Hyakinthos
at Amyklai is taken by Enmann, Kypros, etc., 35. In this as elsewhere
he relies on certain opinions adopted from H. D. Mailer’s mythological
writings, which must be approved of in general before they can be
found enlightening as appli^ to any particular case.

** As happened in the case of Hyakinthos, too, in the scene repre-

sented on the Amyklaian altar, Paus. 3, 19, though nothing can be
deduced from this as to his original nature.

*• The oracular activity of Asklepios plays a subordinate part in

the usual accounts of him in comparison with bis powers of healing.

But originally they were closely united (as was usually the case with
earth spirits). Apollodorus v. Bt&v ap. Macrob. 1, 20, 4, puts it dis-
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tinctly ; scribit quod Aesculapius divinationihus et auguriis pracsii

.

CelsuS calls Asklepios titpytroOvra <rai to fiiXXovra npoXiyovra oXais

niXtmv ivaKtiiidvais iavr^. Or., Cels, iti, 3, pp. 255-6 L.
** See Appendix I.

“Cicero quoting the pragmatical " tkeologi" says. ND. iii, 57,

Aesculapius (the second one) fulmine percussus dicitur humatus esse

Cynosuris (the district of Sparta ? From a similar source come Clem. Al..

Protr. ii. p. 26 P. ; Lyd., Afeiis. iv. 90. p. 164 Wilnsch) ; of the third

AsU., Cic. § 57 says: cuius in Arcadia non longe a Lusio flumine

sepulcrum et lucus ostenditur. Even the temple of Asklepios in

Epidauros was regarded by many as the place of his grave if we are

to believe the Clementine v. 21, Rec. x, 24 (sepulcrum demon-
strator in Epidauro Aesculapii).
“ The chthonic character of Asklepios is shown specially by the fact

that not only are snakes sacred and dedicated to him but that he
himself was actually thought of as a snake (cf. Welckcr, Oolterl. ii.

734). Tijr vats (Hdt. i, 78) ; deities who dwell in the earth, and
afterwards " Heroes ’* (in the later sense), appear in the form of snakes

as xfionei. Since such earth-spirits generally have oracular powers
the snake is an oracular animal ; but that is a secondary’ development.
The offer of a cock, too (as by Sokrates before his departure to the

underworld), points to the chthonic character of Ask., for it was a
sacrifice also made to Heroes. Thus the at Athens were frequented

by the priests of Asklepios (C/j1. ii, 453 b) ; cf. Kbhler, ritt. Mtitk.

vol. ii, 245 f. (Sacrificial pit, fiiSpas, for this chthonic worship in the
Asklepieion at Athens ? see Kdhler, ib. 254.)
“ The connexion between Amphiaraos and Asklepios is shown

also by the fact that laso, one of the allegorical figures attached to
Asklepios, though generally the daughter of Askl. (e.g. £A/. 434, 17

‘laati with Sylb. ; cf. Herond. iv, 6), was probably also regarded as
the daughter of Amph. : Sch. Ar.. Plu/. 701. Hesych. s.v. (her
portrait in the temple at Oropos, Paus. 1, 34, 3). So, too, 'AAiravSpor

the son of Trophonios (Charax. ap. Scbol. Ar.. Sub.. 508, p. 500 Bk.)
seems to be the same as ’AXeatr, the Asklcpiad daimon whose priest
Sopbokles was. The portraits of Trophonios followed the type of the
Asklepios statues : Paus. 9. 39. 3-4. Troph. son of Valens ( = Ischys)

and Koronis, and brother of Asklepios; Cic., SP. iii, 56, acc. to the
iheologi. With good reason, considering their intrinsic affinity,

Trophonios, Amphiaraos, Amphilochos. and the Asklepiadai are men-
tioned side by side by Aristid. i, p. 78 D.

*’ Sulla counted Amphiaraos a " god ’* and hence the territory

belonging to his temple at Oropos was excepted from the lease for the
collection of taxes granted to the Koman pubheani. The Roman
Senate allowed this to stand, ins. from Oropos 'E4>. 'Apx-- 1884,
p. 101 fl. : Hermes, 20, 268 ff. ; the publicani had denied immortalis
esse ullos qui aliquando homines fuissent. Cic., SD. iii, 49. Thus only
the fact that he was now a god was claimed by the other side—it was
not denied that he bad once been a mortal. Paus. again 8, 2, 4,

mentions Amph. among the $eoi who iylrovro if irBpwnojv ; so too
Varro ap. Sen. A. viii, 275; cf. Apul., D. Soc. IS fin. ; also Philo,
Leg. ad Gatutn, § 78, ii, p. 557 M.



CHAPTER IV

Heroes

§ 1

When about the year 620 Drakon at Athens for the first

time collected and committed to writing the customary law
of his country he also ordained that the gods and the national

Heroes should be honoured together according to ancestral

usagp.^

We are thus for the first time introduced to Heroes as beings

of a higher kind, mentioned side by side with the gods, and
like them to be worshipped with regularly offered sacrifice.

Their cult, like that of the gods, is by implication of long

standing : it does not have to be reorganize, but is merely
established in the form ancestral ordinances had given it.

We see at this turning-point of Greek religious development
how defective our knowledge is of the history of religious

ideas in primitive Greece. This is our earliest record, and it has
been preserved to us by a mere accident, but it points back-
wards and beyond itself to a long previous history in the

worship of such guardian deities of the country—of which,

however, we have hardly a scrap of early evidence.* We should

in fact, from the meagre remains of the literature that is so

important from this point of view, especially the lyric poetry

of the seventh and early sixth centuries, hardly have derived

a suspicion of the existence of this quite un-Homeric element

in the religious life of Greece.* When at last the stream of

surviving literature begins to flow more broadly, then, indeed,

the Heroes are often referred to. Pindar’s Hjinns of Victory

and Hcrodotos' History cover the generations that lived

through the Persian wars and the following fifty years. From
them we can see with overwhelming distinctness how strong

at that time was the belief in the existence and potency of

Heroes even among men of education who had not been too

much influenced by the fashionable enlightenment of the time.

In the beliefs of the people, in the religious customs of

countries and cities, the national Heroes have their recognized

place beside the gods. The representatives of states swear

by the gods and the Heroes of the country :
* it is to the gods

and Heroes of Greece that the pious attribute the victory over

the Barbarians.* So well established, indeed, was the vali(hty

of the Greek belief in Heroes that even the Persian magi in

the army of Xerxes made libation by night in the Troad to

the Heroes buried there.*
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§ 2

If now we inquire into the nature and essence of this species

of higher beings that was as yet unknown to, or disregarded

by, the epic we get little information on the subject from direct

statements as to tlieir nature by writers of antiquity. We can,

however, learn a great deal about them from what we are told

of individual Heroes and more particularly from what we know
of the peculiar nature of the religious worship paid to them.’
The Heroes were worshipped with sacrifice like the gods ;

but these sacrifices were very different from the offerings that

were made to the Olympians.® They differ in time, place, and
character. Sacrifice was made to the gods in broad daylight,

to Heroes towards evening or at night ;
• and not on raised

altars, but on low, and sometimes hollow, sacrificial hearths

close to the ground.'® For them were slain animals of black

colpur and male se.\," and in sacrificing, the heads of the

animals were not turned upwards towards heaven as they
were when offered to the gods, but were bent down to the

ground.'* The blood of these animals was allowed to run down
into the ground or into the sacrificial hearth, that the Heroes
might have their “ appeasement of blood The carcas.s

was completely burnt, for no living man might taste of it.**

This peculiar mode of worshipping the Heroes w’as in strict

u.sage described by a different name from that used of the

sacrifices to the go^s.** On special occasions a sacrificial meal
of cooked food was prepared, to which the Hero was invited

as a guest.** They are near by in the earth itself, and there is

no need in their case, as for the Olympians, to send up the

savour of sacrifice in smoke to heaven.

This sacrificial ritual is in those features which distinguish

it from that commonly in use for the gods of Olympos precistdy

identical with that by which the g«ls who dwelt under the

earth, and, later, even the souls of dead men, were honoured.
This will seem quite natural if we regard the Heroes as closely

related to the chthonic deities on the one hand, and to the

dead on the other. In fact, they are nothing else than the
spirits of dead men who now dwell beneath the earth, immortal
hke the gods of that underworld, and almost equal to them
in power. Their real nature as the souls of great men of the
past, who have died but have not been deprived of conscious

existence, is made plain by another mode of doing honour
to them originally belonpng to them and them only— I mean
the yearly repeated celebration of Funeral Games.

Athletic contests for chieftains at the funeral of a prominent
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one of their number were known to Homer, and we have
already referred to them among other relics in epic poetry
of a once powerful cult of souk.*’ But Homer knew nothing
of their repetition, and certainly not of an annual recurrence

of such funeral celebrations.** Games celebrated afresh after

the lapse of a definite period became known to the Greeks
only when the cult of Heroes had reached its maturity. Many
of these contests were connected perpetually with the yearly

festivals of individual Heroes, and were intended to honour
their memory.** Even in historical times, generally on the

command of the Delphic oracle, annual contests were
instituted in honour of Heroes.*® It was the mode of worship
proper to Heroes, and men realized that in holding such
contests they were really repeating the funeral ceremonies of

a dead man.** The cult of Heroes was the earliest breeding
ground of the Agon, that most characteristic feature of Greek
life and school of the individualism that made the greatness

of Greece. It was not unreasonable that afterwards many of

the victors at the great Agdnes were themselves raised by
popular superstition to the number of the Heroes. The greatest

Games of all, to which all Greece assembled, the Pythian,
Olympian, Nemean, and Isthmian, were during the historical

period, it is true, celebrated in honour of gods ; but that they
had been originally instituted as Funeral Games of Heroes and
only subsequently transferred to higher g\iardianship was, at

any rate, the general opinion of antiquitj-.**

§3
The Heroes are, then, spirits of the dead, and not a species

of inferior deities or “ demigods ”
;

** and ([uite distinct again

from the “daimones” known to later speculative thought and,

indeed, to popular superstition. These latter are divine spirits

of a lower order
;
but spirits which have always been exempt

from death becau.se they have nev'er entered into the finite

existence of men. The Heroes on the other hand have once
been living men ; from being men they have become Heroes,

and that only after their death.*® Furthermore, they have now
entered upon a higher stage of existence as a special class of

beings who are named by the side of gods and men.*® In them
we meet with something quite unknown to the Homeric
poems—souls which after their death and separation from
the body have a higher imperishable life.

But though the Heroes have once been men. it does not

follow that all men become Heroes after their death. On the

contrary, the Heroes, even though their number was not fixed
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and limited, but continually admitted additions, remained an
exception, a select minority which for that reason alone can be

contrasted with ordinary humanity. The chief figures, the

outstanding representatives of this heroic company, we may
say, were those w’hose lifetime was fixed by legend or history

in the distant past—w'ho were in fact the ancestors of later

humanity. The worship of Heroes is not, then, a cult of souls,

but in a narrower sense a cult of ancestors. Even their name,
as it appears, distinguishes the Heroes as men of the past. In

the Iliad and the Odyssey " Hero ” is the honourable title of

chieftains, and also, genei^y, of all free men.** Poetry of later

centuries, so far as it touched upon the events of the legendaiy-

past, continued to use the word " Hero ” in this sense. But
when in post-Homeric times the speaker, whether he is a

poet or prose-writer, regards the matter from the point of

view of contemporary life, then by “ Hero ”, if he is referring

to a man at all, he means a man of those days when, according

to the Homeric poems, this honourable title was still in use

among living men—he refers in a word to men belonging to

the l^endary past celebrated in poetry.** In Hesiod’s

narrative of the Five Ages of Men, the use of the word Hero is

confined to the Champions of the wars at Thebes and Troy ;

they are called, as though by their special name, the " divine

race of Heroes ”.** For Hesiod the " Heroes ” are by no means
the transfigured dead of past generations." He knows well

enough of .such transfigured dead of a still earlier past, but
these he calls " Daimones ”. And so, too, when in after times

the name of Hero is applied to these favomed individuals who
enjoy a higher life after their death, the name which in

itself did not imply the higher nature of such depauied spirits

is evidently intended to show that the lifetime of those Avho had
received this privilege after their death occurred in a legendary
past. As these men of the distant past had been " Heroes

”

during their life, so, too, they must be called after their death.
But the meaning of the word Hero has undergone a change,
and now contains the additional notion of unending trans-

figured existence. The worship of the Heroes reve^ itself

as something quite new, a form of religious belief and cult,

of which the Homeric poems at least gave no inkling. And,
indeed, the conception of such transfigured ancestral souls

living on in a higher state must have b^n a novel one, if no
special word of ancient coinage could be found to express it,

and a long-standing word of the epic vocabulary had to be
pressed into a new sense.

Whence came this new thing ? If we try to derive it from
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a natural process of development in the Homeric view of life

we shall find ourselves in the greatest perplexity when it comes
to showing the connecting links between two such widely
different conceptions. It would not avail us much to say that

the prestige of the epic was such that those whom it had
honoured in song must have appeared so glorious and
distinguished among mankind that it was natural for later

imagination to transform them to demigods and to worship
them as such. The Homeric poems, so violently opposed to

any idea of a conscious or active existence of the soul after

death, could hardly have brought it about that those very
champions whom it had represented as indeed dead and
departed to the distant land of Hades should be regarded as

still living and exercising an influence from out their graves.

Moreover, it is in the highest degree improbable that in

the process of historical development it should have been
just the champions of the epic from whose worship the cult

of Heroes arose ; for in cult, at any rate, with negligible

exceptions, those champions played little part. And, indeed,

that any cult at all should have arisen from the mere
suggestions of fancy, such as the epic offered, is in itself

unlikely. And it is essentially upon a religious cult that the
belief in Heroes is founded.

In fact after all that has been hitherto shown, what we see

most plainly is the contrast between the belief in Heroes and
Homeric conceptions. The fanciful thought of the translation

of individuals to Islands of the Blest or the unde^ound
dwellings did not itself conflict with the implications of

Homeric eschatology. The miraculous preservation in an
immortal existence of men whom the gods loved did not
involve the separation of soul from body, nor the consequence
of that separation—the dim borderland existence of the dis-

embodied soul. But the belief in Heroes was a different

matter
;
that involved the continuation of a conscious mode

of being, in the neighbourhood of the living, after death, and
in spite of the separation of soul from body. This directly

contradicts Homeric psychology. We should have to give up
the attempt altogether to bring this new belief into any real

relationship with earlier development—if we could not draw
upon what we have learnt from our previous investigations.

In the Homeric poems themselves, in striking contrast with
the general conception there prevailing of the insubstantiality

of the disembodi^ soul, we found vestiges of a once-vigorous

cult of the soul which implied the existence of a corresponding

belief in the conscious after-life of the soul and its lingering
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in the neighbourhood of the living. From the study of Hesiod’s

picture of the Five Ages of Men, we saw that, in fact, vestiges

of an ancient belief in the continued and enhanced existence

of dead men, of which no clear trace remained in Homer,
had been preserved at least in occasional remote corners of the

Greek countryside. But it was only the dead of a legendary

past who were regarded by Hesiod as " Daimones ”
: the poet

could relate no similar marvels from more recent periods, and
still less of men in his own lifetime. Thus, we have in this case

traces of ancestor-worship indeed, but not of a general worship
of souls that is elsewhere the normal development of the
worship of ancestors. So, then, in the worship of Heroes,

what we have before us is not a general cult of the soul but
a cult of ancestors. We may express the matter in this way :

in the cult of the " Hero ” a still burning spark of ancient

belief is kindled to renewed flame—it is not the appearance of

something entirely strange and new, but something long

past and half-forgotten is awakened to new life. Those
Daimones which arose from the men of the earlier golden and
silver ages—whom the poet of the “ Works and Days ” had
situated in the dimmest and remotest past—what are they
but the “ Heroes ” worshipped by later ages under a new
name and brought down nearer to the period of con-

temporary life ?

§ 4

How it came about that the cult of ancestors was rescued

from partial, and more than partial, oblivion, and rose to a new
and luting importance, that, indeed, we cannot say. We can
give no re^ explanation indicative of the origin and progress

of this important development in Greek religious life. We know
neither the time nor the place of the first serious revival of

this newly awakened primitive worship ; nor can we tell the

manner or stages of its diffusion during those obscure years of

the eighth and seventh centuries. We can, however, bring the
fact of the revival of ancestor-worship into relation with a
number of other facts which prove that during those years
many hitherto buried or repressed ideas about the life of gods
and men came to the surface again out of the depths of popular
faith and out of an older wor^ip of the gods that had never
quite died out. This revival did not, indeed, suppress the
Homeric view entirely—that never occurred—but it did set

itself on a level with that view. The great movement with
which we shall be dealing in the next chapter also contributed
to the progress of the belief in Heroes. Many other favouring
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circumstances may in detail have helped to strengthen that
belief. Even the epic itself had in one point at least approached
the ideas that were receiving a new life in the worship of

Heroes. Many of the local gods who had faded before the new
deities of common Hellenic belief had been reduced to the
rank of humanity and joined in heroic adventure. By a sort

of compromise effected with the local cult of such gods the
epic poets had been led, in a few cases, to the creation of a
remarkable series of figures in which the divine and the human
was wonderfully mixed. These champions and seers of old

time, as they had once been mortal men among other men,
so now after their departure must they live on and have
influence eternally like the gods. We can easily see the close

resemblance that exists between such figures as Amphiaraos
or Trophonios and the Heroes of later belief

;
in fact, both

of them, when they were not called gods, were frequently

reckoned among these Heroes. But for all that, they are only
quasi-Heroes

; prototypes of the real Heroes theycan never have
been. They have been translated during their lifetime, and
live on immortally just because they have never tasted death.

They, with those others translated to the Islands of the
Blest, represent the idea of immortality in the only form
recognized by the Homeric poetrj*. The Heroes of the newly
awakening creed, on the contrary', have died unmistakably

;

and yet they continue to live on, though relieved of their bodies.

They are entirely distinct from the translated few of the epic

tradition. They emerge out of the obscurity of the half-

remembered past as something strange—as something,

indeed, opposed to the circle of ideas influenced by the epic.

It was not from poetic imagination or story that the Heroes
took their origin, but from the remains of an ancient pre-

Homeric belief which local worship had preser\'ed alive.

§ 5

The worship of a Hero is everywhere connected with the site

of his grave. That is the general rule proved in irmumerable
cases. That is why in the case of a more than ordinarily

revered Hero, his grave as the centre of his worship is set up
in some prominent and honourable place—the market-place

of the city, the Prytaneion,*® or, like the grave of Pelops in

the Altis at Olympia, in the very middle of the holy precinct,

in the thick of the festival crowd.*^ Or else the Hero who
guarded the city and the land might have his grave in the wall

of the city gate or upon the farthest border of its territory.®*

Where his grave is, there the Hero is fast bound ; that is his
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dwelling-place.** This idea prevails everywhere, though it may
not be given such blunt expression as at Tronis, in the country
of the Phocians, where the blood of the offering made to the
Hero was poured down through an opening immediately into

his grave mound.** It is implied, as a rule, in these cases that

the grave contains the bones of the Hero. The bones—all that

is l«3t of his mortality—chain the Hero to his grave. Hence,
when it was thought desirable to attach a Hero and his

protective power to a city his bones (or what were taken for

such) on the command of an oracle were brought from a foreign

land and laid to rest in his native country. We possess many
accounts of such transference of relics.** Most of them occurred
in the distant past, but we also read how in the full light of

history’ in the year 476 enlightened Athens brought over the

bones of Theseus from Skyros ;
*• and not until they were

buried in the Theseion was Theseus properly attached to

Athens.

Since the possession of the corporeal remains of the Hero
secured the pos.session of the Hero himself, the cities often

protected themselves again.st strangers, who might remove the

treasured bones, by keeping the position of the grave a

secret.** A grave is alway’s necessary to fix the Hero at a

definite place, or, at least, an '* empty tomb ”, which .some-

times had to do duty for a grave.** In such cases the Hero was
perhaps thought of' as bound by a spell to that place.*® As
a ntle, it is the remains of his former body that hold him fast

.

But these remains are a part of the Hero himself
;

though
dead (and mummified, as we are told in one case),** he works
and acts just the same ; bis psyche, his invisible counterpart

and double, hovers in the neighbourhood of the body and
the grave.

These are all very’ primitive conceptions such as have, as a

rule, only been preserved among peoples who have remained
at a very undeveloped stage of culture.** When we find them
in force among Greeks of post-Homcric times, we cannot
really believe that they arose then for the first time, in com-
plete contrast with the dear-sighted freedom of the men of the

Homeric age. They have only re-emerged from the repressive

influence of the Homeric rationalism. It would be natural to

think that the same ideas that have been described as under-
lying the belief in Heroes were already in the minds of those

prehistoric Greeks who in Mycenae and elsewhere took such
care (even it seems going so far as to embalm them}**

to preserve the bodies of their i^ces from destruction, and
who put ornaments and utensils in their graves for future use
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or enjoyment. It has been explained above how, in the times
of which Homer's poems give us a picture, the alteration in

sentiment as well as the spread of the custom of completely
destroying the bodies of the dead with fire must have
weakened the belief in the confinement of the soul to this world
and to the remains of the body. This belief never entirely

perished. It was preserved alive, perhaps for a long time only
by a few, in those places where there remained a cult attached
to a grave. Such a cult would not, indeed, extend to those
whose death had occurred within more recent times, but it

did not allow the old-established worship of the great dead of

the past to die out entirely. Over the royal graves on the

citadel at Mycenae stood a sacrificial hearth,** which bears
witness to the continuance of the ancient worship of’ the

kings buried there. The Catalogue of Ships in Homer mentions
the "grave of Aipjdos ”, an old Arcadian local monarch,
as a landmark of the district

;
*® may not the sanctity of that

grave have been preserv'ed ? In many places, at any rate,

graves were pointed out and honoured that belonged to Heroes
who owed their existence solely to poetic fancy or were
even mere personifications—abstractions of the names of

f

ilaccs and countries whose ancestors they purported to be.

n such cases the Hero-worship had become purely symbolic,

and often perhaps a mere formality. But from such a fictitious

ancestor-worship the cult of the graves of Heroes cannot
possibly have arisen ; such fictions are themselves only

intelligible as copies of another and more vivid worship, of

a cult of real ancestors. If no such cult had existed in actual

fact before men’s eyes, it would be impos-sible to understand

how men came to imitate ancestor-worship in the shape of such

purely imaginary creatures. A copy implies the existence of

a model ; a symbol requires the contempiorary or earlier

existence of the reality symbolized. We should certainl}'

know more of the worship of ancestors among the ancient ro)^al

families if in nearly all the Greek states monarchy had not

been abolished at an early period and all traces of it

suppressed. Sparta alone provides us with a solitary example
of what may once have been the prevailing custom in all the

seats of royal authority. When a Spartan king died his

funeral was celebrated with extreme pomp. His body
(which, even when he had died abroad, was embalmed and
broi^ht home to Sparta) was laid beside the other dead of his

family, and honour was paid to him, in Xenophon's words, not

as a man, but as a Hero.** In this case, which undoubtedly

represents a traditional usage handed down from remote
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antiquity, we have the rudiments of Hero-worship as applied

to the dead of a royal family. The members of noble families

who, like the Eupatridai of Athens, sometimes traced their

descent from a king,*’ must also have retained from ancient

times the practice of ancestor-worship. As of all unofficial

cults, we hear little of the cults of the old clans based on blood-

relationship and connexion by marriage {y^vr), narpai).

But just as out of their combination first the village com-
munities and then the fully organized Greek Polis grew up,

so, too, the religious cults which were paid to the ancestors

of these unions of kinsfolk set a pattern for the manifold social

groups out of which the developed state was built up."

§ 6

The " clans ’’ that we meet with at Athens and in other

Greek states are, as a rule, groups for which a demonstrable
common kinship is no longer a condition of membership.
The majority of such politically rect^ized, self-contained

clans assemble together for the common worship of particular

gods but many also honour a Hero as well, who generally in

such cases gives his name to the clan. Thus, the Eteoboutadai

at Athens paid honour to Boutes, the Alkmaionidai to

Alkmaion, the Bouzygai to Bouzyges, in Sparta and Argos
Talthybios was worshipped by the Talthybiadai, etc. And in

these cases, as the name of the clan itself shows, the Hero of

their common worship was regarded as the ancestor of the

clan.** Further, this ancestor-worship and the name derived

from a common, even if fictitious, ancestor, distinguished the
clans from the cult-associations of a different origin which
since the time of Kleisthenes had been put on a footing of

legal equality with the clans in the phratries. The members
of these associations (Orgeoncs) lacked a common name,
the existence of which, therefore, indicated in the case of

the members of a clan a closer bond of union than mere
membership of a religious association which had been chosen

at will, and was not decided by the fact of birth.

Ever3nivbere these clans kept up the outward formalities

of ancestor-worship ; and the formality must once have had
meaning. However the publicly recc^ni^d clans may have
develop^ their own special characteristics, in their origin,

at least, they must go back (like the Roman gentes) to

associations of kinsfolk developed from the family (extended

through themale line) andheldtc^etherby a real bond of kinship.

Even the purely symbolical ancestor-worship of the later
“ clans ”, of which hardly a single one could have shown the
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pedigree of its descent from the reputed common ancestor,

must have arisen from the real ancestor-worship of genuine
groups of kinsfolk. The imitation in this case, too, points to

the existence at some time of an original.

'

In the same way the larger groups into which the Athenian
state since the time of Kleisthenes was divided were unable
to dispense with the practice of association for the cult of a

commonly worshipped Hero. The Heroes of the newly organized
phylai had their temple, land, priests, statues, and regular

cult ; and so also had the Heroes of the smaller purely local

divisions, the demes. Here, too, the fiction of ancestor-worship
was kept up ; the names of the phylai, always patronymic
in form, represent the members of each phyle as the

descendants of the Hero Eponymos or Archegetes of the
phyle.®* The demes also in many cases have patronymic titles

which for the most part are also known to us as the names of

aristocratic families.** It is evident that in such demes the
members of individual aristocratic families had settled down
together or near each other. The Archegetes, whether real or

fictitious, of the family must then have been regarded as the
Archegetes of the deme. We thas see how the c»dt of a family
ancestor, taken over by a wider group of worshippers, might
be preserved and extended—little as the cult might benefit

in sincerity by such political enlargement.
The cult of Heroes everywhere has the same features as

the cult of ancestors ; at least, the more influential Heroes,

those worshipped by the greater communities, were everj -

where regarded as the forefathers and progenitors of the

groups of countryfolk, citizens, or kinsmen who honoured
them. The fact that the persons of these prehistoric Heroes
owed their existence almost without exception solely to poetrj'

or fancy allows us to conclude that at the time when ancestor-

worship had its re-birth in Hero-worship, the memory of the real

Archegetai of the country, the ancestors of the ruling families

and clans, together with their cult, had fallen into oblivion.

A great or illustrious name was introduced where the real

name was no longer known. More often, even when the real

forefather of the clan was still well known, the name of a ^eat
man of the primeval past was placed at the head of the list in

order to throw the origin of the family as far back into the

past as possible and connect it the more closely with a divine

source.®* Men thus came to worship a phantom, often a mere
s5ntnbol, of an ancestor. But they held fast to the imitation

of real ancestor-worship ; the remains of a true cult of

ancestors provided the model and were the real starting-

Doint for the later belief and cult of Heroes.



We can no longer follow in detail the process of development

and extension which the idea of the Hero underwent. The
accounts which we possess show us the fully developed product,

not the steps which led up to this result. We first get an idea

of the number of Heronnilts existing in Greece dming the

greatest period of its historj' from the enormous number of

graves or cults of Heroes mentioned by Pausanias in the

accoimt of his travels in the age of the Antonines over the

most important countries of the Greece that was now fast

falling into decay. Nearly all the legendary figures celebrated

in epic poetry were now worshipped as Heroes, whether in

their own homes (as Achilles in Thessaly, Aias at Salamis, etc.)

or in other places that either claimed to possess their graves

(as the Delphians did that of Neoptolemos, the people of

Sybaris that of Philoktetes, etc.) or else, through the

genealogical relationship of their leading families with the

Heroes, regarded themselves as closely connected with them
(as, for example, the Athenians with Aias and his sons). In the

colonies especially the Hero-cults, like the ingredients of the

population, may have been a motley crew ; thus, in Tarentum
the Atreidai, the Tydidai, the Aiakidai, the Laertiadai, and
especially the Agamemnonidai were worshipped in a combined
Hero-cult, and Achilles also had a temple of his own.**

There were Heroes with famous names who may yet have
owed their subsequent elevation to that position, during the

times of the greatest extent of the cult, in part to their fame in

ancient poetry’. Side by side with these were a host of obscurer

figures w'hose memory had been kept alive by their cult alone,

which a small circle of country or city folk had paid to them
from primitive times. These are the real " national Heroes ”,

of whose worship Drakon had spoken ; as true forebears and
real ancestors of their country they, too, are called
" Archegetai ".** We are told the names of the seven
Archegetai of Plataca to whom Aristeides was commanded by
the Delphic oracle to sacrifice before the battle of Plataea

;

not one of them is ever heard of again.** It might happen that

the name of a Hero to whom worship had been paid from time

immemorial might no longer be known even to the dwellers

near his grave. In the market at Elis there stood a little

temple whose roof was supported on wooden pillars ; men
knew that this was the eba^ belonging to a grave, but no one
could give the name of the Hero buried there.*’ In the market
at Herakleia on the Black Sea was a monument of a Hero over-
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shadowed by wild olive-trees ; it contained the body of that

Hero whom once the Delphian oracle had bidden the founders

of Herakleia to placate. The learned differed as to his name ;

the inhabitants of Herakleia called him simply " the local

Hero ”.®* In the Hippodrome at Olympia stood a round altar

at which the chariot horses used to shy. It was disputed what
Hero lay buried there, but the people called him, after the
effect he had on the horses, simply Taraxippos." In the same
way many Heroes, instead of being called by their real names,
were more often referred to by adjectives which recalled then-

nature or their power or some external detail of their

appearance.*® At Athens there was a Hero Physician, a

Hero General, and a Hero Garland-bearer. *‘ Many a Hero
may have been known to the neighbourhood which worshipped
him simply as “ the Hero ”.** In such cases it was entirely due
to the grave and the cult attached to the grave that the

Hero’s memory had been preserved at all. There might , indeed,

be stories current as to his doings and natime as a " spirit ”,

but what it was that had marked him out in his lifetime and
caused his elevation to a Hero was totally forgotten.

Undoubtedly these are precisely the oldest Hero-cults. In
the instances quoted from Elis, Herakleia and Olympia, first

one and then another of the famous champions of antiquity

were supposed to be buried imder that nameless gravestone.

But, often enough, the doubt was suppressed, and by an
arbitrary and successful imposition some famous name out
of the heroic legend may have been substituted as occupant
of such ownerless or undaimed grave sanctuaries.

§ 8

As a rule there was no difficulty in securing great or famous
names when it was necessary to find a patron-Hero for the city.

In particular the founder of the city and its regular worship of

the gods, and the whole divine cirde which hedged round the
life of the citizens, was regularly worshipped with high
honour as Hero Archegetes.** Naturally, they were mostly
mythical or even arbitrarily invented figures to whom the
greater or lesser cities of Greece, as wdl as their offshoots

in foreign lands, did honour as their " Founder ”.

But from the times when colonies were frequently dispatched

and laid out in accordance with a carefully thought-out plan,

under the leadership of a single person (generally named by
an oracle) who was given plenipotentiary powers,** this real

Oikistes was himself usually promoted after his death to the

rank of Hero. Pindar speaks of the sacred grave of the Hero-
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founder of K5n‘ene in the marketplace of the city ;
•* the

inhabitants of the Thracian Chersonnese made sacrifices to

Miltiades the son of K5^selos as their Oikistes, " as the

custom is,” and held games annually in his honour ;
** at

Katana, in Sicily, Hieron of Syracuse was buried, and was
worshipped with the honours of a Hero as the Founder of the

city.*^ At Abdera the Teians on the occasion of the second
founding of the city restored to his position of Hero its original

founder Timesios.** On the other hand, the original and real

Oikistes of a colony might be deprived of his worship if the

inhabitants quarrelled with the mother country, and another
" Founder ” chosen after the event and given the highest

honours of a Hero in his place. This was what happened in the

year 422 with Hagnon and Brasidas in AmphipoUs.**
In these cases Hero-making leaves the sacred mists of

antiquity and enters the hght of the contemporar\' world :

faith and cult become profaned by political motives. The name
of Hero, once applied only to the glorified figures of the far

distant j^t, now that such Heroizing of the recent dead
was possible, must have begun to have the more general

meaning of one who has come to enjoy a higher natine and
enlarged capacities after his death. In fact, any kind of

prominence during a man’s lifetime seems at last to have
given him a virtual claim to heroic honours after his death.

As Heroes are now regarded, great kings such as Gelon of

Syracuse, law-givers such as Lykourgos of Sparta,’“ and even
representatives of poetic genius from Homer down to Aeschylus

and Sophokles,’* no less than the most famous victors in the

contests of bodily skill and strength. One of the Olympic
victors, Philippos of Kroton, was reputed to be the most
beautiful man in Greece of his time. Over his grave the people

of Egesta, so Herodotos (v, 47) tells us, erected a Hero’.',

temple and paid honour to him with sacrifice as to a Hero
merely on accotmt of his great personal beauty.

StiU, religious or sup^titious motives were not always
absent. They were particularly to the fore in the numerous
cases where the extent and importance of the world of Heroes
were added to on the recommendation of the Delphic oracle.

Ever since the Delphic priesthood had risen from its obscure
b^innings to a recogi^d position as the supreme authority

in all questions of spiritual right, the opinion of the oracle

had been sought on all occurrences that seemed to have any
connexion with the unseen world. Especially in the case of

prolonged drought or infertility of the soil, or when pestilential

sicknesses had attacked a part of the country, was the oracle
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requested to state the origin of the misfortune. In many cases

the answer of the oracle would be that the origin of the evil

lay in the anger of a Hero who was to be placated by sacrifice

and the foundation of a permanent worship ; or it would
command that the plague should be averted by the recovery

of the bones of a Hero from a foreign land, which should then

be preserved at home and be the object of an official cult.^*

Innumerable cults had their origin in this way, nor do the

examples all belong to a half-legendary past. When pestilence

and dearth broke out in the island of Cyprus after the death
of Kimon, the oracle bade the inhabitants of Kition “ not to

slight ” Kimon, but to regard him as a " higher " being, i.e.

do him honour as a Hero.’® So, too, when some one possessed

by special religious scruples inquired the cause of a strange

vision that he had had, or of the remarkable appearance of

the body of one lately dead,’* the oracle would often trace the

matter to the action of a Hero who must forthwith be given

an official cult. When a serious undertaking lay before a state,

whether it was the invasion of a forei^ land or a decisive

battle in war, the oracle would bid the inquirers first placate

the Heroes of the country that was to be attacked or where the

battle was to be fought.’* Sometimes the oracle of its own
accord, without being applied to, commanded the honours of

a Hero to be paid to a dead man.’*
A peculiar case is that of Kleomedes of Astypalaia. This man

had at the 71st Olympic festival (486) killed his opponent in

the boxing match. He was disqualified by the Hellanodikai

from taking his crown and returned home to Astypalaia full

of indignation. There he tore down the pillar which supported
the roof of a boys’ school, and on the destruction of the boys
fled to Athene’s temple where he hid himself in a chest. His
pursuers vainly sought to open the lid of the chest and at last

the chest itself had to be broken into by main force. But
Kleomedes was not found inside, either alive or dead. The
envoys sent to inquire of the oracle were informed that

Kleomedes had become a Hero, and that he must be honoured
with sacrifice since he was no longer a mortal.” And so the

inhabitants of Astypalaia paid honour to Kleomedes as a Hero.

In this case the simple conception of a Hero as one raised to

divine power after his death is united with the ancient belief,

which had never quite died out since the great days of the epic,

in the translation of individual mortals who without dying

disappear from sight to enter immortal life with body and
soul complete. Such a miracle seemed to have occurred once
again in the case of Kleomedes. He had " disappeared ” and
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been '' carried away He could, however, only be called

a “ Hero ’’ because there was no common name to describe

the effect of translation which made men no longer mortals
nor j'et gods. The oracle called Kleomedes “ the last of the

Heroes ”
; indeed, it might well appear time to close at last

the alreadjf over-lengthy list of " Heroes The Delphic

oracle had itself contributed largely' to their increase, and
with full intent : nor did it obser\'e for long its ow-n decision

to make an end now.*®
It is easy to understand the reasons for the universal

acceptance among the Greeks of the unquestioned authority

of the oracle in all matters connected with the Heroes. The god
does not invent new Heroes or add to the number of local

divinities at his own caprice or by the exercise of his own
authority. He merely sees them where human eyes are not
clear-sighted enough. He, the all-seeing, recognizes them as

one spirit does another, and is able to see them at work when
men only' feel the results of their activity. Thus, he enables

inquirers to be rid of their difficulties, to understand super-

natural occurrences by the recognition and worship of invisible

powers. For the believer he is in this, as in all other directions

of religious life, " the true Expositor ”.** He only points out
what already exists ; he does not invent anything new.
though the information that he gives may be something quite

new to men. We, indeed, may be permitted to inquire what
motive the shrewd Delphic priesthood may have had in the
creation or renewal of so many Hero-cults. There is very

evident method in their promotion of the belief in Heroes, as

there is in all the activities of the oracle in religious and
political matters. Was it ecclesiastical policy that made the

priests of Delphi, in this as so many other cases, search out

and multiply to the greatest possible extent the objects of

belief and cult ? The more widespread and the more deeply
ingrained was the uneasy dread of an invisible all-powerful

spirit-world, the greater became the authority of the oracle

that alone could give guidance in this confused turmoil of

ghostly activities. Superstition had achieved a p>ower that the

Homeric age never knew, and it cannot be denied that the

oracle encouraged this deisidaimonia and did its best to

increase it. Still, the priests of the oracle themselves were
undoubtedly subject to the beliefs of their age ; at any rate,

they' shared the belief in Heroes. They would think it quite

natural, when faced by anxious inquiries as to the cause of

disease or dearth, to confirm the half-expressed attribution of

the evil to the action of an angry Hero. They had rather
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to give their sanction to what was already anticipated than
invent something new. They only applied to the particular

case (with free scope in the invention of details) what the
popular belief of the times had already settled in principle.

But what it all meant was that the oracle took under its

protection everything that could promote and strengthen the
cult of souls : and in so far as it is possible to speak of a
" Theology of Delphi ”, the popular belief in the survival

of the soul after death and the cult of the disembodied
.soul formed two of the most important articles in its

creed. We shall have more to say on this subject hereafter.

In any case, if the priests lived in the atmosphere of such
ideas, it was natural for them in times of need and stress,

when strange things happened, to regard as the author of the
disturbance some dead legendary Hero’s ghost or even a
powerful spirit of more recent times, and to direct the faithful

accordingly. Thus, the Delphic god became the patron of the

cult of Heroes, just as he was a patron of the Heroes them-
selves, and invited them every year at the Theoxenia to a meal
in his own temple.®*

Thus encouraged on all sides. Hero-worship began to

multiply the objects of the cult beyond all coimting. The
great wars of freedom against the Persians had aroused the

deepest and most religious feelings of the Greeks, and it did

not seem too much when whole companies of those who had
fallen for freedom were raised to the rank of Hero. Thus, even
into a very late period, the solemn procession every year to

honour the Greeks who had been left on the field of Plataea

was never omitted ; and at the sacrifice the archon of the city

called upon the " brave men who had laid down their lives

for Greece ” and invited them to a meal and satisfaction of

blood.** At Marathon, also, those who had once fallen in battle

and been buried there were worshipped as Heroes.*®

Out of the enormous multitude of those who had thus

become Heroes an aristocracy of Heroes of a higher rank came
to be formed, chiefly composed of those who had been

honoured in legend and poetry from the earliest times and had
acquired fame all over Greece. Examples of these au'e those

whom Pindar *® in one place names together : the descendants

of Oineus in Aetolia, lolaos in Thebes, Perseus in Argos, the

Dioscuri in Sparta, the many-branched heroic family of the

Aiakidai in Aegina, Salamis, and many other places. Indeed,

a brighter lustre seemed to illumine some of the greater Heroes
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and to distinguish them almost in kind from the rest of their

fellows. Thus, Herakles was now elevated to the gods,

though Homer did not even know him as a “ Hero ” in the later

sense, and though in many places he was still worshipped as

a Hero.** Asklepios is sometimes a Hero and sometimes a god.

as he had been originally.*’ Then many other Heroes began
to receive sacrifice as gods.** not ’without the assistance of the

Delphic oracle, which in the case of I.ykourgos, at least, seems

itself to have given the lead in the elevation of that Hero.* The
boundary line between the Hero and the god seems to become
more and more uncertain ; sometimes a Hero of the narrowest

local observance is called a '* god ”,•* without our having any
reason for thinking of a formal elevation to divine honour in

his case or any corresponding alteration of ritual. The title

of Hero seemed already to have lost some of its value, though
the time had not yet come when to name a dead man as Hero
hardly distinguished him at all from all the other dead.

§ 10

However much the meaning attached to the name of

Hero may have widened or even deteriorated, the belief in

the Heroes lost none of its significance and long retained its

hold on the people. The belief in such a class of spirits stood

almost on a par with the belief in gods. If the circle of influence

possessed by some particular local-Hero was narrow and
restricted, that only made him seem all the nearer to his

worshippers. The .spirits of their ancestors, their own and the

country’s peculiar pos^ssion and shared with no one else , seemed
more intimately theirs than other invisible powers even of

higher rank. Permanent as the gods themselves, such Heroes
were honoured as hardly second to the gods, “ though they
cannot equal them in might.”*' "Not equal”—for their

efficacy was confined within bounds ; it did not reach beyond
the limits of their home and the little band of theirworshippers.

They were bound to the soil as the Olympian gods no longer

were— (a Hero who breaks free from local limitations soon
achieves divinity). In particular those Heroes who send up,

from beneath the earth where they dwell, relief in sickness or

prevision of the future are certainly bound to one spot. Only
at their graves can such assistance be expected, for that is

their dwelling-place. In their case the relationship between
the belief in Heroes and the belief in those subterranean deities,

of whom something was said in the previous chapter, is

peculiarly plain. Indeed, in so far as their influence is limited
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to a single locality and their powers concerned especially with
iairomantic manifestations, these two classes of spirits

essentially coincide.

Such relief in sickness was expected, not only from Asklepios

himself, but from the Asklepiadai, Machaon—who had a
grave and temple at Gerenia on the coast of Laconia—and
Podaleirios. The latter was buried in Apulia, near Mount
Garganus. In his herodn those who sought his aid laid them-
selves down to sleep on the skin of the ram that had been
previously sacrificed. In sleep they received other revelations

from the Hero besides remedies for the ailments of man and
beast.** Machaon’s son, too, Polemokrates, healed sicknesses

in his temple of Eua in Argolis.** In Attica there was a
Heros latros in the city whose efficacy in curing disease was
witnessed to by innumerable silver ex voto facsimiles of various

parts of the b^y restored to health by him.** Another Hero
latros, whose name is given as Aristomachos, had an oracle

of healing at Marathon.** Healing of disease was rarely

attributed to any other than these Asklepiad Heroes. Dream-
revelations of other kinds, however, were vouchsafed from their

graves especially by those Heroes who had been seers also in

their lifetime, such as Mopsos and Amphilochos at Mallos
in Cilicia, Amphilochos, again, in Akamania, Teiresias at

Orchomenos, Kalchas in Apulia near the just-mentioned
herobn of Podaleirios.** Besides these Odysseus, too, had a
dream-oracle among the Eurytanes in Aetolia,*’ Protesilaos

one at his grave-monument at Elaious in the Thracian
Chersonnese,** Sarpedon in Cilicia and another (alleged) in

the Troad,** Menestheus, the Athenian leader, far away in

Spain,**® Autolykos in Sinope,*®* and perhaps also Anios in

Delos.*®* A Heroine called Hemithea had a dream-oracle,

from which she dispensed cures in sickness, at Kastabos
in Karia ;

*®* Pasiphae gave prophecies in dreams at Thalamai
on the Laconian coast.*®* Since from none of these Heroes
did the epic tradition give any particular groimds in legend
for expecting a display of mantic powers, we must suppose
that knowledge of the future and communication of such
knowledge to the living was regarded as belonging naturally

to the spiritual nature of the glorified souls of Heroes. The
notices which have come down to us allow us to hear of a few
regular and permanently established Hero-oracles, but
there may have been numbers of them of which we know
nothing, and isolated and occasional manifestations of oracular

powers by other Heroes may not have been entirely out of

the question.*®*
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§ 11

The oracular Heroes are regularly confined to the neighbour-

hood of their graves. In addition, what we know of the legends

that were told of the appearances or the unseen activities of

these Heroes shows that, like the spirits that haunt ancient

castles or caverns in our owti popular mythologj', they were
confined within the boundaries of their native country, the

neighbourhood of their graves or the site of their cult. They
are, as a rule, artless stories of the anger displayed by a Hero
whose rights have been infringed or whose cult neglected.

At Tanagra there was a Hero Eunostos, who, having been

deprived of his life through the machinations of a woman,
would tolerate no woman in his grove or near his grave.*®’

If any of the hated se.x intruded there was danger of an earth-

quake or drought, or else the Hero was seen going down to the

sea (which washes away all pollutions) to cleanse himself.

In Orchomenos there was a spirit who went about “ with a

stone ” devastating the neighbourhood. This was Aktaion,

whose earthly remains were therefore buried with much
ceremony on the command of an oracle. A bronze statue of

him was also set up and fastened with chains to a rock, and
honoured every year in a feast of the dead.*®* Herodotos
solemnly tells us of the wrath of Minos with the Cretans,

who had not avenged his own violent end, whereas they had
gone to the aid of Menelaos.*®* There is a deeper sense in the

legend, also related by Herodotos, of Talthybios who was
enraged not for any private grievance but because of a
violation of the moral law and order. He himself as the
protector of heralds and messengers punished the Spartans
for their murder of the Persian envoys.**® But the most awe-
inspiring legend of the revenge of a Hero was told of a local-

Hero of the Athenian parish of Anagyros. A countryman had
cut down the Hero's sacred grove.*** The Hero first caused the

death of the man’s wife and then inspired the second wife with
a guilty passion for his son, her stepson. The latter opposed
her wishes and when she denounced him to her husband was
blinded by him and banished to a desert island. The father,

having become an object of loathing to all men, hanged him-
self ; the stepmother threw herself into a well.*** This story is

remarkable for the fact that in it the Hero, like the gods them-
selves, is regarded as able to affect men’s consciousness,

their feelings, and their resolves. Manyof the details may have
been improved upon by a taste accustomed to poetry of a
higher style.*** But as a rule the legends of Heroes bear a
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thoroughly popular stamp. They are a kind of vulgar
mythology, which still put forth fresh shoots in this way
now that the myths of ancient gods and champions have
become merely traditional and have been given over to the
never-ending operations of the poets. Such myths were no
longer thrown off naturally by the creative instinct of the

people. The gods seemed too far removed, their visible

influence in the affairs of men seemed only credible in the

legends of a far-distant past. The spirits of Heroes hovered
nearer to men ;

in good fortune and bad men traced their

handiwork. In the myths and legends of the people arising

out of the events of the immediate present they now constitute

the supernatural element without which neither life nor
stories would offer any attraction or meaning to the simple-

minded.
We can learn what these legends were like from a single

example, which happens to have been preserved to us and
which must stand for the numbers of similar stories which
once must have been current. At Temesa, in Lucania, there

was a Hero who went about destroying any of the

inhabitants that he could lay his hand on. The Temesians,

who had got as far as thinking of leaving Italy, turned in

their distress to the Delphic oracle, and were told that the

ghost was the spirit of a stranger who had once been stoned

to death by the inhabitants of the country for the violation

of a maiden.*** A sacred precinct must be dedicated to him,
and a temple built, where every year the most beautiful

maiden in Temesa must be delivered up to him. The citizens

of Temesa did as they were told, and the spirit left them in

peace, but every year the awful sacrifice took place. To this

place there came in the 77th Oljonpiad a famous boxer,

Euthymos of Locri, returning with his crown of victory back
to Italy. He heard at Temesa of the sacrifice that was about to

take place, and entered the temple where he saw the chosen
maiden waiting for the Hero. Pity and love filled his heart ;

and when the Hero arrived the victorof so many single combats
dared to try conclusions with this new foe and finally threw
him into the sea and rid the country of the monster. It is

just as in our own fairy tale of the youth who went forth to

learn how to shudder ;
*** and, of course, now that the land is

delivered there is a brilliant wading and the " Knight of Good
Courage ” marries the beautiful maiden he has rescued. He
lived on to extreme old age, and even then he did not die

but was translated alive and is now himself a Hero.***

Such champions of the Pan-Hellenic contests, of whom
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Euthymos was one. are the favourite figures of popular legend

both in their lifetime and, after their death, as spirits. A
story was told also of one of the contemporaries of Euthymos,
Theagenes of Thasos, one of the most famous victors in ^ the

great games, and how after his death one of his opponents
went and thrashed his statue by night till one night the statue

fell on him and killed him. The Thasians then threw the

murderous image into the sea, but were thereupon plagued
with barrenness as a result of the Hero’s anger. This went on
until, after the several times repeated command of the

Delphic oracle, they fished up the statue from where it had
sunk and restored it to its old position and sacrificed to it

“ as to a god The remarkable thing about this story is

the way in which the crude and primitive notion, common to

almost all image-worshipping peoples, that the strength of a
" spirit ” resides in his effigy, is here more than usually striking

and applied to the belief in Heroes. It lies at the bottom of

many stories of the revenge of dumb statues against those

who offend them.*** The statue of Theagenes, indeed, cured
fevers even in later ages,*** as did the statue of another famous
boxer, Polydamas of Skotoussa.**® An Achaean Olympic
victor, Oibotas of Dyme, had for centuries prevent^ the
Achaeans from winning in any contest by a curse.*** When he
had been appeased the Achaeans, on starting out to take part

in a contest at Olympia, used to do sacrifice to his statue.***

S 12

But the belief in Heroes rose to still greater heights. Not
merely in peaceful athletic contests, but in read need, in

struggles when they were fighting to defend the highest

possessions of all—the freedom amd safety of their country

—

the Heroes were found on the side of the Greeks. Nowhere do
we see more plainly how read and vivid wais the faith of con-

temporary Greece in the Heroes than in the stories told of the
appeals then made to them and of their participation in the
Persiam wars. At Marathon there were many who saw am
apparition of Theseus in full aumour fighting in the front of

the battle agaiinst the barbarians.*** In the painting of

Panainos (the brother of Pheidias) in the Stoa Poikile at

Athens there was shown among the fighters at Marathon a
certain Hero, Echetlos, of whose appeaurance at the battle

a peculiar story was told.*** In the war against Xerxes
Delphi was preserved by two of the local Heroes of the land
against a Peraan raid.*** In the morning before the battle of

Sadamis the Greeks prayed to the gods, but they called directly
,
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upon the Heroes to give them practical help : Aias and
Telamon were summoned from Salamis, and a ship was sent

to fetch Aiakos and the other Aiakidai from Aegina.^** So
little were these Hero spirits mere symbols or great names to

the Greeks. Their actual physical participation in the decisive

hour was confidently expected. And, indeed, they came and
helped : after the battle had been won a trireme out of the
spoil was dedicated to the Hero Aias as well as to the gods as

a thankoffering.**® A Salaminian local Hero, Kychreus, had
also come to the help of the Greeks, as a snake, in which form
the Heroes, like the earth spirits, frequently appeared.***

After the battle everyone was fully persuaded that

they owed their victory to the gods and Heroes.**® As
Xenophon puts it, it was the Heroes and their aid which
" made Greece unconquerable ” in the fight against the
barbarians.*** Less frequently we hear of the active

participation of national Heroes in the fights of one Greek
state against another.*®*

Even in the petty details of the life of individuads the Heroes
played their part, helping or hindering, as once in mythical
times the gods had done. Everyone will be reminded of well-

known legends of the gods, and will at the same time be able

to measure the difference between the sublime and the merely
idyllic, in reading Herodotos’ naive and circumstantial tale

of how Helen once appeared in person to a nurse at Therapne.
The nurse was prajnng at Helen’s grave for her ill-favoured

foster-child, when the Heroine appeared to her and with a

touch of her hand made the child the most beautiful maiden
in Sparta.*** So, too, we read how the Hero Astrabakos, in

the likeness of Ariston, king of Sparta, visited in secret the
king’s wife and made her the mother of Demaratos.*** The
herofin of this Astrabakos was situated by the door of

Ariston’s house,*** and it was a frequent custom thus to place

a Hero’s shrine before the house-door where he might give a
special protection to his neighbour.***

In all the circumstances of human life, in happiness or in

need, for individuals or the city, the Heroes are thus very’ near
to men. It is now often said of the Hero worshipped by a city

(just as it was said of the city’s gods) that he rules it, is its

possessor, or is lord over it ;
*•* he is its true guardian and

protector. It may, indeed, have been the case in many cities,

as it was said to ^ in some, that the belief in the city-Hero
was more deeply held there than the belief in the gods wor-
shipped by all Greece in common.**® The relation of man to

the Heroes is closer than it is to the majestic gods above

:
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the faith in Heroes gave a different and a more familiar bond
of union between men and the spirit-world above them. The
worship of Heroes began as an ancestor-cult and an ancestor-

cult it remained in essence, but it had now been widened to

a cult of certain greater human souls who had raised them-
selves above their fellows by peculiar powers exercised in

many, and by no means predominantly moral, directions.

Many of them were of later ages or even of the quite recent

past, and in this lies the peculiar importance of their cult.

They show that the company of the spirits is not fixed and
made up ; individual mortds are still continually being

raised to that higher circle after the completion of their earthly

life. Death does not end all conscious existence nor does the

gloom of Hades swallow up all life.

But for that reason the cult of Heroes cannot be the origin of

the belief in an immortality belonging to all human souls by
their very nature. Nor can this ever have been its effect.

In the beginning, among the hosts that streamed down to

Hades, the special individuals who had another fate were a

small class apart and favoured above all others—and so it

still remained. Though the numbers of the heroic figures

might be increased enormously, yet every* individual case of

the transition of a human soul into the ranks of the Heroes
was a fresh and special miracle. Such exceptional cases,

however frequently repeated, could never produce a general

rule apply^g without distinction to all men alike.

The belief in Heroes in its gradual evolution and extension

unquestionably led far away from the course taken by the

Homeric belief in the things after death. In fact, it pointed in

the opposite direction. But with the belief in Heroes men
had not yet arrived at the belief in an immortality proper to

the human soul by virtue of its own nature, nor y'et (which

would be something different again) was a general cult of

souls thereby found^. In order that such beliefs might arise

after, but not out of, the cult of Heroes, and maintain them-
selves side by side vrith an undiminished cult of Heroes, a

movement was first necessary that had its origin in different

sources.
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* Porph., Absl. 4, 22, p. 268, 23 Nauck.
* It is not quite clear whether it is legitimate to see in what Paus.

2. 2. 2, says about the ^aves of Neleus and Sisyphos a first trace of

the worship of Hero-relics ; as Lobeck does, Agla. 284. The oracle

verse from Oinom. ap. Eus., PE. 5, 28, p. 223 B, in which Lykourgos
is warned to honour Mtv^Xav r< vat dAAovr iOavarovs ypa>a$, o* ip

AaKthainopi iiji—is certainly quite late, later than the yirrir <5 AvKoopyt
that was known already to Herod. ; earlier however than the second
century, cf. Isyllos {GDI. 3342). 1. 26. Oinomaos got it, like all the
oracles that he used in making his Fo^tojp from a collection of

oracular sayings, certainly not from (or even indirectly from) Ephoros
as has been groundlessly maintained.—Unquestionably the cult of

Helen and Menelaos at Therapne was ancient ; see Ross. Arch. Aufs.
ii, 341 ff. Connexion with the legitimate pre-Dorian monarchy was
eagerly sought for in Sparta ; thus the bones of Orestes and Tisamenos
were brought to Sparta and both honoured there as Heroes. The cult

of Menelaos in Therapne has nothing whatever to do with his trans-

lation to Elysion (Od. 8).
’ One Daites ijpwa nputfifpop napa rols Tpu>oiv is mentioned by

Mimn. fr. 18. Still earlier Ale. seems to refer to the cult of AchiUes
as a Hero, fr. 48 b : ‘Axthhfv, S yds EkvSikos piStts (see Wassner,
de her. cull., p. 33).

* 8*ol oco* YV* nXaratha *X«r< xai rjpwts, (vvirropis iort,

Thuc. li, 74, 2 ; udprvpat 8«o8s «oi vp<oos ^yvwpi'ous troineoucu, Th. iv,

87, 2 ; cf. Th. v. 30. 2-5.
^

* Hdt. viii, 109 : rdSs yap oix i/peXs KartpyaodpeBa dAAd Beoi rc koI

rjpuiet.
* Hdt. vii, 43.
’ In the first edition of this book 1 could not refer to the copiously

documented article by Deneken on ” Heros ” in Roscher’s Myth. Lex.
Even now I must be content to refer the reader generally to the rich
collections of material there supplied. The view taken of the nature
and origin of the Hero is, however, one which 1 can only reject.

According to that account (which in this follows the current view)
the belief in Heroes arose from a weakened belief in gods, and the
race of Heroes was composed of formerly divine figures who had come
to be regarded in the course of time with diminished awe. But the
cull of Heroes was by no means an attenuated worship of the gods

:

on the contrary it was fundamentally contracted in its essence to the
cult of the gods above : ivayHw can never have been derived from
Bveip in however attenuated a form. Equally little can the Heroes
of cult have been ever (much less frequently) derived from gods directly.

The " Heroes ” (as objects of a cult) are invariably elevated souls of

men. not reduced divinities. This rule holds go^ even though a
considerable number of once divine figures after they had been deprived
of their godhead and made into great »«f», were when they died
exalted, as outstanding human beings, to the rank of Hero. In this

res^t they did not differ from the innumerable cases before and
beside them of simple mortals who had never been gods. Only
when and because they had become men and been mortM could such
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ex-divine personages become Heroes ; no one stepped straight from
godhood to Herohood. The Hero is regularly a promoted human
spirit and nothing else.—I intend here and generally in this book
to avoid further polemic against the currently accepted view of the
origin of the Hero out of degraded godhead and to content myself
instead with the statement of my own positive attitude in these matters.

* 0€<ov aAAotr dAAot rifiai irpootrcterat «cat ^pwoiv dAAoi, Kat aiSrat

ivoKtitptiiivai ToS BttoC, Arr., Atiab. iv, 11, 3.

* Sacrifice to Heroes iv hvSpatmv aiyav and throughout the night,

Pi., /. iv, o5 fl. wire irvc^as, Ap. Rh. i, 587 ( = irtpi i/Xiov bvofids.

Schol.). T<j» fiiv (’AAcfdmpt) ws ^ptol p€ra ijXiov bvvavra ivayiCovaiv
Eiaptpitovi SA iLs 0vovotv, l^us. 2, 11, 7. vvitriop Kara irot

ivayHovaiv, (the Phencatai) to Myrtilos, Paus. 8, 14, 11. By night
Solon sacrificed to the Salaminian Heroes, Plu., Sol. 9.—After noon,
dwo pioov ^fic'pas, must sacrifice be made to the Heroes, D.L. viii, 33

;

Tols (rarotyofi/voif d»6 ptayipfipiai, EXf. 468, 34 (cf. Procl. in Hcs. Op.
763, Eust., 6 p. 698, 36). The Heroes also are among the

Karoixd/X€voi : rots ’fpataiv tits Karotxopivois ivropa i0vov, avofiXittovTSs

xdrot is yiiv, Schol. A.D., A 459.—In later times sacrifice seems to have
been m^e to the ordinary dead even in broad daylight (see Stengel,
ChthoH. u. TodtencuU, 422 f.), but to " Heroes ”, as once to the dead
(IP 218 ff.), always towards evening or at night.

•• inYopa, see above, Ch. I. n. M.
» Cf. Stengel, ]b. f. Phtl., 1886, pp. 322, 329.
•> Schol. A.D., A 459. Schol., Ap. Jih. i, 587. ivripvnv, see

Stengel, Zl. /. Gi-mw., 1880, p. 743 ff.

oipaKovpia, Pi., O. i, 90. Plu., Artslid. 21. The word is supposed
to be Boeotian acc. to Schol. Pi., O. i, 146 (hence Greg. Cor., p. 215,
Schaefer).

Rightly (as against Weicker) tVassner, dt h. cull., p. 6, maintains
that the hayiapara for Heroes were oXoKavrwpara.

** ivayiiciv to heroes, Ovttv to gods. Pausanias in particular is

careful in his use of the words, but even he, and Herodotos, too.

occasionally says 0v<iv where ivayl(,uv would have been correct (e.g.

Hdt. vii, 117, t41 'Apraxaiji 0vovot ’AKav0iOi cus ^puii). Others
frequently say 0v*iv instead of ivay{(*tv, which as the more speciad

idea could easily be included in 0v*tr the more generic word for making

•* Cf. Deneken, dc theoxemis (Berl. 1881), cap. 1 ; Wassner,
de h. cull., p. 12. The expressions used by primitive peoples allow
us to see the ideas that lie at the bottom of this mode of offering ;

cf. Reville, Us rel. des peuples non-cw. i, 73. The ritual may be
regarded as specially primitive and even earlier than the practice of

burnt offering (cf. Oldenberg, Ret. d. Veda, 344 f.).

See above, Ch. I, g. 14 fl.—fwl ’Aiivi r^ ‘Apuaios rtXtvnjoayri

i0Xa MOt) irpwTov el piv xai oAAa oCk oI5a, iwnoipoplas Si mSi),
Paus. 8, 4, 5.

*• The same is implied by the observation of Aristarchos that Homer
knows no iepis ual ore^aviriis ay<iv, see Rh. Mus. 36, 544 f. (as

to the observation there put forward that Homer in fact did not know
the word ari^vos or its use, cf. further Schol. Pi., Nem. intr., pp. 7,8 S..

Abel ; see also Merkel, Ap. Rh. proleg., p. cxxvi : iVari^avos derived
from ore^vT) not from ori^avos : Schol. ^ 511).

*' Many such Agones for Heroes are mentioned, esp. by Pindar,
e.g. on the command of the oracle an dydir yvpneis ual lirntKis

was founded in honour of the fallen Fhocaeans in Agylla, Hdt. i, 167,
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Agon for Miltiades, Hdt. vi, 38 ; for Brasidas Thuc. v, 1 1 ; for Leonidas
in Sparta, Pans. 3, 14, I.

At the lolaia in Thebes ftvftounit ore^ai'oir erre^avovvriu ot viKmvret'

Itvpaivji Si (TTW^avoSyTai Sia to elvot tuv v€Kpa)v aril^ot, Sch. Pi., /. iii,

117. (The myrtle rolr x^or*®** i^Uptoro, ApoUod. ap. Sch, Ar., Ran.
330; as adorning graves, Eur., El. 324, 511.)

•* General statement : mXomno oi naXaiol ndvrts aymv€S irri Tiai

T€TcAfVTi7«<ioi, Sch. Pi., p. 349 Ab. (rdr ivirvfipiovs ravraai

ira»riYvp€is, Clem. Alex, calls the four great games, Protr. ii, p. 29 P.)

.

The Nemean as an dy<iiv iirird^tos for Archemoros, Sch. Pi., N.,

pp. 7, 8 Ab. : later offered to Zeus first by Herakles, ib., p. 11, 8 fi. ;

12, 14-13, 4 (cf. Welcker, Ep. Cycl. ii, 350 fi.). Victor’s crown, since

the Persian wars, of parsley Ivi np-g t&v Karoixopivani, ib., p. 10
(parsley on graves ; Schneidewin on Dgn. viii, 57 ; see below.
ocAfvou ari^avot irivBipos . . . Aovpa iv rw ntpl aywvotv. Phot. 506, 5).

Black dress of the judges, ib., p. 11, 8 ft. Schol. Arg., N. iv, v.

—

Isthmian games as /iriTo^ioj dytoT for Melikertes and then for Sinis or
Skiron, Plu., Thes. 25. Sch. Pi., /., pp. 350-2 Ab. Crown made of

parsley or pine, both signs of mourning, Paus. 8, 48, 2 (and elsewhere
see Meineke, An. Alex., 80 ft.). The Pythian games are said to be an
dyoiK inird^tof for Python ; the Olympian for Oinomaos or Pelops
(Phlegon, FHG. iii, 603 ; cf. P. Knapp, Corresp. Wurt. Gelehr. 1881,

p. 9 fi.). These notices cannot all be learned invention. It is a fact,

for instance, that the funeral games of Tlepolemos in Rhodes, known
to Pindar, O. vii, 77 S., were later transferred to Helios (cf. &h. Pi.,

0. vii. 36. 146-7, and Bdckh on v. 77).
** " Half-gods,” gpiBeoi, The name does not, as is sometimes

declared, imply that the Heroes were spirits who thus constituted

a class of intermediate beings between gods and men. The Heroes
were not called gpldtoi ; the name was really applied to the kings

and champions of the legendary age, more especially those who fought
at Troy or Thebes (Hes., Op., 160 ; Horn. Af 23 ; k. Horn., 31, 19 :

32, 19. Callin.,/r. i, 19, and often later). It applies to them, however,
as living men not as glorified spirits (thus Pla., Ap. 41A ; cf. D.H.
7, 32, 13, gpiBiiDv ytvopivtav [on earth] al ^vj(af).

—
^The gplBtoi are

a species of men not of spirits or daimones ; they are those
ol vpOTtpSv wot’ iviXovro, Btwv S' if avaKToiy iyirovB’ vtts gpiBtoi
(Simon., fr. 36 ; cf. Pla., Oral. 398 D), the sons of gods and mortal
women and then their companions as well (a Mtiori so named). Even
the idea that the great men of the past, uus called gplBtot, were
naturally made " Heroes ” after their death as a consequence of their

half-divine nature which might give them special privileges even then

—

this idea has no very ancient authority. Cicero, ND. iii, 45, seems
to be the first to suggest such a view. That the Greeks of the best
period ever regarded semi-divine origin as a qualification for becoming
a Hero is refuted by the simple fact that for the great majority of the
" Heroes ” descent from a god was not claimed. Of course, poetry
was always ready to give a Hero a divine father in order to enhance
his value, cf. Paus. 6, 11, 2 ; but this was never a condition of being
made a Hero (rather of being raised from Hero to god).

** pdnap piv ivSpwv pira, ijpm S’ iwnra Aoovc^ijr, Pi.. P. v, 94 f.

** rlva Bedr, rlv’ gpaia, riva S’ arSpa ; Pi.. O. ii init. ovre Btois ovrt
ijpmas oUrt avBptirrovs alaxvvBftoa, Antiph. i. 27. With " daimones ”

added : Gods, daimones, heroes, men ; PI., Rp. 392 A ; 427 B ;

Eg. iv, 717 AB. In later times the distinction between Btoi, Salpovts.

ijpiitts, corresponded to a real and popular opinion, see e.g. GDI.
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1582 (Dodona), cf. also 1566, 1585 b,—There can be no question of
identifjring Heroes wth the daimones (as NSgelsb., N. Th. 104, does).

When philosophers call the dead ** daimones ” that is from quite
a different point of view. It is a speculative idea peculiar to Plutarch
himself that, in view of the transition from men to Heroes and from
these to daimones, the Heroes themselves might be regarded as a sort

of lower daimon {DO. 10, 415 A ; Jiom. 28). A Schol. on Eur., fiec.

165, quite justifiably makes a parallel between gods and daimones
on the one hand and Heroes and men on the other ; the gods are
u^nA<Srcp4)> n rdy/ia rwv iaiti6vatv and this is the relation of ot ijpwts

«/>or Tovr Xomoit dvtf/xitwovr, it^r/Xortpol rives ioKoCrres xai irttpixovres.
** Aristarchos* remark that in Homer not only kings but trdi’Tis

Koivws are designated as ^piuts, was directed against the mistaken
limitation of the word by Ister ; see Lehrs, Artslarch. *. p. 101. Before
Aristarch., however, the mistaken idea that ol /lyipovts rwv apxaiwv
pomi Ijaav •^ptoes, ot* ii Xaoi avSpeanot seems to have been general ;

\t is cjcpressed in the fArist.] Probl. 19. 48, p. 922b, 18 ; Rhianos,
too. held it, see Schol. 7* 41 (Mayhoff, de KHtani stud. Horn., p. 46).

—

It is incorrect to say that in the suppo^ " later ” parts of the Odyssey
fipms is no longer used of all free men, but only of the aristocracy
(Fanta, S/aat in II. u. Od.. 17 f ). In a 268. 6 242. f 97. the word is

used as an honourable title of free men of 5U]>erior rank, but there is

no suggestion of a restriction of the word to such use. In addition
to which, the word vpa>s unmistakably appears in its wider sense
also in other parts of the poem equally and rightly sup^xised to be late

(a 272, fl 483, w 68. etc.).

” So for example esp. when Pausanias speaks of the naXovpevai

vpoits. 5. 6. 2 : 6, 5. 1 ; 7, 17. 1 ; 8. 12. 2 ; 10. 10. 1. etc.
•• drSpwr ^piiwv 9tiov yevos, Hes.. Of>. 159.
* Of the " Heroes ” of his fourth race the great majority fell

according to Heaod in the war of Troy or Thebes and died without
any ** illumination ”

; the few. on the other hand, who are
translated to the Islands of the Blest are illuminated indeed, but have
never died. To regard them as the prototypes and forerunners of

the Heroes worshipped in later times (as many do) is inadmissible.
*• Grave in the market : Battos in Kyrene, Pi., P. v, 87 ff., and

frequently. Hero-graves in the Prytaneion at Megara, Paus. 1, 43, 2-3.

Adrastos was buri^ in the market at Sikyon. Kleisthenes, t6 play
a trick on him, brought from Thebes (the corpse of) Mclanippos,
who. when alive, had been bis greatest enemy, and placed him iv rip

npmaveiip Hal pav ihpvot ivfiaOra Iv rw toxvpoTarip, Hdt. v, 67.

Theroi.stokles had a /irnprior in the market at Magnesia on the Maiander.
Th. 1. 138, 5 ; i.e. a (see Wachsmuth, Ph. Mus. lii. 140).

*' Tvpfiov ift^litoXov ixoiv voXvftvwrartp napi Piopip, Pi., O. i, 93 ;

1.

e. the great ash-altar of Zeus. The excavations have confirmed
Pindar’s description (cf. Paus. 5, 13. 1-2).
” Grave built in the gateway : Iv avrg rg nvXg at Elis Aitolos

the son of Oxylos was buried, Paus. 5, 4. 4 ; cl. Lobeck, Agl. 281 f.

Grave at the boundary of the country : Koroibos, the first Olympic
victor, was buried 'HXelas Ivl rip nlpan as the insc. stated : Paus. 8,

26, 4. Grave of KoroibM, son of Mygdon, Iv Spots Opvyoiv Urtic
ropnv&v, Paus. 10, 27, 1.

** The idea of the grave as the dwelling-place of the Hero is shown
in a very strange fashion by the story that the Phliasians before the

feast of Demeter naXoCaiv Ini ris anovids the hero Aras and his sons.

looking while so doing toward.s the graves of these Heroes : Paus.

2, 12, 5.
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’• This hero (Xanthippos or Phokos) €x«t t€ ndaji ri/ids,

Kol dyoi^cf icpdo oi ^iwKtts to /liv atfia Si' onijs iyx^ovaiv ts rov ra^ov
kt\. Paus. 10, 4, 10. Similarly at the grave of Hyakinthos at
Amyklai, Paus. 3, 19. 3. The meaning of such an offering is the same
in Greece as in similar cases among any "savage” tribe. In Tylor,
ii. 28, we read :

" In the Congo district the custom has been described
of making a channel into the tomb to the head or mouth of the corpse,
to send down month by month the offerings of food and drink.'*
“ Most of the examples are mentioned by Lobeck, Agl. 281 [u], but

he omits the most remarkable case, fully reported by Hdt. i, 67-8, of the
transference of the bones of Orestes from Tegea to Sparta (cf. Paus.
3, 3, 6 ; 11, 10 ; 8. 54, 4. The reason is obvious, cf. Miiller, Dorians,
i, 72). Besides this note : the removal of the bones of Hektor from
Ilion to Thebes, Paus. 9, 18. 5, Sch. and Tz., Lyc. 1194, 1204; of
Arkas from Mainalos to Mantinea, Paus. 8, 9, 3 ; cf. 8, 36, 8 ;

of

Hesiod from Naupaktos to Orchomenos, Paus. 9. .38, 3 ; of Hippodameia
from Midea in Argolis to Olympia, Paus. 6, 20, 7 ; of Tisamenos from
Hclike to Sparta, Paus. 7.1,8; of Aristomenes from Rhodes to
Mcssene, Paus. 4. 32, 3. Strange story of the shoulder bone of Pelops,
Paus. 5, 13. 4-6. In all these cases the removal followed upon a
command of the oracle, cf. also Paus. 9, 30. 9-11. Practical stimulus
may have been given occasionally by the discovery of abnormally
large bones in dug-up graves ; we often hear of such discoveries,

cf. \V. Schmid, Atlicisinus, iv, 572 f., and it was always believed that
such gigantic bones were remains of one of rcui' KoXoviidviov d/pwior,

Paus. 6, 5, 1 (cf. also 1, 35, 5 ff. ; 3, 22, 9). It would be the
business of the oracle to determine the name of the Hero concerned
and see that the remains were reverently preserved. (One example
may be given, though from a later period. In the dried-up bed of

the Orontes a clay coffin 1 1
yards long was found and a corpse within

it. The oracle of the Clarian Apollo on being applied to for enlighten-
ment as to its origin answered ’Ogorrijv tlvot, yeVovs aurov tlvai roS
’IrS^v, Paus. 8. 29. 4 ; Philostr., H. 669 p. 138, 6-19 K.

’* Plu., dm. 8 ; Thes. 36 ; Paus. 3. 3. 7.—In the year 437-6 we
hear of the removal by Hagnon and his Athenians, at the command
of the oracle, of the bones of Rhesos from Troy to Amphipohs :

Polyacn. vi, 53. The neighbourhood of the mouth of the Sti^mion
on the western slopes of Mt. Pangaios was the original home of Rhesos :

he was already known to the Doloneia as the son of Eioneus ; to later
writers as the son of Stiymon and (Uke Orpheus) a Muse—which is the
same thing (see Conon, 4). On M. Pangaios he still lived as an oracular
deity : this must have been the popular belief of the district which
the author of the likfsus explains after Greek fashion (11. 955-66).
He is a tribal god of the Edonians, of the same pattern as Zalraoxis
of the Getai, and Sabos or Sabazios of other Thracian tribes. In the
mind of the Greeks he had become since the poem of the Doloneia
entirely detached from the site of his worship and was a mere mortal
champion with whom fancy might do what it chose (cf. Parth. 36).

The restoration of his bones to the neighbourhood of the lower Strymon
(fo'ij/rcioi' ToO 'Pifeou in Amphipolis : Marsyas o' vtwT€pos in Sch.,

lihes. 346), and the heroic cult which was undoubtedly paid to him in

connexion therewith, may have been a kind of official recognition by
the Greeks of the worship of Rhesos discovered in that neighbourhood
by the Athenian colonists. I see no reason for doubting the historical

fact of the occurrence, though some of the details of Polyaenus’ account
have a fabulous colouring. It is true Cicero says of Rhesos, rtusquam
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colitur (ND. iii, 45), and so it may have been in C.’s time : for the
earlier period ^e dose of the tragedy clearly suggests the cult of R.
as a divinity, while the story of Polyaen. implies his Hero-cult.

Sometimes only single parts of the body, e.g. the shoulder-blade

of Pelops at CMympia (Paus. 5. 13).—In Argos on the road to the
AkropoUs their hea^ were buried in the nvijita rmv Alyiirrav iraiiutv,

while the rest of their bodies were in Lenie, Paus. 2, 24, 2.
•* See Lob., Agl. 281. This only can be the meaning of Soph.,

OC. 1522 f. (Nauck otherwise).—^A strange case is that of Hippol^os
in Troixen : airo0aixtv ailrot> o»«t i0iXovat» (ot Tpoiiijvtot) oupivTa viro

Twv iwnaiv ouSi ror ra^r airo^atrovotv ctSdr*;' rdv 8i iv oipav^
KaXoi/itvop ^n'ogov roihor ctixu roiiiiotxrtr iKfivov [iKtlvoi ?) ' litn

6

Xvtoi/,

nff^v vapa 8€&v tout^k igovra Paus. 2, 32, 1. Here it seems as if

the grave were not shown because Hipp. was not regarded as having
died and therefore would not have a grave ; he is said to have been
(ransfaird and set among the stars. But there was a grave and the
translation story must therefore only be an afterthought. (The death
of Hipp. is spoken of clearly enough by the poets : but what happened
to him after Asklepios had restored him to life again ? The Italian

Virbins legend seems to have been little known in Greece. Paus. 2. 27. 4,

knows it from Aricia.)—\''ery occasionally the possession of the relics

of the Hero was secur^ by burning the bones and scattering the ashes
in the market place of the city. Thus Phalanthos in Tarentum.
Justin. 3, 4, 13 e. ; Solon in Salamis, D.L. i. 62 ; Plu., Sol. 32. As
a rule the scattering of ashes is intended to serve a different purpose,
cf. Plu., Lycurg, 31 fin. ; Xic. Bam., Paradox. 26, p. 70 West.

*• A few examples ; mkov of Teiresias in ^ebes, Paus. 9.

18, 4 ; of Achilles at Elis, Paus. 6, 23, 3 ; of the Argives who fought
in the war against Troy, at .\rgos, Paus. 2, 20, 6 ; of lolaos at Thebes,
Paus. 9. 23, 1 ; Sch. Pi., N. iv, 32 (in the tomb of Amphitryon ?

Pi., P. ix, 81) ; of Odysseus at SparU, Plut., Q. Or., 48, 302 C ; of

Kalchas in Apulia, Lyc. 1047 f.

*• Perhaps by drdx^ynr of the ^vgif ? see above, Ch. I, n. 86 (at the
foundation of Messene itttKaXoOvro ir koivw xa'i ^pwds o^mr iitari^Ktir

avyoiKovs, Paus. 4, 27, 6).
“ Koi rtBrrws koI Tapigos iant ivvafuv npos B*wv igti ror dStKiovra

rirraBas. Hdt. ix, 120.

“No detailed proof of this statement is needed. We will only remark
that the attempt to conceal the grave is often met with among so-called
" savage ” tribes and has the same purpose as in the Greek Hero-cult

:

cf. on this subject Herbert Spencer, Prine. of Social, i, p. 176.
“ See Helbig, D. horn. Epos am Denim. ’, p. 41.
“ See above, p. 23.
“ B 603 ot i' /gor 'ApKaSltir ono fiTvAAijrifr dpos aitril, AiirvTiov

wapa Tvfi^r.—Cf. Pans. 8, 16, 2-3.—In the Troad the frequently
mentioned "/Aov aijiia, the afiisa woivoxapffftout Mvptvrit which
" men ” call BarUui, were similar monuments.
“ The ceremonial announcement of death, the Karafua/veeffot of the

proper persons (as usual the next of kin to the dead) ; the assembling
of Spoitiates Perioikoi and Helots (cf. Tyrt. fr. 7) with their women
to the number of several thousands, the extravagant expression of

grief and praise of the dead, the period of mourning (no business in

the market for ten days, etc.)—all this is described by Hdt. vi, 58. He
compares this grwdiose funeral with the pomp customary at the
burial of an Asiatic (Persian) monarch.—The Lycurgan vdisot by these
funeral rites o^x wt &v8p<iirovt <tAA’ car ^pwat roif AaKt8aiftor(air
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fiaoiXtis 7rf>oTtTifti^Kam¥, Xen., Up. Lac. xv, 9. King Agis I trvx*
at/ivoT^pas fj Kar avSpmirov ra^ijs. Xen.. HG. 3, 3, 1.—A peculiar
circumstance at the burial of a Spartan king is mentioned by Apollod.,
/r. -36.—The burial places of the royal Houses of the Agiadai and the
Eurypontidai (apart even in their death). Pans. 3, 12, 8 ; 14, 2 (cf.

Bursian, Geog. ii, 126).—Embalming of the body of a king who dies
abroad. Xen., UG. 5. 3. 19 : D.S. 15. 93, 6 ; Nep., Ages. 8 ; Plu.,

Ages. 40.—Besides this the participation in primitive times of the
whole people in the funeral of the Herakleid kings in Corinth may
probably be deduced from the story told of the compulsory attendance
of the Mcgarian subjects of Corinth at the funeral at Corinth of a king
of the Bakchiad family : Sch. Pi., N. vii, 155 (cf. AB. 281, 27 ff. ;

Zenob. v, 8 ; Pgn. vi, 34). In Crete twv ^aaiXtuiv KtiSevofitratv

wporiyeiro nvppix^^oiv o arparos as at the funeral of Patroklos, S' 131 ff.) ;

Ari.st. ap. Schol. V.. V 130.
*’ Evitarpiiai, ot . . . pttTt)(ovT<t rov fiaaiXtKoC yivovs, EM. 395.

50.—Thus the Bakchiadai in Corinth were descendants of the royal
family of the house of Bakchis. The BootAiSai, a ruUng family of

oligarch nobles in Ephesos (Ael. fr. 48). Erythrai (.\rist., PoL 1305b,
19), and perhaps Chios as well (see Gilbert, Gr. Alt. ii, 153), also
traced back their descent to the old kings of those Ionic cities.

Respect paid to those who were descended ix rov ytvovs of Androklos
at Ephesos, Stra. 633.—The Aigid Admetos, priest of Apollo Kameios
at Thera was descended AaKtSaiftovof tx PaaiXriwv, Eptgr. Gr. 191 ;

192.
** Here some reference might have been expected to Fustel de

Coulanges’ brilliant and penetrating work La Cite antique. In that book
the attempt is made to fix upon ancestor-worship, la religion du foyer
et des aneftres, as the root of all the higher types of worship (among
the Greeks ; only that part of the book concerns us here) ; and to
show how out of these ancestor-worshipping aggregations, begun by the
family, larger communities of ever-widening membership develop^,
and finally out of these the wdAir itself—the highest and most extensive
political as well as religious community of all. For the author of

that book the proof of his theory lies entirely in the simple logical

consequence with which the details and, as far as we know it.

the development of both private and public law follow from the original

causes adopted by him essentially as postulates. A strictly historical

proof that should not have to deduce the original causes from the
results but -hould start from known beginnings and demonstrate
the actual existence of every step was indeed an impossibihty. The
whole historical process must have been already finished when our
knowledge first logins : for Homer shows us the irdAis and its com-
ponent parts (xpir avSpas koto ^Aa xard ^p-jrpas 'Aya/xtiivoy) as
well as the worship of the gods as fully established and developed.
It is no disparagement of the valuable and fruitful suggestions made
in that book if we say that its leading idea—as far as Greece is con-
cerned—cannot be considered as more than an intuition, which though
it may be just and true, must remain unproved. If there ever was
a time when ancestor-worship was the only Greek religion at least

we cannot see into that dim epoch long anterior to all tradition. To
that remote period long before both the all-powerful religion of the

gods and the earliest records of the Greek genius, even the narrow
and slippery path of inference and reconstruction will hardly lead us.

Natural as it might seem, therefore, so far as the subject itself is con-

cerned to deal with such questions, 1 have taken no notice in the
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present work of any attempts to deduce Greek relimon from an original

sole worship of ancestors (such as have been made by many scholars

besides F. de Coulanges Iwth in England and in Germany).
“ Those worshipped by a yivoi regarded as its progenitors, yovcir :

AB. 240, 31 (to Sinara hihutotv) tis to yot'^ui' (Upa) to yrfvij.

—

Physical relationship between the yriv^roi, originally a fact though
afterwards only occasionally demonstrable, is indicated by the ancient

name o/ioyo'Aoirrfr applied to the members of the same clan (Philoch.

fr. 91-4) and meaning strictly irotScr «coi <ro<8u>i' irotSc; (Arist., Pot.

1252b, 18).—The word wot^o with the same meaning as y^vos

( AfiSvAiSov iroTpo, Pi., P. viii, 38), makes it still more clear that the
members of such a group are regarded as the descendants of a single

ancestor. See Dikaiarch. ap. St. Byz. trarpa.
*• Whose names were chosen by the voice of the Delphic oracle

out of a hundred submitted to the r*ythia. Arist. ’A6n. 21, 6.

Cf. Mommsen. Philol., N.F. i. 456 f.

“ Instead of the common iirannifiot we also find the word apx^ytrai
used of the Heroes of the phvlai : Ar. Piipas. Jr. 126 H.-G. {AB. 449,

14) ; PI.. Lys. 205 D. cl. CIA. i'i, 1191 ; 1575. It is even plainer that the
Hero is regarded as the ancestor of his ^vA^ when he is called apyr/yos

thus Oineus was the apyr/yos of the Oineidai, Kekrops the ipxtjyot
of the Kekropidai, Hippothoon apyriyos of the Hippothobntidai in

[Dem.] 60, 30-1. The apyr/yot toO ytvovt is its physical forebear

and progenitor. Poll, iii, 19. thus Apollo o ipxvY^f ylrovt of the
Seleucids, CIG. 3595, 26 ; cf. Isocr. 5, 32. Thus too the members of

a phyle are actually described as the cvyyrvtU of their Heroeponymos

;

[Dem.] 60, 28.

Thus we know of both hijiiot and y/i>o{ of the lonidai, Philaldai,

Boutadai (for the intentional distinctness of the Eteoboutadai see

Meier, p. 39), Kephalidai, Perithoidai, etc. : Meier, de gentil. Attica,

p. 35. Such demes were called airo rwv Knoarrwv, others airo tuv
roitwv

:

Arist. 'AStr. 21,5 (in which case a name as much like a personal
name as possible was extracted out of the place-name and made into

the local Hero; cf. Wachsm., Stadt Athen, ii, I, 248 ff.). Similar
conditions existed at other places. In Teos the same names occur as
eripyoi (= iijpoi) and avpixopiai (= y«Vij). eg. KoXiurtuiv, rov 'A^xipov
mpyov, 'AXxipiZrti (also names which differ Naiuiv. rov Mripdhov
wvpyov, BpvoKibfis), CIG. 3064, where see BOckh II. p. 651. In Rhodos
a erarpa as well as its larger inclusive group («-To/»'a .') is called ’Ap^ivtlc :

IGM. Aeg. i, 695, ’Ap4>irl<av narpai’ EvreXibat. ‘Ap^tvtU, etc.

(Ancestor worship rtpoyoviKo. Upd in the Rhodian irroirai is vouched for

by Hesych. xrivai

:

(see Martha, BCH. iv. 144.)
** Thus the descendants of Bakchis in Corinth traced their descent

to Aletes (D.S. 7, 9, 4 ; Paus. 2. 4, 3) ; the descendants of Aipytos
in Messenia to Krespbontes (Paus. 4. 3. 8). the descendants of Agis
and Eurypon in Sparta to Eurysthenes and I’roklcs. The real ancestors
were in these cases well known and could not be entirely eclipsed
(being too deeply rooted in cult) ; thus later, as well as in the earlier

period, these same families are called Baxyltai, AUvrlhai, not
’HpaxXtibiu (D.S., loc. cit., Paus. 4, 3. 8) ; the Spartan royal families

are still Agidai, Eurypontidai, while the fictitious ancestors
Eurysthenes and Prokles never quite achieved the status of
dpxrp'Irai. : Ephoros ap. Str. 366. In many other, perhaps more
numerous, cases the fictitious ancestor may have ousted the real

and once better known from men’s minds altogether.
“ [Arist.] Mtrab. 106.
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** See Paus. 10, 4, 10. In an oracle ap. Pin., Sol. 9 : apxriYo^
Xuipas 0vaiais ijpcaaf ivoiitovs IXaao.

•* Plu., Arts!. 11, names seven ipxriytrai FlXaraUmv Clem. AI,,

Prolr. ii, 35 P., gives four of these (KvKXaiot seems to be a mistake).
Androkrates seems to have been the most prominent ; bis r^pifvos is

mentioned by Hdt. ix, 25, his ^pipov Tbuc. iii, 24, 1 ;
it stood in a thick

grove, Paus. loc. cit.

•’ Paus. 6, 24, 9-10.
*• A.R. ii, 835-50, says that this Hero was Idmon the prophet,

others called him Agamestor. Sch. ad 845 ; Xtyti koI irpo/iadtSas,

on 5id rd ayvotiv Sens ttij iinxoopiov ^pioa KaXovotv ot *HpanX^oyrat.
He was the local daimon worshipped on the spot before the colony
came, and then taken over by the colonists for their own. Cf. the
ca.se of Rhesos, above, n. 36.

being one as was the grave and attar of Aiakos at Aegina, Paus. 2,

29, 8—whose name was Olenios. Acc. to others it was the grave of

Hameon son of Phlious and of his horse ; or the Ktvov Tjpiov of Myrtilos
set up in his honour by Pelops ; or of Oinomaos ; or of Alkathobs
son of Porthaon, one of the suitors of Hippodameia—to say nothing
of the learned suggestion of the iv^p Alyvitnos given by Paus, l.c. as

a last resort. Acc. to Hesych. Tapdftnnos it belonged to Pelops
himself, acc. to Lyc. 42 f. to a giant called Ischenos (see Sch. and Tz.).

Resides all this a rapdfinwos seems to have been almost indispensable
on the racecourses of the great games. The Isthmus and Nemea
had theirs as well (Paus. § 19)—and Paus. 10, 37, 4, mentions it as
something unusual that the course at Delphi had no Tapd(iniros.

Cf. Poliak, Hippodromica, p. 91 ff., 1890.
“ ^pois tvoios, CIG. 4838b, cf. Welcker, Rhein. Mus., N.F. \-ii, 618

—

xaAa^iiTTjs Tjpws (Dem. 18, 129, with Sch. and Hesych. s.v .)—^pats

T€ixo^dXa( cV Mupiv’g, Hesych .
—

•fjpott inirtytot, CIA. iii, 1, 290, and
1, 194-206, sec Hiller v. Gart.. Phlol. 55, 180 f.—With place-names
d Ini pXavry ijpojs, Poll, vii, 87—-^potr ip. ntSiip, Att. ins. ap., Leg.
Sacr. i. p. 5.—In Epidauros on an architrave occurs the inscr.

rjpaios KXa'iKo^dpov, F. (PEpid. i, n. 245. to! xXotKo^dpip also occurs
in an inscr. from .Mt. Ithome, Leg. Sacr., p. 36 (n. 15, 1. 11).—Probably
to this cla.ss belongs the ypus ndmi/> at Athens, PI. Lys. init. ; Hesych.
Phot. s.v.

“ ijpois lOTpdj in Athens, CIA. ii, 403-4, see below.—A ijpws
orparrjyds is mentioned by a (late) ins. 'Apx-. 1884, p. 170, 1. 53.
Prom their activities are named also the Heroes Matton, Keraon in
Sparta, Dcipneus in Achaea (Polemon : Ath. ii, 39 C; iv, 173 F).

—

The ETf(fiavTjd)6pov Ifplpov was mentioned by Antiph., <nfd>av^^opos
rjpms by Hellan., but his name was unknown ; Harp. Phot. Suid. s.v.

;

AB. 301, 19 ff. Cf. BOckh, Ecou. of Ath.*, p. 144 Lew. ; CIG. 1, p. 168.
*’ In Phaleron there was an altar, ttaXtlrai Bi " Ijpcoos”—the

learned declared it to be an altar of Androgeos the son of Minos :

Paus. 1, I, 4.—Cf. 10, 36, 6: XapaSpalocs (at Charadra in Phocis)
'Hptimv KaXovpIvoip (i.e. they were called " the Heroes ”) tlalv iv

T'p ayop^ Pwpoi, *(oi ovtows oi piv AioOKodpmv, ol Si imx<oplotv ^aoiv
tlvat ifpwtuv.—yjptuc, jpwtvn a sacrifice is offered at Marathon :

sacrificial Calendar of the Attic Tetrapolis (fourth century B.C.) in

Leg. Sacr. i, p. 48. ijpaii, Iipmtv^, ib., p. 2 ; CIA . i, 4 : fifth century.

—

Decree ordering a record to be set up in the Peiraeus napa rov ijpw,

SIG. 834, 26; CIA. u. 1546-7: ^PV avie,,Kev 6 Sttva. Roehl, IC.
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Ant. 29
:

(Mykrnai) toS ijptadt d- FurtwSngler, Ath. Mitth,

1896, p, 9 ; ib. 323 ; iviB^iKw r^i iipa>t (Locris).—On the different

superimpos^ layers oi stucco on the so-called Herdon west of the Attis

at Olympia were the ins. "Hpmos, "Hptoop, and once also 'Hpatwv.
There seems to me to be no reason to suppose that this nameless
Hero was lamos in particular, the ancestor of the lamidai (as Curtius
does, Die Altare v. Otymp., p. 25, Abh. Bert. A/i. 1881). For what
reason should the name of this highly honoured oracular Hero—which
had by no means been forgotten—be suppressed ? The name of the
Hero was not given for the simple reason that it was unknown.
Nameless ^pto€s ivixiipuH, who according to some had set up the great
sacrificial altar of Zeus in Olympia, are mentioned by Paus. S, 13, 8.

In some cases the namelessness of a Hero is explain^ by the fear of
uttering awful names, which esp. in the case of the spirits of the
lower world are very frequently suppressed or referred to by a circum-
locution (cf. Erinyes and spirits of the dead, lih. Mus. 50, 20, 3) :

cf. Ant, Lib. 13, p. 214, 19 W. This was perhaps why Narkissos was
called i)pw oiyi^Aor, Str. 404. On the other hand, it was a specitd

form of respect, at the sacrifice to a Hero, to call out his name : rip

'Apraxttlr) Bvotiai ’Aieavdioi iK dtonpontov <u; rjpui ivowopalovrtt
rd oSvopa, Hdt. \ii, 117. Bvouaw xat avrdi' i( ovoparos tls rpis
e iepem ktX. Anton. Lib. 26 fin. Cf. Paus. 8, 26, 7 ; intieaXov-

prvoi riv Mvlaypov .—No one will miss the obvious analogy with the
worship of the gods. In many places in Greece nameless (or merely
"adjectival") gods were worshipped, ayaioroi 6toi. as at Olympia,
Paus. 5, 14, 8, and elsewhere. At Phateron ^topo\ Btwv r< ivopaiopiviuv
ayruiortar Kol ^poHuv (sc., dyv<u<rr<ur ?) Paus. 1, I, 4. {ayvUrts 0€oi

Poll, viii, 119. Hesych. s.v.
; fiiapoi av<irvpoi in Attica U.L. i, 1 10.)

** TXanaXifnp ipxayir^ Pi.. O. vii, 78 ; P. v. 56. The regular
custom is mentioned by Ephorus ap. Str. 366 : ovS’ ipxtiytrat
rofuatiiveu' Sntp nioiv diroStSoroi otirurrair.

** di;/iOKAcf8i}v 5( Karaarifaai ri/v dtrotteiay evTOKparopa. Official

decree about Brea: C/A. i, 31 [Hicks and Hill‘, n. 41, 1. 8],
•* Pi., P. V, 87 ff.

“ Hdt. Vi, 38.
•’ D.S. 11, 66. 4.

“ Hdt. i. 168.
•* Thuc. V. 11.—Thus in the fourth century at Sikyon Euphron

the leader of the demos has been murdered by some of the other party,
but ol rroXlrat avroS <is ivipa ayaBov Kofuodptvot {Baijiav rt ty rg
iyopi teal ws oggi/yfrijr rijs noXtoit aiporrai, Xen., HO. 7, 4. 12.

’• Worship of the law-giver.s of Tegea as Heroes : Paus. 8. 48, I.

” In the case of Sophokles the " heroizing ” had a special super-
stitious reason. He h^ once received Asklepios as a guest into his

house (and established a worship of A.) and was therefore regarded
as especially favoured by heaven and after his death worshipped a.s

Hero Aeiimv: EM. 256, 7-13. (In the temple of Amynos, an
Asklepiad daimon, on the west of the Akropolis an honorific decree
dating from the end of the fourth century b.c. has l>een discovered,
referring to the ipytivv*<t rou Aef/wvos together with those of Amynos
and Asklepios : Alh. Milt. 1896, p. 299.) In this way many mortals
who had entertained the gods as guests were themselves made Heroes,
cf. Deneken, de Tkeoxen. c, ii.

In the examples collected in n. 35 above the removal of the
Hero’s bones was in each case commanded by the Delphic oracle.

Typical examples of the foundation of an annual festival of a Hero on
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the recommendation of an oracle ; Hdt. i, 167 ; Pans. 8. 23, 7 ; 9,

38, 5.
’• Plu. Citn. 19—his authority is Nausikrates o p^a/p the pupil of

Isokrates. The god ordered /iii a/itAetv Kiuwvor. Kimon's spirit

was thus expressing its anger at the '* neglect by sending pestilence
and yijs a^opla—^he wanted a cult.

’* Appearance at the battle of Marathon, command of the oracle

'Extrkalov •^pcaa, Paus. 1, 32, 5.—^Swarm of bees in the severed
head of Onesilos at Amathos

; the oracle orders his head to be buried
'OvTiolX<p Sj Bvtiv o)t ijpwi afd mv iroi, Hdt. v, 114.

’* Before the battle of Plataea : Plu., Arist. 11. Before the

’* The Persian Artachaies, of the family of the Achaimenidai, was
given a burial of great pomp after his death, by Xerxes at Akantbos ;

Bvouok ’AKanffioi <k Btoirpontov ws ^/>cui tnovyo/idCovTts to ovvopa,
Hdt. vii, 117 (—the ’ApTax<tiou ra^s remained a well-known spot,

Ael., HA. xiii, 20). It is hardly likely that the unusual size of the
Persian of which Hdt. speaks was the cause of his being made a Hero
by the oracle.

” Paus. 6, 9, 6-7. Plu., Rom. 28. Oinom. ap. Eus., PE. 5, 34,

p. 230 C (Vig.). Celsus c. Xt. also refers to the miracle. Or., Cels, iii, 33,

p. 292 L. Cf. iii, 3, p. 256 ; iii, 25, p. 280.
Kleomedes poip<f ral Satpovtf Sttitri] airo rrjs Ktpwrov, Cels,

ap. Orig., Cels, iii, 33, p. 293 L. Oinom. ap. Euseb., PE. 5, 34, 1,

(p. 296Gifi.) : oi 9toi dvr/ptiiliavTiot uatrepoirov'Op^povTov Pavvp^iiiv.
Thus the gods, acc. to the popular opinion derided by Oinom., gave
Kleomedes immortality, aBavaaiav <S<uKav, p. 297 Gift.

’• VVe rarely hear of other oracles directing Heroes to be worshipped.
But cf. Xenag. ap. Macr. 5, 18, 30 : on the occasion of a failure of the
crops at Sicily iBvaav /TcStoKpari] T»vt rjptai npoardfavros adrots toO

ex flaXtxcuy xPV<"Vpio '>-—This Hero is probably the same as Pediakrates,

one of the six arparriyoi of the iyxiopiot Eixavoi in Sicily who were
slain by Herakles and p*xP^ rifi-^s Tvxdrovotr. D.S. 4,

23, 5 : from Timaeus ?

•“ The lines of the oracle about Kleomedes may very well be ancient

(eoxaros ifpiLuiv ktA.) simply on the ground that its assertion had not
been fulfilled. If oracles that come true are rightly reg^ded as
subsequent to the events which they profess to foresee, then it is only
reasonable to regard an oracle which is proved incorrect by later evente
as earlier than the events which contradict its prophecy.

ofror yap 6 Beds ntpl to toioCto iraaiv avBpiamis iroTptor

iv piaif! Ttjs yijs Vwl roC op^itXoS xaB^/ievos tf^yelTo*, in the words
of Plato, Up. 427 C.
* yivtrat iv JcA^i;
r rjporas, Sch. Pi., J

• Plu., Arist. 21.—Grave of the Megarians who had faller

Persian wars, erected in the market of that city : CIG. 1051 (= Sim.,

fr. 107 PLG.), Paus. 1, 43, 3. We hear nothing of the Hero-worship
of these men, but it is natural to suppose it.—Thus in Phigaleia in

the market place there was a common grave of the hundred Oresthasians

who had died fighting for Phigaleia, xai ws rjpwaiv airots ivaylCovo-iv

dvA iros, Paus. 8, 41, 1.

•* Paus. 1, 32, 4 : odfiovrai Si oi MapaBtivioi tovtovs, ot napa rijr

pdxv” diriBavov ^pwas deo/iaforrer. They lay buried on the field of

battle, Paus. 1, 29, 4 ; 32, 3. Every night could be heard the neighing
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of horses and the sound of battle. Those who attempted to witness
the doings of the spirits suffered for it. Paus. l.c. The sight of the
spirits made men blind or killed them. This is well known of gods

—

xaAciroi Si Btoi ivaftywt- As to the results of seeing a Hero
cf. the story in Hdt. vi, 117.

K.. /. iv. 26 ff, : cf. N. iv. 46 ff.

•• Hdt. ii, 44, has recourse to the idea that there was a difference

between the god Herakles and the Hero Hcrakles the son of

Amphitryon : «rat SoKiouot Si fio> oilrot opBorara 'EXXrjviDv woUtiv,
ot Sifa 'HpdicXfia iSpvadiimu <icTi)Krat Kai rw piv cur dBavdrtp 'OXvpiriw
Si iniampiriv Bvovai, rw Si iriptp cut yptai tvayHovai. Combination of

Bvfir and tvayiittv in one sacrifice to Herakles, at Sikyon ; Paus.
2, 10. 1. Herakles ^pcut 9cot Pi., N. iii, 22.

•’ Varying worship of the same person as Hero and as god, e.g.

Achilles. He was a god in Epirus for example (called upon as
’'i4oir«Tos. Plu.. Pyr. 1) in Astypalaia (Cic., SD. iii, 45) in Erythrai
(third century ins. S/C. 600, 50. 75), etc. As Hero he was worshipped
in Elis where an empty grave was erected to him cV pamias, and where
at his annual festival at sunset the women K6irr€aB(u vopl^ovoiv,

i.e. lament over him as dead. Paus. 6, 23. 3.
•• I shall not multiply examples and only note Plu., M. Vtrt., p. 255 E

;

rj AapifidKji npdrtpo* TjpiMKas ripds dmoSiSdvTts, vortpov cut Bgw Bvtiv

i^rf^ioav
In the well-known lines rjKtit cS Avtcdopyt ktX. Hdt. i, 65.

*• Thus Eupolis calls the Hero Akademos Btot, as Sophokles does the
Hero Kolonos, and others do the same, see Nauck on Soph., OC. 65.

•* OC ‘^piutf icac cu ijpcucS<t Toct Btotf Tov avTov fjfouoi Xoyoy (l.e. for

dream-interpretation), irA^ ooa Swdptws dnoXtinoyrai, Artemid.
iv, 78.—Paus. 10, 31, II : the ancients considered the Eleusinian
mysteries as rotroCror irrtpoTtpov than all other religious ceremonies
ootp Kai tfeout imtrpoaBtv ypcucuu.

** Machaon's pyijpa and Itpoy aytoy at Gerenia, Paus. 3, 26, 9. H.s
bones had been brought by Nestor when he came home from Troy :

§ 10. Cl. Schol. Marc, and Tz. Lyc. 1048. The first to sacrifice to
him was Glaukos the son of Aipytos ; Paus. 4, 3, 9.—Podalcinos.
His ^p^y lay at the foot of the Ad^s Apioy by Mt. Garganus 100 stades
from the sea, pti 5< airoC vordpioy irdyaK€S irpos rds twv Bptppdruiy
ydaovs, Str. 284. The method of incubation given in the text is

described by Lyc. 1047-55. He also speaks of a river Althainis (so

called because of its medicinal properties, cf. EM. 63. 3, from Schol.

Lyc.), which cured disease if one sprinkled oneself with water from
it.— ? from Timaeus, cf. Tz. on 1050. (Cf. also the spring by the
Amphiaraion at Oropos ; Paus. 1, 34. 4.)
” Paus. 2, 38, 6.—The brother of Polemokrates, Alexanor, had a

herdon at Titane in the territory of Sikyon : Paus. 2,11,7; 23, 4 ;

but we hear nothing of sick-cures (though his name would lead us to
suspect such).—Other Asklepiadai ; Nikomachos, Gorgasos, Sphyros
{Wide, Lac. Culte, 195).

•* Sanctuary of "Hpwt larpis near the Theseion : Dem. 19. 249 ;

18, 129 ; Apollon., V. Aesch.. p. 265, 5 f. West. Decree about
melting down silver votive-ofierings (third and second century),
CJA. ii, 403-4.—Acc. to Usener {GoUemamen, 149-53) ’larpis is to

be regarded as the proper name of this Hero (really a functional
” Sondergott ") and not as an adjectival description of a nameless Hero
(as in iipois arparmis, art^ayri^ipof, aXalKo^ipos—this last in two
different places, like ijpcur larpis, see above, n. 61). Acc. to
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his view ‘larpos was given the adj. title ijpws to distinguish him
from a 6t6s 'Iarp6s. But this would only be possible if there existed
a god who was not merely an larpos and so called by this title, like

’y4woAA(oi>, IlootiSwv iarpis, but whose proper name was ’larpos.
But there was no such god. Usener (151) infers the existence of a
god ’/orpdr out of the proper name 'laTpoKMjs. But this would only
be justifiable if there were not a whole host of proper names com-
pounded with -kX^s, the first part of which is anything but a god’s
name (list in Pick, Griech. Personennamen^, p. 165 ff.),—^There seems
no real reason for understanding the name ffpots larpos differently

from the analogous rj. arparifyos, rj. T«;(o^uAaf, etc.—There existed
besides even vipL^ai larpoi, vtpl ’H\<Lav. Hesych.

CIA. li. 404, distinguishes the Hero referred to by the decree as
the rfpws larpos 6 fv dtrret. This clearly implies a second rjpais larpos,
outside Athens. But the Rhet. Lex. in AB. 262, 16 f. (cf. Sch. Dem,,
p. 437, 19-20 Di.), speaks of a ^pa>s larpos called Aristomachos or
crd^i} iv MapaBmvi napa ro Aiovvoiov, who it is clear cannot be the
ijpojs larpos that Demosthenes meant—for he is 6 Iv dorei ;

but the
description applies very well to the Hero Physician worshipped in

Attica outside the doru. See L. v. Sybel, Hermes, xx, 43.
•* Cenotaph of Kalchas in .Apulia near the herodn of Podaleirios,

l.yc. 1047 ff.—his body was said to be buried in Kolophon : Noarot ;

Tz. Lyc. 427 ; Schol. D.P. 850. (’yxot/iijoi; at his heroon, sleeping on
the skin of the sacrificed ram : Str. 284 ; the same as, acc. to Lycophron,
in the temple of Podaleirios. It almost looks like a mistake in

either Strabo or Lyc. But the ritual may quite well have been the
same in both temples and we find it again in the dream-oracle of

Amphiaraos in Oropos, Pans. 1. 34, 5.—At the present day the
Archangel Michael is worshipped at Monte Sant’ Angelo beneath
Mt. Garganus. He appeared there during the fifth centu^ and in

a cave which is perhaps rightly regarded as the former site of the
incubation-oracle of Kalchas: Lenormant, d trovers PApulte, i,

p. 61, Paris, 1883. S. Michael had in other cases also taken over the
duties of the ancient ineiibaltou mantic, and continued them in a
Christian form—though the task belonged more often to SS. Cosmas
and Damian—e.g. in the Michaehon in Constantinople, the ancient
ilutaStviov : sec Malal., pp. 78-9 Bonn.; Soz., HE. ii, 3.

*’ Lyc. 799 f. Arist. and Nicand. in Schol. ad. loc. Was there a
legend that made Odysseus die there ? Lyc. himself, it is true, gives

quite a different story a little later (805 ff.), much to the amazement
of his scholiasts. Perhaps in 799 f. he was thinking, in spite of the

dream oracle, only of a itci'di' a^pa of Odysseus in Aetolia (as in the
case of Kalchas).

*• Grave of Prot. : Hdt. ix, 1 16 ff. ; Lyc. 532 ff. Upov rov UpovrsoiXaov

Thuc. viii, 102, 3. Oracle: Philostr., Her. 678, p. 146 f. K. It was esp.

also an oracle of healing : ib., 147, 30 f. K.
•• An oracle " Sarpedonis tn Troade " is mentioned in a cursory

enumeration of oracular sites by Tert., An. 46. It is difficult to

imagine how Sarpedon, the Homeric one—^no other can be meant here

—

whose body had been so ceremoniously brought to Lykia, can have
had an oracle in the Troad. It may be merely a slip of the pen on
Tertullian’s part.—At Seleucia in Cilicia there was an oracle of Apollo

Sarpedonios, D.S. 32, 10. 2 ; Zos. 1. 57. Wesseling on D.S. ii, p. 519,

has already called attention to the more detailed account in the

Vit. S. Theclae of BasiUus bishop of Seleucia ; see the extracts given

by R. Kdhler. Rhein. Mus. 14. 472 ff. There the oracle is described
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ss a dream-oracle of Saipedon himself who was consulted at his grave
in Seleuda. It is also certain, as Kdhler remarks, that Sarp^on,
the son of Europa and brother of Minos, is meant. (This Cretan
Sarpedon appears first in Hesiod and is quite distinct from the Homeric
one : Aristonic. on Z 199. Indeed, Homer knows no other brother
of Minos except Rhadamanthys ; S 322. In spite of this he was
often regarded as the same as the Homeric Sarpedon who came from
Lykia [cf. the name Zrppadoni on the Obelisk of Xanthos ; Lyc.
Imcr. tab. vii, 1. 6] ; acc. to [ApoUod.] 3. 1, 3, he lived through three
ymat, cf. Schol. V.. Z 199: which seems a marvellous feat much in

the manner of Hellanikos. Others made the Cretan Sarp. into the
grandfather of the Lykian : D.S. 5, 79, 3.) The oracle belonged
properly to Sarpedon ; Apollo seems merely to have been an intruder
here and to have taken the place of the Hero as he did with Hyakinthos
at Amyklai. That Sarpedon, however, was not therefore quite
forgotten is shown by the Christian notice of him. Perhaps Apollo
was regarded as merely the patron of the oracle whose read guaMian
was still Sarpedon. It certainly indicates community of worship
when Ap. is there called ’AiroAAon' £apirr)i6vios : so too in

Tarentum—brought thither from Sparta and Amyklai—there was
a rd^s trapd nir rtoui ' YaxirBou irpooayop€v6ii€vo(, itapd 64 rtaiv

’AvdXXtovot 'Yaxiviov (in which no alteration is necessary), PIb.

8. 30, 2. In Goityn there was a cult of Atymnos (Solin. II, 9, p. 73
Mom.), the beloved of Apollo (or of Sarpedon) : he too was worshipped
as Apollo Atymnios (Nonn., D. 11, 131 ; 258; 12. 217).

The inhabitants of Gadeira sacrificed to Men. ; Philostr., VA.
5, 4, p. 167, 10 K. TO M<v*a84ais fiavrtZoy on the Baetis is mentioned
by Str., p. 140. How it got there we do not know.

Str. 546. Antol. came there as a sharer in the expedition of
Herakles against the Amazons and with the Argonauts. A.R. ii,

955-61. Plut., Luc. 23.
*“ For Anios sec Meineke, An. AUx. 16-17; Wentzel in Pauly-

Wissowa Amos. Apollo taught him the mantic art and gave him
great rt/idr ; D.S. 5, 62. 2. He is called fiams also by Clem. Al.,

Strom, i, p. 400 P. Perhaps he was also a mantic Hero in the cult that
was paid to him at Delos ; in giving a list of the haipovas tmxaipiovs,
Clem. AI.. Protr. ii, p. 35 P.. mentions also stapa S’ 'HXtlovs "Anoy,
which Sylburg corrected to napa JriXiois. A pnest of Anios Upsvs
'Ayioo at Delos is given CIA. ii. 985 D 10 ; E 4. 53.

D.S. 5, 63, 2. There she is identified with Molpadia. daughter
of Staphylos. In that case iiptdia would more probably be an
adiectival title of a Heroine whose real name was unknown, like the
names of the unknown Heroes mentioned above, nn. 60-2. The

dream-oracle of Ino in front of which was a statue of Pasiphae ;

Paus. 3, 26, 1. This probably means, as Welcker, Kl. Schr. iii, 92,
says, that the same oracle had once belonged to Pas., but had then been
afterwards dedicated to Ino. (Not of course that Pasiphae -= Ino,
and this is not suggested by W., but merely that Ino may have taken
the place of Pas.) A payrtioy Llaoi^lXus is also mentioned by
Apollon., Mir. 49: see ateo Mailer, FHG. ii, 288 [see Keller, Varadoxogr.,

p. 55, 15].
••* Something of the kind seems to be suggested by Pi., P. viii, 57 :

I praise Alkmaion ysirmv Sri pot xal Krtiyutv iputv virdvraod
t’ idm yds ip^aXiy nap’ iolhipor parrsvpdrmy r i^t^aro ovyydyotat
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Those much-discussed words I can only interpret as follows.
Alkmaion had a iiptoov near Pindar’s house : he could only be
" Guardian of his possessions ” if he were either the guardian spirit

of his neighbour or if Pindar had deposited money for safe keeping
in his temple—the custom is well known, see Bflchsenschatz, Besitz
iin Cl. Alt., p. 508 ff. As Pindar was once thinking of going to Delphi
" Aik. applied himself to the prophetic arts traditional in his family ”

to be connected with a construction common in Pind.) :

i.e. he made him a revelation in a dream—on what subject Pindar
does not say—as was customary in the family of the Amythaonidai.
though not generally undertaken by Alkmaion (elsewhere) who unUke
his brother Amphilochos nowhere seems to have had a dream-oracle
of his own. (It seems to be a mere slip when Clem. Al., Sir. i. p. 400 P.
attributes the Oracle in Akamania to Aik. instead of Amphil.)

Plu., Q. Gr.. 40. 300 D.
*•’ Thus no herald might approach the herobn of Okridion in Rhodes,

Plu., Q. Gr., 27, 297 C. No flute-player might approach, nor the name
of Achilles be mentioned in the herobn of Tenes at Tenedos, ib., 28,
297 D. How an old grievance of a Hero might be continued into his
after-life as a spirit is shown by an instructive example given by Hdt.
V, 67.

Paus. 9. 38, 5. The fetters were no doubt intended in such cases
to fasten the statue (as the abode of the Hero himself) to the site of

his worship. Thus in Sparta an ayaXita apyatov of Enyalios was kept
in fetters. About this the yvtoftr} t«uv AoKtSaifiorlwr was that ovirore

rov ’ EruaXiov ^fvyovra otxvoradai a^toiv ivtx6ittvov rals tr^Bais,

Paus. 3, IS, 7. Similar things elsewhere: Lob., Agl. 275 ;
cf. again

Paus. 8, 41. 6. The striking efiect of the statue fastened to the rocks
may then very well have given rise to the (aetiological) legend of the
itirpav iyov tiimXov.

Hdt. v»i, 169-70.
"• Hdt. vii, 134-7.

Sanctity of trees and groves dedicated to a Hero : Ael., VH. v.

17 : Paus. 2, 28, 7 ; but esp. 8, 24. 7.
"* The story of the wrath of the Hero of Anagyros is told, with a

few variations in detail, by Jerome ap. Suid. ’/fray. Sai/iwv = Apostol.
ix, 79 ; Dgn., Pror. iii, 31 (in cod. Coisl., p. 219 f. Getting.) ; cf. Zenob.
ii, 55 = Dgn. i, 25. Similar stories of a Saipwv KiXIkios, Aivms, are
implied but not related by Macarius, iii. 18 (ii, p. 155 Gbtt.).

The story in Suid. goes back to Hieron. Rhod. nepi Tpay<phioiroimv

(fr. 4 Hill.), who compared the story with the theme of the Euripides
Phoenix.

* According to Paus. the ghost was explained to be one of the
companions of Odysseus. Strabo says more particularly Polites,

who was one of these. But a copy of an ancient picture representing
the adventure called the daimon Lykas and made him black and
grim-looking and dressed in a wolf-skin. The last is probably merely
symbolic and represents full wolf-shape such as belonged to the
Athenian Hero Lykos : Harp. irKaiotv. Wolf-shape given to a death-
bringing spirit of the underworld, as often ; cf. Roscher, Kynanth.
60-1. This must have been the more ancient form of the legend and
the daimon was only subsequently changed into a Hero.

"* The sto^ in its general outline recalls esp. the other Greek
legends in which similar rescues occur ; we are reminded not merely
of the stories of Perseus and Andromeda or Herakles and Hesione,

but also of the fight of Herakles with Thanatos for the sake of Alkestis,
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in Eurip., Ale., and of Koroibos* struggle with the Uoivi) in Argos.
But the story of Euthymos and the Hero of Temesa a)^ees even in

its details with a story coming from a far distant locality, Krisa at
the foot of Mt. Pamassos, where lived the monster Lamia, or Sybaris,
who was overthrown by Eurybatos—as it is told in Nikander’s
'Ertpaiovtitva, ap. Ant. Lib. viii—and is even to this day related as a
fairy-tale ; see B. Schmidt. Gr. Marchrn. 142, 246 f. It is unnecessary
to suppose imitation of either legend by the o^er ; both indepiendently

reproduce the same fairy-tale motif, which is in fact very common
everywhere. The monster overcome by the champion is regularly

a chthonic being, a fiend from below : Thanatos, Poinc, Lamia (which
is the generic name, Ziipaptt being apparently the special name of
this particular Lamia) and the ghostly " Hero ” of Temesa.

Paus. 6. 6, 7-11, the main source ; Str. 255 ; Ael., VH. viii. 18 ;

Plut. Paroem. ii. 31 ; Suid. ECSuftos. The “ translation ” occurs in

Pans., Ael., and Suid. .\ccording to Aelian he went to the River Kaikinos
near his old home Locri and disappeared ; (The river-

god Kaikinos is regarded as his real father : Paus. 6, 6, 4.) Perhaps
the herodn of Euthymos may have been near the river. '* Heroizing

”

of Euthymos bv a flash of lightning is confirmed by his statue ; Calhm.,
/r. 399 ; Pliny. iV/f. 7, 152; Schol. Paus., Hermes, 29, 148. Inscrip-

tion on base of statue of E. at Olvmpia : Arch. Zett., 1878, p. 82.

Paus. 6, 11. 2-9 ; D. Chr. 31. 340 .M. [i, 247 Am.]. Cl. Oinom.
ap. Eus. PE. 5, 34. p. 231-2 V. Oinomaos 232 C refers to a similar
legend of the perrtathlos Euthykles and his statue, at Locn.

**• The story of Mitys (or Bitys) in Argos is known from Arist. Po.

9, p. 1452a. 7 fl. {Mtrab. 156). A few more such stories arc recorded
in VVyttenbach, Plu. M. vii, p. 316 (Oxon.) ; cf. also Thcoc. 23. Just
as in the story of Theagenes. the statue was punished as responsible
for the murder, so, too. the attribution of a feUchi.stic personality
to inanimate objects lies at the bottom of the ancient customs observetl

in the Athenian murder laws, by which judgment was given in the
Prytaneion mpi ru>v ru>v ifiittoiorwv ru'i Kai anoxrnvavrwv :

Poll, viii, 120, after Dem. 23, 76, cf. Arist. ABrr. 57, 4. Such judgments
cannot originally have been merely symbolical in meaning.

“* Luc., D. Cove. 12: Paus. 6. II. 9.

Luc., l.c. On Polydamas see Paus. 6. 5. and among many others
Eus. Chron. Olympiontc., Ol. 93. p. 204 &h.

His victory was won in Ol. 6 (.see also Eus. Chron., Ol. 6, p. 196) ;

the statue erected to him only in Ol. 80; Paus. 7, 17, 6.

"» Paus. 7. 17, 13-14.
*“ Plu.. Thes. 35.
»** Paus. 1, 15, 3; 32, 5.
•“ Hdt. viii, 38-9.

Hdt. viii, 64. The difference should be noted : tv(aoB<u toUxi BtoUrt

Kai iviKaXiaaoBai rovr Aiavihat avfiftdxovt. So, too, we are told in

Hdt. v, 75, that both the Tyndaridai cViirA^rot tivorro the Spartans
into the field. (The Aeginetans sent the Aiakidai to the help of the
Thebans, but as they proved unprofitable the Thebans rovr AtaKiias
dvtSiSoaar. Hdt. v, 80).

Plu., Them. 15.

Hdt. viu, 121.

Kychreus : Paus. 1, 36. I. The Hero himself appeared as a
snake, as also e.g. Sosipolis in Elis before the battle, Paus. 6, 20. 4-5

;

Erichtbonios, Pans, 1, 24, 7 : for of vaXasol ftdhurra rtav (wwr rir
tpAvorra rotf ijpetot mn’tpKtlwtrair, Plu., Cltom. 39. The temple snake,
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the KvxpftSijf Eleusis, was undoubtedly the Hero himself

;

though acc. to the rationalizing account in Str. 393-4 it had merely
been reared by Kychreus.

““ Themistokles in Hdt. viii, 109.

,

>•' Xen., Cyn. i. 17.
'•* The Dioscuri helped the Spartans in war, Hdt. v, 75 ; the Locrian

Aias the Locrians in Italy : Paus. 3, 19, 12-13 ; Conon 18 (artistically

elaborated and no longer naive legend but both taken from the same
source).

Hdt. vi, 61 (hence Paus. 3, 7, 7) ;
grave of Helen at Therapne,

Paus. 3, 19, 8.

Hdt, vi, 69. Thus, too, the Theagenes
regarded in Thasos not as the son of Tim

'

rfi 'HpaxXtovs auyytvioBai tfiaaixa «
1 1 ,

2.—Everyone will be reminded, too,

Alkmene. But it should be noticed how near such stories as that so

naively told by Herod, approach the risky novel-plot in which some
profane mortal visits in disguise an unsuspecting woman and plays
the part of a god or spirit-lover. That in Greece, too, such stories

were current we may perhaps deduce from Eur., Ion, 1530 ff. Ov.,

Af. iii, 281; says outright : multi nomine divorum thalamos iniere

pudicos. An adventure of this sort is told by the writer of [Aeschines]
lip. 10, and he is able to produce two similar cases which he certainly

has not invented himself (8-9).—In more recent times both western
and Driental nations have deliglited in telling such stories ; a
typical Oriental example is the story of *' the Weaver as Vishnu ” in

the Panchatantra (see Benfey, PanHch. i, § 56) ; in the West there is

the story of Boccaccio dealing with .Alberto of Imola as the angel

Gabriel, Decam. iv, 2 —Very suspicious, too, seems the account of a
miracle that occurred in Epidauros : a barren woman comes to the
temple of Asklepios to seek advice by <Vkoiht;ois. A big snake
approaches her and she has a child. 'E4>. 'Apx- 1885, pp. 21-2,

1. 129 ff.

*’* <V ToC rjpwiov ToC irapa rijoi Bvp^ai avAeiijai i&pvptvov, Hdt. vi, 69.
*** Hero ini npoBvpip, Callim., Ep. 26 ; a Hero rtpo TrvAai;, npo

SofioMne, late epigram from Thrace, Epigr. Gr. 841 : ijpiuas nX-qaiov

Tijy ToO liovTot oUlaf iSpvftivout, Artemid. iv, 79, p. 248, 9 H. This,

too, is how Pindar’s words about the Hero .Alkmaion as his ytiruiv

are to be understtxxl : Pyth. viii. 57. see above, n. 105. An
Aesopian fable dealing with the relations of a man with his neighbour-

Hero begins Tfputa ns ini rijs oUlas rovnp noXvrfXws idvtv, 161

Halm.
: cf. also Babr. 63.—A similar idea is at work when a son put

up a monument to his father at the doorway of his house—see the

fine lines of Eur., Hel. 1165 ff.

Kvnp<p ivSa Ttvnpos anapyti. .Aias igti Salamis and Achilles

his island in the Pontus
; 9ins Si Kpartt and so, too, Neoptolemos

in Epirus : Pi., N. iv, 46-51
; ip^nti used of a Hero, P. ix, 70 ; rotr

Btois *ot ijpmot rots narixovoi rijv irdAiv nal Trfv X'^P°-''
'''7*' ABiivaiuv ;

Dcm, 18, 184.
**• Cf. Alabandus whom the inhabitants of Alabanda sanctius colunt

quam quemquam nobilium deonim : Cic., SD. iii, 50 (in connexion

with an ane^ote relating to the fourth century) —Tenem, qui apud
Tenedios sanctissimus deus habetur, Cic., I', ii, 1, 49.



CHAPTER V

The Cult of Souls

Greek civilization as we see it reflected in the Homeric
poems strikes us as so variously developed, and yet so complete
in itself, that if we had no further sources of information, we
should naturally suppose that the characteristic culture of

the Greeks there reached the highest point attainable under
the conditions set by national character and external circum-

stance. In reality the Homeric poems stand on the border

line between an older development that has come to complete
maturity and a new, and in many ways differently constituted,

order of things. The poems themselves offer an idealized

pictxire of a past that was on the point of disappearing entirely.

Tlie profound upheavals of the following centuries can ^
measured by their final results ;

we can guess the underl}dng

forces from a study of the individual symptoms. But the fact

remains that in the very imperfect state of our information

about this period of transformation, we can do little more
than recognize the existence of all the conditions necessary

for a complete reorganization of Greek life. We can see how
the once less-important races in Greece now come into the
foreground of history

;
how they set up new kingdoms by the

right of conquest on the ruins of the old, and bring into

prominence their own special ways of thinking. Colonization

over a wide area meant the expansion of Greek life ; while

the colonies themselves, as is so often the case, traversed all

the stages of development at a much faster rate. Commerce
and industry developed, calling forth and satisfying new
demands. New elements of the population came to the fore,

governments began to fall and the old rule of the kings gave
way to Aristocracy, TjTanny, Democracy. In friendly and
(in the West especially) hostile relationship the Greeks
came into contact more than formerly with foreign peoples in

every stage of civilization who influenced them in many
directions.

All these great movements must have produced many fresh

currents in intellectual life too. And in fact the attempt to

get free from tradition, from the long-standing culture that

seemed, when reflectedin the Homericpoems, so permanent and
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complete in itself, is seen most clearly in the sphere of poetry.

The poets threw off the tyranny of the epic convention. The}-
ceased to obey its formal verse-rhythm. And with the freedom
thus gained from its vocabulary of stock words, phrases, and
images, it was inevitable that the point of view also should
change and gain in width. The poet no longer turns his gaze

away from his own time and his own person. He himself

becomes the central figure of his poetry-, and to express the
ferment of his own emotions he inv-ents for himself the most
natural rhythm, in close alliance w-ith music which now
becomes an important and independent element in Greek
life. It is as though the Greeks had just discovered the full

extent of their own capacities and dared to make free use of

them. In every branch of the plastic arts the hand of the

artist wins in the course of the centuries an ever greater

capacity to give \'isible shape to the imagined world of beauty.
Even the ruins of that world reveal to us more plainly and
impressively (because less mixed w-ith conscious reflexion)

than any literaiy- achievement, the thing that is of permanent
value in Greek art.

It was impossible that religion, alone unaffected by the
general atmosphere of change, should remain unaltered in the
old paths. But here, even more than in other directions, we
must admit that the inward reality of the change remains
hidden from us. We can see indeed many external alterations,

but of the directing spirit which called them forth we hardly
catch more than a glimpse. It is easy, by comparing the
later condition of religion with the Homeric, to see how enor-

mously the objects of reUgious worship have multiplied. W'^e

can see how much more sumptuous and elaborate ceremonial

has become and obser\-e the development in beauty and
variety, in conjunction with the fine arts, of the great religious

festivals of the different cities and peoples of Greece. Temples
and sculpture bear unmistakable witness to the increased power
and importance of religion. That an inward and far-reaching

change had come over religious thought and belief might have
been already guessed from the fame and importance which
belonged to the oracle at Delphi, now coming into real power ;

and from the many new developments in Greek religious life

taking their origin from this spiritual centre. At this time there

grew up, under the influence of a deepening moral sense, that

new interpretation of religion that we meet w-ith in its com-
pleted form in Aeschylus and Pindar. The age was decidedly

more " religious-minded ” than that in which Homer lived.

It is as though the Greeks then went through a period such as
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most civilized nations go through at some time or other, and
such as the Greeks themselves were to repeat more than once
in after centuries—a period in which the mind after it has at

least half succeeded in winning its freedom from disquieting

and oppressive beliefs in invusible powers shrinks back once
more. Under the influence of adversity it feels the need of

some comforting illusions l.'ehind which it may take shelter

and be relieved in part of the burden of responsibility.

The obscurity of this period of growth hides also from our
sight the origin and development of beliefs about the soul

very different from the Homeric. The results of the process

are however visible enough and we can still discern how a

regular cult of the disembodied soul and eventuallj- a belief

in immortality fully worth\’ of the name were being built up
at this time. These things are the result of phenomena which
partly represent the re-emergence of elements in religious life

which had been submerged in the previous period, and partly

the entrj' of fresh forces which in conjunction with the

resuscitated old give rise between them to a third and new
creation.

I

Cult of the Chthontc Deities

The chief new feature revealing itself to comparative study
in the development of religion in the post-Homeric period is

the worship of chthontc deities, that is, of deities dwelling in

the interior of the earth. And yet it is an undoubted fact

that these divinities are among the oldest possessions of Greek
religious faith. Indeed, bound as they are to the soil of the

countrj', they are the true local deities, the real gods of home
and country'. They are also not unknowm to Homer ; but
epic poetry had transferred them, divested of all local limita-

tion, to a distant subterranean region, inaccessible to living

men, beyond the limits of Okeanos. There Aides and the

terrible Persephoneia rule as guardians of the dead. From
that distant and unapproachable place they can have no
influence upon the life and doings of men on earth. Religious

cult, too, only knows these deities in connexion with particular

localities and particular groups of worshippers. Each of

these worships the deities of the underworld as denizens of

their soil and their countryside alone. They are untroubled
by any considerations of a general and uniform kingdom of

the gods such as the epic had set up ;
nor are they disturbed

by similar and conflicting claims made by neighbouring
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communities. And only in these local cults are the gods of
the lower world seen in their true nature as they were con-
ceived by the faith of their worshippers. They are the gods
of a settled, agricultural, inland population. Dwelling beneath
the soil they guarantee two things to their worshippers : they
bless the cultivation of the ground and ensure the increase of

the fruits of the soil to the living ; they receive the souls of

the dead into their underworld.* In certain places they also

send up from the spirit-world revelations of future events.

The most exalted name we met with among these dwellers

below the earth is that of Zeus Chthonios. This is at once the
most general and the most exclusive designation of the god
of the lower world ; for the name “ Zeus " had in many local

cults thus preserved the generalized meaning of “ god ” in

combination with a particularizing adjective. The Iliad also

once speaks of “ Zeus of the lower world ”
; though by this is

meant none other than the ruler of the distant realm of the
dead, Hades. Hades too, in the Hesiodic Theogony is once
called " Zeus the Chthonian But the agricultural poem of

Hesiod bids the Boeotian countiyman, when preparing his

fields for sowing, pray for a blessing to the Chthonic Zeus.

Zeus Chthonios was also sacrificed to in Mykonos for the
" fruits of the earth ”.®

But, more frequently than under this most general and
exalted title, ^ we meet with the god of the living and the dead
under various disguises. The gods of the underworld were
generally referred to by affectionate or cajoling nicknames
that laid stress on the lofty or beneficent character of their

rule and threw a veil over the darkest side of their nature with
conciliatory euphemism.® Thus Hades had many flattering

titles and special names.* So, too, in many places Zeus of the

underworld was worshipped as Zeus Eubouleus or Bouleus,’^

at other places, especially Hermione, as KljTnenos.* Zeus
Amphiaraos, Zeus Trophonios we have dealt with already

in their capacity of Heroes, but they are really nothing else

but such earth deities with honourable titles, who have been
deprived to some extent of their full status as gods " and have
on that account developed all the more strongly the oracular

side of their powers. Hades, the ruler of that distant kingdom
of darkness, is one of this class of manifestations of Zeus
Chthonios that vary in name according to the different

localities of their worship. The king of the shadows in Erebos

as he appears in Homer has no altars or sacrifices made to

him : but these things belong to him as the local god of

particular places. In the Peloponnese there were local centres
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of his worship in Elis and Triphylia.^i sites of a very ancient

civilization ; and it is probable enough that tribes and clans

having their origin there contributed by their wanderings to tl.c

spread of their native cult of the chthonic deity in other Gret k

countries as well.’* Hades, too, was for his PelopKjnnesian

worshippers a god of the fertility of the earth just as much as

a god of the dead.’* And in the same way he was the lord

of the Souls as well, in those placeswhere “ in fear of the name
of Hades ” ** he was called, in honour of his beneficent powers,

Plouton, Plouteus, or Zeus Plouteus.

The welfare of the living and the dead was also the concern
of the female deity of the underworld called by the name
of the earth itself Ge or Gaia. At the places where she was
worshipped she was regarded as one who brought fruitfulness

to the fields, but she held sway over the souls of the dead as

well, in conjunction with whom prayers and sacrifice were
offered to her.'* Her temples remain^ in honour, especially

at Athens and at the primeval centre of ancient worship of

the gods, Olympia.’* But her personality had never been quite

reduced to definite and intelligible outline from the enormous
vagueness natural to primitive deities. Earth-goddesses of

more recent and intelligible form had supplant^ her. She
retained longest her mantic powers which she exercised from
beneath the earth, the abode of spirits and souls, at ancient

oracular sites—though even here she often had to give way to

oracular gods of another description, such as Zeus and Apollo.

A poet indeed mentions her once side by side with the great

ruler of the lower world,’* but in actual worship she was
seldom found among the groups of male and female deities

of chthonic nature such as were worshipped together at many
places. Above all, at Hermione there flourished from primitive

times a solemn cult of the lower-world Demeter in conjunction

with the lower-world Zeus, under the name of KljTnenos, and
with Kore.’* At other places Plouton and these two goddesses
were worshipped together, or Zeus Eubouleus and the same
two, etc.’* The names of the underworld god vary indefinitely,

but the names of Demeter and her divine daughter appear
every time unchanged. Either alone or together, and
worshipped in connexion with other related deities, these

two gc^desses have by far the most important place in the

cult of the underworld. The fame and widespread popularity

of their cult in all Greek cities of the mother-country and in

the colonies proves more than anything else that .since

Homeric times a change must have taken place in the sphere

of religious emotion and service of the gods.
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Homer gives no hint of the character or importamce of the
later cult of Demeter and Persephone. For him Persephone
is simply the grim unapproachable Queen of the dead, Demeter
invariably (and solely) a goddess of the fertility of crops “ ;

she stands apart indeed from the rest of the Olympians, but
no reference to a close asssociation with her daughter is ever
made.*‘ Now, however, both goddesses appear in various

and changing activity, but always closely associated, and
it seems as if they had come to share some of their previously

distinct characteristics. Both are now chthonic deities who
together have in their protection the growth of the crops

and the care of the souls of the dead. How in detail the change
came about we can no longer discover. It may be that, in

the times of the great migrations, from various centres of the
worship of the two goddesses, such as had existed from great

antiquity in the Peloponnese especially,** there issued forth

this faith that differed so essentially from the Homeric-Ionic
view of things. It must have spread just as in later times

the special variety of the cult of the closely associated goddesses

that was practised in Eleusis was widely propagated by regular

missions. It also seems that Demeter, in whose name there

was early a tendency to recognize a second “ Mother Earth,”
in many places took the place of Gaia in religious cult, and
thereby entered into closer connexion with the realm of the

souls below the earth.

§2

As the numbers of the underworld beings increased, and
their cult grew and expanded, these divinities began to have
a very different meaning for the living from what they once
had for the Greeks of the Homeric age. The upper and the

lower worlds are drawn closer to each other ; the world of the

living borders upon that world after death over which the

chthonic gods hold sway. The ancient belief that the earth-

caverns of their own land, on which men dwelt and worked,

were the near and accessible abode of divinity, now reapp^ed
here and there, and was no longer completely awed into silence

by the poetic lustre of the all-embracing divine world of

Olympos. We have spoken in a previous chapter of Amphi-
araos at Thebes, Trophonios in the Lebadean cave, and Zeus

in the cave on Mt. Ida ; and again of that Zeus who was seen

enthroned by those who descended into a cave in Epirus.

These are all vestiges of the same belief which originally

imderlay all local cults of underworld deities. The realm of
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chthonic gods, of spirits and departed souls, seemed to be dose
at hand. Plotdonia, i.e. direct inlets to the underworld,

existed at many places,** as also did Psychopompeia, clefts

in the rock through which the souls can pass out into the upper
world. In the middle of the city of Athens, in a natural

chasm on the Areiopagos, underworld beings were reputed to

have their home.** The most striking deni^ of the separation

between the living and the underworld, such as was demanded
by Homeric theology, was at Hermione. Here, behind the

temple of Chthonia lay a sacred precinct of Plouton or
Klj-menos with a chasm in the ground through which Herakles
had once brought up Kerberos to the earth—and an “ Acher-
usian Lake ”.*® So near did the spirit world seem here, that

the people of Hermione did not give their dead the usual coin

to pay the fare of Charon, the ferryman of the dead :
** for

/Aew, in whose own country lay the river Acheron, no tract of

water lay between the land of the living and the dead.

More important than these cases of contact between the
dark imderworld and the world of the living—for the localiza-

tion of the imderworld still remained for the most part matter
of fancy—is the fact that the creatures of that world are again

drawing closer to the senses of men. The thoughts of men turn
more frequently to the other world at so many festivals and
anniversaries ; the gods who rule below desire and repay the
veneration of mankind, both of the individual and the city.

And in the train of the chthonic gods the souls of the dead,

always closely bound to them, receive a cult which in many
particulars goes beyond anything customaiy’ in the Homeric
Age.

II

Funeral Ceremonies and Worship of the Dead

The first duty that the survivors owe to their dead is to bury
the body in the customary manner. This age takes the matter
more seriously than the Homeric prople had done. Whereas
in Homer denial of burial to enemies fallen in war is often
mentioned, it is now regarded as a religious duty that is

seldom neglected to give back the bodies of the fallen foe for

burial. To deny the honour of burial to members of one’s own
city is an outrage of the most extreme kind ; everyone knows
what terrible vengeance for such a neglect of duty was taken,

by the excited populace at Athens, on the generals after

Arginousai. Nothing can release a son from the duty of

biu^g his father and offering him the regular gifts at his
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grave.** And if the relations, in spite of everything, neglect
their task the law at Athens requires the Demarch to see to
the burial of his fellow demesman.** Religious requirements,
however, go beyond the law. At the solemn agricultural

festival of Demeter the Bouzyges at Athens invoked a curse
on all who should leave a corpse unburied.** This matter,
which the chthonic deities take under their protection, is no
mere sanitary police regulation. It is not any such considera-
tion, but solely the " unwritten laws " of religion which are

obeyed by Antigone when she covers the dead body of her
brother with a little dust : even such symbolical burial is enough
to avert the " abomination ” (ayot). Motives of pure piety
may have played their part, but the really fundamental idea

underlying all such practices was the one already met with
in the Iliad : *® that the soul of the unburied person can find

no rest in the hereafter. The ghost haunts the neighbourhood,

its rage afflicts the land in which it is detained against its

will ; and the withholding of burial “ is worse for the witholder

than for him to whom burial is refused Condemned
criminals, indeed, are thrownby the state, unburied, into a pit ;**

the sacrilegious and traitors to their country are denied burial

in the ground of that coxmtry.** This b a formidable punbh-
ment, for even though the outlaw is buried in a foreign

country,** his soul cannot be permanently tended there.

Only the family of the dead in their own home can give their

departed kinsman the honour due to him in the cult of the

souls, and only they at the spot where hb remains lie buried.**

What we know of the details of the funeral ceremonies,

differs very little in essence from what had survived into the

Homeric age as customs no longer fully explained by con-

temporary belief. The new features that we meet with may
also, for the most part, be very primitive usage restored to

currency. Some of the particfflar details make the solemnity

of the act more apparent.

After the eyes and mouth have been closed by the next of

kin the body is washed and anointed by women of the family,

and clothed in clean garments. It b then laid out upon a bier

in the interior of the house for the ceremonial Ijdng-in-state. In

Athens marjoram was strewn under the body, for superstitious

reasons,** and also four broken-off vine branches ; in the grave,

also, the corpse lay on vine branches.** Underneath the bier

were placed ointment vessels of the peculiar slim shape that

the graves have restored to us again in such numbers. At
the door of the room, for the benefit of those leaving the house

who had incurred rdigious defilement by coming in contact
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with the corpse, was placed a bowl full of pure water brought

in from another house.*® C)T>ress branches fixed upon the

house door outside warned the scrupulous that a corpse was
in the house.** The head of the dead person was generally

decked wth garlands and fillets, in a manner unknown to the

Homeric age, as a sign, it appears, of respect for the higher

sanctity of the departed.*®

The lying-in-state of the dead, lasting the whole of one day,

was certainly not intended originally to serve the purpose of a

public " notification of death ”, such as later writers attribute

to it.*‘ The funeral diige was sung at the bier of the dead
man, and to give opportunity for this ceremony was its real

purpose. The habit of the old Attic government of the

Eupatridai had increased the pomp of funeral ceremonies in

every direction, and had encouraged an extravagant cult of the

souls of the departed. Solon’s legislation had to restrain

and limit such exaggeration in many ways, and in particular,

the tendency to increase unduly the lamentation sung over

the dead body required to be kept within bounds. Only the

women of the immediate family of the dead might take part

in it, for to them alone the cult of the departed belonged as

a duty.** The violent expression of grief, the tearing of the

cheeks, beating the breast and head, was forbidden,** as also

was the singing of ” pxsems ”,** i.e. in all probability regular

funeral dirges spjecially written for the purpose such as

Homer made the women sing round Hektor’s bier. To extend
the subject of the funeral dirge to apply to others beside the

person then being buried had to be made absolutely illegal.**

This prohibition must also have been applied already to t]ic

gathering at the graveside. But to sacrifice animals before the
procession to the grave was a very ancient custom, and it

seems as if Solon forebade this too.** In other states, also,

legislation was necessary to put a curb on the tendency to over-

do the violence of the expressions of grief for the dead ** which
were common in the antiquity of the Greeks as among many
of the “ uncivilized ” tribes who carry them to the pxjint of

exhaustion. It was not simple piety or natural human grief

(never particularly given to violent or excessive demonstra-
tion) that caused these things. It was rather the ancient belief

that the soul of the dead was still invisibly present, and would
be pleased at the most violent expressions of grief for its loss.**

The dirge, carried to this extreme, belongs in fact to the cull

of the departed spirit. The restraints placed up)on the tradi-

tional lamentation may in their turn—in so far as they were
effective—have been derived not from considerations of good
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sense (which rarely have much influence in such matters) but
from religious or superstitious reasons.**

The lying-in-state of the body seems invariably to have
lasted for one day only.*® In the early morning of the third

day ** after death the corpse, together with the bier on which
it lay, was borne out of the house. Legislation was in some
places necessary to check excessive ostentation at the funeral
procession.** What pomp and ceremony was customary in

the time of the old aristocratic rule at this part of the cult of

the dead, we may gather (if it corresponded at all to reality)

from the picture of a funeral procession represented on a very
archaic “ Dipylon vase ”.** There the body is carried on high
on a wagon drawn by two horses : men carrying swords
surround it, and a whole company of women, making lamenta-
tion and beating their heads, follow the procession. At Athens
the attendance in the procession was confined, in the case of

women at least, to those of the immediate kinsfolk (for three

generations). The men, who had their place in front of the
women seem to have been admitted without such restriction.**

The admission of hired companies of Karian women and men,
singing the national dirges, seems at Athens not to have been
forbidden.** At Keos and elsewhere, the laws ordered pro-

cessions to the grave to be conducted in silence.** On the
whole, the discipline of respectable city life reduced the
“ excessive and barbaric ”,*’ which must once have been the

rule in the display of mourning, to a discreet s3mibolism.

On the details of the burial procedure our information is

incomplete. Occasional expressions used by Greek authors
allow us to conclude—and this is confirmed by the excavation

of graves in Greek countries—that besides the custom,
exclusively prevailing in Homeric times, of cremation, the

more ancient practice of burying the body unbumt was still

kept up.** The body was not intended to be completely
destroyed. Out of the ashes of the funeral pjTe the son care-

fully gathers the remains of his father’s bones *• in order to

bury them, enclosed in an um or a box. If on the other hand
the body remains unbumt, it is either enclosed in a coffin made
of baked clay, or wood *"—a custom clearly betraying its

foreign origin, or else—and this must have been certainly

the older and more purely native Greek usage—it is let down
into the earth without a coffin, and laid upon a bed of leaves ;•*

at other times, if the nature of the ground allows, it may rest

unburied in a rock-chamber, upon a bed of stonework.**

The soul, though now set free, keeps up some connexion

with the body it once inhabited. It is for its use and pleasure
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that an ample pro\'ision of household implements and vessels

is laid beside the corpse (though no longer the whole of the

dead man’s possessions as once was usual) ; and graves since

opened have restored such things in large numbers to our

gaze.** But the Greeks never seriously believed that such a

phantasmal existence could be prolonged to eternity.

Elaborate expedients for the perpetual preservation of the

corpse (by embalmment and other means, such as were
employed in the case of bodies buried in the Mycenaean shaft

-

graves)** were unknown in these later times—except as a

peculiar archaism in the burial of Spartan kings.

§2

Once the body is buried, the soul of the dead enters the

invisible company of the " Better and Superior ”.** This

belief, which Aristotle regarded as of primeval antiquity in

Greece, emerges very clearly in the cult-observance of these

post-Homeric centuries from the obscurity which the Homeric
age had imposed upon it. The soul of the dead has its special

cult-group composed naturally enough of the descendants and
family of the dead, and of them only. There even survived

a dim memory of the time when the body of the dead was
buried inside the house, which thus became the immediate
centre of his cult.** That must quite certainly have been
during an age which knew little or nothing of the almost
painful sensitiveness to the idea of ritual “ purification ” such

as prevailed in later times. At least, we have no reason for

supposing that the Greeks (hke many so-called "savage”
peoples among whom the custom prevails of burying the

cor^ within the dead man’s own hut) deserted the house
that had now become haunted, and left it to the undisturbed
possession of the ghost of the dead man buried there.*’ To
bury the dead within the walls of the city, at least, was con-

considered unobjectionable in later times by certain Dorian
states.** Even where religious scruples and the practical

convenience of city life combined to fix the place for burials

outside the city walls, families kept their graves together

often in a single extensive plot with a wall built round it.“

Where a country estate belonged to a family, this generally

also included the graves of its ancestors.’®

Wherever it was situated, the grave was holy, as being the

place where later generations tended and worshipped the souls

of departed memt^rs of their family. Grave columns indicated

the holiness of the spot ;
” trees and sometimes a complete
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grove surrounded the grave, as they did so often the altars

and temples of the gods.” These were intended to serve as

pleasant retreats for the souls of the beloved dead.^®

Sacrificial offerings began for the most part at the actual
time of the funeral. The custom of pouring libations of wine,
oil, and honey at the ^ave was probably in general use.’*

Even the sacrifice of animals, such as was made at the funeral

pyre of Patroklos and even of Achilles, cannot have been
unusual at an earlier period. Solon expressly forbade the
sacrifice of an ox at the grave.” At Keos, permission is just

as expressly given for a “ preliminary sacrifice to be offered

at the funeral in accordance with ancestral custom
When the funeral ceremony is over, the members of the family,

after a solemn rite of religious purification,” put on garlands
(they had previously avoided this ’*) and begin the funeral

feast.’* This also was a part of the cult of the dead. The
soul of the dead man was regarded as being present—even as

playing the part of host.*® It was awe felt for the invisible

presence that originally inspired the custom of speaking only
praise of the dead at the funeral feast.*® This feast was an
entertainment given in the house of the dead man to the
surviving members of his family. The dead man had a meal
to himself alone, which was offered at the grave ** on the
third and on the ninth day after the funeral.** On the ninth
day it appears that ancient usage brought the period of

mourning to an end.** Where it was extended to a longer

period the earlier series of offerings to the dead was prolonged
proportionally. Sparta had a period of mourning lasting eleven

days.*® At Athens, in addition to the sacrifice on the third

and ninth days, another funeral feast which might be repeated

several times," was held on the thirteenth day.”

Even after the ceremonies attached to the fimeral itself

were at last over, the relations of the dead were by no means
released from the duty of tending not merely the grave, but
the soul of the deceased member of their family. In particular

the son and heir had no more sacred duty to perform than the

offering of “ the customary things ” (to voiAtixa) to the soul

of his father. These consisted above all of libations to be
made to the dead on certain fixed and recurrent festivals.

On the 30th of the month there was a traditional feast of the

dead.** Besides this, every year at the " Genesia ”, when the

birthday of the dead came round, the occasion was regularly

celebrated with sacrifice. *• The day on which he first entered

this life is still of importance to the psyche of the dead man.
It is plain that no impassable gulf was fixed between life and
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death : it almost seems as though life went on quite imin-

tC9mii>ted by death.

Besides these variable feasts of the Genesia, celebrated as

they occurred by the individual families, there was at Athens
a festival, also ^ed the Genesia, at which the whole citizen

body did honour to the souls of their dead relatives on the

5th Boedromion.** We hear also of the Nemesia as a feast of

the dead in Athens •* (probably intended for the averting of

the anger of the dead—always a subject of apprehension), and
of \’arious festivals of the dead in other Greek States. •• At
Athens the chief festival of all the dead occurred at the close

of the Dionysiac feast of the Anthesteria, in the spring, of

which it formed the concluding day. This was the time when
the dead swarmed up into the world of the living, as they did

in Rome on the days when the “ mundus patet ”, and so still

in the belief of our own (German) country' people at “ Twelfth-

tide The days belonged to the souls (and their master
Dionysos) : they were daj's of " uncleanness "•* unsuited to the

business of city life. The temples of the gods were closcrl

during that period.** As protection against the ghosts
invisibly present, the citizens emploj-ed various old and tried

precautionary measures ; they chewed hawthorn leaves on
their morning walk, and smeared their doorposts with pitch.

In this way the ghosts were kept at arms length.** Each
family made offering to its own dead, and the offerings they
made have remained for the most part the appropriate gifts

of the dead on their feast-da^-s in many lands down to modem
times. A special offering was made to the dead ** on the last

day of the feast, the Chytrai, which was sacred to none of the

01>mpians. but to Hermes the leader of the dead. To this

god—but *' for the dead "—were offered cooked vegetables

and seeds in pots (which gave their name to this day of the

festival).** It seems prol»blc that as a sacrifice to the dead
honey-cakes were thrown into a cleft of the earth in the

Tem^e of Ge Oljmpia.** Indoors, too, the swarming ghosts
entered and were entertained. They were not. however,
permanently welcome guests, and finally they were driven out
of the house in a manner parallelled at the close of festivals

of the dead among many nations of old and modem times.**
' Begtme ye Keres, Anthesteria is over ” were the words used
in sending away the souls, and it is remarkable that in this

fmmula they ware mven their primeval name—a name whose
original serue had been forgotten 1^ Homer, but not by the
language of the common people of Attica.*"

Individuals may have lou^ still further opportunities of
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bringing gifts to their own dead and showing their reverence
for them. The cult paid by the family to the spirits of their

ancestors is hardly distinguished, except by the greater limita-

tion of the circle of worshippers, from the worship of under-
world deities and Heroes. In the case of the souls, however,
nature itself united the sacrificers and worshippers (and no one
else) with the object of their devotion. If we wish to form
some idea of the way in which (under the influence of a
civilization that tcnd^ to reduce all primitive grandeur to
mere idyll) the worship of the dead altered its character in the
direction of piety and intimacy—we need only look at the
pictures representing such wor^ip (though rarely before the
fourth centurj') on the oiidasks which were used at funerals in

Attica and then laid by the side of the dead in the grave.

These slight sketches breathe a spirit of simple kindliness;

we see the mourners decking the grave monument with
wreaths and ribbons ; worshippers approaching with gestures

of adoration, bringing with them many objects of daily use

—

mirrors, fans, swords, etc., for the entertainment of the dead.*®*

Sometimes the living seek to give pleasure to the spirit of

the dead by the f)erformance of music.*®* Gifts, too. of cakes,

fruit, and wine are being made—but the blood of the sacrificial

animals is never spilt.*®* Therewasa timewhen more solemn

—

and less comfortable—thoughts prevailed ;

*®* and of these

we learn something from the much older sculptured reliefs,

found on sepulchral monuments in Sparta, which give the

dca<l a more awe-inspiring attitude. The ancestral pair

sit in state and are approached by members of the family

(represtmted as much smaller figures) offering their worship.

These bring with them flowers, pomegranates, and sometimes
even animals for sacrifice, a cock, a pig, or a ram. Other and
later types of such " banquets of the dead ” show the dead
|X*rson standing up (not infrequently by the side of a horse)

(»r h ing ujxjn a couch and accepting the drink-offering made
to him by the survivors.*®* These reliefs allow us to see at

what a distance the departed spirits are supposed to stand

from the living : the dead do, indeed, seem now to be “ better

and stronger ” livings ; they are well on the road to becoming
“ Heroes Drink offerings such as those we see offered on
these relief.s—a mixture of honey-water, milk, and wine, and
other liquids, offered in accordance with precise ritual—always

formed a regular part of sacrifices made to the dead.*®*

Besides these, animals, too, were slain, especially sheep (les.s

often oxen) of black colour These must be completely burnt,

as being intended for the sole enjovment of the dead—a custom
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observed at all sacrifices made to the spirits of the under-
world.‘«
The whole of this verj’ material cult depended upon the

assumption—which was sometimes distinctly expressed

—

that the soul of the dead is capable of receiving, and is in

need of. a ph>*sical satisfaction from the ^fts made to it.*®*

It is consequently, not thought of as deprived of the power of

sense-perception. Even in the grave it can feel what is going
on in its neighbourhood. *•• It is not a good thing to attract

its attention ; it is best to pass by the graves of the dead in

silence.**® The common people thought of the dead, according

to a famous phrase of Plato's, as “ hovering ” suspended over

their graves, the site of their cult.*** The pictures on the

Attic oilflasks illustrate this belief, for they represent the

souls of the dead flvnng above the grave-monument, and the

diminutive size of these winged figures is c\idcntly intended
to represent their somewhat contradictorj’ immaterial
materiality, and to express their invisibility for mortal eyes.*'*

Sometimes, indeed, the souls become visible, and then, like

the underworld gods and the Heroes, they prefer the shape of

a snake.*** Nor arc they absedutely bound to the immediate
neighbourhood of the grave; they sometimes revisit their

old habitations among the living, and not only on those days
of the dead in the month Anthesterion. The Greeks, like other

people, were acquainted with the custom of allow-ing what
fell to the ground to lie there undisturbed lor the spirits that

hovered aiwut the house to carry away if they liketl.*** Tl>e

dead man's spirit, being thus inNnsibly present, can overhear
if anyone sp^s ill of it : cither with the idea of defending
the helpless, or, on the contraiy, to avoid incurring the wath
of in\‘isible but potent spirits, a Solonian law forl»de abusive
language to be addressed to a dead man. That is the

real meaning of the old warning de morluis nil nisi bent, as
popular belief understood it. The descendants of a diMd man
were bound to prosecute anyone who slandered their

ancestor :
*** this also is among the religious duties owetl

by the living to the soul of the dead.

53

Like all other cults, the cult of the dead had more to do with
the relations of the daimon to the living than with his nature
and essence considered abstractly, and in itself ; a dogmatic
account of this nature was neither offered nor required by his

w(»^ip. Still, the cult was founded upon a general concep-
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tion, merely evading more exact definition, of the nature of the
departed spirit. Men sacrificed to the souls of the dead, as

to the gods “• and Heroes, because they regarded them as

invisible Powers,”’ a special class of " Blc-ssed Ones ", as the

dead were beginning to be called even in the fifth century.
They attempted to propitiate them,”* or at least to avert
their easily awaken^ displeasure.”* Their help was also

sought in all times of need ; but most especially, like the
chthonic gods into whose realm they have entered, they can
prosper the fruits of the earth and lend assistance at the
entry of a new* soul into life. For this reason libation is made
to tile souls of ancestors at a marriage.*” The Tritopatores

also, who were invoked at wedding celebrations in Attica

that the marriage might prove fruitful,*** were nothing else

than the souls of the ancestors.*** We know them also to have
been referred to as wind-spirits,*** and in this there appears,
plainly or obscurel3-, an isolated fragment of the most ancient
belief of the people : the departed spirits of the dead become
spirits of the air ; the ghosts that travel on the winds are the

liberated souls of the dead.

Though it is good and profitable in one’s o^%'n interest to

enlist the sj'mjjathy and retain the goodwill of these invisible

spirit powers by sacrifice, yet their worship is to a much greater

degree conditioned by a sentiment of piety which no longer

seeks its own advantage, but the greater honour and welfare

of the dead. Such piety certainly takes on a curious form, but

it is this which gives its special character to the cult of the

souls, and the ideas which lie behind that cult. The souls of

the dead arc dependent upon the cult paid to them by the

members of their family who still live on in this world ;
their

fate is determined by the nature of this cult.*** The beliefs

which nourished the cult of the dead are totally distinct from
the mode of thought prevailing in the Homeric poems accord-

ing to which the souls are banished into the distant realm of

Hades and cut off eternally from all attention or care that the

living might pay them. It differs again fiom the beliefs which

the mj'stcries implanted in the minds of their worshippers

;

for in this case it was not their nurit—whether religious or

moral—which secured to the disembodied souls their position

in the future life. These two streams of religious belief flowed

side by side, but never met. The nearest analogue to the cult of

the souls and its appropriate beliefs was undoubtedly the cult
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of Heroes, but even here the difference is profound. It is no
longer a special privilege miraculously bestowed upon a few
favoured individuals ; every soul has a right to the attentive

care of its own family, and ui each case its fate is settled, not
by the character display^ or deeds done during its lifetime,

but by the relation to itself of those who survive. As a

consequence eveiy'bod)^ on the approach of death thinks
of the " future state " of his soul, and that means the cult

which he would like to make sure will be offered to his departed
spirit. Sometimes for this purpose he makes a special founda-
tion, or bequest, which is provided for in his will.*** Of
course, if he leaves a son behind him, the care of his spirit

will be amply provided for ; until that son comes of age, a

guardian will offer the appropriate gifts.*** Even slaves to

whom he has given their freedom will be sure to take part in

the permanent and regular cult of their former master. '•*

One who has no son to leave behind him will make haste to

take a son from another family into his own house, who,
tt^ether with his property will inherit also the duty of offering

a regular and enduring cult to his adopted father, and his new
ancestors, and of caring for the needs of their souls. This is

the real and original meaning of all adoption ; and how
seriously such provision for the proper care of the souls of the

departed was taken, can best and most clearly be seen from
the testamentary speeches of Isacus, in which with a complete-
ness of art that almost conceals itself expression is given to

the genuine and simple feelings of the homely Athenian
bourgeoisie whom no enlightenment had ever disturbed in

the beliefs of their fathers.***

All cult, all prospect of a full life and future well-being—for

so we may express the naive conception—of the soul on its

separation from the body, d^mds upon the holding together

of the family. To the family itself the souls of its fonner
ancestcMTs arc. in a limited sense, of course, gods—i/r gods.***

It can hardly be doubted that here we have the root of all

belief in the future life of the soul, and we shall be tempted
to subscribe to the belief—as a guess tending in the right

direction—of those whosr*c in such family worship of the dead
one of the most primitive roots of all religious Wlief—older
than the worship of the higher gods of the .state and the

conununity a.s a wdioie ; older even than the worsl^ of Heroes,

and of the anc^m^ of large national groups. The family is

older than the state,*** and among all peoples that have not

passed beyond family-organization and formed states, we ffnd

this type of belief a^t the soul invariably present. Among
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the Greeks, who in the course of their history learnt so much
that was new without ever quite discarding the old, this belief

lived on in the shadow of the great gods and their cults, even
in the midst of the tremendous increase in the power and
organized influence of the state. But these larger and wider
organizations cramped and hindered its development. I-eft

to itself, and given more freedom to grow, such belief might
IMjssibly have elevated the souls of the family ancestors to

the position of all-powerful spirits of the house imder whose
hearth they had once been laid to rest. The Greeks, however,
never had anjlhing to correspond exactly with the Italian

Lar familiaris.'” The nearest equivalent to it would be the

Good Daimon which the Greek household honoured. Careful

e.xamination shows this Daimon to have been originally the

soul of an ancestor who has become the good spirit of his

house—but the Greeks themselves had forgotten this.'**

§ S

\Vc cannot at thi.s late date trace the reawakening of the cult

of souls in post -Homeric times or the vaiynng stages it may
have gone through in its development. Still, some of the facts

are plain Indications have already been noticed that point

to the view that the cult of the dead was carried on in the days
when the ari-stocratic regime still held sway in Greece with

greater pomp and .seriousness than in the centuries—the fifth

and sixth—Ix'yond which our knowledge hardly extends. In

thcs<- earlier times, we arc forced to conclude, there must also

have been a livelier belief in the power and importance of the

souls corresjwnding with the greater vigour of religious cull.

It set'tns as if at this time ancient usage and belief broke

violently through the suppression and neglect under which
they lay in the times that speak to us in the Homeric
jxxnis. There is no reason to suppose that any one member of

the (ircek peoples was specially responsible for the change.

At the same time, different districts in accordance with their

varjnng natural proclivities and civilization differed in the

cult they paid their dead. In Attica, with the spread of

democracy, the ideas at the bottom of such practice tended
more and more in the direction of mere affectionate piety.

In Laconia and Boeotia '** and in other places where primitive

life and customs maintained themselves for a long time,

more serious notions of the nature and reality of thedisembodied
spirits remained in force and a more serious cult was paid to

them. Elsewhere, as in Locris and on the island of Keos,'** the
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cult of the dead seems to have maintained itself only in a very
much weakened form. When advancing culture njade indi-

viduals less dependent on the traditional beliefs of their own
country many temperamental variation.s and gradations in

belief and conception made their appearance. Homeric ideas

on the subject, universally familiar from poetry, may have
entered into the question and added to the confusion ; even
where the cult of the dead was practised with the greatest

fervour, ideas radically incompatible with that cult—as that

the souls of the wor^ipped dead are " in Hades ” —are

sometimes revealed unintentionally. At quite an early period

we find expressions of the view, which goes beyond anjdhing
said in Homer, that nothing at all survives after death.

•Attic orators, for example, are allowed to speak to their

audience in a tone of hesitation and doubt about hopes
connmonly cherished of continued consciousness and sensation

after death. Such doubts, however, only affect the theoretic

consideration of the soul’s future life ; the citil of the souls

was still carried on inside the family. Even an unbeliever,

if he were in other respects a true son of his city and deeply
rooted in its ancient customs, might ia his last will and
testament pro\-ide seriously for the perpetual cult of his own
soul and those of his near relatives—as ^icurus did in his

will, to the astonishment of after ages.’** Thus, even unbelief

still dung to culi as to other old established customs, and in

many an individual the cult still tended to awaken the beliefs

which alone could justify it.

Ill

Traces of the Cult of Souls i.n the Blood-feud and
Satisfaction for Murder

f »

In the renewal and development of the cult offered to the
dead, an impoitant part was again pla)^ by that priestly

assodatkm which exercised such a decisive influence on the

public worshro of invisible powers in the Greek states—the
priesthood of the Delphic oracle. On the occurrence of

distorlnng portents in the sky recourse was had to the god,

who gave orders that in addition to the gods and Heroes
" sacmee should be made to the dead also <m the arointed
days, in aconxlance with custom and tradition, by their

relatives.” *** Individuals in doubt as to what the sacied law
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required in the observance due to a departed soul applied at

Athens to one of the " Ex^etai ”—probably one of that
college of Exegetai that had b^n founded under the influence

of Delphi.’** The god protected the rights of the dead, too ;

the fact that his decisions confirmed the sanctity of the cult

(t{ the dead must have contributed a good deal to the con-
sideration and awe in which that cult was held by the living.’**

Tlie decrees of Delphi were even more influental where
they concerned a cult to be offered not to one who had died
in peace, but to a person who had been robbed of his life

through an act of violence. The treatment of such cases shows
with striking distinctness the change which had come over the

beliefs about the dead since the Homeric period.

In Homer, when a free man has been killed, the State takes

no share whatever in the pursuit and pimishment of the

murderer. It is the duty of the nearest relatives or the friends

of the murdered man *** to carrj' on the blood-feud against the

assailant. As a rule the latter puts himself out of reach of

reprisals by flight. He withdraws to a foreign country' which
is unconcerned in his action. We hear nothing of any dis-

tinction betw’een premeditated murder and unintentional or

even justifiable homicide ;
’** and it seems probable that at

that time, when no regular inquiry was made into the nature of

the individual case, the relatives of the murdered man took
no account of the different varieties of killing. If the guilty

man can escape by flight from those whose duty it is to avenge
his deed, they on their part may forgo the full toll of vengeance,

which would have ^uired the death of the murderer, and
may be satisfied with the paymient of compensation, after

which the doer of the deed is allowed to remain in his own
country undisturbed.’** The requirements of vengeance are

thus in essence fulfilled, but the retaliatory murder of the

murderer can be bought off. This decided relaxing of the

ancient notion of vengeance can only be accounted for by an
equally decided weakening of the belief in the continued

consciousness, power, and rights of the murdered man, upon
which the reijuirement of vengeance was founded. The soul

of the dead is powerless ; its claims can be easily satisfied

by the payment of '' weregild ” to the living. In such a

.satisfaction as this, the departed soul is in reality not concerned

at all ; it remains a simple business transaction between liv^
people.’** In the midst of the general declension of the beliefs

about the dead—amounting almost to complete extinction

—

which is found throughout the Homeric poems, this weakening

of belief in one particular point is not very surprismg. But
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in this case, as in the general study of Homeric beliefs about
the dead, it is clear that the conception of the soul as powerless,

shadowlike, and feeble is not the primitive or original one

:

it has foisted itself gradually in the course of years upon a

more ancient mode of conception in which the dead had
undiminished sensibility and could influence the condition of

the living. Of this older conception we have emphatic witness

in the duty—not forgotten even in Homenc Greece—of

prosecuting the blood-feud.

In later times the pursuit and punishment of homicide was
organized in accordance with quite different principles. The
State recognized its interest in the reprisals made for such a

breach of the peace : we may take it as certain that in Greek
cities generally the state took a share in the regular investiga-

tion and punishment of murder in itscourts of justice,’“ though
here, too. it is only in the case of Athenian law that we have
precise information. At Athens, in accordance with the

ancient code dealing wdth the legal prosecution of murder
(which never fell into disuse after Drakon had established it

bj’ his penal legislation), the c.xclusive right—and the un-

avoidable duty—of prosecuting the murderer l)eIonged to the

next of kin of the murdered man. (In special cases only it

was extended to include the more distant relatives, and even
the members of the phratria to which he had belonged.'

It is clear that this duty of making an accusation which fell

upon the next of kin, preserves a relic of the ancient duty of

the blood-feud which has been transformed by the require-

ments of the public welfare. It is the same narrow circle of

relationship, extending to the third generation, united by a

strict religious bond, to which alone belonged the right to

inherit property and the duty of performing the cult oi the

dead. This circle of relatives is here again called upon to
" succour ” the unfortunate who has been violently done to

death.’** The reason for this duty ~ a duty evidently dcriverl

from the ancient blood-feud—is easy to understand ; it. too.

is a department of the cult of the dead which w’as binding as

a duty upon exactly that circle of relatives. It was no mere
abstract " right ", but a quite definite personal claim, made'
by the dead man himself, that the surxdving relatives were
required to satisfy. At Athens even in the fourth and fifth

centuries the belief still survived in undiminished vigour

that the soul of one violently done to death, until the
wrong done to him was avenged upon the doer of it,

wroutd wander about finding no rcst,’*^ full of rage at

the violent act. and wrathful, too, against the relatives
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who should have avenged him, if they did not fulfil their

duty. He himself would become an " avenging spirit ''

;

and the force of his anger might be felt throughout whole
generations.*** Implacable revenge is the sacred duty of

those—his representatives and executors—who are specially

called ujxjn to fulfil the needs of the dead soul. The state

forbids them to take the law into their own hands ; but it

commands them to seek redress at the tribunals of justice.

It will take over the duties of judge and e.xecutioner itself

;

but a decided consideration will be shown to the relatives of

the murdered man at the hearing of the case. In duly
conducted criminal procedure the courts specially appointed
for this purpose w’ill decide whether the deed is to be considered

one of wilful murder, unintentional manslaughter, or justi-

fiable homicide. In making these distinctions the state has
struck a blow at that older code of the blood-feud in which
the right of vengeance belonged entirely to the family of the

murdered man. According to that code, as we cannot but
conclude from Homer, nothing but the fact of the violent

death of a relative was considered, not the character or motive
of the deed itself. Now, however, the murderer is liable to

a death pcnaltt' which he can avoid before the verdict is given

by going into voluntary- and perpetual exile. He disappears
and leaves the country-—at the boundaries of the country
the state's authority ceases, and so does the power of the

indignant spirit of the dead, which is bound to its native soil

—

like that of all local deities, whose influence is confined to the

place where they are worshipped. If, by such flight over the

frontier. " the doer of the deed withdraws himself from
the person injured by him— i.e. the angr\- soul of the dead
man " **•—his life is thereby saved, even if he himself is not
justified. Tliis alone is meant by the permission of such
voluntary' exile. Involuntarv* homicide *** is punished by
banishment for a limited period, after the expiration of which
the relations of the dead man are to grant a pardon to the

murderer on his return to his native land.*** If they voted
for it unanimously *** they could even do this before he went
into banishment, in which case this would not take place at

all. There can be no doubt that this pardon had to be granted

by them in the name of the dead man as well, of whose
rights they were the representatives ; indeed, the man himself

lying mortally wounded could before his death, even in the ca^
of wilful murder, pardon his assailant and thereby excuse his

relatives the duty of prosecution ;
*** to such an extent was

the injured soul's wish for vengeance the only point at issue.
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even in the J^al procedure of a constitutionally governed
state, and not in the least the lawless act of the murderer as

such. When there is no desire for vengeance on the part of

the victim requiring to be satisfied, the mwderer goes un-

punished. When he suffers punishment, he suffers it for the

satisfaction of the soul of the murdered man. He is no
longer slain as a sacrifice to his victim ; but when the relations

of the dead exact vengeance from him by legally constituted

processes, tliat, too. is a part of the cult offered to the soul

of the dead.

§2

It is true that the state directs the blood-feud required of

the relatives of the dead man along constitutional channels

that shall not contravene the law’s of the community ; but it

does not in the least intend to abolish the fundamental idea

of the ancient family vendetta. It reasserts the original claim

to vengeance of the victim violently done to death—a claim

closely bound up with the cult of the dead—by forbid(|ing the

old custom, common in Homeric times, of bujing off the
blood-guiltiness of the murderer by a compensatoiy payment
made to the relatives of the dead man.'** It does riot destroy

the religious character of the whole transaction ; it uses its

own processes to secure the fulfilment of the requirements of

religion. That is why the head of all criminal jurisdiction is

the King .Archon, the constitutional Administrator of all the
religious functions of the ancient royal government. The
religious basis of the oldest Athenian criminal jurisdiction is

particularly evident. It has its seat on the .Areiopagos, the
nill of the Ciirse-Coddes.<!es, over the sacred chasm in which
they themselves, the “ Venerable Ones ”, have their dwelling.

The judicial office is closely bound up with the service of the

goddesses.'** At the commencement of the proceedings

both parties take an oath in the name of the Erinyes.'**

Each of the three da>’s at the end of the month, upon which
legal proceedings *n these courts took place,'*’ was sacred to

one of the three goddesses.'** To them sacrifice was made by
those who were acquitted in those courts ;

'*• for it is the
goddesses who have given them absolution just as it is the
goddes.ses who demand the punishment of the guilty. They
still do it, as once they had done in the typical case of Orestes,

in whidi they themselves had been the accusers.'*® In this

Athenian worship the Erinyes had not vet entirely lost their
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represented by poets and philosophers who thus extended and
weakened immeasurably their once much narrower significance.

They are formidable daimones. dwelling in the depths of the
earth from which they are conjured up by the curses and male-
dictions of those who have no earthly avenger left. Hence
they are more particularly the avengers of murder committed
within the family itself ; they punish the man who has slain

the very person whom he would have been called upon to

avenge, if that person had fallen at the hand of another
murderer than himself. When the son has slain his father

or mother, who shall then carry out the blood-feud incumbent
upon the nearest relation of the dead ? This nearest relation

is the mmderer himself. It is the Erinys of the father or the

mother who sees to it that the dead shall still receive due
satisfaction. She breaks out from the kingdom of the dead
to seize the murderer. She is ever at his heels in pursuit,

leaving him no rest night or day. Vampire-like she sucks his

blood :
*•* he is her destined victim.^** Even in the judicial

procedure of the fully organized state it is the Erinyes who
demand revenge for murder at the courts of law. Their
absolute power extends in widening circle to all murder,
even when it is committed outside the limits of the family

;

though it was only the imagination of the poetically or

philosophically minded that ever transformed them completely
to champions of justice of all kind.s, in heaven and upon earth.

In the cult and beliefs proper to individual cities they remained
the auxiliaries attach^ to the souls of murdered men. These
gruesome daimones had their origin in the worship of the dead,

and they lived on in connexion with the und>ing worship of

which they were a part. Indeed, if we examine closely the
sources of information at our disposal, we can see even through

their inadequacy and obsauity that the Erinv-s was nothing
else lut the soul itself of the murdered man, indignant at its

fate and seizing its revenge for itself—till later ages substituted

for this the conception of the ghost from hell taking over to

itself the rage of tlie dead man’s soul.***

§3

Thus, the whole procedure at murder trials was directed

rather to the satisfaction of invisible powers—the injured

souls of the dead and the daimones that represent them—than
of the state and its living members. In essence it was a

religious act. As a result all was not at an end when the human
verdict on the case had been given. On his return from exile

the man guilty of involuntaiy homicide, besides receiving the
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pardon of the relatives of the dead man, had still a double duty
to p^orm : he had to be purified and to offer propitiatory

sacrifice.^** Purification from the blood of the slain was
necessary even in the case of the unpunished agent of what the

state regarded as justifiable homicide it restored the man,
hitherto regarded as '* unclean ”, to participation in the

religious gatherings of state and family which could not ha\ e

been approached by an unpurified person without suffering

defilement. The Homeric poems know nothing of any sucli

religious purification of those who have incurred the stain

of blood.*** Analogous occurrences in the religious usage of

allied peoples make it. however, almost impossible to doubt
that the notion of religious uncleanness belonging to a man who
has had any dealings with uncanny powers was of primeval

antiquity among the Greeks, too. It can only have been

suppres^ in the Homeric \iew of the matter
;

just as

that view also suppressed the usages of expiation. These
were intended to propitiate the indignant soul of the dead
and the gods who protected it. by means of solemn sacrifice ;

but in the Homeric picture of the world they never appear,

for the ideas on which they were based had themselves been

swept away.
The details of purification and expiation—the former

serving the interests of the state and its religious needs, the

latter intended as a final appeasement of the injured powers
of the unseen world—were closely united in practice and
are often confu.sed in the accounts which have come down to us.

A hard and fa.st distinction between them cannot be drawn.
So much at all events is clear ; the expiatoiy rites indi-spensablc

when murder had been committed had the closest possible

similarity with the ritual of sacrifice to the gods of the under-
w’orld.*** And, in fact, the deities invoked at such rites of

expiation—Zeus Meilichios, Zeus Apotropaios, and the rest—
belong to the underworld circle of gods.*** To them, instead

of the murderer himself, a victim was offered to appease the

anger felt by them as the patrons of the departed soul. The
Erinyes, too, have sacrifice made to them at expiations ***

—

everything in these matters is connected with the kingdom
of the dead and its inhabitants.

But it was the Delphic Oracle that saw to the details of

purification and expiation after murder. The necessity of

such rights was impressied on men by the example set in the

story of Apollo's own flight and purification after the slaying

of the earth-spirit at Pytho. These events were .symbolically

enacted o\'er again regularly eveiy' eight years.*^* At Delphi,
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too. according to Aeschylus, Apollo himself purified Orestes
the matricide from the pollution of his crime.”‘ At Athens
one of the oldest propitiato^’ sites was called after one of

Apollo's titles, the Delphinion.”* The Oracle must often

have directed its inquirers to placate not merely the Heroes,
but also the angry souls of murdered (and not heroized) men
by means of expiatoi^’ sacrifice^ : as it bade the murderers of

Archiloclios and the Spartan king Pausanias.'” Propitiatorj'

Siicrifice in this sense does not belong to the Apolline cult as

an exclusive possession ; it belongs, also, to other, mostly
lower-world, deities ; but it was the Oracle of Apollo that set

the seal on its sanctity. At Athens the Ex^etai founded
under the influence of the Delphic Oracle were the official

administrators of this expiaton,- ritual.’’* Plato was certainly

following the customs of Greek cities when in the " Laws
”

he declares that his state shall take its regulations for purifica-

tion and propitiation from Delphi.”*

§ ‘

The Oracle, then, of the omniscient God sanctified and
recommended these rites of expiation ; the state regulated

its judicial procedure in murder cases on the lines of the old

family blood-feud. It was natural, then, that the ideas on
which these religious and political institutions were based

—

th ’ conviction of a continued existence enjoyed by the

murdorc<l man’s soul ami of his consciousness and knowledge
of what occurred among the living who survived, his anger and
his powers—that these ideas should attain to something like

the position of an article of faith. The confidence wnth which
these beliefs wore held still manifests itself to us in the speeches

at murder trials in which Antiphon, suiting his language to

his real or imagined public, tries to arouse terror and awe,
as at the presence of indubitable realities, by calling upon the
angr>’ .soul of the dead man and the spirits that avenge the

dead.”* About the souls of murdered men indeed, regarded
as more than other spirits unable to find rest, a strange and
ghostly mythology grew up. of which we shall have some
six-cimens later on. How primitive such beliefs could be
we may gather with startling clearness from occasional records

of purely sawige customs which are dcri\'ed from them

—

customs which cannot possibly have been freshly invented in the

Greece of this enlightened period, and must be cither primitive

Greek savagerj- come to light again, or else barbarisms only
too easily welcomed from less civilized neighbours. In any
case they imply the mo.st materialistic view of the survival
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of the murdered man, and of the revenge that might be
taken by his soul.

It is evident that what men believed about the souls of

murdered men must have had an important influence upon
the general belief in a future life as it took shape in the mind
of the people. But the extent of such an influence can be
more exactly measured in the story which Xenophon tells

about the dying Kyros ; as the strongest grounds for the hope
that an after-life will be the portion of all souls after their

separation from the Ixxly. the dying king points to the

unquestioned facts which, as all admit, prove a special after-

life for the souls " of those who have suffered injustice ".

In addition to this he laj-s stress on the argument that the

worship of the dead would not have been preserved intact

to his own time if their souls had been entirely deprived of all

active power,*’* Thus we sec how the cuU of the souls of

the dead was the chief source of the belief in a continued life

after death.



NOTES TO CHAPTER V

* This dual efficacy of the u explained naturally enough by
their nature as underground spirits. There is no reason for suppling
that their influence on the fertility of the fields was a later addition

(as Preller docs, Dem. u. Persepk. 188 fl., followed ^ many). Still

less have we any gitwnds for regarding the protection of souls and
the care for the fertility of crops as a sort of allegorizing parallel

(soul IS grain of seed) as has been usual since the time of K. O.
Mailer.

* )tar9x96vtos, / 457. $4oS . . . I46lfu>v ’AtBtw.

Hes. Tk. 767 f. Evidently there is no distinction here between
KaTax96»wit and y0ortor, as Preller, DeiN. u. Pers. 187, wishes to make out.

’ Hes. Op. 465, if dii x9oruf V ayrg ktA. It

is impossilde ev’en by far-fetched methods of inte^retation (such as Lehrs

makes use of, Popul. Aujt.* 298 f.) to make this Ztvt x9onot into any-
thing else than a Zeus of the underworld. The god of the lower world,

totally distinct from the Olympian Zeus (Z«»t iXXat, Aesch., Supp.
231), IS here a dispenser of blessings to the farmer. In the sacrificial

regulation from Mykonos (S/C. 615) it is prescribed to offer ; ivif
Kopirmv (urafitrutr on the Stone) All X9ovl<j> r§ Ziorig AEPTA
fJkava ou 0«V»r (where htpra = hostiot petU ipoliatas,

see l^ott. Leg. Sacr. i, p. 17 ; though ^e addition of the colour of

the no longer visible skin seems remarkable)—imip Kopwwr here

belongs to dii. etc., as the di\-ision-mark on the stone before Mp
shows ; see BCH. 1888, p. 460 f. F.vidence of this sort makes it clear

how unjustifiable it would be to rule out all fructifying influence from
the '* idea of the chthonic " and to regard the chthonic deities as simply

the power of death and destruction in the world of nature and men,
as is done by H. D. Mailer (who is met by serious difficulty in this

passage from the Op. : kfytkol. d. grieck. St. ii. 40). It is. indeed,

scared^ necessary to seek for an abetractly formulated " idea of the

chthomc ”
; but if this fructifying and life-giWng force docs belong

to the nature of the gAdrioi as such, what becomes of H. D. Mailer’s

ingeniously thought-out and vidcntly defended view according to

which the chthonic only constitutes one side of the nature of

certain deities who have in addition a different, OljTnpian, side in

which they arc positively creative and beneficent ?

* Ztit x9on<is at Corinth, Paus. 2, 2, 8 ; at Olympia, 5, 14, 8.

* Thus Persephone is called 'Ay*-^. Aiamiva, etc. (Lehrs, Pop.

Aufs.* 288). also MtAtriuSgr. MtXirlia consort of Hades,
Malalas, p. 62, 10, Di. [8th ed., Bonn.} (? MeAirmo. as Hekate is

M*tXit>6ri, Orph., H.71). 'Apiorii gtfoWa, P. Mag. Par. 1450.—Hekate
is RaXXior^, EuKoXlrii (kot* irrlppaoir ij pi oSoa rvKoXoe, EM.), the

Erinyes Stpvai, Eifurikes ; their mother Evturtpri (= Tg) : Ister ap.

Sch. Soph.. OC. 42 (from a similar source, Sch. Aeschin. i, 188), etc.

Cf. BOeWer, Hk. Mms. 33. 1^17.
* floXoMirntt, noXvhiypav, 'AynolXaot {Rpigf- Cr, 195 ; see

BenUey ad CalUm., Uv. Pall. 130; Preller. Dem. u. Pert. 192 ;

Wclcker, G^tUrl. ii. 482), (Bachder, Rk. Mus. 36. 332 f.).—

ESnoXot (corresponding to the SdseAwg above) as a title of Hades
must be rejected if KOhler's correction of C/.4.ii. 3, 1529, is tight:

'//SilAor

—

BiriXov.
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’ Cult of Zns BiPovXtilt at Amorgos, Paros (insc. cit. by Foucart,
BCH. vii, 402), of Z*it BovXtvs at Mykonos. SIG. 615 {Ztvt BouXaiot.

Ins. Pswg. i. 246, I. 49, does not belo^ here) : of ES^vXot (original

title of Hades : Orph., H. xviii, 12) in Eleusis (side by side d $t6s.

4 9(d) : S/C. 39 : CIA. ii, 1620 c.d. (The Athenian legend makes
Eulx>iileus into a mortal herdsman : Clem. Al.. Protr. ii, pp. 14-15 P. ;

Schol. Luc., De Mete.. 2. p. ZfS. 27 Rabe.) EvpovXtth simply — Hades ;

Kic.. At. 14 ; epitaph from Syros. Epigr. Gr. 272, 9, and frequently.

So. too. the Ztvs &fiovX*tSf (Hesvch. a. Evfi.) worshipped in Kyrene
must have been a Ztvr xfiotmot- kubouleus is also a title of Dion>'sos

as Zagreus (lakchos), i.e. the Dionysos of the underworld.—Incidentally,

what is the origin of this designation of the god of the underworld
as "good counsellor" (hoai fonsittt praeshitm as Macr. 1. 8, 17.

translates EvfiovX^a) ? It can hardly hat-e been because he was
specially able to take counsel on his own behalf (this is the sense in
which f>.S. 5, 72. 2. takes the title) ; but rather because he was an
oraeie god, and as such dispensed good counsel to inquirers. Thus
the oracle-god Nereus is called tCfiovXot in Pi.. P. iii, ^ ; so also I.

vii, 32 : tCfiovXot Bt'ftit.

• Lasos /r. 1 (PLG. iii. 376), etc.—Consecration to KXvfuvos from
Athens : C/C. 409.—Hesvch. IltpiKXufitros ‘ 6 nXovrtur (it is no
accident that gave the name Periklymenos to the magically gifted

son of Neleusi. Kltmenos Hades, Epigr. Or. 522 a 2.

• The name Tfttpiunot. Tpop<iru>s itself also points to the fact that
assistance to the fertility of the earth was expected of this Ztit x9di'u>s.

In the later cult of Tropbonios not a trace of such a belief survives.
*• (V ad5((u4 wdJUi "Ai&oii fiw/tof dertr. Aiox<^Xot f^<*r9S

9«lr yAa 6ai>aT0t oi itiparr «rrA. ifr. 161 Sidg.) ; Sch^., AB. on
A 158.

" In Elis upAr rtrC "Aihoo ntpifioXot ri xoi root. Paus. 6. 25, 2.

Cult of Demetcr and Kore and of Hades in the very fertile Triphylia,
Str. 344.

Kaukones from Pylos, the Nelidai at their head, reach Attica :

connexion with the cult of the ](9orM» in njya in Kieusis : sec K. D.
Mailer, hi. S. ii, 258. Such accounts may have an histoncal founda-
tion. The elaborate accounts by H. V. hloller. Mytkol. or. 1, c. 6.

and O. Crusius, Eruk-Gruber ** Kaukones ”—operate with too many
uncertain factors for the results to have anv certainty.

*’ " Aitt/t . . . Tois <’r9a4< Toooi^a Aya9a irlr/mw

:

M.. Crat. 403 E.
o " Atirit oi ftoror rit lAvger irtW]f(t, AAAA nai rotr aropnoir alnot <otiv

arawvoi^ «ai irab6attitt <ra> : Schnt. B.L.. O 188.
" oi woAAoi ri Sropa UXovrutm naAoCoir ovror (ror

• Aiiip-), PI., Crat. 4<W A.
•* At the Cenesia (Nekysia) sacrifice for Ce and the dead, Hesych.

Prrlaia .—jraal Pfi t( nal ^Arotr, A. Ptrs. 220 ' calling to Hermer,
Ge. and AMoneus in " spirit-raising ”, Pm. 628 «., 640 cf. CA. 124 fl

.

—appeal to Hermes and Pi} iraregef on dsjixiontt : CIG. 538-9.
'* Patorin Olympia Paus. 5. 14, 10 : cf. E. Curtius, AltSrt e. Olymp.,

p. 15. At Kos it would seem to have lieen stated that O was
worabmped piAr^ 9(«1». Ant. Lib. 15 face, to Boioa). Side by tide with
Ztit Xiinos was worshipped Pt^ gfior/^ at Mykonos, SIG. 615, 26.

*’ wAma Plj ZayptC r*. 9c«ir KarvWprar* warrutr. Alhmatonts
fr. 3 (Kink.).

'* Cult of Klymenoa and Demeter XtorU (her festival X86rsta.

:

see also Ael. HA. ». 4) in liermione, Paus. 2, 35. 4 ft. Pausanias
also thinks (3. 14, 5) t^t the cult of Dem. XBwlt was brought to Sparta
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from Hermione. which may be right. Kore as MiXifioia is also
mentioned in this connexion by LasM of Herm. fr. 1, PLG. iii, 376.
ITedicatory inscriptions (CIG. 1194-1200) also mention, side by side
with Demeter Chthonia, Klymenos, and Kore as well. Once (BCH.
1889. p. 198, n. 24) only Jaftarpi, KXv^vtf. Demcter was clearly
the chief goddess : cf. CIG. 1 193.—From the community of the worship
of Damater Chthonia in both Hermione and Asine it m^ be justifiable

ti) conclude that this cult belonged originally to the Dryopians who
combined with the Dorians in Hermione and were driven by them
out of .Argolic .Asine. There is no warrant whatever for the fanciful
derivation of the Dcmeter-cult of these neighbourhoods from
" IVIasgians " submerged by Dryopian invaders.

*• There was a common worship of : Zeus Eubouleus, Demeter,
and Kore at Amorgos ; Zeus Eub., Demeter Thesmophoros, Kore,
Here, llabo at Paros ; Plouton, Demeter, Kore, Epimachos, Hermes
in Knidos ; Plouton and Kore in Karia. See the citations given by
Foucart. UCH. vii, 402 (with whose own pronouncements I cannot,
however, agree at all). In Delos. Demeter. Kore. Zeus Eubouleus :

liCH. 24. 505 n. 4. So, too. in Corinth Plouton, Demeter, and Kore:
I’aus, 2, 18, 3 ; Hades Demeter and Kore in Triphylia, Str. 344.
Oliserve also the group of divinities at I^ebadeia in the cult of
Trophonios : Paus. 9. 39.—.At Eleusis side by side with Demeter and
Kore Plouton also was worshipped : CIA. ii. 834 b. But there existed
even there other groups of g^dnot worshipped in conjunction, to*

$tai once more joined with Tnptolcmos, and a second triad ; d 8t6s.
ij tf«d, and Eulwinlcus, CIA. Suppl. i, 27b, p. 59, fl. ii, 1620 be;
iii, 1108 9. This second triad, which is not mentioned on the inscr.

CIA. i, 5 (from the beginning of the fifth century), may have only
lieen subsequently add^ to the Kleusinian official cult (see Ziehen,
I.rg. Sarr., Dissert, pp. 9-10). It is a waste of time to try and identify

the vague appellations 0<dt and with the names of definite chthonic
deities (as eg. Kern attempts. Ati. MittJi. 1891, pp. 5-6). Acc. to
Lose hike. D. CnneaArunosefiss. bet Paus.. pp. 15-16. these Eleusinian
divinities were imported into Athens, established in the chasm of the
Kumenides, and instead of d 0*6t. i} 8td and Eubouleus. were called

Hermes. Ge, and Plouton, But the correlation of these divinities

worshipped there in conjunction with the Zejirat (acc. to Paus. 1.

28. 6) with the Eleusinian group depends entirely upon the identifica-

tion of the Stfirai with Demeter and Kore. This, however, is based
on nothing more than a guess of K. O. Mailer’s (.fescA. Eum., p. 176
[160 f. E.T.]), which would still be very much in the air even if the
theones aliout *' Demeter Erinys " with which it is connected did not
rest on such insecure foundations. (To identify the Eleusinian-

Athenian Eubouleus with Plouton is impossible, if only because of

the fact that in the chthonic cult of those places EiPovX^. originally

the name of an underworld god, has developed into the name of a Hero
who now has a place alougsw the chthonic deities.)—With the cautious
appeiations d »«dr. 4 0ta we may compare the appeal on a defixto

from Athens, CIG. 1034 ; Soijion gVoviy* »col rg gdoecy kgI Toir

Xboviots u&m Kr\.
” Cf. Mannhardt, Mytkol. Forsch. 1884, p. 225 fl.

*' It cannot, however, be denied that already in Homer Persephone
is the daughter of Demeter and Zeus. Adducing S 326 and A 217
K, O. .Mailer (AT. Sck. ii, 91) has disposed conclusively of Preller’s

doubts : in spite of which H. D. Mailer in his reconstruction of the
Demeter-myth clings firmly to the view that the goddess carried
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vny by Hades was only afterwards made the daughter of Demeter.

—

The Homeric poems seem to know of the rape of Persephone by
Aldoneus but not the story of her periodical return to the upper
world—^which is the most important feature in the Eleumnian creed.

What Lehrs says on this much-discussed subject is completely con-

vincing (Pop. A m/s.*, p. 277 f.).

“ Tne cult of Demeter is old in Phthiotis too (

—

nipaoor, dijpijrpo;

riittrof, B 695 f.
— ‘Arrpmitm wrrfifnra, k. Ctr. 490). Also

in Paros and Crete, lliat it is possible to trace the extension of the

worship of Demeter in detail (as many have tried to do), is one of the

current illusions on this subject that I cannot share.
” Aonon and i>(icvo|tarr<W (dw](o«op«sioi> Phot. B*oi MoAomaot

cf. Append, prov. iii, 18 L.-S. : Eust. *514, p. 1867) at Ephyre on the

River Acheron in Thesprotia : well known from Hdt.'s story of Periander

(V. 92). Here the place of Orpheus’ descent to the lower world was
localised. Paus. 9. 30. 6 ; cf. also Hyg. 88. p. 84. 19 -20 Schm.

—

Entrance to Hades at Tainaron, through which Herakles dragged
up Kerberos (Schol. D.P. 791. etc.), with fi/go/ioereior ; cf. Ilu..

Ser. \um. l ind. 17. p. 560 E (cf. Stat., Tk. ii. 32 fl.. 48 f., etc.).—
Similar entrance to Hades at Hermione, see below ; Karafidotok

at Aigialos » Sikyon : Call. /r. 1 10.—.\t Phigaleia in Arcadia a

dvgofiarrslor at which King Pausanias inquired, Paus. 3, 17, 9.

—

More famous is the ^vgo/tarrelov at Herakleia Pont. ; see Bk. Atus

36. 556 (this also was a ^ace where Kerberos appeared above, Mela
I. 103). Hither Pausanias came for guidance, acc. to Plu.. Scr.

.Vmm. 10, p. 555 C : Ciinoii 6.—The flkoormnor and ilv)(oitai^ior at

Cumae in Italy had a long-standing reputation (mentioned as early

as Soph., /r. 682 [748 P.j) : cf. Rk. Aims 36. 5.55 (an Italian Greek
applies to rt ^vgo^taKTsior. Plu.. Corns. Apoll 14. p. 109 C) —Next
the Asiatic /7h>vr<m« and Xofimrtsa : at Acharaka in Karia, Str.

649-50 ; at Magnesia on the Maiander, w^rar esijAaior <<g<Sr. Xo^wnor
Aeyefuroe. Str. 636 ; at Myous, Str. 579. This is what to ir

Spvrisa must have been, mentioned among other Xogwvia by Antig.

Car^t. IM ; the Kififipot mukopfstpot 6 wspi ^ppyiar ppimt also

mentioned there, may very well have been the place in Hirygia spoken
of by Alkman ap. Str. 580

:
p6$mK>t Kspp’^oios igwr iXsipiovs imPopas

(suggested by Keller on Antig). Perhaps the latter place—named
after the Kon'bantes (.>) see B^k on Alcm. fr. 82—is the same as

the cave at Hierapolis.—Better known than any was the oracular
cavern at Hierapolis in Phrygia into which only the Galli of the Great
Mother, the Matris Attsgnoe saerrdos, can go without being overcome
by the vapours issuing from it ; Str. 629-30, Plin. ii. 2w. There
existed under a tem{8c of Apollo a direct xoTa^daior fftov. accessible

at least to the faithful rersArep/eet : see the very remarkaMe account
of Damasc.. 1'. /std. ap. Phot., p. 344b. 35-345a. Zi Bk. (Cnlt of Echidna
in Hierapdis, see Gutschmid, Rk. AIsss. 19, 398 ft . ; this is also achthonic
cnlt: piprtpot "Kgiftea. Eur. Pk. 1023; Echidna among the mmuters
of Hades ; Ar,. Ra. 473).—These are the mortifera in Asia Plutonia.
quae vidimus, Cic., Die. i, 79 (cf. Cal. in, 540 ; xvji. I, 10).—Entrances
to Hades were rt^larly to be found at those places where the cave
was shown ^ which Aidoneus made bis exit or bis entrance in carrying
ofl Kore. uius at Fieosis. rkts svg irvAoi <(e‘ 'AtSuo. Orph.. H.
18, 15. Paus. 1, 38. 5 ; at Kdlonos, Sch. S., OC. 1560-3 ; at Lcma.
Pans. 2. 36. 7 ; at Pbeneos (a gaeps KvXXtjp>n ; Cmton 15). and
probably in Crete too (cl. Raceb. fr. 53 Jebb, ap. S:h. Hes., Tk. 914)

;

at Enna in Sidly a gdepa xarsysler : O.S. 5, 3, 3 ; Cic., t'trr. iv, 107 •,
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at Syracuse at the tprin; Kyane, D.S. 5, 4, 2 ; at Kyzikos, Prop.

3 (4). 22, 4.

The Stftvai live there in a Eur., El. 1266 f., on
the eastern slcme of the hill.

»* Pans. 2, 35, 10. The precinct of the temple was an Asylon,
Phot. 'EpfUorn: AB. 256, 15; Znb. ii, 25 (Ar. BafioK).—Kerberos
is brought up from below at Hermione ; Eur., HF, 615. An Acheron,
and even an 'Ax^pouatit Xtiipij, was to be found in Thesprotia, Triphylia,

Herakleia on the Pontus, Cumae, and Cosentia in Bruttium.^11
sites of ancient cults of Hades and reputed as in close proximity to

the underworld.
*• Strabo viii, 373—the same is reported by Call. fr. 110 of the

inhabitants of AlytaXot (prob. = Sikyon, where there was a cult of

Demeter, Paus. 2, 11. 2-3; cf. 2, 5. 8. Hesych. intunlt •

ptapa XticiHiirtmr), where, at any rate, there was a KarapaoMr ^Sov.

—

The name *' Hermione ’’ seems almost to have accoutred a generic

sense. In the Orphic Argonaulica a city Hermioneta is said to be
situated in the fabulous north-west of Europe in the neighbourhood
of the gold-bearing river Acheron, where (as alwa>-s on the margin of

the oIkoup^pii) there dwell yfeij Starotoraroiv ivSpmwtor, otmr
iinmt vavAoio rfrvarrat, etc. (1135 47). Thus Hermione in this case
lies immediately in the country of souls and blessedness, which the
ancient inhabitants of the Peloponnesian city rather supposed to be
in the neighbourhood of their own countiy.—Hesych. strangely

:

‘Bppkt6pyf‘ aroi ^ ^ Svpatcoiloats. Was there a
place called Hermione there too f See Lob., Paratip. 299.

II

If a father makes money by his son's unchastity, the son is released

from the duty of providing food or shelter for his father while the
latter is aU\'e—4irodarorra 8' a^or Savrirta Koi rjAAa eouiVcu

r4 •«/<«{ Oft tea ; Sotonian law ap. Aeschin., Tim. 13.

" Dem. 43. 57-8.
•• Sch. Soph.. Ant. 255. Philo ap. Euseb., PE. wi. .358 D ; 359 A.

See Bemavs, BtrUhU Ber. .4*. 1876, p. 604, 606 f.

»* V 716.
« Isoc. 14. 55.
** The fidpnOpor at Athens, the KaidSaf at Sparta. But the bodies

were often given up to the relatives to bury, and in any case the refusal

of burial can only have been temporary—it is incredible that they
could has-e wished to leave the belies to putnfy in the open arr.

*• Athenian law. Xen., HO. 1. 7. 22; common Greek institution

at least as against temple-robbers, D.S. 16, 25. Examples of the

enforcement ol this law in the filth and fourth centuries discussed by
W. Vischer, Bh. Mus. 20, 446 fl.—Suicides in some places were refused
burial honours (in Thebes and C^-pnis) ; even in Athens it was customary
to cut oS the band of the suicide and burv it separately (Aeschin.,

CUs. 244). This is the punishment of oirogdfMt. Self-starvation

was considered less shocking and that is perhaps why it occurs so

frequently as a method of suicide. Cf. ThaJheim, Or. Rfcklsalt.

p. 44 f. Perhaps also the religious objection of the Pythagoreans
(and Platoniits) to taking this means ol escape from an existence

that has become unbearable rests upon popular feeling and belief

—

it was not shared at alt by the enlightened of later ages. (There is,

however, nothing in ancient beliefs that points to the idea that the

body of the suieme should be allowed only burial, not burning. Acc.
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to the 'IXtit fUKpa Aias after taking his own life was buried, not burnt,
Sti rifr ifyiiv nC 0amXiuit—Jr. 3 : [ApoUod.] Epit. V, 7. There is no
ground for supf^ng that the fable of Philostr., H. 721. p. 188 K..
acc. to which Kalcbas declared the burning of the bodies of suicides

to be not ootor, is taken out of an ancient poem : as W'elcker docs
Kl. Schr. ii. 291.)

•• Cf. the words c

17 ff. Hens.), and the answer o
ap. Plu., Adul. 2S. p. 69 CD. It is worth remarking that in the
fourth and e%-en third centuries it was still necessar)' to rerfy to the
idea Siian 81 ro «»t {^rr/t rttp^rai oM4Sor. When later on the cosmo-
politanism preached by the Cvmics (and after their model by Teles)
becomes really common property it seems no longer necessary to
introduce special grounds of consolation for having to be Iniried in

foreign soil into pamphlets mpi Pvy^t. At least this is not done by
the Stoic Musonius or the Platonizmg Plutarch. Cf. also Philodem.
Mori . p. 33-4 Mekl.
“ This is the reason why so often the bones or ashes of those who

die abroad are collected and brought home for burial by their relations.

E.X.C. ap. Westermann on Dem . Eubul 70 ; cf. also Plu.. Phoc. 37.
** .\r.. Ec. 1030. Origanon (wnid marjoram, white thyme) possesses

apotropaic power : it keeps away evil spirits. The ancients knew
of the virtue possessed by these plants of scaring snakes, ants, and
other vermin—Aristot., HA. 4. 8. 534b. 22 ; Plin. 10, 195 ; Thphr.,
CP. 6. 5, 4 ; Diosc . M

.

iii. 29 «= i, p. 375 Spr. ; Gp. 12, 19. 9 : cf.

Niclas ad Gp. 13, 10, 5. Modem supmtition employs them against
goUins and water sprites, wiuhes and ghosts, (inmm, p. 1214:
p. 1K20. n. 980;. If marjoram and gentian are laid by women
in child-bed ghosts and devils can do them no harm •• for they
shun such herbs"; J. Ch. Mknniingen ap. Alwin Schultz, AUUtgs-
Itbtn e. d. Frau tm 18 Jahrk., p. 19.5 I. The two purposes arc
closely connected. The pungent odour of berlis and burning stuff

keeps away snakes as do nocentes spintus monstra noxia : Pall

.

1, 35 = 11, 3. p. 49 Schn. The same thing applies to monstra noxia
if they try to approach the corpse in the shape of snakes or insects

/just as the ghost in Apul,. M. ii. 25. approaches the corpse in the
shape of a weasel ; where we also read that the versipeUes which
threaten the corpse ct aves ct rursum canes ct mures immo vero
etiam muscas induunt : ii. 22j. So, too, the marjoram has a kathartic
effect on the corpse, i.e. it is a means of keeping ofl underworld spirits.

Ar.. Ec. 1031. The corpse lay on vine branches in several of the
recently discovered Dip)'lon graces at Athens : Alktti. Mitt. 1893.

pp 165, 184. Superstitious reasons fas in the cases where olive leaves

are used as a bed : see below) are to be suspected in this case, too,

but can hardly be proved : cf. Friedneb, Sarkopkagtlud., Nach.
Gott. Ges. Wise. Ph. Cl. 1895. pp. 18, 69 ; Anrich, Or. MysUrunw.
102, 3. Apart from this the djivcAoc docs not seem to have lustral

effect.
** Ai$<rvA»<, roSvTpatior : Ar., Ec. 1032 f.

; x/gnd ^«l d$iTutr wilAoic :

Eur., At. 98 fl. The bowl was called ifUnor : Sch. Ar.. Ec. 1033;
Poll. vili. 65 (cf. Phot. 346, 1 iphanor). It contained water fetched

from anoUur house ; Hesych, iergoirpe—obviously because the water
in the house where the coipse lay was regarded as polluted. (Thus
when the fire, for examine, is "polluted ", fresh fire is brought in from
outside : Plu., Q. Gr. 24, p. 297 A ; Ari$t. 20.) Those who left the
house purified thcroselsres with it : Hesych. ipMna. cf. wiiyator.
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w^au>v Simp. A laurel branch (as holy-water sprinkler, as commonly
in lustrations) was placed in it ; Scb. Eur., Al. 98.

*• Serv., A. iii, 680 : apud Atticos funestae domus huius (cupressi)

frondo velantur. The object may have been to warn the superetitious
against approaching the '* unclean ” house : it is a characteristic of the
itimSai/imr, oSrt iwiPijvat otrr* ini vtKpiv oSr’ ini Acxw
ii$itr iStXijaiu, Thphr., Ch. 16. This at least was the reason given
at Rome for a similar custom : Serv., ^4. 3, 64 ; 4, 507.
" Crowning of the dead with garlands, afterwards a general custom,

is first mentioned in the 'AXKiiatmvlt (epical, but hard to date
precisely

; fr. ii, p. 76 Kink.). On the " Arcbemoros ” vase a woman
IS about to place a myrtle-wreath on the head of Arcbemoros. The
myrtle is sacred to the and hence the myrtle-crown belongs
to the Ms-stai of Demeter as well as to the dead : see .Apollod. ap.
Sell. Ar.. Kan. 330 ; Ister ap. Sch. Soph., OC. 681. Grave-monuments
too were crowned and planted especially ivith myrtles ; Eur., El. 324.

512; cf. Thphr., HP. 5. 8. 3 ; Vg.. A. iii, 23. Not only the dead
but graves too were frequently crowned with o/Aim>r, parsley ; Plu ,

Ttmol. 26; Smp. 5, 3. 2, p. 676 D; Diogen. \iii. 57, and others;
cf. above, chap, iv, n. 21. The crowning invariably implies some
form ol consecration to a god. Acc. to Tertul., Cor. Mil. 10, the dead
were crowned quoniam et ipsi idola statim hunt habitu et cultu con-
secrationis

;
which at least gets nearer the real sense of the practice

than the view of Sch. At., l.ys. 601 : ari^ayot iSlioro rois vtKpols mt
ror Plor iiTiymriopiroit.

PI., Lg. 959 A. Poll. iii. 65. A still stranger reason added
ap. Phot. npo^€ot(.
“ Permission to attend either the npSBtatt of the corpse (and the

funeral lamentation) or the funeral procession (the ittiopa) given only
to women of kinship fitypl omi^iotijtos : Law ap. I>cm. 43, 62-3 :

i.e. within the ayxtortia. to which alone the duty ol the cult of the dead
belonged in principle. Only these women of the immediate kin are

fuairoftryat in the case of death : cf. lldt. \i. 58 ; this is the reason
lor the restrictions laid down by the funeral regulation from Kcos
{SIC. 877, 25 fl.), which makes an even narrower selection within the
ranks of the dygurrcia. (From 1. 22 viroriWroi, etc., the law speaks
of the npiStois. even though at the beginning only the in^pd is in

question.)
** (Sjivjfar nonropirur ddcIAfv. Plu., Sol. 21. The democratizing

of life in .\ttica after Solon's time may have contributed to the carrying
out there of provisions restricting the elaborate funeral rites of the old

aristocratic ^riod. The practice of KonrtoBat ini rt9vi)<t6ri appears,
however, to have remained in use : beating of the head at funeral

lamentations is a favourite motif in Attic vase-paintings (the so-

called " Prothesis " vases) ; cf. Monum. delF InsHt. viii, 4. 5 ; in.

60, etc. See Benndorf, Gritth. Suit. Piisetth. 1.

** ri tpurrlr ntnoiijiUva. Plu.. Sol. 21 ; by which is meant funeral

hymns carefully prepared beforehand and perhaps ordered from

C'essional Bpipua* on^aral. not spontaneous expressions of grief

king out as though involuntarily.
** Plu., Sol. 21 ; «ral rd •rotxvciv dAAai' ir ra^atr iripmr d^eiAo'.

This must surely mean : Solon forbade dirges to be sung at a funeral

of one person in honour of another, difierent from the person actually

being buried, (iripmr is only used for variety after dAAor and simply «
dAAttie : as frequently by Attic writers

: pi npoSiptror dAAoe Mpm
rir iXXayir. Pi.. Lg. viU. 849 E : irtpor—iXXor Isoc. 10. 36. etc.)
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The tendency to extend the funeral hymns to include others besides

the dead man is implied hvA prohibition in a funeral ordinance of the
•arefa of the Aafivatm at Delphi (fifth-fourth century a.c.), PCH. *9$,

p. II, ]. 39 ft. ratf ii mpiara T*$ra.KOTUt¥ hf rott oaitirtooi

fiyS' (at the funeral of another person). Was Homer
thinking of something of the kind in T 302 ; IUrfmcXor — ?

** In Athens it had once been the custom fepeia mpoo^rrw wpi
i.e. while still in the house ol the dead person

:
[PI.]

Mih. 31$ C Such a sacrifice bt/orp the (which is not desenbed
till i. 1261 £1.) is implied by Euripides, Htl. 1255, at the burial of the
dead body found in the sea : e/we^^rrat piv af|ia mpAra tn^rtpon—
where w/ma^^ytow is used inaccurately of sacrifice at the grave, in

which case the -rpo is meaningless ; as also in the insc. from Keos
{SIG. 877, 21). •p6a^aa is also thus used, Eur., Hee. 41. Plu.

(Sol. 21) sa)*! ol Solon : IrayiTo* W fioOr oiK ifaod'. Possibly Solon
forebade the sacrifice of animals bt/ort the ix^opa, since the author
of the Ps-'Ilatonic Minos seems al.so to refer to such a prohibition.

The Sedonian restrictions says Plu. {Sol. 21) have been for the

most part adopted in our (i.e. the Boeotian) ro;>oi—as acc. to the
indubitable witness of Cicero. Solon's funeral regulations had been
reproduced einsdem prope verius in the tenth of the Twelve Tables
by the Decemviri. Umits set to ceremonial mourning in Sparta :

Plu., Lye. 27 (whence /nr/. Lae., 18. p. 238 D), in Syracuse by Celon :

D.S. 11. 38,2; cf. ” Charondas Slob.. Ft. 44. 40 M. - iv, 2, 24.

p. I.$3. 10 H. ^me degree of restriction was imposed on their members
(about the beginning of the fourth century n.c.) by the warpla of the

.fa^milai in Delphi in the retpit published in the BCH. ‘95, p. 9 fl.

“ NVe have a verj' naive expres^n of the ideas lying behind such
violent lamentations, self-innicted injuries, and other excenstve
demonstrations of grief in the presence of the dead body, when c.g.

in Tahiti people wound themselves and then " call out to the soul of

the dead man to witness their attachment to him " (Ratzel, Hitt, of
Mankind, i. 330) ; cf. WaiU-Oeriand. Antkrop. vi. 402.

** It IS a very ancient idea common to many difierent nations that
too violent expressions of grief for the dead man may disturb his rest

and make him return : see Mannhardt, Celtrr dor dentuken VMtr,
1860, p. 290 (for Germany in partic. see Wuttke. Dent. Volksabergl.',

I 728, p. 431 ; RochhoU, D. Glaub* u. Braneh, i, 207). Similar
superstition in Greece is referred to in Lucian, Lnet. 24 (in which the
lateness of the witness does not pievrat the belief from bring anrient).

The survivors who prolong beyond reason their laments are asked ;

(tixp* rinot Hopifuia ,' iamr drawadaaatat roit roB panapiov iaiporat.
—In PI.. Ms. 248 B, the dead say btipiBn nariptm mal p^ipm» «iMnu
irt oi BpiproSrrtt aiii iXo^vpiparo* ^pit ^pit pdktara xaputOrrat—
thus violent grief is intended in Greece, too, to please the dead : see
last note—dAM . . . ovrur ixdpe^o* tUr if paAiera : while acc. to
•• Charondas ”, Stob., Ft. iv, f, 24, p. 153 H. ; ixpp*<rrta Bni npi%
Salpopat gdoelevt Advy inip ri pdrpof yiyvefidey.

** in^petr rde d«a#a»drra rf oortpaip j| ge npoiunrtas. npl* ifAioe

Sokmian law in D. 43. 62 ; cf. Antipho, Chor. 34. Klearcb.
ap. Proclos in PI. Bp. ii, 1 14 Kntdl : Kieonyroot in Athens, refivdeoi

b4(at rpirift H/idpat ofoyr sard rdv ripor npoirttsf, i.e. it was the
morning of the third day, immediately before the infopd. the
npiitatt having occupied the whole of the secemd day (quite differently
'

‘
I by Maass, Orpkatu. 1895, p, 232, 46; but hsiraly correctly. It

ircriy {xrobabte that a man r«8rdi>at hi(mt, i.e. seeming to thoee
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around him to be dead, should be recognized by these same people
and treated as merely in a trance—as in fact, was the case). So. too,
in the analogous story of Thespesios of Soli in Plutarch, S. Num. Vind.
22. p. 563 D, rpiraiot, ilf) ii€p\ tit ra^t avris, dv^vtyicc (FMostr.,
VA. 3. 38, p. I M, 28 K. : the wife of the man who has just died
mpi Tijv tivi/v SppiOt, rpfraiott ittiiUtmu [sc. ro0 cUSpor] yapi}0ctaa
•rifHp

:

i.e. immediately before the fir^pd, while the dead man still

was in the house). Similar customs are implied for the Greeks in

Cyprus ap. Ant. Lib. 39. 5, p. 235. 21 West. [= p. 122. 7 f. Mart.] :

ijpfpf ii rp/rn ri autpa upa^ittyKm/ »«r i/i^avds (**r roiii^aaAt 1) of

irpooif<fOKT«r. Further, acc. to Plato’s view as given in Lg. 959 A,
there should be rptrala npot ro ix^pa.

Before sunrise : D. 43, 62 (more distinctly commanded by a law
of r>em. Phal. : Cic., 1^. ii, 66). On the other hand, it was considered
a disgrace to be buriM during the night : ij Kaxot KMait ra^-ija-n,

ri'irrM oilir iv lipip^, Eur., Tro. 448.

^ in particular the funeral-law from Keos, SIG. 617 ; cf. Plu.,

Snl. 21 ; Bergk, Rk. Mus. IS, 468. Funeral-law of the Labyadai at

Delphi. 1. 29 f. ; erpUpa Sf iy imfiaXirat iral woiKt^kaioy ht voritino
(for the dead).

** Reproduced Momum. dtll' lustiMo, ix, 391 [and in Rayet-Collignon,
C'<^amiqu4 greique, PI. i],

“ The law in D. 43, 62 (cf. 64). makes restrictions in the attendance
at a funeral which are to apply to women only (and only then for those
under 60) : men seem therefore to be granted permission in-

discnminately. We are told too in Plu., Sol. 21, that at the ittKOfuh'^

Solon had hoI forbidden <(«' dAAtfrpta pyJtpara paitittv—for men that
IS. we must suppose. The men went in front in procession ; the
women followed ; D. 43. 62. Evidently the same appUed in Keos :

SIG. 877, 20.—Pittakos as aesymnetes in Mitylcne forbade absolutely
accedere quemquam in funus aliorum, Cic., l.g. ii. 65.—Funeral-
law of the Laby^ai (Delphi), I. 42 ff. : from the burial dvipev FoiVaSr
tKooror, lyffoi dfuoritr aai warpaSeA^tii^ sat itty$tpwy icijirydrcin'

arai yapPpuiy, i.e. the next-of-kin of the dead in ascending and
descending order.

This is referred to as still-existing custom by Plato. Lg. 800 E ;

cf. Sch. ad loc. ; Hesych. /fopfeot. Menand. Kaplyi). Mein.. Com. iv.

p. 144 (Karo-phrygian funeral-flutes : Ath. 174 F : Pcdl. iv. 75-9).
** rdf 0ayirra Si ^p*y KaramKoAvppfroi' aiwirg l^ixP* *'** rd arjpa,

SIG. 877, 11. Funeral-law of Labyad-, 1. 40 fl. roy Si ytiepiy

«<«aAvppdiwr ^tpirw oiyj. «4»- rolr aTpo^ir ('’ at the street-comers ”)

pi) Komfirraty pifSapti, pi}#’ dTOTv{drTiMr fgdor toj Foiatfar »p«y
«’ iwi ri oSpa («««rT> ’ rqyti S’ lyryof farai irrA. (the last not yet
satisfactorily explained).

*’ Solon diminished (under the alleged influence of Epimenides) at

funerals rd earAqpdv «ai rd fiapfittpuiir ^ ovmixom irporipovaf wAciorat

ywaiartc, Plu.. Sol. 12.
*• In the list of quotations from individual authors from the fifth

century on. given in Becker Char.* Hi, 98 fl. [-» E.T.* pp. 390-1],

only the foil, speak lor burutl os the prevailing custom : Plu.. Sol. 21.

od» tlaory (Soton) ovrrMyat wMoy Iparicm rptmy. and Plu.. Lyc. 27,

ovy$dwt*iy od#ii> tfeotv (L>xurg.) dAAd It ^ri«fSi iroi ^AAoit dAai'os

Hyrtt ri ompa wsptderfAAo* : cf. Th. i, 134. 4. Cremariuii, on the

other hand, is implied as the more common in Athens (fourth centu^)
by Is. 4. 19 : oSr’ taavaty odr’ weraAdyqeev ; so. too, the will (third

century) of the Peripatetic Lykon (D.L. v. 70) : »»pl W ia^p&t aai
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S H. ; ini wvpit xaratraufi,

Gruk fimeral usage.—In the graves recently discovered before the
Dipylon gate in Athens those belonging to the earliest period almost
without exertion ha\’e their dead buritd (without coffin)

; the
following period (into the sixth century) generally burnt their dead ;

later, burial seems to ha%-e been more usual—see the account by
Brflckner and Pemice of the excavations before the Dipylon gate,

Atk. Mia. 1893. pp. 73-191. Thus it appears that in the later period
burial was the pre\-ailing practice in Attica (L. Ross. Arcktol. Aufs.
i, 23), as also, being essentially cheaper than cremation, in other
parts of Greece as well (a few references given in BCH. '95, p. 144, 2).

“ «ieToAoyi}«»». Is. 4. 19.
** The custom of iitdopd on an open itXlri) is not in harmony with

the intention of laying the body of the dead >n a coffin, but evidently
presupposes that the body is to be placed either unenveloped in the
ground or else to be burnt. The practice of coffin-burial (probably-

introduced from the East) later became common, but was never
completely harmonized with the ancient ceremonies of the tx^opd.

Coffinless burial was usual in the graves of the " Mycenaean ”

period, and also in the oldest times in Attica. The Spartans were
merely keeping up this ancient custom when they Jr arai

4vXkott ikaiaf fiJrrtf ri aapa tnpUartXXo* (buried), l^lu., / yc. 27.

Here everything points to the retention of primitive usage. The
bodies were buried in the ancient fashion, not burnt ; they were wrappe*!
in a crimson robe. Crimson is otherwise the special colour for war
and festival dress (cf. MOller. Dorutns. ii, 264) ; here it is used in

connexion with chthonic cult : Igrt yip ri»a re vopdvpovr ypwfta ovpm-
$€ittr Mpis rer WruTor says rightly .\rtemid. I, 77. p. 70, II H. This
can hai^y be because of the red colour of blood : any more than that
is why tinros is called rop^vpxos. But even Homer D 796 makes
Hektor's bones wrapped wvpiopiott wJwXotot—the liones only in this

case instead of the whole body : clearly a vestige of an older custom
which survived unchanged in Sparta. Similarly V 254. So. too,

e.g. in the Dipvlon graves at Athens burnt bones were found wrapped
in a cloth, Atk. Mill. 18. 160-1. 185. The head of the murtlered
brother ^otnactit ^araAv^ari^r «ral ita^arify the tw-o other Kalieiroi

in the religious myth related by Clem. Al., Prolr. ii, p. 16 I». Cnmson
frequently exxurs as a colour used in chthonic cult ; e.g. at the
ceremoni^ dptu implying con.secration to the infernal deities in

[Lys.) 6. 51 ; at sacrifices to the Plataean Heroes : Hu.. A nit 21 :

at the transfer of the bones of Rhesos : see above, chap, iv, n. 36 ;

Pedyaen. vi, 53 : at sacrifices to the Eumenides, Aesch., Eum. 1028.

—Tiie custom of burial upon leaves was also retained by the Pytha-
gorean ; th^ buried their dead (without burning them! Iamb.! I'P.

154) in myrti et oleae et populi nigrae foliis (in fact, the trees regularly
sac^ to the yfinoi). Hin. 35, 160. Fauvcl (ap. Ross, Arck. Au/t.
i. 31) femnd in graves by the Melitean gate at Athens le squelet
conch4 snr un lit <pais de feuilles d'olivier encore en Ha,t de biiilrr.

(Olive stones in Mycenaean Graves. Tsundas, ‘Ed. 'Apv, '88. p. 136 ;

•89, p. 152.)
** Thus in the letter of Hipparcbos, in Phlegon, 1 ; similaiiy Xen.

Eph. 3, 7, 4 (see my Gritck. Roman, p. 391 n. 2). Plato wished his

Eotbynoi to be buried like this on stone xktrai {Lg. xii. 947 D) ; and
this is probably bow the bodies sreie traced in the rock burial-chambers
provided with separate conches, such as occur at e.g. Rhodos and Kos
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{see Ross, Arch. Aufs. ii, 384 ff.. 392) : cl. esp. the description given

^ Heusey, Mission arch. tU Macidoine (TexU), p. 257 B.. ’76. It

is the regular mode of burial in Etruria (following Greek models ?) :

several skeletons have been found there lying on couches of masonry
in the grave-chambers.

** As though the dead had not entirely departed koI oirAa koI
OKStSii iral f/iaria auv^8ri rots rctfrijKOtnK avv6dirTOi>rts ^btov Ixovaiv
Plu., Xe Suav. Ep. 26, p. 1 104 D. Restrictions in Law of the Labyad.
(I. 19 ff.) JJ' o I4$fi6s v*p rwv ivToSiiKeir • fii) itMov itirrt xal rptaxovra

ipaxpir ivtifitv, nptipMt'ov /iifrc FoIkw.
•* Helbig, Horn. Epos. 41.
** firhrlovts ««* Kptlrrorrt. Arist., Eudem. 37 [44" ap. Plu., Cons.

Apoll. 27. p. 115 BC.
“ [©•] Min. 315 D. To raise doubts on this point is mere perversity.

It is of no avail to advance the argument (which is commonly usM
also agaimst the similar statements about Rome in Serv., A. v, 64 ;

VI, 152) that this story only intends to explain the origin of the worship
of the household Lares. The Greeks did not have this particular

worship, or else it was so completely forgotten that no explanatory
account of its origin was ever offered.—Beside the hearth and the altar

of Hestia the most ancient resting place of the head of the house must
have been placed too. When the wife of Phokion had had the body of

her husband burnt abroad r4> xdXwtp rd d<rra xai Kopioaaa
rvttruip els rif* olxlar Kar<upv(* napi ri/v «<rrtor, Plu., Phoc. 37.—It

was wrongly tielieved that in the remarkable rock-graves in the neigh-
bourhood of the

'

the house had
Denkm. 153b.

•’ This occurs among the New Zealanders, Eskimos, etc. ; cf. Lubbock.
Prehistoric Times, pp. 565. 511, etc.

*• In Sparta and Tarentum ; see Becker. Char.^ iii, 105 (E.T.* p. 393).
Acc. to Klearch. ap. Ath. 522 F certain men of Tarentum were struck
by lightning and lulled : they were then buried wpi rur BupCir of their

houses and <rr^Ao« were put up m their honour. If they had really

been the criminals that legend made them it would have been impossible,

even in Tarentum, for them to have been buried within the walls of

the city, still less before the doors of their houses—an honour given
only to Heroes ; cl. above, chap. iv. n. 136. The \iolent alteration of
vpi Tuv Bupuir into npi ruir wvAwr in order to avoid this difficulty,

is obviously rendered untenable by the previous dxdori} rutr oi'khuv

oaovs ktX. The legend is evidently a hetion and these Sid^Aifrot

(to whom it appears, as Heroes, neither the funeral dirge nor the
usual xoai were oflered) must have belonged to the class of those
whom death by the flash of lightning raised to a higher and
honoured rank (see Apftend. 1). Thus, too, the graves in the market
at Megara mentioned by Becker must have been Hero-graves : see
above, chap, iv, n. 83. These cases where the graves of Heroes are
found in the middle of the city, in the market place, etc., show very
plainly the essential diScrence that was held to exist between the Heroes
and the ordinary dead.

** Hie /ty^pa KOtviy w&oi rois iwi Bovoikov yivopJyocs was a wokis
rinos nepifitpkifpjyos, wanep oi ipxaioi iyiptloy : D. 43, 79. The
Bouselidai composed not a y4i>or, but a group of Bvt oIkoi bound
together by definitely traceable ties of kinship. The members of

a y/yos in its political sense no longer held graves in common possession :

see Meier, de genttl. Aft. 33: Dittenb., Hermes, 20,4. The
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fin^fiara were also family-graves : Hu., dm. 4. MarcelUn. V. TM. 17,

Hu.. X Or., p. 838 B. It was alwa3^ insisted on. for obvious reasons,

that no stranger to the family should be laid in the family grave.

But just as the penal clauses so often inscribed on graves of a later period

were necessary to prevent the burial of strangers in those graves, so

too Solon had to make a law in respect of graves nc quis alienum
inferat ; Cic., /.g. ii, 64.

’* The speaker in Dem. 55, 13 fl., mentions the waXaii /irff/iara of

the irgoyoMM of the earUer possMsors of his gw^/oi' (countiy’-estate).

This custom of burying the family dead in the private ground of the
family (roi roir aAAotf Tiroarchos is asked by
his mother to 'itAwWicgat xcapfov (which lay 1 1 or 12 stades away from
the city walls) iwoJUmIr airg (in spite of which he sold it) ;

Aeschin.. Tim. 99. Examples in East Attica of walled-in family
cemeteries with room for many graves : Belger, Localsage t'<m Am
Grabem Agamum., etc. (Progr. Berl. 1893). pp. 40-2. It was thus
the very general custom to keep the family graves on their own ground
and soil ; and this corresponds closely enough with the oldest cu.stom

of all, t^t of burying the master of the house in his own home.

—

In Hu., Arisi. 1, Demetr. Phal. mentions an ’Aptorttiov guipior ir

^ r<6a«ra< in Phaleron.
ti Restriction of the growing magnificence of grave columns in

Athens made by Demetr. Phal., Cic., Lg. ii, 66. (I^al clauses «I ris

a tilwTg 4 imjoraiia ntA. in a law from Nisvtos 'Brrl. Phil.

Woch. 1896, pp. 190, 420] : they probably do not refer to a general
prohibition of tombstones altogether

)

** Cl. Curtius, Z. G*t. WtgeooHt Gr., p. 262.

Kemora aptabant sepulcris ut in amoenitate animae forent post

vitam ; Serv., A. v. 760. In lucis habitabant manes piorum ; tii,

302 ; cf. ad i. 441 ; \-i. 673. " My grave is in a grove, the pleasant
haunt of Inrds," sa^’s a dead man Sihpa «ai rir “Alhi rtprrir igotfu
To*er. Epigr. Or. 546, 5-14.

’• Cf. the ins. from Keos. SIG. 877. 8-9. Ear. IT. 6.33 fl. : (ar0^ r

iXaltp OMfio aar Karoofiiaoi , ydroc . . . (ov8i)f pihiootit it wt'par fiaXu).
’* iraylltir W fioOr ooK (taerr, Hu.. Sol. 21.
** itpoo^oyup (at the funeral) yggirfar *ard ro oarpta, SIG. 877, 13.

In general, however, the sacrifice of animals at the graves of private
individuals gradually became rarer and rarer : sec Stengel, Chfhon.
tt. Toil. 430 f.

” Cl. esp. the ins. from Keos. 1. 15 ff.. 30. The iyxorpiarpiat
employed in old Athenian usage. ]H.] Min. 315 C, seem to nave lieen

women who caught the Mood of the sacrificed animals in bowls and
purified the luawSfurot with it. The name itself suggests it ; to this

effect is one among several other, clearly mistaken, explanations
given by the Schol. to Mia., loc. cit. (differently Sch. Ar,, Vrtp. 289).

’• wtpl ri wirig . . . 6powa8ttf roO koXoA>0h€v 1)1*6*

airoit r§ r* Kovpa t**» rgigw xai tJ rmr enddvivT ipatpdoit, Arist.

jr. 108 (101) Rose.
** ntplUirnor. This is implied as universally occurring by Aen.

Tact. 10, 5. This meal shared by the relatives (who alone are invited :

Dem. 43, 62) must be meant by Heraklid., Pol. 30. 2. napi roU Aiopatt
ihiprotax ain irrm iwl roU nhtorifoamr, dAA’ Intiiir iKKoplootmr
rtlwgoOrra*.

•• ij 4«s8ox4 yfywcu iwi ToC inaiarirrot, Artemid. 5, 82. p. 271,
10 H.

** Cic., Lg. ii, 63 (cf. Anaxandr. ap. Ath. 464 A.). On the other
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band, mcntiri nefas erat. And yet tlwBtaav ol naXaiol ir toU ircpiSc/irvott

roi' rtXtvr^Kdra intuvtlp, eai tt ^aCXos i|v, Zenob. v, 28, and other
Paroemiogr.—Besides this the lamentation for the dead may have been
renewed at the various commemorations of the dead ; the funeral
regulation of the Labyadai at Delphi forbids expressly (not the
festival but) the funeral dirge on such occasions : 1. 46 ff.

'ay the ntpliginvov was held)

i[f] (we should expect rather
«v. T. mauTtoiS, ci. nn. oi tnis cnap.) n^’ olnw^€v (JroTvJtv.

•• These meals mven to the dead took place at the pave itself.

Ar., 612 f. ^*1 ooi . . Is. 8, 39. to tvara JttiljrtYKa.
*• Tne rplra and fpoTo. at any rate, were held on the third and

ninth days after the funeral, and not after the day of death. It is

true the references to these sacrifices in Ar., Lys. 612 fi.. Is., etc., do
not make this very clear. But if the TpiVo had taken place on the
third day after death it would have coincided with the itself,

which is against all the evidence. Further, the Roman tunemdiaU

,

which was clearly modelled on Greek custom, also occurred on the
ninth day alter the burial, acc. to the unequivocal testimony of Porph.
<in Hor., Epod. xvii, 48 (nona die quam sepultus est). This is silso

deduciblc from Vg.. A. v, 46 ff., and 105: cf. also .4p., M. ix. 31.

That this was the object of the Novemdialia festival at Rome is

shown clearly enough by the evidence ; that the same was true of

Greece is at least highly probable : cf. K. O. Miiller, Aesch. Eum.,
p. 143 [120 E.T.]. Leist, Oraecoilalische Rechts., p. 34.—Nine is

evidently a round number, esp. in Homer ; i.e. the division ol periods

of time into groups of nine was in antiquity a very common and familiar

practice. Cf. now. Kaegi, Die Seumahl bei den Ostariem, Phil.

Abh. f. Schweitier-Sidler. SO ff. Mourning customs were really

intended to ward off maleficent action on the piart of the dead. They
lasted as a rule as long as the return of the soul of the dead was to

be feared (esp. so in India : seeOldenberg. Rel. d. Veda, p. 589), and acc.

to ancient belief the soul can return once more on the ninth day after

death. Sec below, chap. xiv. li. n. 154.
•• A xpdeor nJrOovs of eleven days, the mourning concluded with

a sacrifice to Demetcr : Flu.. Lye. 27 ; cl. Hdt. vi. 58 fin. The
l,abyadai at Delphi celebrate the tenlA day after the funeral as a feast

of the dead ; see above, n. 81 of this chapter. This mourning period
is not otherwi-se demonstralde for Greece (S/C. 633, 5. is different),

but it is met with again among the Indians and Persians (cf. Kaegi,

p 5, II), and mav & primitive.
•• Lex. Rh.. in AB. 268, 19 ff.

:

Phot, a litUe differently : xoWSpa-
Tp rptaKoirrg (w/kutj; Phot. ; A instead of A) roG oirt

'

ot irpootjKovrtt owt Affoertr iSetnvoCy ini T<Ji diroSatH

toCto KaBiipa JitaXttTo (Phot, adds : iri Ka9c(iiftrvot /8«f*>

84 naB^Spat Hooaptt (the las'

,
i meal shared by the relativt

dead in honour of the dead and held ” on the thirtieth day ”
;
possibly

nothing more nor less than the oft-mentioned rptandSet. The guests

eat their food sitting after the old custom prevailing in Homeric times

and alwaj-s observ'^ by women ; as applied to men it survived in

Crete only, sec M filler, Doriawr.ii, 284. ^rhaps this primitive attitude

preserved in cultus is what we sec in the Spartan sculptured reliefs

representing " feasts of the dead ” where the figures arc seated. There
were four such irafl/8^t. i.e. the period ol mourning extended over four

months: thus it was the law in Gambreion {SIC. 879, II ff.) tl;at
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the dead : monthly celebration of the tiimtts for Epicurus in acc.

with his vfill, D.L. x. 18 ; cf. Cic., Fin. ii. 101 ; Plin. 35, 5 : koto
sacrifice to the deified Ptolemies, CIG. 4697, 48. (In India, too. the
sacrifices to the dead on the thirtieth of the month were several times
repeated ; Kaegi, 7 ; 1 1.)

The Lexicographers. Harp., Phot., etc. (.4/7. 308, 5. is ambiguous,
too), speak of the rptaxat in a way that makes it hard to see whether
they mean the traditional sacrifice of the dead taking place regularlj-

on the thirtieth day of the month, or a special offering on the thirtieth

day after burial or after the day of death (^ rptaxoar^ !•<> rov

8ararov Harp.. Phot, ptra Bdrarov is the correction of ScliOmann on
Is., p. 219. hut Sta Bawov is formed, not quite correctly, on the analngy
of Sui ](pi¥ov. &ta ftioov ^even htd irpoydeiui'

*' since the time of our
forefathers’*. Polyb. 21. 21. 4'. and must mean the same thing, vir.
" after death ")

. But in Lys. 1 . 14. we have the idea clearly expressed
that the period of mourning should last till the thirtieth day (see itecker,

Ckar.^ 3. 117 E.T.*. p. 3981. and in this ca.se it is natural to suppose
that the Tptoxd&cr. corresponding with the rptro and fi-eTa. took plate
on the thirtieth day alter burial. So. too. the in.s. from Kcos. SHi.
877. 21, (/»« r«p Barom rpii)Ko<ma iat/ roictr. For .\rgos sec Hu,, Q. (/r.

24, p. 296 F. It is evident that the r/noxciSfc were not so firmly
established in Athens (at least in the fourth century) as the rpira

and fvara : e.g. Isaeus generally only refers to these last as the
inrlispensable vopiio/ttra : 2. 36-'7

; 8, 39. It appears also that it

is wrong to regard the rp*aK<H*t as otherwise exactly on a looting with
the Tp. and frara. as is generally done. The last -mentioned pair were
sacrifices to the dead, the rpiajcdSet seems to have been a com-
memorative banquet of the living.—These fixed pericxls of mourning
like so much else in the cult of the dead may have been banded down
by tradition from a very early time. The third, ninth (or tenth),

and thirtieth days after the funeral marked stages in the gradually
diminishing " uncleanness ” of the relatives of the dead, and this

existed, it appears, already in " Indo-Germaiiic' " times. Until the

ninth day the relatives were still in contact with the departed and were
cons^ucntly " unclean "

; the thirtieth day puts an end to this,

and is a memorial festival (though often repeated) . cf. Ka^i, pp. 5.

10. 12 (of the separate edition) : Oldenberg. 578. In Christian usage,

sanctioned by the church, the third, ninth, and fortieth days alter

death or after burial were very early observ'ed as memorial days
(sometimes third, seventh, thirtieth ; cl. KochhoU. D. 01. u. Hrauch.

e in some cases to the present day : see Ac. Sac.

wtirtioia rptiurdii aytrai : I’ll!., I*Tot'. Alex, viii, p. 6, 10 Crus.

(App. prov. Vat. in Schneidewin’s Cnt. App. to Jhogen. viii, 39).

There was a festivad kept by servants in honour of their dead masters
(iXXmBtittt, GDI. 1731, 10: 1775, 29; 1796, 6) twice montlily. at

the soviiTvia and on the seventh: GDI. 1801, 6-7 Delphi. The
last three days of the month are at Athens sacred to the inhabitants
of the lower world and therefore : E^f. 131, 13 f. : £. Cud.
70. 3 e. : cl. Lys., /r. 53. On theM days banquets were prepared,

at the crasaroads. etc., for Hekate (acc. to Ath. 325 A), for Hekate
eel Tolt dirorgesrofiMr (Flu., Symp. 7, 6, p. 709 A). The souls of the

dead were them not forgotten. Sch. PI., Lg. vii, 800 D, imPpihtt
^fUpat If oft roU aarmgefidKotr goat intplpovctitr.
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•• The son ivayiitt xaB' tKaorov iviavrov to his dead father, Is. 2,

46. This sacrifice to tlie dead, celebrated once every year {Bvoia
ivirtiot oflered by a irais narpl), is the festival of the TtviVio, in vogue
acc. to Hdt. iv. 26. among the Greeks, everywhere as it appears. As
the name shows this festival fell on the birthday of the honoured
ancestor as it recurred (not on the day of his death as Amm. pp. 34-5
Vaick. incorrectly says) ; cl. Schol. PI., AU. i, 121 C. So Epicurus
in lu.s will (D.L. x. 18) provides for a yearly celebration of his birthday.
(Similar foundation, CIO. 3417.) The Koans ivayi^ovat to Hippo*
krate.s every year on the 27th .Agrianos as his birthday : Soran.,

yjtp., p. 450, 13-14 West. Hero-festivals, too, fall on the birthday
of the Hero: Flu.. Aral. 53. Gods have their feast-days and their

birthdays combined
;

thus Hermes has his on the 4th of the month,
.\rtcmi.s’ on the 6th, Apollo on the 7th. and so on. These are birthday
festivals repeated everj' month. In the second century at Sestos,

following such precedents, there was held ra ytvf BMa toO fiaoMws
(one of the dcificel Attalids) xaB' ixaaTov : S/G.' 246, 36. Celebra-
tion of the ipprjvot ytvJoiot of the ruling Emperor: Ins. Perg. ii.

374 B. 14. liven in later times in imitation of heathen usage
ans still honour E

' '

ytrlBXtov a-noBiutoiv.

. the public festival n

Kiith., when, to distinguish it from the birthday celebrations o_ „ „
persons, ysviBXia (which did not become common till later), he calls

the Ptvlota, ‘AB^viiati/ cogrij [irivBipos add. Meursius ; cf. Hesych,
yciVeia :

All. 231, 19]. The Antiatticista, in his rather absurd
{xilemic against Phryn. (p. 86, 20 fl.), adds the still clearer statement
(taken from Solon’s afovts and Philochoros) that the topr^ SijportX^s
of the rtvtota at Athens was held on the 5th Boedromion. There
IS not the slightest rea.son for doubting the correctness of this state-

ment (as many have done). In Home. too. besides the many moveable
patenlalxa of the families there was an official and public Parentalia
held every year (in Feb ). Similarly in ancient India : Oldcnberg, 550, 3.

The Nspiatia is mentioned by Dem. 41, 11. The context suggests

a nte performed by a daughter iri honour of her dead father. It is a
quite certainly correct conjecture (ptjnoTc—) of the I-exicog. that the
.\rmeseta may be a festival of the dead (sec Harp. s.v. AH. 282. 32 :

Ixith glosses combined in Phot. Suid. rtptota). It is clear, however,
that they knew nothing further about it. Mommsen declares (Heart.

209) the S'emeseia to have been " without doubt " identical with the
rci’taia. 1 sec no reason at all for supjxising so.—The name veftlaeia

“ •• .k •• of tf,* dead, to
the vlptats Tuir BarorTwv, Soph.. El. 792 ; ^Biitivuiv lixuraTij v^pcais,

Kpigr.Gr. 119; cf, 195—this easily becomes a personified Niptats: ion
yap ir ^BipJvois NJpeois piyo, Epigr. Or. 367. 9. The cult of the dead,
like the cult of the underworld in general, is always apotropaic in

character (placantur sacrificiis nc noceant, Serv., A. iii, 63): the
Ncmescia must then have been apotropaic in intention too.
” At Apollonia in Chalcidicc there was a yearly custom to vipipa

oi-iTtAilv Toit rtXetm^oaotv in early times in Elaphebolion, later in

Anthesterion : Hegesand. an. Ath. 334 F,

—

ivtwSota, a yearly festival

of the dead (but perhaps rather to be taken as sacra privata) in Keos :

.5 ft;. 878.—There is a month called ATcmfotor in Knossos (and common
to the whole of Crete acc. to the ’HprpoXoytor Flor. [Corsini, Fast. Att,

ii. 428]). It took its name from a feast of the dead (wmfota is

mentioned along with niptScinva, as a regular expression by Artemid.
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iv. 81. p. 249, 9 H.) : for this see *' Treaties of Kretan cities ", BCH.
1879, 2M, 1. 56 f.

—^There was a month ‘Ayptiwetor or ’Ayptinot in

Boeotia and e\'en in Byzantium, Kalymna, Kos, Rhodos ; Hesych.
'Ayftiana' vctnSma vapa 'Apytiott eat dyoii^r iv 0ijfi<us (as to the

Agon at the A. see the ins. from Thebes. Ath. Mitt, vii, 349).—ireAelTo

hi icoi Ouoia nU wwooii iv KopivBia, 8»’ i|r rfe irtiAcwr iv tow pvijpaoiv

oooiit iiripxcnu. d 'Ai^nit «rrA. »:h. H., M vii, 155.
** Hesych. ptapai ^pipai. Phot, piapd ^pipa.
** ovyirActoSiivu TO f«pa during theCAoes : Phanodem. ap. Ath. 437 C.
** Phot, piapa ^pipo ' iv row Xovotr 'AvBMOTtfpiwvtK pifvii, iv

(iv olt .^) Soacovoti' of f^vxei rwr T«A<orMarTaiT drtA'iu, pdpvov im^tv
ipwoum, eal vtlrr^ Tor Bvpas igpiov. 'Pdpvof ^vriv, S iv tow Xoooir

read elsewhere of pitch as a protection ag-ainst malevolent spirits or

of its use in Creek superstitious practices. (The fiame and smoke
of burning pitch—and of ao^aXros : Diph. fr. 126 [ii, p. 577 K.] ap.

Clem. .\1. Str. 7. 4. 26. p. 844 P.—as of sulphur, belong to the region

of magic and are KoBappoi ; but that is a different matter.

—

to

KaBdpoia' ToOra hi iori koi tfeioe itoi do^oAror. Zos. ii. 5. p. 67,

19 Bk ). Better known is the magic protective power of the pdpvos
It is of use against ^dppaiea and ^arrdapoTa. and is therefore hung
up on the doors iv rots ivayiopaat

:

Sch. Nic., TA. 860 (Euphorion
and Sophnon had also referred to this superstition). Cf. Anon., d* l‘ir.

Herb. 9-13, 20 ff., and the Scholia (p. 486. ed. Haupt., Opusc. 2) ;

also Dioscorides i, 1 19 fin. {^pvos also frightens away poisonous
IwasUi : Diosc. iii, 12. In the same way marjoram and scilla are
equally available against daimones and io^oAa.) At Rome the haw-
thorn (spina alba) is specially known for these purificatory properties.

Ovid, F. vi. 129 (at a wedding procession a torch made of a branch
of the sM'iiisi alba is used ^Fest. 245a. 3 Mil.', and this is purgaltonts
rausa

:

Varro ap. Charis., p. 144. 22 K.',.—.Kt the Ckoes the iiipvos

(i.e. twigs or leaves of it) is chewed . this is in order that its powers
may be absorbed into the chewer’s own body. The Superstitious

man (like the Pythia) puts laurel leaves in his' mouth xal ovrw rijv

ilpipoM weptwaret

:

also at the Choes ? Thphr., CA. 16. The laurel in

addition to its other marvellous properties can also drive off spirits :

ivBa iv f ha^ni, itewohdev halpovtt, Cp. 11, 2, 5-7. Lyd., Mens. 4, 4,

p. 68. 9 Wfl.
•* Sch. Ar.. Ach. 961, p. 26. 8 0. Dabn —At the venpCw tsiirra

the souls of the departed members of the family are summoned by the
npooi^mvTts to come and take their share (with the tingle exception
of thw who have hanged themselves) : Artemid. i, 4 , p. II, 10 f. H.
(cf. what is said of the vtndoia in Bithynia by Arr. ap. Eust., t 65,

p. 1615). The same thing must have happened at the Antbesteria.
** Worshippers offered the y^pav navowtpplas to Hermes lhaoKiptvoi

riv "S^-Bv eal wtpl ram in^avivrvev, Sch. Ar., Atk. 1076 (Did)^us
Irons Tbeopomp.)—To4f rdre wapaytvopivovs (read mptyirop^pt.
viz. from the iTood) Swip rUv imBavdrrmv IMoaaBat rim 'Epp^v,
Sch. Ar., Ram. 218 (after Tbeop.). The offering was merely placed
ready for the recipients (not tent up to heaven in flames and smoke)
as was customary at the Theoxenia (esp. those in honour of cbthonic
deities) and in oflerinn made to Heroes. The 'Bieiriit heinva were
similar, and particulaily the offerings to the Erinyes ; ri mepmdptva
airalt Upi niwava pal yiXa iv iyytai ttepapaiois, Sich. Aeschin. I, 188.
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•• EM. 774, 56 ;
' Yhpo^ipta' iopri/ 'AB’^r/at nivBifios {*0 far Hesych.

too. 8.V.) ini ToU iv xaraicXvaiiui anoXofiivoif. The feast of Chytrai
was also supposed to have been a commemoration of Deucalion’s
Flood. The flood was said to have subsided finally through a cleft

in the earth in the Temple of Fij 'OXv/inia ; Paus. 1, 18, 7. Pausanias
adds, iapaXXovoiv it airi (the chasm) drd irclv hot dA^ira nvpuiv
iiiXiTi fidfavTtt. It is at least natural, uith Preller, Dem. u. Pert.

229, n.. to see in the Hydrophoria a part of which is described by
Pausanias, a festival related to the Chytrai. Connexion of the dead
with Fr) in the Ftvioia too: Hesych. s.v .

—
'YSpoiopia a feast of

Apollo at Acgina : Sch. Pi., N. v, 81 (fanciful remarks thereon by
K. O. Mailer, in AescX. Eum., p. 141 (116 K.T,]).

*• Oxnd’s account of the Lemuria at Rome, F. v, shows the closest

resemblances to the Athcn. customs. The spirits are finally driven
out : .Manes exitc patemi (443). The same happens in the festivals

of the dead in many places : csp. in India, Oldenberg, 553 ; cl. also

the Rsthonian customs ; Grimm, p. 1844, n. 42. A parallel from
ancient Ih^ss>a is given (after Joh. Meletius. 1551) by Ch. Hartknoch,
in All. M. Seues. Preussen, 1684, pp. 187-8. There on the third,

sixth, ninth, and fortieth day after the funeral a banquet of the
relatives of the dead was held. The souls of the dead were invited
and (with other souls as well) entertained. " When the feasting was
ended the priest rose from the table and swept out the house, dris-ing

forth the souls of the dead as though he were driving out fleas,

sating the while :
' Ye have eaten and drunk. O ye Blessed Ones,

depart hence ! depart hence !

’ ” At the close of the lantern-feast

to the dead in Nagasaki (Japan) when the entertainment of the souls

was over a great noise was made all over the house ” so that no single

soul should remain betiind and haunt the place—they must be driven
out without mercy "

; Prtuss. Exped. noth Ostasien, ii, 22. Other
examples of the expulsion of souls given in Tylor, ii. 199. The ghosts
were thought of in a thoroughly materialistic fashion, and driven out
by waving clubs in the air, swinging torches, etc., as in the case of the
{(vixol Btoi of the Kaunians : Hdt. i, 172. Compare with this the

prayers addressed to Heraktes in the Orphic H>'nuis (reproducing
ancient superstitions as frequently) : iXB* itAxap . . . ifiXaoov Si

Konit irat, xXotSov in gepl wdXXwK nrifnit r' iofioXoit K^pat gaAciras

dndntpnt (12, 15-16). It will be clear how near such piersonified

irai and nrjptt arc to the angry " souls ”, from which in fact they have
arisen; cf. besides, Orph., H. 11, 23; 14, 14; 36, 16; 71, 11.—
K^pat dwoSionopnttoBai, Plu., Lys. 17.

Bvpah Kijptt, ovK h' 'AvO«rri$pta. This is the correct wording
of the formula ; Kdptt the form common later and explained with
mistaken ingenuity. Photius has it right and explains, lis sard
ndXty Toit 'AirBtortiploit rdti' ifwxuir ntpupyoftivoiw .— is dearly
a most primitive equivalent lor which has become almost com-
pletely obscured in Homer, though it dimlv appears in B 302, ( 207,
where the K^ptt are spoken of as those who carry away other
to Hades. Aeschylus knew it (presumaMy from old Attic speedi)

and simply substituted ^vvaf for the Keres in the fate-weighing scene
in Homer, thus turning the Kerostasiainto a V'vxwrraaia (to the surprise

of the Schol. A, e 70 : A.B. X 209). See O. Crusius in Ersch-Gruber.
" Keren," 2, 35, 265-7 [A«ch./r. 279 Sidg.).

Cf. the collections in Pettier, Ess lieylAss blancs cMiquss d npris.

fuHir.. p. 57, 70 ff.

Though not all of them, some at any rate of the scenes in which
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lyre-playing at a grave is represented on a lelcythos are to be
taken as implying that the living provide music lor the entertain-

ment ol the dead : see Furtwkngler on the Satnnilung Saburoff. i,

PI. lx.

See Bendorf, Sittl. h. unterital. Vasenb., p. 33.
'** How the mode ol conceixnng the spiritu^ activity ol the dead

and consequently the cult ol the dead was at first more solemn and
awestruck and comfdetely on a par with the cult ol the x^irtoi ; how in

the course ol time the relations ol the living to the departed became
more lamiliar and the cult ol thedead correspondingly less awe-inspiring,

more piously protective in character than apotropaic - all this is set

out in more detail by P. Stengel, ChthoniuM. u. TodUncuU [Fest-

schnlt lar Fricdlknder], p. 414 ff.

*•* The rebels represent a man enthroned, sometimes alone, some-
times with a woman beside him. stretching out a kantharos to receive the
offerings. As a rule he is approached by a group ol worshippers repre-

sented on a smaller scale. The earliest examples ol these rebels were
lound in Sparta and go back to the sixth century. Since the investi-

gations ol XlilchhOler especially, they are now generally recognised as
representing the lamily worship ol the dead. They are the lorerunners
ol the representations ol similar lood-offenngs in which (iollowing later

custom) the Hero is l\nng on a hltne and receiving his worshippers.

(That this class ol reliels representing " banquets ol the dead *' was
also sacrificial in character is proved clearly by the presence ol the
worshippers who in many cases lead sacrificial victims. H. v. Fritxe

in Atk. Milt. ‘96, p. 347 fl., supposes that they arc intended to represent
not sacrifices but the ev^iroeior which the dead person is to enjoy in

the alter lile. But he can only account lor the presence ol the
worshippers in such a lorced and unnatural way [p. 3S6 R.}, that this

alone seems to relute bis theory, and incense among the
ofierings made do not by any m^s contradict its nature as a sacrifice

to the dead.) The same is the meaning ol the reliels lound esp. in

Boeotia in which the person worshipped is seated on a horse, or leading
a horse, and accepting offenngs (summary by Wolters, Arcknol. ZtUttng,

1882, p. 299 fl. ; cl also Gardner, JHS. 1884, pp, 107-42 ; Furt-
wkngler, Samml. Sab. i, p. 23). The worshippers bring pomegranates,
a cock (e.g. AIM. Mill. ii. PI. 20-2), a pig (cock and pig on Theban
rebel : A. Mill, iii, 377 ;

pig on BoMtian rel. : A. Mill. iv. I’l. 17. 2).

a ram (rel. Irom I^tra.s : A. Mill, iv, 125 1. ; cl. the ram's head on
a grave monument Irom the neighbourhood ol Argos, A. Mill, viii,

141). All these gilts are ol the kind proper to the underworld. We
know the pomegranate as lood ol the gfioruM Irom the Hymn to
Demeter ; the pig and ram are the main constituents ol sacrifice

made to the y^inot and burnt in cathartic or hilastic (propitiatory)
ceremonial. In such cases the cock, ol course, does not appear
because it was sacred to Helios and Selene (cl. D.L. vin. 34 ; lamb.,
VP. 84), but becaufc it was a sacrificial animal ol the (and
ol Asklepios) and lor the same reason much used in necromancy,
spirit-raising, and magic [Dieterich, Pap. mag. 185, 3], As such it

was lorUdden lood to the MysUi ol Uemeter at Eleiisis : Porph., Abi.
4 . 16. p. 255, 5 N. Sch. Luc., D. M*. 7. 4. p. 280, 23 Ralie —Anyone who
partakes of the lood ol the underworld spirits is lorlcit to them. On
their side the rectining or enthroned spirits ol the dead on these rebels
are brought into ctmjunction with a snake {A. Mitt, ii, PI. 20-2

;
viii,

PI. 18, 1, etc.}, a di^, or a horse (sometimes a horse's head only
occurs). The snake is the well-known symbol ol the Hero : tba
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dog and the horse certainly do not represent victims as Gardner,
p. 131, thinks—their real meaning has not yet been made out. The
horse occurs sometimes by the side of women and therefore can hardly
sy-mbolirc a knight’s status. I r^ard it as also a symbol of the departed
as now having entered the spirit-world, like the snake too (Grimm
understands it differently: p. 841 f., 844). I can form no decided
opinion as to the dog : it is not likely to be mere genre—any more
than an^^hing else in these sculptures.

*•* The jfoaf, artp vtKpotat pc>At«-ri)pta, of wine, honey, water,
or oil, which are offered in Tragedy bv children at the grave of a
father—.'!., Pers. 609 ff. ; C*. 84 fi. ; E., IT. 159 ff.—are modelled
ujwn the food offerings to the dead in real life. Honey and water
ilnXUparov) were always the chief ingredients : cf. Stengel, Philolog.

39, 378 ff.
: Jahr. /. Phil. 1887, p. 653. The ritual at the pouring

of an dvarippo—essentially a cathartic libation-sacrifice but also
f)tfcre<l tit Tipijr Toir vtKpoit is dcscribetl by Kleidemos iv rip
' Ef-pytiruiip (the quotation is not complete), Ath. 409 E f. (Striking
similarities in ritual and language in Indian sacrifice to the dead :

Oldenhcrg, Htl. d. Ved. 550. ^mething extremely primitive may
be preserved in these uses.) The same is the meaning of the
Aovr^ Tois vtKpott ini^poptva. Zcnob. vi, 45, etc. These things have
nothing to do with the "YSpo^opia, as some have thought.

The regular animal used as victim in trayiapara lor the dead is

a sheep ; other animals occur less frequently. The black colour is

general ; the sacrifice was burnt completely : cf. the instances collected
by .Stengel, Elschr. /. (iymtutti.. 1880, p. 743 f., Jahrb. f. Phil. 1882,

p. 322 f. ;
*83, p. 375.—I’hot. kovotov xo^ikutoi' i ivayi^trai Totj

rtTtXtvriiKooiv (cf. Hcsych. xavriir).—The otXivov (a plant sacred to
the dead ; see above, n. 40) proliably scr\-ed as foixl for the dead at
the Tpiro and other banquets '* of the dead ”, and was not used as food
for the living at the ntpUtinvov : consequently it might never be
u.sed at the meals of the living: Plin. 20. 113, following Chrysippos
and Dionysios. (In the m>'sterics of the Kabeiroi the diaxTorcAforat
had a Sfiecial reason of their own for forbidding parsley avrdpt{or
«wl Tpavi{rit tiWkci. Clem. Al., Prolr. ii. p. 16 P.)

The food offered is a meal lor the dead : A.. CA. 483 ff. (cf. Luc.,
l.utl. 9 ; Char. 22). The dead man is summoned to come and drink
the offerings (dAM S' ws wi'sr) : E.. Hrc. 535 ff. It was the general
opinion that 6 vt$tpit vitrat of the drink offerings (,4P. xi, 8 ; Epigr.
Or. 646, 12). at yap jfooi rtapatpvx'^ rtt tiot^prro roti ciSwAoir rdix

T»T« Afirri/xdToif xtA. I.yd., Mens. 4. 31, p. ^ Wit.
••• It feels when friends or enemies approach its grave : Is. 9, 4. 19.
"• Sch. Ar., Av. 1490 (referring to the Tiraronarts of Myrtilos,

a poet of the Old Comedy). Phot, aptirrorts (Hesych. rptlrraras)' of

ijputtf SoKoCai W xaxoirixoi tlrat' 8t’ S xot ot rd woptdrrer oicu-

nuiotv. i^piufs and i)p^a here, in accordance with the usage common
in later times, simply == rtriktiTsiKorts and pr^para of the u.sual kind.)

Since a Hero in the higher sense was buried there it was customary
to pass in silence the monument, e.g., of Narkissos, yptur Etytjhos :

Str. 404 (so also the grove and chasm of Kolonos where the Ennyes
dwell : S.. OC. 130 ff.). The feeling underlying this is easy to under-
stand, and the custom therefore is widespread : e.g. among West
African negroes, Rivillc, Pelig. des peupUs non civil, i. 73. It is a
German superstition (Grimm, p. 1811, n. 830). " Never call the dead
by name or you may cry them up “.

*“ n., Phd. 81 CD. The • • """rp Adycroi vtpi to pvijpara re
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•rat Toij ri^ut KvXuvioiiivu' vtfil i 6iJ koJ arra ^vx^f ctciottS^

^arrda/tara, ktX.
"* Set O. Jahn, jIrcMdol. Beitr. 128 fl. ; Benndorf, Crieck. m. sicil.

Vastnb., p. 33 f., p. 65 (on PI. 14. 32) ; also Pettier. LieyIkes blancs.

p. 63, 2 (who proposes a doubtful theory of a supposed Eros funibrr.

p. 76 ff ).

“• We frequently on vases see the occui^t of a (prave represented
in the form of a snake at the loot of his tomb. etc. ; e.a. on the
Protkesis vase, Monum. d. Instil, viii, 4. S. and often, see l.uclcenbach,

Jakrb. /. Phil., Suppl. ii. 500.—We have already met with snakes as

a favourite form of incarnation chosen by x^trtoi of all kinds, deities

of the underworld. Heroes, and the ordinary dead, and we shall

frequently meet with the same thing again. Here we need only refer

to Photius ^fHos vautiXot— to tow S4*is voiKikovt orrat

KttXeiaSai.
"* What falls to the ground belong to the ^pant ( *> souls of the

dead) : Ar. "Hpims f'. ^5 H. and G, toIs TrTtArerijxooi rSir

dirfw|<or to etoToera T^r rpo^ifs owo ratr rpaircCuiv (adluded to by Eur.

in the BelUropk. [Stkeneb. fr. 667 Din.'), ap. .\th. 427 E. This is the
origin of the Pythagorean avfiPoXor—as usual founded on ancient
lielief about the soul—ro veaorra ano rpam^ijs pit avaipefoBai. D.L.
viii, 34. Suid. nvOaxopo to avpfioXa. This superstition is also the

reason for the ropos said to have been current in Kroton, to irsoov

in'i rii» KtoXvwr araipeUrdat, Iamb., I'P. 126. Similar belief and
custom in Rome; Plin. 28. 27. Among the ancient l^s.sians it

was the custom not to pick up the fragments of food that fell to the
ground at meal times, but to leave them for the • p<M)r " souls that have
no blood-relations or friends left behind in the world to look after

them ; see Chr. Hartknoch, All. u. S’eues Preuisen, p. 188. Similar
customs elsewhere: Spencer, Princ. of Sociol. i, 281.

Solonian law : D. 20. 104 ; 40, 49. Ho.. Sol. 21. 2oAwrot i Kwkyu,v
ropos rdr rtSrijKOTa KOKuiS iyopedeir. itai yap Soior rows peSeorrittOTas

Upovs vopHeir. This reminds us of the words of Arist., Eudem. fr.

37 :44j given in Plu., C. Apoll. 27. p. 115 B, to ^iwaotfat ri Kara rur
rtreXeimitedTwv not t^ PhaodVM*‘r ovy oautr tit Kara fiekrtorwr irai

KprtTTOrtar yryororun' (Chilon ap. Stob.. Fl. 125, 15 M. : rir
rtreketrrfiKOra pi) KaKohoyet aAA<i paaiptle). A very extreme form of

outrage is ifnvoaoBat Kara roO reXtvr^awrros : Is. 9. 6 : 23 ; 26. (The
KOKokiyot is particularly liable to arouca ttvttr wtpi tu* TcrtAevTifKeroiv,

Thphr., Char. 28.) The heir of the dead man has the duty of carrying
out the cult of the dead man’s soul, and this includes the legal prosecu-
tion of slanderers of the dead ; see Meier and Sebbmann, Alt. Process*.

p. 630.

Ar., Tagenist. fr. 488. 12, says of the dead. «rai Bvopir y' avroiot
rote iraylopaasr, aiamep Btoioir ktA.

*•’ Kpetrrores Hesych. Phot. s.v. Arist. ap. Plu., C. Apoll. 27,

p. 115 C.

tkeuff ijntr {tops rekevr^oarras) : PI., Bp. 427 B.
*'* That the ^pwts htoipyijrot «ai gaAeirol Toir iiswtkHovot

ylyrorras (Sch. Ar., Av. 1490) applies equally to the ’’ Heroes

"

properly to called—see above, chap. iv. f 1 1 , the legends of the Hero
Anagyros, the Hero of Temesa, etc.—and to those who gradually
came to be called " Heroes ” in later times by an extension of the
term, viz. the souls of the dead in general—gaArirow <rai vAiierar
TOPS operas ropSiovot, teal pSkkor rdterwp ^ pe0‘ ^pipar

:

Chamaileon
ap. Atb. 461 C (and hence the precautions taken against nocturaal
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apparitions : Ath. 149 C). Cf. Zenob. v, 60. Hesych. Phot. s.

»r/>€fTToi>€t.--That the ijptoti do, and are responsible for. evil only and
never good (Sch. Ar.. Av. 1490: Babr. 63) is a late belief: it does
not apply cither to Heroes or ordinary dead in the conceptions of

earlier ages. Originally the " gods ”, just as much as Heroes and the
dead, shared in the violent and malignant nature of the unseen. This
was later confined more and more to the lower classes of the tf/xi'-rroMs

and came to be attached to them so exclusively that it could in the end
be regarded as a sufficient ground of distinction between them and the
gods (as it certainly had not been to start with) that malice is excluded
from the nature of the gods and benevolence on the contrary from that
of Heroes and the de^.

Ar., Tagenist. fr. 488, 13; Kai yods y* ih® dead)
alroiiptB' auTovt rd xaAd Snip' livicvat (intended as a irapoipta or at any
rate imitated from a tragedian—apostrophe to a dead woman ixtl

pkinouaa, hrOp' ivUi rdyaSd, Sch. Ar.. /fa». 1462—and reproduced
in this pas.sage by the interpolator of Aristoph.). This '* sending-up
blcs-sings from below “ is to be understood in the widest sense (cf.

A.. fVrs. 222) ; but it is natural to be reminded by such a prayer
to dn^vat rdyadd of Dcmcter dyifatStupa (Paus. I, 31, 4 : Plu., Snip.

9, 14. 4. p. 745 A), and of drijoiSwpa. 8»d rd napirovt drurat
(HeSych.) : S., OT. 269, tvyopai Btois p’jr' iporov avrois y^s dyUvai
To-d.—That the dead who dwell beneath the ground were really

expected to assist the growth of the soil we may learn especially from
a very interesting statement in the Hippocratic work vepi rwirvtcur

(li. p. 14 Kahn : vi, p. 658 Littrd [it. Siatry^t iv, 92}). If a person in

his dream sees dnoSavoyrat dressed in white, offering something, that
is a good omen ; and yip rdty dnoBavdvrtoy cu rpo^at xai
Kai aWppara yirarrai. Tliere was a custom at Athens of strewing
seeds of all kinds over the newly-made grave : Isigon., Mir. 67 ; Cic.,

Lg. ii. 63. The reason for this (evidently religious) is variously given
(another, no more convincing, is suggest^ by K. O. Muller, Kt. Schr.

ii. 302 f.). It seems most natural to suppose that the seed of the
earth is put under the protection of the souls of dead who have now
themselves become spirits inhabiting the earth. (Note besides the
entirely similar custom in ancient India, Oldenberg, Rel. d. Veda.
582.)

*** Electra in A.. Ch. 486 ff., makes a vow to the soul of her
father ; Koyw x<>®r riis ipfjs naynXi/piat oTau warpipotr in Sdpuuv
yapijAfovr • irdi^oii' W etpiarov rivit nptoP*voa) rddov -—As chthonic
powers the Erinyes also send blessings on agriculture and the bringing-

up of children. Rh, Mus. 50, 21. Prayer was also made to by
those who desired to have children.

>» 0ardiy)pdt iriotr Srt pdroi *i48nra!oi Bdovotr nal evgorru amts
inip yeviattus traifair, drar ya/Mtr /idAXanrty, Phot. Suid. rpiroirdroper.

The form of the word itself shows that the rptrawdrapts are
simply nponanmi. rptrovarotp is the earliest ancestor, d wdirvou
i) r^Bifs varifp (Arist. ap. Poll. 3. 17). Just as pmpowdrwp is d fiyrpdr
irardp and warpowdratp d narpit war^p (Poll. 3, 16), Trpowdrwp the
forefather, ^tuSewdrwp » *ar^p, dwurdrcup the stepfather

(pyrpoutfroip «» |xi}rpdr pijnip)—in the same way rptrovdrwa is the
third forefather, the father of the araTpoirarwp, i.e. the irpdtroiriros.

The rptrondrapes have an alternative form TpiTOTrorptlt, Philoch. ap.

Suidas rpinwdropts : SIG. 443 ; Ug. Sacr. i. p. 49. 1. 32, 52 : in

Orphic verse this form alone, and not rptrowdropar, could be used

:

see Lobeck. Agl. 764. They were in fact the rpirot naripts (just as
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the TptT/}7«K>< are the rpiVoi tyrovoi, the l-jyomi of the third
generation). But the " third forefathers " are in fact the first

ancestors (Lobeck, 763 f.). o! nfomroptt (Hesyrh.), of w/xurot

(-IB. 307. 16)—the ancestors of the individual first of all, his b^ily
yoeeff (the series of whom was not generally counted beyond the
nponawwos—Is. 8. 32—i.e. the rptrovaTup). and then the " ancestors

"

of the human race in general (acc. to the explanation of Philoch. ap.
Phot. Siiid. T/HToir. ; cf. Welcker, Gi,Uerl. iii, 73).—We cannot do more
th.in refer here to the completely analogous ideas of the ancient Indians
alx>ut the " three-fathers *'

: the father, grandfather, great-grandfather,
as the Sapinda-fathers beyond whom the line of ancestry was not
traced (Kaejp, Seumakt, pp. 5. 6).

*’* The Tritopatores are most distinctly referred to as dn/ioi : Demon
ap. Phot. Suid. rptroir. cf. ito^orai arifimr Phot, rpirotrdrcup ; Tz. Lyc.
738. Orphic poetry made them Bvpotpoii xai ^vXaxat rir artpui*.

This is already a free interpretation ; the Attic belief, expressed by
Demon, knows nothing about this. It can only have been learned
invention that limited their number to three (as in the case of the
originally unlimited number of Horai, Erinyes, etc.), and gave them
definite names (.\malkeides. etc., O^h. /r. 240 ,\b.) or identified

them with the three Hekatoncheires (Kleidemos in the ’Eftiy). The
genuine and ancient belief about them can still be discerned through
all the confusion of misinterpretation and misunderstanding, and
according to this the rptrowaroptf were the stiuls of ancestors who
were also wind-spirits. People prayed for children to these spirits :

and Lobeck. Agi. 7.'>5 ff.. is right in connecting with this custom the
Orphic doctrine that the soul of man comes into him from without
with the wind. Even this, however, is only a sp<‘culalive emliellish-

ment of the popular belief alKiut the Tritopatores (which the Drphics
cannot, as Welcker thinks, Cxtlert. in, 71, have "invented”: they
only explained it after their fashion and consi-qucntly must have
found it already existing). When we have stripficd off all speculative
accretions we find the Tritopatores to have been the souls of ancestors
who have become wind-spints and travel in the wind like other

4n/xai (whose name even is derived from the breath of the wnnd).
From these as from real nvoioi (a/oyoroi their descendants ho|)e for

aid where the entry into life of a new is concerned. It is not
hard to understand the connexiem between souls and wind-spirits

; it

IS merely that such conceptions were rare among the Greeks and for

that reason these isolated wind-spirits surviving in popular belief were
turned into individual daimones—the Tritopatores no less than the
Harpies (see BA. Mus. SO, 3 ff.).

**• The words of Orestes in A.. CA. 483. give very naive expres.sion

to the belief. He calls to the soul of his father : ovreu (if thou sendest
me aid) yog dr oot Soircr imoiiot fipormr irT>{ofaT’ ' *! S4 /iif, trog'

€vS*imoit loti arifutt ifiwvpoiot an'toorrotr gdordt. Thus we see that
the belief ridiculed by I-uc.. Luci. 9. was true of earlier times as well :

Tpl^orrai ii ago (the dead) raU oog' ifgir goofr koi roit Kafayloftlvoit
ini Tur rd^f a>t *» toi «fij ooroAfArigp/ror vnip y^s dlXof fj

Aairot oSrof viKpit nal XtpwTrwv i* oeroir troAiTciftrai.

Epicurus devotes by will certain definite npiaoioi to the yearly
offering of dvayiagaro to his pvents, his brothers, and himself ;

D.L, X, 18.—To the end of the third century belongs the " Testament
of Epikteta ”, i.e. the inscription recording the foundation by Epikteta
(who came from Thera as we know now for certain ; '/4gy. 1894,

p. 142) of a three-day sacrificial feast to be performed every year for
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the Muses and " the Heroes ", i.e. for her husband, herself, and her
sons ; and the institution for this special purpose of a icoivox rov
dvSptipv Ttuv ovYYtyur (together with women of the family). The
inscr. gives also the rules of this sacrificial society (Michel n. 1001 .

CIG. 2448).—^The offerings to the dead in this case (vi, 6 if.) consist

of a Up*U>y (i.e. a sheep) and ttpd, especially iXXvrat of five cboinikes
of wheaten flour and a stater of dry cheese (/aA. are a kind of sacrificial

cake specially offered to the deities of the lower world, as for ex. to
Trophonios at Lebadeia : GDI. 413 with n., p. 393), and in addition
to these garlands arc mentioned. The following are to be sacrificed :

the customary parts of the victim, an iXXvrus, a loaf, a ndpaf (= pdpa(,
• interchange of tenuis and media as frequently) and some

o^dpta (i.e. small fishes : cf. the ivonvpit for the dead, GDI. 3634
Kos). The rest was probably consumed by the religious society :

these special portions the person offering the sacrifice, we are told,

Kapwtuofl. i.c. (he) shall offer them to the Heroes by burnin); them entire.

Cl. Phot. KavoTov KapvatTov, S €yayt(tTai Tofj TtT€Xeirri)ie6<Tty {Kopvuiaat,

Kdpntupa, iXoKapnatait, etc., are frequent in the LXX) and Phot.
oXoxapmvptvoy and oXoKauriopoi. Kapnovv = oXoKavToOv in the
sacrificial calendar from Kos, GDI. 3636 ; cf. Stengel, Hermes. 27,

161 f

5k?e Is. 1, 10.

In manumission records it is sometimes definitely enjoined that
the freed persons shall at the death of their masters '0a>tdyTui koI rd

<2/110 airmy iroii)odruK7av ; thus on the insc. from Pbokis, SfG. 841.
(Instructions of this kind as esp. frequent in the records of emancipa-
tion from Delphi : see Bffchsenschatz, Bes. u. Erw., 178 Anm. 3-f.)

TO uipia when applied to the dead (GDI. 1545-6; uipaimy rvxtiv E..

Sup. 175) means the Koff' wpay ourrtXovpfya itpd (Hesych. wpata ;

funeral ordinance of the Labyadai, 1. 49 fl. : tqs 8’ dAAos floiVor itaT*

TOK wpay ayayiadai), i.e. the sacrifices to be celebrated periodically

(rois tKvovniyaif ij/i«poir, n. 138; cf. tcActoi uptai, Pi., P. ix, 98 ff.l.

This doubtless means in particular the <V<av<na fepd (cf. nn. 81. 89.

92 of this chap.), (larlanding of graves kot’ iviairroy rotr mplois

(sc. dplpaif), GDI. 1775, 21 ; «ot’ <V«avTor wpata itpa dtrrrdAovv (to

the Heroic). PI., Cn. 116 C.
'*• The foil, are the expressions occurring in the speeches of Isaeus

which conclusively warrant what is said above. The childless Menekles
iaxdfrft Swws pij jmxro diriur, <IAA’ laotro airw dirrir Ccurro yi/por/io^ijoot

Koi TcAti/njoavTO 0d<l>ot avray teal ctr rdr inrtra gpdrov rd iw/u{dpci'a

adT<p irotijinx, 2. 10. To be cared for in old age. buried after death,
and to have permanent attention paid to one’s soul is a single unified

conception, in which ritual burial at the hands of one's own iicyoyoi

(thus securing the cult of the family) does not form the least

important part (cf . PI., Hipp. ma. 291 DE ; it is itdAAioTOT for a man

—

according to the popular view— it yyper rods adrov yoyiat

rtXtvT^oayTar KaXwt trtpitrrtiXayTi ini ruy airoC itryoywy naXws *rai

fuyaXonprnwt rap^yai. Medea says to her children in E., Med. 1032
etxoyiXnlias voXXas iy ifiiy yiipofioonjimiy r' ifii irai Kartfovovaoi'gc/Kru' cd
ntpuneXeiy, {i/Aorrdi' aySptinotmr). T^t he may share in this attention

to the souls of the dead a man must leave behind him a son ; upon
a son alone this will fall as a sacred duty. Hence a man who has
no son takes the chosen heir of his possessions into his own family
by adoption. Inheritance and adoption invariably accompany each
other in such cases (and even in the first spe«h. where, though nothing
is actually said of adoption, it is certsdnly implied throughout). The
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motip0 of adoption is said in the dearest possible terms to be the desire

on the part of the adopter for a permanent care of his own soul at the
hands of his adopted son ; 2. 25. 46 : 6, 51. 65 ; 7. 30 : 9. 7, 36.

There is consequently a dose connexion between (rret xAqpovtffiov

KOt Jwi ra fir^fiara t/ixu, x«dp«HM xoi ii>ayu)0yTa (6, 51). It is

a mark of the heir re rofu{<ipfi'a wotdv, drayfCtu*, yciodei (6, 65) ;

cf. also O. 43. 65. Duties towards the soul of the dead consist in the
son and heir's provision for a solemn funeral, the erection of a
handsome gras’e-monument and in his offering of the T/>«Ta and f»«To
«a< rdAAa ri mpi rJ)p ra^ifp

:

2, 36. 37 ; 4, 19 ; 9, 4. After that he
is responsiUe for the re|^ar continuation of the cult and of sacrifice

to the dead, irayUtoBai xaB' («aerov itnavrSf (2, 46), and generally,

rat «it rip fvnrs ro vofu{dfitra •omIi' (2, 10). Then, just

as he has to carry on for the dead man his family worships, his

waTftaa (2, 46 : e.g. for Zeus Ktesios : 6. 16) ; so also he must, as the
dead man once did. make regular offering to the irpdyovot of the house :

9. 7. In this way the family cult secures its own continuity.—Every-
thing in this reminds us in the strongest way of what is done for

the continuation of the cult of the dead, esp. by adoption, in the
country where ancestor-worship reaches its greatest height—China.
Desire to perpetuate the family name, the strongest motive with
us in the adoption of male children, could not be so strong in Greece
when only individual names were usual. Even this, however, occurs
as a motive for the adoption of a son. fr«i pi) iptapuyof o ofaror s^ov
y*irrai. 2. 36. 46 : cf, Isocr. 19. 35 (and Philodem., Mori ,p. 28, 9 fl.

5fekl.). The *' house ’’ at any rate is called after its ancestors (like

those BovotAiSat of whom Dem. speaks), and if the house has no male
heir this common name will disappear. Apart from thi.s, the adopted
person will call himself the son of his adoptive father, and will ensure
the preservation of the latter's name, in the well-known fashion, by
giving this name to the eldest (Dem. 39, 27) of his own sons. (A similar

perpetuation of a name is probably intended in E., IT. 605-8.)
^pealing to ^^uoi. troAAai teal vaXatal. Hato asserts,

Lg. 927 A, apa <U rwp rtXfvruoaPrunr t^vgai fivraptr iyooai rira

T«A(vr^a«ai, f rwr acar’ <iv6pw«ovc apayfiarwp f•tpsAoCrroi. Hence
the iwirpowai of orphaned children apanop ph rovr &pm Btodt ^fitiaBup
. . . giro rat rtap Ktaptfidruip ifmxit, ofr lortr ip rp t«i> o^iuk
iayiptpp anjfisefiat hiPK^piprott

,

«al rtpuai rt auroif gipnatt eat

iripdiovm Bvopgpglt- It is only the circle of influence belonging
to the 0i>xaf which is here limited (and the circle of worship in

conse^ence), not the potency of that influence.

This is true at least of the Creeks, as ancient philosophy was
already aware : Arist., Pol. i. 2 ; lAicaearcbus ap. St. Byz. narpa
(who apparently thinks of the wirpa as held together by " endogamous "

marriage). The whole development of Greek law and politics—this

much at least may be conceded to the analysis of Fustel de Coutanges
(La cm antufut)—points to the conclusion that the division into U>e
smallest groupe goes back to the beginning of Creek life. The Greeks
were even then ^vided into families and groups of kinsfcflk. from the
combination of which the later Greek state grew up; they never
(as happened dsewhere) lived the community lUe of the tribe or the
horde. And yet. can we imamne the Greek gods without the tribal

community that srotshipped them ?
MS ol Jamiliari$ can be translated into Greek not

inadeouately by the wroriM i aar’ otaiop ppan, ppaig ohtovpig, as is

done by Dionys. Hal., and Plutarch in their accounts of the story
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of Ocrisia (D.H. 4, 2. 3 ; Plu. Fort. Korn. 9, p. 323 C). But this was not
an idea current among the Greeks. The Latin genius generis =
Lar familiaris (Laber. 54 Rib.) is most nearly approached by the
remarkable expression r/ptos ovyyrrelat, CIA. iii, 1460. Inside the
house, at the family hearth (in whose fivxoi,

"
dwells *’ Hekate :

E., Med. 397), the Greeks worshipped—no longer the spirits of the
ancestors—but the Btoi narpum, Krl/aioi, fivx^oi, ipKetoi. These were
compared with the Roman Penates (D.H. 1, 67. 3 ; cf. Hyg. ap. Macr.
3, 4, 13), but their relationship to the spirits of the house and of the
family is considerably less apparent than in the case of the Penates,

fit is simply imitation of Roman custom that makes the dying
Peregrinus call upon the halnom narp^i xai fir/Tpuioi

:

I.uc., Peregr.

36. Hrl^avos rois toG irarpos airoC Saf/xooiv, ins. from Lykia, CIG.
4232 = BCH. XV, 552, n. 26. rois Sai/toai r^r dnoBavovar/s ywaocor,
Philo, Leg. ad G. 65. ii. p. 555 M. More in Lob., Agl. 769 n.)

The dyodoc haipotv of which Attic writers in particular often
speak has very indefinite features. Those who used the word combined
ideas—no longer fully intelligible—of a divine being of fairly definite

nature and slupc with this name which in itself was altogether too
liable to generalization. Modem writers have declared that it was
originally a daimon of the fertility of crops. But there is just as little

ground for beliering this as there is for identifying it with Dionysos,
as was done by the physician Philonides in connexion with an absurd
story which he has invented on his ow-n account (.\th. 675 B). There
IS much, however, that points to the connexion of the dya0dr Sat/uur

with chtlionic powers. He appears as a snake (Gerhard, Atiad. Abh.
li, 24) like all gdoeioi. (On a snake on a talisman the words are
written TO Gropa toO dyagov baiporos : P. Mag. Par. 2427 ff.)

dyaBoSaipovet was the name given to a special kind of non-poisonous
snake (described after .Archigenes, in the Vatican iologus brought
to light by ms'self ; Ph. Mus. 38, 278 ; cf. Photius, vogctiu

and again esp. s.v. dd«<r naptlas, 364, 1). Sacrifice was m^e to them
in Alexandria on the 2Sth Tybi as rois dyaBott iaipooi roU npovoov
pirms r<Gv ohtimr : iCallisth.fi. 32 (cod. A), or as " penates dei ” as
the words are tranriated by jul. Valer., p. 38. 29 fi. (Kuebl.). In
this instance the dy. 8. is evidently a go^ spirit who protects the
house. Only with this in mind can we understand how anyone could
consecrate his house dyadipSaffton.asTimoleon did at Syracuse (dyad^
balpon, Hu., Ips. Laud., 1 1. p. M2 E : oIktar Uptp balpotn tcaBtiptooer,

Plu., Timol. 36, where Itptp is eridcntly an ancient copyist’s error).

Cf. also the saving of Xeniades, D.L. ri, 74. Such guardian spirits of

the house are of course familiar enough in our own popular supersti-

tion. but in their case " the transition from souls of the dead to kindly
house-spirits or kobolds is still demonstrable " (Grimm, p. 913).

At the household meal the first few drops of unmixed wine belong by
right to the dyaBos ioipwv (Hug. Plat. Symp.*, p. 23) ; then follows

the libation to Zeus ^tcr. But sometimes it was the " Heroes
”

and not the dy. 8. who preceded Zeus Soter (Sch. Pi.. /. v. 10 : Gerhard,
p. 39) ; they have taken the place of the dy. 8., which itself reveals

the connexion between the dy. 8. and these " souls ”. Another fact

pointing in the same direction is the worship of the dyoddr Saipar in

common with many other deities of chthonic nature in the temple of

Trophonios at Lebadeia (Pans. 9, 39, 5). In this case it is mentioned
by the side of Tyche and these two are sometimes met with together

in nave-inscriptions (e.g. CIG. 2465 f.) and Tyche herself appears with

such chthonic deities as D<»poina, Plouton, and Persephone (CIG.
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1464 Sparta). In epitaphic inscriptions Sat^iivuiv a^aSuv sometimes
occurs as completely equivalent to Dis Manibus : e.g. daiii6vatt

aytiB&v lIoTiov, C/C. 2700 b.c. (Mylasa) ; haifiormr ayafiwr ‘Apr^/numt
Kni Tirov, Ath. Mitt. '90, p. 110 (Mylasa) ; cl. the inscr. from Mylasa
in Aik. Mitt. ‘90. pp. 276-7 (nn. 23-5. 27). The singular is rare ;

Aal/tomt ayaSoO 'Aptvr^ov ttrX. BCH. 'M. p. 626 (Karia). (Sa/^oti'

iavTou Tt KOt yIeuTiTtar rift yvvatKor ailmv Dis Manibus suis et

I^titiac uxoris in the bilingual ins. from Beroea. CIG. 4452

:

cl. 4232 and 5827.) All these have come under Roman influence
,

but it is worth noticing, all the same, that the dyoflev 8. was identified

with the Di Manes : which means that it was regarded as a daimon
that had once been a disembodied human soul.—The subject might
be dealt with more fully than would be in place here.

•*< In Boeotia (and elsewhere, particularly in Thcs-saly) the designa-

tion of the dead as —always an indication of a higher conception
of its spirit nature—is especially frequent on tombstones. More will

be found on this subject below. The inscriptions are for the most
part of late date. But even in the fifth century (at all events at the

beginning of the fourth) the custom of *' heroinng " the ordinary

dead was current To this Plato Com. (i, p 622 K.) alludes in the
" Menelaos ". ri ovk dwijyfai, f»-a ^pu>r yeV^ :

(Zenob. vi, 17,

etc. The Paroemiogrr. connect this with the Theban custom of

refusing the honours of the dead to those who committed suicide

Tins is certainlv wrong and contradicts Pl.’s intention. Kcil shows
this clearly, Syll. Insc. Boeot., p. 153).

*** Among the EpirephjTian Locrians iiipeaBat ovk tone inX roU
TfXeirrifaaair. dXX' inuSdv /ancofiieotair, rvuiyavrrai. Heraclid.. Pol.

30. 2. In Keos the men never wear any sign of mourning, though
women mourn for a year for a son who dies young ; ib. 9, 4 (sii-

Welckcr, h'l. Schr. li. 502). The funeral regulation of lulls (5/(7 B~7i
published in imitation of Athenian usage implies rather a tendeni v

to exaggerated display of mourning, at least among the common
people,

*** e.g. Is. 2. 47 : <rat ij/ili' >fOi /irdVyi ir "Athou Sm
Strictly speaking no one can fiosideir the departed in Hades, hew
nations have entirely escaped such contradiction.s lietwcen a cult <>f

the dead in the bouse or at a grave and the concimtion of the relegation

of the soul to an inaccessible other world. They arise from two
simultaneously existing mental attitudes (representing also different

stages of culture) towards these obscure subjects. The naive theology
of the common people reconciles such discrepancies by attributing

two souls to men, one of which goes down to Hades while the other

remains beside the still-animated body and receives the ofierings of

the family : e.g. North American Indians : MtUler, Get. d. Amer.
Vrrel. 66 ; cf . Tylor, i. 434. These two souls are in reality the creation

of two mutually incompatible modes of thought.^ —idne testamento cavebit is qut nobis quasi oraculum ediderit

nihil post mortem ad nos pertinere ? Cic.. Fin. ii. 102.—Besides

Epic., Theophrastos seems to have made some arrangement lor

tim regular celelwation of his memory (by the associates of the

Peripatos }). Harp. 139, 4 fl.
:

>»i}sr*r« 84 vartpov re*6iuoras ri Jni

rtit§ riesc rwv iwoBarirruv cwUvat nal ipyt&vat ifUtliat tavotsioBat

'

Jet lem avnbetv ia r&v Seo^/tdanv itaBriKutr. The will of Thphr.
preserved by D.L. 5. 2, 14, is silent on the point.
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III

Oracle ap. D. 43, 66 (cf. 67) rolt ano^Si/iivois iv ItevovfUi^

Afiipf (if rair KaBrfKoAaais ^lUpats, §67) nActv tout KaB’^KOvrat Karri
iyiipdra .—ro 4yi}/i4i'a <» ra mplo/itra "the customary things’*
(Buttmann, Ausf. Gramm., | 113 n. 7. 1, p. 84 Lob.).

**• Inquiry, at sacrifices to the dead, of an : Is. 8, 39

;

of the JftiyifTal (who give detailed instructions and advice) : [D.] 47,
68 fl. Harp, ijyijriJs' iari ti koi S (perh. ore ra) rrpos rovs KarotxofiAvovs

vofuiiittva ifr/yoOvTo Tolt itoiUrmt. Tim. Lex. tfijyijrof ‘ rptlt

yurotrrai noBixpr/oroi (there is no need to understand this other than
literally, i.c. that the college of the vvBoxp. <fyy. consisted of three
members : SchOll, Hermes, 22, 564), eJs piXtt KaBatpeir rovs ayn rtvl

ivtaxnBimas. The purification of the /Kaycir is closely connected with
the cult of the souls. It is true that prescriptions for such purification
were to lie found also iv rofr rutv Bvnarptiwv (so M filler, Aesek. Eum.
163 A. 20 [152 n, E.T.]) narpiois : Ath. 9, 410 A. and it may be that
the college of the i( Evwarpihoiv e(i)yi)rai tna.y ha^vt also given decisions

in such cases. Still, that docs not prevent the statement of Timaeus
in regard to the rffijy. vvBoxp- from being true. (Expiations belong
princiiially if not exclusively to the ApolUne cult.)

'*• Ilu.. Ser, Kum. 17. p. 650 C.D. expressly appeals for confirma-
tion of the belief in a continued existence of the soul after the death
of the body to utterances of the Delphic god ; aypi roO voAAd rototb-a

npoBsanUtoBai, oiy ooiov iart rijs AvxV Korayvotyat Bavarov.

That already in Homer the circle of the dyx«<rrcrt (in the .Athenian

legal sense) was called upon to prosecute the blood-feud is certainly
probable in itself

; it cannot, however, be proved from examples
occurring in Homer. I^eist’s statements in Graecoilal. Hecktsges.,

p. 42, are not quite exact. The facts are ; a father is called upon
to avenge his son, and a son his father, and a brother to avenge his

brother (y 307 ; I 632 f. ; u 434) : once the avengers are the
Kaaiyrr)rol rt ira* rt of the murdered man. o 273. frer has a very wide
sense and is not even confined to kinship ; at any rate it is not simply
"cousins ” (Irat arai side by side. / 464).—In Attic law, too, in

certain cases the dutv of prosecuUng the murderer extended beyond
the limits of the irtiHaioi to more distant relatives and even to the
^piropts of the murdered man (Law ap. D. 43. 57).

Might, indeed <U<^vyta, on account of A^vos dirawotor : V* 85 (1.

(The fugitive becomes the Bspanotvoi the person who receives him into
his house in the foreign land : 1. 90; cf. O 431 f. ; this must have been
the rule.)—Might on account of ^dror rVot'aior {koxv^a/uvos 268)
V 259 fl. And so frequently.

**• I 632 fi. xoi lUv ris rt Kaoiyv^roto tj oS vatios dWforo
riBriiwros' Kal A’ 8^** ^r i'iptp pivti avrov irdAA’ diroTfaar row 84 r'

ipj/ritrai KpaSiif xai Bvpos iy^nvp wotr^r BtfapJvov. Here it is very
plainly r^resented that all that is required is to appease " the heart

and spirit “ of the receiver of the woiKiJ : the murdered man is not
consiclered.

*** It is very natural to suppose that the woo-i) (as K. O. MfiUer
suggests in Aeuk. Eum. 145 [1^ E T.]) may have arisen out of the
substitution of a vicarious samifice instead of that of the murderer
himself, who should strictly have been offered to the dead man. In
this wajr primitive human sacrifice has in many cases been replaced

by sacrifice of animals. In that case the irou'^ too must ^ve
originally been offered to the murdered man : in Homeric times
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only the satisfaction of the lix'ing avenger was thought of.—In any case

it is a mistake to look uixtn the permission to buy off the blood-feud
as a mitigation of primitive severity in the taking of vengeance due to

the intervention of the State. The State in this case mitigated nothing
since it took no interest at all (in Homer) in the treatment of murder
cases. Of course, legal proceedings can be taken to decide whether
a stipulated trotr^j has been paid or not (Z 497 B.), as in the case of

any other au^jSoAatov. But the prosecution of the murderer in all its

departments is left entirely in the hands of the family of the murdered

*** We have very few details on this point. In Sparta of yipovrtt

(3(ara{ov<n) rdf ^nirdr (diVar). Arist.. Pol. 3. 1. p. 127Sb 10 {and in

Corinth, too. D.S. 16. 65. 6 B.). Involuntaiy homicide is punished
by exile and (in this being more severe than at .\thens) perpetual

exile as it appears. The Spartiate Drakontios serving in the army
of the Ten Thousand Hvy* iratr air otarodev valia dKiuv iraraarai'cui’

(like Patroklos in fact. V 87), fviiAg iraTdfar, Xen., /f»i. 4, 8, 25. If

his banishment had been only temporary the period must have expired
long before.—In Kyme there are vestiges of fegaf prosecution of murder
(with witnesses) ; Arist.. Pol. 1269a. I fi —In Cfhalkis in\ Bpax^ the

laws of Androdamas of Rheginn were in force vtpi rt rd koI

rds iwiKk^povi. Arist.. Pol. 2. 8. p. 1274b 23 fl —In Ukri were userl

the laws of Zaleukos in combination with Cretan, Spartan and Arco[>agite

institutions ; these last undoubtedly dealing with homiridc, which
must therefore have been regulated constitutionally. (Str. vi, 260,

following Eph.)
•** The limits of those qualified to inherit extends in .Athenian law

ptXP* drr^twr naiia/r (l^w ap. L>. 43, 51 : cf $ 27) as did the duty of

avenging murder dwi4«o6dlr ; 1>. 47. 72 (fi-rit dr* dr ijror,

which must mean the same thing, I.aw ap. D. 43, ,57). The circle of

persons thus united in the right of inheritance and the duty of taking
vengeance for murder constituted the body of kinsfolk

tracing their descent (in the male line only) from the same man, the
father, grandfather, or great-grandfather of them all. This » the
limit to which the yoytis are traced : Is. 8, 32 ; cf. above, note 123.

.Many nations of the earth are familiar with a similar limitation of the
narrower body of kinsfolk composing a '* house "

: a.s to the under-
Iving reasons for the practice manv conjectures arc made by H. E.
^eebohtn. On tht Structure of Greek Tribal Society (1895).

As to the restless wandering of the ^latoHdraToi more details

will he given below .Append sir. In the meantime it will be enough
to refer to A.. Hum. 98. where the still unavenged soul of the murdered
Klytaimnestra complains aiaxpan iAtu/nu. A later authority uses
words that correspond well with ancient belief : rorjih.. Abtt. ii, 47,
Twr arSputumr at rurr piif awoSarorruir (|4vgai) <fO«go*-rai wpit
otupari. like the souls of the araiai.

In Homenc times the injured dead becomes a it^rtpa to
the evil-doer (X 3.58, A 73). Later times believed that the soul of the
dead man himself angrily pursued the murilercr with its terrors till it

drove him beyond its own boundaries : o fararmStU BvpoOTai

ipdaavri lerX.. PI.. Lg. 865 I)E, appealing to eoAoi^i' riea ruiv apxalutr
ttiBrnr A*yrf/*«w>e: cl. X.. Cyr. 8, 7, 18 : A.. Cko. 39 H., 323 ff. If the
next-of-kin whose duty it is to avenge the death of his relative shirks

the duty incumbent on him the anger of the dead man is turned upon
the latter : PI.. Leg. 9, 866 B—roC eo^oi^ov upoarpenopivov ri\v urdeije.

The indignant soul becomes upoarpiStratof. wpoerrpoiratot probably
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applies only in a derivative sense to a haiftatv who takes the part of the
dead man (esp. Zwt vpooTponatos) : it is strictly speaking an epithet
of the soul itself in its longing for vengeance. Thus in Antiphon
Tetral. I, y 10, -fiiiiv piv npoorponatot 6 anoSavtity ovk carat. 3, 8 10, d

anoKTtlvat (or rather d Tc0vi)Kuir) rolr air/ois itpoorpovaio^ iarai.
So, too. A., Cho. 287, ix vpoarponaiuiv iv ydrct ntirrwKonuv. EM. 42, 7,

' Hpiyovtfv, dvapr'^aaaav npoarpdnauov rolr A0r)valotf ytviaBai.
We can, however, see particularly well from thi.s case how easily the
change came about from a .soul in a special condition to a similar
daimonic lx;ing which takes the place of the soul of the dead. The
same Antiphon speaks also of of rwy dnoBaydyrwy npoarponatoi, d

trpooTpdiraiot roC airo9av6irros as something distinct from the dead
man himself : Tetr. 3, a 4 ; 3, ^ 8 ; cf. d MupriXov npoarponatos,
I’aus. 2, 18, 2, etc. : cf. Zaclicr, Dissert, phil. Halens., lii, p. 228.
The injuretl dead him.sclf becomes ipaios. Soph., Tr. 1201 fl. (cf. fr.

3K7 : E.. IT. 778 : Med. 608) ; later his place is taken by balpoves
apaloi. What terrible evils the unavenged soul can bring ujxin the
jverson who is calletl upon to take vengeance are painted for us by
.Aesch. in Cho. 278 ff. (or else as some think an ancient interpolator

of A.). Sickness and trouble might be sent over several generations

by such froAaid pijvlpara of the dead : PI.. Phdr. 244 D (see I-obeck’s

account. Agl. 636 f.). True to ancient beliefs an Orphic hymn prays
to the Titancs gaAciriji' diroircfitrcir. cf t»s dird x^ocfu/i' rrpoyovmy
of^oiai trcAdoflij, H. 37, 7 f. ; cf. 30. 9-10.

earn' dtrcf<A6<i>- rdlcirafldrTt Toe ipdoavra rdf uipat irdoat

roB iyiauToC. ital ipijpiuaat narraf rovs olxeiovs ronovt (vpndoris rrjs

narpiSof. PI.. I.g. ix, 865 E. The law sa>-s in the case of the criminal

convicted of murder tXpynv pir rijs toC Itadorros nargiSos, icrtfuo' S<

odjf ooiov aitamaxoC, I). 23. 38.
*“ When the victim was a citizen, and also in wilful murder of a

non-citizen. See Mei. and Sch.. .4U. Proc.*, p. 379, n. 520.—When the
citizenship of a city rested upon conquest the lives of the subjects

lielonging to the older subject population were of less account. In
Tralles (Karia) the murder of one of the Lcleges by an (.Argive) full

citizen might be Ixiught ofl by payment of a bushel of peas (a purely
symbolical jroif^ to the relations of the victim ; Plu., Q.Gr.
4'6, p. 302 B.

On the expiry of the legally appointed period of banishment
the relations of the ilcad man do not seem to have been allowed to

refuse afScotr. See Philippi, Ateop. u. EpheUn, 115 f.

“• I-.aw np. I). 43. 57.
“* I). .37, 59. See Philippi, op. cit.. p. 144 ff.—Cf. E., Hipp.

1435 f., 1442 f . 1448 f.

*“ Such prohibition against taking a mneij for murder is made by
the I.aw ap. D. 23, 28 : rod; 8' ivipodiovovs dnoxrrlveiy . . .

AufiaiWo0a> 84 pij, pijS* dtrou-ar (cf. $ 33 rd 8( pijS' antui^i’
'

xpqpara
irpdrrfiv, rd ydp gp^para dirotra iui'dpa{oi' of TroAoiof). In spite of

this Meier and others unjustifiablv conclude that murder could be
indemnified by payment of money, from the illegal practice mentioned
in [1).] 58, 29 : this sjxiaks rather for the contrary. They have more
apjicarancc of justification when they appeal to Harii. (Phot. Suid.,

/‘.if. 784, 26; AP. 313, 5 ff.), s.v. diro^ldwa- rd »irt ^d,<p SeSdpeva

Xptfpara rots oUtiois ToC im pi) itn(i(uau‘. On the strength

of this Hermann, Or. Siaatsalt.* 104, 6, savs. ” even intentional murder
could l>c absolutely indemnified.” Nothing is actually said of ^d»>or

ixovmos here nor do we anywhere learn that the payment of dvo^dna
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on the occasion of a murder was ever a formally hgaliud proceeding.

It remains possible, and even in the circumstances more probable,

that Dinarch. and Thphr. in the pass^es on 6wo^6na quoted by
Harp, referred to the practice as one jforbuUem by law, though it might
be, on occasion, an actual fact. If we had only the gloss of Suidas

—

Sumva ' Xvrfia, i Hiatal rii iwlp ^orov ^ ocufiaror. ouroir XoA«uv i»

voftotr—we n^ht have concluded that payment of such Wood-money
was allowed in Athens and mentioned in Solon's laws as allowable.

This would be quite as justifiaUe as to argue as above from Harp. s.

vaodona. We know, in fact, that the law referred to the dmtra
and dwotrar as forbidden things, from the passages already quoted
from Dcm. (23, 28-33). From these the gloss was itself probably
derived.

“* We cannot, however, believe on the poor authority of Sch. Dem.
p. 607, 16 fl., that the Upowotol ralt Xtfiralr B*aU were selected out

of the whole Athenian citiren body by the Areiopagos. (" Three ”

were chosen out of all the Athenians:' D. 21, 115; at other times
" ten ”

; Dinarch. ap. EM. 469. 12 fl. ; an indefinite number : Phot.

Upowotai.) According to all analogies we should rather expect tlus

sdection to have been made by the popular .As.sembly.
*** al itm)u)oiat trot ra rifua, .Antiphon, Herod. 88. In more detail

D. 23. 67-8. Those who had to take an o.sth swore by the £eprai
Btai and other gods : Dinarch., adv. DemosUt. 47, lloth sides had
to swear to the justice of their case in rcsjiect of the materi.'d facts in

dispute (Philippi. Areop., pp. 87-95).* Such a compulsory oath taken
by both parties could not of course in any circumstances serve as

proof : one side at least must be perjured. Nor can the Athenians
themselves have failed to see this. It is surely doing them an injustice

not to see the simple explanation of this strange sort of preliminary
oath-taking and to dismiss the matter with a relcrence to the Athenians
as " not a legally-minded people ” (as Philippi docs, p. 88). It is much
more natur^ to suppose that this double oath, taken under circum-
stances of peculiar solemnity, was not regarded as a juridical matter
at all, but had a purely religious sense (as it had in the quite similar

cases mentioned by Meiners, AHg. Gesek. d. Kelig. ii, 296 f.). The
oath-taker invokes a dreadful curse upon himself if he breaks his oath
and devotes a^ir irol ylrot teal olttiar riir avreC (Antiphon, Herod. 11)

to the Curse-Coddesses, the ’Apai or the ‘Efnmkt ol 9' vni yalov
arBptiwovf Tlrvrrat, Srtf «' iniopteor dpioof) (

T

259 I.)—and to the
Co^ who are to punish his children and his whole kith and kin on earth
(Lycurg., Leocr. 79). If the court discovcTs the perjured party the
punishment due to his action overtakes him (or if he is the nlaintifi,

be fails in his purpose) and at the same time the justice of heaven
punishes him for bis broken oath fcf. D. 23, 68). But the court may
make a mistake and not find out the perjurer ; in which case the perjurer
is still punished for he becomes a victim of the gods to whom he has
devoted himself—^who do not err. Thus the double oath is an addition
to the judicial inquin, and heavenly punishment stands side by side

with that of men. The two may coincide, but this need not be so,

and in this way the guilty is punished whatever happens. (How
familiar such ideas were in antiquity we see from expressions used
by onton: Isoc. 18. 3; D. 19, 239-40; Lycurg., leocr. 79.) The
oath, being an appeal to a higher court, supplemented human justice,

or rather the le^ processes of men supplemented the oath-taking,
lor in this paitnenhip the appeal to an oath most have been the older
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**’ Poll. 8, 117, KaB' tKaoTov U |»wa Tpiim ifiif/tuni JKiccioy (the
judges on the Areiopagos) -rerapry i^Bivoinros, rplTj/, itvrip^.

•“ of ’AptonaylTai rptU wou toC ftfirar ras ^vtKas tlicai iiUaJior,
iKaorj! run> Btmv plan inovt/torrtt, Sch. Aesctain. I, 188, p. 282
Sch. This certainly implies that the limitation of the number of the
Erinyes to three (and not two for example)—which first appears in
Eurip., but was certainly not his own invention—was officially current
in the worship of the citv.—Since these three days were sacred to the
Erinyes, as goddesses of Hades, they counted as dvo^paScr ^/U/mu :

EM. 131, 16 f. ; Et. Cud. 70, 5 (the thirtieth day of the month is for

that reason ^uAa vamp ipyots acc. to “ Orpheus “ /r. 28 Ab.).
»" Paus. 1, 28, 6.

The Erinyes are the accusers of Orestes not only in Aeschylus
(and thence in Eurip. too, IT. 940 fl.). but al.so in the varj'ing accounts
derived from different sources, in which the twelve gods served as
judges ap. D. 23, 66 (cf. 74, and Dinarch., adv. Dem. 87).

The Erinyes are said dwi (mprot po^Iv ipvBpir *« /uA/oii'

ir/Aaro». A., Eum. 264 f. : cf. 183 f. ; 302 ; 305. In this they closely

resemble the " vampires ” which we hear of especially in Slav popular
mythology', anti the Tii of the Polynesians, etc. These, however,
are the souls of the dead returned from the grave and sucking men's
blood.

•’* The Erinyes ary to Orestes : ipoi rpadtis tc ttal itaBttpotpivof.

Koi ldt¥ p< iaiont oihi upos fiatpiu a^ayei'c. A., Eutn. 304 f. The
matricide is divis parentum (i.c. their Manes) sacer, their sacrificial

victim (Bviia ttoToxfowow D.H. 2, 10, 3), in the older belief of
Greece, too.

*•» Sec Hh. Mus. 50, 6 ff.

*** The fact that after recci\-ing the otScetr of the dead man’s relatives

the agent of a dieos axodotos was still required to ofier the expiatory
sacrifice as welt as undergo purification (IXaopos and xaBapiids) »
alluded to by Dem. 23, 72-3, in the double expression ftwu iral

KoBapBijvai, ooiovk xai xaBaipsoBas (cf. MOller, Atsek. Eum., p. 144

[122, n. 2, E.T.]).
'•* See Philippi, Areop. u. Eph. 62.
“• In the Iliad and the Odyssey there is a total absence not only

of all reference to punfication from blood-guiltiness but of the necessary
conditions for it. The murderer goes freely among men without there

being any fear of others suffering from a iiiaopa attaching to him.
Cf. the case especially ol Theoldymenos, o 271-8. Lobe^ rightly

emphasizes this, Agl. Wl . K. O. Mailer's attempts to prove in spite

of eve^hing that purifications from the stain of murder were a
Homeric custom, are failures. See NAgelsbach, Horn. Theol.*, p. 293.

—

The oldest examples of purifications from murder in the literature

arc (Lobeck 309) ; purification of Achilles from the blood of Thersites

in the AlButvls, p. 33 Kink. ; refusal of Neleus to purify Herakles
from the murder of Iphitos : Hesiod iv xaraAdyBtr, Sch., 11. B 336.

—

Mythical exx. of such purifications in later accounts : Lob., Agl. 968-9.
*•’ E g. offering of cakes, sacrifice of drink-offerings without wine,

burning of the materials of sacrifice ; cf. the description of Ikao/ids

(in this place clearly distinguished from xaBapitis) in A.R. iv, 712 ff.

Similar account (offerings without wine, etc.) of the I'Aavfior (which
is, however, improperly called KaBapitis, 1. 4M) of the Eumenides at

Kolonos which the chorus recommends to Oedipus, S., O.C. 469 ff.

No one might eat of the expiatory sacrifice : Porph., Abst. 2, 44. It

is burnt completely : Stengel, Jakrb. /. Phil. 1^, p. 369 ff.—^The
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clash of bronze was used irpor vSoav i^oolmow xa! dvoxatfapinv :

Apollod. /r. 36 (and in offerings to Mekate, Theoc. ii, 36 ;
as protection

against ghosts. Luc., Philops. 15 ; Sch. Theoc. ii, 36 ; Tz., Lyc. 77.

Clash of bronze in this apotropaic sense occurs, too. in the dance of

the Kouretes, etc. ; see below). The ritual of expiation was affected

in man>
- • ... ^

Lydia.
(chthonic) Zeus. Thence it seems to have spread all (

assisted by the Apollinc oracle of Delphi. This is why the ram. the

peculiar \-ictim of Ztvt yOonot. is the principal victim in expiatory

sacrifices, its fleece, the Jiit t«iSior. receiving the \arious materials

of expiation, etc.

On the chthonic character of the deities of expiation see in gen.

K. O. Muller, Aesch. Eum., p. 139 fl. (112 ff.). Chief among them is

Zeis (ifiAi'ytos (a euphemistic title; cf, above, n. 5), who is unmis-
takably a Hence, like all x^onot he is represented a.s a snake
on the votive tablet to Z. fuiX. discovered in the IViracus (certainly

the Athenian god and not a foreign deity identified with this god
whom all Athenians knew well from the feast of the Dia.sia) ; HCH.
7. 507 ff. ; CIA. ii, 1578 fl. On a votive insc. from Lykia we have,
side by side with the chthonic Hekate. Jii MtiXtx^V ’Zi-oJi?,

BCH. 13, 392. Other Btoi /tftXt'xiot in ixikris were worshipped with
noclumat sacrifice (as regularly in the case of underworld deities)

:

Paus. 10. 38, 8. The Sat/ions iiriAigioi as arc contrastcif

with the naitaptoaiv ovpavimt in the oracle verses ap. Phlegon. Af arr.

iv, p. 93. .5 Kel. : deis milichcis Acta l.ud. Sarcut. Tab. A 1. 11 CIL.
vi, 32. 323 ; sec Mommsen, Ges Schr. viii, 570'.—Then come the
diror^diraiot : their nature can be guessed from the fact that they were
worshipped together with the dead and Hekate on the thirtieth day
of the month (sec above, n. 88). After a bad dream oflerings were
made to the avoTponaxot, to Ge and the Heroes : Hp.. Diact. 4, 8.

vi, p. 652 L. Zrvr dnorponatof must have liecn a x86¥u>s. but we
have side by side with him an 'ABifri i-norpo-naia (and an Apollo
dvorp, too) : ins. from Erythrai, S/G. 600, 69; 115: the provinces
of ’OAvfxirtot and gflortoi were not always kept absolutely distinct.

—

An ancient and hereditary service of the propitiation deities liclongcd

to the Attic family of the rh}'talids who had once purified and offered

expiatory sacrifice for Theseus after the murder of Skiron and others
{iyriaarrtt nal futXlxm Bvaavrtf) : Plu., Thes. 12. The gods to whom
this family offered sacrifice were Demctcr and Zeus Mctlichios :

Paus. 1, 2-4.—Isoc. 5, 117, makes a clear distinction between the
0tol 'OXvfiwiot and the gods to whom only an apotropaic cult, diroiro^-

Wr, was offered ; these being the gods of expiation (cf. inohumopinladai
Apollod. ap. Harp.

_ ,_ .jes in contrast to the
rofivd of the same : Anon. Kir. Herb, xxii, 165. Sec Hemsterhuys,

Lucian ii, p. 255 Hip. ; Ix»b., Agl. 984, ii).

e.g. in the description of the IXaaitot of Medea by Kirkc in A.R.
iv. 712 ff.

”• K. O. Mflilcr, Dorians, i, 328. 336 ; cf. the same ancient custom
of flight for nine years and penance for the slaying of a man in the
legend and cult of Zeus Lykaios ; cf. H. D. MtiUer, Myth. d. gr. St.

ii. 105. See below.
Cho. 1055-80. Eum. 1X1 ff.. 281 ff.. 445 ff., 470.
The Delphinion, the court for trying 06vos iUatos, and the

ancient dwelling of Aegeus (Pin., Thes. 12), was at the same timo
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(and perhaps originally) an expiation site. Expiatory sacrifice was
there made for Theseus after his fights with the Pallantidai and the
highway robbers (d^ooiov/icvor ri ayos. Poll, viii, 119).

”• Plu., Ser. Num. 17, p. 560 EF. Note the expressions:
l\aaaa8at rrjv roO 'Apxt^oxou i^iaaoBai rfir Tlauaaviov tj'vx'qv.

Suid. Itom Aelian
:

fitiXlfaoBai Ttfr rov TcAcancAriou
votSor ifpo-vvai xoait-

*’* The three eTlXiral nuBoxprjorot, off piXn Kadatpftv tovs ayu
Tici moxi)9«Wat. Tim. Lex. p. 109 II.

”* PI., Lg. 865 11 : the agent in a ^ovof axovaios (of a special kind)
*fa0ap0€lr tcara too tcopta0€vra nepi toutwv voptov earot

KaBapof.
”* I set down here the expressions occurring in the speeches and

the (at any rate contcmi)orary [see Appendix i\[) Tetralogies of

Antiphon, which throw light on the religious ideas lying behind the
proccilure in trials lor murder. In the prosecution of the murderer
the following arc concerned : 6 rtBrtuts, ol vipoi, and 9toi ol Karm. Or.

I, 31. The vigorou.s prosecution of the ca.scun the part of the relations

of the deail is PorjBtlv rip r<0vfwTi: 1, 31. Tetr. 1 13. The con-
demnation of the murderer i.s n/iiopta rw aSiKriBtm, his personal
revenge : 5, 88 = 6, 6. The accusing relatives come before the court
as representatives of the dead man, oitI toC naBovrof « jrioxijirro/ici'

v^ii', ii.s they say to the judges, Tetr. 3y. 7. The duty of accu.sing

as well as the of the deed of bloodshed rests upon them until

satisfaction is made for it : Tetr. 1 a, 3. Hut the plaopa of the deed
attache.s to the whole city in which the murderer lives. All who sit

at table with him, or live under the same roof, even the temples he
walks in, are polluted by hi.s mere presence : hence come a^opiat
and SvorvxeU rrpa(<it on the city. It is to the greatest interest of

the judges to avert this pollution by giving a propitiatory judgment

:

Tetr. 1 Q, 10 ; Or. 5. 1 1 , 82 ; Tetr. 1 a. 3 ; 1 y. 9, 1 1 ; 3 y, 6, 7. Above
all it is necessary to find the real criminal and to punish him. If

the relatives of the dead prosecute some one other than the real doer
of the deed, it is they, and not the judges (on account of their WTong
decision), who will have to bear the wrath of the dead man and of the

avenging spirits ; Tetr. 1 a. 3 ; 3 a. 4 ; 3 8, 10 ; for in this case the
murdered man is deprived of his npiapla : 3 a. 4. But perjured
witnesses and unjust judges arc liable to a piaopa, too, which they then
intrcxluce into their own houses: Trtr. 3a. 3; or at least, if they
give a f.alse condemnation (but not a false acquittal) of the accused,
they incur the p'jvipa riuv aXirripiutv acc. to Tetr. 3p, 8—i.e. that of

the' falsely condemned jierson (whereas the murdered man still con-
tinues angry with his own relatives). If they knotvitigly acquit the
murderer contrary to justice, the murdereil man liecoines ivBvfuot
to the judges and no longer to his relatives ; Trtr. 1 y, 10.—The source

of the resentment is said to be the dead man himself : vpoarp6iriuos

6 i-noBavwv, Tetr. 1 y, 10; cf. 3 8, 10; where he is parallel with to

/
i^Tijia Tuiv iXirrjpiuir. The murdered man leaves behind him riff

Twi' iXiTifpiwr bvopimav (and this is what the plaapa really is—not
as some modern writers have imagined, any sort of " moral ” pollution

—as is clearly stated in this passage : rur aXir. iuop^vtiar,

l^r . . . piaopa . . . tloayvrrai) : Tetr. 3 o. 3 ; cf. again 3/3. 8;

3 y, 7. In this case the avenging spirits substitute themselves for the

soul of the dead man (just as in the case where a rrpoorpomuos rov

inoBarirros is siwken of ; cf. above, n. 148). The irpoarponaup to>»

inoBavdrriar become themselves S«uwt oAtrijpiot of the dilatory relatives

:
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Tttf. 3 a, 4. Then is no essenthil distinction between the two
(cf. PoU. 5, 131). Elsewhere we hear of r4 trinmTp6trau>r as the special

attribute or feeling of the murdered man himself : Tetr. 2 S, 9. Thus
alK> we have the alternatives Miiuos o tLm6a»mv (I y. 10) and ri

(2 a, 2 ; 2 fi, 9). In this connexion it is clear that irBufuor

(as the fixed and conventional expression for these superstitions)

means the indignant memory, the longing for revoige of the murdered
man (—irUtuov iana ^i/iaTpot <tat Koiipat, GDI. 3541, 8). The
proper understanding of this word will help us to see what is meant by
the expression ifvBviua used of the me^ offered to the dead and
Hekate, and the almost identical purificatory offerings, that after the
religious cleansing of a house were thrown out at the cross-roads

(Harp, 8.V. Phot. s.v. Art. 1, 2, 3 ; AB. 287, 24, 288, 7; EM. 626,
44 fi.). They are intended to appease the easily awakened anger of the
tools (and of their patroness Hekate). their a stronger version

of trBvfuor, by apotropaic sacrifice.

See Appendix ii (fiaegoAtaitor).
•’* Xen., Cyr. 8. 7. 17 ff. : oi ydp 3i}*oi> rovro y« BoKtlrt

tiBJwai ovilv *lfu jyoi fri, fmtSar rotS arBptonvov fitov rtMafiacu'
o6ii yofi m rot ti}i> y* . . . rif Bi raf adtara

rotforrevr ovrw KaT€vo^aTt, otowt fU* rolf fua<d<irotr

fVffaAAaiwcr, olovt Si naSapaatous (which means first the criminal and
then, as here, the punishing spirit that avenges the criminal deed,
exactly like vpaorpoiratot, aStr-^of, dAaerewg, fudvraip : see Zacher,
Dissert, pkil. HaUns. iii, 232 n.) rots lisoouHt inMipvovas ; rotr Si

SBtpivMt ear rtpat Siapireir fri Sr Sorttre, «f pifSerit avriir al i^vgai

rvptai ijooi' ; ovTOt iyoty*, w volSsr, oiSi »«iiroT« iwtlaBrir, ott 4
fats piv or ir Br^^ awpari j, ip. irar Si rovrov evaAAay)}, riBniKer.
Then follow other popular arguments for the belief in the continued



CHAPTER VI

The Eleusinian Mysteries

The cult of the dead, thus pursued in unhampered freedom,

preserved and encouraged certain ideas of the life of the soul

after death ; of the soul as a conscious and powerful being

which though separated from the body has not been parted

for ever from the scene of its earthly existence. To the Greeks

such ideas had become strange and unfamiliar—strange, at

least, to the Ionian Greeks of the Homeric age.

But from such a cult no dogmatic or distinctly outlined

picture of the life of the departed soul could have been deduced,

nor ever was deduced. Everything in this connexion dealt

with the relation of the dead to the living. Families by means
of sacrifice and religious acts sought to nourish the souls of

their own dead. But the cult was in itself chiefly precautionary

(apotropaic) in character, and as a consequence men preferred

rather to avoid investigation into the nature and condition of

the dead themselves, e.\cept in so far as tliey came into the

life of the living.

This is the point at which the cult of the souls and belief

in the existence of souls stopped short among many of the

so-called " savage " peoples who have no history. Nor can

there be much doubt that it had reached this stage of develop-

ment in Greece, too, before the lime of Homer; though

temprarily overshadowed, it continued to exist for it was
rooted firmly in the united life of the family and its traditional

practices.

Such traditional beliefs, however, left the nature of the dis-

embodied soul vague and undefined ; they viewed it purely from

the standpint of the living and almost entirely in its relations

with this world
;
and resting on such foundations it is not

very surprising if they yielded unresistingly and sank into

insignificance once the feeling of the influence exercised by the

dead upn the living began to weaken, or if anything happned

to cause the decline or discredit of the cult of the dead. When
the living withdrew their supprt and reverence from the

departed soul the latter ceased to present any clear picture to

the minds of men—it became a mere evanescent shadow-
unsubstantial—little more than nothing. This is what
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happened in the period of Ionic culture, in which Homer
lived.

The p)oetr>' of that period, however, had of its own accord

given rise to aspirations after a fuller and more definite picture

of the long, unbounded future in the life to come. These
aspirations had been given shape in the pictures of the

translation of individual mortals to Elysium and the Islands

of the Blest.

Such things, however, were, and continued to be, matters of

poetr}’, not of religious faith. Even the ix>etical fancy dealt

with the mar\-ellous past and with exceptional heroes chosen
out long ago by the sjx'cial favour of the gods ; such favour was
not extended to include the living generations of men. The
desire, once it was awakened, for a more hopeful prosjxjct of

the life to come be\’ond the grave and for something more than

the mere negative existence of the ancestors worshipped in

family cults, must look to other sources for its satisfaction.

Such desires began to be felt by many, but their originating

source and the .secret forces that set them going must remain
for us hidden behind the obscurity that lies over the most
important period of Greek development, the eighth and
seventh centuries. Nor docs it help us very much when
historians tr)- to stop the gaps of our knowledge with platitudes

or the barren offspring of their own imagination. The existence

of such desires and their growing strength is shown by the
fact that thej' wore able to create for themselves a means of

satisfaction (a peculiarly limited satisfaction it is true) in a

direction that immediately occurs to everj'one as soon as the

subject of future blessedness or belief in immortality among the

Greeks is mentioned—the Eleusinian Mysteries.

§2

Wherever the cult of the gods of the earth and the lower
world, and particularly of Dcmetcr and her daughter, was
at its height it was not difficult for hopes of a better fate in

the kingdom of souls below the earth, where those deities

ruled, to become attached to participation in their cult. The
tendency to connect closely such hopes with the worship of

these gods may have existed in many different localities.

In Eleusis alone, however (and in the cults, mostly of later

origin, affiliated to Eleusis), we sec this connexion carried out

as a fully organized institution. We can follow at least in

general outline the gradual advance of the Eleusinian religious

organization. The Homeric Hymn to Demeier tells us the origin
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of the cult according to the national legends of Eleusis. In

the country of the Eleusinians the divine daughter of Demeter,
after b<!ing carried down to the lower world by Aidoneus, came
up once more to the light of day, and was restored to her
mother. Before ascending to Olympos and the company
of the other immortals, in accordance with the wish of Zeus,

Demeter fulfilled her promise, and when the Eleusinians

had erected a temple to her outside the city, over the spring

Kallichoros, she founded the sacred worship whereby men
should do honour to her in the future. She herself instructed

the princes of the land " in the performance of the cult and
taught them her sacred Or^ia ”, which respect for the goddess
d(K*s not allow them to communicate to others.' This primitive

Eleusinian cult of Demeter, then, is the religious service of a

close corporation. Knowledge of the holy ritual, carry ing with

it the priesthood of the two godde.sses is confined to the

descendants of the four Eleusinian princes to whom Demeter
once gave her ordinances as an inheritance. The cult is there-

fore a “ secret ” one : not more so, indeed, than a great many'
cult'Sixricties of Greece, participation in which was strictly'

forbidden to all unauthorized persons.* It differs from them,
howcier, in the solemn promise which is made to the
participants in its worship. " Blcs.scd is the man who has
beheld these holy acts ; but he that is uninitiated and has no
share in the holy ceremonies shall not enjoy a like fate after

his death, in the gloomy darkness of Hades.” To those who
share in the Eleusinian worship a privikged late is promised
after death ; but even in his lifetime, we read further on,®

h<‘ is highly blessed whom the two goddesses love : they send
him Ploutos, the giver of good things, to be a beloved partner

of his hearth and home. On the other hand, w'hosoever

honours not Kore. the queen of the lower world, with gifts

and sacrifice, shall do penance everlastingly (368 ff.).

The narrow circle of those to whom such a tremendous
promise was made began to be extended after the time when
Eleusis was united with Athens (which may have taken place

some time in the seventh century), and when the Eleusinian

worship was raised to the position of an official cult of the

Athenian state. Nor was it Attica alone, but the whole
of Greece w'hich became interested in the Eleusinian festival,

w'hen Athens Ix'came the chief centre of Greek life. A solemn
“ truce of God ” was proclaimed w'hich assured the peaceful

and undisturbed performance of the sacred ritual, and
distinguished the Elcusinia, like the great games and Fairs of

Olympia, the Isthmus, etc., as a Pan-Hellenic festi%-al. At
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the height of Athenian power (about 440) * a decree of the

people was passed which required the yearly offering of first

fruits of the fields to the Eleusinian temple from Athenian
citizens and allies, and invited similar offerings from all Greek
states. The decree could appeal in so doing to ancient and
ancestral custom, and to an utterance of the Delphic god who
had authorized these things.* The inner historj' of the develop-
ment of the Eleusinian festival is a matter of some obscurity.

The holy rites continued to be performed at Eleusis

;

Eleusinian noble families still took p^* in the worship of the

goddesses, which was yet directed by the Athenian govern-

ment. On the other hand, a good deal must have been altered

in the course of time. The popular decree mentioned above
acquaints us with the names of two triads, each composed of

two divine personages and a Hero, who were worshipped at

Eleusis at that time. Demeter and Kore occur together with
Triptolemos, and also " the god, the goddess, and Euboulcus
The Homeric hj'mn gives no hint of the very important
position here (and in innumerable other accounts, as well as

pictorial representations) attributed to Triptolemos, nor of the
other addition to the Eleusinian group of divinities. It is

evident that in the course of years many different local

figrires and modes of worship have been added to and fused

with the old cult of the two goddesses ; and that in these local

figures we have always the one tj-pe of chthonic godhead
expressing itself anew in ever varied and differentiated forms.

Their number is not exhausted by the six already mentioned.*

The most important addition to the Eleusinian circle of deities

was lakchos, the son of Zeus (Chthonios) and Persephone.
This god was himself an underworld deity, quite distinct

from that Dionysos, with whom other Athenian cults confused
him, and with whom he was in fact commonly identified.* It is

a verj' probable supposition that this god, who soon came to

be regarded as the central figure of the group of deities

worshipped at Eleusis,*® was the contribution of Athens to

that circle : his temple was sitiuted in Athens not Eleusis ;

**

in the Athenian suburb Agrai the *' Little Mysteries ’’ were
celebrated in his honour in the s^ing as a sort of prelude to

the greater festival. At the Eleusinia itself, the sacred

procession, in which the picture of the youthful god was borne
from Athens to Eleusis, formed the link between the part of

the festival already performed at Athens and that still to

take place at Eleusis. The introduction of lakchos into the

festival of Eleusis did not merely make an external addition

to the group of divinities that already shared in it ; it added
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an act to the sacred story, the representation of which was
the goal and summit of the festival ; and thereby in all

probability enriched it internally in meaning and substance.
It is, indeed, quite impossible for us even to hazard a guess
as to the exact meaning and essence of the change which came
over the festival thus enlarged in the course of time. We can,
however, be sure of this much ; there is no ground at all for

entertaining the commonly held view that it was the private

mysteries of Orphic conventicles which exercised such a
transforming influence on the public mysteries of the Athenian
state. Those who are not content with solemn and mysterious
jargon about " Orphics ” and the like, but keep clearly in

mind the well-known and quite distinctive featiu-es of the
Orphic doctrine about gods and the souls of men, will easily

rect^ize that eveiy-thing points to the unlikelihood of even
a single one of these ha\ing entered the circle of ideas current
at Eleusis. They could only have shattered such ideas to

pieces.

If the festival, then, grewofitsown accord in inward meaning
and outward circumstance, the circle of those who came to

take part in it fp'ew as well. Originally this festival, so rich in

promised blessings, admitted onlj- the citizens of Eleusis,

perhaps only the members of certain noble Eleusinian
families—and may have appeared to its members an even
greater privilege through this verj- exclusiveness. In this

respect it changed completely, .\dmission to it was thrown
open to all Greeks—not merely Athenians, but eveiy Greek
without distinction of race or countrj-, whether man or woman,
was welcomed at Eleusis (and even hetairai, who were still

e.xcluded, e.g. from the Demeter-festival of the Athenian
women ; to say nothing of children and slaves).^* The
gencrosit)’ of Athens—such was the glorious boast—wished
the unexampled salvation which this festival promised to i

worshippers to be made accessible to all Greeks.** ^Tiat
contrast to the exclusive cult-imions into which a man had
be bom in order, as citizen of a state, member of a phratr

clan, or family, to participate in the advantages they offered

The society of the Eleusinian mystery-festival, once just ;

exclusive as the rest, had thrown open its doors .so widely thi

this almost unconditional freedom of access became i

principle and distinguishing characteristic. The attraction of

mcmwrship was even heightened by the fact that just bj^ his

own unhampered free will and choice the individual could

enter the great society throi^h the mediation of one of the

two families to whom the highest priesthood of the festival
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was committed.** The only condition made was ritual purity,

and murderers, for whom this was an impossibility—as it was
even for those who were only accused of the shedding of

blood—were as such e.vcluded from the mysteries ; as. indeed,

they were from all the religious ceremonies of the state.*’

Religious purification of the worshippers preceded and
accompwuiied the holding of the festiv^

;
to many of the

Ijelicvers it may have appeared that the whole festival itself

was principally a great purification and religious dedication of

unusual solemnit}-, by which the members (“ the Pure ” ** as

they called themselves) were made worthj’ of the favour of the

goddesses.

§ 3

As to the actual details of what went on at the long-drawn-
out festival itself our knowledge hardly extends beyond the

most external circumstances, and is even so most incomplete.

A few notices in late and often untru-stworthy writers give us

a ver\' inadequate picture of what took place inside the great

temple of initiation and of the e.ssential Mystery. The secret

which was committed *• to the My.stai and Epoptai has been
well kept. Considering the enormous number of worshippers
indiscriminately admiiteti to the festival, this would, indeed,

have been a real miracle, if the secret to lx; kept had taken the

form of dogma expressed in concept and words and capable of

being communicated verbally to others. Since the labours of

Lobeck, however, drastically reducing to order the confusion

of opinions on this subject, no reasonable person believes that

this was the ca.se. It was difficult to let out the " secret

for there was essentially no secret to let out. Profanation

could only come through actions, through " the Mysteries

being act^ ”,** as they were in the year 415 in the house of

Poulytion. The Mysterj- was a dramatic performance, or,

more strictly, a religious Pantomime, accompanied by sacred

songs ** and formal speeches ; a representation, as Christian

authors let us see, of the Rape of Kore. the wanderings of

Demeter, and the final reunion of the goddesses. Tins in it.self

would not have made the mysteries remarkable ; a similar

dramatic reproduction of the circumstances attending the life

of a god, which had led to the foundation of the festival in

question, was a ver>’ widespread cult-practice in Greece : it

was part of the festivals of Zeus, Here, Apollo. Artemis.

Dionysos, and, above all, of other festivals in honour of

I>emeter herself. But the Eleusinia was distinguished from all

other such festivals, e\'cn from the equally secret festivals of

Demeter known as the Thesmophen’ia and the Haloa, by reason
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of the hopes which it inspired in the minds of the initiated.

The Hymn to Demeter tells us that the pious worshipper of

the Goddess at Eleusis might hope for riches upon earth and a
better fate after death. Later authorities also speak of the
success in this life which initiation at Eleusis gave good ground
for expecting. But far more emphatic are the .statements,

made by innumerablfc witnesses from Pindar and Sophokles
onwards, that only they who have been initiated into these
mysteries may entertain a joj-ful expectation of the life to
come. To them only is it granted to have real " life ” in Hades ;

nothing but evil awaits others in that place.**

It was these promises of a bles.scd immortality that for

centuries drew so many worshippers to the Eleusinian festival.

Nowhere else could such promises be obtained with such
distinctness and a.ssurance. The injunction commanding
secrecy must obviously have referred to quite other matters ;

it cannot have applied to this, the greatest boon anticipated

from initiation at Eleusis. Everyone speaks out aloud and
without restraint about it. At the same time, all our
information is so completely at one on the point and so free

from doubt or uncertainty that we must perforce believe that

the performances that were to be preserved so secret were,

in reality, for the believers the source of an assurance which
was not held as the mere probable conjecture of individuals,

but as fi.\ed and certain truth beyond question or need of

interpretation.

How this was brought about certainly remains obscure.

Since the discrediting of " symbolism ” in the sense made
familiar by Creuzer or Schelling, many of our modem
mythologists and historians of religion have been all the more
eager to assert that the performances at the Eleusinian

mysteries were in reality the tnte and m\’stic celebration of

the Greek " Religion of Nature ” as di.scoverod by themselves.

Demcter, in this view, would be the earth ; Kore-Persephone.

her daughter, the .seed of corn ; the Rape and Return of

Kor6 would mean the sowing of the seed in the earth and the

ri.se of the young grain from beneath the soil ;
or, in a

more general sense, “ the yearly decay and renewal of

vegetation.” In some way or other the Mystai must have had
revealed to them the real meaning of the ” nature-symbolism

”

hidden in the mystical performances. Witnessing these

performances they are supposed to have learnt that the fate of

the seed of com, represented by Persephone, its disappearance

beneath the earth and eventual rebirth, is an image of the

fate of the human soul, which also disappears that it may
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live again. This, then, must be the real content of the holy

Mystery.
It remains, however, first and foremost, to be proved that

the Greeks ** them.selves would have regarded such symbolistic

mummery', in which the phenomena and processes of nature
appear under the guise of anthropomorphic gods, as religious

at all, or would have recognized their own religion in such
things. Still further—admitting for the sake of argument the

possibility of such an interpretation—the identification of

Kore with the seed of com and its fate leads at once, if we try

to get beyond the vaguest generalities, to intolerable

absurdity. It is difficult to see. however (and this would
be the main point at issue), how such an analogy between the

soul and the grain of seed could have led to a faith in

immortality that was not to be had, it would si‘em, in a more
direct fashion. UTiat possible effect could have been produced
by such a far-fetched and arbitrary' parallel betwt'en the pheno-
mena of two such wholely different provinces of existence ? 1 f a

rea-sonably plausible deduction was to be made from the visible

and unmistakable (the condition of the grain) to the invisible

and unknown (the condition of the soul) surely the first and
simplest requisite would be that a real causal connexion
between the two should be plainly' demonstrated. The,se may
seem dull and pedantic considerations where the sublimest

forebodings of the heart arc concerned ; but 1 should not

have supposed that it w-ould have been so easy to tempt the

Greeks with vague surmises from the path of logic and lucidity,

or that such surmises would have afforded them such

extremity of " bliss

Lastly, the analogy', even if it proved any'thing, is false.

It would only hold if the soul, like the grain, after a temporary'

disappearance below the earth, were promised a new life

upon the earth—if a palingencsia in fact were promised.

TTiat this, however, was not a belief supported by the officially

conducted mysteries of Athens, is admitted on all hands.
Equally untenable is the view that the dramatic

mesentation at the mysteries of the Rape and Return of

Kore (regarded this time as a divine personage, not as the

personifi^ grain of com) was intended to inspire hopes of an
analogous mte for the human soul, by virtue of a mystic
unification of the life of man with the life of the godhead to

whom he swears allegiance.** Even so the hope bas^ upon the

typical fate of Kor^ could only have led to a hope for the

pedingenesia of mankind in general, not (what was and always
remained the real belief of Eleusis) to the hope of a specially
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favoured after-life for the Mystai in the kingdom below the
world. Indeed, we must not look to the Eleusinian mysteries
for the ecstatic exaltation of the sou! to the recognition of its

own godhead—though such exaltation was the motive force

and the es.sential core of Greek mysticism, as of all mysticism
and mystic religion. From the mysteries of Eleusis, however,
it remained far removed

; the belief there fostered, with its

absolute division and distinction between the divine and the
human, never transgressed the bounds of popular Greek
religion, over whose portals stood the universally pre.scriplive

words : •» ivipuv, t* Btwy yims — “ the race of men
is one, and the race of gods is another.” Nor was Eleusis any
exception to this rule ; the mysteries did not point the way to
mysticism.

§ -f

Inquiry’ is on the wrong track when a deeper meaning is

sought for in the mimic pre.scntation of the sacred mjth at

Eleusis whereby the human soul was to obtain the blessed

hope of immortality. The conviction that the human soul was
immortal in its own right, by reason of its own nature, was
not a conviction that was obtained at Eleusis. That is why
wc may dismiss such fanciful analogies as those between the

human soul and the seed of com or the goddess of the earth’s

life. Such analogies, if they proved anything, would prove
at most the complete indestructibility, in spite of all

vicissitude, of the life of the human soul—of every human
soul. But this was not Eleusinian doctrine. The continued
con.scious existence of the soul after its separation from the

body was not a doctrine but a presupposition of Eleusis

;

and it could be thus presupposed because it was the basic

idea of the popular and widespread cult offered to the souls

of the departed.** The advantage obtained by the initiated

at Eleusis was that a livelier and fuller content was given to

the bare existence of the disembodied soul, which was all that

the current worship of the souls essentially contemplated.

We are assured that only the initiated at Eleusis will have a

real " life ” after death ;
that evil will be the fate of " the

others ".** Not t/iat the .soul, relieved of the presence of the

body, will live hereafter, but how it will live was what Eleusis

taught men. NN'ith the calm assurance common to all close

and confined religious associations, the Eleusinian society

divided mankind into two classes : the " Pure ”, that is those

who had been initiated at Eleusis. and the innumerable

multitude of the uninitiated. Only for the members in com-
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munion with the mysterj- of Eleusis was salvation assured.

Salvation was theirs as a reversionaiyf right, but salvation

such as theirs was a privilege and could only be obtained by
participation in the bounteous festival of the Athenian State

and in its ceremonial. Centuries of large-minded tolerance in

admitting to the mysteries extended this privilege to an
immense number of Greeks (and of Romans, too, in later

times). But the prosjact of a blessed hereafter never became
a matter of course ; not as man, not even as a virtuous and
pious man did such a privilege come to anyone. It was granted

solely to the member of the Eleusinian religious society and
the p)articii)ator in the divine serv’ice of the goddesses.*’

VYhat were the means employed to impress this hope—this

certain expectation rather—of a blessed hereafter in Hades
ujx)n the Mystai ? We must franklj' admit that we cannot

,

unfortunatel3’, sa}’ anj"thing definite in answer to this question.

Only to the suggestion that these hop)es were grounded upxjn

symbolic representations of any kind may we give a decided

cienial. And yet this is the generally accepted opinion.
" SjTObols ” there maj* ha\‘e b«n, as an assistance to the

dramatic or pantomimic representation of the Rap)e and
Return of Korfe ;

** but hardly in any other sense than that

of tj-pical condensations—the part being put for the whole, or

the whole understood in the piart—of scenes imp>ossiblc to

represent in their entirety. It is true that with the lapse of

centuries, and in the absence of any official written

interpretation of the inner meaning and intention of the ritual

manj' of these sj-mbols became unintelligible—a disadvantage
which belonged to all other depjartments of Greek religion as

well. As soon as indep>endent reflexion on matters of religion

began to arise, man}' sorts of allegorical or sj-mbolical inter-

pretations began to be applied to the details of the pjerformances

at the mysteries. Does it follow from this that the mysteries

of the Earth divinities, as some are inclined to believe, bore
a sj'mbolical or allegorical character from the outset, and
differed in this respx.'ct from all other Greek worship of the
gods f ** Similar interpretations were applied bj' philosophers
or would-be philosophers to the fables of the gods in Homeric
or popular mythology ; the m^’-steries did not bj- any means
hold a peculiar position in the minds of connoisseurs of myth-
interpretation in antiquity. If a " deeper meaning ” was
attached by preference to the performances at Eleusis, that

only shows that much in these performances was no longer

understood, or in its real meaning no longer .satisfied the spirit

of the philosophic centuries. But it shows also that for thit
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festival of unexampled splendour, where night and the
injunction of secrecy awakened awed expectancy,*® performed
according to an archaic ritual of ever-increasing perfection

and attended by the whole of Greece, an unusual sympathy was
felt. It offered something to the eye and the ear which was
attractive to all men, and they exerted themselves to find a
satisfactory meaning in its sights and sounds. Finally, it is

likely enough that the " meaning ” which they themselves
had arbitrarily bestowed upon them was what made the
mysteries specially attractive to many. To this extent it is

legitimate to say that symbolism was a real and historical

factor in the constitution of the mysteries.

Even supposing, however, that much in the presentation of

this mj’stic festival was consciously ordered and disposed by
the founders of it with a view to symbolic interpretation, and
consequently to the possibility of an ever-increasing

idealization of its significance, yet this cannot have extended
to the hopes of a blessed immortality revealed to the Mystai.

S>'mbolist or allegorizing modes of inteipretation must always
have been the private concern of individuals and therefore

liable to much uncertainty and variety.** Our authorities,

however, from the most diverse periodis, speak with far too
great distinctness and imanimity about the blessed here-

after vouchsafed to the initiated in the mysteries, for it to be
credible that this can have been the outcome of any
interpretation of complexities, or of any metaphoric^
application of the hopes derived from events in the life of the

gods to a quite different province, the life of the human soul.

What every witness speaks of in the plainest and simplest

language without any special " mystety ”—the hope of

future blessedness—must have been offered to the participants

in the mysteries in the most unequivocal fashion. It is natural,

above all. to suppose that the exhibition of the “ mystic

drama " included particularly the final scene as it is sketched

in the 2nd Homeric H>Tnn : the foundation of the Eleusinian

festival by the goddess herself—what had once been revealed

to the little city-community must have been proclaimed to

the great company of those admitted to the common festival

of Eleusis :
** the highest reward of participation in this

unparalleled act of worship is what the Homeric Hymn
distinctly puts forth as such—the peculiar favour of the gods
of the lower world and a future life of blessedness within their

kingdom. The statues of the goddesses were seen radiantly

illuminateri
;

** at this festival of grace in remembrance of

their trials, their happiness, and their beneficent acts, they
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themselves—as it seemed to the faithful believer—were
invisibly present. What further need of warrant was there for

the promises of future blessedness ?

§ 5

In spite of many e.vtra\-agant statements from antiquity,

we have no means of estimating how widely participation in

the Eleusinian mysteries (whether of those celebrated at

Eleusis itself or in the numerous associated festivals) was
extended in Greece. Still, it is probable that large numbers,
not from Athens alone but from the whole of Greece, sought

eagerly to enter the state of grace vouchsafed to the

worshippers at Eleusis. In this way the more liN cly conception

of the state of the soul in the hereafter may ha\e gradually

become the common property of Greek imagination.

On the whole, we must be on our guard against attributing

too great an importance to tliesc mysteries. There can hardl>’

have been any question of mond influence—the ancients

themselves in their most exaggerated eulc^ies of the mysteries

and their greatness, say almost nothing of this.** Nor is it

easy to see what part of the mysteries could have served as a
vehicle of moral influence.** Distinct dogma in the religious

sense was never provided by the mt’stcrics any more than by
other worships of the gods in Greece. Kor was there anything
exclusive about the cult of the mj'steries ; side by sitle with

that cult and after it the Mystai took part in other worships of

the gods, according to the usages prevailing in their owm homes.
The great festival when it was over left no sting behind in

the hearts of the initiated. No r«]|uirement of a new manner
of life, no new and peculiar condition of conscience wa.s theirs

on its account ; no straunge re\'aluation of values, contradicting

the general opinions of the time, was learnt there. There was
a total absence of that which (if w’e rightly understand the

word) gives to the doctrines of sectarian religion their force

and persuasiveness

—

paradox. Even the prospect of future
bliss opened to the initiated did not divert them from the
normal tenor of their existence. It was a genial prospect

;

not a compelling demand drawing all things to itself and turning

men away from ordinary life. TTie light that fell from beyond
was not so blinding that it made all things on this earth seem
dark and mean. If in the decadence of Greek culture—and
even among the people of Homer—ideas hostile to this life

made their a{>ix!arance and in many places acquired weight
and influence ; if some men began to think death superior
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to life, and this life, of which alone we can be assured,

as merely a preparation, a land of passage to a higher life

in the world invisible—for all this the mysteries were not
responsible. It was not they, nor the feelings and surmises

awakened by their pictures and performances, that dulled

the beauty of this earth for the enthusiasts "intoxicated

with other-worldliness ”, or made them strangers to the

instincts of life and sanity prevailing in older and unspoiled

ages of Greek life.
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’ H. Cer. 270 fit. (Demetcr speaks) aAA' aye fio« i'Ijok tc fiiyav leal jSw/ior

im' Tcv^ovTcav irdf virai vdAtf aisv t( T(?xoSi KaXKixopov
Ka^itnpStr, ivi npovjmrrt KoXtuv^. opyia S' avri) iyuiy vwoS^oitat,

<ur ay imira tvaytws tpSavrtt fpov fUvoi lAdoKijodt. Huilding of the
temple : 298 fl., and following that the instructions of the gfxldess

as to the Spyjopoavr’i icpcuv and the Spyta, 474 fi.

* See Ixjbcck, Agt. 272 ff.

* 487 ff. I will not stop to answer the attacks made on the con-

cluding part of the h>'nin nor to defend the many lines which editors

have rejected. None of the attacks seem to me justified.

* Korte, Atk. MiU. 1896. p. 320. dates the decree in the year 418.
* Kara ra rtarpta «oi r^v payrtiar rrjy tK AtX^ioy, SIO. 20, 1. 5 ,

26 f. : 35 [10. i, Supp., p. 59. 27fc]. In Sicily the Ivleu.sinia arc

already wrcll known in the time of Epicharmi s ; Epich. t'y 'OSvaoti
airopoXa, ap. Ath. 374 D = 100 Kaib. EM. 255. 2 ; cf. K. O. MCller,

Kl. Sekr. ii, 259.
* We can only state this definitely of the Eumolpidai who provideil

the male and female hierophants. Severely as the genealogy of this

lamily has suficred on all sides through fictitious accretions and com-
binations there can be no doubt of its Eleusinian origin. On the other
hand, it is a striking fact that none of the ytyr/ who arc known to hai e
shared in the direction of the Eleus. mysteries derived their origin

from the Eleusinian princes mentioned in h. Cer. 475-6 as receiving

with Eumolpos the imstructions of the goddess (Triptolemos, Diokles,

Kcleos). The Krokonidai and Koironidai did, it is true, claim
Triptolemos as their ancestor, but their connexion with the sacred
festival is obscure and dubious (see K. O. MOller, Kl. Schr. ii, 255 f.).

The Kerykes (in whose family the posts of Liadouchos, Herald of the
Mysteries, Priest ivl Putpm. etc., were hereditary) were only connected
with Eumolpos by a tradition which the family itself regarded as

apocryphal (Paus. 1, 38. 3) ; they themselves traced their descent
from Hermes and Herse the daughter of Kekrops (s. Dittenbcrger,

Hermes, xx, 2), and therefore cvidcntlv regarded themselves as an
Athenian family. We know too little of these relationships to venture
to say that this claim was unjustified (as MOIler, p. 250 1., is inclined

to do). Nothing need prevent us from supposing that this is one of

the many innovations introduced at and after the union of Eleusis

and its festival with Athens—many of them are quite evident—and
that in addition to the old Eleusinian priestly families the Athenian
family of the Kerykes was given a re^lar part in the Spriapoavvri
Upam. This would then be part of the compromise (owfiijirai, Paus.
2, 14, 2) between Athens and Eleusis upon which the whole relationship
biriween the two states and their religious cults rested.

’ See above, chap, v, n. 18.

* It is doubtful what part the goddess Daeira played in the
Eleusinia : that she played some part roust be regarded as certain

from the fact that among the official priestboods of the festival a
Saatplrift is expre^y mentioned (Pdll. i, 35). She stands in a certain
pppositton to liemcter : but though she is nevertheless identified by Aesch.
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and others with Persephone (K. O. Mfillcr, Kl. Schr. ii, 288) the most
we may deduce from this is that she also was a chthonic deity. (Acc.
to the sacrificial calendar of the Attic Tetrapolis, Leg. Sacr. i, p. 48, B. 12.

Jafpf ofs ifuoOao was offered. This does not point to the identity of
this goddess with Persephone—as the editor, p. 52, points out.

Pregnant animals were by preference offered to Demeter, though
occasionally to Artemis and Athene too.) Daeira seems from all the
indications to belong to the x^ovioi. (Meaning of the name un-
certain : } " the knowing one " or " the (torch) burning one "

; cl.

I-obeck, Pathol, prol. 263.) In Eust. on Z 378, p. 648, 24, among the
notices collected from the lexicographers there is one in which
Phcrckydes makes her the sister of Styx (it is not Pherekydes but the
over-subtle scholar to whom Eust. owes his note, who thinks that
Daeira signified the irypa to the ancients ; so also Ael. Dionys.
quoting of ntfil t«

A

fros koI livorijpia in his Lexicon, ap. Eust. 648, 41.

This is a worthless allegorical interpretation).—For which reason
some made her the daughter of Okeanos (M filler, pp. 244, 288)—rivis

Si ^vAoara Tltpat^ovrft veo flXovTwroi avoStixO^rai i^aot r^r dafipav

(648, 40). According to this she would be a Hadcs-daimon keeping
guard over the wife of Aidoneus (cf. the guardian KwkvtoC vepiSpopoi

Kvv€t in Ar.. Pan. 472, quoting Eurip.). In this case we can see the
origin of Demeter's hostility. Did this Daeira also play a part (as

a character) in the Eleu-sinian Sp&pa fnKmudi'? Ap. Rb. makes her
the same as Hekate, who, however, in the h. Cer. (and on vase-paintings)

is the helper rather than the enemy of Dcmeter.
* So also in the recently discovered Paean (fourth century B.C.) of

Philodamos of Skarpheia addressed to Dionysos (BCW. 1895, p. 403),
where in the third section we are told how Dionysos, the son of Thyone,
bom in Thebes, went from Delphi to Eleusis where he was called lakchos
by the mortals to whom he had (in the mssteries) revealed wdroir

oppof dAuiroi-. — The attempt at historical synthesis, bringing
together as many as po.ssiblc of the different relations and ramifica-

tions of the Dionysos nature, is particularly evident in the whole com-
position of this h>Tnn. The cult of Dionysos was established in Attica

by the Delphic oracle—so much is certmn ; and that is enough for

the poet who now makes lakchos, too, come from Delphi to the people
of Attica. Such a conception has no historical significance.

'• ''laKxot (there clearly distinguished from Jidiuioor) Jiggiirgor

Saipiuv is described as d apx'Ty^'ri); twy pvorriplwv in Str. 468 (cf. Ar.,

Han. 398 f ).

The 'laxxtlov (Pill., ArUl. 27. Alciphr. iii. 59, 1).

•’ Was the birth of lakchos any part of the spectacle at the
mysteries ? It might lie thought so from what we are told by Hippol.,

liii. 5, 8, p. 162 D.-S. : the hierophant t'liicrds dr 'EAcvob-t ewd woAAw
nvpi rtXtav rd puirr^pta xai Kinpayf XiywV UpoY drcifc irdma
KovpoY Bpipw fiptpSY. This statement, however, suffers from the dis-

advantage belonging to all information given by Christian writers

on the subject of mysteries when not confirmed by earlier evidence ;

such information is admissible at most for the actual time of the
writer. (Immediately combined with this in Hippol. comes the remark-

able assertion that the hierophant was tiYovxiopivos Sia KUYtiou.

Of this Epict. for example (3, 21, 16) knows nothing, but only spea^
of the iyvtla—probably confined to the time of the festival and its

preparation-—of the hierophant. Still. Jerome, adv. Jovin. 1, 49,

L
320 C Vail., speaks of the cicutae sorbitionis castrari of the hierophant,

kewise Serv., A. vi, 661.)
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An opportunity of speaking in more detail of Orphic doctrine

xrili occur later on. Here 1 will only point out in passing that the
ancients them.selves never suggested for a moment that Orpheus

—

the master of every land of mysticism—had anything in particular

to do with the Eleusinia ; as Lob. Agl. 239 shows.
As to the admission of slaves to the Eleusinian initiation ceremonies

K. O. M Oiler, Kl. Sr*r. ii. 56, opposes Lobeck (Agl. 19) and suggests

a doubt. His main objection is t^at on the great inscr. dealing with
the regulation of the Eleusinia (CIA. i, 1) stde by side with ftvorat

irot iwomat there is mention also of dtcoAovDoi (but not of SovAot,

Ziehen, Leg. Saer. [Diss.], p. 14 f.)—i.e. presumably slaves, not them-
selves Ms'stai, belonging to the fuiarat. But if slaves were initiated

that would not prevent there being other slaves, <i«rdAov9ot of the

fitWroi, uninitiated and not reckoned among the fivarai. It is definitely

stated on the official record of building expenses at Eleusis dating from
the year 329,8, CIA. ii. 834. b. col. 2. 71, fivsioit Suorr rar iijfioaitur

(the state slaves employed in the building opcration.s) AAA (cf. I. 68).

Initiation of the Si^fidinoi also in CIA. ii, 834 c, 24. On this view,

when the comic poet Theophilos (li. p. 473 K.) makes someone
speak of his dyaviTrdr Seovdrif; by whom he 6(otr, it will not

be necessary to suppose that a freedman (as .Meincke, Com. 3. 626)

is speaking and not a slave.—The generosit>' implied was all the greater

since in many of the most sacred feasts of the gods at Athens slat'os

were expressly excluded ; cf. Philo. Q. omn. Prob. 20. ii, p. 467 M.
Casaubon on Ath., vol. 12. p. 495 Schw.

Isoc. 4, 28, Aijftnrpos yap a^KOpirifS (I'r rijr

iopotif ttupaaf Strrdt, aimep piyiorat rvygavot^atv otoat, tovs rt itapnovt

Kal Tij» . . . oihait y wdA»t ov porov Bto^Xuit dAAd
Kai ^Xa»8ps!mws iagev, ware xvpia yevopivff roaoirwr ayaBwv ovk

eiSdraae rois dAAotr, dAA’ wr iXafiee anoat (hc means all Greeks :

cf. 157) pereiuiKtr.
“ pveir S’ elrai toI* o5oi KiipvKwr aai EvpoXwtSuir as the law

appoints, CIA. i, 1 (more exactly Supp. p. 3 1.). 11. 110-11, llrus the

patfats belonged exclusively to the membcis of the yivri of the
Eumolpidai and Kerykes (but to all the members, not merely those
serving as officers at the particular festival concerned). Cf. Ditten-
berger. Hermes, 20, 31 f. Tlje Emperor Hadrian, in order to be able

to hold the festival in a more sumptuous manner, had him.self made
apxwr of the EipoXmSwr ylros, having already been made a member
of that yerot

:

ins. from Eleusis, Atk. Mill. 1894, p. 172.—There is no
reference to the Eleusinia in what is said about the puelr of a priestess

belonging to the family of the Phyllidai in Iffiot. ^tXXeiSat

:

sec TOpffer,
All. Geneal. 92.—The exx. of pvijait collected by Lobeck (Agl. 28 fl.)

do not contradict this law ; in the case of Lysias who iaiax*ra puijaetr

the hetaira Metaneira iD.] 59. 21. pvtU merely means defray the cost
of initiation (quite correctly explained by Mflller, review of Aglaopk.,
Kl. Sekr. ii, 56). So. too, in the case of Ihcoph. (ii, p. 473 K.) ipv^Bsjr
Beoit, i.e. at the expense of my master.

*’ The ap6ppi)oit of the Basilcus and the proclamations of the
hierc^hant and dadouchos excluded all irSpa^oroi from those taking
part in the mysteries ; Lob., Agl. 15. They were also, it is true, excluded
from all other sacred rites : Lob. 17. E-ven toIs Ir alrlf the Archon
gave warning inixtaBas pvarfipUm irai rwv &XXwr vaplpwv (Poll. 8,

W) : in fact, the person accus^ of murder was in any case, as " un-
clean”, excluded from all vSpipa: Antipho, vi, 36 (in A B. 310, 8
read voplpm).
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•• Saiei (liarai, Ar., Kan. 336. (So, too, the Mystai of the Orphic
mysteries are called oi iatoi

:

PI., Kp. 363 C : Orph., H. 84, 3.)

5a«os is probably here used in its primitive sense = *' clean ” (Saiat

X*ip*s, etc.). [PI.] Axioch. 371 D refers to rdr oolovf ayxuiTflat of
the Hleus. Mystai. In the same way 6au>vv was used of ritual purifica-

tion and expiation : ^uyaUttv oaioOv the murder, E., Or. 515 ; ooiovv
the returned homicide, D. 23, 73 ; (of the Bacchic mysteries fiayxos

omioBtls, E. fr. 472, 15). Tlius the Saioi are identical with
the KtKaBapiiivot as the initiate are called : PI. Phd. 69 C, and
frequently. It would be hazardous to suppiose that the Mystai called

themselves omot as the only pious and righteous people (though that is

what oeioj avBpiorros and the like mean elsewhere). Their spiritual

self-satisfaction hardly went as far as that, and indeed they did not
ascribe so much personal merit to themselves at all.

*• In a solemn announcemcmt of the Keryx as it seems : the
latter acc. to Sopatcr italp. Itirrm. (Wait, Rhet. Gr. viii, 118, 24 f.)

Sriftooif intrarrii rifr etwiri)i> at the commencement oi the sacred
ritual.

•• fi ^verijpta irouii', Andoc., Afysl. 11-12.—The more clearly
descriptive expression, t(opx*loBat to pvarjipta does not seem to occur
before Aristides, Lucian, and the latter’s imitator Alciphron. [Lys.]

6, 51 : ovros ivSvt aroX'^v, pipovpevos ra Upa antithewt rots apv^ots
«ai elnt rg piurg ra avoppijTa. The amp. thus divulged were the sacred
formulae uttered by the hierophant.

•* At least in later ages there was plenty to hear : eft *^>iAAok
Karbari) rait aKooit ra opwptva, Aristid., EUus. I, 415 Di. [ii, 28 Ke.].
We frequently hear of the beautiful voices of the hierophants, of

v/trat ringing out, etc.

“ The well-known statements of Pindar, Sophokles, Isokrates,

Krinagoras, Cicero, and others are collected by Lobeck, Agl. 69 fi.

There is a reminiscence of Isocr. in Aristid. EUus. 1 421 Di. [ii, 30 Ke.]
dAAa jigr to ye xipios rgs -navriyv^ais oix oaov 17 itapaSoa tvBvpla
. . . oAAd sal irepi r^t reAeirr^t r/hiovs ix*sr rat fAirfSat. id. Panath.
I. 302 Di. Tot dpp^Tout reAerds ilr rolt ptraoxoCai koi fjxra rgr roS

filov TeAevTi)r /IcArfcu rd npaypara yiyvtoBai Sotcel. Cf. also Welcker’s
account, Gr. G'otterl. ii, 519 fi., >n which, however, there is a good deal
mixed up which has nothing to do with the mysteries.

** That is, in the time of still vital religion and in the circles which
still retained an unspoilt feeling for it. Apart from these it is true that
the allegorical interpretation of myths was already familiar in antiquity,

and in learned circles the gods and the stories of the gods were trans-

formed and disintegrated efr wrtvpara aral ptvpara icai onopovs xai

ip6rovt Kot irddi; y^r xal furajSoAdr wpoiv as Plutarch complains.
Is, et 0. 66, p, 377 D, These allegorical interpreters from Anaxagoras
and Metrodoros onwards are the re^ ancestors of our modem " nature

"

mythologists. No one doubts, however, that from their interpretations

nothing can be learnt except what the real sense of Greek belief in the
gods certainly was not. It is worth noticing that Prodikos, because he
said that i^fAiov xai otXgrriv nai mrapois nai Xtipwras xai Kapmvs
xal uSr ri rotovrui were the real essence of the Greek gods, was
IcKjked ujHin as one of the afieoi (S.E., M. 9. 51 2 = B 5 Diels). Q***^'®

tandem religionem reliquit ? asks the Greek whom Cicero is reproducing

in A'D. i, 118, with reference to this ancient prophet of Greek
" nature-religion —For the ancient allegorists Persephone, too, is

nothing but ri Std Taii> xapuiir 4*P^lstvav mtOpa (so Kleanthes Plu.

as above) . Acc. to Varro Persephone " means ” fecunditatem seminum.
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carried off by Orcus on the occasion of some crop-failure, etc.

CD. vii, 20). In Porph. ap. Eus.. PE. 3, 11. 7-9. we actually have
the very interpretation which has been recently restored to so much
favour—^that Kopi] is notliing else but a (feminine) personification of

Koftor = young plant, shoot.
“ A hint of such an explanation occurs in Sallustius, de Dis iv.

«rard tvarnav un)ittp!ay (i.e. the autumnal) r^s KipT^t apnayil
tivBoXoyttro y«v<o9at' o 8i) xaBoiot itrrt rutv (from the standpoint
of this Neoplatonist at any rate the analogy might be carried tlirough).

So, too, Sopater 8<atp. {yr. in Walz, Rh. Gr. viii, 115, 3, speaks of to
ryr 'h’XV^ wpdr ri utryyoVr as if it w'crc confirmed in the
(Eleusiman) mjrsteries.

** It may be mentioned here by anticipation that a real doctrine
of the indestructibility of the human soul was first traditionally

attributed in antiquity to the (ireek philosophers such as Thales or
to the thtoiophoi such as Pherckydes (and I’s-thagoras too). In
what sense this can be regarded as true we shall Icam in the course of

our inquiry. The mysteries of Eleusis, from which many modem
critics would like to derive the belief in immortality among the Greeks,
are mentioned by no ancient authority as among the sources of that
belief or of such a doctrine. In which they were quite right.

»• Soph. fr. 753 N. (791 P.} .ir rplr «I«>. Pporwv. ol two
BtpxBtrrtr t«Aij ^o'Atuo' «’f "AiSoW ToioS* yap pdyoit imt {yr fvri,

rots S' aXXtHOt wdrr' ixit tcaitd.

” The privileged position of the initiated is exhibited with striking

vigour in the well-known outburst of Ihogencs ; ti A/y<ir. I4y,
teptirroya fioipor ff«i flaraiKiuiy d oAeirryr dvoUaeuiv y 'Evo/ifirwi'Saf

,

dri luftdifrat: Plu., Atid. Poet, iv, p. 21 K ; D.L. vi. 39; Jul., Or. vii,

238 (p. 308 Hert.).—.\ homiletic application of Diogenes* saying is

made by Philo. I'lVt. Off. 12, li, p. 261 M. ovpBaim «oAAd«tr twv
piy ayaiwy dripwr pySIra fivtiaBtu, Ayirrdr M iartr ort icai KaTarroenOTiar

KOI yvroiirur fidoovt ^SrAvortur aroi dtraAdoriur, dirdr apyvpuiy itapdo x<ut>t

Tott rcAotwi Mai itpo^canovot. CJ. Sptc. I.rg. 3. 7. i. p. 306 Si.

“ Of this nature were the Upa which the hierophant ” showed "

and the other things that were employed in the festival : pictures of

gods, relics, and paraphernalia of all sorts (e.g. the xiory and the
irdAador; o. Jahn, Hermes. 3. 327 I.) : see l.ob . Agl. 51-62.

** Preller, lor example (stimulated by K. O. Mfiller), is fond of

dwcihng on the special character and meaning of the worship of the

chtbonic deities as something quite distinct from other Cireck warshi|>s

of the gods. An example may be found in PauIy-\\ issowa*. s.v. Eleusu.
iii. p. 108 :

*' The department ol religion to which the F.leusinian

ciUt belongs is that of the chthonic deities, which had been indigenous
in Greece from the earliest tiroes and was a widely pojmlar cultus.

In this cultus ideas of the generous fruitfulness of the earth's soil and
of the fruitfulness of death—whose seat seems to be beneath the earth
like the Old Testament Sheol—were interwoven in a mysteriously
suggestive way : a way which essentially resisted all efiorts at clear

and distinct comprehension, and could not help leading to mystical
or occult sunestions and obscure symbolistic expression." This and
further ampliheations in the same sense all rest upon the improvable
axiom that the activities of the as gods of the soil and as gods
of the kingdom of the souls were *' interwoven ”

: the suggestive

haze of the rest follows naturally. But what in ail this is Greek ?

** 4 MpApis 4 pmmM-i r&r Up&r vtpyontuei ri itU>r, ptpovfUrii ri/r

airoB ^iyovaur ^pwr r^r eSotrioty. Str. 467.
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“ In fact the ancient allegorical interpretations of the mysteries
differed widely among themselves : Lob., Agl. 136-40.—Even Galen
attributed an allegorical sense to the mysteries of Eleusis, but he thinks

ditvSpi Jxtlya irpor iySti(t,y uiy avtvStt SiSdaxtiy (iv, p. 361 K.). This
cannot have been true of the assurances given to the Mystai of a
blessed future in Hades.

*• Such proclamations may have occurred in the Upo^dyrov p-jatis

(Sop. tialp. {17T. Walz, viii, 123, 29 ; cl. Lob., Agl. 189).
** Lob., Agl. 52, 58 f.

** No one says anything of any kind of moral obligation undertaken
by the Mystai or of any consequent moral influence of the festival

:

not even Andokides in whose warnings addressed to the college of judges
composed of M^'stai {Afyst. 31) the words 'i-a n/jojpijoijTt piv tovs

datfiovyrat irrA. are not to be taken with the previous pcpvifctBi Kal

itopdHart Toie Btoiv ra itpd but with otro’Ct opxovi ptydXovs ktX. jrat

dpaodptyoi irrX. He speaks, in fact, of the moral obligation of the
jury who have taken the oath, as judges not as Mystai. In Ar., Han.,
455 f!.,the words ooo» stand loosely side by side with tvatpij

Tpdnoy n<pi tovs {<rav( icat rous iSt<uTar. (Of the Samothrakian
mj'Steries Dtodoros says, 5, 49, 6 ; ytveadat id ^oot irai eiot^artpovs
Kai 8t>raiOT<povr ttai trord irdv fieXrioyas cavTcuT Tovr Tuiy pwrijpLmy
KOivo/vijeavTa;—as it seems without effort on their part by a pure act

of grace.)
•* l-'ormal or verlial instruction of a theological or moral kind was

not supplied at Eleusis ; so much may be stated without fear of con-
tradiction since the work of Lobeck. Thus, the three commandments
of Triptolcmos, which acc. to Xenokrates iiapu-ovot 'EXtvaiyt (Porph.,
Abs. 4. 22) cannot be regarded as moral precepts proclaimed at the
mystenes : indeed, there is nothing to lead one to conclude that they
had anything to do with the mystery festival at Eleusis. In character
these very simple precepts seem related to the laws of Bouzyges,
with whom Triptolemos is sometimes confused (Haupt, Opusc. iii, 505)
and were very likely, like them, recited at some agricultural festival.

Supposing further that the third " law ” of Triptolemos
: i^a pi)

oinadai was really (as Xenokr. seems to have understood it) intended
to recommend a complete diro;(^ tp>l>vx'^'’< *t certainly cannot
have been proclaimed at the Eleusmia (though this is what Dieterich

thinks happenetl, Sekyia, 165). It is surely unthinkable that the
Mystai at Eleusis were, after the Orphic model, absolutely forbidden
to' eat flesh for the rest of their lives. It remains a posribility that

the precept had quite a different meaning—it docs not definitely speak
of the killing of animals—and that it belongs to some simple farmer’s

festival (not to the great festival of Eleusis, but rather, e.g. the Haloa)
at which the farmer was recommended to spare his live stock (just as

the third of the three laws of Demona.ssa at Cyprus forbade the farmer

pi) dnoKrtirai PoCv dpdrpsoy, P.Chr.64, 3 [329 K,, 148 Am.]; .Attic law ap.
Ael. VH. 5, 14, etc.).—In any case to bring all this into connexion
with the mystery festi\*al of Eleusis is absolutely without justification.



CHAPTER VII

Ideas of the Future Life

Certain allusions in Plutarch and Lucian * would lead us to

suppose that the " mysterj'-drama ” of Eleusis included also

a visual exhibition of the underworld and its blest, or unblest,

inhabitants. But these contemporaries of a final and luxuriant

flowering of mysterj'-religions of every kind can serve as

reliable witnesses only for their own period. In their day the
Eleusinian festival, in competition it may be with other secret

worships which were invading the Greco-Roman world in

ever-increasing numbers, seems to have undergone a con-

siderable alteration and extension of its primitive and
traditional shape. We may doubt whether in earlier, classical

times the Eleusinia can have attempted to bind the
imagination with what were alwa>'5 petty details, or coniine

within formal limits what lay beyond all human experience.

Still the solemn promise of future blessedness made in the

mystic festival may, at any rate, have stimulated the

imagination of its worshippers and given a more definite turn

to their own natural efforts to picture the life to come. The
ideas cultivated at Eleusis unmistakably contributed to the

process by which the picture of Hades acquired colour and
distinctness. Even without such stimulu.s, the natural instinct

of the Greeks at ail periods to give form even to what was
essentially formless, worked in the same direction. The limits

set by Homeric beliefs about the future world had made
the Odj'sscan description of a descent to Hades seem a risky

experiment only to be undertaken with the greatest caution.

Now, however, since the rc-establi.shment of the belief in a
conscious after-life of the disembodied soul, such imaginative

bodyings-forth of the invisible realm of shadows had become
apparently the most natural and innocent cmplo>Tncnt of

poetic fancy.

The stor>' of Odysseus’ journey to Hades and its expansion
in conformity with the gradually increasing distinctness with
which the life after death was conceived, was followed at an
early period in the development of Epic poetry by further

accounts of such journeys undertaken by other heroes.

A Hcsiodic poem described the descent of Theseus and
PeirithoOs to the underworld.* A Nekyia, the details of which
are unknown, ocaured in the poem of the Return of the heroes
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from Troy. The epic which went by the name of the
“ Minyas ” seems to have given considerable space to a descent
to Hades.* The ancient fable of Herakles’ descent to Hades
and conflicts in the underworld received embellishment at

more than one pwt’s hand.* As a result of such repeated and
rival interpretations of the storj' the stock of characters and
events associated with Hades was gradually and continually
being enlarged. Accident has preserved to us the fact about the
littlc-knouTi Minyas that it, too, added to the details of the
picture. To what e.xtcnt popular imagination and mythology,
on the one hand, and poetic inventiveness, on the other, may
have been resjwnsible for all this we can hardly say. It seems
probable that here, as in the development of so many Greek
myths, on the whole the balance of invention lay on the side

of the poets. Purely poetic visions or pictures like that of the

translation of individual heroes to Elysium may have gradually
won their way to jxjpular acceptance. “ Dearest Harmodios,”
said the Athenian Skolion, “ thou art not dead indeed, but
livest yet, men sa)-, in the Islands of the Blest.’’ Not that there
was anjthing fi.\ed or dogmatic on the {wint. In a funeral

oration HyfX'rides represents Leosthenes and his companions
in battle as meeting in Hades, among the illustrious dead,
the TjTannicides, Harmodios and Aristogeiton.*

Much that may have been the invention of poets for the

filling up or furnishing of the desert region so stamped itself

ujxin the general mind that it almost seemed the natural ^owth
of authentic popular belief. Everyone was familiar with the
guardian of the gate of Plouton, the malignant hound of

Hades who admits everyone but lets no one out again. He is

the same creature, long known from the adventure of Herakles.

which is already nanuHl Kerlieros by Hesitxl. * Like the gate and
the gate-keejxT, the waters that divide Erebos from the world
of the living are already known to Homer. Now they have a
Ferryman added to them, the churlish old man Charon, who,
like a .second Kerberos, safely transports everyone across the

water, but lets no one return.* The Minyas is the first to

mention him : that he became a real figure of popular belief

(as he is still in Greece to this day, though with altered

significance) is shown by pictures on the Attic vases that were

put into the graves with the dead. These represent the soul

as it stands upon the sedgy bank and meets the ferrjTnan who
will carry it over to the other side wiience no man returns.®

The custom of bur>'ing the dead with a small coin fixed between

the teeth was also explained as provision for the passage-

money that would have to be paid to Charon.*
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§ 2

The soul, then, being safelj* arrived on the other bank and
Kerberos passed by—what awaited it there ? Those who had
been initiated into the mj-steries now counted uf>on enjoj-ing

the glad future that their hopes had formerly pictured.

In reality this blessed future, vouchsafed by the grace of the

deities who rule below, was not very hard to obtain. So many
were initiated and recommended to divine favour that the

picture of Hades, once so gloomy, began to assume a more
genial aspect. Quite early we meet with the general name of
" Blessedness ” as applied to the future life ; while the dead
without much distinction are called the “ Blessed

Of course, anyone who had been so foolish as to neglect or

despise initiation has “ not the same fate below ”, as the

Hymn to Demeter discreetly puts it. Only the initiated have
life, says Sophokles : the uninitiated, with whom it goes ill

in the land Mow, can hardly have been thought of otherwise
than as floating in the glimmering half-life of the shadows in

the Homeric Erebos. Well-meaning modem efforts to read a

moral meaning into things Greek have sought to prove
that the Greeks, too, had a genuine popular belief in a future

judgment and recompense for the past deeds and character

of the dead. Homer makes hardly the most distant allusion

to such a belief. The perjurer alone suffers in Homer the
punishment at the hands of the gods of the underworld which
he had invoked upon himself in his oath. Even the " Sinners

”

and their punishment which later imitation added to the story

of Odysseus’ Journey to Hades, considered without prejudice,

do not support the opinion that Homeric poetr\’ knew of a

belief in retribution hereafter. Later poets were only following

this model when they made other enemies of the gods endure
eternal punishment in Hades—ThamjTis, for example, or

Amphion (as the A/m^’as related), and laterixion in particular."

.Ml this does not, even in the slightest degree, suggest a general
belief in future rewards and punishment. Of course, there is

the judgment that is given in Hades by " One " according to

Pindar (Of. ii, 65), but this occurs in connexion with a

description of the ” last things ” which the poet has borrowed
from the teachings of mystic separatists. Aeschylus ** knows
of a judgment pronounc^ by Hades himself ; but his thoughts
about divine retribution both on earth and hereafter are

derived from his own religious temperament which was entirely

opposed to the popular Miefs of his day and more inclined

to accept the speculative doctrines of the theologians. The
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first precise account of the three judges in Hades, Minos,

Rhadamanthys, and Aiakos, who judge the deeds of men done
in their lifetime upon earth occurs in Plato in a description of

the other world which reproduces anything rather than the

popular beliefs of the time.** Later on, the picture of thejudges

in Hades (to whom Triptolemos was also added),'* like many
other details of the Platonic eschatological myths, became a
real part of popular fancy, as allusions in later literature and
even, perhaps, pictures of the underworld on vase-paintings

from Southern Italy, bear w’itness. But the idea that in the

supreme period of Greek culture the belief in a judgment and
judges in Hades, who passed sentence on the deeds of men done
on earth, had really any root in popular belief, is quite un-

proved and can be shown to be erroneous from the argument
ex sileniio. And where there are no judges no judgment can
take place.

VVe often sec it asserted that the belief in a future state of

compensation for the good and evil deeds of this world was
obtained by the Greeks from the Eleusinian mysteries. In

reality the opposite is true ; if and in so far as the Greeks ever

received or entertained such a belief in future rewards and
punishments the mysteries of Eleusis had nothing whatever to

do w'ith the matter. We have only to remember the simple

fact that the Eleusinian mysteries admitted to initiation,

with the single exception of those stained by the crime of

murder, Greeks of all sorts without any inquiry’ into their

past life and actions, or even their character. The initiated

were promised a blessed life hereafter ; a gloomy fate aw’aited

the uninitiated. The difference was not made by goodness
or badness ;

" Pataikion the thief will have a better fate

after his death because he has been initiated at Eleusis than
Agesilaos or Epameinondas ” sneered Diogenes the Cynic.

Not political or moral worth but " spiritual ” merit alone is

decisive. Nor will anyone be very' surprised at that. It is so

in most religions. But in any case, the idea of a sentence paissed

on virtue or vice in Hades had been forestalled by the system
of rewards and punishments in the lower world which the

mysteries had already formulated from quite a different point

of view. Where the mysteries were seriously and con-

scientiously taken they would rather have thrown their

weight into the scales against any such idea, if it began to

make itself felt, of compensation for good and evil de^ in

Hades ; they certainly?^ contained nothing that fostered such

a belief.

No doubt in the long run, among a spiritually alert people,.
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the morality inculcated by religion allied itself freely and
without reluctance to the morality of the citizen in its

independent development. Only in this way could the former
maintain its ascendancy. Thus, in the minds of many of the

Greeks the idea of religious justification (through the
mx'steries) may have lent its support to the idea of civic just

dealing
;
and. at the same time, the company of the unblest

who had neglected the sacred mysteries and their future

salvation as well, was increased by the not unimportant body
of those who receive the wages of sin in Hades and expiate
their crimes against the gods, the family, and the civil society

of men. Those who have taken a false oath, parricides, violators

of the laws of hospitality are made by .\ristophanes (in the
Frogs) to “ lie in the mud ”—a form of penalty originally

anticipated lor the uninitiated in some Orphic private

mysteries, but now transferred by him to those guilty of moral
misdemeanours.** Tlic inconsistency with the promises made
in the mysteries themselves involved in such conceptions

maj- have been the less obser\-cd just because the idea of a
future s>-stem of compensation in accordance with the require-

ments of morality was never seriously or fully developed, but
remained merely a matter of vague suggestion. In circum-
stances of real need that ideal never satisfied anyone in Greece.

Men expected to sec the retributive power of the gods visibly

active upon earth ; those in whom experience weakened this

belief would not have derived much comfort from the idea of

compensation hereafter. Evcrj'one knows the tj'pical case of

Diagoras, the " Atheist ”.*•

§ 3

The picturing of the future life, however seriously it might
be carried on by adherents of certain mystical .sects, remained
for the poets and the public at Athens in the fifth centur>’

little more than an amusement of idle fancy in which a man
might indulge his own whim with perfect freedom. The
comic poets from Pherekrates onwards regarded a Descent

‘

into the Unknown country as a suitable framework for a
burlesque play.*’ According to their fancy a Paradise, like that

of the golden age on earth when Kronos still ruled, awaited
the " Blessed " in the world below ;

*• a “ City of Delight ” *•

such as men hoped to meet with at the ends of the world, or

even somewhtn-e upon the real world. It is from a comedy,
the Frogs of Aristophanes, in connexion with the Descent to

Hades of a typical commonplace Athenian citizen, who for

the time being plays the ^ast of Dionysos, that we get a
clearer outline of the geography of the lower regions. Beyond
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the Acherousian Sea with its cross-grained ferr>'man dwell
snakes and monsters of all kinds. Having passed by the
darkness and putrescence of the slough in which wallow per-

jurers and those who have committed crimes against father or

stranger, the way leads to the palace of Plouton, near which
lives the chorus of those who have been initiated into the

mysteries. For them even in Hades the sun dispenses a
brilliant light ; they dance in myrtle groves and sing to the
sound of the flute hymns of praise to the gods of the under-
world.*® separation of the inhabitants of the lower regions

into two clas.ses as taught by the mysteries, is here also carried

through : at least clear consciousness is implied in the case of

the Mystai which in itself marks clearly the change which has
taken place since the Nekyia of the Odyssey. Then there are

other regions in Hades besides the places where the initiated

and the impious dwell. There is a reference to the plain of

Lethe,§ ** and to the place where Oknos is plaiting the rope

which his she-ass gnaws to pieces as fast as he plaits it. This
is a parody, half humorous, half pathetic, of the Homeric
figures of Sisyphos and Tantalos ; a sort of bourgeois counter-

part of that Homeric aristocracy of the enemies of heaven,
whose punishment, as Goethe remarked, is a type of ever-

unrewarded labour. But. we may ask, what had honest

Oknos done to deserv'e this fate of eternally fruitless toil ?

He is only a man like other men, but he “ typifies all human
endeavour.” That anyone could have introduced such
quaint inventions of innocent humour into the realm of Hades
shows how far all this was from theological seriousness.

§ •»

We ought to be able to observe the change which had come
over the conception of the future life since the days of Homer
from a consideration of the pictme of the Underworld which
Polygnotos of Thasos painted on one of the walls of the Hall

of the Knidians at Delphi. The details of this picture are

precisely known to us from the account given by Pausanias.

The first impression that we get from it is the extraordinary

vagueness and undeveloped state of the mythology’ of the

underworld at this period, about the middle of the fifth

century-. On the wall was represented the questioning of

Teiresias by Odysseus ; the companies of heroes, the men
and women of poetry, occupied the greater part of the space.

The divine judgment of heaven was illustrated by the figures

of the Homeric " Sinners ”, Tityos, Tantalos, and Sisyphos.

Outside the ranks of the Heroic company is Oknos and his
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she-ass. But where is the reward of virtue, the punishment of

wickedness ? In expiation of the worst excesses, those

committed against gods and parents, a temple-robber receives

a cup of poison from a sorceress,** and an undutiful son is

being choked by his own father.** Apart from these evil-

doers are the " uninitiated ", those who have made light of the
Eleusinian mysteries. Because they have mi.ssed the “ com-
pletion ” of the initiation they are now forced, men and
women, to pour water from broken pitchers into a (perforated)

jar in ever-unavailing endeavour.** There is no sign anjwhere
of a judge who should separate the souls into two classes ;

and of the monsters of the underworld there only appears the

corpse-devouring daimon Eurynomos who must have been
known to the artist from some local legend.** Of the reward
of the " virtuous “ there is not a trace, and even the hopes of

the initiated in the m\’steries are only vaguely alluded to in

the casket w’hich Kleoboia, as she crosses the river in Charon’s
boat with Tellis, is holding on her knee.** This is a symbol
of the sacred mysteries of Dcmeter which Kleoboia once
brought from Paros to Thasos, the home of Polygnotos.

With this series of pictures, hardly altered at all from
Homer,** contrast for a moment the scenes of torment repre-

sented in Etruscan pictures of the Underworld, or the pedantic

details of the trial of the dead on the day of judgment
as the Egy'ptians elaborated them in picture and writing.

From such gloomy severity, from the rigid and over-

powering dogmatism that a people without imagination had
constructed for itself out of religious speculations and visions

won by much labour and thought, the Greeks were fortunately

preserved by their own genius. Their fancy is a winged god
whose nature it is to pass lightly over things—not to fall

heavily to earth and there remain ponderously prostrate.

Nor were they very susceptible during their b^t centuries

to the infectious malady of a " sick conscience What had
they to do with pictures of an underworld of purgatory and
torment in expiation of all imaginary types and degrees of

sin, as in Dante’s ghastly Hell ? It is true that even such
dark fancies of the Christian Hell are in part derived from
Greek sources. But it was only the misguided fancy of

particular isolated sects that could call forth such pictures

as these, and recommend itself to a philosophic speculation

which in its worst excesses violently contradict^ all the
most fundamental principles of Greek culture. The people
and the religion of Greece, the mysteries which her cities

organized and deemed holy, may be freely acquitted of ail

snch aberrations.
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* Plu. (the MSS. wongly give Thcmistios) de An. fr. 6 ap. Stob.,
FI. iv. 52 b. 48 H. « p. 107. 27 ff. Mein. ; Luc., Catapl. 23.

* Paus. 9, 31, 5.

* The remains in Kinkel, Frag. Epic, i, 215 ff. This Mirvdi was
identified by K. O. Mflllcr, Orchom*., p. 12, with the Orphic Karafiaais

eis ''i4»8ot/, and this suggestion has been followed, though with hesita-

tion, even bv I,.obcck, Agl. 360, 373. It rests solely on the fact that the
Orphic naraPaais was very doubtfully ascribed according to Clemens
to Prodikos of Samos, according to Suidas to Herodikos of Perinthos
(or to Kerkops, or to Orpheus of Kamarina)

;
while the Minyas,

according to Pans. 4 , 33, 7. was very doubtfully ascribed to Prodikos
of Phokaia. MQUer first identified Prodikos of Samos with Herodikos
of Perinthos, and then both of them with Prodikos of Phokaia. The
justification of such a procedure is by no means " self-evident ” and
the identification—entirely depending upon this quite arbitrary

view—of the Orphic Kardfiaait tit ’’Athov with the Minyas is in the
last degree hazardous. Such an alternative title to an ancient narrative

poem can only be defended by fictitious and quite untenable parallels.

The name Afivudt has no parallel in Orphic literature, and suggests rather

a poem dealing with heroic adventure in which the Nekyia would
only be an episode. If we are to believe in the double title we require

at least to be told how the name (Minyas) could possibly have been
given to a poem whose contents as impUed by the title Kord^oair eir

‘^i4<Sov plainly consisted in a descent to Hades—made by Orpheus
himself (as Lobeck also understands, p. 373). Besides, ever^^ng
we learn about the Nekyia of the Minyas differs widely from the temper
and doctrine of Orphism, which should have manifested themselves
very distinctly in such a vision of the life to come. Nor is anything
from the Minyas given elsewhere under the name of Orpheus, like

so many of the details of underworld mythology. There is nothing
to suggest that it wa,s Orpheus who sought the atra atria Dilis : an
unprejudiced interpretation of Jr. 1 (ap. Paus. 10, 28, 2) would suggest

that it was rather Theseus and Peirithoos whose descent to Hades
supplied the framework for the Hades episode in the pMm. There
is then not the slightest justification for including the Minyas in the

list of Or{)hic poems or for citing what is knowm of its contents as Orphic
mythological doctrine (which last I^beck himself did not do : he knew
too well the real nature and meaning of Orphism). Cf. Dfimnder,
Delphiha, p. 19 (Has. 1894).

' Allusions in the Iliad and
)ld poem on the journey . _ ^

missioned by Eurysthens, conducted by Athene (and Hermes),
went down below and wounded Hades himself and carried off the dog
of Hades. Many hands must subsequently have taken part in filling

in the details of the adventure : we cannot, however, definitely name
the poet who gave its final form and character to the whole. As far

as the individual features of the poem are known to us (esp. from the
survey given in [Apollod.], 2, 12. Myth. Gr., 2, 122 ff. \V., combining
both early and late mythological characteristics), they arc rather the
features of a vigorous story of heroic adventure, full of movement
and tending to the gruesome and the extravagant—^not of a static or
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tranquil narrative that would allow of the calm reception of pictures

illustrating the quiet ordinarj’ life and events of frequent occurrence

in the mysterious world of darkness. In this respect the KaraPams
of Herakles in its traditional form must have didered noticeably

from the Nekyia in A, well as from the Minyas. In fact, not one
of the fabulous details current in later times about Hades can be traced

back to a description in the Herakles adventure (even " Kerberos
”

seems to have got his name elsewhere).
* Hyperides, Epit. 5 35-9 = p. 92 f. (Blass*) ; Leosthencs will meet

cr "Atioa the Heroes of the Trojan war, the Persian war, and also

Harmodios and Aristogeiton. This is a stereotyped rhetorical idea :

cf. PI., Ap. 4

1

A-C. .An epigram from Knossos on a Cretan u ho has
distinguished himself in a cavalry battle (EC//. 1889, p. 60, 11. 1-2,

after Simon., Ep. 99, 3-4 Bgk.), 11. 9-10 ; rovvtjtd ot KaS'

ofi^yupiv d irAvrdr tot troAiooodjfiu ovyBpovoy ' IhofitytZ.

• Kerberos is first named in Hes.. Tk. 31 1, and he is the same hound
of Hades which Homer knows and leaves unnamed, as llesirxl does.

Tk. 769 fl. According to this account he admits everyone, fawning
about them and wagging his tail : but anyone who tries to slip out
of Hades again he devours. That Kerberos inspires terror in those
who enter Hades is therefore a conception of later ages (when his

name was sometimes derived from the fact that he ras niipas, o Si/Aol

Tor : Porph. ap. Eus., PE. 3, 11. 1 1
,
p. 1 10 A, etc.) :

the superstitions arc afraid rw Ktpfi/pip itaiaxytoflat (PIu., .V.P. Suat

.

Ep. IIOS .A; cf. Verg.. A. \r,’40l ; .Apul., Met. i, 15 fin.). The honey
cakes given to those who enter Hades arc intended to pacify him
(Sch. Ar.. Lys. 601 ; Verg., A. vi, 420 ; Ap., .Met. vi. 19). It cannot
be proved that this is an ancient conception (certainly not from the
absurd invention of Philochoros, fr. 46, to which Dietench, Sekyta,

49, appeals). Ar., Lys. 601, speaks of the /mAitovtto for the dead
without suggesting any such purpose ; and in fact honeycakes would
hardly be a satisfactory bait to a dog ; they rather suggest offerings

for underworld snakes (as in the cave of Trophonios, Ar , A m. 507 ;

for the Asklepios-snakc, Herond. iv, 90-1) and for spirits appearing
as snakes (and hence customary at offerings for the dead, and even
e.g. according to the precepts of the when digging up medicinal
plants, Thphr., HP. 9, 8, 7), In the lines of Sophokles, OC. 1574 ff.,

LOscheke, Aus <Ur UnUrwell, p. 9 (Progr. Dorpat, 1888) finds an ex-
pression of the idea that there was need of pacifpng Kerb, in his rage
against souls entering Hades. In reality nothing of the kind is even
suggested there. The traditional text is unintelligible, and is emended
and interpreted with probable correctness by Nauck (ids instead of

Sy). Adopting this correction the words express a prayer of the
Chorus addressed to a child of Tartaros and Oe, who is called

i aUrvwyos, which must mean ’* who sends to everlasting sleep ” (not
" who sleeps for ever ”)—(or to separate wait Pit nal Taprdpov from
aUrvwos as the Schol. would do, is impossible. The aUvvnvof, as
the Schol. has already noticed, can hardly be anyone else than Thanatos
(it would be an unintelligible epithet (or Hesychos, of whom L. thinks).

Thanatos, however, is nowhere else called son of Tartaros and Ge
(nor is Hesychos, while Typhon and Echidna arc, though the adj.

would not suit them ; who else besides Soph., OC. 40, calls the Erinyes
daughters of Ge and Skotos ?). The Chorus pray to him (acc. to
Nauck’s correction) to mant Oedipus a safe passage in his journey
to Hades. Terrors of all kinds were to be met witli on the way there,

84«r sal Bfipla (Ar., Pa. 143 (I., 278 fl. ;
we may also remember Verg.,
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A. vi, 273 S., 285 ff., etc.) : that Kerberos is among these terrors is

suggested by Soph, as little as it is by Aristoph. in the Frogs.
In fact, Soph, had spoken of him a few lines before (1569 ff.) in words
which suggest anything rather than danger to those who enter Hades.
Sophokles, then, cannot be made to serve as witness for the view that
the Greeks thought of Kerberos after the manner of the two piebald
dogs of the Indian Yama that terrify and drive back the dead.
Further, there is no good evidence for a Greek tradition of two hounds
of Hell. Nor can it be proved by the case adduced by Ldsebeke :

the picture on a sarcophagus from Klaromcnai of a naked boy bolding
a cock in each hand and standing between two (female) dogs that
leap round him (in a manner suggesting play rather than anger).
The picture can hardly have a mythic^ sense. This cannot give
support to the view (as old as Wilford) that Kip^spos is no other than
one of the two piebald (fabala) dogs of Yama and a creation of primitive
Indo-Germanic times. In any case, the evidence is weak enough. See
Gruppe, Gr. CulU u. Mythen, i, 113-14; Oldenberg, Rel. d. Veda,
538 [

= 459 Fr. T.].
’ Agatharch. p. 115, 14 ff. Mall., says that it is a piopular belief

Tale oOKiTt ivrutv touS Tiiirous if mpBpUt SiavXtiv, iyovras Xdptava
ravttXtfpov icai KUptpvi^rijv, 7va ttaratnpa^ivrts ix^pas initiotvrai

» Cf. V. Duhn, Arch. Zeit. 1885, 19 ff.
: Johrb. arch. Inst, ii, 240 If.

• Charon’s fare (2 obols instead of the otherwise usual one—the
difference not satisfactorily explained) is first mentioned in Ar., Ran.
140, 270. That this i.s the purpose of the money that was inserted
between the teeth of the dead is frequently asserted by later authors.
The many different names which were given to this " Charon’s penny *’

(xapKaioiv, cf. Ixibeck, Prol. Path. 351 ; (raTiTifgioK, Sai’axi; and simply
raCXov

:

sec Henistcrh. Lucian, li, 514 ff.) show that this idea
and the symbolism underlying it was a favourite subject of speculation.
In spite of this we may doubt whether the custom of supplying the
dead with a small coin has really arisen out of the tvish to give them
the fare-penny for the underworld ferryman. It is extremely doubtful
whether Charon and his boat can have been figures of such clear

dogmatic fixity as to have given rise to such a remarkable custom
expressing itself in such a literal fashion. The custom itself, now.
It seems, attested in Greece only from graves of a late period (sec

Ross. Archoal. Aufs. i, 29, 32, *57 Anm. ; Raoul Rochette, Mtm.
de I’Inst. dt Fr., Ac. des Ins. xiii. p. 665 f.) must be ancient (though
no older than the use of coined money in Greece), and has held its own
with the most remarkable tenacity in many parts of the Roman
Empire to a late age—even through the Middle Ages to our own time
(cf. among others .\laury. La magic el I'astral, dans Lantiq. 158, 2).

it is not very hard to understand that it might be ingeniously con-
nected with the poetical stoiy of the ferryman of the dead, and this

plausible explanation of the strange custom might then become a
part of jxipular belief. The custom itself ought rather to have been
brought into connexion with the practice common in many lands
of satisftnng the req^uirements of the dead by the gift of some diminutive
and all but symbolical object which is offered at burial and put in the

grave (see something of the kind in Tylor, i. 193-4). Parva petunt
Manes

:
pietas pro divitc grata cst munere ; non avidos Styx habet

ima deos. The obol may be the last symbolical vestige of the entire

property of the dead which the ancient law of the dead required to be
placed undiminished in their graves, rrfivijfg . . . ix mXXSrv ifioXiv
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ftoCvor irtyKdfttros the epigram of Antiphanes Maced. (AP. xi, 168)
expresses more nearly perhaps, though in sentimental language, the
original and primitive intention of the gift of an obol, than does the
fcUe of Charon’s penny (cf. AP. xi, 171, 7 ; 209, 3). According to

German superstition *' money should be laid in the mouth of the dead
man so that if he has buried a treasure he may not return ”, Grimm,
p. 178S, n. 207. Here the undoubtedly ancient conception is quite

dearly betrayed : that by giving a coin the property of the dead was
boughl up. The evidence for this first and prop« meaning of the

custom has been preserved in the strangest fasMon, together with
the custom itself, even down to the eighteenth century, when J. Chr.
M&nnlingen voices it, Albertaten 3S3 (summarized in A. Schultz,

AlllagsUben e. i. Ftau im 18 Jh., p. 232 f.) : this custom, common
both to heathendom and Christianity, of putting a penny in the coffin

of the dead " means that men buy up the property of the dead,
whereby they think they will have good luck in their life ”.

** Ar., Tagenisl. Jr. 488, 9: 8>d raSra yap rot Kai KaXoCvrai (o<

vCKpot) pMKopiot. was yap Kiyti ns, d fioKapi'rijt ofyirat jtrA. ^curaptri^r,

then, was already, by that time, a common expression for the dead
which had lost its full sense and value, just like the Gorman "selig

"

(which is borrowed from Greek), Strictly speaking it means a
condition approaching the existence of the poKaprs 8toi aiir iovrts.

The full meaning still appears in the appeal to the heroized Persian
monarch ; pawapiras iaoiaipmr fiamXtvs, Aesch., Prrs. 633 {tvr S’ iori

fuuraipa Saipatr, E., Ale. 1003) ; cf. also Xen., Ages, xi, 8, ropHiar red;

cvkAzu; r«rcA<vTif<rerar pawapiavs. Such passages allow us to see that
pMxapsos, poKopirtfs were not used of the dead in any sense war
irrippaair, as sometimes is (Plu., Q. Cr. v, p. 292 B ; though
cm grave inscr. it is generally meant in its proper sense) ; cf.

Phot, Suid. paKopTrsis frequently occurs as applied to one lately

dead in late writers: see Kuhnken, Tim., p 59. l.chrs, Popul.
Aufs p. 344. Doric form iaptpiras Phot, paxapiras. pawapla
”
Blessedness ”, the land of the Blessed, i.e. the dead, is only used

in a humorous sense in such phrases as away is ^axaplav (Ar. Eq. 1151),

fiakX’ is paxaplar. So, too, is is iXfitar. ws (t; paxaplar' to sis fSov,
Phot, (pawapla, the name of a sacrificial cake—Harp. MijAara—occurs
in modem Greek usage as a cake used at funerals, I>ob., Agl. 879).

The punishment of Ixion lor his ingratitude to Zeus consisted
according to the older form of the story in lus being fastened to a winged
wheel a^ then being whirled through the air. That Zeus irap-
•rdptsosr him (Sch. Eur., PM. 1185) must then be a later story or one
which did not become current till later: not until A.R. iii, 61 f.. is

there any mention of Ixion in Hades, though after him frequently
;

cf. Klfigmann, Annali d. Inst., 1873, pp. 93-5. (The analogy with
the punishment of Tantalos and its di.splacemcnt from the upper
world to Hades is obvious ; see Coroparetti, PhUol. 32. 237.)

*• Aesch., Eum.2^31. ; cf. Supp.230 f. The fact that in this passage
the poet says iwsl Siwalsi ripwXaw^paS’, uts Mayas, Zsits iMMas
simply shows that he is not simply following his own ideas in this

fancy of a judgment in the other world (oi5«r ipis i p0$os). It does
not tn the least suggest (as Oieterich, Nek. 126, seems to think) that
he is reproducing popular tradition or could be so doing. Only theo-
logical doctrines, at that time at least, knew anything of such a judg-
ment in the future life upon the deeds of this : it is their M6yot that
Aesch. is following (in this one point). See below, p. 425.

** Corf. 523 A fi. (whence Axioch. 371 B 8., etc.). When Plato
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imt Tuv i)iu8imv ilieaioi iyivtam rtf iavruv filtf. He sa5rs nothing
of a judgment pven on the deeds done in this life, and clearly does not
imply any decision as to the good or evil deserts of those who have
just left the upper world and come down to Hades. We should be
much rather led to suppose that those aXtjdus itKoaral, olntp xal
Xiyovrat ixtX exercise their powers as judges among the dead,
too, and decide between them in their disputes just as Minos does in

the Nekyia of A 568-71, and as Rhadamanthys still does in Pi., O.
ii, 83 ff., on the paKaptov vioor. Only the number of those who have
this wide authority below is extended (in Plato) almost indefinitely.

The process seems to have been as follows : the allusions-in the Odyssey
were taken up and in the course of the elaboration of the picture of

Hades the number was enlarged of those who like Minos are patterns
of justice among the dead and give judgment among them. Then
philosophico-poetical speculation (perhaps not without Egyptian in-

fluence) about a judgment in the next world handed over to this

increased number of judges in Hades the office of judging the conduct
during their lifetime of those who have just entered Hades.—^The

selection of judges is not hard to understand. Aiakos, Rhadamanthys,
and Minos are regarded as patterns of justice ; Dem. 18, 127. Minos
as judge in Hades was taken from A 568 fi. Rhadamanthys is known
to S 564 as dwelling among those who have been translated alive

to Elysion. There he is—not judge : there is nothing there to judge,
but—waptSpof of Kronos, acc. to Pi., O. ii, 83. As soon as men
began to transfer Elysion to Hades (of which more later) Rhad. also

found his place there. His fame as the most just of judges (see

Cratin., JfW/xuwr, 231 [i, p. 83 K.] ; PI., Lg. 948 B, etc. ; cf. also

Plu., Thes. 16 ad fin.) allowed him easily to find his place next to Minos
as judge over the dead. Aiakos, too, as a model of tM^eia (Isoc.

9. 14, etc.), lawgiver to Acgina, arbitrator among the gods themselves
(Pi., I. viii, 24 f.), seemed naturally called to be a judge among the
dead. His position as judge, however, was never so secure as that
of Minos and Rhadamanthys. Pindar, though he often speaks of

Aiakos and the Aiakidai gives no hint of a special position held by
Aiakos in the next world. Isoc. 9, 15, A/ycru trapa UXoirmn >cat

Kopjj fuyiaras rifaf nepehpvirtr iittivots where nothing is implied
as to his office of judge but merely to the honour done to .Aiakos in

being given a seat near the ruling pair (cf. Pi.. O. ii. 83, of Rhad. ;

Ar., Jia. 765. there is a rule in Hades that the best artist XapPdrer
tpimv roS UXoikaivos Proedria of the Mv'Stai in Hades, etc.).

Aiakos is nXuSoSgos of Hades ; FApollod.] 3, 12, 6, 10 ; Epigr. Gr.,

646, 4; P. Mag. Par. 1264 fi. ; wvXap6s (cf. Hades himself as
mXdprijS, e 368) in Luc., D. Mort. 13, 3 ; 20. 1. 6 ; 22, 3 ;

De Loci. 4 :

Phitops. 25 and Philostr., VA. 7, 31, p. 385 K. " Holder of the Key ”

is an office of high distinction (suggested in the case of Aiakos perhaps
by the cult offered to him tr^ether with chthonic powers) : keys
belong to many of the gods—Plouton himself, Paus. 5, 20, 3, and
others ; see Taiel and Dissen on Pi., /*. 8, 4 ; in P. Mag. Par. 1403
comes the trimeter, xArtioCxc Flrptripattoa Taprapov xopi). It is difficult

to believe that the attribution of this remarkable office of distinction

to Aiakos was a later invention than the apparently commonplace
office of judge. It seems, in fact, that Eurip. in the Peirilhoos

(Jr. 591 N.) made Aiakos the first to meetHerakles as he entered Hades,
i.e. probably at the gate itself. It can hardly be anything but a
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reminiscence of Eurip. that suggested (not to Aristoph. himself

—

see Hiller. Hermes viii, 455—but to a well-read grammatictts) the
name " Aiakos ” as that of the person who meets Herakles at the very
gate of Plouton in the Frogs (1. 464). Just because the story of Aiakos*

position as holder of the key at the gate of Hades was an old one and
mentioned by respected authorities, the belief in his position as judge
never quite preva^ed, in spite of Plato.

** This is obviously Attic invention. Plato certainly mentions
Triptolemos in addition to Minos and the other judges. But it seems
that to the Athenians Minos was unacceptable as a type of justice

(he was, especially on the stage, the object of bitter attacks as an enemy
of the country ; see Plu., Tkes. 16). and they tried to substitute their

own Triptolemos for him in the triad of judges. Thus we find

Triptolemos not beside Minos but in his place in a picture of the
underworld on a vase from Altamura (Tript. Aiak. Rhad.), and in an
analogous picture on an amphora at Karlsruhe (Aiak. Tript., the left

side is broken oH but prob. represented Khadamanthys not .Minos).

Cf, Winkler, Darst. d. Vnterwrlt auf. untented. Vasrn, p. 37. For
the rest, noting suggests that the three judges on these vase-pictures
pass judgment on the deeds of men done in their lifetime : in strictness

nothing is implied about their giving judgments. What is certain

is simply that they, as types of justice. Viri raioi roC nXourmrot
oUoOotf ilvpair (like the Ms'stai in .Ar., /fa. 163) : they enjoy the rights

of wdpeSpat of the divine pair, and hence they are sealed on dpivoi or

iiipo..
** Ar., fta. 145 ff., 273 fl.

*' Darkness and mud.” okotos koI

fiop^pof, as manner and place of punishment for o/iiiijToi xai aTiXtaroi,

are denved from Orphic teaching ; PI., /ip. 363 I) ; Olympual. f<n

Pt., Phd. 69 C. By an inaccurate extension of meaning this fate

was said to threaten all ar/Xeoroi without distinction ; Plu. w.

ap. Stob. Fl. 120, 28 (4. 108, 2 Mein.) ; AnsUd., Eleus., p. 421 D.«.
ii, 30 Kcil ; Plot., 1. 6, 6. Plotin'/S undoubtedly has the right
interpretation of the reason for this strange form of punishment :

the mud in which the uninitiated lie marks them out as KteaBapn/rovs
who have not shared in the purifications such as were offered by the
Orphic initiation ceremonies. Hence they remain fixed for ever in

their original foulness (and in darkness liecause of their ignorance of

the 9*!a). It is, in fact, an allegorical punishment which has no meaning
outside the range of Orphic doctrines of hatharsis and atonement.
Aristoph. transfers it to those who have seriously transgressed the
laws of city or religion, for whom it was unsuitable : this only shows
that an appropriate penalty in Hades for crimes against civil society
had not yet licen invented. It bad evidently lieen thought sufficient

to .say generally that the ioePeU lor at least the more heinous offenders)
would lie punished in Hades. This commonplace form of the opinion
is probably to be regarded as a final echo of some definite theological
doctrine which had hccome vulgarized and emptied of distinct meaning
among the general public of the profane. The author of the first

speech against Aristogeiton ((U.j 25) who speaks of the tis root doeptit
woB^rat in Hades (53), confesses himself an adherent of Oqihcus (II).

—

The fiepviiiUyoi dwell in Hades next to the palace of Wouton himself :

Ar., Ha. 162 f., where they have the privilege of vpotSpla, I). I., vi. 39.
When a distinction between a eiotPibr and a gw/>or iatPwr in
Hades began to be made, the initiated, in order that they might not
be deprived of their privileged position, were given vpoeSpla in the
X- tiaepur. In this way, e.g. the author of the Aeioeh. 371 D (who
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can hardly have written before the third century) tries to reconcile

the hopelessly contradictory pretensions of the cwoc^clr and
fuiivrjuiyoi to reward in Hades.

** Sex. Emp., M. ix, 53. Suid. Jtayopas.
*’ Descents to Hades occurred in the KpandraXoi of Pherecr.

(i, p. 167 K.) :
the Barpaxoi and rrjpvrdSrjt ol Ar. ; [Pherecr.] JfcraAA.

(i, p. 174 K.) ; and probably also in the Tpo^wyios oi Cratin., etc.—
On a vase from Eretria, fifth century, there is a representation of
a repulsive scene of torture ; an old woman, naked and tied to a tree,

is l>cing tortured by three satyrs. This, according to J. Zingerle, A rchdol.

epigr, Mittheil. a. Oesierretch, 18, 162 ff., is a parody of some incident
from a comedy of the time, the plot of which was laid in Hades. But
nothing in the picture suggests that the lower regions are the scene
of this gruesome affair ; and what would the satyrs be doing there ?

•• Utopian existence in Hades ; see in partic. [Pherecr.] HfcraAA.
(i, p. 174 K.). A pretext for such parodies was perhaps given by the
Orphic promise of an everlasting carouse for the initiated at the
aufinooiov rtoy iaimv in Hades (PI., Up. il, 263 C, paKapur tvwxia,
Ar., Jia. 85). Many details were borrowed from the descriptions of

the reign of bliss upon earth in the golden age under Kronos’ rule

which had long been a familiar subject of comedy (cf. Pdschcl, Das
Miirchen vom Schlaraffenland. 7 8.). The golden age in the dim past
and the land of Elysion in the future alwaj’s had many features in
common. (See above, chap, ii, n. 49.) From these traditional pictures
of a spirit-world only to be met with in the long-vanished pa.st or in

the next world, the whole Greek literature of imaginary Utopias
drew Its sustenanre (sec my Griech. liotnan, ii, § 2, 3). That literature

was really an attempt to transpose those early fantasies of a land of
spirits into real life and on to the inhabited world.

** ioTi y' tihalpuv iroAt; iropd ri)v ippBpav daXarray, Ar., Av. 144 f.

(cf. Grifch. Homan, 201 8.).
•• Xipvtt (the Acheroiisian lake : Eur., AU. 443, and often after-

ward.s). Lharon : Ar., Ha. 137 8., 182 8., 185 B .—okotos xal pdpPopos
144 8., 278 8.. 289 8. Abode and life of the Mystai : 159, 163, 311 8.,

4.54 8.

TO irtSioy, 1. 186. This is the earliest reference to Lethe
of which we can be quite sure ; but it is made so casually that it is

obvious that .5ristoph. is merely alluding to a story well known to his

audience. Plato makes use of the Ai}Bi)s nr&t'oy together with the
‘ApiXrjs iroTapds (hence 621 C : A^Stis norapos) in the myth at the
close of the Hepubln, x, 621 .A, which is intended to illustrate

and support the theory of paJingenesia. Of course, this ingenious
fancy was eminently suitable for use by adherents of the doctrine of
metempsychosis

;
but there is nothing to show that it had been

actually invented for the sjiecial benefit of this doctrine, i.e. by Orphics
or Pythagoreans—as many have supposed. It is probable that it

was nothing more originally but an attempt to explain symbolically
the unconscious condition of the dfui^va Kapijra. Does Thcognis
already (704, 705) refer to it?

—

Ultpat^avny . . . ^rt Pporois
napigei XdSrjv, pXdirrovaa I’doto. Other references to the A^Bi^s
nvXai, AdBas Sopot, AdBrjs BSatp arc all later ; the A^Bije Bpdvos in

the account of Theseus^ journey to Hades in [.\pollod.] Epii. i, 24, is

perhaps taken from older legendary material. (Bergk’s assertion,

Opusc, ii, 716 :
" The conception of Lethe’s fountain and stream is

certainty ancient and popular ; the well of Lethe is nothing but the
fountain of the gods : whoever drinks of it forgets all sorrows, etc.,”
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is entirely devoid of foundation in fact.) The river of Lethe was in

later times localized on earth like Acheron and Styx ; in the
R. limia of Gallaecia—^far away on the western sea—^men rediscovered

the Oblivionis flunun (account of the year 137 n.c. : Liv., Epit. 55 ;

Flor. 1, 33, 12 ; App., Hisp. 72 : Hu., QK. 34, p. 272 D ; cf. Mela,

3, S 10 ; Hin., NH. 4, $ 115. Absurd aetiology in Strabo, p. 153).
** This is presumably the meaning of the words which Pausanias

(10, 28, 5) uses : bis absurd mannerism makes him talk round the
incident instead of simply describing it. (Much too artificial explana-
tion of the circumstance in DOmntler, Delpkika, p. 15 ''1894].)

“ Paus. 10, 28, 4.

“ See Appendix iii.

** Enrynomos ; dark-blue body like a bluebottle, with prominent
teeth, sitring on a vulture’s skin, Paus. 10, 28, 7. There seems to be
no mention of him in literature : whether the statement of Pausanias
that he was a Saipwr tup * '‘Atiou who eats the flesh of corpses off

their bones, is anything more than a guess, we cannot tell. The
vulture-skin indeed suggests that the nature of the Daimon who sits

on it was related to the vulture. The fact that the vulture eats the
flesh of corpses was often observed by the ancients ; see Hu., Rom.
9, etc. : Leemans on Horapollo, p. 177). Welcker (Kl. Schr. v. 117)

sees in Eurynomos nothing but the *' corruption ” of the body, in

which case he would be a purely allegorical figure. On the contrary
he is much more likely to be one of those very concretely imagined
spirits of Hell (only with a euphemistic name), like the lesser spirits

Lamia, Mormo, Gorgyra, Em^usa, etc. (a word about them will

be found below. Append, vi). The artist must have known him
from some local tradition. He devours the flesh of the corpse : thus
a late epigram {Epigr. Or. 647, 16) calls the dead Av«ai)r Sairo Xapurt.
Even in Soph., El. 542, we have ; Xfupop TiKvmw tup imTlppft

J<rx* baloaaBai (Welcker, Syll., p. 94).
“ Pans. 10, 28. 3. Cf. O. Jahn, Hermes, iii, 326.
*' The third century vase-paintings from Southern Italy also as

a rule keep within the limits of the epic Nekyia. In addition to the
few special types of the sinners undergoing punishment in Hades
(Sisyphos, Tantalos, the Danaids) we have allusions to the journeys to

Hades of Theseus, Peirithoos, Herakles, and Orpheus. All attempts
to read mystical or edifying intentions into these (a.s in Baumeister’s
Denkm. 1926-30) are now regarded as completely mistaken. (Orpheus
appears there not as founder and prophet of his mysteries but simply
as the mythical singer who goes down to the underworld to rescue
Eurydike with his singing. This is rightly maintained by Mikbb&fer,
PhiltA. 53. 385 ff.. 54, 750 f., against Kuhnert, Arch. Jahrb. viii. 104 ff.

;

PkUci. 54. 193.) Nothing at all is suggested as to the fate of mankind
in general. On a vase from Canosa a father and mother with a boy
stand on the left of Orpheus : this. too. must belong to the region of
m^hology. (They cannot, however, be Dinnvsos and Ariadne as
Winkler suggests. Darst. d. Unlerw. an/, unteril. Posen, 49. But
it is difficult to imagine that they can be a family of Mystai as .MilchhOfer

»•)



PART II





CHAPTER VIII

ORIGINS OF THE BELIEF IN IMMORTALITY

The Thracian Worship of Dionysos

The popular conception of the continued existence of the
souls of the dead, resting upon the cult of the dead, grew up and
coalesced with a \icw of the soul derived from Homeric
teaching on the subject, which was in essential, though
unrecognized, contra^ction with the cult of souls. The
{Kipular conception, unchanged in all essentials, remained in

force throughout the coming centuries of Greek life. It did

not contain within itself the seeds of further development ;

it did not make any demand for better and deeper ideas of

the character and condition of the soul in its independent
life after its separation from the body. Still more, it had
nothing in it that could have led beyond the belief in the

independent future life of those souls to the conception of an
everlasting, indestructible, immortal life. The continued life

of the soul, such as was implied in and guaranteed by the
cult of souls, was entirely bound up with the remembrance of

the survivors upon earth, and upon the care, the cult, which
they might offer to the soul of their departed ancestor. If

that memory dies out, if the venerating thoughtfulness of the

living ceases, the soul of the departed is at once deprived of

the sole element in which it still maintained its shadow of

an existence.

It was imf)os.sible. then, that the cult of the .souls should

produce out of it.self the idea of a true immortality of the soul

or of the indejicndent life of the soul indestructible by its

very nature. Greek religion as it existed among the people
of Homer could not shajJe such a belief of its own accord, and
even if it were offered from outside could not have accepted
it. It would have meant giving up its own essential character.

If the soul is immortal, it must be in its essential nature
like God ; it must itself be a creature of the realm of Gods.

When a Greek says “ immortal ” he says “ God ’’
: they are

interchangeable ideas. But the real first principle of the

religion of the Greek people is this—that in the divine ordering

of the world, humanity and divinity are absolutely divided

in place and nature, and so they must ever remain. A deep
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gulf is fixed between the worlds of mortality and divinity.

The relations between man and God promoted by religion

depend entirely upon this distinction. The ethical ideas of the

Greek popular conscience were rooted in the frank admission
of the limitations proper to human capacity which was
conditioned by an existence and a fate so different from that

enjoyed by the gods ; in the rentmciation of all human
claims to happiness and independence. Poetic fancies about
the " Translation ” of individual mortals to an unending life

enjoyed by the soul still united to the body might make their

appeal to popular beUef ; but such things remained miracles in

which divine omnipotence had broken down the barriers of

the natural order on a special occasion. It was but a miracle,

too. if the souls of certain mortals were raised to the rank of

Heroes, and so promoted to everlasting life. The gulf between
the human and the divine was not made any narrower on
that account ; it remained unbridged, abysmal. Tlie bare

idea that the gulf did not in reality exist, that actually in

the order of nature the inner man, the ‘‘ Soul ” of man
belonged to the realm of gods ; that as a di\'inc being it had
everlasting life—such an idea would involve further con.se-

quences about which no one can be in much doubt : it would
have contradicted every single idea of Greek popular religion.

It never could have become widely held and believed in by
the Greek populace.

Nevertheless, at a certain period in Greek history’, and
nowhere earlier or more unmistakably than in Greece,

appeared the idea of the divinity, and the immortality
implicit in the divinity, of the human soul. That idea belonged

entirely to mysticism—a second order of religion which, though
little remarked by the religion of the people and by' orthodox
believers, gained a footing in isolat^ sects and influenced

certain philosophical schools. Thence it has affected all

subsequent ages and has transmitted to East and West the

elementary principles of all true mysticism ; the essential

unity of the divine and the human spirit ; their unification

as the aim of religion ; the divine nature of the human soul

and its immortality.

The theory’ and doctrine of mysticism grew up in the soil

of an older cult-practice. Greece received from abroad a
deeply emotional religious cult, accompanied by practices

that stimulated mysterious and extraordinary’ imaginings.

The sparks of momentary' illumination struck out by this

faith were fed and fann^ by mysticism till they bwame
a vivid and enduring flame. For the first time, clearly dis-
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cemible through its mystical wrappings, we meet with the
belief in the indestructibility and eternal life of the soul

:

we meet it in the doctrines of a mystical sect which united in

the worship of Dionysos. The worship of Dionysos must have
sown the first seed of the belief in an immortal life of the soul.

To explain how this may have happened ; to make clear to

the mind of the reader how the essence and inner reality of

that worship was bound to stir up the belief in an immortal
hfe—such is our next task.

In the spiritual life of men and nations, it is not by any
means the extravagant or, in one sense or another, the
abnormal that is most difficult for our sympathetic under-
standing to grasp. By clinging to a traditional and too narrow
formula for the Greek spirit we make difficulties for ourselves ;

but it is not really a matter of serious perplexity, if we reflect

upon it, to understand how Greek religion at the height of its

development regarded " madness ’’ (navia) as a religious

phenomenon of wide-reaching importance. Madness, in this

sense, is a temporary destruction of physical balance, a
condition in which the self-conscious spirit is overwhelmed,
possessed ” by a foreign power, as our authorities explain

it to us. This madness “ which comes not from mortal weak-
ness or disea.se, but from a divine banishment of the common-
place

’’
^ found effective application in the mantk and telestic

arts. Its effects were so common and well recognized that

the truth and importance of such religious madness (entirely

distinguishable from bodily disease) was treated as a fact of

experience not merely by philosophers, but by the doctors

themselves.* For us it only remains obscure how such
" divine mania ” was fitted into the regular w'orking order of

the religious life ; the sensations and experiences themselves
belonging to this condition are made intelligible enough by a
whole host of analogies. In fact if the truth were told we
sliould rather have to admit that it is easier for us to sympathize
with such overflowing of sensation and all that goes with it

than with the opposite pole of Greek religious life, the calm
and measured composure with which man lifted up heart and
eye to the gods, as the patterns of all life and the patrons of a
serenity as brilliant and unmoved as that of the clear heavens
themselves.

But how came it that in the character of a single people

such extravagance of emotion was combined with a fast-

bound and regulated equilibrium of temper and behaviour ?

The answer is that these opposing features sprang from two
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different sources. They were not originally combined in

Greece. The Homeric poems hardly give any hint of that

overflowing of religious emotion which later Greek peoples

knew and honoured as a heaven-sent madness. It spread
among the Greeks themselves in the train of a religious

agitation, we might almost say revolution, of which Homer
records, at most, only the first faint essays. It had its origin

in the religion of Dionj'sos, and in company with this religion

enters as something new’ and strange into Greek life.

The Homeric poems do not recognize Dionj-sos as belonging

to the gods of 01j*mpos, but they are aware of his existence.

It is true they nowhere plainly * refer to him as the w'ine-god

honoured in joj’ful festivals, but we read (in the narrative

of Glaukos' meeting with Diomedes) of the " frenzied
”

Dionysos and his “ Nurses ” who were attacked by the

Thracian Lj'kourgos.* The Mainas, the frenzied woman of the

Dionj’sos-cult, was such a well-known phenomenon, so familiar

in men’s minds, that the word could be used in a simile to

explain the meaning of something else.* In this form the

worship of the god first came to the notice of the Greeks ;

this was the origin of all the other festivals of Dionysos that

later Greece developed in so man\’ different directions.*

They learnt to know Dionysos Bakcheios, “ who makes men
frenzied," ' as he w-as worshipped in his own countrj’.

That the original home of Dionysos-worship was in Thrace,
that his cult, popular among many of the Thracian peoples,*

was particularly honoured among the southernmost of the
Thracian stocks who were best known to the Greeks and
lived on the coast between the mouths of the rivers Hebros
and Axios and in the mountainous country' behind—to all

this the Greeks themselves bore frequent and manifold
witness.* The god whose name the Greeks knew in its Greek
form " Dionj’sos " had, it appears, among the numerous
and divided Thracian peoples various appellations of which
those most familiar to the Greeks were Sabos and Sabazios.^®

The Greeks must have known and remarked on the nature
and worship of the god at an earlj' period of their history.

They may have met with him in Thrace itself. At all periods

they had an extensive and varied intercourse with this

country and must in the early days of their wanderings have
passed through it on their way to their future home. They
may have h^ further opportunities of knowing it from the

Thracian races or tribes who, according to a few isolated

l<^ends, had dwelt in primitive times in certain localities

-of Central Greece. The ethnographical material of these
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legends was regarded as founded on fact by the great historians

of the fifth and fourth centuries.*^

The cult of this Thracian divinity differed in every particular

from anything that we know of from Homer as Greek worship
of the gods. On the other hand, it was closely related to the
cult paid by the Phrygians, a people almost identical with
the Thracians, to their mountain-mother Kybele. It was
thoroughly orgiastic in character. The festivi was held on
the mountain tops in the darkness of night amid the flickering

and uncertain light of torches. The loud and troubled sound
of music was heard

; the clash of bronze cymbals ; the dull

thunderous roar of kettledrums ; and through them all

penetrated the " maddening unison ” of the deep-toned
flute,** who.se soul Phry'gian auletai had first waked to life.

Excited by this wild music, the chorus of worshippers dance
with shrill crying and jubilation.** We hear nothing about
singing :

* the violence of the dance left no breath for regular

songs. These dances were something verj' different from the

measured movement of the dance-step in which Homer’s Greeks
advanced and turned about in the Paian. It was in frantic,

whirling, headlong eddies and dance-circles** that these

inspired companies danced over the mountain slopes. They
were mostly women who w’hirled round in these circular

dances till the point of exhaustion was reached ;
*• they were

strangely dressed ; they wore bassarai, long flowing garments,

as it seems, stitched together out of fox-skins ;
** over these

were doeskins,** and they even had horns fixed to their heads.**

Their hair was allowed to float in the wind
;

*® they carried

snakes sacred to Sabazios ** in their hands and brandished
daggers or else th>Tsos-wands, the spear-points of which were
concealed in ivy-leaves.** In this fashion they raged wildly

until every s<*nse was wrought to the highest pitch of excite-

ment, and in the “ sacred frenzy ” they fell upon the beast

selected as their victim ** and tore their captured prey limb
from limb. Then with their teeth they seized the bleeding

flesh and devoured it raw.

It is easy enough, by following poets’ descriptions and plastic

representations of such scenes, to elaborate still further the

picture of this nocturnal festival of fanatic enthusiasm. But,

we must ask, what was the meaning of it all ? We shall get

nearest to the truth if we will exclude as far as possible all

theories imported from unrelated provinces of thought and
fix our attention solely on what, for the participants, was the

result of it all—the result anticipated and consciously proposed
by them, and therefore the recognized object, or, at least, one
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of the recognized objects of these strange proceedings. The
participators in these dance-festivals induced intentionally

in themselves a sort of mania, an extraordinary exaltation of

their being. A strange rapture came over them in which they

seemed to themselves and others “ frenzied ”, " possessed ”.**

This excessive stimulation of the senses, going even as far as

hallucination,** was brought about, in those who were
susceptible to their influence, by the delirious whirl of the

dance, the music and the darkness, and all the other circum-

stances of this tumultuous worship.** This extreme pitch of

excitement was the result intended. The violently induced
exaltation of the senses had a religious purpose, in that such

enl^ement and extension of his being was man’s only way,
as it seemed, of entering into union and relationship with the

god and his spiritual attendants. The god is invisibly present

among his inspired worshippers. At any rate, he is close at

hand, and the tiunult of the festival is to bring him completely

into their midst.** There are various legends about the dis-

appearance of the god into another world and his return thence

to mankind.** Every second year his return is celebrated, and
it is just this Appearance, this " Epiphany ” of the god, that

gives the reason and the motive of the festival. The Bull-

God, in the most ancient and primitive form of the belief,

appwed in person among the dancers,** or else the imitated

roaring of a bull produ^ by hidden " Mimes of Terror
”

served to suggest the invisible Presence.*® The worshippers,

too, in furious exaltation and di\ane inspiration, strive after

the god ; they seek communion with him. They burst the
physical barriers of their soul. A magic power takes hold of

them ; they feel themselves raised high above the level of

their every^y existence ; they seem to become those spiritual

beingswho wildly dance in the train of the god.*^ Nay, more,
they have a share in the life of the god himself ; nothing less

can be the meaning of the fact that the enraptured servants

of the god call themselves by the name of the god. The
worshipper who in his exaltation has become one with the
god, is himself now called Sabos, Sabazios.** The super-

human and the infra-human are mingled in his person ; like

the frenzied god** he throws himself upon the sacrificial

animal to devour it raw. To make this transformation of their

natine outwardly manifest, the participants in the dance-
festival wear strange dress : they resemble in their appearance
the members of the wild ihiasos of the god ;

•* the horns they
set on their heads recall the beamed, bull-shaped god himself,

etc.** The whole might be called a religious drama, since
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everything is carefully arranged so as to suggest to the
imagination the actual presence of the mysterious figures from
the spirit world. At the same time, it is something more than
mere drama, for it can hardly be doubted that the players

themselves were possessed by the illusion of living the life of

a strange person. The awe-inspiring darkness of night, the
music, especially that of the Phrygian flute, to which the

Greeks attributed the power of making its hearers " full of the

god ”,** the vertiginous whirl of the dance—aU these may
very well, in suitably disposed natures,*’ have really led to

a state of visionary exaltation in which the inspired person

saw all external objects in accordance with his fancy and
imagination. Intoxicating drinks, to which the Thracians were
addicted, may have increased the excitement ;

** perhaps they
even used the fumes derived from certain seeds, with which
the Scythians and Massagetai knew how to intoxicate them-
selves.** We all know how even to day in the East the smoke
of hashish may make men visionaries and excite religious

raptures in which the whole of nature is transformed for the
enthralled dreamer. “ Only when thus possessed did the

Bakchai drink milk and honey out of the rivers ; their power
ceased when they came to themselves again,” says Plato."
For them the earth flowed svith milk and honey, and the air

was filled with the sweet odours of SjTia.** Hallucination

was accompanied by a state of feeling in which pain itself was
only an added stimulus to sensation or in which the visionary

became completely insensible to pain, as is not unusual in

such states of exaltation."

Every detail confirms the picture of a condition of wild
excitement in which the limitations of ordinairj’ life seemed to

be abolished. These extraordinary phenomena transcending

all normal experience were explained by sajong that the
soul of a person thus “ possessed

” ** was no longer " at

home ” " but " abroad ”, having left its body behind. This
was the literal and primitive meaning understood by the
Greek when he spx)ke of the “ ekstasis ” of the soul in such
orgiastic conditions of excitement.** This ekstasis is " a brief

madness ”, just as madness is a prolonged ekstasis.*’ But the

ekstasis, the temporary alienatio mentis of the Dionysiac cult

was not thought of as a vain purposeless wandering in a region

of pure delusion, but as a hieromania** a sacred madness in

which the soul, leaving the body, winged its way to vmion with
the god.** It is now with and in the god, in the condition of

enthousiasmos
; those who are possessed by this are ;

they live and have their being in the god.*® Virile still retaining
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the finite Ego, they feel and enjoy to the full the infinite

powers of all life.

In ekstasis the soul is liberated from the cramping prison of

the body ; it communes with the god and develops powers
of which, in the ordinary’ life of everyday, thwarted by the

body, it knew nothing. Being now a spirit holding communion
with spirits it is able to free itself from Time and see what only
the spiritual eye beholds—things separated from it in time
and sp>ace. The enthusiastic worship of the Thracian servants

of Dionysos gave birth to the ins^ration a form
of prophecy which did not (Uke prophecy as it invariably

appears in Homer) have to wait for accidental, ambiguous
and external signs of the god’s will, but on the contrary
entered immediately into communion with the w'orld of gods
and spirits and in this heightened spiritual condition

beheld and proclaimed the future. This power belonged to

men only in eksUisis, in religious madness, when " the God
enters into men TTie Mainads are the official exponents of

this numtiki of inspiration.** It is simple and intelligible

enough that the Thracian cult of Dionysos, which was through-

out a means of stimulating men to a condition of extreme
exaltation that they might enter into direct communion with
the spirit-world, also encouraged the prophesying of inspired

seers, who in their rapt exaltation and frenzy became
clairvoyant. Among the Thracian Satrai there was a tribe

called the Bessoi who produced prophitai, and these were in

charge of an oracle of Dionysos situated on the top of a high

moimtain. The prophetess of this temple was a woman who
gave prophecies like the Pythia at Delphi, that is to say, in a

state of rapt ecstasy. This, at least, is what Herodotos says,**

and we have many other accounts of Thracian mantiki and
its close connexion with the orgiastic cult of Dionysos.**

§ 3

The Greek type of religion, perhaps from its very origin,

certainly at the earliest period of its development in which
it becomes accessible to our observation—the period to which
the Homeric poems belong—had no leaning to anything
resembling an excited emotional worship like that practi.'sed

by the Thnicians in their orgiastic cult of Dionysos. The whole
movement wherever it came to their notice must have struck

the Greeks of Homer as something strange and barbaric,

attractive only through the interest ever attached to the

unknowm. And yet—the fact is certain—the thrilling tones
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of this " enthusiastic ” worship awoke an answering chord deej)

in the hearts of many Greeks ; in spite of all that was strange

they must have recognized a familiar accent in it—something
that, however outlandishly expressed, could appeal to the

common nature of mankind.
This enthusiastic Thracian cult was in fact only a special ex-

pression, conforming to their peculiar national characteristics,

of a religious impul^ that is to be found all over the earth,

and which breaks out in every stage of civilization. It must,
indeed, answer to an instinctive need of human nature, and be
rooted in the physical and psychical constitution of man. In
moments of supreme exaltation man felt the presence above
him and around him of mighty powers that seemed to express

themselves even in his own personal life. These he was no
longer to confront in pious and fearful awe, passively confined

within the limits of his own separate personality : he was
to break down every barrier and clasp them to his heart,

making them his own in unconditional surrender. Mankind
needed not to wait for that strange product of poetry and
thought, Pantheism, before it could experience this instinctive

need to lose its own private existence, for a moment, in the
divine. There are whole races of men, not otherwise among the
most distinguished members of the human family, who have
a special tendency and gift for such expansion of the human
consciousness into the supra-personal. They have an urgent
impulse to such rapt and visionary states, and they regard the
enticing or horrifying visions that visit them in those states

as actud experiences of another world into which their " souls
”

have for a brief while been transported. In every part of the
world there arc peoples who regard such ecstatic exaltation as

the only true religious act, the only way of intercourse with the

spirit-world available to man, and base their religious per-

formances principally upon such ceremonial as experience has
shown to be most capable of inducing the ecstasies and visions.

The means most commonly adopted by such peoples to produce
the desired intensity and stimulation of feeling is a violently

excited dance prolonged to the point of exhaustion, in the
darkness of night, to the accompaniment of tumultuous
music. Sometime.s whole companies of the people induce in

themselves a state of religious excitement by wild and furious

dancing.®* More often selected individuals, specially

susceptible to such impressions, suffer their " souls " to be
drawn out by music and dancing and every other sort of

stimulating influence, and made to visit the world of spirits

and gods.®* Such “ magicians ” and priests who can placer
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themselves in immediate contact of soul with the spirit world,

are to be found all over the globe. The shamans of Asia,

the " medicine men ” of North America, the Angekoks of

Greenland, theButios of the Antilles, thePiajes of the Caribbees

are merely special cases of a universal type, essentially the

same in all its different manifestations. Africa, Australia,

and the island world of the Pacific are equally familiar with

them. Both their performances and the range of ideas that

lie behind them belong to a tj-pe of religious experience that

occurs with the regularity of a natural phenomenon, and must
therefore not be regarded as abnormal. Even among Christian

peoples of long standing, the smouldering fires of this primitive

and emotional tyj)e of religion are ever ready to burst out

a^n in renewed flames, and those who feel their warmth arc

kindled to a more than human sense of life and vigour.*^’

Conventionality and traditionalism, even the substitution of

a cold and spurious mimicrj' for real feeling, are of course

quite compatible with a form of religion which consists so

much in the display of emotion. But even so, the most
cautious obser\‘ers** have declared that by such violent

stimulation of ever}’ sense the “ magicians ” arc throw-n into

a state of quite unfeigned exaltation. In accordance with the
character and content of their normal modes of thought, the
hallucinations to which the magicians are subject differ

in different cases
; but as a general rule their frenzy opens to

them a way of immediate intercourse, frequently of complete
communion of being, with the gods. This is the only explana-
tion which will account for the fact that, like the inspired

Bakchantes of Thrace, the magicians and priests of so many
peoples are called by the name of the divinity to whom their
" enthusiastic " worship elevates them.** The impulse to

union with God, the extinction of the individual in the divine
—these are what form the fundamental points of contact
between the mysticism of the most highly cultivated and
talented p>eopl^ and the emotional religion of primitive
savages ". Even the external machinery of excitement and

stimulation are not always dispensed with by the mj'stics :
•*

they are always the same as those with which we are already
familiar in the orgiastic religion of primitive peoples

—

music, the giddy whirl of the dance, narcotic stimulants.

Thus (to take the most striking example out of many that
might be given) the dervishes of the Orient whirl round in

their violent dances to the rattle of drums, and the sound of

flutes till the last stages of excitement and exhaustion are

reached. The purpose of it all is vividly expressed by the
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most fearless of all the mystics, Jelaleddin Rumi, in the
words : “He that knows the power of 4he dance dwells in

God
;
for he has learnt that Love can slay.*‘ Allah hu ! . .

§4

Wherever a cultus of this kind, making its aim and object

the evocation of ecstatic raptures, has taken root—whether
in whole races of men or in religious communities—there we
find in close alliance with it, whether as cause or effect or

both, a peculiarly vital belief in the life and power of the soul

of man after its separation from the body. Our comparative
glance over the analogous phenomena of other lands has shown
us that the exalted worship offered to “ Dionysos " among the

Thracians was only a single variety of a method, familiar to

more than half the human race, of getting into touch with
the divine by a religious “ enthousiasmos We therefore

exjH'Ct to find among the Thracians a specially strong and
well-developed belief in the life of the " soul ”, And in fact

we find Herodotos telling us of a Thracian tribe, the Getai,

whose belief " made men immortal ”.** They had only one
god, Zalmoxis by name.** To this god, who dwelt in a
cavernous mountain, all the dead of their race, they believed,

would one day be gathered and have immortal life.** The
same belief was held by other Thracian tribes, too.** This
creed seems to have had in view the “ transplantation ” **

of the dead to a blessed life in the hereafter. But, it would
seem, this transplantation was not perhaps for ever. We hear

of the belief that the dead would " return ” from the other

world ; and that this idea existed among the Getai is implied

(though the narrator docs not clearly understand this) by the

absurd pragmatizing fable which Herodotos got from the

Greek settlers on the Hellespont and the Pontos.** In this

story (as often in later accounts too) Zalmoxis is actually a
slave and pupil of Pythagoras of Samos. WTioever invented

this fairy-tale was led to it by observing the close relationship

between the Pythagorean doctrine of the soul and the Thracian

belief. In the same way later observers of the same fact

reversed the positions and made Pythagoras the pupil of the

Thracian.** In any case the fact cannot to be doubted that

in Thrace people thought they had found again the special

doctrine of Pythagoras as to the transmigration of sotds.

The belief in the “ return ” of the soul must be inte^reted

as meaning that the souls of the dead return to life in new
bodies and resume their life on earth, to this extent being
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“ immortal Only so interpreted could it have been held

for a moment without coming into conflict with obvious
appearances. An allusion in Euripides seems to regard as

TTiracian such a belief in a recurrent incarnation of the soul.’®

We should be justified in expecting to find an inner con-

ne.vion between this Thracian belief in immortality, which
seems to have made such an impression on our Greek inform-

ants, and the religion and " enthousiastic ” worship of the

same people. Nor are traces lacking of a close association

of the Thracian worship of Dionysos and Thracian cult of the

Souls.” But if we ask why the religion of the Thracian
Dionysos was attended by a belief in the independent, indes-

tnictible life of the soul, a life not confined to the period of its

sojourn in the body which at present envelopes it, the answer
must be sought not in the nature of the god to whom the cult

was offered (that nature being, in fact, insufficiently known to

us) but in the nature of the cult itself. The object of that cult

—we might almost say its special task—was to exalt its

worshippers to a state of “ ekstasis ” in which their “ souls
”

should be forcibly delivered from the normal circle of their

human and circumscribed being, and raised as pure spirits to

communion with the god and his company of spirits. The
true " Bakchai ” ”—those who were really ca.st into a state

of religious madness—found in the rapture of these orgies a

new province of experience open before them : they experience
things of which they could give no account in the fully

conscious light of ordinary’ day. There can lx; no doubt that

the experiences and visions that their “ ekstasis ” gave them
were regarded by them as the plainest and most literally

real of facts.’* The belief in the existence and life of a second
self distinct from the body and separable from it was already
encouraged by the “ e.xperiences ’’ of the separate existence

and independent behaviour of that self in dreams and fainting

fits.’* How much more strongly and vividly must this belief

have been confirmed for those who in the intoxication of those

delirious dances had " experienced ” for themselves how the
soul, freed from the body, could participate in the joys and
terrors of the divine existence ; not indeed the whole man.
body and soul together, but the soul by itself and in separation

from the body—the spiritual being invisibly living within
the man. The sense of its own divinity, its eternity, which
had been blindingly revealed to it in " ekstasis ", might be
developed by the soul into a lasting persuasion that it was
indeed of a divine nature, and called to a divine life which it

would enjoy for ever as soon as it was freed from the body.
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just as it had then enjoyed it for a moment. No mere intel-

lectual arguments could give such powerful support to a
spiritualism of this kind as the personal experience itself

which, even in this life supplied a foretaste of what the
individual was one day to enjoy as his own for ever.

In some such way as this, the persuasion of an independent,
continued e.xistence of the soul after the death of its body was
developed into a belief in the divinity and immortality of the
soul. In all such cases it was almost inevitable that the
naive distinction between " body ” and “ soul ”, natural to
simple-minded peoples and indi\nduals, should harden into

an opposition between the two. The descent from the heights
w’here the ecstatic and emancipated soul enjoyed its thrilling

delights was too sudden ; the body could not but seem a
burden and a hindrance, almost an enemy of the heaven-bom
soul. Disparagement of the ordinary existence of every day,
a turning aside from this life—these are the natural results of

such an advanced spiritualism, even though it may have no
speculative basis, when it influences so profoundly the
religious temperament of a people as yet untroubled by the
subtleties of a scientific culture. A trace of such a depreciation

of the earthly life of mankind in comparison with the joys
of a free spirit-existence is to be found in what Herodotos and
other narrators tell of certain Thracian tribes who receive

the new-born among their kinsfolk with mourning, and bury
their dead with joyful acclamation, for the latter are now
beyond the reach of all pain, and are living “ in perfect

happiness The cheerfulness with which the Thracians
faced death in battle ” was explained by the persuasion which
they held that death was only an entrance into a higher life

for the soul. They were even credited with a real desire for

death, for to them " dying seemed so fair

§ 5

Further than this the Thracians—who never quite outgrew
a sort of semi-animated torpor of the intellect—could not go
on the way marked out for them. The seed of a mystical

form of religion that existed in the ecstatic dance-orgies of

Dionysos-worship never came to fruition. We never feel

with them that we are being taken beyond the region of vague

unconscious emotion ; it is but a passing illumination that

for a moment of wild excitement reveals the near presence

of overwhelming spirit-forces.

Not until the flames of such ecstatic worship were fed and
nourished by a people of more independent and developed

spiritual life, could fitful suggestions ^ welded into deep and
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«nduriQg thought. Reflexion upon the nature of the world and
of God, the changing and deceptive flow of appearance with
the indestructible One Reality behind it ; the conception of

a divinity that is One, a single light that, divided into a
thousand rays and reflected from everything that is, achieves

its unity again in the soul of man ; such thoughts as these,

allied to the dim half-conscious impulse of an enthusiastic

dance-worship, might allow the pure waters of the stream of

mysticism to run clear at last, freed from the turbid and un-

satisfying enthusiasm of popular religious practices.

Thus, for example, among the stem and rigid-minded

peoples of Islam, with their stiff, uncompromising Monotheism,
there arose, no one knows w'hence, the inspired dance-orgies

of the Dervishes, which then spread far and wide carrying

with them the mystical doctrine of the Sufis, that child of the

profound mind of India. Man is God ; God is All : such
was the pronouncement of the inspired poetry'—the special

contribution in particular of Persia to this religion of mystic
ecstacy—now in the most transparent simplicity, now in the
most gorgeous mcignificence of imagery. In the ecstatic

dance, which in this case remained in organic connexion with
the mystical doctrine (as the soil of the maternal earth with
the flowers which she puts forth) new strength was ever being

added to the spiritual superstructure. Mystical theory was
invigorated by the practical experience, in heightened con-
sciousness, of an internal and unquenchable source of undy'ing

power and might. The veil of the world was tom aside for

the inspired worshipper ; the All-One became sensible and
intelligible for him ; it poured into his own being ; the
“ deification ” of the Mystai was realized in him. " Who
knows the power of the Dance dwells in God ”...

Many years before all this, a process of development was
completed on Greek soil which has no closer parallel than the

special phase of Oriental religion just referred to. Greek
religion never indeed (so long at least as the independence of

Greek life lasted) went to the extravagant lengths of Oriental

mysticism. Even the sense of the infinite had to be expres.sed

by the Greek imagination in plastic form. Hut for all that,

on Greek soil, in the ecstatic Cult of Dionysos, under the
influence of Greek reflexion upon God, the world and mankind,
the seeds which previously lay undeveloped in the womb of

that cult were unfolded in a my'stical doctrine, whose guiding
principle was the divinity of the human soul and the infinite-

ne^ of its life in God. It was from this source that Greek
philosophy found the coiuage to advance a doctrine of the
iinmcnlality of the soul.
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‘ PI., Phdr. 265 A.
' e.g. Gael. Aurel. (i.e. Soranos), Morb. Chr. i, § 144 fi. ;

Aret.

Chron. Pass, i, 6, p. 84 Kflhn [vol. 24],
' Even the late interpolated passages S 325, <t> 74, are not quite

conclusive. Apart from these the statement of Sch. i 198 applies

strictly throughout both poems : ro jiii napaBibovai ''Opajpov Aiowoov
oJkou tiptT'jr, Lehrs, Arist.*, p. 181.

* Z 132 n. The scene is evidently meant to be a Bacchic festival.

This is shown by the WeflAo, which the Aiwyvooio nS^vai let fall out
of their hands. All the rest is obscure. Even in antiquity no one
knew who the rtdijvai of Dionysos really were, and hence alternative

suggestions were all the more numerous : cf. Nauck, Fr. Trag.*, p. 17.

Voigt, in Roscher’s Mythol. Lex. i, 1049. It can hardly be necessary

(with Sch. A on Z 129) to deduce from the reference to Tidijyat that

Dionysos himself was regarded as vjmoi in xal iralf. His former
riBijvai follow him in the Bacchic festival even after he has grown up,

exactly as in h. Horn, xxvi, 3, 7-10. of Aiovvoov rpo^i as the frenzi^
mob worshipping the god, tw Beip opytdiovaai (in Thessaly), come in

D.S. 5, 50, 4, in a parallel narrative to the story of Lykourgos and
the Mainads. With the conception of the god as neither his

leap into the sea (Z 135 ff.), nor esp. the adj. paiyopivoio (132) are

in harmony. This last word does certainly give us pause. The
accounts provided by later ages of the madness of Dionysos are

obviously made up from the lines of Homer and are therefore of no
use to us (already ap. Eumelos in the Eipunta, Schol. AD. Z 131 ;

then Pherekydes, Achaios iv ’7j>«8»: Phld., Piet., p. 36 [Nauck,

Fr. Trag.*, p. 751] ; E., Cyc. 3. [ApoUod.] iii, (5, 1, is prob. derived

from Phcrec. as are alM Philistos fr. 57, FHG. i
;

PI., Lg. 672 B

:

Nic. 'O^ax. fr. 30 Schn., etc.). Scholastic interpreters even thought

certainly in this case a sort of mythological or sacramental hypallage :

the state of mind brought about by the god in those who surround

him is reflected back on to the god himself (^latvo/irrot Zarvgot, E.,

Ba. 130 ; cf. the mad nurses of Dionysos, Nonn., D. ix, 38 ff.). It

would not be hard to parallel this (e.g. Dionys. who makes men drunk
is represented as himself drunk, Ath. 428 E, etc.).

* A 460, peyapoio Maavro fiatvait Itnj, irnAAcfi^fi) KpaSttjv. The
evidence of this passage for the familiarity of Homer’s audience with

the nature of the Mainads cannot be set aside as Lob., Agl. 285, tries

to do. The word could only be used as an (tVcur if the thing were
often before men's eyes. fKuvdr, indeed, i.s even something different

from, and more spedalized than fuuvoiiivii (Z 389).
• The view that patyeoBai was primitive in the cult of D., the wine,

etc., being added later, was definitely put forward in 1825 by O. Mailer

(A'f. Schr. ii, 26 ff.) arguing against J. H, Voss. But it is only in quite

recent times that in tracing the origin of the religion of Dionysos

occasional inquirers have taken this view as their starting point

:

cf. esp. Voigt in his noteworthy treatment of Dionysos in Roscher’s

Myth. Ux. i. 1029 ff.

’ Itaintrfai Myit Mpwwovt, Hdt. iv, 79.
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* E.g. the Odrysai, who, however, lived further north in the Hebros
valley

; Mela, ii, 17, mentions distinctly the mountain chains of

Haimos, Rhodope, and Orbelos as sacris Liberi paths et coetu
Maenadum celebratos.

• Lob., AgL 289 ff.

** Sabazios : Xa/Saftov rov Aiimaov ol Op^Kts icaXovmv Sch. At.,

Ves. 9 : cf. Sch. Ar.. Lys. 388 : D.S. 4. 4, 1 ; Harp. £aPoi ; Alex.
Polyh. ap. Macr. i, 18, 1 1 {Sebadius: cf. Apul., M. viii, 25, p. 150, 11 Fy.
The original form of this name seems to have been Savos, Savadios,
Kretschmer, EinUitung in. d. griech. Spr. 195 f. ; Usener, GMemamen
44). Sabos, Phot. p. 495, 11-12 Pors. Hesych. s.v. ; Orph., H.
49, 2, etc. The fact that others could call Sabazios a Phrygian god
(Amphitheos ». 'HpaKXtiat p" ap. Sch. Ar., Av. 874 ;

Str. 470 ; Hsch.
s.v.), only serves to bring out more clearly the opinion, unanimously
held even in antiquity, that the Thracians and the Phrygians were
closely rdated. ^bazios (besides being identified with Helios

:

Alex. Polyh. l.c. ; cf. Soph. fr. 523 N.), as the supreme and almighty
god of the Thraicians, was even called Ztvs ta^ilios (Val. Max.
i. 3, 2), esp. on inss. (a few are given in Rapp, DionysoscuU fProg^.]

p. 21) : cf. also ins. from Peiraeus 'Ep. 'Apx- 18*3, p. 245; Jns.

Per am. i, 248, 33, 49 : from Pisidia. Papers of ihe Amer. School at
Athens, ii. p. 54, 56. foot Sabaiio, OreUi, Ins. 1259). \Vc even find

Ztvs Etaxyos, Ztvs "HXias (BCH. vi, 189).—The name Zaj3a{ior was
derived from aafidftir = tvd(tir, ita ror Ytroptrov vtpi avror tiaapdr
(Sttaapor)

:

Sch. Ar.. Av. 874 : Lys. 388. So, too, Bixyos was on
this view only another way of expressing the same meaning

; since
this name also wras deriv^ by the ancients from fia{tiv = tva{uv
(it is really from the root Fay {dyiat) Baxyes, with ** affrication ” ;

a reduplicated form of it is FtFayos, ’'laxyos, tayiw, laxylw
;

cf.

Curtius, Griech. Etym.*, p. 460, 576). Other names of the Thracian
Dionysos are the following: Baoaaptds {Baoaapos, Orph., H. 45, 2),

derived from paaoipa the long dress (made ol skin ?) worn by the
Baoaapihts — Sp^xiai fiaxyiu, AB. 222, 26 f. ; Hsch. s.v. Baooipai
and EM. s.v. (the last compiled from Orion and Sch. Lyc. 771). Other
accounts (not contradicting in this point the statement of Hsch.)
made it the dress worn by the god himself : Sch. Pers. i, 101. (The
Baaaaptos wa.s generally descril^ as bearded and even senili specie,

like the representation of Dionysos himself in the oldest Greek art :

Macr. i, 18, 9.) If Baaoaptvs means ’* the wearer of the long fox-skin
'*

we should be strongly reminded of the—also Thracian—god
ZdXfioXfit {ZoXfiofts), whose name was derived from {aA/ior iopi
ipxTov (Porph., VP. 14, though this comes only from Antonius
Diogenes 6), and probably means " be who is cloaked in the bearskin

"

(see Pick, Spracheinh. d. Indog. Europ.,p. 418; Hebn, Cnlturpflanz.
428 E.T ,).— riyuiv a name of Diony-sos, EM. 231, 28 : perhaps a name
given to the god in the city Gigonos mentioned iii the same
passage, and the dxpa riyions at the western end of the Thracian
Cbalkidike.

—

EM. 186, 32, is too short to be intelligible : PaXid.
5<airof«Aos. xai rir Jidrvaor Bpfxts.—AvaXos Aidrvaos napa Ilaioair,

Hesych.
At any rate the people whom Thuc., Ephoros, and others call

Thracians and regarded as having been once settled in Phokis, Bocotia,
etc., are undoubtedly to be considered Thracians—and not the
imposadUy honest and exemplary people, a creation ol the fancy, the
" Thracians of the Muses ", alleged to be quite distinct from the
real Thracian peoples, of whom we have heard so much since K. O.
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Mflller (Orchom. 379 fi.) introduced the idea. Antiquity only knew
of one kind of Thracian. In the Honreric poems they are not so
different from the Greeks in civilization as they were in later times,
when we know them from the accounts of Herod, and Xen. For
all that they are the same people. They seem in the course of time
to have degenerated, or rather they have not shared in the progress
made by others and so have remained backward (even behind their
Phrygian relatives who wandered to Asia Minor and achieved a higher
culture under Semitic influence). In fact, like the Keltoi, they were
never able to get beyond a condition of semi-civilization.

*• iiaviaf inayutyov cS/tokAciv. Aesch. in the 'Hhutvoi ap. Str. 470-1
{Jr. 57), is the locus classicus for the music in the Thracian festival of
Dionysos. Apart from this it is impossible to distinguish in the
accounts given by our ancient authorities, between the strictly Thracian
festival and the ideal generalized festival of Dionysos (not the mitigated
ceremonial actually used in the festival in Greece). They merge
completely into each other.

*• ottpdluv = fiJdJtiK, Schol. Ar., Av. 874 ;
Lys. 388.

•* of Bdxxat atyutair. Diogen., Prov. iii, 43.
** Complete revolution round one’s own axis, as in the dance of

a dervish, is known at least only in the more fanatic dance-festivals
of antiquity : arpo^r\v dkoaiinarov wa-nep ol KaroxOt Sivtiioi-res, Heliod.

4, 17, p. 116, 1 Bk. hivifoti rwv Ofo^prfrwv in Phrygia: Horus ap.
EM. 276, 32. Crusius, Phitot. 55, 565, compares brides Verg., A.
vii, 377 fl. ; Alex. Aphr., Prob., p. 6 Us. In the Spartan dance
8ta/iaAdar (?) Seilenoi and Satyrs appeared dpxovptroi vnorpoxa
[ntpiTpoxa acc. to Meineke

:
perhaps better]. Poll. 4, 104.

“ E., Ba. 1 16 ff., 664 ff. Thracian : assiduis Edonis fessa choreis
qualis in herboso concidit Apidano, Prop. 1, 3, 5 f.

” Bassaris : Thracian acc. to Sch. Pers. i, 101 ; worn by pdexai
Hsch. Paaadpai. Lydian, too ; o<ms Paaodpas rt /luSi'ar

iro8tJ/»«it, A. ('i-’HS<i(vois,/r. 59; cf. Poll. 7, 59. " Perhaps a Phrygian
word that has {xmetrated into Lydia,” Kretschmer, Einleitung, 390.
The worship of Dionysos which had also presumably come from
Phrygia, was esp. popular in Lydia.

*• Familiar in the Bacchic ceremonial of Greece ; but occurring
already in Thrace ; Aesch. in ’Himvol (dealing entirely with Thracian
customs) mentions the vtppibtt, and in the same place has atyiSas

as well {/r. 64).
*• The Bdxxai of Macedonia and the MipaXhdrts, in all respects

resembling the Thracian Bacchants. Ktparo^povoi koto pipriotv

Aiovdoov : Sch. Lyc. 1237 {Aa^vorias ntpaa^dpovi yuvaiKas).
•• Mentis inops rapitur, quales audire solemus Threicias passis

Maenadas ire comis, Ov., F, iv, 457 f.

I* Thphr. Ch. 16 (28, p. 141 Jebb) ; Artenud. 2, 13, p. 106, 9 H.
" Snakes and daggers are found in the hands of the funaXXdvts

(ot Paoadpai koI AvSaf in the train of Ptol. Philad. : Kallixenos ap.

Ath. 198 E. Snakes and Bdpaoi belong to the paraphernalia of the

ivoxoi ToU 'Op^KoU Kol To*r nepi tot Aidvuaoy dpyiaapoTs yovatKts

in Macedonia, and of the KXwiatvts nal MtpaXXdvfs who woAAo toIj

'Hiutvlai Kol Totr ntpX ror Atpov 0pijoaais opioia Spwotv, Plu., Alex. 2

(in connexion with the snake of Olympias. She was especially given
to the Thrako-Dionysian mysteries : cf. the letter of Olympias to

Alexander, Ath. 659 I'").—Sdpaot of the Macedonian MipaXXdrti :

Polyaen. 4, 1 ;
Sch. Pers. 1, 99.

—
" Ex-en now” the thyrsos wands

are decked with iv-y in the Thraciae populis sollemnibus sacris, Plin.,
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NH. xvi, 144.—^The fafitr/t of the thyraos is really a shepherd’s staff

:

Clem. Al.. Protr. ii, p. 14 P.
** Eur., Ba, 735 fi. and frequently.
“ j^ai Kat irSovmaaiioi in the Tlirako-Macedonian worship of

Dionysos: Plu., jilex. 2. (The Mimallones imitatitur fw^rem Liberi,

Sch., Pers. i, 99.) ol ttaroxoi

:

Porph. ap. lanr
’

3, 9, p. 117, 16. ^dicjfor' d uamwSyr, Eust. S 249
; p 16. KXtibi

' the name given to Ae itatvaits irat ^dir^ai dvd rot! xarixovs ytvo/tdi'a.

xAtufdr, EA1. 521, 50. ot xdroxot rott mpi rdv Aiowoov opyiaaiiots,

Plu., Is. et Os. 35, p. 364 F.
** ot PaKX*v6/itPot Kai KopvPaimturTtf IfOoutnd[ovai pixfi^S dv to

mBovpxvor fSototv, Hitlo, I’ll. Cont. 2, ii, p. 473 M.
** ^ too the wild shaking and whirling-round of the head, which

acc. to innumerable literary and pictorial descriptions was a regular

feature of the Bacchic dance and cult, must have contributed—and
was so intended—to bring about the condition of ecstasy and frenry

(pt-i^avxfwt ovv acAdryi, Pi., /r. 206 : xpara otioai, E., Ba. 185, etc.).

—

How such fanatic shaking of the head, if kept up for along time, is

by itself sufficient, in persons naturally predisposed to it, to bring

on complete religious iKoraais, may lie learnt from a remarkable
account in Moreau du hachiuh, p. 290 6., derived from piersonal

observation in the East.
** The object of the tricteric festival of Dionysos (repeated every

second year) held in so many places in Greece (cf. Weniger, Dionysos-
dienst in Elis, Progr. 1883, p. 8) was to celebrate the presence of the god.
This is clearly shown by D.S. 4, 3, 2, who also attributes the trieteric

festival to the Thracians : rovs Botonovs «al rowt dAAovr ’'EXXrjrat

kq! Op^xas . . . xaTaieifai rdr rpttrrfpibas $vaCas diovvotp «rai rdv

0€or ropi^etr Kara rir x^drov rovrer iroutedat rdr iro^d rot; av$p(unots

iwi^artlas. At this time women and maidens celebrated njv
vo^vaiai' rod Jutypoov. (In the archaic song of the Elcan women
the Bull-god is thus called upon : Plu., QG. 36, 299 A ; Is. el. Os.

35, p. 364 F ; whereupon the Eleans telteved that rdv Sedr o^aiv
Iwi^Tiw is T»r 9vi<>tr rdv «o/>rijv : Paus. 6, 26, 1.)—For Bakchos
amongst the dancers see E., Ba. 185 fi., 306 f., and often. At the

trieteric festival at Delphi diirwos . . . Ilapraoor Kara ntjbi gopriMt

napBirots avr J<A^>aiv, E., Hypsip. fr. 752. And so often in poetry :

sec Nauck on S., OT. 213 ; Ant. 1 126 fl.—Thracian trieteric festival :

tno motae proles Semelcia thyrso Ismariae celebrant repetita triennia

bacchae, Ov., Af. ix, 641 i. ; terapus erat, quo sacra solent trieterica

Baccho Sithoniae celebrare nunis ; nox conseta sacri.s, etc., vi, 587.
** ipaxiapds followed by im^dweta of Dionysos represent, as we

frequently learn, the varying relationship of the god with mankind.
These are alternating and periodically repeated, and they are reflected

in the trieteric period of the festivals. It is customary to explain this

disappearance and return of the god as an allegoric^ typification of

the destruction and restoration of vegetation. There is no reason
at all to believe this, except for those who regard the doctrines of the
Greek *’ Religion of Nature " as infallible axioms. The god is simply,
and in the literal sense of the words, regarded as removed for a time
from the world of men. during which period he is in the world of spirits.

In the same sray Apollo, according to the Delphic legend, is carried

away from the human world for certain periods : he lives during that

tinre among the Hyperboreans, whose land is inaccessible to mortal
foot or ship. We ought not to be afraid to make use of the light thrown
on these matters by parallel legends of the temporary disappearance
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of gods among unciviliied peoples (the god may be sometimes asleep
or under constraint ; cf. Hu., Is. et Os., 69 fin. 378 F)

; cf. what we
are told in Dobrizhofler’s Gesch. d. Abip. ii, p. 63 (E.T.), about the
beliefs held by the Abiponcs of Paraguay ; or, again, what is said of
the negro races of West Africa, according to whom the god normally
lives in the depths of the earth, but at regularly recurring intervals
comes up to visit men ; whereupon the members of a mystical society
build him a house, receive his oracles, etc. ; R^ville, Rel. des peuples
non-civil. i, 110-11. Thus Dionysos, too, is for a time in the under-
world, in the world of spirits and the souls. This is clearly presupposed
by the festival at Lema, in which Dionysos is called up out of the
bottomless spring Alkyonia by which there was an entrance to Hades
(just as the inhabitants of Kos every year avaKaAoCvru Hylas out of
his spring, i.e. from the underworld; H. TOrk, De HyUi, p. 3 f. ;

Wclcker, Kl. Schr. i, 12 ; and see Maass, Litt. Ztg. 1896, 7-8). Hence
also in Lema a lamb was offered as a victim r^i irvXaoxtit, i-e. to Hades
himself, and was thrown into the spnng (Plu., Is. et Os. 35, p. 368 F.

ing Sokrates ir«pl rwr 'Ooiuiv ; Smp. 4, 6, 2, p. 671 E ;

2. 36, 7 : 37. 5-6). Because he is in the realm of the dead
a pragmatical myth represented him as slain by Perseus and thrown
into the spring of Lema ; 1-ob., Agl. 574. In bclphi, too^ something
was known of the death and reawakening of Dionysos, but we have
in Orph., H. 53, a quite unambiguous expression of the real concep-
tion, acc. to which D. " rested in the house of Persephone ”, and appears
again in the upper world at the time of the tricteric festival when he
iytiptt his arwpof, (vdjuiv Kiviiv rt xofiois- We may be all the more
certain that the same idea is to be attributed to the trieteric

festival in Thrace, since the same belief exactly occurs again in the
legenil of the Thracian (Gctic) god Zalmoxis (see below)—^he was
believed to have disappeared into his infernal kingdom among the
spirits and souls and to have made periodical returns to the world of
the living. The reason why Dionysos, as worshipped both in Thracian
and Greek trieteric festivals, stops for a time in the underworld of
the souls, is clear enough : that too was his realm. We can now under-
stand why It is that Dionysos is also ruler over the souls and can be
called Zaypsos, NutcriXuos, 'loohairtjs : i.e. he is simply given names of

Hades himself (Plu., E ap. D. ix, p. 389 A). His real character of

master of the souls and spirits {ivaf. ^ptas), as it had been originally in

the Thracian cult, was thus perserved, in spite of much alteration in

its Greek form, partly in Greek local cults, partly in the Orphic cult

of Dionysos.—There is a legend which is based on a reminiscence of
this periodic disappiearance of Dionysos to the underworld, viz. the
thoroughly Greek story of his descent on a single occasion into Hades
in order to bring back Scmcle. Elsewhere his disappearance into the
realm of the spirits gave rise to the legend of his escape and flight to

the Muses
; this was spoken of in the Agrionia at Chaironeia (Plu.,

Smp. 8 Praef.).
« Cf. Eur., Ba. 920 fi.. 1020 f.

*• ravpo^Boyyoi 8’ itrofsVKuyrai no0tr iiavoCs ^^cpol ptpoi :

A. 'Hiwt-ol describing the Thracian worship of D. [fr. 57). This was
” certainly intended to increase for the participants in the festival

the feeling of the god's presence and thus to add to the wildness

of their orgies ”, as Kapp, Dionysosc.. 19, very rightly observes. The
invisible bellowing bull is the god himself. (Dionysos appears as a

bull to the insane Pentbeus : E., Ba. 920 ff.).
—" The Batloka, a tribe

in the Northern Transvaal, hold a yearly festival of the dead in which
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hidden magicians make weird sounds with flutes which the prople

take lor the voice of spirits ; they say * Modimo is there Schneider,
Rdig. d. Afrikan. Naturv. 143.

** The women taking part in the trieteric festival of the god play
the part of the ficuvdScr in his train ; D.S. 4, 3, 3. Imitation of the

Nvnd<^ r* Kai IlStrtt <rat SuXi/voi iral Earvpot in the PaK^fia Pi.,

Lg. 815 C. What was afterwards merely a piece of traditional ritual

was originally without doubt a real hallucination of the Karoxoi .—The
idea that a throng, Blaoot, of wood-spirits Satyrs and Seilcnoi danced
about the God must also have been common in the Thracian cult

firvyxoprtrrat diovvoov, Ael., VH. iii, 40 ; d tiJ Jiovdo^ naptno/itros

ox^t, Ath. 362 £). oavtttat (obviously related to Eapd^tot : cf.

Usenet, Goltemtunen, 44 f.) was the name given to oi otiXrivot by
the Macedonians, who in the practice of Dionj-sos-worship were entirely

dependent upon the Thracians. Hsch. s.v., cf. Hdt. viii, 138 fin.

" The PoMxtvovTft rw Btifi (i.e. Sabazios, Sabos) arc called aipot
Kal adPai mi aapd^ioi : Phot, aaflovc : cf. Eu.st., P 16, p. 1431, 46.

Harp. (Phot.) s. odpoi . Phot. vafiaaaPdCtiv (p. 383, 16 Pors.) ; Sch. .Ar.,

Av. 874. This identification of the god with his ecstatic worship{)crs
belongs to the Phrygian cult of Kybeic as well. Ju.st as the goddess
is called Ku^ijflijso d Kanx^t^*yot rg iiifrpi tmv Btwv is called KipifPot ;

Phot. KvpTfpoi, KvPiiPor, Eust. P 16. Thus the Greeks in calling the
ecstatic worshippers of Bakchos by the name of the god were only
adopting the conceptions and vocabulary of the Thracian religion of
inspiration into their Dionysos-worship which was modelled on the
Thracian cult. Bdxxot is their name for the ipyiaarift rov BtoO
(etymologically connected is papiirtifi [KpavyaQot, oBty xai Bdxxot
Hsch.] a Phrygian word (or the frenzied priest of Kyliele : and there-
fore = Kiip-iiPos ; cf. Ribbeck. Alason, p. 86). It appears that the
poKxoi of Dionj-sos were often called by the old Ihracian name
aiPot : aiPous *taJ vw irt iroAAoi Tour pdKxovt koXoCoiv, Plu., Smp.
4. 6, 2, p. 671 F (Aadvarioi is also a name given, after Jtdkvoot
yfa^voTtos, to the j^Kgot who worship him : Lyc. 1237 with Sch.).
“ Aidrvaot ufidStor (Porph., Abs. ii, 55), uifiijirrgr (Plu., Them. 13),

XapvQTiot, raupopayot (Soph. fr. 607 N.).—.At other times we catch
a glimpse of the idea that the god himself is the tom and devoured
bull (just as in many ancient worships the projicr victim of the god is

the animal most homogeneous with him) ; this is evidently the most
primitive form of iv—Bovtrtaapos, the primeval symlxilism of a mystic
worship that, like all mysticism, desires to take personal possession
•of the God.

•• Dionysos himself also carries the thvrsos (as often in sculpture)

:

E.. Hyps. fr. 752, etc.
•* See above, n. 19 (d Povictpats ’'Iokxos, Soph.,/r. 874, ravpdKtput

•Btos, E., Ba. 100). The Creek Dionysos is often described as
bull-shaped and homed ; this, too, in imitation of Thracian belief.

It is SaboJios whom they Ktpaoriar wapstadyovoi, D.S. 4, 4, 2 ; cf.

3. 64, 2. 'Yj TavpoKipotTi, Euphor. fr. 14.—An allusion in D.S. 4, 4, 2,
seems to suggest that the god, the pvptipoppot, was also (like Attis)
regarded as a herdsman. Something of the sort may be referred to
in the unintelli^ble lines quoted by Cl. Al., Prot. ii, p. 14 P., apparently
in connexion with the Sabazios mysteries. So Dionpos, loo, is some-
times thought of as a PovniXot : rroipirt S* dYpavXwv raupotv. Aids
alyiixoto vUi Kiaoaxlrmvi are words used of him in [Orph.] Lilh. 260.
Again, in imitation of the god himself his jivarai are PovxdXot on the
inscriptions from Asia Minor {Itu. Perg. li, 485-8) and Thrace, of
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which R. Schdll speaks, de commun. el. coll. Graecis (Satura philol.

Saupp.), p. 178 ff. PovKoXiKis occurs among the cult officials in
the lobakcheia at Athens; Ath. MtUh., 1894, p. 260, 1. 122;
archibucohs dei Libert on inscriptions of the city of Rome.
/Joixfo'Aor and fiovKoXtlv occur in connexion with Bacchic worship as
earlv as Kratinos, Aristoph., and Eiirip. ; vvKnrroXnv Zaypeios Povras,
K.. Crel. fr. 472, 11 (acc. to Diels). See Crusiti.s, Rh. M. 45. 266 f. ;

Dictcnch de hymnis Orph. (Marb. 1891), p. 3 ff.

*• The special flute-mehxlies going under the name of Olympos
were called fl»?o ([PI.] Min. 318 B) ; KaTCxfoBai iroitl (PI.. Smp 215 C) ;

opoXnyovfilviii! woicl ras ^vx'or ivBovaiaoTiKds (Arist., Pol. 1340a 10).

Cic., fill', i, 114: ergo ct ei quorum animi. spretis corporibus. evolant
atque excumint fora.s. ardore aliquo incitati atque inflammati. cemunt
ilia proferto quae vaticinantes praenuntiant : multisque rebus
inftainmantur tales animi qui coqwribus non inhaerent : ut ei qui
sono qiKKlnm vocum et Phryciis cantibus incitantur. .\n unmistakable
ilescription of what was meant by Ikotoois and Korybantic frenzy
(sec below).

•’ i.e. those who arc tvBovotaopoB KOTainuxtftci, as Aristotle knew
them : certain fiaviKnl SiaBtout are known to Plato. Somewhat
similar is the iuoit 0«ia{ouoa which according to Demokritos [D. Chr.
36. 11 fr. 21 Diels, belongs to the inspired poet.

** The drunkenness of the Thracians and their ancient cultivation
of the vine are well known. They even brewed lieer from barley :

Ath. 547 BC (cf. Hehn, Culturpftaneen, p. 121 E.T.). The prophetai
(prophesying in " cntliusiasm ") of a Thracian oracle prophesied
plurimo niero sumpio, Aristot. ap. Macr. I, 18, 1.—Even the women
drank unmixed rvine in Thrace : PI., Lg. 637 E.

•• Mela, 2, 21 (and from him Sohn. 10, 5, p. 75, 16 Mom.' saj's of the
Thracians epulantibus ubi super ignes quos circumsident quaedam
scmina ingesta sunt, similis ebrictati lularitas ex nidore contingit
(rf, [Plu.] de Flu. 3, 3). There can be no doubt that it was hemp-
sce<l (KamaPti) which had this effect, fldt. iv, 74, says expressly that
the Thracians knew hemp. It was thus with a sort’ of ha.shi^h that
they intoxicatetl themselves lha.shi.sh is an extract of cannabis indica).

The Scythians did something similar : Hdt. tells of their vapour-
baths in tightly closerl huts (iv, 75) : they produced a smoke by laying
hempseeds on red-hot stones and—though Hdt. dt>e.s not say so

—

must nece.s.sarily have got into a state of wild into.\iration. This may
have Iwen a religious jierformance. Drunkenness is generally regarded
by savage tribes as a religiously inspired condition. I'urther, the
Scythian practice has the most striking parallel in the use of " vapour-
huts ” among the North American Indians, in which case the religious

intention is certain (see the account in Klemm, Culturg. n, 175-8 ;

J . G. Mailer, Amrtik. I'rrelig. 92). Hdt. i, 202, also mentions intoxica-

tion from the fumes of certain " fruits " among the Massagetai ;

these last, after they had completely bemused themselves, stood up
to dance and sing. The Thracians, loo. may very* well have used
intoxication through haslush-fume.s as a means’ of exciting thcm.sclvcs

to their ecstatic religious dances.—The ancients were quite familiar

with the practice of inhaling aromatic smoke to produce religious

hallucinations : [Galen] 6p. larp. 187 (xix, p. 462 K.) A-ffoeaiao/idr

eon KaBdrrtp iflararral tires ini (uiro ?) rwr vnoBvfUiapf'rtur ir rots

itpols, < ^aapata (om. edd.) > opwvtts ^ TUfiwdeoiv ij aiiAcue fj oufijSdAoii'

(scr. KvfiPaXuir) aKovorres : cf. odorum delenimento potest animus
humanus extemari, Apul., Ap. 43.—For the use of smoke in the
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Korybantic ceremonies see below.—The yaydrqr Xi0ot inoffvfuaBttt
is useful as an iwiXi/vrtK&r 2Acyxo{ (Dioscor. v, 145) ; it brings on the
convulsions of the victim of Upa rooot (epilepsy) [Orph.] L. 478 ft.

(cf. further Damigeron. de L»p. 20. p. 179 Ab. ; Plin., SH. 36. 141 ;

and also Gal. xii. p. ^3 K.).

Polak. Persitn, ii. 245 fl.—We have only to read the accounts
derived from personal experience of the sensations and hallucinatory
states accompanying hashish-smoking—such as those given . for instance,
by Moreau (de Tours) Du hachisch et de I'aliittation mentale (l^ris.

1845). esp. pp. 23 fl.. 51 fl.. 59 6.. 90. 147 S.. 151 ff.. 369 ff.—to have
a complete parallel to the condition which underlay Bacchic excitement.
There, too, is the complete hcoraott of the spirit, a waking dream-
state, an iXiyo^ipinoi fiarin. It only requires the special tone and
character given to the hallucinations and illusions by deep-rooted
religious or fanciful conceptions—and the external machinerv' for

cultivating such illusions—to make them an exact equivalent of the
delirious condition of the real fiatxoi at the nightly festival of Ihonj’sos.

(The helpless state of impressionability to outward—c.g. musical

—

and inward influences is a marked feature of the intoxication and
fantasia of hashish.) Other narcotics also have similar effects (Moreau

,

p. 184 ff.).

** PI., Ion, 534 A (perhaps an allusion to the words of Aischines
Socr. in the [Aristid. RM. ii, 23 f. Dind.}).
“ E.. Ba. 142 f.. 706 fl. (144 £op(as S’ <ir Xifidrov *air»ot).
*• Anaesthesia of the Bakchai : /vi W fieorpiixeit wOp iptpov ov8’

iifaur, Ba. 757 f.—suum Bacche non sentit saucia vulnus, dum stupet
Edonis exululata ingis, 0%'., Tr. 4, 1, 41 f. qualis deo pcrcussa
maenas . . . atque expers sui volnusdc^it nec sensit.Sen., Troad. 682 fl.

Similar insensibility to pain (certainly not always feigned) was shown
in their ekstasis by the self-wounding gallt of Kybele, the priests

and priestesses of Ma (Tibull. 1, 6, 45 fl.)—something of the sort is

reported of the prophets of Baal (1 Kings xviii, 28). See in general
on the subject of anaesthesia and the ipSwt KOTfgdptm ini two
$*ww. Iamb., Mysi. 3, 4, p. 1 10 Par. In the case of the shamans, the
Indian Yogis, the dervishes, and the natives of North America the
existence of such states of insemiibility in rebgious excitement has been
actually observed.

** Karigiptyof in roC 9toC (W., Men. 99 D ; X., Sym. i, 10.

Kartgiptnos wawep al panyat, PI., Jon, 534 A : Sym. 215 C. parim
re nai KaraaxopJrw Phdr. 244 E). 4 S’ appir ifielaa nal Staarpi^vs
KOpat iXiooovo’, oi dporoOo’ S vpm dporeir, in Bajtrlov nartivero, E., Ba.
1122 0. «Toxo. above, n. 24.

** IrSeif re yiyveras nal Snppur nal S roCr ovirirt iv avrw iveorir,

PI., /ott,534 B (where it is applied to the inspired poet but properly
belongs to the Bakchai).

*• tKoraois, i(Urraa0€u is often used of the inspired state. pai»ta0ai,

ir0ouas&n, ir0eov ylreo0ai, inarfirot are all used in the same sense and
apply to the ** inspired ” prophets {BdxtSes, ZipvXXtu) and the poets ;

Anst., I*rob. 30, I. p. 954a, 34-9. iflorarai nai palvtrai, Arist. HA.
6, 22, p. S77i, 12. The religious ipytnopol, iKoraatas fivx&s indyoini

:

Phintys ap. Stob., Ft. iv, 23, 61a. p. 593 H. inoraais is a state

in which the soul seems estranged from itself ; when the oiVtiai

ntrJfattt oin iroxXoGrriu ilAA’ iwoppanliorrat (Arist., Pa. Kat. 464a, 25).

The word became weak and commonplace enough in later usage,
but it was evidently meant, originally, t" *«» '*

“ soul ” from its body. In the se —

*
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go«s off into a faint : tok 8’ jAtircv ^x‘4 originally meant the same
thing and was so understood, see above (chap, i, n. 8). The same idea
occurs again in P. Mag. Par., 1. 725, p. 63 Wessely : in^KXvrot S’ lati t§
ijivxfi xa'i ovK iv atairrtfi ioti Srav oot avoKpivriTai [the god conjured up].
” ix^aoU iariv iXiyaxpiviot {laria [Galen] Sp. larp. 485 (jrix, p. 462).

paviri ixaraait i<m xpoviot Aretaeus, Chr. Pass. 1, 6, p. 78 K.
*• Aiimiaov paiv6Xri» opyrn^ovot fiaKXoi, (opo^ayia t^v UpopavCar

iyovrxs, ftal T«Afo<rouei Tor xptatvopias rmr ^oraiv avevTC/ifMfpoi Tols
o^oir inoXoXuiovrts fvav, Clem. Al., Protr. ii, p. IIP.

** The €vBovaiu>ms ix Oxov nrot become like the god, Xa/ijSdyotxn

TO Iffy/ trai to imTj/StvpaTa (rov 0toS), naBooov Svvaror BroB avBpwvtp
ptraaxtlv, PI., Phdr. 253 A. More boldly iavrwv txardvras oAov$
MSpCaBai ro'if Bxois xai ivB<a^tiv, Procl. in Rp. ii, 108, 23 Kr.—
ouif tKaraott anXuit ovrws *<rrir, dAAo (in its positive sense) irl ri
KpxtTTov irayaty)) Kot ptraaraoit. Iamb. Myst. 3, 7, p. 114, 9 Parth.

*• IvBfOi yuvaiKtt of the Bakchai, S. Anl. 963. al Baxyai orar
irBtoi ylrurrai—.\esch. Socr. ap. Aristid., PA. (ii, 23 Dind.). IrBfos
rjSt ri itavir) (the religious sort) Arct., p. 84 K. The essential meaning
of ivBton «fvo« (plenum esse deo) is clearly defined in Sch., E., Htp. 141 :

erBeoi Adyorroi at vno pdaparos rtvos dpaipeBlvres rov vovv, jcol vrr’

ixtivov rov Btov rov paaparonoiM xartxdptvoi «fal to SoxoBvra xtlvw
notovvres. The ivBtos is completely in the power of the god ; the god
speaks and acts through him. The ivBeos has lost his consciousness
of himself ; like the Btioi avSpts (which phrase in Plato has the same
meaning as ivBeot dvSpfs) esp. the Btopdvrtis, Xtyovot piv aXriB^ Kel
iroAAd, loaai 8* o08ii' wv Xlyoyoi, PI., Men. 99 C. (Philo, Spec. Leg. ii,

p. 343 M., says of the inspired prophet ; irBovatp yeyovus iv dyvol^
ptranoraptvov piv rov XoytopoB. . . , imrttpoiTifxOTOs 8c icat ivtpxrixiros

Tov Btlou irvtvparos *rai iraoai' r^f patvijs opyavorrottav xpovovros xrX. ;

cf. Iamb., Mysl. 3, 4, p. 109.)
“ ivBtot pdvrtis (Bakide.s, Sibylla!) Arist., Prb. 30, 2, 954a, 37.

Btopavretf PI., Men. ad fin. parrtxr) xard to ivBeov, imp corlr

cVtfcaoTi/cdi. [Plu.] PlM. Phtl. 5. 1, I [Dox..^ p. 4151.
** pdmt 8' d Salpwv dSc (Dionysos)' to yap fiaKgsvaipov icat rd

paviuiSff pavTtxilv noXXlfv Jycc orav yap 6 Beof els to o&p’ cASiy iroAdr,

Xlyeiv TO plXXov rois peprivoras irocct. E., Ba. 298 ff. Here the inner
relationship of the inspiration manUhf and the " posse^on ” which
took place in cc.static frenay is expressed with all possible dearness
(drunkenness is surely not referred to 1). This is how Plu., Snip. 7, 10,

p. 716 B, also understood Eur, Pro^hesj-ing Mainads
:

^otisiSar

6vooKdavr E., Ba. 224—ovSeis {prove epawrerai pamiens ivBlov xai

dXijBoOs, dXX’ fj xaB' virvop Tqp Tqr ppovqotati trr8i}5ftt ovvafup ^ 8td

vdoop i) 8id TiPO tvBovataapdv napaXXdfas, PI., Ti. 71 £. voa^para
pavrtxa ^ {pSouaiooTKfd make inspired fidprcirwhat they are ; Arist. Prob.
954a, 35. Such manlike takes place in the state of furor, cum a coipore
animus abstractus divino instinctu condtatur, Cic., Div. i, 66. .K

famous case is that of Kassandra from whom the deus indusus corpse
humano, non iam Cas.sandr3 loquitur, §67 : cf. the Sibyl who prophesies
patvopdvat ardpart (Heradit. fr. 12 By. = 92 D.) and the Pythia at
Delphi prophesying in a state of pavla. For the prophecy of Korybantic
Phrygian* possessed and " frenzied ”, see Arrian ap. Eust., on D.P. 809.
“ Hdt. vii, 1 1

1 (for Hdt. the Br/aaol seem to be a dirision, perhaps
a clan, of the Satrai. Polyb., Strabo, Hiny, Dio C., and others know
"hem as an independent Thradan tribe)':

' ' '

irdwc^ Jv AeXpotm—^which means that si

r that is what the Pythia at Delphi did.
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Hu., £)«/. Or. 51, p. 438 B. Lucan \'i, 166 ff., clearly describes the

phenomena supposed to attend their religious ekstasis : artus Phoebados
irrupit Paean, mentemque priorem expulit, atque hotninera toto sibi

cedcre iussit pectorc. bacchatur demens aliena, etc.)

** d Spg(i ^oKTis dtoKueor, E., fiec. 1267. Rhesos dwelling in

Mt. Pangaios is fidarjrov /?*. 972. d^nct'aSat rois Atifiv
Opiots rtapi Tov Atonoov pdmupa tx Sp^xijt, Pans. 9, .30, 9. .\ristotelcs

qui Theologumena scripsit, apud Ligyreos (>) ait in Thracia esse

adytum Libero consecratum. ex quo redduntur oracula. Macr. 1,

18, 1. The wife of Spartacus, herself a Thracian, was patniKr) tc

atal KaTOxer roir nrpi Tor Aidrvaor opytaapoli, Plu., Crass. 8. Octavian
in Thrace consult^ in Lihcri patris Itico barbara racrimnnia, i.e. an
oracle : Suet., Oct. 94. Even in 1 1 n.c. the Bessoi still had a Itptvs

TOV Atorvaov, Vologcses, who by means of prophesyings (iroAAd 8cidoar)

and rg vapa rov StoC 8dfg Stirred up his people to rebel against the

Odrysai ; D.C. 54, 34, 5. In 29 b.c. M. Crassus had handed over to

the Odrysai the piece of hand occupied by the Bessoi »V ^ xai ror 0t6r

aydAAouet, D.C. 51, 25, 5.—The spirit of the old Thracian ecstatic cult

reappeared in the character of the Bacchic worship introduced from
Greece into Italy whose excesses (in 186 b.c.) are narrated by Livy ;

39, 8 B. : among these being vtros velut mente capta cum lactationc

fanatica corporis vaticinari : .39, 13, 12.
** Compare, for example, what we are told of the religious dances

of the Ostiaks (Erman, Travrh in Sibcrwi. ii. 45 f., K. T.. CiKiley), the

Haokah dance of the Dakota, the " medicine-dance ” of the Winnebago
in North America (Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes, iii, 487 fl., 286 fl.),

the dance of voodoo negroes in Haiti (.Vour. annalrs des voyages,

1858, iii, p. 90 fl.). For the violent religious dances o( the jieople in

ancient Peru see Mailer, Amertk. Vrrelig. 385 ; in .Australia, R. Brotigh-

Smith, Aborigines of i'ichria, i. 166 fl. (18781. .Among the Yeddas
of Ceylon there was a dance of the " devil’s priests ” (c.illed Kattadias)
dressed up as demons; sec Tennent. Ceylon, i, 540 f. ;

ii, 442.— In

antiquity the following have the closest relation.ship to the ecstatic

cult of the Thracians ; the dance festivals in honour of the " S\Tian
Goddess ”, of the Kappadocian Ma, of the Phrygian Mountain Mother,
and of Attis (the last having much the same origin as the Thracian
festival, but being more strongly aflected by Semitic influences, and
perhaps by the religious practices of the prehistoric inhabit.mts of .Asia

Minor). Besides these we m.ny rememlier the account given by
Poscidonios ap. Strabo, 198, D'P. .570 fl., of the excited nocturnal
festival celebrated in honour of ” Dions’sos " in an island at the mouth
of the Loire by the women of the Namnites (Sainnitrs, Amnites)
Aiovoatp Kartxdpfrac in the wildest delirium (AilrTa).

** This is regularly the meaning of such excesses practi-scd by
" magicians ”. The shaman (with his " soul ”) voyages out into the
spirit-world ; sec the rcmarkaMy vivid account of Radlofl, Stberten,

ii, 1-67 ; and also Erman, Zschr. f. Ethnologic, ii, 324 fl. ; A. Krause,
Tlinkitindianer, p. 294 fl., 1885. So docs the Lapp magician (Knud
Lccm, happen in Finmarken [E.T. in Pinkerton’s Voyages]). The
Angekok enters into communion with his Torngak {Crani;, Hist, of
Greenland, i. p. 194, E.T., 1820) ; the Butio with the Zrmen (Mailer.

Amertk. Urreltg., 191 f.) ; the Piajes with the spirits (MOllcr, 217).

Thus, too, communication with the divine "grandfather ” of the people
is established by means of dances, etc., among the Abipones
(Dobrixbofier, AHpones, ii, 64, E.T.). The expulsion of the soul to
visit the spirit-world is a^ practiwd (in their convulsions) by the
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magicians of the North American Indians, the people of the Pacific
Islands (Tylor, ii, 133), etc. Such practices start out from a commonly
held conception of the nature of body and soul and of their relations
with the unseen. The magicians believe " that in their ecstatic con-
dition they can break through the barrier between this world and the
next ”, Mailer 397. To facilitate this process they employ the various
means .alluded to of stimulating their senses.

The most remarkable c.ase of this is provided by the history of
a religious sect of our own day widely spread in Russia, who call them-
selves " the Christs ”, i.e. sons of God. The sect was founded by a holy
man named Philippov in whose body God one day took up his abode ;

after which the man spoke as the living God himself and gave com-
mandments. The sect particularly stood for the idea that the divine
dwells in mankind, Chnst in men and Mary in women, and that the
sense of their presence can be awakened in men by the action of the
Holy Ghost, through the force of strong belief, by saintliness and by
religious ecstasy. To produce the ecstasy dances are held in common.
Aliout midnight, after long prayers, hymns, and religious addres.ses,

the participators in the secret festival, both men and women, dressed
in strange costumes begin to dance. Soon the ranks and circles of the
dancers and singers break up ; individuals begin to turn round and
round, revolving on their own axis w-ith incr^ible speed, balancing
meanwhile on their heels. The excitement of the dancing and leaping
crowd grows continually greater. Finally one of them calls out '' He
comes ; He is near—the Holy Ghost ”. The wildest ecstasy takes
hold of every one. Details may be found in N. Tsakni’s La Russia
seela;re, p. 63 ff. (cf. what is said in the same work, p. 80 £[., of the
religious dances of the Skopze.s, and p. 119 f. of the sect of the
” iJeajx-rs ”).—All this is true Bacchattalta Christiana and therefore

mentioned here.
*• e.g. Mariner, Tonga Islanders, i, 108 (1817) ;

Wrangel, Reise in
Stberien, i, 286 (i. 267 f.. French trans.) ; Radlofi, Siberien, ii, S8.
Even the respectable Cranz, whose own point of view made it impossible
for him to appreciate properly the Angekok practices so clearly observed
by him, admits that many of them really saw visions that suggested
" something siipeniatural ” to them : Hist, of Greenland, p. 197 E.T.
Something similar is said about ecstatically dancing dervishes by
1-ane, Modern Egyptians, ii, 197.

*• Magicians called by the name of the gtxl {h'eebef) among the
.\bipones: Dobrizhoffer, ii, 248. Similar cases elsewhere : M Oiler, 77.

In Tahiti the person inspired by ^e god so long as the " inspiration
”

lasted (several days sometimes) was himself called " god " or given
the name of some particular god : Waitz, Anthropol. an, 383. In
the case of an African tribe dwelling on the banks of Lake Nyanza
the chief spirit sometimes takes temporary possession of one of the
magicians (man or woman) who then bears the name of the spirit ;

Schneider, Relig. d. Afrik. Naturv. 151. Sometimes the identity of
the magician with the god is expressed by the wearing of the god’s
distinguishing dress and imitation of his outward appearance (in the
manner of the Thracian Banxot) ; cf. the devil-dancers in Ceylon, etc.

•• When it acquires a more philosophical temper mysticism seeks
its unification with the highest (the thhaiidns rfir ^liWcur rys wpaTi/s)

more by means of the completcst passivity of mind and bo<^. It

employs the «ij airiir (uXXIytoBat *fol iBpofitadai of the soul (Hato),
or Its withdrawal from all that is finite and particular (the recpjimiento

ol the Spanish mystics). The profoundest quietude of spirit brings
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about the unification with the One behind all mtiltiplicity ; cl. the
Neo(datonic mystic^ the Buddbis^ etc. Sometimes both are found
tog^er ; absorption and pas$dvity of the spirit aide by side with
wild excitement. Both methods were practised by the Persian Sufis.

Chardin, Voyag* «n Perse, iv, 458 (cd. Langl4s) says of them, cependant
ils se servent plus communiment du chant de la danse et de la musique,
disant qu'ils produisent plus silrement leur extase. It may be that

the cult of religious exaltation is always the real origin of these ecstatic

states. Though the cult sometimes falls into decay itself, its ofispring

the iKorams survives.
** In the language of these m><stics the words mean : he knows that

the passimiate longing for reunion with God. the Soul of the universe,

breaks down the individual personality and its limitations
—

" for

irhere Love awakes tf
’ ' * '' " ‘ ‘ ' ‘

•* /Vrot oi aSavarii
Others, se? Wesseling on D.S. i. p. 105, 32).

. o^S^a aAAoe Stir vofiitorrti <« f*? Toif a^ttpav (the Zalmoxis
just mentioned) Hdt. iv, 94 fin. There we are told that the Otai
mpis Pporr^r re ttal a<rrfiawifr Toftvorrts irat iwttXn’m tw Btw, ovbdva
arrA. If it were true (as most people seem to think) that the god

0t6t) threatened by the Cetai during thunder was their own god
^moxis, then it certainly is difiicult. or. indeed, impossible, to under-
stand the point of explaining the threatening of this god by the state-

ment that they hold him for the onlv true god. The truth is that
the refers simply to the *' sky '* during a thunderstorm. The
usage is common in Gr^k and is only transferred to the Getai by a
rather awkward extension. This thundering Beet is not Zalmoxis at

all (hence Z. is not as some have thought a " sky-god ”). The Getai
regarded Zalmoxis as the only god : the Thunderer is no real g'xl to

them (at the most a bad demon nr a magician or something of the kind).

To show that they are not afraid of Um they shoot arrows against
him, probaldy in the hope of breaking the thundercloud. (Parallels

in other countries ; Grimm, p. 1088 : Dobrizhofler, ii, 78. In India.

Oldenberg, 491-4. Excitement during an eclipse of the moon :

Weissenbom on Livy, 26, 5, 9. Reminiscence of such customs in

the myth of Herakles ; [Apollod.] 2, .5, 10, 5. From Hdt. by indirect

channels comes Isig., Afir. 42 [p. 162 West.] ; cf. also the account of

D.C. 59, 28. 6 about Caligula.—Pallad., RR. i, 35 [contra grandinetn' .)

•* ^0aear/{avin 81 revie rov rpiiror . . . ovr* iweBv^oittir Jmvroit
rofiiiomn, Urat re Tor diroAAv/i«ror vapd ZoA/ioftr Saffiora (of 81 avTiiir

rir ovrAr toBtop ooropajovoi P Hdt. iv, 94. Here, as

regularly in Greek use of the word.s, we must not understand by
dfidraror «Ir«« a mere shadowy (if timeless) survival of the soul after
death as in the Homeric Hades. Such a belief if it bad been held by
the Getai would not have struck Hdt. or his readers as remarkable in

the slightest degree. It must therefore imply an unending and fully

conscious existence, in this last respect resembling the life on earth.
“ aBararlletioi 81 nai Tiptloc (T«g<T«{iu Phot.) rat Kfiflvior itol

voAr itmBariprat wt ZdX/iofip ^amp ilxeoBai, Phot. Suid., EM.
ZiprAfir. The Krobyzoi are a well-known Thracian stock. The
Terizoi are not elsewhere mentioned

;
perhaps they may be placed

in the neighbourhood of Tlpurrtt, Tlpilis depa — C. Kaliakra (cl.

C. Mailer on Arrian, P. Eux. 35) ; there we also hear of a Tlptorts

niXst, Ptolem. With this Tomascbek also agrees (D. alien Tkraker,
Ber. Wieft, Ak. 128, iv, p. 97). In this case they would be neighbours
of the Krobyzoi.
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•* ovK ivoBv^oKuv fitrotKiitoSat vonliovrts «s what we hear
of the Gctai in Julian, Cae$. 327 D. animas (putant) non extingui sed
ad beatiora transire, Mela, ii, 18.

. Tois imBavirrat cut ZtiX/totlp ^aoiv olytaBcu, ^{tiv 8i

aSBis. Kai roDra aft i>0(tf{ovaii' aXifBtvtiw. 0i!ovai 8f <rai cvcuxoCvrai

«if olZBk ijforroi toS avo8ap6vTot, Phot. Suid., EM. Zdiu)X(is, Mela,
ii, 18 : alii (among the Thracians) redituras putant animas obeuntium.

•• Hdt. iv, 95, Zalmoxis, a slave of Pythagoras in Samos, is set free

and comes back a rich man to his poverty-striken country. He collects

together the leading men of the race in a room, where he entertains
them and seeks to persuade them of the belief that neither he nor they
nor their de.scendants will die but that they will all come after death
to a place where they will enjoy all good things in abundance. There-
upon he withdraws into a secret underground chamber and lives there
for three years. In the fourth year he comes to light again and '* the
Thracians are persuaded of the truth of what Zalmoxis had told them.”
This implies—though Hdt. omits to say so, and so does [Hellan.]

ir. Ko/4. Papfi. (following Hdt.) ap. Phot., etc., s. Za/ioA£ic—that he had
also promised that he and his adherents should return to earth alive

after the expiry of a definite period (three years). That such a belief

in the “ return " of the dead was actually held by the Thracians is

clear enough from the quotations given in the last note. The story

of Zalmoxis* trick (which was perhaps intended humorously by its

inventors) seemed suspicious even to Hdt., but it is not pure invention
(any more than the analogous stories about Pythagoras, Trophonios,
and later Erapedotimos) : it is rather a euhemerist version of a
miraculous legend. The disappearance of Zalmoxis into a subterranean
chamber is a distortion of the belief in his permanent abode in a hollow
mountain-side, an imputhit n xwpiov in Mt. Kogaionon of which Str.

298 speaks plainly enough. In that mountain the god dwells
;

just

as Rhesos Kpvrrrit i* irrpott T^r ivapyvpov x^orot of Mt. Pangaios,
dwells there as an iir0gw«roSaiVaiv [E.], Rk. 970 ; cf. chap, iv, n. 36.

He lives there undying like the Bdxxov who has b^ome a god,

to whom the tragedy obscurely aUudes in U. 972 f. as Ii\-ing on Mt.
Pangaios (this may perhaps refer to Lykourgns—see G. Hermann.
Op. v, 23 f.—surely not to Orpheus as Maass, Orpheus, p. 68 [1895],

suggests). The obvious parallel is Amphiaraos and Trophonios in

their caves, and Orig., Cels, iii, 34 (see above, chap, iii, n. 13), puts
them and Zalmoxi.s together. We may safely complete Hdt.’s account
of how the awoXXdfuvoi of the Getai go away and have everlasting

life napa ZdXnoftr Balpova (iv, 94), by saying that they reach this same
hollow mountain, a subterranean place of delight where they dwell
with the god. Mn.-wcas compares Zalmoxis with Kronos {FUG . ; Phot.

Suid. EM., as before) and the similarity doubtless resides in the fact

that both rule over the spirits of the blest in another world. But
besides this the Thracian belief must also have included the idea of

a periodic.-il appearance of the pod in the upper world. Hdt.'s story
of the trick practised by Zalmoxis shows this (the return of the souls

to which the story also points, is a sort of counteqnirt of this). .Kic

we t.T suppose that the of the god was expected after the

expiry of three years (just as it was after two years in the Piony^
festival

; sec above, n. 27) ? We do not know whether these Thracian
tribes celebrated the Jm^reui of the god with '* enthusiastic ” worship.

Such an element in the cult of Zalmoxis .seems to lie suggested Iw the

fact that we hear of " physicians of Zalmoxis” (PI., Charm. 156 D)
and of mantikt—which is generally closely bound up with iargtK^

—
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in the cult of this god. This must be the meaning of calling Zalm.
him<$elf ftavns

:

Str. 762, 297 ; cf. also the otherwise valueless

account of Ant. Hiog. ap. Porph. VP. 14-15. Finally, the enthusiastic

character of the cult seems to be implied in the identifying of the priest

with the god by the Getai (as in the similar ca-ses mentioned
above, notes 32 and 59). Thus, the high priest is himself called
*' god ”

: Str. 298 (he has authority over both king and .state : rf.

the Upfvs ToS Jioruaov among the Bessoi, above, n. 53 ; cf.

Jordanes, Gel. 71). This made it easy for the " goil ” Zalmoxis,
whom even Hdt. quite rightly regarded as Saiftwv tis A'tjim 4mxutpiot
(iv, 96) to be metamorphos^ into a man of the liistoncal past (he

is this in D.S. 1. 94. 2 ; Str. sii, 297 ; cf. Jordanes, Gel. 39). If the
contemporary priest was called " god ” it might naturally be concluded
that the " god " Zalmo.xis was once only a priest too.

*• Hermip. ap. Jos., Ap. i, 22.

In E.. Hec. (1265 B.) the Thracian Polymestor prophecies to

Hekabe that she shall become a dog after her death, irvpo' ixovaa
SepYfiara. Hekabe asks wJij 8’ olada rrjs ipfjs peTaaraotv ;

Pol. : o Opsfl fiovTtt Aiomaos rohr. It looks as if Kur. in this

allusion to a belief in metempsychosis was intending to give a realistic

touch of Thracian national character. He was well informed in such

’* The connexion lietwecn Thracian Dionysos-worship and the belief

in immortahty and cult of the dead is vouched for, acc. to Knpp,
Dionysosc. 15 fl., by the insc. found by Heuiey in Thracian distnet-s.

.\n epitaph found at Doxato (near Philippi) says of one who has died
young (11. 12 fl.) : reparatus visas in Klysiis. Sic placitum est divis

aetcm.a vaverc forma qui bene de supero lumine sit inentus—nunc
seu te Bromio signatac (see Annch, .Inltke Atyskrienwesen, 123 f.)

mystides ad se flongero in prato congregem uti Satyrum, sive canistri-

ferac poscunt sibi Naides a^ue, qui ducibiis taedi.s agmina festa trahas
. . . (CIL. iii, 686). It is true that this remarkable fantasy contains
nothing directly alluding to specifically Thracian worship! On the
other liand this is certainly suggested and both the Thracian god and
his connexion with a cult of the dead is implied in the use of the local

cult-title of Uionysos in an oflenng made by bythos and Kufiis to
the thiasi I.iberi patns Tasibasteniof 3(K) dcnani ex quorum reditu
annuo rosalibus (and so at the yearly festival of the dead) ad
raonimentum corum vescentur. CIL. in, 703 ; cf. 704. Even the
conjunction by E., Hec. 1265 B., of the belief in palingenr.sia with the
oracle of the Thracian Ihonysos seems to imply a connexion lietween
that belief and the cult of Dionysos.

iroAAoi piv rap8T)Ko^ipoi, navpot hi T« BdiC/(Oi, ap. PI., PMd. 69 ('.

The strict meaning of this Orphic verse (I.ob., -Igl. 813 fl.' is tlmt out
of the multitudes who take part in the Bacchic festival only a few have
any real right to call themselves by the name of the gml—as hat ing
become one with him through their ecstasy and exaltation. A sjictial

morbid state was necessary for that ; the same state which in other
circumstances made the real shamans, lhajes, etc.

Even when their ittmaon had ceased the ecstatic worshippers
still regarded as real the visions which they had enjoyed in that con-
dition : olov awipif ’Avrt^pom rip 'Optlrv xal dAArur ifiarapiyoit.

TO yap ^arraopMTa iXeyo* lor ytrdpeya xai tit pvrjpovevorrtt, Anst.
*. pyipijt, I, p. 451a, 8. " Magicians who had subsequently been con-
verted to Christianity were still cmivinced of the re.slity of their earlier
visions : they thought they bad seen something perfectly real."
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Mailer, Amerik. Urrelig. 80. Add: Tylor, ii, 131 ; Cranz, Greenland^

p. 197.
’• See above, chap, i, p. 7 S.
’* Hdt. V, 4 (speaking of the Tpavaoi. Hsch. has the same, s.v.

Tpavaos). The Story was then added to the regular list of v6pipa
fiapPapiicd used for illustrating the variability of vopos- It was soon
after told of the Kpo^vloi : Isig., Mir. 27 (they were also regarded
as strong adherents of a belief in immortality ; see above,
n. 65) ; then of the Kavmavoi

:

Nic. Dam,, Mir. 18 West. Zenob.,
Prov. V, 2.5, p. 128, .5 L.-Schn. (Kavaioi, KavaiavoC). It occurs again

in a fragment of some collection of vopipa fiap^apiKa written before
the third century (there is no reason to ascribe it to Aristotle) given
by Mahafly, On the Flinders Petrie Papyri, Transcript., p. 29 ; Kavoiavol^
hi voiupov Toils piv ^lyvoptrovs Bpifvtlv rovs TcAiinruieTac eiSaiporiiecr

ws nohXuiv xOKuiv avavtnavptvous {kokoiv as above or irovwv must
lie supplied to fill the g.ip ; cf. the well-known fragment of Eur.

Cresph. : ixpf^v yap t)p&s . . . fr. 449, which perhaps alludes to Hdt.’s

account). It is told of Thracians in generi, or o' some tribe not
particularly named, by S. E., P. iii, 232; Val. Max. 2, 6, 12 (both

clearly drawing on collections of roiupa ^ap^apittd)
;

Mela, ii, 18;

cf/*. IS, 111 (Archias). There were thus three sources of the story:

Uesidcs Hdt.'s, two in which cither the Krobyzoi or the Kausianoi were
named as the Thracian tribe instead of Hdt.’s Trausoi.

’* ooaiv KOKwv ifawaXhaydeis fan «v wool? tvSaifioyi^ Hdt. V, 4,

” See Jul., Cars. 327 D, Mela, ii, 18. Likewise of the KavoiavoC
in Anon. ap. Mahafly (see n. 75), p. 29, 10-12. lamb., VP. 173:
as a result ol the ( Hj'thagorean) doctrine of immortality taught by
Zalmoxis <ri sal tvv oi faXaTot (because they had been instnicted

by Zalm.
;

from a similar fabulous source comes Hippol., RH. i, 2,

p. 14, 93 1).-S.) »rai oi TpdXtis «ol iroAAo* Tiiv ^ap^dpwv Toi'S

vlovs ntiOovatr tlis ouK cirri ^Bap^vai t^f . . . irai on roe Bavorav

Ol) ^/JijrcoF, aAAd irpds rods KirSdi-ovs<vp<i<rraisiicT€ov .

—

TpiiAAcirScaliger

for the MS. rpaXis, nghtly as far as sense goes. But we find the name
TPAAEIZ given to the^Pergamene mercenaries called after the
Thracian tiibM : /ns. Perg. i, n. 13, 23, 59. These had already sem ed
as infantry in 331 in the army of Alexander the Great : D.S. 17, 65, 1 ;

cf. Hsch. TpaXXtis. They were a fiouth Thracian tribe : Plu., Ages.

16 . Ap. l.ac. 42 ; Str. 649 (where read TpaXXduv)
;

Tralli Thraeces,
l.iv. .38, 21, 2, who elsewhere calls them lllyriorum genus. 27, 32, 4 ;

31, 35, 1. It apivars that a branch of the Thracian tribe of the Tralles

reached Illyna in their w'andenngs ; there Theopompos, too, knew them :

Steph. Uyz. TpaXXia ; cf. also s.w. B/jyis, BdXovpos (cf. Tomaschek,
Stkb. Ificw. AX., 128, iv, p. 56 f.).

’• .Appetitus maximus mortis. Mart. Cap. 6, 656. The Thracians
csp. arc meant by Galen when he speaks of fiapfidpiur ivlots who enter-

tained the tielicf on rd dnoBvifoKtiv tori KaAoF (xix, p. 704 K.)



CHAPTER IX

DIONYSIAC RELIGION IN GREECE

Its Amalgamation with Apolline Religion.

Ecstatic Prophecy. Ritu.\l Purification and

Exorcism. Asceticism

The Greeks received from the Thracians and assimilated

to their own purposes the worship of Dionysos, just as. in all

probability, they received the personalitj- and worship of

Ares and the Muses. Of this assimilation we cannot give any
further particulars ; it took place in a period Ij'ing before the

beginnings of historical tradition. In this period a multi-

plicity of separate tendencies and conceptions, freely mingled
with features borrowed from foreign creeds, were welded
together to form the religion of Greece.

Homer is already acquainted with the fanatical worship of

Dionj-sos
;

the god is called by the name under which Greek
worshippers made themselves familiar with the stranger.*

But in Homer, Dionysos appears only once or twice for a

moment in the background. He is not the bountiful giver of

wine ; he does not belong to the Round Table of the great

gods assembled on 01>Tnpos. Nowhere in the stor>’ told in

either of the Homeric poems does he influence the life and
destiny of human beings. There is no need to seek far for the

rea.son of Dionysos’ subordinate position in the Iliad and the
Odyssey. Homer's silence makes it quite plain that at that

time the Thracian god had not yet emerged from a position

of insignificance or merely local importance in the life and
faith of Greece. Nor is this hard to understand ; the cult of

Dionysos only gradually won recognition in Greece. Many
l^ends tell of the battles that had to be fought by the new
worship and of the opposition that met the invader. We hear
how the Dionysiac frenzy and the ekstasis of the Dionysiac
dance-festival took pos.session of the whole female population

of many districts of Central Greece and the Peloponnese.*

Sometimes a few women would venture to join the wandering
choruses of wild Bacchants who danced upon the mountain
tops ; here and there the king of the land would opjwse the

progress of this tumultuous worship. Such stories are told of

the daughters of Minyas in Orchomenos, of Proitos in Tirj’ns,

of King Pentheus at Thebes, and Perseus at Argos ;
• their

opposition to the Dionysiac form of worship, occurring in
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reality at no precise date, assumed a deceptive distinctness in

the artificial systems of the mythologists and developed
the character of historical events.

’ In reality what we are told
of these individuals—how the opponents of Dionysos them-
selves fell into even wilder frenzy and in Bacchic delirium slew
and tore in pieces their own children instead of the victim-
animal, or (as in the case of Pentheus) became themselves the
victim slain and tom in pieces by the raging women—all this

belongs to the class of (Etiological myth. They are legends in

which special features of worship (for example, the existing

or dimly remembered sacrifice of human beings at the feasts

of Konysos) are provided with a m3rthical prototype in the
supposed historiciil past of mythology, and thus receive their

justification.* Still, there remains a substratum of historical

fact underlying such stories. They all presuppose that the

cult of Dionysos arrived from abroad and enter^ into Greece
as something foreign. This presupposition notoriously

corresponds to the actual facts of the ca.se, and we are boimd
to assume that the account which they immediately proceed to

give of the violent opposition which this cult, and only this

cult, met with in many parts of Greece, is not pure fiction.*

^^'e arc obliged to rcco^ize that such stories preserved a trace

of real historical memoiy' expressed in the one form which
was invariably assumed by the earliest Greek tradition, namely
mj-thology, in which all the accidents and varieties of earthly

experiencewere condensed into types of universal applicability.

It was then not without opposition, it appears, th,at the

worship of Dionysos, descending from the north into Bcxx)tia,

spread from thence to the Peloponnese and at an early period

invaded even some of the islands as well. In truth, ev’en if

we had no evidence at all on the point, we should have
expected the Greeks to feel a profound repugnance to this

disorderly and tumultuous Thracian worship ; a deep-seated

instinct must in their case have resisted such extravagance
of emotional excitement and refused to lose itself in the limit-

less abyss of mere feeling. This unchecked roaming over the

mountain sides in nocturnal revelr>' might be suitable enough
for Thracian womcn-folk, but respectable Greek citizens

could not give themselves up to such things without a struggle

-—without, indeed, a break with all inherited propriety and

decorum.* It seems to have been the women who were the

first to give in to the invading worship,’ carried avray in a real

frenzy of inspired enthusiasm, and the new cult may really

have owed its first success chiefly to them. What we are told

of the irresistible progress and' widespread success * of the
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Bacchic dance-worship and its exaltation reminds us of the
phenomena which have attended similar religious epidemics
such as have in more recent times occasionally burst out

and overflowed whole countries. We may in particular recall

to mind the accounts which we have of the violent and wide-
spread dance-madness which, soon after the severe mental
and phj-sical shock suffered by Emope in the Black Death of

the fourteenth century ,broke out on the Rhine and for centuries

could not be entirely stamped out. Those who were attacked
by the fever were driven an irresistible impulse to dance
The bystanders, in convulsions of sympathetic and imitative

furj' joined in the whirling dance themselv'es. Thus the

malady was spread by contagion, and soon whole companies
of men, women, and girls, wandered dancing through the

country. In spite of the insufficiency of the surviving records,

the religious character of this dance-enthusia.sm is unmis-
takably apparent. The Church regarded it as a ” heresy”.
The dicers called upon the name of St. John or of ” certain

demons ”
; hallucinations and visions of a religious nature

accompanied their ecstasies.* Can it have been another such
popular religious malady which attacked Greece—perhaps
in the train of the disturbance of spiritual equilibrium caus^
by the destructive migrations which take their name from the

Eiorians ? The circumstances of the time must have
predisposed men’s minds in that direction and made them
ready to accept the Thracian Dionysos and his enthusiastic

dance-worship. In any case this invasion did not, like its

mediaeval counterpart, break down by coming into conflict

with a well-established religion and an exclusive ecclesiastical

organization of a very' different temper from its own. In the

deceptive twilight of myth we can only dimly discern the

arrival and pre^ess of the Diony'siac religion in Greece. But
so much at least is evident ; the Bacchic cult, though it had
to overcome many obstacles, at last establishcHl itself in

Greece and triumphantly’ overran both mainland and islands,

until in the course of time it obtained a profound and far-

reaching importance in Greek life of which Homer could
scarcely give a hint.

§2

It was no longer simply the old Tliracian Dionysos who now
took his place b^ide the other great gods of the Greek Olympos
as one of themselves. He had become Hellenized and human-
ized in the meantime. Cities and states celebrated him in

yearly festivals as the giver of the vine’s inspiring fruit, as
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the daimonic patron of vegetation, and the whole of Nature’s
rich and flourishing growth. He was worshipped as the
incarnation of all natural life and vigour in the fullest and
widest sense : as the typical exponent of the most eager

enjoyment of life. Even .Art, the highest expression of the
courage and pride of life, drew much of its inspiration and its

aspiration towards the infinite from the worship of Dionysos ;

and the drama, that supreme achievement of Greek poetiy,

arose out of the choruses of the Dionysiac festival.

Now the art of the actor consists in entering into a strange

personality, and in speaking and acting out of a character

not his own. At bottom it retains a profound and ultimate

connexion with its most primitive source—that strange

power of transfusing the self into another being which the

really inspired participator in the Dionysiac revels achieved
in his ekslasis. The essential featm-es of the god as he first

arrived in Greece from foreign lands, in spite of much altera-

tion and transformation of the primitive type, were thus not

entirely lost. There remained also, in addition to the cheerful

festivity of the daylight worship of Dionysos, as it was
celebrated more particularly in .Athens, certain vestiges of the

old ecstatic worshij) which drove men and w’omen over the
mountains in nocturnal revelrj'. In many places there were
still celebrated the trieUric festivals in which at recurrent

intervals the " Epiphany ” of Dionysos, his appearance in the

world of men and ascent from the underworld, was solemized

by night. The primitive character of Dionysos the Lord of

Spirits and of the Souls of the dead—a \-eiy different figure

indeed from the tender and delicate Wine-God of later times

—

was still ob.scurely present in many features of the Dionysiac

festivals, in those of Delphi espcciallj-, but even to some
extent at Athens too.** The ecstasy and the violence, even
the dark savagerj- of the ancient cult did not quite die out in

the midst of all the refinements of Greek civilization ; recog-

nizable traces of such things were preserved in the Nuktelia

and Af;ri(mia and in the various trieteric festivals that were
offered to the god in many different localities.** In Greece the

aw’ful god received the blood of human \dctims.** Nor did

the outward signs of delirious frenzy, such as the eating of

raw flesli, the killing and tearing in pieces of snakes, entirely

disappear.** So little indeed, did the Bacchic frenzy that

could exalt and lift the worshipper to communion with the

god and his train, disappear before the gentler attractions of

the gracious wine-god and his fe.stival, that the raving and
" possession ” which characterized the cult of Dionysos were
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now actually regarded by fore^ peoples as the essentially

Hellenic form of the worship of the god.**

Thus, a sympathetic understanding of the orgiastic cult

and its tremendous capabilities lived on. The " Bacchants
”

of Euripides still preserves for us a breath of its magic, a trace

of the enthusiasm and exaltation that overwhelmed the senses

and enthralled the will and consciousness of those who gave
themselves up to the powerful Dionj’siac influence. Like an
irresistible current that overwhelms a swimmer or like the
mj'sterious helplessness that frustrates the dreamer, the magic
power emanating from the neighbourhood of the god took

complete possession of the worshipper and drove him whither

it willed. Everjlhing in the world was transformed for him ;

he himself was altered. Every character in the play falls under
the spell as soon as he enters into the magic circle. Even the

modem reader who turns over the pages of Euripides’ poem
feels something of that strange power to subdue the soul

wielded by the Dionysiac m>-steries and e.\pericnccs in his

own person a faint reflexion of these extraordinary states of

mind.
Probably as a result of this profoimd Dionysiac fever

which had once raged through Greece like an epidemic and
was liable to periodic returns in the nocturnal festivals of the

god, there remained in the constitution of the Greek people

a certain morbid weakness, a susceptibility to suddenly appear-
ing and as suddenly disappearing crises in which the normal
powers of perceiving and feeling were temporarily overthrown.

A few stray accounts have come down to us in which we read
how such brief attacks of passing insanity ran through whole
cities like an infectious disease.** The Korybantic form of the

malady, which was religious in character** and took its name
from the daimonic companions of the Phrygian Mountain
Mother, was a phenomenon quite well-known to doctors and
psychologists. Those affect^ by such fevers saw strange

figures that corresponded to no objective reality, and heard
the sound of invisible flutes, until at last they were excited

to the highest pitch of fren^ and were seized with a violent

desire to dance.** The initiation festivals of the Phrygian
deitieswerespecially directed to the discharge and so eventually

to the cure and " purgation '' of such emotional states; the

means employed being principally dance and masic—more
especially the music composed u>r the flute by the old Phrygian
masters ; music that could fill the soul with inspiration in

suitably disposed natures.** By such methods the ecstatic

element was not simply suppre^ed or expelled, it was taken
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up as a special disciplinary process by the physician-priesthood

who recognized in it a vital movement and added it to the
regular worship of the god.

In a similar fashion Greece in its most enlightened period

accepted and practised the " enthusiastic ” cult of Dionysos.
Even the tumultuous night-festivals of the Thracian god

—

festivals closely related to those of Phrygia from which they
had borrowed and to which they had given so many features

—

were made to serve the “ purgation " of the ecstatically

e.xalted soul. Tlie worshipper in such festivals “ initiated

his soul into the company of the god in holy purificatiohs, while

he raged over the mountains in Bacchic frenzy ”.*® The
purification consisted in this case, too, of violent excitement
in which the soul was stimulated to the highest pitch of

religious ecstasy. Dionysos as “ Bakcheus ” awoke the holy
madness which he himself again, after it had reached its

highest point of inten.sity, stilled and tranquillized as Lj'sios

and Meilichios.*‘ The old Thracian cult of ecstasy has here

been modified in a fashion that belonged only to Greek soil

and to Greek modes of thought. Legend, allegorizing the

facts, threw back this final development of the Dionysiac
worship into the rcmotc.st antiquity. Even Hesiodic poems “
related how the daughters of King Proitos of Tiiyns wandered
in the holy frenzy of Dionysos ** over the mountain of Pelopon-
nesus, until at last the\’ and all the multitide of women who
had joined them were healed and " purified ” by Melampous
the Seer of Pylos famed in legend.** The cure was effected

through the intensification of the Diont’siac frenzy " with
loud ciying and inspired dancing,” ** and, further, by the use
of certain special purificatory devices.** Melampous did not

put an end to the Dionysiac cult and its " enthusiasm ”
;

he rather regulated and developed it. For this reason Hero-
dotus can even call him the ” Foimder ” of the Dionj^iac

cult in Greece.** Legend, however, always recognized in this
" founder ” of the Dionysiac festival an adherent of the

specifically Apolline form of religion. " Apollo had favoured
him especially," and bestowed upon him the Seership which
became ancestral in his family.** Legend used him as a ty^je

in which the reconciliation between the Apolline and the

Dionysiac was figuratively expressed. The reconciliation is

an historical fact, but it did not happen in the primitive past

of legend.

It is a fact, however, that Apollo did at last, doubtless after

prolonged resistance, enter into the closest alliance with this

remarkable divine brother of his, the Hellenized Dionysos.
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The covenant must have been made at Delphi. There at

least on the heights of Pamasos, in the Korj-kian Cave, the

trieteric festival of Dionj'sos was held everj' second \’ear in the

close neighbourhood of Apollo the Lord of Delphi. Nay, more,

in Apollo’s own temple the “ grave ” of Dionysos was shown,**

and at this gra\’e. while the Thyiades of the god nrshed over

the mountain heights, the priests of Apollo celebrated a

secret festival of their own.*® The festal year of Delphi was
divided, though unequally it is true, between .\poIlo and
Dionysos.** To such an c.xtent had Dionysos taken root at

Delphi,** so closely were the two gods related, that while

the front pediment of the temple showed the form of Apollo,

the back pediment represented Dionysos—and the Dionysos
of the nocturnal ecstatic revels, .\pollo, too. shared in the

trieteric festival of Dionysos,** while Dionysos in later times

at the penteteric festival of the Pythia, received, as well as

Apollo, his shareof sacrifice and the contestsof cyclic choru.ses,**

'The two divinities have many of their titles and attributes

in common ; in the end the distinction l)ctvvc*en them seems
to disappear entirely.**

Antiquity never forgot that at Delphi, the radiating centre

of his cult, Apollo was an intruder. Antong the older deities

whom he supplanted there, the name of Diony.sos al.so

occurred ;

** but the Delphic priesthood thought it wise to

tolerate the Thracian god and his ecstatic cult that at first

seemed so opposed to that of their ov'm deity. Dionysos
may have been too vigorous a spirit to allow his worship

to be suppres-sed like that of the Earth divinity who sent the

prophetic dreams. Apollo is the " Lord of Delphi ”
; but

the priesthood of the Delphic Apollo, following in this the

tendency to religious s>-ncrctism which is .so recognizable

in them, took the worship of Dionysos under their protection.

The Delphic Oracle in fact introduced Dionysos into localities

where he had hitherto been a stranger, and nowhere so

successfully or with such momentous con,s<;quenccs as at

Athens." It was this promoting of the Dionysiac form of

religion b}' the great corporation which had the leadership

in Greece in all matters of religion, that did more than
anything else to secure for the god and his worship that

profound, wide-reaching influence on Greek religion that

Homer, who knows little even of the Delphic Oracle, completely

ignores.

But it was a gentler and more civilized Diony.sos whom
Delphi popularized and even helped to re-shape ; the extrava-

gance of his ecstatic abandonment was pruned and moderated
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to suit the more sober temper of ordinary city-life, and the
brighter, daylight festivals of urban and countryside worship.

Hardly a trace of the old Thracian worship of ecstasy and
exaltation is discoverable in the Dionysiac worship of Athens.

In other places, and especially in the districts ruled over by
the Delphic Apollo himself, Dionysiac worship preserved
more of its primitive nocturnal wildness. Even Athens, in

obedience to an oracular command, sent a religious embassy
of elected women to the Delphic Trieteria. It is plain enough
however, that in all this there was nothing but a dim counter-

part of the former tumultuous mountain-worship of the god,

and its profound soul-stirring ceremonies
; the worship of

Athens and Delphi had reduced all that to a vague ritual

traditionalism.**

§3

But in spite of all attempts to moderate and civilize it

outwardly, the cult of Dionysos retained as its most enduring
feature a tendency to the ecstatic and the extravagant that was
continually breaking out in threatening or alluring guise.

So strong indeed was the ecstatic element in Dionysiac worship,

that when the Apolline and Dionysiac forms of relipon became
united, as at Delphi, it was the Apolline worship—once so

hostile to anj'thing in the nature of ecstasy—that had to

accept this entirely novel feature.

The “ prophecy of inspiration ", deriving its knowledge
of the imseen from an elevation of the human soul to the divine,

was not always a part of Greek religion. Homer, of course,

knows of the prophetic art in which specially instructed seers

explained such signs of the gods' will as occurred accidentally

or were purposely sought out by men, and by this means
claimed to discover the will of heaven both at the moment
and for the future. This is, in fact, the sort of prophecy that

Apollo bestowed upon his seers.** But the prophecy of

which there was no " art ” and which " no man could be

taught " (for it came in a moment by " inspiration ”)

—

of this Homer shows no trace.** In addition to professional

and independently working prophets the Odyssey, and even
the Iliad, too, are aware of the enclosed oracular institutions

belonging to the temple of Zeus at Dodona and that of Apollo

at Pytho.** Both these used the names of the gods with

whose service they were concerned to increase the effect and
the credit of their utterances. In the Odyssey (but not the

Iliad) there is a reference to the influence wield^ by the oracle

of Apollo in the more important circumstances of a people's
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life. But whether at that time it was an inspired prophetess

who gave replies at Delphi we cannot be sure from the poet’s

words. There must have been oracles of sortilege ** at that

place from an early period under the protection of the god
and it is these we should naturally expect a poet to mean who
nowhere ** shows any knowledge of the striking phenomena
of ecstatic manliki.*^

In any case this new mantikS of inspired prophets, which
subsequently enjoyed such enormous development and gave
the Delphic oracle such pectiliar power, was a late-coming

innovation in the Apolline cult. Over the chasm in the rock

at Pj^ho, out of which arose a strange and potent vapour
from the depths of the earth, there had once existed an oracle

of Gaia at which perhaps inquirers had received their instruc-

tion through the means of premonitory dreams bt' night.**

The earth-godde.ss was displaced b3' Apollo here as at many
other oracular sites.*’ The accuract' of this tradition is

confirmed by the Delphic temple legend which speaks of the

overthrow of the oracular earth-spirit Python bj’ .AfK-'Ilo.
**

The change may have been gradually brought about
; in

any case, where once the earth-divinity had spoken directly

in dreams to the souls of men, there Apollo now prophe.sicd

—

no longer indirectly through the intervening medium of signs

and omens, but directlj’ answering tho.se who, in o{x;n-cyed

wakefulness, inquired of him, and speaking to them out of

the mouth of his ecstatically inspired prophetess.

This Delphic prophecy of inspiration is as far removed from
the old Apolline art of interpreting omens as it is closely

allied to the manlike which we found attached from the earliest

times to the Thracian cult of Dionj'sos.** It appears that in

Greece Dionysos but rarel)- obtained an official priesthood

that could have organized or maintained a permanent oracular

institute attached to a particular place or temple. In the

one Dionysiac oracle in Greece, however, of which we have
certain knowledge a priest gave prophecies in a state of
“ enthusiasm ” and “ possession ” bj’ the god.*® Enthusiasm
and ecstasy are invariably the means of the Dionysiac prophecy
just as they were the means of all Dionysiac religious

experience. When we find Apollo in Delphi itself—the place

where he most closely allied himself with Dionysos—deserting

his old omen-interpretation and turning to the prophecy of

eksiasis, we cannot have much doubt as to whence Apollo
got this new thing.**

With the mantic eksiasis, Apollo received a Dionysiac
element into his own religion. Henceforward, he, the cold.
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aloof, sober deity of former times, can be addressed by titles

that imply Bacchic excitement and self-abandonment. He is

now the " enthusiastic ”, the Bacchic god ; Aeschyhis strikingly

calls him ” ivy-crowned Apollo, the Bacchic-frenzied prophet
”

( fr. 311). It is now Apollo, who more than any other god, calls

forth in men’s souls the madness that makes them clair-

voyant and enables them to know hidden things. At not a
few places there are founded oracular sites at which priests

or priestesses in frenzied ecstasy utter what Apollo puts into

their mouths. Hut the Pythian oracle remained the pattern
of them all. There, i>rophecy was uttered by the Pythia,
the youthful priestess who sat upon the tripod over the earth-

chasm and was inspired by the intoxicating vapoxu that arose

from it, until she was filled with the god. and with his spirit.^

The god, so ran the belief, entered into the earthly body ; or

else the soul of the priestess, “ released ” from her body,
received the heaven!}' revelation with spiritual sense.®* VVhat
she then " with frenzied mouth ” proclaimed, that the god
spoke out of her

;
when she said “ I ”, Apollo was spealang

of himself and of what concerned him.“ It is the god who
lives, thinks, and speaks in her so long as the madness lasts.

\ profound and com|H‘lling tendency of the human mind
must have been the source of the great religious movement
that could succeed in establishing, with the ecstatic prophecy of

the Delphic priestess, a seed of mysticism in the ver}- heart

of Greek religion. The introduction of ekstasis into the

ordered stability of the Delphic mode of religion was only a

symptom of that religious movement and not its cause.

But now, confirmed by the god himself, and by the experience

which the mantic practice seemed to make so evident, the

new belief, so long familiar to Dionj-siac religion and worship,

must have at last invaded the older and original type of Greek
religion, and taken hold of it in spite of that religion’s natural

antipathy to anything of the kind. And this belief was that

a highly exalted state of feeling could raise man above the

normal level of his limited, evcrj'day consciousness, and
could elevate him to heights of vision and knowledge

unlimited ; that, further, to the human soul it was not denied,

in very truth and not in vain fancy, to live for a moment
the life of divinity. "This belief is the fountain-head of all

mysticism, and tradition still records a few traces of the way
in which it grew and spread at that time.
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It is true that the formal and official worship of the gods in

Greece (where their cults were not obviously affected by foreign

influence) remained as fast-bound as ever within the confines

of order and lucidity. We hear very little of the entrance of

ecstatic exaltation into the constitution of the older cults.®*

The irresistible religious impulse to such things found an
outlet through other channels. Men and women began to

appear who on their ovm initiative began to act as inter-

m^iaries between the gods and the needs of individual men.
They were natures, we must suppose, of unusual susceptibility

to “ enthusiastic ” exaltation : having a strange capacity for

projecting themselves into the infinite. Nothing in the

organization of Greek religion prevented such men and
women, if they could not obtain authority from any religious

community of the state itself, from acquiring a real influence

in religious matters simplj- from their own experience of

divine favour,®’ their own inward communion with divine

powers.

In the darkness and ferment of this period of growth, from
the eighth to the sixth centuries, we can vaguely discern many
such shadowy figures ; they look uncommonly like those

strange products of the earliest infancy of Christianity when
prophets, ascetics, and exorcists wandered from land to land,

called to their work by nothing but the immediate grace of

god (xopurua), and not attach^ to any permanent religious

community. It is true that w'hat we hear of Sibyls and
Bakides—men and women who wandered from land to land
prophesying the future, independently of and uncommissioned
by any particular oracular institute—is mostly legend ; but
these are the sort of legends that preserve real historical

tradition condensed into single types and pictures. The
nomenclature itself tells us much : Sibyls and Bakides are not
individual names, but iilles belonging to various tj-pes®* of

ecstatic prophet, and we are entitled to suppose that the
types so named once existed. The appearance in many places
of Greek Asia Minor and the old mainland of Greece of such
divinely inspired prophets is among the distinguishing marks
of a clearly defined period in Greek history ; the age of

promise that came immediately before the philosophic period

of Greece. The later age, entirely given up as it was to the
pursuit of philosophic enlightenment, made so little claim to
the inheritance in their own time of the divine favour that

had once enabled the Sibyls and Bakides to see their visions

and utter their wisdom, that there actually began to appear
in large numbers prophets at second-hand, who were satisfied
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with preserving the traditional wisdom of the inspired

prophets of the past, and writh the judicious interpretation

of their treasures.®* The age of enthusiastic prophets was
evidently a thing of the past. The very literature of Sibylline

and Hakid oracles, which began to appear just at that time
and showed itself capable of an almost indefinite extension,

was itself largely responsible for the veil of myth and legend
which completely enveloped the original bearers of the

prophetic title. Earlier and earlier became the historic

events of the past which they had foretold
;

further and
further into the mythical past, before the time of the events
prophesied

,
receded the imaginary’ period of the great prophets.*®

In spite of which the scientific chronologists of antiquity,

who were far from being imposed upon by the delusive anticipa-

tions of prophetic poems, found reason for fixing the date

of particular Sibyls—which means for our purpose the whole
prophetic age of Greece—in the fully historical period of the

eighth and seventh centuries.**

We may recognize, in what we hear of these prophets, the

shadow)’ representatives of a once real and living past ; they
are reminiscences of a striking and therefore never quite

forgotten phase of Greek religious life. The Bakids and Sibyls

were independent agents—though not entirely without con-

nexion with the regular worship of the gods, they were
not attached to any particular temple—who wandered from
land to land according to the needs of those who sought their

counsel. In this respect, at least, they resembled the Homeric
omen-interpreters,** and continued their work ; but they
differed from them profoundly in the mode of their pro
phesying. They were " seized by the god ” and in ecstatic

clairv'oyance saw and proclaimed unseen things. It was
no academic skill that they possessed, enabling them to

interpret the meaning of signs and omens that anyone could

-see—they saw what was visible only to God and to the

soul of man filled with God.** In hoarse tones and wild words **

the Sibj’l gave utterance to what the divine impelling power
within her and not her own arbitrary fancy suggested ;

possessed by the god, she spoke in a divine distraction. An
echo of such daimonic possession, and of the horrible reality

and terror that it had for the possessed, can still be heard in

the cries and con\’ulsions which Aeschylus in the Agamemrwn
gives to his Kassandra—a true picture of the primitive

Sibyl, and a type that the poets of that prophetic

generation had reflected backwards into the earlier past of

legend.**
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§5

The activity of the seer was not confined to foreseeing and
foretelling the future. We hear of a “ Bakis” who “ puri-

fied ” and delivered the women of Sparta from an attack of

madness that had spread like an epidemic among them.**

The prophetic age of Greece must have seen the origin of what
later became part of the regular duties of the " seer ”

; the

cure of diseases, especially those of the mind ;
the averting

of evil of every kind bj- various strange means, and particu-

larly the supply of help and counsel by “ purifications " of a

rehgious nature.** The gift or art of prophecy, the purification

of “ the unclean the healing of disease, all seem to be

derived from one source. Nor can we be long in doubt as to

what the single source of this threefold capacity must ha\’c

been. The world of invisible spirits surrounding man, which
ordinary folk know only by its effects, is familiar and acce.ssible

to the ecstatic prophet, the Mantis, the spirit-seer. As c.\orcist

he undertakes to heat disease ;
** the Kathartic process is

also essentially and originally an exorcism of the baleful

influences of the spirit-world.

The wide popularity and elaboration given to the notion —
hardly hinted ’* at as yet in Homer—of the universally

present menace of “ pollution ”, which is only to be averted
or got rid of by means of a religious process of purification

—

this is one of the chief distinguishing features of the over-

anxious piety that marked the post-Homeric age when men
could no longer be content with the means of .salvation

handed down to them by their fathers. If we confined our
attention to the fact that now we find purification required

for such actions as murder and the spilling of blood which
seem to imply a moral stain to the doer of them,’* we might be
tempted to see in the development of Kathartic practices a
fresh step in the histor3' of Greek ethics, and to suppose
that the new practices arose out of a refinement and deepening
of the " conscience ” which now desired to be free fronj the
taint of " sin ” by the help of religion. But such an interpre-

tation of Katharsis (favourite as it is) is disposed of by a con-
sideration of the real essence and meaning of the thing. In

later times the methods of Katharsis were nearly always in

competition and conflict (rarely in friendly alliance) with ” con-

science ”, with the independently develop)ed ethical thought
that based itself upon the unchanging requirements of a moral
law transcending all personal will and feeling, and even the
will of daimonic powers. In its origin and essence Kathar^
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had nothing whatever to do with morality or with what we
should call the voice of conscience. On the contrary, it

usurped the place which in a more advanced and morally
developed people would have belonged to a true morality
based on an inner feeling for what is right. Nor did it fall

to hinder the free and unfettered development of such a
morality. Kathartic practices required and implied no feeling

of offence, of personal guilt, of personal responsibility. All

that we know of these practices serves to bring this out and
set the matter in a clearer light.

Ceremonies of “ purification ” accompany every step of

a man’s life from the cradle to the grave. The woman with
child is “ unclean ” and so is anyone who touches her ;

the

new-born child is unclean ; marriage is fenced about with

a series of purificatory rites ; the dead, and ever^dhing that

approaches them, are unclean. Now, in these instances of

the common and almost dail)' occurrence of purification

ceremonies, there can be no moral stain involved that requires

to be washed off, not even a sjTnbolical one. Equally little

can there be any when ritual purifications are employed
after a bad dream,’* the occurrence of a prodigy',’* recovery

from illness, or when a person has touched an offering made to

deities of the lower world or the graves of the dead ; or when
it is found necessary to purify house and hearth,’* and even
fire and water ’• for sacred or profane purposes. The purifica-

tion of those who have shed blood stands on exactly the same
footing. It was necessary even for those who had killed a

man with just cause, or had committed homicide unknowingly
or unwillingly

; the moral aspect of such cases, the guilt

or innocence of the doer, is ignored or unperceived. Even in

the case of premeditated murder, the remorse of the criminal

or his " will to amend " ” is quite superfluous to the efficacy

of purification.

It could not be otherwise. The " stain ” which is wiped
out by these mj-sterious and religious means is not “ within

the heart of man ". It clings to a man as something hostile,

and from without, and that can be spread from him to others

like an infectious disease.’* Hence, the purification is effected

by religious processes directed to the external removal of the

evil thing ; it may be washed off (as by water from a running

spring or from the sea), it may be violently effaced and obliter-

ated (as by fire or even smoke alone), it may be absorbed (by

wool, fleece of animals, eggs),’* etc.

It must be something hostile and dangerous to men that is

thus removed
;

since this something can only be attacked by
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religious means, it must belong to the daimonic world to

which alone Religion and its means of salvation have reference.

There exists a population of spirits whose neighbourhood or

contact with men renders then " unclean ”, for it gives them
over to the power of the unholy.*® Anyone who touches their

places of abode, or the offerings made to them, falls under
their spell; they may send him sickness, insanity, evils of

every land. The priest with his purifications is an " exorcist
”

who sets free those who have fallen victims to the surrounding
powers of darkness. He certainly fulfils this function when
he disperses diseases, i.e. the spirits who send the diseases,

by his ministrations ; when he employs in his purificatory

ritual hymns and incantatory formulie which regularly imply
an invisibly listening being to whom they are addressed ;

•*

when he uses the clang of bronze instruments whose well-

known property it is to drive away ghosts.** VNTicre human
blood has been shed and requires ” purification ” the Kath-
artic priest accomplishes this ” by driving out murder with
murder ", •* i.e. he lets the blood of a sacrificed animal fall

over the hands of the polluted person. Here, the purification

is plainly in the nature of a substitution-sacrifice (the animal
being offered instead of the murderer).** In this way the
anger of the dead is washed away—for this anger is itself the

pollution that is to be removed.** The famous scapegoats
were nothing but sacrifices offered to appea.se the anger of the
Unseen, and thereby release a whole city from ” pollution ”.

At the Thargelia or on extraordinary occasions of need in

Ionic cities, and even in Athens, unfortunate men were in

ancient times slain or stoned to death or burnt " for the
purification of the city ”.*’ Even the materials of purifica-

tion that in private life serv'ed to free the individual and his

house from the claims of invisible powers, were thought of as

offerings to these powers : this is proved clearly enough by the
custom of removing such materials, when they had served
their purpose as " purifications ”, to the cross-roads, and of

making them over to the unearthly spirits who have their

being there. The materials of purification so treated are in

fact identical with offerings to the dead or even with ” Hekate’s
banquets ”.*• In this case we can see most clearly what the
forces are which Kathartic processes essentially aim at

averting. In them no attempt was made to satisfy a heartfelt

consciousness of sin or a moral sense that has become delicate
;

they were much rather the result of a superstitious fear of

uncanny forces surrounding men and stretching out after

them with a thousand threatening hands in the darkness.
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It was the monstrous phantasies of their own imagination
that made men call upon the priests of purification and
expiation for much-needed aid and protection.

It is simply the invasion of human life by the sinister

creatures of the daimonic world that the clairvoyant mantis
is supposed to avert with his “ purifications Among
these sinister influences Hekate and her crew are particularly

noticeable. This is without doubt an ancient product of

religious phantasy—though it is not mentioned by Homer
—which did not till a late period emerge from the obscurity
of local ob.servance and obtain general popularity : even then
it only here and there ceased to be a private and domestic
cult and reached the dignity of public city-worship.®* The
cult of Hekate fled the light of day, as did the wild farrago of

weird and sinister phantoms that surrounded her. She is

chlhonic, a goddess of the lower world,*® where she is at home ;

but, more easily than other lower-world creatures, she finds

her way to the living world of men. Wherever a soul is

entering into partnership with a body— at birth or in child

bed—she is at hand ;
*• where a soul is separating from a

body, in burials of the dead, she is there. Amidst the dwelling-

places of the departed, the monuments of the dead and
the gloomy ritual of their worship, she is in her element.**

She is the queen of the souls who are still fast bound to the
upper world. It .shows her deep-seated connexion with

the primeval worship of the dead at the household hearth,**

when we hear of Hekate as dwelling “ in the depth of the
hearth ”,** and being honoured together with the underworld
Hermes, her masculine counterpart, among the domestic gods
who ' were left to us by our forefathers ”.**

This domestic cult may be a legacy from times when in

familiar intercourse with the lower world men did not yet

fear " pollution ” therefrom.*®* To later ages Hekate was
the principal source and originator of all that was ghostly

and uncanny. Men came upon her suddenly and to their

hurt by night, or in the dreamy solitudes of midday's blinding

heat ; they see her in monstrous shapes that, like the figures

in a dream, are continually changing.*® The names of many
female deities of the underworld of whom the common
people had much to say—GorgjTa (Gorgo). Mormo, Lamia,

Gello or Empousa, the ghost of midday—denote in reality

so many different personifications and variations of Hekate. *1*
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appeared most frequently by night, under the half-light

of the moon, at the cross-roads. She is not alone but is

accompanied by her " crew the hand-maidens who follow

in her train. These are the souls of those who have not had
their share of burial and the holy rites that accompany it :

who have been violently done to death, or who have died
" before their time Such souls find no rest after death ;

they travel on the wind now. in the company of Hekate and
her daimonic pack of hounds.** It is not without reason that

we are reminded of the legends of " wild hunters ” and the

“furious host ’’.sofamiliai in modem times in manycountries.”*
Similar beliefs produced similar results in each case

;
perhaps

there is even some historical connc.xion lietween them.*®*

These night-wandering spirits and souls of the dead bring

pollution and disaster upon all who meet them or fall into

their hands ; they send e\-il dreams, nightmares, nocturnal

apparitions, madness and epilepsy.*®* It is for them, the

unquiet souls of the dead and Hekate their queen, that men
.set out the “ banquets of Hekate ” at the cross-roads.*®*

To them men consign with averted faces the remains of the

purificatory’ sacrifices *®® that they may not come too close

to human dwelling places. Puppies, too, were sacrificed to

Hekate for " purifications ”, i.e. " apotropaic ” sacrifices.

Gruesome inventions of all kinds were easily attached to

this province of supematuralism : it is one of the sources

which, with help from other Greek conceptions and many-
foreign creations of fancy, let loose a stream of anxious

and gloomy superstitiousness that spread through the whole
of later antiquity and even reached through the Middle Ages
to our owTi day.

Protection and riddance from such things were sought at

the hands of seers and “ Kathartic priests ” who, in addition

to ceremonies of purification and exorcism had other ways of

giving help—prescriptions and recipes of many strange sorts

which were originally clear and natural enough to the fantastic

logic of superstition and were still credited and handed down
as magic and inexplicable formuUe after their real meaning
had b^ entirely forgotten. Others, again, were driven by a

fearful curiosity to attempt to bring the world of surrounding
spirits—of whose doings such strange stories were told in

legend **•—even closer to themselves. By magic arts and
incantations, they' compelled the wandering ghosts and even
Hekate herself to appear before them :

**• the magic power
forces them to do the will of the spirit-raiser or to harm his

enemies.*®* It was these creatures of the spirit-world that
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magicians afld exorcists claimed to banish or compel. Popular
belief was on their side in this, but it is hardly possible tWt
they never resorted to deceit and imposture in making good
their claims.

§7

The mantic and Kathartic practices, together with what
arose out of them, arc known to us almost exclusively a* they
were in the time of their decay. Even in the brief sketch
just attempted of this notable by-way of Greek religion,
many details have had to be taken from the accounts left

to Us by later ages that had quite outgroun the whole idea
of mantic and Kathartic procedure. Compared on the one
hand with science, seriously engaged in studying the real and
inward stjurccs of being and becoming throughout the world,
together with the limitations of man’s e.state, and on the
other hand with the practical and cautious medical studt’
of the physiail conditions of human life in health and sick-
ness. tlie mantic and Kathartic practices and all the myriad
.superstitions arising from them seemed like a legacy from a
forgotten and discredited past. But such things persisted
in many circles of old-fashioned and primitive-minded people,
though by the emancipated and cultured they were despised
as the silly and dangerous quackeiy- of mendicant priests and
wizards.

But this product of the religious instinct cannot always
have appeared in such a light

; it certainly was not so regarded
when it first came into prominence. A movement that was
zealously taken up by tlie Delphic oracle, which influenced
many Greek statc.s in the organization of their religious
cults, must have had a period when its right to e.\ist was
incontestable. It must have answered to the needs of a time
when the dawning sense of the profound unity and inter-
connexion of all being and becoming in the world still contented
Itself with a religious explanation of what seemed mysterious,
and when a few chosen natures were seriously credited with
the {lower to communicate with the all-embracing spirit-
world. Every age has its own ideal of Wisdom ; and there
came a time when the ideal of the Wise Man. who by his own
innate powers has achieved a commanding spiritual {xjsition
and insight, became embodied in the fiersons of certain great
men who seemed to fulfil the highest conceptions of wisdom
and {xjwer that were attributed to the ecstatic seer and priest
of purification. The half-mythical stories in which later
ages preserved the memorj' of the times 13-ing just before the
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age of the philosophic exploration of nature tell us of certain

great masters of a mj’sterious and occult Wisdom. It is true

that the}' are credit^ with powers over nature of a magical

kind rather than with a purely intellectual insight into the

laws of nature ; but ev'en in the scanty accounts of them
which have come down to us there are clear indications that

their work already included the first attempts at a mode of

study based on theor}’. We cannot call them philosophers

—

not even the forerunners of Greek philosophy. More often

their point of v-iew was one which the real philosophic impulse

towards self-determination and the fre^om of the soul

consciously and decisively rejected, and continued to reject,

though not indeed without occasional wavering and tock-

sliding. These men must be counted among the magicians

and exorcists who so often appear in the earliest dawn of the

spiritual histor}* of civilized nations, and, as primitive and
mar\'ellous types of the spirit of inquir}’, precede the philo-

sophers. They all belong to the class of ecstatic seers and
Kathartic priests.

Legend related how, out of the countr}’ of the H}’perborean.«.

that distant Wonderland where Apollo hid himself in winter,

there came to Greece one Abaris, sent by the god himself. He
was a saint and needed no earthly food. Canning in his hand
the golden arrow, the proof of his Apolline origin and mission,

he passed through many lands dispelling sickness and pesti-

lence by sacrifices of a magic kind, giving warning of earth-

quakes and other disasters. Even in later times prophecies

and " purifications ”, going under his name, were still to be
read.'**—This man, and al.so another like him, called Aristeas,

were already mentioned by Pindar (Jr. 271). Aristeas, a man
of high rank in his native city of Prokonnesos, had the magic
gift of prolonged eksUtsis. When his soul left his body behind,
being " seized by Phoibos ”, it (as his second self made visible)

was seen in distant places.*** As Apollo’s attendant he also

appeared together with the god in Metapontum. A bronze
.statue in the market-place of that city remained to testify

to his presence there, and to the astonishment awakened
by his inspired utterances."® But among all these examples
of the type,*" Hermotimos of Kiazomenai is the most striking.

His soul could desert his body ” for many years ", and on its

return from its ecstatic voyages, brought with it much mantic
lore and knowledge of the future. At last, enemies set fire

to the tenantless body of Hermotimos when his soul was
away, and the latter returned no more.***

The greatest master of all these magically gifted men was,
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according to tradition, Epimenides. His home was in Crete,

an ancient centre of Kathartic wisdom,”* where Epimenides
was instructed in this lore as an adherent of the cult of

the underworld Zeus.^‘* Through a mist of legend and fable

we hear of his prolonged stay in the mysterious cave of Zeus
on Mt. Ida, his intercourse with the spirits of the darkness,
his severe fasting,^** the long ecstasy of his soul,”* and his

final return from solitude to the light of day, much experienced
and far-travelled in " enthusiastic wisdom Next he
journeyed through many lands bringing his health-giving

arts with him, prophesying the future as an ecstatic seer,”*

interpreting the hidden meaning of past occurrences, and as

Kathartic priest expelling the daimonic evils that arose from
specially foul misde^s of the past. The Kathartic activity of

Epimenides in Delos and other Greek cities was famou.s.”*

It was in particular never forgotten how in Athens at the end
of the seventh century he brought to a satisfactory' close the

expiation of the godless murder of the followers of Kylon.”°
With potent ceremonies of which his wisdom alone knew the
secret, with sacrifice of animals and men, he appeased ”* the
anger of the offended spirits of the depth who in their rage

were " polluting " and harming the city . . .

It was not without reason that later tradition, undeterred
by questions of chronological possibility, brought all the names
just mentioned into connexion with Pythagoras or his adher-
ents,”* and was even accustomed to refer to Pherekydes of

Syros, the latest of the band, as the teacher of Pythagoras.

Tlie practice, if not the philosophy, of the Pythagorean sect

grew up among the ideas and what may be called the teaching

of these men, and belongs to the epoch which honoured them as

Wise Men. We still possess a few scraps of evidence to show
that the conceptions guiding their life and work tended to

reach some sort of unification in the minds of these visionaries

who were yet something more than the mere practicians of a
magical species of religion. We cannot, indeed, tell how far

the fanciful pictures of the origin of the world of men which
Epimenides ”* and Pherekydes drew were connected with

the business and professional activity of these men ;

”* but

when it is related of Hermotimos that he, like his country-man

Anaxagoras, attempted a distinction between pure “ mind
”

and matter,*** we can see very clearly how this theory might
arise out of his special " experiences Tlie ecstasies of the

soul of which Hermotimos himself and this whole generation

had such ample experience seemed to point to the sepj^ability

of the soul from the body *•*—and, indeed, to the superiority of
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the souls essence in its separate state over that of the body

—

as to a fact of the most firmly established authenticity. In
contrast with the soul the body could hardly help appearing
as an encumbrance, an obstacle to be got rid of. The con-
ception of an ever-threatening pollution and " uncleanness

”

which was nourished by the teaching and activities of those
innumerable purification-priests of whom Epimenides is

known to us as the supreme master, had gradually so pene-
trated the whole of the official religion itself with purification-

ceremonies that it might very well have seemed as though,
in the midst of this renovation and development of a type of

religious thought that had been more than half forgotten in

the Homeric period, Greek religion was fast approaching
the condition of Brahmanism or Zoroastrianism and becoming
essentially a religion of purification. Those who had become
familiar with the contrast between body and soul, especially

if they lived in the atmosphere of Kathartic ideas and their

practical e.xercise, were almost bound to proceed to the idea

that even the " soul " required to be purified from the polluting

embarrassment of the body. That such ideas were almost a

commonplace is shown by many stories and turns of

phrase which represent the destruction of the body by fire

as a " purification ” of the man himself.**’ Wherever these

ideas—the precise opposite and contrary of the Homeric
conception of the relation between body and soul-image

—

had penetrated more deeply they must have led to the idea

that' even in the lifetime of the body the purification of

the soul should be prepared by the denial and inhibition of

the body and its impulses. The first step was thus taken

towards a purely negative system of morality, not attempting

the inner reformation of the will, but aiming simply at averting

from the soul of man a pollutingevil threatening it from without
—in fact to a morality of religious asceticism such as later

became such an important and decisive spiritual movement in

Greece. In spite of all the inadequacj' of our information about
these Wise Men of the early pre-philosophic period, we can still

dimly make out the fact that their natural bent lay in this

ascetic direction (the abstention from food practised by Abaris

and Epimenides are distinct ca.ses of it).*** How far, exactly,

they went in this direction is indeed more than we can say.

Thus, the ascetic ideal was not absent even from Greece. It

remained, however—in spite of the influence it had in some
quarters—always a foreign thing in Greece, having its obscure

home among sects of spiritualistic enthusiasts, and regarded
in contrast with the normal and ruling viewof life, as a paradox,
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almost a heresy. The official religion itself is not entirely

without the seeds of an ascetic system of morality ; but the

ascetic ideal, fully developed and distinguished from the

simple and normal religious attitude, was in Greece
found only among minorities who cut themselves off in closed

and exclusive conventicles of a theological or philosophical

temper. The " Wise Men as idealized in the legends of

.Vbaris. Epimenides, etc., were as individuals not far removed
from the ideal of asceticism. Nor was it long before the

attempt was made to use these ideals as the basis on which
to found a society.
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* We may safely take it for granted that Jiorvoot is the Greek name
of the god, though a completely conxincing etymology for tlie word
has yet to be found. Recent attempts to derive it from the Thracian
language are not very conWnctng (Tomaschek, Sittber. Wien. .tk.

IW. 41 : Kretschmer. A us der Anomia, 22 f. ;
Etnl. 241.) Acc. to

Kretschmer a Thracian origin for the name is proved by the appearance
of the form Atomoo— on mss. found in a few (ireek towns surrounded
by Thracian influences, e.g. Alxlera, Maroneia. Acc. to him the
transition from t to « before a vowel is regular in Thrako-Phrygian,
while on the other hand " it is completely incompatible with all the
laws of Greek phonetics ”. Others have disagreed with this view,

e.g. G. Curtius, certainly an auclor probabilis, to whom the occasional
appearance of the transition from t to « before a vowel (side by side

with the much commoner reverse process) seemed quite compatible
with the laws of Greek phonetics. He even counted Aiowaos—
Jtmrvaos (Anakreon) among the examples of this vowel change within
the limits of the Greek language (Or. Etym.*, p. 608 f.). At any rate

'Edaotr = 'Idaotr, and varpouiar = warpiuiar are certain cases of it

(see Mcister, Gr. Died. i. 294 ; G. Meyer, Gr. Gramm.*, p. 162).

Kretschmer himself, Einl. 225, supplies 'Aonkr^veiimpos, Att Aii.

To account for these forms he postulates the influence of Thracian
surroundings on Greek pronunciation ; but in the case of such a purely
Greek word as 'AaKXi)n66<apes the Thracian influence must have lieen

a secondary phenomenon operating to cause the alteration of the old

40 into to. tVhy should we not use the same explanation in accounting
for the change from Atdrvaos to Atovuaos and (i/ Thracian influence

is to be presumed—by no means probable in view of the statement
of EM. 259, 30, Aforvaos, evroi yap Edptot npo^dpovotv) say that this

Thracian influence was a secondary one acting upon the original Greek

form of the name Atoruaos ?—It is evident that the ancients had no
idea that Atowoos (Atiinioof, Aidmoos) was the indigenous name of

the Thracian god, for they would in that case have said so without
hesitation. They derived the conception, figure, and cult of the god
from Thrace but not this particular name, which they regularly regard
as the Greek name of the daimon whom the Thracians spoke of as

Zafidiios or otherwise. (So too Hdt. regards Atorvoot as the Greek
name of the god whose essential nature is Egyptian.) This is by no
means without importance ; on the contrary, it provides cogent reason
for doubting the (otherwise insecurely founded) derivation of the name
from the Tbracianr

' The women in Boeotia MtutroTa iparrioar (cf. Eur., Ba.). raU
AorntbaiuarUor yvrmfir Mwtod ns olorpos fianyinds nal rats rCirXloir,

Ael., VH. iii, 42. Hdt. ix, 34, speaks inclusively of the madness of

the women in Argos (r&r ir ’"Apytl yvratK&r /tartto/tur), where others
spMk only of the frenzy attacldng the daughters of Proitos. Neither
is incompatible with the other ; they simply represent two difierent

stages of the story. The palrtoBai which attacks the entire female
population is not (as later accounts generally make out) the punish-
ment sent by Dionysos ; it is simply another way of expresnng the
general acceptance of his wmsup which essentially consist^ in
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/talmoBtu {bs PaKX*vttv in Ant. Lib. 10). The fiaivtoBai of individual
women who try to resist the contagious enthusiasm of the Dionysiac
revelry going on around them (e.g. the daughters of Eleuther; Suid.
HtXarcuy. Jtdc.) is, however, a punishment sent by the angry god
when it leads them to murder their own children.—The regular
and widespread " mania" of the newly introduced cult of Dionysos
IS referred to also by D.S. 4, 68, 4 ; [ApoUod.] 2, 2, 2, 5 ; Paus. 2, 18, 4 ;

cf. also Nonn., D. 47, 481 11.

’ Kcsistance of Perseus to Dionysos who in this account arrives
with the Mainads from the islands of the .Aegean Sea (so Paus.) ;

victory of Perseus, followed, however, by a reconciliation with the god
whose worship is established and a temple built for Dionysos Kresios :

Paus. 2, 20, 4 : 22, 1 : 23, 7-8. So. too, Xonn., D. 47, 475-741
;

[Apolhxl.l 3. 5. 2. 3; Sch. V., S 319; cf. Meineke, An. Alex. 51.

(Dionysos is slain in the war with I’crscus : Dinarchos " the poet
”

ap. Eus.. Chr. ii, pp. 44-5 Sch. = an. 718 Abr. ; Lob., Agl. 537 f.).—
Lykourgos docs not proi>erly belong to this series : his legend, as told

by [Apollod.] 3, 5, 1 (apparently following the direction given to it

by Aesch.), is a late transformation of the story preserved by Homer,
iii which stones of Pentheus or the Minyads or the Ih-oitides are
imitated.

• This is esp. clear in the legend dealing with Orchomenos ; cf. the
account in Plu., Q.Gr. 38, p 293 D. It is very probable that the
other stones, too. were founded upon sacnhcial ritual ; cf. Welcker,
Cr. Gelterl. i, 444 ff.

• Cf. also Sch. .Ar., Ach. 243.
• Cf. Eiir., lia. 217 fi., 487, 32 ff. The daughters of Minyas inoBovv

rovf ya/i(Ta$ (sec Perizon. ad loc.) *col Sto tovto ovk iyeyovro rtfi Bt<^

paivd&<r, .Aet., 17/. iii, 42. Throughout all these legends the contrast
between Dionysos and Hera, who is the patroness of marriage, is very
marked.

’ dgoiyvratKa Jloyvooy—unknown poet ap. Plu., Exit. 17, p. 607 C ;

Snip. 4, 6, 1, p. 671 C ; £ ap. D. 9, 389 B. XAaBi, elpaiiuiTo, yvyaiuavtf,
h. Horn. 34, 17.

• Ijke an infection or a conflagration. rdS’ «’yyw cSirre nip
J^dm-trai ifipiopa BaxxoO, i/dyor "EXXriyas fiJyas, Pentheus in E.,

Ba. 778.
• Sc*c the accounts reported ap. Hccker, Epidemics of the M.A., pp. 88.

153 Babington, esp. those of Petrus de Hcrental (ap. Steph. B^uz.,
I'll. Pap. Avinion. i. 48.3) :

quaedam nomina daemoniorum appellabant.
The dancer cernit Mariac hlium et caelum apiertum.

—
" The roasters

of the Holy Scripture who exorcized the dancers regarded them as
licing posscs.scd bv the devil." (Limburg Chronicle ; see Mon. Germ.,
Chron. iv. 1, ed. Tileniann : p. 64, ed. \Vys.s.)

*• Details given by AVeniger, Dionysosdienst in Elis, p. 8 (1883).
“ .At Delphi there was a festival caUed ^gcuis in which the Dionysiac

Thyiades took part : a ZVp/Aqr drayoiyif was the chief feature of the
Spwpeya dayepiis (I’lu., Q.Gr, 12). The name ijpwts points to a
general festival of the dead (cf. Voigt in Roscher’s Lex. i, 1048) ; for

another general festival ot " Heroes " at Delphi see chap, iv, n. 82.

At Athens the great festival of the dead, the Choes and Chytrai

(chap. V, p. 168) formed part of the Anthestena. It is precisely

in these ipx<u6rtpa Jiovi/oio (Thuc. ii, 15. 4 )
that Dionysos appears

as he was in primitive belief, the " master of the souls ". Thus, too,

in Argos one of the most ancient seats of the worship of Dionyws,
the Dionysiac festival of the Agriania was at the same time a festival
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of the dead, remfota; Hsch., dyptdvta (it waf specially ^irl rcS*

UpolTou Buyaripeiv [Iphinoe : Apollod. 2, 22, 8], Hsch. s.v. ; even so

it was a festival of the dead).—In Plu., E ap. D. 9, 389 A, in view of

the hopeless confusion shown by Plutarch in that chapter between
DelpUc cult-procedure and the opinions of certain unspecified 9toX6yot,

it is unfortunately impossiUe to say with certainty whether it is the
Helphians who Jiimmv jrai Zayp^a rat JVvxr^Atov arai ’/ooSatrifF

orofialovoir or whether this only applies to the BtoXoyot (in which case

they arc probably Orphics).
** The Agrionia to the ” savage ” god {tupijtrrT)s «rol Ayptmnot as

contrasted with the voptSor^c koI itttXigiot, Plu., A nt. 24) were cele-

brated in Thebes and Argos, iypuuna acat warr^Aao <u» TO woAAo 8td

okotovs ipirat are oppos^ to the oXvpvta ttpa, by Plu., QE. 1 12,

p. 291 .A. Bacchic din, at the vu$cr4Xia, Plu., Stnp. 4, 6, p. 672 A.

—Temple of D. NvicrtXtof at Megara ; Pans. 1. 40, 6. Nocturnal
festivities lyvirratp to woAAo, Eur., Ba. 486) at the Hionysia at Lema <=>

Paus. 2, 37, 6, at the festival of Jionaoor Aa/ivr^p in PcUone : Pans.

7. 27, 3. Spyij of D. at Melangeia in Arcadia 8, 6, 5 ; at Heraia
8. 26. 1. The orgiastic cult of D. seems to have lacen preserved
particularly in Sparta. We hear of the otorpot fiaKgutos that once
attacked the women of Sparta from Aelian, I'M. iii, 42; some hncs
of .Alkman (Jr. 34} allude to the fanatical Bacchic revels on the mountain
tops (quite misunderstood by Welcker, Kl. S(hr. iv, 49). It became
proverbial : virginibus bacchata Lacaenis Taygcta, Vg., C. ii, 487 A
s{>ecial word is applied to the Bacchic fury of these Spartan Mainads ;

Buppairai (PhiUrg. on Vg., C. ii, 487 ; Hsch. s.v. ; Meineke, An. Alex.

360). In view of these ecstatic mountain-revels we need not be surprised

at the prohibition of drunken roaming about the city and countiy-
side, of which PI., Lg. 637 AB speaks.

i> vVeIcker. Gr. Giitkrl. i, 444.—But human sacrifice in the Thracian
worship of D. is nevertheless suggested by the remarkable story of

Porph. (Abs. ii, 8) about the Baaoapoi (whom he seems to take for

a Thracian tnbe).
** Clem. .Al., Am., Firm, all speak of the uipo^ayia of the Bakchai

as a still-prevailing cult-practice. Bemays, Heraklil. Briefe, 73.

Galen, too, speaks in the same way of the tearing in pieces of snakes
at the Bacchic festivals (quoted Lob., Agl. 271 a) ;

to snare vipers

KaXXtarit iort maipos, Ar ira* o^or o ’ArSpo/iaxot (79 fl. of liLs poem)
eStfXanrtr, ^nea nal ol riy Atormip PaKyevomt eltuSaat tiaaw&v rat
iX‘Arat, navofUrou fiir rov Apot ovwtu S' Aipypirou roO SApoift (Atthd.

i. 8 «« xiv, p. 45 K.). iprUa—ixlSrat arc Gal.'s words not Andromachos'.
Cf. also Pnid., Sym. i, 130 fl.

“ We need only recall the remarkable story of Hdt. (iv, 79) about
the Scythian king who in Borysthenes was initiatetl into the mysteries
of Dionysos Bakcheios 5{ palnaSai iriyet irtpiimus. His Scythian
subjects took exception to this. For them the religion was specifically

Greek, A Borysthenite says to the Sevthians : yip KarayeXSri,
w ZkABoi, Sri PoMXfSoiuv xal ^pSt 6 $eSt Xappartt. vOv oSrat i
Saiputr teal rir ipdrtpor fiaaiXia XeXdpf/K* nal PangtSei real vwi rod
9toS palrerai.

** Cf. the remarkable account given by Plu., Mut. Virt. 1 1, p. 249 B ;

fr.de An. np. Gell. 15, 10; Polyacn.8,63; and Lucian in H.Conscr. (25). 1.

” Of a different description are the attacks of tempKsrary insanity
accompanied by similar features but not religious in complexion
described by Arctaeus, p. 82 K., and Gal. vii, pp. 60-1 K. (the case of

Theophilos).
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*• Phenomena of Hopufiavriaeiiit

:

hearing the sound of flutes

PI., Cril. 54 D, Max. T.. Diss. 38, 2, p. 220 R. : cf. Cic., Div. i, 114 ;

seeing ^avraolai, D.H., Dem. 22. It is this waking dream-condition,
a condition related to hypnosis, which Pliny probably means

:

patentibus oculis donniunt multi homines, quos corybantiare Graeci
dicunt, NH. xi, 147. Excitement, beating heart, weeping: FI.,

Smp. 215 £. Maddened dance: o» Kopvfiavriwvres ovk ovT€t

SpXoDvrai, Jon, 534 A. " Sober drunkenness ” pJOr) vrjpiXios of the

•copvfi., Pliilo, Mund. Op. 23. i, p. 16 M.—The name shows that those
attacked by the disease were regarded as " possessed ” by the Kory-
bantes. Kopvpavri&v ri Kopi^aai xarixtaBcu, Sch. Ar., V. 9. The
Korybantes pavlat xai ivOtiaafum cioiv iiiiroitfriKol, ib. 8. ivBtot
€K atpvuir KopvpivTwv, E., Hip. 142 ; Sch. ad loc. : Koptipayrts pavlas
amot. tvBtv Koi Kopv^avrtdr.—Arrian gives an unusually good account
of the Korybantic frenzy of the Phrygians in a little noticed passage
ap. Eust. on D.P. 809

;
fiaivovrai r§ 'Pi<p xot irpd; Kopv^ivruiv Karixovrai,

ifyouv Kopvfiatmtuai iax iiovotvrft (i.e. possessed by the halpmv, see

Usener, Giittemamen, 293). Srav Si tcardaxn avrovt TO Bctov, fXawofifyof
leal piya Powvrtt teal opxov/ttroi npoBtairl^ovoi to pfXXoyra, Bfo^opovftfroi

Kat peuvipmoi. The complete similarity between this condition and
that of the Bacchic worship is sufficiently obvious.

'• Tsc of dance and music to cure those who are attacked by
Kor>’bantic excitement : PI., Lg. 790 DE, 791 A. More especially

the melodies for the flute composed by Olymp^, being Bfta, were able
to discover and cure those liable to Korybantic ehstatis (by means of

the inspiring effect which they had on such persons). This is shown
particularly by a passage in Plato {Smp. 215 C-E) ; where it is evident
that the KopuPamiums of 215 E are not to be distinguished from the
Btutr xal TtXfTuiv Sfofifvoi of 215 C (C states the general rule of which
E is a particular application). This homoeopathic cure of the
KopvPat'TiwvTft by the intensification and subsequent discharge of the
disorder is impli^ in all that we hear of the character of the Phrygian
mode as irBovaiaimiej and of the piXti 'OXvpnov as exciting the souls
of men to ” enthoHsiasmos” ; Arist., Pol. 1340b, 4, 5, 1342b, 1 ff.,

1340ai, 8; [PI.], Min. 318 B; Cic., Div. i, 114. The KopvPamwvrft
are also meant in Arist., Pol. 8. 7, 1342a, 7 ff. . . kbI ydp wird ravTijr

T^s Kiv^ofws (i.e. ToC ivBovenaofioS) learaKiixitiol TttrJs ttaiV fV S< riov

ifpwr fifXwv opwfifv rodrovr, orar roir opyid^ovoi rijv •f’vx’ir

piXiai, icaBierrapJyovs dianfp larptiat rvxorrat nal leaBdpafeut. Plato’s
analysis (J-g. 790 D ff.) is exactly parallel ; the cure for the fiaviKal

SiaBJotis of the Korybantic patients is ovg dAAd Tovvamrlor

Kirriait, whereby they arc assisted to regain their tint tn^portt. (It

is from this religio-musical procedure and not from strictly medical
experience or practice that Aristotle, taking a hint from Plato, Rp. 606,
derived his idea of the KiBapetit rwv naBtiparwr by violent discha^e
of the emotions and transferred it to tragedy—not, as in the e^lanation
to which some have recently return^, bv a tranquilization of the
emotions in " a final reconciliation ”.) This leaBapois and larpsia

of the KopvPavriwvTfs is the object of the initiation ceremony of the
Korybantes (whose true Piiexpi are the KopvPamiurrft, i.e. the
worshippers who are in need of and capable of cure) ; of the KopvPavrmv
pvoTijpta which are held twl iiaBap/t^ r^s liavlas (&h. Ar., V. 119-20,
iieopvpiivTiif) ; cf. the tcActi) Tear Kopvpirreav (PI., Euthd. 277 D, including

Bpiveoent : D. Chr. 12, p. 388 R., | 33 Am. ; Lob., Agl. 1 16. 369. There is

a parody of Bpivatoit in the initiation scene of Ar., Nub. 254, where
Streps, aits rfiri riv Itpiv oKlpiroSa. TtBpoviopiros rots fleets = initiated
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in P. Mag. Land. 747 f, — Kenyon, Gresk Papyri i« B.M. i, p. 108) ;

and cl. the irai (ropv^avrtxa riXif : D.H., Dent. 22. At the

initiatioa ceremony (Kopvfiamanos ‘ KoSapatt parias Hsch.) held in

the Kopvparrtior (Hdn. Gr. 1, 375, IS Lentz ; App. Prov. ii, 23) the
famous music of ” inspiration *' was played : there was also x°P*‘^
(PL, EutkeL), iJx®* the sound of rvpnava (.Ar., I'es. 120 f. ; Luc.
DD. 12, I), and also it appears incense-buming : oopai, D.H., Dem.
22 ; cl. above, chap. \iii, n. 39. All these stimulants intensified the
pathological tendency of the KopvPamwrrtt and gave them relief by
the violent discharge of their emotions.—There is no need to doubt the
actual occurrence of such patholc^cal states and their medical treatment
by music, etc. It was clearly the same type of psychopathical malady
that invaded Italy in the Middle .Ages under the name of Tarantism,
repeating its attacks for several centuries ; in this case, too, music
(and even the sound of a particular melody) served Ixith to excite

and eventually to cure the violent dance-mania ; cf. Heckcr 172, 176 ff.—^There seems to be a fabulous element in other stories current in

antiquity about the cure of madness, love-passions, and even sciatica

by the music of the flute (Pythagoras, Kmpcdokles, Damon,
Thphr. fr. 87). Such belief in the curative powers of music, esp. of

the flute, seems to have been derived originally from actual cxyiericnce

of the Ka$apo*it practised in Korybantic festivals, and then to have
been exaggerated into a fable. Even doctors had no doubt that pavia
was curable by the canhones Ubtarum

, see Cael. .Aur. , Morb. Chr.

i. 5, 175, 178 (.Asklepiades) ; Cael. Aur. (i.e. Soranos), ib. 176, however,
denies it. It depended entirely u|>on the theory, originally denved
from KopuPamapot, of cure by intensification and discharge of the
emotional state.

** <S panap otrrtf . . . $Ma*v<Tai ^vyae, cV Sptoot PaKyevuiv, datoir

KaBappotmr, E., Ba. 72 f(.—dicunt sacra Liben ad purgationem animae
pertinere Serv. on \’g., G. ii, 389; cf. also on A. vi, 741.

** Jtdrvoor Xvatos (like d. pukiyot iXtvtepevs and oawrrit) is rightly

taken as the " freer from orgiastic frenzy ’’ (and not in the ordinary
political sense) by Klausen, Orpheus, p. 26 'Ersch-Grulier' and Voigt in

Koscher’s Lex. i, 1062. That this is the proper meaning of Avaioc is

shown by its being contrasted with Paxyeiof, which by common
consent means the god 6s palrtoBae irayn avOptonovs (Hdt.) ; e g. in

Korinth, Paus. 2. 2, 6 ; Sikyon, I’aus. 2, 7, 5-6. And d. PaKyevs
and ptiXigtos in Naxos, Atk. lii, 78 C.
“ In the KaraXoyos ywaiKil*' as it seems

; fr. 54 Rz. But perhaps
also in the Melampodta (Jr. 184 Kink.).

** ipartfOar, us 'HoioHs 6ri ris Aiorvaov reXeras ou KartS^xorro.
[ApoUod.] 2, 2, 2, 2, and cf. 1, 9, 12, 8. The same story (only with the
name Anaxagoras substituted for that of his grandfather IVoitos

—

doubtless on chronological grounds) with the words rdr 'Apytias
yvratteas portioas rffr Atovvoov pijvtv '. D.S. 4, 68, 4. {parla—in

the reign of Anaxagoras—Paus. 2, 18. 4 ; Eust., on B 568, p. 288, 28).

—

Otherwise, it is generally Hera who sends the pavia Akou.sil. ap.
[ApoUod.] 2, 2, 2, 2 [fr. 14 DicU]. Pherekyd. ap. Sch. on o 225.
Probus and Serv. on Eel. vi, 48. This is a later version of the legend
depending upon a different interpretation of the " insanity ”.

“ [ApoUod.] 2, 2, 2. Acc. to Hdt. ix, 34, the treatment of Mclamp.
was appUed generally to all the ’Apytlat ywaiats (who acc. to [ApoUod.]

i 5, were also attacked by the madness) ; cf. D.S. 4, 68, 4. ( . . . ris
’Apytiasi} tisTives pdXX6v paoi. ris /IpotriSasEuStith. Kara rt^v iaropiav).

fispans^str is D.S.’ word ; iuddi/pfr, &h. Pi., A', ix, 30
;
purgavif Serv.
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“ MiXa/jinovt napaXafiatv tows SwaroiraTows tujw veavuiv ittv'

dXaXayftoC icai rivot iv9iou xofttlav tx riav opwv avrds ds ZiKVmva aw€Hw(t
(i.e. the frenzied women who had eventually become very numerous

:

$ 5, 6) [Apollod.] 2, 2, 2, 7. The account in PI., Phdr. 244 D, E, corre-

sponds closely with the proceedings of Melampous and perhaps refers

iyovra npot rt top irapopra iral rip inttra xpopop, Xvoip tw SpBcis papfpn
«aj Karaaxop^ptp rutp napopraip xaitiop tvpoptpt]. This is a description
of the remedial methods used in the Bacchic and Korybantic
enthousiasmos but applied to special circumstances of the mythical
past which are regard^ as the standard of all later kathartic methods.
" Kadappol [Apollod.] § 8. The regular kathartic materials are

OKiXXa, do^aAror, water, etc. ; Diphilus, /r. 128 K., employs them all

for his own purpose, ap. Clem. Al., Sir. vii, p. 844 P. The black
hellebore (iXXdPopot p<Xaf) was popularly known as ptXaprroitor
because Melampous had first gathered and employed it for the purpose
(Thphr., HP. 9, 10, 4), esp. when he cured and purified the npoiroo
flwyoTe'poT pavtioaf (Gal., Alrabtle 7 = v, p. 132 K. ; it can only be
by mistake that he calls it the white hellebore ; cf. also Diosc. 4, 149,
where the old wodopTjje becomes MtXdpnovs m alnoXot [hence Plin.,

NH. 25, 47] : the reason may be elicited from Thphr., HP. 9, 10, 2).

The place where the KaOappoi took place and where the xadipaia
were thrown away differed acc. to the natural features of the locality

and the convenience they offered : thus in Arcadia it was at Lousoi,
in Elis at the river Anigr’os, etc. ; Ov., M. xv, 322 ff.

;
Vitr. 8, 3, 21

;

Pans. 5, 5, 10 ; 8. 18, 7-8 cf. Call., H. Art. 233 f. ; Str. 346, etc.

Melampous ^'EXXrjotp d tow dioevoow to tc ovpopa
xal riip dvatijp xai iro^tr^w tow ^aXXoS, Hdt. ii, 49. Hdt.’s elaborate
theory in this passage of a connexion between Mel. and Eg>'pt, etc.,

is of course histoncally quite worthless, but the fact that he pitched
ujKin Melamp. esjiecially as the introducer of the Dionysiac religion

can only have l>cen due to the existence of ancient tradition (i.e.

legendary tradition of course). There can be no doubt that he, like

Hesiotf, regarded as Dionysiac the frenzy in which the Argivc women
were said paprjpai and to have been healed by Melamp. (ix, 34).

*• MtXdpnovs ^iXraTos wp 'AwoAAwfi, Hes., Eoiai, (168 Rz.) ap.

Sch. A.R. i, 118. ^»Aor 'AirdAAoiFt, D.S, 6, 7, 7 Bind. The poet of

the family tree of the Melampodidai given in o 244 ff. undoubtedly
regarded Melamp. as an Apolline pavris (like all papras in Homer).
This poet at least knows nothing of the Dionysiac side of Melampous*
activities. How Mel. met Apollo on the banks of the Alphaios and
from him received his consecration as true pivris, we learn from
[Apollod.] 1,9, 11, 3. The .same is said of Polypheides, a descendant
of Mel. o 252 ; avrnp irtipSvpop HoXv^fUta pavrip *i4ir<!AA<uv BijKt

PpoTwp ox' ipiarop, inti 0aptp 'Ap^idpaos. Another descendant of

Melamp., Polyeidos, comes to Megara to purify Alkathods from the
murder of his son, and founds there a temple’ of Dionysos

:

Pans.

1, 43, 4.
*• See above, chap, iii, n. 32.
•® Plu., Is. el O. 3.5, p. 365 A. Sacrifice made by Agamemnon to

Dionysos ip pvxots AtX^rlov nap' aprpa KtpSepov Btov, Lyc. 207 S,

Plu., E ap. D. ix, p. 388 F. Three winter months were sacred
to Dionysos (cf. the three chief Dionysiac festivals at Athens which
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occurred in the months GameUon, Anthesterion, Elaphebolion).
Only during these three months is the god on earth. So, too, Kore
shared her rule over the underworld with Aidoneus for three months
(or six) ; the rest of the year she is on earth wapa ftifTpl xal ^AAotr
d^oMiroteu

** A>jor4vtp rour JiA^wr irtor 4 'AwiXXum tUrtanv, Plu.,

E ap. p. ix, 384 D.
** ra 54 W (<rrtr aeorr/pa* ra avpa (roC Ilapratmti), koI of

9waS<f iwi TOVTtHt r^p diovihr^t <rat r<p ‘^voAAcwi't palroyrai, Paus.
10, 32, 7. Pamasus gemino petit aethera colic, mons Phocbo Bromioquc
sacer, cui numine inixto Oelphica Thebanac referunt trietcrica Bacchae,
Luc., V, 72 ff. We hear of a Delphos the son of Apollo and Thyia
the first priestess and Mainad of Dionysos at Delphi ; Paus. 10, fi,' 4.

** Ap<mo himself in an oracular command /Tuftaeir

. . . fra(t Bdjcxou 0votap Jtopwr r< iroAAi^ niKAtar ipiXXav ; SO says
Philodamns of .Skarpheia in the Paian (second half fourth century b.c.L
BCH. 1895, p. 408. We must suppoM, too, that this command (i.e.

decree of the Delphic priesthood) was actually carried out.
** dcA^i 54 5<«Ag wpoatfyopif rtpcuoir (o4, i.e. .Apollo), 'AviiAAuii'a

•ral di5i>vaor A4yorr<t, Men. Rhct., p. 446, 5 Sp.
*• Arg.. Sch. Pi., P., p. 297. B^kh [p. 2, 5 ff. Drch.] : . . . to5

wpopi/ntcoC rptwoSof (in Delphi) ir ^ vpwror Atin/oot iStpior€vot.
And again . . SaxrvXor (a part of the popot TJvBtKSf) ini Atovvaou, on
mpHrot oSrot Son! dwi too rpimoSot Btpumvoai. As it ha.s been
previously said that at the Delphic parriior vpuirif Ni>( ixpy)op<pSiiotv,

Dionysos seems to be here r^arded as wpdpamt of Nyx. Thu.s,

at Megara there was a temple oi Atdrvoos NvierdXiot in the immediate
neighteurhood of, and in all probabiUty closely associated with a
NvKTot pamUtr ; Paus. 1, 40, 6.

*’ Paus. 1, 2, S : Ribbcck, Anf. d. Dionysoscult in Alt., p. 8 (1869! :

cf. Dem, 21, 52. Regulation of a festival of Dionvsos in Kolone by
the Oracle ; Paus. 3, 13, 7 ; in Ale^ Paus. 8, 23, f (at which wom< n
were scourged, a substitution for primitive human sacrifice, as at the
Stapami'yaiotf in Sparta, of which Pans, is reminded). Introduction
of the worship of Atdrvaos d^aAA^r at Methymna by the oracle : Paus.
10. 19, 3.—At Magnesia on the Maeander a plane-tree split by a storm
revealed a statue of Dionysos (a true dtowoer irStpSpot). The Delphic
oracle commanded the ambassadors sent by the city to build a temple
to Dionjrsos (who had hitherto been without one in' Magnesia) and put
a priest in charge of it ; then, for the institution of the cult they were
to introduce from Thebes Mainads of the family of Ino ; MatpdSas at

yewys Eipo6f dwo KaSpi/tii/s. (The cult of Dionysos was evidently
traditional at Thebes in this family which traced its descent from Ino,
the foster-mother of Dionysos.) The three Mainads obtained from
Thebes (called Kosko, Baubo, and Thcttale) instituted the cult of the
god and founded three ffiaaot arranged according to locality (there were
three tf/aom in Thebes, too, E., Ba. 680 0.). They themselves remained
in Magnesia till their death and were buried with great ceremony
by the city, Kosko on the ” Hill of Kosko Baubo ip Tapdpptt,
Thettale wpit rtp iiarptp. See the d^galor ^ifoudt writh explanatory
notes in prose, restored by ’AwoXXinw MokoAAm, dpxaiot pdorrit
(of Dionysos) : Att. MiUh. 15 (1890), p. 331 f.

** See Rapp, Rknn. Mus. 27. In sffite of his quite correct emphasis
in general upon the ritual and pureW formal character of this sacred
embassy and the dancesfestival that followed, Rapp makes the mistake
of underestimating the ecstatic side <A the EHon^iac festivals—a side
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which was once predominant and was always liable to recur. (W this

element had not been real there would have been no need for a symbolical
ritualistic imitation of such fKoraois). How even in later times a true
ekstasis and self-forgetfulness seized upon the Thyiades in their sacred
night-festivalsand in consequence of thenumerousstimulating influences
of the occasion, we can learn very clearly from Plutarch’s description
of the Thyiads who wandered in their frenzy to Amphissa [Mul. Virt. 13,

249 E). Rapp., p. 22, tries in vain to up.set the historical value of
this account. Other points have already lA:en mentioned incidentally.

*' Sta (lavToamriv ri/v ot voft* ’AvoXXuv, A 72.
*• TO iral dStSoKToi' {rijs fiavriKiji) rovrtartv <ei;in<ia «col

ivBovoiaonovs [Plu.j Vil. Poes, Horn, ii, 212. The only form known
to Homer is rwv ifi^povtov (tjrijtns toC fi^XXorros Sid t( opviBtuv

•BOlOVIlivt) KOI TWV SXXwV OIJ/MtVl' (Pi., Pfidt. 244 C).

“ The Ps.-Plutarch of the last note does, however, find in
Theoklymcnos* position among the suitors, v 345-57 (in any case
a passage adde<l by a later hand), a proof that he is an ivOeos fidvris,

{k rivor iviirvolas otipaivwv to p^XXovra. But in that story the abnormal
state belongs rather to the suitors than the seer. See Lob., Agl. 264.

Still less can we (with Wclcker, Gotterl. ii, 11) deduce Homer’s know-
ledge of ecstatic prophecy from A 91 ff. or H 34-53. The derivaticn
of the word pams from paivtoBca, frequently repeated since the time
of Plato, would make the ecstatic element predominant in the idea of
the prophet. But this derivation is quite uncertain and a connexion
with uaeifw is much more probable.

«* Pytho : 80, / 405. Dodona : /7 234, f 327 f.. t 296 f. An
oracle is questioned perhaps in « 402 f. ^e Kkgelsbach, Horn.
Theol., p. 181 f.

“ See Lob., Agl. 814 f. (even the regular use of the expressions

dwtAcF d 6*is, i) vvdi'a sufiice to prove it). Cf. also Bgk., Gr. Lit.

i, 334, h. Horn. Merc, in its own fashion (552-66) tells how the god
deserted the " lot " oracle at Delphi as too unreliable and unworthy
of the god.

** Even the case of Helenos is no real example of this: H 44
([Plu.] Vit. Horn, ii, 212, seems to regard it as one). Cic., Dir. i, 89,

expressly distinguishes the prophesying of Helenos from the
’’ enthusiastic ” frenzy of Kassandra.
“ Even the k. Horn. Merc, to the Pythian Apollo, though it describes

the institution of the cult and oradc of Apollo at Delphi, nowhere
mentions the Pythia (as Lob., Agl. 264, very pertinently remarks).
(Acc. to 306 f. we must suppose that at that time the prophesying
was done exclusively by m<ile pdertir or vpa^-^rat.)

** See Eur., IT. 1234 fl. Oracles of earth-divinities were always
given by Incubation, Even Cicero (Div. i, 38, following Chrysippos
it seems) refers to vis ilia terrae, quae mentem Pythiae divino aflSatu

concitebat (as something that has disappeared). '
It is often referred

to by later authors. The placing of the tripod over the chesm from
which the vapour of inspiration came, is certainly, with Welcker,
Gbtterl. ii, 11, to be regarded as a reminiscence of the ancient method
of the earth-oracle which was thus continued in the direct inspiration

of Apollo. (The ivBovmaapis does not exclude other stimulants.

The ^thia drinks from the inspired spring—like the partus at Klaros :

Ath. Milth. xi, 430—and thereupon becomes ivBtos : Luc., Herm. 60.

The prophetess of Apollo Deiradiotes at Argos by drinking the sacrificial

blood KdToyor in roO BtoO ylyrtrat

:

Paus. 2, 24, 1. The Pythia chews
the sacred laurel-leaves to become inspired : Luc., Bit Acc. 1 ; also
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the iroT« ytuad/iwot wrrrfA<w iotiiiS avrof iraf
viri^irroCxe; : //. A/i^. ap. Abel, Orpkica, p. 288. The holy plant
contains the vis divina which tme absorbs into oneself by chewing.
This is the crude, primitive idea underlying such actions, as plainly
appears in a similar case mentioned by Porph., Abs, ii, 48.)

*’ e.g. in Sparta : i<m» imvoiialifitrov /'aoi^trrov Upov Fijs-

'AirSkXair S' iitip auroC XSpvrtu MaAtorifr. Paus. 3, 12, 8.—The legend
of Apollo and Daphne symbolizes the overthrow of the earth-oracle
by Apollo and his own kind of prophecy.

*• See above, chap, iii, p. 97. Welcker, Gbtkrl. i, 520 ff.

** See above, p. 260 fl.

*• -At Amphikleia in PhoWs there was an oracle of Dionysos :

wpdfiovrtr Si 6 itptvs iart, xpf ^ »“rojfOf, Paus. 10, 33, 11.

The words of Comutus probably refer to Greece (chap, xxx, p. .59,

20 Lang) : «ai fiavrsia io$' dirov rod Atoyvaou 7;ro>-mr ... cl. Pin.,

StKp. 7, 10, 17, p. 716 B; ol vaAotot Tor dsdr (Dionysos) /larriK^c

»aAAi)i> dgctv iJyoOrro ftotpav.
*' Dionysos the first giver of oracles at Delphi : Arg., Pi. Pylk.,

p. 2, 7 Drch. (see above, n. 36). Voigt an. Roschcr, i, 1033-4, regards
Apollo at Delphi as the heir ol the I>ion\'si.->c matiltkf

;

but he
considers Dionv-sos to have been in the same condition as the Python
who was overthrown and killed by Apollo—a view that can hardly
he ju.stified. My own view is that -Apollo, after destroying the chthonic
(dream) Oracle adopted from the maultk/ of Dionysos the prophecy
by furor diviuus which had been hitherto unknown to him.— No one
can seriously claim to have a clear certain insight into the intricate

and kaleidoscopic changes of power and authonty that finally led to
the supremacy of the composite .ApoUine cult in the violently disputed
centre of Greek religion.

*•
. . . Saovt if 'AirdXkoiror fiarijrat Xiyovot (i.c. the ancient

jtpriofuXdyovs), Paus. 1, 34, 4. /lavia toC xpi)apoXdyou, Diogen.,
Pr. 6, 47. too. iuiwroia

:

SittI, Gebarden drr Gr. u. It. 345.

6 frSovaiaonis Ivimcvair rtra Briar (gor Soarri, Str. 467 .—ol

rvisdtoXijirroi xai BtoXijvrot rwr arBpwnuir, irttnvoif Satporlov rirdr

tiaarp ivSovatdfovTrs, Elk. Eud. i. 1. 4, 1214a, 2.3.

*• Ecstatic condition of the Pythia : D.S. xvi, 26 ;
misconstrued

in a Christian sense, Sch. .Ar., Ptu. 39 (see Hemsterh. ad loc.). SXij

yiyrtrar Tov BtoC, Iamb., lifysl. 3, 11, p. 126, 15 Parthey. Description
of a case in which the prophesving l*ythia liccamc completely
iKiom : Plu., Def. Or.. 51, p. 438 B.
” In the inspir^ manlikf the soul becomes " free ” from the l>ody :

animus ita solntus cst et vacuus ut eo plane nihil sit cum corpore.
Cic., Dip. i, 113; cf. 70. (nad* iavri/r ytyrtrai in dreaming
and fiamim : .Arist. ap, S.E., Af. 9, 21 f/r. 10 R.], iotm ij dpy^ (of

*
' dwoXvopirov roO Adyov iaxvtt ftaXXor in fHtkousiasmos, EE. 124^

cf. 122.5a. 28.) This is itcaraatf of the understanding itself

see above, p. 260 fl. At other times it is said that the god ente
men and fills their souls ; whereupon the man is SrBros : see almve.
chap, viii, n. 50 ; cf. pleni el mixti deo vales. Mimic. 7. 6. The priestess

at the oracle of Branchidai Sixyrai rir Btdv, lamb., Af. 3, 1 1 , p. 127, 7 Par.
—ifotKlfnai 6 ir ^/tlr roOt xoto toO Belov wredpMros ddtfir, xord
84 Ti^v iMTordoraotr airoB wdXtr iaotKlftrai trrA : Philo, Q. rer. div.

53, i. p, 511 M., speaking of the irOtos KarovuriKd r* navla, S ri
apo^sfrttir yiros (P- Spre. Leg. i, p. 343 M.
This Mso was the idea prevailing at Delphi. Pin., Def. Or. 9, p. 414 E,
rejects as eSrfBet, ri eUoBat rir Beir mirdr, cSeirtg row iyyaorptitdBout,'
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iviv6iitvoy tit TO aii/taTa twv npo^rfrtuv vno^BiyytoBai, Tolf ixtlvatr

erdftan teal ^uvait But this was evidently the
ordinary and deep-rooted opinion (roe Bt6y tit amfia icafftepyyvyat

tyr/Toy, PIu., PytJi. Or. 8, p. 398 A). The primitive idea is naively
expressed by a late magic papyrus (Kenyon, Gk. Pap. in BM. i, p. 116
[1893], No. 122 [fourth century B.C.] 1. 2 ff. : iX6t not, tcvpit 'Epiirj wt
TO, pp^^Tf tit rat troiAtar Ttuv yvyatietiy ktX.—Neither in manttkS nor in

tKOTaois is any great distinction made between the out-going of the
soul and the in-coming of the god : the two ideas merge together.
The condition is regarded as one in which two persons are united
and become one ; the human being otov aXAos yeyoptvot teal ovk avrot,
Otos ytyoptyot fiaAAov Si euy, no longer experiencing a sense of division

between himself and divinity /ttrafv yap ovSie, ouS' ire Svo oAA’ ir

ap^ut (as the subtle mysticism of Plotinos describes tKerraatt, 6, 9,

9-10
; 6, 7, 34-.S). In the above-mentioned magic invocation of”
'S the ydijf who has conjured the god into himself says to the god
"

“I. 117) au {aoe V"'''
' • ' . . « > - .

Swinburne, Songi before Sunrise ii. 74 f.]

“ So Berglc, Gr. Lit. i, 335, n. 58. The verses of the oracle are
regardcM as the god’s own : Plu., Pyth. Or. v, 396 C ff. Since the
go<l himself speaks out of her the Pythia can properly speaking only
give true oracles ovi^ anoiapov 'AnoXXwyos Tvyoyros, Pi., P. iv, 5 ;

i.e. when .Apollo is present at lAelphi and not (as he is in winter) far

away among the Hyperboreans. This was why oracles were originally

only given in the spring month Bysios (PIu., Q. Gr.9) in which apparently
the’ dtoiavia occurred (H<lt. i.'Sl). Just as in the case of the oli
oracular earth-spirits (see above, chan, lii, n. 12) who were confined
to special localitiis, so in the case of the gods who work through the
ivdovaeaapos of an inspired prophetess, their personal presence in
the temple at the time of the prophesying is requisite. This presence
IS thought of as actual and corporeal in the primitive form of the
belief (though it was got over and reinterpreted in later times), and
therefore in the ca-se of the go<ls can only be temporary. When, in

summer, Apollo is in Delos (Vg., A. iv, 143 ff.), no xpejur^peoy takes
place in the temple of Apollo at Patara in Lykia (Hdt. i, 182). And
so in general deydcTuu' 5 ptraerrarraty (riv ertpi rd payrtea «oi xp-nar-^pta

rtraypivutv haepoviwv) dirojSdAAct rye ivvapty (rd parrtla), Plu., DO.
15, p. 418 D.
“ The cult of Zeus in Crete was held ptr' opyeaopov : Str. 468

The same applies to the cult offered in many places to the various
and very different female deities who were generally combined together
under the name of .Artemis : Lob., Agl. 1085 ff. ; Mcinckc, An. A 1. 361.
In their case Asiatic influence was at work sometimes, but by no means
always ; Welckcr, GittUrl. i, .391 ; Miillcr. Dorians, i, 404 ff. The
worship of Pan was also orgiastic. Otherwise we find it principally in

foreign worships that had made their way at an early pieriod into private
cults ; e.g. the Phrygian worship of Kybcle. etc. Tliesc easily combined
with the Bacchic worship and became almost indistinguishable from
it ; sometimes they even allied themselves with true Greek cults,

with that of Pan, for example, which was closely as.similated

lx)th to the worship of Kybcle and that of Dionv-sos. It remains
obscure how far the •Cretan cult of Zeus wa.s affected by Phrygian
elements.

A remarkable example is given by Herod, (ix, 94), who tells ns
of the blind Eucnios in Apollonia who" suddenly became possessed of
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iuivTos uatrrtKii (not acquired l>v leamine). He is a true Btiuamt
(PL, Ap. 21 C).

** The ancients knew quite wdl that Bint and BlfivkXa were really

n nouns denoting inspired BlfivXXa is the

>M<e of Herophile, Plu., P. Or. 14, p. 401 A, and Bant an MBtror
of Peisistratos. Sch. Ar., Pax 1071. The words arc clearly used to
denote whole classes of individuals by Arist., Prob. 954a, 36 ; wxri^pora
fianm irai irBovmaoTiKa are liable to attack StpvXXat xal BdnStt xal

o» frStot warrtt. And in general when the ancients speak in the
singular of " the Sibyl ” or " Bakis **, the word is generally meant as
a class-name

;
just as for the most part when flvSia, flvSiat

occurs it is not a particular individual Pj’thia who is meant but the
class<oncept of " the P>-thia ** (or some particular member of the
class actually functioning at the moment). Hence it is by no means
certain that Herakleitos, etc., when they speak simply of ZifioXXo,
and Herod, when he says Bant were of the opinion that there was
only one Sibyl and one Bakis.—It must be admitted that we do not
know the real meaning of these adjectival words themselves, their

etymology being quite uncertain. Was the ecstatic character of these
prophets already expressed in their titles ? atPvXXalvnv, of course »»

iritilnr (D.S. 4, 66. 7), but the verb is naturally enough derived
from the name XipvXXa, just as Paxtlttv is from Bant, ipiritiv from
'Sptrvt and not vice versa. Nor can we tell how far the personal
names attached to certain Sibyls and Bakidcs have real historical

significance. Sibyl names are Herophile, Demophile (abbresnated to
I>emo). 4hrr<a or perhaps rather ^o>rw : cf. poirat ayvorpta. A.. Ag.
1273 (so Lachmann on Tib. 2, 5, 68) : the Arcadian Bakis was call^
Kydas or Aletes (cf. o«t«b) acc. to Philetas Eph. ap. Sch. At., Pa.
1071. It is impossible to extract from the by no means scanty materials
any real element of historical fact with respect to these stories of

individual Sibyls. Most untrustworthy of all in this as in all he says
on this subject is Herakleides Pont, and his story of the Phrygian
(or Trojan) Sibyl : we might be more inclined to believe what
Eratosthenes reported acc. to the anliquis annalibus Samiorum of
a Samian Sibyl (Varro ap. Lactant.. Jnst. 1, 6, 9)—if it had not
included so entirely wortWess a storv as that prescrx'cd in Val. M.
1, 5, 9.—Clem. AL, Str. i, 21. p. 398 P., gives after Bakis a whole list

of names : they evidently do not all belong to legend,
but hardly one of them is otherwise known to us. The following
are possibly real persons belonging to the prophetic period : Melesagoras
of iUcusis who prtmhesied in Athens like another Bakis /k mpPuir
Kctrogor : Max. T)^. 38, 3 (there is not a shadow of a reason for identifying
him with Amelesagoras, the author of an alleged ancient Atthis :

Miiller, FHG. ii, 21) ; Euklos of Cyprus whose ygifopof written in the
old Cypriote language inspire a certain confidence (M. Schmidt,
Kuhns ZUckr. 1860, p. .161 ff.) : unfortunately he wrote before Homer :

Pans. 10, 24, 3; Tat., Gr. 4f, which makes his personality dubious
again.
" Of this description were the xP’^rpoXiyM of the fifth and fourth

—even of the expiring sixth—centuries (Onomakritos belongs entirely

to this class). Lob., Agl. 978 fi., 632. It is very rarely that we hear
in these times of real prophets on their own account, prophesying in
the furor divinus, like that Amphilvtos of -Acamania wim met
Peisistratos as he returned from Eretria before the battle fvt /7«AAip’fS«

and propbened to him KPtdtmr (Hdt. i, 62 f. ; be is an Athenian in
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•cai SlfivWa—and in Clem. Al., Sir. i, 21, p. 398 P.). In the same way
occasional ” Sibvls ** occur even in late times (Phaennis, Athenais :

see Alexandre, Or. Sib.'^ ii, p. 21, 48).
•• Herakl. Pont. ap. Cl. AL, Str. i, 21. p. 384 P., seems to have been

the first to speak definitely ol two Sibyls, Herophile of Erythrai and
the Phrygian Sibyl (whom he identifies with the Marpcssian Sibyl
or the S. of Gergia : Lact. 1, 6, 12, see Alexandre, ii, p. 25, 32. Philetas

ap. Sch. Ar., Av. 962, follows him except that he adds a third, the
Sardian). The Phrygian-Trojan Sibyl is dated by Herakleides in
the times ol “ Solon and Cyrus ” (Lact.) ; we cannot tell what date
he assigned to the Erythraean. Perhaps it was only after his times
that the of Herophile first appeared in which she prophesied
the Tpmlxa. From these verses it was now deduced that she lived

tjefore the Trojan war : so Pans. 10, 12, 2, and even Apollodoros of

Erythrai (I^ct. 1, 6, 9). Thenceforward the name of Herophile was
associated with the idea of extreme antiquity. (The Libyan Sibyl

of Pans, who is said to be the oldest of all is merely an invention of

Euripides and never really obtained currency : Atfivoca = SlpvXXa
anagrammatically. See Alexandre, p. 74 f.) Herophile was identified

also with the npwrij £t$uXXa who came to Delphi and prophesied
there: Plu., P.Or. 9, 398 C; expressly so by Paus. 10, 12, 1, and
Bocchus ap. Solin. 2. p. 38, 21-4 Mom. Acc. to Herakleides (ap. Clem.
AL) it was rather the ^puyU who calling herself Artemis prophesied
in Delphi (so, too, Philetas following Herakl. and see also Suid. Ptfi.

AtX^is). This is due to the local patriotism of the inhabitants of the
Troad. Their Sibyl is the Marp^sian (= the ^pvyla of Herald.).
The artificial sort of interpretation and forgery that enabled a local

historian of the Troad (it cannot have been Demetrios of Skepsis)
to identify the Marpessian Sibyl, who also called herself Arteir.is,

with Herophile and turn her into the true ipvBpala, may be fpjessed

from Paus. 10, 12, 2 fl. (The same source as that of Paus. is used
by St. Dyz. s. Mtppifaais, as Alexandre, p. 22, rightly remarks.) The
Erythraean claim to Herophile was also disputed from other directions.

The Erythraean is distinguished from Herophile as being later by
Bocchus an. Solin. 2, p. 38, 24 ; and in a diflerent fashion the same is

done by Mart. Cap. ii, 159. Acc. to Eus., Chr. 1.305 Abr. (not

F.ratosthenes in this ca.se) even the Samian Sibyl was identified with
Herophile—to sav nothing of the Ephesian Herophile in the fragg.

of the enlarged kanthos, FHG. iii, 406-8. From the fable of the
Marpessian Herophile was later invented the story of her prophecy
to Aeneas : Tib. 2, 5, 67 ; D.H. 1, 55, 4 ; Alexandre, p. 25.—In com-
parison with thc.se different claimants to the name of Herophile (even
the Cumaean Sibyl was said to be the same as Herophile) the rest of
the Sibyls were hardly able to obtain a real footing in tradition.

•* The Erythraean Sibyl wa.s dated by Eusebius in OL 9, 3 (the

absurd addition iv AlytSnTtp lielongs only to the author of the Ckron.
Pasc. and not to Eus. : Alexandre, p. W) ; be dated the Samian in

Ol. 17, 1 (it is Quite arbitrary to refer this ^icw to Eratosthenes).
Acc. to Suid. £{pvXXa ’Afi6XXonmt aol Aa/tiat the Erythraean lived

483 years after the fall of Troy : i.e. OL 20, 1 (700 b.c.). Herakleides
put the Phrygo-Trojan Sib. in the times of Solon and Kyros (to which
Epimenides ' Mso belongs and to which Aristeas and Abatis were
supposed to belong). "We can no longer discover or guess at the reasons

for these datings. In any case the Chronologists to whom they
back evident regarded the Siliyls as later than the earliest P^hia
at Delphi. Even the Cumaean Sibyl was not to be distinguished
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from the Erythraean : [Arist.] Mirab. 95, which pcrhap comes from
Timaeus : Varro ap. Serv. .4. vi. 36 ; cf. D.H. 4, 62. 6. In spite of
which she is a contemporary of Tarquinius Friscus (this was enough to
distinguish the Cimtiuria in Italia who prophesied to Aeneas from the
Cumaean Sbyl : Naev. and Calp. Piso in V'arro ap. Ijict. 1, 6, 9).

Naturally in these chronological straits recourse was had to the favourite
device of such accounts— unnatural longevity. The Sibyl is

voAv^poKuTari} [.Arist.] ; she lived a thousand years or thereabouts ;

Pbleg., Macr. 4 (the oracle of this passage wa.s also known to Plu. ;

cf. PO. 13. 401 B ; a similar source inspires Ov., M. xiv, 132-53. In this

case the Sibyl has already lived 700 years before the arrival of Aeneas,
and she will live another 300, which would bring her—by a rather
inexact calculation—to about the time of Tarquinius Priscus). In the
verses found at Eiythrac belonging to a statue of the Sibyl (Buresch,
Woch. Kloit. Phil. 1891, p. 1042: AIM. Mitt. 1892, p. 20\ the
Erythraean Sibyl is said to live 900 years—unfortunately one cannot
be sure that this means till the time of the inscr. itself and of the vlot

KTiortit of Erythrai in the age of the .Antonincs who is referred to at

the close. If so the Sibyl would have lieen !>om about the year 700 B.c.

(as in Suiil.) or a little earlier. Perhaps, however, the lengthy period
refers to the life time of the long since ilead Sibyl herself, while the
adAr 5’ ivBai* of 1. It f. only applies to the statue. In which
case the commencement and end of the Sibyl’s lifetime would be un-
known.

—

Cumaeat saecula vatts became proverlii.il : Alexandre, p. 57.

Finally the Sibyl wa.s regarded as entirely forgotten by death, as in

the storv in Petronius 48 (cf. also—profiably referring’ to Ervthrai

—

Ampel..'/.3f. viii, IS; Ph. Mut. 32, 639).
“ g 383 fl.

“ The Sibyl is overcome by the furor dtvinus in such a way ut

quae sapiens non vidcat ea videat insanus, ct si qui humanos sensus
amiserit di\*inos assccutus sit. Cic.. /lie. ii, 110; cf. i, 34. vooijfiara

fianna xal irBovaiaortttd of Sibyls and Bakids Ari.st. Prob. 30. I. 954a,
36. The Sibyl prophesies /lerrurj ivBitu, n., Pkdr. 244 B.

ftairofUrt) n kqi /* toO StoC «drogor. Paus. 10, 12, 2. dco furibunda
recepto, Ov., M. xiv, 107. There is in her divinitas et quaedam
caelitum societas, 11m.. \H. vii, 119. irai /tnVmxo ’Just.].

Co. ad. Gr., 37, 36 ,A. So, too, in our collections of Sibylline oracles

the S. often S|>cak of their divine frenzy, etc. ; e.g. li, 4, 5 ; iii, 162 f.,

295 f. : xi. 317, 320, 323 f. ; xii, 294 f.', etc. Frenzy of the Cumaean
S. : Vg., A. vi, 77 f.—Bakis has his prophetic gift from the Nymphs
(Ar., Pa. 1071), he is Kardogrros ix rondwr, paixtc Itc Wfidmr (I’aus

10, 12, II; 4, 27, 4), yvft^dhywrot (cf. AoAyirror, dmifioXTjirrof

Paul
- . . - - ...

** Ei^vXXa bi ftatrofUno ordpart irrX: Herakleitos ap. Plu., Pyth.
Or. 6. p. 397 A. fr. 12 By. = 92 Diels (the words . . . BtoS

are not H.’s but Plutarch's. Cl. Al., Sir. 1. 15. p. 358 P. uses only
Plu.). To regard tleraklcitos’ Sibyl as the Pythia (with Bgk., etc.) is

absurd apart from the fact that the Pythia is never called StflvXXa.

It is excluded by the way Ilu. introduces the word in this passage,

and connects chap. 9 srith chap. 6. It is true, though, that FI. draws
a paraMtl between the nature of the Sibyl and that of tbe FYtbia.

** Homer knosrs Kassandra as one of the daughters of Priam and
indeed as TJpidiuno Bvyarpmr tttos ifilariir, fl 3to ; probably that it

why tbe is dotted to Agamemnon at bit share of the spoil and why
the it slain srith him, A 421 ff. The Kiw^ui it the first to tell of her
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prophetic skill. Was it the narrative of Q 699 which first suggested
to the vtwTtpoi the idea of her knowledge of the future ? (In reality

that passage alludes rather to the miftnadtia the sister and daughter
and not to mantiki

:

Sch. B. ad loc.) Her prophetic gifts were
elaborated later in many stories : e.g. Bacchyl. xiv, 50 = fr. 29 Bgk.
(Porph. on Hor. 0. i, IS). Aesch. represents her as the type of the
ecstatic prophetess {^ptvofuxvi^t, Bto^opijros, Ag. 1140, 1216). As
such she is called by Eur. iiammokai fiaKxv- Hec. 121. ^oijSdj 827.
t6 paKX*iov Kapa Otamtuhov KaaoavSpai 676. She wildly shakes
her head like the Bacchants orai- Otov fiat-roavroi m-viawa' avayicai,

lA. 760 ff.

** .Mnnit the .\rcndian Bakis (Kydas or Alctes by name) Qtanofims
iv Tj 6' Tcii' tPiAiniriKaiv dAAa tc noXXa laropfi vapd&o(a Kal oTi irori

rail* AaicfSaipoiiiaiii rds yvvatiea^ pavtiaaf €KdBijp€v, *Air6XXwvos Totrroir

Tovrov KaBapTr)!’ bnvrot, Sch. .^r.. Pa. 1071. The story is closely parallel

to that of Melamixius and the I*roitidcs, see above, nn. 22-5.
*’ Cf. e.g. HipjKKr. w. napOtviatv (li, p. 528 K. ; viii, 468 L.). Upon

their reccAcry from hysterical hallucinations the women dedicate
valuable Ipdna to .\rtemis KtXfvoyrutv rwv pdvTfoiy. This is the regular
name for the /idym, KaBaprai, dyuprat (cf. Teiresias bdXtos dyvprtjt, S.,

OT. 388 ; Kassandra is accused of being ^oirdr dyvprpia. A., Ag. 1273).

Hp. speaks elsewhere also of their manner of healing epilepsy, i,

p. 588 K. (vi, 354 L.).
*• xaBappot . . . Kara parriK'^v, PI., Crat. 405 AB. The

pdyrtit are able e.g. to dnvc away by magic the mist that is so dangerous
for the olive-trees : Thphr., CP. 2, 7, 5. The fidyrtis xa'i rtparooKoiroi,

dyvprai xai pdvrtis possess the arts of payyavtviiara, inipSai, Karaidatis,

and ivaywyai which compel the gods to do their will, PI., Rp. 364 BC ;

Lg. 933 CE. These pdi-rtit correspond in all essentials to the magicians
and medicine men of .savage trilies. Prophet, doctor, and magician
are here united in a single person. A mythical prototype of these
Greek " medicine men ’’

is .-Vpis.of whom we hear in .\e.sch., Sup. 260-70.
(The pdyrtif also officiate as sacrificial priests, esp. where the sacrifice

is combined with a sjiecial sacrificial tnanlikf—quite unknown to Homer
—in which the will of the gods is inquired : Eur., Held. 401-819 ;

Pk. 1255 ff. and frequently. Hermann GotUsdienstl. AlUrth. 33, 9.)

” The clearest evidence for this is Hp., Xforb. Sacr. (vi, 352 L.).

Sec below, n. 81. Assistance in the case of internal diseases is naturally
sought in ancient times from magicians, for such diseases arise

immediately from the .action of a g^ : arvytpds S« of SaCpair,

c 396 (cf. K 64), IS said of an invalid who lies Sripdr rijito/icwir. Cf.

voCaos Aiot prydXov, i 411. In .such cascs help is sought from the
iarpdpavris {A., Sup. 263) who is at once fidi-ris and rrparooKonos and
KaBapr^t like his divine prototype Apollo ; A., £um. 62-3. In a long
illness King Kleomenes I of Sparta re-sorts to KaBaprai ual pdyrets,

Plu., Ap. Lac. II, p. 223 E.
,4 313 f.

: X ff- Kathartic practices, however much they
may contain a primitive core, were fairly late in attaining popularity

in Greece (or in regaining a lost populanty) : as is shown esp. by the

all but total absence of any mention of such practices and the supersti-

tions underlying them from Hesiod, Op., which otherwise preserves

the memory of so much countryside superstition (something rather

like it is peihaps to lie found in Op. 733-6),
” Nothing is said in Homer of the purification of the murderer or

the homicide : sec above, chap, v, n. 166.
’• Thus at the i/i^tipiina all who have had anything to do with
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the /lattuois, awoKaSaipavrcu rat (Suid. S.V.), But even the child
IS lustrated : it is carried in the arms of a (^wn-up who runs with
it round the altar and the altar fire : dearly a vestige of the
omTpomaaitos «ai xaBafiots of the child by sacked fire of which so
many relics have been observed : sec Grimmi p. 625 ; Tylor, ii, 430 f.

—

Uncleanness of the pregnant woman until the fortieth day after the
child is bom : Welckcr, Kl. Schr. iu, 197-9. At the birth of a child
crowns of olive-branches or woollen fillets {Spia) were in Attica hung
up on the house-door

;
just as cypress-branches were hung on the

doors of houses where a corpse lay (sec above, chap, v, n. 39) ; for

kathartic purposes strings of onions (squills) were suspended on
house-doors ; see below) : Hsch. trri^arov ix^pciv. Both are lustral

materials. Use of olive branches at KaBap/ios

:

S., OC. 483 f. ;

Vg., A. 230. When a mother gives her child that is to be eaptosed

a crown made of olive branches (as in Eur., /cm, 1433 ff.), this, too, has
an apotropaic purpose as also has the Gorgon's head on the embroidered
stufl that also accompanies the child (1. 1420 f.) : sec on this O. John,
Biis. Blich, 60. The olive is also sacred to the x^onoi (hence its use
as a bed for corpses : see above, chap, v, n. 61 ; cf. rois inoBareCauf
tXaas vvvtie^ftovoiy

:

Artemid. iv, 57. p. 236, 20 H. Korirtp eat

roivcf the goddess crowns Chios in his dream and points the man thus
dedicated to death to his Chio, Efnst. 17, 2). This makes
the olive suitable for lustration and dmrpomaoitoL The bouse in

which the child lay was thus regarded as needing " purification ”.

The " uncleanness " felt to exist in this case is clearly expressed by
Phot, pd/tvos ' ipiarrot ^ hitto" Sto xai «r Tolf ytydocoi rwr natHw
irairrg) rat oi'accar. tis indhaair Saipovutv (see above, chap, v,

n. 95). It IS the neighbourhood of these (chthonic) haiportt that
cause the pollution.

’* A., Pen. 201 216 fl. ; Ar., Ba. 1340 ; Hp., Jmom. (»i, p. 10,

13 K. = vi. p. 654 L.) ; cf. Becker, CharicUi, p. 133, n. 4 E.T.
’* Cf. Plu., Sept. Sap. Com-, iii, p. 149 D, and on this Wyttenb.

vi. p. 930 f.

” Purification of houses (x 481 fl.) ; e.g. [D.] 47, 71. It was
customary to purify oiV/ar <rol wpipara with black bclleterc : Tbphr.,
HP. 9, 10, 4 ; r>K. 4, 149 (hence the superstitious details of its

gathering, Thpbr., HP. 9, 8, 8, and Dsc.). The touching of the
house by unholy daimones necessitates purification : Thphr., Ck.

28 (16), 15, of the SeietSatfioi*' xai rrvKrd ii rqv oUlar aaBapai tetris

'Enrijs ^OKiur iwayaryilv yeyor/ro*.

Presence of a dead bodv in a house makes the water and fire

unclean ;
" clean " water and fire must then be brought in from else-

where. See Pin., QG. 24 (Argos), p. 297 A (see above, chap, v, n. 38).

At a festival of the dead in Lmnos adl the fires were put out (as

unclean) ;
" clean ” fire was sought from Delos, and, after the com-

pletion of the iraytauara brought into the country and distributed.

Philostr., H. 19, 14. p. 206-8, 7 K.—Alexander was following Greek,
as well as Persian, customs when at the burial of Hepbaistion he allowed
TO rtapi rots TJipaais Kahovueror Upir nip to go out, p/ypi ir rtA/on
rijr in^pdr. D.S. 17, 114, 4.
" " When a Greek saw anyone using expiatory rites, he presumed

in that person the will to amend,’* NSgelsbach, Nackkom. Tke<A., 363.

If this was really so it is strange that we never see this '* presumption "

expressed in words. We do indeed read that the inatialitom mortifies

himself and ifayopevet nris ifcaprlat airoO nal nkifupeXelas, but in

wbatdo these ipapriat consist ?—as rite ^ayirros ^ wtirrot ij fiallomrtot
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iSii" Ijv oiK tia ri laiftiviov, Plu., Superstit. 7, p. 168 D : merely
ntual omissions in fact, not moral transgressions at all. It is the
same everywhere in this domain. The conceptions underlying
purificatory practice certainly did not correspond to the refined

morality of later ages, but they continued in force so long as
kathartiki remained popular: they are well expressed (though
disapprovingly) by Ovid in the well-known lines which we shall, how-
ever, do well to recall : omne nefas oranemque mali purgamina causam
credebant nostri tollere posse senes. Graecia principium moris fuit

:

ilia nocentis impia lustratos ponere facta putat.—a ! nimium faciles,

qui tristia crimina caedis fluminea tolli posse putetis aqua, F. 2, 35 £f. ;

cf. Hp. i, p. 593 K., vi, 362 L.
We can only here allude to the remarkable parallel provided by

the purificatory and expiatory ritual of India, which is completely
analogous to the kaUharUki of Greece and had a similar origin. Even
in details Indian conceptions and procedure answer closely to Greek.
They are both as far removed as possible from all idea of quieting
a guilt-laden conscience and are directed solely towards efiacing,

expunging, or expelling an external ulaofia, a pollution arriving from
without, a taint arising from contact with a hostile Satfionov
conceived as something in the nature of a daimonic fluid. Indian
sources are on this point very rich and full : an excellent account of
them is given by Oldcnbcrg in bis Religion des Veda (esp. Fr. tr. 243 ff.

;

417 ff.). Greek and Indian practices illuminate each other. It would
be a valuable experiment to take the higlily elaborated katbartic
ritual of the Avesta and compare it with the history and technique-
of purification and expiation in Greek religion. It would mean
renewing Lomeier's old t^k [Epimenides s. de lustrat. Zutphen 1700] :

the materials are very scattered and the ground has never been
thoroughly gone over since then. By the help also of the "com-
parative ' method of religious study, which in this case is quite
justified, it would then be possible to reconstruct a most important
fragment of primitive religio—a fragment which had become almost
entirely forgotten in Homeric times, which then recovered its ancient
influence and continued to develop and was even transmitted to the
ritual of the Christian church (cf. Anrich, D. ani. Myslerienw. 190 f,).

We roust be careful, however, to shut our ears to the otherwise very
convincing praple who are so anxious to introduce purely moral interests

and conceptions into ancient relijio. Morality is a later achievement
in the life-history of the children of men : this fruit did not grow in
Eden.

’• Sec Apiiendix v.
•• What the Greeks n

in the conversation be . ,

316 ff. Phaidra’s distress of mind is not derived from a deed of blood :

X*lpes fiir oyvoi she says ^piiv 8' igu filaopd rt. Docs the Nurse think
of any moral disgrace or defilement of the distressed woman in this.

ipnis filaapa ? Not at all : she only asks, /iwr InaicroS irrifior^s

igOpuiv Tivor : in other words by " defilement of the mind ’’ she can
only conceive of an enchantment, something from without that comes,
by Iwaymyi) tivwi- iaipovlwr (see below, n. 108), a stain derived
from the polluting neighbourhood of such daimones. This was the

general amd popular conception. (Taken litcrallv Plato’s words also

give expression to the popular conception ; woAXiSv ovrmv koX KaXwv
iv rip riiv ivBpwntov pltp, rolt wXtlorois airdir otov Krjpet cvtirc^Jxaeu',

al Kara/tiairoval rt xai Karappvrtalvovmr airi. Eg. 937 D.)
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Diseases come iraAiuui> ix ittinnArmv, PI., Pkdr. 244 DE ; i.e.

from the rage of departed generations of souls or of yBonot, Lob.,
Agl. 635-7. Esp. madness is a »oatX» ii &Xiuirip<u¥, S., Tr. 1325,

a rd/>ay^a rapnptior, E., HF. 89. Cure of such diseases is undertaken
not by doctors but by KaBaprai, payoi «rai iyn^prai, expiatory priests

with magic proceedings—this is well shown by the treatment of the
" sacred disease " in Hp., Morb. Sac., p. 587-94 K = vi, 352-64 L.
Such people, introducing themselves as magicians in the strict sense

(p. 358 L.), use no regular medicinal treatment (356), but operate
partly with KaBappoi and ivipSai, partly with various prescriptions

of atetinence ayeciu irat jraffapornrer. These last are explained by
Hp. on dietetic grounds but the Katkartai themselves derived them
from TO Btiov Kal ro ituponor (358). And such they were cvideutly

in intention. The account of such prescriptions given on pp. 354-6
mostly refers to abstentions from plants and animals supposed to be
sacred to the underworld. Noticeable also : Ipdnov ptXar
Bayaruihfi yap to piXar (all trees with black berries or fruit belong
to the inferi

:

Macr. 3. 20. 3). Other superstitions arc found with
these : pr/ii woSo ini noSi ix*ir, pr/hi xcipa «V1 yeipi ' ralha yap
narra KiaXvpara €lrat. The belief is familiar from the story of the

birth of Heraklcs. Sec Wcickcr, A7. Schr. iii, 191. Sittl, Gebarden
126. (Something of the kind in P. Mag. Par. 1052 ff., p. 71 Wess.)
The source of the disease was, however, always supposed to be the

direct influence of a haipwv (360-2) which must therefore be averted,

Acc. to popular belief it is always God who to arBpunov ompa piairti

(cf. p. M2). For this reason the magicians purify, ttaBaipavai, the

sick aXpaoi Ka'i rolaiv iXXoiai which are used to punfy people piaopa
Ti ixorrat or on whom a curse has been laid. The naBapaia are buried

or throK-n into the .sea (nat t!s aXa Xvpar' ipaXXov, A 314), or carried

away into a deserted mountain distnet (p. 362). Such xaBapoia are

now the resting place of the piaopa that has been washed off, and so the
magician drives tit ipiatr xt^Xat rovootn t« xai aXyri, Orph. H. 36, 16.

Similarly in India. Oldenbcrg 495.
“ Epddai used for stopping the flow of blood, t 457. Frequently

mentioned in later times : particularly used in the magic cure of epilepsy,

Hp. ri, 352-4
; [D.j 25, SS 79-80. When houses and hearths are

purified by being sprinkled with hellebore owtn^iooai tito intpl'^,

Thphr. HP. 9, 10. 4 (comprecationem soUmnem is Winy’s trans.,

NH. 25, 49). Pains of childbirth prevented or alleviated by epddat,

PI.. Tht. 149 CD. (Much more of the kind in Wclcker, Kl. S. iii, 64 B.)

The essential meaning of such epddai is regularly an appeal or exorcism
addressed to the daimonic creature (clearly an aimal when lions or
snakes are appeased in this way: Weicker, iii, 70, 14-15). Epddai
accompanying piioropia are iviaXiiouf of the Saipatr if ^ /lororii

iniparrat : P. Mag. Par. 2973 ff. The meaning of such ” conjurings
addressed to diseases—when the daimon is exorcised—is clearly seen
in what Plotin. says of the Gnostics : they claimed to heal the sick by
means of inamSai, piXt), ilgot, and naBalptoBat riouir, ittoary)aipfvai

rit raoout taipina that, xal rd rotadra ifatpttv Xiytp ^uKoerrr SiiraoBai,

2, 9, 14.
** Clashing of bronze used at ivonaBdpotit to drive away ghosts

:

see above, chap, v, n. 167 ; cf. also Macr. 5, 19, 11. Claud, iv. Cons.
Hon. 149; nec te (like Juppiter) progenitum Cytieleius aere sonoro
lustravit Corybas. The noise of bronze has a kathartic effect simply
as averting ghosts. In the process of driving out the ghosts at the
Lemuria, Temesaea concrepat aera, Ov., F. 5, 441. Hence (?) gaAxe#
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avSov x^oviav, E., Hel. 1346. At eclipses ol the sun or moon KivoOm
XaXKov Kal aliifpov avBpuiroi Trivrtt (cf. Plu., Aetn. 17 ; Juv. vi, 443 ;

Mart, xit, 57, 16 f., etc.) »ur roit ialiutyas awtAain'orr*!, Al, Apbr., Prb.
2, 46, p. 65, 28 Id. This is the object of the crepitus dissonus at eclipses
of the moon : Plin., NH. ii, 54 ; Liv. xxvi, 5, 9 ; Tac., A. i, 28, and cf.

Tib. i, 8, 21 f. ;
ob strias: [Aug.] Sacrileg. v, 16, with Caspari's refs.,

p. 31 f.

•* portfi povor tKviirruv, E., IT. 1233. Purgantur <cruorc> cum
cruore poUuuntur . . . Heraclit. (p. 335, 5 Schust. [5 D. = 130 B.]).
“ A.R. iv, 703 fl. Kadapiiols . . . : A., Eum. 283, 449,

atpaTos xaSapalov; cf. Muller, Aesch. Eum. 124. Representation of
the KaBappos of Orestes on well-known vase-paintings : Mon. d. inst.

iv, 48, etc.
•• The " purification ” ol the stain of blood in these and similar

cases really consisted in a " substitution ” sacrifice whereby the
anger of the daimones was appeased : so much was, on the whole
correctly, observed long ago by Meiners, AUg. Gesch. der relig.

ii, 137. The fjaapa that clings to the murdeier is in fact just the
indignation of the murdered man or of the underworld spirits ; this

is plain in Antiph., Tet. 3a, 3 (see above, chap, v, n. 176). The thing
that makes the son who has not avenged his father’s murder " unclean ”

and keejjs him away from the altars of the gods is owx opwpivrj narpis
A., Ch. 293.—In the case of murder or homicide there is not only

the contact with the sinister other-world that makes men unclean (this

applies to all cases of " pollution ”), but, besides this, there is also
the anger of the murder^ soul itself (and of its protecting spirits).

Hence in this case, besides xaBappos, iXaapos as well is necessary
(see above, chap. v). It is evident, however, that it would be difficult

to keep the two processes distinct and that they would easily merge
into each other.

The pappaKoi arc put to death at the Thargelia of Ionic cities ;

Hipponax fr. 37. In other places on extraordinary occasions, but
regularly at the Thargelia in Athens. This is denied by Stengel,

Hermes, 22, 86 B., but in the face of definite statements from antiquity
general considerations can have no weight. In addition it was only
a special mode of execution applied to criminals already condemned
to death. (Two men, acc. to Harp. 180, 19 ; a man and a woman
Hsch. pappaxoi : the variation is explained by Hellad. ap. Phot.,
Bibt., p. 354a, 3 B. Bk.) The pappaKoi serve as KaSdpaia to the city

(Harp. 180, 19 Bk.) : Hippon. fr. 4 ; Hellad. ap. Sch. Ar., Eq. 1136.

pappaK6s = KoSappa, Phot., Lex. 640, 8 Pors. The pappaKoiveerc either

burnt (after being put to death) like other propitiatory victims :

Tz., Ch. V, 736, prob. following Hippon. (the burning of the ^app. at
Athen.s seems to be alluded to by Eup. 120 [i, 290 K.]) ; or

stoned : this form of death is implied (in the case of Athens) by the
legend of Istros ap. Harp. 180, 23. Analogous customs (indicated

by Muller, Dorians, i, 345) at Abdera : Ov., Ib. 465 f. (which acc. to
the Sch. is taken from Call., who evidently transferred to Apollonios

the pious wish directed by Hippon. against Boupalos) ; at Massilia

(Petr. fr. 1 Bfl., where the ^appanis is either thrown down the cliff

or saxis occidebatur a populo : Lact. ad Stat., Th. 10, 793). Apollonios

of "^ana was clearly following ancient custom when he made the people
of Ephesos stone an old beggar, who was evidently nothing but the

plague-daimon itself, for the purification of the city ; xaB^pas rois

’E^olous Tfjt v6aov, Philostr., VA. 4, 10-11. Was the stoning a sort

of counter-enchantment ? See Roscher, Kynanthropie, 38-9.
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** Among the ingredienta of a 'Stcirtit Sciirvov ir rg rpiiSiit was an
<aov iK Ka9apoiov

:

Luc., DM. 1, 1 ; or the testicles of a tucking pig

that had bem used as a vuctim : D.. 54, 39. The 6(u$viua, sacrifices

to Hekate and the souls of the dead (see above, chap, v, n. 176), arc

identical with the KaBappafa vai inoXipara which were thrown out
at the crossroads in the 'EieaTata

:

Did. ap. Harp. JfvBi'pia ; cf.

E.M. 626, 44. xaBipna is the name of the purificator>' ofierings

:

xaBippara of the same when they are thrown away : Ammon., p. 79
Valck. The dead bodies of dogs which had been used as victims at

the '* purification ” were afterwards thrown tJ “Eitarji ptra ruv
aX.\aH' KaBapoitar. Plu., QR. 68, p. 280 C. Even the blood and water
of the purificatory sacrifice, the iwinppa, is also dedicated to the dead ;

Ath. 409 E fi. The fact that the xaBippara are made over to the

invisibly present spirits at the cross roads might be derived also from
the necessity for throwing them out iptraorptirri (see below, n. 104).

Even the .\rgive custom of throwing the xaBappara into the Lemaean
lake (Znb.. iv, 86 ; Dgn.. vi, 7 ; Hsch. Aipvi) Btarw*) shows that these

kathartic materials are intended as a sacrifice to the underground
spirits since the Lemaean lake was an entrance to the underworld
(see above, chap, \-iii, n. 28).

•• Annual to Hekate in Aegina reputed to have been founded
by Orpheus. Hekate and her xaSappol were there regarded as valuable

aeainst insanity (for she can remove what she herself has sent) ; Ar.,

I'er. 122 ; Lob., Agl. 242. This initiation festival l.i.sttfd on into the

fourth century a.d.—Pans, refers to only one other temple of Hekate
in Argos :

2,’ 22, 7.— Indications of a rigorous worship of Hekate
in Kos ; GDI. 3624, iii, p. 345 fin. Hekate was patron-goddess of

the city of Stratonikeia : Tac., A. iii, 62. Str.. 660, and in other cities

of Karia (a.s is known from inscr.). Possibly Hekate is there only
a Greek title of a native Karian deity. The ancient cult of the ](B6¥to*

at the Triopion in Knidos was, however, Greek : Huckh on Sch.

Pi., p. 314 i. ; C/C. i, p. 45.
•• x6or(« Kol npripat* vpvrant

:

Sophr. fr. 7 Kaib. ap. Sch. Theoc.
ii, 12.—She is actually queen in Hades, sharing the throne of Plouton
it seems ; S., A tif. 1199. She is often called x^orio. She is 'Alp'^ov
Koptf (i.e. of Hades, K. O. Muller. Inirod. Saent. .Myth. 245) : Hsch.
She is called iipfrri herself in H. Mag. Hec., Abel, Orpk.,Tt. 289. She
is the daughter of Euboulos, i.e. Hades ; Orph. H., 72, 3 (elsewhere

of course she has other origins). As gBorU she is often confused with
Persephone (and both, as they are all thus united in several particulars,

with Artemis). In the tran.script of a metrical in.scr. from Budrum
(Cilicia) in JHS. xi, 252. there appears a Tkoti). This would
certainly be very remarkable but on the stone itself the actual words
are rnr <np6p*aB’ ’Ex^tir^r]. [But cf. Tab. Dffix.,p. xiii, a 13.}

•' Hekate goddess of childbirth : Sophr. fr. 7. worshipped in Athens
as KoupoTpi^ot, Sch. Ar., 1'. 804. Samian worship of the KoupoTp64at
if T§ rptiio) (i.e. as Hek.), [Hdtl >'• "o'". 30 ; Hes., Thg. 450 : B^xt
ii ptp (Hek.) Kporiiiit Kovporpii«v. (Even as early as this xovp. is

the epithet of Hek. and not the name of an independ. feminine daimon
which it may have been to begin with, and in isolated cases remained.)
rtrtrvXXit goddess of childMrth is said to be iMxvla rp Exirn : Hsch.
r*¥. The goddess Eiteithyia to whom d^ were sacrificed in Argos
is certainlv a Hekate (Sokr. ap. Pin., Q. Rom. 52, p. 277 B—she was
Artemis elsewhere). A consecration to Hekate inip veufitfr :

from Larisa, Atk. MUtk. », 450. Hek. is also a goddess of msrriage :

as such (5t4 yap^fXtot ^ 'BkAtii, Sch.) she is called upon srith Hymenaioa
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by Kassandra in Eur., Tr. 323. Hekate is ya/x^Aiot simply as x^oWa

:

the xBivioi frequently take part in marriage as well as birth : see al^e,
chap. V, p. 64 fi. ; Gaia ; see Welcker, Gollerl. i, 327. Ofiering made
vpi waliaiv xal yafii;A/ou WAovr to the Erinyes ; A., Eutn. 635.

*' Hekate present at funerals (rushing vpos dvtpas vtKpiv ^povras,
Sophr. fr. 7) ipxopiva ivd t’ -ijpia xai pdXav at/ia Theoc. ii, 13.

okvMkwv vXaxiS eel aiiiari ^ivip iv viievot arclvovoa (fax’ ^pla rt9vri<LTbiv,

H. Hec. ap. Hipp., RH. iv, 35, p. 102. 64 f. D.-&—Hekate present at
all infamous deeds : see the remarkable formulae ap. Plu., Superst.

10, p. 170 B (Bgk., PLG* iii, p. 680).—Hek. regarded as devouring
corpses (like Eurynomos, etc., above, chap, vii, n. 24) ; alitovoris,

KapSidSatTt, oapKo^dyt, autpo^op* are said of her in the Hymn. Magic.
5, 11. 53-4 (p. 294 Ab.). 4‘^totKript should be also read, ib., 1. 44
(xijfMs => tjivxal, see above, chap, v, n. 100) ; cl. x^dvun,
P. Mag. Par. 1444. ’fKari; aKpovpopopif on a defixio from Megara
ap. T^. Defix., p. xiiia, 1. 7 Wiinsch. Probably iaipopopt) should
be read (Wunsch differently, p. xxb).

•• .See above, chap, v, nn. 132.
** Medea in E., hied. 365 ff. ; ov yap pa rye Monoivav yv fycu (as

magician) oiflio paXiora ndvraiv «o> (rntpyor ttX6prfV, 'EKdri/v, pvxoit
i>a/ouoai' iorlai — Ai^pT/rpoi itopt) is addressed as irv/>or Sfirmii'a,

in company with Hcphaistos, in E., Phaeth., fr. 781, 59. Probably
Hekate is meant being here as frequently combined or confused with
Persephone the daughter of Demeter (cf. Ion, 1048).

*' The pious man cleans and decorates every month rir 'Eppijv xai
rr)v '£araTi)i> iral rd Aotrra Tali' Updtr i tovs npoyivovt •roraAtwetr,

Theopomp. ap. Porph., Abs. ii, 16 (p. 146, 8-9 N.). Acc. to this Hekate
and Hermes belong to the 0tol narp^i of the house.—Shrines of
Hekate before the house-door (Lob., Agl. 1336 f.) ; cf. the sacella

of the Heroes in the same place : above, chap, iv, n. 135.
•®* The late interpolation m Hes., Tb. 411-52, in praise of Hekate

leaves out the uncanny side of her character altogether. Hekate
has here become so much the universally revered goddess that she has
lost all definite personality in the process. The whole is a telling

example of the sort of extension that might be given to a single divinity
who had once been the vital cult-object of a small locality. The
name of this universally known daimon becomes finally of little

importance (for everj'thing is heaped upon one personality). Hence
there is little to be learnt of the special characteristics of Hekate from
this Hymn. (In any case it is time we gave up calling this Hymn to
Hekate ” Orphic ’’

: the word is even more than usually meaningless
and conventional in this case.)

•* Hekate (•>alavea at the crossroads, S. fr. 492 N.) meets men as an
dvrala 6e6t (S. fr., 311) and is herself cadled drrai'a (fr. 311, 368; cf.

EM. Ill, 50, where what precedes is from Sch. A.R. i, 1141). The
same adj. applies to a lalpm that she causes to appear : Hsch.
dvrala, di^ratos, in this as in most cases with the added sense of hostile.

Hek. paivopivr^ iv ittrSnoit ^aopaatr, Suid. 'Exiruv. (from Elias Cret.

on Greg. Nz. iv, p. 487 Mg.). She appears or sends apparitions by
night as well as by day : ElvoSia, Biyartp Adparpos, i rdiv wimndXm
i^dSatv dvdootts xal peSaptpiaiv, E., Ion, 1048 ff. Meilinoe, a euphemis-
tically (cf. above, chap, v, n. 5) named daimonic creature, either

Hekate or Empousa, meets ivralatt i^dbatm nard lo^ttSia tnStera,

Oiph. H. 71, 9. Hek. appears at nudday in Luc., Philops. 22. In
this midday vision she opens the earth and rd iv "AtSov dvovra
become visible (c. 24). This reminds us of the story told by Herakl.
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Pont, of Empedotimos to whom Plouton and Persephone appeared
if vraBtpf. in a lonely spot and the whole world of the spirits

became visible (ap. Prod, tn Rp. ii, 119 Kroll). Lucian is probably
parodying that story. Elsewhere in the same pamphlet he gives an
absurd turn to a fabulous narrative of Plutarch's (d« Ah. fr. 1 Bern. -
Philips. 25).
" See Append, vi.

•• See Append, vii.

** Hekate herself is regarded as having the head of a dog : un-
doubtedly an ancient conception of her (she has oKvXaKtuiea
H. Metg. 5, 17 .\b.). She is sometimes even a dog herself : Hsch.
'Exirfji AyaXiia, and partic. .43. 336, 31 -.337, 5 ; el'll!, fr. 100 h, 4.

She is identifieil with Kerberos ; Lyd., Mms. 3, 8, p. 42 \V. She
is actually invoked as a dog in P. .Uag. Par. 1432 6., p. 80 VV. : KvpU
'EifOTTi ciraSi'a, mJoii' piXaira. Hence dogs are sacred to her and are
sacrificed to her (earliest witness Sophr. fr. 8 Kaib.). The hounds
with whom she flies about at night are daimonic crcaturcis like Hekate
herself. Porph. (who wras specially well informed about such things)

said that aapwt the hounds of Hekate were eori)f>ol haipovtt : ap. Kus.,

PE. 4, 2.3, 7-8. In Lycophron's account (II. 1174-80) Htkabc is

represented exactly in this way, i.c. as a daimonic creature who
appears to men as a hound (cl. PLG. lii, 721 f.). She is transformed
by Hekate (Brimo) into one of her train (cirtuetia) w-ho by their

nocturnal howling strike terror into men who have neglected to make
offering to the goddes.s.—Dogs occur as symlads of the dead on
grave-reliefs ?—above, chap, v, n. 105. (Ennyes a.s hounds

;
Keren

as " Hounds of Hades "
; A.R. iv, 1665 . .4P. vii, 439, 3 [Tbcoilond,',

etc. Ruhnken, Ep. Cr. i, 94.)

Sec Dilthey, lik. Mus. 25. 332 fl.

The Italian Diana who had long become identical with Hekate
remained familiar to the Christianize peoples of the early Middle
.Ages (allusions in Christian authors : Cnmm, pp. 283, 286, 933,
949, 1161 f. O. jahn. Bos. Bfick, 108). She wa.s, tn fact, the mceung
point of the endless ma.ss of superstition that had survivetl into that
time from Graeco- Roman tradition. The nocturnal riding of a mob of

women (i.e. " souls " of women) rwm Dtana, pagatiorum dta is quoted
as a popular superstition by the so-called Canon Episcopt, which in

the controversies on witches was so often appealed to. This doci

it seems,
' ” '

century).
. „

.

ntury). It was rescued fi

^
the Decretals of Gratian,

very well known in the Middle Ages. (The (lassage from Hurkhard
is printed in Grimm, p. 1741. That the whole is a Canon (24) of the
Council of Ancyra. 314 a.d.. is, however, only a mistaken idea of

Burkhard's.) This belief in the nightly hunt of Diana with the souls

may be regarded as a vestige of the ancient idea of Hekate and her
nocturnal crew. It was all the more likely to survive in northern
countries with their native legends of wild Hunters and the '* furious
host ” with which it could so easily combine. [" Heme the Hunter,"
Merry Wives of Windsor, iv, 4 ; v, 5.]

ixioa ieipara rvterit vapUrrarm, eel xai napAvotat irei

iravtfiiiatie Im r^s ttXlrrft iral PAfiffTpa Koi 4*A(*is i(o>, 'EkAtiis paolr
etreu irtfioXAf nal fiptiar JpASovt, KaPapfulol re xpAovrai eal /traoiialf,

Hp.. Mart. Sac. vi, 362 L. ; cf. Hu., Supers..S, p. 166 A ; Hor., AP. 454.
Hekate is pasnun' tdrla. East., ll., p. 67, 31 (hence also releases men from

t in the initiations of Aegina, see above, n. 89); ef. Ment
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if 'EKiriis, E., Hip. 141. Dreams of Hekate, Artemid., 2, 37, p. 139,
1 fi. H. The ijpatts dffon-Ai^KTOVS noutv Smavrai : Sch. Ar.,

Av. 1490. The ijpatts are also the source of nightmares, i?A. Mus.
37, 467 n. (like Pan as Ephialtes : Didym. ap. Sch. Ar., Ves. 1038

—

where Eiatrav should be read, from eva the noise of bleating goats
and nSv : Suid. and CIG. iv, 8382). The Lamiai and Empousai
seem also to have been night-terrors ; cf. what is said of their amorous
disposition and desire for human blood by Apollonios ap. Philostr.

VA. 4, 25, p. 145, 18; and what is said of Pan-Ephialtes, iav Bi

ovvovoiafji, Artemid., p. 139, 21 H. General statement ; 6v€ipa>oo€iv

comes dffd Baxpovtav ivtpytias Suid. ovtipomXtXv, p. 1 124 Gaisf. Seirenes

;

Crusius, Philol. 50, 97 ff.

The " Banquets of Hekate besides the xaBappara referred to
above (n. 88), included also the specially prepared dishes that were
made and put out for Hekate Kara pijva (.\r., IHu. 596) at the rptaicd&cr

(sec above, chap, v, n. 88) or else at the vovpijvi'ai, Sch. Ar., Plu. 594 :

Kara voupr\vlav, iovipat ; cf. the offering to Hekate and Hermes
at each vovpijvta: Theopomp. ap. Porph., Abs. 2, 16, p. 146, 7 N.
These banquets of Hek. arc meant by Ar., Plu. 594 fl., S. fr. 6^ N. ;

Plu., Snip. 7, 3, p. 709 A .— It is possible that at the turn of the month
there was a " purification ” of the house, in which case the xaSdpoia
and the 'Exdrijr Sttirva would l)e again combined.— Ingredients of
the offerings to Hek. ; eggs and toasted cheese (Sch. Ar.) ; rpiyXr) and
paiKor Ath. 325 B. : flame-cakes (of cheese, n^oKovyrts Sid rvpoC, Paus.
Lex. ap. Eust. 1165, 14) (sec Lob., Agl. 1062 f.).

The person KaBdppara ixnipipas throws them away dcrpd^oioiv
oppaotv

:

A., Cho. 98-9. The vessel filled with the purificatory
offerings was emptied iv raU rpidSoit and iptraarptirri : Schol. ib.

This was regular with xaffappoi ; Theoc. xxiv, 94 ff., and at offerings

to the Erinyes ; S., OC. 490. Even Odysseus is obliged at his sacrifice

to the dead inovdopi rpanioBat, k 528. Medea in collecting her magic
juices turns her eyes ifoitiow x<pdj : S. 'Pif.fr. 491 N. ; A.R. iv, 1315 ;

cf. al.so Lomeier, d« lustrat., p. 455 f. This remained the rule at sacrifices

to x^drioi and in magic ceremonies which regularly had to do with the
underworld. Even Marc. Emp. in giving directions for the cure of

pvaixd often enjoins tiec retro respice e.g. 1, 54, likewise Plin., NH.
21, 176; 29, 91. In making an enchantment nopevov ivrmorpfimi
priSfvl Sovs drroKptoiv, P. Mag. Loud., given in Kenyon Greek Pap.
in B.M., i, p. 98. Modem superstition agrees: cf. Grimm, p. 1789,
n. 299; cf. nn. 357, 558, 890, 11.37. The eye must be turned away
from the *' furious host ”

: Birlinger, Aus Sckwabeii, .V.S. i, 90. The
precaution is, however, of primeval antiquity. In the old Indian
cult of the dead and worship of formidable deities many of the pro-
ceedings must be performed dptraorptirri, Oldenberg, 335 f., 487 f.,

550, n. 5 ; 577 f., 580. The reason for the precaution is not hard to see.

If the person looked round he would see the spirits engaged in taking
possession of the objects thrown to them, which would be sure to bring
ill-luck—;(aA«frol Si flfol daivtaSai ivapyios- Hence Odysseus, when
he is returning Leukothoti s wimple by throwing it into the sea, must
ailrAr dffoi'iSa^i rpavioBai, < 350. Hence Orpheus must not look back
at Eurydike while she belongs to the lower world. (Cf. Hannibal's
dream reported after Silenus and Gael. Ant. by Cic., Div. i, 49.)

o( ivTuyxdvovrts vuicris rjpuiai Siiorpt^v rds Stitts : Sch. Ar., Av. 1493.

Very clearly put by Ov., F. 5, 437 ; at the Lemuria the saciificer

throws away the beans aversus . . . nec respicit. umbra putatur
colligere et nullo terga vidente sequi. At last when the Manes are
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all driven out, respicit (444), One of the Pythagorean winfioXa,
those invaluable fra^ents of Greek old wives’ wisdom, runs : dtroStifiui’

T^s oiictas fiii i-mnpi^v • 'E(niri€t yip furipyovrai (lamb., Protr.,

p. 114, 29 f. Fist). Here the reasoH for the superstitious practice is

clearly shown (cf. also Grimm, p. 1778, n. 14 ; cf. n. 360) : the under-
world spirits (wandering over the earth, esp. on the fifth of the month,
as in Hes., Op. 803) are following the departing person : if he were
to turn round he would see them.

Appearance of crSoiAa of the dead : not as in Homer in dreams
only, but openly before men's waking eyes. Stories of this go back
as far as the poems of the Epic Cycle ; cf. appearance of Achilles in

the little Iliad (p. 37 Ki), in the Noarot (p. 33). How familiar this

idea bad become by the fifth century may be judged from the frrauency
of gh(«ts in the tragedians : A., Pets. Eum. Prom. Vvy. : S., floXvf.

:

cf. fr. 795 N. ; raising of the spirit of a dead man, fr. 9r2;
cf. also the stories of Simonides and the grateful dead (Bgk. on Sim.
fr. 129) : of Pelops and the <rScwAo>> of Killos (see A. Marx, Orseck.

Marcken von dankbaren Tkieren, p. 114 (.).

Spirit-raising at entrances to the underworld at definite

i^vxoiuurrtta or vtKuofiarTtta : see above, chap, v, n. 23. There were,
however, i^uxaywyot who could compel individual souls to appear at

other {daces as well ; E., Ale. 1128 f. Such ^vxayu/yoi belonging to
the fifth century and to be found in Thessaly are spoken of by Plu.
ap. Sch. E., Ale. 1128. People tovt t« r«9r«wrar ^aKorrts <livxnywY*i»
Kai itois iwtox»oviuroi rrelietr, lit ffvotetf re Kai eilgatr xai Iviphais
yotfnvorTM occur in PI., Lg. 909 B. Later hteraturc abounds in such
spirit-raisings. Conjuring Hekate to apftear was a favourite magic
experiment ; A.R. lii, 1030 f., etc., recipe for producing this illusion

in Hipp., RH. iv, 35-6, p. 102 f. D.-S. 'BKarfft Imytuy^ occurs as
early as Thphr., Ck. 28 (16).

ayipTtu Koi parrus profess Hr ris nr iyBpiv nr/pifrai iSIkg
ptri opxKpCtr iarntrwr opoian iiKautr Hixip pko^ttr, ivayuryais riot

teal KOTaiiapois rais 6*ois, <ur ^aai, mlSorrU opiair vwi)ptTtiv, PI.,

Rp. 364 C. And esp. from Lg. 933 AE we get a good idea of the
fear that the patrrtis and reparooKortoi gencr^y inspired with their
Kmroiiatis ivayuiyaC, iwtphai, and other payyortiai (we even hear of
wax-figures on house-doors, grave-stones, ivi rpiihois, as so frequently
later, with the same superstitious purpc»e). I’lato himself does not
rule out the possibility of such magic incantations : at least they did
not conflict with his own daimonic theory ; sec Smp. 203 A. ioaytuyal
are "evocations” of spiriu or gods: sec Ruhnk., Tim., p. 115. imnopnai
have the same meaning: sec above, chap, v, n. 168. imodpmir
frequenUy in this sense in the Orpk. H. KaraSfaut. KoniSeopoi arc
the " bindings ” whereby the spirit-raiser magically compels the unseen
to do his will. Compulsion is regularly found to be necessary : the
S{>irits do not come wiUingly. The magician by his spells and ceremonies
is theur master; he exerts over them that iriymi) (i Jniroyitot is

frequent in the niagical books) or nutorayKrf of which Porph. ap. Eus.,
PE. 5, 8, specially tells ns (probably deriving it from Pythagoras of
Rbodoe). rttlBoir is Plato's weaker word : the most extreme is

jhooTural iwttXaL lamb. Mysi. 6, 5 li.e. Porph. Ep. Aneh. fr. 31 Parth.) ;

cf. ri toira rtpiftir tear 0/kgt nir pif 04kgf ; refrain in a magic hymn,
P. Mag. Par. 2252 6.—Just as in these incantations the nariUoit
affects the gods themselves so in other casm the victim is the un-
fortunate person whom the magician intends to harm ; in this Benge
we have aoratiout. KoriSropiu. P. Par. 336 ; Orph. LUk. 582, and tka
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devotion*! or deftxiones written on metal tablets which have been found
in such numbers in graves

; see Cothofred. ad Cod. Theod. 9, 16, 3.
These ^e now collected and edited by R. Wiinsch, Defixionum tabellae
in Attica reperlae {CIA. App.), 1897, with those found outside Attica
included in the Praefatio. Here we find xaraim (Karahlhruu) rov
itlva his tongue, limbs, mind, etc. (nn. 68, 89, 95, etc.), i.e. a magical
disabling, paralyang, fettering of his faculties—and of all his efforts ;

ot«A^, tvavria navra ylvoiro, nn. 64, 98. The carrying out of this is

entrusted to Hermes j($ono( or to Hekate (xaraSw avrov npos rov
'Epiirjv ktA.) as the ntroj^oi Sai/ioyts

;

cf. nn. 81, 84, 85, 86, 101, 105,
106, 107. Sometimes the promoter of the

'*

(caraSui <cai Karixot, 109, etc. The defixio
Gk. Pap. in B.M. (Ken.), No. 121, 11. 394, 4L_ ..
therefore here = KarlxtoBai noteiv ( = disable him—not make him
" possessed ”) and implies the delivery of the victim into the power
of the infernal spirits.—The pdvrut and xaBaprai appear as accom-
plished weather-magicians in Hp., Morb. Sac. \H, 358 L. They are
claimed to he able to draw down the moon (an old art of Thessalian
witches), make the sun go out, cause rain or drought at will, etc. A
ylyo! of anpoKoirai at Korinth was able roit avepovs Koipiitiv :

Hsch. Suid. aw/ioar. : cf. Welcker, Kl.S. iii, 63. The claims made by
these xaBaprai for themselves were made by later ages on behalf of
Abaris, Epimenides, Pythagoras, etc. ; Porph., VP. 28-9 (Iamb.
135 f.) : Empedokles promised them to his own pupils ; 464 ff. Mull.,

fr. Ill Diels ; and cf. Welcker, Kl.S. lii, 60 f.—These are all examples
of magical arts from early times : the overwhelming mass of evidence
for such proceedings in later ages cannot be mentioned here except as
explaining ancient accounts.

Abaris had been mentioned by Pindar (Harp. '’APapis) ;
Hdt.

mentions him in iv, 36. There we hear of the arrow which he bore
along with him itara rraaay rify y^y and of his complete abstention from
food (cf. Iamb., VP. 141). The arrow, a ov^poAoi' toC 'AirdAAturor
(Lycurg. fr. 85. ap. Eudoc., p. 34, 10) is borne by Abaris in his hand

—

the suggestion of Wesseling, recently revived, that we should in Hdt. ’s

passage read w; rov olarot irepU^p*, has been shown to be linguistically
impossible by Struve, Opusc. Cnt. ii. 269. The embellishment of the
Abaris 8tor>% whereby he (like Musaios) flew through the air on his
arrow, is later than Hdt. or than Lyk. (The arrow is presumably
the same as the one of which Herak. Pont, tells some strange things ;

ap. [Eratosth.j Catast. 29.) The story sounds rather like Herakleides.
See Porph., TP. 29 ; Iamb., VP. 91. 136 ; Him., O. 25, 2, 4 ; Nonn. D.
1 1, 132 f. ; Proc. Gaz., Ep. 96. Abaris was regarded as ivBto! (Eudoc.)
as KaBapr-^i and xpijapoAdyor, as driving away pestilences by magic
arts (csp. in Sparta, where «rwAvTi)pia = apotropaic sacrifices, were
instituted and a temple of Kd/>i} aaneipa founded : Apollon., Mir. 4

—

prob. from Theopomp. : see Rh. Mus. 26, 558—Iamb., VP. 92, 141 ;

Paus. 3, 13, 2). He is also said to have prophesied earthquakes,
pestilence, etc. (Apollon.), and to have given prescriptions against
disease and irr<u&ai (PI., Chrm. 158 CD) ; was a type of (vxoAt'as nai

Airdri^ro; Koi 5iiratoavi>ijs : Str. 301.—^The figure of Abaris thus left

rather vague in ancient legend was elaborated from two sources

;

(1) the Athenian cult-legends of the foundation of the Prorrosia : Harp.
'Ap., Suid. wporipoaiot. &h. Ar., Eq. 729 ; Lycurg. nari Urvraalxpov :

and (2) the Pythagorean legends. It is in itself very probable that
the story in Iamb., VP. 91-3, 147, of the meeting between Abaris
and Pywagoras goes back to the fabulous *' Abaris *’ of Herakleides
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(the story in 215-17 ol Abaris and Pythagoras belore Phalaris evidently

comes from Apoll. Ty.). This was suggested by Krische de soc.

PytMag., p. 38, and has been more de&nitely maintained by Diels, ^rcA.

f, Ctsch. d. Philos, iii, 468 ; it cannot, however, be demonstrated
absolutely—there is not a scrap of evidence to show that Herakleides

did actually make Abaris meet Pythagoras. ( flvBayopas ir w/>or

''Afiofur Aoy^ Prod, in Tim. 141 D. may very possibly, but not
necessarily, as Diels thinks, refer to the Aborts of Herakleides.)

—

In any caw the bringing together of Abaris and Pyth. is a late invention ;

it is impossible to say whether it could have occurred or did occur ns

early as the .Aristotelian work ntpl rmr nvBayoptlont .—In any case,

the guiding conception in all this is that Abaris did not belong to the
primeval past but came to Greece in the daylight of historic^ times.

Pindar makes this happen Kara Kpotoor rhr AvSwv PaatXia (prob.

about the time of the £dpiean> aAwatr, Ol. 58, 3 = 546) ;
" others

"

(acc. to Harp.) made it earlier, in Ol. 21 = 6^. It is impossible to

tell what the reasons were for either of these particular dates. Abaris
might still be regarded as a contemporary of Pythagoras by those who,
wiUi_Eusebios and Kikostratos ap. Harp., put him in Ol. 53 (xard
Tiji. ry 'Ohvpwtdia, tor so the figure in Harp, should be read and not

y 'OA. ; the right reading is preserved from Harp, in Suid. “Afi.).
This view, however, is not, as CHels thinks, obtained by making Abans
forty years older than P>th. (The of Pj-th. falls in Ol. 62

—

see Rh. Mus. 26, 570—and that, too, is the date—not Ol. 63—given
by *' Eusebius Ckromca ”, i.e. the .Armenian, tr. and the MSS. PEMR
of Jerome.) Perhaps Abaris was regarded as the contemporary
of Phalaris whose reign according to one of the versions given by
Eusebios began in 01. 53. or 52, 3. Cf. Rh. Mus. 36, 567.

*** Ehslasts of Aristeas : rovrou ^aoi ri)* orar ipodhtro,
ifUvOt «ai itrarUrat wdXir Suid. ’Apurrlas- His body lies as if dead
i) 51 'h’X^ ithvoa roO ouiparos l»Aa{«TO ir tu> al$lpi rrA. Max. Tyr.
16, 2, p. 288 R. (reperimus) Aristeac animum cvolantem ex ore in

Proconneso corvi effigie, Plin., A’H. vii, 174 (very similar stories from
’lere, Grimm, p. 1083 [and Baring-Gould, Myths of M.A.]).
X), the "Apiftdowtia said that Aristeas reached the Issedones

^otPoha/iwrot ytreperos (Hdt. iv, 13) ; which at least means in some
strange way impossible for other men, i.e. in Apolline ecstacy (cf. above,
n. 63, nip^dhriwTos, etc. ; <r ixordoft dvodoiPutpevos, P. Mag. Par.,

p. 63 Wess.). So, too, .Max. T>t. 38, 3, p. 222 ff., makes Aristeas
describe how his KarahtnoSaa rd ad>pa had reached the Hyper-
boreans, etc. These accounts are not derived from Hdt. who on the
contrary says that Arist. died in a fuller’s mill at Prokonnesos and that
his body then disappeared and was seen by a man at Kyzikos. This
would be translation of body and soul together not ixaraois of the soul
alone. In this case Hdt. is probably inaccurate. In such cases of
translation the point of the story, in fact its whole meaning, lies in the
fact that the translated person has not died but that he has vanished
without his soul being separated from his body, i.e. without dying ;

for normally in death the soul alone vanishes. This applies to all the
cases of translation referred to in this book (see e.g. the story of the
Hero Euthymos : above, chap, iv, n. 116; of Klromedes, p. 129,
above) ; and also to the legend of Romulus in Mu., Rom. 27-8,
in which Mu. lightly finds much resemblance with the stoiy of Aristeas
as told by Hdt. It applies to the numerous stories of translation which,
evidently after Greek models, were told of the Latin and Roman
kings (see PreUer. Rsm. Mvihol * n fu f 7nsi t*
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Hdt, has combined two versions of the l^end ; one acc. to which Aristeas
" died ” (not only on this occasion but often), i.e. his soul separated
itself from his body and had a life of its own ; another in which his body
and soul were " translated ” t(^ether without his death. In either
version Aristeas might meet with the man in Kyzikos : if he were
translated, it would be his vanished body (cf. Romulus’ meeting
Julius Proculus) ; but if his soul left his body behind as though lifeless

then it would be the soul as ctSwAov of its body that appeared to the
man (as in the cases of Pythagoras and Apoll. Tyan. who were seen at
two different places at the same time). This last story seems to be
the real and primitive one ; it is suggested by the above-mentioned
accounts of the tKoraots of the soul of Aristeas and it was so under-
stood by the authority (apparently Thpomp.) whom Apollon., Mirab.2,
IS following.

"• Hdt. iv, 15, Thpomp. ap. Ath. 13, 605 C : the bronze laurel was
set up Kara rijv ‘A/karda roS npOKOWtfaiov imSifiiiav Srt f^ijtrcv

'Yn€pfiopiatv ffapayryot>/t><u. This is not said by Hdt. but is compatible
with his account. Acc. to Hdt. Aristeas told the people of Metapontum
that they alone of all the Italiots had been visited by Apollo and that
he, Aristeas, had been in the god’s train in the shape of a raven (sacred

to Apollo) . This last feature allows us to conclude that Hdt., too. knew
of the wanderings made by the soul of Aristeas while his body remained
at home as though dead. The raven is clearly the soul of Aristeas

:

Phn., A'H. vii, 174.—The of Aristeas in Metapontum fell

acc. to Hdt.'s own calculation {ws ov/i/laAAd^ci'or . . tCpurieov)

240 years (not 230) after the second d^awa/jds of Aristeas from
Prokbnnesos. As Aristeas had in his poem spoken of the beginning
of the Kimmerian invasion (Hdt. iv, 13) his first d^awo/»df cannot
have been before 681 (the first year of Ardys’ reign, when the Kimmerian
invasion began acc. to Hdt. i, 15 ; Prokonnesos was, too, first founded
under Cyges : Str. 587). Taking this as a starting point (and it is the
earliest admissible terminus) and subtracting 240 -(-7 years (Hdt. iv.

14 fin.) we should amve at the year 434. This, however, cannot
possibly liave been meant by Hdt. as the year of the miraculous
presence of Aristeas in Metapontum. We seem to have one of Hdt.’s
errors of calculation to whidi he is prone. We cannot indeed make
out when exactly he intended to date the various scenes of the Aristeas
story.—In any case, Hdt. never intended to make Aristeas the teacher
of Homer, as Ilergk following others thinks. He makes Homer’s
flor. about 856; sec Hh. Mus. 36, 397; and puts the Kimmerian
invasion much later. Aristeas could only be regarded as teacher of
Homer (Str. 639 ; Tat. Gr. 41) by those who made Homer a con-
temporary of the Kimmerian invasion, Thpomp. esp. : see Rk. Mus.
36, 559.—We do not know what grounds those Chronologists had who
made Aristeas contemp. with Kroisos and Kyros and put his flor.

m 01. 58, 3 (Suid.). The reason may possibly have been "identifica-

tion ’’—this is hardly likely
—’’ orconjunction with Abaris ’’ (Gutschmid

ap. Niese, Horn. Schtffskat., p. 49, n,). Unfortunately nothing is known
of such a conjunction with Abaris (very problematical conjectures by
Crusius in Myth. Lex. i, 2814 f.). Possibly those who favoured this view
held that the 'Aptisdomia had been foisted upon Aristeas ; cf. D. H.,

Thuc, 23 ; w. vi^ovs, 10, 4. This work was certainly regarded as

having been composed at the time of the Kim. invasion. The historical

reality of Aristeas was never doubted in antiquity and in spite of the

many legends that gathered about his name there is no need for us to
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Kim. invasion to the evidently much later period in which he really

lived) appear to have been 'derived chiefly from fictions in the
'Aptfiaawtta which probably also gave reasons of a mysterious kind
for this marvellous extension of his existence. We cannot tell whether
Aristeas himself wrote the poem and pro\ided his own halo of marvel
or whether someone else, coming later, made use of this name so
famous in legend. If there was any basis for the account in Suid.

IJfiaotms fin. we might be justified in attributing the
composition of the 'Api^iooirfia to Aristeas himself. In any case the
poem was already in existence at the beginning of the fifth century :

it can hardly be doubted that .\eschylus modelled upon it his picture
of the griffins and Arimaspoi in Pr. 803 if.

Dexikreon in Samos, Plu., Q. Gr. 54.—Polyaratos of Thasos.
Phormion of Sparta : Cl. Al., Sir. i, 2 1 ,

p. 399 P. Phormion is better known
because of his marvellous experiences ; Paus. 3, 16, 2-3

;
Thpomp.

ap. Suid. op. : see Mcineke, Com.\ p. 1227 ff.—.\t the end of the above-
mentioned enumeration of porrcirap. Clem. .'VI., a certain ’fpinSoTtpor
o Xupattooios is given. Varro ap. Ser\'. on G. i, 34, tells of the ecstatic

vision of this Empedotimos ; after being a quadam potestate divina
mortalis aspectus detersus be saw in the sky inUr cetera three gates
and three ways (to the gods and the kingdom of the dead). Varro
is evidently quoting the account of some ancient authority not a work
of Empedot. him-self ; but in any case this vision is the source of what
Empedotimos had to say about the dwelling-place of the souls in the
Milky Way; Suid. 'Euml., 'louXtavit: Kh. Mus. 32, 331, n. I ; cf.

Damasc. a'p. Philop. in A fist. Meteor., p. U7, 10 Hayd. Suid. 'Efimi.
calls (probably a guess) the work in which Empedot. gave an account
of his visions 'Xtpi ^ueiic^r depodeeais. (Becau.se K. also brought
back with him information about the future life, the usual stories

about the subterranean chamber, etc., are transferred to him by Sch. a>l

Greg. Nz., C. vii, 286 Eudocia, p. 682, 15.) Apart from this no one
gives us any information about the personality of Emped. except

i
ul., Ep. 295 B., p. 379, 13 ff. H., who tells us how he was murdered
ut the gods avenged him upon bis murderers. This, however, rests

upon a confusion (either Julian's or bis copyist's) with 'Ep/ionpios
whose murderers were punished in the next world acc. to Plu., Gen.
Socr. 22, p. 592 C. The above-mentioned story of the souls and the
Milky Way was also known to J ulian (see Suid. '/ovA) ; his source being
Herakleides Popt. (who also probably supplied it to others, e.g.

Noumenios ap, fhocl. in Rp. ii, p. 129 Kroll, Porph., lamb, ap Stob..
Ed. i, p. 378, 12 W., and even earlier, Cicero, Somn. 15-16). No
older source of this fancy is known :

" Pythagoras " mentioned as
its authority by Julian, etc., only takes us tock again to Herakleides.
All that we know up to the present about it suggests the suspicion
that the very existence and Wstory of this remarkably little-known
" great Empedotimos " may have been a simple invention of
Herakleides', who may have made use of him in one of his dialogues
to add interest and importance to some of his own fancies. But now
we come upon something more detailed about the story told 1^
Herakleides of the vision in which Emped. (p«rd rod aii/iarot. p. 122. 2)

beheld wSoar wepl r&r dAqflefav : Procl. in Rp. ii, 119,
21 Krcdl. From this passage it is quite clear that Empedotimos is

simply a figure in a dialogue by Herakleides, and no more existed
in nudity than Er the too of Armenios or Tbespesios of Soli, or than
their prototype Kleonymos of Athens ap. Klearcbos of Soli {Rh. Mu§.
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*“ Apollon., Mitab. 3 (prob. from Thpomp.) ; PUn., NH. vii, 174 ;

PIu., Gen. Soc. 22, p. 592 C {’Epfioiapot—the same copyist’s error
occurs in Procl. in Rp. U, 113, 24 Kroll) ; Luc., Enc. Muse. 7 ; Tert.,

2; 44 (from Soranos ; cf. Gael. Aur., Tard. 1, 3, 5) ; Or., Cels.

iii, 3 ; 32. The same Hermotimos of Klazomcnai is undoubtedly the
person meant when a 'Epuonpot is mentioned among the earlier

incarnations of the soul of Pythagoras, even when the country of the
person in question is not named (as in D.L. viii, 5 f. ; Porph., VP. 45 ;

Tert., An. 28) or is incorrectly called a Milesian (e.g. in Hipp., RH.
1, 2, p. 12 D.-S.). A quite untenable theory about this Hermot. is

given by Gottling, Opusc. Ac. 211.—Acc. to PUn. the enemies who
Anally burnt the body of Hermot. (with the connivance of his wife)

were the Cantharidae—^probably the name of a y<i>os hostile to Hermot.—There is a remarkably similar story in Indian tradition ; see
Rk. Mus. 26, 559 n. But I no longer suspect any historical connexion
between this story and that of Hermot. ; the same preconceptions
have led in India as in Greece to the invention of the same tale. Similar
conceptions in German beliefs : Gnmm, 1803, n. 650.

“• Hence the legend that Apollo after the murder of Python was
purified not at Tempe, as the story generally went, but in Krete at
Tarrha by Karmanor ; Paus. 2,1,7 : 2, 30, 3 ; 10, 6, 7 (the hexameters
of Phemonoe)

; 10, 16, 5. The tcaBdpota for Zeus were brought from
Krete : Orph. fr. 183 Ab. : cf. the oracle ap. Oinom. Eus., PE.
5, 31, 2 : K. O. Muller, Introd. Scient. Myth. 98.—Krete an ancient
8»t of manlike ; the Lokrian Onomakritos, teacher of Tbaletas,
lived in Krete »raTd riyyriv itatrriK^v, Arist., Pol. 1274a, 25.

*“ See above (pp, 96 f). As one who bad been initiated into
the orgiastic cult of Zeus in Krete (Str. 468), Epimenides is called

vdot Koiiptis : Plu., Sol. 12; D.L. i, 115. He is caUed Uptis Aids
nal 'Pdas in Sch. Clem. Al. iv, p. 103 Klotr.

Legend of the SXifutvof E. : H. Smym. 18. D.L. i, 1 14. Plu. 7 Sap.
14. He was prepared for it by Uving on ia^oitXos, paXaxv> and the
edible root of a kind of onrfAAa (Thphr., HP. 7, 12, 1). All these are
sacred to the (on aapditXoe, see partic. AB. 457, 5 fi., which
goes back to Aristarchos

;
and Hsch. s.v.), and were only eaten occa-

sionally by the poor : Hes., Op. 41.
“* o5 I’Emfttviiov) X6yos ws i(loi <l>vX'h oirooov ijBeXt

waXiv ir rif oainart, Suid. 'Ewtpev. This is possibly the meaning
ot vpoovotTjOiji'ax (Arfyrra*) iroAAdmr avafiffitotKivM, D.L. i, 114.

Epimenides like others fitrd fidvarov iv rots Cwm yevdfievos, Procl.
iM Rp. ii, 113, 24 Kr. The story of his prolonged sleep in the cave
is an example of a widespread fairy-tale motif ;

see ifA. Mus. 33,
209, n. 2 : 35, 160. In the case of Epimenides it has been exaggerated
beyond all bounds and attached to him as a sort of popular mode of

expressing his long Jxardoets. This cave-sleep is interpreted as a state
of ekstasis by Max. Tyr. 16, I : iv to5 Aids toC durrai'ov (see above,
chap, iii, n. 23) zip avTptp Ktifuvos vnvtp PaBtl Izt) <n>xvd (cf. the

<I>0X'4
Hermot. which dwd roO aioparos nkaiopivti dmSij/ifl

ini iroAAd irij, Apollon., Mir. 3) Svap ivTvxtlv adrds OfoU •rrA.

Thus his Svtipos became 8tSda«raAor to him. Max. Tyr. 38, 3 ; cf. Sch.

Luc., Tim. 6, 110 Rb.
oopds ircpl zd, Beta (Setvor to Bela, Max. Tyr. 38, 3) tiJv

ivBovotaaztKdv ao^lav, Plu., Sol. 12. Epimen. is put among the ivBeoi

pdvzets, Bakis and the Sibyl, by Cic., Div. 1, 34.—Prolonged solitude

w a preparation for the business of the ecstatic seer (cf. Plu.’s story
of a sort of counterpart to Epimenides, Def. Or. 21, p. 421 B). There
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is still another fragment remaining from the story of Epim. on this

head in the account given by Theopompos (though he makes too
rationalistic a use of it) ; Epim. did not sleep all that time dAAa
Xpomr Tiva itcrar^aai, aoj(oAov|<#i«t> ircgt piioroitim (which he needed
as an t'arg<S^arTtr) ; D.L. i, 112. We cannot help being reminded
of the way in which the Angekok of Greenland, after prolonged and
profound solitude, severe fasting and concentration of thought, makes
himself into a magician (Crane, Hist, of Greenland, p. 194) . In the same
way the North American Indian stays for weeks in a solitary wood and
consciously prepares himself for his visions. At last the real world
falls away from him, the imagined world of his visions becomes the
real one and seems almost palpable ; till finally in complete ecstasy
he rushes out of his hiding place. Nor would it be hard to find analogies
in the religion of civilized peoples.

“• Epim. is credited with prophecies of coming events : PI., Lg.
642 D; D.L. i, 114, and also Cic., Dir. i, 34. ^ the other band,
Arist., Rk. 3, 17, 10, has ntpi rmv iaoplrmt ovK iftavrtvero, oAAd

ratK ycyovoTutv piv dSijAiuv hi which at least means discovering
the grounds of an event—grounds known only to the god and the seer ;

e.g. the interpretation of a pestilence as the vengeance of the daimones
for an ancient crime, etc. If only rational explanation were meant
there would be no need for a pdms.

*** Delos ; Plu., Se/>l. Sap. 14, p. 158 A. (There is no need to
suroose that there has been any confusion between this piyas xaSappos
by Epimenides and any other purification of Delos that happens to be
brtter knowm to us—the Pisistratean or that of the year 426.)' '

‘ vdAeir iitdtriprr dAAar tc >rai rr)r ’ABifraiiur, Paus. 1, 14, 4.

The purification of Athens from the Kvlonian dyot by Epimenides
is now further confirmed by the Aristotelian ’A0. no A. 1 fin. This
admittedly is not a very strong guarantee of its historical truth : but
no strong guarantee is required to dispose of the doubts recently raised
as to the historical truth of the story that Athens was purified by
Epimenides, and even of Epimenides’ very existence. There is no
reason at all for such a doubt. The fact that the historical fif^ure

of Epimenides has been almost entirely obscured behind the veil of

fable and romance gives us of course no right to doubt his existence
lor what would be the late of Pythagoras, Pherckydes of Syros, and
of many others .^) ; and further, because some parts of the story of
Epim. and his life are fabulous to doubt the truth of his entirely

non-fabulous purification of the Athenians from murder is a monstrous
inversion of true historical method.—No exact dating for the purifica-

tion of Athens is to be derived from the Ari.stotelian account of the
event, as the English ed. (Kenyon)of the 'AS. iroA. rightly observes. It

certainly docs not follow (as e.g. Bauer takes for granted in his Forsch,
zu Art St. 'AS. troX. 41) that the purification took place before the
arcbonship of Drakon (Ol. 39). Furthermore, it is probable that in

Plu., Sol. 12, everything that comes before tom ipovs (p. 165, 19,

Sint. ed. min.) is taken from Aristotle (though perhaps not directly).

In this case Aristotle, too, would be shown to have attributed to Solon
the first suggestion that led to the condemnation of the ivayeXs. In
Plu., however, Solon is still far from having thoughts of his vopoStoU,
he i.s still only ijtt] Sifar 12 (not till c. 14 does his arcbonship
begin). Solon’s arcbonship is pot by ’AS. wok. in the year 591/0
(c. 14, 1, where we should be careful to avoid arbitrary alteration
of the figures) ; Suid. HSXwr, Eus., Chron. also date it in Ol. 47, and
the same peri^ is implied by Flu., Sol. 14, p. 168, 12. {'AS. woX.
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13, 2, also brings the first archonship of Damasias to 582/1 = Ol. 49, 3 ;

a date to which all other reliable tradition also points) . The condemna-
tion of the Jpay€ts and the purification of Athens by Epimenides thus
took place some considerable time before 591. It is possible that
Suid. gives the right date. s.v. 'EmfurUf/s • (VdSijpc rdt 'ABjvas toC
KvXuivflou ayovs Kara r^v fTi ’OAv/tnidSa (GOdjl )—that in the Kirrhaian
war there was an 'AXKfiaiuv general of the Athenians oilers no objection :

Plu., Sol. 11. Suidas’ statement has not (as I once thought myself,
with Bernhardy) been taken from D.L., nor is it to be corrected acc.
to his text. D.L. i, 100, only brings forward the connexion between
the purification and the KvXwvtiov dyot as the opinion of " some ”

(which in spite of the vagueness of expression must mean Xeanthes
ap. Ath. 602 C), while the real reason is said to be a Xoi/ids, and the
purification (as in Eus. C*r.) is placed in Ol. 46 ; i.e. probably 46, 3.

the traditional date of Solon’s legislation.—Plato, Lg. 642 DE, does
not conflict with the stoiy- of the expiation of the KvX. dyof by
Epimenides ; his story that Epimen. was present in .\thens in the
year 500 and retarded the threatened Persian invasion for ten years
is not intended to contest the truth of the tradition of the much earlier

purification of Athens by Epimen. (" retarded ”
: so Clem. Al., Sir

vi, 13, p. 755 P., understood Plato and prob. rightly ; we often hear in
legendary stories of the gods or their prophets retarding coming events
which have liecn determined by fate ; cf. PI., Smp. 201 D ; Hdt.
i, 91 ; Ath. 602 B ;

Eus., PE. 5, 35. p. 233 BC ; Vg., A. vii, 313 B. :

viii, 398 f. ; and what Serv. ad loc. rejKirts from the hbri A cherunlici)

.

How the same man could be living both at the end of the seventh
and of the sixth centuries would have troubled Plato not at all

—

tradition attributed a miraculously long life to Ep. At any rate,

it is quite impossible to base the chronology of Ep.’s life on the story
in Plato. (It may have been suggested by a forged oracle made
ex cventu after 4W and fathered on Epira., as Schultess suggests,

De Epim. Cretf, p. 47. 1877.)

Details of the expiation ceremonies : D.L. i, 1 1 1-12 ; Xeanthes
ap. Ath. 602 C. It is not the human sacrifice but the sentimental
interpretation of Xeanth. that Polcmon (.Ath. 602 F.) declares to be
fictitious. They are invariably sacrifices to the that Epim.
institutes. Thus (as Abaris founded a temple at Sparta for Kop-q
atirtipa) he founded at Athens, evidently as the concluding part of

the purific
'

'i Itpd rdip otprwy Btwp, i.c. of the Erinyes : D.L.
i. 112.

“ Such a connexion must at least be intended when Aristeas is

brought to Meta]X)ntum and Phormion to Kroton, both important
centres of the I^'thagorean society. .Aristeas, too, as well as Abaris,

Epimenides, etc., is one of the favourite figures of the Pythagoreans :

see Iamb., EP. 138.
*“ It would certainly be necessary to deny to Epimenides the

*' Thcogony ” that the whole of antiquity read and quoted under
the name of Epimenides without once expressing a doubt, if the fig-
ments of that Theogony really contained borrowings from the teaching
of Anaximenes or, even worse, from the rhapsodical Theogony of

Orpheus, as Kem, df Orphei Ep. Pher. Theog. 66 fi. maintains. But
in the first place a few vague resemblances are not enough to show
any connexion between Epimenides and those others. In the second,

supposing the connexion proved. Epimenides need not necessarily

have been the borrower. In any case, such alleged borrowings do
not oblige us to advance the period when Ep. lived from the end of
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the seventh to the end of the sixth century. If they really exist

then we should rather have to conclude that the Theogony is itself

a forgery of a much later date.

The pc^bility of theoretical activity in the case of these men

is often implied in the statements of later writers
;

e.g. when the name

is given to Epimenides (D.S. 80, 4) or Abaris (Apollon.,

Mir. 4) ;
or when Aristeas is called an (Max. Tyr.

38, 3. p. 222 R.).

»“ Arist.,Af#/fl. 1, 3,p.mi0f.
**• Sec Append, viii.

See above, chap, i, n. 41. Archiloch. /r. 12: Kim xi^hiiK

iroi jfopirrro iv ilfuuiK E.,

Of. 40 f. ; the slain Klytaimnestra wpl KtSf/nmi Mfitf and Sch.

ffdpra yio Ktfupii to mp, xol dyrd dont fIru rd Kotopcpo, rd U drafo

Hfiuoofitvt. E., Sup. 1211 ; ... Ip* odrup (those who are being

buried} cwpofi* ijypfofii) tvpi'; cl. dyweop npou pf^adpop, IT, 1216.

On a grave inscr. from Attica (Epigr. Gr, IW) : Mi Moyot

Kodopu ffvpi yvia Kodifpar . . . IrdUdpaTOpr^evidently modelled

on ancient ideas
;

cf. also ib. 109, 5 (CM. Hi, 1325). Those, too, who

are struck by lightning (see Appendix i) are purih^ from all earthly

taint by the holiest sort of tvp radopciop (E, lA, 1112; KoSapol^

E., Hel. 869) and go s^ght wpos iham. Iamb., Mytl.

V, 12, also explains how fire rd vpoooyoum KoSalpit koI ifo\m m
(V Tj pdj JfepdJp, fldopwoi Toif 9m, etc.

»*<
Cf. also PI.. Lg. Ell DE

;
Plu., Fat. 0th. Lm. 25, p. 940 C.



CHAPTER X

The Orphics

The earliest authority who mentions Orphic sects and their

practices is Herodotos’(ii, 81 ), who calls attention to the
correspondence between certain sacerdotal and ascetic ordin-

ances of the Eg5^tian priesthood, and the " Orphic and
Bacchic " mysteries. The latter, he says, are really Egyptian
and Pj^thagorean, or in other words they were found^ by
Pythagoras or Pythagoreans upon Egyptian models ; and thus,

in the opinion of the historian, they cannot have come into

existence before the last decade of the sixth century. Hero-
dotos then, either in Athens or elsewhere, had heard during his

journeys of certain private societies who by calling themselves
after the name of C^heus, the prototjTJe of Thracian song so
well known to legend, recognizM the origin of their pecidiar

cult and creed in the mountains of Thrace, and did honour to
Bakchos the Thracian god. The fact that the Greek Orphics
did indeed worship Dionysos, the lord of life and death, before

all other gods, is clearly shown by the remains of the theo-
logical poems that originated in their midst. Orpheus himself,

a.s founder of the Orphic sect, is actually said to have been the
founder also of the Dionysiac initiation-mysteries.*

This gathering-together in the name of Orpheus for the
purpose of offering a special worship to Dionysos was, then,

the work of seels who, in private association, practised a cult

which the public and official worship of the state either did
not know of or disdained. There were many such associa-

tions, and of very varied character, which kept themselves
aloof from the organized religion of the community, and were
tolerated by the state.* As a rule, they were “ forei^ gods " *

who were thus worshipped ; and generally by foreigners who
thus kept up the special worship of their own homes, though
they did not always exclude natives of their adopted countrj'.

Now, Dionysos, the god of the Orphic sects, had for a long time
ccas^ to be a foreigner in Greek countries ; since his arrival

from Thrace he had been refined and matured under the

humanizing sun of Greece, until he had become a Greek god,

and a worthy associate of the Greek Olympos. It is possible,

however, that in this process, the old Thracian god may have
seemed to his original woi^ippers to have lost his real
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character, and they may on that account have joined together

to offer, in separation from the official worship, a special

cult in which aJl the old ideas of the national religion should

be preserved unaltered. A secondary wave of influence thus

broke upon the long-since-Hellenized god, the Thracian
Dionj'sos in Greece, and this wave the official worship either

had not the power or lacked the will to assimilate. It was
therefore left to special sects who honoured the god after their

own private laws. WTiether indeed they were Thracians who.
as in the similar case of the unmodified worship of Bendis,*

or Kotj'tto, thus reinstituted their ancient and national

worship of Dionysos in Greek countries, we cannot with
certainty tell ; but this special cult would certainly not ha%'c

achieved the importance it did in Greek life if it had not been
joined bj’ Greek adherents brought up in the native con-

ceptions of Greek piety, who under the name of Orphics
”

once more adapted the Thracian god to Greek modes of

thought—though this new adaptation differed from the

pre^ous assimilation of the god by the official worship of the

state. We have no reason for believing that Orphic sects

were formed in Greek states before the second half of the si.Kth

century',* that critical age of transition when in so many places

primitive and mythological modes of thought were develop-

ing into a theosophy, which in its turn was making an effort to

become a philosophy. The Orphic religious poetry' is itself

clearly marked by this effort—for in Orphism it never became
more than an effort and never succeeded in reaching its goal.

The exact point of origin of this combined movement of

religion and theosophy, the various steps and manner of its

development remain hidden from us. Athens was a centre of

Orphism ; it does not therefore follow that Orphism had its

origin there, any more than had the multifarious tendencies

and activities in art. poetry, and science that at about the

same period flowed t^ether, and as though driven by an
unseen intellectual current, found their meeting place at

Athens, Onomakritos, we are told, the giver of oracles in

the court of Peisistratos " founded the secret worship of

Dionysos This appears to refer to the first founding of

an Orphic sect at Athens ; and we meet with the name of

Onomakritos among the authors of Orphic poems. But the

real authorship of these poems is far more often ascribed to

certain men of Southern Italy and Sicily, who can be more
or less clearly connected ’ with the Pythagorean societies

which were flourishing in those districts about the last

decades of the sixth and the first of the fifth centuries.
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It seems certain that in Southern Italy at that time,

Orphic societies were already in existence—for whom else

can these writers have intended their " Orphic ” poems ?

In any case we must take it as certain that the correspondence
of Orphic and Pythagorean doctrine on the subject of the
soul is not purely accidental. Did Pythagoras when he came
to Italy (about 532) find Orphic societies already settled in

Kroton and Metapontum, and did he associate himself with
their ideas ? Or did the " Orphic ” sectaries (as Herodotos
imagined *) owe their inspiration to Pythagoras and his

disciples ? The various cross-currents of reciprocal influence

can no longer be disentangled by us, but if the Pythagoreans
were the sole creditors in the bargain we should undoubtedly
find the whole body of Orphic doctrine thoroughly permeated
with conceptions that belong exclusively to the Pj^hagorean
school. In the wreckage of the Orphic poems, however,
except for a few negligible traces of the Pythagorean mystic
theory of numbers.* we find nothing that mu.st necessarily

ha\’c been deri\'cd by the Orphics from Pj-thagorean sources.^®

Least of all did they need to derive the doctrine of the migra-

tion of souls and its application from this source. It is possible,

therefore, that it was the independently developed Orphic
doctrine which exerted an influence upon Pythogoras and his

adherents in Southern Italy
;

just as it was a ready-made
Orphic teaching (and that, too, perhaps, brought from Southern
Italy) with which Onomakritos, the founder of the Orphic sects

at Athens, associated himself—about the .same time as Pjtha-
goras’ similar action in Kroton. It is hardly possible to

interpret in any other way the various relations of the Orphics
with each other when we learn that at the court of the Peisis-

tratid.s, in addition to Onomakritos, two other men who had
arrived from Southern Italy were active and were counted
among the earliest writers of Orphic poems.

“

The Orphics wherever we meet with them in Greek countries

always apjiear as members of a private cult-society who are

held together by a specially organized and indi\ idual mode of

worship. The old Thracian worship of Dionysos in its strain-

ing after the infinite conducted its revels under the open sky
of night, seeking out deserted mountain-sides and forests where

it was farthest from civilization and closest to unspoiled

and untrammelled nature. How this cult may have accom-
modated itself to the narrow limitations of ordinarjf city-
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life, it is hard to imagine ; though it is natural to suppose
that much of the extravagance that was literal and actual

enough in the old northern festival of night was represented
in the milder worship of Greece by mere symbol. We have
less difficulty in discovering the side of their religious activity

which the Orphics. apart from the private worship of the
conventicle, revealed to the outer world of the profane.

Orpheus himself in the tradition had been not merely the

inspired singer but the seer, the magically endowed physician

and purification-priest as well,** and the Orphics, as his

followers, were active, too, in all these directions.** In the

composition of Greek Orphism the kathartic ideas which had
been evolved on Greek soil were combined in a not unnatural

alliance with the old Thracian worship of Dionysos. The Orphic
priests of purification were preferred to others of their kind by
many religious people.** But among the inner circles of

Orphism the sacerdotal activities of purification and the
removal of daimonic hindrances, which were by no means
given up, tended rather to produce deeper and broader

ideas of purity and of release from the earthly and the tran-

sitory. In some such way was evolved that asceticism which
in close combination with the Thracian worship of Dionysos
gave the peculiar tone to the faith and temperament of the

sectaries and gave to their lives their special direction.

The Orphic sect had a fixed and definite set of doctrines :

this alone sufficed to distinguish it both from the official

worships of the state, and from all other cult-associations of

the time. The reduction of belief to distinct doctrinal formulae

may have done more than an>’thing else to make Orphism
a society of believers—^none of the other theologi of the time,

Epimenides, Pherekydes, etc., accomplished as mudi. With-
out its fundamental religious doctrine Orphism in Greece is

inconceivable ; according to Aristotle the “ doctrines ” of

Orpheus were put into poetical form by the founder of the

Orphic sect in Athens, Onomakritos.** The uncertain accounts
given us by the later authorities do not allow us to make out
quite clearly ** what was the extent of Onomakritos’ work in

the formation or collection of Orphic doctrinal poetiy-. What is

important is the fact that he is ilistinctly named as the author
of the poem called " Initiations ".*• This poem must have
been one of the basic, and in the strictest sense " religious ”,

writings of the sect ; a poem of this character may veiy well

have h^ for its central incident the dismemberment of the god
at the hands of the Titans—a story which Onomakritos is

said to have put into verse.**
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The religious beliefs and worship of the sect were founded
upon the detailed instructions of certain very numerous
writings dealing with matters of ritual and theology. These
claimed the authority of religious inspiration,*® and were
as a whole supposed to be the work of the primitive Thracian
bard, Orpheus, himself. The anonymity which concealed

the identity of the real authors of these poems was not, how-
ever, very thoroughly preserved ; even towards the end of the
fourth century there were those who claimed to be able to

give with certainty the names of the original authors
of the various poems. Strictly canonical authority, such as

would at once have reduced to silence everj’^ conflicting view
or statement, never seems to have belong^ to any of these

writings. In particular, there were several “ Theogonies ” “
—poems which attempted to give expression to the funda-
mental ideas of Orphic speculation on religious subjects—and
in spite of much harmony in general effect they differed

considerably from each other in particular mode of expression.

They represented ever-renewed and increasingly elaborate

attempts to construct a connected doctrinal system for

Orphism. With unmistakable allusion to the oldest Greek
theological system—that which had been committed to
writing in the Hesiodic poem—these Orphic Theogonies
described the origin and development of the world from obscure
primordial impulses to the clear and distinct variety-in-

unity of the organized kosmos, and it described it as the history

of a long series of divine powers and figures which issue from
each other (each new one overcoming the last) and succeed

each other in the task of building and organizing the world
until they have absorbed the whole universe into themselves
in order to bring it forth anew, animated with one spirit and,

with all its infinite variety, a unity. These gods are certainly

no longer deities of the familiar Greek type. Not merely the

new gods evolved by the creative fancy of Orphism—creatures

which had almost entirely lost all distinct and sensible outline

under the accumulation of symbolical meaning—but even the

figures actually borrowed from the Greek world of divinities

are turned into little more than mere personified abstrac-

tions. Who would recognize the Zeus of Homer in the Orphic
Zeus who after he has devoured the World-God and " t^en
unto himself the power of Erikapaios ”,** has become himself

the Universe and the WTiole ? " Zeus the Beginning, Zeus the

Middle, in Zeus all things are completed.” •• The concept

here .so stretches the personality that it threatens to break it

down altogether ; the outlines of the individual figures are
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lost and are merged into an intentional "confusion of

deities”.**

Still, the mj^hical envelope was never quite given up ;

these poets could not do without it altogether. Their gcnis

did indeed strive to become pure abstractions but they were
never quite successful in throwing off all traces of individuality

and the limitations of form and matter : the concept never

quite broke through the veil of mj-thologv-. The poets of the

Orphic Theogonies \ied with one another in their attempts

to make the half-seen and half-conceived accessible alike to

the imagination and the reason ; and in succession gave
varying expression to the same fundamental conceptions until

finality was reached as it seems in a poem whose contents

are better known to us than the others from quotations made
from it by Neoplatonic WTiters—the Thcogonical poem of the

four-and-twenty Rhapsodies. Into this poem was poured all

the traditional material of mythological and symbolical

doctrine, and in it such doctrine achieved its final expression.**

§3

This combination of religion and qua.si-philo.sophical .specula-

tion w'as a distinguishing feature of the Orphics and of Orphic
literature. Religion only entered into their Thcogonical jxxjtry

in so far as the ethical personalities of the divinities therein

described had not entirely faded awaj- into transparent

all^ories.** It was abstract speculation alone which really

prevailed there, little respect being paid to religion; and as a

result a much greater licence was given to speculative construc-

tion.

This abstract speculation, however, reached its climax in

a religious narrative of the first importance for the beliefs

and cult of the sect. At the end of the series of genealogically

connected deities came the son of 2Jeus and Persephone, Diony-
sos, who was also given the name of the underworld deity

2Sagreus.*’ To him, even in infancy, was entrusted the nile of

the world by Zeus. But the wicked Titans, urged on by Hera,
approached him by a stratagem. They were the enemies of

Zeus, and had already been overthrown b)f Ouranos,** but
had, it seems, been let loose again by Zeus from TartartTS. Tlrcy

made Dionysos trust them by giving him presents, and while

he was looking at his own image in a mirror *» that they had
given him, they fell upon him. He tried to escape them by
repeated transformations of shape ; finally, in the form of a

bull,*® he was at last overcome and his b^y tom to pieces

which his savage foes thereupon devoured. The heart alone
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was rescued by Athene, and she brought it to Zeus who
swallowed it. From Zeus there sprang the " new Dionysos ”,

the son of Zeus and Semele, in whom Zagreus came to life

again.

The myth of the dismemberment of Zagreus by the Titans
was already put into verse by Onomakritos ;

” it continued

to be the culminating point of the doctrinal poetry of the
Orphics. It occurred not only in the Rhapvsodies,** but in

other versions of the Orphic legend composed in complete
independence of these.** It is a religious myth in the stricter

sense ; its aiioloqical character is most marked ;
** its

purpose is to explain the religious implication of the ritual

dismemberment of the bull-god at the Bacchic nocturnal

festivals, and to derive that feature from the legendary

sufferings of Dionj'sos-Zagreus.

But though the legend thus has its roots in the primitive

sacrificial ritual of ancient Thrace,** in its extended form it

belongs entirely to the region of Hellenic thought ; and in this

combination of the two elements it becomes truly Orphic. The
wicked Titans belong entirely to strictly Greek mythology.**

In this case, as the murderers of the god, they represent the

primeval power of evil.®^ They dismember the One into

Many parts ; by their impiety the One divine being is dis-

persed into the multiplicity of the things of this world.** It is

reborn as One in the new Dionysos sprung from Zeus. The
Titans—so the legend goes on to relate—who had devoured the

limbs of the god were destroyed by Zeus with his lightning

flash. From their ashes sprang the race of men in whom, in

conformity with their origin, the good derived from Dionysos-
Zagreus is mixed with a wicked Titanic element.**

With the rule of the new-born Dionysos and the origin of

mankind, the series of mythological events in the Orphic
poetry came to an end.*® With the entry of mankind into

Creation ** the existing period of the world begins ; the period

of world-revolutions is over. The poems now turn to the subject

of man and the revelation of his fate, his duty and his purpose
in the world.

§4

The mixture of the elements that make up the totality of his

being in itself prescribes for man the direction that his effort

shall take. He must free himself from the Titanic element and.

thus purified, return to the god, a fragment of whom is living

in him.** The distinction between the Titanic and Dionysiac
elements in man is an allegorical expression of the popular
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distinction between body and soul ; it also corresponds to

a profoundly felt estimate of the relative value of these two
sides of man’s being. According to Orphic doctrine man's
duty is to free him^f from the chains of the body in which
the soul lies fast bound like the prisoner in his cell.** The fouI

has a long way, however, to go before it can find its freedom
;

it may not by an act of violence tear its bonds asimder for

itself.** The death of the body only frees it for a short while ;

for the soul must once more suffer imprisonment in a body.
After leaving its old body, it flutters free in the wind, but a

breath of air sends it into a new body again.** So it continues

its journey, perpetually alternating between an unfettered

separate existence, and an ever-renewed incarnation

—

traversing the great " Circle of Necessity ” in which it becomes
the life-companion of many bodies both of men and beasts.

Thus, the " Wheel of Birth ” *• seems to return ever upon
itself in hopeless repetition : in Orphic poetry' (and there

perhaps for the'first time) occurs the despairing thought of the

exact repetition of the past ; events which have already been
lived through once returning again with the convergence of

the same attendant circumstances.** Tims, Nature, ever

reverting to its ot^m beginnings, draws men with it in its

senseless revolution round itself.

But the soul h^ a way open for escape from this {x?rpetual

recurrence of all things that threatens to close in upon it ; it

may hope " to escape from the circle and have a respite from
misery ".** It is formed for blessed freedom, and can at last

detach itself from the condition of Ix-ing it has to endure
upon earth—a condition unworthy of it. A " release " is

possible ; but man in his blindne.ss and thoughtle-ssness

cannot help himself, cannot ev'en, when .salvation is at hand,
turn himself towards it.**

Salvation comes from Orpheus and his Bacchic mysteries ;

Dionysos himself will loose his worshipper from Evil and
the unending way of misery. Not his own power, but the

grace of the " releasing gods ’’ is to be the cause of man’s libera-

tion.*® The self-reliance of the older Greece is breaking
down ; in humility of heart the pious man l(X)ks elsewhere

for help ; he needs the revelation and mediation of " Orpheus
the Ruler " ** in order to find the way of salvation ; he must
follow his ordinances of salvation with perfect obedience if

he is to continue in that way.
It is not only the sacred mysteries themselves, in the form

in which Orpheus has ordained them, which prepare for the

release ; a complete " Orphic life
” ** must be developed out
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of them. Asceticism is the prime condition of the pious life.

This does not mean the practice of the respectable bourgeois
virtues, nor the discipline and moral reformation of a man’s
character ; the height of morality is in this case the turning
again towards god,®* and the turning away not merely from
the weaknesses and errors of earthly being but from the whole
of earthly life itself

; renunciation of all that ties man to
mortality and the life of the body. The fierce determination
with which the Indian penitent tears away his will from life,

to which every organ in his body clings desperately—for this,

indeed, there was no place among the Greeks, the lovers of

life—not even among the world-denying ascetics. Abstention
from the eating of flesh was the strongest and most striking

species of self-denial practised by the Orphic ascetics.**

Apart from this, they kept themselves in all essentials uncon-
taminated by certain things and situations which rather

suggested to a religious sjmbolism than actually indicated

in themselves attachment to the world of death and tran-

sitoriness. The long-standing ordinances of the priestly ritual

of purification were taken up and added to ;
** but they were

also raised to a higher plane. They are no longer intended to

free men from the effects of daimonic contacts
; the soul

itself is made pure by them **—pure from the body and its

polluting association, pure from death and its loathsome
mastery. In expiation of " guilt ” the soul is confined within

the body,*’ the wages of sin is in this case that life upon
earth which for the soul is death. The whole multiplicity of

the universe, emptied of its innocent and natural sequence of

cause and effect, appears to these zealots under the uniform
aspect of a correlation between crime and punishment, between
pollution and purification. Thus, mysticism enters into the

closest alliance with kathartic practices. The soul which
comes from the divine and strives to return thither, has no
other purpose to fulfil upon earth (and therefore no other

moral law to obey)
;
it must be free from life itself and be

pure from all that is earthly.

The Orphics, moreover, were the only people who could

venture among themselves or before strangers to greet each
other with the special name of the " Pure ”.** The first

reward of his piety was received by the initiate of the Orphic

mysteries in that intermediate region whither men must go
after their earthly death. When a man dies, Hermes leads

the " deathless soul ” into the underworld.** Special poems
of the Orphic community announced the terrors Md delights

of the underworld kingdom.*® What the Orphic mystery-
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priests vouchsafed to their public upon these hidden matters

—

outdoing the promises made in the Eleusinian mj'steries in

coarse appeal to the senses—may have been the most popular,

but was certainly not the most original feature of Orphic
teaching.*^ In Hades a judgment awaited the soul—it was
no instinctive fancy of the people, but the “ sacred doctrine

’’ ”
of these sectaries which first introduced and elaborated the

idea of compensatorj* justice in the world of the dead. The
impious suffer puni^ment and purgation in the depths of

Tartaros ;
** those who have not been made pure by the

Orphic mysteries lie in the mirj’ Pool ;

** " dreadful things “
await ” the disdainer of the sacred worship. B>- a conception

that is quite unique in ancient religion, participation in the

Orphic ceremonial enables the descendant to obtain from the

go^ " pardon and purification " for his departed ancestors

who may be paying the penalty in the next world for the

misdeeds of the past.** But for the initiate of the Orphic
mysteries himself who has not merely borne the narthex

but has been a true Bakchos.*’ his reward is that he shall

obtain a ” milder fate ” in the kingdom of the underworld
deities whom he has revered on earth, and dwell " in the fair

meadows of deep-running Acheron The blessed home of

refuge no longer lies like the Homeric Elysium upon earth,

but below in the world of the Souls, for only the released

soul reaches there. There, the initiated and purified will live

in communion with the gods of the nether world *•—we feel

that we are listening to Thracian and not Greek conceptions
of the ideal when we hear of the “ Banquet of the Pure

”

and the uninterrupted intoxication which they enjoy there.’®

But the depths restore the soul at last to the light, for its

lasting habitation is not ImsIow ; it stays there only for the

interval which separates death from its next rebirth. For the

reprobate this is a time of punishment and purgation—the

Orphics could not distress their hearers with the awful and
intolerable idea of the perpetual punishment of the damned
in Hell ; many times over the sf)ul rises again to the light and
in continually renewed bodies fulfils the cycle of births. For
the deeds of its past life it is recompensed in the next life that

it lives, and each man must now suffer exactly what he has
done to another.” So he pays the penalty for ancient guilt

:

the “ thrice-ancient law ”—^what thou hast done thou shalt

suffer—is thus fulfilled for him in far livelier fa.shion than it

could be in any torments of the shadow-world. So surely

also shall the pure be rewarded in future lives by evcr-increa.s-

ing happiness. How exactly the Orphic fancy filled out the
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individual gradations in the scale of happiness is beyond our
knowledge.”
But the soul is immortal, and even sinners and the unre-

deemed cannot perish entirely. Hades and the life on earth

holds them in their perpetual round, and this is their punish-

ment. For the soiil of the blessed, however, neither Hades nor
earthly life can offer the highest crown of happiness. If it has
been made pure and spotless in the Orphic mysteries and the

Orphic manner of life, it is freed from the necessity of rebirth

and withdrawn from the cycle of becoming and perishing. The
“ purification ” ends in a final redemption. The soul mounts
upwards from the base level of earthly life, not to become
nothing in a final death, for it is now that it first truly begins

to live ; hitherto it has lain imprisoned in the body like the

corpse in the grave.” It was death for the soul when it

entered into life—now it is free and will no more suffer death ;

it lives for ever like God, for it comes from God and is itself

divine. VVe do not know whether these theosophists went so

far as to lose thcmsevles in detailed picturing and contempla-
tion of the blissful heights of the divine life.’* In the remains
of their p>oems we read of stars and the moon as other worlds,”
perhaps as the dwelling-place of illuminated spirits.’* But
perhaps also the poet allowed the soul to flee from its last

contact with mortality without himself desiring to follow it

into the unbroken radiance of divinity that no earthly eye
can abide.

This, then, is the keystone that completes the arch of Orphic
religion—the belief in the divine, immortal, and abiding life

of the soul for whom union with the body and its desires

is a thwarting hindrance and repression— a punishment
from which its one desire, as soon as it is awakened to a full

knowledge of it.self. is to escape in order that it may belong
entirely to itself in full enjoj ment of its powers. The contrast

between these ideas and those of the Homeric world is com-
plete

;
Ihere, the soul released from the body was credited only

with a poor, shadowy, half-conscious existence, so that an
eternity of godlike being in the full enjoyment of life and its

powers was only thinkable if the body and the soul, the

twofold self of man, were translated in undissolved communion
out of the world of mortality. The Orphic legends about the

origin of the human race do not tell us the real source and
derivation of the very’ different beliefs about the soul held

by the Orphics ; those legends only give expression to the
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way—and only one of many ways ’’—in which the already

established confidence in the divinity of the soul was deducible

from what might be considered the oldest historical story of

mankind, and how it might be brought into connexion with

the Orphic legend of the gods. This persuasion, the belief

that a god was living in n>an and a god that could not be free

until he had broken through the prison of the body, was
deeply rooted in the. worship of Dionysos and the ecstasies

belonging to that worship ; we cannot be in much doubt
that it was taken over ready-made, together with the " enthu-

siastic ” cult of the divinity, and further developed by the

Orphic believers. VVe have already met with traces of this

belief even in the Thracian home of the Dionysiac cult ;
and

in w'hat we know of the Thracian form of the religion, traces

are not absolutely w’anting of an ascetic tendency of living

that would easily and naturally arise from such a belief.^*

Even in those Northern countries we found the belief in the

transmigration of souls bound up with the religion of Diony.sos,

and that belief, when it is naively held, has as its essential

presupposition the idea that the soul, in order to have a

complete life, and one that can survive bodily death, must
of necessity be united to another body. Even this idea is.

however, quite foreign to Orphism. The Orphics retained, in

spite of cverjthing, the doctrine of .transmigration, and
combined it in a strange alliance with their own belief in the

divinity of the soul and its vocation to a life of perfect liberty.

It is evidently improbable that they invented that doctrine

entirely on their own account ; the first principles of their

creed by no means led necessarily to it. lierodotos as.serts

distinctly that the doctrine of transmigration came to the

Greeks from Egj'pt ; and as a consequence, that it was from
Egj'ptian tradition that the Oiphics received it. This asser-

tion has no more to recommend it than any other of Herodotos’

many pronouncements as to the Egyptian origin of (ircck

opinions and legends, and it is even less likely to mislead us

in view of the fact that it is by no means certain and not
even probable that a belief in transmigration ever really

existed in Egypt.*® This belief has arisen independently in

many places on the surface of the earth, without the need of

transmission from one place to another
;
** it might easily

arise in a country where the belief prevailed that there existed

only a limited number of souls of which each one— in order

that no earthly body might be without its spiritual guest

—

must inhabit many perishable life-tenements, and not
be bound to any one of them by a real inner necessity. This,
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however, is a conception common to popular psychology all

over the world.** If it is still considered more probable that

the idea of a migration of the soul through many temporary
bodies was not spontaneously evolved by the Orphics, but
was received by them from the hands of others, there is yet

no reason to reject the most natural assumption—namely,
that this also was one of the beliefs that the Orphics took
over with the cult of Dionysos from Thrace. Like other

mystics,*® the Orphics took over the belief in transmigration

from popular tradition and turned it into a serviceable

member of their own body of doctrine.** It served them by
giving a striking and physical expression to their own con-

ception of the inevitable connexion between guilt and penance,

pollution and the refining power of punishment, piety and
future blessedness upon which all their religious ethic depended.

It was with an exactly similar purpose that they also retained

and developed the old Greek idea of a place of the souls in the

depths below the earth.

But if they believed in the transmigration of souls, that

belief did not with them hold the highest place. There is a

realm where the ever free and divine souls have their being,

a realm to which the series of lives in earthly bodies is only

transitional, and the way to it was pointed out by the saving

doctrine of the Orphic mysteries, by the purification and
salvation afforded by Orphic asceticism.
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. 6s iroTf irai rcAfrat ftvor^piSa; fv/xre BaK^oti, AP. vii, 9, S
(Damagetos). &to ical to; v«o tov ^tovvoov yivo/i^vas TfAirdr
X)p^tKas vpoaayoptvB^ren, D.S. 3, 65, 6. tip* Sd 'Op^is to Atovvoov
pvoT^pta [ApoUod.] 1, 3, 2, 3. (Dionysum) love et Luna (natum), cui

sacra Orphica putantur confici ; Cic., \D. iii, 58 ; cf. Lyd., Mens.
4, 51, p. 107 \V. Banxma an Orphic poem ; Suid. 'Op^tvs (cf. Hiller,

Hermes, 21, 364 f.), whence /r. 3 (Abel) ; and perhaps frr. 152, 167,

169, 168. ra 'Op^iKa KaXouiiera <rat rd BaKxnea are ^rcady reckoned
as a single class by Hdt. ii, 81.

* This is seen in the decree of the Council and people of .Athens
dealing with the ipnopoi KintXs and their temple of " Aplirotlitc

’’

—

CIA . li, 168 (333/2 b.c.).—That on the other hand such foreign mystcry-
cults were not always so tolerated (or not without resistance) is shown
by the case of Ninos: Dem., FL. (19) 281 with Sch. ; cf. D.H.,
Dinareh. 11.

* Bfot (trucoi, Hsch., see Lob., Ag/. 627 fJ. A nameless tftdt freurdr
occurs in C/A. i, 273 f., 18.—The foundation of such tfi'oooi for foreign
deities (or deities at least not officially worshipped by the city in

question) is almost invariably the work of foreigners (many cxx. from
Rhodos in BCH. 1889, p. 364). They are all foreigners, e.g. whose
names occur in the decree of the Biaowrai of the Kanan Zeus
Labraundos. CIA. ii, 613 (298/7 b.c.); cf. ib. 614, SIC. 726.
Merchants from Kition found a cult of their Aphrodite (Astarte) in

Athens, just as some Egyptians had a little while before put up to
T^r *7<nSor ifpor there: C/.4. ii, 168. The names of foreigners (in

addition to Athenians) are very numerous among the oropoTo ruv
ipanorutr of a coUegiun of Zapaiiaorai in the I’eiracus (second
century b.c.) ; ’E6>. 'Apg. 1883, p. 245 f. The foreign worship would
then begin to receive the support of natives of the host-city (most of

them being at first of the poorer classes), and in this way the new
religion would gain a footing in its adopted home. (Pure .Athenian

citizens compose the society of the Hionysiastai in the Peiraeus,
second century B.C., Ath. Mitt. ix. 288 CIA. iv, 2, 623 d.)

* The Bendi'deia early became a state festival in Athens (even fifth

century, CIA. i, 210, /r. K, p. 93). An allusion in Hato {Bp. .327 A),

however, shows that the Thracians (who must have introduced the
cult of Bendis into Athens, or at least into the Peiraeus, the home
of most Btaooi) still kept up a special worship of their goddess in their

own manner, side by side with the Hellenized cult. It appears at
least as if the worship in its remodelled Greek form seemcil to them
no longer the right one. (Bendis. too, like Dionysos, is a divinity of
both this world and the next ; sec Hsch. 8/Aoygov.)

* Alleged traces of Orphic influence on special sections of the Iliad

(Aios indrti) or the Odyssey are entirely illusory, nor did the Orphic
doctrines exert any influence on the Hcsiodic Theogony. On the
other band, Orphism was itself strongly afiected by the primitive

Greek theology the fragments of which were put together in the
Hesiodic poem.

* 'OrofiiKptTOS • • • Aiorvofp omiB'^tr tpysa, PSUS. 8, 37, 5.
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’ Among the writers oi Orphic poems mentioned by (1) Clem. Al.,

Str. 1,21, p. 397 P. (from Epigenes) and (2) Suidas (from Epigenes and
another authority ; both Su. and ClenT. probably got their information
through the mediation of D.H.)—two certain Pjrihagoreans are named,
Brotino.s (of Kroton or Metapontum) and Kerkops (not the Milesian).
[Abel, Orphica, p. 139.] From lower Italy or Sicily come ; Zopyros of
Herakleia (the same person is probably meant by Iamb., VP. 190,

5 N., when he counts Zopyros among the Pythagoreans coming from
Tarentum), Orpheus of Kroton, Orpheus of Karoarina (Suid.),

Tiraokles of Syracuse. Pythagoras himself is mentioned among the
writers of Orphic poems in the Tpiay/ioi of [Ion] (at least as early as
the beginning of the fourth century), .\part from these the only
names of conjectured composers of Orphic poems are ; Theognetos
o' ScTTo^oy, Ih-odikos of Samos, Herodikos of Perinthos, Persinos of

Milctos : all of whom are unknown to us except Persinos, whom
Obrecht not improbably identifies with the court poet of Euboulos
of Atameus mentioned by Poll, ix, 93 (cf. Lob. 359 f. Bgk., PLG.
ill, 655). In tins case he is an Orphic of a much later penod.

d/ioAoyfoeot 5« (sc. Atyvimot) T<u?Ta (prohibition to bury the dead
in woollen clothing) toio* ’Op^nKoiot KoXtoptyoioi, KOI BoKyiKoiat,
ioCoi hi Aiyvrrrtoiai <col flvBayopftoioi, Hdt. 11 , 81. There can be no
doubt that Hdt. in these words meant to derive the 'Op^iKa xai

Baitxntd (the four datives are all neuters, not ma.se.) from the
Alyvrrria itai flvdayoptia, i.c. the I’j-thagorean ordinances which were
themselves derived from Egypt (cf. Gomperz, Stl:b. H'ten. Ak. 1886,

p. 1032). If he had regarded the flvdayoptia as entirely independent of

the .4 lyv iTTia (and the 'Op^tKa as independent of the Pythag.) he certainly

could not have brought them in here. (This answers Zeller, Ber.
Berltn. Ah. 1889, p. 994, who introduces a comma before koI fluff.)

—

It IS equally impossible (with Maass, Orpheus, p. 165, 1895), to connect
the iouot hi Aiyvtrrioiat with Barxiuolai only

; it must of necessity go
wnth Toloi 'Op^iKotoi as well

; for it is the whole point of Hdt.’s note
to show that the religious usage which he mentions has, like so much
else of the kind in Greece wherever it may lie found, been borrowed
from Egypt, and " is Egyptian ”. In this he would fail completely
if he did’ not regard the ’0/>4«ra (and hence also the rtuBayipeia) as

Atyvirria iorra and clearly say so. Hdt. certainly has no idea, as

Maass would have us believe, of making a generic distinction between
'Op^ixa and BaxyiKa : Bany. is the name of the genus of which 'Op^.
is the species.

—
" the 'Op^itta, and the BaKX“td in general.” Not all

Battyiira are 'Op^iKa. This use of tea! whereby the whole is added
sulisequently to the part is perfectly regular and legitimate (it may
also add the part to the whole as in the cases adduced by Maass,
166 n. : ray JtouuotaKiiy xai ray 'Op^KOs, etc.). Hdt. mentions the

ffuffoyopcia last in order to indicate by what intermediate step the

Egyptian element in the first-mentioned 'Op^uKa was specially assisted

— lie ha.s further in ii, 12.3, shown clearly enough that he regarded
Pythagoras as one of the pupils of the Egyptians (P. in any' case is

one of the to.achers of immortality there referred to). This is also

obvious from his whole attitude.—Hdt.’s opinion does not in any case

oblige us to believe in it. He was forced to regard Pythagoras as the

earliest author of Orphic doctrine because his connexion with Egypt
Seemed certain (cf. Hdt. ii, 123) while that of the 'Op^uxol themselves

was not so ; in this way only could Hdt. seem to prove the Egyptian

origin of that doctrine.—The priority of the Orphics is often supposed

to be proved by the witness of Philolaos (Jr. 14 D.) ap. Qem. .\1., Str.
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3, 3, p. 518 P. (and cf. Cic., Hortens, fr. 85 Or.) ; it must be admitted,
however, that the passage does not prove what it is supposed to do.

• Frr. 143-51 (cf. Lob. 715 ff.). Here, indeed. Orphic and
Pythagorean doctrine arc mixed up inextricably. Fr. 143 ( nvOayoptiws
Tt Kal Syrian.) belongs to the tts riv aptBit6v HvBayopttos
v/tror which is several times distinctly so called by Proclus. (The
frr. are in Nauck, Iamb., VP., p. 228. fr. iii). Fr. 147 (Lyd. Mens.)
obviously comes from the same (Nauck, p. 234, fr. ix). The same is

at least highly probable ol the frr. 144-6, 148-51. Probably what
Orpheus says of the number 12 comes from the same (ap. Prixl.
in Rp. ii, 131. 10 Kroll). Proclus, however {«» Rp. 169, 25 K.), also
cites II. 2-5 from the u/tror (Nauck,/r. iii) but this time attributes them
toanct{T^i>apid/ioi>‘0/>^>«aru/tw>r. This Orphico-Pythagorean ti/iKorhad
at any rate nothing to do with the (Rhaps.) Theogony of Orphcu.s. On
the other hand, the words rirpaSa rtTpoKiparov, which acc. to Prod,
in Rp. 169, 29 K., occurred itoptaxti in the ’Op^ni) BeoXoyia, conic
from the Theogony. They were possibly used as a title of Zagreus
the ircpMi’ Pp^^s (Nonn., D. vi, 165) : though what is here said by
Proclus about the dionNnain) (i.e. of Zagrcus) Beort)!, viz. that it

TtTpdr ioTir, was applied rather to the four-eyed Orphic Phanes by
Hcrmias {fr. 64 Ab.).

*• On the other hand, there is much in Orphic theology and jxietry

that is taken immediately from the primitive Thracian worship of
Dionysos and absent from Pythagorean teaching. This makes
it ve^ probable that even such theologoumena as are common to
Oipihism and Pythagoreanism really go bark to the fanatical cult of
Dionysos, or at least were easily thence derived by religious speculation :

in this case the Orphics may well have got them from this original
source of mystic lore that was common to both pa^es and not by the
circuitous route of Pythagorean teaching. Orphism remained more
closely attached to the common source than did l^'thagorcanism,
and may for that reason be regarded as somewhat older than its nval
and be supposed to have originated independently of it.

" Zopyros of Herakleia, Orpheus of Kroton ; Tz., Prol. i« Arisluph.

{[p. 20, 28 Kaibel, Com. Fr.) Ritschl, Opusc. i, 207) ; Suid. '0p4.
KporamoTiit (from Asklepiades of Myriea).

*• We may not simply take it for grimt^ that the account given in
Dem. 18, 259-60, of the nocturnal initiations and the processions by
day through the city held by a mystical sect, is intended to desenbe

'an Orphic conventicle (as Ixib. does 646 (T.,

xplanation of the avofidrrtir rip nijAw of that

the specially Orphic myth of Zagreus and the

^ Itself and hard to reconcile with the language
of Demosth. (Harp, and Phot, are responsible for this expl.) Hardly
more successful is the derivation of the call orri/r wyr from the arif

of Dionysos (Zagreus) on being tom to pieces by the Titans ; EM.
163, 63. A definite connexion undoubtedly does exist between the
’OppiKo. Spyia and the Fafidiia xai Mijrp^a (Str. 471) described by
Dem. ; but the Orphics were never called worshippers of Sabazios
nor their god Zafiiltot, and it seems likely that their secret worship
was difierent from the ceremonies of the iapaliaoral that Dem. had
in view (the latter may have retained more of the primitive barliaric

ritual: cf. the ins. given in 'Ep. 'Apx. 1883, p. 245 f. «« CIA. iv,

Supp. ii, n. 626 b ; from the end of second century b.c.).
'* See Lob., Agl. 235 f., 237, 242 f.

** To attribute the practical aide of Orphism to a late degeneration
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of the once purely speculative character of the sect (as many have done)
is a very arbitrary proceeding and quite unjustifiable on historical
grounds. The fact that a clear description of this activity does not
occur before the fourth century (in Plato) does not prove that it did
not exist earlier. Apart from this an op^tortXtoT^s named Philippos
is mentioned by Plu., Apoph. Lac. 224 E as a contemporary of King
Leotychidas II of Sparta (reigned 491-469). This evidence is not
to be so easily set a.side, as K, O. Mtlller, Introd. Scient. Myth. 311 ff.,

would like to do. The Orphic sect from the very beginning derived
its strength from its telestic and kalhartic practices.
“ Thphr., Ch. 28 (16).
“ avToC {'Op^tms) fiiv €tvai ra Boyfiara, ravra it ^r/atv (Aristot.)

’Ovo/iaxpiTov *i> intai Karartlvai Arist. it. ijitXooo^tas fr. 10 [7] Rose,
Arisl. Pseudrpig.
” Tatian, Gr. 41 (p. 42 Schw.), seems to speak only of redaction

(auvT«Tdx0ai) of the n'r 'Opt^ta aratfitpoiiiva among already existing
Orphic poems as the work of Onomakritos (in the same way Onomakr.
is only the StaScri);—the arranger not the author—of the ^pijapot of
" Mousaios ", Hdt. vii, 6). Traces of an external linking-together of
the individual poems of Orpheus in a " redaction ” are not wanting
(cf. the linking-together of the poems of the Epic Cycle or of the
corpus Hcsiodcum)

:
first of all coming in all probability the greater

ttparijp (as in the enumeration of Clem. Al., Str. i, 21, p. 397 P.) ; see
Lob. 376, 417, 469.—Clem. \l., Str. i, p. 397 P. (and Eus., PE. 10, 11,

p. 495 D) is only denved from Tatian, though Onomakr. is here definitely

called the author of the tit 'Op^ia ^popitva nofgpara. Onomakr.
seems also to have been simply regarded as the author of the 'Op^tKo.
in the doxographical excerpt ap. S.E. P. iii, 30 = M. 9, 361, p. 287
Mutschm. ; cf. Gal., H. Phtlos. (Dox., p. 610, 15) : 'OvopiaKpirot iv
Toir ’Op^iKoir.—On the other hand, in the—admittedly incomplete

—

enumeration of Orphic poems in Clem. .M., Sir. i, 21. p. 397 P., not o*ie

is attributed to Onomakr., and in Suid. 'Op^vt he is only given the
XPi)ottoi (no confusion with the of Slousaios is to be suspected
here) and the reXtrai. Paus. (8, 37, 5) mentions (without naming them)
inri of Onomakr. (cf. Ritschl, Opusc. i, 241). Some at least of the
poetrj’ going under the name of Orpheus must have been ascribed to
Onomakr. by Arist. (Jr. 10 [7 Teubn.]).
” Suid. ‘Op^fvr, 2721 .\ Gaisf.
*• Onomakr. rlrat rows Ttrorar t^) Jiovtfotp ruiv iraBi)pdratr <rro»ijotv

avToupyouf, Paus. 8, 37, 5. I-ob., p. 335, thinks this refers to the
" Theogony ”

: but no authority attributes a single one of the several

Orphic Theogonies to Onomakr. as its real author. We should rather
be inclined to think of the nXtrai which is distinctly ascribed to
Onomakr. and which at least dealt with the practical side of worship :

cf. PI., Rp. 364 E-363 A, Avactr, KaBapnol dStiri;paTcui> ktA. a; Si)

TiXtrit KaXoCoty (but it was not that the mystical fiipXoi were called

TtXtral as Gruppe, Gr. Ctdte u. Mythen, i, 640, mistakenly supposes :

he is otherwise quite right in his pnitcst against Abel’s treatment of

the TfArroi). They must almost necessarily have dealt with the
reproduction of the iroSij rov Acorvaov (as providing the i'«pos Adyor
to the ipuifttva), and, as the central idea of the orgiastic cult, must
have included the most important circumstance of the Orphic reXtrat

(see 1>.S. 5, 75, 4 :
Clem. Al., Protr. ii, 17. p. 15 P.).

•“ One of the poems (perhaps indeed the poem of the pa^^Siat,

and in that case the »«por Adyor as well) made Orpheus distinctly

appeal to a revelation made to him by Apollo : Jr. 49 (see Lob. 469).
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** Besides the three Theogonies distinguished by Damascius there
were (apart from other more doubtful traces] at least two other
variations of the same theme : see /r. 85 (Alex. Aphrod.) and frr. 37 ;

38 (Clem. Rom.) ; cf. Gruppe, i. 640 f.—The senes of divine rulers

given by " Orpheus " acc. to Nigid. Fig. ap. Serv. Eel. iv, 10 (fr.

248 .\b.), conflicts with all the other Theogonies but agrees in some
particulars with Lact. i. 13 (fr. 243). Still, this remark need not
necessarily have been taken from any Orphic " Theogony ".

** (Zeus) . . . npotToyomo fiivos ’HptKavaiov, tuiv navruiv

itpas *5 **'• aroiAg, fr. 120 (from the Rhapsodiai). We
are accustomed to read here with Zoega (Abh. 262 f.) : but
xaviuv does not mean " catching up or devounng ” ^Zo.] ; at most it

might mean, in badlate-Greek, just the opposite of this
—

" aliandoning ”

(transitive). Lobeck’s explanation (p. 519 n.) is also unsatisfactory.

The word may have been originally j^aScur.
** The line occurred in vanous forms in the Thcogonic poem ;

frr. 33 (Plato ?) ; 46 ('.\rist.] de .Muudo)
; 123 (Rhapsod). ; see Lob.

520-32. It seems certain then (Gruppe’s doubts go too far : Khaps.
Thfog. 704 fl.) that the line appeared in the oldest form of Orphic
Theogony and was merely borrow-ed thence, like so much else that was
ancient, by the Rhapso<l. Theogony (i.c. the words, Ztvt ttti^aXr) ktX.

which would be the oldest form, as Gruppe rightly remarks ; »
t*Acwti}

: cf. PL, Tt. 69 B). Even the writer of the speech ngatnst
Aristogetton A ([Dem.] 25), an Orphic adherent, appears, as Lob.
remarks, to allude to the words in § 8.

“ Tkeokrasra must have belonged to Orphic theology from the
outset : Lob. 614 ; though the most extreme examples of this may
perhaps come from later poems : frr. 167 : 169 (Macr.) ; 168 (D.S.) ;

201 (Rhaps.), etc., being probably denved ftom the " Little Krater ”

{fr. 160), in which Chiysippos seems to be imitated (Lob. 735 and fr. 164),

and from the JioO^xoi, fr. 7 (J.5f.) a forgers- in Judaeo Christian
interests which nevertheless made use of many ancient pieces of Orphic
literature (the Upot Aoyoc : Lob. 450 ft.. 4.S4).—Theokrasia is met
with even in the orthodox poets of the fifth century, though they did

not invent it ; the " theologoi ’* of the sixth ccntuiy- Epimenides and
Pherekydes were as familiar with it as were the Orphics ; cf. Kern,
de Theogon. 92.
“ See Append, ix.

*• It must have been chiefly the religious significance of the gods
which caused the retention of their personalities and prevented them
from fading into mere personifications of abstract ideas or elementary
powers with which religtotr could have had nothing further to do.
” In the statements of the Neoplatonic writers this first Orphic

EHonysos is regularly called ^lorvoor simply (perhaps also BaKgoi '.

fr. 192). Nonnus in recounting the Orphic legend calls him Zagreus :

D. vi, 165 ; cf. Zaypia yttvafUrri (of Perseph.) with clear allusion to
Callim. fr. 171, ufo Aiwrvaor Zaypia yurapirri. Callim. here, as else-

where, seems to have in mind the Orphic story. Tz. on Lyc. 355
calls the god of the Orphic legend Aiomaov tAv xoi Zaypia KaXovprrov.

Zayptvt the great Hunter is a name of the all-al>sorbing Hades : thus
also the Alknutiortis fr. 3 Kink. Zagreus is identified with the
Dionysos of nocturnal revelry in E., Kret. fr. 472, 10 (a reference

in Ba. 1181 Kirchb.) ; and see above, chap, viii, n. 2^ This Dionysos
is regarded as a gfliii'ior (see Hsch. Zayptvt) and this must indubitably
have been quite familiar to the poets who made him the son
of Persephone : A napat^ir-gt dtirvaos (Harp. A«i$«q).
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^ey were as clearly conscious as was Herakleitos of the fact that
iSturii ’'AiSt/s xal Atdvvaot, whereas this consciousness was undoubtedly
obscured in the public ceremonial of Dionysos-worship (to which,
however, HcL’s saying refers). Zagreus-Dionysos was never identified
with the '"laKxot of the Eleusinia (to which Orph. /r. 215, 1. 2 refers) ;

though Dionysos alone was often so identified.
•* Ouranos casts the Titans into Tartaros

;
/rr. 97, 100. Acc. to

Procl. {Jr. 205) and Am. ( 196
:
prob. not from the Rbaps.) we should be

led to suppose that the Titans after they bad tom Zagreus in pieces were
cast down to Tartaros by Zeus. In Am. this is set down side by
side with the statement that the Titans were destroyed by the lightning
of Zeus ()} Tirdvtov Kfftavvwats, Plu., Es. Cam. 1, 7, p. 996 C), though
obviously incompatible with the latter statement, as it is also (even
more so) wdth the origin of mankind from the ashes of the Titans which
is known not only to Olympiodoros (ad Pkd., p. 68 Finckh ; Lob.
566), but also to l^oclus who got it from the " ^apsodiai ” (as also
did Olymp.) : Procl., in Rp. ii, 74, 29 ; i, 93 KroU. It seems from
this that Proclus (and perhaps Am.) in error ascribed the Kararaprapioois
of the Titans to Zeus instead of to Ouranos.
" Nonn. vi, 173 ; 0.,/r. 195. Perhaps Proclus is right in explaining

this doubling of the god’s figure in the mirror as meaning his entrance
upon the ptpiarii itiptovpyla. A reference to a similar explanation of
this Aiovvoou Karompor occurs even in Plot. 4, 3, 12 (Lob. 555)— ? also
in the strange statement made by Marsilius Ficinus as to the
cradelissimum apud Orpheum Narcissi fatum (was Zagreus another
Narcissus ?) fr. 315 ; cf. Plot. 1, 6, 8. The en^ of the one origin

of the universe into the multiplicity of phenomena is first clearly referred
to in the dismemberment of Zagreus, but it would be quite like this

symbol-loving poetry to introduce the same motif in a different form
with a passing reference earlier in the poem.

•• Nonn,, D. vi, 197 ff.

** Paus. 8, 37. 5.

" Procl., O., /rr. 195, 198, 199. In any case Nonn. vi, 169 ff. is

following the Rhapsodiai.
•* Callim. and Euphor. knew of the dismemberment of Dionysos by

the Titans : T*. ad Lyc. 208 (from the completer version in EM.).
In any case it is not from the Rhaps. that this legend is also knowm to

D.S. 5, 75, 4 : Comut. 30, p. 62. 10 Lang ; Plu., Es. Cam. 1, 7. p. 996 C ;

Is. ft Os. 35, p. 364 F ; Clem. AL (see Orph./rr. 196, 200).—A roughly
caricatured drawing on a hydria bdonging to the early fourth century
found at Rhodos and made probably in Attica appears in JUS. xi

(1890), p. 243 ;
where it is said to represent the dismemberment of

Zagreus as conceived by Orphics. The picture, however, does not
agree at all with the meaning thus attributed to it ; the interpretation

cannot be the right one.
“ A true itpif \6yos, i.e. an account of the origin of ritual acts

founded upon myth or legend. (The Orphics had such accounts,

e.g. of the prohibition against being buried in woollen clothing : Hdt.
ii, 81 fin.)

“ That the tearing in pieces of the bull in the primitive Thracian

manner occurred also in the Orphic Spyta may perhaps be deduced
from the fact that in the legend Orpheus himself is tom in pieces

by the Mainads. The priest stands in the place of the god : what
the god suffers in the ritual ipwittva that the priest suffers too.

This is frequently met with. 'Op^is art ruiv diovdaav riXtr&v

ri Spota waBtiv Xtytrai o^trlptp 9*^, Procl, in
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Rp. i, 175 Kr. The ancients were fully aware that the bull tom in

pieces in the Bacchic orgies represented the god hiniself (and this not
only in Orphic ritual but from the beginning in the Thracian worship) :

the idea is often expressed (sec e.g. Firm. Mat., Error. P.R. vi, 5), but
nowhere more clearly than in the Orphic Itpot Xoyot.

•* The introduction of the Titans from Hellenic mythology into

the Thracian myth is clearly described as the work of Onomakritos by
Pans. 8. 37. 5.

' Ttrijrts KtKOpifTiu, inipfitor ^op fr. 102.

.,.-P igorrts tai ^v<nv iKvofiinv, jr. 97. As early as Hesiod '

are hated by their father as ^ivoraroi rraiSuie {Theog. 155). TiravtKtf

4vins is the evil character that cannot keep an oath ; PL, Lg. 701 C ;

Cic., Lg. iii, 5 ; impios Titarias, Hor., O. 3, 4, 42.

“ This explanation of the itaptXiapot of Zagreus is often put
forward (though subtiUzed into a Nermlatonic sense) by those who use

the Orphic Rhapsodiai : see Lob. 710 ff. But even Plutarch has
something of the sort (£ ap. D. 9. p. 389 -M, and it cannot be doubted
that this (apart from its Platonist w-rapptngs) was the meaning of

the legend in the mind of its first inventor. Nor can the conception
that the separate existence (multiplicity) of things first came into the
world by an act of impiety, have been strange to the theologoi of the
sixth century : we must admit this at once on remembering the doctrine
of Anaximander that the multiplicity of things which has arisen

out of the original one awnpov b in itself an ihixia for which it must
pay "recompense and punishment” (fr. 2 Mull., 9 Diels). Such
personification of the processes of nature and the reading of an ethical

sense into them, combined as it was with a quictist tendency, was much
more likely to have arisen in the fanciful minds of semi-philosophical
mystics than to have been given to them by the philosophers.
" See the accounts given in Lob. 565 1. : they come from the

Rhapsodiai. The fact that the origin of men and the doctrine of
Metempsychosis as well were dealt with in the Khaps. follows from
ProcL til Rp. ii, 338 Kroll. It must, however, have been from older

Orphic poetry—at any rate, not from the Rhaps.—that the story was
derived by D. Chr. 30, 10 f. Plutarch, too, docs at least refer to it :

TO he ^fiir dAoyaz eat draeror eat flltuov ol iraAotol Ttrdfar tufo^aaor,
Es. Cam. 1, 7, p. 996 C ; and possibly Opp., H. v, 9-10 ; Ael. fr. 89,
p. 230, 19 f. Herch. (Lob. 567 g). Even the words of Xenokrates
(fr. 20, p. 166 Heinze) seem to allude to this Orphic myth. Thus the
Rhapsodiai in this case also were following older Orphic teaching
and poetry. Orph. H. 37 derives from a later age. What Nic. Th. 8 fl.

repr^uces (mistakenly ?} as Hcsiodic tradition was {lerhaps really an
echo of Orphic poetry. Was the derivation of .Man from the Titans
suggested by still earlier fancies such as e.g. meet us in passages like
h. Horn. Ap. 33S 1137) : Ttr^rfr tc 0foi twv df&prr t< 0<ot t<—

?

This
is not Homeric (for all the Homeric war^p drSpwy t« Otuir rt), though
possibly it had a different sense from what it had for " Orpheus ".

•• Dionysos is the last of the divine rulers of the world ; frr. 1 14, 190.
Hence ieoreiriif ^ipuor, Procl. in Crat., pp. 59, 114 Hoiss. (though
Procl. also speaks of e.g. Hermes as d leonirrit ipuer in Cr., p. 73 B.).
Dionysos is the sixth ruler ; Zeus who came before him Mng the
fifth : frr. 113 (85, 121, 122). The order given is : I Phanes, 2 Nyx,
3 Ouranos, 4 Kronos, 5 Zeus, 6 Dionysos. This is definitely stated by
Syrian.

; fr. 85 (Proclus follows bis roaster : frr. 85, 121), and confirmed
by the fragmenU of the Rhapsodiai : frr. 86, 87, 96, 113. It seems,
however, as if Plato actually found this order (as Syrian, thought)
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in the Orphic Theogony which he reaid. It is true that as their silence

shows the Neoplatonists did not find the verse cited by Plato in the
Rhapsodiai as they knew them. (Plato’s line is ckt]; 8’ iv ytvfjj

KaTairavoaTf Kiofiov aotSijf : Pin., E ap. D. 15, p. 391 I), has the
meaningless Cwpov instead of Kiofiov—did he read Btofiiv ?) They
were right, however, in deducing from the line that the ancient Orphic
Theogony referred to by Plato ^so knew of six generations of the gods
(following the Pythagorean rcAftot a/uBfios ?) and ended with the sixth
generation. The verse was intended doubtless by Plato himself in
rather a different sense and he only quotes it humorously (Gruppe
differs ; Ehaps. Theog. 693 f.). This passage therefore provides
important evidence of the harmony that existed between the Rhapsodiai
and the oldest Orphic Theogony in the general outlines of their con-
struction. It is, of course, quite a different question whether the six
rulers in the poem referred to by Plato were the same as those given
by the Rhaps.

;
nor can we tell whether Dionysos there occupied the

last place, though the predominance held by Dionysos in Orphic belief

makes it very probable that he did.
** The authorities who speak of the origin of mankind from the ashes

(or the blood) of the Titans (Lob. 565 fl.) express themselves in such
a way that we are forced to suppose that they regarded this as essentially

the first appearance of men. This, however, cannot be reconciled with
what Proclus, as usual following the Rhapsodiai, says of the golden
and silver ages of mankind under Phanes and Kronos, which then,
and not till then, are followed by the third and last race, to rtravtKiv

yivoi : see fr. 244 and esp. in JRp. ii. 74 Kr. Bvriroi in the reign of
Phanes even occurs in the line quoted by Syrian, (in Ar. Meta. 935a
22 Us.) fr. 85. It is impossible to say whether this improvement upon
the Hesiodic legend of the Ages of Mankind actually occurred in an
ancient Oqihic Theogony (the one used perhaps by Lactant, ; O.,
fr. 243, 8 ; cf. 248), and was thence taken for the Rhapsodiai without
being reconciled with the legend of the origin of men from the ashes
of the Titans ; or whether the two scarcely reconcilable accounts
of the origin of men were somehow or other made to agree. (Fr. 246
[Plu.] prob. comes from a picture of the long life enjoyed by the earliest

generations of men : see Lob. 513. This picture does not necessarily
presuppose a series of several ytvral before the Titanic race.)

*’ uc'por avTou (toO Aiovvaov) iafttv, Olymp. (from Orphic doctrine)
in pi. Phd., p, 3 Finckh. 6 iv y/iiv voCs dtoi’i/atoKOS firrii' irat ayaX/ia
ovrws ToC Aiovvaov, Procl. in Cral., p. 82 Boiss. The Hellenes are
accustomed to make use of the dismemberment, re-integration and
resuscitation of Dionysos €iy tot nepi rijs Adyor dvdyciT xai
rpottoXoytiv, Orig., Cels. 4, 17, p. 21 Lo.
“ oi ippi 'Oppia think that the soul has the body as a ntpifioXov,

itapaiTifphou (ixoTa, PI., Crat. 400 C. Certainly Orphic, too (as the
Schol. also say), is 6 iv artoppifrois Myopevos Adyos cus ci> Tivt ppovpp
iaptv oi ivBpmnoi. xtA., PL, Phd. 62 B ; see Lob. 795 f.

“ fr. 221 (Phd. 62 B with Sch.). The similar saying of Philolaos

is, as Plato’s manner of recording it shows (Phd. 61 E - 62 B)
evidently derived from a saying of the Orphic diroppyra (and Philolaos

himself appealed to the iraAoioi 5eoAdyai re xai pdvTtts in confirmation
of the closely connected doctrine of the enclosure of the puxij in the
v^/ia of the ocupa : fr. 23 Mull. 14 DL). The doctrine continued to be
taught by Pythagoreans : see Euxitheos Pyth. ap. Klearch. in Ath.
iv, 157 CD

; Cic., Sen. 73. It had moreover some root in poptilar

belief and in legal usage ; see above, chap, v, n. 33.
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** According to the 'Op^iici tvi/ araAoiSfuro, ap. Arist. dt An. 1, 5,

p. 4l0b, 28 ff. ; **®»^*’a* ovomucJie'iov ^pofiivyiv

vv4 Twr ayd/uuK (The ancient commentators add nothing fresh.)

in row oAoC means simply " out of space The ivtfioi were regarded
as daimonic powers subordinate and related to the TpiTonaropts ' see

above, chap, v, n. 124. We cannot say how this conception was made to

square with the other articles of Oiphic belief (purgation of souls in

Hades, etc.). It is plainly nothing but an attempt at such reconcilia-

tion that (following the Rhapsodiai,/r. 224) makes the souls that pass
in death out of the bodies of men, go into Hades, while those that have
inhabited the bodies of animals fly about in the wind tlaoKty avrdr

dAAo a^apnal^ fttyif/r dW/ioio mo^aiv. Aristotle knows nothing of

any such restriction. Plato {Phd. 81 D : rather differently 108 AB)
apparently making free use of Orphic ideas regards all the Ka0apd>t

imXvBtlaat as liable to the same fate as that allotted by the
Rhapsodiai to the beasts. (Of course it is possible to suppose that
the on being released from Hades for a new ivaioiiarwois first

of all fly about in the wind round the dwelling places of the living and
are then breathed into a new body. This would not prevent there

being a predestined conjunction of a particular soul with the particular

aaiiia corresponding to its state of purification.)—The establishment
in later Orphic poetry of the theory that the dwelt m the air

may have been assisted by the philosophic theory of the soaring-up
of the woti/tara into their element the aether (of which more below).
This theory, though not first put forward by the Stoics, was specially

favoured by them : it almost attained the status of a popularly accepted
belief. When the realm of the souls had thus been at least in part

transferred to the air, late Orphic poetry began to regard one of the
four rivers of the soul- world, ’Ax^poty, as the di)p : frr. 155, 156
(Rhaps.). There is no reason to sec in all this the traces of a supposed
ancient conception in which Okeanos is really a river in the sky (in

spite of Bergk's fanciful speculations in Opusc. ii, 691-6). The eleva-
tion of the soul-kingdom to the sky is in Greek thought invariably
the result of comparatively late speculation. We might even
ask whether there is not Egyptian influence at work in the
transference of Okeanos ( = the Milky Way ?) to the sky. Such
influence would be late of course ; but in Egypt the idea of the Nile in

the sky was quite familiar.
*• KvxXot riji y€viota}S, fr. 226 ; 6 polpat rpoxit rota fati et

genarationis

:

sec Lob. 797 ff.

*’ ot S’ avroi itaripti t« ufaj vUtt tr fttyapoiaiy (rroAAdirir) i}8’ oAoxoi
atfwal KtSral rt Soyarptf . . . ylyyarr' (IAAijAoii> ptTapttPop^vpot
y€y4$Xait, frr. 225, 222 (Rhaps.). Here, as Lob. 797 rightly remarks,
there is an allusion to the dogma of the recurrence of exactly the same
state of things in the world. The doctrine of complete naXtyyttnoia
or dnoKaraoit dirdrr«n> (see Gataker ad. M. Ant.', p. 385) was closely and
indeed indissolubly bound up with the doctrine of the migration of
souls. (Illogicality belongs rather to the conception of the break in
the circle caused by the secession of individual souls.) It was there-
fore found among the Pythagoreans to whom it is ascribed by Eudemos
fr. 51 sp. (see Porph., PP. 19, p. 26, 23 fl. N. ; used later still in a
Pythagorean sense by Syncs., Aeg. 2, 7, p. 62 f. Krab.). It was
borrowed from the Pythagoreans by the Stoa (by Chrysippos esp.),

which after its usual fashion pushed the rather bizarre fancy to pedantic
extremes. (After the Stoic mode) is Plot 5, 7, and perhaps also the
gantikliaci spoken of by Vairo ap. Aug., CD. 22, 28.) It is at least
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probable in the extreme that these ideas were first held by the Orphics
and not borrowed by them from the Stoics ; there are even traces in
Orphic tradition of the great World-year (which is always closely

connected with the avoKardtrraaif twp dvdvrtov) : I^b. 792 fi.

kvkXov t€ \y(ai iral ai/arn'cCaat KaKori^ror were the words Proclus
probably had before him

:
(/r. 226) in Tim. 330 B. The forms

av Kal i»awv€vo<u—thus rightly accented here by Schneider—
come from Procl. himself, who accommodates the words of the original

to the construction of his own sentence. We must therefore not write
a S Xrjfai, with Gale and Lob. 800. In this case the subject of the sentence
is the praying soul ; on the other hand, in the form preserved by
Simp., kvkXov t* dAACoat ical apatfiGfai KaKorifTost the subject is the gods
to whom the soul prays; bei»K In either form the freeing

of the soul from the circle is regarded as a grace from the gods.

fr. 76. The lines of the Carm. Aur. 55 ff. (Nauck, p. 207) are
probably modelled on the Orphic our* iyaBoO iriiptopros ktX. The
point is : few are they who trouble about the salvation that Orpheus
(or IVthagoras) brings them ; the datot are always a small minority.

*• ftp. 208, 226. Aiopvaot Avoevr, Xiaiat, Btoi Avotot ; see Lob. 809 f.

and cf. fr. 311 (Ficinus).

'Op^a T* avaKr’ Sx<up pdpx^P* • • • £•» Hp. 953 (N.B. dfaf not
itanorr/s, 1. 88).

*» 'Op<^(KOi Pios, PI., Lg. 782 C ; Lobeck, 244 ff.

“ The Pythagorean fnov Brip, aKoXouBtXp t«J Btu> (Iamb., VP. 137,
from Aristoxenos) might also have been given to the Orphics as their

motto.

victu foedo deterruit Orpheus means to speak not of the ritual

vegetarianism of *' Orpheus ”, but of the previous cannibalism of
men which Orpheus had put an end to. As this is nowhere else

mentioned of Orpheus we might perhaps regard it as mistaken allusion
on the part of Horace to the passage of Aristoph. quoted above. It
is not, however, impossible that Horace did in fact have in mind some
Orphic verse which really reported something like what he himself
says of Orpheus. The Orphic fragment [247] ap. S.E., M. ii, 31 ;

ix, 15 (Lob., p. 246), may have arisen in the same way : see Maass,
Orpheus, 77. (The well-known lines of Kritias [S.E., M. ix, 54 fr.
25 Di.] and Moschion, p. 813 Nauck, can hardly have anything to do
with Orphism and should rather be connected with the theories of
the Sophists and Demokritos—followed later by the Epicureans

—

about the gradual evolution of human civilization from miserable and
savage origins

;
and not from a ” golden age ” of which the Orphics

too spoke.)
“ Prohibition to bury corpses in woollen garments : Hdt. ii, 81 (in

each case in order tliat nothing BpifotHutp might cling to the departed).
Prohibition against eating eggs : l.ob. 251 (eg^gs are part of the offering
to the dead and the food of the x^tfnot, and so forbidden : so rightly

explained by Lob. 477). It was forbidden in Orphic poetry, as well

as Pythagorean, to eat beans : Lob. 251 ; Nauck on Iamb., VP.,
p. 231 f. ; the reason here, too, being that beans as part of the offerings

to the dead, putantur ad mortuos pertinere (Fest.) ; see Lob. 254 and
Crusius, Rh. Mus. 39, 165. The same or similar reasons are every-
where at work to cause the eating of certain foods to be forbidden
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both by the Pythagorean ordinances and in the mystical cult of the

xOonot

:

it is because they are used as offerings to the beings of the
lower world, itpes ra mpiSettrva leai rat wpoicX^otis rmf vtttpuiv, or
even because they have names which, like ipifitvBor or XdOvpor, recall

iptfios and Ai}9if : PIu., QR. 95, p. 286 E. The purified state requires

above all complete separation from anything connected with the realm
of the dead and the divinities of the dead.

*• Cf. fr. 208.
*’ The soul is confined within the body (according to those

Op^a), dis Si'ki/v SiSovar/r riji wr 8^ tvtKa SiBmatv, PI., Cral.

4(K) C. The exact nature of this " guilt ” of the soul is not explained
in our remains of Orphic literature. The point, however, is chiefly

that the life within the body is according to their ih'ctrine not in

accordance with but contrary to the proper nature of the soul.
** aupiroaior tiuv daitav, PI., Rp. 363 C. oaioer pilaras, Orph., W.

84, 3 ; see above, chap, vi, n. 18.

*• ^vxir dfloKOTor Kardytt Ki'AA^rtor 'Epprjr yoi’ijf K(v9pu)va
mXmpwy fr. 224 (it would be vain to look for an example of dSdi-aroc

used as adjective to in Homer). Hermes leads the souls

down into Hades and also upwarcis again (to fresh ivooiparutati,t) '

Orph., H. SI, 6 ff. (For the Pythagorean Hermes see lA.L. viii, 31.)
*• Especially in the Kardfiaan <«s “ASoe (Lob. 373 ; cf. above,

chap, vii, n. 3). The descent lay through the chasm at Tainaron :

see above, chap, v, n. 23, and cf. Orph.. Arg. .—Other Orphic poems
may also have dealt with such matters ; noAXa pypvBoXoyijTai wtpi

Twr «V "v4»8oii npayudroir rd> rns KaXXionnt, Jul., Or. vii, p. 281,
3 Hertl. [216 0].

Xvotif Kal KaSapfiot of the lisdog and even the dead carried out
by Orphic priests : PI., 7?/>. 364 E. Reward of the initiated in Hades :

cf. the anecdote of Leotychidas II in \^u.. Apophfh. Lac., p. 224 E;
and of Antisthenes in D.L. vi, 4. Those who feared the bite of Kerlieros

) the leaky ca.sk (see .\pp

„ T«A«Toi tcoi KaBappol : PI
,

27, p. 1105 B. Hope of immortality for the soul rests on the Dionystac
mysteries acc. to Plu., Cems. ad ux. 10, p. 611 D.

** It is significant that the liclicf in a judgment and punishment of

^ya.' is based in [PI.] Ep. vi

or the statements of poets but oi

chap, vii, n. 13.

*• fr. 154 (punishment in Hades of those guilty of crimes against
their own parents ? fr. 281).

** See above, chap, vii, n. 15.

“ Sewa ntpipim: PI., Rp. 365 A; cf. fr. 314 (Ficiniis).

•* fr. 208 (Rhaps.) opytd r’ tKTrXdoovat (avBpwnoi), Xvoiv irpoydrior

a$€iti<rrutv p<u6p*voi‘ ai (sc. Dionysos) 8f roicni' (dat. commodi),
ixatr xpaTos, oSs k tBiXriaBa Xvaw ix rt n6ro)» xal arttipovos

aSarpov (of continual rebirth). That this belief in the efficacy of

prayers for the " poor souls of the departed ” belonged to the earlier

stratum of Orphism follows from PI., Rp. .364 BC, E, 365 A, where he
speaks of Avaas re xal xaBapfiol of the Orphics which promised to
deliver living and dead from the dStKypara auroO rj npoyovwv. (It

has been wrongly attenmted to fasten the same belief on Plato him-
sdf, in the Phacdo.)—For Gnostic and early Christian ideas of the
same kind see Anrich, D. Ant. Myslerienwesen, 87, 4 : 120 n. But
even in the Rigyeda (7, 35, 4) we may find the thought that the " pious
works of the pious *’ can help others to salvation (Oldenberg, Rel. d.
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Veda, 289). Religious pietism seems to produce the same effects

everywhere.
*’ rroXXoi liiv vapBijKo^opoi ktX. was an Orphic verse. Lob. 809,

813.
‘•/r. 154.
•’ 6 KcieaBaputvos r* ifoi rtrrhfoft-ivoi (tit "AiSov) di^iKOiitvot

(itrd Bewv OLK^afi, ft. 228 (FI.).

au/.iirooioi’ t<ov ooiuiv in Hades, fitBij aliipiot their reward : PI.,

Rp. 336 CD (cf. Dieterich, Kekyta, 80 n.). Plato there mentions
Mousaios and his son (Eumolpos) as authorities lor these promises
and contrasts with them, by a oi SC others who made different promises ;

perhaps referring to other Orphic poems (cf. fr. 227). But Mousaios,
himself always closely connected in Plato with Orpheus (Rp. 364 E,
Prot. 316 D, /Ip. 41 A, /on, 536 B), here simply means " Orphic poetry
A literature of essentially Orphic character went under his name.
So Plu., Comp. dm. et Luc. 1 seems right in substituting simply
TOP 'Oppta for the Movoaiot named in PL
” Pl.yLff. 870 DE : then in more detail for a sj>Mial case but derived

from same source : popo) . . . rut pCp Sij (i.e. in 870 DE) XtxBtpri
872 DE, 873 A.—The idea of such a religio-juridical talio was popular
also in Greece : see below (chap, xi, n. 44). Frequently for instance

in curses of vengeance the wish is that the doer may suffer exactly the
same thing as that which he has done to his victim. Exx. from Soph,
(licst is Tr. 1039 f.) given by G. Wolff in S., ,4 ws, 839 ; cf. A., Cho. 309 ff..

As. 1430.—As a Neoplatonic idea : Plot. 3, 2, 13 ; Porph. and Iamb,
ap. Aen. Gar., Theophr., p. 18 B.

We may, however, suppose that the ideas of the Orphics corre-

sponded with the statements of Empedokles, Plato, etc., about the
series of births.
” awpa—aijpa is Orphic : PL, Crat. 400 C.

Complete escape from the world of birth and death is distinctly

anticipated for the pious Orphic in fr. 226, kvkXov rt Xij(ttt ktX. The
other and positive side completing this negative promise is not clearly

supplied for us by any fragment. (We never even hear distinctly

of the return of the individual soul to the one Soul of the World ;

though certain Orphic myths—probably of late origin—seem to suggest
such a doctrine of Emanation and final Reraanation.)

’* frr. I, 81. The moon was regarded as inhabited, like the world,

by Pythagoreans too (esp. Philolaos) and also by Anaxagoras.
This at least was the belief of Pythagoreans and later of Platonics :

see Griech. Roman, 269: Wyttenb. on Eun. PS. 117. But the idea
occurs as early as in the Ti. of Plato, esp. in 42 B. It may have been
long familiar to Greek popular belief (as to other peoples ;

cf. Tylor,
ii, 70), and reached Orphics from that source. (Similar though not
quite the same is the popular belief wt iariptt yiypoptB' otov tis

airoBapri, At., Pa. 833 f., which the Greeks shared with all the nations
of the earth : cf. "Pythagoras" ap. Comm. Bern, in Lucan, 9, 9.)—No
opinion can be built upon the statement of Ficinus (fr. 321).
” Orphic poetry must have varied in its account of what happened

to the dismembered limbs of Zagreus- Dionysos. That the Titans
tore the god limb from limb seems to have been common to all

versions of the Theogonic poem (see nn, 28, 4 1 ;
p. 341). But whereas

according to one account the Titans then devoured the god (except
the heart) and from the mixed Titanic and Dionysiac elements of their

bodies after they had been destroyed by lightning the race of men
had its origin (p. 341) ; according to others the mangled limbs
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of the god were brought by Zeus to Apollo who buried them
taking them " on to Pamasos ", i.e. at Delphi : see Orph. fr. 200
(Clem. Al.) and so, too. Callim. fr. 374. The Rhapsodiai gave the first

version in detail, but also preserved an account resembling the second
(see frr. 203, 204 : the ra /t€ptaS^irra top Jiavdaov lUXt) there

refers probably to the reunion of ^e collected limbs for the purpose
of bur^ and not for the restoration of the dead god to life. This is

also possibly the meaning of the Awvvaov ntXmv KoAA^ons in Jul.,

CAt., p. 167, 7 Neum. But Or,, Cels. 4, 17, p. 21 Lom., speaks of the
reanimation of Dionysos mnntOtft^rov after the dismemberment).
This second account, where it occurs alone, of course excludes the
Anthropogony from the Titans' ashes. The second version un-
mistakably connects itself with the Delphic legend of the grave of

Dionysos at the foot of .^polio's tripod (see above, pp. 97 f.)

as K. O. MfUler observed, Inlrod. Scient. Myth. 242. It does, in

fact, accord in this instance, but apart from this it has no connexion
whatever with the real Delphic legend about the disappearance of

Dionysos into the underworld and his periodic return to this world.

(See above, chap, viii, n. 28. The Orphic and Delphic legends are
elaborately compared and worked in together as though they were
separate fragments of a single whole in LObbert’s book, de Pindaro
theologiae Orph. censors

:

Ind. Sch. Bonn. Lib. 1888, p. xiii f.—with
shoeing results and no intrinsic justification.) Whether this second
version was the one put forward by Onomakritos is uncertain. In
any case, both accounts are much older than the Rhapsodiai, in which,
it appears, they were included side by side and superficially harmonized
(—^y the limbs of the god not devoured by the Titans being buried
acc. to this version). Besides these two versions there may have been
another Anthropogony differing from that given in the first account

:

the existence of something of the kind is perhaps to be deduced from
what the Rhapsodiai themselves have to tell about the golden and
silver generations of mankind (see above, n. 41).

Of the Thracian Mysoi A4yci a IJootiiannos koI ifn/tvywr inlgtoBat
(which Pythagoras is said to have learnt from Zalmoxis, Str. 298)
Kor' evodfietar, Std H rovro nai SpefiiiaTiuv

"
fidhtri SI yp^oBat Koi

yaAcurrt xai rvpip, idnrras itaB’ diovylav ’ S<d Si tovto KahtloBai Btoaepets
re teal leanvofiaras (perh. teameo^iras acc. to an ancient conjecture),

([vat Sd rtras twv SpfKur oS X^pir ytmtuteot Cuetv, oOt nrioras nahtloBai,
aneputoBal re Sta riftijr teal fter aSeias {yT, Str. 296. The religious

character of this asceticism is seen in the a-ords tear’ eMfieiav and the
name Btoertfleis ; also in the word inepwoBat, which are all used of
the m'lrrat as of a monastic order. Jos.,/1 J. 18, l.S.saysofthcEssenes
{woi S’ ouSir netpTfXXayfidreus dAA’ art itiXterra dfi^porret Aatetur (i.e.

SpepKotr, Feruiy; Getae, Doci Romanis dicti, Plin., IdH. iv, 80) rotr
iroAtoracr teaXovpdvois. In any case the same Thracian ascetics are
meant whom Poseidonios (literally translating a Thracian word) calls

the terierrai. Thus, they are said like the Essence to live without
women, eat no meat, and in the practice of various other asceticisms
live together and have all things in common.—It cannot be certainly
decided how old this Thracian asceticism was, its exact connexion with
Dionystac religion, and whether it could or did give any impulse in
the direction of asceticism to the Orphics. (Following Horn., N 4 ft.,

mamr told similsu' stories of the nomadic Skythoi : see Epbor., frr.

76, 78 ; or of the fabulous Argimpaioi, Hdt. iv. 23 ; Znb., Pr. 5, 25.
p. 129, 1, etc. Griech. Roman, iOS.—dnoyd) dp^vxwT occurred also
among the Atlantes and certain Indian races : Hdt. iv, 184 ; iil, 100.)
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’» ii, 123. His words make it plain that the Creek teachers of
transmigration of souls whom he has in mind (Pherekydes, Pythagoras,
Orphics, Empedokles) had no idea of the Egyptian origin of that doctrine
{Rh. Mus. 26, 556, 1).

'* The Egyptian monuments show no knowledge of a general

transmigration of souls, due to a law of nature or the decree of the gods.
We can see very well, however, what it was in Egyptian traditions that
might seem like a doctrine of transmigration to Herodotos (cf. Wiede-
mann, Erlaul. zu Herodots 2. B. p. 457 f.).

It is sufficient to refer to Tylor’s collections: ii, 3ff.—In antiquity
the Greeks met with a doctrine of Transmigration, apart from Thrace,
among the Keltic races (Caes., BG. 6, 14, 5 ; D.S. 5, 28, 6 ; cf. Timagenes
ap. Amm. Marc. 15, 9, 8). This was the sole reason why Pythagoras
was made the pupil of the Gallic Druids : Alex. Polyh. ap. Clem. Al.,

Str. i, p. 355/6 P., etc.

" That it was not unnatural for the Greeks also to have the con-
ception of the migration of the soul from its first body to some other
suitable second or third body (entry of rvjfoveijs **r ri
Tuxov Quifia acc. to Arist.) may be seen from the fact that in Greek
popular tales of the transformation of men into beasts the idea regularly

prevails that while the body changes in such cases the " soul ” remains
the same as before. Thus, explicitly in Horn, k 240 (cf. Sch. there

and 329) ; cf. also Ov., M. ii, 485 ; Nonn., D. v, 322 f. ; Aesop., F. 294
(Halm)

:
[Luc.] Asin. 13, 15 init. : Apul., A/, iii, 26 init ; Aug., CD.

18, 18, p. 278, 1 1 fl. Domb., etc. (In all transformation stories this is

regularly implied and gives the point to the story.) This is true
from the earliest times onward, down to Voltaire’s muleteer who was
turned into a mule et du vilain Tame tcrrestre et cra.sse k peine vit

qu'elle eut chang4 de place.)—The beasts also have a : e.g.

i 426.
" Brahmins, Buddhists, Manichaean, etc.
•* A fixed term for " transmigration of souls ” does not seem to

have l>ecn offered by Orphic teaching. It was later called vaAiyyii'cata

(a term which did not exactly fit the real meaning of the idea) : this

seems to have been its oldest name (cf. ai if>vxal ndXtr yiyrorrai tie

Twr TtffnantMiy, PI., Pkd. 70 C), and remained its most ceremonious
one, '* Pyth^oras " non zed rtaktyytvtoiar esse difit

:

Serv., A. iii, 68. ^rTfvowfiaTwois is not uncommon (frequent in
Hippol., RH.,p. 12, 53 D.-S.

; 266, etc.). The word mostcommonly used
among ourselves, iztTtni^dymais, is among the Greeks precisely the least

usual : it occurs e.g. in D.S. 10, 6, I ; Gal. iv, 763 K. ; TertuL.d# ifn.

31 ; ^rv., A. vi, 532 ; 603 ; Suid. S.v. 0tptKiSiiis. /itrtixi^vxoOaBas

occurs in Sch., A.R. i, 645.



CHAPTER XI

The Philosophers

The Orphic teaching, in which a protracted movement
of religion in Greece reached comprehensive expression, might
seem almost an anachronism, appearing as it did in

an age when a religious interpretation of the world and of

mankind was hardly any longer admissible. Eastwards, on
the coasts of Ionia, a new view of the world had arisen which,

like a youth that has come of age, demanded the right to

pursue its course without any guidance from traditional beliefs.

The Ionic maritime cities were the meeting-place of all the

collected wisdom and experience of mankind ; and there all

the more serious knowledge and study—both indigenous and
of foreign origin—of “ Nature ”, the earth, and the heavenly
bodies, was gathered together in the intelligence of those

ever-memorable spirits who at that time were laying the

foundations of natural science, and of all science in general.

This knowledge was now attempting to turn itself into

an organized and all-embracing whole. Observation and
constnictive study combined w'ith an imaginative vision to

hazard a picture of the w'orld and reality as a whole.

Because it was impossible anjTvhere in this world to find any-
thing completely and for ever fixed and dead, speculation

ine\'itably press^ forward to the di.scovery of the undjnng
source of Life, that perpetually fills, moves, and rebuilds this

whole, and of the laws according to which it woiks and
necessarily must work.

This was the direction pursued by these earliest pioneers of

philosophy
; and they pursued it unhampered by any sub-

servience to mythical or religious modes of thought. VVliere

mythology and the theology founded upon it saw a complete
history of cosmic events each one of which was the result of

the separate and xmique action of divine personalities endowed
with consciouaiess and the power of arbitrary choice—there

the philosopher saw the play of everlasting forces which could

not be completely resolved into the single events of any
historical process, for, without b^inning or end they had been
ever in action, tirelwsly fulfilling themselves in accordance
with unchanging laws. In such a universe there seemed
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to be little room left for divine figures created by man after

his own image, and worshipped by him as the guiding and
supreme powers of the world. And in fact, the foundations
were now laid of that tremendous structure of free inquiry,

which finally succeeded in weaving out of its treasure new
worlds of thought, where even those who had quarrelled or

were dissatisfied with the old religion (now inwardly falling

into decay for all its outward appearance of being at the most
brilliant zenith of its powers) might yet find a refuge if they
would not fall back upon sheer nothingness.

And yet Greece never saw a thorough-going opposition and
conscious quarrel between science and religion. In a few
special cases the religion of the state was forced to recognize

its incompatibility with the openly expressed opinions of

individual philo.sopher.s, and took steps to make its claims

to universal supremacy respected. But for the most part, the

two streams of influence flowed on side by side for centuries

without ever coming into hostile contact. The propagandist

temper was completely' absent from philosophy from the
very beginning. (Even when it appear^ later as among the

Cynics it produced very little effect on the supremacy of the

state religion.) Religion on its side was not represented

bj' any priestly caste which might have been led to take up
arms for religion and for w'hat it believed to be its own
interest alike. Theoretic contradictions might the more easily

remain unobser\’ed when religion depended so little upon fi.xed

dogma or upon a world-embracing whole of opinions and
doctrines

;
while Theology, w’hcrcvcr it accompanied the

worship of the gods (cio^^oa), which was the real core of

religion, was, just as much as philosophy, the business of

individuals and their adherents gathered together outside the

limits of the official religion of the state. Philosophy (except

in a few special and unrepresentative cases) never sought

open war w'ith religion—not even with the weakened and
diluted religion of the masses. In fact the juxtaposition of

philosophy and religion (with theology' itself by their side)

sometimes went beyond the external conditions of the time,

and affected the private intellectual life of certain thinkers.

It might seem as if religion and philosophy were not merely
different but dealt with different provinces of reality, and
thus even strict and philosophically minded thinkers could

honestly' and without imagining disloyalty to philosophy',

adopt particular and even fundamental conceptions from the

creed of their fathers, and allow them to grow up side by side

and at peace with their own purely philosophical ideas.
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§2

What the Ionic philosophers in connexion with the rest of

their cosmology had to say about the soul of man did not

for all its striking novelty bring them into direct conflict with
religious opinion. Philosophy and religion used the same
words to denote totally different things ; it could surprise no
one if different things were said about quite different objects.

According to the popular view, which finds expression in

Homer, and with which, in spite of their very different

estimate of the relative values of body and soul, the religious

theorj’ of the Orphics and other Ifuohgi also agreed—accord-

ing to this \'iew the " psv^che ” was regard^ as a unique
creature of combined spiritual and material nature that,

wherever it may hav’e come from, now dwells within man
and there, as his second self, carries on its separate existence,

making itself felt when the \-isiblc self loses consciousness

in dream, swoon, or ecstasy (see above, pp. 6 f.). In the same
way, the moon and the stars become visible when no longer

obscured by the brighter light of the sun. It was already

implied in the conception itself that this double of mankind,
which could be detached from him temporarily, had a separate

existence of its own ; it was no ver>' great step from this

to the idea that in death, which is simply the permanent
separation of the visible man from the invisible, the latter

did not perish, but only then became free and able to live by
and for itself.

This spiritual being and the obscure manifestations of its

existence in the living man, did not attract the observ'ation

of the Ionian philosophers. Their thoughts were all for the
universe as a whole ; they looked for the " origins ” (a#>x<u')

of all that is and becomes ; for the simple elements of multi-

farious appearance and for the force wliich turns the simple

into the multifarious while controlling, moving, and giving

life to primeval matter. The power of life, the force which can
set in motion both itself and all else that without it would be
fixed and motionless—this force penetrates all being ; where
it manifests itself most strikingly in separate individual

beings, there it is what these philosophers c^ the " psyche ”.

Thought of in this way, the psyche is something quite

different from the old psyche of popular belief, idly observing
the life and activities of its body, as of some stranger, con-

centrated in itself, and pursuing its own secret, hidden life.

And yet the name given to ^ese very different concepts
remained the same. The application of the word “ psyche

”
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to the power which gives life and movement to the visible

body—man’s power of life—might have been suggested to

the philosophers by a manner of expression which, though in

the strict sense of the words conflicting with Homeric con-

ceptions, is occasionally observable in the Homeric poems, and
seems to have become more and more frequent in late times.^

In more exact language, the " psyche " of these philosophers

is a collective expression for all the powers of thought, desire,

and will (koos, iiims, fiovX^), and especially for the
functions denoted by the untranslatable word 9vn6s—powers
which according to the Homeric and popular partition all

belong entirely to the side of the visible man and his body.®

According to that view, they are all expressions of the body’s
natural powers of life—though they cannot indeed be awakened
to real life before the arrival of the “ psyche ”—and in

Homeric usage are almost the exact opposite of the " psyche ”,

for they perish at death, while the psyche leaves them behind
to wander about in its separate shadow-life.

But the soul, according to the view of the physiologists,

has quite a different relation to the totality of life and living,

and differs in this respect both from the Homeric psyche and
the Homeric evn6i. The same force which manifests itself

so strongly, as though specially concentrated there, in the

psyche of man, works and rules in all matter as the general

source of life that creates and preserves the world. Thus,
the psyche loses the special singularity that distinguished it

from all the other things and substances in the world, and
made it incomparable and unique. Later reporters are wrong
in attributing to these Ionic thinkers (for whom \*ital power
and material substance seemed immediately and indissolubly

united) the conception of a separate, independent " World-
Soul ”. Not as emanations from a single ^ul of the World
did they conceive the separate souls of men ; but neither did
they conceive them as simply independent, unique, and
entirely incomparable essences. They are expressions of

that force which everj'whcre in all the phenomena of the world

rally could not assume any j.

between that source and the “ soul Deprived in this way
of its separateness, the soul acquired a new importance in

exchange
;

in another sense from that of the mj'stics and
theologians it could still be thought of as something divine,

for it was a participator in the one Force which bmlds and
rules the world. It is not the abode of a single daimonic
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nature, but instead, the very nature of god is alive

within it.

The closer its inward connexion with the universal WTiole
the less, of course, will the soul be able to preserve its indi-

vidual existence, which was only lent to it while it gave life

and movement to the body, when that body, the sign and
support of its separateness, is overtaken by death. Tliese

earhest philosophers whose view was almost entirely concen-
trated on the broad outlines of the hfe of nature as a whole,
would hardly have regarded it as part of their task to formu-
late a deliberate opinion about the fate of the puny individual

soul after the death of its body. In no case could they have
spoken of an immorlnlUy of the soul in the same sense as did

the mystics who regarded the soul of which they spoke as

something which has entered from without into material exist-

ence, and as a spiritual essence quite distinct from everj’thing

material. The latter were thus able to attribute to the ps3’che

a capacity for separate and continued existence which was
inadmissible in the case of a force of movement and sensation

completely inhering in matter and in the shaping of matter.

And it was such a force which the phj'siologists called the soul.

Ancient tradition, nevertheless, as.serts that Thales of

Miletos, whose genius first began the philosophic studj’ of

nature, w'as the first “ to call the soul (of man) immortal
But Thales, who recognized a " soul ” also in magnets and
plants,* and thought of the material stuff and the motive force

of the " soul ’’ as inseparable, can only have spoken of the
" immortality ” of the human soul in the same sense as he
might have spoken of the immortality of all “ soul-forces ” in

nature. Like the primal Matter which works and creates by
reason of its own natural powers of life, so, too, the universi
Force which permeates it ‘ is imperishable and indestructible,

as it is uncreated. It is entirely and essentially alive and can
never be " dead
Anaximander said of the " Unlimited ” from which all

things have been developed by separation, and by which all

things are enveloped and directed, that it never grows old,

but is immortal and imperishable.* This cannot be intended

to apply to the human soul as a separate existence ; for like

all separate creations out of the " Unlimited ” it must “ in

the order of the time ” pay the penalty for the " offence ” of

its separate existence,^ and lose itself again in the one

primordial matter.

Nor could the third in this series—Anaximenes of Miletos

—

have differed seriously from Thales in the sense in which
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he spoke of the soul as “ immortal ”
; for him it was of the

same nature * as the one divine * primal element of Air that

is eternally in movement and produces all things out of itself.

§3

In the teaching of Herakleitos of Ephesos the living power
of the primal essence—the one^® and universal, out of

which arises through change the many and the particular,

which manifests itself in the union, regarded as indissoluble,

of matter and motive force—received even greater prominence
than with the older lonians. By them matter itself—des-

cribed as either limited or not limited in reference to one
particular quality—is regarded as self-evidently in motion.

For Herakleitos the origin of all multiplicity lies rather in the

creative energy of absolute Life itself which is at the same time

a definite material substance or analogous to one of the known
substances. The idea of life, and that form of it which makes
its appearance in man, must have been more important
for him than for any of his predecessors.

This never-resting force and activitj' of becoming that

has neither beginning nor end, is represented by the Hot and
Dry and called by the name of that elementary condition

which cannot be thought of as ceasing to move, naunely, Fire.

The ever-living (atL{<uov) fire, which periodically kindles itself

and periodically goes out (Bywater, fr. 20), is formed entirely

of movement and livingness. Living belongs to everything ;

but living is becoming, changing, becoming something different

without cessation. Every appearance brings forth from itself,

at the moment of its appearance, the opposite of itself. Birth,

life, and death, and fresh birth clash together in a single

burning moment, like the lightning (fr. 28).

That which thus moves itself in unceasing vitality and has
all its being in becoming ; which perpetually changes and “ in

backward-straining effort ” finds it.self again—this is some-
thing endowed with reason, creative in accordance with
reason and " art ”

; is Reason (Arfyoi) itself. In creating the
world it loses itself in the elements ; it suffers its " death

”

(frr. 66, 67) when in the “ Way downwards ” it becomes
water and earth (fr. 21). There are degrees of value in the

elements decided by the relation which they hold towards the

moving and self-vivifying fire. But that which in the multi-

plicity of the phenomena in the world, yet preserves its god-

like fiery natme—this is for Herakleitos " psyche ”. Psyche
is fire.*^ Fire and psyche are interchangeable terms.** And so,

too, the psyche of man is fire, a part of the universal fiery
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energy that surrounds it and upholds it, through the " inhala-

tion ” of which it maintains itself alive
;
“ a portion of the

World-Reason by participation in which it is itself rational.

In men God is living.** But god does not descend into man.
as in the teaching of the Theol(^ians, entering a.s a finite

individuality into the vessel of the individual human life.

As a united whole he siuroimds men with his flood and reaches

after and into them, as though with fiery tongues. A portion *‘

of his universal Wisdom is li\nng in the soul of man : the
" drier ”, more fiery, nearer to the universal Fire and further

from the less living elements he is, the wiser will he be {frr. 74,

75, 76). If he sundered himself from the universal wisdom,
man would become nothing ; it is his business in thinking, as

in acting and in moral behaviour, to surrender himself to the

One Living essence that “nouri^es ” him and is the Mind
and Law of the world {frr. 91, 92, 100, 103).

But the soul itself is also a portion of the universal Fire

that in the perpetual variation of its form of being has been
encompassed bj' the body and become entangled in corpor-

eality. Here we no longer have the rigid, unmediated con-

trast between “ Body ” and ” Soul ” such as it appeared from
the standpoint of the theologian. The elements of the body,
water and earth, have themselves arisen and perpetually

arise out of the fire which changes into all other things, and
into which everything else changes {Jr. 22). So it is the soul

itself, the creative Sre, which creales the body. " Soul,”

i.e. Fire, unceasingly turns itself into the lower elements ;

there is no contrast between them, and it is but a continual

flux of transition.

WTiile it is enclosed in the body the soul is still affected by
luiceasing change. In this it is like everything else. Notlung
in the world can for a single moment preserve the parts

which compc^ it unaltered ; the perpetual movement and
alteration of its being constitute its life. The sun itself, the

greatest fire-body, becomes another sun every day {fr. 32).

So, too, the soul, though distinct from the body and a self-

existing substance, yet is a substance that never remains
like itself. In unceasing alteration of its material substance,

its contents are perpetually being transposed. It loses its fire

of life in the lower elements ; it absorbs fresh fire from the

living Fire of the universe that surrounds it. There can be no
questi(»i of the permanent identity of the soul, of the spiritual

personality, with itself. What in the unbroken process of

upward and downward straining seems to maintain itself

as a single person, is in reality a series of souls and person-
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alities, one taking the place of another and ousting and
being ousted in turn.

Thus, even while it is in life, the soul is perpetually dying

—

but to live again
;
ever supplementing the departing soul-

life or supplying its place urith another. So long as it can
recruit itself from the surrounding World-Fire, so long the

individual lives. Separation from the source of all life, the
living and universal fire of the world, would be death for it.

The soul may temporarily lose its life-giving contact with the
" common world ”

: this happens in sleep and dreaming which
enclose it in their own world (frr. 94, 95), and this is already a
partial death to it. Sometimes, too, the soul has a tendency
to transform itself to a humidity not always made good by
fresh fire ; the drunkard has a " moist soul ”

(Jr. 73). Finally,

there comes the moment when the soul of man cannot any
longer repair the loss of the living fire which is taken from it

in the perpetual alteration of its matter. Then it dies ; death
carries off the last of the series of living fires which in their

continuity made up the human soul.**

But in Herakleitos’ world there is no such thing as death
in the absolute sense— an end followed by no beginning, an
unconditional cessation of becoming. " Death ” is for him
only a point where one condition of things gives way to

another ; a relative “ not-being ”, involving death for one
but simultaneously bringing birth and life for another (frr. 25,

[64], 66, 67). Death, just as much as life, is for him a positive

thing. ” Fire lives the death of earth, and air lives the death
of fire ;

water lives the death of air, and earth the death of

water ” (fr. 25). The One that is in all things is at once dead
and alive (Jr. 78), immortal and mortal (Jr. 67) ; a perpetual
“ death and becoming ” agitates it. So, too, the '* death ” of

man must be the exit from one positive state of things, and
the entry into another, also positive, condition. Death occurs
for man when the " soul ” is no longer within him. Only the
body is then left ; alone and by itself it is no better than
dung (fr. 85). But the soul—what becomes of that ? It must
have altered ; it was fire, but now it has descended on the
” Way downwards ” and become water—^to become earth
after that. So it must happen to all fire. In death the fire

in man ” goes out ” (Jr. 77). " It is death for the souk to

become water” says Herakleitos clearly enough (fr. 68).*’

The soul must tread this path at last, and treads it willingly ;

change is for the soul its delight and refreshment (fr. 83).

The soul has then changed itself into the elements of the body,
has lost itself in the bwiy.
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But it cannot rest permanently in this transformation.
" For the souls it is death to become water ; for the water it

is death to become earth. And yet from earth comes water ;

and from water, soul ’’
{Jr. 68). Thus, in the restless up and

down of becoming, in the " Way upwards ” the soul reconsti-

tutes itself out of the lower elements. But not that soul which
had formerly animated the particular individual and of whose
complete sdf-identity in the midst of the influx of the Fire-

spirit there could be no question even during the life of the

body. The inquiry after an individual immortality or even
a continued existence of the separate soul could hardly have
had any meaning at all for Herakleitos. Nor can he have
admitt^ it imder the form of the “ transmigration of the

soul It is quite certain that Herakleitos can never have
distinctly asserted the changeless persistence of the individual

human soul in the midst of the unbroken stream of l)ecoming

in which all fixity is nothing but an illusion of the senses. But
it is also incredible that, in despite of his own fundamental
principles, he even admitted the possibility of this popular

vnew with an indulgence quite foreign to his nature.** UTiat
could have tempted him to do so ? We are told *" that it

was from the mysteries that he adopted this opinion which
was one of their most important doctrines. Herakleitos,

however, only casts an occasional glance at the m>*steries

and what might be called their " doctrine ” (just as he glanced

at other prominent manifestations of the excited relipous life

of his time **)
; and he does so in order to harmonize their

teaching with his own—a result which he achieves rather by
imposing an interpretation than by patiently eliciting one.

He demonstrates that the mj'steries might be harmonized with
his own doctrine,** which seemed to him able to explain

all the phenomena of the world ; that contrariwise he ever

sought to set his own teaching in harmony with that of the
mysteries, or that the latter ^d shown him the way to his

thought, or could ever have tempted him to set foot outside

his own self-chosen path— of this there is not a scrap of

evidence to be had.
The individual in its isolation has, for Herakleitos, neither

value nor importance ; to persist in this isolation (if it had
been po^ible) would have seemed to him a crime.** The Fire

is for him indestructible and immortal as a totality, not as
divided into individual prides, but only as the one Universal
Mind that transforms itself into all things and draws all

things back again into itself. The soul of man has a claim to
immortality as an emanation of this universal Reason,
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and shares the immortalitj' which belongs to it. So, too, the
soul, even when it has lost itself in the elements, finds itself

again. Between " want ” and " satisfaction ’*
(Jrr. 24, 36),

this process of becoming has its perpetual being. A day
will come when the Fire will " overtake " everything {fr. 26)

;

God will then be utterly by himself—all in all. But that is

not the purpose of this world ; here change, becoming and.
passing away will never end. Nor should they end ; the
” Strife ’’

{fr. 43) which has created the world, and ever
fashions it anew, is the most inward nature of the All-living

which it perpetually stirs to insatiable desire of becoming.
For the desire and refreshment of all things is Change {frr.

72, 83), the coming and going in the interplay of Becoming.
It is the precise opposite of a quietistic mood that speaks

from the whole teaching of Herakleitos. His voice is a trumpet
call that grows louder and louder as his lofty and majestic

spirit with ever-increasing intensit)' proclaims prophet-like

the last word of wisdom. He knows well that it is only
labour that can give meaning to rest, and hunger to satis-

faction ; only sickness can call forth the desire of health (fr.

104). That is the law of the world which binds together the
opposing contraries, each of which is engendered from the
last, with an inward and complete necessity. He bows before

it and assents to it. For him the fixity of the soul in a Blessed-

ness that was without activity and without change—even if

such were thinkable “—would not have seemed a possible

goal of desire.

§4

Even before the days of Herakleitos the torch of philo-

sophic inquiry' had been borne from the coasts of Ionia to the

West by Xenophanes of Kolophon who in a life of adventure
had wandered as far as Southern Italy and Sicily. For his

fiery temperament the most subtle reflection was turned into
life and experience, and the one enduring source of Being to

which he ever directed his gaze became the universal Divinity
that is all perception and thought, that tirelessly embraces
all things in its thought and intelligence, and, without
beginning or end, perpetually remains the same with itself.

What Xenophanes had to say about this God which for him
is the same as the world, bec^e the basis for the elaborated

doctrine of the Eleatic s<^ool which, in declared opposition to

Herakleitos,** denied all possibility of movement, becoming,

alteration, division of the One into Many, to the one absolute

Being that completely and entirely occupies Space, is raised
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above all development, whether temporal or spatial, and
remains perpetually enclosed in itself in absolute self-

sufficiency.

For this view the whole multiplicity of things that presses

itself upon sense-perception is an illusion. Deceptive also is

the apparent existence of a multiplicity of animated beings,

just as the whole of nature is an illusion. It was not " Nature ”,

the content of actual experience, that provided the starting-

point of the philosophy of Parmenides. Without any assistance

from experience, simply by the pure logical deductions to be
made from a single fundamental concept (that of " Being ").

which was to be grasped only by the understanding, this

philosophy claimed to arrive at the whole content of its

teaching. For the philosophic scientists of Ionia the soul

also had been a part of nature and the science of the soul a

department of the science of nature ; and this inclusion of the

psychical within the phj'sical was the peculiarity in their

doctrine of the soul which distinguished it from the ordinar}'

popular psycholc^y. When, however, the whole of Nature
was to be ruled out of account as a subject of scientific

knowledge, the derivation of psycholog>' from physiology

had to be given up as well. These aphysici ** were logically

debarred from holding any doctrine of the soul.

With a complaisance that is remarkable in view of the

uncompromising logical vigour with which they deduced their

main theory andba^ it on abstract, super-sensual knowledge,

the Eleatics conceded so much at least to the region of appear-

ance and the pressure of sense-perception that, although they
did not deduce from their own fundamental conceptions a

physical theory' of multifarious appearance and its develop-

ment, yet, side by side with their rigid doctrine of being, in

unjustified and unjustifiable relation with it, they did in

f^ put forward such a theory. Xenophanes, himself, had
already in the same way offer^ a physical theory of limited

and relative validity. Parmenides in the second part of his

doctrinal poem, developed, " in deceptive adornment of words,
’

'

not an authoritative statement of the true nature of being,

but " human opinions " of becoming and creation in the

world ol multiplicity. This, too, must be the standpoint of

the physiological doctrines put forward by Zieno of Elea, the

boldest dialectician who upheld the doctrine of the motion-
less All-One. In the course of such a physiolo^, and with the

same implied reservations, the Eleatic philosophers dealt

also with the nature and origin of the soul. Their physical

doctrine was framed entirely on the lines of the older type of
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natural philosophy, and they regarded the relation of the
spiritual to the corporeal from exactly the same point of

view as their predecessors had done. For Parmenides (146 ff

,

Mull. = fr. 16 Diels) the mind {v6os) of man depends for its

existence upon the mixture of two ingredients of which
everything, including its body, is composed. These ingredients

are the “ Light ” and the " Night ” (the Warm and the
Cold, Fire and Earth). What is intellectually active is, even
in mankind, the " nature of his limbs "

; the character of his

thought is determined by the one of the two elements which
preponderates in the individual. Even the dead man (because

he still has a body) has feeling and sensation ; but these

powers are deserted by the warm and the fiery and given over
to the cold, the dark, and silence. All that is has some
capacity of knowledge.*’—It would be impossible to condemn
the " soul ” to corporeality more completely than is here done
by the bold philosopher of abstract Reason, who at the same
time denied so unconditionally all validity to sense-percep-

tion . The soul is evidently no longer an independent substance
but a mere resultant of material mixture, a function of elements
in composition. For Zeno, too, the " soul ” in the same way
was an exactly equal mixture of the four elementary properties

of matter, the Warm, the Cold, the Dry, and the Wet.**
It is, therefore, startling, in the face of these utterances, to

find that Parmenides also said about the ‘‘ soul ” that the

deit3' that rules the world " at one time, sends it out of the

Invisible into the Visible, and at another time back aigain ”.*•

Here, the soul is no longer a condition arising from the mixture
of material elements, but an independent l^ing credited with
pre-existence before its entrj- into the *' Visible ", i.e. before

its entry into the life of the bodj', and also with a continued
existence after its separation from the realm of visibility

—

and indeed, with a sojourn, several times repeated, in those

two worlds. Did Parmenides distinguish between this

independently existing soul and the beiog that perceives in

the mixture of the elements and as mind {root) thinks, but
whose existence is bound up with the elements and the body
they together compose ? It is obvious at any rate that in

what he says of the psyche, and its alternate life in the visible

and the invisible, Parmenides is not speaking as a physiologist,

but as an adherent of the Orphic-Pythagorean theosophy.

While reserving for himself his knowledge of “ Truth " and
unalterable Being, he could select as he liked among the
" opinions of men ” when speaking only hypothetically.

In his doctrine as a practical teacher with an ethical purpose
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in view he preferred to adopt the conceptions of the P5dhag-

oreans with whom he lived in close association.*®

§5

Ionic ph5rsiology had fixed its attention on Nature as a
whole, and on the phenomena of life displayed in every nook
and comer of the universe ; man, as a mere ripple on the

surface of the ocean of becoming and taking form, was almost

entirely n^lected. A philosophy that made it its main effort

to leam the nature of man, and, still further, with the know-
ledge so acquired, to show man the way and purpose of his

living, had to try other paths.

This is what Pythagoras of Samos did. What he called his
" Philosophy ” ** was in essence a practical effort. Plato •*

tells us that Pythagoras was so peculiarly honoured because

he discovered a special mode of directing one’s life. A distinct

way of living, formed on a religious and ethical basis, was his

creation. How far his " polymathy ”,*» which indubitably

contained already the substance of P^ihagorean science, may
have become a system in his hands, is not distinctly known.
What is certain is that in Kroton he formed a society which,

together \rith the strict rules in accordance with which he
organized their manner of life for his associates, eventually
spread far and wide among the Achsean and Dorian cities of

the Italian " great Greece ". In this society a profound con-
ception of human life and its purposes was given practical

and visible application, and to have brought this about must be
r^arded as the act and the special service of Pythagoras.
The fundamental conception of this way of life, except in so
far as it may have contained from the beginning a mystic
philosophy of numbers, was by no means the speciad invention
of Pythagoras

; the new and potent feature which he intro-

duced was the force of personality which was able to give life

and body to the ideal. What was apparently lacking in similar

movements in ancient Greece was now provided by a great
man who for his followers was a pattern and an example,
a leader inspiring imitation and emulation. His personality
became a centre to which a whole community was attracted
by a sort of inward necessity. Before very long this founder of

a community appeared to his followers as a superman, unique
and incomparable among all other men. Some lines of

Empedokles,** who did not himself belong to the Pythagorean
society, bear witness to this fact, and to his followers

Pythagoras became in memory a saint or even a god in human
form, and they related l^ends of the miracles he had
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performed. For us it is dif&cult to form a connected picture or
trace the real features of the man beneath the dazzling halo
of the saint.

The teaching which enabled him to knit together his

followers in a far closer bond of fellowship in living than had
been achieved by any O^hic sect, must still in the main have
coincided with what in the Orphic doctrine immediately
related to the religious life. He too pointed out the way of

salvation for the soul and his doctrine of the soul formed the
central feature of his philosophy.

So far as our scanty and dubious evidence serves us, the
substance of the P^ythagorean doctrine of the soul may be
stated as follows.

The soul of man, once more regarded entirely as the
" double ” of the visible body and its powers, is a daimonic
immortal being •* that has been cast down from divine heights

and for a punishment is confined within the “ custody " of

the body.** It has no real relationship with the body ; it is

not what may be called the personality of the individual

visible man ; any soul may dwell in any body.*’ When death
separates it from the body the soul must first endure a period

of purgation in Hades *• and then return again to the upper
world. The souls invisibly swarm about the living ;

*• in

the tremulous motion of motes in the sunburn the

Pythagoreans saw the movement of the " souls ”.*® The whole
air is full of souls.** Upon earth, however, the soul must seek

out another body, and this may be repeated many times.

So it wanders a long way, passing through many bodies of

men and beasts.** Very ancient tradition ** said that Pythagoras
himself remembered the earlier incarnations through which his

soul had passed (and of which he gave information for the

instruction and warning of the faithful). Here, too, the

doctrine of the soul’s transmigrations took on an edificatory

character in a religious and ethical sense. The conditions of the

new incarnations and the character of the new lifetime are

governed by the performances of the past life. "^Tiat the

soul has done in the past, that it must suffer in its own person

when it becomes a man again.**

It is thus of primary importance both for the present life

and for future incarnations to know and to follow the methods
of salvation delivered by Pythagoras to his followers. The
society points out the way to its company of the faithfxil in

purifications and initiations, in a " P^hagorean life
” *®

entirely organized with the same purpose in view—to '* follow

the god ”.** Much of the old ritual symbolism that had been
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in use for ages must have been incorporated in this

Pythagorean asceticism.*^ The theological ethic of asceticism

was essentially negative in character, and here, too. it meant
nothing more than a protecting of the soul against the attacks

of external evil that might come and pollute it.** All that

matto^ is to keep the soul pure : no need for moral
reformation—only that it be kept free from external evil.

The fact of immortality, the soul’s perpetuity, stands fast and
unalterable ; as it was from the beginning so it must ever be
and live.** To lift it at last altogether from this earthly

existence and restore it to a free divine state of being—that,
at least, was the final goal.*®

The practical philosophy of the Pythagorean school is

founded upon a conception of the soul as absolutely distinct

from “ nature ", and, in fact, opposed to it. It is thrust into

the life of nature, but it is in a foreign world where it preserv’es

its self-enclosed indi\'iduality intact and from which it escapes

into independence to undergo ever-renewed incarnations. Its

origin is supra-mundane, and so, too, when liberated from the

shackles of natural life it will one day be enabled to return to

a supernatural existence as a spirit.

Not one of these ideas is achieved by a process of scientific

thinking. Physiology', the science of the world and all the

phenomena of the world could never lead to the conception of

the soul’s separateness from nature and its life. It was not from
Greek science, but neither was it, as ancient tradition would
have us believe, from foreign lands, that Pythagoras got

his belief in the fallen natiue of the soul, descended from supra-

mundane heights to this earthly nature, and in its long

pilgrimage through many bodies on the completion of which
it is to be free at last, through purifications and initiations.

He may have owed much to his travels
;
from his stay in

Egypt, perhaps, he may {lihe Demokritos after him) have
derived the stimulus to his mathematical discoveries and
much else besides of the " learning " which Herakleitos

ascribes to him. His doctrine of the soul, on the other hand,
simply reproduces in essentials the fanciful ideas of the old

popular p^chology, as it had been enlarged and transformed
by the iheologi and the purification priests. Tradition was
right in its estimation of his character, when it set him in this

company and made him the pupil of Pherekydes of Syros, the

theotogosV

It can hardly be doubted that I^hagoras himself laid the

foundations of the Pythagorean science—the doctrine of the
creation of the world and perhaps, too, the interpretation of
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all being and becoming in the world as due to the action and
relation of numbers, as the essential basis of all things—all

this, at least in elementary outline, must have been handed
on by him to his followers. After his death the two sides of
his doctrine continued to develop for a period in loose con-
junction side by side ; the guidance of life by the mystical
and religious philosophy (though this, indeed, was hardly
capable of further development), and the scientific interest

which grew into a fairly elaborate system. Indeed, with the
break-up of the Pythagorean society and its bifurcation in the
fifth century, the scattered members of the band now brought
into touch with the scientific studies of other communities
and cut off from the ideal of the Pythagorean life which could
only be realized within the limits of the society, were forced
to continue their scientific studies in solitude. Pythagorean
science, evolving, as it did, a picture of the world as a whole,

no less than Ionian physiology deprived the soul of the
unique and, indeed, antagonistic relation to nature that

Pythagorean theology had given it. Philolaos, conceiving it in

a manner strictly conforming to the mathematical and musical
theory', called the soul a Harmony of contrary elements united

tt^ether in the body,** If, however, the soul is only a binding-
together of opposites to unity and harmony, then it must,
when death breaks up the conjunction of the united elements,

itself pass away and perish.** It is difficult to imagine how
the older Pythagorean faith in the soul as an independent
being dwelling in the body and surviving it—in the immortal
soul, in fact—could be accommodated to this conception. Can
it be that the two conceptions were not originally intended

to be brought into conjunction at all, or were not meant to

exclude each other ? Ancient tradition spoke of different

groups among the followers of Pythagoras who had also

different objects, methods, and aims of study ; nor shall

we be inclined to deny all credibility to this tradition when we
observe how little, in fact, Pythagorean science and
Pythagorean faith had to do with each other.**

And yet we have to admit that the same Philolaos, who
described the soul as a harmony of its body, also spoke of the

soul as an indei>endent and imperishable being. We may well

doubt whether these two contradictory utterances can really

come from the same man and apply to the same object

;

though the same man might really speak in varying language

about the one soul if he recognized different parts of the soul

of which different truths held good ; and this was, in fact,

first suggested by the Pythagorean school.®*
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Empedokles of Akragas did not belong to the Pythagorean
school (it lost its external unity in his time) ; but he
approaches Pythagorean doctrine so closely in his opinions

and teaching about the soul of man, its problems and destinies,

that there can be no doubt about Pythagorean influence upon
the formation of his convictions on these points. His many-
sided activities also included the study of natural science and
he took up the researches of the Ionic Physiologists with zeal

and a marked aptitude for the observation and synthesis of

natural phenomena. But the roots of his pwuliar in-

dividuality—the pathos which moved and agitated him

—

lay in a practical activity far removed from scientific

investigation and representing a brilliant resuscitation in a

very different age of the character and practice of the

mantis, the purification-priest and magical-physician of the

sixth century. The introduction to his " Punfications ” “
gives a picture of his trium]:^al progress from city to city,

crowned with ribbons and garlands, adored as a god and
questioned by thousands :

" Where is the road to hewing ?
"

He intends to give his disciple Pausanias the results of his own
experience and to teach him all his remedies for disease and
their virtues, the arts of stilling the winds and stirring them up,

producing drought or rain, raising the dead from Hades.*^
He himself boasted of being a magician and his pupil Gorgias
saw him " do magic ”.*• Through him those efforts of the

KatharUs, the expiation-priest and seer, which an earlier

and already distant-seeming time had honoured as the highest

form of wisdom, at last achieved a voice and literary

expression—an expression given them with the fullest personal

experience of the truth of their claims by one who was con-

vinced of their power to control nature and sure of the

godlike status of the man who had reached these almost super-

human heights of empire over nature. As a god, an immortal
no longer subject to death, he passed through all the land

—

so Empedokles himself tells us.” He may have won credit in

many places. He did not, indeed, found an ordered society of

disciples and adherents, a sect : this does not seem to hav'e

been his intention. But he alone as a unique and un-

paralleled being, a self-confident personality of the greatest

force and weight impressed himself masterfully both as mystic
and politician upon the mundane affairs of his contemporaries
and pointed the way beyond time and all things temporal to

a blessed and divine state as the final goal of human life. He
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must have made a profound impression upon the men among
whom he lived,*® though he disappeared from their midst
like a comet, and left no permanent traces of his presence
behind him. Many legends still witness to the astonishment
that his appearance among men provoked, more especially

those legends that in varying form related his end.*^ They
are all expressions of the same belief : that he, as his own
verses had foretold, in his departure did not have to suffer

death
; he had vanished, "translated ” body and soul together

to an everlasting divine life, as once Menelaos had been and so

many great figures of the ancient days, and even a few Heroes
of more recent times.** Once more the ancient conception

shows in this story that it still lives on : immortal life can only
be obtained by undissolved union of the psyche with its

body. Such a legend hardly did justice to Empedokles’ own
idea. When he claimed to be a god who would never die

he certainly did not mean that his psyche would remain for

ever bound to his body. On the contrary, he thought that in
" death ”, as men *» call it, it would be freed from this last

corporeal envelope ** and never again have to enter into a body,
but would live for ever in freedom and divinity. His conception

of the conscious after-life of the psyche was as different as it

was possible for it to be from the Homeric conception on which
that translation legend was based.

Empedokles united in his own person to an astonishing

degree the most sober attempts at a study of nature
that was scientific according to its lights, and quite

irrational beliefs and theologicd speculations. Occasionally

the scientific impulse passes over to influence even the world
of his beliefs ;

*® but as a rule theology and natural science

exist side by side in his mind quite independently. As a
physiologist he inherited the already extensive and variously

develop^ stock of ideas belonging to the older generations

of inquirers and thinkers. He himself was able to unite

conceptions derived from the most different sources into

an original whole that satisfied himself at least. Becoming and
passing-away, all qualitative change, were denied by him as

by the Eleatics, but the permanent substance of Being is for

him no single indivisible unity. There are four “ roots ’’ of

things, the four bodies of elements, which in this division

are for the first time clearly distinguished. It is the mixture

and separation of the essentially indivisible elements that

cause the appearance of becoming and perishing ; and those

two processes are caused by the two forces—clearly distin-

guished from the elements—of attraction and repulsion.
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Love and Hate, which in the creative process struggle and
in tom overmaster each other until at last, in the hnal victory

of one of the two forces, all things are either united or divided ;

in either case an organic world ceases to exist. The present

state of the universe is one in which " Love ”, the tendency
to amalgamation of differences, is prevailing ; when this

tendency is completed, there will be an absolute levelling-out

of all distinction
; a result which Empedokles, a quietist in

his scientific studies as well, regards as the most desirable end.

In this world, then, that experiences only mechanical move-
ment and change, and from whose evolution Empedokles by
an ingenious turn is able to exclude all idea of purpose, there

are al^ to be found souls ; or rather psychical powers which
grow up entirely within it. Sense-perception is expressly

^stinguished from the capacity of thought by Empedokles. ••

The former takes place when each of the elements, from the

mixtru’e of which the perceiving being has its origin, comes
into contact with, and so becomes aware of, the same elements
in the object perceived, through the " passages ” that

connect the interior of the body with the exterior.*’ " Think-
ing ” has its seat in the heart’s blood, where the elements and
their powers are mixed most equally. Or rather this blood
actually is thinking and the power of thought ;

** the material
substance and its vital functions thus also for Empedokles
completely coincide. Plainly, nothing in the nature of a

pennanent substantial " soul " is here intended by the

thinking-power of the " mind ”, but rather a capacity of

bringing tt^ether and unifying the individual sense-activi-

ties ;
•• a capacity no less than the individual powers of

sensation bound up with the elements, the senses, and the

body.’® With the varjong constitution of the body, they too
vary.’* Both capacities, that of sense-perception, and that of

thought, as vital expressions of the matter that is combined
together in the organic creature, are present in all organisms

;

in men, in beasts, and even in plants.”
If we give the name of “ soul ” ’* to the sum of these

psychical powers—a name generally reserved for the common
permanent substratum of the changing psychical acti\aties

—

we cannot avoid concluding, in accordance with the logic of

this philosopher, that the “ soul ” must be perishable. With
•the death and destruction of the individual the elementary
parts that go to compose him arc disunited, and the soul which
in this case is nothing but the highest resultant of that com-
position, must itself disappear with their dissolution—as it

had come into being with their union.’*
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It might seem as if Empedokles himself was as far as possible

removed from drawing such conclusions from his own premises.

No one speaks more distinctly and forcibly of the spiritual,

individual beings that dwell in men and in other creatures of

nature as well. They are regarded by him as Daimones
fallen to the corporeal world, who have to pass through many
different forms of life till they may at last hope for release.

In the introduction to his poem on Nature, he describes,

from his own experience, and the information of the Daimones
who had once led his soul down to this earthly Vale of Grief,

how by an ancient decree of the gods and the compulsion of

Necessity, every daimon that has “ polluted " itself by
drinking the blood or eating the flesh of living beings,’* or

has broken its oath,” is banished for a long period ’* from the

company of the blessed. It is thrust down to the " Meadow
of Disaster ”, into the realm of contradiction,’* the cave of

misery upon this earth, and must now wander through many
” painful ways of life

" •* in changing incarnations. “ Thus,

I myself was once a boy and also a maiden, a bush, a bird, and
a voiceless fish in the salty flood ” (11. 11, 12=/r. 117). This
daimon that in expiation of its crime must wander through
the forms of men, beasts, and even plants, is evidently no
other than what popular speech and that of theologians as

well called the ” psyche ”, the soul-spirit. In all essentials

though perhaps in clearer language, Empedokles merely
repeated ** what the adherents of the doctrine of Trans-
migration had long told of its divine origin, its fall and penal
banishment in earthly bodies. So, too, when as teacher of

the means that bring salvation, he tells how more gracious

forms and conditions of life may be obtained in the series of

births, till at last complete release from rebirth is achie\'ed

Empedokles follows in the footsteps of the purification-

priests and Iheologi of old. It is a matter of keeping the

daimon within us free from the pollutions that bind it fast

to the earthly life. To this end the methods of religious

purification are most efficacious ; Empedokles respects them
quite as much as did the old Kathartai. It is necessary to keep
the internal daimon far removed from every kind of " sin ”,•*

more particularly from the drinking of blood and the eating of

meat which must necessarily involve the murder of kinsmen
daimones which are dwelling in the slaughtered beasts.*®

By purification and asceticism (which here again dispenses

with a positive form of morality aimed at reforming the man)
a gradual process to purer and better births is achieved ;

*•

in the end the persons thus reborn in a purified condition
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become seers, poets, doctors, and are the leaders of mankind.*’
Finally, when they have emerged superior even to thesehighest

steps of earthly life, they return to the other immortals, and
become themselves gods released from human misery, escaping
death, and now indestructible. •• Empedokles regard himself
as one who has reached the last stage,** and points out to
others the way up to it.

Between what Emp^okles the mystic here tells us of the
soul that was once living its di\’ine life, but has since been
plunged into the world of the elements, though it is not for

ever bound to them ; and what Empedokles the physiologist

teaches of the psychical powers that dwell in the elements
and are bound to the body that is composed of the elements
and perish with their dissolution, there seems to be a hopeless

contradiction. And yet if we are to grasp the whole truth of

what Empedokles means, we must neither leave on one side

half of what he says,** nor yet by well-meaning interpretation

seek to bring the philosopher into harmony with himself,**

when he clearly speaks with two different voices, "fhe two
voices say different things, and yet in the mind of Empedokles,
there is no contradiction in what they say, for they are dealing

with totally distinct objects. The i»ychical powers and
faculties of feeling and perception wUch are functions of

matter, bom in matter, and determined by it, together with
the thinking faculty that is no other than the heart’s blood of

men—these neither make up the character and content of

that soul-spirit which dwells in men, beasts, and flowers, nor

are they expressions of its activity. They are entirely bound
up with the elements and their combination, and in man they
are joined to the body and its organs ; they are the powers
and faculties of this body, and not of a special and invisible

entity, the soul. The soul-daimon is not made out of the

elements, nor is it for ever chained to them. It enters as a

stranger into this world in which the only permanent com-
ponent parts are *• the four elements, and the two forces of

Love and Hate ; and it enters it from another world, the world
of gods and spirits, to its detriment ; the elements cast it

about from one to another " and th^ all hate it ” {/r. 115, 12,

1. 35 M.). This living soul, with its independent existence,

that thus enters into foreign and hostile surroundings, only

enters into such earthly creatures as already possess senses,

feeling and perception, together with reason or the faculty

of thinking, the crownii^ manifestation of their material

union. It is, however, as little identical with these psychical

faculties as it is with the mixture of elementary matter or. in
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the case of men, with the heart’s blood. It exists, unmixed
and incapable of mixture, alongside the body and its faculties

which indeed only have life
—

" what men call life
”

—

{fr. 15, 2,

1. 117 M.) when united with it. When they are separated

from it they fall into dissolution ; not so the soul, which

continues its journey and visits other dwelling places, and
does not share in their dissolution.

This peculiar dualistic doctrine reflects the two sides of

Empedokles’ own mental activity. He probably intended in

this way to unite the views of both the physiologists and the
theologians. To the Greeks, such a twofold division of the
inner life may have seemed less surprising than it does to us.

The conception of a “ soul ’’ that as an independent, unique,
and self-contained spiritual being dwells within the body, while

the body does not receive its intellectual faculties of perceiving,

feeling, willing and thinking from the soul, but exercises these
by its own power—this conception agrees at bottom with the
ideas of popular psychology that are as a rule described or

implied in the Homeric poems.** The only difference is that
these ideas of poet and populace are elaborated and defined

by the speculations of theologians and philosophers. How
deeply impressed upon the Greek mind such conceptions,

derived eventually from Homer, actually were, can be measured
by the fact that a conception of the twofold origin of psychic
activity, its twofold nature and sphere of action, closely

related to that of Empedokles, is continually recurring in

more advanced stages of philosophy. It occurs not merely
in Plato, but even in Aristotle, who in addition to the " soul

”

that directs and expresses itself in the physico-organic nature
of man, recognizes another being of divine descent that enters
into man " from without ”, the " mind ” (wCy) which is separable
both from the soul and from the body, and is alone des-

tined to survive the death of the man to which it was assigned.**

In the doctrine of Empedokles, too, it is a stranger-^est from
the distant land of gods that enters into man to give him a
^ul. This being is indeed far below the " mind ” of Aristotle

in philosophic importance ; nevertheless, in the introduction
of this Stranger into the world composed of the elements and
vital faculties, a sense of the absolute uniqueness of spirit,

its unlikeness to everything material, its essential distinctness

from matter, finds expression, if only in a limited theological

fashion.

In the light of such theological considerations, the soul

seems also to Empedokles something essentially distinct from
its prototype, the Homeric psyche, which after its separation.
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from the body passes to the twilight of a shadowy' dream-life.

To him. the soul is of div'ine race, too noble for this world of

visibility, and only when it escapes from this world does
it seem to him to begin its real and full life. Though confined

within the body, it has its separate existence there ; it has no
concern with the every’day business of perception and sensation

—not even with that of thinking, which is nothing else but the
heart’s blood. But it is active in the " higher " mode of know-
ledge, in ecstatic inspiration ; to it alone belongs the profound
insight of the philosopher who is enabled to pass beyond the

limits of mere e.\perience and sense-perception, and behold
the totality of the universe in its true nature.** To it alone

apply all the requirements of ethical and religious systems

—

duties in this higher sense belong only to the soul ; it is some-
tliing in the nature of a “ conscience ". Its highest duty is

to free itself from the unhallowed union with the body, and
the elements of this world ; the rules of purification and
asceticism refer solely to it.

Betw'een this soul-^imon that yearns after its divine home,
and the world of the elements, there exists no inward bond
or necessary connexion. And yet. since they have become
implicated in each other's existence, a certain parallelism

exists between them in characterand destiny. In the mechanic-
ally moved world, too, the separate and particular phenomena
tend back again towards their starting point, the inwardl>'

coherent Unity from which they once took their origin. A day
will come when, after all struggle has been done away, " Love

' ’

al(Bie will have absolute rule ; and this means for the poet

—

who in his description even of this world of mechanical
attraction and repulsion interpolates half-realized ethical

concepts —a state of absolute goodness and happiness.

If there is no longer any world, then, until another one is

created, no soul-dmmon can be ^und any more to the indi-

vidual organisms of a world. Have they then all returned

to the blessed conunimion of the immortal gods ? It appears
that not even the gods and daimones (and so not the spirits

enclosed in world as " souls ") are r^arded by Empedokles
as having everlasting life.

'* Long-living ” is the name he
repeatedly applies to them ; he never distinctly ascribes

etimal life to them.** They, too, shall for a period enjoy “ the

happiness of profoundest peace ” until, just as the elements
and forces are drawn into the unity of the Sphairos, they, too,

come together in the unity of the godlike Universal Mind,
thence at a new WOTld-creation to appear once more as

individual separate bdng.**
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Empedokles took a fully developed “ hylozoic ” system
(which in itself, with its introduction of the motive forces

of Conflict and Ix)ve, already betrayed a latent dualism) and
attempted to combine with it an extreme form of spiritualist

teaching. His attempt illustrates very clearly the observa-
tion that a philosophic science of nature in itself could never
lead to the establishment of the axiom that the individual
“ soul ” after its separation from the body continues to exist,

still loss that it is indestructible. Any one who still felt it

necessary to assert that axiom could find support for it only
by allowing physiology to be either overwhelmed by theo-
logical speculation, or else supplemented by it in the manner
attempted by Empedokles.
Such an attempt to reconcile the irreconcilable can have

found few adherents among those who were accessible to

scientific ideas, nor was it likely to tempt the physiological

philosophy from the path which it had hitherto followed.

Soon after Empedokles, and in essentials hardly influenced

by him, Anaxagoras and Demokritos developed those doctrinal

systems which were the last products of the independent
speculation of Ionia. Demokritos was the founder and com-
pleter of the atomic doctrine according to which there exist
" in reality ” only the indivisible, minutest material bodies
—which, while qualitatively indistinguishable, yet differ in

shape, position, and arrangement in space as well as in bulk
and weight—and empty space. He was obliged to seek for

the " soul ” (which to the materialist may easily present

itself as being a separate, substantial, self-existent thing)

among those minutest bodies out of which the whole fabric

of the world of appearance is built up. The soul is that which
confers movement upon the inherently motionless collections

of bodies. It is composed of the round and smooth atoms
which, in the universal condition of unrest that keeps all

the atoms in agitation, are the most easily moved, for they
offer least resistance to change of position, and can most
easily penetrate others. These atoms compose fire and the

soul. It is the soul-atom—one being inserted between every

two of the other atoms*®®—^which gives these their move-
ment ; and it is from all the soul-atoms uniformly disposed

throughout the whole body that the body gets its inovement,

whence also (though it must be admitted in an unintelligible

manner) comes the power of perception, which equally depends

on movement, and the thought arising thence, of this same body.
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During the life-time of the individual body, the continuance

of the soul-atoms is secured by the breathing which continually

replaces the smooth soul-particles that are as continually

being expelled from the whole atom-complex by the pressure

of the surrounding atmo^here. The breathing is always
drawing in fresh sotd-stufi from the air which is full of floating

soul-atoms, and supplies it to the body. A time comes,
however, when the breathing refuses this function, and death
occurs, which is simply the insufficient supply of these moving
and animating atoms.*®‘ With the coming of death, there

is an end to the union of the atoms, whose amalgamation had
formed the particular living organism. Neither the soul-

atoms nor any of the other atoms are destroyed ; they do
not alter in kind

;
but from the loose state of aggregation which

e\’en in the living body hardly amounted to an absolute unity

to which a single commrni name could be applied—from this

they now escape entirely. It is scarcely possible to see

how, on this view of what essentially constitutes mental and
vital phenomena, as a mere resultant of the separate and
individual activities of individual and disconnected bodies,

the unity of the living organism and the spiritual entity could

ever come into being. It is even more evident that a unified
" soul " could not possibly continue to exist after the disso-

lution which takes place at death of the atoms that in their

union made up the organism. And. in fact, the soul-atoms

disperse ;
*®* they return whence they came into the restless

mass of world-stuff. The human individual, in this view of

the case, perishes in death entirely.*®* The materials out

of which he was shaped and composed are indestructible,

and reserved for future construction ;
but his personality

—

the invisible personality, the " soul ”, just as much as the
visible—has but a single existence strictly limited to its one
appearance in time. The omtinued existence of the soul

after death, an immortality in whatever manner the thing

may be conceived, is here for the first time in the history

of Greek thought, expressly denied. The Atomist, with the

candid precision that di.stinguishes him, draws the necessary
consequences of his premises.

Anaxagoras strikes out a path almost directly opposed to
this matmalist doctrine. As the first decisive and conscious

dualist among Greek philosofffiers, he takes the material

substratum of being, the inexhaustible many of distinctly

characterized and (^inctly separate " Seeds ” of things

—

which are nevertheless incUstii^;oidiably intermingled with
each other—and sets over against them a force which he
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obviously did not mean to derive from them, to which he
gives a name usually attached to the faculty of thought
in man, and which in any case he thought of as analogous to

that faculty. 1®* This " Mind ”, simple, immixed and \m-
changeable, is given such titles and adjectives that it is

impossible to mistake the effort of Anaxagoras to think of it

as something distinct from everything material, and in fact,

absolutely immaterial and incorporeal.*®* It is at once power
of thought and force of will ; at the creation of the world
it gives the first circular impulse to the intrinsically motionless
lump of matter

;
the creation of distinct forms in accordance

with a conscious purpose is begun by it—though the carrying

out of this purpose is indeed to be completed in accordance
with pure mechanical laws without the interference of
" Mind This " Mind ” that plans and orders but does not
make the world, that with the conscious insight of its om-
niscient wisdom *®* influences matter without being influenced

in turn, that moves without being moved ;
*®* set over against

the multiplicity of things as an indivisible unity,*®* " having
nothing in common with anything outside itself

” *®* but entirely

self-contained **®—how shall we conceive of it otherwise than
as an almost personified, transcendent divine power confronting
the world of matter as something foreign to it, ruling the
world from without by magical, not mechanical, means ?

But this transcendent is also completely immanent. Where-
ever in this world life and independent movement are found,
there, too, the mind as the source of life and movement must
be active. " Mind rules all that has soul ” says Anaocagoras.***

In saying this he has not indeed asserted the presence of
” Mind ” within the animated being nor yet identity of nature
as between soul and mind. But when we hear that Mind
" goes through all things,*** that in everything there is a part

of all things, except of mind, and in ^me things of mind
also ”, *** that must imply the penetration of many associa-

tions of matter by mind (hardly any longer to be thought of

as immaterial) whereby the previously asserted transcendency

of mind seems to be given up. At any rate, as such associa-

tions in which is “ Mind ”, living and animated beings are

regarded. It is in them that “ Mind ” is present in continual,

equal creativeness, though in different degrees ;
*** indeed.

Mind is or constitutes that very thing that we call the “ soul
”

of a living being.**® Among these Uving beings, which exist

upon the moon,*** as well as on earth, are not only men and
beasts, but also plapts.*** In all these " Mind ” is active ;

without losing any of its purity or unity, it ismixedwith them.** *
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How we are to conceive the omnipotent Mind, whose oneness
and self-containedness has been so emphatically asserted,

as nevertheless entering simultaneously into the infinity of indi-

vidual being—that certainly remains obscure. It is clear,

however, that having thus derived all animated being from
the single World-Mind, Anaxagoras could not speak of the

continued existence of individual, self-existent " souls
”

after the dissolution of the material concretions in which
moving and animating “ soul-force ” had once lived. The view
is definitely ascribed to him that separation from the body
is also “ the soul's death Nothing, indeed, of the com-
ponent parts that belong to the whole perishes, and no change in

its nature takes place. So “ Mind ", whose manifestations the
" souls " were, maintains itself unaltered and undiminished ;

but after the dissolution of the united, which " the Hellenes
”

regard as its destruction,**® though the component parts of

the individual remain, yet not that particular mixture in

which the peculiarity of the individual was inherent

—

" Mind ” remains, but not the soul . . ,

Thus, the first distinct separation of the intellectual

thinking principle from the material substance with which it

was—not fused, much less identified, but—contrasted in

sovereignty and independence, did not lead to the recognition

of the indestructibility of the individual spirit.

Shall we say that the mental, self-moved, life-giving principle,

whether set over against the material and corporeal or indi-

visible united with it, is for the physiologist alwaj^s something
universal—that the essentially real is impersonal ? For him
the individual, the personality conscious of itself and of the

outer world, can be nothing but a manifestation of the

universal, whether the latter is ri^arded as fixed and at rest

,

or as a living process that untiringly develops itself, recruits

itself, and reconstructs itself in ever renewed creations.

The only permanent, unchanging reality is the universal, the

essential and fundamentally real Nature which appears in all

individual things, speaks out of their mouth, and, in reality,

only works and lives in them. The individual human soul

has its indestructibility only in its identity with the universal

that represents itself in it. The individual forms of " appear-
ance ", having no independence of their own, cannot per-

manently abide.

The view that imperishable life belongs to the individual

soul could only be reached by a line of thought that took as a
fact and held fast to it as something given that the individual

spirit is a reality. (Its appearance and disappearance in the
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midst of the one universe was indeed for the physiolc^ts
the true miracle, the problem never satisfactorily solved.)

Such a belief in individuality, the belief in an independently
existent individual substance that had never had a beginning

and could therefore never have an end, was the contribution,

however fancifully it might be expressed, of the theologians

and the mystics. For them immortality, the power of sub-

stantive duration unlimited by time, was extended also to

include the individual. The individual soul is for them a

self-existent, individual, divine being, indestructible because
it is divine.

Greek philosophy underwent many changes in the course

of its speculations during the following ages ; but exactly

in proportion as it, to a greater or lesser degree, accepted

theological elements or on the other hand rejected such

elements, did it give fundamental support to the view of the
soul’s immortality, or grudgingly admit it, or absolutely

reject it.



NOTES TO CHAPTER XI

* — "
life," ** concept of life," in Homer (though not indeed

used to denote psychical powers during lifetime) : sec above, pp. 30, 3 1

.

So, too, occasionally in the remains of the lambic and Elegiac

poets of the earliest period : Archil. 23 ; Tyrt. 10, 14 ; 11, 5 ; ^1.
13, 46 ; Thgn. 568 f.. 730 ;

(Hippon. 43, I >). >^vxi «= " hfe " in the

proverbial phrase vtpi ^P*X*** (s'® Wessel. and Valck. on Hdt.
vii, 57 ; Jacobs on Ach. Tat., p. 896. frequently = “ life ” in

the idiom of the Attic orators (see Meuss, Jahrb.f. Phitol. 1889, p. 803).
* See above, pp. 5. 30. Even the Homeric poems in one case show

a sUght uncertainty of language and of }>sychological conception
when they use BvfLOs, the Ughest and most gener^ of the powers
of life dwelling within the \isible and living man, in the sense of

fb' double of the man who dwells as a lodger in his body,
separate and taking no part in the ordinary business of his life. The
Bu/ios (see above, chap, i, n. 57) is active during the man’s lifetime,

is enclosed in the midriff {ir 4p*ai $ufi6t) and when that is overtaken
by death is itself overwhelmed (IP 104) ; on the arrival of death it

leaves the body and perishes—while the flies away intact. The
distinction is clearly maintained, e.g. in A 220 f. :

" Are destroys the

body” iwtt Ktp kpwra Ai'irg Aevir* 6<nia Sv/iot, S’ iJvt’ ovfipot

dirotrrafi<Vi) w^nori/Ttit. Bvpit and ^tix^ therefore leave the body of

the slain man simultaneously (Bvfu>S «rai ^vxjr >cf«ra$<ui', /i 334, ^ IM) ;

but in very different ways, lltc relation between them bKomes,
however, interchangeability in the single case when it is said of the
Bvfiof that it in death wrill enter dire fAtXiiov iopov ”Aihot tiaw—

H

131 ;

in reality this could only be said of that very different being, the

^XV- (^fien a fainting-At has passed over we do indeed hear,

not that the ^x^—though this it was that had left the man : see above,
chap, i, n. S-—but that is Bvpos iyipBif, X 475, < 458, w 349.

This, however, is not a case of Bvpos instead of but Bvpis
is merely an abbreviated form of the whole statement which would be
in full : bolM Bvftos and have now returned into the man ; cf.

E 696. It is a kind of synecdoche.) In the line H 131 we really,

then, do have BufiBs instead of either as the result of a mis-
understanding of the real meaning of the two words or merely through
an oversight. But never (and this is the most essential point) do we
have a case in Homer of the opposite exchange of signiAcance ; i.e. of

inix^ used in the sense Bvpis {poos, itivos, iirop. etc.), as meaning the
mental power and its activity in the living and waking man. Just
this, however, and more than thi.s, the sum and substance of all the
mental powers in general, is what the word ^ux^i means in the language
of the philosophers (except those affected by religious tendencies).
They left out of account altogether tltat spiritual double of mankind
whom the pt^mlar psychology called the ^vvi), and were thus free

to use the word to express the whole psychic^ content of the human
individual. From the Afth centuiy' onwards we And the word dvxif
used commonly, and even regularly, in this sense in the vocabulary
of non-philosophical poets and prose writers. Only theologians and
poefci, or philosophers of a thecdogical tendency, continued to use the
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word in its ancient and primitive sense. Indeed, when the separation
of a spiritual being from the body of a man in death was being spoken
of, always continued to be the proper word for this sense
even in popular language. (An extremely rare example of Ov/tis in
thissensc, comparable with H 131, is [Aiist.]Pe^I. 61 Bgk. ; evit6v . . .

<u9iip Xanirpis ix*t. In the corresponding epigram, Epigr. Gr. 41,

we have
• inoi, among them Choirilos of Samos : D.L. i, 24 (from Favorinus) :

Fors.*, i, p. 1, 21.
* Arist., An. 1, 2, p. 405a, 20 f. "Aristotle and Hippias” ap.

D.L. i. 24 ; Vors., p. 2, 1. ri ^vra lipa, Dox. 4^ 6, b. 1.

* Metaphorical language ; BaX^s vX^jprj 9c<Di' civou,

Arist., An. 1, 5, p. 411a, 8. riv koouov (iai^yov iral) ieupovav
nX^p-n. D.L. i. 27 ; Dox. 301b, 2 ; Vors. p. 2, 20. PI., Lg. 899 B, is

an allusion to the d<oiv nXi^pri mrra (as Krische remarks, Theol. Lehr,

d. Gr. Denker, p. 37). There is perhaps a half-mocking reference to
the words in the saying attributed by anecdotal tradition to

Herakleitos : clvot ami irraOBa Biovt (i.e. in his own hearth) Arist., PA.
1, 5, p. 645a, 17 fi. Hence Herakleitos himself was credited with
the opinion of Thales in shghtly altered form : vdvra ^vgwr tUat nai

Stupirwr nXifpi/, D.L. ix, 7 (Fors.,p. 68,29), in the first (and valueless)

of the two lists of the doctrines of Herakl. there given.
• Arist, PXys. 3, 4, p. 203b, 10-14. Dox. 559, 18. Vors., p. 17, 35.
’ Anaximander, /r. 2 Mull. Tors., p. 15, 26. That Anaximander

declared the soul to be " like air " is an erroneous statement of

Theodoret ; see Diels, Dox. 387b, 10 (Vors. 21, 5).
• Anaximenes in Dox. 278a, 12 fi. ; b, 8 fi. fr. 2 Diels.

* Anaxim. calls rdr idpa Brdr, i.e. it has divine power : Dox. 302b,

5 ; S31a, 17, b, 1-2. Vors. 24, 18. This at least is to be understood
in the same sense in which Anaximander is said to have called ri
dirttpov, t<5 0fior (Arist., Phys. 3, 4, p. 203b, 13; Vors.,p. 17, 35).

iv wdrra tlrat, fr. 1 (Byw.) ; M (Diels).

« Arist, An. 1, 2, p. 405a, 25 fi. Vors. 74, 30. Hkl. U also

meant in p. 405a, 5. Dox. 471. 2 (Anus Didymus) ; 389a, 3 fi.

•• Arist, p. 405a. 25 fi. Hkl. fr. 66 (36 D.).

» S.E., M. 7, 127, 129-31. Vors. 75, 14 fi.

o Btds is both the Universal Fire, that transforms itself into the
world, and at the same time its power (and Aiiyor : frr. 2 [1], 92 12]) :

fr. 36 (67). T<J wOp Btir intiXrtPrr, Herakl. . Cl. AL, Prot. 5, 64, p. 55 P.

[Vors. n. 8 A 8). wCp votpor rir 9riv (ttvai idBdyfaro), Hippol., RH. i.

4, p. 10, 57 Mill.
—' Zeus ” as metaphor for this universal fire (hence

o0»f iBdXri Kal J9dXti), the " only wise one ”
; fr. 65 (32).

4 Jm(iva>9tioa rots ^rrdpots ouipaotv ou-o roB ntpUyoxxos potpa

(ntpUx- the universal Fire) is said of the soul and its reasoning
faculty ap. S.E., M. vii, 130 ; Vors,, p. 75, 19 ;

(cf. irmppoii koI potpa
in ToS ppovoOvTOf, PIu., Is. et O. 77, p. 382 B). This is fully Herakleitean
in thought if not also in actual form of expression.

That Herakleitos drew the conclusions Meeting also the " Soul ’*

—

the spiritual man—freely paraphrased in the text, arising necessarily

out of his doctrine of the perpetual change in the mater^ substance
that excludes all possibility of lasting self-identity in any object

(frr. 40, 41, 42, 81 91, 12, 49 a), is proved especially by the words
of IHutarch in the eighteenth chapter of his treatise de E Dtlph.

p. 392—a chapter which is entirely based on Herakleitos, who is twice
actually cited in it. Not only does i rios die tls r6r dapdiovra ktX.,

but 6 x^h (Sripainos) sis rix olfpitpor rdBvritctr, 6 hi aliptpov sis riv
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aj^ptoi' fidvti S" oiMs, «J8* i<my ttr, oAAi yiyvS/ttfa iroAAot

irtpt fv ^Janaafui ktX. cf. Cons, ad ApoU. 10, p. 106 E. Herald, is

also the origin of what is said in Plato, Smp. 207 D fi. ; each man is

only apparently one and the same ; in reaUty, even while he is still

alive, ” he continually suffers a new and different man to take the
place of the old and departing one ”—and this applies, just as much to
the soul as to the body. (Only from the stand]x>int of Herakleitean
doctrine—here adopted in passing by Plato as suiting his chosen
method of argument—is the conclusion he reaches justified ; the
conclusion is tirat it is only by the perpetual substitution of a new
being like the old one that nian has immortality, and not by the eternal

preservation of his own proper being ; for this advantage belongs
peculiarly to the divine. This, of course, cannot possibly be under-
stood as^e serious teaching of Hato himself.)—The Herakleitean denial
of personal identity in men is alluded to by Epicharmc« (or a pscudo-
Ep. ?) ap. D.L. iii, II. 11. 13-18 : Vors., p. 118-19 (cf. Wytt. ad Flu..

Set. Sum. V. 559 A = vii. p. 397 f. Ox. ;
Bemays, Rh. Mus. viii,

280 ff.); and cf. Sen., Ep. 58. 23.—It is instructive to compare with
Herakl.’s doctrine of the instability of the psychic complex the very
similar theory of the influx and reflux of the elements of the '* soul

as described in the Indian doctrine of Jainism. The soul (in the Indian
doctrine) continually transforms, re-arranges, and restores itself,

ju.st like the body. See Deussen. System d. I'edtinta, 330.
The apparently contradictory statement ^vygot r/pd"’, pri

ddyaror, vypgn yewiaBas ap. Porpb., Ante. Symph. 10 (72 By., 77 D.).
does not represent the words or real opinion of Hkl., but only of

Numenios’ (Jr. 35 Thedinga) arbitrary and personal interpretation

of Hkl. doctrine (see Gomperz in SiUb. d. Wun. A A. 113, 1015 S.).
*• A doctrine of transmigration of souls is attributed to Hkl. by

Schuster, HeraUit, p. 174 fi. (1873). The utterances of Herakleitos
e quoted to prove this thesis (frr. 78, 67, 123 => 88, 62, 63) do
'

le kind and there is not the slightest

octrinal system upon which a theory
of the transmigration of the soul might be founded.

*• To prove that Herakleitos spoke of a continuation of the life of

the individual soul after its separation from the body, appeal is made
partly to the statements of later philosophers, partly to actual utterances
of Herakl. (cf. in particular Zeller, Greek Phil, to Socr. ii. 86 ; Pfleidcrer,

Philos, d. HerakUt im Lickte der Mysterienidee, p. 214 ff.). Platonist
philosophers do, of course, attribute to Heraideitos a doctrine of the
soul which taught the pre-existence of the individual soul, *' its fall in

birth,” and its departure into a separate life of its own alter death
(cf. Numenios ap. Porph., Ant. 10; Iamb., ap. Stob., Eel. i, 375, 7 ;

38, 21 ff. W.
; Aen. Gar., Thf>hr., pp. 5, 7 Boiss.]. These accounts,

however, are plainly but private and arbitrary interpretations of
Herakleitean sayings (furafidXXor irawadtriu, xiparis iort rots airoU
iti fu>x9tU vai ipyeoBai) in the light of the conceptions current among
thoM philosophers themselves

; they arc homiletic, fancifully conceived
expositions of very short and ambiguous texts, and can so much the less

serve as witnesses of Herakleitos’ real opinions since Plotinos (4, 8, 1)

openly admits that Herakl. in this matter has omitted aaplj gpir
votgoat rir Xiyor. Others read into certain Herakleitean utterances
the Orphic doctrine of a&pa—ogpa, the entombment of the soul in
the body (PhUo, Leg. AlUg. 1. 33, i, p. 65 M. ; S.E., P. iii, 230), which
cannot, however, be seriously supposed to be his teaching. The soul
did not for Hkl., any more than for the Pythagoreans or Platonics,
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come into existence at birth (substantially) out of nothing (which was
the popular idea) ; it rather, as a portion of the universal fire (the

universal psyche) is in existence from eternity. But it certainly docs
not follow, because later writers insisted on finding in him the idea
HO familiar to themselves, that Hkl. himself accepted the pre-existence

of disembodied separate souls possessing complete and absolute
individuality. A few enigmatic and highly picturesque expressions

—

typical of this philosopher's favourite manner of expressing abstract
ideas by clothing them in symbolic imagery—might tempt to such an
interpretation. ABavaroi tfvyro/, Bv-tirol aSavaroi, {wKTcr tok iKtivuv
Bavarov tAv H intCvuif filov retfrawet (fr. 67 = 62)—that certainly

does sound as if Hkl. had meant to speak of the entrance into the
human life of individual divine beings (and this was simply substituted
in inaccurate quotations of the saying : 0(oi Brtiroi, dvBptovot aBdraroi,

etc. : cf. Bemays, HeraklU. Brie/e. 39 B.). And yet Herakleitos can
only have meant, in conformity with his whole position, that eternal

and perishable, divine and human are alike and interchangeable ; be
nas for the moment f^rsonified to 8€lov (also called d 8t6s fr. 36 = 67 ;

cf. fr. 61 = 102) as individual idavaroi, but he only means what he
says in another place : Tovrd to Idi* koI Tcdvi^Kdr (fr. 78 = 88), jS/os

and tfaeoTor are the same (fr. 66 = 48). It seems to me impossible
to extract from these words of this 67th fra^ent (62nd), or from
no. 44 (= 53), a doctrine of the ascent to divinity of special great men
(with Gomperz, SiUb. Wien. Ak. 1886, p. 1010, 1041 f.). Nor would
anything be asserted by such a doctrine about the immortality of

such men. The striking phrase a»8pwnovs fiivei rtkevr^oavras aoaa
ovK lAtrorrat (fr. 122 = 27) is certainly understood by Cl. Al. as
referring to the punishment of the soul after death. But the same
Cl. Al., Sir. 9. V, p. 649 P., is capable of explaining the Herakleitean
dKitJpwatt (in which Hcrakl. actually speaks of a npiots by fire : fr. 26 =
66) as a Sid nvpot xaBapois rd>r KaK&t PfpiwKdrtuy. In fact, he is giving
to statements tom from their context a meaning that accords with
his own knowledge and comprehension. The same sentence
(fr. 122 cs 27) is given a quite different and consolatory sense by
Plu. ap. Stob., FI. 120, 8 fin. ; cf. Schuster, HeraklU. p. 190, n. 1.

Herakl. himself need have meant nothing more than the perpetual
process of change that " awaits men after death ”.—Other utterances
are no more conclusive for a doctrine of immortality in Hkl. (fr. 7 = 18
belongs to quite another context). " Those who have fallen in war
are honoured both by gods (whose existence was not denied by Hkl.
nor was it necessary that he should) and men,’* fr. 102 = 24 ; that
their reward was anything else but fame—for example, blessed
immortality—is not suggest^ even by Cl. Al. (Str. iv, 16. p. 571 P.), and
is certainly not to be extracted from H.’s words, fr. 126 «= 5 (the
fool) ouTi yivoiOKotv dfodr ou5’ ypeuar otrirds rloiv simply shows that
Hkl. did not share the popular ideas about gods and Heroes, but supplies
nothing positive.—In fr. 38 = 98 we have ou do/td»vToi xaS*

^hfiv. Are we really to deduce from this that Herakl. believed in a
regular Homeric Hades ? is a metaphorical expression for the
opposite of the life on earth (just as it is used metaphorically for the
opp. of ^dor by the Herakleitean [Hippocr.] de \tctu, 1, 4, p. 632
Kiihn = vi, 476 Lit.). For the souls fSyr means the dSor Kirta and
the sense of the dictum is : after disappearing in death the souls when
they have travelled on the way downwards through water and earth
will at last rise up again through water, and drawing in to themselves
pure, dry " fire " will become " souls ” again, (oo/iiovtcu is remarkable
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but not to be altered. iotaOrrM Pfleiderer; but the connexion in

which Hu. quotes the saying of Herald. [Fac. O. L. xxviii, p. 943 E]
shows that there is no reference to the purification of the soulsm Hades,
but merely of their nourishment and strengthening by die ivaBviilaott

of the fiery aether; cf. also S.E., Af. ix, 73, following Poseidonios.

This iraBviuiv—and the becoming “fiery" again—is what Hid.
calls 6aii&<r9<u.)—From the hopele^y corrupt fr. 123 => 63 nothing
intd^ble can be extracted.—Nowhm can we find clear and un-
ambiguous statements of Herakleitos witnessing to his belief in the
immortality of the individual soul ; and it would r^uire such state-

ments to make us attribute to Herakleitos a conception that, as ev^-
one admits, is in hopdess contradiction with the rest of his teaching.

He says perfectly plainly that in death the soul becomes water ; and
that means that it, as the soul =« fire, pertsAss. If his belief had been
anything like that of the mystics (as the Neoplatonists supposed)
he must have regaled death—the liberation of the soul from the
fetters of corporeality and the realm of the lower elements—as a
complete issue of the soul into its proper element, the fire. Whereas,
what he teaches is the opposite of this ; the soul parishes, becomes
water, then earth, and then water again, and finally soul once more
(/r. 68 => 36). Only in this sense is it indestructible.
“ e.g. by Pfleiderer, Pkilot. i. HeraUil, etc., p. 209, and frequently.
“ The Sibyl fr. 12 = 92 ; the Delphic Oracle 1 1 -= 93 ; Kathartic

practices 130 => S ; Bakchoi, etc., 124 s: 14.
** iuris "'Aiiiis «oi dtoiwoor fr. 127 » 15 (and to that extent

—

as being reconcilable with the doctrine of Hid.—may the Dionysiac
mysteries be considered valid ; this must be the meaning of the
sentence). On the other hand, we have disapproval of the
carried out irupttvrl by men

: fr. 125 » 14 (for the worshippers do
not perceive the real meaning of the ceremonies).

** In contrast to the Neo^atonic writers who attributed to Hid.
a doctrine of the soul like the (^hico-Pythagorean, the [Plutarcbian]
account in the Placila Philos, is again much nearer the real meaning
of Herakleitos ; cf. 4, 7 (where the name of Herakleitos has fallen out.

' n from Theodoret ; see Diels, Dost., p. 392 ; Vors. 76, I

)

. . . ifwSoar (r^r drfl/Ktfvoii pugipr) fit ri/r rov warris
iraxttptir wfis ri iftoyfrdt. Even this is not quite correct as expressing
what Hkl. really thought as to the fate of the soul but it does at least

e that the contrary views of the Neoplatonists are also

only interprstatims, not evidence.
** ‘HpiKhsvrot Hp<iiiar «ol orooir iic rwr SXwr irjjpsi • ioTi yif

roOro ratv rtitpHr. Dox., p. 320; Vors. 73, 10. ordoit and i^/xpio

could never make a real life "—not even a blessed life far removed
from the world—^but are signs of what is " dead ", i.e. of what is nowhere
to be found in this world, in fact. Nothing.

** Parmenldes’_poleniic rmainst Herakleitos : I. 46 fi. Mull.
; fr. 6.

4 fi. Diels ; see Mmays’ Rh. Mus. vii, 115 (cf. Diels, Form. 68).
** Aristotle (acc. to S.E., M. x, 46; Vors. 142, 33 fi.) ipvolKovt

•iroit ic4«Aq«Mi', Sn ipx^ mr^erwr iort* ^ diletr, Ijr irsthor 4<(/t«vo(

Itsthir KtPtio0tu.
« Thi*r., Sons. § 4 : Vors. 146, 13 f.

** ytysrijotsu rip r&r wArrorr p0otr iir SspfioO <ral ifvxpoO eat (spoO
xal Xoptfiar^rTwr sit dAAqAa fttrofiohifr, vat
vwd^nr r&» wpottpri^oir tcori p^htrit Totlr<iM> imKfiirritnr, Zeno
ap. D.L. ix, 29 ; Vors. 166, 14. Tbe compoaitimi out of four elements
instead of two as with Parmenides may have been arrived at by Zeno
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in imitation of the ** fonr roots *’ of Empedokles, each of which was
distinguished by poMessing one of the four qualities dtpfi6y ktX.

The statement that the aris^ from the equal mixture of the four
qualities reminds us of Empedokles* account of (Vors. 218,
1 >»220, 23; Thphr., Sens. 10,23). On the other side, Zeno takes over
and applies to the what the Pythagorean physician Alkmaion
said about iyUta{Vors. 138, 1 ; Dor., p. 442 ; cf. Anst., .<4n. 408a, 1) :

his point of view is almost identical with that of those Pythagoreans
who regarded the '* soul ** as made up out of a ip/Lorla of the Cold,
the Warm, etc. (see below). He may have actually got his views from
the acquaintance of Pythagorean physiologists (he was regarded as a
" Pythagorean ”

: Str, 252).
•• Simpl. ad Arist., Pk., p. 39 D. ; Vors. 162, 11 ; cf. Diels, Farm.

109 f. (1897),
** Parmenides pupil of Diochaites the Pythagorean and of Ameinias,

also as it appears a Pythagorean : Sotion ap. D.L. ix, 21 ; Vors. 138.

He was counted a Pythagorean by tradition which, however, was very
free with its attributions of this kind. Call. fr. lOOd, 17 ; Str. 252 ;

r. Pytk. ap. Phot., Bibl. 249. p. 439a. 37 Bk. ; Iamb., VP. 267 (with

Sch., p. 190 N.). The Pyth. influence on Parmenides may have been
essentially of an ethical nature : *ts tjavxiay npotTpanif vvq ’Afteiyiou,

D.L. ix, 21. Uapptylitios Kol rivBayoprtof filos sta equivalent

:

[Ceb.j
Tab. 2 fin. Str,, p. 252, connects the good government of Elea with
the Pythagorean influence of Parmenides (and of Zeno). Parmenides
law-giver of Elea ; Spens. w. ^Xoai^y ap. D.L. ix, 23.

" ^Xaoo^lay H rtpwros <l)y6fta<r* TlyBayopas vet iavroy 4^X6oo^y :

D.L., Proem. 12 (though the rest is from the fictitious dialogue of

Herakl. Pont, see Cic., TD. v, 8-9).
“ PI., Bp. 600 AB.
•• iroXviiaBii), iaropiq of Pythag. ; Herakl. frr. 16, 17 = 40, 129.

navToioty ri fsiXtora iwi’/jparos ipytor is said of Pythag. by
Emped. (429 Mull.) fr. 129, 3,—^The Pythagorean account of the
construction of the world was known to Parmenides at the beginning
of the fifth century and imitated by him in several points : Krische,
Tkeol. Lehren d. gr. D. 103 ff. (To what extent Parmoaides in other
resp^ts controverted Pythag. doctrine—as has been recently asserted

of bxm—may be left undecided.) Fanciful speculations about numbers
are attributed to Pythag. himself by Aristot., MM. 1182a. 11 ff.

;

Vors. 347, 3.

•* Emp^. 427 ff. Mull.
; fr. 129 Diels. That this praecomium

does really refer to Pythag. (as Timaeus and others supposed) and not to
Parmenides (as the undefined oi 84 of D.L. viii, 54, thought) appears
to be proved by 1. 4 ff., which allude to a remarkable power of ayd/trijois

which was certainly attributed by legend to Pythag., never to
Parmenides.
“ ^vyai filling the whole air, not distinguished from Satfiom and

•fpats, Alex. Polyh. ap. D.L. viii, 32 ; Vors.* i, xliv (who in this section
of his account—|§31fi.—is giving older Pythagorean ideas.

Poseidonios expresses the same ideas ; but it does not therefore follow
that he got them from the Stoics. Poseid. borrowed and elaborated
many Pythagorean views). More subtly expressed : the soul is

dBiraros because it is eternally in motion like ra Beta ndyra, the moon,
sun, stars, and heaven ; Alkmaion ap. Arist., An. 40Sa, 29 ff.

;

Porr. 133, 40 ; cf. Krische. 75 f. The {lerpetual movement of the
•h/val was one of the older Pythag. beliefs : it is expressed in the old
fable (known already to Demokritos) of the motes in the sunbeam.
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which, in their continual agitation, are, or enclose, swarming souls

(see below, n. 40). In Alkmaion's treatment of the doctrine there

is the additional idea that the soul of man loiitt roU idardrois.

The derivation of its immortality and divinity from its origin in the

World-soul (this is often said to be a Pythagorean doctrine: Cic.,

SD. i, 27; Sea. 78: D.L. viii, 28; S.E., Jlf. ix, 127) does indeed

suggest Stoic pantheism in the form of its expression but in substsmee

it may very well go back to the older Pythag. teaching. (The genuine-

ness of the frag. [21 D.] of Philolaos ap. Stob., Eel. i, 20, 2 ff. ; Vors.

318, 13, remains, however, dubious.) The idea that the soul smd

of man came to him from an impersonal Btiov, an all-pervading

*V varrl must have been widespread even in the fifth

century. It finds expression in Xen., M. 1, 4, 8-17
; 4, 3, 14, where

it is certainly not an original fancy of Xenophon’s, but must have

been derived by him from somewhere or other (not from Socrates,

however, nor Plato).
»• * ipovpf, PI., Phd. 62 B. This is traced back to Pythag. belief

(though he misinterprets the meaning of the word ^povfa) by Cic.,

Sen. 73 ; cf. the Pythagorean Euxitheos ap. Ath. 1S7 C ;
I’or*. 315, 19.

SeeBdekh. PAtiof. 179ff. (Philolaos/r. 15 [16 Mull.) speaks of the World-

soul or G<xl who holds and contains ^1 things »»- without

mentioning the human soul : see Bdckh, p. 15J.) The comparison of

life in the bodv to a ^povpi may very well be Pythagorean ; nor is

this presented by the fact that it is also Orphic (see above, cliap. x,

n. 43). This comparison implies the conception of the earthly life

as a punishment, tta rt»or rtiiwpCat the soul is enclosed in the body :

Philolaos ft. 14 (23) appealing to eaAotoi SeoArfyot t» *ral garner

(cf. Iamb., VP. 85, dyafov of ir4eot . . . 7*1 xoAdact yap iXB6rrat

8«: eoAaoS^ai).— Espinas in Arck. f. Get. d. Philos, viii, 452, interprets

the * of Fi., Pkd. 62, as »= " in the catUe-pen ” or " sheep-

fold ” ; the idea of God as the Shepherd of man would then be vagudy
present even here (cf. Pit. 271 E ;

CrtU. 109 B). It remains, however,

to be proved (to begin with) that ^povpd is ever used in the sense of

aaadr or tlpari^.

" Arist, An. 1, 3. p. 407b, 22 ft.

*• a/ 7r TV raprdptp terrified by tl

Arist., An. Po. 94b, 32 fi. ; avroSot — r —
earth, .Ael., VH. iv, 17 (perhaps from Arist. w. nvBayepeltm).

Description of the condition of things in Hades given in the Pythagorean

KardBaatt ets 4iov. As in the case of the Orphics this purgation and
punishment in the spirit-world must have belonged to the parts

of the rivBaySpeuft pBBot that were quite seriously believed.
*• iKpt^Btutay (out of the body) avr^e ^vx^") 7»l yijt *Ad{«o8oi

ir rip adpt ifioiav rip owpan (being a complete tituXor of the living) :

Alex. Polyh. ap. D.L. viii, 31.
«• Arist., An. 1, 2, 4, p. 404a. 16 fi. : Vors. 357, 1 ; many called

the Jr rip iifn (vassara themselves ’’souls". Others ri raSra KiroOr.

This may rest on a real popular belief which, however, haa already

been partially elevated to a philosophical standing : the souls are

compared to what is evidently itself in perpetual agitation (Arist.,

1. 19 f.). This was undoubtedly Pythagorean (and old Ionic) teaching :

see .Alkmaion ap. .Arist., An. 409a. W fi. ; Vors. 133, 40. (State-

ment of Dox. 386a, 13 fi., b, 8 fi.. is more doubtful.)

D.L, viii, 32 ; Vors*. i, p, xli'

That the Pythagoreans believea in me eniry or me som inxo me
bodies of animals also is implied in the satirical verses of Xenophanes
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{fr. 8) ap. D.L. viii, 36. All probability suggests that this was the
reason for the injunction to abstain from flesh food among the older
Pythagoreans themselves (and with Empedokles). (S.E., M. ix, 127 ff..

however, drags in the " World-Soul ” in a moment of untimely Stoicism.
S.E.’s own quotation front Empedokles shows that the latter at any
rate derived the diroxtj simply from the fact of Metamorphosis,
and not at all from the 0vxyr nvtSfia which rules in all life ; though
this last is attributed to lum by S.E.)

** See Appendix x.
“ According to the Pythagorean® to SUaiov is nothing else than

TO avTintnovOot, i.e. a Ttc inoiTjot tout' avrinaOdv : Arist., EN. 5, 5,

p. 1 132b, 21 ff. ; MM. 1194a, 29 ff. (also given with fanciful numerical
expression, MM. 1182a, 14; Sch. Arist. 540a, 19 ff. ; 541b, 6 Br.

;

[lamb.] Theol. Arith., p. 28 f. Ast). This definition of justice was
simply taken over by the Pythagoreans from popular sayings such as
the verse of Khadamanthys ap. Arist., EN. about the Spdoam vaffetv

and similar formulae : see collection in Blomfield’s Cdoss. in A., CMo. 307 ;

Soph. /r. 229 P. Compensatory justice of this kind we may suppose
was manifested in the rebirths of men (in this respect the P. went
beyond the commonplace sense of that rptytpiov pCBot) we may
assume this without further hesitation if we remember the completely
analogous application of this conception bv the Orphics (above, chap, x,

n. 71).
** fluBayiptiot rpiwos toC fiiov. PI., Ep. 600 B.
** d«oAou6«ii' Tw B«p, Iamb., VP, 137 (following Aristoxenos) ;

I'ors. 362, 32 ; titov Btui Pythagoras ap. Stob., Ed. ii, p. 49, 16 W.
See Wyttenb. on Plu., ier. Num. Vind. 550 D.

.\ncient testinjony a.scnbcs to the Pythagoreans: abstinence from
flesh-food or at least from the flesh of such animals as are not sacrificed

to the Olympians (the ar6p<inov “of enter into the BtSatpa

{ipa in transmigration ; Iamb., VP. ^ ; Tors. 359, 13) ; from eating
fish, particularly rplyXai and fitXdmvpot, and beans ; from using linen
clothing (or being buried in it : Hdt. ii, 81) ; and a few other forms
of abstinence and measures assuring ritual purity. The whole apparatus
of ritual ayvtia is ascribed to the older I’ythagoreans by Alex.
Polyh. ap. D.L. viii, 33. This, as a general statement is certainly
correct. It is customary to say that it began among the degenerate
Pythagoreans after the break up of the Italian society (so esp. Krische,
De Soc. a Pytkag. fond, scopo politico, G6tt.. 1831). But when
Aristoxenos, the contemporary of the later, scientifically-minded
Pythagoreans, denies all such superstitious ideas and regulations

to the original Pythagoreans, his cadence really applies only to those
Pythagorean scholars with whom he was acquaint^ and who seemed
to him to have preserved the real spirit of the older Pj-thagoreanism
much more truly than the ascetic (and in any case degenerate)
Pythagoreans of the same period. Everything, however, goes to show
that the strength of the surviving community as it had been founded
by Pythagoras lay in the religious and mystical elements of its doctrine ;

and that what was oldest in Pythagoreanism was what it had in common
with the faith and religious discipline of the Orphics. To this side

belongs what we leam from tradition of the older Pj^agorean
asceticism. Much, then, that is of early Pythagorean origin (though

certainly combined with other and later elements) is to be found in

many of the dicoifepara or adufioka of the Pythagoreans, esp. in those

of them (and they are numerous) that give directions of a ritual

or merely superstitious kind. A fresh collection, arrangement and
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explanation of these remarkable fragments would be very useful

:

GOttling's purely rationalist treatment of them does them less than
justice. (C^. H61k, De acusmatis s. symMis Pytkag., Diss. Kiel. 1894.)

** Efforts in a more positive direction may perhaps be seen in the
practice of the musical form of which Pythag. and the
Pvthagoivans used in accordance with an elaborate s^em ; cf.

lamb., VP. 64 ff.. 110 fl. ; Sch. V. on X 391 ; also Quint 9. 4, 12 ;

Porph., VP. 33, etc.—AVhat Aristoxenos has to say about P5
rthagorean

ethics, moralistic parainesis and edification—most of it of a purely
rationalist kind—can scarcely be said to have historical value.

*• Good formulation of P^hag. belief ap. Max. Tyr. 16, 2. i, 287 R. ;

IIvBayopai vpmrot Tolt ''BXXifOtr iroXiit/otv iimlv, Srt aur^ ri fiiv

au/ia ^ ^ 'h>xi dvavraea oty'^otrai ABaviit Kal dyijpwr.

Koi yip that avr^v wpir irvpo. i.e. the Ufe of the soul is not only
endless but without be^nning

; the soul is immortal because it is

timeless.
*• The withdrawal of the soul from the KtSieXos ivayKtft and its retuin

to an emancipated existence as a bodiless spirit was never so clearly

held in view for the " Pure ’* by the older Pythagorean tradition as

it was among the Orphics (and Empedokles). It is, however,
hardly thinkable that a system which regarded every incarnation of
the soul as a punishment and the body as its prison or its tomb should
nes'er have held out to the true fiattyot of its mysteries the prospect
of a full and permanent liberation of the soul, at last, from corpore^ity
and the earthly life. Only so could the long chain of deaths and rebirths

reach a final and satisfactory conclusion. Eternally detained in the
cycle of births the soul would be eternally punished (this is e.g. the idea

of Empedokles : 455 f., fr. 145 D.) ; and this cannot have been the
real conclusion of the Pyth^orean doctrine of salvation. Claud.
Mamertus, dp An. 2,7 { Vors. 320, 12], gives it as a doctrine of Pbilolaos

[fr. 22] that the (pure) soul after its separation from the body leads

a '* bodiless ** Ufe in the " Universe ” (the xiv/tof situated above
the ovpoi'^t] ; see BOckh, Pkilol. 177. Apart from this the only
evidence for the withdrawal of the soul is late: Corm. Aw. 70 f.

(making use of the Empedok. vi!Tx%, Jr. 112, 4 f. 400 Mull.), Alex.
Polyh. ap. D.L. viii, 31 {iyroBu rat KaBapit Jwi rir iifnorav
** in altissimum locum *’ Cobet : but an ellipse of rdvor is hardly
admissiUe. i ^teror the highest God would be a Hebraic form of
expresmon, nor can it be a possible one here for Alex. Polyh.—we
should also, with this meaning of Sptorot. expect wpit r. S. ad superiores
circulos bme viventium animae, secunoum philosopborum altam
scientiam, Serv., A. vi, 127—should we then supply /«« rir Si^ivror

<KVKXor> ? Orperh.ielri i>fnoror ))—An escape of the souls after the
expiry of their wplolot must have been known as a Pythagorean
belief to Luc., VH. ii, 21. (Vergil, too, is speaking in a Pythagorean
sense, A. vi, 744. pauci laeta arva ll^ysii] tenirmus.—i.e. for ever
without renewed irauf^ratns—see Serv., A. vi, 404, 426. 713. It is

true the line is out of its right pl^, but there can be no doubt that
it reproduces the words and the—in tiiis section Pythagorean—opinion
of Vergil.) The idea that the cycle of births is never to be broken
cannot be regarded as Pythagorean nor even as Neop^hagorean.
(A few isidated later accounts rrf Pythag. doctrine ; e.g. D.L. viii, 14
(from Favorinns), Porph., VP. 19, and also the cursory description in
Ov., M. XV—with a good deal of foreign matter added—speak of the
Pyth. doctrine of soul'transmigration without alto referring to the
p^biHty of adxAee ; tot they are not meant to dray that
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possibility but merely leave it unmentioned as unnecessary in tbe^

context.) There seems to be no example of a Greek doctrine of
transmi^ation that did not also include a promise to the oaiot or the
^X6ao^ that they wtjuld be able to esca|^ from the cycle of births

(at least for a world-period : as Syrian, took it, though probably not
Porph.). Such a promise, as the consummation of the promises of
salvation therein made, could only be disposed with in the case of
a doctrine of transmigration in which being bom again was itself

regarded as a reward for the pious (as in the teaching which Jos., BJ.
2, 8, 1 4, attributes to the Pharisees). By Greek partisans of the doctrine
of Metempsychosis rebirth upon earth is always regarded as a punish-
ment or at any rate a burden, not as a desirable goal for the life

of the soul. We must therefore presume that the promise of escape-

from the cycle of rebirth was made also by the oldest Pythagorean
teaching as the final benefit of its message of salvation. Without this,

completing touch Pythagoreanism would be like Buddhism without
the promise of a final attainment of Kirvkna.
“ Pythagoras is called the pupil of Pherekydes as early as

Andron of Ephesos (before Theopompos) : D.L. i, 119; Vors. ii,

199, 18. Pherekydes was regard*^ as '* the first ’* who taught the
immortality of the soul (Cic., TD. i, 38) or mote correctly
metempsychosis (Suid. ^/mk.) ; cf. IVeller, Rk. Mus. (N.F.), iv, 388 L
A hint of such teaching must have been found in his mystical ^eatise
(cf. Porph., Anlr. 31 ; Pors. ii, 204, 12—Gomperz israther too sceptical,
Gk. Tktnhers, i, 542). This teaching seems to have been the chief
reason which tempted later writers to make the old theologos into the
teacher of Pj^hagoras, the chief spokesman of the doctrine of the
soul's transmigrations.—It is, however, an untenable theory that.

Pherek. illustrated his doctrine of transmigration by the example of
Aithalides. What the Sch. on A.R. i, 645 [Vors. ii, 204, 24], quotes
from " Pherekydes " about the alternate sojourn of the
Aithalides in Hades and on earth, does not come from Pherekydes
the thaologos (as GOttling, Opusc. 210, and Kern, de Orpk. Epim.
Pkeree., pp. 89, 106, think) but without the slightest doubt from the
genealogist and historian ; this is the only Pherekydes who is used
by the Sch. of Ap. Rh., and he is used frequently. Besides this, the
way in which the different statements of the various authorities used
in this Scholion are distin^ished, shows quite clearly that Pherekydes
had only spoken of Aithalides* alternate dwelling above and below the
earth, but as still being Aithalides, and not as metamorphosed by the
series of births into other personalities living upon earth. Pherekydes
was obviously reproducing a Phthiotic local-legend in which AithaUdes
as the son of (the chthonic ?) Hermes alternately lived on and below
the earth, as an ireglifiepos—like the Dioscuri in Lacedaimonian legend
(A 301 ff. : in that passage and generally in the older view—as held
by Alkman, Pindar, etc.

—

both the Dioscuri change their place of

abode together : it is not till later that the variant arose acc. to which
they alternate with each other : see Hemst. Lmc. ii, p. 344 Bip.). It

was Herakleides Pont, who first turned the alternate sojourning of

Aithalides into death and resurrection (he also made Aithalides one
of the previous incarnations of Pythagoras ; sec Appendix x) ; but
as a iifferent person, so that A. thus became an example of
metempsychosis. It is not hard to see why Aithalides was chosen as

one of the previous incarnations of P., nor how the old ntiracle-

story, preserved to literature by Pherekydes, was thus transformed to.,

suit its new purpose. Plainly Fhsrekj^ did not say that Hermes,.
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also gave Aithalides the power of memory after his death (otherwise
the statement to this efiect in Sch. A.K. would have stood under
the name of Pherek.) ; and the privil^e was rather meaningless until

after Herakleides* narrative. Perhaps it was Her. who first ^ded this

touch to the story. Ap. Rh. follows him in this point (i, 643 B.), but
not—or not plainly, at least : 646 S.—in what Herakleides had
invented about the metempsychosis of Aithalides.

*• Macr., Som. Scip. 1, 14, 19, attributes this view to Pythagoras
and Philolaos, being certainly correct in the case of the latter ; since

the opinion that the soul is a Kpamt and ipftona of the warm and the
cold, the dry and the wet, which go to make up the body, is given
by Simmias in PI.. Phd. 86B, as a tradition that he has received and
not an invention of his own. But what else can this mean than a

tradition handed down in Thebes by his teacher Philolaos {Phd. 61 D) '

(Hence 'Apiiovias rys 0r)Palit^t, 9a A.) It is true that Claud. Mam.
de An. ii, 7, only attributes to Philolaos the doctrine that the soul
is hound up with the body " in eternal and incorporeal harmony "

(ronvenientiam) : which would imply an independent substance of the

soul side by side with that of the t^y. But this must have been a

misunderstanding of the real meaning of Philolaos. Aristoxenos, too.

can only have got his doctrine of the soul as a harmony from hi>

Pythagorean friends. Perha{ts, too, this was the influence which
su^ested to Dikaiarchos his ^-iew that the ” soul ’*

is a ippovia rwr
Ttaodptar aroijfftwr (Dox., p. 387), and indeed tui¥ ir rip ew/iart

Btpputp sat pvxpStP «rat irypotv sat iifpmr, as Nemes., Sat. Horn., p. 69
Matth., tells us—thus exactly resembling Simmias m Mato (unless

indeed the passage in Nemes. is a mere reminiscence of Plato strayed
here by accident). See also chap, x, n. 27.
“ See PI., Phd. 86 CD. Pre-existence of the soul impossible if it

is only an appopta of the body ; 92 AB.
** It was in itself almost unavoidable that a community founded

like the Pythagorean mainly on a mystical doctrine but not ill-disposed

to scientific studies, should, as it was extended (and still followed
practical aims) split up into two parties : an inner circle of qualified

teachers and scholars, and one or more groups, outside and attached
to them, of lay members for whom a special teaching suited for popular
comprehension would be provided. Ihus the inner circle of Buddhism,
the Bikshu, was surrounded by the common herd of " worshippers ”

;

and the same can be seen in Christian monastic organisations. A
division, then, of the followers of Pythagoras into Akousmatikoi and
Mathematikoi—Pythagoreioi and Pythagoristai—etc., is not in itself

at all incredible.
“ The division of the soul, or the ivraptu of the soul, into the

hoyiKiv and the ihryop was made, before Plato, by Pythagoras—so we
might have learnt, avroC rot) fluBayopov ovyypdpparot oiitpis cir

oi^opdpop, from the writings of bis followers, acc. to Poseidonios ap.

Galen, de Plac, Hipp. el Pi. 5. p. 459 MiiU. v, 478 K. ; cf. also

425 K. {Vori. 34, 23). From Poseidonios evidently comes the same
opinion in Cic., TD. iv, 10. And, in fact, a fragment of Philolaos

*. fr. 13 Diels (theol. At., p. 20, 35 A.), gives a division of the

ipxairoB lipov roB Aeynrof), which depends upon the idea that the highest

living organism contains within itself and makes use of all the lower
organisms as well (rafir in the bead, ixOpawov ipyi—pvri xal aloBiiott

in the heart, (yov —pliant «al iiripvnt in the navd, pvroB ipxa—
awlppoTot perafiohi and ydvwijnt in the aliotop, ivpanitntn d^gd).

Thra in the psyctUcal region we have a division between the Asytadr
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and the iXoyov according to their nature and " seat ” in man (Aoyixdv
being made up of reasoning power, voOs. specific to man, and sense-
perception, aXaStjois, which also belongs to the other while the
iXoyov = pliutott Kal avd^vait and resembles the alriov to5 rpi^tadat
KOI avftaSat, or the ^uriKdv, a part of the diXoyov rfjs i^vx^t in Arist.,

EN. 1, 13, p. 1102a, 32 fi.). This evidently represents an attempt
at a division of the soul into XoyiKov and aAi^ov, such as Poseidonios
must have found carried out by other Pythagoreans. A clear dis-

tinction between ^povtiv {fwUrai) and aladdvtaOeu was made by the
Pythag. physician Alkmaion, whose division was at least difierent

from and more profound than that of Empedokles (with whom be is

contrasted by Ihphr., Sens. 25 ; Vors. 132, 20). Empedokles did
indeed distinguish between thinking and perceiving, but thinking
(koc tv) was only a atupariKdv rt <Sair</> r6 ato$dvtoBai and to this extent
ravTtiv nnth it (Arist., An. 3, 3, p. 427a, 21). Alkmaion cannot,
therefore, have made fuvi^vat awpariKov. These Pythagoreans were on
the way to separating from the soul as a whole a separate, tbinkittg

soul that required no sense -perception for its thought, the vovs. To
this latter alone would divinity and immortality be ascribed, as in
later philosophy (and thus Dox. 393a, 10, though unhistorically and
prematurely, gives ri XoyiKor a^Baprov as a doctrine of
Pythagoras **).—It is certainly difficult to see how Fhilolaos' doctrine

of the distinction between the dvBpiiirov dpyd, the voCs—an element
of the soul belonging exclusively to men—and the apxd (confined
to alaBriais and 0vxa> power of life) could possibly be reconciled with
the older Pythagorean doctrine of the souls transmigration. Acc. to
that belief the soul wanders through the bodies of animals as well as
men, and the idea implies the view that the same soul could inhabit
animals as well as men ; that, in fact, wdvro ra ywdptva ipikvxa are
ipoyevij (Porph., VP. 19; cl. S.E., M. ix, 127). Philolaos, on the
contrary, holds that the soul of man is diflerently constituted from the
souls of animals—the latter lack voCr (it is not merely that its efficacy

is hindered in animals by the ivoKpaola roC odiparos as is said wrongly
to be the opinion of Pythag. by Dox. 432a, IS ff.). The same difficulty

arises again in the case of Plato's doctrine of transmigration.—Alkmaiion
who a.scribes (mtdrat to man alone seems not to have held the trans-
migration doctrine.

*• 401 fl. Mull. ; fr. 112, 5 Diels.
•» 462 fi. fr. 111.
•• Satyros ap. D.L. viii, 59 ; Von. 195, 26.—Especially famous was

his feat of driving away adverse winds from Akragas (cf. fr. Ill, 3) ;

see also VVelcker, Kl. Schr. iii, 60-1.—The asses’ skins with which
Emped. kept the north winds away from Akragas were at any rate
intended as apotropaic materials—magic means of driving away spirits.

In the same way protection against hail and lightning is obtained by
hanging up the skin of a hyena, a seal, etc. (see Geop. i, 14, 3-5 ; i, 16,

and Niclas’ notes there). These skins ixovai Siivafuv avnnaBij

:

Plu.,

Smp. 4, 2, 1, p. 664 C.— Other magic charms against hail—the
XaAoio^u'Aatcer, Plu., Smp. 7. 2, 2. p. 700 F ; Sen., NQ. 4b, 6.

**
. . . iydt 6’ ipiv Beds dpfiporos, oOtc^rt Bri/rds, wwXtCpat /uri

wSot rtuftdros ktX. 400 f. {fr. 112, 4 f.).

*• A late echo is to be found in the inspired lines of Lucretius in

praise of Empedokles, i, 717 fi.

The well-known story of Empedokles’ leap into the crater of

Mt. Aetna—^intended by his complete disappearance to call forth the
belief that he had not died (Luc.. DM. xx, 4), but had been translated
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alive—is a parody of a serious translation legend and presupposes the
existence of one. The parodists* version was contradicted early

Empedokles* follower, the physician Pausanias : D.L. viii, 69 (this

does not come from the fabulously conceived narrative of Herakleides
Pont It does not follow, from the epigram quoted by D.L. viii, 61,

fr. 158; AP. vii, 508, that Paus. died before Empcd. ; the authorship
of that ep. is uncertain and in any case it is not very worthy of credit).

The seriously intended legend must then have arisen soon after the
disappearance of Empedokles : it was founded upon the fact that

no one did know where Emp. had died (tfdrarot dti^Aor, Timaeus ap.

D.L. viii, 71), or could point to the grave which covert his remains.
(This is expressly stated by Timaeus, who, in other respects, contradicts

the translation-fable as well as the story of the leap into Mt. Aetna

;

D.L. viii, 72. In the face of this no importance need be attached to
what some one—Neanthes apparently—states ap. D.L. viii, 73 ; that

there was a grave of Emped. at Megara.) Free elaboration was given
to the translation story by Herakleides I^nt. ». viootr

:

D.L. viii, 67-8
(in return, his philosophic rivals contemptuously applied a malicious

story of feigned translation to Herakleides himself, who in this way
wished to legitimize his own claim to be god or Hero ; D.L. v, 89 fi.

From other sources comes Suid. 'HbokX. Eviv^povot ; cf. Marx, Grieck.

ytarcken v. dAnkb. Thieren, p. 97 fl.). All kinds of stupid variations

of the stoiy of Empedokles^ end ap. D.L, viii, 74.
“ See above, chap, ii, and p. 129.
“ Cf. 113 fl.

; fr. 9.
•* oapK&w X'r'wi’. 414, fr. 126.
** His treatment of the woman who seemed to be dead (dwovr,

D.L. viii, 60) has quite the appearance of a psychophysical experimtnl ;

one, however, that was intended to prove the correctness of precisely

the irrational side of his doctrine of the soul.
*• yvuur »»<mr is distinguished from rotir in v. 57 {fr. 4, 13), and

r6ip i/pietaiai from i^pKtaSat Spiiaoir in 82 {fr. 17, 21) ;
cf. oftr*

itriifpKTa rah’ avhpamr ovr’ twaaovord, ovrt vitp atpiXt/rra, 42 f.

(/r. 2, 7).—Elsewhere it is true that Emped. (who throughout avoids
prosaic exactitude in the use of technical terms) uses ra-^oai as simply
sense-perception following epic idic— • - - ^ •« - „ x ,

quite correct to say that Emped.
pi/at. as Arist. declares : An. 427a, 22).

378 if. ; ft. 109 ; yaiy fUt yap yatar inuivafttr, etc. {ipSr is here
used in its wridest sense, tlSas drrl y/rovs, and aloMttafat. Thus,
ritp hipKtaBat in 82 [17, 21} •= alaSArroiai, and very commonly words
denoting one of the modes of perception are used instead of those of

another tthot, or lor the whole yJi-or of aJoBr/ait. Lob., Rkemat. 334 fl.).

•• 372 fi. Mull.
; fr. 105 ; olfiaror 4r nrkdytoot . . . rf) rt tinpa

fidkiora KVKXCoKtrat artptinotatr ' of/ia yap itbpwwott nrptndpiidr
iari rSn/ia.—The blood is the seat of ri • iv rodrtp yip fiiXtara
K4KpSo8at ri orMxtta, Thpbr., Sens. 10, 23 f.

*• A kind of ovYYviu/aala r&r alaffiatar as the physician Asklepiades
defines the idea of the {Dot. 378a, 7).—It resembles what Arist.

calls the np&rot aioOifT^pun'.—This function which Emped. calls

ipottXt would probably be the /rowotoCv of the perceptions which
AristoL found wanting in Emp. {An. 409b,30fi. ; 410^1-10; b, 10).

’• ri po*it is amfMrutir cSewes ri alaBittgi
’• Arist., Mrtafh. 1009b, 17 fi.

’* 298 MuU.
; fr. 1 10, 10 : wdvra yip lefit ^pirtiat ix**r eel rApmrat

alaia. The wirrm mnst be andeistood quite literally ; for it is the
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elements in which the powers of perception inhere {iKaarov r&v
aToix*(t»v the opinion attributed to Emped. by Aiist.,

An. 404b, 12). But elements are present in the mixture of all things,

and thus stones, etc., have and a “ portion of mind ” in them
(though the statement that it is atfia that first produces will

not square with this : Thphr., Sens. 23). Emp^. attribute complete
sensation and perception to plants, and even gave them vtiBs and
yruiatr (without blood ?) : [Arist] Plant. 815a, 16 ff . ; b, 16 f. That
is why they, too, are capable of harbouring fallen daimones.

’• Emped. himself does not use the word at all in the fragments
that have been preserved to us ; and it is hardly probable that he
himself would have used the term of the psychical faculties of

the body even if he regarded these as gathered together to a sub-
stantive unity. Later authorities, on the other hand, in their accounts
of the doctrine of Emped. give the name of precisely to these
"somatic’’ intellectual faculties: thus Arist., An. 404b, 9 fi. ; 409b,
23 ff. : alita ^tjotv lUai Ti)i> ifivx'iv. Gal., Hipp. et Pla. 2 «= v, 283 K. ;

cf. Cic., TD. i, 19; Tert., An. 5.

113-19 MuU.: frr. 11, 15, do not (as Plu., Cef. 12, p. 1113 D,
understood them) teach the pre-existence and persistence after death
of the psychic powers within the world of the elements, but merely
speak of the indestructibility of the elements that are the component
parts of the human body, even when the latter has suffered dissolution.

aryr Xttinav, /f. 121, 4 (21 Mull. ; cf. 16) is the name given by
Empedokles to the earth ; and not to Hades (as has been supposed),
of which—as an intermediate place of purgation between two births

—

there is nowhere any mention in bis verses. That the irtpnis x^apcs

(fr. 121, 1) to which Emped. is cast down, the realm of ^ovos ktX.

(fr. 121) and the ’'i4Ti;r XuiuLv, all refer to the earth, 6 fyycior r6nat,
t4 ntpi yijv, is expressly stated by Themistios, Or. 13, and Hierocl.
in C. Aur. 24 (fr. 121), p. 470 Mull. [FPG. i] ; Synes. also implies it

(Ep. 147, p. 283 C ;
Prov. i, 89 D) : the same is distinctly implied for

fr. 121, 4, and by Jul., Or. vii, 226 B ; Philo, ii, p. 638 M.—Prod.,
ifi Cral., p. 103 Boiss.. connects fr. 121, 3, avxM'lpo' re vdeoi xai oi)^ter

ipya re ptvora immediately with fr. 121, 2, and both lines acc. to him
apply to Til viro ri)i> eeAijvyi' ; i.e. not to any kind of underworld but
to the region of the earth (cf. Emp. ap. Hippol., PH. i, 4 ; Vors. 210,
27 ; Do*. 559). The idea that Hades is being spoken of in these
lines is a view peculiar to modems who have misunderstood the poet
and set aside the clear testimony of Themistios and the rest. Maass,
Orpheus, 113, speaks as though the interpretation in favour of Hades
rested upon a tradition which I *' contradicted ’’. On the contrary,
that interpretation is itself contradicted by definite tradition and by
common sense (for Emp. falls from Heaven to earth and not, please
God, to Hades I). The view is quite baseless (though Maass himself
finds in the ipya fievora of fr. 121 [20 M.]—the inconstant, transitory
works of men upon earth—a support for his Hades-view : these '* fluid

works ’’ or things are, he thinks, nothing else but the stream of filth,

the oKwp ielvtov, in Hades of which pious invention rumoured : certainly
an ingenious interpretation). Emp. is, in fact, the first to regard
this earthly sojourning as the real Hell—the aow^Sris, irepwlis r&por
(fr. 118, 121, 1, the latter a pa^ying reminiscence of A 94)—an
ivTpov iniorryov (fr. 120) filled with all the plagues and terrors of
the original Hades (121). Stoics and Epicureans (see below) took up
the idea after him and elaborated it in detail. The daimones that are
shut up in this life here below—a Imi) iPm (Jr~ 2, 3)—are as if dead

:
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frr. 125 (?), 35, 14. The Orphic idea of the omna-oijiia (see above,

p. 345) was thus thoroughly and energetically carried out. (Macr.,

in S. Scip. 1, 10, 9 ff., attributed the idea that the inferi are nothing
else but the material world of earth to the old theologi (§ 17) who, he
says, lived before the development of a philosophic science of nature.)

’* 3 Mull.; fr. 115, 3: tSri ns (t<ov Saiitovatv) atinXaKijjai

^IXa yuio /xnjrj. He means ppwms oapK&v »foi dAAijAo^ayia as Plu.

paraphrases it, Es. Cam. 1, p. 996 B (for this must always imply acc.

to Emp. the " murder " of a spirit of the same race : fr. 136). Even
for God it is a crime to taste of a meat (" blood ’*)-oflering and, in

fact, there were only bloodless offerings made in the Golden Age (which
was described by Emp. not in the ^voiko.—the principle of which
work denied that there had ever been such a period—but in some
other {>oem in which he left his philosophic doctrine out of account

;

perhaj^ the KaSappoC) : 420 ft. M; fr. 128, 3 ff.

” fr. 1 15, 4. The earth then becomes the place of their banishment
and punishment for gods that have broken their oath. This is a
version of the impressive picture in Hes., Th. 793 ff. Dei peierantes

were punished for nine years (cf. Hes., Th. 801) in Tartaros : O^heus
(not Lucan in his "Orpheus ”) ap. Serv., A. vi, 565. (To this also

alludes the poet from whose elegiac verses came the frag. ap. Serv., A

.

vi,

324: Tov [sc. Xrvyor vSaror] <rrt'y*'d>' vwpa tcaiddavdr^ : this is probablv
how the words should be read.) So that instead of the " underworld *'

or Tartaros, the world is for Emp. the worst place of sorrows. From
Emp. is derived the conception that the realm of the inferi is our
world, that inhabited by men, and that there is no other, nor any need
of another jjiyr—a conception often alluded to and improved upon
by Stoic and other semi-philosophers (esp. clear in Serv., A. vi, 127,

often only in all^orical sense ; Lucr. iii, 978 fl. [See also Bevan,
Stoics and Sceptics, p. 107.]).

’• 30,000 eSgw : which means probably " years ’’ (hardly " seasons
"

as Dieterich, Nekyia, 119, takes it). The figure 30,000 has no special

meaning (e.g. 300 periods of a life-time each) : it is merely a concrete
phrase for " innumerable ” (and is frequent : Hirzel, Ber, sacks.

Ges. d. Wiss. 1885. p. 64 ff.). This enormous period of time is the
divine counter-part, as measured by divine standards of time, of the
piyas inavros, the ennaeteris during which the earthly murderer had
to &y from the land of his violent deed. The fiction of Emp. clearly

shows the influence of this expiation of murder by dntvtavnopos.
’• fr. 121 (22 ff.).

•• ipyaXdas Piiroio neXtoSovs . . . fr. 115, 8 (8).

Emp. does not even use the word of these iaipovts confined
within corporeality. They are so nam^, however, regularly and
without qualification by the later authors who quote verses from the
Prooimton of the dhieiKo. Plutarch, Kotinos, Hippolytos, etc.
“ Peculiar to Emp. is the attempt to give actual details of the

crimes for which the spirits are condemned to ivowpiroiois ; and also

the extension of metempsychosis to plants (which is occasionally
attributed, but by late authorities only, to the Pythagoreans as well).
" The entirely unpurified seem not to have been condemned to

everlasting punishment in Hades, of which in general he shows no
knowledge, by Emp. (as by the Pythagoreans sometimes). He merely,
it seems, threatens them with ever-renewed rebirth upon earth and
the impossibility of ri ledaXop X^fai (until the complete ascendency
of piXia). This appears to be the meaning of fr. 145 (455 f.) from
the way in which u. Al.. Pntr. ti, 27, p. 23 P., dtet the lines.
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•• we may paraphrase—though indeed here, too, only with reserva-
tions—the (fOjfrfTwr and kaKiriyrtt of Emp. fr. 145 (454 f.).

frr. 136-7, 128, 9 f. (424, 440). Veiy' remarkable in a thinker of
such an early period is what is said {fr. 135) about the irorr<uv v6iuiior
which forbids lertivtiv t6 —Apart from this we have other
vestiges of kathartic rules

:
purification with water drawn from

five springs : fr. 143 (see Append, v) ; abstention from the eating of
beans (fr. 141) and of laurel leaves (fr. 140). The laurel is sacred as
a magic plant, together with the oKlWa (see App. v) and pA/ivot (see

above, chap, v, n. 95). Cf. Gp. 11, 2, etc. Its special sacredness gives
the laurel its importance in the cult of Apollo. Emp. (like Pythagoras)
seems to have paid special honour to Apollo : it appears from something
that is said ap, P.L. viii, 57, that he wrote a npooi'fuov tis ’AiriAAwro :

the exalted conception of a divinity that is pure ^p'fiv Itp^ in
abstraction from all sense-perception, elaborated by Emp. in frr. 133-4,
was regarded by him as appl}nng particularly nrpl AniXkuivot (Avam.
in Arist., Interpr. 249, 1 ed. Brand. 1.35a, 23).

•• In fanciful ways : fr. 127 (lion, laurel), 448 Mull.
•’ fr. 146 (457) npopot being used probably with intention as a vague

term : regal power would hardly have seemed to possess special merit
to the democratically minded Emp. He hardly knew it in any form
but the tyrannis and to this he showed himself an energetic opponent
(even though the violent language of Timaeus, the enemy of t5rrant8,

is not to be taken quite literally). He himself was offered royal power,
but he refused it with contempt as one who was wdaiis dpx^s dkk6rpu>t :

Xanthos and Arist. ap. D.L. viii, 63; Vors. 196, 10. He might all

the same (and rightly) regard himself in political matters, too, as one
of the npopot ; it is plain that in the enumeration of those who were
tls t«Aoj born as pdvrut t* koJ ipvoitoXot koI lr)Tpol, *cqI irpipoi

ivdpumnow imxdovioioi ndkovrai, and were never to be bom again,
he includes himself especially, and, in fact, takes himself as the model
of this last and highest stage upon earth. He himself was all these
things simultaneously.

•* frr. 146-7 (459 ff.) ivSrp araBXaOToSat 0(oi ripyat ^cpicrrot, aBavarois
dAAotoiv opioTtOi, iv rt rpant^ais (read iv t< rpdirt^oi—a tmesis, =
ivrpa.vtl,oL rt) ' cvwr; arSpe/wv dximv, dwoKypot, dT*tp«(s.

•• Eraped. perhaps described himself as " god ” also in fr. 23, 1 1 ( 144)

dAAa TopCts tovt’ (lie is speaking to Paiisanias), BroO irdpa ftvBov

d/eovffas. See Bidez, Biogr. d’Emp., p. 166 (1894)—unless these words
would be better taken as an abbreviated comparison (with omission
of dts) :

" as certainly as if yon had received these words from a god.”
As Plu. is inclined to do ; Ex\l. xvii, p. 607 D.

•* As several modem critics have attempted to do.
•« fr. 17, 30 (92).
’* See above, chap, i, pp. 4 if.

As late again as Plotinos, who speaks of the Sin-dv iv ijpiv : the
odi/io which is a Brjpiov {cuuiWv and the dAijS-Qs ivBpotvoi distinct from
it, etc. (1, 1, 10; 6, 7, 5).

** At any rate Emp. spoke of the ekstasis, the furor which is an
aninii purgatio and to be entirely distinguished from that which is

produced by alienatio mends {^povtlv dAAoia, fr. 108) : Cael. Aur.,
Morb. Chron. i, 5, p. 25 Sich. = Vors. 223. A special ivBovoiatrrutdv

in the soul as its Btidrarov (part) : Stoics (and Plato) acc. to Do*.
639, 25. A special organ of the soul which effects the union with the
divine, being the dvBos rijs oiaias 4mwv, is mentioned in Proclns
(Zeller, Phil. d. Griech.* iii, 2, 738).
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•• ri 4Ao», the whole reality of Being and Becoming in the world,

cannot be comprehended by man through bis senses nor even with
»o4r: fr. 2 (36-43). But Empedokles has in his own persuasion
grasped it ; he is situated oe^i^t iw' Attpotoi (fr. 4, 8), air^r
iwmyyJXXrrat SiuaCiV ri|i> <tAi{0«ai> (Prod., IM Ti. 106 E). Produs
decla^ that the words irpotot—and this is a furtlier

point—are meant to apply to Emped. himself. (I do not quite under-
stand Bidez’ doubts a^ut what is said here, and in what follows

:

see ArcMiv. / Gesck. d. Phil, ix, 203, 42.) Whence, then, did the poet
obtain this knowiedge of the truth since it is revealed neither to the
senses nor to the rw's ? .4t any rate, the i^xomftvol turiptts (Porph.,
Anir. 8), who conducted his soul-daimon out of the region of the
gods, say to the soul (fr. 2, 8) : oX S' oSy /»«» »58" iXtdaSrit (i.e. ** since

you have been cast up here—on the earth ”—not " since you have so
desired it ", as Bergk, Opuse. ii, 23, explains r which would be a
distorted idea expressed in distorted language)—vtitorai oi vXior

41 ftpoTtly) (lyrir ovtuver (thus with Panzerbieter, for Spiupt). According
to this we must suppose that his more profound knowledge (insight

into the pl(ls SiaXXa(it rt luyirroty of the elements, together with
knowledge of the destiny and purpose of the soul-daimones, etc.),

which he cannot have got on earth or in his earthly body must have
been brought with him out of his dissne past-life. This knowledge
is then pecuUar to the daimon (or older sense) that is

buried in the body ; and Emp. presumably owes it to an irdpr^ott
of his earlier life (a faculty that is only rarely active). From
what other source could he have got bis knowledge of his previous
iraatftaTtiatit (fr. 117) ? He has even farther and more profound
knowledge than he dares communicate

—

fr. 4 (45-51), and says
quite plainly that he is keeping back in piety a la.«t remnant of wisdom
^t is unsuited for human ears (to this extent the authorities

—

iXXoi J’ ^aar o! A/yorr«j—of S.E., A/, vii, 122—have rightly under-
stood him).—The belief in a miraculous power of irdpriiair that goes
beyond the present life of the indi\-idual may have been derived by
Emp. from Pythagorean doctrine or mythology. Emp. himself
follows the legend of the Pyth. school and attributes such a power of
recollection to l>ythagoras : Swwort yip wdoj/at ... /r. 129 [430 ff.].

See Append, x. The cafer development—indeed, the cult—of the
in Pythagorean circles is well known. The invention of the

my^ describing the fountain of Mnemosyne in Hades may also be
P^^agerean (see below). Throughout the various irowparwvnt of the
soul it is the undying that alone preserves the unity of
personality which (as the lives through all these transformations
and is bound together in this way. It is evident how important this

idea was for the doctrine of transmigration (it occurs also in the teaching
of Buddha). Plato, like Empedokles, seems to have got the idea of
an irdpnioit reaching beyond the limits of the present life from the
Pythagoreans : he, then, it is true, developed the idea in connexion
with his own phUosophy to unexpected conclusions (cf. further,
Dieterich. Nekyut, 122).

*’ ^XU is for him (not indeed in hit words but in hit intention at
Alist. nnderstood him) : alrla r&r iyaB&r, ri 81 vdirof rH/r iraK&r,

M$tapk. 685a, 4 B. ; 107Sb, 1-7. Hence the ^midperr «.A8ri|roc

duMpffiot ipBporof ipp4 (Jr. 35) it contratted with Nrtm$ pturiptror
(lli^ 14), oiXituror (17, 19), X^pir (109). The c^atpc$ in which
only ^Xim prevault while rtUot u completely vanqniahed, it called
por/g wtpt^tl yaltrr, fr. 27, 28.
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“ tffol to^txalfoyts (frr. 20, 12, 23, 8). Exactly the same is said of the
ialfiorts oIt« ploto XtX6yxaei liaKpaluvct (115, 5). In the face of these
expressions, so definitely setting a period to the lifetime of the gods,
we must suppose that the epithets which Emp. applies to himself

—

he is to be in the future Otis auPporos ovk in Ovririst 112, 4—are
merely intended to assert that he shall not die any more in his incarna-
tion as a man (the same thing must be meant when those who are
delivered from the circle of rebirth are called aviicijpoi, amptis (147) ;

the gods are only called iOavarot by traditional convention). Plutarch
also, Def. Or. 16, p. 418 E, distinctly states that the Salfiorts of Emp.
eventually die. That the gods (but not ri OtZov itselO were liable to
extinction had already been the opinion of Anaximander and
Anaximenes. Acc. to Emp. the individual Saipovts would be re-

absorbed into the universal di\'inity, the oi^atpos (just as the individual
deities of the Stoics are reabsorbed at the world-conflagration into
Zeus who is alone indestructible). [=11. 131, 141. 461, 460 M.]

•• Emp., /rr. 133, 134 (389-96), speaks of a supersensual divinity

that is entirely <fpi) : he gives to this divinity the name of Apollo,

but the description is said to apply vtpi narris toC Bttav. Hipp., RH.
vii, 29, p. 386 D.-S., refers the description to the v^atpor. The oiatpos,
in which no vtlxos is left was called by Emp. 6 Otis, 6 tviatporiaraTos
Otis (.Arist., An. i, S, 410b. 5-6; Melapk. ii, 4, 1000b, 3). It is.

however, certain that Emp. would not have regr^ed the aipaZpos as
pure ^p^>> I'tpi). It appears, in fact, that in the o^alpos, in which
everything is together and united, even the divine power thought of

as supersensual is brought to a close. In the world-state of multiplicity
caus^ by rtlKos divinity seems to be regarded as separate from the
elements and the forces. "Furious conflict” (115, 14) then attacks
even the divinity and divides it against itself ; hence the origin of

individual laipovts as a self-caused division of the divine, a desertion

from the One 0*lo»—the individual ialpovts are ^vydScr OtiOtv

(115, 13). These individual iaipovts are entangled in the world from
its oripn until at last, having become purified, they rise again to
the heights of divinity ; and when all individuality is again fused

into one by ^iA»o they return once more into the universal divinity

in order with it to enter into the o^aipor.—Thus we may perhaps
reconstruct the Empedoklean fantasy. His lines do not supply
sufficient evidence for the complete reconstruction of his picture of

the perpetually recurring process. We should naturally expect a certain

obscurity to cling to this attempt to fuse ti^ethcr physiology and
theology.

Lucr. iii, 370 -3.

*•* All that is essential on the subject of Demokritos* doctrine of

the soul is to be found in Arist., An. i, 2, p, 403b, 31-404a, 16

;

405a. 7-13; i, 3, p. 406b. 15-22; Rfsp. iv, p. 471b, 30-472a. 17.—
The air is full of the particles which Demokritos calls roOs and :

Resp. 472a, 6-8 [For*, ii, 36). The atoms hovering in the air become
visible as " motes in the sunbeam "

; of these some are the soul-atoms
(this must be the meaning of An. 404a. 3 B. ; Iamb. ap. Stob., Eel. i,

p. 384, 15 W., is only drawing upon Arist). This is a modification

of the opinion held by the Pythagoreans (mentioned also by Arist.

404a, 16 fl.) that the motes in the sunbeam are " souls " (see above,

chap. X, n. 34). Inhalation of the world-stufi as a condition of life

in the individual is imitated from Herakleitos (see S.E., Af. vii, 129).

The soul acc. to Dem. inPalrti pir roO ot&paros, ir Si rw iKBalvttr

Sia^pttrm* nai StaamSArrvrai, lamb. ap. Stob., Eel. i, p. 384, 16 f. W.
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I not eff^ed at a single blow death may, in consequence,

times be only appaient ; i.e. when man^ but not all the soul-particles

have escapcxi. For this reason also, with the possible re-assemblage

of the soul-atoms, irafitiiatit of the apparently dead may occur.

Cases of this kind seem to have been treated in the work wipl twv iv

"'Aitou : see Prod., tn Rp. ii, 113. 6 Kr. : D.L. ix, 46 ; it is counted
among the most famous, or at least the most popular of Dem.’s writings

in the anecdote ap. Ath. 168 B ; cf. [Hp.] Ep. 10. 3, p. 291 Hch. [ix, 322
Lit.} : Fori. 55 C, 2. This view of the retention of vitality, of course,

only applies to the period immediately following the (apparent) death
(it is fairly correctly represented by (Plu.} Plat. Pk. 4, 4, 4 [Do*.

390], it was probably attributed to Dem. on account of a similar

observation made by Parmenides ; see above, p. 373). Never-
theless, out of it grew up the assertion, which was then attributed

to Dem., that in fact ra rtirpa rwr ootparur aioBaytrat

:

e.g. Alex. Aph.
in Arist., Top. 21,21 ;

[Fori. ii. 38, 8] : Stob., Ed. i, p. 477, 18 W.
In the case, at least, of those that are really '* dead ”, i.e. of bodies
that have been deserted by all the soul-atoms, Dem. certainly never
taught the presence of afatfiftnr : against the vulgarization of his

opinions that would attribute such a view as this to him (as Epicurus
himself did) the DemocriHci spoken of by Cic. (TD. i, 82) made their

protest.—The work mpi rwr <> "'Atiov can certainly not hiave confined
Itself to considerations of a purely physical nature ; otherwise
Thrasyllos (D.L. ix, 46) could not have classified it among the

of Dem.
[
Fori, ii, 19}. It is, indeed, difficult to imagine

what from Dem.'s point of view there could have been to say stout
*’ the things in the Underworld ”. It is hardly possible to suppose
(as Mullach, Dem. fr., pp. 117-18, and Heyne do) that Dem. would
think himself obliged cither to answer or to parodv the fabulous
inventions of the poets about the realm of shadows, it is difficult to
be certain that Dem. was really the author of the work : the forgery
of later times was particularly fond of turning the most clear-

headed of materialists into a mage and a iack-of-all-trades. (Dem.'s
observations of the possibility of droffiovr is in part at least the origin

of the writing v. r. iv fiov ; it is also responsible for the anecdote
that makes him promise to the Persian king that he will restore his

dead wife to life again, etc.—a variation of an ingenious story widely
spread both in the East and the West. See my Lecture on Greek
Novel-writing : Verk. der Pktlotogenven. ru Roitock, 1875. p. 68 f.)

—

The " fragments moralia " of Dem. arc with rare exceptions (e.g. Mull.
frr. 7. 23. 48. 49. etc. - 146, 1.59, 147, 127 D.) wholesale fabrications
oi the feeblest kind. One of them, however (119 Mull,, 297 D.), agrees
at least with what Dem. may very well have said about the punish-
ments in Hell (though in rather different words— he was incapable
of quite such a monstrosity as iiuBomXairriorrtt, which sounds very late

Greek. Vain efforts have been made to iustify this livSonXaariio by
reference to the effder ftoBonXiortif. But nv0onoi6t, 6kopiiXaf,
ipyopoKdwot, etc., are also old, and it is no secret that verbs derivto
by fnrther extension from such composite verbal nouns are mostly
late formatioas : thus /ivBowotiw, diopvXattiut, dpyvpoKomiat, and
again wirpofioXim, Upoparrim, rfarroarrorfia, etc.). In another of these
falsa no echo even of Dm.*s thought is to be found

; fr. moral. 1 Mull.
[171 D.} pox^ oUnr^pum Mpovof.

*** Dim., whose inquiries set out from the study of inorganic nature,
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wu led to predicate a mechanical obedience to law in organic nature
as well. Anaxagoras starting from the study of organic nature and
in particular of man, its highest development, derived from that study
the concept of purpose—purp<^ consciously undertaken and carried
out—and this idea aSected his outlook u;^n the whole of nature,
including inorganic nature. This teleolc^cal system, regarded as
of universal application, is made by him to depend on a Being
modelled upon the human mind, the only source, in fact, from which
he could have derived his experience of action carried out in accordance
with pre-arranged purpose.

*•* Cf. here and on what follows, Heinze, Ber. d. Sachs. Ges. d. ITiss.

1890, pp. 1 S.

voOs must lie omniscient if it yviiittfr wtpl irtunis Tex** (/r. 6 M.
12 D.). It has organized (8i<ir<Safii}o<) not only what was and is but
also what is to be

:
/rr. 6, 12 [12, 14 D.].

Arist., PM. 256b. 24 B.

^ yap yoCs (of Anaxag.) tts : Arist., Metaph. 1069b, 31. On the
other hand. xpifMera Smpa vX^Oos

:

Anaxag. fr. 1.

'** 'AvafaySpaf ^sfol ray yoSv lauyiy oiSiy eiBryi rtHy aXXwv jx*'**-

Arist., An. i. 2. p. 405b, 19 ff. ; cf. iii, 4, p. 429b, 23 f.

*'• Anaxag. /r. 6 [12] : to fiiy aXXa <ndyra'> nayris fiotpay per/x**,

yiot 8V /art inttpoy «al avTO«pari{ iral fiifuicrai ovScvl xpi/nimi, liAAa

pathos air&s iaiurou iari. {aattpoy does not seem to supply the
required opposition to what proceeds : ? iaXioy. Anaxag. used the
word of yoCs ace. to Arist., An. 405a, 16; 429b, 23. Zeller also

suggests airAdor, Archiv /. G. d. Philos, v, 441.)
>>> Sea tpoxi/y xei rd ^Adaoo*, varrtoy yoos Kparltt '

irai rijs «(ptx<upi)etor r^r avpadar/s yoos iKparifOS, wars ntpixaip'^oat

T^y opx^y, fr. 6 [12]. This Kparslv at the beginning of the ircptx<upi}oit

cannot at any rate take place by the inter-mixture of roes in the
anippara or by the entry of roCr into these. Because vovs is both
d<ra0i)r and dfuyi[s, it ttparoii) or dpty^s cur, Arist., Ph. 256b, 27 ;

cf. 429a, 18. Docs this also apply to roOs when it rwr i^rxV ix^rratv

Kpar^ci ? And yet in this case it appears to be di\-ided, as pcf{<ur or

fAdrreur in each case, in the —No one ran help being reminded here

of the insoluble aporsai rais^ in Aristotle’s own doctrine of the active

roOr which, in this case too, is dva9^, iptytis, xcuptcrrds from the body ;

IS also deprived of all attributes of individuality (which reside entirely

in the lower psychical powers) and thus appears as a common divine
spirit. And yet it is said to be a pdpeor r^r <kvx^y> present iy rn

<puxfi. dwelling inside the body yet having nothing in common with
It, and in any case is thought of as an individual mind. In the case of

Anaxagoras the same aporiai apply also to the nourishing, feeling,

desiring, and moving soul (as it is called by Arist) ; for all the " parts
”

of the soul are included almost indistinguishably by him under the
conception of yoBs.—The difficulty of reconciling the unity and inward
continuity of the spiritual (immaterial, that cannot be thought of as

divided)—with its individuation and distribution into the multiplicity

of souls, is one which repeatedly occurs in Greek philosophy.
“* 5<a irarrwr lorro. H., Cral. 413 C.

iy trarri srarrdr aaXpa fysmt wAAr rdov ‘ tori ofot hi koI rifor

M, fr. 5 [11).
*** r«Sot 84 irfir Spolis iari xol d ud{cur wat d iXdaoan-, fr. 6 [12].

Arist., An. i, 2, p. 404b, 1-7: Anaxag. often gives riv your

as t8 olrior roC naX&s xal ipBws ' MpuiBt hi (he says) •nBrov clrot r^r

^t>Xi)r • dr diraet yip iiiipx*tr adrdr rotr {^oir, xol psyiXois nal putpots
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itai n^tMt Kal irifioripott (in which case the reCt that dwells within

all the l^a cannot be any longer regarded as i xari ^6vrimv Atyd/itmr

vtriir). Anaxag. had expressed himself indistinctly; f^rroi' iiaoa^u
wtpi air&r (i.e, the relation lietween and Cf. 405a, 13 f. In

the sense of the words as used by Anaxagoras roBt and were
simply identified by Plato ; Crat. 400 A.

“* D.L. ii, 8 [I'ors. 375]. Acc. to Anaxag. the moon has oUifatit

(iJiM icai Ad^ifs Kai Fr. 10 [4] probably refers to the men
and other in the moon (to whom y^ another moon gives light).

Anaxag. (*•«• an inhabitable heavenly body
like the earth). PI.. Ap. 26 D; cf. Hippol., R.H. i. 8. 10. p. 22. 40 D.-S.—
We are reminded of the Orphico-lVthagorean fantasies a^ut life on
the moon (see above, chap, x, n. 76).

.Anaxag. counted the plants as (ijlia and ascribed emotions to

them • ySt90ai xoi Aviniofiai [Arist.] Plaal. 815a, 18. Like Plato and
Demokritos Anaxag. also regarded plants as C<f>“ fyytia : Plu., QA'.

1. 911 D.
>'* In spite of its entry into rofa is yet said to remain

*' unmixed " and unaffected by them : airoKpanfia yap aiJrir Jrra

«at ou5<vt ptptypitrav aavra avrir Koaptiv rd ttpaypara 8id

warratp iorra, PI.. Crat. 413 C. We thus have at the same time Sm
vorrur torra and denial of mixture which is reiterated in stronger and
stronger language. Thus rovt even so remains still ip' iwvraC (rf

yap ip' <<ttvrov ijr, aAXip riip ipimteta ir
' ptTttx*

Xp^pariuif t! ipiptKTO mp ’ ir aartl yap natrtot poipa fneri ktA. So
perhaps we should read fr. 6 (12] restoring a completed syllogism.

In the traditional text the clause «/ ipiptxri ttip is superfluous and
in the way). It takes no particle of the others into itself.

»• [Plu.J Plac. pxa. 5. 25. 2 (Act, Do*. 437; IVj. 397, 18), in

the chap, voripov iar'tp Swrot aal tararot p»x^ 4 otuparot ; Anaxag.
taught ; (froi Si aai pax^f 8drarov rir Staxa>ptap6p. Nothing else

can be meant by the words—the theme of the chapter alone shows it

—

than : the death of the soul (as well as of the body) occurs with its

separation (from the body), rdr is subject and that

'rnr 'hxvf 9airaro* predicate of the sentence (not the other way round
as Sieb^k seems to think : Get. d. Psychol, i, 285). The snolent

alteration proposed by Wyttenbach {de immorl. animi, Opusc. ii, 597 f.)

has not the smallest justification : tlrai 8f koI rdr Baearop pvx^c
Staxaiptapop teal omparof. There conld have been no retnoa at all in

app^ng specially to Anaxagoras for a confirmation of the popular con-
cation of death (it would be nothing more). Further, in this particular

connexion such a definition of death is <^uite out of place ; since the
theme of the chap, is only to ask the question whether death also affects

the soul, not what it is. P»x^ mutt mean the individual soul,

not the po6t which is the basis of the individual souls. Anaxag. made the
individual soul perish at death—so much is certain. It must be
admitted that we cannot say for certain whether the Pladta ure
referring to an actual utterance of Anaxag. or are only drawing con-

clusions front his teaching.
••• fr. 17 [17).



CHAPTER XII

The Lay Authors

Theology and Philosophy, each in its own way attempting
to go beyond inadequate popular belief, could only very
gradually transcend the limits of those narrow communities
within which their influence was first felt and reach the circles

in which that popular belief held sway. During the earliest

successes of the theological and philosophical spirit hardly
a voice was raised that might have suggested that the belief

in the imperishability and divine nature of the human Soiil,

of the inherence of all things spiritual in one imperishable,

fundamental substance, might become something more than
a mystery knowm to the wise and illuminated, and enter into

the convictions of the people and the unlearned. " After the

death of the body, the Image of Life remains alive ; for that

alone is descended from the gods ”—such is the announcement
of Pindar. But for all the confidence with which, as though
anticipating no contradiction, he here proclaims the view of

the soul's immortality and bases it upon its divine nature,

such an opinion can at that time have been no more than the

persuasion of isolated communities formed and instructed in

that particular doctrine. It cannot be merely accidental,^

that in the fragments which have come down to us of the lyTic

and scmi-lyric (elegiac and iambic) poetr>-—poeti^' intended
for a wide and unspccialized public and expressing feelings

and ideas in language that all could understand—hardly a

trace appears of that enhanced conception of the worth and
nature of the Soul. Reflexion does not linger over such

dark subjects ; whenever they are illuminated for a passing

moment, we discern the outlines of those figures from the

spirit world just as the Homeric imagination had given them
shape.

Life and light are only to be found in this world ;
• Death,

to which we arc all " owing *',• leads the soul into a reahn of

nothingness.* Inarticulate, voiceless, the dead man lies in the

grave like a statue.* Upon earth, and not in any shadowy
hereafter, is completed that judgment • which divine Justice

passes upon the criminal himself, or uMn his descendants

in whom something of him still lives on. It is the lack of such

descendants that forms the bitterest pang, as he §oes down to

Hades, of the man who passes childless out of this life.’
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Mwe distinctly and bitterly, in this age of advancing dviliza-

tkm and growing sensibility, sounds the wail over the pain and
afflicticm of life, the obscurity of its ways, and the uncertainty

of its outcome.* Silenos, the prophetic wood-spirit, so went
the ancient legend, when captured by King Midas in his rose-

gardens at Bomios earned his release with the judgment of

melancholy wisdom that the Greek was never tired of repeating

in ever-varying forms—not to be bom is the best thing for

men, but having been bom, let him pray that he may return

as soon as possible to the kingdom of Night,* and of Hades.**

The cheerful enjojTnent of life is no longer so sure of itself as

once it had been in the days of its naive confidence : and yet

there is no substitute attempted, no compensatoiy hereafter

in a next world of justice and untroubled happiness. VVe rather

hear the opinion expressed that rest is the greatest of all

earthly blessings ; and rest is brought by Death. Neverthe-
less there is little demand for consolation ; a robust and virile

sense of life that can put up with whatever may befall of

e^il or hardship in healthy indifference, is in the air, and
speaks to us from many a page of this poetic legacy with
unpretending veracity. No attempt is made to smooth over
the hardship and cruelty of life. Man's power is small,

his efforts go unrewarded, one necessity after another besets

his short life : over all alike hangs the shadow of inevitable

death . All things come at last to the awful chasm—the bravest

virtue and the highest authority in the world.** Yet life is

good and death an ex-il ; else, why do the blessed gods not

die ? asks Sappho ** with feminine naivete ; though indeed,

her life's path had lain through the deepest valley of the
shadow. Even the dead man, if he wishes to be preserved from
utter nothingness, must depend upon the world of the living

as the only place of reality ; the fame of his Nirtues and his

deeds is ^ that outlasts his death.** Perhaps some dim
perception of that fame reaches even to the dead.** They'

themselves are for the living as though they had passed into

nothingness ; we should not, thinks a poet, give them another
thought after we have buried them.**

Here e\’en the time-honoured conventions associated with
the cult of souls seem to be pciversely cast aside. In general,

the poet with his wide-ranging obsen’ation of mankind had
siruU occasion to be reminded of the cult of the soul that the

narrow circles of family or city offered to their dead, or of the
conceptions thereby encouraged of the continued life enjoyed
by the departed. The omission is supplied by the Orators of

the fifth and fourth centuries and by ^at they say—and do
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not say—of the state of things hereafter. The greatest period

of lyric poetry was by that time already fading into the past,

and yet whoever wished in iqjealdng before a atizen a»emMv
to meet with general agreement and understand^ was still

obliged to refrain from speaking of the blessed immortality,

the eternity and divinity of the soul. The Orators ** nevo-

pass beyond the conceptions of the survival, power, and
rights of the souls of the departed which were call^ forth and
maintained in existence by the cult of the soul. The continued
existence of the souls in the next world is not called in

question ; but the opinion that the souls stUl preserve their

consciousness and have any knowledge of what happens on
this earth is only expres.sed with the most cautious avoidance of

definiteness.*’ Wliat—apart from the sacrificial offerings

of their relatives— still binds the dead to the life upon earth,

is little more than the fame accorded to them among the

living.** Even in the elevated language of solemn funeral

orations the consolations offered to the survivors omit all

mention of any enhanced state of being, any thought of

immortal life in fully-conscious blessedness, that might belong
now to the glorious departed.** Such high visions and hopes
for the future were still, it appears, as little necessary or

demanded for the comfort of the people as they had be^ in

the times of the great wars of liberty.*® The beloved dead who
had given their lives for their country in those wars, as well

as many others of the time whom death had overtaken, were
the recipients of the epitaphs composed by Simonides the

master of brilliant and condensed inscriptions. Nevertheless,

not once does he vouchsafe a word that might point forward
to a land of blessed immortality for the departed. There is a
vestige of life still remaining for the dead—^but it is in this

world ; the memory of the living and their own great name
honoured by after generations is all that can prolong their

existence.

It seems like an echo from another world when (about the

middle of the fifth century) Melanippides the dithyrambic
poet addres.ses a god in the words :

“ Hear me Father, marv’el

of all mortal men. Thou that rulest o\xr the everliving Souls."

The words must be addressed to Dionj-sos ;
** for such as

entered into the magic circle of his nightly festiN'al those

visions of the imperishability of the human soul and its

divine power acquired reality. Such wisdom received but

partial assent from those who lived unaffected by the con-

ceptions of isolated sects of the theologically or philosophically
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A peculiar position is taken up by Pindar. Two contrasted

views of the nature, ori^n, and destiny of the soul seem to be
combined in his mind with equal claim to authority.

In the Victoty Odes allusions predominate which imply
an agreement with the popular view expressed in the sajdngs

of poets and the presupp^tions of the cult of souls and the

wtnr^p of Heroes. After its separation from the body,
the soul disappears into the undeiv^ld.** The piety and
affectionate memory of relatives and descendants remains as

a link between the dead and the living ;
•• whether the soul

itself is still conscious of any connexion with the world of the

living seems uncertain.** Its power is over and done with

—

it is certainl}' no condition of blessed happiness into which
it has entered. Only the glorious name, the fame that is

honoured in song, rewards the great de^ of the virtuous

after death.**

An exalted state of being, after their denture from this

earth, is attributed to the Heroes alone. The belief in the

existence, importance, and power of these illuminated spirits

holds complete sway ;
•• it ema-ges in lively reality from the

words and narrations of the poet throughout all his work.

Moreover, the ancient conception—in reality rendered
untenableby the belief in Heroes—^that only with the undivided
union of b^y and soul is complete life imaginable, is dis-

cernible in many allusions and stories of Translation that

imply that conception. Amphiaraos, the most illustrious

of those who have been translated to everlasting life, is

specially dear to the heart of the Theban poet, and is gltnified

more than once in the language of unaffected faith in such
miracles.** But, further, even when death has occurred in

the meantime, elevation to a higher life remains po^ble

—

even beyond the heights of the " Hero ”. Semele lives for

ever, tho^h she died under the crash of the thunder-bolt,**

The barrier between men and gods is not insuperable ; we
can distantly approach the immortals not only in greatness
of mind, but in bodily vigour.** One mother gave birth to

both races, though the gulf between them is indeed a deep
one ; man is nought—a shadow's dream-image ; for the godis

the brazen heavens remain far ever as an unconqueraUe
stronghold.** Only a miracle of divine interference with the
lawfm and normal course of nature, can raise the individoal

soul to the everlasting life of the gods and Heroes.
Such visions as thne could be indulged in by one who still
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kept his feet finnly fixed upon the ground of popular belief.

And yet side by side with them in Pindar's worl« are to be
found descriptions of quite another order in which is expressed,

with elaborate fullness and dogmatic exactitude, a complete
doctrine of the nature, destiny, and fate of the soul

;
passes

in which, in spite of some little poetic licence in detail, a well

ordered and, in the main, consistent whole is pictured.

The Soul, the “ Image of Life ", the other Self of the living

and visible man, sleeps while the limbs of man are active

;

when the individual is aslera it shows him dream-visions of

the future.” This psyche *• which during the waking and
conscious hours of the man is itself lying in the darkness of

unconsciousness, is far from being the totality of mental
powers gathered together in a single creature, or at any rate,

in a single concept, such as the philosophers as well as the

ever^'day use of the word at that period understood by the
name " psyche Here, again, the name once more denotes

the double of mankind dwelling within the living man such as
it was known to primeval popular belief and to the Homeric
pwms. A theolopcal meaning has, however, been added to it.

This " Image " of man, we are told, " is alone descended from
the gods.” and with this the reason also is discovered why
the soul-image alone after the destruction of the body by death
remains alive.**

Derived from the gods and therefore eternally exempt from
destruction, everlasting and immortal, the soul is none the
less condemned to finiteness; it dwelk within the mortal

body of man. This is the result of the “ ancient guilt " of

which, quite in the manner of theological j)oetr>’, Fhndar
also speaks.** After the death of the body it is to await in

Hades the stem sentence that " One ” shdl pronounce over
its earthly deeds.** For the condemned there is in store
" affliction past beholdii^ ” *• in deep Tartaros, “ where the
slow rivers of murky night spit out endless darkness,” and
forgetfulness encloses the victims.** The just enter into the

subterranean places of bliss where the sun gives them light

when he has set upon earth.** In flower>’ meadows they enjoy

an existence of resplendent idleness, such as only the Greek
imagination, nourisdied amid the artistic surroundings of

Gre^ life, could describe without falling into emptiness and
futility.

But the soul has not even so found its last resting place.

It must again give life to a body and not until it has completed

upon earth a third faultless life can it hope for an end of its

earthly course of being.** The conditions of each new life
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upon earth depend upon the d^ee of purity that the soul

has achieved in its previous lifetimes. When at last the

Queen of the Underworld considers that its “ ancient guilt
"

has been atoned for, she sends forth the souls after the ninth
j-ear of their last sojourn in Hades once more to live in the

upper world, this time in happiness. Here they pass through
one more lifetime as kings, mighty men of valour, and Wise
Men." Then at last they escape from the necessity of earthly

rebirth. As *' Heroes " they are honoured among men ;

“
and they have therefore entered into a state of higher being

which the popular belief of Pindar’s time ascribed not only to

the souls of the great ancestral figures of the past, but also

to many who had departed hence in more recent times after

a life of valour and service.** Now they are beyond the reach

of Hades as much as of the world of men. Faith seeks them
in “ Islands of the Blest " far out in Okeanos ; thither, to the
” Citadel of Kronos " they travel on the “ Way of Zeus ” **

and enjoy, in company with the great ones of the past, under
the protection of Kronos ** and his assessor Rhadamanthys,
a life of bliss for ever undisturbed.

Such conceptions of the origin, fortunes, and ultimate

destiny of the soul, the more they diverge from commonly
held opinions, the more certainly must they be regarded as

being part of the private and real persuasion of the poet him-
self. The poet, who on other occasions when he makes
passing and casual reference to the things of the next world

accommodates himself to the traditional \’iew, gives himself

up willingly to such hopes and aspirations where the circum-

stances of his song provided an opportunity of dealing at

length with such matters—especially in hymns of mourning
for the dead. He may have paid attention in such poems to

the special opinions of those who were to be the first hearers

of his song. Theron, the ruler of Akragas, to whom was dedi-

cated the second Ol^mipian Ode of Victory that deals so

fuUy with the hope of bliss to come, was an old man whose
thoughts might well be occupied with the life after death.**

In this case, therefore, we may pesume perhaps the special

interest of the person whose praises are sung in these reflec-

tions that lead so far away from the commonly accepted view

of the Soul.** But that Pindar, proud and self-wUled, con-

scious of spec^ knowledge and proud of that consciousness,

should have given expession to strange doctrine so foreign to

popular ideas simply out of complaisance to another’s will, and
in subserviance to another man’s belief—that is quite unthink-

able. It is rather the substance of what he believes himself
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and has achieved by his own struggles that in a solemn hour
he reveals for a moment to like-minded friends.

The different elements out of which Pindar has composed
his special view are not hard to distinguish. He is following
theological doctrine in what he tells of the divine origin of

the soul, its wanderings through several bodies, the judgment
in Hades, the special place assigned to the just, and that of the
wicked. But it is laj^an’s theolc^ that he is propoimding

;

it does not bind itself to a single unalterable formula, and
betrays throughout that its exponent is a pwt. Pindar,
throughout the whole of his poetic activity, combines the office

of singer with that of professional teacher, more especially

where he has to speak of the things of an invisible divine
world. But for all his didactic professionalism he remains the
poet, for w'hom as depository and trustee of the Myth it is

out of the question to abandon the traditional, whether in

legend or belief His task is to keep pure what has been handed
down to him, to make it more profound, perhaps to supple-
ment and complete it, but with all this to justify it. Thus,
poetic legend and popular belief enter even into his theolo-

gian's doctrine of the Soul ; the Islands of the Blest, the

elevation of man to Hero—these were things he could not
give up.

From what particular direction Pindar’s theological interests

may have come to him we cannot say with precision or
certainty. Orphic as well as Pj^thagorean doctrines may have
come to his notice in Sicily whither he made repeated visits

after 477 B.c.^* For both sects this country was the original

nursery and breeding ground.
There, too, the poet may perhaps have (even at that date)

met with certain varieties of the Orphic mystical doctrine

which, like his own views, were intermingled with elements

taken from conventional mythology. Examples of this tjTJe

of Orphic mysticism allied with foreign elements are the

verses which, inscribed upon gold tablets, were found not

long ago in graves near the ancient Sybaris.** Three of these

poems begin with phrases that are common to them all, and
imply the same underlying conceptions ; after that they part

company and represent two different Nnews. The soul of the dead

person thus addresses itself to the Queen of the lower world,

and the other gods of the depths below ;
** I draw near to you

purified and bom of pure parents.” It belongs then to a

mortal who, like his parents before him, has been “ pimfied ’’ in

the sacred mysteries of a religious association.** It claims also to

be descended from the blessed race of the deities of the lower
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world.®

sions

some, „ . , .

exj^essed : the Soul has now at last escaped entirely from the
“ Circle of Births and it enters as it tells us “ with speedy
feet into the wished-for precinct ",*• and buries itself in the

bosom of the Queen of the Underworld.*’ It is the latter,

probably, who at the end greets the liberated soul with the

words :
" Fortunate and to be called Blessed art thou ; now

shalt thou be, instead of a mortal—a god."

Much less exalted are the hopes expressed in the

other two versions of the mj'stic document—two versions

that resemble each other in most essentials. Here the soul

asserts that it has done penance for unrighteous deeds
; now

it appears before the revered Persephoneia to implore her
graciously to send it to the dwelling places of the pure and the

holy.**

How are we to explain the discrepancy ? It would indeed be
possible to explain the more restrained version as that of a
sect whose members were less confident of their own divine

origin and of the necessary return of the soul at last to its

enfranchised divine state. It is much more probable, however
—since in fact the presupposition of the divine nature of the

soul and its kinship with the divine is really made in both cases

and with the same words—that we here have to do with the
beliefs of one and the same sect, and that the varying heights

of felicity aspired to correspond to different stages of the

process of redemption. He who through participation in the
sacred mysteries has atoned for the ancient guilt, can be
admitted by the goddess into the paradise of the blest in the

midst of Hades. But he must still, in subsequent rebirths

upon earth first complete the cycle before* he can be fully

rdeased from rebirth and become once more what he was at

the beginning, entirely a god. The dead man of the first

tablet has reached the final goal of his pilgrimage ; the other

two have only reached an interme^ate resting place.**

Another inscription, found in a grave of the same neighbour-
hood,*® by its use of a mystic formula " appended also to the
first version of the above-mentioned poems, reveals itself as

an expressiiH) of faith deriving from the same sect. Among
a variety of disconnected instructions and appeals to the
dead,** strung together with no particular arrangement, it

contains the following statement :
" a god hast thou become

instead of a mortaL" This then always remained the crown-
ing point of the salvation promised by the sect.
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In the cult and beliefs of this sect which thus with divided
voice speaks to us in these verses, the worship of the ancient
Greek divinities of the Underworld (among whom Dionysos
is not this time included) was fused with the boldest concep-
tion belonging to the Dionysiac mysteries : the confident
assurance that the divine nature of the soul must in the end
break through, purified and triumphant over the earthliness

that obscured it. Pindar in another, but not very different,

way has brought the same elements into conjunction. One
would indeed like to be able to estimate the influence which
his doctrine, which lay so close to his own heart, may have
e.xercised on the hearers and readers of his poems. He was
at once something more and something less than a theolc^cal
teacher. Never again among the Greeks did the blessed life

of the sanctified soul receive such majestic expression, clothed

in such ample and resplendent diction, as that which poured
so freely from the heart of this richly gifted poet. But though
the poet may have touched the heart of his hearer and tempted
his imagination to stray along the path laid out for him, yet
it cannot have been easy (and perhaps the greatness of the

poet’s triumph almost made it harder) permanently to

mistake the magic gleam of poetry for the sunlight of re^ty.
One may doubt whether the poems in which Pindar recount^
his dreams of future blessedness can have found many hearers

in whom they awakened not merely aesthetic satisfaction, but
belief in the literal truth of the teaching, in the reaility of ^ose
beautiful, dim, halloed figures.

§3

But perhaps by the expression of such doubts we do less

than justice to the influence which a Greek poet might exercise

upon the minds and dispositions of his hearers. Greek
populair opinion was very much inclined to place the poet on a
pedestal to which his modem representative would hardly
care to aspire, and to which at any rate he could never attain.

The purely artistic vaflue and importance of a p>oem did not
seem to be impaired by the demand that it should at the same
time instruct and edify. The poet was to be the teacher of

his people in an age when, in the conditions of Greek life, the

people had no other instructor. He was to be a teacher in

the highest sense of all when, speaking in the language of the

most exalted poetry, he dealt with the doubts and certainties

of religion and the relationship between religion and morality.

In these matters he could supplement out of the wealth of
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his own far-reaching reflection what was lacking in the public

morality of the time through the absence of an official,

authoritative religious Book. By giving them intelligible

and memorable expression, together with greater cohesion

and unity, he could strengthen the foundations of the common
stock of moral ideas that had been evolved in the course of

social and city life. He might also expand and give greater

depth to the ideas of popular morality, tempering them in

the fire of his own more rigorous thought and interpreting and
refining them from the heights of a more elevated under-

standing of the divine. What he thus gave back to the people

stamped with the impress of his own verj' personal tempera-

ment and outlook, no longer remained the casual opinion of a

single indi\'idual, but took root in suitably constituted minds
and became for many a valued possession, an enduring
addition to their consciousness.

It was not until the rise in later times of a fully developed

philosophy extending its range of interpretation to the whole
of life that poetiy was deprived of its special office of instruc-

tress to the aspiring minds among the people." Poetry had
always been willing to exercise this function, but never so

decidedlj’ or with such fully coascious purpose as in the times
of transition at the beginning of which Pindar lived—the

transition from an unsophisticated faith in the traditional

view of all things visible and invisible to a fresh stabilization

of behef secured by, and resting upon, philosphic conviction.

The need felt for the readju.stmcnt or verification of the

ancestral or traditional forms of belief was vividly awakened,
and it was still only poetrj’ that could extend the light of its

teaching to illuminate the minds of w'hole cla.sscs of the

population. The influence of the poets must have increast'd

in proportion as the numbers increased of those who were
ready to receive the special bounty which they were able to

offer. But if the influence wielded by Pindar, the Pan-Hellenic
poet of the great Festivals, as the teacher of his people was.
as we have seen, considerable, a very wide field indeed for the
popagation of fruitful ideas lay open to the Attic tragedians
in the huge concourse of the people which flocked together to

hear thdr creations—a multitude which seemed all the greater

for being confined within a narrower space. The poets them-
selves frequently allow it to be seen how seriously they regarded
themselves as the teachers of their public, and the people
admitt«l their claims. All men expected and demanded
instruction from the wwd of the poet—the highest instruction

from the highest poetry.** We shall not be much mistake
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if webelievethat theopinionsand reflections towhich Aeschylus,
Sophokles, and not least Euripides, gave utterance in their

tragic drama did not remain the sole property of those in

whose minds they had first arisen.

§•»

The Attic Tragedy of the fifth century' must of its own accord,

even if the conscious purpose of the dramatists had not tended
in the same direction, have developed into an artistic product
based on psychological interest. The real theatre of that

drama must inevitably have become the interior of its hero’s

mind.
The tragic poet attempted something hitherto unknown.

The characters and events of ancient legend or history which
had passed shadowlike before the minds of the hearers or

readers of all earlier poetry, at the mercy of those hearers’

own private and variously limited imagination—these same
events and characters were now to take form and body and
appear visibly before the eyes of all beholders alike in equal
clearness. Wliat had hitherto seemed a dream-vision of the

imagination now visibly presented itself to the eyes of the

beholder, unchanging, precise, independent of the limitations

of intellect among the audience, a concrete and self-moving

object of waking perception. Thus reawakened to a palpable

and fully realizijd life, the myth was seen in a new light. What
in it was mere incident became subordinated to the personality

of the man who plays his part in these events before our eyes,

and whose importance and content is not e.Yhausted in the

single particular action. The old legend in becoming drama
has undergone an extension both spatial and temporal,

and even in externals the plot that unfolds itself in a
series of momentary acts plays the least part in the story.

Tlie speeches and counter-sp^hes of the hero and the

other actors who take part in the story were bound to

take up the greater part of the time. Motives of action,

expressed, debated and fought out in words, become more
important than their eventual outcome in passionate deed
or mortal woe. With the advance of artistic skill the

intellect seeks to gr^p the permanent outlines of the character

that in the given circumstances can be moved by particular

motives to particular acts. Thus, the complete materializa-

tion of the myth leads to its complete spiritualization. The
eyes and mind of the beholder are directed less to the external

events—these, being familiar from the ancient legend, could
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awaken little curiosity—and more to the inward meaning and
import of what the hero does and suffers.

And it vras here that the dramatic poet was faced with his

special and peculiar problem. What was to happen in his

(hrama was settled out of hand by the course of the ancient

legend (in a few cases bj' the course of historical events) and
the lines along which his invention must move were planned
out for him in advance. To give life to the personages of the

drama, motivation and justification to the events of the

drama—that was his particular business. But in this he was
thrown entirely upon his own resources. Even if he could

he was not permitted to derive the inner motive forces of the

action from the real modes of feeling and thinking that had
belonged to the distant past in which the myth had first been
conceived. Such motives would have remained imintelligible

to the audience, and his pla5' would have been stiUbom. But
on the other hand, how was he to make plausible and intelli-

gible to the vastly different mentality and changed feelings

of the age in which he lived actions which really sprang from
the habits and moral ideas of a long since vanished age ? It is

open to him (if he is not content to be a mere annalist simply
stringing together bare events) to take the actual incident

given him by the ra^'thical legend and set over against it the

actor in the story whose emotions are those of a modem man,
and upon whose shoulders the burden of the event is laid

;

he may represent this opposition as beyond reconciliation,

and so lead to the most simple and overwhelming of tragic

conflicts. This simple opposition of character and destiny

which places both the poet and his hero—another Hamlet

—

in a position of direct hostility to the mythological background
can, howev'er, never become the rule. It is the business of the
poet as far as possible to assimilate and make his own the
spirit that actu^y called forth the dark and cruel legend of
the past, while yet remaining tme to the mode of perception
proper to his own time. He must manage to leave imdis-

turbed the full primitive sense of the mythical story and bring
it about that % its marriage with the spirit of a later age
its meaning is not destroyed but deepened. He is committ^
to the search for an adjustment between the mental attitudes
of an older and a newer age.

Such an adjustment came most easily to Aeschylus and
satisfied thene^ of his temperament. As one who had grown
to manhood in the Athens of the period before the Persian
wars his own character had its roots in ancient and traditional

modes of thought. These he built up imder the guiding
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influence of his own special ways of thinking and feeling into

a new and loftier whole : to corroborate this whole, which
appeared to him as a law of the moral world, by reference to
typical examples taken from mythology—examples chosen
by him with deliberate care to serve as subjects of his

dramatic poetry—this was one of the chief aims of his art.

To the plot in its moral—nay, its religious—sense, all his

thoughts are directed ; the characters of the actors themselves
are only illuminated from the standpoint of this special

interest ; their wider, independent existence outside the life

of the drama which completely envelopes them is not meant
to draw attention to itself. He himself gives us the right, in

studying his plays, to leave out of sight for a moment the
representational aspect of the particular and the personal

—

all that in fact makes them essentially works of art—in order

to observe more closely the under-current of generalued
belief which we may reasonably call the ethic and theology

of the poet.

Behind the living tissue of his artistic creation Aeschylus
allows us to perceive pretty clearly the firm outlines of his

own ethical and religious convictions. He fuses together

elements prescribed to him from without with that which
was dictated by his own spirit. \Miat is prescribed to him
by legend—which he allows to ron its full course, in strictly

dramatic form and by preference as a trilc^, a form in this

case uniquely adapted to the subject—is a history that

deals with the continued operation of the forces of evil and
suffering upon several generations of a family, jKrsisting

from father to son and from son to son's son. The belief also in

such interconnexion of human destinies is prescribed to him
from without. 'That the sins of the ancestors were visited upon
their descendants here upon earth was an ancient article of

faith especially strong in Attica.** What Aeschylus contributes

on his part is the unswerving conviction that the son and
grandson of the sinner are punished for their oum sin too.

Suffering is punishment,** and suffering would not have over-

taken Oedipus, nor the sons of Oedipus, if Lalos had been
the only guilty one—if their own sin had not deserved punish-

ment.
And yet it does not lie within their power to choose

whether the guilt shall be theirs or not : they cannot escape

the deed of sin. How, we may ask, can a guilty deed be

necessitated, imposed upon the guilty one by the decree of a

higher power, and yet at the same time the fault of the doer

of the deed, as though he had acted of his own free will ?
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The question is a perplexing and a formidable one, and it was
by no means unnoticed by the poet. Behind the externa!

apparatus of myth he finds himself faced by the problem of

the freedom or determination of man’s will, which, as civiliza-

tion and culture advance, feels itself morally responsible for

every decision. He finds a way out of the difficulty in the

view that it is not merely the deed of wickedness itself, but
the conscious decision that leads up to the deed that arises

out of the family inheritance of crime. The conscious choice

and decision, though regarded as necessary, seemed to

demonstrate fully the personal guilt and responsibility of the

doer.*’ The cloud of evil that proceeds from the deed of the

ancestor casts a dark shadow also over the minds of his son

and his son's son. Not from his owm mind or character does

the will to do wrong take its origin. The noble, pure and
resolute Eteokles, the model of intelligent manhood, the

shield and protection of his people, falls in a moment, a victim

to ominous destiny ; his clear-sighted spirit is darkened, he
gives himself up—his better self—for lost,** and rushes upon
his doom with awful resolve. The ” sins derived from his

ancestors
” *• drive him on. Then, and not till then, is the full

measure of penance at last paid for the crime done by the
ancestor; ’•hisdescendantsarehisreprcsi-ntalivcs, and become
guilty on his behalf and then, for their own guilt as well as his,

they suffer retribution. Divinity, or a spirit of vengeance
sent with a divine mission, drives the victims burdened with
the inheritance of crime to the criminal deed. Tlie divine

guidance is actuated no longer, as in ancient and undying
popular belief, by personal desire of vengeance, anger or malice,’*

but by divine justice, acting with “ just deceit that the
measure of guilt may be fulfilled, and that the divine will to

justice may have a means to complete satisfaction. The evil

Spirit of the House assists Klytaimnestra to conceive the
thought of murdering her husband ; ” God him.<>eif guides
and urges forward Orestes to the act of matricide which he
plans and carries out with fully conscious purpose—a crime
that is also a duty. To the poet the old ideas of the duty
of avenging murder are a very living reality. The right to
worship and cult possessed by the souls, their claim to
vei^eance when they have been violently done to death,
their |;h<%tly influence exerted upon the life and destinies

of their immediate kinsfolk upon whom the duty of taking
vengeance rests—all these things are for him not the obsolete
fancies of an older generation but true and awful realities.’*

Whole dramas, the Choephorai and the Eumenides, for
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instance, would appear as a meaningless beating of the air

if they were not animated and made significant by unaltered
faith in the right and the might of the souls, the reality and
potency of the daimonic counsel, the Erinyes,” who appear
on behalf of the murdered mother. And now at la.st

light breaks through the dark and clouded sky of awful
imagination : where Duty and Crime have become inextricably

confused, divine grace, though yielding nothing of its rights,

finds at last a solution.

All these things, however—conflict and solution, crime
and its expiation in ever-renewed crime and the suffering

that arises thence—fulfil themselves in this world. Guilt

is avenged alway’s upon earth. The " other ” world is by
no means an indispensable link in this chain of conceptions
and fancies ; the poet’s view is rarely turned in that direction.

Speculation upon the state of the soul after death, upon
a blessed life in the kingdom of the spirits,’* does not interest

him. Only such portions of the eschatological imaginings
of the theologians as might ser\-c the purposes of moral
inspiration or support, found favour with the poet. There
are occasional allusions to the judgment that, in Hades,
" another Zeus ” holds over the deeds of earthly life,” but they
remain dark and vague. It is not explained in what relation

this judgment in Hades stands to the complete equivalence

of guilt and destiny that, here upon earth, Zeus and Moira
bring to completion in the person of the criminal himself

and, after his death, of his descendants. Side by side with

the allusions to the judgment in the underworld implying

the complete consciousness of the dead, stand expressions

that call up a picture of the senseless, twilight existence

of the souls in Hades like that described in Homer.’* The
poet, to whom every feature of the beliefs derived from the

cult of the souls about the relations of the departed to the

life of the dwellers on earth was inten.sely and vividly real,

never cared to fix his attention for long upon the nature and
condition of the dead in their separate other-world existence.

In fact his chosen w*ork of giving a moral significance and
deeper meaning to popular and ancient faith was wholly
derived from this faith itself ; and so also was the lofty and
consistent idea of divinity which fills the background of

his picture of life. The generation which had fought at

Marathon, in spite of a profounder and even more sombre
meditation upon life and destiny, could still dispense almost

entirely with the assistance of the theological doctrines

of the sects who sought refuge from the dark and austere
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realities of this unsatisfying world in thoughts of an imagined
hereafter. . _

§ 5

Towards the great problems of dramatic philosophy—
the problems of the frc^om or compulsion of the will, the

guilt and destiny of man—Sophokles took up a position

that differed essentially from that of his great predecessor.

A maturer and calmer self-abandonment to the olxservation

of life and its difficulties made him less able to rest content
with simple or sweeping solutions of the complexities ; made
him seek out other and more various modes of understanding.

The individual man, stamped with the unique impression

of his peculiar being, with him becomes more fully detached

from the bac^ound of omnipotent might and imiversal

law. The individual finds within himself the rules of his

beha\’iour, the causes of his success, or his tragic failure.

No petty, egotistical motive inspires the action of Antigone
or Elektra : they are obedient to the old. unwritten laws

of the gods. But the force that leads them to obey is derived

solely from the special fa^ion and impulse of their own
hearts. No one dse could do what they do, suffer what
they suffer. We realize the necessity and justification of

what they do and suffer solely from the contemplation of

the stren^ and weakness of their own characters as displayed

for ns in the action that takes place upon the stage. Indt^.
the length to which Sophokles, in the ’* Elektra ", goes in the

suppression of such universally recognized and binding

motives as those derived from the duty of vengeance and
the rights of injured souls, may well cause surprise. The
special and indiNidual case must for him carry its own
justification within itself, and in fact it receives such justifica-

tion so completely from the character and behaviour of the

actors in the drama that, unlike the hero of Aeschylus'
tragedy, Orestes needs to have no qualm of doubt in the

performance of his deed, and suffers no remorse after

the murda* of the wicked murderess. Once again as in the

Hcnneric story, with Orestes' “ righteous deed of blood the
circle of calamity is complete : no Erinj's rises from the earth

to demand his overthrow. ••

So, too, when the suffering and calamity that befalls the

mental hero comes not from his own conscious decision

and exercise of will, but from obscure decrees of fate it is

still the special character of the hero which not only demands
the greater part of our attention, but entirely conditions

and sufficiently explains the course of events. The same
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misfortune might overtake another man, but neither its

inward nor its outvrard effects would be the same as they
are for Oedipus or Aias. Only tragically extreme characters

can have a tragic fate.

And yet, in these as in other tragedies, what gives the

first impulse and direction to the course of the story does not

arise from the will or character of their heroes. The mind
of Aias is not free but subject when he performs the deed
that sends him to his death. Oedipus, Deianeira take
vengeance upon themselves for the dec^ of horror that they

have brought about without knowing what they did. Not-
withstanding the fact that the interest of the “ Philoktetes

”

centres so completely round the vividly contrasted characters

of Philoktetes, Neoptolemos, and Odysseus, yet the situation

which brings them into opposition is one which it was beyond
the power or the purpose of man to bring about or to hinder.

An obscure destiny plimges man into suffering, drives him
to actions in the face of which easy and ready-made judgments
about " guilt ” and the relation between suffering and desert

are silenced. It is not inherited family crime that here

forces the son and the grandson to deeds that can hardly

be called their own. The poet, it is true, knows of these

conceptions that play so large a part in the poetry of

Aeschylus, but they are mere historical tradition to him,

not vital motives of his drama. Nor is it mere irrational

chance, or impersonal fate working by necessity and without
passion that directs the mind and guides the hand of the

actor in his bondage. Clearly or obscurely moving about
in the background of events the will of a divine power can
be discerned that, inevitable as fate,“ guides the deeds
and the fate of men in accordance with its own purpose.

The divine purpose brings to maturity a plan in which the
individual man and his destiny are mere instruments. To
make plain the premeditated character of this purposeful

direction of human affairs is the object of the prophetic
anticipations of the future, the divine oracles and prophecies
of seers of which we hear so much in the plays. If this divine

purpose should involve the fatal act, the undeserved suffering

of the individual, then that purpose will be fulfilled though
human happiness may be destroyed in the process, and though
pain, crime, agony, and violent death may overwhelm the
mortal individual. The well-being of the individual does
not enter into the question where the intentions of a divinity

that sees far beyond this puny existence are concerned.

An honest, simple-minded, good-hearted man, without
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deceit or fault, like Philoktetes, is abandoned for many long

years to every kind of suffering in order that he may not

interfere prematurely in the development of the war against

Troy with the magic weapons that are in his possession." He
is an involuntar}’ martjT for the good of the whole community.
In order that Herakles may released from this life at

the precise moment of time that has been fixed by divine

foreknowledge." Deianeira, the most devoted and womanly
character in the whole of the Attic drama, must out of the
goodness of her heart and the love she bears to her husband
send him to the most awdul of deaths and then perish herself.

Simply because such is the will of heaven “ must Oedipus,
unknowing and blameless, slay his father, marry his mother,

and plunge himself into the deepest depth of miser>’.

Thus, out of the darkness, the hand of divine superiority

guides the destinies of humanity, the will and behaviour of

men, according to its own purposes. The problematical

in human life, the disparity between personal guilt and personal

suffering, which daily experience brings before our eyes,

seemed to the poet to be rendered more intelligible by this

conception. He preaches dutiful submission to these

dispensations of a higher power. He himself is one of the
pious, in the specific sense of the word," for whom to perceive

the will of the gods is sufficient to call forth adoration of

the gods ;
who feel no need that this mighty will should

justify itself to human ideas of morality and goodness.

It may be right to call this will a holy will ; but there is no
need for it to prove itself such at the bar of human judgment.
Nor does such piety find itself disturbed in its worship when,
in order to assert the di\'ine prerogative over humanity'
(whose first duty it is to recognize the limits of what is allowed

and possible for it), divine inhumanity and cold lust of

vengeance manifest themselves so clearly as in the Athene
of the " Ajax ”.•• It gives the measure of the peculiar

and unique character of Sophoklean art and the Sophoklean
attitude to life—a quite personal character not to be explained

on abstract grounds—that this attitude of awed submissiveness
in matters of religion could exist side by side with the strong
appreciation and justification of the unfettered action of

free individuality. Rarely—only once or twice in the plays

—

is a of pwn wrested from the lips of one of these uncom-
plaining victims of a purpose not their own.** As a rule,

the eye shuns to behold, the judgment to criticize, the ultimate
reasons of divine action. It is partly artistic restraint

no doubt, but religious discretion, too, nrakes the poet leave
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such things in semi-obscurity.*® The majesty of divine

power remains for the most part in the back^ound and does

not mingle familiarly with men or too notoriously interfere

with human destiny. ••

But the individual who with his sufferings must serve a
purpose that is not his own. Humanity that lives under such

bitter laws—what elevating and consoling thoughts are

awakened by the contemplation of their fate. The poet

emploj's all the resources of his overwhelming art to secure the

profoundest sympathies of his hearers for the undeserved

sufferings of the victim, for the delusions of well-intentioned

but limited vision that must always stray from the goal at

which it aims. The moral of the play is not lost even on the

sufferer’s foe as he beholds the error and guilt of the noble

but misguided heart.** What thus o%'erwhelms the strong

and the wise, the good and the well-meaning, through no
fault of their own, may descend upon any member of the

human familj-. Thus the destinies of men are adlotted.

The lament over the vanity and the sorrow of life, its brief

happiness, and the uncertainty of its joy, is poured forth

in memorable lines.** They end on a note of resignation

which gives the keynote of the poet’s own character ; but
there is a bitterness which remains behind.

It might have been supposed that one who thus abandoned
all attempt to reconcile the worth and actions of men with

their fate upon earth, would feel all the more need, for his

own satisfaction and that of others, to prove the existence of

a divine justice that should restore the balance in a future

state of being. But the poet shows little sign of any such

need. Thoughts of what may happen after death are never

of ver>' great moment to him. Thhy never distinctly affect

the behaviour of those whose deeds or suffering fill his plaj’s.**

WTien, however, light is thrown for a passing moment
on the unknown land be)’ond the grave the scene that imagina-
tion reveals hardly differs at all from the picture that had
once been present to the minds of the Homeric singers.

The place that is in store for the departed is Hades,** the

unlovely country of the dead,** whither the Soul flits powerless,

shadowlike, little more than a nothing,** feeling no joy but
no pain either ;

*• where it enters upon a state of insensibility

that the grief-stricken sufferer on earth often longs for as

a much-desired haven of rest.** Plouton, Persephone,

all the deities of the earth below,*®® there rule over the

departed. But it is not grace nor kindliness that prevails

there—only Justice : Hades demands equal justice for all.*®*
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Pious veneration of the gods continues also in the other

wOTld,*®* and for the rest we hear nothing of either reward
or punishment or of a final supplementing in the land of the

Souls of the inadequacy of the justice that fulfils itself on
earth.

But though departed into Hades the dead have still

a claim upon the upper world and on those who still are

hv-ing there. Together with the Homeric picture of the

lower world is united the cult of the souls and the ideas,

connected with that cult, of the continued life of the dead.

The next of kin owe to the departed the ceremonious burial

that is the first expression of their pious solicitude for his

soul's welfare.^" In two plaj’s the " Ajax ’’ and the
" Antigone ”, the love and loj’alty of the siuAwors is obliged

to fight for this right of the dead in desperate encounter with

earthl)' authority and even with the sacrifice of their own
devote lives. Such instances serve to bring out clearly the

fact that it is no empty convention or tradition that is thus

defended and carried through to the end. Nor does the com-
pletion of the burial mark the end of the dead man's relations

with the upper world : even after that he may be benefited by
offerings made at his grave.*** Information of what happens
on earth may penetrate to the dead ;

*** and he himself, under
the protection of the underworld spirits and of their assessor

Dik£, who take cognizance of his claims,*** may interfere

in the affairs of the living as a ” Curse-spirit ” upcaj those

who disr^ard his wishes,**’ by sending threatening dream-
visions upon his foes,*** and as a very present help and
unseen ally to his friends in their hour of need.***

As to an eternity of bliss awaiting the soul, the god in man,
after its final release from the shackles of the body, the poet
knows as little of such as he does of an eternity of damnation
for the wicked. Only the quite special state of grace which
is enjoyed by those who have been purified in the mysteries
of the goddesses at Eleusis receives mention by him ***

:

he is frequently disposed to think of this supreme expressicm
of Attic worship with pat riotic pride.*^* But it is only a minority
of the good who thus achieve by the grace of the goddesses
a privif^ed " life ” in the kingdom of shadows. One and
only one is lifted by the divine grace clear of the human
fate of annihilation, and in the Grove of the Erinyes the
sorely-tried Oedipus is translated without seeing death
out of this earthly life.*** So living a reality to this poet
of ancient piety is the conviction that the divine miracle
of translation *” is a literal truth, that he is even reac^
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to make this strange circumstance serve as the sole aim and
purpose of a whole drama : a miracle which all the other

scenes serve not so much to prepare as simply to postpone,

and thus heighten the expectancy with which the event is

awaited. It is not supreme virtue that secures an immortality

for Oedipus which others also who showed an equ^
degree of goodness might possibly attain. He reveals himself

to us as an innocent sufferer indeed,^** but also as obdurate
in his rash and violent nature, vindictive, stubborn, and self-

willed, not ennobled but rather brutalized by his sufferings.^**

Nevertheless, divine power elevates him to the state of

immortal Hero less almost for the sake of the satisfaction

and bliss to himself as in order that he may be the saviour

of the Attic land, the country of humanity and kindness

that has taken into its protection *** the unfortunate one,

and desires to preserve for ever his power of blessing.***

Just as once it had pleased divine power to overwhelm the

innocent victim in a sea of crime and suffering, so now it

pleases the same divine power to raise the sufferer, without
any new or special merit on his side, to a fate of superhuman
bliss.*** In his case a divine miracle occurs, into the ultimate

reasons for which it is not profitable to inquire.

In his views, so far as he allows us to see them, of the things

of the next world, Sophokles differs not at all from those wh^o

still saw life and worshipped the gods as their fathers had
done before them. The great poet of human, tragic destiny,

the profound student of the divine government of this mourn-
ful world, was unwilling to set by the side of it a brighter

and more comforting picture of a spirit world of the imagina-
tion. In this, too, he is modest and will not say much—he
knows no more of these matters, and in no other fashion,

than " any other honest citizen of Athens ”.**•

§6

In the course of a long life Sophokles was able to make
himself complete master of his Jut and grow up into strong and
generous manhood without the guidance or support of either

theological or philosophical learning. Theolt^’ he did not
care to seek out in its hiding place, the obscurity of isolated

sects. Philosophy, in the period of his impressionable youth,

had not yet reached Athens, and when he had attained riper

years his noble simplicity of temper had little to gain or to

fear from the militated wisdom or folly of the younger
generation. In serene detachment he passed on his way
through all the press and clamour of the market place.
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The moving impulse which since the end of the sixth century

had collected together at Athens all the intellectual forces of

Greece for a final expansion of their capacity now began, in

the middle of the fifth century, to take hold of philosophy as

it had long since done literature and the fine arts. Athens
saw the last representatives of Ionian physiolc^ gathered
together within her walls. Some, like Anaxagoras, took up
their residence there for a long period, and left the impress of

their teaching upon the foremost minds of the city. The others

who paid briefer visits were those who in conscious opposition

to the recent trend of thinking, stoutly upheld the older

principles of philosophic Monism or Hylozoism, such a.s

Diogent's of Apollonia or Hippon of Samos ; or who sought

like Archelaos to reconcile the old and the new Ionic doctrine.

Besides these, Athens was a headquarters of the wandering
exponents of the newest wisdom, the Sophists. Nowhere did

unfettered discussion find such cultivated appreciation of its

daring ; nowhere was such an eager welcome given to the

dialectical word-play that, seeming to be an end in itself, was
destined to become the most fruitful nurseiy of native Athenian
philosophy. All traditional beliefs and customs that had not

their origin or their justification in reflexion were already

doomed as soon as they, together with eveiy conventional

\iew of life and the world, were deprived of their natural

protection of unchallenged self-evidence by the cold scrutiny

of the sovereign tjTant Dialectic. The Sophists, those

skirmishers of a new and as yet unrecognizable philosophy,

scattered and put to flight the old guard of positive and
doctrinal wisdom, but to the individual, who was bidden
to depend upon his own resources, they offered stimulus to

reflection in abundance but no permanent foothold in the
shifting sands of opinion. It w-ould be but a final a.ssertion

of the principle that there arc no principles if bj' any chance
the Sophists them.sclves should for a moment speak in the
language of edification and, for example, lend the support of

their eloquence to certain articles of doctrine that provided
a positive teaching as to the nature and life of the soul.’**

If Sophokles remained quite unaffected by this whole
movement which reached its flood tide in Athens, Euripides
was drawn completely into its current. He sought out philo-

sophers and sophists personally and in their writings. His
was a ^irit that urgently desired to know the truth and he
followed every available guide to knowledge and wisdom for

a stage upon their journey. But he was never able to con-
tinue permanently in any tme direction ; in the rottlesMiess
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and bewilderment of search and experiment he is the true son
of his age.

His philosophical and sophistical leanings were sufficiently

marked to make it impossible for him to accept any part of

the belief or tradition of his countrymen without trial. So
far as it is possible within the limits of dramatic art, he
instituted an unsparing and unhesitating criticism of all

accepted things, and in the process felt hinrself immeasurably
superior to the wit and wisdom of the past. And yet he never
satisfied himself. He could never rest content with a merely
negative position, for all onesidedness was foreign to his

nature. The tremendous honesty of his nature made it im-
possible for him to admit that element of frivolity which made
the sophistic movement and the dialectical negation of all

certainty so simple and attractive, and at the same time took
away hjilf its sting. But he could take nothing easily ; and
so with all his sophistic enlightenment he was never happy.
The pupil of the Sophists would hear eveiy- other side as well

;

there were even moments when he longed to take refuge in

the restful narrowness of old and traditional piety. But it

was not given to him to settle down in any fixed set of opinions

;

all his convictions w’ere provisional, mere hjTX>theses adopted
for the purposes of experiment. Afloat on a changeful sea, he
let himself be driven hither and thither by every- wind of

intellectual excitement or artistic necessity.

\Mien all con\ictions were involved together in a state of

perpetual change and instability, the conception of the nature

and being of the soul and its relation to the powers of life and
death co^d not alone remain in fixed and dogmatic certainty.

WTiere the content and character of the fable chosen as the

subject of his drama demand it, the poet frankly adopts

the popular view of the nature and destiny of the departed
soul, its power and claim upon the worship of the survivors

upon earth. In the fairy-tale play of the Alcestis ” the whole
apparatus of popular belief plays its part ; the God of Death
and his awful office, the dwelling of the dead in the under-
world, are spoken of as facts and creatures of experience and
reality.'®* The elaborate funeral ceremonies ow-ed to the

dead are treated with the utmost seriousness and precision.'**

A whole drama, the “ Suppliant Women ”, has as its real

subject, or at least as its ostensible motive, the religious

importance of a ritual burial,'** nor is there any lack of

isolated passages in which the importance of burid and the

honour paid to graves is stressed.'** The survivors on earth

give pleasure to the dead by offerings at their graves,'**
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and in this way obtain their goodwill and can count upon their

support.”* Power and honour belo^ not only to the great

ones of antiquity translated to a higher state of being

;

not only " Heroes " can extend their influence beyond their

graves and affect the course of earthly events :
”• from the soul

of his murdered father, the son expects assistance and succour

in his time of need. The dread creatures of antique faith, the

Erinyes, exact vengeance for the murdered mother.***

But at this point it becomes apparent that the poet only

associates himself for bis own purposes with this circle of

ancient and sanctified popular fan^’—so long in fact as it

suits the tone that he wishes to give to the drama and its

characters. The Erinyes are excellent material for the play

—

that in reality their horrid figiires only exist in the imagination

of the mentally diseased is clearly asserted in the " Orestes ”.*•*

The whole series of beliefs and demands—murder ever calling

forth fresh murder in accordance with the sacred duty of

vengeance, the Erinyes, the bloodthirsty patrons of the

murdered victim who leaves no proper avenger behind him

—

all these have ceased to have any validity for him. The
" animal and bloodthirsty " part of these fif^res of ancient

belief call forth the loathing of the poet living in the days
of organized justice and humaner manners.*** He does not

believe in the souls' right to blood ; the ancient legends which
depend on this right are an abomination to him. In fact, he
only seems to have written his plajrs about them in order, by
the maimer of his presentati<Hi, to have his revenge upon this

material that was ^most unavoidably thrust upon him by the

tradition of the tragic stage. The duty of the living to offer

a cult to the depart^ souls becomes doubtful in its turn. The
seriousness with which that cult is sometimes handled in the
plays is compromised by such reflections as these : it is certain

that it matters little to the dead whether rich offering are

placed in their graves or not ; such things only satisfy the
idle vanity of the living ;

*** honour and dishonour are of no
further consequence to the dead.*** How should they be, if

the departed no longer feel either pleasure or pain, are nothing
at all, as is repeatedly declared even in the middle of the
" Alcestis " ?

*»*

It is evident that only from an arbitrarily adopted point
of view do the picturesque creations of popubu* belief in the
soul and of the <^t of souls seem real to the poet ; apart from
this they disappear from his mind like the creatures of a
dream.*** The teachings of the theologians supplied him with
no real substitute for popular faith ; at the most th^r went a
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momentary and passing stimulus. No doubt he did not
shut his eyes completely to these manifestations of the
spiritual life of his time. His plays contain allusions to Orphic
poetry and he joins the asceticism of the Orphics to the cold

virtue of his Hippolytos.“* The thought Aat the soul has
fallen from a higher state of being and is enclosed within the

body like the dead man in his cof^ takes captive his imagina-
tion for a moment. " Who knows then whether life is not a
kind of death," so that in death the soul awakes to its real

life ? *•’ The gloomy view of human destiny upon this earth

to which the poet so often gives expression, might seem to

hint at a consolation to come in a more satisfactory hereafter ;

but the poet has no longing for the consolation offered by the

theologians. Among the many and various reflections of the

poet upon the reality that may reveal itself when the curtain

is drawn aside by death, we never meet with the conception that

lies at the bottom of the assurances made by the theologians

—the conception that the giiritual individud is certain of its

immortality because in its individuality it is of divine nature

and is itself a god.*** True, he is the author of the bold sa}nng

so often quot^ and varied in later times, that God is nothing
else but the mind that dwells in men.*** But this makes no
allusion to the theological doctrine of the multiphcity of

individual gods or daimones banished into the life of men ; it

rather implies a semi-philosphic doctrine of the soul in which
one may perceive for the first time the expression of a per-

manent conviction on the part of the poet.

In quite inapposite contexts Euripides sometimes introduces

passing allusions to a philosophi(^ view of the world and
hiunanity, that is the more certainly to be regarded as the

private conviction of the poet himself as the utterances fail

to correspond fully with the character of the person in the
play who makes them, and do not arise necessarily from the

dramatic situation. Everything in the world has had its

origin from Earth and " the Aether of Zeus "
; the Earth is the

maternal womb from which the Aether brings everything to

birth.**® Both constituents combine to produce the multi-

plicity of appearance ; they are not fus^ together nor are

they to be derived from a single common original element ;

***

they remain in dualistic contrast side by side.*** It was pro-

bably the dualism of this cosmological fancy that reminded
the ancients of Anaxagoras ; but these statements cannot be
regarded as simply a poetical version of the doctrine of

Anaxagoras
;
**• for they derive the multiplicity of matter

and things from the simple element of " Earth " from which
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they arise only by a process of change and transformation,

yirhUe in the seedmixture " of Anaxagoras, the unchangeable

seeds of all things onlj* separate themselves out from the

whole and give rise by mechanical reassemblings to all the

perceived appearances of the world. The “ Aether ’’ of

Euripides in its relations with the “ Earth ” is besides being

the active partner also the intellectual and animated element.

The isolation of such an element from the rest of matter does

indeed remind us of the procedure of Anaxagoras. But the

poet's Aether is still an element though it may be penetrated

by mind and animated by spirit ; it is not a mental being

standing over against all the other elements in essential

distinctness like the .Vows of Anaxagoras. The fact that it is

the element of the Aether, i.e. the and hot air, in which
intellectual capacity is said to inhere, may be regarded as

having been borrowed from Diogenes of Apollonia, a philo-

sopher who was held in considerable estimation at Athens at

that time, and who was well known to Euripides.*** In his

doctrine, the air (which indeed, in contrast to the view of

Euripides, produces all other things simply out of itstiO is

expressly identified with the " Soul ” and is itself described

as " having understanding ".***

This view of the elementar>- forces and constitution of the

universe, made up as it is from philosophical suggestions of

a scarcely reconcilable character, in which the dualistic ten-

dency is in fact finally predominant, suggests itself to the jxiet

whenever in an exalted mood he speaks of the final destiny

of the human soul. The soul on its separation from the body
will depart to join the " Aether ”. But in such conceptions

it is not always the imagination of the philosopher-poet that

finds expjression. On this subject it is accompanied or

replaced by a more popular v icw that onl}- distanti)’ resembles
it, but which led to the same result. When we hear now and
again of the Aether, the luminous atmospihere above the
clouds, as being the dwelling place of the departed souls,***

the view—more theological than pihilosophic in its diaracter

—

seems to be implied that after death the liberated soul wall

float upwards to the seat of the gotis **’ which has long
ceased to be situated upion OljTnpxis, but is in " heaven " or

in this same Aether. This, too, was the meaning of a saying
traditionally ascribed to Epicharmos the comic-pxiet of

Sicily who w^as himsdf versed in philosophy. In this sa)'ing

the pious man is assured that ior him death will bring no evil

for his " mind " will dwell permanently in " heaven
Tliis omception, which apjiears so frequently in later ep>itapb%
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must have been familiar to popular imagination at Athens
at an early period

;
at least in the grave-epigram oflficialfy

dedicated by the state to the memory of the Athenians who fell

in the year 432 before Poteidaia, we find the belief expressed
(as a commonly received opinion) that the souls of these brire
men have been received by the " Aether ” just as the earth

has received their bodies.*** Such official use implies a
commonly accepted opinion and the fundamental ideas

of the popular cult of the souls might have led to similar

results. From the beginning popular belief had regarded the

psyche, which got its name from the air or breath, as closely

akin to the winds, the mobile air and its spirits. It would not
be difficult for the idea to arise that the soul, as soon as it was
free to decide for itself what should become of it, should gb
to join the elemental spirits that are its kinsfolk. Perhapk
this, too. is what Epicharmos means when on another occasion

he says that in death when the united are parted asunder each
returns whence it came, the body to earth, but the soul ^
to the heights—its name, in which allusion is made to its

pwrpetual mobility, being now after the example of Xenophanes
derived from the breath of the wind, the moving air (TryeSfiaJ,

a usage which became ver>' common in later times.**®

But perhaps the use of such a name is an indication that

this poet also regards the soul as standing in a close relation

and kinship with the Aether that is destin^ to receive it after

its release from the body ; so that from this side, too ***—in

addition to the more popular conception just mentioned

—

Euripides may have received a hint for his p^uliar version of

the physiological theory of Diogenes. In his view the soiil

participates in the nature of the Aether. But it is moie
important to notice that the Aether participates in the nature

and true reality of the soul ; it possesses life, consciousnes.s

and power of thought. They both belong to one family. The
Aether according to the poet—and here the speculations of

Anaximenes as revived by Diogenes are unmistakable ***

—

is a true vital atmosphere, an all-embracing psychic element,

so that it becomes, not a mere vehicle of mind, but the All-

Mind itself. The concept is even condensed and half-

personified, it is called by the name of the highest divine

power, Zeus,*** and the poet as though speaking of a personal

god, cdls it " immortal ”.*** The human mind, too, as akin to

the universal god and the All-Mind, appears, as it had been in

the teaching of Diogenes,*** as a part of this God, this universal

Mind. God is the mind, and the mind and understanding

in us is God—so the poet clearly asserts.**® In death, when
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the sqMurati(ni of the mind from its earthly elements takes place,

the Pneuma of man will “ not indeed live ", as it had done in

the separate existence of the individual man, but it will

*' pres^e an immortal consciousness ”, entering into the

immortal Aetherand fusing itselfwith the All-living and the All-

thinking.“’ N<me of the physiologists who conceived the

same idea of an immortality excluding the personal im-
mortality of the individual, of the universal spirit of life in

mankind, has expressed his meaning with su(^ distinctness

as this philosophic layman.
The poet may have wished to remain permanently upon the

suUime heights of this Pantheistic vision ; but he must, in

his peculiar aU-embracing spirit that never held fast to any
one view with enduring persistence, have experienced too

<rften the truth of the saydng of Protagoras that every state-

ment calls forth its equally legitimate opposite,*** to have
become an unswerving adherent of any single opinion. Death,
and whatever may reveal itself after death, is beyond the

experience of any man.*** It may be that complete diisaf^)ear-

ance into nothingness follows death ; that the dead man
becomes simply nothing.*** It may be tliat in the permanence
of the human race the great tuune and the renown of glorious

deeds lives on imdying.*** Whether there may remain besides

a vestige of life in a spirit world, who can tell ? Perhaps
such a thing is hardly even to be wished.*** It is just what
makes death such a comforting thing, that it puts an end to all

feeling and therefore to all pain and every care. We should
not lament over our fate if, like the harvests that follow each
other in the course of the years, one generation of men after

another flowers, fades, and is carried off So it is ordered in

the course of Nature, and we ought not to be dismayed by
anything that is rendered inevitable by her laws ***
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* The learned and more particularly the philosophers of later ages
paid Sf^al attention to utterances of the older poetry that gave
expression to belief of a spiritualist tendency. Just as they selected
and preserved passages from Pindar (and from Melanippides in the
case soon to he mentioned), which bore witness to an advanced view
of the soul, so they must also have given us similar passages from other
melic or from iamlnc and elegiac poets—if such passages had existed.
They must, for example, have been absent from the Spiivoi of Simonides
which were famous as the models of this xind of poetry. And so
with all the rest.

* Hades puts an end to all pleasure for every man ; hence the
warning that man should enjoy tiis youth upon earth : Thgn. 973 B.

;

cf. 977 f., 1191 fl., 1009 f. ; Sol. 24 ; Thgn. 719 fi.

* wdrrsf —an ancient saying often repeated

;

cf. Bergk on Simon. 122. 2; Nanck on Soph., £f. 1173 [Blaydea
ad loc.].

* Hades himself pt»yj the part of Thanatos and carries oB the souls

to the lower world. Thus as early as Semon. i, 13 f., rovr S’ "Aptt
Mfi7iiU>fovs vjftwtt fitXaivtis ’AtStjt I® metaphorical
language ’'Aiit/t for Sdvaror is quite regular from the time of Pindar
onwards. This, in turn, lent support to the use of the name of

*'i4tSi)r instead of the ptnonified Odraror. So esp. in Pi., O. ix, 33-5 ;

cf. besides, Epigr. Gr. 89, 3-4. rdrSe . . . piip^as ''Atiijt oi

OKorlat wripvfnt cf. 201, 2 ; 252, 1-2. (And therefore

in Eur., Ak. 261, we should not alter the nrtptoris "'Alias who is

named instead of Thanatos—not even in favour of the otherwise
ingenious fiXfwar . . . ySav.)

* itfpiv inp6f¥ yijs 6Xiaas •h'XV" Kfioofiax iort XiBos i^Ooyyos
Thgn. 567 f.—the condition of things in Hades is regarded exactly as
in the Homeric pictures : Thgn. 704-10.

* See esp. Sol. 13. 29 ff. : Thgn. 731-42 ; 205 ff.

’ Mimn. ii, 13 : iXXot 8’ aS natiww imitvtTtu, &vrt fidXtora ipitlpotv

Kari. yys Spx*rai tis 'Atirfy. Without children there can be no
assurance that the cult of the soul will be carried on. But we may
well believe that the attaching of so much importance to ofispring

was assisted by the natural human belief that the man who left

children behind him on earth did not completely perish in death
(hence dfiycWr iari tcai dOdyaroy <os By7)r<p i) ydyyr/ms as in Plato,

Smp, 206 E). This alone gives a meaning and a reason for the wide-
spread belief among the Greeks that the wicked man who is punished
after his death in his children and children’s children himself feels

that punishment.
* Semon. 1 ; 3. Mimn. 2. Sol. 13. 63 ff. ; 14. Thgn. 167 f. ;

425 fi. NVe may also add here the expressions of resignation, Hdt.
vii. 46 : i. 31.

* Nvicris BdXapos [Ion] fr. 8, 2.
*• On the story of Midas and Silenos see Criech. Roman,

^

p. 204 f.

As to the ancient and often repeated maxim (or navrmr)

^Cyai iviyOovloitny dptaroy lerA., see Bgk., Opusc. ii, 214; PLG*. ii,

p. 155 f. Nietzsche, Rh. Mtis. xxviii, 212 ff. (whose view tliat the
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beginning ipx^’' ... is old and original—but not his involved
explanation of this—has been fuUy confirmed by the finding of the
primitive form of the dycuv ; Mahafify, Oh Flinders Petrie Papyri,

i, p. 70).
n Simon, fr. .19 : 38.

“ fr. 137.—Usener, Guttemamen, 229, 13, says of Sappho that
•• she was possessed by the belief that as a pioctess she would live again

after her death among the gods, and would therefore become a heroine ;

sec frr. 68 and 136 But from these fragments of Sappho no such
belief can be extracted without first reading into them a good deal

that they do not say.
•* Of the man who has fallen in glory on the battlefield Tyrtaios

sajrs, 12, 31 f. ; oiU wore cAdor ia$hir dirdAAirrai ouS' orofi’ avrov, dAA’

ini yifs mp io>» ytyveroi iBararos (i.e. in renown upon earth). Thgn.
says to his Kymos, 243 if., in your lifetime my songs will make you
famous irol oror Sm^pifs ini KfiSiat yaiijt Pgt iroAeewirvToet tit

‘Aiiao Sdfiooc, ouSdiror* ou5( Baratr diroAttr kAc'os dAAd pthrjotit

i^Biror irSpwnots alir Sy*"'' iropa ... cf. Aesch., Epigr. in, 3
(241 Bgk. «449 Di.), {oior Sd ^Bipintnv ntAtrai nUot.
“ Even in Hades the de.ad perceive dpr*i if they them-

selves or the dptrai of their descendants upon earth are praised :

H., P. v. 98 : cf. O. viu, 81 flf. : xiv, 20 S.
:

[ion] A nth. Pal. vii, 43, 3
(to Enrip.), laBt t‘ ini jrBorit &r, on ooi nh/ot idBtror forai nrX.— In

the expressions collected by Meuss, Jahrb. f. Philol. 1889, p. 812 f.,

from the fourth century orators there only remains a very faint

recollection of such a belief.

** Semon. 2, roi pir Bavirrot oin ar JrBupoiptBa, tt n ^poroiptr,

nXetor jp4pi)t juyr.—Stes. 51 driAderara ydp Koi d/iaxara roit
Barirrat icAateiv. 52. Barirros drtpit nio' aniXXvrai wot* drBpmnmr

*• This emerges at once if we review the material collected by
H. Meuss upon " the concepuons appearing m the Attic orators of

existence after death ”
: Jahrb. /. Philol. 1889, pp. 8'J1-15. l or the

cult of the soul and all that attaches to it the orators arc our most
authoritative witnesses and as such are frequently examined in the
sections of this iKxik that deal with the subject.

tl Tivft Tiir TtrtXttmjniTwr Xdpoitr rponw ro-i toC yxyropirov
wpdyparos aloBifoir and frequently in this style : cf. the passages
quoted by Westermann on !>., Lepl. (20). 87 ; cf. also Lehrs, Pop.
Aujs. 329 If. The question is always whether the dead arc capable
in any way of apprehending what goes on in this world. The continued
life of the dead is never doubtful but rather implied throughout , for

without such implication no pos-sibility wliatcvcr would be left fur
that «»—

.

** See XOgelsbach, Sachkom. Theol. 420. Meuss, p. 812.
*• This is well brought out by Lehrs, Fop. AuJs. 331. But the

statement holds good in an even more precise and exclusive sense than
he there gives it. The words of Hyper.. Epit. xiii, | 39, deal simply
with the existence in Hades of those who have died for their country
(with some traditional embellishments; sec above, chap, vii, n. 5)—
this much can hardly ever have liccn exprcasly doubted or denied liy

any orator. But it is wrong to say (as Lehrs docs : p. 331) that Hyp.
expresses, though in other words, what was afterwards laid down by
(D.H.) Rhet. vL 5, as proper

"
for such funeral speeches ” (no, only

lor private funerals—^whicb is quite another matter). It is true that
the advice there given is to say that the soul is iBdvarot and now dwells
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" with the gods ”, But it never enters into the head of Hyp. to sav
any such thing (nor in the frag, of the speech preserved by Stob., Fi.

124, ."Id). In fact, the precept of this sopliistic writer (still more the
advice given by Men. Rhet., de Encom. 414, 16 ff. ; 421, 16 ff. Sp.)
rather reveals the enormous contrast between the style of the sophistic
funeral oratory of a later period and the real characteristics of the old
Attic funeral orations : a difference founded upon the difference of
sentiment manifested by the public that listened to such speeches
in two different ages. Even the statements of [0em.] Epit. (60) 34
{trapthpoi Toir ndrui 6€ots together with the ayaSol dvSptr of earlier

times ^1- patcapotv v^aois) betray sophistic colouring though falling far
short of the excesses of Ps.-D.H. and Men. Rhet.

*• The only thing iy^pavroi about those who have fallen in the
wars of freedom is their tuXttyiif Simon. 100, 4 ; cf. 106, 4 (with Bgk.'s
note). 99, 3—4 oiii r*0va<n Savorrtt inti a4>’ d/rcT^ KaBvittpS*r

Kuiaimva' dvdyri Sti^aror if 'Athtui (which is imitated in the epitaph
of Thrasymachos the Kretan ouS^ OavdiK aptrat omii uAfoar, dAAd ac
^dfia Kvinivovo’ ivdyu iwparot if ’>4iSa, BCH. 1^9, p. 60).

xASflf pMi u irdrtp, BaSpa pporuy, rif atifutou ptiiioy ivySt,
Melanipp. 6. The words Bavpa PpotHv (modelled on the BaSpa
fipoTowi of Homer) can refer only to Dionysos (of the gods who enter
into the question here) : At<uvvoof, pporoXaiv, S 325. Further,
it is natural to think of Dionysos in the work of a dithyrambic poet.

*• The dead man ap4‘ ’Axipovri vaurdwy. Pi., N. iv, 8.5. This is the
general assumption ; e.g. P. xi, 19-22 • O. ix, 33-5

;
I. \nii, 59 f. ;

fr. 207 Bgk.
*’ ioTi ii Kal Ti Bayotntnotv pipos •car vopov iph6p€vov ' KaraKpvrrrti

S’ oi icons ovyydyioy <cfS>>di> ydpiy, O. viii, 77 ff.

Something of the kind is adoptetl for the moment, e.g. in O. xiv,

20 ff. ; viii, 81 ff. A real belief in such a possibility appears perhaps
most clearly in P. v. 98 ff.

“ For him who dies fighting for his country there is in store—not
blessedness but only Fame, /. vii. 26 ff. He who comes xoAd ipfats

doiSdf oTtp t!s 'AtSa orraBpdi- has little reward for his pains (his reward
would, in fact, have been just the praise given in the doiSd), 0. x, 91 ff..

cf. X. vii, .30-2.

** A strange expression is the Saipiuy ytviBXios of O. xiii, 105 (in

the same poem we also have StvoiuivTos Saiptuv 28, which in this

case at least is something more than " destiny ”, otherwise the normal
meaning of haipuv in Pindar, cf. P. v, 123, /. vii, 43). It almost seems
as if it were intended to describe the ancestor spirit that brings good
luck to the house like the genius generis or ^p<us avyyevtias (see above,

chap. v. n. 132).
•’ Amphiaraos, O. vi, 14 ; N. ix, 24 ff. : x, 8 f. (.Amph. from his

underground cavern secs the fighting in the war of the Epigonoi.

P. viii, .39-56. There is no suggestion that the 'Sviyomc inquire at

his oracle—as Dissen supposes ; with this the «1S' tins papvapinor 43
is inconsistent.)—Ganymedes translated to eternal life, O. i, 44 ;

X. 104 f. Apart from this there arc temporary translations to the gods

or from one place on earth to another, O. i, 36 ff. : ix, 59 ; P. ix, 5ff.

;

I. viii, 20 1.

“ O. ii, 27 ff.

•• dAAcf Ti npoo^ipoptv Spnar ij piyav viov i^toi ^votv dSaveroir,

N. vi. 4 f.

•• oici&s imp nvBpanoSf P. viii, 95. irSp&v tv Bt&v yivos, in fsiis

Si nvioptv parpis ippirtpos ' Sctlpyn 84 naoa KtnpipivtL SAeapts$
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«ir tJ oiS^p, 4 M x^kxpot A«4aXit uUp iios fiiptt oipopit,

N. Vi, 1 fi.

“ /r. 131 Bgk.
** Pindar in these lines speaks only of the luiirot «r8a>Aor; but

that by this he means the »» oib'^ous in itself and is stated by
Plutarch, who preserves the lines. Cons, ad ApoU. 35, p. 120 D (w»pl

A/ya»-; cL Rom. 28).—^i*x4 *“ Pindar sometimes stands for

what is otherwise called Kofhta or pft^p, “heart" or “disposition"
e.g. i». i, 48; iv, 122; N. ix. 39 ; /. iv, 53b, and O. ii. 77, and prob.
also P. iii, 41 ;

" disposition," N. ix, 32. The word is sometimes
(as in Homer) equivalent to P. iii, 101, ^x^p Atirwv. It

simultaneously = " life ” and the atUr ego dwelling within the living

man, 0. viii, ^x^r PiXap ; cl. N. i, 47. But the poet knows also

the full meaning of <h>X^ io the older idiom and belief. Entirely in

the manner of Homeric usage ^vx^ denotes the spiritual double of
mankind, which survives the man himself, in those instances where
the of the dead is said to be still in existence

:
pogop ropf^tu,

P. iv, 159 ; N. viii, 44 f. ; opp 'Ayaiituvopt^ ’h’Xi (ts Kassandra sent
into Hades), P. xi, 20 f. Persephone aoaStSoi ^uxor vaA*»> (out of
Hades), Jr. 133, 3 (Bgk.) ; I. i, 68, »^x»»’ ‘^^*4 T«A^o.r (in death).—
<pvxa.i is also used in the old idiomatic sense in Jr. 132, 1 : which is.

however, spurious.

—

<h>xd in Pindar never denotes the psychical
powers of the living man inclusive of the intellect, much less the
intellect, pcAs, atone.

** KOI oiStiia jikp nipTutP iircroi Barari^ ptipioBtvei, iuov S* in
Xtlnerai aitupos ffSaiAov ' to ya/t ion /lipop ix 6tup,fr. 131 (96 Boeckb).

** olot 31 ^tpotporo ooivar vaAotov virBtos Siftrat—Jr. 133. What
is meant is undoubtedly the ancient *' guilt " of the soul for which
Perseph. receives satisfaction. tW guilt can only be called a oivBos
if she who accepts the satisfaction is regarded as herself grief-stricken

by the guilty dead ; if, in fact, the deed has been the occasion of
mourning for Persephone. That this can apply to the goddess of the
underworld is startling, but it cannot be got rid of by artificial interpreta-
tion (as Dissen would like to get rid of it). Pindar follows throughout
the analogy of the ancient procedure of expiation in the case of blood-
guiltiness. But this procedure seems to be familiar with the idea that,

apart from the dyxiortla of the murdered man, the underworld gods
themselves (as guardians of the Souls) are immediately injured by the
deed and stricken by grief and most receive satisfaction on their own
account. Hence in certain legends (typificatory of ritual) the murderer
not only has to fly from the land but to undergo servitude to the
xBopioi ; Apollo, especially after the slaying of lython, has to serve
*'48>tijTor, i.e. Hades for an ennaeUris (more on this subject below,
n. 40). Thus, the guilty soul banished from its proper home serves
a " great year ” under Persephone, and this is the iroivd that it pays.

O. ii, to-5. Everything here refers to judgpnent and compensation
in Hades. In the words Bavovratp fiiv «V0dS’ oOtIic’ dvdAapvot dpivts
iroipds inaav the ivBdSe cannot possibly belong to the voivas inoav,
as Aristarchos supposed, so that the words should refer to the
punishment in the course of a new birth upon earth of crimes committed
in Hades (in itself a remarkable conception). Bavdvres alone would not
be put for Bavdprts xal avafie^utKirfs, and we can only understand by
the word those who after a life-time upon earth have died and are
now spending their time below in the underworld. Moreover, it is

hau-dly likely (as Ty. Mommsen reminds us adnot. crit. ad Olymp. 24) that
the exposition of the " knowledge of the future ” (62) on the part of
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a maa still living upon earth would begin with what may happen to
man, not after his death, but in a second appearance upon earth
that is to fall to his lot later on. We must first of all be told what
happens after the conclusion of the present condition of life, viz. that
upon earth. Finally, the use of avriKa is quite satisfactory if it refers

to the judgment in Hades that fcrflows immediately after death :

while it is meaningless in Aristarchos’ interpretation (hence
Rauchenstein writes aSris—a mere conjecture and a superfluous one).

The view that the fiie—J/of 63-4 necessitates Aristarchos’ explanation
is not convincing (as Liibbert thinks, Ind. Schol. Bonn. hib. 1887,

p. xviii—^incidentally he quite unjustifiably introduces specifically

Platonic fancies into Pindar, p. xix). The Bavovruv lUv of 63 is not
answered till Sooi t’ iroX/iaaov ... 75, just as the avriKa of 63 does
not receive its contrast till we come to what happens much later

—

after the life on earth has been thrice repeated—described in 75 fi.

The of 64 and 67 are subordinate (not adversative) to what is intro-

duced by the /xfv of 63 and they continue the thought. The ivSaie
of 63 might indeed, in accordance with an otherwise correct usage,
be connected with anaXafiroi ^pivet, as it is by one of the Scholiasts :

" the which have rx>mmitt^ crimes here upon earth." But
andXapmt does not mean sceUratus, impius (nor does it in the passages
adduced for this meaning by Zacher, Diss. Halens. iii, 237 : Thgn.
281 ; Sim. v, 3). The ivdXapvoi 4>pivts are simply equivalent to the
diuvijvd Kdpjjya of Homer, and are a very suitable expression for the
iliuxal of the dead (though not indeed for the i^vxai of the reborn as

Aristarchos would have it). No alternative remains save to connect
0«i'4i>r«ui' and ivBdit : simulac mortui sunt hie, s. decedunt hinc
(Dissen). The sentence ro 8’ cv t$ 8* . . . must then either be a more
exact description of what has been stated generally just before in

iroti'dr irioav (and this is Mommsen's view supported by one Schol.),

or else be subordinated—together with its contrasted loair Si ... 67 fi.

—to n'oo'dr irtoay. woiyd in Pindar means regularly compensation,
whether expiation lor evil deeds or reward for good (cf. P. i, 59 ;

N. i, 70b). If we might suppose that by a brachylogy not beyond
possibility in Pindar tron'dr fricrav is put for Troo'dr tnoay xat ihi^ayro,

then the sense might be ; after death the souls receive at once recom-
pense for their actions—and then follows the division of the bad 64 £F.,

and the good 67 ff. But we mayperhaps rest content with Mommsen’s
explanation.

»• O. ii, 74.
” Plu., de Lat. Viv. 7, p. 1130 C after citing the lines of Pindar

fr. 130 (95) adds ; (the rivers of Erebos) Sexdpeyoi koI aTroKpvTrrovrcr

ayvoi^ Kal Ajjflj toOs KoXaiofiiyovr. This might possibly be an addition
made by Plu. on his own account—he had frequently spoken of ct’r dyroiaK

avrdi' epPaXtiy, etc., in his war against the Epicurean XaBe fituaar

and here the same thing appears again from Erebos. But the words
are more probably a paraphrase from Pindar. At any rate, what is

said in Plu. about the pvrjpat xai Aoyoi of the tiatPtXs in clear contrast
with the AtJSij of the doe/Icis, comes from Pindar : this is shown by
the allusions of Aristid. i, p. 146, 1 Dind. From this parallel it is also

clearly proved that the AijSij does not refer (as Lehrs, Pop. Aufs. 313
thinks) to the forgetfulness of the KoXa^dpevot in the minds of the living,

but forgetfulness of their previous life by the KoAa(;dpevoi themselves.

Accordingly we are to suppose that Pindar assigns retention of memory
and complete consciousness only to the good in Hades, as their special

privilege (cf. the position of Teiresias in « 494), while the punishment
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of the Mricked is enhanced by AiJSij (cf. above, chap, vii, n. 21 ). Not to
have fallen a \nctim to AifSij in Hades—not to have drunk the waters of
Lethe—is occasionally alluded to in poetico-religious utterances of

later times as a special privilege of the good, e.g. Epigr. Gr. 204, 1

1

(first century B.c.) : 414, 10. A^Oifs and Mvr)noovvr)s rnjyT; in Hades
(as in the sanctuary of Trophonios at Lebadea, Paus. 9, 39, 8) ; Epigr.
1037 (cf. aboTO, chap, vii, n. 21 ; chap. xi. n. 96 ; and see also below).

** Toivt Ad^ivct liiv fi^vos dcAtov rdv ivffdSt vvxra Karto, fr. 129. In
this naive conception, what Helios only threatens to do in Homer,
idemflax th ‘Atiao «ra< (v MKvtoai iativat, he does I

(so Boeckhi)—the iaBXoi live in the xw/><>£ tiatputv in Hades :’'thcy

have by night and day the same sun (as we : the inovioTrpov of 62
also implies this), that is to say, just as much of the sun as we
have on earth only in reverse order of time. The sun onlj' shines upon
the tiatfitis below

; fiovrut yap ijAtor icai ^dyyor lXap6v iari sing
the initiated in Hades in Ar., Ran. 454 f. (but it is the same sun which
shines upon them as shines on us, ^<os ndXXiorov uantp ivddlt 155.

solemque suum sua sidera norunt is a subtlety of later excogitation).

Helios shining by night in Hades occurs again in the late Greek Hymn
«»r "HXtov (Orpn., p. 291 Ab.), v. 11, r/y yo«ijr KtuSfxutva fioXrjs PtKVtVV

t’ tvi x<apoy. Epigr. Gr. 228b, 7-8, /fijToycvts, m) 54 natSas *y rjpwtaai

^vXdaoots, eiatpdwy dd vwpoy intpxoiityos-
»• o. ii, 75 a.

fr. 133 iyisTxp «T<r. AMiat is meant is beyond all question " after

the expiration of an ennaeleris " (period of 99 months, i.e. 8 years
and 3 intercalap' months), a period which besides being familiar as
a cycle of religious festivals (.Apolline specially but not exclusively)

also occurs in the ancient procedure of atonement for murder as the
period of self-banishment and ser\'itude in a foreign land undergone
by the murderer. Apollo after slaying Python sen-cs piyav tit

iviavroy (i.e. an ennaeteris) in the house of Admetos (i.e. the god of
the lower world) and then returns purified (Muller, Dorians, i, 338) ;

in the same way Herakles sen-es Eurystheus (at least a trace of this

is found in [.\pollod.] 2, 5, II, 1 : see'.Mullcr, Dorians, i, 445).—After
the murder of Iphitos Herakles has to serve as bondsman to Omphale
(peculiar in this case is the combination of this species of atonement
for murder with the buying-ofi of the relatives of the murdered man
[.Apollod.] 2, 6, 2. 5 ; D.S. 4, 31, 5). At the end of this period of
service he is once more *' pure” (dyror ^y S., Track. 258).—Kadmos
after slaying the dragon and the Enaproi serves Arcs (the chthonir ?)

for an /piovror of eight years r.Apollod.] 3, 4, 2, 1 ; Muller, Orchomen.
213.—Hippotes after the murder of Mantis has to fly the country
deVo iru [Apollod.] 2, 8, 3, 3.—On the analogy of this custom the gods,
too, who have broken an oath sworn by the Styx arc banished nine
years from the rest of the Olympians (and confined to Hades, since
menial service of the x^ovioi is the essential idea of all such dirci't-

atrrtopos), Hes., Th. 793 fl . : Orph. fr. 157. With a reminiscence of
this expiatory banishment Pindar makes the souls at the conclusion
of their earthly pilgrimage (which is itself a banishment) undergo a final

period of penance in Hades for an ennaeteris, at the end of which the
vcMvij for the ancient crime is regarded as completely paid off.—The
life on earth and the period in Hades which follows is regarded as
an exile of the souls (on account of serious crime).—Such an idea was
most natural if the real home of the soul was thought of as being
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a divine (not earthly) country ; the idea occurs quite clearly in
Empedokles (certainly uninfluenced by the brief allusions of Pindar) ;

see above, chap, xi, n. 75.

“ fr. 133. The similarity to the promises made by Emped. fr. 146
(457 f.) is immediately apparent, but is not to be explained by imitation
of Pindar by Emped., but simply by the similarity of imaginative
outlook which led to similar results in the two cases.—Elevation to
the rank of Hero is the reward which next awaits the man who is bom
a king, according to this view. Very remarkable is the manner in
which Pindar, O. ii, 58-62, effects the transition to his eschatological
statement : the man who {assesses irAovros aptraTs StSoiSoA^icVos
knows the future, viz, what we are then told about the fate of the
soul hereafter. This assertion, which seems to attribute to the virtuous
Great Man at once a higher and a profounder knowledge, is perhaps
l>est explained by the allusions of fr. 133. He who has reached this
highest stage of earthly happiness must deduce from that very
circumstance that for him now it is fated after another death to become
a Hero. He ttierefore knows that eve^thing, indeed, happens that is

related in 11. 63-74, but that before him in particular lies that which
follows in 11. 75 ff.

; and this is to be regarded as the real import of

what the man in question “ knows ”, 62, while the rest, 63-74, is only
added for the sake of completeness. Theron, therefore—for it is he
who is alluded to throughout—may be assured beforehand that after
death he will be gathered to the Heroes. This is what Pindar means
to say here, or at least to give the awtroC to understand 91 ff. As
a matter of historical fact Theron was worshipped with ^puiKal rifial
after his death, D.S. xi, S3, 2.

** fr. 133. There is according to Dissen a contradiction between
fr. 133 and 0. ii, 75 ff. : in the latter three periods of life on earth
are necessary before the final departure, in fr. 133 only two. This
variation would be got rid of if we could adopt the interpretation given
by Ty, Mommsen, adnot. cnt. Olytnp. 30, and assert that in O. ii also
Pindar only speaks of two earthly lives with a single residence in Hades
intervening. But the words ft rpls iKaripmdi ptivamts, 75-6, can
hardly bear any other interpretation than ” three times on each of
the two sides " (not ;

" on both .sides—once on that side, twice on
this side : total three times "). At the same time there is nothing
in fr. 133 to prevent us taking the same number of lives (three as a
minimum) to be implied there too. We are not there told that the birth
as kings, etc., must always be the one to follow the first birth : in

this case also two earlier lives may have gone before.

_ ,^1 Kporov rvpmr, O. ii, 77. What exactly
IS to be understood by the " way of Zeus " was presumably clearer

to the ovvtrol versed in the mythology of mysticism for whom Pindar
is here writing, than it is to us. It must mean (as Boeckh supposes)
the way which Zeus treads in order to reach that Island, far to the

West in Okeanos, inaccessible as the Land of the Hyperboreans to

ship or traveller on foot ; it is a special aSavarior 666s like that which
leads to Homer’s grotto of the Nimph-s, v 112. Acc. to Bergk,

Opusc. ii, 708, it is " certain ” that Pindar means the Milky Way.
Along this the gods travel to the house of Zeus, Ovid, AT. i, 168; and
Orpheus in the same way fr. 123, 17 Ab., speaks of the Btwv 66oi

ovpaviuiiKov in the heavens. But the souls could only be made to travel

along the Milky Way if their habitation was placed in the sky as it

often was later. So, as Bergk points out, following Lob., Agl. 935,
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the Erupedotimos of Herakld. Pont, calls the Milky Way d83f Jivxuiv

rar rde ip oipdpif) Siamptvo/tipatp ap. Philop. in Arist., Mete.,

&
117, 10 Hayd. ; see above, chap, ix, n. 111. But Pindar situatc.s

s iiaKopoiv p^oot in the Ocean (78) ; it is difhcult to see how the souls

could arrive there on the Milky Way from the place where they find

themselv'es after death. (We may surely acquit Pindar of the later

fancies about an Okeanos in the heavens.) Q.S. iii, 761 ff. (cited by
Tafel) knows of a special way belonging to the gods which leads from
heaven down to the 'HXiaiop nthiop. But the way by which the souls
reach the fiaKapwp pf,ons does not, like that way, begin in heaven.
We should rather think of some way only passable' for gods and spirits

leading from the inhabited world over the pathless Ocean to the latter’s
" sources ” far in the West.

** In O. ii, 84-5, it is certainly Kronos who is meant (as Didymos
took it, though he gave an absurd interpretation of the passage) and
not Zeus as .4ristarchos imagined. The exceedingly corrupt and
(owing to the intrusion of glosses) nnmetrical lines are beyond certain

restoration : the emendations of the Byzantine schol^ give the
required sense.—What happened to the incorrigibly wricked ? In
accordance with the theory of the soul’s Transmigration two alternative

views as to their fate were possible : they might be regarded as passing
from body to body unceasingly (Empedokl.) or as doing penance by
suffering eternal punishment in Hell (as writh Plato and others). The
circumstances in which he alludes to these matters do not give Pindar
any special occasion to declare himself for either view. He has only
to speak of the final condition of the just ; the fate of the iotPiU
is left in semi-obscurity. Something about the matter is, however,
said in /r. 132 ; ^vxai aatBiatp hover under the vault of heaven that
covers the earth (yot? either corrupt or grammatically bad Greek),
while the pious above the vault of heaven {inovpdvioi) sing to the "Great
Blessed One". Everything in this is un-Pindaric, the inadequacy
and even incorrectness of the language (fioArratr iv vpvon), the un-
concealed monotheism of the phrase ftdxapa piyav, the conception of

the souls as having nothing el.se to do than sing to the One God, the
whole idea that these blessed ones dwell " in heaven ’’. This last is

an idea familiar to Greeks of a later period, nor is the division of souls

into imvpdvioi and 4-aovpdpitn unknown to them
; cf. Epigr. Gr. 650,

9 ff. But Pindar cannot have written anything of the kind. It is

even doubtful whether Clem. Al. who, Str. iv, 640 P., names a.s the
author of the fines top peXoitoior, meant Pindar by the words

:

Theodoret (Gr. Aff. C. viii, 599 C), who attributes the second half of
the frag, to Pindar, had no other source but the same Clem. Al. But
it may be doubted whether the whole is to be attributed to any Greek
of the older faith. It has quite the appearance, as Zeller, Socr, and
Socratics, p. 24, n. 3, strikingly suggests, of one of those Jewish
forgeries in which Jewish monotheism and the ideas connected with it

were to be fathered upon Greek antiquity. Welckcr, Kl. Schr. v,

252 ff. ; Giftterl. i, 741 f., defends the Jr. (and most unconvincingly
connects the flmgal iirovpdpioi and inovpdptot of the fr. writh the quite
different ialpoves imxSdpiot and inoxBdpioi of Hes., Op. 123 and 141).

He thinks he can defend the genuineness of the lines (which bad already
been declared spurious by Dissen) by pointing to the words of Horace
about Pindar's Bpipoi (O. iv, 2, 21) : flebili sponsae iuvenem raptum
plorat, et vires animuntque moresque aureos educit in astra nigroque
invidet Oreo. Even supposing that this referred to the transport
of the souls to the stars the witness of Horace thus given would only
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remove a single difficulty from a passage that has other overwhelming
difficulties in profusion. But Horace says nothing of the transport
of the " Soul *’ to the heavenly regions, vires, animus, mores, all

these together refer not at all to the and the
aptrai of the dead. Pindar, Horace means, rescues the memory of
the nature and merits of the youth from decay : only the fame which
the poet secures for him is under discussion, educit in astra and
invidet Oreo mean nothing more than : he rescues the memory of
the dead from oblivion, exactly as in the epitaph quoted above,
n. 20 : ou8i daviov aptras owp mXtoas oAAa ae ^dpa KvSalvova' dvdytt
Sciparos ’i4i8a. Thus, it is least of all to be concluded from
Horace's words that Pindar transported the souls of the eiotptXs into
the heavens (rather that in the dpijvoi—as much as anywhere else :

see above, n. 25—Pindar sometimes only recognizes the immortality
of fame : of that alone does Horace speak).

O. ii celebrates the victory which Theron had won at Olympia
in 01. 76, but was probably written some time after that victory.
Theron died 01. 77. 1, or 76. 4.

Sicily was rich in cults of xdivtoi, in which Gelon, Hieron and
their ancestors were hierophants, Hdt. vii, 153 ; Pi., O. vi, 95. So,
too, Akragas the city of Theron (and the home of Empedoldes which
also is not without its importance) was ^tpat^ovas (Sor, Pi., P. xii, 2,
having been given by Zeus to Persephone on her marriage, Sch. Pi.,

O. ii, 16 (as also had, in addition to other cities, Pindar's native city
Thebes, Euphorion, /r. 48; cf. Eur., Phoen. 684 ff. Theron’s family
traced its descent from Eteokles the son of Oedipus). It is very
possible that the hopes of a blessed immortality of the soul such as
were fostered in many ways in the cult of the x^ovioi and particularly
in that of Persephone, should have been familiar to Theron from such
a cult and attractive to him.

*• The theological character of much of Pindar’s work makes
knowledge of mystic doctrine not surprising in him. In fr. 1.37 he
speaks of the Elcusinia (to which he otherwise owes nothing). In
fr. 131, though the words are unfortunately most corrupt and probably
contain lacunae as they have been transmitted, he s|>eaks of the
" releasing Initiations ", iXfila 8’ awamfs aloa Xvalnovov TtAtroi-

—

this is the form of the words required by the metre (dactylo-epitritic),

and thus (not T*A»tFToi') they apprar in Plu., Cons. A poll. 35, p. 120 D,
and al.so in cod. Vatic. 139 (which I have collated).

*• IG. xiv == IG. Sic. et It.. 641, 1-2-3. [Harrison-Murray,
Prolegom. 661 If. ; Tors. 66 B, 18, 19.]—The inscription of the oldest
of these poems telongs to the fourth century b.c. The verses can,
however, be cited here because the original or rather the two originals

upon which the poems are modelled were older than the oldest of the
three surviving inscr. (which itself shows serious corruption of the
primitive text) : and nothing prevents us from supposing that the
original forms of these verses go to the fifth centu^.—The common
ancestor of versions 2 and 3 is not derived from version 1, even in the
parts in which it agrees with that version, but from a still older original.

—Acc. to Dieterich, Nekyia 128 f., 135 f., the lines are taken from a
poem of Orpheus' descent to Hades ; but of this they themselves
offer not the slightest suggestion.

*• The feminine Ipxopat in naBap&r KuOapi—and al.so vCv S’ IkItif

jficta (though this indeed is metrically impossiWe) IG. xiv, 641, 2, 1. 6

—

refers probably to the and not to the sex of the dead person

as though a woman were apealdog in all three cases. Moreover, in
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No. 1, 9, Persephone speaks as though to a man oX$it xal ftaKaptari,

Btos 8’ itrg dyri fiporoTo.
** 1. 1, iie KaBap&r icaBapd, x^*’*'*"'*' fiaoiX€ta, This is

certainly the right punctuation (and is given by the editors), and not
Hofmann’s <k KaSapmv, xaBapa x®- P-

** Pure and bom of the pure ”

(referring to the immediate parents of the dead : more distant ancestry
would be expressed by owo) ; cf. KaKiaros Kax Kaxwv, etc. (Nauck
on Soph., or. 1397 ;

Ph. 874) ; iyaBoi i{ iyaBtiy Andoc., Af. 109.

** xat yap iydiv vfiui' ytvos oXfitov tSyopai flpt*—SO in all three
versions.

** dAAd pt polp' ihdpaaot xal aartponijTa Ktpttwuy (particip.) : SO
in the original to which the readings of three versions point, as restored

by O. Hofmann in GDI. 1654. aartpopX^a is in No. 1—this might
simply = ioTtponopXTfTo, but it may only have been substituted by
mistake for iortpoitr)ra (= dorcpoirijr^j of Homer). The line in this

form occurs in No. 1, 4. Versions 2 and 3 have tirt pt polp’ i&dpaoa’
fir' diTTtpoir^a Ktpauvdiv. But the dead had no choice between
natural death (for this is what potpo must mean as contrasted with
death by the thunderbolt) and death by being struck by lightning ;

one or other of the two (or more) forms of death must in actual fact

have occurred. In this embarrassment—for death by lightning is

not a very frequent occurrence—the ancient verse was altered in such
a way that it might refer also to one who had died a natural death.

The attempt was indeed not a great success. Originally death by
lightning can alone have been mentioned (as in No. 1) and the ongin^
form of the lines must have referred to someone who had actually

perished in this way. The dead person was then immediately regarded
as sanctified simply on account of the method of his death ; he l^ame
a Upot vtxpot translated to a higher and continued life : see above,
chap, ix, n. 127, and Appendix i. This is the only interpretation

of the lines which gives any point to the introduction here of this

peculiar manner of death—one who has been thus translated out of

life will certainly now be Beat arrl fipoTolo.
** kvkXos rift ytvianuit, rota fati, etc. Lob., Agl. 798 ff.

** IpeproC S‘ ivipav art^dyov noal xapnaXipoiat, Atortalvat 8’ iiro

KdXnov iivv PatuXfias, No. 1, 6-7. The ori^vot will probably
be the sacred precinct, the enclosure that surrounds the realm of

Persephone, as Dieterich, De hymn. Orph. 35, very plausibly suggests.

See Appendix xi.
** cSr pt npd^pwy rript^n iipat is tvayiaiv. The tipai svayiwy

correspond to the yuipos tiotpdiy of other poets and mythologists. But
the strange phrase does also contain an allusion to the fact that this

paradise of the " pure ” is specially reserved for the initiates of the
mysteries. The svay-ifs, the man untouched by any iyos. is ootor

{oaios iarat xai tvayifs law ap. And., M. 96) : evaycii' «=’ doiovi' in an
ins. from lalysos in Rhodes, IGM. Aeg. i, 677. Ordinary non-religious

language also preserves the original meaning of the word : it frequently

means (in contrast to axortalrfs and the like) " bright, pure, clean
”

(and in places, too, where it is customary to insert without good reason

fvavy^s, following the ex. of Hemsterh. on Eur., Suppl. 662).

The similarity with the stages of the reward given to the good in

Pindar is obvious
; xwpes tiatPunr in Hades ; then and not till then
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escape from the underworld and from human life as well. The only
difference is that in Pi. the soul’s final end is to become a ypoir while
here it becomes 6t6s.

•• IG. xiv, 642.
id. 641, 1, V. 10, tpiios is ydX' insrov. 642, 4, $t6s iyivov i(

dvBpufnov. (pi^os is ydXa i-nsTts. The conjunction of the two
phrases in 642 shows that " As a kid I fell into the milk ” is a condition
of " I became a God ”. We may certainly recognize in the phrase
a avvdripa or ovp.fioXov of the Mystai like those usual in other secret
initiatory rites—»’« Tvfivdvov t^ayav ktX., Lob. 23 ff.—^which refer to
performance of symbolical actions in the initiation ceremonies. The
precise sense of this avvdijfia cannot be made out (Dieterich’s efforts,

H. Orph., p. 35, have not succeeded in clearing up the matter).
•• Worth remarking is the instruction ctAA’ onorap. ’I'vxv vpoXiwg

iaos atXloio, Srfiov tioiivai irt^vXaypivos ti pdXa ndvra (this or some-
thing like it may have lieen the original form of the lines which have
lieen thrown into confusion by the intrusion of the explanatory words
8«I Tiro). Then at the conclusion (<1) xo'P* dtoisropSiv

Ast^urac rc Itpoiis Koi dXata ^tpasdovsias. (sat : this and nothing else

is probably concealed by the KAT of the inscription—xai long before
a vowel in 3rd thesis is even in Homer not unheard of.) Here at a
comparatively early date we meet with the legend of the Two Ways
at the entrance to the underworld, of which that to the right leads
to the j'wpo; fvatPwv, the left to the place of punishment of the dSixot.

It may derive from the fancies of South Italian mystic sects. St(tdr
and dpiartpdv in the Pythagorean table of Opposites—and in oionistike

for a long time before that—mean the same as dyaBdf and Kaxdy (Arist.,

Melapk. 1, 5, p. 986a, 24 ; cf. Iamb., VP. 156).—The Y Pythagoreum
denoted the parting of the ways of life to the right (to virtue) and to
the left (vice) ; Serv., A. vi, 136 ; cf. O. Jahn, Pers., p. 155 f. Plato
transferred the Two Ways to the underworld probably following
Pythagorean example, Pp. 614 C ; cf. tu> dSw, Gorg. 524 A ;

divorso
ttinere, Cato ap. Sail., C. 52, 13, in a Platonist passage. To ^e right
the fountain of Mnemosyne, to the left that of Lethe— grave-tablet
from Petelia : Epigr. Gr. 1037 = IG. xiv. 638. The Two Ways in the
underworld (of which that to the right hand regularlj’ leads to salvation)

are also spoken of bv the woiijTijy whose lines are quoted by Hippol.,
KH. 5, 8, p. 164, 80 b.-S. (perhaps "Orpheus ” as Dieterich, Nek. 193
thinks) ; cf. also Verg., A. vn, 540 ff., Hegesipp.. i4P. vii, 545, and
the Jewish forgery under the name of Philem., Mein. 4, 67, 6 f. (ii,

p. 539 K.).— Three Ways in the world of the spirits, which he takes
as being in the sky, are seen by the Empedotimos of Herakld. Pont,

(see above, chap, ix, n. Ill) : Serv., G. i, 34. Plutarch also alludes

to three Ways in the underworld, Lat. ITv. vii, p. 1130, for in giidng

his quotation from Pindar’s dp^vos fr. 129-30 he suddenly, without
having previously said anything about the other two Ways, speaks of

the Tpiri) rdiv dvoaiws PtfiiatKorwv xal rtapdvopuiv dSds which leads

into Ercbos. We should suppose that he found these three Ways in

Pindar whom he is making use of throughout the passage. Three
Ways would seem natural to one who knew of three classes of souls ;

the tvotPtls and the dotPeis ha\’ing in between them those who have
not strayed seriously from either side of the middle way of ordinary

morality and deserve neither reward nor severe punishment. To these

then was probably allotted, instead of the bliss or sorrow of the two

other classes, the indifferent state of the Homeric eihwXa xapovriur.

So at least it appears from Lucian, Luci. 7-9. A similar triple
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division occurs in a popular form ap. D.H. viii, 52 ad fin.
: (1) a place

of punishment, a kind of Tartaros : (2) tiJ X^i8r)e w€8/oi> (which is here
the indifierent state)

; (3) the which is the dwelling-place of the
Blessed. Verg., too, has three classes, but he places the middling
characters in the limbus infantium, beyond which the road first divides

towairds Elysium and Tartarus. Did Pindar then anticipate these
and incidentally—he need not have been logically consistent about it

—

introduce such a triple division of the souls ?

“ Plato’s violent attacks on poets and poetry—in which nevertheless

acc. to his own account ouSlv avouS^r traiSiS; ivtKa navra
Spirat—show once more clearly enough that in his time the old Greek
view of the poets as the true Uackers of their age was by no means
a thing of the past. It was precisely as teachers, whether rightly or

wrongly so regarded, that they seemed to him dangerous and worth

is only formulating popular opinion—and in unusually
naive language—when Le says Ran. 1030 rovra ydp drSgar xPV voiijrd;

daaretr • OKt^ai yap iv’ dpx^S tas diidktpoi rwv iroiijTatr ol ytvvaioi

ytyivtivTox. lerk. And again 1053 fi. where he is referring particularly

to tragic dramatists, diroK/>virT«it' XPV novijpov rtir yt irotr/r^y, xal

pil uapaytiv pt/bi StSdaeett'. roTr piv yap ‘natbaplotaty ion itbaoKaXos
dorrir 4pdi*i, roir iiBuioiv 81 trottfrat.

This idea is alluded to as early as d 160 fl. Then Hes., Op.
282 B. It is established for Hdt. ; cf. i, 91, vi, 86. Further examples
collected by Nigelsbach, S’achhom. Theol. 3-1 f. Thgn. 205 ff., 731 ff.,

is particularly definite. Among Attic authors ; cf. Sol., /r. 13, 29
(dvafriot ipya rlyovoiy)

;
E., Hipp. 831 ff., 1378 ff. (where note tok

ov8«» ovt' inainay), fr. 980 ; [Lys.] 6, 20 ; Lycurg. 79. It is briefly

alluded to as a commonly held opinion by Isoc. 11, 25; cf. Lys!,

ff. 53 Th. The case of Diagoras of Melos the dfltor may also be
remembered ; cf. above, chap, vii, n. 16.—This idea of the punish-
ment of the son for the deeds of the father receives its justification

acc. to Plu., Set. Su. Vi. 16, 559 D (quite in accordance with primitive

ideas) in the unity that belongs to all the members of the same yivos—
so that in the person of the son it is the father himself, though he m.iy
be dead, who is also punished. The idea arises from the deeply
ingrainod feeling of the unity, solidarity, and continuity of the ancient

family cult-circle pre-suppos^ by the cult of souls. (This is primitive

and meets us, e.g. in India as well :
" release us from the wrongs that

our fathers have done ; take away the sins of that we ourselves have
committed ” is the prayer to Vartina in the Rigveda, 7, 86, 5. ro itc

uptniptav anXan^para are transferred also to the next generation
" like a pestilence-breeding substance ", Oldenberg, Rel. i. V. 289.

Elsewhere the conception emerges that the guilty ancestor lives again
in the descendant and is punished in bis person : Robinsohn, Psychol,

d. Naturv. 47.)
** It is precisely on thi.s point, namely, that evil does not befall

men without their own fault, that the Chorus, i.c, the poet, of the
Agamemnon (757), acknowledges ilga 8* dXXtov povi^puty tipi.

In this way. too, the Stoics saved the responsibility of men for

their own deeds in spite of the unavoidable tlpappivt). The deeds
would not have come to fruition if the personal ovyKardBiats of the
man had not been added to the original necessary cause conditioning
the acts. The atryn., though not itself " free ”, yet always remains

id' and makes us responsible : Cic., Fat. IS ; Nemes. Nat. Horn.,

p. 291 Idatth.

opposing.
** Aristophanes
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*• CJearly so from 1. 6SD onwards.
*• TO yap iK Toiv nportputv anXaic^iiara vtv npos rdoS’ (ras 'Eptvvas)

andyti, Eum. 934.
’** Only when Eteokles and Pol3meikes have fallen in single combat

Salftwv, Sept. 956.
” This idea i.s quite common in Homer (NSgelsbach, Horn. Theol.

70 f., 320 f.), and in later times reappears frequently in the case of
such authors as always, or on occasion, express popular ideas : Thgn.
Hdt. esp. Eur. (cf. Pr. Trag. Adesp. 4, 55 N.), and the orators: see
N&gelsbach, Nachhom. Th. 54 ff., 332 f., 378.

’• ajroTijs StKOtar ovk owoototcI 8t6i,fr. 301 S. This, too, must be
the meaning of other expressions in which the poet refers less plainly
to the righteous purpose of divine deception ; Pets, 63 S., 742 ; frr. 156,

302 (cf. also Suppl. 403 f.).—.\ristoph. makes his Clouds speak quite
in accordance w-ith the Aeschylean ideas. Nub. 1458 fi. This grim
idea must, in fact, have had considerable success and spread beyond
the stage. Falsehood and deception for a good end presented no
difficulty to the mind of the Greeks (even as applied to their gods).

Hence Sokrates (in Xcn.), Plato, and certain Stoics could quite openly
approve of and recommend such falsehoods (and the author of the

c. 3 in defending the same theory also appeals to the lines

of Aesch.).
” .ig. 1497-1508. Here there is a clear opposition between the

popular view which attributed all guilt to an dAdortup tempting to
crime (a reminiscence of which appears in Soph., El. 197 ff.), and the
more elevated conception of the poet who holds fast to the view that
though the iXdarwp may contribute to the result the agent of the evil

deed is not dyatTtot.
’* The dead man stands in need of the cult paid by his surviving kins-

folk, CAo, 484 (his grave a fitofids, Cho. 106
;
yoai yap^Aioi for him, 486 f.).

As an appeasement of his easily aroused wrath voal vtpripmv iitiXlypaTo,
Cho. 15. The dead man is still conscious of events both past and
present upon earth : ipovripa roC Bavdyros ov Sapd^ct irvpds paAcpd
yyd0oi, Cho. 324 f. In the song of awakening addressed to the departed
and the invocations sung by Electra and the Chorus in Cho. the soul

of Agamem. is similarly regarded as fully alive and accessible to the
callers (though, indeed, t( d/tavgdv iptyds 157) and addressed
accordingly(cf. 1.39, 147f., 1561,47911.; Pers. 636). It is even expected
that his soul, invisibly present in the upper world, will take an active

share in the work of vengeance : dxovooi' is ^os poXiiy, fvy Si ytyov
npds igffpoils, Cho. 459 ;

cf. 489. So, too, Orestes, Eum. 598, hopes
in his extremity of need that dpwyas iu rd^ov irdp^ct itariip. More
especially the murdered man has a right to be avenged by his

dy;(ioT(ir (oiS’ dsr’ dXXwv, Cho. 472) and Apollo himself has commanded
Orestes to take such vengeance, Cho. 269 ff., etc. Dread results of

neglecting this duty, Cho. 278-96 (possibly an interpolated passage,
but still an extension of the words of A. himself 271 II. in a sense
thoroughly in consonance with popular belief).

’* The Erinyes only avenge the murder of a blood-relation and not
therefore when one of a married pair is murdered by the other, Eum.
210-12, 604 fi. But the opinion emerges that they are particularly

charged with the vengeance of a mother who has been murdered by her
son (rather than a father who has suffered the same fate), 658 ff., 736 ff.

(Reminiscences of such a view in S., El. 341 ff., 352 ff. ; E., Orest.

552 ff., /r. 1064.) This may possibly be an old popular belief (not

fully understood by A. himself which need not, however (as is often
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supposed), depend upon an ancient system of " matriarchy '* for which
there is no other evidence in Greece. It is simply explained by the

fact that the father has plenty of men still living among his kins-

fcdk who will avenge him (even against his own son), whereas the mother
who is separated from her own family can cx{>ect no avenger from
that side, while in the family of her husl>and there will be nobody
yet old enough to take vengeance on her otvn son. For this reason

it is for her most particularly and necessarily that the daimonic
avengers of murder must intervene, and they are the Erinyes, who are

alwa3rs thought of as only active where no earthly avenger is available.

—Of course, it could never be denied that there exists also varpis
tiieraiav 'Eptr^, Sep. 7S3.

*• iaifimv, 8los avi$crmp, toota!po>v PiotXevs are titles given only
to the dead Persian king, Pers. 620, 6.33,644, 651. They are, however,
probably intended to characterize Persian and not Greek beliefs (the

Greek king, too, is still a king in Hades, but not a ialpwv, Cho. 355-62).

Karfi StKa^fi rapirAaK^patf*, cur Aoyot, Zevf aAAo; (cf. Zrjra twv
KtKitifKorat* 158) fv Kafiouair iardras Sinas, Suppl. 230 f. ; cf. 414 ff.

—

fiiyat yip "AiSi/s i<rrit> evSmot pporiuv ivtpBt xBovos, heXroypdipiu 84

iraKT* rvwirf ^ptvi, Eum. 273 fi. Not even in Hades do the Erinyes
let the murderer go, Eum. 340. The punishment in Hades seems to

be regarded as merely supplementary to the (perhaps delayed) punish-
ment of crime on earth potfi) 8’ dmononti btxat raxeia rovt piv iv ^dtt,

ri 8’ ir fttTiuxiti<f> OKirov (teret xporHorrat dx7> ixporot «g««

ref, Cho. 61 fi.

’* rovr tfororrar ct tvtpytTtlr (tr* oir naKOvpyety. dp^Stftait
jgft t4> XuntioBat rerpovr, /r 266, This does, not,

however, agree with Cho. 324 f., or with the frequently occurring

expressions which presuppose consciousness and feeling (and so also

xafpnr and XvweiaBai) in the dead. Consistency in such matters
must not, in fact, be looked for in a non-thcological poet. The ^vx^
of the dead man a shadow without the sap of life, /r. 229. Death
a refuge from earthly suffering, fr. 255. The speedy death which the
Chorus wish for themselves, Ag. 1449 ff., brings with it ror dd iriXtvrov

vwpor and therefore a condition of unconsciousness if not of complete
notfain^ess.—The shadow ol Dareios takes his leave of the Persian

nobles in the foil, words : ifnit 84, npdoPuf, xnipef’t i* KOKoir o/xwt

fpvX’^" htidirrts rjiov^ xaB’ ripipar, uis roit ffayoCai yrXovrot ovSiv u^cAct,

Pers. 840 ff. This view ol life is perhaps intended to have an Oriental

colouring (like the epitaph of Sardanapalus which is rightly quoted
in illustration of this passage) : the reason given cor toic tfarovot ictA.

is perhaps to be similarly explained.
’* IrSicrot a^ayai, 37. Orestes is to bis father's bouse S/ks xaBapr^s

wpif Bed/e wpfttifUros 70.
** One reason why no Erinys pursues Orestes after he has murdered

his mother is, indeed, the fact that Sophokles is treating the " Flektra "

in isolation as an independent drama and could not therefore introduce
a fresh thread of interest at the end, if he was to bring it to a satisfactory

conclusion. But the mere fact that he could so arrange matters shows
that lor him, in contrast with Aeschylus, the belief in the veritable

reality of the Erinys and the necessary perpetuation of the idea of
vengeance in the family was already obscured and almost obsolete.

The ancient family blc^-feud is less important to him than the

rights of the separate and independent individual.
•i Casual allusions, El. 504 fi. ; OC. 965; Anl. 856; and cf. 584 fi.,

594 fi.
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** ov yip ihoit ai' a6pS>v Ppot6v Sotis ay, ti Otis ayoi, tK^vysiv Stifotro,

O.C. 252. oral' 8/ Tis Otwy pkatn-g, Siwatr* iv oiS’ av 6 oBivuiv ifivytly,

El. 696 f. alax'l <5 ymalitfs, ovS' or fts ^vyot pporwv iroO' xal
Zcvs (as the one who rules and ordains everything, cf. El. 175 ;

O.C.
1085) i^opuiari yaxa ' viaovs 8* avayKn ros OfnXdrovs i^ptiv,fr. 619 N.
” Phil. 191-200.
•* It is fixed long before by an oracle : 821 ff. ; 1159 ff. It is not

exactly overpowering violence or heaven-sent madness that drives
Dcianeira to carry out the prophecy ; it is rather an obscure force that
transforms her purest intentions to an evil result. She herself is

completely innocent : rjpaprt xpijirrd puipivtj.
“ The reason for this will of the gods is not revealed to us, either

in OT. or in the subsequent treatment given in OC. The only thing
that is made quite clear there is the complete innocence of Oedipus ;

as to the meaning of the divine purpose that has plunged him into such
deeds of horror the sufferer can only say OtoXs yap Ijv ovrw ^Ihov,

rax' '* prjvlouaiv tis yt'yos ndXat (964 f.). This is a pass^e
in which modem interpretation of the ancients finds the " upholding
of the moral order in the world ’* clearly expressed as a motive of

divine will.

•* (foi yap iJk t<oi' BtoatPtardTwv, Sch., El. 831.

fr. 226 K., ao^os yap ovSriv irAiji’ or or ripf Btos. oAA’ tls Btov

o' dpdjyra, xor <f<u SiVijf xoipeir KfXtvr), KfXa’ oSonroptXv xp«dr. alaxpoy
yap ovSiy (Sr i^i\yoOvTai Btoi.

*• Aias has angered the goddess because he has boasted that he could
do without her help. Thus he has drawn upon himself aertpyij Btas
dpyijr, 776. The goddess makes him insane that he may recognize r^r
Sciur taxuy dari, 1 18. Thus, her superior power is shown and the folly

of men who despise that power. But as (or showing that the revenge-
ful act of the goddess has any sort of moral purpose or meaning behind
it, the pious poet makes no such attempt.—The interpolation of ideas
more familiar in modern times does not make it any easier to under-
stand the peculiar character of such antique (vec'/itcia'and itiaiSatpovia.

The same kind of fearful awe of the gods which we find here, runs
through the whole of Herodotos’ historical writing (Hdt. was not without
re.-uson a friend of Sophokles) and meets us again in the character of

Nikias and to a large extent in Xenophon, too. Thuc. and, on the
whole, Kurip. (for he vanes) calmly ignore it or else violently reject it.

Its nature is shown (liettcr than in the more usual cuac'/3cta) by the
phrase 17 opos rovs Btovs tilAojlcca which also occurs

:
[D.] 59 (.Veiurr.) 74.

Track. 1266 f. : 1272 (where, however, there remains a suspicion

that the traditional text may be unsound)
; fr. 103 N. Parallels

occur also in Pint.
•® There exists a region of divine mystery that is not to be fathomed

:

oil yap av to Btla Kpumnyriav Ociov pdOois av, o88’ t! irdvr’ irrt^dXOots

OKovwv, fr. 8,33 ; cf. OT. 280 (. and woAAo xoi kaBtXv koAoV, /r. 80 N.
•* The behaviour of Athene in the prologue of the Aias is an

exception.
•* Odysseus beholding the insane Aias : iirotKripat wr Sdarifyoy

avra Kalrttp ovra Sua/ityij, oBovytic' orjj ovyKarditviirai Kaitjj, ovSiy to

TouTou fiaXXov rj roinoy attoirtoy ' dpdi yap "^pas oi8ii' ovras dAAo irAyr

dSwA' oaoiirtp (cupty, rj Kovifrny OKidv, Ai. 121 ff.

** loi ytytai pporiiy ktX. OT. 1 186 ff. ; Sorts roC rtXioyos pipovs

XP^ti ... OC. 1211-38; cf.

/

it. 12, .535, 536, 588, 859, 860.
•* Xor is Antigone affected by such motives as might appear from

a casual or isolated study of such lines as A nt. 73 ff. The whole play
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shows that Antig. throughout follows the oypairra KiQ^aXij dt&p
trifufta and the instincts of her own nature, without paying any
attention to what may happen to her on earth and without a side

glance at what may be the result in the world below of her " pious

crime
“ We often have iv "AiSov K*Ktv96T<ai/ {Ant. 911) ftvxois

ToC icoToj 8toS (At. 571) and other phrases = " be dead ” (cf. to be an
oiK^Toip of Erebos, At. 395 S. Hades seems to tie called travSoKot

(tviartims Jr. -52). The confusion of the idea of a kingdom of Hades
with that of the grave is shown in the not infrequent expression

iv ''i4i8oi>, wop’ KtioBai, El. 463 ; OT. 972 ; Ph. 861 ;
^iXr)

ftcr' auToS Ktiaapat jtiXou (tira. Ant. 73 ; cf. Jr. 518.

OKia arwJuX'^t,

;e of this, in the Homeric
and a measure of semi-conscious existence

is presumed in the shades in Hades: OT. 1371 fi.—Doubt: cf nr
«<rr’ itcfi 356.

•• 0ai>ovr(ui> ou8fi' dAyor owtctoc, OC. 955. Tofr ydp davotioi fioxBot
oi npovylyttrcu, Tr. 1173. rovr ydp Bavovrat oix op^ Xvnovpit/ovs,

El. 1170. (.\U three lines are denied to Soph, by the latest criticism.)
•• Pk. 797 f. ; ^c. 854 : OC. 1220 B.

; fr. 631 (cf. A., Jr. 255 ; Fr.

Tr. Adesp.ZBO. KaKtuKotfavaror, a commonplace of later moralists:

see Wyttenb. Plu., Mor. vi, p. 720, was taken over from tragedy).—The
converse fr. 64. 275.

Collectively oi vjprtpoi, ol wprepo* Otoi, OC. 1661 ;
Ant. 602.

Hades in particular is often mentioned, and also TIXo^iuv

:

''Ai8i;r

artrayfioU nai ydoir wAovri'icTOi, OT. 30 ; fr. 251. d wopd rov 'Ax^porra
(for ’AWpoKTor dwToi', Ant. 812. iierar ionipov 0coC, OT. 177)
0cdr avocautv, El. 184. Pers^hone and Aidonetis, OC. 1556 B.

Erinyes, Thanatos, Kerberos: OC. 1568 ff. wopwotor 'Eppijt xSdnor,
At. M2; and see El. 110 B., etc.

—

"AiSt)i (here as often = ^aVaror)
desires to devour men : 8ataao0at. El. 542, f.—a popular conception
or at least popular language : see above, chap, vti, n. 25.

*•* Hades 8r ovre Tuvmuitit ovre r^v xdptf of8ci', povrjv 8’ farepfe
Tijr dwAwr Slttijv, fr. 703, i.e. the justice of aljsoliite equality (for all

earthly distinctions have passed away) : o y’ "AtStif root vdpoi-r

feout nofffi. Ant. 519.
*•* 4 ykp tvaiPtia avvByjfoKti fipoToU (it dies when the man dies to

whom it ^longed : i.e. it follows him, or his into the low'cr-

world. No textual corruption need be assumed here), nar {d»o» xdi*

Bdrotatr oux awdAAvrat, Ph. 1443 f.

'** Without ritual burial the dead man is rwv Kdreude Btaiv apotpor
dicTtpurros droatos v/kvs. Ant. 1070 f.

itrrdpia ofa Toir Karto Kopf{cTat, El. 326. Krtplopara, 434, 931.

XovTpd, 84, 434 (cf. above, chap, v, nn. 106, 107), fpwvpa, 405. yoaf.
440.

—

El. 452, prayer is made to the dead that he " shall help ns and
Orestes ” dwatr to Xoitrir ndrdr ddrtarrdpait x<pe<>’ aripuiptv 8 to vCv

8atpoi!pc0o (at present only a lock of hair and a girdle, 448 £1.).

—

OOeriogs to the dead made by foes and even the approach of such
persons to the neighbourhood of the grave is displeasing and hateful
to the departed who Ues therein: H. 431 ff., 442 B. ; At. 1394 f.

(cf. above, chap, v, n. 109). In this case as in the cult of the soul
generally the presence of the dead man in the ^ave, or else in its

immediate neighbourhood, is presupposed—not his departure into an
inaccessible land of the dead. The latter view, retained from Homeric
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poetry, is generally allowed to remain incongruously side by side
with the former.

‘®‘ El. 1066 ff.

The god of the underworld is oix a-ntpiTpoiros of the murdered
man : El. 182 f. Hence all the gods and spirits of the lower world
are summoned to take vengeance for the murder of Agamemnon :

El. 110-16. We hear of di'ey i} (Boikos rciv Karw Btwv as the patron
of the dead in their claim to justice: Ant. 451.

*•’ Herakles in giving his last commands to Hyllos finally threatens
the latter ; ti pjj, ptvm a’ cyi xal vipBev wv, apaiof €ts del Baptis,

Tr. 1201 f. ; cf. fr. 367 ; see above, chap, v, n. 148.

Elektra thinks that Agamemnon himself may have sent the
Sva-npoaon-r’ ovtipara to Klytaimnestra : El. 459 f. (There is no
reason for altering the traditional text here—with Kauck—to make
the gods the senders of the dreams instead of the dead man. rjpwts,

too, can send nocturnal x-isions of terror ; sec above, chap, ix, n. 102.)

Here Elektra supposes that by sending such harbingers of his wrath
the unavenged victim of murder has signified bis readiness to assist

in the taking of vengeance. This makes perfectly good sense and is

the only interpretation that suits the context of Elektra’s admonitions
to her sister.

apuiyoi, El. 454. {weie ol yas kotco Ktiptvoi. vaXlppvrov yog
alpa vntfatpoOai rwv KTarovrwv ol irdAai Bavovrts, El. 1419 f. "The
dead man brings death to the living,” Nauck on Tr. 1163.

"• frr. 753, 805.

OC. 1049 ff., 680
;

/r. 736.

Oedipus does not die but vanishes (is seen no more, 1649) ;

the depths of the earth open and receive him : 1661 f., 1681. What
is meant is translation without death as in the case of Amphiaraos,
etc. The poet only hints at the miracle in intentionally vague words

—

but they cannot refer to anything but translation. cuAcro 1656,
and tBavt are therefore only inaccurate expressions to describe his

departure (see also above, chap, iii, n. 2). The Messenger of 1583 f.

refuses, however, to give a distinct answer to the question of the
Chorus oAiuAc yog 8i!oti)i-os ; he will only hint that Oedipus has indeed
oAuiAf (1580), but has not simply died—^he has instead been translated

out of earthly life. The corrupt tls AeActnora Krivov rov del (this was
already what the .\lcxandrians read) piorov iffvloraao may not
therefore lie altered simply into tok alvei', rdr iptov pioror. It may
perhaps have originally been something like toi' fv8a, t6v tV yj, tov

drSpuir piorov (cf. Medea to her children is oAAo oxvp' dnoordvres^

piov, E., Med. 1039. A dead woman viroK<;(eugi)Kc ot^i'iSioi' rov koB'

ijpas piov. Ins. from Amorgos, BCH. 1891, p. 576, 11. 9-10).
'** A distinct act of precaution against disbelief in such a miracle ;

OC. 1665 f. (cf. «gg«i Sf rk Btia, OT. 906 ff. ; which refers esp. to the

belief in the Oracle of Loxias, a matter of great importance to

Soph.).
"* The innocence of Oedipus and the fact that the awful crimes

committed by him have been done in ignorance and against his will

Bttuv dyivTiuv, is stressed in order that his elevation to the position of

Heros may not seem to be an honour done to a guilt-stained criminal.

But the poet does not attribute positive virtues to him even in OC.—
far less in fact than in OT.

One has only to read the play without preconceived ideas to

see that this passionate and savage old man, pitilessly heaping dreadful

curses on his sons, gloating vindictively over the coming misfortunes
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of his orvni country, is quite ignorant of the ** deep p>eace from the
gods ” or the " illumination of the pious sufferer ” which conventional

literary interpretation has been anxious to ascribe to him. The poet
is not one to gloss over the harsh realities of life with trite phrases of

vapid consolation, and he has clearly perceived that the usual effect

of unhappiness and misery upon men is not to " illuminate ” but to

enfeeble and vulgariae them. His Oedipus is pious (he was that from
the beginning in OT. as well), but he is made savage, rjypimrax, exactly

like Philoktetes in his misery (Ph. 1321).

Humanitarianism of Athens and her king ; 562 ff., 1125 ff.

It is emphasized over and over again that the settlement of

Oedipus on .\ttic soil is meant to bring about the salvation of the

Athenians and the discomfiture of the Thebans (Apollo’s oracle has

thus decreed it) : 92 f., 287 f., 402. 409 ff., 576 ff., 621 ff. The where-
abouts of the valuable possession must therefore be kept secret (as

frequently with the graves of Heroes ; sec above, chap, iv, n. 38) ;

1520 ff. This elevation of Oedipus to be the owt^P of Attica (459 f.)

is evidently what makes the interest and importance for the poet of

the whole mj-sterj' which he relates.
Its v5» yap Btoi o' opSoCoi, itpooBt S’ wXXvoav, 394. The gods now

feel cupav nva for Oedipus, 386. After many irypoTo iraAtr <j 4* Saipuji'

StViuor avfot (ay), 1565 f. It is, in fact, an act of kindness after a long
period of ill-usage ; there is a reversal of fortune, but there is no
reward or indemnification given in recognition of a just claim. It is

all grace.
t'* In this, too, tus ay rtr ttf rwy 'Affr/yatwy (Ion ap. .Ath.

13, 604 D).

Prodikos is, acc. to Welcker, Kl. Schr. ii, 497 ff., responsible for

most of the theories propounded in the Ps.-Platonic Axtochus on the

subject of the iBayaoU rijs cf.r. 370 B ff., the tendency of the

soul to the heavenly oi8ijp (366 .\), and even of the Platonizing fantasy
at the end about the fate of the departed (371-2). Prodikos, if w’e

adopted this attribution, would become less the " forerunner < f

Sokrates " (as Welcker calls him) than the forerunner of Plato. There
is. however, no real reason to attribute to him any more share in that
document than is asserted distinctly in it. The brief and carelessly

composed pamphlet consists of a medley of the con ventional ingredients

of the usual Aoyot napanvBijTiMoi loosely strung together. To Prtxl.

is assigned : the disquisition on the troubles of life in all its stages
336 D-367 £ ; and the sajnng on o Bayaros ovrt ntpi rovt {<urrar

foTiy ovTt yrtpl rout /lyrijXXax^as k-tX., 369 B (cf. Buresch, Lrtp. Stud.

ix, 8-9). These two passages put together would establish as the
opinion of Prodikos just the opposite of what Welcker wishes to ascnlic
to him. He would show himself as a true ircioi^ararot (—if ixylvou

Horary jtoo y 366 C), who would make death a mere exit into a
state of unconsciousness after the troubles of life, and thus seem an
absolute nonentity. But the piece is in reality quite without authority :

it apparently puts forward the name of Prodikos, who is so often stated
in Mato to have been the " teacher ” of Sokrates, merely in order
to have a definite authority (like the fabulous Gobryes later on) for

what the author does not wish to represent Sokrates as saying on his

own account. One of the sayings attributed to the imaginary Prodikos,
Srt 6 Bayaroi ... is, however, only too clearly a simple appropriation
of Epicurus’ aphorism, 6 Bavarot oihiv npis ijpar ktX. (p. 61, 6 L'sen.

;

cf. p. 227, .30 ; 391. Heinze also points this out, Ber. sticks. Ges. d.

Wiis. 1884, p. 332). The other passage (366 D fl.) agrees suspiciously
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with what Teles (p. 38 Hens.) has to say on the same subject apparently
in entire dependence on Krates the Cynic. It seems extremely probable
that the author of the Axiochus also had Krates before him or
even Teles (as Wyttenbach already suggested, Plu., Mor. vi, p. 41) ;

and that he attributes what he has thus borrowed from extraneous
sources to " Prodikos ” by a fiction that never came amiss to the
composers of such dialogues.—It follows then that what Prodikos
really said about the soul and its destiny is unknown to us ; cf. on this
recently much-discussed subject : Brinkmann, Rh. Mus. 51, 444 fi.

In the Prologue Thanatos at once describes his claims and
his office. He has to receive the departed and cut off the lock of hair
from the forehead (75 f. probably as a sign that the dead enter into the
possession of the underworld deities : in Verg., A. iv, 698 f. Proserpina
in the same way dedicates the dead to Orcus). He then leads them
to Hades, 871. He comes in person to the grave and enjoys the offerings

laid there, 844 ff., 851 f. (like the dead man himself on other occasions,
see alwve, chap, v, n. 108). Properly speaking he is only the servant
of Hades ; but just as the word ^Sijs was already common as =
Bdvaroi, so Thanatos himself is also actually called "AiSijs (268, see
alxjve, n. 4) ; only as identical with Hades can he be called ovof
vtKpwv, 843; cf. 6ain6v<ov Kotpavot, 1140.— In the underworld are
Charon 6 tpvxoiro/ivos, 361, 254 ff., 458 f., and Kerberos, 360. Hades
and Hermes xBovtos receive the dead. <» 8* n (fdxe? nXtov ior’ dyaffois

Alkcstis will have the seat of honour next to Persephone : 744 fi.

By the living who survive she is regarded on account of her incom-
parable virtue as pdxaipa iatfimv and her grave is not the abode of
a dead woman but a place of worship, 995-1005. Such facile elevation
to the rank of " Heroine *’ was supposed to be characteristic of Thessaly
and Kunp. may in this also have intended to give his poem a touch
of Thcasalian local colour. (Sai'ptov as an intermediate stage between
6toi and avBpwnot

;
so frequently in Eur., c.g. Tro. 55-6 ; Sled. 1391 ;

is this the meaning of the piaov in Hel. 1 137 .')—Thoroughly in keeping
with popular liolief is *•**’ Sdpott tS aot yivotro, 626 f.

(.such a x^'^o* word with which dis vopi^crat one addresses

the dead i(iov<rav v<rrdri)v oSov, 609 f.). Similar also (but really

implying the conception of the dead as resting in the grave and not in

Hades) is : xoCd>d aoi xOd»- indrwfft Wooi, 463.
'** The funeral dirge, 86 ff. : Koapo^ buried with the dead, 618 ff. ;

mourning ceremonies ; the manes of the horses are cut short
;
no sound

of ilute or lyre is to be heard in the town for twelve month.®, 428 ff.

( ntySof crijoiov is usual, 3il6). These extreme observances are probably
taken from the mourning customs of the Thessalian djmastic families.

**• Burial of the dead in accordance with vdpot iroAoios Soijiortoi',

Slip/*/. 563; vdpipa Btuir, 19; a general Hellenic custom, 526 f.

—

Burial of Polyneikes in spite of Kreon’s prohibition : Phocn. and
probably 'Ayrtydvri.

*’* rols yap Bavovai XP'^ roe ou Ttfiv^Kora ripds SiSdiTO x®<>*'(ov

tiaifittv dfdv, Ph. 132T) f. iv tvotfitl yoC»> vdpipa pr) kAcwtciv vvxpwv,

Hcl. 1277. The honour of the grave more important even than good
fortune upon earth, Hec. 317 f. Ijiment over the dishonouring of

the grave of .Agamera., El. 323 ff. Request for the burial of Astyanax,
Tro. 1133 ff., of Orestes, IT. 702 ff.. of .Makaria, HM. 588 ff. The
shade of the murdered Polvdoros prays especially for burial, Hec.

47 ff. (31 f., 796 f.). He is an example of the wandering of the ora^oi

upon the upper earth ; he ofloirror aAati’ct, Tro. 1084 (see above,

p. 163, and Append, vii).—I'uncral ceremony for those who have
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been drowned at sea, Hel. 1057 ff., 1253 S. ; though there the
idea is only used as an excuse for the intrigue.

»“ xoa.' for the dead, e.g. Or. 112 ff., El. 511 ff. ;
IT. 159 ff.

“• xoai make the dead (u/irvy towards the givers of the offering.

Or. 119. The children call upon the soul of the murdered father to

help them, El. 676 ff., in the belief that travr dicovci rdS* woTijp, 684.
The soul of the dead man hovers above the living observing everjHhing,
Or. 674 ff. Invocation of the dead (striking both bands on the ground :

see above, chap, iii, n. 10), Tro. 1305 f. Expectation that the dead
thus called on will awaoi his friends. Or. 797, or help them, El. 679.
Calling upon the departed in Hades dpyfov, iXSi xai avid ^ayi)8l /loi,

HE. 494 (though with the qualiOcation tl ns ^Boyyos tlaaKovatnu
BvijTCiv »ra/)* "j4i8g, 490).

Translation miracles are touched upon by the poet with obvious
pleasure ; cf. transl. of Kadmos and Harmonia, Bac. 1330 ff., 1338 ff.

:

of Peleus, Andr. 1257 ff. ; of Helen, Or. 1629 ff. : of Herakles, Held.

910 ; of Menelaos (in unmistakable sarcasm), Hel. 1676 ff. So, too,

in the spurious conclusion to the IA

.

there is a translation of Iphigeneia,

1583 ff. (irpdr Btavs i^irrraro, 1608).
'** Eurystheus buried in the temple of Athene Pallenis will bring

safety to Athens and evil to her enemies : Held. 1026 ff. Eurystb.
says aol fiiv evrovs leai irdAtt oatrijfHOS /tlroiteos del KtiotUKu Kara

xBoras, 1032 f. ; i.e. he will become a rjpws aun^p of the land (just as

Oedip. was to become aotr’gp for Attica. S.. OC. 460, and Brasidas
Heros aeirijp of the Amphipohtans, Tbuc. 5, 11, 1). Heroic cult of

Hippob-tos, Hip. 1423 ff., /r. 446.
The Erinyes are spoken of (apparently with real belief) in IT.

79 ff. and elsewhere.

Or. 258 f., not very different. IT. 288-94.
*** TO Btiptwits rovro rai luaii^oror. Or. 524. Orestes instead of

committing murder himself should have brought his father to justice.

Or. 500 f. Agamemnon himself if be could have been asked would
not have desired this bloody vengeance. Or. 288 ff. It is only Apollo's

unwise counsel that has led Orestes to the murder of his mother, El.

971 ff., 1296 f. ; Or. 276 ff., 416. 591. After the deed Orestes does
indeed feel remorse but no religious terrors, El. 1 177 (in spite of which
there is much about the pursuing Erinyes of his mother). How
completely this whole series of ideas, the duty of vengeance, etc., has
lost its meaning for the poet, is to be felt more especially in the
sophistical frigidity with which the subject is treated in an ayur
between Tyndarcos and Orestes, Or. 491-W4, and in the hair-splitting

of the speech of Orestes himself, 9.12 ff.

*'* SoKU
'

napdrair
* fr. 176.

*’* oviir iaB' 6 KarBarwv, Ale. 381. The dead arc of ovkIt Sms
322. roXs (the dead) piv yap oiSiv aXyos ai/irral rrors, troAAwv 84

pSxBwv evvAf inauaaro, 937 f. But even fame is nothing to the dead.
Admetos says to his father in the scurrilous dialogue BatuX yt plvrot

huoKXf^s. Srar Barns- To which the old man unconcernedly repUes
KaKuis aKOvser oi pJXst BarSm pot (725 f.).

It might seem simpler to regard all the utterances of persons in

the plays which correspond to conventional beliefs as being merely
dramatic expressions of the character’s own (orthodox) view, and in

no sense put forward by the poet as his own opinion. And certainly
the separate and independently acting persons of the drama can only
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speak and act in accordance with their ow-n proper conceptions and
springs of action—not in accordance with the poet’s. But in the
antique drama tbi.s complete detachment of the creatures of the dramatic
imagination from their creator, the poet of the drama, only holds good
in a limited sense. The ancient dramatists exercised their office of

judge much more vigorously than the greatest of the modems. The
course of his play showed clearly what acts and characters the poet
disapproved of, but al.so which opinions he sanctioned and which he
did not. We have only to remember the attacks of Oedipus and
lokaste upon the judgments of the gods in OT. (or the story of Sen.,

Ep. 115, 14 : Eur. fr. 324). Accordingly we may take it that such
utterances of dramatic characters as are not supplied with practical

or spoken corrective are among those of which the poet did not dis-

approve. Euripides so very frequently puts words into the mouth
of his characters which can only express his own moods or opinions
that we may also assume that when their language harmonizes with
traditional belief then, too, the most subjective of the tragedians is for

the moment expressing his own view. Thus, for example, we cannot
doubt that the strain of piety running through the whole of the

Hiketides (subjection of to God’s wisdom, 216 ff., submission
to the guidance of the gods, 592 ff., and to Zeus’ government of the world,

734 ff.), and especially the whole-hearted elaboration of the picture

of Theseus as a model of represent the actual opinion of the
poet at that particular period (he clearly speaks of himself, 180-3).

At other times, too (apart from the Bacchae), though generally for a
short time only, he shows vague aspirations towards orthodoxy.

“* Ale. 968 ff. : Htpp. 952 ff.—Asceticism of the mystai of Zeus
and Zagreus of the Mountain Mother and the Kouretes ; KpijTtt,

fr. 472.
*•’ Polyid. fr. 638 ; Phrixos, fr. 833. It is usual (cf. Bergk, Gr. Lilt.

3, 475, 33) to see here a reminiscence of Hcrakleitos. But the latter’s

adai-aroi 6v')Toi, firijTol dffavaTot, {oiKTrr rdv r’lccirtui' fidrarov, rdv S4

ixtivuiv T«8i<eiur<s (/r.67 Byw. 62 D. )is clearly intended to express

the view that " dc.ith ” and "life” are purely relative concepts ;
that

death (of the one, i.e. Fire) and life (of the other, i.e, Witter or Earth)
are simultaneously present in the same object (see al.so frr. 68, 78 =
36, 88). According to this view it would be strictly true that

life on earth is not more life than it is death ; but that is certainly

not what liurip. means to say. Philo and Sext. Emp. are mistaken in

attnbuting to Herakl. the Orphic doctrine of the " death ” of the soul

which takes place when it is enclosed in the owpa, as its aijiia (see above,

chap, xi, n. 19). But it is precisely this Orphic doctrine that is present

to the mind of Eurip. (and Plato, Gorg. 492 E, 493 A, brings it into

immediate connexion with the verses of E.). He is speaking of the

true " death ’’ of the soul in the life of the body and of its release to

a real (and not a merely relative) life after death ; and thinks that
" life

’’ has no claim to the distinguishing name (cf. S Si) fiiorov xoAdouet

Emped. 117 Mull. = /r. 15 D.).

Palingenesia is alluded to once only and in jest as a desirable

reward for the virtuous, HF. 655-68; cf. M. Ant. xii, 5.

o vouj yap ijjiwv iarw iv <acaoT<u eeor, Jr. luio.

/r. 839 (Chrysipp.) fully physical in fr. 898, 7 ff.

—

fr. 1023 AiBipa

«ai Palav irdrrwv ytiArttpar atiSat. Cf.fr. 1004.
^

*** fr. 484 (MfAav. ij
—dr oipavii rt yotd t’ popfi) pia

XT A. Here, too, the poet is speaking of a mere initial association of the

elements afterwards to be parted, but thought of as always from the
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begianing independent—there is no derivation of both from a single

common original element, or of one out of the other. Kurip. may
really have been thinking here of the ofiov ndvra x.<»fM<>ra ijv of

Anaxagoras (as the ancient authorities supposed), csp. as, with Anax.
also, out of the general conglomeration two ma-tses, d^p and atdijp, first

emerge (though in this case vous is not included in the aiirjp as it is

with Eurip.). Here, too, then the usual dualism of the Euripidean
cosmogony is preserved. For the rest this fr. 484 allows us to perceive

that in spite of all his physiological tendencies Eurip. can never quite
get rid of the mythical element in his cosmogonical events. The
reason why Ouranos and Gaia in particular recommend themselves
to him as elemental forces (and troivol dndvriuv yovcU.Jr. 1004) was that
these figures had long been set at the beginning of the world and of
the gods by cosmogonical poetry (at9lip is simply the more physio-
logical term for what is half-personified as Ovpavds). This probably
explains why matter (or at least the more solid forms of matter as

distinguished from the at'dijp the AtirroroTOv irdvroir ;(pijpdruiv) IS for

him included in the description " earth ”. In this he is not lollowing

the old phj'siologists, none of whom had called " earth ” the original

matter— at least not earth alone (sec Ilbcrg, Quaest. Pseudohippocrat.,

p. 16 ff., 1883).
" Earth ” as describing the merely material, matter

deserted by spirit, may have come to him from popular usage. As
early as O' 5t the body deserted by .soul and life is called Kwpii yofa
(cf. Eur. frr. 532; 757, 5). Thus "for the poet the contrast between
yv and alBi^p almost amounts to that between " matter ” and " mind ”,

except that he either could not or would not think of a " mind ”

ssithoiit any matenal substratum and that for this reason his oi'^yp

still preserves a remnant of matter.
This is esp, clear in fr. 839, 8 fl. In the disruption of the elements

out of which ndvra are composed each of the two, yij and ai0i;p, preserves
itself undiminished and unmixed. ivpoKti S' oiSiv rwv yiyvoplvuiv

StaKptvdptvov S' oAAo npit dXXov poppr/v ISlav dniSti(tv (restores itself

in its independent being). Whereupon we feel ourselves irresistibly

reminded of the saying of Anaxagoras—ovScc yap ytvtrai

ovS* airoAAvTfU, aAA* dir* <*drTo>i' ypifpdrotv ovpploytral re real StaKpivcrait

Ka'i oShwf iv 6p8d>s ttaXoUv rd rt ylvtoBat aupplaycaSat xai rd dndXXvoBai
Siaxpiveoffai, fr. 17 MuU. )and U.\

'** That it was not Anaxagoras, or at least not he alone, who gave
the decided direction to the philosophic ideas of Eurip. has rightly

come to be held of late. We do not find a trace in Eunp. of the
separation of voCs from matter, at least not in the form in which
Anaxagoras understood it. For E. the mind is bound to one of the
two primal elements and quite foreign to the other, the earth. Thus
he arrives at a dualism indeed, but in quite a different scn.se from that
of Anaxag. Diimmler, ProUg. in Platons Stoat (Frogr. Easel, 1891),

. 48, points out reminiscences in Eurip. of Diogenes of .^polionia

—

but it is not true to say that the poet’s views show the " closest kin-
ship " with the monistic system of Diog., or with any Monism.

“* Tro. 884 ff. The air, called by the name of Zeus, and identical

with the vovs Bporwv. can only be taken from the doctnne of Diog.

:

Diels, Rk. Mus. 42, 12.
*“ Diog. Apoll., frr. 3, 4, 5 MuU. (=8, 3, 4 D.). The soul is d^p

Bfppirtpos roO i(ca, iv iapcv, though it is colder than the air which
is iTopd rip iiXCip, fr. 6’ [5]. The soul is therefore more akin to the
alO^p than to the aijp {al0^p and difp were at that time often confused ;

.

g. in E.. fr. 944, af^^p instead of <iifp).
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Elektra expects to find her
_ _ - - , __ dying man, itvtvii’ a^tis tls

alBipa, fr 971 (differently. Or. 1086 f.) ; cf. also Suppl. 531-^ (imitated
from Epicharm.), where again the alBijp is only spoken of as the abode,
and not as the original and consubstantial element of the soul.

al8-iip olieijots Ai6s, Eur., fr. 487 (Melanip.).

Kpich., fr. 7, p. 257 Lor. f= fr. 265 Kaibel],

CIA. i, 442, atBiip p.iv ^vxas intStfaro, ati[ftara 81 x®*"*']

ovvtKpLB-n Kal Si€Kpi9ri, KanijXBfr oOfv IjXBtv irdXtv, (S yaf,
trvfvp’ avw • rl rwvSt xdXfTrdv : ovSf <k, Epich. ap. Plu., Cons, ad ApoU.
15, 110 A ; Epich., fr. 8 [245 Kaib.]. mevpa as a general name for
the ifiux^ occurs also in Epich., fr. 7 [265]. No earlier authority is to
be found for this usage that became so common later (under Stoic
influence) than Xenophanes who npurros ori i) ^ex'^
nnvpa (D.L. ix, 19). Epicharm. may have been actually following
Xenophanes (whose writings he knew : Arist., Meta. iii. 5, 1010a, 6) in
this use of the word. Eurip. then did the same, Suppl. 533. nvevpa
is the name given to the d^p in so far as it is in motion. (vvoXifirriov,

rival auipa tov Upa) yivrrai hi nvtvpa KivijOtis. ovBiv yap irrpov tart

vvcCpa ri Kivouptvot d^p : Hero, pifyav. avor., p. 121 (ed. Diels = i, p. 6.

ed. Schmidt) after Straton. The soul is called a nvtvpa just because
the soul is that which has continual movement from its very nature
(and is the principle of movement) ; as such it had already been
regarded by Alkmaion (and later by Plato), and even before that by
Pythagoras (see above, chap, xi, n. 40) ; in a different way by
Herakleitos and Demokritos also. The universal d^g and the Soul-
irvcv^o, if we give the terms their proper meaning, are to be thought
of as lieing of the same nature, so that the di}p, too (still more the
alB'^p as a higher arjp), is psychical and animated by soul. That at
least was how Diogenes of Apollonia regarded it. (difp = the outer
air, nvtvpa the air which is inside men's bodies : [Hp.] de Flatib.

3 [vi, 94 L.], a section taken from Diog. Ap.)
Numerous references in Eurip. to verses of Epicharm. are pointed

out by Wilamowitr, Eurip. Herakles, i, 29. The fact that Eurip.
knew the poems of Epich. and valued them for their philosophic
contents is clearly made out by Wilamowitz’ study. But he goes on
to assert that all the allusions of Eurip. refer only to the (or one of the)

forgeries in the name of Epicharm., of which many were known in

anticpiity. The reason alleged for this statement
—

" Euripides never
quotes comedies "—is merely a petitio principii. It may be that
Eunp. does not " quote ” contemjxirary Attic comedy, but whether
he maintained the same attitude to the brilliantly original comic poet
of Sicily, whom Aristotle and even Plato (fiorg. 505 E and esp. Tht.

152 E) were not ashamed to notice, is the very point at issue ; nothing
is gained by unproved denial of this main premiss.—Moreover, it

would be a most unusual species of toiler that preferred to publish

gems like va^ ua'i . . . (imitated by Eurip.) or voor opp—under another
man’s name. The fragments of the /ToAtreto, which is really a forgery

fathered on Epicharmos (ap. Clem. Al., Str. v, p. 719 P. = Lor., p. 297),

are of a very different character.
“• Archelaos makes a less satisfactory model for Eurip. here.

Arch, in his reconciliation of the doctrines of Anaxagoras and Diogenes

did not separate i»o0r from the mixture of the material elements (or

from the dijp), but he distinguished between them, while for the poet

alBi^p and mind are the same.
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•** at^ifp = Zeus, /r. 94 1. aiOrnt . . . Ztvs is ay$p<uirms ovoftaitrai,

ft. 877. Hence the aitip is Kopu^i^ Bsair, ft. 919.—In the same way
for Diog. Ap. the air is god (Cic.. A’Z). i, 29) and Zeus (Philod., Put.
c. 6b, p. 70 Gomp. ;

Hojr. 536).—In E., /r. 941 ; roy vi^oB riyS' inttpoy

alBipa xai yijy vipi( ixovB' vypats hr dyjcaAair the alB-tjp is not put
instead of i^p (for roe i^oS only suits alB^p in its pro^r sense), but the
two are combined under the one word (vYpais iy ayKaXats could not be
said of the alB^p in the strict sense), just as the o dp of Diogenes includes

the alB^p (for the hot dyp iropa tw yAtV. A. 6 [S Diels] is, in fact, the

alB^^ and so, too, essentially, is the warm ddp in our bodies).
>»* —ftf aBdrarov aiBtp' iftvtotiv. Hel. lOlo.

d ivris d^p (which alone ataOdixToi—not the senses) pixpiv
poptor oil’ Tov tfcoC, Diog. ap. Thphr., Sens. 42.
*“ The li\'ing air, or Zeus, is i«Cr fiporuiv, Tro. 886. And vice versa,

the roCs in each one of us is no other than God, fr. 1018.

d rout T<u» KarBayovrwv {g per ov, yvcupi^r S’ «)t«i dffdraror, eif

dddrarov aitip' ipmautv, Hel. 1013 ff.—.\mbiguity attaches to the

passages in which a dying person is said to depart et’s iXXo oxvi^a
filav {Med. 1039), »r dAAac ^tdrou pop^dr (/OH, 1068), to erepor ai'wra

cai poipav {JA. 1508). It is possible that in each case a personal

existence continued in a land of the dead is understood—but if they
mean no more than that they are remarkably pregnant in form. In
reading them (esp. Med. 1039) one is reminded of the remarkable
lines of Philiskos (pupil of Isocr.) ap. [Plu.] I'K. X Or., p. 243. 60 West.
Tu> ydp is dAAo axrjpa pedappoo^rrrt xal dAAoir <r rdapotot filov owpa
XafiorB" drepor—said of the dead Lysias. But here the idea of metem-
(tsychosis seems really to be involv^, which it can hardly be in the case

of Eurip.
“• Eur. adopts it for himself, fr. 189 (Antiope), and confirms it by

so many Adywr ifuXXat in which he allows the most contradictory

opinions about a single sub)ect to be given equally plausible expression.
**• dntipoovyri aXXov fiiorov, etc. Hip. I9I-7. to {gr yap foprr,

TOV BaveZy 8’ dircipif irdr ri; ^fieZrai ^ws Aorrtr rod' gAi'ou, /r. 816,

10 f. {PXoinix).

The dead man is yij rai orid —to pgdrr cir ovdfv pivu, fr. 532;
cf. 533, 534. TO pg yfrdo^at Tw BayeZy loor ' dloTrcp oilr idovoa ^tZs

the dead woman knows nothing of herself or her suflerings, Tro. 636-44
(a locus often initiated in "consolations”: AsioeX. 365 D, Plu.,

Cons, ad Apoll. 15, p. 110 A).
*** rdv ioBXir tear pvgoir itinvuen yrjs, fr. 865. dperii il

Kay Barn ris ovk dvoXXirrai, 8’ ouKtr' irros oytparos, fr. 734 ; cf.

Andr. T72. At the sacrifice of Makaria the chorus in Held. 621 ff.

can only oOer as consolation the fame which await.s her—oi/8* d<rA(ijr

yty 8d(a trpds dyBpwnary vtroiiferat.
*“ Makaria voluntarily going to meet her death—*7 n 8^ Kara

rBoyis ‘

<7g ye pirroi pgSdr. el yap efoper KaKeZ ptplpyas at Bayovpevot

ppordiy OUK oli' Snot ns rpiiterat ' ro yip Bartiy KaKoiy piyunoy pdppaKor
yopilerai. Held. 592 fl. ; cf. fr. 916.

*“ fr, 757 (the metaphor of 11. 5 ff. is employed for homiletic

purposes by Epictet. ii, 6, 11-14) ; Andr. 1270 fi.



CHAPTER XIII

Plato

The belief in human immortality, construed in a
theological or philosophical sense, had at this time hardly
penetrated to circles of ordinary lay folk. Socrates himself,

when it came to such inquiries into the unknowable, never
claimed to provide an answer that differed from that which
would be given by the majority of his fellow citizens out of

the accumulated wisdom of their ancestors. Where in the
pages of Plato he is allowed to give undisguised expression to

his natural and homely vigour—in the Apology—he shows
little anticipation of an immortal life of the soul. Death, he
thinks, either brings complete unconsciousness to men, like

a dreamless sleep, or else it means the transition of the soul

to another life in the realm of the Souls—a realm which, to
judge by his allusions, has much more resemblance to the
Homeric Hades than to any of the Nusionary countries

imagined by theologians or theologically minded poets.^

Both possibilities he accepts with complete equanimity,

trusting in the righteousness of the controlling gods,* and he
looks no further. How should he know with certainty where
everj'one was ignorant ?

*

With a like absence of concern it is possible that the majority

of the cultured (who were just beginning to separate them-
selves from the rest of the community) left unsettled the

problem of the Unknown.* Plato assures us that it was in

his time a widespread belief of the populace that the out-

going soul-breath of the dying was caught up by the winds

—

especially if its exit took place in stormy weather—and was
dispersed, blown away, into nothing.* In other ways, too, we
may suppose that the orthodox Greek, when death approached,

allowed his fancy to picture what might await his soul on the

other side of death’s threshold.* But it is certain that the

belief in an unending life of the soul—a life with no end

because it had no beginning—was not among these thoughts.

Plato himself lets us see how strange such a conception was
even to those who were capable of following and imder-

standing a philosophical discussion. Towards the end of the

long dialogue upon the best kind of State his Sokrates asks

Glaukon with apparent irrelevance " are you not aware that
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our soul is immortal and never perishes ? ” Whereupon, we
are told, Glaukon looked at him in astonishment and said,
" No, in truth, of that I was not aware : can you then assert

any such thing ?
” ^

The idea that the soul of man may be everlasting and
imperishable seemed thus a paradoxical freak to one who was
no adept in the theological doctrine of the soul. If in later

times the case was altered, no one contributed more effectually

or more permanently to bring that change about than the

great thinker and pwt who established the theological con-

ception of personal immortality in the very heart of philo-

sophy and then gave back the idea strengthened and made
more profound to its parent theolc^', while he himself extended
the influence of that idea far beyond the bounds of school or

sect by the far-reaching j)ower of his own unaging writings

which belong, not to the schoolroom, but to the greatest

achievements of literature w'hether of Greece or of mankind.
It is beyond calculation what power has been wielded since

their first appearance by the Platonic dialogues in the con-

firmation, dissemination, and precise definition of the belief in

immortality—a power that with all its alteration in the

passage of the centuries has maintained itself unbroken into

our own times.

§2

Plato had not always given his assent to the belief in

immortality. At any rate, it must have remained very much
in the background of his thoughts and his belief in the days
when he still regarded the world from the point of view of a

sUghtly more developed Socraticism. Not only at that period

(in the Apology) does he make his Sokrates go to his death
without the most distant approach to a belief in the undying
vitality of his soul, but also in the first sketch of his Ideal

State—a sketch made while the influence of the Socratic

view of life still prevailed with him—the belief in immortality
is omitted and even excluded.® It seems as if Plato did not
reach the higher conception of the nature and value of the
soul, its origin and destiny reaching out beyond all temporal
limitation, xmtil the great change which came over his philo-

sophy had been completed. The world of ever-changing

Appearance manifesting itself to the senses in i>erpetual flux

and efflux—this in its inessential, unseizable imreality he
abandoned to the criticisms of Herakleitos. But above it,

in accOTdance with his own deepest longings and, as it seemed,
implied as its real object by the Socratic search itself after
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conceptual knowledge, stood a world of unchangeable Being
without beginning or end, to which all the appearances of this

lower world owed such reality as they possessed. “ Being
”

itself, the totality of the Ideas, remained uncontaminated
with “ Becoming” and passing away; remained the highest

goal and supreme aim standing high above all that aspired to

it, or felt a longing for its complete and unlimited fullness.®

This everlasting reality holds itself aloof from the stream of

appearance and is not to be grasped within that stream ; it is

not manifested in the deceitful ever-changing perception of

the senses, nor yet in the Opinion that is ba^ upon them ;

it can only be apprehended, without any assistance from the
senses, by the pure intuition of the Reason,^® This world of

everlasting self-identical Being exists outside the thought and
knowledge of man, but it first reveals itself to man in the
activity of his own thinking ; and at the same time there is

reveal^ to him a higher power than the mere capacity to

abstract the unsubstantial general conceptions from the
multiplicity of experience—a power that is the highest

capacity of the soul, enabling it to voyage out beyond all

experience and with infallible knowledge “ to soar of its

own independent power upwards to a transcendental world
of permanent and essential reality. The highest capacity

that belongs to man, the soul of his soul, is not enclosed within
this world that surrounds his senses in its restless flood. Like
the objects that are the last goal of its study the soul itself is

raised to where it can for the first time find a form of activity

worthy of its natural powers. It achieves a new distinction,

a priestlike dignity, as an intermediary between the two
worlds to both of which it belongs.

The soul is a pure spiritual essence ; it contains nothing
within it that is material, nothing of the " place " where
Becoming is shaped into a distant resemblance to Being.'*

It is incorporeal and belongs to the realm of the ” invisible ",

which in this immaterialist doctrine counts as the most real

of all, more real than the most solid matter.'* It is not one of

the Ideas ; on the contrary it seems to partake in one of the
Ideas—that of Life—only as other appearances share in their

Ideas.'® But it stands nearer to the whole world of the

everlasting Ideas than anything else that is not itself an Idea

;

of all the things in the world it is “ most like ” to the Idea.'*

But if has also a share in Becoming. It cannot simply
remain with the Ideas in imaltered other-world transcendence.

It has its origin indeed in that other world beyond Appearance.

It was from the beginning, uncreated " like the Ideas and like
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the Soiil of the World to which it is akin.** It is " older than
the body " *• to which it must link itself ; it does not come
into being at the same time as the body, but is only drawn down
from its spiritual state of being into the realm of matter and
becoming. In the Phaedrus this “ fall into birth ” appears
as the necessary result of an intellectual " fall

’’ which takes

place within the soul itself.*® In the Timaeus, however, with
its study of the general life of the whole world-organism, the

animation of the living creature has now to be explained

as arising out of the plan—not from a failure of the plan

—

of the Creator.** The soul thus seems to be destined from the

banning to give life to a body. It is not only the knowing
and thinking element in a world of inanimate things, it is

also the source of all movement. Itself in motion from the

beginning it bestows the power of movement uj)on the body
with which it is associated ;

without it, there would be no
movement in the w’orld, and no life either.**

But though enclosed within the body it remains a stranger to

the body. On its side it has no need of the body and is not

conditioned by it. It remains independently associated with
it as its mistress and leader.** Even in their united existence

there is a great gulf fixed between the soul and all that is

not soul ;
** body and soul never fuse into one, however

closely they may be bound up with each other. And yet the

body and its impulses have the power to influence profoundly
the immortal being that dwells within it. By its union with
the body the soul can be made unclean ;

" diseases ” such as

folly and unrestrained passion come to it from the body.**

It is not beyond the reach of change like the Ideas, to which
it is akin without being of their nature ; on the contrary, it

can degenerate entirely. The evil influences of the body
penetrate to its inmost being ; even in its everlasting, im-
material, spiritual nature it can derive something " cor-

poreal
’’ *• from such a sinister partnership.

It is bound to the body by influences of a lower kind which
attach themselves to the pure power of knowledge that alone is

proper to it. At the outset of his speculations Plato, like other
thinkers before him,** had thought of the different capacities

of the soul, alternately in conflict or alliance with each other,

as " parts ” of unequal rank and value, bound up together
within the soul of man.** Even in the previous life of the
soul, in the other world, the reasoning power of the soul is,

according to the Phaedrus, already coupled with " Temper
”

and " Desire ”
; it is these in fact which drag down the soul

into the realm of the material ; and the three parts still
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remain indissolubly united in the everlasting life which awaits
the soul after its release from the body.

But in proportion as the philosopher extends and elevates

his conception of the soul, and as he becomes more convinced
of its eternal destiny and vocation to a life of unending blessed-

ness in a realm of unchangeable being, the more impossible

does it seem to him that this candidate for immortality in the
realm of the everlasting Forms can be a composite amalgam
of elements capable of being resolved again by division and
analysis —that the reasoning faculty can be for ever united

with Effort and Desire, which perpetually threaten to drag it

downwards into materiality. The soul in its true and original

nature is now for him simple and indivisible.*® Only with its

enclosure in the body does the everlasting, thinking soul,

whose tendency is towards the eternal, acquire impulses and
desires*' that have their origin in the body and belong to

the body,** that only adhere to the soul during the period of

its earthly life, that with their separation from their immortal
associate will pass away, since they are themselves mortal

and such as perish with the body.

The soul, to which sense-perception,** feeling, emotion, and
desire are only added from outside, is in its own imperishable

nature nothing but pure capacity of thought and knowledge

—

with which indeed the power to will that which is conceived
in thought, seems to be directly associated. It is destined

for the “ other ” world, for the intuition and undistorted

reflection in its consciousness of the immaterial essences.

Banished to this earth amid the restless change and alteration

of all being, and not uninfluenced by the forces of bodily

life, it must endure a brief exile here.** Not unscathed
does it leave behind it, in death, its ill-assorted com-
panion, the body.®* Then it goes into an intermediate

region of bodiless existence in which it must do penance for

the misdeeds of its life on earth, and free itself from their

effects.** After that it is driven away once more into a body
and transported to a fresh life upon earth, the character of

which it chooses for itself in accordance with the sjjecial

nature that it had evolved in its eau'lier incarnation upon
earth,** Though no organic connexion exists between them,
yet there is a certain “ symmetry ” ** between the individual

soul and the body that is lent to it.

Thus, the soul lives through a series of earthly lives *• of the

most varied character ; it may even sink so low as the animals
in the course of its incarnations.*® Its own merits, the success

or failure of its conflict with the passions and desires of the
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body, decide whether or not its lives shall lead it upwards to a
nobler 4)^ of existence. Its task is plain : it must free itself

from its impime companions, sensual Lust and the darkening
of the powers of Reason. If it can succeed in this it will find

once more the " way upwards " " which at last leads it

into complete immunity from renewed incarnation and brings

it home again into the kingdom of everlasting untroubl^
Being.

§3

It is evident that in what he thus, clothing philosophy in

the language of p>oetry. says of the origin, destiny, and
character of the soul, which though bej’ond time is yet placed

within time, and though beyond space is yet the cause of all

movement within space—that in all this Plato is following

in the track of the theologians of earlier times. Only in the

poetry and speculative thought of theologi, not in any physio-

logists' doctrine, did he find the conception, imaginatively

expressed and jwinting in the direction which he also followed,

of a multiplicity of independent souls whose existence had
been from all time and was not first begun in the material

world with the creation of a living organism ; of souls en-

'•losed in the corporeal as though in a foreign, hostile element,

which sUivive their association with the body, passing

through many such bodies and yet preserving themselves intact

after the destruction of each of those bodies, inunortal, end-
less (for they are without beginning),** and alive from the
very banning of Time. The souls, moreover, have life as

distinct, complete, and indivisible personalities, not as mere
dependent emanations of a simple common Source of all life.

The theory of the eternity and indestructibility of the

individual souls, of the personal immoi‘ality of the souls, is

difficult to reconcile with more specifically Platonic doctrine

—

with the doctrine of the Ideas.** And yet it is undeniable that

from the moment that he first adopted this theory—and
adopted it, too, precisely in connexion with the philosophy
of the Ideas—^he adhered to it steadfastly and without

deviating from its essential meaning. The process by which
he arrived at it is not to be found in the “ proofs ” by which
he attempts in the Phaedo to establish the truth of the soul’s

immortality in which he himself already believed. Those
proofs in reality do not prove what they are intended to

prove (and what considered as a fact of experience is unproved
and as an axiom necessary to thought is beyond proof) ; they
cannot therefore be the reasons that led the philosopher to
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hold his conviction. He has in fact borrowed this article

of his faith from the creeds which already contained it. He
himself scarcely conceals the fact. As authority for the main
outlines of the soul’s history as given by himself he refers us
almost apologetically, and as though excusing himself for not
providing a philosophical proof, to the theologi and priests

ol the mysteries. ** And he himself becomes the philosophical

poet, completely and without concealment, when in imitation

of the poetry of edification he, too, gives a picture of the
soul’s sojourn in an intermediate station of its pilgrimage
or describes the stages of its earthly existence that lead the
soul down even to the animal.

For such mythological expressions of the inexpressible the

philosopher himself claims no more than symbolical truth.**

He is fully in earnest, however, with the fundamental con-

ception of the soul as an independent substance that enters

from beyond space and time into the material and perceptible

world, and into external conjunction with the body, not into

organic union with it ; that maintains itself as a being of

spiritual essence in the midst of the flux and decay of the
material world, though at the same time its pure brightness

is overshadowed through this conjunction and must purify
itself from the effects ; that can disentangle itself,*’ even to

the extent of complete severance from the embrace of the

material and the perceptible. All that is essential in this

conception he derives from the theologians, but he brings it

into close relationship with his own philosophy which depends
upon a conviction of the absolute opposition between Being
and Becoming, and upon the dualistic division of the world
into matter and mind—a dualism that applies also to the
relations of soul and body and throughout the whole realm of

Appearance. The soul which stands half-way between the

unity and unchangeability of Being and the ever-varying
multiplicity of matter has in this realm of fragmentary and
subordinate validity, into which it is temporarily exiled, the
power to reflect the Ideas and represent them in its own
consciousness clear and unfalsified. The soul in its complete
independence of sense-perception and of concepts derived from
the senses is alone able to ptxrsue the " Quest of Reality ”.**

In this pursuit the body with which it is associated is nothing
but a hindrance and a serious one. The soul has a hard
struggle against the tendencies of the body in spite of its

independence and aloofness. Just as, in the creation of

the universe, matter, though not a cause is at least a sub-

ordinate cause which by its influence and exigencies gives
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various hindrances *• to the " Mind ’’ that shapes and orders

the world, so, too, the soul finds in this ephemeral and in-

constant Matter, vdth its stirring and tumultuous unrest, a

serious obstacle to its own proper activity. This is the evil,

or the cause of evil,*® which must be overthrown in order that

the mind may win its way to freedom and final rest and security

in the realm of pure Being. Plato often speaks of the kath-

arsis, the purification, after which man must strive.** He
takes both the word and the idea from the theologians, but he
gives it a higher meaning while yet preserving unmistakably

the analogy with the kaiharsis of the thiologi and mystery-

priests. It is not the pollution which comes from contact with

sinister daimones and from all that belongs to them, that is to

be avoided, but rather the dulling of the power of knowledge
and of willing what is known (regarded as a simultaneously

created power) due to the world of the senses and its fierce

impulses.** Man's effort must be directed not so much to

ritual purity, as to the preser\'ation of his knowledge of the

eternal from eclipse through the deceptive illusions of the

senses ; towards the concentration and gathering together

of the soul within itself ;
** its withdrawal from contact with

the ephemeral as the source of pollution and debasement.
Thus, even in this philosophic reinterpretation of ritual

abstinence in terms of a spiritual release and emancipation,
the effort after " purity ” retains its religious sense. Tlie world
of the Ideas, the world of pure Being, to which only the pure
soul can attain,** is a world of divinitj'. The " Go<^ ” as the

highest of the Ideas, the loftiest pattern, the supreme aim to

which all Being and Becoming tend, which is at the same time

more than all the Ideas—the first cause of all Being and all

knowledge—is also God.** The soul for w'hich, in its desire

and longing for the full being of the Idea, the knowledge of

the " Good ” is the " supreme science ”,*• enters hereby into

the closest communion with God. The " turning away " of

the soul from the many-coloured image to the sun of the highest

Idea, is itself *’ a turning towards the divine, towards the
luminous source of all Being and Knowing.
Thus exalted, philosophic inquiry turns to enthousiasmos.*^

The way which leads upwards from the lower levels of Becom-
ing to ^ing, is discovered by means of dialectic, which in its
" comprehensive view ” *• is able to unite the distracted

ever-moving ffood of multifarious Appearance into the ever-

enduring unity of the Idea which is reflected in Appearance.
Dialectic travels through the whole range of the Ideas,

graduated one above the other, till it reaves the last and
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most universal of the Ideas. In its upward course it passes

by an effort of sheer logic through the whole edifice of the
highest concepts.*® Plato is the most subtle of dialecticians

;

he almost carries subtlety to excess in his eager pursuit of

every intricacy of logic—and of paralogism. But he com-
bined to a remarkable de^ee the cold exactitude of the
logician with the enthusiastic intensity of the seer ; and his

dialectic, after its patient upward march step by step from
concept to concept, at last soars to its final goal in a single

tremendous flight, in which the longed-for realm of the Ideas
reveals itself in a moment of immediate vision. So the
Bacchant in his ecstasy saw divinity suddenly plain, and so

too in the nights consecratedby the mysteries the epoptes beheld
the vision of the Goddesses in the torch-lit glare of Eleusis.*^

To this loftiest height whence a view is obtained of “ colour-

less, formless Being, beyond the reach of every contact ”,

inaccessible to sense-perception, it is dialectic that shows the

way ; and dialectic now becomes a way of salvation in which
the soul finds once more its own divine nature and its divine

home. The soul is closely akin to godhead and like it •*—it is

itself something divine. The reason in the soul is divine,*®

and comprehends everlasting Being immediately by its power
of thought. ” If the eye were not simlike, it could never see

the sun ”
;
** if the mind were not akin by nature to the

good,*® the highest of the Ideas, it could never comprehend
the Good, the Beautiful, and all that is perfect and eternal.

In its power of recognizing the eternal the soul bears within

itself the surest proof that it is itself eternal.**

The " purification ” by means of which the soul gets rid

of *^ the defacement that has overtaken it during its earthly

life reveals again the divine in man. Even on earth the

philosopher is thus rendered immortal and godlike.** As
long as he can continue in a state of pure intdlectual know-
ledge and comprehension of the everlasting, for so long is he
living, already in this life, " in the Islands of the Blest.” **

By expt^lling all traces of the corruptible and the mortal in

and about himself, he is more and more to “ become like

God ”
;

''® so that when it is at last set free from this earthly

existence, his soul may enter into the divine, the invisible,

the pure, the eternally self-identical, and as a disembodied

mind remain for ever with that which is its kin.^®* At this

point, language that can only make use of physical imagery

becomes totally inadequate.” A goal is set before the soul

that lies outside all physical nature, beyond time and space,

without past or future, an ever-present now.’’*



The soul can escape out of time and space and find its home
in eternity, without at the same time losing its own self

in the G^eral and Universal that stands above time and
space. We must not inquire what sort of personality and
individual distinctness can yet remain with the soul when it

has cast off all effort, desure, sense-perception, and ev^-
thing related to the world of change and multiplicity,

to b^me once more a pure mirror of the eternal. Nor must
we ask how it is possible to think of a spirit removed above
space and time and all the multiplicity of matter and yet

personal and separate in its personality.^ For Plato the

Souls live on as they had been in the beginning—individual

beings conscious of themselves in a time that has no end and
is beyond all time. He teaches a personal immortality.

§4

There is an " other-worldly ” tone in this philosophy, and
its doctrine of the soul. Far beyond the world in which
life has placed man lies the realm of pure Being, the good, the

perfect, and the unspoilt. To reach that realm at last, to

free the mind from the unrest and illusion of the senses, to

be rid of the desires and emotions that would " nail ” it

down here below, to sever its connexion ” with the body and
bodily things—that is the soul's highest duty. The only

reason why it is banished into this world is that it may all

the more completely separate itself from the world. To me

—

to be dead inwardly to all that is visible, material, physical

—

that is the goal and the fruit of philosophy.’* " To be ready
and fit to die ” is the hall-mark of the complete philosopher.

For such, philosophy is the deliverer that frees him for all

time from the body ”—from its desires, its restlessness, its

wild passions ”—and gives him back again to the eternal

and its silence.

To be pure, to be free from evil, to die already in this

temporal world—these are the oft-repeated exhortations

which the philosopher addresses to the immortal soul. Ascetic

morality here again demands from man what is essentially a
quite n^ative proceeding. But this denial of the world is

^ya st^ leading on to the most supremelypositivebehaviour.

KtOharsis is only the gateway to philosophy ; and it is philo-

sophy which teaches man how to reach what alone is positive,

the only true and unconditional Being ; instructs him bow
to readi the clear and perfect understanding of the only

permanent good and how to merge himself utterly in that

good.’* The soul of the thinker yearns after Reality

;
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death is for it not merely the annihilation of the chains of

the body that impede it, but a very positive “ acquisition of

intellectual knowledge ” to which it is urged on by its proper
nature—^which is therefore also a fulfilment of its proper task.

So the turning aside from the physical and the ephemeral is

at the same time and without transition a turning towards
the eternal and the divine. The flight from the things of this

world is in itself an entry into that other world, and a becoming
like to the divine.**

But the true realities are not to be found in this world.
To grasp them plainly in its thought—to recover the untrou-
bled vision of its spiritual eye—^the soul must divest itself

entirely of all the stress and distraction of the earthly. For
this mundane world, the mirage that encompasses the senses,

the philospher has nothing but denial. Because it gives no
foothold for true knowledge the whole world of Becoming has
no independent value for his science. The apprehension of

that which is never more than relative, which simultaneously

manifests contrary qualities in itself, can only serve as

stimulus and invitation to the search for what is absolute.**

In this realm of doubtful shadows the soul finds nothing but
obscure reminders of that which it had once beheld plainly.

The beauty of the physical world which is apprehended by the

noblest of the senses, the eye, serves indeed to recall to the
soul's memory the Beautiful-in-itself, of which that other is

but a pale copy, and to disclose to the soul what is really its

own property, what it had brought with it ready made from
an earlier existence beyond the bounds of all matter.** But
the observation of beauty here below must lead beyond itself

at once and conduct the mind out of the world of mere appear-

ance to the pure forms of the Ideal world. The process of

Becoming tells us nothing about the nature of Being ; the

thinker learns nothing from this source—in fact he learns no
new knowledge or wi^om of any kind in this world ; he only
recovers what he had before and always possessed in latent

form.** The treasure, however, lies beyond the limits of this

world. He must turn away his gaze from the shadow-figures

upon the wall of the cave of this world, and direct it towards

the sun of eternity.** He is placed in tliis world of perpetual

change ; to it his senses and his understanding are directly

referred ; and yet he must disdain and rise superior to, and flee

from, all that this world offers, giving himself up imm^ately
and entirely to the unseen, and taking flight from this world

to that where he will become like God, and be purified and
justified by the power and might of his knowledge.**
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Earthly life as it actually is will remain strange to him, and
he a stranger in earthly life,** despised as a fool for his in-

aptitude in earthly affairs by the great majority of those who
are so versed in such things.** He has something higher to

think about—the salvation of his own soul. He will not live

for the community, but for himself, and his real task.*® Human
interests seem to him hardly worth troubling about, •* the state

itself hopelessly corrupt, founded as it is upon deception and
passion and injustice. At the same time, he himself of course

would be the real statesman,** the leader who could guide his

fellow citizens to their true salvation—acting not as the servant

of their lusts, but as a doctor who gives help to the sick.**

It is " not ships and harbours and walls and taxes and such

trivialities
” * that he would give the city, but justice and

health and eveiy'thing else which after this life can stand before

the stem judgment of the other world.** This would be the

best mode of life,** and he could show them the way to it

;

no worldly power or greatness can do as much—none of the

great statesmen of the past, Themistokles, Kimon, and
Perikles, understood anything of all this ; all their efforts were
nothing but blind error and wandering.**

At the climax of his life and of his philosophical develop-

ment Plato completed an ideal picture of the State, drawn in

accordance with the principles and the requirements of his

own philosophy. It rests upon a broad foundation—the
multitude of its inhabitants divided strictly into classes that

in themselves and their manner of life are to di.splay, like a

beacon that can be seen afar, the virtue of Justice. At one
period this had seemed to include ail that was necessary' for

the completion of the ideal State ; but now, far above that

level, pointing upwards into the lofty aeifur above the earth,

3 final consummation reveals itself to him, to which all mere
mundane things serve but as support and furtherance. A small

minority of the citizens, the phUosphers, form this last pinnacle
of the building. Here on earth and in this state that is organ-

ized in conformity with justice, they will serve the state,

as in duty bound and not for their own satisfaction, and take
part in government.** As soon as duty is fulfilled they will

return to the supramundane contemplation which is the aim
and content of their whole life’s activity. To provide a place

where these contemplatives may live, where they may be
educated for their vocation, the highest there is ; to allow

dialectic as a form of living to take its place in the activity of

worldly civilization as an object of men's effort **—to bring
about all this the Ideal State is built up step by step. The
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bourgeois social virtues and their firm establishment and inter-

connexion, which had once seemed the real and sufficient

reason for the erection of the whole edifice of the state—seen

from this elevation, these no longer retain their independent
importance. " The so-called virtues ” all pale before the

highest capacity of the soul, which is the mystic beholding of

the eternal.*®® The chief mission of the perfect wise man is

no longer to fulfil his obligations to the others that stand with-
out. To make his own inner life fit and ready for self-emanci-

pation is now his real and immediate task. Mysticism aims at

a personal salvation such as the individual can only obtain for

himself. Good works are no longer necessaiy when the mind
has no further connexion with earthly life and conduct.
When it comes to dealing with practical earthly affairs he
who possesses the highest virtue will have all these others

added unto him.*®* Virtue belongs to him ; it is his real

condition of being
;
but the particular virtues he will rarely

need to use.

This lofty pinnacle is accessible to but a few. God alone and
a small *®* company of mortals are able to approach in pure
thought to the everlasting Reality, the sole object of certain,

plain and unchanpng Knowledge. The majority of men can
never become philosophers.*®* And yet, according to this

philosophy, the crown of alt life belongs to the philosopher.

This is no religion for the poor in spirit. Science—the supreme
knowledge of the highest Being—is a pre-condition of salva-

tion. To know God is to become like God.*®* It is easy to

see why such a message of salvation could not attract a wider
community of believers. It could not have done so without

being false to its own nature. To a few lofty spirits among
mankind, it offers a reward that beckons from etemitj'.

Freedom from life in the corruptible body is the prize it offers ;

that and a never-ending union with true Reality—a return to

w'hat is everlasting and divine. A sjmbol of what the philo-

sopher has achieved after his death will be provided by the

commimity by whom the departed will be honoured as a

Daimon.*®*
Such then is the ideal vision of a civilization in which the

belief in the soul’s immortality and its vocation to an ever-

lasting life in the kingdom of the gods was held with profound

and serious conviction. The belief in immortality here

becomes the corner-stone of a building, the architect of

which regards all earthly things as only v^id for the moment,
and therefore of profound unimportance. For him only the

Heaven of the spiritual world with its everlasting laws and
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patterns seriously matters. He discards without a regret

the whole of Greek culture as it had expressed itself in state

and society, custom and art—an art that will last as long as

humanity itself. He demands an aristocracy, and an aris-

tocracy measured by a standard of what is the “ best ’’ that

was quite beyond the reach of any possible human society even
though it were as deeply impr^;nated with aristocratic ideas

as Greek society always was. And the final aim and ideal

sought by this organization of life on earth was to be the

superseding of all earthly life ...
The mind of Plato, equally ready to receive as to give, was

not likely to become immobilized for ever in a mystic rapture

of vision. Even when he had finished the Republic he did not

cease to reshape his system at many points and in many
directions, while some special problems were taken up again

for further and repeated study. Even a second sketch of a

political system was left behind by him in which he sought

to lay down rules for the guidance of life among the multitude

who are still regarded as completely shut out from the realm

of the everlasting Forms. To this end the highest aims of

human endeavour are almost left out of sight and practical

rules for reaching the attainable " better ” are supplied for

the benefit of the majority. He had learnt resignation at

many points. Nevertheless, the profound conviction of all

his thc^hts remained unchanged ; the claims that be put
before the world and mankind remained essentially the same.

For this reason after generations have not been mistaken in

seeing in him the priestly man of wisdom, who with warning
finger points the immortal spirit of man on its way from this

feeble world upwards to the everlasting life.
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» PI.. Ap. c. 32 f. (40 C 11.).

* Ap. 41 C D.
» Ap. 29 A B, 37 B.
* Xer

'' - - *"

the soul ^ ^ ^

of souls th.m from would-be-philosophical considerations ^

above, chap, v, n. 178). In spite of this he allows the question to remain
undecided—as though of little importance—whether, in fact, the soul
then leaves the body and lives on or whether n^vovoa ri pvxri iv

otlifiari auvamBvi^aKti, § 21. In either eventuality he will after death
liniiv <Tt Kaxiv vaOftv, § 27.—Arist., SE. xvii, p. 176b, 16, TtSrtpov

pdapri) f) aBavarot r/ pvxri riuy iaxuv, ov Siwpiorcu roll iroAAots—in
this question they dfiptSofoCm.

‘ PI., Pid. 70 A, 77 B, 80 D. This belief of the noAAoi and naiSts
looks indeed much more like a piece of superstition than a denial of
the continued life of the pvxv (in which light PI. represents it). We
have already met with the soul as a wind-spirit more than once : when
it leaves the body the other wind-spirits carry it off and away with
thera.selves (cf. above, chap, i, n. 10), e.sp. when a high wind is blowing
(cf. the German popular belief that when a man hangs himself a storm
arises : Grimm, p. 635 : cf. Mannhardt, Genn. Myth. 270 n. In
other words, the '* furious host ”, the personified storm-spirits

—

Grimm, p. 632 ; cf. Append, vii—come and carry away with them
the poor unquiet soul).

* Cf. PL, lip. 330 D E. There is more about these matters in the
speech against Aristogeiton, [D.] 25, 52-3. In spite of the popular
form in which it is put such an opinion is not to be claimed at once
as a popular and generally held belief : the author of this speech is

a follower of Orpheus, a fact which he himself betra)'s in § 11.
’ PL, Kp. 608 D.
' It is probable that in the /ToAtreta two essentially distinct stages of

Platonic doctrine are found side by side with only an external bond
of union, and that in particular what is said in Bk. v, 471 Cff., to the
end of Bk. vii about the pihoaopot, their education and position in the
state (and outside politics), is an extraneous addition to the completed
picture of the xcAAftroAts which is given in Bks. ii—v, 471 C : an after-

thought not originally included in the plan of the whole book and not
anticipated in the loginning of it. This seems to me to emerge
unmistakably from a careful and unprejudiced study of the whole work
and to have been completely demonstrated by Krohn and Pfleiderer.

That Plato himself regarded the first sketch of an ideal state as a
separate work (which may even have been actually published separately

:

Gellius, 14, 3, 3), is shown by the beginning of the Timaeus. Here

—

with the implication of quite a different staging of the dialogue

and a different introduction from what we now read in Rp., Bk. i,

c.l—ii, c. 9—we have an exact recapitulation of the subject of the

inquiry in the //oAtreta from ii, 10, 367 E, to v, 460 C, with the

definite statement (I9AB) that thus far and no farther had the discussion

gone •* yesterday ”. The stages in which the whole work was composed
seem then to be divisible as follows

: (1) Sketch of the state of the
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4<SXaK*s (in brief) embodied in a dialogue between Sokrates, Kriton,
Timaios, Hermokrates, and another companion : in subject matter
agreeing (apart from the introduction) substantially with Rp. ii, 10,

367 E, to V, 460 C. (2) Continuation of this sketch in the story of

ancient Athens and the people of Atlantis. Its completion is transferred

elsewhere because in the meantime tlie /7oAir<ta itself has been extended
and into the empty framework of the Tifi. thus left available the account
of the creation of the world given by Timaios is very loosely inserted ;

the frame-narratives of the Tinatos and KptTtaf never being com-
pleted. (3) Continuation of the first sketch (still \-irtually along the
lines originally laid down) in Rp. v, 460 D-471 C (in which 466 E ff.

is a brief account of the behariour of the state in time of war—

a

substitute for the longer and more detailed statement on the same
subject in rii*i. 20 B f.), and in viii, ix (the greater part), and x, second
half (608 C fl.). (4) Finally the whole work receives its crown and
completion in a section that was, however, not foreseen in the older
parts of the design, for it disturbs part of that original desi^'s
independence and validity and docs more than merely supplement it

—

the introduction of the piXooo^ot and their special type of x-irtue ",

v, 471 C-tii fin. ; ix, 580 D-588 A ; x, part 1 (to 608 B).—Then came
the final editing of the whole: insertion of the new introduction, i, I-
ii, 9 (not necessarily left until the completion of the whole) ; necessary
bringing into harmony of the divergent elements by a few excisions,

qualifications, etc. ; and probably a literary revision and polishing
of the whole book.—The whole thus finally produced reveals its origin

clearly enough in the outgrowing of a first plan and its replacement
by a second that has naturally suggested itself in the course of the
author’s own continued development. At the same time Plato could
claim that the whole edifice, in spite of much extension and rebuilding

in a different style of architecture, should be considered as a unity
in the form in which he finally left it (as a noteworthy monument,
too, of his own alteration of view), lie himself in the sublimest
moments of his mystic flight in Bks. vi and vii in no sense rejects the
groundwork of the itaXXinoXti of ii-v (though not, indeed, designed
originally as such), but merely reduces it to the position of a substructure
which remains a necessary and sole foundation even for the mystic
pinnacle and preserves its absolute validity for the great majority of the
citizens who inhabit the KaXXlnoXit (for the ^lAoeo^ot arc still regarded
as very few in number) for whom it is a school for the exhibition of

political virtue.—In the first sketch, then, there is no trace of a doctrine
of immortality that can be properly so called, and the popular belief

in a continued life of the soul after death has for Plato, at this stage
at least, no serious weight or importance. The ^uXoKtt are not to
trouble about what may follow death (lii, 1 fl.) ; the main purpose
in view is to show that itKatoavrri is its own reward, and the rewards
which are anticipated for it after death are only ironically alluded to
(ii, 363 CD ; cl. 366 AB) ; Sokrates means to do without such hopes
(366 E fl.). The aBavapla is only introduced as a paradox in

X. 608 D (in the continuation of the first sketch) for which proof is

sought : whereupon the importance of the question as to what may
await the soul after death emerges (614 A ff.) as well as the necessity
of taking thought not for this short life but inip toO iirarrot

(608 C), of which nothing had been said or could have been said in

iii-v. Finally in vi-vii the indestructibility of the soul is implied in
its sublimest form. It is evident that Plato’s own views on these
matters had undergone changes in the course of time, and that theW
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changes are reflected in the various strata of the noXir€ia even after
its final editing. (Cf. Krohn, Platon. Stoat, p. 265 ; Pfleiderer,
Platon. Frage, p. 23 f., 35 ff., 1888.)

• The Appearance /SovAcrat, ipiytrat, npoBv/ittrai tlvai what its Idea
is : Phd. 74 D, 75 AB. The Ideas are thus teleological causes like the
divine voOs of Aristotle which, unmoved itself, Kwti ms ipoifitvov (just

as matter has a desire for form, potentiality for actuality). Plato it

IS true did not keep to this raeth<^ of illustrating rather than explaining
the relation between the Appearance and the unmoved Idea.

*• raijaet fitra. Adyov weptAijn-rdf, Tim. 27 D. oil oviror’ Siv aXXw
tniXii^oio ^ Tqi T^f Siavotar Xoyiofiw, Phd. 79 A. airri 8«’ avr^s V
iliuxil TO jroiva ^aivsrai trepi irdirrmir imoitoitsiv, Tht. 185 D.
“ The prius in the case of man is really the perception of his own

mental activity in voi^ots /tero Aoyou as being a process essentially
different from 8dfa ptr aloBriatots oAdyou. It is inference from the
former alone that leads to the conclusion that the raovftcva exist ;

Tim. 51 B-52 A. It is the Ideas that we grasp in abstract thought

;

avri) oiola ijs Adyoc hihoptv iroi ipwr&vrts xol anoKpivo/tfyoi, Phd.
78 D.

•• The imor^pr) which StoActrriKi) alone can give {Rp. 533 DE) is

dyapapTi/ros {Rp- 477 E).
*• Of the three ct8ij or ydeij—the Sv, the ytyyoptvov and the <v ^

ylyv*T<u (the of Tim. 48 E f., 52 ABE)—the third at any rate
IS quite foreign to the soul. Like the World-Soul [Tim. 35 A), along
with which it is " mixed ” (41 D), the individual soul also is a middle
term between the apspts of the Idea and the xoto to oupara ptpundv,
having a share in both.
“ True, unalterable Being belongs only to the d«i8<s and therefore

also to the soul ; Phd. 79 A f.

>* Phd. c. 54-6 (105 1^107 B).
'• opoioTtpoy <l>vxv omparos <<rrt rip a<i8(t (and that = rip del

uiaavrms ixovri), Phd. 79 B. r^ Btl<p teal dBaydrip xal voT/ru xal
povotiStt Kol d8ioAi;T^ KOt (ioavruis Kara ravra ixom €aur<p dpoioraroy
^vyd, 80 AB.

dy/yvroy. Phdr. c. 24, 245 D (dibtos simply. Rp. 611 B). The
creation of the souls in Tim. is only intended to represent the origin

of the spiritual from the Snptovpyds (not the coming into being of the
soul tn time) : see Siebeck, Ges. d. Psychol, i, I, 275 £f. Still, it remains
impossible to say whether Plato whenever he speaks of the pre-existence

of the soul always means that the soul existed without beginning.
** .\3 to the relation of the individual soul to the soul of the universe,

neither the mythical account in Timaeus nor the briefer allusion in

Phileb. 30 A allows us to conclude that the soul of our body is " taken
from ” the soul of the owpa rov rtavrds. In reality the fiction of a
World-Soul ” is intended to serve quite other purposes than the

derivation of the individual soul from a single common source.
*• Tim. 34 C ;

Lg. 891 A-896 C.
*® Acc. to the account in Phdr. 246 C, the soul suffers its downfall

into the eartlily existence if 6 rrjs xdicijc Initos, i.e. the imBvpta in the
soul, tends towards the earth—247 B. It must, therefore, be the

result of the preponderance of the appetitive impulses. This, however,
can only happen if the XoyiartKiv of the soul has become too weak to
drive the soul-chariot any longer as its duty was. Hence the supporting
wings, i.e. the vdrjots, of the soul-horse fall off. It is thus a weakening
of the cognitive part of the soul that causes its downfall into materiality

(just as it is the measure of their capacity for knowledge that determined.
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the character of the tWwfiaToiair of the souls, and their return to the
Toiror vmfiovpanos is equally determined Iw their recovery of the
purer form of knowledge : 248 C ff., 249 AC). Thus it is not, as in

Empedokles, a religio-moral transgression that leads to the incarnation
of the souls, but a failure of intellect, sm intellectual fall in sin.

** The soul is, acc. to the account in Tiw., created in order that by
animating and governing a body, it may complete the sum of creation :

without the {4I0 the oupayos (the universe) would be drrA^r, Tim.
41 B ff. Acc. to this teleological motivation of the being and the
irotuiiarwati of the soul, this latter, the drecupdrotatr, would have
belonged to the original plan of the Sy/iioupydr and there would be
no purpose in the creation of the souls (by the Si)fuovpY6t and the
inferior gods) unless they were destined to the animation of the {wa
and conjunction with aotpara. But it is obviously inconsistent with
all this that the object of the soul’s endeavour should be to separate

itself as soon as possible and as completely as possible from the Ixidy

and everything material in order to get back again to immaterial life

without any body—42 BD. This is a relic of the original theological

view of the relation between body and soul. In Pkd. (and usually in

Plato) it displays itself unconcealed ; but it was far too closely

bound up with the whole of Plato’s ethic and metaphysics not to make
lls illicit appearance even when as in Tim. he wished to keep the
physiological side to the fore.
“ Phdr. 245 C-246 A. The soul is ri ovro meovy, and indecil

continually, dfiKiVi^ror, it is rotr aAAotr coo viedriu irot ipx^
(the body only teems to move itself, but it is re^ly the soul

within which moves it—246 C). If the soul were to perish, wos
oipayos vaad re ylyeoig would be at a standstill. The conception of

the ’ soul " as the deitelyifroy was already well and long established

in Rato’s time (sec above, chap, xii, n. 150). In the form in which
he introduces it here (as a proof of the imperishability of the soul)

he may have modelled his conception on that of Mkmaion (Arist.,

jin. 465a, 29) ; see Hirzel, Hermes, xi, 244. But Plato here and
throughout Phdr. is speaking of the individual soul (^vx^ collective

singular). So too in Lg. 8^ E ff., 896 A fi. (Aoyor of the soul ;

y iwapivii avrfj avr^r Ktrelr niy^ois. It is the oi'ria and the issue of

all movement in the world, the source of life ; for life belongs to that
which avTO avrd nrei 895 C.) As distinguished from the ^iuxi
ironeovaa ir iwaot roit Kirovpirms we do not hear of the (double) World-
Soul until 896 E. There is in fact Kirtfois in plenty in the world
besides that of the animated organisms.
« Pkd. 93 B (c. 43) and often.
** on the one side, nir ri Hmxor on the other. Phdr. 246 B

and so generally.

Tim. 86 B fl. (c. 41).—In brief : icaicAr inwr oiiels, 5ta M wovripiy
t(iv rira roS owparot nal inalievroy Tpo^ip/ (education of the SOUl)

S Kaxis ylYverat naxis, 86 E.
•• vi awuaroecbis S rg <^vx§ iiuhia re xal {vvovola roO oiauarot

. . . irtwoi^ot (dft^vToy trrk. Pkd, 81 C, 83 D.
P3rthagoreans, see above (chap, xi, n. 55) ; hardly Demokritoa

(Dox., p. 390, 14). The trichotomy can exist very well side by side
with the dichotomy (which also appears) into AoytirTiK^v and ^A^yieroi',
the last being simply divided agidn into 8vp6t and ititBvpIa.

*• In the first sketch of the Republic (ii-v). Here it is admittedly
bound up with the three classes or castes of the state, but it has not
been invented for the benefit of these claMes. On the contrary, tht
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trichotomy of the soul is original and the division of the citizen body
into three parts is derived and explained from it; cf. 435 E.—The
view that Plato was never quite serious about the threefold division
of the soul but always spoke of it as something semi-mythical or as
a temporarily adopted hypothesis, will not appear plausible on an
unprejudiced study of the passages in the Platonic writings that deal
with the threefold division of the soul.

•* Rp. X, 611 A-E (c. 11), shows clearly that the reason which
made Plato abandon his conception (given in the first sketch of the
Rep. and still maintained in the Phaedrus) of the natural trichotomy
of the soul into parts or divisions was the consideration ot its immortality
and vocation to intercourse with the Btiov xal aBdvaroy xal del Sr.

—

The emotions and passions by which the soul is " fettered ” iv6 tov

otinaTos, explain its tendency to clothe itself in another body after
death, Phd. 83 C ff. If the emotions and passions were indissolubly
linked to the soul the latter could never escape from the cycle of
rebirths.—On the other hand, if only the koyiariKov, as the only
independently existing side of the soul, goes into the place of judgment
in the other world there would seem to be no reason that should tempt
this simple uncompounded soul to renewed ivataiidraioit, a process
which implies materiality and desire. (This difficulty troubled
Plotinos too.) Plato takes into view the possibility of an inner
corruption of the pure and undivided intellectual soul which makes
a future state of punishment and purgatory possible and intelligible

and explains the existence (until a complete return to purity is achieved)
of a tendency or constraint to renewed ivouixaTtootis even without
a permanent association with the Bviuxiiet and the imBuimriKOv.

••
rfj dAijSteraTj ^dati the soul is /tovoctSeV, Rep. x, c. II (611 B,

612 A). Hence it is to irapairai> aStoAvrot ^ ^yyvs t» tovtow, Phd. 80 B.
*' The intellect-soul aBivarov dpxjiy By^roS itpov is the creation

of the irjiuovpySs ; the other faculties of the soul, Bi>p6s, imBvpCa
(and atoBr/ait therewith), ooov Byijray {Tim. 61 C), are all added*
to the soul at the moment of its union with the body by the subordinate
deities : Tim. 41 D-44 D ; 69 A-70 D (c. 14, 15, 31). The same idea
appears in Rp. x, 61 1 BC. to iftytyit pipoi t^s <l>vxVf distinguished
from the : Polit. 309 C.

*' TO 0(3/10 Koi a! TovTov imBvptat, Phd. 66 C. The soul moved
by passion suffers iJjro awparot, SS CD. In death the soul is xaBapa
irdyrwy ru>y ntpi to aatpa (coxcov xoi iniBvptiuv, Oral. 404 A.

*• Tim. 43 C. It is only as a result of this violent and contradictory
excitement through the physical perception of Becoming that the soul

becomes ivovs (which is orginally foreign to it) otov tJi ooi/ia tvStflg

Bytiriy, 44 A. (It will in time become ipd>po>y once more and can
become wise, 44 BC. In the case of the animals, which can be inhabited
by the same soul, it svill remain always i^patv—one may suppose.)

•*
. . . apixpiy ypoTOv, ovSjv piy oSy npos tov inavra (xpovoy).

Rp. 498 D.
“ In accordance with popular thought (but obviously also in perfect

seriousness and without any speciid concession) death is regarded
as rijs dird tov auparos airaAAayi}, Phd. ^ C ; Gorg. 524 B.

Hence, it usually happens that the soul pvBdnore els ’"AiSov KaBapws
i^iKioBoi, dAA’ ii<t toC ocu/iaTor cu’airA/a dfidyai, Phd. 83 D. (

—

del,

i.e. with the exception of the few complete ^hdtn^oi that do not need
further purification in Hades, and this is, in fact, the doctrine of the

.

Phd. itself ; cf. 114 C, 80 E, 81 A.)
•• Purgatory, punishment and rewards in the other world : Gorg.
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523 ff. : Rp. X, c. 13 £[.. 614 A ff. (vision of Er, son of Armenios
in the continuation of the first version of the iroAirtfa) ; Phd. 110 B-
1 14 C. We must not here go into the details of the individual myths
in which it is still perhaps possible to distinguish what parts Plato

has taken out of ancient poetry and popular, legend and what comes
from theological and particularly Orpliic doctrinal poetry—or even
{Rp. x) from Oriental fables— and how much he has added
indM)endcntly on his own account. (A lew remarks will Ik: found in

G. Ettig, Ackerunt., Leips. Stud, xiii, 305 If. ; cf. also D6nng, Arch.

G*s. Phil. 1393, p. 475 ff. ; Dieterich, Nrhyia, 112 ff.) He usually

distinguishes three classes among the souls (only apparently two in

Phdr. 249 A) : those who arc affected with curable faults, the hope-

lessly and incurable guilty (who are condemned to eternal punishment
in Tartaros without rebirth ; Gorg. 525 C ff. ; Rp. 615 D ; Phd.
113 E); and, thirdly the oniwt fitfinoxorfs, SIkoioi <fol Saioi. This
IS the system of Gorg. 525 BC, 526 C ; Rp. 615 BC. (With these come
also the dapoi, 615 C, who neither deserve punishment nor reward

—

of them Er said aXXa, oix afia /infuvf- Perhaps older theologians
had already concerned themselves with these, not being satisfied with
the fate as.signed by popular mythology to the diupoi— see Append, vii

—it would have bwn a natural subject for the professional attention

of these Schoolmen of piopular superstition.) In Phd. 113 D ff. the
question is even more minutely dealt writh. Here we have (I) o«

fitoatt fieffteuKOTtf (che visser’ senz’ infamia e senza lodei, (2) oi aKioroit

(gorTfr, (3) oi t'dei/ia t^gopri^KOTe;, (4) ot itaPep6rTu>( 6otu>{ StfinuKortf,

and (5) the dlite of these detoi. the real philosophers, oi ^Xoao^ip.
Uaruit Ka0y)odfi*voi—these are not bom again. To the other classes

are assigned their appropriate purgation, reward or punishment. Here
classes 2, 3, and 4 correspoml to the three classes of Rp. and Gorg.

(which may perhaps be modelled on the divisions popularized by older
theological poetry—see above, chap, xii, n. 62). Novelties are the
fUoaif fiepuuKOTts and the true philosophers. For these last the abode
upon the f>a«dgoiv v^aoi {Gorg. 526 C), or, what comes to the same thing,

upon the surface of the earth {Phd. 114 BC),isno longer sufficient.

They go if naxapair rirdr toSeufiovlat (115 D), which means that they
are rt^ly freed entirely from temporal existence and enter into the
unchanging " Now ” of eternity. (.\s far a.s the complete escape
of the d^Xdmpot is concerned the account in Rp. x, c. 13 [814 A-
615 C] does not contradict that of Phd. The only reason why this is

not mentioned in Rp. is that these absolutely enfranchized souls could
not appear upon the Xti/uir there mentioned : 614 E.)—Of these
various accounts that of Phd. seems to be the latest. In Lg. there
is yet another indefinite allusion to the necessity of undergoing a judg-
ment after death : 904 C ff.

•’ Choice of their new state of life by the souls in the other world,
Rp. 617 E ff. ; Phdr. 249 B. The purpose of this arrangement is

made clear by Rp. 617 E ; atria SXo/xirov • ficor avalrtot (cf. 7 i»«. 42 D).
It is, in facC a theodicy and at the same time secures the complete
responsibility of every man for his own character and deeds (cf. 619 C).

There is no idea of founding a determinist theory upon it.—The choice
is guided the special character of the soul (which it has developed
in its previous life) and its tendencies (cf. Phd. 81 E : Lg. 904 BC).
For the same reason there is no choice on the occasion of the souFs
first ivaupiraunt {Tim. 41 E) : after that, in later births, a definite

descent in well-marked Btagesin^eiwz.can beobserved, each conditioned
by the degree of corruption attaching to the soul {Tim. 42 B ff.).
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All of which can very well co-exist with a choice of its own fate by the
soul conditioned by its own nature.

*• iv^L^i€rpla, Tim. 87 D.
•• At least three (as in Pi., O. ii, 75 £f.), acc. to Phdr. 249 A.

Between each two births there is an intervening period of 1,000 years
(Rp. 615 A ; Phdr. 249 AB). This cuts away the ground from such
myths as that of the various *' lives ” of Pythagoras (see Append, x).

Incarnation in animals, Phdr. 249 B ; Rp. 618 A, 620 ff. ; Phd.
81 E ;

Tim. 42 BC. That this part was any less seriously meant than
any other part of his doctrine of metempsychosis is not in the least

suggested by Plato himself. Acc. to Tim. 91 D-92 B, ail the animals
have souls that had once inhabited the bodies of men (see Procl., in
Rp. ii, 332 Kroll : he is trying to harmonize Tim. and Phdr.). In
fact, the idea that a man’s soul might inliabit an animal was precisely

the great difficulty in Plato’s doctrine of the soul. If, as is said in
Phdr. 249 BC, a real animal-soul cannot enter into a human body
because it does not possess vorfots or the power of " dialectic ” which
constitutes the essential part of the human soul’s acti\-ity, how can
a real human soul enter into an animal’s body when it is obvious
that as an animal it can make no use of its voriott ? (For this very
reason many Platonists—those who were not satisfied with ingenious
or artificial'interpretations : cf. Sallust., de Dis 20; Procl., in Tim.
329 DE—denied the entrance of the human soul into animals ; cf.

Aug. CD. X, 30, and partic. Nemes., p. 116 Mattb. Lucr, iii, 760,
already seems to have such Platonists in mind.) The hoytariK^y of

the soul seems to be absent from animrJs or to be present but
undeveloped as in children : Rp. iv, 441 A B (or does it remain
permanently bound in a^paavvy) ? see above, this chap., n. 33. Just
such a theory put forward by exponents of would
make the i/ivx^ always the same but not alwaj^ equally active, is

attacked by Alex. Aphr., de An., p. 27 Br.). But acc. to the later

doctrine of I’lato the XoytmtKiv comprises the whole contents of the
soul before it enters a l)ody ; if the animals do not possess it then
they do not strictly speaking possess a soul {Bv/ios and imSviila in them-
selves are not the soul ; they are only added to the soul when it first

enters into a body). It seems certain that Plato adopted the view that
the soul migrates into the bodies of animals from the theologians
and Pythagoreans, while he still believed that the soul was not pure
power of thought but also (as still in Phdr.) included and fmBvfiia
in itself. I.ater, l>ecause it was difficult to do without the migration-
theory of the soul on account of its ethical imj^rtance, he allowed
the idea, to remain side by side with his reorganized and sublimated
doctrine of the soul. (On the other hand, metempsychosis into plants

—

which are certainly also {(pa, though they only have to imBvitmmar,
Tim. 77 B—was never adopted by him from Empedokles ; cf. ITocl.,

tn Rp. ii, 333 Kr., and lor the same reason : this idea was unimportant
and indifferent from an ethical point of view.)
“ fit rov voriTOv TiJirov avohov, Rp. 517 B.
*• ivtihii Si dy/i'ijr6r iari, teal aSta^Oopov aiti dvdyKt) tlvtu, Phdr.

245 D—the ancient arg^ument from the fact that the individual soul

(and of this Plato is speaking) has no beginning to the conclusion that
its life can have no end.

** This much may be conceded to Teichmailer’s observations.
" The individual, and the individual soul, is not an independent
principle but only a resultant of the compounding of the Idea and the
principle of Becoming ”—though this is not how Plato regards the
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nuktter ; hence in Plato—

"

the individual U not eternal (i.e. not
necessarily), and the eternal Principles are not individual ”, Stud. x.

Gxs. d. Begr., p. 115, 142 (1874). But all that ToichmUler has to

say under this head is in reality only a criticism of the Platonic

doctrine of the soul and does not help us to detennine what exactly
that doctrine was. Plato speaks always of the immortality, i.e. the
eternity, of the individual soul ; nowhere does he confine

indestructibility to the " common nature ” of the soul ; and this fact

is not even remotely explained by appealing as Teichmfiller does
to an all^:^ " orthodoxy ” to which Plato is supposed to be
accommodating his words. If from no other passage we should be
obliged to condude definitely from Bp. 611 A that Hato believed in

the existence of a plurality of souls and in their indestructibility

.

a«l or tUr al viral {^gaD. oSrt yap Sr rov iXSrrovt ylroirTO

SmXXuiUrtn, avrt at nXtiovt. Here the predicate of the first sentence

is indubitaUy tier only ; it is affirmed that always the same souls wdl
exist, not that al airai tltp (" the souls are always the same ones ”) as

TeichmaUer supposes, Platon. Frogs, 7 fl., and it is asserted with all

possible plainness that the plurali^of indiridual souls, of which a
definite number exist, is indestructible.

** E g. appeal made to rrXtral, waXatol Xiyo* Ir anopp^roit Xeyipxrot,

and partictuariy to Orphic doctrine, in those places where he is speaking
of the inward difference between the soul and all that is corporeal,

of the soul's ” death " in earthly life, of its enclosure in the e<3pa
'

ts a^ftn *h punishment of its misdeeds—of punishment and purifica-

1 after death in “Aiiris, of the migration of Ute soul, its

impensnaoility, dwelling of the pure in the neighbourhood of the gods
{Pkd. 61 BC, 63 C, 70 C, 61 A, 107 D fl. ; Gorg. 493 A ; Grot. 400 BC ;

.ifcM. 81 A : l.g. 870 OE, 872 E). This also is the origin of the tendency
to compare the highest philosophical activity, or the beholding of the

Ideas More all time, with the inamtXai of the mysteries ; Pkdr.
250 B : cf. Lob., dgl. 128.
" Nine (an ancient sacred number) stages from the

downwards to the rvpamt, Phdr. 248 DE.
** This is frequently stated in individual myths ; cf. also Pkd.

85 CD.
Pkdr. 250 C (Sarptor) : Rj>. 61 1 CD (Glaukos).

*• Ti)r roS Srros fifpar, Pkd. 66 C (orar ovr^ aoff’ avTi)r npaypartv-
TfToi 4 U€pi ri Srra, Tkt. 187 A. avrf 4*'Xii 8*arlov 0^4 rd
npSypara, Pkd. 66 D).

** (uraina, Tim. 46 C fl. roBt aal Srayari, 47 E ff. (if fitdf is noXXmr
Sralrios, namely rSm aattwr. Bp. 379 AC).

•• The awpa with which the soul is bound up is a xaxdr, Pkd. 66 B
(Srofioi of the soul, 67 O). The aanS in the world are regularly said
to come from matter until in Lg., side by side with the SrapySrit

i^vif of the world, there appears an evil World'Soul that works e^'il.

“ Particnlarty in Pkd., aaSaptiair—HdSapots—ol fiXoaoil^ Ixmm
KaBupSptvai in contrast with tte dirdfioprot <fvxal, 67 A n., 69 BC,
80 E, 82 D. 108 B, 1 14 C. Katharsis of the soul through dialectic

Soph. 230 C fi. Express allusion to the analcwons reqt^ment ol

aSiapotf by ef rSf rtXtrSi lipXr Karaanfaarrrf, Pkd. 69 C.
** aiSapms etrai roOro ^p^lrtt, ri gaipHtir 8 rt pdXiora iwi ref

auftarot 1^x4” iSloat odrilr xaF adri^r warraxiOtr iu ref

am/tarot mmaytlptoBal rt xal Stpoilaaitu, xal olaitr xarfi rd Sererdi
xal ir rOr wapSrrc aal ir tuaira piri/r naV airip, iaXucpdri/i

iSewrp in BtofUkr in roS ewperof, Pkd, 67 C. Thus fti*a<eedvf and
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avSptia, and more particularly ipiviiait, are Ka$apii6s tis, 69 BC.
Mots rt Kai KaSappeg of ^tXaoo^ta, 82 D.
“ ^Xaao^ia teaches the soul gig avr^v ^vXilytoOai »foi aBpoll^taOoi

and to ivaxo>pgtv from the iirarif of the senses 6aot> p'ii iviyKif a^otr
XpfjoBai, Phd. 83 A.

—

iav itaBapa i) ivaXXdrrj/Tai . . , ^vyovoa
ri oatpa Kai avvifBpoiopdvn airi) gig avrifv, 80 E, 76 C.

. KaBapoi itraXXarrB/tgyoi rBg roO erto/iarog a^poaifyi/g . . .

yvato6pt8a Si’ •^p&v airotp n&v ri tiXtKpwig, pi) xaBapip yap KaBapoB
i^wrtoBai pi) oS Btpirip Phd. 67 AB.

** For the dya9<ii', ^ rou dyadov tSdo, atria both of dX^Beta and of
iitim-Zipr) but identical with neither (they are only dyatfociSq) and
Iti pgiiivtag TtfiijTdoK—cause of the yiypatOKiptva and not only of

yiyviuoKtaffoi, of both clyat and ovaia, ovk ovafas di^o; roC dya0oC dAA*
crt iniKtiva r^g oialag vptoPgi^ aal ivpdptt vitgpdxoprog—see Rp.
vi, c. 19 (508 A 0.), 517 BC. Here to ayaBip, as the reason and active

cause of all Being is itself placed beyond and above Being (as it is

regularly with the Neoplatonics) and identified with Godhead (the

B*iog pobg, Phil. 22 C) ; this la.st is, however, in Tim. set side by side

with the Ideas, of which ri iyaBip is now the highest.
** ^ Tofl dyadoS cSdo piytarop pdBiipa, Rp, 505 A.
*’ The atpiayaty^ of the soul, Rp. vii init
** The philosopher, l^iaraptvog riip avBpwnlptov avoviaoparuv teai

irpdf T^i Btitp ytypipgpog, ipBovotd{a>p XiXriBg roig noXXovg, Pkdr.
249 D.

*• d
. .

ntdr StaA<KTt«rdr, Rp. 537 C. gig plop lidar
avpopuPTa iygip ra ireXXaxS Sigawappipa (and again not’ cISi; rippgip
what is unified)—this is the business of the 8ioA»m>tdr, Phdr, 2W D.
d*f iroAAwo aloB^ogtov gig ip Xoytap^ (maipoipgvov (idvot), Phdr. 249 B.

** Gradual ascent of dialectic upwards to adrd o torw iyaBip,
Rp. 532 A f., 511 BC, 534 B fi.—to auri ri iraXip, Smp. c. 28-9 (211 B).
Ite aim is ittapaytoyi) roS PgXrlarov ir ^XV ’’o® dpurrou ip rotg

oS<ri Biap, Rp. 532 C.

The philosophic ipatnaig at the end of the dialectic ascent
ifaipprig Kari^grai ri Baapaarop riip pvaiv KaXiv ktX., Smp, 210 E

—

exactly as in the riXra xal inowruta pvarijpia, 210 A. dAd«cAi)pa vat
dtrAd Kol gvSalpopa paapara paovpgpoi rg xal irrom-gioprgg ip adyg
xaSopf, Phdr, 250 C.—^it is a visionary and a suddenly acquir^
apprehension of the world-order, not one obtained in discursive thought.
We may compare the way in which Plotinos, with a recollection of
such Platonic passages, describes the arrival of igoraatg—dToe ^
Pvvil iialpPVS 3, 17 ; cf. 5, 5, 17).
" The soul iotKg ru Bgiip, Phd. 80 A. It is fuyytvi)s ra rg BglKp

utal aBopirtp xal r^ del oeri, Rp. 61 1 E

—

ovyyipgta Bgla of men ; Lg.
899 D. The eternal and immortal is, as such, divine. The re^
Ego of man, the aBaparop, irropopaiipgrop, after death goes
napi Bgoig aXXovg, Lg. 959 B.

*• The Bgiov, iBapdroig ipwpvpor, part of the soul is dfidvaror ipxv
BvnroC C<hov, Tim. 41 C, 42 E. The ppipriatg of the soul (its '* wing ’

Phdr. 246 D) rip Bglw douce. AU.^ 133 C.—In Tint. 90 A C this

Kvpuorarop rijg glSog is actually called the ialpar which man
has (ivoiaov ip air^.

** The eye is ^AtotiSdoraToe r&r trepl rdt alaBifogig ipyipwp, Rp.
508 B.—Goethe is alluding either to these words or to the phrase of

Plotinos taken from them, 1, 6 (wept roB KaXoB), 9.
** imar^pi) icat iXiBria are both iyaBogtSij, Rp. 509 A—the soul

something Bgogtiig, Phd. 95 C.
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** From the ^Aoeo^/a of the soul and from the question <Si> dirrtTai

icai Otcur jffurai dfuAiwr its real nature can be discerned as one which

is fvyytpljs oflaKttTy Kol del dm, 611 DE ; Phd.

79 D. With the fuyyeWs of the soul we achieve contact with the

dei-ws Sp, Rp. 490 B. If the Ideas are everlasting, so must our soul

be, Pkd. 76 DE. By its power of ^^vtty ABavara <cal Oeia the

ApBfmtwipi) ^vatt has itself a share icad* oook di'S/yerot (i.e. with rofs;}

in ABtipaoia, Tim. 90 BC. This thinking " part*’ of the soul erpdr

ip oipap4t fuyydwcor dird yV ’5#*^* a»pet, «lt drror ^vtop ovk {yyaor

iky oipAptop, Ttm. 90 A.
•’ Aueir T^p sense-perception, Phd.

83 .\B, 65 A, 67 D. Adeit and KaBappit of the soul by ^iXoaoila,

Phd. 82 I). Av'jis vai tautr rwr itaputp (of the body) koI rijs aipoavpiji,

Rp. 515 C.
*• flelbt e«j TO Svi'oTor avBpiuntp yiyMToi—said of the true philosopher,

Rp. 500 D : d^draror, Smp. 212 A. The dfAdoodor is perpetually in

contact with the o»- ati and the ^tfor, which last is with difficulty

recognizable by the eyes of rift t«Jt «roAA<r»> 254 A.

—

cat poi Soirft 8to( pip (as C.g. Empedokles called himself) apijp oihapwt
* * ' ' ......

TotovToi’; wpoooyopswu),

a different sense from that

dAAw ^yfihBiu irki,p rw ilXooiiip, Rp. 582 C (cf. P'htkl).
’* The flight Mipb* Vtrttoe produces opoiueip Btui para ri StivaToe,

Tht. 176 B. ApotoOaBiu BtH, Rp. 613 A (rd KaraPoovpirtp ri aarai'oovi'

d^oi^weai, Ttm. 90 D).

The soul that has through philosophy become completely " pure
”

is withdrawn from the cycle of Rebirth and from the whole material

world. Even a.s early as Phdr. the souls of the ^>Ao<7o^i)oai-Tft after

a third tpaiapAraait arc exempt for the remainder of the ntplolot of

10,000 years, while the real and unwavering (act) philosopher remains
jor ever free from the body. That at least must lie the meaning of

248 C-249 A. The subject is then treated in more detail in Phd. :

Release of the diAoeodff Ipapun xaBiipApppot for ever from life in the

body {Snv oatpirwr Iwai to iropdsrar ci’r rip ivtira xpdror, 114 C)

—

entry of the pure soul to its kin (ei’r to (vyvpvit, 84 B) and its like

(efr TO Smiop aorj, ri auhif, 81 .A), and tic ffcior yipoi, 82 B—and to

the TOO w/oo T* KOI KaBapaS pal popopthnCt (vrovoia, 83 E. Still more
mythologically expressed—Tim. 42 BI> (d tup Kaxiop paBapit rditot

Tht. 177 A). Throughout we have the rclraac theory of the theologians
re-expressM in a philosophical and more elevated manner (Orphic :

ptavi/pipot, Phd. 81).
‘

. . . oi iHtop aijAwooi . . . , PAd. 114 C.

To the AtiiOt odoto, ri ion pApoP pari rip AXnBB hiyep irpoodim
Tim. 37 E.

I I 7 1

** It is true that not until it becomes associated with the body
does the soul, by obtaining ofofli^oK, intBvpla. Bupit, and all the other
facnlties that bring it into touch with Becoming and Changing, obtain
what can strictly be called iu individual personality. The perfectly
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individuality. He did not distinctly raise the question of the seat and
origin of individuality in the souk. He is content to suppose that
a plurality of individual souts was living before their entanglement
with Becoming, and to conclude from this that in eternity, too, after

their last escape from y/ixotr, the same number of individual souls

will still be living. Numerical distinctness (which affects in a scarcely
intelligible manner the spaceless and immaterial) has to do duty with
him for qualitative distinctness which would alone be able to account
for the self-consciousness of this jilurality. Acc. to the picture given
in Tim. c. 14 (41 D ff.) the souls created by the Sij/uoupydj are evidently
all alike (hence also is ydi'cotr irptoTt) Ttrayfitvi] fiia vdaiv, 41 E), and
only when they arc in the otafta, and bound up with mortal portions
of soul, do they react in different ways to what affects them from
without—and so become different. (This is so, however, in the pre-

existent pcrioil, too, acc. to Phd. : but in that account Bvfios and
imOviiia are also bound up with the soul in pre-existence.) The in-

fluence of the lower soul-partners and of the rpo^ri naiSevatws (Tim.
44 B) makes the XoyioTiKa also of the souls differ among themselves.

This acquired individual characterization, the fruit of differing naiBtia

Koi rpo^i)—something quite the reverse of the " common nature ”

of " soul ’’ in general which Teichmuller supposes to be meant here :

Stud. 143—is taken with it by the soul to the place of judgment,
i.c. Hades, Phd. 107 D. When, however, by the best rpotfiri irouSevecuir

it has become completely pure and free from all the trammels of

the physical and perishable and departs into bodiless existence in

the aciWs—then in truth all individual distinctness has been dissolved

out of it. Still, it must endure for ever as a self-conscious personality ;

for that this is what Plato meant cannot be doubted.
’* Phd. 83 n.

ori fidXtOTa diro tov awparot rijv Phd. 67 C.

ava)(<up€U‘, 83 (quite in the manner of genuine mysticism— it is the
" separateness ’* of the man who is to behold god, of which Eckhart
speaks).

’• Phd. 64 A ff., 67 E.
’ Phd. 114 C.
’* TOV auparos ittotjois koI patTa, Crat, 404 A.

rip feyycrct irXijaidaas xai piyds t<u dm dvrms, Rp. 490 B.
** The soul iwaa Kalptiv to oiupa koO' oaov Svvarai ov KoivtuvoCiXa

dpdytrat tov Svtos, Phd. 65 C. In the same way the Apjiearance

yearns after the Idea ; see above, this chap., n. 9.

T^s ^porijoccor KTijoii, Phd. 65 A ff.

•• ir€ipdo9ai XPV »V<Iot ^vyftv OTt raxiora. ^vyij Se opolmois

Ofdi KOTO TO Serardv, Tht, 176 AB.
•> Rp. 523 A-524 D.

Beyond all other things it is the koXXos of the world of

Appearance that awakes the memory of that which has once been

seen in the world of Ideas : Phdr. 250 B, 250 D ff.
;
Smp. c. 28 ff.

(210 A ff.). Plato gives a peculiar reason for this, but in reahty it

is due to a vigorous re-emergence of the fundamental artistic sense

—

the aesthetic clement in his philosophic speculation and enthusiasm

—

which the thinker had so violently suppressed in obedience to his theory

that the attrSiJafir and all the arts are merely imitations of deceptive

imitations of the only true Reality.
•• Not pdBtiais—only ivdpvtiats, Phdr. 249 BC ; Men. c. 14 ff.

(80 D ff.) ; Phd. c. 18 ff. (72 E ff.). (This theory occurs regularly in
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>d it appears that he did as a matter of fact derive it from the anticipa-

ms and sugg( ' of earlier teachers of metemps^'chosis : see above,
chap. xi. n. 96.)

•• Rp. vii init
** iftaiatmt H Sixotoi' <rat Sou>¥ fitrii ppor^ottot yty^aOai, Tkt.

176 B.
** (fr iyopav oiK feairt rkv 6ii¥ rrX, Tht. 173 D ff.

•• Tkt. 172 C-177 C. The philosopher is imsIdUed in the life of

the everyday world and its a^ and is quite indifierent towards them.
Commonplace people, if he is at any time drawn into the afiairs of

the market pla» or the law courts, regard him as €£if9vt, ir6tiTot,

ytXoXot. Sometimes to(ai> ve/Hfoxotrr' or (0! Strrwt piAimtpoi) tot

vorrovaair Ixovrtt ftmtowt, Sopk. 216 D ;
Rp. 517 A—passages from

the later writing of Plato. Even as early as Pkdr. 249 D iftvriftt

Twr aoSptowlwaM owouSao/idrtor teat mpdt rip Btltp ytyrdfitrot roii9«r«iTai

i»i rwr wokkAv tot wapaitirair ttrk.

** iSicrrcveir oAAo fii) ir/fiotntdtto is the injunction made to the
philosopher, Ap. 32 A ; at least, in v4A(>r as the\’ are Rp. 520 B.

After death comes the reward orSp^ ptkoaij^u to avroti wpdfarrot
aroi o» mXvwpayjtawi^aarTot 7r rip fiitp, Gorg. 526 C. otawtp tit Briplt

ioBptomt iptrtator the true philosopher will i^ovxiar fyor vol ro ovroO
wpdrrtt,. Rp. 496 D.

** TO TMrirtfpcivotr vpay/aoTo ptydktit pit awovi^ oit i(to, Lg. 803 B.
** Gorg. 521 D. 6 tot iXifBUt arv^prynarer, Rp. 488 E (cf. also

Men. 99 E. 100 A).
** Not 5t^oa>or arol IniBofudtr vapovacevoorijr but rather an inrpit,

Gorg. 518 C, 521 A . cf. 464 B fl.

** Gorg. 519 A. All these worldly matters seem to him pXtmpiti

:

just as all the Appearances in the world of Becoming are for him but
pXvaplat, Rp. 515 D.
“ Gorg. c, 78 fl. (522 B fl.).

•• oSrot i Tpdwot ipaoTo* roS ftlov, Gorg. 527 E— (this is the real

subject of the Gorg., vi*. imra rpimw {yr, 500 C, and not the nature
of pnropaao^—and it is this which gives its special emotional tone to
the dialogue).

*’ Gorg. 515 C fl., 519 A ff. Summary : ovtdra •iptit laptv irlpa
iyaBir ytyorira ra iroAaraara ir rgSt rg wdXtt, 517 A.

*' ov;^ tot itaXiv ra iXX’ tot afrayaaator wpdrrorrtt, Rp. 540 B.
** It IS now the earov^ Jr ry Bltp—inaccessible to the afsafStvroa

—

oS oroxalopirovt Stt Swarra nparrttr, Rp. 519 C.
The ^AAat lipcral aaaAo^iMroa (even including aopia regarded as

practical shrewdness : Rp. 428 B fl.) as iyyvt oSaat rmr roB otoparot
become of secondary importance compared with the virtue of
Ppdrriatt. i.e. of dialectic and the contemplation of the Ideas, Rp.
518 DE. This alone is Budrepor, something uttlor than those
bourgeois virtues, Rp. 504 D—philosophy stands high above trjportK^
Tt nai noXtntek if iBopt rt teal ptMrgt ytyorvia irtv ptXompiar
rt Kal roS, Pkd. 82 BC.—This, too, rightly understood, is the real
point of the inquiry in Mono. Explicitly, indeed, the dialogue only
concerns itself srith that iperij which is commonly so regarded and is

based on iX^Bift Ufa, coming into existence by instinct {Btta potpa)

;

which, however, to the philosopher is not iptri in the proper tense of
the word ; that name he would only give to irturr^ptf, the only sort
of knowledge that can be learnt and ao^uired as a permanent possession,
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* Rp. vii, c. 15 (535 A, 536 D) ; cf. vi, c. 2, 5 (485 B, 487B ; 489 D,
490 £).

*•* Kot ToC tliv AXtiBoOs) vdrra duSpa ii€rAx*tv ^ariov, roD

Si StoAst ivBowvoiv 8i yivot ppax<S «, Tim. 51 E.
*“ vX^Sot iStlvaror iUa*, Rp. 494 A. ivaus of a com-

pletely philosophical land, vit ^yiiv iiioXoyijitti iXtyaKis iv avdpwvois
^AfoOtu ical oXlyas, Rp. 491 B.

!•« «• That into which I sink myself—that becomes one with me

:

when I think on Him I am as God that is the Fount of Being ”—the
true mystic note. For the mystics, knowledge of an object is real

oneness with the thing known ; knowledge of God is union with God.
»•* Rp. 540 B.



CHAPTER XIV

THE L^TER AGE OF THE GREEK WORLD

PART I

Philosophy

Plato and the Platonic account of the nature, origin, and
destiny of the soul closes a period. It marks the end of that

theolc^ical and spiritualist movement to the force and
significance of which nothing bears clearer witness than
the fact that it could have such a conclusion. After this

point its development ceases—at least it disappears from
the surface of Greek life : like one of those Asiatic torrents

with which the ancients w'cre familiar it buries itself under-
ground for a long stretch of its course, only to rcapjxiar

eventually, with all the greater effect, far away from the place

of its origin. Even Plato's own sch<x>l almost immediately
after the death of its master and directing spirit turned its

attention in a direction quite other than that which he had
given it.‘ To have retained the Platonic outlook would have
made his pupils even more isolated in their ver)' different

age than Plato himself had been in his own.
Greece entered upon a new and final phase of her develop-

ment. The ominous breakdown of the older fx>litical fabric

at the end of the fourth century might have seemed likely

to put an end to the natural vitality of the Greek peoples.

With the conquest of the East by Macedonians and Greeks,

however, new tasks were .set before that people and with the

new' task they acquired new faculties. TTic polis, indeed,

the purest expression of Greek con.structivc ability, could not
be restored to life. Such of the old and narrow city-republics

as had not perished completely in that stormy j>ericxl only
languished in a stagnant peace. Rare, indeed, are the

exceptions in which (as particularly in Rhodos) a more
vigorous and independent life a.sscrted itself. Tlie new and
swollen cities of tjfic Macedonian Empire, with their motley
populations drawn from many nationalities, could not make
gocxl the loss. 'The Leagues in which Greece seemed to be
makini' an pHort tn finH a nnlitiral nrnaniv.af inn nf a uri^or
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corruption and external violence. Even in its deepest and
most essential xharacter the old national spirit of Greece,

which had drawn its strength from its clear-cut individuality,

seemed to be suffering damage through the unlimited

extension eastwards and westwards of Greek life. It did

not cease to be an immeasurable advantage to be a Greek,

but a Greek now meant anyone who had a share in the one
thing that still distinguished and characterized the Greeks,

namely, Greek culture—and Greek culture was no longer

confined to a single nation. It was no fault of this Greek
humanism that not a single one of the vast populations of

the East (and in the West at last Rome stood alone) was able

to make their own this culture so generously offered to the

whole w’orld, so that there, too, all should become Greek who
were capable of becoming free human beings. Nevertheless,

from all countries and nationalities uncounted multitudes

of individuals entered into the circle of this extended
Hellenism. The way was open for all who could live without

the need of a wa}’ of life and thinking modelled strictly upon
national lines : for the culture which now united all Greeks
and Greek communities was based upon science—and science

knows nothing of national frontiers.

The science which could thus present itself as the guiding

principle of such a large and heterogeneous mass of cultured

people, must at any rate have reach^ a condition of stabiUty

if not of completely rounded finality. After all the stir

and controversy of the previous centuries it had at last

arrived at a period of contented enjojment of its own resources:

the long drawn-out struggle, the restless j'ears of search were

now held to have borne fruit. In philosophy at least there

was a distinct slackening of the insatiable zeal and boldness

of individual thinkers in posing new questions and wresting

answers or in seeking for fre.sh solutions to old problems.

A few great sj'stems, formulated in accordance with the fixed

tenets of the various schools of thought, still offered a refuge

to those who demanded fixity and definition in their opinions ;

for centuries they kept up their special traditions without

serious alteration until they, too, fell in pieces at last. A
greater measure of independence and variety was displayed

by the special sciences which since they had now l>^n

completely released for the first time from the leading-

.strings of philosophy proceeded to develop freely in accordance

with their own principles. Art, too, was by no means devoid

as vet of orieinalitv and attractiveness, and in spite of the
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into a position of subservience and imitation. But it was
no longer, in conjunction with the peculiar customs and
manners of a people, the mistress and dispenser of wisdom
and knowl^e of the world. Art becomes a plaything

and an incidental diversion : it is science that determines
the general character and content of culture. But this

scientifically minded culture shares in the natural temper
of all science. Science has its feet firmly planted in life

itself : it keeps men’s minds actively employed in this world ;

it has small temptation to leave the firm ground of what is

knowable and can never be too well known, to voyage out
into the region of the intangible which can never be a subject

of scientific inquiry. A cool rationalism, a calm adherence
to the intelligible and thinkable, without any leanings to

the gloomy terrors of a mysterious world of the unknown

—

such is the temper that marks the science and culture of the

Hellenistic age and marks it more distinctively than any
other period of Greek culture. Such mysticism as was still

vigorous and effective kept itself timidly in the background
at this time ; in the everyday world it is rather the direct

contrary of mysticism that we are made aware of ; the

unlovely results of the prevailmg rationalism, a bleak reason-

ableness, a knowing and prosaic common sense such as stares

dully at us from the pages of Polybios’ History as the point

of view of the narrator himself and of those of whom he
writes. It was no age of heroes or of the heroic. A weaker
and more delicate generation holds the field. The break-

down of poUtical life and the disappearance of its oblirations

made it more possible than it had ever been before mr the

individual to lead his own life in his own way.* And he
makes the most of his freedom, his culture, the treasures of

an inward, private life enriched with all the brilliance and
charm of an old and perfected civilization. All the past

had thought and laboured on his behalf ; he is not idle,

but be is busy without ever being in a hurry, enjoying his

heritage and taking his ease in the cooling sunlight of the

long ^wn-out autumn of Greek life. And he is little con-

cerned to inquire what may follow when this brilliant, many-
coloured world that surrounds him shall have vanished from
his gaze. This world is ail in all to him. The hope or fear

of immortality has litUe effect up<m the educated people
of the age.* Philosophy to which in one form or another
they are all more or less closely attached teaches them
accordinff to it« mriitn^ar m/wvl
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had the doctrine of the eternity or imperishable nature
of the soul any serious significance as the central doctrine

of a system. Natural science ruled the day, while theology
remained in the background and could only obtain a doubtfiid

hearing (if it was even listened to at all) (ot its proclamation
of the divine origin and everlasting life of the souls.

§2

At the outset of this period, and illuminating a long stretch

of it with the light of his genius, stands the hgure of Aristotle.

In what this master di color' chc sanno had to say of the soul’s

nature and destiny two voices are distinctly audible. The
soul, he instructs us. is that which in a living and organic

physical body brings the potentially existing to actual

existence. It is theform to the body’s matter, the culmination
of the capacities of independent life residing in the particular

body. Bodiless and immaterial itself, it i^not the outcome
of the mixture of the various parts of the body ; it is the
cause, not the resultant, of the vital functions of its body
which exists for the soul’s benefit as its “ instrument

It dwells within a natural orjganism and though it is itself

unmoved it moves that organism as the source of its growth
and nourishment, of its desires and locomotion, of its feeling

and i^rceiving ; while in the higher organisms it acts as the

combination of all these faces. It is as little to be thought of

as separate from the body—its own body—as the power of

vision is in separation from the eye or as its shape from the

moulded waxen image.® Theoretically, indeed, it is possible

to distinguish between body and soul, but actually and in

the animated organism they caimot be distinguished. When
the living creature dies the matter of which it was composed
loses it special adaptation to a purposeful organism, and this

adaptation was its life ; without it there can be no independent
“ Substance ” (o&rfo).* 'The Form, the functional power
of the once living organism, its “ soul ", has no longer any
independent existence.

This is the voice of Aristotle the physicist when he is

speaking from the standpoint of a physical doctrine which

includes the study of the soul “ in so far as it occurs not

without matter’’.’ Aristotle the metaphysician takes us

further. In the soul of man, besides the vital powers of the

organized individual, there lives a spiritual being of more
than natural character and origin, the " Mind ”—'* that in
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the theologians had given to it : he omitted both the con-
clusions they drew and the exhortations they based upon it.

We bear no more of the " purification of the divine Mind
within mankind. It has nothing impure or evil in it nor can
any breath of pollution affect it from without. The effort

towards the “ other world ’’ of purity, the denial and rejection

of its earthly partner the living b^y. are foreign to the
“ Mind " of Aristotle.” It has no impulse to " deliverance

"

or self-emancipation ; it knows of no peculiar task that

points beyond this world. The presence of this “ separable
"

Mind in the living man is an assured fact, and nothing more :

no purpose in life is deducible from it. The fact itself seemed
to be evident from the power that man possesses of grasping

immediately a highest form of knowledge that is beyond
demonstration, not as the result of the mental activity of

his soul, for the apprehension is prior to the soul, but by
means of a higher spiritual faculty, a special intellectual

being that seemed to proclaim its presence and exi.stence

within man in this way. It is thus by way of a theoiy- of

knowledge not of a theological doctrine that we arrive at

the distinction between ” Mind ” and " Soul But the

doctrine thus reasserted was in reality nothing but the old

doctrine of the theologians. This " Mind ", too, seems to

the thinker to be a being akin to God. The pure contemplative
existence, a life consisting in the contemplation of the final

objects of intuition is counted as a privilege of the divine

and of all diNine beings, as the true purpose of vital energy
and of its manifestation ; and in the description of this state

the sober reserve of his lecture style seems to be uplifted

and almost illuminated with the warmth and brilliance

imparted by a genuine glow of personal experience.** This
pure activity of contemplation, finding its deepest satisfaction

in itself, belongs to the divine in man—to the Mind ; its whole
life lies in this. This activity, however, the Mind performs
and finishes in this life, while it is united with the body
and the body's " soul ”. There is nothing left that can be
thought of as forming the content of the life and activity
of the Mind in its separate existence after the completion
of its period of life on earth. Mind and the man with whom
it is associated can hardly have a very urgent desire for that
emancipation in “ another world " which is thus left bluik
and without content for our thought. The thought of
immortality cast in this form could no limger possess any
real value or ethical significance for man.** It arises from
a logical deduction, from metaphysical cmisiderations, not
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from a demand of the spirit. It lacks not only the distinct-

ness that might have apj^ed to the senses and given direction

to the imagination, but the power (or the intention) of playing
a leading part in the conduct or direction of life on this earth.

There is no inspiration in this doctrine—^not even for the
philosopher, though it was to him and his activity and his

efforts that the picture and panegyric of " Mind ", the
philosopher in man, had really referr^.

It was quite possible to abide by the teaching and philosophy
of Aristotle, directed as it was to the observation and inter-

pretation of the things of this world, while abandoning the
advanced post of the doctrine of Mind—that Being which
has sunk to the level of this world from the other world of

divinity, which separates itself, with the death of man, once
more to everlasting divine life though hardly to a continuation
of individual existence. On this point in particular free

discussion of the master’s teaching maintaun^ itself in his

school ; some, and by no means the weakest, of Aristotle’s

successors denied altogether and in every form the doctrine

of immortality.®*

§3

‘The dogmatic teaching of the Stoics on the subject of the
human soul is closely bound up with the materialistic

pantheism by means of which they explained all the

phenomena of life, of being and booming upon earth.

God is All, and divinity is nothing outside this ” all
’’,

which forms the world : the Universe is God. God is thus

not only the matter but the form, the life and the power
of the world. Divinity is the original matter, the etherial

Fire, the fiery " breath " which maintains itself or changes
and in innumerable metamorphoses creates the world. God is

also what supplies a purpose to this world and is the purposeful

force—the reason and law of the world. The universal

deity which is thus at once matter, mind, and formative

principle sends out from itself at varying periods the

multiplicity of Appearance and then again at another time
takes back the multifarious and the divided into the fiery

unity of its own breath of life. Thus, in everything that has

shape, in everything that lives and moves, the content and
the unifying form is God : he is and works as their " state

"

in inorganic things, as " nature " in plants, as " irrational

soul ’’ in the other living things, as rational and thinking

soul in man.*®
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The soul of man, thus endowed with reason, is a fragment
of the di\’ine,** and is itself divine like everj'thing dse in

the world but in a purer sense than all other things. It

has remained closer to the first and original essence of the

divine, conceived as '* creative fire ” (wCp tcxviicw), than
the earthly fire which has lost much of its original purity’

and refinement. It is closer*’ than the lower matter that in

all its changeful forms degenerates progressively as it gets

farther and farther away from the divine fire by gradual
loss of the tension (rimt) that had once been living and
active in the primev’al fire ; closer even than the material

of its own body in which it dwells and rules. As something
essentially distinct from the body, then, the individual soul

comes into being among the elements of its body when that

body is conceived, and it dev'elops its full nature after the

birth of the individual.** But even in its indiv idual, separate

existence it remains incompletely detached from the universal

life that is present in it ; it remains subject to the " universal

Law " of the world, which is God, and fast bound by " fate ”,

the “ destiny " Wpapp/in;) which decrees the

course of their existence for the totality of all Life and the

individual lives.** Nevertheless, the soul has its special

gifts and special task—it is capable of self-determination

and is responsible for its own decisions and acts. Though
it is a pure emanation from the universal Reason and bound
dow-n to no irrational elements, it has the power of irrational

choice and can resolve upon what is evil. Though they have
all sprung from one and the same original source the individual

souls are of very different character, intellect, and propensity
of will. Unreason in thought, will, and conduct is common
in the world

; those who have real insight are few ;
in fact,

the Wise Man, the man who keeps his own will in complete
harmony with the universal and <hv’ine direction of the world,

is but a picture of imaginary perfection, naturte humance
exemplar, never fully and perfectly realized in actual life.

Ethical interests demanded the freedom and independence
of the moral personality and its will, which can only fulfil the
requirements of duty by self-mastery and the overthrow
of base impulses

;
but this independence was in conflict

with the essential principles of Stoic metaphysics. The
Stoics taught that the world (and the soul included in it)

is only the necessary self-development of a single and absolute

Being that excludes all independent and separate multiplicity.

Nor could they recognize any principle of Evil, an anti-rational

principle answering to the purity of divine power, worldng
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evil and suggesting it, and making the individual capable
of wilful disobedience to the laws of all-embracing divinity.

Pure pantheism, uniting God and the world in indissoluble

unity, cannot imagine a real conflict between humanity
and divinity ; it cannot postulate a principle of Evil through
the overthrow of which a lost unity with God is to be restored.

Pantheism makes no claims of an ethical or religious kind.
The ingenuity of the Stoic doctors was exercised in vain in

the attempt to find a way out of this dilemma.*®
From the very origin of the school two tendencies were

discernible in the teaching of the Stoa, derived as that teaching
was from such different sources. On the one hand, the ethical

doctrine of the Cjmics, to whom the Stoics ow'ed the greater

part of their practical teaching, threw the individual back
upon his own resources and made everything depend upon the
determination of his outi will. It thus pointed in the direction

of the most self-sufficient individualism—to an ethical

atomism. The physical doctrine derived from Herakleitos,

on the other hand, merged the individual completely into the

omnipxjtence and omnipresence of the All-One ;
and therefore,

as its ethical counterpart, demanded that this relation of the
individual to the universal Logos of the world should find

expression in a life lived completely ex duciu rationis, in

unconditional abandonment of the individual will to the
Universal Mind that is the World and God.*^ In actual

fact it was Cynicism that had the profoimder influence in

ethical matters. The universal Law and order of the world,

embracing both universe and individual in its absolute

decrees, threw its net too widely to be able to answer closely

enough to the needs of narrow and individual existence.

No practical ethics could possibly unite this distant and
final aim with the individual man in a single nexus of ordered

self-determination. The intermediate link between the

universe and its laws, on the one hand, and the individual

with his private will, on the other, had formerly been the

Greek polis with its law and custom. But it was a cosmo-
politan age, and for the Stoics as w'ell as for the Cynics before
them the city-state had lost most of its educative force.

The individud saw himself more and more left to his own
devices and forced to depend upon his own strength—his life

had to be ordered on self-erected standards and guided
by self-found rules. Individualism, which gave its tone

to the age more decisively than in any past period of Greek

life, began to win a footing even in this pantheistic system.

Tlve " Wise Man ” who is a law to hims^ in perfect self-
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determination,** and feels himself bound only to those like

himself,** is individualism’s fairest flower.

But ^e soul, thus elevated to a height where it was capable
of much that was impossible for or only incompletely within

the reach of its weaker sisters, began more and more to seem
like something rather different from a mere dependent
offshoot of the One di\’ine power that is the same everywhere.
It is, in fact, regarded as an independent, divine, and self-

enclosed creature in those passages where in Stoic literature,

as in the older literature of the theologians, the soul is called

a " daimon ”—the daimon dwelling within the individual

man, and given to him as his associate.** Death, too. is

regarded by this professedly monist system as a separation

of soul from body ** in accordance with what was really

a naive or a conscious spiritualism. In death, then, this

soul-essence whose independence had been so marked even
in life, does not perish with the body—it does not even
lose itself again in the One from which it had taken its origin.

An infinitely extended individual life is indeed not attributed

to the indiNidual souls : only God, the one Soul of the World,
is eternally indestructible.** But the souls which have arisen

by separation from the one and all-embracing divinity,

survive the destruction of their bodies: until the final

dissolution, in the Conflagration that will make an end of

the present period of world-history, they persist in their

inde^ndent life ; either all of them (as was the older teaching

of the school) or. as Chiy'sippos, the master of Stoic orthodoxy,
taught.the souls of the " Wise ” only, while the others have
been lost in the general life of the Whole some time
previously.*^ The stronger ethical personality is held

together in itself for a longer time.**

From the point of view of physical science and materialist

doctrine *• it was also hard to see why the soul, composed
of pure fire-breath, which even in life had held the body
together and had not been held together by the body,**
should disappear at once when that body was disintegrated.

As it had once held the body together, so it might well and
all the mwe easily hold itself together now. Its lightness

carries it upwards into the pure air under the mo<m, where
it is fed by the breath that rises upwards and where there

is nothing that can put an end to it.** An " underworld
”

r^on li^ that of popular imagination and theological

inching, was expressly denied by the Stoics.** "nieir

imaginatiiHi prefened to exercise itself in an ima|(inary

extension of life in the Aether, which was their region of
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the souls ;
“ but as a rule it appears that such flights of

fancy were avoided. The life of the souls after death—^that

of the wise as well as of the unwise—remained indistinct and
without content ** in the imagination of those whose life

was still upon earth.

Thus, the doctrine of the soul-personality and its continued
existence (never simply expanded into personal immortality),

which was in reality not required by the metaphysicJil

principles of Stoicism, and could indeed hardly be reconciled

with them, had in fact no serious significance for the general
intention and substance of Stoicism—least of all for Stoic

ethics and conduct of life. The philosophy of Stoicism

is directed to the study of life, not of death. In this life on
earth and only here can the purpose of human endeavour
—the reproduction of divine wisdom and virtue in the human
spirit—be fulfilled in manful contest with contrary impulses,

fulfilled, that is, in so far as such a thing is possible for lonely

and isolated fragments of divinity.®*

But virtue is sufficient in itself for the attainment of

happiness—a happiness which loses nothing through the

brevity of its duration and to which nothing would be added
by the prolongation of its span.** Nothing in the doctrine

of Stoicism points man, or the Wise Man, to another world
beyond the life of the body and outside this earthly theatre

of conflict and duty, for the fulfilment of his being and
his task.

§ 4

The limited doctrine of immortality which, as we have
seen, was not an essential part of the teaching of Stoicism, began
to be called in question as soon as the rigid d<^matism of

the school was subjected to the too-searAing criticism of

other schools of thought. In the clash of opinions Stoicism

began to be doubtful of the absolute validity of its own
teaching. The boundaries of orthodox doctrine once so

firmly drawn now became more fluid ; exchange and even
compromise became common. Panaitios, the first writer

among the pedantic professors of Stoicism to achieve a wider
popularity for his writings, became the teacher and friend

of those aristocratic Romans who found in Greek philosophy
the impulse to a humanism that the barren soil of Rome
could never have produced unaided. And Panaitios differed

in more than one point from the strict orthodoxy of the older

Stoicism. For him the soul is formed of two distinct

elements *’—at is no longer simple and undivided, but com-
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pounded of " Nature " and Soul ” (in the narrower sense).**

In death these two elements separate and change into other
forms. The soul having had its origin at a particular point

in past time now perishes in time. Being capable of grief

and subject to the destructive influence of the emotions
it falls a victim at last to its own pains. Panaitios, while

remaining a Stoic, taught the dissolution of the soul, its death
and simultaneous destruction with the death of the body.**

His pupil Poseidonios, who as a writer possessed an even
greater influence than Panaitios with the great majority of

cultivated readerswho belonged to no special school of thought

.

returned to the older Stoic doctrine of the simple and
undivided nature of the soul as fierj- breath . He distinguished

three faculties but not three separate and independent
elements in the human soul, and as a consequence of this

view had no further need to believe in the dissolution of

the soul into its component parts at death. He also denied
the origin of the indiNidual soul in time, from which the

doctrine of its destruction in time had seemed to follow by
a logical necessity. He returned to the old theological

idea of the pre-existence of the soul, its life since the beginning

of the created world ; and could therefore go on to assert

its continued existence after death—at least till the time

of the next destruction of the World at the hands of omnipotent
Fire.**

It was not an inward and private necessity that led to this

transformation of the old teaching of the School. Doubts
and criticisms levelled at it from outside—from the Sceptics

in particular—had necessitated the change. WTiile some
gave up the struggle, others sought refuge in a re-arrangement

of the figures of the dialectical game and by the introduction

of fresh characters.** Immortality might be abandoned to

criticism or reaffirmed in either case with equal indifference.

The Platonic and poetic version of Stoicism provided by
Poseidonios may have found a wider response among the

readers of a highly cultivated society who felt the need
of a doctrine of immortality more as a satisfaction to the
artistic fancy than from any deeper or more temperamental
causes. Cicero, the most eloquent representative of the

Hellenized Roman culture of the time, may perhaps give

us a picture of the refined and aesthetic partiidity with which
these ideas were taken up. In the Dream of Scipio and the

first book of the Tusomus, he gives an account, mainly
based on Poseidonios, of the belief then held of a continued
life of the soul in the divine element of the Aether.**
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§ 5

Stoicism had a long and vigorous life. More than ever
during the first and second centuries of our era did it

fulfil its real task of acting as a practical guide to conduct,
not as a mere museum of dead erudition. It made good its

claim to provide its adherents with the autonomous freedom
and inde^ndence of a mind at peace with itself, whose virtue

was proof against the tribulation and failure of life, and
not corrupted by its plenty. It was not always blind
imitation of a literary fashion or the love of displaying virtuous

paradoxes that attracted the noblest of the higher Roman
aristocracy to the doctrines of Stoicism. Not a few of them
guided their lives in accordance with its principles and even
died for their convictions. Not entirely “ without tragic

emotion ", as the Stoic Emperor would prefer it, but at any
rate with conscious and deliberate purpose—not in mere
unreasoning stubbomess **—did these Stoic martyrs go
to their death. Nor was it the unquestioned certainty of

a continued life in a higher existence that made them so

ready to give up life upon this earth.** Each in the special

manner dictated to him by his own temperament and the

circumstances of his life, they still speak to us, these leaders

of Roman Stoicism—Seneca the philosophic director of the

world’s conscience, Marcus Aurelius the Emperor, and those

instructors and patterns of the aspiring youth of Rome,
Musonius and Epictetus. The eager and unswerving effort

of these wise men to educate themselves to the attainment
of freedom and peace, of purity and goodness of heart, wins
bur admiration—not least in the case of Seneca in whom
the struggle for self-mastery and philosophic calm must
have been a continual war with his own too-receptive and
imaginative nature. But just as they looked for no super-

natural helper and redeemer but trusted to the power of

their own spirit for the assurance of success, so they required

no promise of a future crowning of their labours in an after-

life of the soul. The whole scope of their endeavour lies

within the limits of this world. The old Stoic belief in

the continued life of the individual soul until the annihilation

of all separate creation in the World Conflaigration •* is

regarded at the best as one possibility among many ••

—

it is perhaps but a " beautiful dream ”.*’ But whether
death is a transition to another form of being or a complete
termination of individual life—^to the wise man it is equally

welcome, for he measures the value of life not by the numb^
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of its years but by the richness of its content. At bottom
Seneca is inclined to the view that death is the end of all

things for man, after which “ everlasting peace ” awaits
the restless spirit. ••

The Stoic Emperor is uncertain whether death is a dissipa-

tion of the elements of the soul (as the atomists teach) or
whether the mind survives in a conscious or an unconscious
existence that must yet disappear eventually in the life of

the Whole. All things are in perpetual flux—so the Law
of the universe has wiUed it—nor diall the human personality

maintain itself untouched and unchanged. But even
supposing that death is a “ putting out " of his small individual

candle, the wise man is not afraid ; to the melancholy that

is the prevailing mood of his gentle, pure, and high-strung
character Death, the annihilator, seems to beckon like a
friend.**

The tougher spirit of the Phrygian slave and freedman
needed no conviction of personal siuv’ival to enable him to
face the battle of earthly life with courage and intrepidity.

\Miat has been made must be unmade : without hesitation

and without regret the wise man gives himself up to the laws
of the rationally-ordered universe in which the present

must make way for the future—not indeed to be lost entirely,

but to be changed and to merge its individuality, its un-

important self in new manifestations of the creative stuff

of Life. The Whole does not perish, but its parts change
and alter their relations among themselves. The pantheistic

principles of the school which had been taken over from
Heraldeitos and which made it permanently inconceivable

that the diminutive individual spark of life could achieve

a lasting separation from the central fiery mass, had become
a settled conviction. The passionate abandonment of the

personal, short-lived self to the everlasting WTiole and One
had become a fixed habit of mind. No longer did it seem
intolerable that the individual existence should pass away
after a brief span of life ; it was possible to remain a Stoic

and yet assert expressly, like Comutus the teacher of Persius,

that with the death of its body there is an end, too, of the
individual soul.”

§ 6

The atomist doctrine renewed Iw Epicurus demanded in

the most emphatic manner of its acuierents that they should

abandon the belief in personal survival.

For the atomist the soul is corporeal, a compound made
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up of the most mobile of the atoms which form the plastic

elements of air and fire. It occupies all parts of the body,
and is held together by the body, while at the same time,

and in spite of this, holding itself in essential distinctness

from the body.’* Epicurus also speaks of the " Soul ” as
a special and enduring substance within the body, a “ part

”

of the corporeal, not a mere " harmony ” resulting from
the association of the parts of the body.” He even speaks
of two parts or modes of manifestation in the “ soul ”

;

the irrational, which holds the whole body in its sway as
its vital force, and the rational, situated in the breast, which
e.xercises will and intellig»)ce and is the last and most essential

source of life in liv'ing things, without the undivided presence

of which death occurs.’* Anima and animus (as Lucretius
calls them), distinct but not separable from one another,’*

come into being in the embiy’o of man and grow to maturity,
old age and decay, together with the body.’* If death
occurs it means that the atoms belonging to the body
are separated and the soul-atoms withdrawn—even before

the final dissolution of the body, the separable " soul
”

disappears. No longer held together by the body, it is

blown away in the wind, it disappears " like smoke ” in

the air.” The soul, this soul that had animated the individual

man, is no more.’* The material elements of which it was
composed are indestructible ; it is quite possible that they
may at some future time combine together with the life-

stuff to produce new life and consciousness of exactly the

same kind as had once been joined together in the living

man. But, if so, it will be a new creature that thus comes
into being : the original man has been annihilated by death ;

there is no bond of continuous consciousness uniting him
with the fresh creation.’* The vital forces of the world are

continuous, undiminished, indestructible, but in the formation
of the individual living creature they are only lent temporarily,
for this occasion and for a brief period, after which they are

withdrawn for ever from the particular creature. Vitaque

mancipio nuUi datur, omnibus usu.

After his death the individual is unaffected by the fate

of his inanimate body
;
®® nor should he be troubled by the

thought of what may happen to the atoms of his soul.

Death does not concern him at all ; for he only is when death
is not ; where death is, he is no longer there.®’ Sensation

and consciousness have left him at the dissolution of

body and soul ; what he cannot possibly feel affects him no
longer. Epicurean maxims are never tired of driving home
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this proposition : death is nothing to us.** From every
possible direction, from abstract principle and practical

experience in actual life. Lucretius labours to demonstrate
the truth of this view ** as ardently as other philosophers
seek to prov^e its opposite. Physical science has no more
v'aluable service to render than that of convincing us of its

truth.** Just as the wisdom of Epicurus has no other purpose
than to protect man, of all creatures the one most sensitive to

pain, from distress and anguish—and even pleasure is but
the removal of jjain—so more particularly, in putting
an end to the fear of death and the craving after unceasing
life, it serves this finite life itself,*® that is committed
to us once and for all and never repeated.** If a man has
once succeeded in realizing that he will cease to be in the

moment of death's coming, he will neither be oppressed
with terror at the threatened loss of self-consciousness nor
will the terrors of eternity ** or the fabulous monsters of the
spirit-world below the earth ** darken his existence by casting

their dark shadow over all his life.** He will devote himself

to life without repining, neither fearing death nor seeking it."

He alone—the ideal Wise Man of the Epicurean faith

—

will know how to live as the true artist of his own life
;

•*

he will not waste the precious time in vain preparations

for the future,** but will cram every moment to the full

so that his brief span of existence will have all that a long
life could give. Long life, in fact, even life without an end,

would not make him any happier or any richer. What life

has to offer it has already ofiered—anjthing further must
only be a repetition of what has gone before : eadem sunt

omnia semper.** The Wise Man has no reason even to look

for an eternity of life.** In his own personality, in this

present " now ", he possesses all the conditions necessary

to happiness. The very transience of this supreme happiness

to which mortality can attain makes it seem the more valuable

to him. To the development and the enjoyment of this, the

only life that belongs to him he will devote himself exclusively.

In ethical matters, too, the atomist doctrine holds good.

There is no such thing in nature as an essential community
of human beings—still less of humanity—there are only

individuals.** In associations entered into by free and
unforced choice the individual may attach himself to the

individual as one friend to another
;
but the political societies

that men have invented and set up among themselves have
no obligations for the Wise Man. He is himself the centre

and indeed the whole circumference of the world surrounding
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him. State and society are valuable, and indeed only exist

for the protection of the individual and to make it possible

for him under their enfolding care to develop his own
personality in freedom.** The individual, on the other hand,

does not exist for the state, but for himself. " It is no longer

necessary to save the Hellenes or to win crowns of victory

from them in contests of wisdom.” Such is the decision

reached with a sigh of relief by a civilization that has attained

the highest point of its development and is now overcome
by a lassitude in which it no longer sets itself new tasks,

but takes its ease as age may be permitted to do. In its

lassitude it no longer hopes, and in all honesty no longer

cares, to extend the period of its existence beyond the limits

of this earthly life. Calm and untroubled it sees this life,

dear though it may once have been, fade away, taking its

leave and sinking into nothingness without a struggle.
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PART I

* At first the philosophy of Plato’s old age lived on in spirit in the
Academy. Just as his pupils carried on bis Pythagorean speculations

about numbers, reduced his imaginative suggestions as to a daimonic
nature intermediate between that of God and man to pedantic system,
and elaborated the theological strain in his thought to a gloomy and
burdensome t/eisidainionia (witness esp. the Epitiomis of Philippes of

Opos and in addition all that we know of Xenokrates’ speculations)

—

so too they retained and respected for a time the Platonic doctrine of

the soul and the ascetic tendency in his ethical teaching. For Pbilipi os

of Opos the aim of all human endeavour is a final and bles.sed

emancipation from this world (which, however, is only possible for

a few of those who are, in his special manner, " wise ”—973 C fi.,

992 C). Me is a mystic for whom this earth and its life fall away
into nothing : all serious interest is confined to the contemplation of

dis-ine things such as are revealed in mathematics and astronomy.
Again, the Platonic doctrine of the soul, in its m>'stic and world-
renouncing sense, lies at the bottom of the fabulous narratives of

Herakleides Pontikos (in the "Apaftt, 'S/iwSoTi^or, etc.). This,

too, accounts for the youthful attem^s in this direction of Aristotle

himself (in the Eviiniot and probably also in the npor^irTtK6t).
This side of his doctrine was as it seems systematized from the stand-
point of the latest stage of Platonism by Xenokrates in particular.

It may be merely accident that we do not hear very reliably of any-
thing indicating an ascetic tendency or an " other-worldly ” effort

after emanicipation of the soul in connexion with Xenokrates.
Krantor (in his much-read book vtpl trirBovt) was already capable
of employing the Platonic doctrine of the soul and the imaginative
fancies that could be attached to it simply as a literary adornment.
And before him bis teacher Polemon betrays a turning aside from the
true Platonic mysticism. With Arkesilaos the last vestige of this

whole type of thought disappears completely.
* Totr iXtvBipots ^tciirra iftortw S rt irvx* nottiv, aAAo wiirra Ij ra

nXtlara riraicrai, .\rist., Mela. 1075a, 19 (tn maxima fortuna minima
licentia est. Sail., C. 51, 13). Freedom in this sense indeed was a thing

of the past.
* Not that such hopes or fears were entirely absent. The

reader will remember the case of Kleombrotos of Ambrakia (Call.,

Ep. 25), who by reading the Phatdo of Plato (and completely mis-

understanding the meaning of the prophet, as not unfrequently

happens) was led to seek an immediate entrance into the life of the
other world by a violent break with this one— and committed suicide.

This is an isolated example of a mood to which Epiktetos bears witness

as common in his own much later time—the desire felt by many young
men of ardent temperament to escape from the distracted life of

humanity and return as quickly as possible to the universal life of

God by the destroction of their own individual existence : Epict.

1, 9. II fil. But in the earlier period such violent manifestations of

other-worldly fanaticism were of rare occurrence. Hedonism was
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capable of leading to the same result as we may see from the
‘AiroitapT€piov of Hegesias the C3^enaic, called 6 irttaiBavaros. whom
Cicero mentions together with this same Kleombrotos : TD. i, 83-4.

* TO o(u/td fftor Tijt ivtKtv (ydyorct), as d -npiiov t^s itplattos

!vtKa—and not vice versa : PA. I, 5, 645b, 19.
* The ^wx’5 is related to the body as Stpn is to the eye, i.e. as the

effective power residing in the Spyavov (not like Spaois, the individual
act of vision). It is the vpiortf cWcAdx«<> of its body de An. ii, 1,

412a, 27. There is no aivdtoit of and ^vxi) : they are simply
" together ” like the wax and the ball formed out of the wax : Top.
151a. 20 ff. : GA. 729b, 9 B. : de An. 412b, 7.

* antXBovaijS yow (ryr <!'*'XVf) ovKeri Itpov iariv, oiSi riav poplant

odS^r TO avrd Acfmrot, nXi/v T<p ox^pari povov xaSdirep rd pvBtvoptva
XiBmioBai, PA. 641a, 18.

^ Meta, 1028a, 5 : vtpl tylas 6tu>pTjaai rov ^voikov, ooij pt)

avti) T-^t wA^r iariv.—ovhi yap naaa ^vxh dAAd ti popiov avrij^,

PA. 641b, 9. The subject of to xextoptopivov of the soul is studied
by d wpojTor ^Xiao^t : de An. 403b, 16.

* Adyco hi voCv, iji 8iovo*It<u koI v»oAa;i^di><i i) de An. 429a, 23.
* The vofit and its BtiapuTiKij Svvapts ioixt yivor irtpov flvai

Kol toCto ;idvov dvS<x<T<u Kofldircp to dfStov tou i^BaproC,

TO hi Aottrd p6pia t^j ijiuxv^ e"* *<rrt X“'P‘<”’“ ktA., de An. 413b, 25.

There can be no doubt that Aristotle’s opinion was that roOr

was uncreated and existed without beginning from eternity : see

Zeller, SUtb. Berl. Ak. 1882, p. 1033 ff.

>1 BipaBtv iirtiaipxerat into the man as he is being made, GA. 736b,
28 ; cf. d BvpaBtv vovs, 744b, 21.

*• vaCs is d>radiff, dptyijt, od pipiicrai rip otipart—it has no physical
opyavov, de An. iii, 4. ot/S^K airoB {rov >>00) r§ ivepyeltf. Kotvwvet

acupanicij ivipytio, GA. 736b, 28.
** piptov rrjs <k^xv^< de An. 429a, 10 ff. ^vxv oix oAi), oAA’ 17

Fonrtxd, 429a, 28. ij ^UX^ • • hV n&oa oAA’ d kovs, Mela. 1070a, 26.
** The iipov a pxKpit Koapot, Pays. 252b, 26.
’* ToCr, Btiortpov TI KOI artaBis, de An. 408b, 29.—rov voCv fleto»

efToi povov, GA. 736b, 28 (737a. 10). the Btlov Sv ttrt tcSt ir vph
TO dfidTaTOF, EN. 1177a, 15. vovs is to ovyytviararov to the gods,

1179a, 26.—TO dvBpwnaiv yivos ^ povov ptriy^^ rov Btlov rdtv ^plv
yvuiplpwv l<p<uv ff pdXiara wdvrwv, P.4 . 656a, 7.

*• tpyov rov Btiordrov to fo«Iv icai ^povttv, PA. 686a, 28.
»» Mela. A 7, 9.
•• £1V. 1178b, 7-22; Cnef. 292b, 4 ff.

*• So too iirueaXvwrtrai d vovs ivlort vdBti S vdaat i virvoi, de An.
429a, 7.

•* diyyoFfiv is the term often applied to the acti\’ity of v<^, i.e. a
simple and indivisible act of apperceiving the dovrScra. This act not
being composite (of subject and predicate), like judgment, leaves no
room for error: the act simply occurs or does not occur—dAi;6er
or ^tChos does not enter into the question with it. Meta. 1051b,
16-26 (diwiv, 24-5), 1027b, 21.

'* rd dXrfBrj xal np&ra nal aptaa tcai yvtoptptirtpa nai wpdrtpa nat
atria roO avpntpdaparos. An, Po. i, 2, This dpioaiv imav^ptf
dvanihtiieros (72b, 19) belong to voCr. There is only a rods—not an
imarijpri (as being a !(ts SnoSeticnKif, £A'. 1139b, 31 )—t«uk apyaiv,

r^s dpx^s ToO imorifroC, EN. vi, 6. Thus also vovr is imarfjprfs dpxij.

An. Po, 100b, 5-17. rUv dnvi^tov Spaiv <rai vpiirutv vovs iorl ttai ou

Adyor, EN. 1143b, 1 (cf. MM. 1197a, 20 ff.).
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** ro KtS/Hov, EN. 1178a, 3, and frequently, v^s SoKtt dpxtty ital

1177a, 14. It rules esp. over Spt(is (as ^ ‘lo*® ®ver
the odipa), Pol. 1254b, 5 (cf. EN. 1102b, 29 fi.).

“ A man is called iytepari^ or dirpari^r, Kpartlv riv voCv ^ /ii{
*

<ur roin-ou fKd<rrov dvros, EN. 1 168b, 35. S' av «rat tlvot CKaoroc
rovTO (rovr), 1178a, 2. a»Bpan<p {KpdrioroP iraS iJSiirrov) d Kurd
Tov votv pios. fltnp roGrn pdXiora ivBptowoi (here only in SO far as the
posses-sioD of voSs distinguishes men in general from the other I4>a),

inSa, 6.
** Cicero malces a distinction of this kind between ratio and animus.

Off. i, 107 (after Panaetius) ; intellcgendum est, duabiis quasi nos
a natura indutos esse personis

;
quarum una communis est ex eo quod

omnes participes sumus rationis . . . ; altera autem quae proprie
sini^lis est tributa.

** dvavra rd y(vdf4rva Kai dBupofuva ^aiverai. Cast. 279b, 20.
TO yced^evoe dvdyKi) rdAor Xafitir, Ph. 203b, 8. But dnav ri d<l Sr
avXdn i^Ba^ov. opoims Si ttai iydvi)Toy, Gael. 2Slh,2S. it ri ayirijTor

Sd^apTor Kot TO adBaprov dydeipov dedytri} xat to " dfSiOi' ” iKardptp

uiroAouSctv, Koi «It» Ti ayivr)Tov, dtStov, <tT« Ti a^Bctprov, itSio* tcrX,

Carl. 282a, 31 fi. Thus too voCr (deadi^r) as uncreated is everlasting
and imperishable (see Zeller, SiUb. B. Ak. 1882, p. 1044 f.). It belongs to
the imperishable aiaiai, which as such arc riptat rat Btiai, PA

.

644b, 22 fi.

*• d roSs vnopint at the separation, Meht. 1070a, 25-6. More
strictly this applies to the root dwaBi^ (woityrtKos). While the roBt

«adi;rird{ (whose relation to the ro6s voiitrirdr remains most obscure)
IS diapTOf.we hear of the root votirnrdr that it is xo>pioBiis pdror roCro
Strip tori, rat tovto pSror aBararor rat dfSioi', de An. 430a, 10-25.

ds An. 408b, 18 fl. ; i«Ct ou ^Bilpirat, nor wed T^t ir Tip yijp?

dpavpiipiiuts . . . rS roiiv rat to Bimpilr papaivirai (in old age)

oAAou Ttrot law ^Bttpopivav {} nothing perishes within to ro«I»—read
iv ip as in 1. 23 and understand : iXXov rtrof ir f rS roiir >=> d raCs,

iyioTt, i.e. the whole living man), ovto Si dnaBi't ioriy (just as raffs

is always iyaXXoiwTor, even its yoiiois is no rtVnoir, and the A^ipic

T^s itnar^ptis makes no dXXoiwais lor it . dt .4»i. 407a, .32 ; Ph. 247a.
28 ; b, 1 fi. ; 20 fi.), rd 5« StaroTtodai (thinking and judging) rai

ffiXtiw ij ptaiir odr forti' imiyov trdBtf, dAAd roCSt raC Ixorros (rcivo,

i drdra ix*a- Sto rat roirroo ^Biipoplrov ovrt prripovivii oSri ^Act,
ov yap iKiirou Ijr, dAAd rod rotVov (that which had once been associated
with the rovt), S dwSXwXiv ' d Si rovs taws BttortpSy rt rai aitaBis

tarty. In its separate existence vovr has no memory—this at least

iS meant by od pytipoyivaptr, de An. 430a, 23, however we may be
inclined to interpret the rest of the sentence.

•• Particularly in the ECStipos C^rr. 31-40 [37-44]), probably also

in the TIporpiirrtKis.
•• For this must be the meaning of fr. 36 •• 44 (ESS.)—the Saipwv

is the soul itself ; cf. 35 [41].
** de An. 407b, 13-26 ; 414a, 19-27.—And yet it must be admitted

that the raffs of Aristotle is itself a rvxSr within another rvxSr—not
indeed as a separate entity with any qualities set in a fortuitous vessel

of perhaps diKordant qualities that do not fit it (which acc. to tlie

TJvBaySpttos pffBos was true of the in the owpa)—but at any rate

set within an animated individuM with quite definite qualities as
a stranger, itself devoid of all definite quality and therefore not capable
of having a character specially fitting that individual in which it is

placed. Thus, after all, the Aristotelian pffBos about the roCr betrays
its origin from the pffBoi of old theology.
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** It is only as an argumentum ad hominem that the view is

suggested on one occasion, that fiiXriov rtp vij) }iif (itra ow/taros cli'at

{xaSantp ftw0^ rt XiytoBai trot noXXoU awSoKti), dt An. 407b, 4,
** EN. X, 7-9.—SoK<t ^ ^Xooo^ia Bavfiaoras iJSovds Ka8api6-

Ti)rt «ai Tw ^pai<p. (dAoyoi> Si rots tlSiai twv ^ijramraiv tjSitu Ttjv

Sioyfuy^j' «Ivai, 1177a. 26. The ao^is requires no ativcpyoi (as the
oaxfipuiv and the dvSptios do), and is avrapK^oraTot in himself. The
activity of vous is the most valuable as being flc(upijTiKi| and because
Trap' avri)v ouSivor iiltrai riXout. A sufficiently long life of the
theoretic activity of i>oCs is rcAeta tvSatfiovia iv8p<ivov—indeed, this

is no longer an avBpuivtvos plot, but rather KptiTTiuv tf tear' avBpuvov—
a Stlat plot as vovt Btliv ri iv avOpmirtp ivdpxti- Therefore man must
not dvdptimva ^povtiv but 4^' Saov dvSdxtrat dSavarlitiv (be immortal
already in this life) koi ndvra noitlt/ npos ro ^ijv icord to icpdTurrov

Tcui' (V aoTw (1177b, 31 fi.). This rtXtla evSatftovla, as a ^eaipijrtir^

fWpytia, brings the thinkers near to the gods whose life does not consist
in npdrrtiv (not even virtuous) or mutv but in pure Btatpla, and this

can be so with the life of man (alone among the t^a) iaov oftolutid.

T» rrjs ToiauTijf (SttoptfriK^s) tvtpytlas vnapxn (1178b, 7-32). Nowhere
do we meet with so much as the shadow of an idea that the €vBaip.ot>la

of the BtotpririKot plot can only become rtXtla in " another '* world,
or is conceivable as existing elsewhere than in the life on earth. The
only condition for rtXtla <iiatp.ovla that is made is (lijKos piov riXtiov

{ 1 1 77b, 25)—nothing lying outside or beyond this life. The Btupririicds

plot has its complete and final development here upon earth.

—

riXtios plot is mentioned as necessary for the obtaining of tvBaipovla,
EX, 1100a, 5; 1 101a, 16. But (vSatporfa is completely confined
within the limits of earthly life : to call a dead man tvSalp,ova would
be navTtXws dronov, for he lacks the Mpytta which is the essence of
tvSaipovla—only a mere shadow of sensation can belong to the
KtKpifKOTtt (almost the Homeric conception) 1100a, 11-29; 1101a,
22-b, 9.—Since it is impossible for the individual to enjoy an un-
ending permanence and share in to a«l nal 0tiov, it follows that the
continuation of the individual after death consists only in the con-
tinuance of the flSor—not of the avro (which perishes) but only of the
ofoe avrd which persists in the .series of creatures propagated on earth :

de An. 415a, 28-b, 7 ; GA. 731a, 24-b, 1. (Borrowed from the observa-
tions of Plato, Smp. 206 C-207 A ; cf. also Eg. 721 C, 773 E ; Philo,
I near. .Mund. 8, ii, p. 495 M., after Kritolaos.) It was much easier for
Aristotle to take this conception seriously than it was for Plato with
his particular outlook ’. only for the passing requirements of his
dialogue does Plato adopt the Herakleitean view and expand it : see
above, chap, xi, n. 16.
” olfiat Si Tov ytviioKttv to Srra koI ^povttr d^<upt0ivrot plov ctAAd

xpdvov ftva.1 Ti)v dBavaalav, Plu., Is. et Os. i, fin., p. 351 E. Origen
{Cels, iii, 80, p. 359 Lorn.) draws a clear distinction between the
dBavaola T^t iliuxpt of Platonic doctrine and the Stoic (mSiaftoi'i) t^s
^vx^c on the one hand—and this Aristotelian doctrine of the to6
vov dffavaota : of ntioOIvTss ntpl toC 0vpa8tr voS cur dBavdrov (Bavdrov
Edd.) Koi /idvov (ecuvoti Edd.) Scoycuyijv (= piov) tfovros {—this is how
the passage should be read).

** Thcophrastos discussed (by the method of dnoploi fashionable
with the school) the obscurities and difficulties inherent in the doctrine
of voCs, particularly of the reduplicated uoCr, the croii^riKdr and the
naBijTtKot. True to his character, however, he adheres to the fixed

dogma of his school of the voCs xw/ni'rdr which I(w0fv cuu «rat wontp.
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iwlStros is Sn<ui ovfi^UToi with man and being ay^rvijros is also
a^$aprot: Frag. 53b, p. 226 8.; 53. p. 176 Wim. (Btotpla belongs
to raih, Biyom xal otor d^ap/i^, and is therefore without dvdri;,

fr. 12, § 26. The »o0s is Kpcirrdv rt pcpos [r-ijs Bnirtpw,
ft. 53. To the rout and its Statpia we must suppose the «rard 8iii'ap>i>

opuMuaiiu to refer—for this is the teaching of Thphr. also : Jul.,
Or. vi, p. 185 A.) Nowhere is there any indication that for him the
inunortality of rc&t had the slightest importance for this life and its

conduct. Nor has it amy in the ethical doctrine of the very theologically
inclined Eudemos. Here the aim of life—the ipur^ rlXtiot which is

KaXauiyaBia—is said to be ^ too B*du Brtapia wUch is carried on by
the rout, TO i» Btlor, 1248a. 27 ; in this process it is best ijuiara

aloBartoBat roS iXXov fi^povt rift ifiuxV’ 1249b, 22. For the sake of
TO yy<i>pi{<tv man wishes a*i, 124^ 9—but upon earth and in
the body : there is no thought of the other world. (This would have
been quite natural and to be expected of this semi-theological thinker
who, e.g. speaks quite seriously of the separability of »oC* from the
Adyoi—the iXXo pJpot r^t —in bodily life and of its higher
intaition in enlkousiasmos and veracious dreaming : 1214a, 23

;

1225a. 28 ; 1248a, 40.)—To this first generation of Peripatetics Mong
also Aristoxenos and Dikaiarchos who did not recognize any peculiar
substance of the " soul “ apart from the *' harmony " brought about
by the mixture of bodily material. Dik. ir^ptin ri/r iXifu ioBoraair
T-^t '• Atticus ap. Eus.. PE. xv, 810 A. Aristox. and Dik.
nullum omnino animum esse dixerunt Cic. TD. 1, 51 : 21 ; 41, etc.

;

Dik. (in the Ataptauol Xiyot) expressly controverted the doctrine
of immortalit)', TD. i, 77. (It remains vei^' remarkable that Dtk.
who naturally knew nothing of a uparabUis animus, TD. i, 21.
nevertheless, believed not merdy in ruantic dreams—that would be
just intelligible, igti yap nrt Xiyor, Arist., P. Nat. 462b 8.—but also
in the prophetic power of Moutnaoiiis, Cic., Div. i, 5 ; 113; Dox. 416a.
which invariably presupposes the dogma of a special substance of the
" soul ” and its separability from the body.)—Straton " the naturalist

”

(d. 270), for whom the soul is an undivided force, inseparable from the
body and the aloB'jasts, gave up completely the b^ef in the tovv

Xtapsaris of Aristotle : he cannot possibly have held any doctrine of
immortality in any form or under any limitations.—Then follows the
period of pure scholarship when the Peripatetic school almost gave up
philosophy. With the return to the study of the master's writings

(from the time of Aristonikos) they gained a new lease of life. The
proUems of the parts of the soul, the relation of ro4r to the soul (and
to the reSt waBifrutis) were discussed once more. It became more and
more common, however, to set aside the roOt BBpaBw iwttottir (cf. the
definition of the soul given by Andronikos ap. Galen «. t. rijs

iB&r. iv. 782 f.. K. : Themist., de .4». ii, 56, II ; 59. 6 Sp.). This
meant the denial of immortality (which belonged to roOt only) ; e.g. by
Bodthos; Simp., d« An. p. 247. 24 8. Hayd. [Sfd. Vet. iii, 267 Am.].
A difiment view again, and one which even went beyond Aristotle,

was held by Kratippos, the contemporary of Boetbos : Cic., Div.

i. 70 ; cf. 5 ; 1 13. Alexander of Apbrodisias the great ^fvyvi^
abs(dutely banished the ro$t eotyriK^r from the human soul. (This

is the divine voSt. which is perpetually i>oOt and voyr8v inpyel^ and
that, too. already wpi roS rotXaBat by the iXixit vaOt of man. It

enters into the latter Bdpatn—^though not locally, for it is incapaUe of

change of place, p. 113, 18 f.—with the individual act of roetr by
the uoBf uMnit, but it never becomes a ftiptor nal BBra^lt rtf r^r
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ilHtripas ^uxfjs ' Alex, de An., p. 107-9 ; p. 90 Br.). For him vovs is

Xiupitnos and d^dvaros, diraff^r, etc., whereas the human soul exactly
like the tISos of its awpa from which it is axwptoros perishes at death
together with its voOs iXt-xos, completely ; av^^dcipcrai t4» ouifiaTi,

de An., p. 21, 22 f.
; p. 90, 16 f. The individual soul thus perishes :

the imperishable i>oCs had not communicated itself to the Individual.—The indestructibility of the individual voCs of man {and this was
indubitably what Aristotle himself taught), a doctrine derived not
from experience but from pure logical inference, had in reality no
serious significance for the general teaching of the Peripatetics so long
as they preserved their independence. Finally, indeed, they too were
swallowed up in the ferment of Neoplatonism.

IfiS, ^vots, aXoyoi >I>»XV, ^‘'XV Xeyov ixovoa xal Sidi'otai', Plu.,
X'irl. Mor. 451 BC and A. Through all these and all things in which
these are

—

6 voOr, 1>.L. vii, 138 f. [ii, p. 192 Am.\
*• Our soul an inooiraopia of the ipi/ivxos Koapot, D.L. vii, 143

[li, 191 Am.j. We often find the soul of man called an a-nootraapa tow
BtoS {Aios), deta airopotpa, avoppoia (see Gataker on M. .4nt., pp. 48,

211 ; Ed. 1652)—and often even fitos (see Bonhofier, EpikUt u. d.

Stoa, p. 76 f.).

iptuortpov nvevpa xai Xeirropfptarepov . . .

Chrysipp, ap. Plu., Stoic. Hep. 41. p. 1052 F [ii, 222 Am.l. '* Nature ”

is irrtvpa that has become moist, soul the same irvtvpa which has
remained dry (Galen, iv, 783 f. K. [p. 218 Arn.]).

•• The ppi<fiof is created as a 4>'ero)r, and only afterwards becomes
a {^oK by irepiiliuiis (derivation of kence !). Chrysipp. ap. Plu.,
Stoic. Rrp. 1052 F [p. 222 Arn.]. Thus comes cV tjioxv- Plu.,

Prim. Frig, ii, p. 946 C.
** It would almost be possible to employ the semi-Stoic Icuiguage of

Philo to describe the soul as conceived by this Stoic Pantheism;
T^r Bclat ilivxfjt dtroanaapa oi Siaipcrov (rdprerat yap otlScv Tou Btiou

Kar' attapTTjmv, aXXa povov itmivtTat), Q. Del. Pol. Insid., 24, i,

p. 209 M. But in orthodox Stoic doctrine the idea prevails that the
individual diroandopaTa arc completely detached from the universal

Bftov— but at the same time without denial of ultimate connexion with
the " All " and the " One ".

*• Acc. to the older Stoical doctrine as systematired by Chrysippos
the soul is absolutely simple and unified, having sprung from the
universal Reason of God which contains no aAoyoi'. Its impulses
(oppaC) must on this view be rational just as much as its willed decisions

Ixpiaeis) : it is affected from without by ivais, which, being itself

a development of the highest reason, God, can only be good and rational.

It is quite impossible to conceive how, on the principles of the older
Stoicism, erroneous judgment or excessive and evil impulses could
arise. ^ naKias ytreait is rendered unintelligible as Poseidonios
maintains in opposition to the subtle observations of Chrysipp. on
this head (sec Schmekel, Phil. d. mittl. Stoa, p. 327 fi.).

“ dxoXovBcus rj ipuoei {ye (but our ^voeiy are pipr) toC oAou),

i.e. in harmony with the koivos lofios ooircp iorte o op6os Aoyos d Sid

n-aVTtuv ipxdpevos, 6 avros tiv tw Jic, KaBifytpdri toutoj rijs rwv oXaiv

SiotKijoecuy dm, Chrysipp. ap. D.L. vii, 87-8 [iii, 3 Am.]. This obedience
to the rational order and governance of the world—the detim sequere.

Sen., I'B. 15, 5 ; Fp. 16, 5 ; tnraBai Btolt, Epict. i, 12, 5, etc.—is

more often regarded as a passive attitude of self-abandonment adopted
consciously and with avyKardBcms : XP“ Aoiwov c/j d av B/Xrjt.

dpoyvutpovm ooi, o6t tipi ktX., Epict. ii, 16, 42. BdXt ylvtoBeu to

Ll
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yirtSfura w; yircrai, «rat (vpoi$<Ktc (this sounds very like “ make God's
mil your own will "), Ench. 8. Much the same idea occurs already
in the lines of Kleanthes ayov H /i* & Ztv xat y' 4) UtitpatfUvri ktA.

{i, 1 18 Am.]. But such " affirmation of the universe ”, understood
in the full pantheistic sense (cf. Kleanthes r4)v Koivi)» niytjy iKl4)(*T<u

^voir i Sfi aKoAovfiir, oOir/ri Si xai itrl /lipovs. D.L. vii, 88 [i,

126 Am.]), could not lead to an ethical teaching of active character
and concrete substance.

** The ao^ot is pSyos iXtJBtpof ttveu yip iktvBtpiar i(ova(a¥
airowpayla^. D.L. vii, 121. Laws and constitutions do not apply to
him : Cir., Ac. Pri. ii, 136.

** Enemies and strangers are itr/ amvSatoi to one another—voAirot
irai ^IXoi <rat otKciot ol airovSaloi ftiyov. Zeno, ir rn /loAircff, ap.
D.L. vii, 32-3 ii, 54 Am.].

** d iroa* iKaortp Salponr which one must keep in harmony npit
ToS Twv oAtuv SuHKfiTov /fevAyme. D.L. vii, 88, after Cl^sipp.

[iii. 4 Am.]. In the later Stoic literature, the only part of it which
has come down to us, wc often hear of this Saipuiv of the individual

—

sacer intra nos spiritus (Sen., Epict., M. Ant. ; sec Bonhhifer, EpikUt,
83). It is generally spoken of in language that seems to regard it as
something teparable from the man or his soul, including the ^/lonirdv

;

Zeus wiMpiarriacp i-rirpoiror ir-iorw rdr dxdffToe Salpova aroi vupiSioKt

^sAdeocir avrde avr^ rrA.. Epict. t, 14, 12. d Sal/ttar iv iitdimp
apoerdri^D jral i/ycfiora 6 Ztvt fSiuirO’, M. Ant. v, 27. dvd«r^>>ov rd
Satpoyto*, Epict. iii, 22, 53 (one can ask questions of it, as ^krates
did of his Soiftdnoy, as something other and different from oneself).

This Saipan then does not seem to be simply identifiable with the
soul ” of man like the daimon in man of which the Uirolo^ans speak.

It is conceived and spoken of in language that suggests rather the
*' protecting spirit " of a man as known to popular belief (cf. now Usener,
GtiUernamen, 294 ff.). ivayri Saipatr deSpi ovpnapiorarai *i6vt
ytropiwtp puorayuryis ToC fiiov, Menand. 550 K. (where the idea of two
daimonic partners in the life of man is already rejected ; Eukleides
Socr. had spoken of such, cf. Censor., DX. iii, 3, and in a different way
again Phocyl., fr. 15). Plato himself speaks (with a Adytrai) of the
Saipan oamp laivra (i'Ai)x<> (3nd guides the departed soul into Hades)

;

Phd. 107 D. The idea, however, must have been much older : it appears
fairly clearly expressed in Pindar’s words, O. xiii, 28 (Ztv trdup),

Saropanrof tSBtnt Saipovot otpor, where the transition to the meaning
' fate ” tor the word Saipan has not yet liecn completed. Later
(with the Tragedians and other poets) this u.se became very common,
but even then still presupposes the belief in such personal daimonic
partners in the life of man : the use would have been ouite imposiiible

otberwi.se. (Saipan wirpoi. Pi., P. v, 121 f., and already in Thgn.
161, 163. When Herakleitos says avipwvw Saipan, fr. I2I By.,
1 19 D. he uses Saipatr in the sense of fortune in life. The word means
both ^Oos and condition of life at the same time in PI., Ep. 617 E,
ovg vpSt Saipan Aijfcrai, dAA’ vptU Saipora alp^fotoBt, where the deriva-
tion of the metaphorical use of the word Saipan from a belief in a special

daimon belonging to the individual man can still be seen plainly. See
also [Lys.] Epit. (2), 78. But the metaphorical use comes as early

as 0 Im, trdpot rot Saipora Stiow =* nerpor i^’^oat.)—The personal
existence of the daimon is still far removed from all danger of such
abstraction in a very remarkable case : in Halikamassos Poseidonios

and his iicyoroi decide that on the first day of the month they will

offer Aaipon iyaBtp UoaitSairiov . . . icpidr (Gr. Int. in Br. Mut.
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iv, 1, n. 896, p. 70, I. 35. The inscr. seems to date from the third
century b.c.). Here then offering is made to the dyaffos Sa/fitav (see

above, chap, v, n. 133) of the living, just as offering was made on birth-

days, and at other times also, to the genius of Romans ; dy. 8. is here
clearly equivalent to genius. Apollo whose advice had been sought
at his oracle had expressly enjoined (ib., 1. 9) . . . Tiftay xal IXdaKeaBai
Kot dyaSov ial/iova llootiiatvlov real Fopythos (the latter. P.’s mother,
seems to have been already dead : 1. 34).—This special Salpwv attached
to individuals with whom it can be contrasted (as Brutus can be with
his talpwv Kaitds ' Plu., Brut. 36) is distinct from the individual's

though it is natural to suppose that it may have arisen from
the projection of the —conceived as very independent—outside
the man himself, in which it wonid again resemble the Roman
genius. (The daimonic ^dXaKts of Hesiod [cf. above, p. 67 ff.], belong
to quite a different range of ideas.) At any rate the Stoics had
this analogous popular conception in mind when they spoke of the
nap’ iKaoTtp Satpaiv as something different from the man himself and
his ijytpoyiKdr. They use it, however, only as a figure of speech.
The iaipmv of the individual really means for them " the original,

ideal personality as contrasted with the empirical personality*’ (as

BonhOffer very rightly puts it : Epikt. 84)—the character the man
already ts ideally but must become actually {yivoi ofos iaai . . .).

Thus the Salpatv is distinct from the (Stdrota) and yet identical

with it. It is a semi-allegorical play upon the idea of the batpwv as
individual genius and at the same time as crown or summit of the
human personality—just as Plato bad used the word already
incidentally, Tim. 90 A. Finally—for the Stoics did not seriously
wish to establish the existence of an independent protecting deity
that enters man from without and rules over him—the ^ytporiKov
is the same as the iaipatv. Thus in M. Ant. iv, 27, the haipmv is

completely identical with the dnianaapa and the (Kaorov vovt

nal Xdyos (cf. also iii, 3 fin. ; ii, 13 ; 17 ; iii, 7. roi' iavrov vovv nat
ialpova). The fact, however, that this dnoonaopa rov Bern can
be called a Saipaiv bears witness to a tendency to conceive the soul-

spirit as something independent and more cut off and separated from
the common and original source of divinity than was possible for

Stoic pantheism of the stricter sort (to which the terms andanaapa,
dndppoia toS BeoC were more apt). A decided approximation was
thus made to the theological idea of the " soul ” as an individual
daimon which persists in its separate existence. To this view
Poseidonios went over completely : he regards the individual
iaipatv that lives in man as auyyer^s wv rov oAov niopor biomwrri
(Pos. ap. Gal. v, 469), and no longer as the dependent dnoonaopa of

the latter, but as one of many independent and individually
characterized spirits that have lived from all time in the air and enter
into man at birth. (See Bonhdffer, Epikt. 79-80, and also Schmekel,
Phil. d. mitU. Stoa, 249 ff., 256.)

** d Bdvards iori giopiopis ’kvg'^s awd owparos . • • Chrysipp. ap
Nemes., NH., p. 81 Matth. ; Zeno and Cb^sipp. ap. Tert., An. 5
[ii, 219 Am.). ,

*• Everything comes into being and perishes, including the gods,

6 ii Zeis pdvos oiiids ion, Cluysipp. ap. Plu., Sto. Rep. 38, p. 1052 A ;

Comm. Not. 31, p. 1075 A ff. [ii, 309 Arn.].

—

imSiapov^ but not
dSavaoCa of the human soul [ib., 223).

KXedvBijs piv oSv ndaas (ris ^gds) imiiapiveiv (Adyci) /idxpt

T^S iKnupwoems, Xpdoinnos ii rat r&y oo^div pdrov, D.L. vii, 157.
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A statement often repeated without mention of the two authorities ;

Arius Did. ap. Eus., PE. 15, 20, 6, p. 822 A (the i/nixai rCiv i^p6viiiv

irat dAdyoii’ Cwcur perish immediately with the death of the body, C)
and others [ii, 223 Am.]. Chrysippos’ doctrine comes also in Tac.,
Agr. 46, si ut sapientibus placet non cum corpore extinguuntur magnae
animae (at tuyaXai Plu.> Def. Or. 18, p. 419 f.) ; cf. omnium
quidem animos immortalis esse sed fortium bonorumque divinos,

Cic., Leg. ii, 27, not quite accurately put.
*• The aa$trt<nif>a ^X'4 (ot'ry it itm ru>v diratSfVToji') perishes

sooner, i] laxuportpa, ola iori wtpi rovs oo^vt remains fiixP‘ ''V*
iKwvpmottot, [Plu.] Plac. Phil., 4. 7 ap. Dor. 393a.
" The predominance of the materialistic point of view is remarkable

in those Sloici who acc. to Seneca, Ep. 57, 7, cxistimant animum
hominis roa^pio pondere extriti permanerc non posse ct statim spargi,

quia non fuerit illi exitus liber (which reminds us of the popular belief

that the soul of one who has died in a high wind tvBvs iiant^vorjrat

tral dffdAuArr, PI., Phd. 70 .A, 80 D, sec above, chap. xiii. n. 5).
*• ou TO atopara rat ’fivxaf ovWx*‘ “AA* at to otitpara, uiontp

lent irdAAa koI taur^e iral Ta iierot icparti, Poseidon, ap Ach. Tat..

Jsag., p. 133 E Petav., borrowed from Anst. {de An. I, 5, 411b, 7),

but a thoroughly Stoic idea as contrasted with Epicurean doctrine
(see Heinze, XtiiokroUs, lOD f.).

“ S.E., A/, ix, 71-3. The naive but quite plain statements go back
to Poseid. as has often been pointed out (e.g. by Corssen, de Pos.
Pkod., p. 45, 1878, and others). So, too, do the similar remarks in

Cic , TD. i, 42. Poseid. does not appear to be uttering heterotlox

opinions in this ca.se, so far as we can sec.
** —tral yap oiii to; Irtarir inovo^oai kotu) itpopivat.

XtwToptpttt yap otaai tit rout arw paXXov ronovt Kov^o^opoOotv, S.E.,

Af. ix, 71. This physical reason was in itself enough to make it

impossible for the Stoics to believe in a subterranean region of the
souls : oviclr ''AtSyr, ovS' 'Axtpmv, oHi Ktoxi'rot xtA., Epict. lii,

13, 15. It is the regular Stoic doctrine ; sec Bonhdffcr, Eptkt. 56 f. ;

cf. Cic., TD. i, 36 f. ; Sen., C. ad Marc. 19, 4. When Stoics speak
occasionally of in/eri orySy; as the abode of the souls, they are only
using metaphorical language. When the word is not a mere con-
ventionalism, they mean the regions nearer the earth, the cloud regions

and lower levels of the air, d vaxupeptorarot xai npoaytidrarot a^p
(Com., ND. 5, p. 4, 17 L; other cxx. in Heinze, Xenohr. 147, 2).

Here the "unwise” souls (the moister, less buoyant ones) arc supposed
to remain after death (circa lerram as Tert., An. 54 says, alluding to

Stoic doctrine—and this is obviously where the in/eri mentioned at
the end of the same chapter are situated). This (dii^tinguishcd

from the higher regions of the air) = uiijt, must have been tvhat Zeno
referred to when he spoke of the hca Irnebrosa where the souls of the
unwise have to expiate their folly (quoted and varied by l^ct., Jnst. 7,

7, 1.3, in a Platonic sense fi, 40 Arn.}).
»• Abode of the souls in the air : S. E., M. ix, 73 ; Cic., TD. i, 42-3,

both probably after Poseid. Cf. sapientum animas in supernis
mansionibus ^locant (Stoici), Tert., An. ,54. Generally: t/s t6v

iipa ptBlaraaOm said of the departed souls, M. Ant. iv, 21. iv rip

rttpUxarrt . . . itapirttr rii rmr iiro9av6yrwv ifivxdtt Ar. Did. ap. Eus.,

PE. XV, 822 A [ii, 225 Am.]. (Gradual ascent to ever higher regions.

Sen., C. ad Marc. 25, I—hardly orthodox Stoic doctrine).—The con-

ception may possibly belong to the older Stoicism, and may underlie
the opinion of Chrysipp. : e^atpotiitit—as fiery ptriwpa—rit ipvxit
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fuTa Bdvarov yivtaBai, ap. Eust., II. 1288, 10 f. [224 Am.]. Poseid.
seems to have work^ it out further, probably making use also of
Pythagorean and Platonic fancies to which he was distinctly inclined.

The Pythagoreans had fancies about the souls hovering in the air

(see above, chap, xi, n. 35), of the sun and moon as places where the
souls lived (chap, x, n. 76). Acc. to Poseid. the souls inhabit riv
Vito aiXIfvifv rdnov (S.E., M. ix, 73) as suitable for divine but not
perfect creatures. It is the souls who are meant when people speak
of Sa.Vowf (S.E. § 74), or ijpwcf (Stoic in this use D.L. vi. 151 [ii,

320 Am.]) ; cf. heroes et lares et genii, Varro using Stoic language
(ap. Aug., CD. vii, 6, p. 282, 14 Domb.). The whole air is full of
them : Pos. ap. Cic., Div. i, 64. Something very similar given as
Pythag. doctrine by Alex. Polyh. ap. D.L viii, 32 ; see above, chap, xi,

n. 35. But Poseidonios (esp. if he is really the source of the Ciceronian
Somn. Scip.) seems to have emulated more particularly the imaginative
efforts of Herakleides Pont, and his story of Empedotimos’ vision (see

above, chap, ix, n. 111). Hcrakl. contributed largely to popularizing
the idea that the souls inhabit the air and giving it shape : the
interest with which his fancies were studied is shown by the quotations
from his book so common from Varro down to Proclus and Damascius.
He must have been led to make the souls, on being freed from the
body, float upwards (and occupy the stars or the moon—which are
inhabitable heavenly bodies : Dox. 343, 7 ff. ; 356a, 10) by the view

—

just as the Stoics after him were—that the soul is an aiWptor ow/ta
(Philop.)— ^wTortSijr, a lumen, Tert., An. 9. In this he is following

an idea that had been common in the fifth century (held by
Xenophanes. Epicharmos, Eurip. ; see above, p. 436 ff.), and had
even attained popular vogue. This idea from the very first led

to the conclusion that the soul, when ready for it, enters «is tov
ofioiov ai'Blpa and ascends to the upper regions (of the aether),

Herakleides carried this idea further and embellished it with philo-

sophical and astronomical fancies. (On another occasion he seems
to have denied substance and consistency to individual '* souls ”

:

Plu., Mor. v, p. 699 Wytt.—a view to which his doctrine of the
oyxoi might easily have led him.) Poseidonios then took up this
idea of Herakl. In this way, or at least not uninfluenced by this semi-
philosophical literature, the belief in the abode of the " souls *' in the
aether attained the popularity that grave inscriptions witness for it

(see below, ch. xiv, 2, n. 135).
“ Cicero, following Poseid., imagines a blissful observation of the

earth and the stars by the souls in the air : TD. i, 44-7 (cf. Sen.,

C. ad Marc. 25, 1-2) ; and similarly in Somn. Sci. ; in both cases

the idea certainly comes from Herald. Pont.
** anoairaofia roC 8*ov [i, 36 Am.].
•• A frequently repeated Stoic dogma (stated with particular fullness

by Senec., Ep. 93) : see Gataker on M. Ant. (iii. 7), p. 108-9. The
happiness of the (Stoic) wise man does not require h^kos jSi'ou rtXeiov

as Aristot. had maintained (see above, n. 32). In this point Stoic

and Epicurean doctrine fully agreed ; magni artifieis est clusisse

totum in exiguo ; tantum sapienti sua, qu.antum deo omnis aetas

patet (Sen., Ep. 53, II, and see below, n. 92).

Acc. to Panaitios there are duo genera in the soul which he calls

inflammata anima (Cic., TD. i, 42). It is at any rate very probable
that Panaitios (and Boethos—roughly contemporary with Pan.

;

see Comparetti, Ind. Stoic., p. 78 f.—acc. to Macr., in S. Scip. 1, 14,

20) regarded the soul as compounded of two elements, aer et ignis, not
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as a siagle and ancomponnded h$tpit.o* as the older Stoa had
taught (see Schinekel, Philos, d. mitU. Sloa, 324 f.).

** and *P' Nemes., NH., p. 212 Matth. This
clearly shows a tendency to a psychdogicaJ dualism ; Zeller, Stoics

and Epicurenns, p. 542 f. What further suggestions were made by
Fan. about the division of the soul remains very problematical. The
only more precise statement is Cicero’s, TD. i, 80 (speaking of
Fan.), aegritudines iras libidinesque semotas a mente et disclusas

putat.
*' Panaidos denied not merely the immortally but even the Sta/ioyif

of the soul after death ; Cic., TD. i, 78-9. Two reasons are there
given ; everything that has come into being (like the soul of man at
birth) must also perish—the Aristotelian principle : see above, n. 25 ;

what can feel pain (as the soul does) must become diseased and what
is diseased must eventually perish. (Here the distruction of the soul
from its own inward decay is asserted—not from the effect of external
force at the world conflagration, the periodic occurrence of which Pan.
at least called in question.) Acc. to Schmekel (mit/l. Stoa, p. 309)
it follows from Cic., TD. i, 42, that Panaitios also added a third
argument : that the soul being composite must suffer the dissolution

of its parts in death which change into other elements. This does
not indeed at all follow from the passage, but such a view would
almost have been inevitable with Panaitios* doctrine of the soul
and had already been suggested by Kameades in bis polemic against
the indestructibility of the di>ine and of every {(yor—an argument
to which Pan. on the whole yielded.

•• Posddonios distinguished in the human soul not three parts
but three Stn>d/M<s /uas oialas itc rijr Kophlat 6pito>iiirris (Gal. v, 51.5),

namely, the ^atonic three, the koyteroroK, Svpatthis, ini0vpijTiK6y

(Gal. v, 476). The last two are the ivydfuis dhoyot (thy only give
daoToofai the itpecial forms taken by their impulses ; Gal. v, 474,
399). The wafly are not judgments nor the consequences of judg*
ment but the motions (Mv^artr) of these hwaptis aAoyot (Gal. v, 429 ;

cf. 378). In this way ^one is it pebble to understwd bow passion
or wrong-doing can arise in roan ; it is because soul is not (as Chrysipp.
bad taught) pure reasoning power (cf. also Gal. iv, 820). There exists

then in man an dAoyor <rai KaxiStu/toy xai d0€oy in addition to the
iai(u»y ovyyey^s rev okay Koopov SunkoOvti ; Gal. v, 469 f. How,
indeed, this is pt^ble when the soul is a single oiala and in its nature
nothing but divine antOpa it is difl&cult to say.—Pos. too was quite
ignorant of an evil prineijrie in the world, not the divine or contrary
to the divine principle. The ethical teaching of Stoicism had always
contained a dualism which is here transferred to the physical doctrine
where it was originally unknown. From the time of Pos. there is

an ever growing tendency to emphasize the contrast (which was,
however, always familiar to the older Stoics as well) between '• soul

”

and *'b^y”, the inutilis caro ac fluida, Pos. ap. Sen., Ep. 92, 10.

In view of this contrast the
"
soul ” too is no longer said to come into

being with the body or with the physical conception of the individual
(cf. yryoyirat ri/y ^gi^v «ral furaytyaordpay ttvat [roC otiparot), Chrysipp.
ap. Plu., .Sto. Pep. 1053 D [ii, 222 Am.]), but rather to have been
living before that, in the separate life of the divine. It is no-
where expressly or authoritatively stated that Poteidonios held the
*' pre-existence ” of the " soul ” ; but that view has been rightly

attributed to him, fitting in as it does with his other ideas, and because
it is often introduced and taken for granted in those passages where
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Cicero or Seneca are following Pos. {see Corssen, de Pos. Rhod., p. 25 ff.

But we may not read the doctrine of pre-existence into S.E., M. ix,

71, as Heinze, Xenok. 134, 2, does). If the soul-Sai/ioii' was in
existence before its incarnation it can presumably only enter the body
with the conception of the individual life BvpaBtv, tractus extrinsecus

as Cic. puts it, Div. ii, 1 19 ; a passage obviously related (as Bonhdffer,
Epiht. 79 remarks) to the statement in Div. i, 64, where he is speaking
of the immorUtles animi of which the air is full—and there Pos. is

mentioned by name as the authority. From its pre-existent life in
the air the ' soul ’’ enters into man. The multitude of individual
bodiless souls—not only the one impersonal soul -substance of the world
—were thus living before their cVacofiarwot;, and the Stoic pantheism
thus turns into a rather questionable *' pandaemonism ”. On the
other hand, Poseidonios in opposition to his teacher, Panaitios, adheres
to the diK'trine of the periodic extinction of all life in the one Soul of

the World, the original Fire ; cf. Dox. 388a, 18 ; b, 19. Holding
this view he cannot very well have put the origin of each of the
individual soul-daiinoncs before the beginning of the particular world-
periixl in which they live. Nor can the .survival of the souls after their

separation from the body be prolonged beyond the next iKirvpmots
(which makes Cicero’s immortales animi inexact : Dtv. i, 64, after

Pos.). Thus, although the surt'ival which Panaitios had denied is

reaffirmed it docs not go beyond the qualified doctrine of immortality
which the older Stoics had held. At the same time Pos. could hold,

with Chrysipp. and other Stoics, that there was a ircptoStxi)

iraAiyy«»»o/a (M. .\nt. xi, 1) after the world-conflagration and even
that each individual man of the previous world-period would be restored

again in precisely the same place (Chrysipp. ap. Lact., Inst. 7, 23, 3,

etc. ;
ii, 189 Am. ; cf. the Orphico-Pi^hagorean fantasy : above,

chap. X, n. 47). But this would not amount to an aSoraoio for the
individual : the individual life has been interrupted and is separated
from its aitoKaTaaraois by a long interval of time.—There is no
satisfactory reason for assigning to Pc«. the belief in a series of

pfTfxouifiaTiuoeis of the soul—as Heinze does, Xen. 132 fi.—though
such an idea would not have been hard to arrive at, even while holding
fast to the doctrine of the final iKirvpuiois. But the dubious
accounts given by many Sofoypadoi of Stoic teaching on the question
of the /leToyyio/ioj ijivxutv need not necessarily refer to Poseidonios :

nor are we bound to draw this conclusion because they reappear in

Plutarch. Plu. docs indeed here and there follow Poseidonios, but he
never hesitate.s to add Platonic ideas or fancies of his own invention,
a fact which makes it most risky to attempt to fix an exact source for

anv particular detail in his variegated mosaic.
Schmekel iPhil, d. miitl. Stoa, 1892) maintains convincingly that

Panaitios was led to his view of the nature and fate of the soul chiefly

by the polemic of Kameades against the dogmatic philosophers and
particularly the Stoics. It is less certain that Poseidonios and his

heterodox views are influenced by respect for Kameades. It is

certain, however, that Pos. differs from Chrysipp., and still more
from Panaitios. There is thus an indirect connexion between him and
Kameades, to whose criticisms Panaitios had in the most essential

points given way.
*' That Pos. is being used in the first book of Tusc. Disp. is admitted

on all bands (as to the extent of that use conjecture may indeed be
various). It is at least very possible in the case of Somn. Scip. (see

Corssen, Pos. 40 fl.).—The attraction of such theories of immortality
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remained an aesthetic one with Cicero (and probably among all the
cultured of his age and social circle). Where he is not speaking
rhetorically or in pursuance of a literary pose—in his letters esp.

—

he shows no trace of the conviction that he defends at other times
with so much ardour (see Boissier, Rel. rom, d'Aug. aux Ant. i, 58 f.).

•• oil Kara va/>arafii>, dAAd ^tXoytofiivoit nai ot/xvaif though
not always quite drpay^Swr (M. Ant. xi, 3).

Julius Kanus when condemned to death by Gains only attempts
to enquire whether there is any truth in the belief in immortality :

Sen., Tr. An. 14, 8-9. De natura animae et dissociatione spiritus

corporisque inquirebat Thrasea Paetus, before his execution, with
his instructor Demetrius the Cynic; Tac., A. xvi, 34. They have
no firm conwtion in these matters that might serve to explain or
account for their heroism (Cato reads the Phaedo before bis suicide

:

Plu., Cat. mix, 68. 70),
“ nos quoque felices animae et aetema sortitae saj's the soul of

her father to Marcia ; Sen.. C. ad Marc. 26, 7. in antiqua elementa
vertemur at the iKiripwan.

•• Sen., Ep. 88. 34.
•’ bfUum somnium. Sen., Ep. 102, 2.
*• Where Seneca ^mits more positive conceptions of a life after

death he never goes beyond a fortasse, .si modo vera sapientium fama
est (Ep. 63, 16) ; a deliberate concession to the consensus hominum
(Ep. 117, 6) or the opiniones magnonim Nnrorum rem gratissimam
promittentium magis quam probantium (Ep. 102, 3). Following the
conventional style of consolatory discourses he gives such expressions
a more vivid turn in the Consolattones : e.g. .Marc. 25, 1 ff. ; Helv.

11, 7 ; Polyb. 9, 8. But even there the idea of personal immortality
hardly seems to be taken seriously. In the same pieces death is com-
mended simply as putting an end to all pain, and. in fact, to all

sensation : Marc. 19, 4-5. In death we become again as we were
before being bom, Marc. 19, 5; cf. Ep. 54, 4, mors cst non esse, id

quale sit iara scio. hoc erit post me quinl ante me fuit ; and Ep. 77,
II, noneris; nec fuisti. So that whether death is a Jims or a franstfus,

(iVoti. 6, 6 ; Ep. 65, 24), it is equally welcome to the wise man who
has made the most of his life, however short it may ha\c been.
WTicther he goes then to the gods or whether on the other hand nothing
is left of the mortal creature after death aeque magnum animum
habebit (Ep. 93, 10) ; cf. nunquam magis divinum cst (pectus
humanum) quam ubi mortalitatem suam cogitat, et scit in hoc
natum hominem ut vita defungeretur cet., (£>. 120, 14) ; tpsum
perire non est magnum, aniroa in expedito cst habenda (QN. 6. 32, 5) ;

to be ready is everything.—Of the old Stoic dogmas the only one that
seems to remain certain for Seneca is that of waAiyycrraia at the new
creation of the world, Ep. 36, 10-11; mors intermittit vitam, non
eripit ; venit iterum qui nos in lucem reponat dies

;
but that is not

in any way a consolation ; multi recusarent nisi oblitos rcduceret.
Consciousness ceases with the coming of death in this world-period.

** It is very rarely that the utterances of the Emperor on the subject
of what happens after death resemble those of a convinced Stoic of
the old school. The souls arc ail parts of the one votpa >l>ux^ of the
world which though extended over so many individual souls yet
remains a unity (ix, 8 ; xii, 30). After death the individual soul will

survive for a period in the air until it is merged into the universal
soul tU rir rwr Skatr anepfiannir Aoyov (iv, 21). This implies
the survival of the personal self for an undefined period, but it is
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not a fixed conviction of M. Ant. As a rule he allows the choice
between a^iais ij fifrdoTaots, i.e. immediate extinction and merging
of the individual soul (Panait.) or its removal into a temporary abode
of the souls in the air {of eJj riv aipa fuBiarapitvai ilivxai, iv, 21 ;

cf.

v, 53). Or else the choice is between a^ots, neTaoraaii (both in agree-

ment with the Stoic doctrine of the ivtums of the soul) or oKtiaoitSs of
the soul-elements, in case the atomists arc right (vii, 32 ; viii, 25 ;

vi, 24)—a dilemma which really comes down to oKcSao/i.os or ufidois

(= Xri^Bijvai */s TOW tou leda/iov airtpiiariKovs Ao'yow) ; and furdoraoir
falls out. This is probably the meaning also of x, 7 ; ijrai aK<iaap.di
oTo»x**<ui' ^ rpoTf^ (in which to nv€VfiaTiKdv disappears ciy ri dcptuSec)

and TpoffTf only of the last wfvpaTiKov that man preserves in himself ;

for here (at the end of the chapter) the identity of the individual soul
with Itself is given up in the Herakleitean manner (see above,

p. 370). Sometimes the choice is presented between dvaioB-qala or
frtpot plot after death (iii, 3) or alaBifon ir€pnia in an dAAotov Cvov
(viii, 58). This is no allusion to metempsychosis (in which the envelope
into which the soul goes is another but its olaBtfon does not become
Irtpola) : it means the turning of the soul-pneumn, exhaled in death,
to new forms of life united to the previous forms by no identity of
soul-personality. In this ca.se we can indeed say row oi navai]

:

but there can be no idea of the survival of the personal ego. ^ twv
iXtjDv duels exchanges and redistributes its elements ; all things are
changing (viii, 6; ix, 28). The limperor never seriously thinks of
the survival of personality ; he seeks rather to inquire why things
are as they are

;
but he never doubts that as a matter of fact even

the noblest of mankind must also " go out ” completely with death
(xii, 5). Everything changes and one thing perishes to make way
for anotlier (xii, 21) ; and .so each man must say to himself /trr* oil

iroAtl otlS<ir ou&afiov ia^ (xii, 21 ; viii, 5). The wise man will say it

with c,almncss : his soul is croipoy cdu dvoXvBrjvai Stjj roC ocu/ioror

. . . xi, 3. Living among men to whom his way of thought is strange
(/y <rvpfti<io€o>t) he sighs at times BSrrov fXBots, dS

Bayart . . . ix, 3 ; cf. TSonhbfIer, Epikt. u. d. Stoa, 59 ff,

I shall die without resisting God «(Scur on to yevdpevov xat
^Bapijyai Sti. oi ydp tlpt ntu>y dAA’ ivBpojitos, ptpos ruiy irdyrwv uts

dipa iipipai • tyorrjyai pt Sti lir ri)y dapav xai itaptXBtiv cur copov,

Epictet. ii, 5, 13. The present must make way for the future lu’

^ crcpcoSor dyvTjTat toC Koopov, ii, 17-18 ; iv, I, 106. Death brings
with it not complete destruction, ovk dir<uA«av, but rdiu irpordpcuv tfs

(Tcpa pera/SoAdr, iii, 24, 91-4. But the personality of the now living
individual does incieed perish completely in death.—Cf, Bonhdffcr,
Epiktel, 65 f. ; cf. also the same author's Ethxk des EpikUi, p. 26 fif.,

52 (1894).
Cornutiis ap. Stob., Eel. i, 383, 24-384, 2 VV.

The ^ owpa (the only da<iparov is empty space which is

merely a passage way for the otopara), D.L, x, 67 [p. 21 Us.]. It is

a outpa Xtnroptpds, nap’ SXov to aBpoiapa (i.e. of atoms to a body)
naptonappivoy, npootp^pdorarov ii nxtdpan Btppov nua Kpaair
txoyri, D.L. X, 63. Cf. Lucr. iii, 126 ff. ; more precise is iii, 231-46.
It is the aBpoiapa which ri/v oreydCri, D.L. x, 64. vas quasi
constitit eius, Lucr. iii, 440, 555.
« Lucr. iii, 94 ff., 117 ff.

’* The dAoyou S dy no Aoiwcu irapdonaprat oiipari, to Si XoyiKd*
dv tiS fliipan, Sch. D.L. x, 67 (p. 21 Us.), fr. 312, 313 Us. anima
and animus, Lucr. iii, 136 ff. The anima, though it is diminished
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when the man loses his limbs (in which it inheres), yet allows him to
remain alive. The aNtmus, however, vitai claustra coercens, must
not be diminished otherwise the anima esca^ as well and the man
dies : Lncr. iii, 396 fl. The animus with its perceptions is more
independent of anima and corpus than the}' are of it : I.ucr. iii, 145 fi.

« Lucr. iii, 421-4.
»• Lncr. iii. 445 fl.

” The soul Statimf/WTor, ^uonirov roB SXov uBpoiofiaros and cannot
retain any ofir^yatr apart from its aBpoiona, D L. x, 65-6. The
winds disperse it : Lucr. iii, 506 fl. xavyoO Hxytr oKHvarat, Epicur.
Jr. 337. ceu fumits, Lucr. iii. 446-583.

’• radicitus c vita se toUit et eicit, Lucr. iii, 877.
*» Lucr. iii, 854-60

;
847-53.

•• oiSi raP^s ^pomtir (to» aopor) fr. 578. Cf. Lucr. iii, 870 fl.

The way in which the body, deserted by its soul, is buried or disposed
of is of no consequence: Phld.. Mart., p. 41-2 Mekl.

« p.L. X, 124-5.
•* d Bdrarot odSir wpos ^pas, to yap tia\uBir ayatoBijTtt, to 84

imuoBifToi-r ov84r npis ^pit. Ep., Sent, li ; D.L. x, 139 (p. 71 Us.).

Frequently repeated : see Usen., p. 391 f.

** dolor and morbus, leti fabricator uterque, affect the soul too,

Lucr. iii, 459 fl., 470 fl., 484 fl. Nothing that can l)c broken up into
parts can be eternal ; 640 fl., 667 fl. The chief argument

:
quod

cum corpore nascitur, cum corpore intcreat necesse est, Ep., fr. 336.
(They are identical in part with the arguments which Karneades
directed against the theory of the eternity and indestructibility

of the highest God. Karn. must have got them from
Epicurus.)
“ Cf, Ep., Sent, xi, p. 73 f. Us.
•* To be able to see ptjhir wpot ^pas etrai Tor Bdrarov, durdAovoror

nont ri rijs ivVt Briirdr, oix awetpor •nporiBttea ypovov dAAd rdr ryr
dBaraalas aieXapdr-j ndBor. D.L. X. 123; cf. Mctrod. (?), ed. KOrte,
p. .588, col. xvi.

** ytyevaptr aua(. Sir 84 ovk tom ytrioBat ktA. hence carpe diem I

Jr. 204 ; see also fr. 490-4. Metrod. fr. 53 K.
" D.L. x, 81.
** Against the fear of torment and punishment in the underworld :

fr. 340-1 , cf. Lucr. iii, 1011 fl. (torments .such as those fabled of
Hades exist in this world ; iii, 978 fl.). Cf. the letter of the Epicurean
Diogenes, RJi. Mas. 47, 428 . . . dofieBpai yap ovhir (sc. rdr Bavaror)

iti rout Tirvoig xal rois TarrdXous oSf draypdpouoir dr "AiSov nrds,

od84 ppirra ryr pvSiiair {piiStfOur the Stone) jrrA.

** metus ille foras pineceps Achenintis agendus, funditus humanam
qui vitam turbat ab imo, omnia suflundens mortis nigrore neque
ullam esse v<8uptatero liquidam puramque reliquit, Lucr. iii, 37 fl.

•• D.L. X, 128. ridiculum est curreie ad mortem taedio vitae,

/r. 496.

rtdrratr filos ptXXriopJp napaudXXvrai . , . fr. 204.
** Negat Epicurus ne diuturnitatem quidera tempons ad beate

s'ivendum aliquid afferre, nec minorem voluptatem percipi in brevitate

teroporis quam si sit ilia sempiterna, Cic., Fin. ii, 87 ; cf. Ep.. Sent.

xix (p. 75 Us.), ggdror oi ror p’^narar dAAd rir rfStoror xapn/ferai

(d : D.L. x. 126.—quae mida nos subigit vital tanta cupido,
Lucr. iii, 1077. eadera sunt omnia temper, 945.
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“
1} 8nlmta . . . Tov wovTiAij filop vaptOK€iaofy neat ovSev ?ri toC

lifrt^pou npoef8«i)6i). Sent, xx (p. 75 Us.).
** o^K {art ^vaiKij Koivoivia rots AoytKOit >rp8f dAA^Aov;.—sibi

guemque consuUre, fr. 523. Aloofness from rats rwv nXriBuiv apxais
frr. 554, 552, 9.

•* ol rd/iot oo^wv Kttrrai, oix ovm altKtoaiV, oAA'

iirms pi) d8i<foivTOi, fr. 530.
•' (tUK^n 8<t e<^ttv rois "'BXXriras, 008' rnl oo^i^ ort^ivmr irafi'

avTots ruyxavtiy . . , Metrod. /r. 41.



CHAPTER XIV

PART II

Popular Belief

Philosophic teaching and the philosophic outlook were
at this time by no means confined exclusively to the narrow
circles dominated by particular schools. Never more widely

or more effectively than in this Hellenistic period did

philosophy in one shape or another provide the basis and
common medium of a culture that no one of moderate wealth

and leisure would willingly be without. Such ideas as educated

people of the time generally possessed, dealing in a more
connected and definite form with the things of this life and
existence that lie beyond the scope of immediate perception,

were all drawn from the teaching of philosophy. To a certain

extent this is true also of the current views as to the nature

and destiny of the soul. But in the region of the unknowable
philosophy can never entirely replace or suppress the natural

—the irrational beliefs—of mankind. Such beliefs were in

their natural element in dealing with such subjects. They
influenced even the philosophically enlightened and their

authority was supreme with the many who in every age are

incapable of understanding the disinterested search for

knowledge. Even in this supreme period of universal

philosophic culture, popular beliefs about the soul still

remained in force, unmodified by the speculations or the

exhortations of philosophers.

They had their roots—these beliefs—not in any form of

speculative thought but in the practice of the Cult of Souls :

and that Cult, as it has been described * for an earlier stage

of Greek life, still went on unaltered and with undiminished

vigour. This may be asserted with confidence, though

we can produce no very important evidence from the literatme

of this later period. The character and content of that

literature is such that we should hardly expect to find such

ev'idence in it. But for the most part the literary evidence

from which we were able to illustrate the Cult of ^uls in an

earlier period may be taken to apply equally to the age

with which we are now dealing. Even in its final years

Lucian's pamphlet On Mourning bears express witness

to the survival of the ancient and sanctified usages in their

fullest compass. We hear again of the washing, anointing.
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and crowning of the dead, the ceremonious lying-in-state

upon the bier, the violent and extravagant lament over
the dead body, and all the traditional customs that are still

in full force. Last comes the solemn interment of the body

—

the articles of luxury burnt together with the corpse of the

dead man or buried with him in the grave—articles that had
once belonged to him and which he is supposed to enjoy even
in death—the feeding of the helpless soul of the dead with
libations of wine and bumt-offerings—the ritual fasting of

the relatives only broken, after three days, in the Banquet
of the Dead.*

Tlic dead man must not be deprived of a single one of

“the customary things”—only so can his well-being be
fully secured.® The most important of these is the solemn
interment of the body. This is carried out not only by the

family of the dead man, but in manj' cases also by the society

to which he may have belonged.® In these times when the

cities sought to make up for the loss of more serious interests

in their life by an often touching care for the immediate and
the insignificant, deserving citizens were frequently honoured
with elaborate funeral processions in which the municipality

took part ;
® the city fathers would then probably decree

that representatives should be sent to the survivors and
commissioned to express the sympathy of the city in their

lo-ss and di.stract their minds from their grief by a speech.*

The ritual act of burial, the object of so much pious zeal,

was the very reverse of the indifferent matter that philo-

sophy loved to represent it.* The sanctity of the place

where rests the dead is also a matter of great importance,

not only for the dead man himself but for the rest of the familj'

which desires to be still united in the life of the spirit world,

and .so inhabits a common burial-ground (generally outside

the citj’, \'cry rarely within," but sometimes, even yet, actually

inside the house).* The founder of a family-grave desires

the members of it to be joined together in the same grave
for at least three generations.*® Those who have a right to

be buried there take steps—religious and legal or municipal

—

against the profanation of this family tomb and sanctuary
by the burying in it of strangers or the pillaging of the vault

—

a practice that became increasingly common in the final period

of the antique world.** There are innumerable grave-

notices threatening money penalties in accordance with the

ancient law of the citj', to be paid into the public treasury

by those who violate the peace of the grave.** No less common
are the inscriptions which place the grave and its sanctity
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xinder the protection of the underworld deities, invoking
at the same time the most shocking curses—^torments and
calamities both temporal and eternal—against profaners
of the holiness of the tomb.** Especially the inhabitants
of certain districts of Asia Minor, only very superficially

Hellenized, give themselves free rein in the accumulation of

such violent execrations. In their case the dark superstitions

of ancestral and native worship of gods or spirits may
have infected the Hellenes also—it is often the Greeks who
become barbarian rather than the barbarians who are

Hellenized in the historj' of Greek relations with these

stubborn and barbarous native populations.** But even
in lands where the Greek population has maintained itself

without admixture such execrations are occasionally to be
found in graves.

As time went on and the sanctity and peace of the grave
b^an to be more and more seriously threatened, measures
of all kinds were taken for its protection. Tlie grave is no
mere chamber of corruption ; the souls of the dead dwell

there,** and therefore is it holy ; as a sanctuary it becomes
completely sanctified when it has received the last member
of the family, and is enclosed for ever.** The family so long

as it lasts continues to pay the regular Soul-Cult to its

ancestors
;
** sometimes special foundations ensure the

payment for ever *• of the ^ul-Cult of which the dead have
need.** Even those whose burial place lies far away from
the graves of their own family*® are not entirely deprived

of benevolent care and cult.

The pre-supposition of all Cult of Souls—that the dead
survive to enjoy at least a gloomy sepulchral existence in

their last resting-place—is everywhere vividly implied.

It speaks to us with archaic simplicity from those grave-

stones upon which the dead, as though still accessible to the

sounds of the human voice and able to understand the words
of the living, are addressed with the customary words of

greeting.” Sometimes the dead man himself is provided

with a similar greeting which he is supposed to address to the

passers-by “—between him, confined to his grave, and the

others who stiU walk about in the daylight a dialogue takes

place.” The dead man is not entirely cut off from the

aiffairs of the upper world. He feels an access of fresh

life when he is called by the name that he had once borne

in his life-time, and the memory of which is now preserved

only by his gravestone. His fellow-citizens call upon him
three times by name at his burial ;

•* but even in the grave
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he is capable of hearing the precious sound. On a gravestone

at Athens “ the dead man enjoins upon the members of the
actors’ guild to which he had belong^ to call upon his name
in chorus whenever they pass by his grave, and to gladden

him with the sound of hand-clapping, to which he had been
accustomed in life. At other times the passer-by “ kisses

his hand ” ** to the dead man ; a gesture which denotes

the honour paid to a Hero.*’ The soul is not merely alive
;

it belongs now, as primitive and age-long belief expressed it,

to the Higher and Mightier Ones.** Perhaps this exaltation

of the wrath and power of the dead is the meaning of the

custom by which the dead are called the Good, the Honest
(x(>i)*To/). This usage must have become established at an
early period,** but it is not until these later days that it is

first employed as an addition to the simple words of greeting

address^ to the dead on gravestones. In this use it is not

uniformly current ; it is rare in Attica (at least, on graves

of natives of that country') ; whereas in Boeotia, Thessaly,

and the countries of Asia Minor it is frequent and almost
universal.*® In fact it is natural to suppose ** that this mode
of address, originally a euphemistic title addressed to the

ghosts of the dead who were conceived as quite capable of

acting in a manner the very reverse of that attributed to

them by the word, was intended to suggest the power
belonging to the personality so addressed as one who has
risen to a higher form of existence—and to venerate him with
becoming awe.**

§ 2

The conception of the departed spirit as one who has been
raised to a higher state of ^gnity and power receives clearer

and more conscious expression where the departed one is

called a Hero.

This class of intermediate beings standing on the border
line between mankind and godhead—the world of the Heroes

—

was in no danger of extinction at this period of Greek religious

belief. The attitude of mind that could think of certain

sp^ial souls as withdrawn from the limitations of visible

existence and raised to a higher spiritual state remained
still vigorous and was even able to give birth to new
conceptions.

In its ori^nal and proper sense the name Heros never
indicated an independent and self-sufi6cient spirit. A rchegeUs,

“leader” or “originator”, is his real and distinctive title.

The Heros stands at the beginning of a series, taking its origin
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from him, of mortal men for whom he is the leader and
‘‘ ancestor The genuine Heroes are the ancestors, whether
real or imaginary’, of a family or a house

; in the '* Heroes ”,

after whom they wish to be called, the members of a society,

a clan, or even a whole race honour the archtgetai of those

groups. They are always men of power and influence,

prominent and distinguished from other men, who are

regarded as having thus entered into the life of Heroes after

their death. And even in later times the Heroes of a more
recent elevation, though they may no longer be the leaders

of a train of descendants taking their origin from them,
are yet regarded as distinguished from the people who worship
them by their peculiar virtue and dignity. To become
a Heros after death was a privilege reserved for a few great

and uncommon personalities who even in their lifetime were
not as other men were.

The companies of these old and specially chosen Heroes
did not suffer the fate of forgetfulness which would have
been their second and real death. Tlic love of country and
city, undjing among the Greeks, attacheri itself in reverent

memory to the illuminated spirits of the past who had once
protected and defended their native land. When Messene
was refounded in the fourth century- the Heroes of the country

were solemnly called upon to become inhabitants of the city

as they had been before—more particularly Aristomcncs,

the never-forgotten champion of Messenian freedom.”
Even at Leuctra he had appeared in the melee of the fight,

doing battle for the Thebans.** Before the battle.

Epameinondas had .secured the favour of the Heroines of

the place, the daughters of Skedasos, bj- means of prayer

and sacrifice.** These were events of the last heroic age

of Greek history, but the cult and memory' of the local Heroes
of the Greek countries sur\'ived into a much later age.

Leonidas was worshipped by the people of Sparta for many
centuries,** and the champions of the Persian Wars, the

saviours of Hellas, were worshipped by their remote
descendants.** Even in imperial times the inhabitants

of the island of Kos still worshipped those who had fallen

to secure their freedom centuries before.** Such individual

cases allow us to see what was the general rule : the memory
and cult of a Hero lived on as long as the community remained
in e.xistence whose duty it was to maintain his worship.

Even those Heroes—a class by thcm.sclves—who have

secured their immortality through their fame in ancient

poetry *• still retained their cult undiminished. The heroic
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figure of Hektor still preserved life and reality for his
worshippers in the Troad or at Thebes.*** Even in the third
century of our era the district of Troy and the neighbouring
coasts of Europe still kept fresh the memory and the cult

of the Heroes of Epic renown.** Of Achilles, who had a
special fate, we must speak in another connexion.**

Nor did less splendid figmes. vanish from the memory of

their narrower associations of worshippers. Autolykos the
founder of Sinope retained his cult even in the time of

Lucullus.** At a quite late period the relics of the specially

popular Heroes of the Pan-Hellenic games were still the subject

of many superstitions ** that bear witness to their continued
influence. Heroes to w'hom healing powers were ascribed

continued to do works of healing and to be worshipped,

and their number was even extended.*® Mere local spirits,

whose verj’ names had been forgotten, nevertheless lost none
of the honour that came to them from their beneficent

miracles ; such were, for instance, that Philopregmon of

Poteideia who was celebrated by a late poet,** or the Hero
Euodos of Apollinopolis in Egypt who dispensed “ good
journey ” to those who honoured him in passing by his

monument.*’
But all Heroes were not yet reduced to such casual saluta-

tions from occasional passers-by. In many places ** the
regular festivals and sacrifices to Heroes still survived—even
human sacrifice was still sometimes made to spirits who
were held capable of special exhibitions of power.** In

a few cases the festivals of Heroes are the chief feasts in the

annual calendar of a cit}'.®* The names of Heroes quite as

much as of Gods were used in oath-taking ** at treaties made
by Greek cities so long as they retained their independence.
Foundations were dedicated to the honour of Gods and Heroes
together.®* Cult associations called themselves after the
Heroes they met to worship.®* Special priests of certain

Heroes were regularly appointed.®* Even in the second
centuIy^ in his book of travels, Pausanias is able to inform us
of not a few Heroes whose cult, as he distinctly says, had
gone on unbroken in their cities down to his owm daj'.®*

The annual festival of the Heroes who had fallen at Plataea
was still celebrated with the greatest pomp in the time of

Plutarch, who describes every detail of its archaic ceremonial.®*

And at Sikyon, at the same time, the Heroic festival of

Aratos, the founder of the Achaean League, was still celebrated,

though here the centuries had robbed the occasion of many
of its former glories.®’
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In all such ceremonies it was to a single and definite

spirit-personality that the devotion of men was offered.

Each of them received the cult that was due to him by the
terms of some old-established and sanctified foundation.

Nothing was further from men’s minds than the loose and
vague conception, e.\j>ressed sometimes by ancient writers,

that all brave men of the past or all outstanding individuals

of whatever time are to be regarded forthwith as Heroes.**

It was still clearly and consciously felt that elevation to the
rank of Hero was not a privilege that belonged as a matter
of course to anj' particular class of mankind, but, wherever
it occurred, was essentially a ratification of quite e.xceptional

worth and influence displayed already in the lifetime of the
Hero. Following this conception even the Hellenistic age
added to the number of the Heroes bj' drawing upon the
great men of the present. A little earlier Pelopidas and
Timoleon had been honoured in this way, and now the figures

of Leosthenes, Kleomenes, and Philopoimen were raised

to heroic glory.** Even Aratos, the very incarnation of

the sobriety of a too matter-of-fact age, at the end of a life

devoted with ardour but without enduring success to the
service of his county', was supposed by his countiA’men
to have passed over in a mysterious manner into the realm
of heroic semi-divinity.*®

As in these cases whole populations honoured individuals

so also did narrower and much humbler associations, even
in this rationalist age, elevate their helpers and protectors

to the rank of Hero and honour them as such. The slaves

of Kos thus honoured their former comrade and leader

Drimakos ;
•• at another place there was a Hero who protected

all refugees who took shelter with him ;
•* at Ephesos there

was a Hero who had been a simple shepherd.** At the time
of Augustus, a benefactor of his city, Athenodoros, the

philosopher, had been made a Hero by grateful Tarsians

after his death.** It sometimes happens that a Hero of

the distant past may find himself confu.sed with a descendant
of the same name whom his contemporaries put in the place

of his own ancestor and worship in his .stead.**

So little were men grown out of the ideas centred round
the cult of Heroes that, accustomed to the ever-increasing

adoration of the “ Mightier and Better ”, every age was eager

to add to their numW from the men of the present. They
did not always wait for the death of the individual so honoured
before b^inning to address him as Heros ; even in his lifetime

he must enjoy a foretaste of the honour that was destined
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to be bis after his departure from this life. Thus, Lysander
was saluted as a Hero after his victory by the Greeks whom
he had liberated from the despotism of Athens ; and in the
Hellenistic age many a fortunate army commander or mighty
king received the same honour. Of the Romans Flamininus
the friend of the Greeks was the first to receive it.** This
misapplication of the cult of Heroes to the living then became
still further extended.*’ It may be that sometimes it was
a real feeling of unusual merit that fired the impulsive

temperament of the Greeks ; but in the end the custom
became almost a meaningless convention ; even private

individuals were thus called Hero in their lifetime ** and
heroic honours—even the foundation of annual athletic games
—were granted to living persons almost indiscriminately.**

And at last when it was necessary to honour an individual

whom the love and passionate regret of a monarch elevated

to the rank of Hero after his death then, indeed, the age could

hardly do enough in the hj-perbole of pomp and ceremony.
The funeral honours paid to the dead Hephaistion are an
extravagant example of this.’*

If in such cases the limits between the worship of a Hero
and the adoration of a god seemed almost to have disappeared,

we still have evidence of individual cases in which the

survivors, without actually naming them Heroes, offer to their

much-loved dead a memorial cult that hardly falls short of full

heroic honours. Nor is it only in .such cases as these that

we perceive the signs of a tendency to exalt the Cult of Souls

e\'cr>'%vhere and to approximate it to the w'orship of ancestors

in the ancient Cult of Heroes. It emerges clearly enough,

for all the brevity of their language, from the multitude
of epitaphic inscriptions in which members of simple citizen

families are addressed with the title of Heros. At any rate,

it betokens an increase in the importance and dignity of the
dead when a tombstone expressly announces that an
individual citizen has been heroized ” by the city after

his death. And this is what not infrequently happened

—

early in Thera and later on in many other places as well.’*

The same conclusion must be drawn when we hear of

associations declaring a dead member to be a Heros ;

’*

or when a society recognizes a dead man as Heros on the

formal motion of an individual.’* Families, too, become
accustomed to giving the name to those of their number
that have died before the rest ; and a son will thus speak
of his father, parents of a son, and a wife of her husband
—either informally or by a formal declaration naming
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the dead one as Heros.’’* A higher and mightier form of

existence after death must be imagined for the departed
when he is thus distingui^ed so explicitly from the
ordinary multitude of the dead—still more so in those cases

when the dead man, elevated to a mystic communion with
higher forms of life, loses his own name and receives in

exchange that of a Hero of long-standing honour, or even
that of a God.**

In every case that is known to us, the " heroizing ” of

a dead person by the city or a society or the family is carried

out entirely on the independent authority of those bodies.

The Delphic Oracle, without whose deciding voice it

was hardly possible in early times for the company of the

elect to receive any addition.** was, in these days when the

prestige of the oracle had sunk almost to nothing, no longer

appli^ to for its sanction. The consequence was hardly
avoidable that the licence thus accord^ to corporations

and families should widen still further the bounds of the
Heroes' kingdom. In the end, these boundaries broke down
entirely. There were cities and countries where it became
the custom to apply the title of “ Hero ” as an epithet of

honour belon^ng to all the dead without distinction. It

seems that this extension of " heroizing ’’ to all the dead first

became common in Boeotia,** though here it was not quite

universal—Thespiai was an exception.** Thessalian j^ave-

inscriptions give the fullest evidence for the heroizing of

the dead of every age and description. Hut the custom
spread to every country populated by Greeks ;

•* only Athens
is less unrestrained •* in the bestowal of the title of Hero
ap>on the dead—a title which retained no more of the old

and essential meaning of the word (which perhaps survived

longest in Athens) than to say that the dead were really

now dead.**

In spite of such indiscriminate application the name
“ Hero " still continued to be something of a title of honour.
An honour, indeed, that was thus accorded to everyone
without distinction was in danger of becoming the reverse

of an honour. But isolated phrases of a naive and popular
character make it clear that a difference was still felt to

exist between the " Hero ” and those who were not

honoured with this distinguishing epithet.** WTien the

name of Hero was thiLS applied to all the dead, not in excep-
tional cases but as a rule, the glory and distinction of which
the idea of the " Hero " was thus deprived must have
fallen in some meastme upon the individual dead, if they
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and the Heroes could meet on common ground. Thus, even
the dissipation of the heroic honour and its indiscriminate

application to all the dead is in reality but another
indication of the fact that even in the decline of the ancient
world the power and dignity of the departed soul had not
declined too, but had, on the contrary, grown greater.

§ 3

The souls of the departed show their power and the fact that
they are still alive more particularly in the effect that they
have on this life and on the living. For the purposes of the
Cult of Souls they are regarded as confined to the region of

the inhabited earth ; they continue in the grave or near it, for

a time or permanently, and can therefore be reached by the
offerings or the prayers of their living relatives. There can
be no doubt that at this time men still believed, as the}' had
done since the earliest times, in a kindly relationship between
the family and its departed members, an exchange in which
offerings were made at the grave by the living and blessings

vouclisafed by the Unseen. It is true, however, that we
only have imperfect records of such calm and comfortable
family belief in the survival of the departed and of the part
they continue to play in the daily life of their descendants.

But there is a more sinister variety of intercourse with
the souls or spirits of the dead. They sometimes appear
unsought to the living ; they can be compelled by the force

of magic to use their powers in the service of the living.

Both these possibilities apply more particularly to those

unquiet souls whom fate or their owm hands have deprived

of life violently and before their time ; to those who have
not been consigned to the peace of the grave by ceremonious

burial.** The enlightened of the time do indeed refuse

to believe in ghosts and haunting spirits of the dead that

wander without rest about the place of their tragic fate,

and make their presence disagreeably felt by the living.**

But the populace, even in such enlightened days, gave the

fullest credence to stories in which the existence of a
spirit-world seemed to reveal its sinister reality, trespassing

at times upon the world of the living. Regular folk-tales

of spectral apparitions, vagrant ghosts of unfortunate souls,

vampire-like spirits of the grave,** are preserved to us in

some numbers—chiefly such as appeal^ to a perverted

philosophy, the insaniens sapierUia of an outworn age,

as seeming to confirm its fancies of an invisible world between

heaven and earth. In Lucian’s Lover of Lies the grey-beard
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philosophers entertain each other in portentous seriousness

with such communications from the spirit world.*’ Plutarch
himself is quite seriously convinced of the reality of some
ghostly appearances.** Philosophy, which at this time
was going back to Plato, found in its system of demonol(^
a means of making such old wives' tales intelligible and
credible to itself.

Finally, the time arrives when the violent and arbitrary

interference with the unseen world—sorcery and spirit-

raising—becomes a part of orthodo.x philosophy. Tlie

popular imagination of the Greeks did not have to wait for

instruction from their barbarian neighbours, who had reduced
the irrational to a system, before they could believe in the

summoning of spirits from the deep. Magic in this sense

was of extreme antiquity in Greece.** But in the fusion

and intermixture of Greeks with barbarians which marked
the Hellenistic age similar and cognate superstitions from
all the comers of the earth met together and acquired strength

from their union. It was foreign sources rather than Greek
W’hich chiefly contributed to swell the turbid and noxious
stream of sorceries and spirit -raisings, the practical application

of an irrational theor>’ of the nature and being of the soul

in separation from the body. The lofty heaven of the old

Greek gods was beginning to grow dim before the troubled

vision of this later age ; more and more their place was
taken by a mob of idols and an obscure rabble of le.s,ser devils.

In this chaotic medley of Greek and barbarian demonology
the companies of unquiet souls and ghosts of the dead easily

found a place. The ghost was no longer an alien when the

Gods themselves had fjcconie ghostly. When both Gods
and spirits have to answer to the spells of the sorcerer the

souls of the dead are seldom left in peace.*® We pos.sess

some relics of the art of spirit-raising in the Graeco-Egyptian

magic books ; and we can now see with our eyes specimens
which illustrate the practical outcome of this delusion in the

magic charms and exorcisms that were scratched on tablets

of lead or gold and placed in the graves—as the natural

abode of the spirits which were to be compelled—where
they have been found in considerable quantities in modem
times. Among the sinister influences that are thus conjured

to do the work of vengeance, punishment, or destruction

upon the conjurer's enemy, the imquiet souls of the dead
are also r^ularly mentioned. To them is attributed the
power and ^e wiU to intervene with malevolence and obstruc-

tion in the life of men, no le^ than to the other spiritual
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powers of heaven and hell in company with whom they are
summoned.**

§4
The Cult of Souls for all its expansion gave no assistance

to the picturing of what might be the condition of the departed
souls independently of their connexion with the living.

Those who troubled themselves about such matters and
sought further information were obliged to have recourse,

if not to the systems of theologians and philosophers, then
to the imaginative accounts and pictures of ancient poetry
and legend.

The idea of a distant realm of the souls into which the
strengthless shadows of those who had departed this life

disappeared had not lost its hold on the popular imagination
even of these later ages—difficult as it might be to reconcile •*

such an idea with the pre-suppositions of cultus with its

cu.stomary worship and sustenance of the souls confined

within the grave. The belief in a distant kingdom of the
dead could not but continue to be current among men for

whom the Homeric poems remained the earliest manual
and school-book in the hands of youth and the source of

instruction and entertainment to every age. The passionate
indignation with which philosophers of the Stoic as well as

the Epicurean faith attacked the beliefs resting on the teaching

of Homer cannot be explained except by supposing that

Homer and his picture had remained a guiding force with
the masses who were uninstructed in philosophy. And,
in fact, ancient writers use language which shows that the

ancient conception of Hades was by no means discarded

but on the contrary’ was still vigorously alive among the

populace.**

As to what might go on down below and the general

appearance of the underworld—these were questions that the

invention of theological and semi-philosophic fancy, each
according to its special lights and preconceptions, strove to

answer in eager competition.** But such attempts to picture

the condition of things in the kingdom of the souls—attempts
which reached their highest point in the elaborate chiaroscuro

of Vergil’s Hades—remained the exercises of ingenious fancy

and rarely pretended to be anything else. A distinct and
authoritative popular system of belief on these points was
scarcely pos.sible when the orthodox religion of the state

formally and dogmatically rejected everything of the kind.

It would, indei^, have been more natural if in connexion

with the idea of the congregation of souls enclosed in the
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kingdom of the underworld deities a belief in a compensatory
justice to be found in this after-life of the dead, had grown
up and obtained popular currencj'. The oppressed and needy
who feel themselves deprived of their share in this world’s

goods think only too easily that somewhere there must be
a place where they too will some day enjoy the fruits that

others alone arc allowed to pluck upon earth—and place

that *' somewhere ” beyond the boimdaries of this world
and of reality. Pious belief in the gods expects to obtain
the prize, so often denied upon earth, in a realm of the spirit.

If indeed such a conviction of a comjjcnsatorj’ justice to

come •*—reward of the virtuous and punislmient of the

wicked in a hereafter—was really more widely and seriously

held in this age than it had been before,** then the cult of the

underworld deities as it was practi.scd in the mysteries of

the states and the variou.s religious societies must have
contributed in a large dt^ee to bring this about. And
contrariwise, the belief that the punislung and rewarding
omnipotence of the gods would be felt in a hereafter njust

hav’e brought an unbroken stream of adherents to those

mysteries which in fact offered their help and mediation
in the life to come. Those only could imagine that they had
detailed knowledge of the enigmas that lie beyond the

reach of all experience, who could surrender themselves
entirely to the dogmatic teaching of a closed sect. We
may in fact take leave to doubt whether the gruesome pictures

of a place of torment in Hades, with its undying punishment
in devouring flames, and the similar fancies that later authors
sometimes express, were in reality anything more than the
private imaginations with which exclusive and superstitious

conventicles sought to terrorize their members.** The
charming pictures of a " Land of Arrival ’’ to which death
sends the much-tried children of men, may have been more
widely accepted. Homer, the universal instructor, had
stamped them upon men's memories. For the poet the

Elysian plain had been a place situated upon the surface

of the earth to which the occasional favour of the gods was
able to translate a few of their dearest favourites, that they
mi^t there enjoy, without seeing death, unending bliss.**

In imitation of the Homeric fancy, the poetry of the following

ages had imagined the translation of many other Heroes
and heroic women of the legendary past to a secret life of

bliss in Elpiom or in the Island of the Blest.** later
fancy, wiiidi saw in Elysium the Land of Promise to which
all men who had lived in a manner pleasing to the gods
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would be taken after their death,*®® now placed its Elysium
or Islands of the Blest in the interior of the earth beyond
the reach of all save disembodied souls. In later times this

became the currently accepted view, but the subject remained
undefined and subject to variation. Men must still, in

fact, have imagined The Isles of the Blest, the abode of
privileged spirits, to be situated upon the surface of the
earth (though, indeed, far away beyond the limits of the
discovered countries of the globe), when attempts could be
made to find the way there and to bring back news to the
living. The attempt attributed to Sertorius was only the
most famous of such voyages of discovery.’®* ^hy, indeed,
should these magic Isles remain for ever undiscovered upon
the Ixjrdcrs of the inhabited world that yet offered so wide
a field for discovery, when everj'body knew of the island

in the Black Sea, often visited by living men, where Achilles,

the supreme e.vample of miraculous translation, lived for

ever m perpetual enjoyment of his youth ? For centuries

the island of Leukis the separate Elysium of .Achilles and a few
select among the Heroes, was visited and reverenced with
religious awe.’®* Here men thought they could discern

in immediate perception, and in actual physical contact,

something of the mysterious existence of blessed spirits.

The lelief in the possibility of miraculous translation to an
eternity of unbroken union of body and soul, thus pwilpably

and visibly substantiated, could not completely die even
in this prosaic age. The educated did inde^ find this con-
ception so strange and unintelligible that when they come
to spieak of translation legends of the pa.st they pwofess them-
selves unable to say what exactly the ancients had supposed to

occur when such miracles took place.’®* But the populace,

which finds nothing easier to believe in than the impiossible,

once more naively accepted the miracle. Did not the

examples of .Amphiaraos and Trophonios plainly establish

the fact of translation to underground retreats ? And to

them as being still alive in their caves beneath the earth

a cult was offered until an advanced pxMriod.’®* The transla-

tion of beautiful youths to everlasting life in the kingdom
of the nymphs and spirits was the subject of many folk-

tales.’®* Even in conteinpwrary life the miracle of translation

seemed not altogether imp)ossible.’®® VVl>en the kings

and queens of the Macedonian empire of the East began

to receive divine honours in imitation of the great Alexander

himself, it was not long before men ventured to affirm that at

the end of his earthly existence the Divine Ruler everywhere
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does not die but is merely “ carried away ” by the gods
and still lives on.*®’ It is the peculiar property of

divinity, as Plato clearly expresses it,*®* to live for ever in

the incfiNTsible unity of b^y and soul. A court-bred theolop^
could the more easily make such demands upon the belief

of subject peoples in the Semitic East, and possibly in Egj'pt
too. because native ‘®® legends had already told of the
translation to immortal life of individual men dear to

the gods and akin to the gods in nature
;

just as similar

stories became common in Italian legends too,“® though
possibly only under the influence of Greek models. Inde^,
quite apart from obsequious courtliness, Greeks and half-

Greeks were quite capable of entertaining the idea “* that the

darlings of their fancy, such as Alexander the Great, had
not suffered death but had been translated alive to the realm
of imperishable physical existence. This is shown clearly

enough by the success w'hich attended the appearance,
in Moesia at the beginning of the third centuiy A.D., of another
Alexander. This imposter travelled from land to land

with a great train of Bacchants, and ever\"whcrc men believed

in his identity with the great monarch.”* A little earlier

they had believed with equal credulity in the reapj>carance

upon earth of the Emperor Nero,*** who, it was thought,

had not died but had merely disappeared. When .\ntinous,

the beautiful j-outh beloved by the Emperor Hadrian, sank
and disappear^ in his watery grave he was at once regarded
as a god who had, in fact, not died but had l>een tran-slattHl.***

The miraculous translation of Apollonios of Tyana isrejxjrtcd

with the utmost seriousness ;
*‘® like the other marvels

and mj’steries in the strange and enigmatic existence of

this prophetic figure, it found believers enough."*
But such unbroken continuance of the united life of body

and soul, begun upon earth and carried on in a mysterious

abode of blLss (the oldest form taken by the idea of human
immortality in the Greek mind), was never attributed to more
than a few specially favoured and specially gifted individuals.

An immortality of the human soul as such, by virtue of its

nature and composition—as the imperishable force of divinity

in the mortal body—never became a real part of the belief

of the Greek populace. When approximations to such

a belief do occasionally find expression in popular modes
of thought, it is because a fragment of theology or of the

univers^y popular philosophy has pmetrated to the lower

strata of the uninstructed poptuace. Theology and philosophy
remained the sole true repositories of the belief in the
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immortality oi the soul. In the meeting together and con-
junction of Greek and foreign ideas in the Hellenized Orient
it was not Greek popular tradition but solely the influence

of Greek philosophy, that, finding favour even outside the
limits of Greek nationality, communicated to foreign nations
the arresting concept of the divine, imperishable vitality

of the human soul—upon the impressionable Jewish people,
at least, it had the profoundest and most deeply penetrating
influence.**’

§ 5

All the various modes of conceiving the life enjoyed by the
.soul after the death of the body, as the}* had been explored,
modified, and developed in the course of centuries, were
admitted on an equal footing to the consciousness of the
Greeks in this late pericKl of their maturity. No formulated
bod}* of religious dtKtrine had by a process of exclusion

and definition given the victory* to any one conception at

the expense of the others. But where so much was permitted
and so little proscribed it is still possible to ask how these

various formulations of belief, expectation, and hope stood
in relation to each other. Were any more popular and more
readily received than others ? To answer this question it

is natural to suppose that we have only to turn to the numerous
inscriptions from the gravestones of the people. Here,

csixjcially in these later times, individuals give unhampered
expression to their own feelings and thus reveal the extent

and character of }>opular belief. But information derived

from this .source must be carefully scrutinized if it is not to

lead to mi.sconccption.

If we pass in imagination through the long rows of streets

in which the Greeks placed the memorials of their dead,

and read the inscriptions on the tombstones—they now* form
part of the accumulated treasures of Greek Epigraphy

—

the first thing that must arrest our attention is the complete
silence maintained by the enormous majority of these

inscriptions with regard to any ho|)c—however formulated

—

or any expectation of a life of the soul after death. They
content themselves with recording the name of the dead,

adding only the name of the father and (in the case of a
foreigner) the country of the deceased. At the most, the

custom of some localities may add a “ Farewell Such
stubborn silence cannot be satisfactorily explained simply on
the grounds of an economy practised by the surviving relatives
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of the deceased (though in some cases a municipal regulation

against wordy inscriptions may have given countenance
to such economies).*** The verj' silence of this people
that was never at a loss for words to express its meaning
whether in verse or in prose, is in itself expressive. Where
so little need was felt to give utterance to hopes of comfort,

such hopes cannot have been of very vital consequence
or matters of much assurance. Men rescued from forgetfulness

only what had been the exclusive property of the individual

—

his name ; the appellation which had distinguislied him from
all others in his lifetime and has now bwome the barest

and emptiest envelope of the once living personality. Inscrip-

tions in which precise hopes of a future life are expre.ss^
form a very small proportion of the great ma,ss of epitaphic

records. And of these very few again are in prose. Not
as simple records of plain and authentic fact do such provisions

and announcements of a blessed and hoped-for futurity

p^resent themselves. Tliej- need the artistic pomp and
circumstance with which poetic fancy and extravagant
affection clothe their inspired vo\-apngs beyond the region

of cold and matter of fact reality. This is certainly significant.

Even among the poetic epitaphs the majority allude only to

the life which the deceased has now done with, looking

back upon the circum.stances of his life—his fortunes and
activities and character

;
giving expres,sion, often with

the most convincing sincerity, to the regret and dependence
of the sui-vivors ; fixing attention e.xclusivcly upon things

of this world. Wherever, at last, allusion is made to a future

life, the tendency is rather to let fancy roam far be\-ond

the limits of experience and sober reBcxion to a vague and
visionarj’ land of promise. Such lofty aspirations needed more
than any others the elevated language of verse. But wc
should run the risk of falling into grave error if we concluded

from the preponderance of such aspirations among the

metrical epitaphs that these were the normal views of the

city folk who were their contemporaries.

The simple and archaic conception which perpetuates

the old Homeric attitude and views without a complaint

or a regret the disappearance of the soul of the departed

into Ercbos, is of the rarest occurrence among these sepulchral

verses.’** More commonly we have the prayer that the

departed may " rest in peace ”, expressed in the traditional

formula **•—a formula that really refers to the dead man
lying in bis grave but also contains a further allusion to the

“so^*’ that has departed to Hades.*** Hie idea is not 3ret dead
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that there is a realm of the souls which receives the departed

—

Hades, the world ruled over by the Underworld deities, the
Chamber ” of Persephone, the seat of primeval Night.***

Here a state of semi-conscious existence is conceived to prevail,

under the empire of “ Forgetfulness”, drinking of which***
the consciousness of the soul is darkened. Here ” the
majority ” *** are assembled, and the dead man is visited by
the reassuring thought that he may greet once more the
souLs of those who have gone before him.***

But sterner conceptions also occur. There is occasional

reference to a judgment **• that separates the souls in the
world below, dividing them into two and sometimes three ***

classes in accordance with the deserts which they have earned
on earth. There is no lingering over the pains of the

damned,*** in the description of which the theological

imagination had indulged so frequently. A more simple-

minded fancy did not need such pharisaical satisfaction in

the misfortunes of sinners in order to heighten its own
assurance of superiority. There is no trace of a sentiment
of jH'nitence and terror indulged in for its owm sake. The
soul hopes to come by its rights ;

**• to reach the ” Blessed ”,

to arrive at the Lslcs or the Island of the Blest—to Elysium,
the abode of Heroes and demi-gods.** Such hopes are ver>'

commonly expressed, but as a rule only in a brief phrase

of confidence and hope. We rarely meet with any elaborate

or alluring picture of the alxxle of the blessed.*** That
alKxle is generally placed within the limits of the underworld
kingdom of the souls,*** and such anticipations, when
particularized, refer commonly to a ” Place of the Good ”,

which in t-arious forms is represented as the hoped-for dwelling-

place of future life.***

But we also meet with the view that the company of the

good is entirely removed from the region of undenvorld
ciarkness.*** I'or many individuals the hope is expressed

or the certainty announced that after death they will have
their dwelling in the sky—in the shining Aether, among the

stars. This Ix-lief in the elevation of the disembodied soul

to the regions above the earth is so frequently repeated in

various forms in this late period that we must suppose that

among those who entertained precise conceptions of the

things of the next world this was the most popular and widely

held conviction.*** This belief that the soul rises to the

neighlx)urhood and even the community of the heavenly

deities *** has its origin both in religious aspiration and in

philosophy. Its roots, indeed, stretch back to a much
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eariier period and we may suppose that even in these

later days it was derived from and ver\’ largely supported by
the popular conception, disseminated by Stoic writers, of

a living " breath ”, which composes the human soul, and its

effort upwards to the heavenly regions.'**

But such language is in many cases plainly nothing
more than a conventional formula which ha.s already lost

all vital significance ; it rarely goes further than the

expression of a hope that the soul will mount upwards to

the heavenly heights. Verj- occasionally, in the adjective

immortal ” **• applied to the soul (which only sleeps in

death),'*® we may detect the influence of mixed philosophical

and theological ideas. We soon come to an end of the

inscriptions which give expression to the d(Ktrincs of theology

and of theologically minded philo.sophy as to the divine

nature of the soul, its brief pilgrimage through earthly life

and destined return to its true home in a divine incorporeal

existence.*** There is no certain mention of a belief in the

transmigration of souls.*** Of the s{>cciricaUy f’Jatonic

doctrine or its influence there is scarcely a trace.***

Another type of belief derives its strength not from the

teachings of philosophers but from the usage and popular
practice of religion. This is the belief of those who hope
to be conducted after death to a blessed life by the special

care of a god. presumably the god to which in their life-time

they have offered particular devotion. Such a god will

lead them by the hand, they hope, and conduct them into

the land of bliss and purity. One who has thus " obtained

a god as his leader
” *** may face the future with equanimity.

Together with Hermes the “ messenger of Persephoneia ”,***

Persephone herself is most frequently mentiomxl among
these conducting deities.*** Perhaps in this we may see

a reminiscence of the hopes awakened and cherished in the

Eleusinian and otho" related mj'steries **'—hopes otherwise

expressed on these tombstones with striking rarity. On the

epitaph—certainly a late composition—of a Hierophant of

Eleusis who " goes to the Immortals ”, the dead man i.s made
to ccmimend, as a mystery revealed by the gods, the ancient

opinion illustrated by stones like that of Klcobis and Biton***
" that death not c«ily brings no ex'il to mortals, but is rather

a blessing ".'*• A gloomy philosophy has in these latter

days of the old religion and worship of the gods taken hold

of the mysteries themselves and given them an attitude

of hostility to human life that was not originally theirs.***

We are reminded of the mysteries again when we fend prayers
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or promises that the dead shall not drink of the water of

forgetfulness in the realm of the souls, but shall be given the
“cold water” to drink by the God of the lower world ; that
he shall be refreshed at the spring of Mnemosyne, the bath of

immortality, and so preserve intact his memory and con-

sciousness, the necessary? conditions of full and blessed life.*®*

Here there apjiears to be a reference to the promises made
by particular secret cults in which the departed has specially

recommended himself to the powers of life and death. This
must plainly be the case when, instead of the Greek Aidoneus,
there is mention of Osiris, the Egx-ptian Lord of Souls. “ May
Osiris give you the cold water” is a common prayer expressed
in a formula that is of frequent and significant occurrence
in late epitaphs.*®® Of the numerous secret cults of these

later times that promised a blessed immortality to their

adherents, there is but infrequent mention in the grave-

inscri|)tions : occasionally at the most there is an allusion

to the .sjrccial favour, reaching even beyond the grave, which
belongs to the initiated in the mysteries of Mithras.*®*

No doubtful promises, but real and practical experience
forms the basis of the belief of those to whom the dead has
apix;ared visibly in a dream to assure them that his " soul

”

has not been annihilated by death.*®* The oldest proof of

the continued existence of the soul remains in force the longest.

The pupil hojK-s for something higher from the master whom
death has taken away from his sight : he prays to him that,

as ho had once in life, so he will now continue to stand by
his side, a.ssisting him in the pursuance of his profession

as a physician
—

" Thou canst, for now thou hast a more
divine part in life.” *®®

Expectations of an energetic after-life of the departed soul,

expressing themselves in many forms, are widelj- current ;

but such expectations never achieve a unified, dogmatic
form. Nor was an\-onc forbidden to cherish for himself

and inscribe upon his grave-stone, unorthodox opinions of

every kind— even though they should point to the ver}'

opposite of .such expectations,'®*

A dubious " If ” precedes on many epitaphs the anticipation

of a con.scious life of the dead in full possession of the senses,

or a reward of the dead in accordance with their deserts

:

"
if an>dhing yet remains below Such phrases are of very

frequent occurrence.*®* Indeed the doubt itself is set aside

when it is distinctly asserted that after death nothing of the

man remains alive. All that men say' of Hades and its terrors

or its consolations is the fabled invention of poets ; darkness-
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and nothingness is all that awaits us below.**' The dead turns

to ashes or to earth ;
**• the elements out of which he was

created take back what is their own.**® Life is only lent

to man and in death he restores the loan again.*** In

death he pay's tribute to nature.*** The bitter outcry of the

survivors against death, the savage beast of prey, lov'cless

and pitiless, that has snatched away their dearest from their

side, shows small hope of the preservation of the vanished
life.*** Grief and complaint, say others, are vain both for

the dead and for the living ; no man returns ; the parting

effected by death is for ever.*** Only submission is left.***
*' Take comfort, child, no man is immortal ”—so runs the

conventional phrase current among the populace and inscribed

by many upon the graves of their vanished dead.*** " Once
I was not, then I was. and now 1 am no more : what more
is there to be said } "—so speaks the dead from more than one
gravestone. addres.sing the living who is scx>n to suffer the

same fate.*** " Live," he cries to the living. " for there is

nothing sweeter granted to us mortals than this life in the

daylight.” **• A last thought reverts once more to the

hfe that has Ix'cn left behind on earth. The IkxIv dies,

personality vanishes, nothing is left alive on earth but the

memory of the dee<ls and virtue of the departe*!.*** Hut there

is a continuance in the life of others, more vital than in the

empty .sound of fame, achieved by him who leaves behind

him on earth children and children’s children. Tlierc arc

many who. in these later ages too, are content, in the true

spirit of .\ntiquity. with thi.s blessing and desire no other

consolation for their own annihilation.***

S 6

Hut such reassertions of the antupic temper were of rarer

anrl rarer occurrence. Tlie ancient workl to which it had given

such toughness and energy of purpose was on its death-bed.
With the end of the third and the iKginning of the fourth

century it enters upon its last agony ; a general failure of nerve

had long threatened the loosely bound masses that shared
in the Graeco-Roman civilization. In the general atrophy
that beset its old age the vigorous blood of the genuine and
unaduitered Greek and Roman stocks was flowing but feebly.

Now the universal process of decay sets in irresistibly. It

was its oum inherent weakness that made the attacks of

outside forces so ominous to the old world. In the West
the old order vani^ed more swiftly and submitted mc»*
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completdy to the new forces, than in the Hellenized East.
It was not that the old civilization was any less rotten in

the East than in the West. The enfeebled hand and the
failing mind betray themselves in every utterance—in the
last spasms of vital energy that inspired the art and literature

of moribund Greece. TTie impoverishment of the vital

forces out of which Greece had once brought forth the flower

of its special and characteristic spirit makes itself felt in the
altered relation of the individual to the whole, and of the
totality of visible life to the shadowy powers of the unseen
world. Individualism has had its day. No longer is the
emancipation of the individual the object of man’s endeav'our

;

no longer is he required to arm himself against all that is not
himself, that is outside the region of his free will and choice.

He is not strong enough, and should not feel himself strong

enough, to trust to the self-conscious strength of his own
intelligence. Authority—an authority that is the same for all

—

must be his guide. Rationalism is dead. In the last years of

the second century a religious reaction begins to assert

itself and makes itself felt more and more in the period that
follows. Philosophy itself becomes at last a religion, drawing
its nourishment from surmise and revelation. The invisible

world wins the day over the meagre present, so grievously

bound down by the limitation of mere experience. No longer

does the soul await with courage and calmness whatever may
be hidden behind the dark curtain of death. Life seemed to

need something to complete it. And how faded and grey

life had become a rejuvenation upon this earth seem^ to

be out of the question. .All the more complete, in

consequence, is the submission that throws itself with closed

eyes and eager yearning upon anotlier world, situated now
far beyond the limits of the known or knowable world of the

liv’ing. Hopes and a vague longing, a shrinking before the

mysterious terrors of the unknown, fill the soul. Never in

the history of the ancient world is the belief in an inunortal

life of the soul after death a matter of such burning and
exacerbated ardour as in these last days when the antique

civilization was preparing itself to breathe its last.

Hopes of immortality, widely espoused by the masses and
fed rather on faith than on reflexion, sought satisfaction in the

brilliant ceremonial of religions that easily outshone the simple

worship of every day oflid^y imdertaken by the city. In these

new rites the worshippers united in the secret cult seemed to

be placed more directly in the hands of the gods; and.

above all. a blessed existence hereafter was assured to pious
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believers. In these days the ancient and hallowed mysteries
of Elensis awake to a new life and remain in vigorous activity

till nearly the end of the fourth century.*” Orohic conventicles

must have attracted worshippers for ages ; the Hellenized

Orient was familiar with many such orgiastic cults.

In the mixed populations of the East the new religions

proved more attractive to the Greeks, too, than their old

worship of the gods of Greece. Clear and definite obligations,

fixed commandments and dogmas, holding the weak and frail

individual in their stronger embrace, seemed to belong more
peculiarly to these foreign worships than to the old beliefs

of Greece. Rigid and unalterable maintenance of primitive

ideas and practices seemed to give the former the stamp of

sacred and certain knowledge. From all men they demanded
perfect submission to the God and his priests

;
perfect

renunciation of the world, conceived as dualistically opposed
to the divine ; the purging away of the contamination of its

lusts by purifications and sanctifications, ceremonial expiations

and asceticisms. By these means the faithful prepared them-
selves for the highest reward that piety could conceive

;

an unending life of bliss far away from this unclean world

in the realm of the holy and the consecrated. To the belief

in a blessed immortality these foreign mysteries contributed

their much desired support ; and the populace welcomed
their message of salvation with all the greater eagerness

since their varied and impressive ceremonial contrasted so

strikingly with the plain and homely worship of the Greek
gods. In the sjmbolism of these exotic cults men seemed to

discern a mj-sterious and secret knowledge ; and to the divine

figures illuminated by such a halo were easily attributed

strange and magical powers be>'ond belief or cxpmence. Tlie

cult of the Eg>'ptian deities had long been familiar both in

the East and in the West, and they maintained and extendc'd

their influence down to the last daj^ of the ancient religions.

The I%rygian deities, the Thraco-^rygian cults of Sab^ios,

Attis, and Kybele, and the Persian worship of Mithras were
later omiers, but they. too. took equally firm root and spread

over the vrhole extent of the empire.*’*

The higher culture of these last centuries, having become
credulous and avid of marvels, no longer look^ with contempt
upon the means of salvaticm and sanctification which had
once been left almost entirely to the lower orders of the

p>qnilation. The most cultivate and educated peof^e of these

times used their culture and their education simply to justify

everything mysterious and incomprehensible in itself—even
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when it was expressed in the most physical symbolism. The
newly awakened religious interest of the populace had
coincided with a return on the part of philosophy to the
teaching of Plato ; a teaching which itself tended towards
religion. Platonism had invaded the doctrine of other

schools at many points, and it had already acquired a new
home for itself in the restored Academy, where once an
un-Platonic Scepticism had overthrown the teaching of the
master. Now a new Platonism comes forward and overwhelms
all the other schools of philosophy. Absorbing the doctrines

of Aristotle and Chrysippos {which it fancied it could
reconcile with Platonism), it weaved them into its own
special teaching so that the whole presented a subtle and
far-reaching system of thought. The speculative system of

Neoplatonism, into which the old age of Greece, in spite of

its weariness, contrived to introduce so much profundity,

spirit, and ingenuity (together with a luxuriant mass of

scholastic folly), fills the history of the last centuries of Greek
thought. Its fundamental tendency is, once more, a turning

away from the life of nature, and a determined invasion of a
transcendent world of pure spirit ; and it was by this tendency
that it satisfied the needs of its time. The Sole and First

Cause, lying beyond all being and continually expressing

itself in creative emanations, yet never troubled or impaired
in its perfect and eternal transcendency ; the development,
in an unbroken process from this One, of the world of thinking,

of the Ideas and pure thought presers'cd in it—the world of

Spirit and the world of Matter—^until at last, in longing and
desire,”* all things created return to the origin of all ^ing :

to describe and express all this is the single theme, persisting

throughout all variations, of this philosophy. The whole
fabric of reality, the interplay of cause and effect, depends upon
the inherence of the thing caused in its Cause from which it

takes its origin and to which it returns at last. That which in

the evolution of nature takes its origin from the One, and
degenerates more and more completely, in the darkness and
corruption of Matter, as it gets further away from its source

—

now Decomes Man and seeks in morality and religion a
conscious return to the pure and everlasting and unfailing

One. The divine does not descend to earth and man must
reach upwards to the divine heights in order to unite himself

with the One that is before all multiplicity. This union can

be brought about by the pure exercise of the human reason,

but also in the mysterious harmony of the individual life

with the First Cause that is beyond all reason in the ecstasy
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that is above all rationality. It can be achieved when at last

the vdiole series of rebirths has been passed through, where-
upon the pure soul, the divine in man, enters into the divinity

of the Whole.*^*

To fly from the world—^not to work within the world to

produce something better—is the teaching and injunction of

this last Greek pl^osophy. Away from separate, divided

Being, upward towards the uninterrupted glory of the One
divine lile, the soul wings its way. The world, this visible world
of matter, is fair, says Plotinos, for it is the work and image
of the divine, present and working in it. A last gleam of the

departing sunlight of Greek sensibility seems to break through
the wor^ in which Plotinos rejects the Christian-Gnostic

hatred of the world.”’ The ugly, he saj-s, is strange and
contrarj' to God as well as to Nature.”* But the soul must
no longer rest in the world of created beauty.”* Tlie soul

is so profoundly conscious of its derivation from the supra-

sensual.of its divinity and eternity, that it must rise above all

created being and reach out to the One that was before the

world and remains for ever outside the world.”®
This philosophy, profoundly estranged though it was

from the old Greek attitude to life with its enjo>'ment of

the world, nevertheless felt itself called upon to oppose
the rising tide of the new and irresistible religion. It took under
its protection the ancient Greek culture and the ancient faith

that was so inseparably bound up with that culture. Its most
convinced supporters, with the la.st of the Emperors of the

old faith at their head, threw themselves whole-heartedly into

the fray. And before them rode the Genius of ancient Hellas,

and the old beliefs of Greece. But when the battle had been
fought and lost it became apparent to all the world that it

was a corpse that rode before the e.\alted combatants, hke
the body of the dead Cid Campeador fastened upon his horse

and leading his hosts against the Moors. The ancient religion

of Greece, and with it the whole civilized life of the Greek
world, faded and died at that discover)', and could not be
recalled to life. A newer faith, vciy differently endowed and
having power to crush the heavily laden soul and point it

upwards in absolute submission to the divine compassion,

held the field. The new world that was coming into being

had need of it.

And yet—was Greece quite extinguishedMd dead for ever ?

Much-KMily too much—of the philos^hy of its old age lived

on in the !q>eculative system of the CWistian faith. And in

the whole of modem odture so far as it has built itself upoti
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Christianity or by extension from it, in all modem science and
art, not a little survives of Greek genius and Greek inspiration.

The outward embodiment of Hellas is gone ; its spirit is

imperishable. Nothing that has once been ^ve in the spiritual

life of man can ever perish entirely ; it has achieved a new
form of existence in the consciousness of mankind—an
immortality of its own. Not always in equal measure, nor
always in the same place, does the stream of Greek thought
rise to the surface in the life of mankind. But it is a river that

never quite runs ; it vanishes, to reappear ; it buries

itself to emerge again. Desinunt ista, non pereunt.



NOTES TO CHAPTER XIV

PART 11

* See above, chap, v, p. 162 f.

* Lucian SO, D* LMctu

:

washing, anointing, crowning of the dead
body, : c. 11. Violent dirge-singing over the dead, 12:
accompanied by the aiX6t, 19; and led by a special sin^

20. Special lament by the father, 13. The dead is before
them with jaws tied up and so secured against unsightly gap'

—

19 &n. (a stronger form of the Homeric iriv t» vrifi' X 4
For this purpose narrow bands are drawn round the chin, cheeks, and
forehead of the dead man. We sometimes see them represented on
vases depicting a lying-in-state, and they have also been found some-
times in graves in which case they have been made of metal (gold or
lead) : see Writers, Ath. MitiM. 1896, p. 367 ff. Kiaftot (even
including horses and slaves) burnt or buried in company with the dead
for his rieasure, 14. ifioXis given to the dead, 10. The dead fed
by xeai and *a4ayfe>iara, 9. The gravestone crowned ; sprinkled
with ixparot I burnt offering, 19. wipttttwvor after a three days'
fast. 24.

* From a rather earlier period we hear that it is a bad thing to be
dead fiy rvg4rra rwr ro/iiVarr

—

it is an infamous deed lor the son to
deny his father ra wofufi/ura after death; Din., Arittog. viii, 18:
cf. [D.] 25, 54.—The dead man says with satisfaction «cu>9‘ Sam roU
Myvrotr r6fiot icri y*p4a$at rUrit rvymr ic4yw
aaWvw, Efrigr. Gr.. 137 ; cf. 153, 7-8.

* are mentioned among other associations as occurring in

a Solonian law ; Dtgesl. 47, 22. 4. These would probably be special

eoUegia funeraticia (at any rate societies of which the csxclusive or
essential bond of union consisted in iiuA radyroi—and not. therefore,

any of the ordinary ttaao* or any *' gentil

Ziebarth thinks, Gr. Vereiiuweten, p. 17 [1896]).

(but not very frequent) of common burial grounds belonging to
8iaa-H : e.g. in Kos, Inset. Cot, I5S-9. ipanarni bury th«r dead
member, CIA. ii, 3308; do the same, Ath. Mitt, ix, 35.

A member contributes as raplat of the colUgium out of bis own means,
for the benefit of dead members of an tpatot, tit roB

avroit nal rerrAcvryarfrar *rrA., CIA. il, 621 (about
ISO B.C.). Another raplat roU (UTaXXa(amt (Biaatiratt) ri
ra^it wapaxpBpa ins. from Attica, third century B.c. CIA. iv, 2,

«23b: cf. ib.. 615h, 1. 14-15; Rhod. inscr. in BCH. iv, 138.

EHonysiastai, Athenaistai in Tanagra Ife^er r4r Sefra : GDI. 960-2
{IG. Sept. i. 685-9). The lobakchai in Athens (third century a.d.)

offer a crown and srine at the burial of a membw ; Ath. Mitt. 1894,

261, 1. 158 ff. of 9faeot witret and even of koI of vfo^ i

4 yepooola erect the monument, CIG. 3101, 3112. (Teos) oOT>aMlra4

btt^ together the members <A their ethwSot, IPE. U, 60-5.
‘

gymnaaiarch also undertakes r&t ianoiuiAt JmpIXetat, Inter. Pet,
ii. 252, 1. 16 ; noteworthy also is U. 374 B, I. 21-5. A few more exx.
aw^ven E. Loch, Zn A. grieeh. Grabtehriften (Fettuhr. PrieUdnAer^
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‘ t^iioota To^ij frequently. Resolution nayiijiui vapaitiiti^aoSai

ri aaifta toO i€tros ivi rrir Ktjitiav avroS, inscr. of Amorgos, BCH.
1891, p. 577 (1. 26) ; p. 586 (1. 17 ff.). Resolution of the council and
people of Olbia (first century B.c.) : when the body of a certain deserving
citizen who has died abroad is brought into the city, all workshops
are to close, the citizens wearing black shall follow his ; an
equestrian statue of the dead man to be erected and every year at
the InnoBpofiiat of Achilles the golden crown granted to the dead
man to be proclaimed, etc. ; IPE. i, 17, 22 ff.—Honour paid to a dead
man by granting a golden crown, CIG. 3185 ; cf. Cic., Flac. 75. This
e.xamplc comes from Smyrna, where such honours were particularly
common : see Bdckh on CIG. 3216. Frequent on Asia Minor inss.

:

d irdAtr sc. OTt^a»oi, riv itiya. 6 Sd/ior rip t<in, SC. dvi0TiK€,

on graves : see esp. G. Hirschfcid, Greek Inscr. in Brit. Mus. iv, 1,

p. 34. More ap. Loch. op. cit.. p. 287.
' This seems to have been particularly common in Amorgos : cf.

CIG. 2264b: four inss. from Amorgos. BCH. 1891. p. 574 (153-4 a.c.).

577, 586 (242 B.c.), 588 f. The Council of the Areopagos and the
people of Athens decree the erection of a statue in honour of a young
man of rank (T. Statilius Lamprias) who has died npi Upas in Epidauros,
and also the dispatch of envoys to wapafivBijoaoBat diro rov r^s
ndXtats driparos his parents and his grandfather Lamprias. In the
same way the citizens of Sparta send an embassy of sympathy and
consolation to other relatives of the same youth (first century A.D.),

Pouil. d’Epidaur. i, 205-9, pp. 67-70. Honorific decree of council
and people of Corinth for the same person, 'B^. ’Apx-, 1894, p. IS.

•k^d^opara vapapuSs/TiKd of two Lydian cities at the death of a man of
rank (first century a.D.), Ant. Wten. Ah., Phil. Hist. Cl., I6th Nov.,
1893 (n. 24) - Atk. Mitt. 1894, p. 102 f. ; cf. Paros, CIG. 2383 (the
council and people decree the erection of a stutue to a dead boy irt
pdpous wapapuSnadptroi ror wardpa)

;

Aphrodisias in Karia, CIG.
277b. 2775b-d ; Neapolis. CIG. 5836 =. IG. Sic. It. 758.—'“

of consolation, so far as they are alluded to, are regularly independent
I any theolomcal teaching

:
^peu> ov^pirpats rd rfir Aifir^r tiSdras

ri dtrapalriiras dtmr ij Jwl irdrro>r dr$pwwcar poXpa and the like {^p*ur
rd mpPefiifKis drSpawIrcts, P. d'Epid. i, 209). We are reminded of
the vapapvSiirtKol Adyot of the philosophers which are literary

expressions of these consolations—thephilosophers in fact were expected
ex officio to ofier such consolations to the mourners, cf. Plu., Snperst.
186 C , D. Chr. 27. g 9 (ii. 285 Am.).

' In spite of any brevity in the narrative the fact of ritual burial

is regularly alluded to (as an important circumstance) in the romance of
Xen. Eph. and in the Historia ApolUmii : Griech. /toman, 391, 3 ; 413, 1.

' At Athens his friend vainly tries to obtain burial infra nrbem for the
murdered Marcetlus

:
quod religione se impediri dicerent ; neque id antea

cuiquam concesserunt (while in Rome pMple were occasionally buried
in the city in spite of the prohibition of the XII tables : Cic., Lg. ii,

58) : Servius to Cicero, Fam. 4. 12, 3 (45 b.c.). There it was permitted
uti in quo vellent gymnasio eum sepelirent and finally his body was
cremated and the remains buried in nobilissimo orbis terraram
gymnasio, the Academy, drra^ xal $dois roS awparos tr r^ yopyaoiip
(of an aristocratic Roman) in Kyme : GDI. 311. To a living benefactor
of that city owexatp'iis) «cai irrad>^ras (in the future) dv rd* y^pxaaitp,

CIG. 279b (Aphrodisias in Karia). As a special mark of honour
paid to a benefactor of the city it is permitted that his body in oppidnm
introferatur (into Smyrna : Cic., Floe. 75), ivra^ xam irdAtr nat
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ra^ iifltooia. irra^ Kara ir^Atv ir r^ iittoafioTaTi(t ro6 yvitvaoiov

rowfi. K^dos, GDI. 3501, 3502 (time o( Augustus). The city buries
a youth yapLvaiot i* rriiint, E^fr. Gr. 222 (.\morgos).—LTpian,
Dig. 47, 3, 5, implies the ptossibility that lex muoicipalis pcrmittat
in civitate sepeUri.

* i.e. probably grave and monument, of Messia set up by her
husband in his own house : Epigr. Gr. 682 (Rome).

*• Thus laser. Prrg. ii, 590, {cal' o irira KarfaKtvaat to ftvrjiitlor rf
liif fia/titg . . . aai rm ird»»^, iavr^. yin-airi, rJavoif, Vtrydrotr

irriaXiorftiarror tan ita^gV^ Similar directions, ib., n. 591,
and frequently. The series includes the old and traditional circle of
the dyxtoTeir : see above, chap, v, nn. 141 and 146 (where ittgpi

anihaimr aalttur should be read).
" There was even a Solonian law against \-iolation and plunder of

tombs : Cic., Lg. ii, 64. The specially invented word Tvf<^u.pdxor
shows that such practices were frequent at a quite early perii^ ;

cf. af/fiaran ^pa, Herond. v, 57. Complaint on account of the rifling

of a tomb: Egypt, papyr. of 127 b.c., \oliees el eftrails, xviii, 2,

p. 161 f. Fr^uent rescripts of emiwrors of the fourth century against
the profanation of graves. Cod Tktod. ix, 17. But even emperors
of second and third centuries had to deal with the subtect ; Dig. 47, 12,

and cf. Paul., Seal. I, 21. 4 fl. ;
sepatekrt violah actio. Quint., Decl.

299, 369, 373. Grave-thieve* were a favounte character in romance :

e.g. ap. Xen. Eph., Chariton and others. Epigram of Greg. Naz.
on the subject of looted ^ves, Anik. Pal. viii, 176 ff. From the fourth
century the Christians in particular seem to have been a danger to
heathen banal places (cf. Gothofred., ad Cod. Tktod. in, p. 150 Ritt.)

—

in fact, ecclesiastics were specially given to grave-robbery : Soretl.

ro/eafiH. 5(p. II I Kitt.),Cassiod.. I'ar. iv, 18; basluarti lalronet (Amm.
Marc. 28, I, 12), were then frequent. An Egyptian anchonte h.id

at an earlier period become latronum maximus et sepulchrorum
violator : Rufin., I'il. Pair. 9 (n. 446b Rossw.),

'* ln.scrr. indicating such sepulchral penalties arc rare on the m<im-
land of Greece, common in Thrace and the Greek cities of .\sia Minor,
but roost frequent of all in Lykia. Most of them belong to the Roman
period, but also appeal occasionally to tok aotfitiat vopov of the
city (cf. also Korkyra. CIG. 1933) ; or refer to the lyaXsipa Tt';ifltupvx>ac

as though it were a local pr<xcss of law which had perhaps lieen con-
firmed by an Imperial ordinance lutnv$vrof torui role hiaraypaoi aai

Tofr warpitus ropois. imicr. from Tralles : sec Hirschfeld, p. 121). They
therefore cannot be simply borrowed from the Roman custom, but
belong to the old law of the country esp. in Lykia where a similar

prescription has been found dating from the third century B.c. : CIG.
4529; see Hirschfeld. Kknigsb. Stad. i, pp. 85-144 (l887)--doubt is

thrown on the legal validity of the penal clauses in such inserr. by

J. Merkri, Frstg. f. Ikering, p. 109 fl. (1892).
'• Curses directed against those who bury unauthorizwl persons in

a grave or damage the monument are rare in European Greece : i

Aegina, CIG. 2140b: Thessaly. BCH. xv, 568; Athens. CIA.
1417-28 ; among these is a Thessalian grave, 1427 ; a Christi

1428 : 1417-22 are set up by Herodes Atticus to Apia Regilta and
Polydeukion (cf. K. Keil, Pauly-Wist. i, 2101), but his coquetting with
the cult of the gBinot proves nothing for the common opinion of his

fellow citizens. Sepulchral curses are particularly common in inss,

from LyUa and Phrygia ; also Cilicia, JHS. 1891, p. 228. 231, 267

:

a few also from Halikamassian graves ; Samos, CIG. 2260.—The
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grave and its peace arc placed under the care of the underworld deities

in these inss. : wapaiiBaiiii rott KaraxSoviois Btols roOro ro
<BvXdaatt¥ kt\., CIA. iii, 1423-4. Cf. also a Cretan inscr. Ath. Mitt.

1 893, p. 2 1 1 . Whoever introduces a stranger into the grave or damages
the grave doc/Sijr larm firoir KarayBovlott (thus in Lylda, CIG. 4207 ;

4290 ; 4292), rd vept tops 8€Ovs rt «rai Bias irdaas Kai

ijpmas irdvrat (from Itonos in Phthiotis, BCH. xv, 568). duaprcaXot
Itrrut Bfots KaTa)(Boviois, CIG. 4252b, 4259, 4300e, i, k, v, 4307, 4308 ;

BCH. 1894, p. 326 (n. 9)—all from Lykia. (The formula occurs
already in a Lyk. inscr. of 240 B.c. ; BCH. 1890, p. 164 ; dfiapruXoi
SoTuioav—the archons and citizens who neglect to offer the yearly
sacrifice to Zeus Soter

—

B€uiv ndvrutv Kal diroTiedru d apxtov ktX.,

which thus corresjjonds exactly with the oldest Lyk. inscr. with
sepulchral penalty, CIG. 4259). iorto UpdervXos Btols oipaviois Kai

KaroxBoAois, CIG. 4253 (Pinara in Lylua). This must mean : he
shall be regarded as having transgressed the law against daifitta,

ItpoovXia (cf. ol ripoi oi irtpl ttpoavXov, Teos, S/G. 523, 51), rvfiPupvxta,
having at the same time offended against the gods (see Hirschfeld,
op. cit., p. 120 f.). More particular is another Lyk. ins. ; dfiapriuXds
ioTot Btutv ndpraiv Kai Ai/toCs Kai twk ritevayv (as the special gods of

the country), CIG. 4259, 4303, (iii, p. 1138), 4303 e» (p. 1139). In
Cilicia itrtiu i)oc0i;icwr is rt rip Aia >ca< t^v BtX’^yjv, jHS. xii, 231.
Phrygian : KixoXmpIvov ixotro Mijra KaraxBoryov, BCH. 1886, p. 503,
6 : cf. ivopKildptBa Af^ea KaraxBdnov tls toCto pvrfptlo* psiStva

Amer. School uf Athens lii, 174. The same is intended by
the |>cculiarly Phr>'gian denunciation iora> avrw npos ror Btov, npos
rr/v x*ipcc ToC BtoC, npos to filya ovopa ToC Btov, CIG. 3872b (p. 10^),
3890, 3902 f.o., 3963 . Amer. School iii, 411 ; BCH. 1893, p. 246 ft.

That these are Christian formulae—as Ramsay, JHS. iv, p. 400 f.,

supposes— is hardly likely. Equally unlikely in the case of 3902r
^l-'ranz rightly protests against tiie idea) : Imat ovrw npos rdv (wvra
Btdr (the same occurs again in a decisively non-Chnstian sense ; BCH.
1893, p. 241) xat vvr nai iv Kptaiptp r/pip^ (arpiots apparently ae

death m CIG. 6731, from Rome, which, considering the words
dyaXpd tlpi ‘HXiov, ran hardly be Christian), rijs toO Btov opyijs

ptBiftrat, CIA. Ill, 1427. Obscure threat: ov yap p'p awtcKji . . .,

CIG. 2140b (Acgina). The profaner of graves is cursed in more detail :

TOi/T<fj p^ yij /Sari), pi) BdXaoaa nXiari), dAAd (KprifcuffiJorTai nayyivtt
(the dpeu on the mss. of Herod. Att. agree so far at least in intention,

CIA. lii, 1417-22). ndai rols KOKoir vripat' Suori, icoi koi
noptrip Kai rtrapTaiip Kai iXi^avrt ktX., CIA. iii, 1423-4 (similar curse
on a lead tablet from Crete ; Ath. Milt. 1893, p. 211). The first half
of this imprecation represents the regular formula in such dpai and
opKoi— pi) yn /SoTi) ktX. ; cf. Wiinsch, Defix., p. vii, and a Jewish-Greek
inscr. from Euboea : 'E^. 'Apx-. 1892, p. 175 ; it occurs also in CIG.
2664, 2667 (Halikamassos)

; 4303 (p. 1138 Phrygia). Siioti rots

Karax^oi'i'air Btols iiKijv, 4190 (Cappadocia), opdava TtKva Xinoiro,

Xrjpov fiidv, oIkov iprjpov, iv nvpi vdyra idpotro, KaKoiv vno ^rtpor oAotro.

3862, 3875, 400 (Phrygia). These arc all p^uliarly and originally

Phrygian ; something similar seems to occur in inss. in the Phrygian
language : see Ztschr. vergl. Sprachf. 28, 381 ff. ; BCH. 1896, p. Ill ff.

Phiygian, too, is the curse offros 8‘ dwpots ntpeniaovra avpc^pals,
Epigr. Gr., p. 149, Amer. Sch. Ath. ii, 168—i.c. may his children

die dcupot. (More plainly riicvtuv dwpwv ntpiniaoiro tmp^p^, BCH.
1893, p. 272.) Sometimes the additional phrase is found xal ficrd

Bdvarov 51 Xdfioi rods inoxBovloos Btods ripupois Kai KtxoXaip^vs,
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CIG. 3915 (Phrynan). Beside* the common imprecations we also
have tforom U 4 y% rti^ov, 2^6 (Aphrodisias in

Karia) ; oil^r^r r^r <uhvS wapaUfatrv, Am. Sek. Atk.
iii, 411 (Puddia). Barbarous in the extreme is an inscr. from Cili_;

{JHS. 1891, p. 287) : vdrra ri l«ta MMAwp/va aoi rit orvynpit
^ptirias «a< Itlou Winev if-warot ye’^esrot.—With these grave-impreca-
tions we may compare also the threats uttered agmnst those who shall

neglect the directions (orthe honouring of King Antiochos of Kommagene
who lies buried in his ItpoBiautr (ib, 13 ; iiib, 3 : hence correct Upo-
$vnor in Pans. 4. 32. 1) on the Nemrud Dagh ; ftSdrar in ^aA«ei|

itiptms ^aoiAucwv twfiiSrwr, rtiiatpot opoiatt iptXiat r< xal Sppliut.

iuaam Kahuotatpitmr rt irnpaeitlt ripot dvstAdrovr

{jfn votrdr. rd pir yip omop iwar arov^dr ipyvp, r^f ti iaifi€tat

imioBofiaptit irayitai (iiia, 22 fl., Ber. Bert. Akad. 1883),
'* From the point of view of religion, at any rate, it is true, though

with considerable resers'ations, that most of the Greeks and Macedonians
scattered over Asia and Eg>'pt in cofoiiMr. in Syro* Partbos Aegyptios
degeneramnt, Liv. 38, 17, 11-12. The only non-Greek nation (apart
from the Romans) which learnt anything from the Creeks or from the
semi-religious Greek philosophy was the Jewish—at once the most
stubborn and the most pliable of them all.

At a quite late period, in order to explain the impiety of grave-
robbing. Valentinian says (following the libri veteris sapientiae quite
as much as Christian teaching) licet occasus necessitatem mens divina
(of man) non sentiat, amant tamen animae sedem corporuro relictorum
et nescio qua sorte rationis occultae sepulchri honore laetantur (JVoe.

Valent, v, p. Ill RitC).

After the reception of the last person who has a right there

anotepwaBat rar nXirar, i^ritmtoBai ri prriptiar. CIG. 2827, 2834.
aopanmBjarrat, i.e. it will be finally shut up : 3919.

iwtar a Toit xapaumr dygerAMoat/tev, lierond. v, 84 (i.e. at the
end of the month : festival of the dead at the rgtaataSst. see above,
chap. V, n. 88. kpipaf Xwpovaris eal piprit ^Blrorrat riwBaatr f»ayf{fii'

ot woAAof, Pin., Q. Rom. 34. p. 272 D). Ofierings to the dead at the
grave : see besides Luc., Charon. 22.
“ EpUteta ; see above, chap, v, n. 126. Traces of a similar

foundation on an inscr. from Thera ap. Ross, Inur. Gr. 198 (it. p. 81).

—

Otherwise the son will perhaps offer to his father rdr
iraytapir {CIG. 1976, Thessalonike ; 3645 Lamped)—rd ' -

nartamriaaer ah aitmor pr^pipr «ai r§ pari Sararar i^atauopirjf
Bpr/atnif {CIG. 4224d. iii. p. 1119 Lykia). A dead man has left the
council of a dty a sum of money (or a arr^anunnir (CIG. 3912,
3916 Hierapolis in Phrygia) ; i.e. in order that hi* mve may be
crowned every year from the interest of the money : 3919. Another
man leave* money to a society to celebrate his memory yearly by
bolding a edogfa with otrormala illumination and crowns : 3028
Epbes^ An annual feast in honour of a dead man's memory on
his yerlBhtot ipdpa : 3417 Philadelphia in Lydia (this is the proper
day for a feast of the dead : see above, chap, v, n. 89). Annual
memorial in the month Tae/effier for a dead ipytapanarik in Rhodos,
irayiptvan of his crowns of honour and crowning of w pari^tar.
regulv irayiptaatt rSa npBr Ir rait ewdSetr (of the fparat) «al rstr
Intxiaaauf {tecood century n.c.). IGM. Aeg. i, 155, 1. 53 fl., 67 ff.

Another foondation, in Elatea {BCH. x, 382), seems to have been much
more dhiborate in intention and to have included the sacrifice of a ball,

as ardl as cdwgfa and an iyiSm.
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“ ttv6fuvot ytpiiuti, laser, from Athens (second a
Ath. mu. 1892, p. 272. 1. 8. 8ny<iv i

'

libations at the grave : Efiigr. Gr. 120, 9-10.
*• The dedra^oi : this is the name given to those in€artpi]ii4i'oi

riuv wpoyonKtov rii^atv, EM. 131, 44. They even had a burial place of

their own : inoTai^y raAaty on a marble vase from Rhodos, IGM. Aeg.
i, 656.
“ This repeats the last farewell which accompanied the removal

of the body from the house (Eur., Ak. 626 f.). Cf. Ms* /TarpotrAc
«rai «tV ’At^ao iiiuuaiy, the words with which Achilles (IF' 179)
addresses his dead friend l3nng upon the funeral pyre. So too on
tombstones x«<P« must be intended to suggest the continued sympathy
of the survivors and the appreciation by the dead of that sympathy.
Does it also imply veneration of the departed as Kptirriov ? Gods and
Heroes were also addressed with this word : cf. “"of 'Hpiickttt,

etc.—The passer-by calls out • X“*/>*'re rjptott. 6 vapiymy o*
ianilyrat. Ath. MiU. ix, 263; and cf. Epigr. Gr. 218. 17-18; 237,
7-8 ; cf. Loch, op. cit., 278 f.

" xafp«T< is said by the dead man to the living ; Bfickh on CIG.
3775 (ii. p. 968) ; cf. 6 Ayayyoit. IG. Sic. et It. [IG. xiv] 350.

** xalptr* ^poMs. xo'fx »“* ^ *"•* tiohec, CIG. 19.56 (more given
by UOclih, ii, p. 50 ; see al-so on 3278) ; Inscr. Cos, 343 ; IG. Sic. et It.

60. 319 ; BCH. 1893-4, 242 (5). 249 (22). 528 (24), 533 (36) ; specially
noteworthy is p. 529 (28), /litcmc X'l'P*- ic4 y« «S irafoSstra
“ xoifioit oTi TovTo t6 otiiriy | tlirat ifsoi x^ip*i<' elrtKey svotPtijs To
call upon the dead is an act of tvolfieia.
" At the burial of a woman who is being given a public funeral

itrcfiiaot i iaitos rpis to Syopa air&s, GDI. 3504 (Knidos ; in the
time of Trajan). In the same way the name of the ijpior was called

out three times at a sacrifice in his honour ; see above, chap, iv, n. 62.
“ Tombstone of Q. Marcius Strato (circ. second century a.D.),

Ath. Milt. 1892, p. 272, I. 5 fi. To<Va/> oeot Bpopltp IJa^lji rt yiot

ptfUhiioBt, S*v6pfroy ytpiwy pri papaytXoBe rd^v' dAAa Ttapoortl-

xovret oifropa •cAttrdi' apopx'g fiatarpItT' i) paStvdr auptraTaycirc

xdpof. Those who are thus charged answer, wpooTvyivm ErpdTo/ya
Mol npH lepdrip.

•• Often represented on Attic lekythoi : Pettier, Les Ucythes bUtytes,

p. 57.

The gods and their statues are honoured in this way : SittI,

GebcirdtH, p. 182.
•• fithrlortt «toi tcptirrowt, Arist., Eudem. Jr. 37 [44].
“ xpifirroOt wowii' euphemism for dvoimn^at in a treaty between

Tegea and Sparta : Arist., Jr. 542 [592]. They become xPV^^‘
only after death. This ancient and evidently popular egression gives
far stronger grounds for believing that xPV<"^f applied to the dead
than does the passage from Thphr., Ch. x, 16 (xiii, 3), for the opposite
view (the mpUp^s writes on a tombstone that a dead woman and her
family 7®"’* which Loch concludes that the word really
" denotes a quality of the living and not of the dead op. cit, 281).

It is possible at the same time that those who used such words did n.:
mean anything special by their XP'I®''^ and at any rate only
thought of it as a vague adjective of praise. But that was not its

real meaning.
** X®^* and the like, with or without ifptot, are very commonly

met with on epitaphs from Thessaly, Boeotia, the countries of Asia
Minor (and Cyprus as well ; cL BCH. 1896, pp. 343-6 ; 353-6). On
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Attic graves the use of the title xpfforif seems to be confined to
foreigners and those mostly slaves (see Keil, Jahrb. Phil, suppl.
iv, 6M : Gutschcr. Alt. Grabinschr. i, p. 24 ; ii, p. 13).

** With Gutscher. op. cit., i, 24 : ii, 39.—From the fact that in

Attica this word does not seem to be given to natives no conclusion
IS to be drawn as to the opinions held by the Athenians about their

dead (as though they thought of them with less respect). The word
was simply not traditional in this sense in Attica. On the other hand,
the word |iojrapiri)r was S{>ecifically Attic as applied to the dead (see

above, cb. vii, n. 10), and this provides unmistakable evidence that
the conception of the dead as ** blessed ” was current also in

Attica.
•* xP’twrwv Hdt. snii. 111.—o i}pu>t (Protesilaos)

, jfpijorit «<»,

firyxwpei that people should sit down in his Hfuvos : Philostr., Hrr.

p. 134, 4 Ks.—Other modes of address intended to mollify the dead
are ihent, icai iXvvt, a^ere. afttftnrt, etc. x‘‘P* (cf- Jlnser,

Cos. 165, 263, 279, and Loch. op. cit., 281).
" Paus. 4. 27. 6.
•« Paus. 4, 32. 4.
** Paus. 9. 13, 5-6. Sacrifice (irrJpmr) of a white mare to the

HertHnes ; Plu., Pelop. 20-2. The same thing is briefly referred to

in Xen., HG. 6. 4, 7 : see also D.S. xv. 54. Detailed account of the

fate of the maidens ap. Plu., A’arr. Amor. 3 ; Jerome, a. Jovm. i, 41

(li, 1, 308 D Vail.).—ai Asvicrpov $vyor4pts, Plu., Herod. Mai. ii,

p. 856 F.
** Atonriheia in Sparta (CIG. 1421) at which there were *’ speeches ”

about Leonidas (even in Sparta not a surprising circumstance at this

late period), and an aywr in which only Spartiates might take part :

Paus. 3, 14, 1.—aytonoe/icroi ror tvtrddto'r Atiuriiov] xai Uavoarllov
nai Tuir AmIwui' itproui'r aydirol, CIG. 1417.

At Marathon : crowning and <Veyui|tot at the «oAv<ii'Sp«ior of

the Marathonian Heroes carried out by the tpktbm : CIA. li. 471,

26. Cf. more generally Aristid. it, p. 229 f. Ihnd. Nocturnal fighting

of the ghosts there ; I'aus. 1, 32, 4 (the oldest prototype of the similar

legends told, in connexion w'lth the stni^* of the battle between the

dead Huns and Romans, by Damasc., 1 . Istd. 63).
*• aripas] iS‘ rjparas ec^crai narpif irrA., Irtscr. CoS, 350 (beginning

of Empire).
** Spiealong of the Attic tragedians, D. Chr. thinks (15, p. 237 M. •> ii,

235 Am.) ois htslroi iwoistirrvovotr ^pwat tovtoic ^airoi^ai ^rayi{eKTc(

(o< "EXhifrtf) <at rjparotr, nei re ixtlrois ipKoiopripira fficir lerir.

But this is only true in a very limited and qualified seiue.
•• “Btrropr in Omrvmr ir 'Ihirp, says Luc. (expressly speaking of

bis own tiroes), 0. Cone. 12. Apparition of Hektor in Troad : Max.
Tyr. 15, 7, p. 283 K. Miracles worked : I^ilostr., Her. pass. Hekt.
in Thebes ; Lyc. 1204 fl.

In the 'Hpatredt I^ilostratos gives plenty of evidence of this.

Most of what he says about the Heroes of the Trojan war is entirely

without traditional basis, but not all of it : and especially where he

speaks (in the firat part of the dialogue) of the appearances and displays

of power attributed in his osm day to the Heroes be is far from inventing.
(His powers of invention are exercised particularlym what he says about

by t^ sbephnds of the frojan plain—-the figures of the Hcmieric

campions (gigantic in tise, pp. l3»-40 (667] ;
^/rorrat in

' “
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p. 131, 1). Hektor in particular appears, works miracles, and his
statue TToXXi ipyd{tTax vp^ora Koiv§ rc xal ts iva, pp- 151-2. Legend
about Antilochos, p. 155, 10 ff. Palamedes appears, p. 154. On the
south coast of the Troad opposite Lesbos he has an ancient temple in
which Bvovotv to him {uviam-cr ot rd{ dtcralas oiKovvTts irdActr, p. 184,

21 (see also V. Ap. iv, 13). Sacrifice to Palamedes as a Hero, 153,

29 if.

—

Maniic power attributed to the -^ptott, 135, 21 fi. ; 148, 20 B. (to

Odysseus in Ithaca, 195, 5 ff.). Hence Protesilaos in particular,
who appears at Elaious in Thrac. Chers. to the vineyard-keeper into
whose mouth Philostr. puts his story, has so much to say even about
what he had not himself seen or experienced. Protes. is still fully

alive ({§, 130, 23) ; like Achilles (in Leuke, etc.) he has his tipoi hpopoi
if ols yu/ivd{tTat (131, 31). A vision of Protes. appearing to an enemy
makes him blind (132, 9). (To meet a Hero often bhnds a mortal,
cf. Hdt. vi, 117, and the case of Stcsichoros and the Dioskouroi.)
He protects his protfigfi’s fields from snakes, wild beasts, and every-
thing harmful : 132, 15 ff. He himself is now t'y "At&ov (when he is

with Laodameia), now in Phthia, and now in the Troad (143, 17 ff.).

He appears about midday (143, 21, 32; cf. Append, vi). At his

ancient oracle at Elaious (mentioned already by Hdt. ix, 116, 120;
alludcil to by Philostr., p. 141, 12) he dispenses oracles more particularly

to the champions of the great games, the heroes of the age (p. 146,

13 ff., 24 ff., 147, 8 ff., 15 ff. . famous contemporaries are mentioned :

Eudaimon of .\lexandria, victor at Olympia in Ol. 237, and Helix well-

known from the rufiraartKof). He heals diseases, esp. consumption,
dropsy, ophthalmia, and ague, and he helps people in the pains of love

(p. 147, 30 ff.). Prot. also gives oracles in his Phthiotic home
Phylake (where he pays frequent visits), 148, 24 ff.— It is the regular
series of miraculous performances normally attributed to the ijptutt

of older legends, that Protesilaos carries out here.—On Mt. Ismaros
in Thrace .Maron {EvavBdot vi6t, Od. i 197) appears and oporai rolr

ytmpyoit to whom he sends rain (149, 3 ff.). Mt. Rhodope in Thrace
is haunted (ohtu) by Rhcsos, who lives there a life of chivalry, breeding
horses, practising his weapons, and hunting ; the woodland animals
offer themselves willingly as sacrifices at his altar

; the keros keeps
the plague away from the surrounding Kwpai (149, 7-19).—The
legendary details from Philostratos here selected for mention may be
taken as really derived from popular tradition (cf. also W. Schmid,
t). AHicismus, iv, 572 ff.).

** Again in 375 a.d. Achilles preserved Attica from an earthquake
(Zosim. iv, 18) ; in 396 he kept Alaric away from Athens ; ib., v, 6.

Plu., Luculi. 23; App., Mitkr. 83. Lucullus was Roman enough
to carry off from the inhabitants of Sinope their much-honoured statue
of Autolykos, to which the elaborate cult was principally attached :

irlputv Autol. uts 9t6v. ijv 84 «rat payrtior awrov, Str. 546.
“ See above, chap, iv, nn. 119-20 .—Heroon of Kyniska (sister of

Agesilaos) in Sparta as victor at Olympos : Paus 3, 15, 1

.

** Hero-physicians : see above, chap, iv, § 10. Our knowledge of

the cult and activity of these Heroes is chiefly derived from evidence
from later times.— An evidently late creation is the Hero Neryllinos

in the Troad, of whose worship, healing, and prophetic powers Athenag.,
Apol. 26, has something to say (Lob. Agl. 1171). 6 (iyot larpis, Toxaris,

in Athens : Luc., Scytk. 1 j 2. (The special name of the frfvoj larpos

may be Lucian's invention, but not what he tells us of his cult.) There
was a permanent cult of Hippokratrs in Kos in the time of Pianos :

the Koans offered sacrifice to him (4wayf{fu') annually on his birthday
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(aec above, chap, v, n. 89} : Soran. ap. Anon., I'. Hipp. 450, 13 West,
(miracle at the tomb of Hipp. in Larisa : ib., 451, 55 &.). The doctor
in Lac., Philips. 21, makes an elaborate sacrifice (something more
than annually to his bronze statue of Hipp.—A good story
thorougUy in the manner of popular f<dk-Iore is that told of PellicUos

the Co^thian general who was also worshipped as nving help in sick-

ness and the magic tricks that he (simply as was able to play
on the Libyan slave who had stc^en the gold pieces which used to be
ofiered to him : Luc., Pkilops. iS-20.

*• AnA. Pal. vii, 694 {’Aiialou, probably the Macedonian).
CIG. 4838b (see above, chap, iv, n. 60). The name expresses the

idea : tioin was the greeting which the dead man returned to the
traveller, CIG. 1956.

** Another example : bulls are still sacrificed in Megara in the fourth
century a.D. oSicialW by the city to the Heroes who had fallen in the
Persian wars, IG. Sept, i, 53.

** At the monument of Philopoimen, Plu., Phitop. 21.
** in ToU 'HpaiUoU Koi ir ratt 4AA<ur iop^att—in Priansos and

Hierapytna in Crete (third century n.c.), CIG. 2556, 37. Annual festival

of the 'Hp^a, in which were held eixapter^piot iyatvtf for Asklepiades
and those who had fought with him in one of the city's wars. A decree
honouring the grandsons of this Asklep. has been found at Eslu-Manyas
near Kyztkos ; AA. Mill. 1884. p. 33.

•* In taking an oath they swore by the gods xai Ijptaat xal IfpaAeoat
(Dreros in Crete) : Cauer, DeUtl.^ 38 A, 31 (third century B.C.).

Treaty between Rhodos and Hierapytna (second century n.c.), Cauer,

44, 3 ; tCfaaOat Tijl 'AXl^ «ai rf 'PHip <toi »oI» iXXoit fitoir wim iiai

waaoit ««i Toir iprayiratf cat roif iaat fjtom rdr woAir irat

t4» rd* 'PoSimr . . . Oath of citizenship from Chersonnesos
{third centuiy-), Sitrfi. Bert. Ahad. 1892, p. 480 ; iprim . . . ^pmat
oaot •dJUf nai xwpor arai rd Xtpooi’aOiTii’.—Similar cxx.

from earlier times : see above, chap, iv, n. 4 (and cf. Din., Dem. 64 :

ftaprvpoftat . . . eoi rods ^pwat rode iyxaiplovt rrA).
** e.g. inscr. from Ast^-palaia BCH. 1891, p. 632 (n. 4) ; Damatrios

son of Hippias dedicates a fountain and trees $toU ^pmol t« . . .

iSXopipou r/mir dertStdodf x^ptra.—A grave is dedicated 0*oit Ijpuiot,

CIG. 3272 (Smyrna), i.c. probably 0. «ai ijptaai (cf. fieots haipmn,
5827. etc.).

•* Collegia of ^pmtaral: Foucart. Astoe. relig. 230 (49). 233 (56).

CIA. ii. 630. In Boeotia. AA. MiA 3, 299 > JG. Sept, i, 2725.
** e g. inscr. on one of the seats in the theatre at Athens ; teplm

'Ardtmur Hal ^pHtat iwirrylav, CIA. iii. 290.
** dtouVroom ii Hal i% rdif r^ Alatrt aap’ 'Adnralott ripal, adr^

r< Ksi ^pvoiKtt, Pans. I, 35. 3 {AUrrua in Salamis in first century
a.C.. CIA. ii, 467-71). dray/{»iie. M «ai it ipMt in ry <9ogwr<t (in

Argos), 2, 20, 3. aal of (Tberas) «ai rdr (rt of xar’ frot

ipoyllopatr wt ofmerfi, 3, I, 8. He also bears witness to the still

surviving cult of Pandion ss Hero in Megara, 1, 41, 6; Tereus in Megara.
1,41,9: Melampoutin Aigosthena, 1,44, 5; Aristomenes in MesaiMiia.

4. 14, 7 : Aitoloc in Elis i nptaalapxp*
tHoaror hot rip AlrmXlp, 5, 4, 4 : cf. the yvpHoalapxat who looks after

the inmoiuial ; above, this chsp., n. 4) : Sostratos the ipAiunat of

Herakles in Dyme, 7, 17, 8 ; Ipniktes in Ricnea, 8, 14, 9 ; the l^s
slain at Kapbyai. 8, 23, 6-7 : the four lawgivers of Tegea, 8, 48. I

;

the SiaiptU in Katana, 10. 28, 4-5.—Of course, it does not follow

that whra Pans, mentions other very numerous Heroes without so
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expressly saying that their cult still survived, he means that those
cults had died out.

*• Plu., Aristid. 21.
*’ Aratos received from the Achaeans after his death BvoCav koI

Tifiar liptiuK^s in which he may take pleasure himself ttvtp ko! ircpl

roit dnoixoftdvovt iart rtr {uaBijoit, Polyb. 8, 14, 8. He was buried at
Sikyon, as xal aotriip rijt viXtws, in a rdirot mploirrot called
the 'Apirtiov (cf. Pans. 2, 8, 1 ; 9, 4). Sacrifice was made to him twice
a year, on the day when he had freed Sikyon, 5th Daisios, the
XcuTifpta, and on his birthday

;
the former was carried out by the priest

of Zeus Soter, the latter by the priest of Aratos. They included :

Hymn by the Dionysiac re^rirot, procession of watSer and
in which the gymnasiarchoi, the bouU wearing crowns, and the citisens
took part. Of all this only itiyitara ptitpd still survived in Plutarch's
time, of irAcioTai rwy ripu>v uiro ypovov xal vpaypdriuv aXXwv
iitX^Xoinaatv, Plu., Aral, S3 {oorr^p : cf. epigram in c. 14).

*' wdyrtt ypwaf ¥op{f,ovot Todt o^iipa naXaioit avipat, <ra! iav

piiliiv ifaiperov Si’ adr6t> otpai tok gpdmv. But only a few
of them have regular rrAtrar : D. Chr. 31, p. 335 M. [i, 243 Am.],
omnes qui patriam conservarint, adiuverint, auxerint become immortal

:

Cic., Som. Sci. 3, which also goes too far.
*• Pelopidas, Timoleon, Leosthenes, Aratos become Heroes : see

Keil, Anal. et onom. 50-4. Kleomencs Plu., Cleom. 39.
Philopoimen, Fkilop. 21. laiBtta ripal annual sacrifice of a bull and
hymns of praise to Philop. sung by the vioi : P.S. 29, 18 ; Liv. 39, 50,
9 ; S/G. 289. Sec Keil, op. cit., 9 fi.

•• In Sikyon Aratos is held to be the son of Asklepios who had
^'iaited his mother in the form of a snake : Paus. 2, 10, 3 ; 4, 14, 7-8
(favourite form of stories of divine parentage : see Marx, Marcken
V. dankb. Tkirren, 122, 2).

The very charming and characteristic story of Drimakos, the
leader and law-giver of the bpandrai in Chios, is told by Kymphodoros
(ap. Ath. \’i, c. 88-90), as ba\ing happened ptKpiv npd iipmr. He
had a ijpipoi' in which he was honoured under the name of ijpwr

(by the bpanlrat with the firstfruits of their plunder). He
frequently appeared to masters to whom he revealed the oikctuv
Jm^vXds.

Hsch. PaBidSat
'

^potos oropa, St iral roilr KaTa^ilyoi>Tar tit

airip ^itrrcu [irai] Bardrov.
** Hxodaros, a shepherd of Epbesos, discovered in a strange fashion

a very excellent kind of marble, a discovery which he communicated
to the authorities (for use in temple-building). He was made a Hero
and renamed rjptut fikxyyiAor : sacrifice was made to him officially

every month, hoditqup, Vitruv. x, 2.
** Luc., Macrob. 21 (for Athenod. see FHG. iii, 485 f.).—In Kos

an exedra in the theatre was dedicated to C. Stertinius Xenophon
(court-physician to the Emp. Claudius) rjpeM, Inscr. Cos, 93.—In
Mitylene there was even an apotheosis of the historian Theophanes
(the friend of Pompeius : cf. iV. flopwiljiot 'Itpolra vlis Bto^vvs
with full name, Atk. Mitt, ix, 87) : Tac., A. vi, 18. Oco^vijr 5c«r

on coins of the city, and cf. I!S(oTor ijpwa, A*ofiiiipa( ^pws vdos, etc.,

on the same city’s coins (Head. Hist. Hum. 488).
** On a skit in Messene there was a portrait of a certain Aithidas

of the bt^nning of the third century b.c. ; instead of whom a
descendant of the same name is worshipped : Paus. 4, 32, 2. In
the market place of Mantinea stood a ktroon of Podares who had
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distinguished himself in tlie battle of Mant. (362). Three generations
before Pans, visited the place the Mantineans had altered the inscrip-

tion on the Aeroon and dedicated it to a later Podares, a descendant
of the original one, who lived in the Roman period : Paus. 8, 9, 9.

•• Cf. Keil, Anal. Epigr. 62.
” Cult paid to king Lysimachos in his lifetime in Samothrake,

SIG. 190 {Ankaol. Unters. auf. Samotk. ii. 85, n. 2). " Heroizing "

of Diogenes pkrourarehas of Demetrios ; in 229 B.c. he was bribed by
Aratos to lead the Macedonian gamson out of Attica : see KOblcr,
Htrmes, \'ii, 1 fl.

—

tbs Nixla toO iiftov vioB, ^AovdrpiSot, yjpiuot,

titpyjra ti ras vdAior, ooiTt/piai a dedication $»oit narpt/tois, iKScr.

Cos, 76. This is a decree m^e in the lifetime of the kfros (or why
owTifpiat ?). who is probably identical, as the editors suggest, with
Nikias, tyrant of Kos in the Strabo's time ; Str. 658 ; Penzonius on
Ael,. 17/. i. 29.

*• ypiuj applied to a living person occasionally on inss. of the linf>en.-il

age. C/C. 2583, Lyttc^ Crete ; 3665 living, Kyztkos second
century : Ath. Mill. vi. 121 (Kyzikos again) {vva/ixovrTor KXtofUtnvs
^patot also certainly living.

•• When Demetrios Poborketes conquered and rebuilt Sikyon in

303 the inhabitants of the city which is now called " Demetnas " otter

to him while still alive, sacnfice, festival, and annual dywrtr as im'arg

(dXXi ravra pir 6 ; D.S. 20, 102, 3. IMtr this

frequently occurred ; Marcellea, LucuMea. etc., are well known. But
the matter did not stop there. The inhabitants of Lcte in Macedonia
in the year 117 a.C. decree to a prominent Roman, besides other
honours, TiBta$at aur^) dywra Swwttir xat' irot Jr ri Jojeiyi pffri,

Srar koI roir iXXott rvrgytratr o« dyweer /irtrrAweriu (Affh. dts mist.

settHitf. 3e sAne, tii, p. 278, n. 127). This implies that all litpyirai

were by custom oder^ such games at this time.
^ D.S. 17, 115. Alexander after inquiry at the oracle of Ammon

commanded that he should be worshipped as iipwf (the oracle having
granted in his case 4i’ay<{<ii' wt ^pwt, but not wr Bvstp) : Arrian,

An. 7, U, 7 ; 23, 6 ; Pin.. Alex. 72 (an was immediately set

up to him in Alexandria Aeg. ; Arr. 7, 23, 7). This did not prevent
the superstition and servility which flourished together in Alexander's
empire from occasionally worshipping Heph. as 'HPatmluiv Stit

wdptipat.— D.S. probably only exaggerates the truth: 17, 115, 6:
cf. Luc., Calumn. 17-18. (Tlie new keros or god immedialelv gave
proof of his power by appearances, visions sent in dreams, Upata,
pamiiu, ib. 17.)—Elaborate pomp at the funeral of Dem. Poliork. :

Pin., Derrurfr. 53.
’• Cf. the Testament of Epikteta and other foundations mentioned

above, this chap., n. 18, and chap, v, n. 126. Ur cf. the elaborate

arrangements which fferodes Atticus made for the funeral, etc., of

Regilla and Polydeukes (bnt ijpt»t nokuhivnlttr is only said in the
weakened sense in which ipart had been current for a long time) :

collected by Keil in Pauly-Wiss. i. 2101 fl. The extravagant manifesta-

tions of grief that Geero offered to the memory of his daughter were
modelled on Creek originals (and upon the certainly Creek auctores

qui dicant fieri id oportere ; AU. 12, 81, 1). In Alt. 12 he gives an
account of their architectural side : he frequently calls the object

that he meditates an iwoBdmatt

:

cf. consecrabo te (Consoi.fr. 5 Or.).—
Cf. the Temple-tombof Pomptilla, who like another Alkestis died instead
of her husband, whom she followed into exile as far as Sardinia : her
4ieatb eras caused by breathing in the breath of the sick man. Rer
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temple i.i at Cagliari in Sardinia, and is adorned with many inss. in
Latin and Greek: IG. Sie. et IL 607, p. 144 ff. (first century A.D.).
” d iaiiot (occasionally also d fiovXa xal 6 i&fiof) —

Thera, CIG. 2467 ; Ross, Inscr. Gr. Ined. 203 ff. (and sometimes
outside Thera : Loch, Zu d. gr. Grabsckr. 282, 1) 6 iSpot irlpaat
(tox 8fixa) . . . ijpioa. Cf. also (Thera) Atk. Milt, xvi, 166; Epigr,
Gr. 191-2.

’* ^porrinai 64 Tois ipytunvat (the members oi a collegium of
Dionysiasts) Snots i^ripanoBti Autrvmos oai avareBet iv rip Itpip napa
Tox ecdx, onov xal S narifp avrod, tva vnapget KitAAtorox vnSpvrfpa
auToS tis rSr inavra gpSvor, inscr. of Peiraeus, second century B.c.

;

CIA. iv, 2, n. 623e, 45 ff. In Argos a guild, apparently of tanners,
-uts up an =

’• Like tl

city of Priei

oiPeir, Epigr. Gr. 77*4).

’* Kipnos Tox tSlar yvvaiica a^tipwSf* {Thera) CIG. 2471. From the
same place come many more exx. of d^ypotiXrtx by members of a
family : 2472l>-d, 2473 ; cf. ’AvtpoaBIrifr <PlXotros v^or ypuia . . . f)

P^rsiP (Macedonia) Arch. miss, scient. iii, 1876, 295, n. 130.—This is

probably how we should understand the matter when in sepulchral
epigrams one member of the family addresses or refers to another as
Ijpws : Epigr. Gr. 483, 510, 552, 674.—But yptur ovyyfxtiar, CIA. iii,

1460, must have a fuller sense than the otherwise usual iipats. It

distinguishes a true opgitylrns. Prob. this is also the meaning of
XappvXov rjpatos rwr XappvXelwr, GDI. 3701 (Kos). Something more
than simple ripms is also probably intended by the language of the
Pergamenc inscr. (specially distorted to suit the iVo^ij^ta) Inscr. Perg.
ii, 587, T. MadSypor, d teai Niicoir {g^y) ayoBSs eter ax ijpois (y^y).

’* It is true that it is difficult to find certain exx. of the identification

of a dead man with an already existing and honoured keros of another
name. Of the various examples generally quoted for this perhaps
the only relevant is the Sfuirtan inscr. 'AptaroirAyr d xoi Zydor.
Aik. Milt, iv, lab. 8, 2. Identification with a god is of frequent
occurrence : cf. imagines defuncti, quas ad habitum dei Liberi
formaverat (uxor), divinis percolens honoribus: Apul., M. viii, 7.

(Cf. Lob., Agl. 1002, who also thinks of the example pven in the
npotreoiXaos of Eur. ; but the resemblance is only a distant one.)

The dead man as BSkws, Epigr. Gr. 821 ; AiorSoov dyoApo. ib. 705 ;

cf. the dead man of CIG. 6731, iyaXpd tlpt 'HXiov. Many similar
exx. of the representation of the dead in accordance with the types
of Dionysos, Asklepios, Hermes are given by Ross, Arckdol. Aufs.
i, 51 ; Deneken in Roscher, Lex. i, 2588.

See above, chap, iv, p. 128ff.
’* See Keil, Syll. Inscr. Boeot., p. 153.
’* In Thespiai the inss. do not show the addition of ijpots to the

name of the dead until Imperial times ; see Dittenberger on IG. Sept, i,

21 10, p. 367.
** Many exx. of ifpots. lipois collected and

arranged by Deneken in Roscher*s Lex. s. Heros, i, 2549 ff. See also
Loch, Gr. Grabsckr., p. 282 ff.

•* As Keil has already observed, loc. cit. [n. 78].—At any rate

ipoiCvsi still preserves its full sense when the council and prople of
Athena, in the first century A.D., so describe a woman of position after

her death, CIA. iii, 889. Or again, when the Athenian as well as the
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Spartan decree calls P. Statilius Lamprias exprestly ijfpcur (see above,
n. 6)

—

Fouillts iTEpid. i, n. 205-9.
** It is curious how, much later, in Christian times, i is

applied to one who has recently died (exactly s>'nonymou8 with
o : cf. o Eiiiftet. 6 ^pwt /larpiVior, 'idfipXtxos in

Sckol. Basilic.
" iwvos Imi at fiditap .... kqI (gc ws g/Mus aol v/irvs oiit iylvov,

Ep^. Gr. 433 ; where it is evident that the Ijpius is something more
linng than the mere rtfarvr, aowa{co9‘ g^tuu, rir ovk ^Sa/ideoero
Avwi) (i.e. who has not been made nothing by death), ib., 28is. The
husband rifUiIs loopmpor t0ifKt rdv dpiXticrpov rjptuoir, 189, 3. The
title Ijpats still has a stronger and deeper sense in inss. such as CIG.
1627 (referring to a descendent of Plutarch's) and 4058 (. . . Mpa
4i.\dXoyt>v «al irdag dptrg rrtioa/tiifUror sCiatpora ^ptua). Cf. Orig.,

Cels. 3, W), p. 3.59 Lorn. : oi fitoOmt atoV gpotet ytriotai «ra> peril

6f«ir iitat rat itarpifidf. In 3. 22, p. 276, he distinguishes between
0to{. g/HMt, dva^aeAwc Vw^oi (the soul can divina pen et a legibus

mortalitatis educi, .\mob. ii, 62 ; cf. Com. Labeo ap. Ser\'., Wee.
lii, 168).
“ iatpoi, fiioSitrarou irapoi see Append, vii.— fidernr xol icic&e

r§ significantly. Philostr., Her. 714. p. 182, 9 f. K.
** nu.. Dio, 2 : some say that only children and women and foolish

men see ghosts, ialpora wort)pi» ir ai^oir SeiaiSaiportar Ij^orrtr.

Pin. on the other hand thinks that he can confound the unbcliecing by
pointing to the fact that even Dio and Brutus had seen pdopara shortly

tiefore their death.
•• Cl. the story of Philinnion and Machates in Amphipolis : Plilog.,

Mirab. 1. Procl. in Rp., p. 64 Scb. 'ii. p. 116 Kr. : see Kohde in Rk.
Mus. 32. 329 ff.;. The Ennyes in Aesch. are conceived as vampire-
tike : Eum. 264 (. : see above, chap. v. n. 161.—Souls of the dead
as nightmare, «4<eAri)r, inrufio oppressing a man's enemy : Soran.
ap. Tert., .4n. 44 ; Gael. Aurel., Morb. CMron. 1, 3, 55 [Rk. Mus. 37,

467, 1).

" The ^iAoi^vtijr is a genuine treasure-house of typical narratives
of apparitions and sorceries of every kind, balporas irdyttr no!
nupoit itikovt irtueaXeir is a mere bagatelle, according to these sage
doctors, to the magician ; c. 13. An example is given of this

conjuration of the dead (the seven-months dead father of Glaukias)

:

14. Appearance of the dead wife of Eukrates whose golden sandals
they bM forgotten to bum with her: 27 (see above, chap, i, n. 51).

.As a rule the only haunting ghosts are al rwr fitaltut imSarirrtur
6vj(ac not those of the ears poipar iwotarorrw* at the teamed
P^hagorean instructs us. c, 29. Then followt the story of the ghost
of Corinth (30-1), which must be taken from a widely known ghost-

story, as it agrees completely in its circumstances srith the story told

with such simple candour by Pliny fEp. vii. 27). hulpordt rtrot tfeoi

ami pdaparm ami reaputr pvxdt wtpsmokeir inip y^t arsi pairtaBat elf

if tidk^ur (29) is the fixed conviction of these philosophers. The
lis'ing too can sometimes catch a gtim|>se of the underworld : 22-4.

A man's soul can be detached from his body and go down to Hades,
and afterwards, again reunited to his body, relate its adventures. Thus
the soul of Kleodemos, while his body lay in fever, is taken down to
the lower world by a messenger but then sent back ag^ain since

he had been taken by mistake for his neighbour, the smith liemylos :

25. This edifying narrative is certainly intended as a parody of the
similar story tedd in good faith by Pin. d* Am. ft. I, preserved
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an. Ens., PE. II, 36, p. 563. It is certain that Plu. did not simply
invent .such a story; he may perhaps have found it in some older
collection of miraculous dva^iwoctt such as, for example, Chrysippos
(lid not disdain to make. The probability that Plu. got this story of
mistaken identity from a collection of folk-tales is made all the likelier

since the same story occurs again in a popular guise. Of a similar
character is what Augustine has to say on the authority of Com.
l.al>eo ; Civ. Dei 22, 28 {p. 622, 1-5 Domb.). Augustine himself. Cur.
pro Mart. 15, tells a story exactly like that of Plu. (about Curma
the curialts and Curma the faber ferrarius), which, of course, is

supposed to happen a little before his time in Africa
;
and once more

at the end of the sixth century Gregory the Great introduces a vision
of Hell by the same formula : Dtal. 4, 36, p. 384 AB Migne. The
inventive jxiwcrs of ghoststory-tellers is very limited : they keep on
repeating the same few old and tried motifs.

•• Plu., Dio. 2, 55 : Cimon, 1 ; Brut. 36 f., 48.
•• Cf. above, chap, v, n. 23 ; chap, ix, nn. 105 ff.

** ^ugdr ^ptitav di>axaA«iv among the regular arts of the magician.
Cels. ap. Orig., Cels. 1, 68, p. 127 Lomm.

•* Sec .Append, xii.

•• And in consequence we sometimes have the most surprising con-
fusion of the two states of bring. Lucian, e.g. (in D. Mori, frequently,
cf. 18, 1 , 20, 2, and Secyom. 15, 17 ; Char. 24) speaks of the dead
in Hades as skeletons lying one upon another, .^iakos allowing them
each one foot of earth, etc. (The Romans have the same confusion
of ide.ss : nemo tarn puer est, says Sen., Ep. 24, 18, ut Cerbenim timeat
et tenebras et larvalem habitum nudis ossibus cohaerentium. Cf.

Prop, iv, 5, 3, Cerberus. . . ieiuno terreat ossa sono, etc.) There is also
a confusion between the grave and Hades in such expressions as
fttr' eiotPHooi KtlaBat : Eptgr. Gr. 259, I . OKrjvos vvi' xfi^oi TFAovrdos
intitXaSpois, 226, 4 ; cf. above, chap, xii, n. 95. Such a mixture
of ideas was all the more natural seeing that ''AtSi)r also occurs as a
metaphor for rvppos (see below, n. 135).

** d noXtis OfuXos ovs iSxuratr o< oo^l xoAovoo’, 'Ofi^ptp xoi

'Hoiohtp xai Toir dAAotr itvBonmois ntpi rovruir ntiBoptyoi, towov
Til'd vno rrfv yijr fiaBvv ''Aihijv ineiX^^aOi ktX., Luc., Luct. 2 (con-

tinued to c. 9). Plu., Suav. ric. 27, 1105 AB, thinks that ou woVi*

noAAoi are afraid of Kerberos, having to fill broken pitchers and the
other terrors of Hades, as firing /lyrdgcui' xai TtrBiuv Sdyfiara xai
XSyovs pvBwSets. And yet as protection against these things people
arc always seeking rcAtrar xaJ KaBappovs.

Sec Griech. Roman, 261, Ettig .Icherunlica (Leipx. Stud. 13,

251 fl.).

•* Man hopes that after death he -will see rods wv iPpHomas ini
irAodrou xoi Svrdiitius terX. i(iar 5iki)f Ti'i«VTaj, Plu., Suav. V. 28. 2,

1105 C. Reversal of earthly situation in Hades: rd vpdyitara is

TOV/inaXir ivearpapitira ' ij^cir pir yip ol nivt/Tts yeXaifiev, irimrrM
Si leal olfiiolovoiv ol irAoilaioi, Luc., Cala^. 15 ; cf. DM. 15, 2 ; 25, 2 :

laoriula, loriyopia in Hades and dfiocoi iriii'Trr. arquat omnes cinis 1

impares nasciraur, f^es morimur. Sen., Ep. 91, 16—a favourite

commonplace : sec Gataker on M. Ant. vi, 24, p. 235 f.

’* How far indeed this really happened is of course not to be
answered decisively. The Celsus against whom Origen wrote his

polemical treatise looks at the matter from the popular point of

view on the whole. (He is no Epicurean as Orig. supposes; but
neither in fact is he a professional philosopher of any kind, but rather
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aa liutTris with inclinations to philosophy of all sorts and esp. to the
snt at the time.) He distinctly s
lifr' iftoi iXlUf rifl

_ - jota0ai roi^r dS««fOi>« «ol ytp&r oj ,

Surafovt Hyi^a (ap. Otig., CtU. 3, 18, p. 270 Lomm.).—On the other
hand, it is signi6cant of the temper of the very *' secular ” Graeco-
Roman society which was at the bead of affairs at the end of the last

century n.c.. that Cicero at the end of bis work, dt Nat. Dior, (iii,

81 ff.), in discussing the various means of obtaining a balance between
desert and punishment, virtue and reward, in the circumstances
of human life, never even mentions the belief in a final balance and
recompense after death. (He only mentions among other things
the visiting of the sins of the father upon his descendents on earth—
90 fi.—that old Greek belief fsee above, chap, xii, n. 65] which really

excludes the idea of an after life.) Hetween the days of Cic. and those

of Celsus ideas bad changed. We know this from innumerable indica-

tions ; even the next world was looked at in quite a different light in

the second century a.d. from what it had been two centuries earlier.
*’ Tifimptai almnot vno y^r arai KoXoapot dptiutiltt are exiiected

after death by many (while others regard death as merely an ayaflwr

: Plu.. I'irf. Moral. 10, 4M A. Horrible tortures in the

KoXaort^ptor in Hades, fire, scourging, etc. : I-uc., Setyom. 14

(carried still further in Plu.'s pictures of Hades, Grn. Sot. and 5rr.

.Vr.). Fire, pitch, and sulphur tielong to the regular apparatus of

this place of torment ; already in .4 tuxh. 372 sinners are scorched
by burning torches Hiiott (cf. l.ehrs, Popl. Auft. 308 ff.).

Mow far such horrors really represented poiiular lielief it is difficult

to say for certain (they bwame quite familiar to Chrutian wnters
on Hell from classical tradition : cf. Maury, .Magtt el i'asirol. dam
ranttq. 166 ff.}. But Celsus, for example, though he himself believe*

in the punishments of Hell (f>ng.. Celt. 8. 49. p. 180) only api>eals in

confirmation of his belief to the teaching of /{iiyqTai riXrorai ri xai

pacraynyai of certain (not precisely defined) Upd : 8, 48, p. 178 ; cl.

above, chap, vii, { 2 ; chap. x. n! 62.
•• See above, chap, ii, f I.

** Peleus, Kadmos. Achilles in the islands of the Blest : Ih.. O. ti,

86 ff. (Beleus and Kadmos the supreme examples of liiatporia :

P. iii, 86 ff.). In Ear.,Aadr. 1254 ff. Thetis proimses to Peleus immortal
life Sripimt ir idpott. An ancient poem must have s(>oken to this

effect of Kadmos (and of Harmonia his wife) ; both are transported
pattipm if afar Eur.. Ba. 1338 f. ; ire«i|raf and pv$oypa4ot ap. Sch.

Pi.. P. iii, 153 (this would lie after their "death” in Illyria where
their graves were shown, and the snakes of stone into which they had
been changed : see Muller on Scylax, 24. p. 31). Achilles and EHotnedes
are vijeMr ir namapmr acc. to the tkotiom on Harmodios : Carm. pop.

fr. 10 Bgk. (Thus we often hear that Achilles is in the Is. of the Nest
or in tim ‘HAwnor mtim which was regularly idratified with them

—

cf. ’HXdmat Xiiitdrr in the paaapimr r^oof : Luc., Jap, ConJ. 17 : VH.
ii^ 14—e.g. I^. Smp^ 199 E ; A.R. iv. 811 ; [Apollod.) £pit. v, 5.

and an oMw invention than the common Is. of the I

sve first bear in Hes.. Op. 159 ff. Diomedes in the same way after

his dPimanit enjoyed immortal life in the iMand named after him
in the Adriatic: Ifa^c. ap. Sch. Pf., x, 12 ; Str. 283-4, etc. ; but
the tholtom transienvd him to the common dsrelUng-place of the
blessed Heroes.) AchiOes, sometimes in Leuke, sometimes on the la
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of the Blest, is accompanied by his wife Medea (in Elys. : Ibyc. Simon.
Sch. A.R. iv, 814 ; A.R. iv, 811 ff.) or Iphigeneia who had once been
betrothed to him (in Leuke : Ant. Lib. 27 after Nikand.

; difierent
version by Lycophr. 183 ff.) or Helen (Pans, 3, 19, 11-13 ; Conon, 18;
Sch. PI., Phdr. 243 A ; Philostr., Her. 21 1 fl. Kays.).—Alkmenc after
her body had vanished from the sight of those who were bearing the-
coffin (cf. Pin., Rom. 28) was translated to the naxapav vyoot : Ant.
Lib 33 after Pherccyd.—Neoptolcmos is transported it rjXvoiov

ntilov fiaxapaiv ini yatar, Q.S. iii, 761 ff.—Among the other Heroes
there Agamemnon is also implied : Artemid. v, 16.—In all these
fabulous accounts the Is. of the Blest (Elysion) remain invariably the
abode of special and chosen Heroes (Harmodios’ translation there
m the sholion is no exception ; nor is Lucian’s jesting reference,
17/. ii, 17). It was only later imagination that, under the influence of
theology, made this kingdom of bliss the common dwelling-place of
almost all the tvotptit.

Fortunatorum memorant insulas quo cuncti qui aetatem egerint
c.i,ste suam conveniant, Plaut., Tnn. 549 f. Menand. Rh., Encom. 414,
16 ff. Sp., recommends the use in a napapvOrjriKot Adyor of the words :

ntiSopai rdv pt-raorarra to yAdojoi- trrSiov olntiv (—and even xai rdya
nov p&XXov prra ruir Btutv Sioirarat rvv) ; cf. p. 421, 16-17 Sp. And
much later, yopiv iptiijiaoSai auror tvyopatrovt 6tovt, ir paxapwr vi/oois

ySi) i)^i<u/i<i>oi', Suid. 'AtTwvtos '.iXtfavhptvt (410 B Gaisf.)

from Uamascius.
>•» Sertorius; Plu., Serf. 8-9; Sail.,//. l,/r.61,62; Flor. 2, 10 (Hor.,

Epod. 16, 39 fl.). Some even thought that they had found (cf. Phoen.
legends ; Or. Roman 215) the pan. v^o, off the west coast of Africa : Str.

f, p. 3; lii, 150; .Mela, iii, 10; Plin., A//, vi, 202 ff. ; Marcellus,

AWion. ap. Procl., in Tim., p. 54 F, 55 A, 56 B, etc. Islands inhabited
by spirits in the north : PIu., DrJ. Or. 18, p. 419 F

; Jr. vol. v, 764 fl.

Wytt. Ih-ocop., Goik. iv, 20 (the panapwv vrjaoi are in the middle of
the .\frican continent acc. to Hdt. hi, 26 ; in Boeot. Thebes, Lyc.
1204 with Sch.). Ps. Callisth. makes Alex, the Great reach the land
of the Blest, ii, 39 ff. There may have been many such fables which
have been parodied by Lucian in \'H. ii, 6 fl., where he and his

company ht Iwvrtt UpoC yiugiov inifialvovaiv (ii, 10). It was always
natural to hope that at the Anhpodes (cf. Seri-., A. vi, 532) such
a land of the Souls and the Blest might some day be discovered—as
indeed many have thought they had discovered it in the progressive
geographical discovery of the Middle .4ges and modem times.

*•* Leuke, to which already in the Atthiopis Achilles had been
translated, was originally a purely mythical place (see above, p. 65),
the island of the pallid shades (like the dfVKdr nirpr) of Od.
oi 11, at the entrance of Hades ; cf. k 515. It is the same rock of

Hades from which unhappy lovers cast themselves down to death,

dpBilt SrfSr' ini AtvniSot nirpift ktA. Anacr. 17, etc. [cf. Dieterich,

Nek. 27 f.]. Arifxi;, the white poplar, as the tree of Hades, was used
to make the garlands of the Mystai at Eleusis ; cf. Acvio^ tmnipiatmt
at the entrance of Hades, Epigr. Or, 1037, 2).—It was probably
Milesian sailors who localized this island of Achilles in the Black Sea
(there was a cult of Ach. in Olbia and in Milctos itself). Ale. already
knows of the champion as ruling over the country of the Scythians :

Jr. 48b, ir Ei(*lrtp trcAdyct ^aewdr r&oor

Then Eur., Andr. 1259 ff. : IT. 436 ff. ; finally Q.S. iii, 770 ff. Leuke
was particularly identified with an uninhabited islet rising with its

white limestone cliffs out of the sea at the mouth of the Danube

:
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Kiknv wpit jic/3oAa>at, Lyc. 189 (probably the Istros is meant but
the latest e^tor simply substitutes ''larpov wpos ix.—a far too facile

conjecture).—It stood, more exactly, before the orri/ia, i.e. the

most northerly mouth of the river (the Kilia mouth) ; Arrian, Peripl.

ZO. 3 H. :
[Scylax] Peripl. 68 prob. means the same island : cf. I.euke,

cvM ’'/oT^w, Max. Tyr. 15,7. It has been proposed to identify it

with the " snake island ’* which lies more or less in the same neifthlniur-

hood : see H. Koehler, jur Us iUs et la course cons, d Achillc,

etc., M6m. acad. S. Petersb. 1826, iv, p. 599 fl. It was only by a
confusion that the long sandy beach at the mouth of the Horysthencs,
called 'AxiAA/wr 6p6su>s, was identified with Leuke (e.g. by Mela,

ii, 98 ; Plin., NH.iv, 93 : D.P. 541 ff.) ; legends of .\chilles' epiphanies
may have bMn current there too (as in other islands of the same name :

Dionys. of Olbia ap. Sch. .A.R. ti, 658) : the Olbiopolitai offer a cult

to ’ilxiAAcw norrapxvs ‘here: CIG. 2076-7, 20«), 2096b-f {I PE.
i, 77-93). But as a settled abode of Achilles only Leuke was generally

recognized (there was a Ipopos '/txiAAfws there as well : Eur., IT. 437 :

Hesych. 'Ag/AA. «Ad«a : .\rr. 21—hence the confusion mentioned
above). Strabo's remarks on the subject are peculiar (vii, .306 (.).

He distinguishes the 'Ax- hpipos (which had already been mentioned
by lidt. IV, 55) from Leuke altogether : and he places that island not
at the mouth of the Istros but 500 stades away at the mouth of the
Tyras (Dniester). But the place where sacrifice and worship was
made to .Achilles, as the abode of his spint, was definitely

fixed : and this was, in fact, the island at the mouth of the Danulie
(irard rod “larpov rdr ixfioXaf, Paus. 3, 19, II), of which .-Vrr. 23. 3,

gives an account baser! partially on the evidence of eye-witnesses

(p. 399, 12 Mull.). It was an uninhabited, thickly wootlerl islanrl

only occupied by numerous birds ; there was a temple and a statue of

Ach. on it, and al.so an oracle (.\rr. 22, 3), which must have lieen

an oracle taken by casting or drawing lots (for there were no human
intermediaries) which those who landed on the island could make use
of for themselves. The birds—wliich were perhajis regarded as incarna-

tions of the Heroes, or as handmaidens of the " divinity of light
"

which Achilles was, acc. to R. Holland. Ilerocnvitgtl i« d. gr. Myth.
7 fl., 1896—the birds purify the temple every morning with their

srings, which they have dipped in the water ; An., p. .398, 18 ff.

Philostr., Her. 746, p. 212, 24 Kays. (Cf. the comrades of Diomcdes
changed into birds on his magic bsland; luba ap. Hin., SH. x, 127

—

another turd miracle : ib., x, 78). No human beings dared to live

on the island, though sailors often landed there ; they had to leave
before nightfall (when spints are abroad) : Amm. Marc. 22, 8, 35 ;

Philostr., Her. 747, p. 212, 30-213, 6. The termilc possessed many-
votive offerings and Greek and I.atin inss. {IPE. i, 171-2). Those
who landed there sacrificed the goats which had been placed on the
island and ran wild. Sometimes Ach. appeared to visitors ; at other
times they heard him singing the Paian. In dreams too he sometimes
appeared (i.e. if a person happened to sleep—there was no Dream-
oracle there). To sailors he gave directions and sometimes appeared
like the Dioskouroi (as a flame on the top of the ship's mast (see

Ait.. Pertpl. 21-3 ; &ymn. 790-6 : from both these is derived Anon.,
P. Pont. Emx. 64-6 : Max. Tyr. 15, 7. p. 281 f. R. ; Paus. 3, 19. II;
Amm. Marc. 22. 8, 35. (The account in Pliilostr., Her. 745, p. 211,
17-219, 6 Kays., is fantastic but uses good material and is throughout
quite in keeping with the true legendary spirit—esp. in the story also
of the girl tom to pieces by ghosts ; 215, 6-30. Nor is it likely that
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Phil, himself invented the marvellous tale laid precisely in the year
163-4 B.C.). Achilles is not regarded as living quite alone here :

Patroklos is with him (Arr. 32, 34 ; Max. Tyr. 15, 7), and Helen or
Iphigeneia is given him as his wife (see above, n. 99). Leonymos of
Kroton, sixth century B.c., meets the two Aiantes and Antilochos
there: Pans. 3, 19, 13; Conon 18; D.P. (time of Hadrian) says

(545) ; KtiOi S’ 'i4xiAAyor xal ripwatv ^Tts aXXwv i/ivxas €lXlootaOai
ipTlliaCat iva p-jjaoas (which Avien., Des. Orb., misunderstands and
improves on : 722 ft.). Thus the island, though in a limited sense,
became a true /iaKapwr rijeror—insula Acliille? eadem Leuce et Macaron
appelata, Plin., S'H. iv, 93.

Cic., speaking of the " translations ” of Herakles and Romulus,
says non cor(X)ra in caelum elata, non enim natura pateretur . . .

(ap. Aug., CD. 22, 4) ; only their animi remanserunt et aetemitate
fruuntur, A’Z). ii, 62 ; cf. hi, 12. Plu., Rom. 28, speaks in the same
way of the old translation stories (those of Aristeas, Kleomcdes,
Alkmene, and finally Romulus)—it was not their bodies which had
disappeared together with their souls, for it would be vapa to fixos,

TO BvriTOr ^uottot apa rots Btioit (cf. Pflop. 16 fin.) ;

cf. also the Hymn (represented a.s ancient) of Philostr. dealing with
the translated Achilles: Her. 741, p. 208, 24 fl. K.

Cclsus and Plutarch both know and de.scribe the ancient cult

and oracular power of Amphiaraos (only at Orop>os now) as still in

existence ; the same applies to that of Trophonios (like that of
Amphilochos also in Cilicia). An inscr. from Lebadeia (first half

third century a.d.) mentions a priestess rijt 'Opovoiat rwv 'EXXrIvaiv

napa rw Tpoituritp, IG. Sept, i, 3426.
•** 'AoTQiciSip’ TOT Kprjra, tAt atniXov, ^pnaot vvp^ri iptcur

ttai my Upoi 'Aarandiris (he has become divine, i.e. immortal) : Call.,

Ep. 24. Of a similar character is the legend of Hylas : iiavrit

iyirero. Ant. I.ib. 26 ; and of Bormos among the Maryandynoi
(vup^oXifnroi Hesych. Bwppov, ci^ayto0f,vni Nymphis, Jr. 9). The
Daphnis legend is another example, and even the story’ of Odysseus
and Kalypso, who detains him in her cave and would like to make
him immortal and ageless for ever, is in reality based on such legends

of the Nymphs. (Even the name of the Nymph in this case indicates

her power : to KaXtlwrtiy her mortal lover, i.e. a^avij notciT.) Only
in this case the spell is broken and the airaSavaTiois of the translated

lover is never carried out. For other exx. of legends of the love of

Nymphs for a youth sec Grtech. Roman, 109, 1 ; a Homeric ex, in

Z 21 of the I'ljlr 'A^apPapin and Boukolion the son of Laomedon.
The idea that a person translated by the nymphs did not die but lived

on for ever, remained current : cf. inscr. from Rome, Epigr. Gr.

570, 9-10 : Toij ndpos oSv pvBots morfdoaTt

'

iratSa yap ioSX'^r ^pnaatr

tits repw^y NatSer, ov Bdyaros. And agaiin, n. 571 : Nupdai Kprjvaiai

p* avy-^pnaaav A«r fiioroto, tral Ta^a irov nprjs tlyrna toOt’ iiradov.

‘••In the extravagant and fanatical worship of Dionysos that was
transplanted from Greece to Italy and Rome in the year 186 B.C. the

miracle of translation was carried out in a very practical fashion

(belief in its possibility was evidently firmly established). Machines
were prepared upon which those whose disappearance was to be
effected were bound ; they were then transferred by the machine
in abditos specus ; whereupon the miracle was announced : raptos

a dis homines istos

:

Liv. 39, 13. This only becomes intelligible in

the light of such legends of the translation of mortals, body and soul,

to immortality, of which we have been speaking.
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*** Plainly so in the case of Berenike the consort of Ptolemy
Soter: Theoc. 17, 46. Theocritus addresses Aphrodite:
S' SiXKcr BiptriKa eSctS^ 'Ax^potrra «oAi(e>ro>>ov oin iwipanm, SAA4
fu* apw4jaaa eapoiS* Jtti rifa •rorsAScu' naWav irai arvypor dtl

mp0u'§M irapamur, it reor Karit^ttut, 4St 5’ iwtHooao rtpAt (as M
mi^Spoc or eiWaor : cf. Inter. Perg. i, 246, 8). Ci. also Theoc.
15, 106 ff. As a rule, however, this idea is not so definitely expressed
(though it is plainly implied that translation is the normal way in

which deified princes depart this life, in the story indignantly
rejected by Arrian, Anmt. 7. 27, 3. that Alexander the Great wanted
to throw himself into the Euphrates <if H irfipoinatv Y*rifunt
moToripor iifar wapi rcit inttra iyaaraluimt Sri ix fitoC ri

avT^ 4 nmiPii aral »api fifovr 4 o*ogo»^«t—which is the
regular and ancient idea of translation, exhibited e.g. in the story of
Empedokles* end ; see above, chap, xi, n. 61 : and Christian
p^phleteers transferred the fable to Julian and his end). The
Roman Emperors also allowed such conventional miracles to be told

of themselves, in which at least thev were imitating the practice of

the Hellenistic monarchs and the consecration " fables usual at
their death (they do not die but petioramax if iwBpiiwtutr, pt0. tit

0*oat, S/G>. 246, 16 ; Inter. Perg. i, 249, 4 ; inscr. from Hierapolis
given by Frfinkel, ib. i, p. 39a). That the god is trantlaled, his whole
personality in caelum rtdil, is implied as occurring at the death of

an Emperor on the coins of consecration, in which the translated is

represented as being carried up to heaven by a Ceniiu or a bird (e.g.

the eagle which was set free at the r«gHr of the emperor : D.C 56,

42, 3 : 74, 5. 5 : Hdn. 4, 2 fin.) : see Marquardt. Hvm. Slaaltverw.

3. 447, 3. Nor were there lacking people who maintained on oath
that they had actually witnessed the traiulatioo of the emperor body
and soul to heaven, as had once happened to Julius Prwulus and
Komulua Thus at the end of Augustus' life : D.C. 56, 46, 2. and that
of Drusilla : 59. II, 4. Sen.. Afxxot. I. It was the ofificial and
inly recognised manner in which a god can Icav*

Phir. 246 CD. «Adrro/M* . . . 0*i*, i.0a*arir ti Igor
pir ^A®*’ W ®«1m«* rir del M xpSror raSra fvpwtiriaira. In
acc. with the will of the htiputupySt body and soul in the gods remain
joined together (though in itself ri Mir wfir Aerer. It is to this that
Klearch. alludes ap. Ath. 15. 670 B, Sri Xrrir [Xirrai the MSS.] pir
war ri Siitpirar}

:

hence they are i0iraroi, Ttm. 41 AB.
Hasisatra, Enoch : see above, chap, ii, n. 16. Moses, too,

was translated acc, to later legend, and Eliiah (cf. after the battle of
Panormos Hamilcar disappears and for ttot reason is worshipped
with sacrifice : Hdt. vii, 166-7). In Egypt too ; D.S. 1, 25. 7, speaks
of the if ir0ptiwmr ptrdwrmwif, i-e. translation, of Osiris (for the
expression cf. Kiwriwp xai IJaXvMitrff if ir0pmw*»r ii^rCoSriwar,
lioc., Archid. (6), 18. etc., frequently).

Stories of the disappearance (non c

—

n 44®®^^9) of Aeneas and Turnus. King I

others : Preller. Rum. Myth.*, pp. 84-5 : 683, 2 ; 704.
Procop., Gotk. iv, 22 fin.M too Caesar in deonim numerum relatus est non ore modo
decementium sed et pomtaaioDe volgi. Suet., Jul. 88.

D.C. 79. 18.—It is natural to suppose that some prophecy of
the return of the great Macedonian was current and encouraged the
attempt to turn the prophecy into a reality and predisposed people
to believe in it. This at least is what happened in the case of Nero
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and the false Fredericks of the middle ages. This seems to have been
at the back of the superstitious cult of Alexander particularly flourishing
just at that time (cf. the story told of the family of the Macriani by
Treb. Poll, xxx Tyr. 14, 4-6). Caracalla (Aur. Viet., Epit. 21 ; cf.

Hdn. 4, 8; D.C. 77, 7-8) and Alexander Severus actually regarded
themselves as Avatars of Alexander reborn and incarnated in them-
selves (the latter was first called Alexander at his elevation to the
principate, certainly omtnis causa, and was supposed to have been bom,
on the anniversary of Alexander’s death, in A.’s temple: Lamprid.,
Al. Sfv. 5, 1 ; 13, 1, 3, 4. He paid special honour to Alex., and as
we are expressly told by J-amp. 64, 3, se magnum Alexandrum videri
volebat).

The Christian anticipation of the return of Nero (as Antichrist)
is well known : he was supposed to have di.sappeared and not to have
(bed. They based their expectation, however, on a widespread belief

of the populace which the various 'ytvioripwvts who actually appeared
turned to their advantage (Suet., Ser. 57 . Tac., W. i, 2 ; ii, 8 : Luc.,
Jndofl. 20).

This was the idea lying behind the deification of Antinous
commanded by the Emperor : as may be seen from the connexion in
which Celsus speaks of the matter (ap. Orig., Cels. 3,36, p. 296 Lomm.)

:

he mentions the disappearance of .4nt. in the same context as the
translation of Klcomedes, Amphiaraos, Amphilochos, etc. (c. 33-4).

—

The language in which the deification of Ant. is spoken of on the obelisk

at Rome gives no precise idea of what happened : see Erman, Mit. arch.

Inst. runt. Abt. 18w. p. 113 fl.—In this case, then, we have a translation
effected by a nver-god : cf. the water-nymphs mentioned above,
n. 105. In the same way .\eneas disappeared into the river Numicius :

Serv., Aen. xii, 794 ;
Sc'h. Veron., Aen. i, 259 : D.H. i, 64, 4 ; Amob.

i, 36 : Ov., M. xiv, 598 ff. ; Liv. i, 2, 6. cf. the fable of Alex, the
Great’s translation into a river : n. 107. Euthymos in the same
w.sy vanished into the river Kaikinos (supposed to be his real father

:

Paus. 6, 6, 4) ; see above, chap, iv, n. 1 16.

Philostr., V. Ap. viii, 2^30 (not indeed from Damis as Ph.
himself definitely asserts : but certainly from sincere accounts derived
from the various adherents of Apoll.—none of the facts in the
biography are Phil.'s own invention). Apoll. either died in Epbesos
or disappeared UPavtaBrivai) in the temple of Athene at Lindos or
disappeared in the temple of Diktynna in Crete and ascended to
heaven avr^ oiu/ion (as Eus. adv. Htirocl. 44 , 408, 5 Ks. rightly under-
stands it). This was the legend generally preferred. His d^anepcir
was confirmed by the fact that no grave or cenotaph of Apoll. was
to be found ; Philostr. viii, 31 fin. The imitation of the legends about
the disappearance of Empedokles is obvious.

roO 'AnoXXuivlav if dvApwirov ijSy owor, Bavnafofiivov 84 ini

sti,. Philosi _

believing Thomas to whom Apoll. himself appears.
Pre-existence of the soul, return of the souls of the good to their

home with God, punishment of the wicked, complete ifiavaaia of

all souls as such—all this belongs to the wisdom of Solomon. The
Essene doctrine of the soul as described by Jos., BJ. 2, 8, 11, is also

thoroughly Greek ; it belongs to the Stoico-Platonic teaching (i.e.

the Neopythagorean varietv) ; see Schwallv, Leben n. Todt ft.

Porsf. alt. Israel, p. ISI fl., 179 ff. [1892]. The camutt Pho^lidtum
is the work of some Jewish author who obscurely mixes up
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Platonic ideas with those of Greek theolonans (cf. 104 where Bgk.,
PLG. ii. p. 95, rightly defends the MSS. hoi against Bcmays), and
of the Stoics (106)—adding also ideas derived from the Jewish doctrine
of the resurrection (115 at least is completely Greek: <hx^ *'

dtforaror koI iy^pats {j Sio vorrot). In Philo’s doctrine of the soul

eveiything comes from Platonic or Stoic sources.
»• e.g. in Sikyon as it appears : Pans. 2, 7, 2.

Perhaps in Epigr. Gr. cd. Kaibel (which will be referred to in

this section as £/>.), 35a, p. 517 ; but this belongs to the fourth century
B.c. late e.xample (in prose), IG. Sic. el It. 1702.

'*• yoiae VAo^^ar, Ep. 195. 4 ; cf. 103. 9 ; 538, 7 : 551. 4 :

559, 3, IG. Sic. el It. 229; Rhodian inscr., fC.V. Aeg. i. 151. 3-4

(first-second century A.D.) ; dAAa <rif, iaiftov, Koi4^y
ystoi' SmfiBfr fyoir.—Eur. already has something .similar: Ale. 463 :

see above, chap, xii, n. 121.

The confusion of ideas is evident, e.g. in Ep. 700, koC^i/ igoit

yoiV «vo«6i'ijs «Vi xu/uf,. cf. 222b, 11-12.—The real meaning
of such wishes is indicated by Luc., Luct. 18 ;

the dead .son says to

his monming father, ilStat fuf oot avoirvtyw tcaraKAtioBtir le T<fi

/irifitan.

^patporijt BdXafiot, BdXofAOi, Ep. 35. 4 : 50, 2 : 201, 4 ;

231, 2; AnUi. Pal. vii, 507-8 ’’Simonides". d.Voot

BdXanot, Ep. 143, 2. ioftot itfvirrof, .4P. vii. 232. (We need not

hesitate to use the grave-epigrams in the .inikology side by side

with the actual sepulchral mss. The former are sometimes the motiels

of the latter, sometimes modelled upon actual cpitaphic inscriptions,

but always closely related to the more literary epitaphs.)

A4^Vf wauoiworov mi/ia, Ep. 244, 10. Korafi^t if leufta

Aii$rft, 261, 20. iSvt, A^4i)f Butpa ^povo' in' ipoi, 312.) Moipai

•rai A-^Bi) tie Kar^ayor eit ’AHao, 521. (Cf. .4P. vit, AdBfif iipoi,

25,6. An9e)t Xip^r. 49S . WAayor, 71 1 . 716.) AaBat ^XoBot

fit Xiitirat, Mysian inscr. BCII. xvii (1894), p. 532, n. 34.
*** ot nXtiovt = the dead (like the Latin plures : I’laut., Trlii. 291 ,

Petron. 42) : it »A«>r»r in Hades. Ep. 373. 4 ; AP. vii. 731. 6 ; xi.

42. Already in Ar., Eccl. 1073 : ypaSit aratrrr)Kvla napi rwr
wXfioriar. Call., Epigr. 5 (cf. Boisson. on Eunap., p. 309). Ancient

oracle ap. Polyb. 8, 30, 7 : luri rwr nXeoriav =» rwr ptTijXXaxOTuiv

(Tarentum). Even in the present day : 'aroit voXXovt, Schmidt.
Volksl. d. Seugr. i, 235.

*** Ep. 266, pit pupov, 4iX’ arep, pe ’ ara! aerdc inti yap oieuaat

tip^aeit TiJ» ovyyapor Euryxitfr. Cf. 558, 5 ff. ; 397, 5. Phiygian
inscr.. Papers American School, lii. 305 (n. 427) : a father addressing
his dead son aai woAa rtpoariw rire hinpuor ijnna aeio iBp^aia

yifr vwoSttodpevot.

el ii Tif ir pBipirott ttpiait. «*t A4yot Bardrrwr, Ep. 215, 5.

A mother boasts of the piety of her son to Rhadamanthys : 514, 5

(cf. 559. 3 f.). So too, in AP. vii there is little mention of a judgment
(596 Agathias).

The division of the dead into two classes is implied where the

pious departed is said to be about to dwell ir pandpeoair, etc. Hut
the distinct separation of the dead into two or three classes [see above,
chap. xii. n. is rare in the sepulchral inscr. : Ep. 650, 9 ff., is an
exce^on (but there one company is iwtxBorir), the other in the atihrr

—a Stoic idea).—A pMuliar arrangement, implying the three classes,

is given in fSocr.J Epitl. 27, 1 (they are in the rdnot t&o. and doefiOr
in Hades, and in the ailher) : ro6 sirs nari y^r ir tdatfiiir x<“BV i*’’’**
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•Irt tear aorpa (ontp Kal piXa ntiSopai) ZaiKparovs .—^The same again

in AP. vii, 370 (Diodor.) iv Jios (i.e. in Heaven) ^ paKapuv.
'*• There is perhaps no reference in the grave-inss. to the punish-

ment of the aatfitU, and scarcely any m AP. vii (but cf. 377, 7 f.

Erykios).
“• tliux^i S' is TO SiKOioi- ifij), Ep. 502. 13 ; i.e. to the place to which

it justly belongs.
*** I'ai'ftr iiaKapaiv vijooos 6aXt^ ivi iroAAg, Ep. 649, 2 ; 366, 6 ;

648, 9. 1^,001- ivtis paKdpwK 473, 2; 107, 2; AP. vii, 690, 4.

paKapwy nsSlov, Ep. 516, 1-2. 'HXvatov ntSiov. 414, 8; 150, 6.

ntSta 'HXvaia, 338, 2 ; 649. 3. ijAuVior. 618a, 8. per’

svayfiiwy iopiv iv 'HXvotip, 554, 4.

—

vattu S' tfpivatv Itpov Sopor,

OVK 'A^ipoiTos ' toTok yap Piorov rippa oo^oloir in, Ep. 228, 7-8.

ilpwwv xdipov cxoit ^Bipsvos, 539, 4. ylijToy*>'<s, ov 8* iralSas ir

ijpjitaai ^oXiaaots, tvotBiuiv aci yuipor intpxdptros, 228b, 7 (p. 520).

tpX*’'' i)pi8iovs, 699 (ool pir iSpi) Otioioi nap' arSpdoi, AP. vii,

659, 3).

Description of the charms of the paxdpoir r-ijaoi and the Elysian

fields where oiSi noBtivos avBpuiniur in pioros, Ep. 649. More

elaborate in the poem of Marcellus on Kegilla the wife of Herodes

Att. ; Ep. 1046 (she is ptB' ^piprriotv ir paxapotr r^aOKTir, wa Kpovos

ipPaoiXtvn, 8-9 ; Zeus had dispatched her thither with soft breezes,

is wKsaror, 21 ff. Now she is oi tfeijTij, arap oilSe Biatra but a Heroine,

42 H. In the x°f‘^f nportpamr iipiBtawr she serves as an ondotr

vvp^t) of Persephone, 51 fl.).

**• Clearly e.g. the place where Khadamanthvs holds sway in Hades,

Ep. 452, 18-19.

The x*“P°t tuatPiuir clearly indicates Hades : 'AiStw rvx^oio

piXaS >' tSi(aTo xdXnos, tiatpitor B' 6aii)r tvraotr is *Aioii)i', Ep.

27, 3-1 . cf. in.scr. from Rhodes, IC.M. Aeg. i. 141, of an old sch<»l-

mastcr— rOoc^wv xwp°r [o^’ €X*‘]
' liXovrmr yap airor ical Kopi)

Kar<pKi,oar, 'Eppijs rt Koi ^SoOxos 'Exdri), npoa^'jXij] avaair tirat,

puoTiKwr t’ iniardriir irafar avror niorauts ndoifS gdpir .—Not in-

frequently Elysion and the place of the tiotPits are identified : e.g.

Ep. 338, siatPUs Si 'pvx^r (sC. ixovai) ical iriBieui’ ripporss 'HXvoLwv.

toCto aao^poadrrfs iXagor yipas, dpppooirjv 8< (the immortality of her

soul) adtparos Cppiarijs ovk indrifo* SXXd vit) rvp^nai (thus

the stone; AlX. MiU. iv, 17) ptr’ tvosPitoai xaBijrai .— If there is

a judgment in Hades oiVijoci; c«r Sopor svatpitor, Ep. 215, 5-6.^ Kore

conducts the dead xwpov in tiatpiutr, 218, 15-16. Kaarir ir tiotPiu.r

fjr Sid aw^poovriir, 569, 12. *ia<pio>r xwper, 296. ewa. Sopos,

222, 7-8. tiosPiior laiW irpor Sopor. IPE. ii, 298, 11. ^uxi 5’

tiatpimr oinrai ,!s BdXapor, Ep. 90 {CIA. li, 3004). tin. eil itpoos

BaXdpovs, 222b, 12. tva. ir axupois BaXdpots, 253, 6. «o6Ad^ Si vaiai

Siopara 0<pat<p6ras X‘^PV svosPiatr 189, 5-6. ptr' rvotpisoot

xsioBai, arr’ dpxrijs, 259. Bfix’ 'AlSr)S is MVX®*' *vatPia>r, 241^ 18.

tiatpiris S' tirtxsr tiotPiuir xwpov iPi) i^Biptros, Ath. Mitt, xi, 427

(Kolophon). Late Roman inscr., IG. Sic. et It. 1660: a wife says

of her dead husband ntpi oS Siopai rois xaragBorlovs Btods, t^v <k'>XV'’

sis rods tiotPtls xarardfai.
*•* The vwpor paxdputv in the sky :

5* dtfavoToii' /JouAaif

imS^pids ioTtr aorpots xal Upor x<i*po*' ^X** ppndpoiv, Ep. 324, 3—4.

Kai vai'ftc paxdpwv rijoovs • • avyais ir xaBapaiotr, 'OXdpnov

nXifalor Srrms, 649, 2, 8. The ^Aifoioi' ir*8toi' outside the ^Bspirair

Sipot, 414, 8, 6. ^metimes both the heavenly abode of the blessed

and the Islands of the Blest occur together
:

[Luc.] Dem. Enc. 50.
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Demosth. is after h
Heroes, or else in

’BXtv$4iHot.
'** vpor ''OXvnwov <Sa>^AAaro. Ep, 646a, 3. ^x*^

'OAvfiir^, 159, 261, II. ^X9n S* tit ’AlSao Mftat, S' It
“OXv/iiror, AP. vii, 362, 3. (*i4tSi}r here <=« the grave as often ; so
too in Ep. 288, 4-5, l^wX! It alSl/ta . . . iarla tit 'Aiiriv
dTpovot tlXt rdpot.) furi wir/iot dpm 4^ot OvXdpnoio, AP. vii, 678, 5.

—

S' it f«A/a>v oipatit tipvt Sx*** 104b, 4, ifrnp S* oipav^
ptrcipauiv, 462, 6. pot raitt itufiar' iwovpdna, 261, 10 (and
frequently in this poem in various forms), it oiparlat drapmvt
ipv^ii ttawraivtt adtp iwotuoofUvi), AP. vii, 337, 7 : cf. also 363, 3;
587, 2 ; 672, 1 and is, 207-8. olBiip pit <Pvxdt iwtHfaro. Ep. 21
(filth century b.c., see above, chap, xii, n. 149). Eipvpdxov ifivx^t

irai iittp4tdXout itavoiat oiSi^p vypot fx*‘» ^1 (fourth centupr B.C.

but the alB^p is not " moist "—alBiip Xapvpdt fx** •* more primitive
version of the phra.se given in the corresponding epijp-. of the ninXot.
The would be (rypit '• rr^v >h>X^ dniitottv it oipo, Ep. 642, 7).

<h>x^ fiir it alBipa icai Jidj owAdr, 288, 4. pvxi) i' alBiptov Korixtt
aoAor, 22.5, 3. it olBptft tpoxv ipiStv, 325, 5.— iXuxil S’ dBayoTuir

PovXatt imiiiiuit iartr dorpott, Ep. 324, 3. From Thyatira, hCH.
1887, p. 461 ; Bdtptt S' dSeAdSr 'ApxiXaot owp’ ipir, ipvxo ti fuv
mpdt doTpa arai Btoit E£I (read Ifit/). One company of the souls

rtiptaot am alBtplotat x^ptvtt ' ijc orparf^t tit tipt, Ep. 650, 11-12
(Ihogenes) m S* Bavatt iaripat ofaror 4x**' vii, 64, 4.

’**
'P*’x\ ** a»s«uir arapirtf ptri ialpotat dXXovt ijXvBt *ij,

raitit S' it pojtdpwt haaiitp, Ep. 243, 5-6. <tat pt Btwt patipait

Korixtt Bdpot ioaot Idtra, oipatiott rt hopotot fiXivot ^ot 'Hptytttljft,

312, 6.—rijt> evwTor ipvxilt pattdpwt tit dipa ioCoa, npdoBtt pit Btiftij,

tvt Si Btut piroxof, 654, 4-5.—dXXi tm tit rout Biovt IG. Sic. el It.

1420. on S<i pdatt pit iXuott dwo gSordr. dSdraroi pit avrit ixovoi
Bioi adtpa Si at,tit SSt. AP. vii, .570; 61, 2 ; 573, 3-4.

Sm above, chap, xii, p. 436 if.

*** See above, p. 500 f. vrtviaa. Ep. 250, 6 ; 613, 6 ; nttSpa
Xafidtt Sdtot oipatiBtt rtXiaat oeraadSoKfO (cf. irMCfaa ydp
iort BtoB XPV^t BrtfToXot, Carm. Phoc. 106). 156, 2 : moo^i' aiB^p
iXafitt vdAar, Sawtp iSwttt (third century B.c. ; see Kohler on CIA.
li, 4135).—This conception having laecome popular frequently occurs
in the Geological poetry of later times ; e.g. xP^iapit ap. Stob., Eel,

1. 49, 46, i, p. 414 W. ; to pit (tS oiipa) XvBit iort tottt, ^x^ vpit
aXBpnt OKtStarat, oawiBtt i^XBt, ptrijopot tit otBip' dwAoCr (read alBip'

it aytdt). Oracle of Apoll. Tyan. ap. Philostr., VA.
dBdtarot <hrxil . ptri ampa papatBit . . . piftSlwt

Htpdtrvrat ^ipt trov^tp-
M* S' dBdtarot tottit lx*t Bdtarot, Ep. 35. 6 {CIA. ii. 3620,

fourth century b.c.). IG. Sic. rt It. 940, 3-4 : dBatdrt/ fStigi) pit

if alBipt Hat Atit aiyatt wtararat. ib. 942 : ... itBdSt Ktlpat,

oix't Baton • BtifoHttt pi) Xiyt root dyaBovt (from Call., Epigr. 1 1, r^St
Zaun . . . Itpit Srrtor HotpSrat. B^otitt pi^ Xiyt roit dyaBodt).

—

«»* IBarttf Uptmt), ptriptit S’ it if^ltota X^P>*’ ^P- ®49.

This retains its full and original meaning (as in Call., Epigr.
II) ; cf. Ep. 559, 7, Xiyt UewtXitft tSSttt irtp • o6 Btturit Bti)OKtir

roit dyaBoit, iXX’ Sever ijiSSr lx<re. More often as a mere conventional
phrase : 433 ; 101, 4 ; 202, 1 ; 204, 7 ; o' iKolpuotr vwtot d X^Btft,

22.1, 3; 502, 2; AP. vii. 29, 1 ; 30, 2 , 260.o Ep. 651 ; Bftfrit aUpa ... ri S' dBdtarot it parndpott dtipovot
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itjap • yap 5 t6 irap^x** Sti^iv KariPri . . . aiop.a

Xirtun ifivx^t (cf. Emp. 414 M. = /r. 126 D., oapKuv vtpiariXXovaa
XirCnn sc. rifv • riv 84 6*i» aifit iiov (the god in me, my ^x^)-
261, 6, ri/v ^ux^v 8* dOavariiv iXaxov • iv yai'u fiiv omfia t6 avyycv^c.
oipdi>u>t 6i iJAvtfcv ^vx4 far’ oi ^Bifitvov ktX. ; cf. 320, 6 ff.

—

594 (late epitaph of a doctor with philosophic leanings ; found in

Rome), 7 H. : out’ ipa Byi/rit Si/r, in' ardyKr/s uipipdiovrot ripfitp rlvaXta
ntntStipdfOf ijyvotv oImv. if 8’ d^^a are/xwi' arpviv dtoj
of«oi’. No sense can be made of the passage if rvfiPtp is understood
as the real grave and this has led to altering or straining the sense of
tlraXitp {tivaXltp Franz, aiyaXitp Jacobs), But the poet means : the
dead man was (in his real nature, his soul) immortal, only the will

of the gods had caused him (his soul) to be bound to the body and to
complete his course of life in the body, after the end of which he will

rise immediately (and return) to the realm of the gods. Read there-

fore rdpPtp fly dXaiu ir<ircSi)/Wvor, fettered in the
" dark g^ve ” of

the body : aiipa— oijpa. (Exactly as in Verg., d. vi, 734, the animae:
clausae tenebris et carcere caeco.)—603 : he who lies buried here

Byrjrolt 4n>X^<' ntloat ini awfiaoiy iXBtiy riiv airoB, piXtos, oif dvinfiat

piyfiy. That is ; he has pxersuaded his (previously living and bodiless)

soul to enter into the realm of mortal b^ies (to occupy a body), but
could not persuade it to remain there long—in this earthly life.

**’ Once at the most : *( jraAtv f<nt ytvioBai . . . tl S’ oi5* tarty

ndXty iXtfiy—Ep. 304 (cf. above, chap, xii, n. 138).

The epitaphs quoted in n. 141 have a theological meaning but
do not allude to any specifically Platomc opinion or doctrines. There
is no need to see Hatonic influence (as Lehrs would : Pop. Au/s.\
p. 339 f.) in the numerous epitaphs that speak of the ascent of the soul
into the aither, the stars, etc. (notes 135, 136). It is true that Alexis
1 58 K. inquires whether the view that the body decays after death

—

ri S’ dflararoi' iffipf npis ray dipa—is not Platonic doctrine (toSt’

oil oxoXii nxdruyos). But he has no real knowledge of Platonic teaching
and calls Platonic that idea of the ascent of the souls of the dead into

the upper regions which had long been piopular in Athens—even
before Hato’s time. In fact Plato's doctrine has only the most distant
resemblance to the popular one, and the latter originated and persisted
without being influenced at all by Plato or his school.

Ep. 650, 12. I belong to the company of the blessed which
rtlpfooi aiy alBfpiotm x°P*a*^ Aax<>»' Btoy rfytpoyija. These last

words must refer to a special relation of a pious kind to some god.
We may note the conclusion of the Caesares of Julian (336 C) :

Hermes addresses the Em^ror; follow the ivroXai' of nariip MlBpas
in life, «ral ^ylna aviyBivit aniiyat Sig, ptrd rijs dyaB-^f iXnlSot ^ytpdva
Btiy fi/tty-ij faBtoras ofairrtp, Cf. also the promise made in an
Eg^tian magic papyrus ed, Parthey, Abh. Berl. Ak. 1865, p. 125,
i. 178 fi. : the ghost thus coniured up will after your death ooS ro
nvfSpa Paardfat fls dipa dfn aiy avr^ tis yap ov xatp^fatt diptoy
nvtOpa ovaraBiy (i.e. commended) nparat^ napihptp. Cf. PI., PM.
107 D ff. ; the souls of the dead are conducted each by the haipotv
Sanfp idtyra <iA^x*‘ judgment place : thence they go tls

45ou lurd ^ytpivot iffivov oS Si) npoardrofrai rois ivBivSf iffZa*

woptOaai. Afterwards yet another, aAAor iiytptiv as it appears, leads
them back again. A blessed abode hereafter is found by ij naBap&s
rt xal pfrpluis riv Plov Sn(fXBoDaa fal {uvapniptay «rai ifytpiyiov Btmy
rvxoSaa, 108 C. The same idea occurs on the monument of Vibia
(in the Catacombs of Praetextatus in Rome) ; Mercurius nuMtius
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conducts her (and Alcestis) before Dispatrr and Aeracura to be tried ;

after that a special houMs angelus leads her to the banquet of the
blessed {CIL. vi, 142). There is nothing Christian in this, any more
than in the whole monument or its inscriptions. (The " angel

”

as an intermediate being between gods and men had long been taken
from Jewish relifoon by heathen Mlief and philosophy : they were
sometimes identified with the Platonic Sa//u>vtt

:

sec R. Heinze,
Xenokrai. 112 f. These intermediate natures, the SyytXot, have
nothing to do with the old Greek conception of certain gods as
".Messengers" or of the Hero AtayycAor, etc. [cf. Usener, Gdllertiamen.

268 ff.].) With the fanciful picture of Vibia we may compare (besides

the Platonic passages mentioned above) what Luc.. Philops. 25,

has to say of the rrario; vayiraAoc who leads the souls into the under-
world (o« iyoyoirrrt oeror less precisely in the parallel narrative of

nutarch. de An. fr. 1. ap. Eus.. PE. 11, 36. p. .563 D).

Hermes the conductor of the souls as ayyrAot Ep.
575, 1. Hermes brings the souls to Eubouleus and Persephone,
Ep. 272, 9.—He leads the souls to the ^axd^tur ^Aiiaiov nthio*, 414, 9 :

411; to the Islands of the Blest, 107, 2. He leads them by the hand
to heaven, to the blessed gods, 312, 8 ff.

*** Ep. 218, 1.5, dAAd <rv, waftfianiitta 0t6, mXvtirv/it novpd, rifrS'

dy’ in' €V4M0*un> xtufior, igovaa x*0^- 452, 17 tf. Of the souls of

the dead man, his wife and children it is said ; Wyto ii ‘Atiov (Hades
does not admit eveiyone : cf. the dead man who prays o? ervyiov
ywpor vvoraiVrc iaiftant indXoi, hifaoB' <ir ttifii rif oIk-

TpoToToir, 6241, eeTwo »«« mpovntfivt, Ira (arBit
'PaidiiairBvs. To be thus received and conducted l>y a god or g^dess
i.s evidently regarded as a special favour. The abcide ol the tiotfitlt

is reached by those who have honoured Persephone Iwfore all other
deities : IG. Sic. tl It. 1561. Zeus too conducts the souls, Ep. 511,1:
dm' 04 KvtaXifiac dperdr, iroAi/^OT* KoCp4, if 'HXioio* svrdr ira(
Kporiiiif (4<dr, 516, 1-2). Speaking of a Ptolemy who has died
young. .5ntipatrr Sid. says {AP vii, 241. II ff.) oi hi 04 r»f in rvtcrit

ihifoTO ' hi) yap draarrar roiovr odat 'Athat. Zeirf h' it aXvpimr dyra.

Apollo also : Parmenis buried by her parents says [rf» fitydA'ov

(to be restored in some such fashion) hi p.' /*«i riptrot didr, Sppd t*

'AirdAAati' Aa»y ov (doubtful Completion) iptiihtr, ihdir in wvpit
ofidyoror, JGM. Aff. i, 142 (Kbodos).—Tibull. i.s clearly imitating

Greek poetry when he says (I, 3. 57) sed me quod facilis tencro sum
semper Amori ipsa Venus campos ducet ad Elysios (the poet himself
explains why it should be Venus: he has specially honoureil her. There
15 no nee<! to imagine a Venus Libitina). Phleg., Mirab. 3, p. 1.30.

16 ff. West. '73. I Kell..: 'AedAAwe /fiiAor . . . po, iin

Kpartpir Stpdttorr' (the daimonic wolf) iwmipifat iiyay4y tit pandpuip
Tt hopovt nai fltpot^ytlift.

Istdote, hierophantis in Eleusis (grand-daughter of the famous
sophist isaios) is called by her epitaph {’E4- ^Apx- 1885, p. 149,

I. 8 ff.) ifoxop fr T* d^Toic fr rt oao^pooivatt ' t)* aroi iptifiopini)

Atfu panipioy iwl r^oaovr ^yayt. warraiijc inrit inwhvylijf. (1. 20
nol Aijp'liTifp daeaeer dtfardrotr.)

'** By their noble death the gods show wt iptiror tin iyBpwwip
Tc6rdra< m^AAot 1$ {wstr. Hdt. i. 31 . cl. m.] Axiock. 367 C ; Cic.,

TD. i. 113 ; Hu., Cons, ad Apoll. 13, 108 E ; cf. Amm. Marc. 25. 3,

15.
—

'Ilie epitaph of Iridote alludes to the legend, I. 1 1 ; hmnt (Demeter)
hi el Bdraroy yXvntpwrtpoy ifhiot Swroo oiyxv nai ‘Apytlwy ^prtpop
iflBiunr.
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'•* rripaXiriv <l>vxh* i'”' iiepaltp awpari T'KaSitoi koJ KoAAct K€paae..

KptirToPa oat^pooiirriv, 6pyM n&mv fipOTois ^a€oipPpoTa /ii]ovr

tlratris, b€KaT(p i' HKdt nap' aBai/aTout. fj naXov in paitapwv pvor^piop,
oi povov ctvat t6v Bavarov Bvifroti ov xaicov, aXX' ayaBov, 'E^. 'Apx-
1883, pp. 81-2 (third century Below the statue of a daughter
of this Glaukos, at Eleusis, there is an inscr., PXavKov Bi yvotrit

BtonBioSt is tt Kal avrXf iipo^avr-^oat wx*’’’' if aBavarovt, 'E^. 'Apx-
1894. p. 205, n. 26. 1. 11 ft.

*“ As a conventional formula ; [D.H.] Rhct. 6, 5 : ini riXti (of

the funeral oration) ntpl ^ux^jt avayKaiov civeti', ot< iBavaros, Kal

OTt rout Toiotrrour, iv Btoit ovrat, aptivov tows anaXXarTttv.
—TOK <i9<ii'aToi ^XitOKOv • TOvvtKa xal ni)yais Xovaav ty aBavarois

(wo arc reminded of the aBayaros m)yij out of which Glaukos
drew aBayaaia : Sch. Pi., lip. 611 C), xoi paKopwv v^oovr fiaXXov

if aBaydrtuy, Ep. 366, 4 ft. There are two fountains in Hades,
that (to the left) of Lethe, and (to the right) of Mnemosyne, from
which cold water flow.s (1. 5) : from the latter the guardians will give

the suppliant soul water to drink nai tot' intir' aXXoioi ptB' ^pMooty
iydfti : sepulchral tablet from Petelia (about third century B.C.),

IG. Stc. el It. 638 (Ep. 1037 ; Harrison. Proleg. 661 ft.). Mutilated
copies of the same original have been found at Eleuthemai in Crete,

BCH. 1893-4, p. 126, 629; cl. above, chap, xii, n. 62.—This, in

fact, is the " water of life ” so often mentioned in the folk-lore of
many countries ; cl. Grimm, I). Marchen, n. 97, with Xotes iii, p. 178,

328 ; Iheterich, Abraxas, 97 f. ; Stkyia, 94, 99. This is the fountain
from which Psyche also has to bring water to Venus (Apul., Af. vi,

13-14) ;
and it is certain that in the original Psyche-story it was

not the water of the Styx that was intended (as .\pul. supposes,
but of what use would that be ?), but the water of the fountain of

life in Hades. It is a speaktng fountain, vocaUs aquae (Apul. \-i, 14),

and, in fact, precisely the same as that mentioned in a unique legend
of iierakles given in [Justin.] np6s “EXXrivas 3 (p. 636, 7, ed. Hamack,
Ber. Bert. Ak. f896) . Herakles is calM o Sprj nqii^oas (? ntSvaas,
" making it gush forth," would be more acceptable) lya Xap-g vhtop

IrapBpor dwri/y ano&tSov. Herakles makes the mountain gush forth

by striking the speaking water out of the rock. This is exactly
paralleled in the modern Greek stories given by Hahn, Gr. u. alb.

Marchen., ii. p. 234 ; the I^mia who guards the water of life (to aSdearo
yfpd, the phrase often appears in these stories ; cf. also Schmidt,
Griech. Marchen, p. 233) strikes with a hammer on the rock till

it opens and she can draw the water of life This is the same
ancient fairy tale motif. The propier home of this water of life is

probably the lower world, the world of either death or immortality,
though this is not expressly stated in the Herakles legend nor in the
l.siry tale of Glaukos who discovered the iBaraTos nqyij (but probably
also in the magic country of the West. Thus Alexander the Great
finds the ddavaror 111771) at the entrance to the paNdpcai> giupa acc.

to Ps.-Callisth. ii, 39 ft. ; his story sbovrs clear reminiscences of the
Glaukos tale, its prototype, in c. 39 fin., 41. 2).—The Orphic (and
Pythagorean) mythology of Hades (see above : chap, xi, n. 96 :

chap, xii, nn. 37-8; chap, vii, n. 21) then proceeded to make use of the
folk-tale for their own purposes. In Ep. 658 the prayer also refers to
the Orphic fable (CIG. 5772) ipvxpov Simp 60117 ooi dTof Mpmv 'AiimytSe,

and 719, 11, 61^10077 Simp ptraios. They mean; may
you live on in complete consciousness. (The same thing in the negative :

the dead man dwells ipa naioi Bear mi XrfBiis oSk imey Xipdia, 414, 10 :
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oAk tmov 'Aiimihot taxarop Sittp, so that I can perceive
the mourning of the living for my loss, 204, 11. koI yap
ijeat POOP oirnva fiaiip, 334, 5.—I^tical allusion in AP. vii, 346 :

ai V ft ip ^Bi/tipoioi roS in' iftot pij ri trij/s viarot-

—

Perhaps something of the sort already occurs in I^ndar ; see above,
chap, xii, n. 37.)

tapia aai ioiif aoi o "Ompif ri ^vyp6p SStop, IG. Sic.

et It. 1488; 1705; 1782; Rev. Arch. 1887, p. 201. (And once the
line oot ii ’Oatiptiosaypir viiup Elait xaptaaiTo.ioacr. from Alexandria :

Rev. Arch. 1887, p. 199.) f^^vgci fura roC 'Oatiptios, I. Sic. et It.

2098. The dead man is with Osiris, Ep. 414, 5. Osiris as lord in

the world of the blessed : defixio from Rome, 1. Sic. et It. 1047 ; d

Itiyat ‘'Oatipit d ixa>* r^p itartfovoiap icat to fiaaiXttop tiut Ptpriptar

8fiur.—It appears that the legend of the fountain of Mnemosyne
and its cold water was independently developed by the Greeks and
then associated subsequently with the analogous Egyptian idea or

brought into harmony with it (certainly not as e.g. Bdttigcr, Kl.
Schr., thinks, originally belonging to the Egyptians alone and thence
imported into Greece from Egypt). Egyptian Books of the pead
often speak of the cool water that the dead enjoy (cf. Maspero, Et. dr

mythol. et d'arch. igypl. 1893, 1, 366 f.), as well as of the water drawn
from the Nile and preserving the youth of the dead man : Maspero.
Sotues et Extraits, 24, 18M. pp. 99-100. The formula, " may
Osiris give you the cold water " (everlasting life), does not seem to occur
on original Egyptian monuments. It is prob. therefore modelled by
Egyptian Greeks on their own ancient Greek formula.—On Christian

inss. we often have the formula : spintum tuum dominus (or iVnt
Christus, or a holy martyr) re/rigeret

:

see Krau^ Reatencykl. d.

thrisU. Alterth. s.v. re/rtgenum. Th»s is probably, as has been
frequently suggested, an imitation of the heathen formula, like so

many features of early Christian burial usage.
•** On sarcophagi in Isauria the lion is sometimes represented on

the lid with the inscr. describing the contents ; d itira {cuv pal

^pormr drddijirfT iairrop Af'orra irai ri^ yuratpa ovrov vparipar, etc.

On another sarcophagus : Aouaiot apiomiot (three names) iral iavrer

itrop Ktti ’'AtLfiovpcp Bafiiov top waripa atror American
School at Athens, iii. p. 26, 91-2. These expressions must refer

to something quite difierent from the otherwise not uncommon practice

of representing lions or eagles on graves. I can only explain them
on the suppositiem that the dead persons represent themselves and the

relatives named in the forms which had belonged to them in the
mysteries of Mithras, in which lions and lionesses formed the fourth

gf^e, and eagles, ieroi (or Upanes) the seventh (cf. Porph., Abst.

iv, 1^ ; these are elsewhere called nariptt.

The soul of a dead son (who as it appears from U. 1, 2, 6 fl.

had been killed by a flash of lightning and therefore removed to

a higher state of being [see Append, i]) appears by night to his

motb«r and confirms her own assertion, ov«r ^prir fiporit, Ep. 320.

The soul of their daughter who has died Stopot and ddaAa^svrot
appears to her parents on the ninth day (1. 35) after death. 372, 31 fl.

(the ninth day marks the end of the nist oflferings to the dead : see

above, chap, v, n. 84 : cf. '* Apparitions of the deceased occur most
frequently on the ninth day aiter death ’*

: a German superstition

mentioned by Grimm, 1812, n. 856.) It is significant that the daughter
who thus appears in a vision has died unmarried. The iyapos, like

the dmpos. do not find rest after death : see Append, vii and iii. The
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soul of another unmarried maiden aayg diatinctly that those like
herself are especiallv able to appear in dreams

:
yap ihutKt

Otis luri fiotpay iXiBpou ws [eiovai AaAttr vSiny imxBovloit, Ep. 325,
7-8,—It becomes more general, however, in 522, 12-13 ; awfiara
yip xar/Avot JIki), vpoviaa. aBivarot St* SAov (thus the Stone,
Atk. Mitt, xiv, 193) nianoiUrii itinr' ittaxo^i (cf. Eur., Orest. €67 ft.).

>ln)x^ M—says his son and pupil to the dead physician
PhiladelphM

—

iit fsBim rtrapdri) /trrd iaiuovas aAAovs ^XvBt eij,

raUis 8* iv noKopuiy iav^S<p, lAaSi xat pM ovaft viator aKos, ws rd
wipotBtv, vOv yip Btioripav uotpav Syetr fitdrov, Ep. 243, 5 fi. (/«5Cr.

Perg. ii, 576).

There is a striking

the most utter unbelief

*f yi Tt ioTi {iari) Karat, CIG. 6442.

—

Kara yijs flvtp

yipat iariv, Ep. 48, 6 ; 63, 3. €« y' tv pBipivoioi ns alaBrjais, ritcvov,

iariv—Ep. 700, 4. (t hi ris ion vios aapa Tapraptp ij aapa A^Brj,

722, 5. << yiros titttfiiutv (to*t fttri rippa pioto, AP. vii, 673.—^f.
above, chap, xii, n. 17.

>“ Call., Epigr. 15 ; Ep. 646; 646a (p. xv) ; 372, 1 S.
*** ^ptts 8^ rtams of KOTot, rtBri/Kores, dordo, rippa ytyovaptv,

oTAAo 8* oohi iv, Ep. 646, 5 f. ; cf. 298, 3-4. 4* yaias pXaaratv yata
waAtv yiyova, 75 (third century B.c.) ; cf, 438 ; 311,5; rovtf* o vor' uv
(the I that was once living has now become these things, viz.), orifAi;,

ripfios, XiBos, eUtuv. 513, 2, «r<tra« avaioBriros Comp Aider (cf. Thgn.
567 f.) nd aihripos. 551, 3, Ktirat XiBos tor, ^ itavoopos, rj mpiptoros.

''Eorr\Ktv piv "Eptos (prob. on the monument) tvhatv vrrvov,

iv pBtpivots hi oi rriBos, oi iiAdnjf iort iraTMXopdroir. dAA’ 6 Bavar
trfirot mhitp XiBos ofo mmjytis, tlgCpaiv avaXwv oapxas airooKthaoas—
if Charos Ktti yik oal nvtvparos (here evidently not in the Stoic sense,

but simply « ai|p) ija irapotBtv dAAd Bavaiv Ktlpai wSot (all the
elements) to trdrr’ diroSotis. vSotv roCro pivtf ri hi ri vXiov ;

inoiBw ijXBer, tls rovr* oSt* iXiBt) outpa papatvipfvov (inscr. in

Bucharest ; Gomperz, Arch, epigr. Milt. a. Oesf. vi, 30).
*•* wveBpa XaPwv havos oipariBtr rtXiaas Xpdror drrairdSoiira, Ep.

613, 6. (This is a commonplace of popular philosophy :
” life is only

lent to roan "
; see Wyttenbach on Plu., Cons, ai ApoU. 106 F ;

Upton on Epict. 1, 1, 32 Schw. ; cf. usura vitae Anth. Lai. Ep. ed.

Bdcheler, i, p. 90, n. 183.)

Epitaph from Amorgos : AIM. Mill. 1891, p. 176, which ends:
ri riXos dwihtoKa.

*•* haipatr 6 viKpis nrrA., Ep. 127, 3 (cf. 59). aoripyov potpa Kigtr
Bardrov, 146, 6. hiaoa hi riteva Xtrrouoav d rrarropdptjs Xdpt p' ''Aihm,
dirpiToi’ doropyov Bnpis Syniv Kpahirfv (Tyrrheion in Akamania, BCH.
1886, p. 178).

naiiaaoBat htivoS wivBovs 8<iro0 tc iruSotfiov' oihiv yip rtXiov

(DACIN the stone as stated) iori, Bavdvra yip oihiva (read ovSdr)

iytipti lerX., ins. from Larisa, Ath. Mitt, xi, 451. cf 8* ifv rois
iyaBois avdynv irdAtr, ins. from Pberai, BCH. 1889, p. 404.

,
*“ od Kaois iar' 'Aihrts—comfort being derived from the fact

that death is " common Ep. 256, 9-10 ; 282 ; 292, 6 ; 298.
IM cd^dgci, ritcvov, oihtis aBdvaros, IG. Sic. et It. 1531 ; 1536

(Cf. 1743 ad fin.); 1997 and frequent; CIG. 4463; 4467 (Syria),

cd^dgci ’XroAdrrtj, Saa yovv&rat rtAaorf, IG. Sic. et It. 1832. koI d

‘HpoaXiis dwiBavrv, 1806.—Even on Christian graves the formula is

frequent : cdi^dgci (i) Sctva), oOSclt dddvaror (see Schultte, Die
Katahomben, 251).
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IG. Sic. et it. 12190 (the original form of the ending is probably oOk
imfiM- tI wXiov ; see Gomper*. Arck. tp. Mitt. Oeskrr. vii, 149;
Ztsckr. /. Ssi. G^n. 1879. p. 437); cf. Ep. 1117, oO*

oUk ToooCra • (this rooailra. or more commonly toCto,
is Ir^nent in epitaphs as a formula of resignation—a summary of
existence; "all life comes to nothing but this." See Loch, Zu d.

ns SXao ipilt, ^(ifacrat ' o^ac ffao/iai.

icai iysronr/y, oSk </fta eat ov
646, 14; AP. vii, 339,5-6; x. 118,

3-4). Frequent also in a Latin form : Non eris, nec fuisti. Sen.,

Epist. 77, 11 (see above, chap. xiv. pt. i, n. 68). Ausonius, p. 252,
ed. Schenkl (ex scpulchro latinae viae) : nec sum nec fueram

;
genitus

tamen e nihilo sum. mitte nec explores singula, talis eris (probably
this is how it should be read) ; cf. CJL. ii, 1434 ; v, 1813, 1939, 2893 ;

viii, 2885, etc. ;
Biicheler, Cdrwt. Uit. rpigr. i, p. 116.

**• yvo^ cvr $raToU oiiiv yXuKtpiiTspor oilyar [ijfit, Ep. 560, 7.

Coarser admonitions to enjoy the passing hour, CIO. 3846 (iii, p. 1070).

Ep. 362, 5. vaioor, rpipifaor, {^oor ' inoSartlv Of 5«I, 439, 480a,
7. An ins. from Saloniki, second century A.D., Ath. Mitt. 1896,

p. 99, concludes— <! fitos oSrot. ri oT^«<f)«t ivifiotm ; toOto fiXIniuv

VnAAOYSOY (4tr<5*«uo6v > or dnoXaiciv ?).

*** fi «al . . . ^goCSor owfia . . . oAA* ifitra fiioris aiiy {utoioa

tUrtmt, ipuyis fianSoua' tigXia ecw^poovio^r, Ep. 560, 10 ff. oiifia

liiw IrSH' tx** air, dt^aAf, yolo tfovoi'Tor, if o^t fAiofr irfioi

Sixoioownr (and elsewhere with variations) : Ep. 56-8. Or only : . .

riXtatw hi xai /ooo^/rotoi m^oat wrijA^r, Atk. Mut. 1891, p. 263, 3
(Thes-saly). Homeric : see above, chap, i, n. 88, and cf. oo/aa t4{'

'Ihafitrcvs noliiaa Iva «AVwr ftn . . . ancient inscr. from Khodos

:

Ath. Mitt. 1891, p. 112, 243 {lO.M. Aeg. i, n. 737).

From an earlier period (ca. third century B.c.), Ep. 44 : ^ i
avvsvros itrrsp^fy pky iaiaav inivBifOfy hi Sarovciar. 5* fAtv*

fvSaa'fawr, iratSor waihiar VirtSovoo. Fine also arc 67 and 81b. But
something like them appears even late : 647, 5-10. 556 ; a priestess

of Zeus congratulates herself furcKvoi' aaroraxyiroy ign ra^s' ov

ya/» iftayptis haiftoyfs ^turlptiy ifiXtnoy €votpii}y .—To recover tor

a moment the taste of the old robust spirit we may remind ourselves

of Herodotos’ story of Tellos the Athenian, the happiest of mankind.
He was bom in a prosperous city, bad fine children and saw the
children of all these children, none of whom died. And his happy
life was crowned by a noble end. In a battle of the .Athenians against
their neighbours be was successful in putting the foe to rout and then
he himsdf fell while fighting, so that his country buried him in the
place where he (ell and honoured him greatly. (Hdt. i, 30. Herodotos’
^on does indeed assign the second prize of happiness to Kleobis and
Biton and their fortunate end : c. 31. A changed attitude to life

ntakes itself felt in their story.)

Mundus senescens, Cyprian, ad Denutr. 3 fl. The Christians
lay the Uame for the impovenshment and decay of life on the heathen.
The latter in turn blame the recently arrived and now dominant
Christianity for the unhappiness of the time : Tertull., Apot. 40 ff.

;

Araob. 1 ; Aug., CD. It was already a vulgare proverbium—Pluvia
defit, causa Cbristiani sunt, CD. ii, 3. The Emp. Julian found
attmvfUyey uawtp Aiiro^vxeCear and wished r^ ^Bopay r^s oUevpIyrii
errijeat, Liban., Or. i, p. 617, 10; 529, 4.—The Christians returned
the compliment : the reason why everything in nature and the life
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of men was going awry is simply paganonim exacerbata perfidia (Lee.
Novell. Theodos. ii. i, 3, p. 10 Ritt.).

We know of a certain Nikagoras Minuc. f. (significantly enough
an ardent admirer of Hato) temp. Const. ifSov^os r&v ayiurdraiv
'SXtvaivi itv<rrrjpl<ov, CIG. 4770. Julian, even as a boy, was initiated
at Eleusis : Eunap., V. Soph., p. S3 (Boiss.), At that time, however,
in miserandam ruinam conciderat Eleusina, Mamert., Act. Jul. 9.

Here again Julian seems to have restored the cult. Valentinian I,

on the point of abolishing all nocturnal festivals (see Cod. Theod.
ill, 9, 16, 7), allowed them to continue when Praetextatus Procons.
of Achaca represented to him that for the Greeks 6 plot would be
ipiurrot, ft itfAAotfv KoiXvtoOot to owlxovra to avSpwirftoy ylvot
dyituroTa /tvoT^pia koto Btofiov iKTtXciv, Zosim. iv, 3. (Praetext. was
a friend of Symmachus and, like him, one of the last pillars of Roman
orthodoxy ; pnneeps religiosorum, Macr., 5. i. 11, 1. He was himself
sacralus Eleusiniis, and hirrophanta there : CIL. vi, 1779

;
probably

the npairi(raTOt o Itpopdvrrjt of Lyd., Mens. 4, 2, p. 148 R. [p. 65 W.],
is the same person.) In 375 a.d. we hear of a Ncstorius (probably
the father of the Neoplatonic Plutarch) as Itpoparrttv rtToyiUvos
at the time (Zos. iv, 18). In 396 during the hierophanba of a
Tijs Mitfptaic^r TtXtrijs (whose oath should have excluded him from
that office) the temple of Eleusis was destroyed by Alaric, incited

thereto by the monks who accompanied him (Eunap., PS., p. 52-3).

The regular holding of the festival must then have come to an end.

—

Evidence of later celebration of the Eleusinia is not forthcoming.
The expressions of Proclus, which Maass regards as " certainly

’’

proving that the festival was still being held in the fifth century
(Orpheus, 15), arc quite insufficient to the purpose. Proclus speaks
of various sacred ceremonies of initiation from which we fitiiaO^Kapev
something: of a i.e. written tradition, of certain unspecified

Eleusinian tffoAdyoi : of what the Eleus. mysteries imoxvoOvrai to the
mystai (just as we might s{>eak in the present tense of the permanent
content of Greek religion). These passages prove nothing : whereas
the imperfects which he uses elsewhere clearly show that neither temple
nor festival existed any longer in his time. (He speaks, in Ale.,

p. 5 Cri., of what used to be in the temple of Eleusis and still more
of what formerly occurred <V roif 'EXfvaiylois Upois—iPoaty ktX.,

in Ti. 293 C.) The festival moreover cannot have gone on without
the temple and its apparatus.

”* The Orphic hymns in the form in which we have them all belong
as it seems to one period, and that can hardly have been earlier than
the third century a.d. They are all composed for practical use in

the cult, and that presupposes th» existence of Orphic communities
(see Schdll, Commun. et coll. quib. Grace. [Sat. Saupp.], p. 14 ft,

;

Dieterich, de H. Orph .).—It must be admitted that they were not
purely and exclusively Orphic communities for which the poems were
written. These hymns, c^Ied " Orphic " a potion, make use in parts

of older Orphic poetry (cf. H. 62, 2 f., with [Dcm.] 25, 11).

Probably all these cults promised immortality to their mysfat.

This is certain in the worship of Isis (cf. Burckhardt, Zeit Con-
stantins d. G.\ p. 195 fi.). Apul., M. xi, 21-3, alludes to symbolic
death and reawakening to everlasting life as the subject of the
bpwfttya in the Isis mysteries. The initiated is thus renatus (21).

In the same wray the mystai of Mithras are said to be «n aetemum
renati : CIL. vi, 510 ; 736. Immortality must certainly have been
promised. Acc. to Tert., Pr. Haer. 40, the mysteries of Mithras
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included an imago ntamcHonit. By this the Christian author can
<»ily understand a real dvdvraetr r^t oapait. Did these mysteries
promise to their imm a resurrection of the body and everlasting life ?

This b^ef in the Mtnams mitaAf (alurays a difficulty for the Greeks

:

Act Ap. xvii. 18 : 32 ; Plotin. 3. 6. 6 fin.) is in fact ancient Persian
(Theopomp. fr. 71-2 ; Htibschmann, Jb. Prot Thtol. v, p. 222 fi.), and
probamy came to the Jews from ^rsia. It is passible then that it

may have been the essential idea of the Mithras roysderies.—Hopes of

immortality as they appeared to the myslai of Sabuios are illustrated

by the sculptures of the monument of Vibia (in the Catac. of

Praetextatns), and of Vincentius : numinis antistes Sabazis Vincentius
hie est. Qui sacra sancta deum mente pia coluit (Garrucci, Tre Stpokri,
etc., tab. i-iii. Nap. 1852).—It is difficult to see why Christian
archedlagists ^ould regard this Vincentius as a Christian. He calls

himself a worshipper of “ the gods ** and an itntttks Sabasii (there

cannot be the slightest objection to giving this meaning to numinis
antistes Sabaris. The difficulties raised by Sichuitse, Kalakomhcn,
44, are groundless ; Sabazis = Sabazii is no more objectionable or

doubtful than the genetives Clodis, Kelts ; see Ritschl, Opnsc. iv,

454-4. The arrangement of words, n. a. Sab., is due to the exigencies
of metre).

•’* 4 roS iyaboG t!t iytt «ai Jwl roOro owtvtci »&oo
dtleit. Plot. 6, 5, I. wirra dp/yrru iatirov aoi ipirtm avroC ^vetwr
iriyafl tit dmv airoC ei eiwarat that, 5, 5, 12 : 1, 8, 2. wetfrt Si

»4» ri yrrritoa* (the tvift desires the wpiuref, the itovif the »>oCr) :

5, I, 6.

of if01 roC aioB^oS yrvofuvat ipoyot). Plot. 3, 4, 6. In death
iroymr ri ir ifplr Btiop wpit ri «r mm tftior, Porph., I’. Plol. 2.

Return th warptSo, Plot, 5, 9, 1.

*” 2, 9. esp. f 16 fl.

ri fiir yip alaypir irairrior oai rg piott Koi 3, 5, I.

Flight from the ir otipan ardAAor to the T^r t^x4r etc.,

5, 9, 2. And again in the fine treatise, v. roO vaAoC, 1, 6, 8. Though
even here it is in a difierent sense from that in which Plato speaks
in the Symp. of the ascent from aaii oti/tara to oaM /nrySeif/iara,

etc. Plotinos protests energetically against the idea that his own
tense of beauty makes him any the less Pciyotr ri ewga than the

hatred of beanty cultivated by the Gnostics : 2, 9, 18. He too waits

here below, only a little less impatiently, for the time when he nill

be aUe to say farewell to every earthly 'habitation : ib.

Kal ourat 9tmr mi irbpatatur btiwr aol oiSatnirair Blot

4«aAAayii rAo rgSo, filot irgSorot rmr rght, Pvyg ftirov apit yoror,

6, 9, Ii fin.
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In many legends death by lightniti^ makes the victim holy and
raises him to godlike (everlasting) life. We need only remember the

story of Semele who now {toti fy 'OXvfivloit avoBavotoa

KtpammS (Pi., O. ii, 27), or that of Herakles and his vanishing from
the pyre of wood lighted by Zeus* flash of lightning (see partic. D.S.

4, 38, 4-S), or the parallel accounts of the translation or death by
lightning of Erechtheus (above, chap, iii, n. 39). The primitive,

popular belief finds unusually clear expression in the words of Charax
ap. Anon, de Inered. xvi, p. 325, 5 ff. West., who says of Semele,

K€pavyou KaraoKifi^arros iK€lytfv (liv oh, oiroia iirl rois

SiO^Ai)ro<r Xiytrai, Btiat polpat Aoxeir (In this account

Semele is immediately raised to heaven by the flash of lightning

—

a version of the storj’ frequently given by later authors : Zevt rify

£*fidXriy iie r^f yijt els Toy “OXvitiroy tro/tf'ri Std mpis, Aristid. 1,

p. 47 Dind. [O. 41, 3 K.]. Cf. Philostr., Imag. i, 14 ; Nonnus, D. viii,

409 II. The passage of Pindar quoted above would also admit of

a similar interpretation.) Generally speaking, d KepawioBtis ws 9*os

Tifidrat (Artem. 2, 9, p. 94, 26) as one viri didr rertpTjpivos (ib. 93, 24).

The belief in such elevation of a mortal through the disruption

and purification of his body by the sacred fire of lightning (a nBp

KoSdpaioy of the highest kind—see chap, i, n. 41) need not be of late

origin simply because it so happens that only late authorities speak

of it in unmistakable terms (as Wilamowitz thinks, Ind. Sckol. Gotting.

hib. 1895, pp. 12-13). Such lofty conceptions were by this time no

longer the product of popular imagination. Besides, it is quite clearly

referred to in the above - mentioned story of Semele (see esp. D.S.

5, 52, 2) and in those of Herakles, Erechtheus, Asklepios. In the same
way lightning struck the tomb of Lykourgos (as afterwards that of

Euripides) as Oeo^iXioTOTos koI oanoraros (Plu., Lyc. 31). When the

statues of the Olympic victor Euthymos at Locri and Olympia are

struck by lightning it shows that he has become a Hero : Pliny, NH.
vii, 152. The body of the person struck by lightning remains un-

corruptible : dogs and birds of prey dare not touch it : Plu., Smp.

4, 2, 3, p. 665 B : it must be buried in the place where the lightning

struck it (Artem., p. 95, 6 ; cf. Fest., p. 178b, 21 ff. ; Plin., NH. ii, 145).

Every detail shows plainly that the hifiXuros was regarded as holy.

This, however, does not prevent death by lightning from being regarded

on other occasions as the punishment of crime—as in the cases of

Salmoneus, Kapaneus, etc. ; though in some even of these cases the idea

is occasionally present that the lightning's victim is raised to a higher

existence. This is distinctly so when Euripides in Suppi. makes
a character call Kapaneus, who has been killed by lightning, a Upis

yeapds (935) and his rd/ipos {rogus) Upis too (981). Upis never means
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" accursed *’ like the Lat. saeer

:

it is invariaUy a title of honour.

Kapaneus is here called ” holy ” just as Astakides, on his translation

to everlasting life, is updr in Kallimachos : and as Hesiod speaks of

the Upir ydvof dtfararcui’ (with rv/tfiot Upos cf. S., OC. 1545, 1763),

We must not fail to observe that in this passage, where a friend of

Kap. is supposed to be speaking, the latter is certainly not regarded

by Eurip. as an impious person (as he is generally in Tragedy, and by
Eurip. himself in Phoen., and even in Suppl. the enemy so regards him
(496 ff.). though acc. to this speaker Amphiaraos too is snatched away
in atonement for his crime). Euripides in fact makes him highly

praised by Adrastos (861 ff.) as the veiy opposite of a : and
it is obvious that Euadnc*s sacrifice of her life which imme^iiately

follows is not intended to be offered for the benefit of a criminal

and enemy of the go<ls. For these reasons Euripides ennobles the

character of Kapaneus and, consequently, the death of the Hero by
lightning can no longer stand for his punishment, but is on the contrary

a distinction. He becomes a Upos yexpis. This, however, could not

have been done by Eurip. unless the view that such a death might in

certain circumstances bring honour on the victim and elevate him to

a higher plane of being, had been at that time widespread and
generally recognized. Eurip. therefore provides the most distinct

evidence for the existence of such a belief in his time. (As one of

the exalted dead Kapaneus is to be separated from the rest of the

dead and burnt wap' oivovr rovott : 935, 936, 1009—i.e. before the

aodwropop of the Goddes-ses at Eleusis : 88, 290.)—Finally Asklepios,

in all the stories that are told of his death by lightning (and already

in Hes. fr. 109 Rz.), is never regarded as entirely removed from this

life : he lives on as Hero or god for all time, dispensing blessings.

Zeus allows him to live on for ever immortal (Luc., DD. 13), and acc.

to later versions of the story, in the constellation Ophiuchus (Eratosth.

KaraoT. 6; Hygin., Aslron, ii, 14) ; the real and primitive conception

evidently being that he was transported to everlasting life by Zens’

lightning-flash. So Min. Fet. 22, 7, says quite rightly : Aesculapius,

ut in deum surgat, fulminatur.

APPENDIX II

/toaxoAMrjzoy

iliawxaiioSii is the word used by Aesch., Cko. 439, of the murdered
Agamemnon. Soph., El. 445, says i|r {Kkuraiiir^orpaf) Bawm*

in/iot AwTt ivo/uyiif iftaaxaXloB^—also of Agamemnon. What par-

ticular abomination was meant by this brief statement must have been

immediately understood by the Athenian public of the day. A more
detailed account is given by Phot, and Suid. paoxwklopara (cf. Hesyeb.

s.v. ; Apoatol., Pr. xi, 4), and they give Aristophanes of Byzantium
as their authority. (Not from Aristophanes—for they differ in many
particulars—but from a closely related source come the two versions
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of the Scholion to Soph., El. 446 and EM. 118, 22 f.) According to
their authority iiaoxa^o/xos is something done by the murderer (ol

^ovtioavTtt i( imfiovXiji—Aristoph.) to the corpse of the murdered
man. He cuts off the extremities of his victim, strings the severed
parts on a chain and puts them on.—On whom ? on himself ? or
the murdered man ? Aristophanes’ words are undecisive : the Schol.

Soph., El. 445, speaks in the first version of " himself ” (cavrocr, p. 123,

17 Papag.) and in the second of " him ”, i.e. the murdered man : nepi

paoxaXriv adroO ixpifiaiov avra [to dx/>a], p. 123, 23 ; cf. 124, 5.

This too is probably the meaning of Schol. Ap. Rh. iv, 477 : EM.
118, 28-9, speaks distinctly of hanging the chain round the neck of

the dead man. This is, in fact, the most probable version. The
murderer hung the limbs, strung together on a rope, round the neck
of his victim and then drew the rope under the armpits (paox^Xai) :

a proceeding which is far from being " impossible ” (as has been said),

as anyone may discover by trying it for himself. The murderer then

crossed the ends of the rope over the breast of his victim and after

drawing them under the armpits fastened them behind his back.

From this process of drawing under the armpits the whole procedure

is called iiaaxaXtoiiof, and the itopta of the dead man thus fastened

to his Ixxly are his paoxaXiopara (Aristoph.).

Anyone who wishes to reject this description of paaxaXiopos (as some
have done recently) must first of all show from what source Aristophanes

of Byzantium—whom no one who knows him would accuse of

improvizing such details or of concealing his ignorance by invention

—

can have got his information if not from actual report and historical

tradition. The (lossibility that he arrived at it by straining the

meaning and giving a private interpretation of his own to the words

ftaexa^i{<o' and paaxaXiOp6i is excluded by the nature of these words.

They offer no hint whatever in the direction of the special meaning

suggested by his account. We cannot indeed say (as Wilamowitz
does on A., Cho. 439) that " grammar ” forbids us to accept the

explanation of what happened in iiaoxaXi'Ctiv given by Aristoph. To
say : ipaox^XlaSif,

" he had to suffer p.aax<iXi{fir, paaxaXiapdf,"

is equally correct whatever sense we give to the process of paaxaXtaptds.

But the word itself docs not testify, by its mere form, to the absolute

or exclusive correctness of Aristophanes’ interpretation ; it denotes

without distinction absolutely any proceeding in which the jiaexaAot

figure at all. Verbs in -i{fw, derived from the names of pai^ of the

body, can denote according to the circumstances the utmost variety of

actions done to or with the part of the body concerned : cf. itt^aXi(itv.

auxn'f{<0’, r/>ax>>Af{(ti', Aaij«f{<ir, j>axi(cii'. x**#>*C**>'» SatervXittnf,

yaorplitip, aKtXi'fnp (and even wvyt{w). \Vbtkt particular sort of

activity applied to the jiaox<iAa< is indicated by the verb paaxaXiiuv

cannot be decided from the mere form of the verb. This only makes

it the more necessary to adhere to Aristophanes’ interpretation,

which must have been derived from some other source, i.e. from actual

knowledge. It may be true that j>aox>Af{cti>, considered simply from
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the poiat of view of Its form, might conceivably mean to tear the arm
from the shoulder at the armpits (as Benndorf suggests. Monument
voH Adamklissi, p. 132 A)—^though such an riv $pax(ora

in T'^r should rather be or tKfiaoxaXlieiv.

But that out of its many possible meanings the verb should have just

this particular one is not suggested by anything ; least of all by the

sculptured relief on which the gods appear to be tearing out the right

arms of their defeated enemies. Such scenes according to Benndorf
represent ftae^aWfier- But can the Greeks really have attributed to the

gods this much execrated practice of cowardly murderers ? We are not

told by anyone that this scene represents fMoxaXiaiii%—that is only

a conclusion drawn from an apparent agreement between the

representation and the view (itself as yet unproved) of what happened
in fMOxoXilw. Is the correctness of the meaning assigned to the

word to be proved in its turn from its agreement with the representa-

tion ? A most palpable argument in a circle I

There is no valid reason for rejecting the statement of Aristophanes ;

and there must be very good reason indeed for so doing before we
may discredit such an authority. He gives his information with no
uncertain voice and no suggestion of hesitation, and it must be regarded

as the simple account of well-established facts. It would receive

additional confirmation—if it needed any—from the very meaning
and conception of the word ftaoxiXtoita. ftaoxaXiaitara must be the

product of fiaaxnXiafiit

;

they are, in fact, the severed itipta of the

murdered man, with which too Aristophanes identifies them.

ir T^tXep nX’tjpti /laeyaJUefiaTtvr ttpr)irt rif /laexeAieftoi'

(probably a mere oversight for top Tp«xi)Aoir) ; Suid. s.v. tpaoxnXtoSii

(Soph. Jr. 566 » 623 P.). If itaoxaXHttr liad consisted in the dis-

location of the arm from its socket, it would be impossible to say

what such itaaxoXlapoTa might be. They arc without doubt identical

with what are otherwise called, in descriptions of mutilations of the

corpse of a murdered man, dwapypara (Jason after the murder of

Af»yTtOS dwdpyiiara rdfir* Sardrrof, A.K. iv, 477 ; cf. Schol. and
EM. 118, 22 8.), ditpaiT^ptdotittTa, rdptu (rd dworpi^pora iral

dKpomiptdopoTa to6 venpoS, Hesych.). These ex]irrssions allow us to

conclude that the whole procedure is intended to oHer the murdered
man as a sacrifice to some sort of dnorpinatoi. The pooxnXlaporo
are the drnpxol of this sacrificial victim. Indeed, Aristoph. of

Byzantium, ap. Phot. [Suid.] paoxnXtopoTu, definitely states that

ppoxnXlmpnrn was the name given to rd rolr pTfpolt tntTi$4pt*a dird

TWO atpAr {not wpom as the edd. give ; as also Nauck. Aritt. Bye.,

p. 221) npia dr ratr r&r te&r dvefoir. This refers—though it does

not seem to have been remarked by those who have hitherto dealt

with the passage—to the parts of the body which were cut ott from the

raw flesh of the UpeUr before the sacrifice, laid on the severed ptipot

of the victim, and burnt up completely with these: the tipoifmtr

in fact so often mentioned in Homer (A 460 i. ; B 423 i.
; y 456 ff.

;

p 360 f. ; f 427 f.}. If these wpotirodperm could also be railed (in.
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a comparison) /laoxa^iofia-ra, that again shows that at the naoxaXtan6f
there was no tearing out of an arm from its socket, but that in reality

the extremities of the murdered man (

—

aKp<iyrripidaa>n-ts popia

Todrou) were hewn off and a piece cut ofi ix navris pipovs toO adparos
as the grammarians following Aristophanes say. Only in this case

is the proceeding like that which took place at the u>po6tT€tv when the

sacrihcers luro^av piKpiviiri narrit pipovt (Aristonic. in Schol. A 461 ;

Apollon., Ux. Horn. 171, 8 ; Ux. Rhet. ap. Bust. A 461, p. 134, 36 ;

u>paOiTi)aa»' ri ijt ixiarov piXovt roO Upxiou avtripomo xai

d-wijpfairro iv’ tipoC [so the last word should be written here too,

though Eustath. found—and was surprised

—

<ipou] xal MfiaXov ctt

ra pffpla Kara ri)v Bvoidv). So too it is said of Eumaios : 6 S’ JtpoBfTftro

oufitirrit, irorru*» ipfapnos ptkdtov, ( 427 f. (this is the passage in which

ifpp^nvtf* [«! iroiifTiJr], rl iart rS citpoBtTtlr ; Schol., B.L. A 461 ;

it is this passage, and not A 461, which is meant by Hesych. too s.v.

wfto8<T«ur, when he says 4fi)yttTat 4’ avros "Opiipos ; cf. also Dion.

Hal. 7, 72, 15).

paox^^op^ then essentially an offering intended to avert evil

or, what comes to the same thing, a kathartic offering (i.e. a symbol

indicating such an offering). It was consummated by murderers

ini Toir xaBdpotinv (Scb. S., El. 445) ; Snip roO pijnv iKxXlrtur

as Aristoph. By*, says (p. 221 N.); ri ipyov a<Sootovptvoi as we are

told by Apostolius, Prov. xi, 4. All these mean the same thing. But

besides these there may still have been another intention present in

the minds of the superstitious. The mutilation of the murdered man
took place according to Sch. S., El. 445 (in the second version ;

there

is something similar even in the first, p. 123, 18 f.) Iko, ^aotV, ioBtrris

yivciTo npof TO arrtTiooo^oi tot The mutilation of the corpse

was transferred to the <kvx^ lea^'ing the body—such is the

ancient conception to which Homer too is not a stranger (cf. e.g,

A 40 a.). If the dead man is mutilated he will not, for example, be

able to hold or throw the spear which in Athens was borne before the

murdered man at his funeral (if he left no kinsman as avenger behind

him) and was then set up b^de his grave ([D.] 47, 69 : Eur., Tro.

1 147 f. :
Poll, viii, 65 ; Ister ap., EM. 354, 33 a. ; AB. 237, 30 f.)—

certainly for no other purpose than that of supplying the dead man
himself with a weapon with which to take vengeance on his own account

since no one else would Poy/Bti him. (Thus among the Tasmanians

a spear was planted on the grave of the dead that he might have a

weapon ready for fighting : Quatrefages, Hommes fossiUs *t kommts

sawages, p. 346.) Probably the Greek murderer when he ipaoxdXtftr,

calculated in exactly the same fashion as the Australian negro who

cuts off the thumb from the right hand of his fallen foe in order that

his soul may no longer be able to hold a spear (Spencer, Princ. of

Social. 1, p. 212).

In Soph., El. 446, the murderer after the paoxaXtapis also wipes

the bloody instrument of death on the head of the murdered man.

Murderers did this cSeirrp inorpontaldptvot ri pioos to iv rw
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(Schol.). There are passages in the Odyssey which allude to the

custom (lUya S eg irc^aAg ara|ta(<ir, t 92) as well as in Herodotos

and Demosthenes (see Schneidewin on EUctra). Their meaning is

quite correctly given in Eust. on Od. r 92 : cur tit

inirots (row wt^nviUotut) r/><iro|i/rav roi! KottoO. Evidently a mimic
version of tit mi. Something similar is intended when the

murderer sucks the blood of the murdered man three times and spits

it out again three times. Ap. Rh. describes such a scene (iv, 477 f.) ;

and something similar occurred in Aesch. {fr. 354 ; EM. refers to this

in immediate connexion with itaox^Xtofiis). Here too the object is

the Ka0apmt of the murderer, the expiation of the impious deed.

(^ Sifut aiOirr^at ioXoirraalat iXtaaSat. A.R. : deoirriioat 8«I «oi

itaB'^paaSfu arB/ta, A.) Spitting three times is a regular feature in

magic charms and counter-charms : in this case the blood of the

murdered man and with it the power of vengeance that rises up out

of the blood, is averted, (despuimus comitiales morlios, hoc est.

contagia regerimus, Plin., .V//. 28, 35.)—What '' savage " tribe ever

had more primitive ideas or a more realistic symbolism than the

Greek populace— and perhaps not populace only—of classical times

in the sinister backwaters of their life into which we have here for a

d ?

APPENDIX III

afivifroi, ayafiot AND DaRAIDES IN THE UNDERWORLD

In Polygnotos’ picture of the underworld were to be seen the figures

Tmr ou fUfiuiiiiivutr, T<ir ro ipwfttta 'BXtvolri iy o88(K8r Btpiyuy Xoyip—
an old man, a irair, a young and an old woman, who bear water to

a itiSot in broken pitchers ; Paus. 10, 31, 9-11. The myth is evidently

founded upon an etymological play on words—thosewho have neglected

the " completion ’’ of the holy WAg and are irtXttt Itpdiy (A. Cer. 482)

must perform the vain labour in the realm of Persephone of carrying

water in broken vessels : the jiaratiuty iiptiat driAeir {Axioch. 371 E).

It can only have been an oversight that made Pausanias forget to say

that the wl$ot is rtrpiffUyot, for this is essential to the story (see I^.,

Got. 493 BC ; PhileUir. ap. Ath. 633 F, 18 (2, p. 235 K.] ; Zenob.,

Prov. ii, 6, etc.), and certainly cannot, as Dieterich, Sikyia, 70,

imagined, be replaced by the Kareaydra iarptuta. That the o4

fMfurgp/vot. the d^1)To^ as the inscription on the picture called them
(Pans. 1 9). were in fact those who had neglected the Eleusinian mysteries

is only a conclusion of Pausanias’ (or of his authority), as we see from
the way he speaks in } 11; bnt it is probably the right conclusion.

The O^hics took over the Eleusinian fable, but exaggerated it to

the point of absurdity : they rovt iyoalovt wol HIhoih icoaitiyip itup
iyaygdlwot ^ptty in Hades (PI.. Rp. 363 D ; Got. 493 BC). In this

they followed a hint given by a popular proverb—representing one of

the 88ilvare—«roesfi'g> ihmp i^ptty (which is also Roman : cf. Plaut..
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Pseud. 102; as an "ordeal”: Plin., NH. 28, 12). It is not until

later (nor in surviving literature before the Axiochus, 371 E : though
perhaps a little earlier on vase paintings from South Italy) that the
story occurs in which it is the daughters of Datutos who are punished
in Hades by having to fill the leaking vessel. The reason given for

this punishment is their murder of the sons of Aigyptos in the marriage
bed : but why did the punishment take this particular form ? Clearly

in the case of the Danaides their non-fulfilment of an important
rihos is requited in the ever arthtls viptltu. Their marriage union
was uncompleted through their own choice (thus marriage itself was
often called a riXos and the wedding was preceded by irporeXeia and
compared with the of the mysteries). In this it is certainly implied

that their deed had not been expiated, and they themselves had not
found other husbands, but had as it were immediately after their

impious deed been sent down to Hades (cf. Scb. Eur., Hec. 886, p. 436,

14 Dind.). The daughters of Danaos came to the underworld as

aya/ioi. To die before marriage was regarded as the height of ill-luck

by the common people (cf. Welcker, Syll. ep., p. 49) : the essential

reason being that those who die thus leave behind them nobody who
is called upon to keep up the cult of their souls (E. Tro. 380). Other
Ideas may have been vaguely combined with this. Thus, on the graves

of ifya/ioc a Xotnpopopot was set up—a figure of a uats or a K6pfi

Xovrpo^opos, or a vessel called the Xovrpo^opos which has been identified

with certain bottomless vases (see Furtwangler, Samml. Sabouroff,

on Pi. iviii-lix ; cf. Welters, Ath. Mttth. xvi, 378 ff.). Can this

have referred to a similar fate awaiting the dya/toi after their death,

a fate such as was imputed to the Danaides in particular as mythical

types of those who arc dya^oi by their own fault ?—an ever unsuccessful

carrying of water for the Aourpov of the bridal bath. (Dieterich,

Nekyia, 76, with some probability takes this as the reason for the

water-carrying.)

Of these two myths, was the one which appears later in order of

time—the story of the Danaids—merely a subsequent development
out of the earlier one (even said to occur on a black-figured vase),

which told of the vain water-carrying of the apiliirot ? I cannot be
so sure of this as I once was. I cannot indeed admit (with Diimmler,

Delphica, 18 ff., who, however, fails to prove an earlier date for the

story of the Danaids’ jar) that it would be difficult to imagine how a

special class of human beings came to be replaced later on by certain

mythical representatives such as the Danaids were. But it is a very

suspicious fact that the Danaids do not as a matter of fact represent

the particular class of mankind—^the —^whose place they are

supposed to have taken as their mythological representatives. They
are not dfstlf/rot at all, but dya/im. The dya^ot and their drcAcT;

iSpetat in Hades must have been familiar in popular belief : in addition

to tins the mystical fable of the similar behaviour of those who had
neglected the t/Aos of initiation may have sprung up, but certainly

not as the model of the iyapot story, more probably as a subsequent
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rehandling of it for the purposes of mystical edification. (The story

of the dyaftoi has a much more primitive and popular flavour ; and it

alone gives a definite relation between the special labour of water-

carrying in Hades and the nature of their default on earth.) The
mythical fate of the ayaftet was then forgotten owing to the competing

interest of the story of the iiivitrot, which, in fact, absorbed it, when
a poet—fora poet itmust have been—took up whatstill-survivingcustom
and its accompanying legend applied to the iy. in general and transferred

it to the Danaidts. This version of the myth was then victorious

in the general consciousness both over the popular tradition about the

dyaitoi and the mystery-fable of the i/ititfrot.—It remains to be said

that the Danaids (and the d/i^ifro> too in a lesser degree) were supposed
to be pmmisktd by their dr«A<tr This, so long as it was a matter

of the dy«^ simply, cannot hax'e been the meaning of that fate of

purposeless toil in their case any more than it was in the case of Oknos.

Even Xenophon, Oec. vii, 40, lets us see that the vain toilers are not

as a matter of fact intended to inspire horror, as sinners, but rather

pity. His words are ; oix "aft- el «lr riv rrrpijuivo* nitor itrrXiXv

Xryifivm att ol<rr</Mer<u, Srt (tirifp woftt* ioteoSm ; dT, ^ yvei),

trot yap (urtv, tl rtAri yc This gives US the aMtude
of mind from which the whole story originally grew up.

APPENDIX IV

The Tetralogies of Antipho.v

1 ought not to have admitted the doubt suggested in chap, v, n. 176,

as to the genuineness of the Tetralogies traditionally ascribed to

Antiphon. 1 have examined more carefully the well-known linguistic

variations between the Tetralogies and speeches i, v, and vi of Antiphon,

and also the recently noticed divergences (see Dittenberger, Htrmtt,

31 : 32) of the Tetralogies from Athenian law (for which the author,

like the declamation -writers of later times, substitutes occasionally

a *’ ius uholasticum "—a purely fanciful creation but one more suited

to pleading «» MframgMe partem]. AM these objections seem to me,
on matorer consideration, insufficient to make us reject the identity

—

otherwise so well established—of the author of the Tetralogies with

the author of the Speeches.

APPENDIX V
Ritual Purification effected by Running Water,

Rubbing with Anim.al or Vegetable Substances

{
axlAXa . Figs), Absorption of the materia peccans

into Eggs.

For the purpose of ritual purification it is necessary to have water

drawn from running qrrings or streams, or from the tea : diXaaoa

wdrra rdrfptiwmr aatci, Eur., IT. 1193. (Hence in the exalted
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•emi-oracular language of bardic poetry 1} ifilavrot - WAotto, Aesch.,

P, 578. At a sacrifice i m/mvc ivoppalp€Tat BaXacaif, sacrificial calendar
from Kos : Inscr. Cos. 38, 23.) Various details on this point in Lomeier,
De lusirat. c. 17. In the water thus drawn from running sources the
power of washing off and carrying away the evil still seemed to be
inherent. When the pollution is unusually severe it has to be purged
by the water from several running springs : Kpiivawv ano nivrt,

Emped. 452 M. =« 143 D. ; ani Kp^rwi/ rptwy, Menand., dcte. 530,

22 K. ; Orestes se apud tria flumina circum Hebrum ex response
purificavit (from the stain of matricide), Lamprid., Heliog. vii, 7

—

or else at Rhegion in the seven streams which combine to form one
river ; Varro ap. Prob., ad Verg., p. 3, 4 Keil ; Sch. Thcoc., prol., p. 1,

3 ff. Dub. (and cf. Hermann, Opusc. ii, 71 ff.). Even water from
fourteen different springs might be used at a purification of murder :

Suid. 476 BC Gaisf. (4ir4 Sir imi Kopdruv, conclusion of an iambic
or trochaic line). In all this the remarkable persistence of Greek
ritual performances is shown once more. Even in a late period the

same kathartic rules prevail. An order of the Klarian oracle of about
the third century a.d. (ap. Buresch, Klaros, p. 9) commands those who
seek its aid dwa ffa*d.S«iy dwri partvstv xaBopov ndroy ivTuytaBat, or

Binuoat vpiaoBiv (taken from 11. V 533, but understood in a temporal

sense) $eai imaoufUrws dddoaoBai prjval rt hopovs ktX. And
in a magical papyrus (about fourth century), ap. Parthey, Abh. Bert.

Ah. 1865, p. 126, 1. 234-5, instructions are given to collect vSmp
vifyalov de4 {'iriiywr for magic purposes. (Then again in mediaeval

superstition ; for the purposes of hydromantia " water must be taken

from three running streams, a little from each ", etc.—Hartlieb ap.

Grimm, p. 1770—probably a survival from classical antiquity ; cf.

Plin., NH. 28, 46, e tribus puUis, etc.) Cf. also and in general the

completely onadogous use of water in old Indiam ceremonies of purifica-

tion ; Oldenberg, Rtl. Veda, 423 ff. ; 489.

—

•eptpdTTttv, dwoitdrreiv :

wiping-off of the uncleanness : see Wyttenb. ad Plu., Mor. \'i, pp. 1006-7.

In this use adso occurs ; in a transferred sense a ^mppaxos
is called a mpi^Tipa * irf^<cd8af>|ia, Ep. ad Cor. 1, 4, 13. Washing-off

with bran, earth, etc., is often mentioned. Otherwise the oictAAo is

used or the bodies of imcrificed dogs : i)caBi)pd ri pt itoi indpaii koI

vtptljyriot SfSwiir (with «cg(i(yv.) ttai e«»AAo, Luc., Necyom. 7. The

Superstitious Mam is accustomed Upsias uaXloas extAAg ^ exvAoxi

xcArCooi irsptKaBipai, Thphr., Ck. 28 (16) fin. All sorts of

medicinal properties were attributed to the oxfAAo. (The idea is

elaborated farcically in the pamphlet of " P>-thagoras " ntpi okiXX^s

[D.L. viii, 47 ? xiJAys Cobet), an extract of which is given by Galen

». fimptor. 3, vol. xiv, 576-9 K.) But above all it is regarded as

ttaSdpouis : Artem. iii, 50 ; Kaiapruf^ wiaifs xoxi'er, Sch. Theoc. v,

121, and cf. Cratin., Xslp. 232 K. Hence it is also dXsfi^paKov,

iXt) wpi TcSe Bvpeir Kpapapdv^, Diosc. ii, 202 fin. (see Hermes, 51, 628) ;

such also was the teaching of " Pythagoras "
: Plin., NH. 20, 101 ;

of it may be buried at the threshold: Ar. davot'j. /r. 8 [255 H.-G.).
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It is also Mirotv : Artem. iii, 50 (cf. Cp. 15, 1, 6, with notes
of Niciss). As being able to keep off daimones (in wolf-form) it was
then used in religious " purification **.—Figs are also used for the
purpose of religious cleansing and scouring (hUttk figs particularly

tnferum deorum et avertentium in tutela sunt, Macr. 3, 20. 2-3).

Figs used ir Ka$apiu>Xs : Eustath., Oi., p. 1572, 57 (? is this the meaning
of the wtptiiamir of the eyes with fi^ in Pherecr. ap. Ath. 3, 78 D
(132 K.]). Hence Zrit tntcimot = «ra5apetor (Eustath.), Figs the

best i^ftpipitoKoo : Arist. ap. Jul., Ep. 24, p. 505, 7 fi. From the

specially magic properties of the fig comes the idea that fig-trees are

never struck by lightning : Bu.. Smp. 5. 9, p. 684 C ; Gp. 1 1. 2. 7 ;

Theoph. Nonn. 260, 288 (and cf. Rk. Mus. 50, 584) ; Lyd., Mens,

ft. fals. 1, p. 181 W.
; 4. 4. p. 69 W. The Pap/taKoi at the Thargelia

(above, chap, ix, n. 26) wear strings of figs round their necks (Hellad.

ap. Phot., Bibl., p. 534a, 5 ff.), and are beaten with branches of the

fig-tree (Kpitai) and with oKiXXat (Hippon. frr. 4, 5, 8 ; Hsch.

»4|u>r) : here again the figs have a kathartic purpose (Miiller

mistakes this, Dorians, i, 346), as is shown also by the presence of

oKtXkat as well (cf. in general Theoc. vii, 107 ; v, 121). Before the

papfiani were driven out of the city as scapegoats they were thus
purified " with the above-mentioned Kpaiai and erikkai. The same

thing is said in the story ol the ravens which parodies this expiatory

rite. The ravens are offered up to Aot/tof as a sort of papitoKoi—
‘WiptnaSaiporras iwtpkats apitrat Iwrrat, «al intXJyetr T<J> /lotfiip'

petry’ is eopairar (.Arist. /r. 454 [496 Tbn.]; for a similar iworpontaoixis

(ft's afysr iypitts) see the commentators on Macar. iii, 59, Diogen. v, 49 :

cf. r^r rioor (regarded as a daimon), paair, is atyas rpipax, Philostr.,

Her. 179, 8 Kays.).—Rubbing-off ol the " impurity ” was effected

also with the dead bodies ol puppies (oxt'AAg fj e<ctIAa«i, Thphr., Ch.

28 [16]). Those ayrioitoC itc/urm were rubbed down with the bodies

of puppies (which had been sacrificed to Hekate) : nspi/idTrorrai,

and this is wt/noirvXajeio/ios, Hu., Q. Rom. 68, p. 280 C.

It was believed that these materials (wool and the skins of animals

were also employed) received into themselves the harmful and
ptdinting substance. This is why eggs are also used as KoSdpaia

:

e.g. in P. Mag. Load., n. 121, 1. 522 ap. Kenyon, Creek papyri in

BM. i, p. 101 (1893): ypdpe t6 Sropa els <p^ itio ippenna tral ry irl

nepiaataipets (sic) ofovr^ nrX. More in Lomeier, Lusir. (ed. 2 Zutph.

1700), p. 258 f. They were meant to absorb the impurity. ireXapfiaror

T(i roB weptaaBapBirTos Koad, Auct. w. ketati. ap. Qem., Str. vii, p. 844 P.

APPENDIX VI

Hekate and the 'EKartna ^6opara, Gorgyra, Gorco,

MORMOLYKE, MORMO, BaUBO, GELLO, EMPOUSA, ETC.

Hekate herself is addressed as Fopyu <ral Moppm «ai Mpyr) <ral

woXPpapPe : Hymn. ap. Hipp., RH. iv, 35, p. 102, 67 D.-S. Sch. A.lt.
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iii, 861, says of Hek. A^ycrat koI ^<r/tara imir/ftntiy (cf. Eur., Hel. 569 ;

D. Chr. iv, p. 73 M. fi, p. 70 Arn.] ; Hsch. drraia), to KoAotl^n'o 'EKiraia
{^Ofiara 'EKariKO, Marin., V. Prod. 28) wol iroAAamr oCt'^ /icro^aAAnv
tA tl6ot 6i6 Kal "Efiirovoav KaXtlofiat. Hekate-Empousa also in Ar.

Tagtn. ft. 500-1 : Sch. Ar., Ran, 293 ; Hesych. "Epirovoo. Thus
Hekate is the same as Gorgo, Mormo, and Empousa. Baubo also is

one of her names ; H. Mag., p. 289 Abel. (Baubo probably identical

with the Bapii mentioned among other )i96vioi in an inscr. from Paros :

'AS^rttiov, V. 15 : cf. the mate personal names Bapiu, Bafitis. Bavfiio

can hardly be etymologically connected with PavPwv unplea.santly

familiar in Herond. (though the mistake has been repeated in Roscher,
Myth. Lex. ii, 3025) ; one does not see bow a female daimon could be
named after a male SXtaPos. The nature of Hekate makes its more
probable that she got her name from ^ov the noise of the baying
hound: cf. paviaS<oy, P. Mag. Par. 1911.) Baubo, too, is elsewhere

the name of a gigantic nocturnal spectre : Orph. /r. 216 Ab. ; Lob.,

Agl. 823.—Elsewhere these or forms in which Hekate,

Gorgo, Mormo, etc., appear, are found as the names of separate

infernal spirits. FopyiSpa' ‘Ax*porros Apollod. w. Ptwv ap.

Stob., Ed. i, 49, p. 419, 15 W. ; cf. [Apollod.] 1, 5, 3. TopycA is

probably only the shortened form of this daimon (she is alluded to

as an inhabitant of Hades as early as Od. A 634 ; in the KardPaots

of Herakles [Apollod.] 2, 5, 12
;

yBoria Popyw, Eur., Ion, 1053).

Acheron, whose consort she is, must have been regarded as the lord

of the underworld. We also hear of a mother of the underworld god

:

in Aesch., Ag. 1235, Kassandra calls Klytaimnestra Bvovoav "AiBov

prjT^pa. In this very striking phrase it is impossible to take ^Sov

in its generalired sense (as Lob. does : Aj.*, p. 292), and the whole

phrase as merely metaphorical atVofiifropa. Why finripa in

particular ? And, above all, what would be the point of Ovovoav ?

Klytaimnestra, of course, it goes without saying, is only metaphorically

called the *' raging mother of Hades ”, i.e. a true she-devil ; but

the thing with which she is compared, from which the metaphor is

taken, must have been a real figure of legend. In exactly the same way,

in Byz. Greek, rwr haupdvmr ^ figurative expre.ssion for

a wicked woman : sec KaXXlp. koI Xpvooppo-q 2579 ed. Lambros ; cf.

ib., 1306, Twr ifyipifiSatv pdppri. In German too “ the devils mother ”,

or grandmother, or the devil’s wife or bride, are of frequent occurrence

in a metaphorical sense : Grimm, p. 1007 ; 1607. But in all these

cases the comparison invariably implies the existence of real legendary

figures to which the comparison refers : and often enough in mediaeval

and modem Greek folk-lore these creatures actually occur. We may
therefore conclude that the Sdouaa "AtSov p-^rifp was a real figure of

Greek legend. ” Hades ” in this connexion cannot be the god of

the underworld, common in Homer and a regular poetic character else-

where. the brother of Zeus and Poseidon. In that case his mother would

be Rhea who certainly cannot be identified with the Pdovoa ''Ai8o«

pfrrip. In local mythology there were numerous other underworld
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gods aay of whom might be loosely called "AiSyc, the word being

used as a gmieral name lor such deities. But the " raging *’ mother
of the underworld god has the most unmistakable resemblance to

Hekate who flies about by night on the wind (see above, chap, ix,

p. 297 f. ; below, App. vii) ^vgalr mkiIwk ii^ra (Reiss, Rh.

Mtts. 49, 181 n., compares her less well with the *’ huntsman of Hades ”).

It seems almost as if the two were identical : local legend could quite

well have made Hekate the mother of the underworld god (just as she

was the daughter of Admetos, or of Eubouleus, i.e. of Hades). If

she is the same as Mapfiti (cf. the Hymn. ap. Hipp., RH. iv, 35)

then she was also known to folk-lore as the foster-mother of Acheron.

This title is applied to JfopftoAUira' of Acheron in Sophron
/r. 9 Kaibel. But Mop/ui is simply the abbreviated form of

MapitoXiin) as Fopym is of ropyvpa, and cf. also Mofi/ui Hsch., and
with metathesis of p, liopfipii id. [MopfioX. is mentioned together

with Aapia, Fopya. as a legendary creature in Str., p. 19,

and see Rnhnken, Tim. Lex., p. 179 fl., lioppMXixtum.) Uopfiw
also in plural : mewtp popporas watSapia (^fioCrrat), Xen., HG. 4,

4, 17 ; Hsch. papporaf xXatrtfrat Satporat (i.e. " wandering ”, as

in Hesiod, and like the Erinyes in the Pythagorean ovpfioXor, and the

iXdxTtep, the unquiet and wandering soul whose name is derived

from aX&aia*—so Lob., Paralip. 450). Besides this we have ‘SnaTas

too in the plural : Luc., Phihps. 39 fin. (perhaps only generalizing) ;

rpeoaiaw 'BexTun, P. Mag. Par. 2825 f. ; “Bpwaveat (with iXXa eliwXa),

D.P. 725, etc., to say nothing of Fopyortt. Moppti as a bogey to

frighten children ; Moppm iiitret, Theoc. xv, 40 (cf. [dr4]«Ai}att

MoppolOt), a theatrical piece, probably a farce: I6M. Aeg. i, 125gl.

So too is the monster do^a that kidnaps children : Duris, fr. 35

(2 FHG} : D.S. 20. 41 ; Heraclit.. Incred. 34, etc. Some details in

Friedlknder, Darstell. a. d. Sitteng.*, i, 51 1 f. (as a nickname Aapti :

Sch. Ar., Eg. 62). Mormo herself is called Lamia, Moppo6t rift aai

Aapias, Sch. Greg. Nz. ap. Ruhnken, Tim. Lex., p. lS2a. With
Mormo and Lamia FtXXw is also identified (Sch. Theoc. xv, 40), a

ghost that kidnaps children mentioned already by Sappho, fr. 44 ;

Zenob. iti. 3, etc. Kapam, too, is the same as Aipia (Hesy^.). Lamia
is evidently the general name (see above, chap, iv, n. 115), while

Mormo, Cello, Karko, and even Empousa. are particular Lamiai,

who also merge into one another. Just as Mormo and C<dk> coincide,

so also do G«dlo and Emponsa: FeXXdt etimXor 'Bpwoda^t, Hsch.

(Empoosai. lamiai, and Mormtflykai the same : I%ilostr., V. Ap.

4, 25, p. 145, 16 K,). Empousa, who appears in continually changing

shapes (Ar., Rap. 2W fl.), is seen by human beinp at night Inntrepwir

Pdapa if '’Bpwavaa, V. Auehi*. iait. ; Philostr. V. Ap. 2, 4), but

even more commonly at midday (Uke the Hekate of Lucian)

:

peagpftplat Srax rote amrotgopdrott drayilmmx, Sch. Ar., iZdil. 293.

She is, in fact, the daemomtm mandiempm knoem to Christiaa srriters

as Diana (Lob., Agl. 1092 ; Giimm, 1 162). For devils appearing at

midday see IlKhholz, Gbmba «. Br., i. 67 fl. ; Mannhardt, Ant,
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Wald M. Ftldc. ii, 135 f. ; Haberland. Ztschr. Vslkerpsych. xiii, 310 fi.

;

Prexler in Myth. Ux. ii, 2832 «. ; Grimm. 1661. Hekate, in so
far as she appears as an crSoiAovin the upperworld is identical with Emp.
and with ^rbo, Gorgo, Mormo, as well as Gello, Karko, Lamia. (Acc.
to Sch. A.R. iv, 828 Stesichoros, tv rg Ztcthhn tliovs [£i8oi« Bergk
on Stes. ft. 13 quite unconvincingly] nvos Aafiiat r^v ZkvXXov pijoi

Puyartpa tlvai. Here Hek. herself seems to be described as " a kind of
Lamia”, for she was generally regarded as the mother of Skylla, e.g. by
Akousilaos [73 B, 27 Vors.], in the Hesiodic Eoiai, 172 Rz. [Sch. A.R.],
and even in A.R. himself who in iv, 829, explains the Homeric Krataiis

[n 124] as merely a name of Hekate.)—^The vagueness of feature and
confusion of personality is characteristic of these ghostly and delusive

apparitions. In reality the individual names (in some cases

onomatopoeic formations to suggest terror) were originally the titles

ot local ghosts. In the long run they all come to suggest the same
general idea and are therefore confused with each other and are

identified with the best known of them. Hekate. The underworld
and the realm of ghosts is the proper home of these feminine daimones
as a whole and of Hekate too ; most of them, with the possible exception

of Empousa, give way entirely to Hekate in importance and are

relegated to children’s fairy-tales. In the case of Gorgyra (Gorgo)

and Mormolyke (Mormo) this fact is clearly attested. I-amia and
Gello carry off children and also atipovt from this life, like other

daimones of the under«'orld, Kcres, Harpies, Erinyes, and Thanatos
himself. The Lamiai rise to the light from their underground lain

—

Xapiat Tivif laropaSvTtt (the oldest writers of histories) iv vAatr xoi

•>aspeur ix y-ijs avMpivaf, D.H., Tkuc. 6. Empousa appears on earth

at midday because that was the time when sacrifice was offered to the

dead (Sch. Ar., Ran. 293 ; sacrifice to Heroes at midday : above,

chap, iv, n. 9). She approaches the offerings to the creatures of the

lower world because she herself is one of their number. (In the same
way the chthonic character of the Srirenes—they are closely related

to the Harj)ics~is shown by the fart that they too appear like Empousa
at midday and oppress sleepers, etc., according to the popular

demonology. See Crusius, Philol. 50, 97 ff.)

APPENDIX VII

The Hosts of Hekate cause fear and sickness at night : efr’

Svvwvov 4nvraapa ySavlat 8' 'Exorifr xw/tov iii(ut, Trag. Incert.

/r. 375 (Porson suggested Aesch.). They form the wxTipavroi

wpinoXoi 'Evoitas, Eur., Hel. 570. (These wp4i«>Aot tSs fltoC are

probably also referred to in the defisio CIG. 5773 ;
Wiinsch, Tab.

Defix., p. ixb.) They are nothing else than the restless souls of the

dead wandering in the train of Hekate. Nocturnal terrors are pro-

duced by 'Sxir'^s iwifiaXal xai ^pwwv tdoSot, Hp., Morb. Sacr. (vi,

362 L.). Hence Orpb.. H. i. 1, calls Hekate tfvxoir v»in!a»v ptra

fiaxxetouoav. The souls which thus wander about with Hekate are
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in part those of the impot, i.e. of those who have died before the com-
pletion of their *' destined '* period of life, wpW poipav piov.

Soph., Ani. 896 ; cf. Phrynicb. in AB. 24, 22, and np6poipos dpirayij,

Imcr. Cos, 322. Thanatos has acted unjustly towards them Jv

ra;(VT^< plov waAuf vcoijAiacar darfiar, Orph., f/. 87, 5—6. The period

of conscious existence on earth which they had left incomplete they

must now fulfil as disemtxidied " souls ’*
; aiunt immatura morte

praeventas (animas) eo usque vagari istic, donee rcliquatio cumpleatur

aetatum quas turn pervixissent si non intempestive obiissent, Tert.,

Am. 56. (They haunt the place of their burial : ifpiuss drujfsis, o!

8tin riw^ Por. 1408 ; cf. CIG. 5858b.) For
thu reason it is often mentioned on gravestones (and elsewhere : Eur.,

AU. 168 f.) as something specially to be lamented that the person there

buried had died ioipos- see Epigr. Cr. 12; 16; 193; 220, I; 221, 2;

313, 2-3 : orcicvot dwpos, 336. 2 ; and cf. 372, 32 ; 184, 3 ; CIG. 5574

(see also App. iii and chap, xiv, pt. ii, n. 155, dyapoi). Gello who
herself wapBins iuiptus inXtvTrio* then becomes a ^rrao/io, slays

children and causes rovs ruir du^r tforarovc, Zenob. iii, 3 ; Hsch.

TVAAw. The souls of the aaipoi cannot rest but must continually

wander : see Plaut., .Most. 499. They {Mpaty efJcuAor ixomst,

H. Hte., 1. IS : Orph., p. 290 Ab.) are the creatures which accompany
Hekate in her nocturnal wanderings. The Hymn, to Hekate. p. 289 Ab.

(cf. P. Mag. Par. 2727 6.) addresses Hek. thus (10 ff.) : invp' ‘Endrii

rptohlrt, mvpiwrot, ^opar' lyovoa (dyoveo Mein.), r’ Ihagts h*irdt

(Up iiovt (5<iras T* i^dioot ’) d*>nopwat, rijv 'Enar^p op

xoAw air ioo^Btpdrotoir autpmt ml rirec ^potarr Biror ayroloi rs («ai

Mein., but this position of W is a regular Hellenistic usage ; occurs

frequently in Orae. Sibyll.) d«<u5«r ktX. Thus the Siupot became the

typical haunting spirits xar' Ifoxrjr. Ju.st as in this Hymn, they are

summoned (with Hek.) for unholy purposes of magic, so an iatpos

is sometimes expressly invoked in the defixiones which were placed

in graves (esp. in those of awpot

:

see the instructions given in P. Mag.
Par. 332 If.. 2215, 2220 f. ; P. Anastasy, 1. 336 ff. . 353) : Mya
i<ip<p Tip «r'«rd rofrroi' rir Td»or,etc.}; Roman tUfisio,!. Sir. el It. 1047

;

ifopnUm ox, ppKvhatpop iotpp, leaden tablet from Carth., BCH. 1888,

p. 299 {Tab. Defix., p. xvi) ; cf. also P. Mag. Par. 342 f. ; 1390 fl. ;

wapdSore (the victim) itipott, leaden tablet from Alexandria, Bk. Mut.
9, .37, 1. 22; a lead Ublct from Phrygia (BCH. 1893, p. 251) has:

ypd^ ndpTat roit ipol irrla wotoOrrax peri, rmr datpotr' ’BndyoBoP

Eapirar, etc. In the curses of Epigr. Gr., p. 149, the ‘Endri^t

peXalr^t Salportt alternate with dtapo* ouppopat ; see also Sterrett,

Amer. Sch. Athens, ti, 168.—Everything that has been said of the

£<opoi applies also to the ptaioBdrarot (or pCatoi, a term found in the

magical papyri : cf. also PioBdraror nvtCpa, P. Mag. Par. 1950) ;

they are a special kind of iaipo* : they find no rest, see above, chap, v,

n. 147 ; Tert., An. 56-7 ;
Serv., A. iv, 386, quoting the physic* ;

cf. also Heliod., 2, 5, p. 42, 20 0. Bk. A fixatoBdraTos, who has thus

been deprived of his life, has to make special supplication for admissietl
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into Hades : Epigr. Cr. 625 ; cf. Verg.. A. iv, 696 ff. Such souls
become iUoropts, wandering spirits ; see above, Append, vi, p. 592 ;
wandering of a ^aioBivarot, Plu.. Cim. I—FinaUy the souls of un-
buned persons who have no share in the cult of the souls or home
in the grave are also condemned to wander (cf. Eur., Hec 31-50) *

see above, chap. v. p. 163. The ira^or is detained cVWSe : Soph.’
Ant. 1070, and wanders about the earth : iXaivti, Eur., Tro. 1083 ;

cf. Tcrt., An. 56. Hence the souls of these ira^oi could be forced to
appear and answer the sorcerer: Heliod., p. 177, 15 ff. Bk. ; rite
conditis Manibut the wanderings of the soul cease ; Plin., Ep. 7, 27, 1 1 ;

Luc., Philops. 31 fin.—The art of the fiarrn and of the (and
of the ino^aKrpia ypoBt, Plu., Superst. 3, p. 166 A) is supposed to keep
off such nocturnal terrors : it is " purification ” precisely bexausc
it drives away such unholy beings. It is also a kind of itaSdpoiOv
that is employed when anopaySaAiai (instead of to the dogs: Ath.
409 D) arc thrown out ir roij yivo^rVinr vv»t*/hvoIs P6^oii
(Harmodios of Uprea ap. Ath. 149 C), i.e. to Hekate and her rout
which also appears as a pack of hounds.

APPENDIX VIII

DlSl.VTEGRATIO.V OF CONSCIOt.’SNES.S A.N’D ReDI’PLICATION OF
Personality

In that period of extreme excitement the Greeks must have had
frequent experience of the abnormal but by no means unusual psychical
state in which a division of consciousness takes place and
becomes apparent. The single personality splits up into two (or

more) distinct centres of consciousness ; and these give rise to two
personalities (succeeding each other, or contemporaneous), with a
double will and a double intellect appearing in one man. Even un-
prejudiced psj'chological observers of our own time are unable to
describe such phenomena, which appear (spontaneously or produced
experimentally) in certain neuropathic conditions, except as a reduplica-
tion or multiplication of personality. A second self comes into being,

a second centre of consciousness following or by the side of the first

and normal personality, which is generally unaware of the existence

of its rival. (Probably the most complete and cautious account of

these matters is that given by l*ierrc Janet in Vautamatisme
psychologit]ue, Paris, 1889.) When such phenomena appear in con-

junction with marked religious or spiritualistic tendencies they are

naturally explained in accordance with these intellectual preconceptions.

The appearance in a man or woman of an intelligent will, unguided or

unperceived by the normally dominant personality, is conceived as the

entrance of a foreign j>crsonality into the individual ; or as the expulsion

of the real soul of the individual by such a demonic or spiritual visitor.

Nothing, however, is commoner, in all ages, than the religious or

spiritualist preconceptions that lead to such an explanation ; and so
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what the Greeks called l«rarra<nr or Kar^x€o9tu in ftoO has been a very

freqaoit ex{danatio& of such mysterions occurrences from the earliest

times (and in the present day). It has appealed just as much to the

person affected by such ” reduplication of personality " as to those

round about him (unless they have been scientiftcally educated).

-The actual experience of such phenomena is generally a fact ; fancy

begins only with the explanation offered. For the Greeks the Pythia

was always the best known example of such ’* possession ’* of a human
being by a foreign will or spirit which seemed to enter violently and

from outside into the human individual, having little correspondence

(as it usually happened) with the character or the intellect

of the " medium *' in his or her normal state of consciousness. The
Sib^s, Bakides, JBa«xo<, the seers and priests of purification,

Epimenides, Aristeas, and so many others, were further cases of the

ascent of the soul to the di\'ine or the entrance of a god into the soul.

It was inevitable that the idea of an immediate relation between the

soul and the divine, and of the divine nature of the soul itself, should

grow up in connexion with such cases as these, and seem to be

authenticated in them more than in any other way. Greece is not the

only place where this has happened.

APPENDIX IX

The Great Orphic Theogony

The information about a coherentOrphic Theogony and Anthropogony
which has come down to us from the statements of Neoplatonic

philosophers and their contemporaries, is derived, as lx>beck very

rightly concluded, from the iw rait 'Op^teaXt froAo/fo, 1j¥

arai of ittpftiiPtiSoumr (Damasc., Princ., p. 380 K,). This

last statement means that they were explained in lectures given by
the heads of the Platonic scho^ since the time of Syrianos {'Op^Kai

ovpovaltu of Syrian. ; Prod., in Tim. 98 B ; Scholia of Proclus on

Orpheus, tl nal tU nans rif fia<9^hias ' Marin., K. Proct. 27).

Written commentaries were also published, more particularly in order

to prove the ovfi^mriar 'Opsins, UvBayipov xal TlXiriovos (Syrianos

wrote a book with this title, wrongly ascribed to Proclus by Suidas ;

see R. Scholl on Prod, in Rp., p. 5. Probably the work of Syr. tft rije

'Op^m tsokayiair is the source of Orph., frr. 123-4, which are trac^
back in the 0*ooopla, | 50, to Evptaris fv rolr iavroC iroeijfUKne. From
Syr. also probaMy comes the dtation from Orpheus fr r§ rerd^rg

fatpipll^ ib., i 61). The older Neoplatonists More Syrianos took

little notice of the Otphica. Plotinos gives no quotation at all (though

perhaps an aUusion in 4, 3, 12 ; see Lob., p. 555), lamblichos quotes

nothi^ from immediate acquaintwice, Porpbyrios, who read every-

thing, gives a little {frr. 114; 123 Euseb. from Porph. ; 211) and
what be does give cmtainly comes from the Rhapsodiai. In fact»
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the Neoplatonics as a whole when they quote Orpheus from their

own knowledge (and do not, for example, simply write " Orpheus ”

instead of " Pythagoras ”
: see above, chap, x, n. 9) use the

Rhapsodiai only, as Lobeck rightly maintains, p. 466 (Abel did not
realize this, to the detriment of his collection of the jrt.). The title

of the poem they used can hardly have been Btoyovia. (This seems
to occur as a title in }r. 188 [Clem. Al. from auct. ir. xXonijs]. In fr. 108
it is only a description of contents

; fr. 310 is spurious. In Suidas,

Gaisford's MSS., we do indeed read of a Btoyovta, iiri) " ao’ ” : but the
figure indicating the number of lines corresponds most suspiciously

with that of the previous ivofiaarticBv, and in any case would be in-

sufficient for the great length of the paifn^iiai.) It seems extremely
probable (as Lobeck already suspected, p. 716, 726) that the simple

description : an Orphic poem divided into several Rhapsodiai, Upoi
Aiiyot ip pai/iifititut (Suid.), was the real title of the poem, which
consisted of several pailxptiat. This Upoc Aoyoc (the plural only means
that there were several books) is, however a different one (Lobeck

missed this, p. 716) from the Upos Aoyor which Epigenes (ap. Clem. AI.,

Sir i, 21, p. 144 P.) attributed to the Pythagorean Kerkops. (And
again when Suid. attributes the 24 Rhaps. to the Thessalian Theognetos

or to Kerkops he also means the old Upoi Aoyor not divided into Rhaps.,

and confuses this with the later and much extended Upos Adyor.)

The older Upos Adyor is that alluded to by Cic., ND. i, 107, and prob.

also by Plu., Smp. 2, 3, 2, p. 636 D (fr. 42) ; the quotation in EM.
(fr. 44) from the 8th Bk. refers to the later Upos Adyos. But it is

certain that the Upos Adyor in 24 Bks., the poem p<»sessed by the

Neoplatonists, from which by far the greater number of our fragment^

are taken, was not a work of the sixth century, written for instance

(as Lobeck was inclined to think, 683 f.) by Onomakritos. It is even

untrue—regrettably enough we might add—that as the Neoplatonistic

presumed (and Lobeck believed in consequence
: p. 508, 529 f., 602,

613) Plato knew and made use of the " Rhapsodies ”. (This emerges

with particular plainness from Gnippie's study of the question in

Jb. Phihl. Supp. xvii, 689 fl.). And when this is gone no other evidence

for the earlier date of the Orphic Thec^ony in this form is left. And
in the very few passages in which a real coincidence (and not a doubtfully

assumed one) exists between the Rhapsodies and Pherekydes,

Hcrakleitos, Parmenides (see Lob., p. 532 ; Kem, Theogon., p. 52 ;

Gruppe, p. 708) or Emp^oklrs. the poet of the Rhapsodies is the

borrower not the creditor. The age in which he lived cannot be

precisely determined ; the fact that Neoplatonic writers are the first

to quote him does not settle the question ; it is uncertain whether

he lived after (as I think) or before the (otherwise unknown)

Hicronymos whose statement about an Orphic Theogony is quoted by

Damasc., Princ. 381 f. K. In any case Gruppe (p. 742) has correctly

appreciated the character of the bulky poem (equalling or even sur-

passing the lengtli of the Iliad), when he says that it consista in the
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There are many points in which agreement between the Rhapsodies

and older Orphic teaching and poetry is still demonstrable ; lines from

older Ophic poems were taken over unaltered ; subjects from older

Orphic Theogonies were combined, sometimes without regard for their

divergent character ; different versions of the same motif occur

together. Thus we have the tcardwomr (modelled eventually upon
Hesiod) twice over : in the first version Zeus swallows Phanes, in

the second the heart of Zagreus. Both mean the same thing ; the

devouring of the heart of Zagreus may perhaps Iiclong to the older

Orphic legendary material, the devouring of Phanes to the later.

The personality of however, cannot have been unknown even

to the older stratum of Orphic poetry. D.S. 1, 11, 3, quotes a line

of " Orpheus ", which certainly was not taken from the Khaps., in

which is mentioned (and identified with Dionysos). And in

a gold tablet, folded up with the tablet bearing an inscription of

Orphic character, /. Sic. et It. 642. and found in the same grave near

Sybaris, there occurs in addition to other (illegible) matter a list of

divine names which includes that of (and also Upiurdyomt
here apparently distinguished from t^dryc with whom this figure of

Orphic theology is generally identified) : see Comparetti, \oltrie

degit scad di aHtichiUs, 1879, p. 157 ; 1880, p. 156. Tliis establishes

the existence of this figure of Orphic mythology as early as the third

cent. B.a (the prob. date of these tablets).—We may therefore employ
the facts derived from the Rhapsodies with some confidence for the

reconstruction of Orphic poetry and doctrine at those points at least

in which coincidence with older Orphic teaching and the fantastic

creatures of Orphic theology can still be proved. '1 leave these remarks
exactly as they stood in the first edition of this lionk, for they still

fully correspond to my own opinion. Others in the meanwhile have
expressed divergent views, esp. Compert, Greek Thinkers, i, p. 539.

But that Gruppe’s proof of the fact that Plato did not know the

Rhapsodist Theogony is " wholly unsuccessful ”, is something which
no one has yet sought to show upon intelligible grounds. Until such

a disproof is forthcoming the belief in the early date of the Rhapsodies

has no real ground on which to stand.)

APPENDIX X

Previous Lives of Pythagoras. His Descent to Hades

Pythagoras' miraculous power of remembering what had happened
long ago in previous lives seems to be already alluded to in

the lines of Empedokles, 430 fl. M. - /r. 129 D. The legend in

which it was related how Pytbag. showed that he had once been

Emphorbot the son of Pantbous who had been slain by Menelaos in

the Trojan war, must, at any rate, have been put forward at an early

period. The story is often told or alluded to ; D.S. 10, 6, 1-3 ; Sch. V.
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on J* 28 : Max. Tyr. 16 (i. 287 f. R.) ; Porph., VP. 26-7 ; Iambi., VP.
63 ; Philostr., V. AP. 1, 1, 1 ; 8. 7. 4 ; Her. 17, p. 192, 23 fi. Ks.

:

Tatian. Gr. 25 ; Hor., C. 1, 28, 10 ; Ov., M. 15, 160 ff. ; Hygin. 112

;

Lact., Insl. 3, 18, 15 ; cf. also Call., fr. 83a (completely misnnder*
sto<xl by Schneider) •who even calls Pythag. *' Euphorbos ”, as Hor.
docs and Luc., DM. 20, 3. The story is always told in such a way
as to imply that no intermediate evauiiiarwofts of his soul had taken
place between I'ythag. himself and Euphorbos (they are definitely

excluded in Luc., Gall. 17).—Why was Euphorbos in particular

selected ? The fact that through his father Panthous he had a special

connexion with Apollo, like Pythagoras (a true i4woAA<oi'taifi)

:

cf. also Luc., Gall. 16), can hardly have been sufficient reason (as

Gdttling, Opusc. 210 ; Krische, Soc. Pythag. 67 f. suggest).—Euphorbos
was taken up and made one of a whole scries of previous incarnations

(Aithalides—Euphorbos—Hermotimos—Pyrrhos the Delian fisherman

—I’ythagoras) by Hcraklcides Pont. : D.L. viii, 4-5 (with which
agree Hippol., RH. I. 2, p. 12, 54 f. D.-S. ; Porph., VP. 45 ; Tert.,

An. 28, 31 ; Sch. Soph., El. 62). Starting •with Aithalides (to whom
Hcrakleiiles was perhaps the first to ascrilie the gift of miraculous

memory in addition to other miraculous powers) the power of drapvijortr

in life and death was transmitted through ail the links in the chain

down to Pythag. himself. (The stor>’ of the shield of Euphorbos was
now transferred to Hermotimos for obvious reasons.) According to

D.L. Ilrrakleides »<#>« avroC rdSt Myttr (ror IJuBayopav). It is

very possible that the language is here inexact and Herakleides did

not (as the words of D.L. would strictly suggest) appeal to a state-

ment of Pythagoras (in a book) but represented him as saying all this

(in a dialogue). If this is correct, apart from the incarnation as

Euphorbos which he took over from the tradition, Herakleides invented

all the rest, according to his o^wn fancy. The fable was then taken up
with variations by others : in Sch. A.R. i, 645, two versions derived

from the fiction of Herald, but diverging in some points are mentioned

(one lieing supported by ol flvtayoinKoi, the other by Pythagoras

himself—in a book ? fJvSaydpat are the actual words).

What Gellius 4, II, 14, has to say on the authority of Klearchos and

Dikaiarchos dififers (except in the matter of Euphorbos) entirely from

Herakleides (and the names given should not be altered). But it

may, nevertheless, be essentially the same fable over again, this time

in the form of a parody of Herakl. (which is not very likely in the case

of Klearchos but suits Dikaiarch. very well). Encouraged by these

predecessors Lucian in the Cork (19-20) carried still further the parody

ol the fabulous tale. The story of Herakleides seems to be seriously

used in the ypa^lj in which Pythagoras aOrrfr ^ijei S»‘ inra xai Siijutoe/wv

driur JifSeat wapaytytr^aSai is irBptinovs, D.L. viii, 14. As Diels,

Arckiv. f. Gesek. Pkilos. iii, 468 f., shows to be very' probable, this

was in the ps.-Pythagorean book •written in the Ionic dialect, not

before the third century and divided into three parts, which D.L.

quotes and makes use of (viii, 6:9; 14 ; cf. also Sch. PI., Rp. 600 B).
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Pyth. here states that he appears on earth from the underworld '* every

207 years ”, and the calculation may possibly be based on the series

of lives invented by Herakleides and the Chronology of Apollodoros

(in which case it could not be before the last century b.c.), thus :

Pythag. bom 572. Pyirhos 779, Hermotimos 986, Euphorbos 1193

(in the first year of the Tptmtti acc. to Eratosthenes and Apollodor.),

Aithalides 1490. It must indeed be admitted that this method of

reckoning makes the gross error of calculating from birth to birth

instead of from the death of A to the birth of B. (Other intervals

are given in Tk*ologum. Arilhm., p. 40 Ast [216 » 6': D.L. vtii, 14,

should not be altered to suit this as 1 once proposed} ; Sch. Bern.

Lucan, ix. 1. p. 289, 12 Us. [462, ? an error for 432 - 2 x 216 ; cf.

Tked. AriUk., p. 40, 30})—The existence of a Pythagorean writing

belonging to the period before Herakleides, in which these previous

lives of Pythag. were mentioned cannot be certainly proved. It might

be suppo^ (as I once supposed : Rk. Mus. 26, 558) that the con-

junction of the legend of ^thagoras* previous lives with the descent

of P. to Hades, which appears in Sch. Soph., El. 62, and Tert., An. 28,

is ancient and original : in which case the previous lives would have

been described in a Pythagorean acara^amt <ic fSov. But the con-

junction is quite arbitrary and is not such as would be likely in a

Pythagorean book on the descent : the descent is, in fact, told as

a parody, the form which bad been given to it by Hermippos, and
with the implication that it is untrue. Nor is it very likely that the

previous lives would be described m connexion with a descent to

Hades, considering that Pyth. remembered them while alive on earth

and not in a condition of ecstasy, and did not learn of them in Hades.

It would be more natural that, vice versa, an account of the previous

lives should also include something about rd ir fiov—the

inclnded that also : cf. D.L. viii, 4 fin. (see the decisive objections to

my previous view raised by G. Ettig, Acluruntica, Leipz. Stud. 13,

289 f.]. This applies equally to the view of Diels* (Arckiv, p. 469)

that Herakleides (in bis work w. riur iw fiov) told of the previous lives

of P. in connexion with the descent of P. to Hades and that Herakl.

was the first to make P. go down to Hades. There is nothing to prove

that Herakl. did this or to make it even probable. Without any

' What Diels, Parmenides, p. 15 (1897) says in support of tus view
might stand if we were willing to ignore the fact that Pythag.. as has
already been remarked, remember^ his previous lives white be was
still abve, and not in the ecstatic condition—not t(m yerifurot rod
amtsant. But this is a fact, so that Diels’ view remuns untenable.

—

1 cannot see what there is of a ” rationalist " character (Diels) in the
fact that Pyth. saw Hesiod and Homer in Hades undergoing punish-
ment if cteor mpt (D.L. vUi, 21). This is. in fact, an anti-
rationalist. priestly inventiem (and to 1 see Dieterich also understands
it, Nekyia. 130). This fact certainly does not tell against the view
that the Hades poem had its cnigin in the sixth (or the first half of the
fifth) century a.c
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grounds for doing so Diels supposes that what Pythagoras (acc. to

Sch. Amlwos. on a 371)
"

• ffoi ytvoiuvos toB atifiarot axijKoa

iniUXovt Apixovlas, was said by Pythag., not in a book going under
his name, but in a dialogue by Herakleides (who is not even
mentioned in that Schol.). There is no reason at all to doubt
that these words (as Lobeck supposed, 944) came from a book
ascribed to Pythagoras himself, in which he described his ekstasis

and ecstatic visions (cf. Sch. Arist. 496b, 1 f., 13 ff. Br.). There is no
further definite evidence for the existence of such a Pythagorean

Karapaatt <it fSov (for the of D.L. viii, 21, has another and
better interpretation, as already remarked). But a fairly early date

for the origin of at least a legend about a descent of P. to Hades (and

of quite definite statements about it with a propagandist aim) is attested

by Hieronymos of Rhodos ap. D.L. viii, 21. (But we should not

without more definite reason ascribe the invention of the fable itself

to Hicron., as is done by Hiller, Hier. Rh. frag., p. 25. What reason

could Hieron. have had for inventing anything of the kind ?) Further,

the lines of the comic poet Aristophon ap. D.L. viii, 38 [Jr. 12 K.],

already suggest that such legends were in existence in the third century

B.c. Whether the work on the subject of Pythagoras’ descent to

Hades called forth the legend or whether the legend was already current

and called forth the book, must remain undecided. But in any case

the book included no account of the previous lives of* Pythagoras :

these (apart from the older legend of P. and Euphorbos) were first

put forward by Herakleides Pont, (but not the Descent of P. to Hades).

APPENDIX XI

Initiation considered as Adoption by the God

Tlie .Mystes whose soul is speaking in the first of the gold tablets

found at Sybaris (Diels. So. 18) says, 1. 7-8 : ffugrov 8’ tiUPav

ort^aroS voei hramivat 8’ vwo •coAaroi' €8u» gOortar

PaoiKtUt. This »»o xoAxor J8i»r . . . can hardly mean anything else

than ; I seek (as iWriir) the protection of her maternal bosom (or lap).

It would certainly he attractive to take this (with Dieterich, de hymn.

Orph., p. 38) as referring to a symbolical act, corresponding to the

ceremony in which in Greece and elsewhere, the adoption of a boy,

his reception into a new yJrot. was symbolically represented. (D.S.

4, 39. 2, in particular records the process : see WesseUng’s learned

note there ; cf. also Prcller, Gr. MylhoL* i, 702.) But such a symbolical

proceeding if it was to bring about the association of the piforyj with

the goddess must have taken place already in the 8gyto once held upon

earth—here we are in Hades, and it is to say the least of it difficult

to believe that this Mkaioeat toC k^Awou can have been supposed

to occur in Hades in the neighbourhood of the goddess herself (a fact

which made a merely symbolical act of the kind supposed quite
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unnecessary).—Apart from tbis the s-iews of Dietcrich are quite sound

:

the ceremony was essentially regarded as an adoption of the

by the goddess or the god, as a reception of the initiated into the divine

yhnf. The SfMtittor (who represents the god himself) Stt^Ki/uyot roO

adiwov in the Sabazia seems actually to have had this meaning.

Further the fuSor'^t is sometimes called renalus, or in aetemum
rtnatus (Apnl., Af. xi, 21; CIL. \i, 510; 736); the day of hU
initiation is his natalis saetr (.\pul.. A/, xi, 24, where nataUm sacrum

should be read) : in these circumstances we may venture to recall

that the above-mentioned solemn rites of adoption also represented

a new birtA of tlie Otris wot from the womb of his new mother (see

D.S. l.c. Hence Hera is called the Atvripa rtKovoa of Herakles whom
she adopted ; Lycophr. 39 ; and hence also the adopted is called

i*vT€p6woTitos, i.e. reborn • Hsch. s.v. ad fin.) This conception also

provides the simplest explanation of the fact that the )ivuty, who
has received the rtos /ivori^r into the divine ycVoc to which he him.self

already belongs, can be railed the paler or parens of the nvoTt)t (Apul.,

Af. xi. 25 ; Tert., Apol. 8 ; ad \al. i, 7)—he effects the entrance of

the new member into his own family, (in Greek the name for such

a mystic *' father *' seems to have been warpo/ivoTyr, C/C. 3173,

3195.)—This conception of a nem birtA by initiation reminds us of

the Christian idea of rrbtrlA by baptism (which in its turn is

developed frdm older Jesvish ideas: see Annch, Ant. Mysterienuiesen,

p. Ill, n.). It is nevertheless one which the Greeks themselves had

at an early date. The nvorat of the Kleusinia seem to have been not

far from regarding initiation as an adoption into the divine y/ror.

In the ps.-I’latonic Axtockus, p. 371 I). we read in the description

of the xwpor tiorPair : irraiSa roit iori tic wpotipia

arai rac oolovs iytareias mint tot avrrcAovai ’ iriuc olV oi/ aoi wptiTtfi

ftirtart rip rtfiip, arrt Yrrrr^n rwr $tu>v ; itai rove ntpi 'HpattMa

Tt Iperhaps 6t would be better) arai Atirvoor Kariorrac o’c ’’Aitov

wfortpor Xiyos ivBaif (i.e. at .Athens) arai ro ddfoot T^t

ixfiat noptias wapi rip 'EAtvoirtaf dravoaafai .—Here Axiochos (for

it is to him that Sokrates is speaking) is plainly described as ycavifrijc

Tur 8<iSr simply and solely because be lielongs to the ptpviipfroi.

According to Wilamowitz (Gbit. Gel. Ans., 1896, p. 984) he is called

ytvrlfrrp rSev 9twr only as a member of the yfntt of the Evnarpltat

to which he apparently belonged. But that anyone )ust on the

strength of the ^ no means uncommon fact that he Iwlonged to a y/w
that happened to trace its earliest origin from a grxl (nor is it certain

even that the Binarpitai did this)— that anyone on this account
should have dared to call himself a " member of the same family as

the gods " is to say the lea.st of it difficult to parallel. In this case at

any rate nothing of the kind can be meant. From the general principle

that the initiated have a npottpla in Hades it is deduced, simply as

conclusion from premiss, with a "surely then"— (eiit oir oi—),

that Axiochos too may hope to enjoy this same honour (r^ rtp^t—
It is then entirely impossitde that, to account for this hoi>e, a reason
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should be implied and expres!ted which, like the supposed descent
of Axiochos from the gods, had nothing to do with the mysteries and
the privileges of the fitlorot. If it was the (alleged) descent of

Axiochos from the gods which secured him in Hades it would
be quite meaningless to accompany the mention of the thus
secured to Axiochos with an allusion to the n/xi) obtained on quite

different grounds by the (ttfiurifUvot (which yet is mysteriously
equivalent to that obtained by right of birth). This allusion, moreover,
is put in such a way that it quite unambiguously includes the special

case of Axiochos in the common denomination of the ii€nvriii4foi of

whom he is said to be one. The fact, indeed, that the privileges of

the fttfivTiiitm is the only subject alluded to throughout is shown
also by the third and last sentence : the famous cases of the initiation

of Hcrakles and Ilionysos are only mentioned as emphasizing still

further the importance of fivnOijvai for those »tr iSov KanotTai.

Here then Axiochos can only be called rwv Otwv in so far

as he is Why, indeed, he nptaren, before other

should have a claim to the honour of npodpla is something that our

text does not say and that can hardly be extracted from it. It certainly

apj>eara that Axiochos has a special privilege beyond that of other

Mystai. Had he reached a specially high stage of the tc'Ajj which was
not open to eveiyone and at which kinship with the gods was first

fully assured ) Did the family of the EtvaTpi&ai undertake some
active part in the fiiifott which gave them a closer relation to the gods ?

In any case his claim to be regarded as roit' $€iov must have
depended on his having been initiated at Eleusis.

Now this kinship with the gods to which he thus attains can only

be made intelligible, if, in accordance with the analogies adduced

above, we regard the pvt/an (or perhaps only its highest stages) as

a symbolic adoption by the di\inities, suggesting or representing

entrance into the disine y/ror. No one will maintain that yewi/rijr

ru>r Btanr is a " very unnatural phrase *’ (Wil.) for one who has been
" adopted ’’ by the gods, who will recall the fact that at Athens the

adopted person was inscribed «« rois yew^or of the adopter (Is.

7, 13; 15 ; 17; 43), or, which is precisely the same thing, tit rovt ovy-

Ytvttf of the adopter (Is. 7. 27; 1). Thereby he becomes himself

yreKijTijt of the members of the y^eor into which he thus enters ;
he

is now their yewijrijr, or, as it is once expressed in an absolutely

equivalent phrase, their avyy«»i^t tcari mlifott ([Dem.) 44, 32).

Thus the fully initiated is ywifrue of the divine family, koto

APPENDIX XII

Magical Exorcisms of the Dead on late Kardhtaftot ,

^IfUUTUcd, ETC.

Invocations and conjurings of ia>ptn and other vtKvhaipovtt of an

earlier period arc mentioned aliove (p, 694 I.). To a later period belong
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the itfixiotut found at Cypras (Kurion) and edited in the Proc. oj

tht Soe. oJ BihL Arekatohgy, p. 174 fi. The defixiottes are there

called mmpat^xat, ^fMtnKai raS irrttlxeu (i, 39, and frequently),

or ^fiamxA xaraAditara (iv, 15, etc.). ^itoS¥ and in this

rude Efypto-Syrian Greek are equivalent to the terms, otherwise

usual for such magic charms, iraraSetr. xariitafiot (see above, chap, ix,

n. 107). See also P. Mag. Lend. (Kenyon, Gntk Pap. in BM., p. 114),

1. 967 ff. : in an appeal to a god (Mip^ fioi xoi) ^Ifimoor, inArafov,

KoraSo^AoKWr t4i> Scire Scln ktA.

—

ib.. p. 97, 1. 3M ff. : ^•M'vriKOV

«ai vvarejcTurov yevraier xei xAroxat ’ Ae^irr ivi ^uypo4<ipev

otaX^ros aoifoor Ae/irer eat iwlypa^ X^Xx^ Ypa^ltp (bronze is a

magic metal), ««{ Svoeciret, eel Pit vepe Stupor (see above, p. 694 f.)

here foUowa the rest of the barbarous text.—On these Cypriote

dtfixiones among the other int-ocations regularly appear those addressed

to the souls of the unquiet dead, to the Seipercr voAverSpioi (vi, 17.

adds ircvtAcineftCrot rei jo'raupo>ft4roi or toxoXomolUnu ? cf. Luc.,

Philops. 29j) eel fitoBaaartu eat ewpot eel dwopoi {rijt tepSr

red^. iv. 18) : thus i, 30 f., and frequently. The Setporcr wAudrSptot

were probably the souls of executed criminals whose bodies were thrown
out into the common burial grounds—as at Melite in Athens ; Plu..

Tkemist. 22—the voAvaripta (cf. Perizon. on Ael., VH. 12, 21).

/ftodareret ctre fJroi clrc ^rrovtot are invoked, iv, 4. Invocation IS

made in common to: rvp/lc waxidxpvri aai gtfontM 9co] «tol 'Exir^ gdorfe

eel 'Bppif gtforu eei flXovTwv xai "Spuritt vvog^onM eel vpcir ei*

iSSc xaripxTfiiipoi impot eei oriurvpat (see Rk. Mns. 50, 20, 3) : i, 3.5,

and frequently repeated with the same formula. What we have here

is of frequent occurrence : a dead person Is called upon to carry out

a curse. An early example is CIO. 539 : «ara6i» odrovs (the persons

to be cursed) crof, 'OuiJmjic (Attica, fourth century B.C.). The Ublet

in BOckh, i, p. 487, admits the reading *Ord<»pc as well as

The latter (as a nominative) is preferred by Wiinsch, Tab. Defix.,

p. ivb, p. 25 (n. 100), simply in order to expel every example of the

invocation of a dead person to carry out a curse. But this is only

a petitio principU ; and if we accepted ‘Ovyefpy (as the name of the

curser) at least the addition of some word like iytx after adro^ eoi would

be necessary

—

for which there is no room on the tablet. It will be

necessary to retain the generally accepted vocative 'Orifmfu (to

which the coming mfvrar . . . r^ptU. 1. 5-8, is much better suited

than to the following ‘Epp^, I. 8, as in Wtinsch's version). There is

nothing remarkable in the invocation here of the individual tuKvialpaix

by name (thus doubling the force of compulsion exerted ; cf. KroU.
Bi. Mus., 52. 345 f.) to complete and carry out the curse

;
parallels

are given abosre, p. 594 fi., and in the above>mentioned Cypriote

4*patnaA : cf. also CtG. S858)>, halpartt eal weadpara (i.e. " souls *')

it T»4r^ $eiXox&x ml Appxnx&x, i(opK^m ipAt.

Tht custom of burying such magic deftxiotis was astonislUngly wide-

spread. Defii^ diris depracatiooibus nemo non metuit. Plin., NM.
id, 19. In the {daces where Latin was spoken such abominations wow
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indeed even more common than in Greek-speaking countries. (The

Latin defixiones arc collected now by Wiinscb, Tab. Defix. xxv f.) The
practice had a long life and is not quite dead even to-day. On the Roman
side examples from the seventh and eighth centuries are by no means
rare : see e.g. fAug.] Ham. de SacriUg., § 20. For a Greek example

see e.g. the story ap. ^phronius, S5. Cyri elloannis Miracula (saec. vi),

chap. 55, p. 3625 Migne : magical objects were buried under the door-

step of the victim's house ; were discovered and dug up ; whereupon

the death immediately followed of—not the s-ictim but—the magician.

121* August, 1897 (« 2nd German Ed.).
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Thefigurts indicate pagrs, except where they follow a Roman numeral, in which

case they refer to the numbered notes.

AbarbareC and Boukobon, xiv, ii,

105.

A bans, 300.

Abioi, 63.

Abii>ones in Paraguay, i, 30 : viii, 28.

Academy, its doctrine of the ^uJ,
xiv. l!

Acheron, M^tfiouaiaf hinvif, i, 67

;

V, 25: 241.

Acheron, goci of Hades, .591.

Achilles, 1,41; in Hades, 39 ; trans-

lated, 64 f. ; on the rijoos,

xiv, ii, 99 ; on Leuke, xiv, »i. 102 ;

as Hero or C.od, 66 ; 126 ; iv. 3.

87. 137 ; xiv, ii, 42.

Admetos, xii, 40 ; ix, 90.

Adoni.s, tii, 30.

.Adoption, 172 : Ritual .Act of Adop-
tion in the Mysteries, 601 f.

Aeneas translated, xiv, ii, 110, 114

(Ii. 4).

Aeracura, xiv, ii, 144.

.Aeschylus, 1.57; vii, 12; 422 f. ;

Jgam. 1235, 591 f.

Aether, the element of the Souls,

435 f. ; dwelling place of Souls,

170-1
; X, 45; xiv. 53. 69, 541.

Acthiopians, 63.

Ages, different, of Mankind (Hesiod),

67 I. ; Golden Ages, ii, 49 . vii. 18.

Agamemnon translated, xiv, ii. 99.

dya/ioi after death, .586 ; xiv, ii, 154.

Agathos daimon, v, 133.

Agides in Sparta, iv. 53.
Agon, sec Funeral Games.
Agriania, viii, 28 : ix. 11-12.
Agrianios, name of a month in Boiotia,

V. 92.

Aiaia. ii, 14.

Aiskos, vii, 13.

Aias. Hero, 126; 137; xiv, ii, 55,
102 ; Sophokles’ Aias, xii, 88.

uSteis, V, 151.

"AiSt/t = Bdvarot, Odvarot, xii, 4 ;

= the grave, xiv, ii, 135 ; confusion
of the two ideas, ib., 92 ; cf. Hades,

elf 'Aihao. *'.4iSi5o8e, i, 32.

"Atiov fC^Tljp, 591 f.

atixanovpia, iv, 13.

Aipytos, 123 ; iv, 53.

Air, see Aether.

Aithalides, xi, 51
;
599.

Aithiopis, 64 ;
v. 166 ; xiv. u, 102.

Akrisios, iii, 43.

Aktaion, IM.
Akousilaos, 593.

Alabandos, iv, 138.

Alaric, xiv, ii, 172.

iUcrewp. V, 148, 178 ;
xii, 73 ; 592,

595.

Albanians in the Caucasus, i, 30.

Aletes, ix, 66.

Alexander the Great reaches the land
of the Blest, xiv, ii, 101

;
translated,

ib., 107 : Return of, and false

Alexanders, il>., 112.

Alexander of Aphrodisias, xiv, 34,

Alexis, comic poet, xiv, ii, 143.

dA.T^p,os,v, 176, 178.

.Alkandros, lii, 56.

Alkmaion Hero, iv, 105, 136 ;

Physician, xi, 28. 35, 40, 55 ;
xii,

156; xiii, 22.

Alhmaionis, v, 17, 40.

.Alkmcne, iv, 134 ;
translated, xiv, ii,

Alkon. iii. 56.

dAAaSttfScc, V, 88.

Allegorical interpretation of myths, vi,

23.

Althaimcnes, iii, 4.

.Ambrosia, 58.

Ameinias (Pythagorean), xi, 30.

.Amelesagora.s, ix, 58.

ifuraorpewrl, iX, 104.

Ampebus, Lib. Mem., viii, 3 ; iii, 12.
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Amphianws, tnnsUted. 89 L, 92-3;
(texii Amph.). 94. 101, 159; (not

originally a god), iii, 57 ; ftater cult

of), xiv, ii, 104.

ipfSpdfu«. «. 72.

Ampfailochos translated, iii, 5, 13, 56

;

IM; iv, 105; xiv, ii. 104, 114.

Amphiiytci^ ix, 59.

Amphion, 2^.
^ijivyret. 586 f.

Amyklai, 99 f.

infiuiatu, xi, 103.

Anaesthesia, see Instnsibilily.

Anagyros, Hero, 134.

^prf«r as taught by Pythagoras,

Empedokles, Plato, xi, 96 ; 598 (.

Anax^ras, vi, 23 ; 386 ; 432 ; xii,

143; fr. 6 [12], xi. 110-11.

Anaximander, x. 38 ; 366 ; xi. 98.

Anaximenes. 366 ; xi, 96.

Ancestor<uIt. 10 f. ; 27 f.
; 77 f.

(Hesiod)
;

Ancestors in the cult of

Heroes. 119 f.. 527 f. ; of the

etc., 124 f. (with nn.).

Anchises translated, xiv, ii, 1 10.

eyjperria (in the cult of souls), v, 42.

141 : 176 ; xiv, ii, 10.

diWroi (ra <a4d. etc.), V, 120.

Anima and animus in Lucretius, xiv,

74.

Animals in cult of the dead, v, 105

;

care of animals enjoined, vi, 35

(and see Pood) ; skin of. apotropuc
use of, xi, 58 (v, 167) ; souls of.

X. 45 ; xiii, 40.

AnJronikos (Peripatetic), 512.

irtftoi, X. 45.

aM/tocoirat, ix, 107.

Angekoks, of Greenland, 262 ; ix,

117.

Angels, xiv, ii, 144.

.Vnthropogony (Oipbic), 341 f..

(Hesiodic) 67 f.

Anios, IV, 102.

Antbesteria, 168 ; ix, II.

Anihoiogia Poiatina, xiv, ii, 122.

it’9famUliU0r, ii, 43.

Antichrist, xiv, ii, 1 13.

Antigcme, 163 ; 426 ; xii, 94.

.Antilixbos translated, xiv, ii. 102

(p.567).

.Attrinous translated, xiv, ii, 1 14.

Antioebos of Kommagene, his tomb,
xiv, ii. 13 (p. 5.V4).

Antiphon (of Rhamnoiia, the orator),

V. 176 ; 588.

Antipodes, xiv, ii, 101.

iMpotirarot, 594 (add Phryn. App.
Soph, in Bekk. Anecd., 24, 22).

dwpoi. xiii, 36 ; 533 ; 553 ; .594 ; 604 ;

xiv, ii, 154.

iatpofiipos Hekate, ix, 92.

Apis, ix. 68.

dwoirardoTainr, X, 47 ; 519.

Apollo, 97 f. ; 130 ; xii, 40
;
god of

expiation, 180 f. ; as leader of the

Souls, xiv, ii, 146; and Dionysos.

287 f. ; supplants Gaia, 290

;

Hyakinthos, 99 f. ; 'Arvunor, etc.,

iv, 99.

Apolline mantik/, 289 f.

Apollonia in Chidkidike, v, 92.

Apollonios of Tyana, ii, 18 ; xiv, ii,

IIS.

dwoitaytoAtai, 595.

diro/idrrfir, 5^, 590.

dsdriftiio, IX, 88.

diron>|isi^ (Saiftdrwr), V, 168.

dvdro^M, V, 88, 158.

iwoTpewaiot (dtoi), v, 168.

App^tions of the departed, xiv, ii,

154 ; see Gkotls.

trial held ox-er, iv, 118.

(idm. Ulpwr), V, 148, xii,

107.

Aratos as Hero, xiv, ii, 57 f.

efxyy*". ‘V, 51, 55;
527

Archelaos, the philosopher, 432 ; xii,

152.

Archemoros Vase, v, 40.

Archilochos, v, 173.

Archon Basileus at Athens, 178.

.Areopagos, 162 ; v. 145 ; 178.

Argeios and Heraklcs, i, 35.

Argimpaini, x, 78.

Argmousai, battle of, 162.

Arutaios, iii, 6.

Aristeas of Prokonnesoa, 300, .*96.

Aristogeiton and Harmodios in Hades,

237.

Aristogeiton, Speech agaiiuit« vii, 15.

Aristomenes as Hero, 528.

Aristophanes Progs. 240.

Aristophon, comic pint, 601.

Aristotle, 383; xiv. 1; 493 f. (An.

4085, 18 ; xiv, 27).

Aristoxenos, xi. 47, 52 ;
512.

Aristophanes of Byzantium, 583.

Arkesilaoa, xiv, I.

Art of the Greeks, 157 ; Cult of Souls

as represented in, v, 105.
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Askesis (Asceticism), vi, 35 ; 302, 338 ;

Orphic, 343 ; Thracian, x, 78

;

Pythagorean, xi, 47 ; Empedokles,
381 ;

practised in foreign mystery-
religions, 546.

Asklepiadcs, doctor, xi, 69.

Asklepios, iii, 13 : chthonic, mantic,
100 (. ;

hi.s death by lightning, 582 ;

A.sklcpiadai, iv, 92 f.

Asphalt (bitumen), apotropaic virtue

of, V, 95.

sacred to the x^inoi, ix, 1 15.

Associations : bunal, xiv, ii, 4

;

religious, xiv, li, 53.

Astakides, xiv, li, 105 ; 5«2.
Astarte, iii, 30.

Asirabakos, 137.

(tra^oi, restles.s wandering of, 163

;

V, 148 ; 595 (i. 33).

artAtoroi, uninitiated, lying in mud in

the underworld, vii, (5 :
586 f.

a^avaror wijyij (in the underworld).
XIV, n, 151.

Atlienarus (1,39 P), in, 48,

Atlienais, ix, 59.

Athene atror^Mirai'a, v, 168.

Athenodoros, philosopher and Hero,
530.

Athen.s, 98 : A. and Kleusis, 219 f

Atlantes, x, 78.

Atomists, 385 f. ;
506.

Atonement in Plato (Purgation), xiii,

36.

Attis, 111, 30 ; via, 55 . 546.

Augustine, xiv, ii, 87.

Augustus, ascent to Heaver, of, xiv, ii,

107,

Aurelius. M Antoninus, xiv, 44, 63,

69; .504.

Ausoniiis, xiv, ii, 167.

Australian natives, religious dances of,

vm. 55 ; .585,

Autolvkos, iv, 101 : xiv, ii. 4.3.

Autluirily, later Antiquity’s need of,

Axiochcs, the pseudo-Platonic dia-

logue, vii. 15 ; xii, 120 ; 602 i.

Avenging spirit, v, 148, 176 ; cf.

liAdoTiug.

Averting the eves from the sight of

spirits, ix, 104.

Avoiding the sight of spirits, iv, 84 ;

ix. 104.

Haal, ecstatic prophets of, viii, 43.
PalK), v, 19; 591.

Babylonia, i, 44.

Bacchanalia in Rome, xiv, ii, 106 ; viii,

54.

Bakchiadai, iv, 46, 47.

Bd«xor, viii, 10, 35; 335; cl.

Dionysos.

Banyoi, viii, 31 f.

Bakis, Bakides, 292 ; ix, 58, 63, 66 ;

595.

Banishment, 163 ;
in expiation of

murder, 175 f. (v, 142 f.).

Banquet of the Pure (Orphic doctrine
of), in the other world, vii, 18 ; x, 70.

Barathron at Athens, v, .32.

Barbarossa, legend of, iii, 16.

Bao,Xiiai. iv, 47.

Baoaapfus (Bassarides), viii, 10 f.

Batloka, viii, 30.

Baubo, 591 f.

Beans, see Food, prohtbiUon of.

Beer known to the Thracians, viii, 38.

liendis, Bcndideia at Athens, x, 4.

Bcrcnike, translated, xiv, ii, 107.

Bessoi in Thrace, 260 ; viii, 53 -4.

piatoSivaTOi Ifiiofidyaroi, ^laioi), 175 f.

V, 148, 176
;
594 f. : 604.

Birds (incarnations of Heroes), xiv, ii,

102 .

Birth, pollution of, 295.

Birthday as day of remembrance of

the dead, v, 89 : xiv. ii, 18. 45.

Biton and Kleobis, xiv, ii, 148, 170.

Black objects (trees, fruit, etc.) sacred

to x^onoi, and hence have kathartic

properties, v, 61 ; ix, 81 ;
cf. ix,

26; .590.

Blest, of the dead, 171 ; vii, 10 ; xiv,

ii. 31 ; 541 (cf. poicapiVi;; and Islands

of Ihr Blest).

Blindness follows the sight of a deity,

xiv, ii, 41.

Bliss, life of, in Hades : see Utopta.

Blcod = thought, 380.

Boccaccio. IV, 134.

Boethos. XIV, 34 (fin.). 57.

Bones of Heroes, cult paid to, 122.

Bom, better not to be, xii, 10.

Boukolion, xiv, ii, 105.

BovKoXm Dionj-siac, rtii, 35.

Bouselidai, v, 69, 129.

Brahminism, 302 : x, 83.

Brasidas, as Hero, iv, 20 ;_
128.

Breathing out the soul, i, 25 ; 30.

Bride, contests for the hand of a. i. 19.

Bronze: see etc.

Brotinos (Pj’thagorean), x, 7.
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Brutus, SIS
;

xi\', it, 88.

Buddhism, viii, 60 : x, 83 : », 54. 96.

Burial, i, M ;
oldest customs of, 22 f.

;

coffinless, V, 61.62; inhumation and
burning in Attica, v, 58 ; within

the house, at the hearth, v, 66

;

xiv, ii. 9; within the city, v, 68

;

xiv, ii, 8.

Burial societies, jdv, ii, 4.

Burning and inhumation, 19 f.

;

burning the possessions of the dead,

i, 30, 51 ; burning the dead ;
see

<>eMa<ioii.

Butios of Antilles, 262.

Caesar, deification of, xiv, ii, ill.

Calling home the Souls, 42.

Canosa, vase from, s-ii, 27.

Cannibalism, x, 54.

Caracalla as an as-atar of Alexander,

xiv, ii, 112.

Cato of I’tica, xiv, 64.

Cave of Zeus in Crete, 98 f.

Cave-deities, 89 f. ; viii, 68.

Caves, sleep in, ix, 116.

Catacombs, xiv, ii, 144, 166, 174.

CeIsQS, xiv, ii, 96.

Celts. x,81.
Cenotaph, i, 88.

Ceremonial of funerals restricted, 165,

167 ; v. 135; 540.

Cities, Founders of, 127 f. ; cf.

Chains attached to a sacred statue,

iv, 108.

vaf/M on tombstones, 526 f.

Ch^kis, criminal law of, v, 145.

rapiaita, 292.

Charon, 237.

Xa(nino¥, V, 23.

Charon's fare given to the dead, 18

;

162 ; vii, 9.

Children, importance of, 172 ; xii, 7.

China, ancestor-worship in, v, 129.

vaaf. for the dead, v, 106, 120.

Choes, V.95; ix, 11.

ggyarof of the dead, xiv, ii, 29 {. (vii,

Christianity; ascetics and exorcists,

292 , xiv, ii, 171, 179 ; use of word
ijpax, xiv, ii, 82 ; violation of graves

by, xiv, ii. II ; Hdl, 242 ; future

rewards and punishments, xiv. ii,

96 : rctnrth, 602 ;
Antichrist, xiv,

ii. ll3.

Christi. Russian sect of, viii, 57.

Ch^ppos, xiv, 40, 47, 60-1 ; xiv, ii,

Chth'onic deities, 1 58 1., 2 18 f. ; vi, 29 ;

groups of v, 19 ; invoked at
marriage and birth, 171 ; ix, 91.

Chytroi, festival at Athens, 168 ; ix, 1 1

.

Cicero, vi. 22, 23; xiv, 54; 519;
xiv, ii, 71, 96.

Cliff of Leul^, xiv, ii, 102.

Closing the eyes of the dead, i, 2.5.

Coffin-burial, v, 60.

Collegia funeraticia. xiv, ii, 4,

Colonies, Greek, 27 : 156.

Comedy, Descents to Hades in. 240.

Conscience, 294. 384.

Consciousness diviaon of, 595 ; see

itcrractf.

Consoiahonfs, xiv, ii, 6, 100.

Corinth, criminal law of, v, MS.
Comutus, 504.

Corpes devoured by a daimon
(Eurynomos), vii, 25

;
(Hekate),

IX, 92.

Cosmopolitanism, v, 34 ; 499 f.

Cosmos, 29.

Costume, see Dress.

Coulanges, Fustcl dc, iv, 48 ; v, 131.

Cremation, 8, 19 f., 28; i, 66 ;
iv,

38 :
V, 33, $8 ; and burial in later

period. V. 58,

Crete, cult of Zeus in, 96 f. : v, 167 ;

ix, 113-14 (mantle and kathartic

reputation).

Creuzer, 223.

Crossways, 216 ; ix, 88.

Crowning the dead body with garlands,

V. 40.

Crowns {of flowers) for the dead, v, 40.

Crumbs, etc., left on the ground for

the Souls, V, 1 14.

Cult-societies, 221

.

Cure of diseases by prophets, 294 f.

Curses against tomb-violators, 526 f.

Curse-tablets : see Defixiones.

Cycle, Epic, 34 ,
64 f., 75. 90.

Cyclic poetry, editing of, x, 17.

Cynics, v, 34 ; 499.

Cypress at funerals, v, 39.

Daeira, Daira, dmifiirtit at Eleutis,

vi, 8.

daemonium meridianum, ix, 96 ; 592.

Daimones deities o( second rank, i,

56 :
distinct from Heroes, iv, 23

;

xii. 121 ; in Hesiod, 70 f.

;

Empedokles, 381 ; Stoics, 500.
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SatV<uVi personal, oi individual men,
xiv, 44

;
(•= iriirfiot), xii, 26 ; xiv,

44 : dya0d{ S., v, 133 ; cf. xiv,

44 ; Salitmr Sviitos {avBpoinoSaiiiwv,

itKvtalfuav), ii, 43.

Saipov€t diroTpdircuat, V, 168 ; apaioi,

V, 148 ; p<iA/vtoi, V, 168 : irAdrijTtr,

592; irpompcvcuot, v, 148, 176;
= Angel, xiv, ii, 144 ; SatpoKoiv

p-tftiip, .591.

Oaites, Trojan Hero, iv, 3.

Damon, ix, 19.

Danaides, 242 ;
587.

Dances, religious, 257 ; viii, 55 ; ix,

19.

Dance, circular, in cult of Dionysos,
viii, 15.

D.inte, 33, 242.

D.mubc, mouths of, xiv, ii, 102. .

D.aphne, 100.

l.d.^1.1), V, 38, 95 ; ix, 46 ; xi, 85.

Daphnis, xiv, ii, 105.

Days, unlucky, v, 158.

Doa Syria, viii, 55.

Dead, offerings to, 18 f. ; 165 f. ; v,

105 ; dirge for the, 18. 164 ;

Banquet of, 168 ; sacrifices to
(Patroldos), 12 f. ; in Mycenean
graves, 22 f.

;
in fM. A, 36 f. : else-

where, 116, 164, 167 f. ; Oracles
of the, 24 ; i, 73

;
Judges of the

(Aesch. and Plato), 238 f. ; (Pindar),

xii, 34 f.
:

(Aesch.), xii, 77 ;
(later),

.5-11
; classes of the, xii, 62 : xiv, ii,

127
:

imagined as skeletons, xiv,

11, 92 :
exorcism, conjuration of, see

Souls and Ghosts.

! 'cath, 1 :
superior to life, 229.

.542 ; causing (xillution, 295 ; of

god.s, iii, 30 : Black Death, 284.

Ihfixiones, ix, 92, 107 ; 534 , 594,
603 f.

Deification of Rulers, 537 f. (cf.

.530 f.).

Ii'ios. purification of, ix, 119.

I'clphic Oracle, regulates expiatory
ritc.s, V, 167 ; 180 f. ; authority of.

in the cult of Heroes, 128 f.
;

gives

supjKirt to the cult of Souls, 174 ;

to the Eleusiniaii worship, vi, 5

;

to the worship of Dionysos in Attica,
vi, 9 ; sources of oracular inspiration,

289 f. ; imixirtancc of D. in religious

life of Greece, 157
;
grave of Python

atD., 97; Delphic funeral ordinance,

Dclphinion at Athens, v, 172.

Demeter (and Kore), 160 f.
;

v, 168

;

218 f.

Demetrios Poliorketes as Hero, xiv,

ii. 69.

Demetrios, Cynic, xiv, 64.

Demigods (^pt6esi), iv, 23.

hijpoi called after yeVn in Attica, etc.,

iv. 52.

Demokritos, xi, 35 ; 385 f. ; xii, 150 ;

xiii, 27 ; mpl ruiv iv f&ov, xi, 103
(fragg. moral.).

Demonassa, vi, 35.

Demonology, 534.

Demophodn, i, 41.

De mortuis nil nisi bene, v, 81 ;
170.

Dervishes, viii, 15, 43 ; 262, 266.

Devil’s Bride, ii, 7.

Devil’s Mother, 591.

Dexikreon, ix, 111.

Dexion the Hero (Sophokles), iv,

Diaguras of .Melos, 240 ; xii, 65.

lAiana = limpousa, 592 ; in the Middle
.Ages, ix. (01.

Diasia at .\thens. v, 168.

Dies nofasti, v, 158.

Dikaiarchos, xi, 52; 512; 599.

Dikte, Mt. in Crete, 96.

Diochaitts, Pythagorean, xi, 30.

Diogenes, of Apollonia, 432, 436.
Diogenes, Cynic, vi. 27 , 239.
Diogenes ].aertiu$ (viii, 31), xi, 50.

Diomedes, 67 ; on the uaKopeur vSaos,
xiv, ii. 99.

Dionysos, the Thracian, 256 f. ; Greek
god, 2K f. ; Creek (not Thracian)
name, ix, 1 ; Orphic, 335 f.

;
340 f.

Jtdrvoor patvoptvos, viii, 4 ; Ix>rd of

Souls 168, 271 ; ix, 11 : at Delplii,

97. 287 ; Oracle of Dionysos, 260,

290 : as Bull, viii. 19, 33. 35 ; x.

35 ; as ^oukoAoc, vdii. 35 ;
at

Kleusis, vi, 9 ; Epiphanies of, 258,

279, 285 ;
Worship of, in Rome,

viii. 54 ; xiv, ii. 106.

Dioscuri, e’repijpepoi, xi, 51 ;
translated,

xiv, ii, 109.

Dipylon, cemetery at Athens, v, 58.

Dipylon vases, 165.

Dirge, 164.

Discovery, geographical, xiv, ii, 101.

Disea.se,
’
origin of, in daimonic in-

fluence. 294 (. ; ix, 81-2.

Division of consciousness, 595 f.

Dodona, iii, 14 ;
ix, 42.
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Dogs sacrificed to Hckate, 296.

S^90 ; Hekate appears as a dog,

ix, 99 ; 595 ; on grave reliefs, v, 105.

Dorians in the Pctoponnese, 27.

Drakon, 115, 176.

Drama, 285, 421 ; in cult. 222, 258

;

mystic drama at Eleusis, 227.

Dreams, visions of the dead in, 7
(proring survival)

;
xiv, ii, 154 ; i,

M ; see Incubation and Pr^ktcy.
Dress in Dionysiac worship, 257.

Drimakos (Hero), 530.

Driving out the souls, v, 99, 100.

I>ruids, x,81.

Orusilla (ascent to heaven), xiv, ii,

107.

Dryopcs, v, 18.

dilaAor, riti, 10.

Duty, as conceived by the Stoics, 498 f.

Earth = Hell. xi. 75.

Earth-deities : sec Chlkontc.

Earth, Oracle of, at Delphi. 97. 160 ;

ix, 46.

Echetlos (Hero), 136.

Echidna, v, 23.

I^khart, xiii, 75.

tyXoTplar/nm, V, 77.

Eggs, kathairic use of, x, 55 ; 590.

Egypt, i, 5, 39 ; 242; 3.35; x. 8, 45 ;

346; xiv, ii, 109, 152-3, 144.

of the dead body, v, 46. 50. 60.

<arOTao>r {irBovataapec, xaroyi)!, 30.

255 : viii, 24 :
2.58 f. ; 284 1. ; 293 ;

300 f. ; 384 ; 471 ; .547 ; 595 f.

EZIeatics, 371 f.

Elements, the four, xi, 28 ; 379.

Eleusinian Mystenes, 218 f. ; secrecy

at, 222
;

promises made by, 223 ;

modem interpretations of, 223 f.

;

symbolism at, 226; later mention
and end of (fourth century), .542 ;

xiv, ii, 172 ;
" I^esser Mysteries ” at

Athens, 220 ;
and Morality, 228.

Eleusis, v, 19, 21.

EUjah, i, 18 ; xiv, ii, 109.

ikAlBopot kathartic effects of, ix, 26,

75.

Elpenor, 17; i, 29, 33; 19; 20; 36.

Elysium. 55 f.. 59 f., 75 f, ; xiv, ii,

99; 541.

Embalming in Egypt, i, 39 ; in Sparta,
iv. 46.

Fmpedokles, 378 f. ; x, 72 ; xi, 28,

34, 42, 50. 56 f.; xii, 41 ; xiii, 40,

68 ; xiv, ii, 107 ; 597.

Empedotimos, ix, 111-12; xii, 44;

Empousa, rii, 25 ; 591.

IpayHiiy, iv, 15, 86.

Ivara, an offering to the dead, v, 82-3.

Enemies of the gods in Hades, 238,
241.

inavaia for the dead, v, 81, 90, 92.

ivBtos (ivBovotaaiiOt) see fxeraotr.

A'fiii/uor, 216.

Enlightenment in Greece, 79. 1 IS, 292.

ImatT^pls in expiation of murder, xi,

78: xii. 34, 40; 180.

Enoch, ii. 18 ;
xiv, ii, 109.

Eoiai, Hcsiodic, 593.

ivayiuyi^ (Soifiovtuf), ix, 106-7.

Epbialtes (daimon), ix, 102 ; xiv, ii,

86; 592.

Ephyrai in Thcsprotia, v, 23.

Epicharmos, vi, 5 ; 436 f, ; xii, 151

;

xiv. 53.

Epidauros, iii, 13, 54.

Epidemics, religious, 284.

Epigencs, 597.

Epikteta, Testament of, v, 126
;

xiv,

ii. 18. 71.

Epiktetos, 504 : xiv. 3. 4 1,44.

Epicurus, doctrine of the .soul, 504 f.

;

foundation for the cult of his soul,

V, 126, 137.

Epigrammata Graeca. ed. Kailjcl, xiv,

n. 119 f. (Xo. .594 : 141).

Epilepsy (sec mental diseases), viii, 39.

Epimachos, v, 19.

Epimenidcs, 301 ; iii, 24 ; v, 57

;

596; Tkeogonv of. ix, 123.

4»r4^o«ia of Dionvsos, 2.58 : viii, 68 ;

285.

Imaoiiirat fiat/tei'uiv). v, 168 ; ix, 107.

Epitaplis, 5.39 f. (see Anik. Pat.}.

iw^Sal, ix.81-2, 107.

Ercchtheus (Erichthonios), 98 ; 581.

Erinyes, ii. 6 ;
v. 5. 97, 121 ; 178 f.

;

vii, 6; xii, 75; 592.

Ipurvtiy, ix,

Eros, V, 112.

loxapa, i, 53.

Eskimo, manner of burial, v, 67
Essenes, x. 78; xiv. ii. 117.

Esthonian cult of the dead, v, 99.

trai, V, 141.

Eteoboutadai, iv, 52.

«vay^, xii, 58.

E&ayytkoc Hero, xiv, ii, 63, 144.

Kuadne, .Wl.

EUirav, ix, 102
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Eubouleus (Euboulos), god of the
underworld, v, 7, 19 ; 220 : xiv, ii,

MS.
Eudcmos, Ethics of, 512.
Euhcmeros, iii, 28.

Eiikleidcs (Socratic), xiv, 44.

Euklos, ix, 58.

Eumolpos, Eumolpidai, vi, 6, 16 ;
x,70.

Eunostos (Hero), 134.

Eiuxlos (Hero). 529.

Eupatridai in .Athcn.s, iv, 47 ; v, 139 ;

602 f.

Euphemistic names (or /(Boyioi, v, 5.

Euphorbos, 599.

Eunpides, 432 f. ; AlctsHs, xii, 121 ;

Bacchae, 286 ;
Hecuba, viii, 70

;

ortho<loxy of. xii, 135.

Eurynomos, Hades-daimon, \ii, 25.

Eurypontiflai, iv, 53.

Eurysthenidai, iv, 53.

tiatfimy x<>*poc, vii, 15 ; xiv, ii, 133.

Euthykles, iv, 117.

Kuthymos, 135 . 581.

Evil, speaking, of the dead forbidden,
V, 115.

Evil, nature of, 470 (Plato)
; 498; xiv,

40, 60.

Exegetai. their advice sought in

questions relating to the cult of

Souls. V. 139, 174.

Exorcism, 604.

Expiation, gods of, v, 168 : sacrifices

of, made to v, 167 ; after

murder. 180 f.

E\ts of the dead, closing of, i, 25.

Fainting (Aiiro^vxta), i, 9.

Fame, all that is left to the dead,

43 : xii, 1.3, 20, 25 ;
xiv, li, 169.

Family graves in the country, v, 69,

70; 525 f.

Fate and guilt, 423 f., 426 f.

Fear of the dead, 16, 163, 169; of

death, dispelled by FZpicurus, .506;

breaks out at the end of the classical

period, 545 (xiv, 170).

Feet of the coqise pointing towards the

door, i, 26,

Fetishism in Greece, iv, 1 18.

Figs, kathartic uses of, 590.

Fire, kathartic uses of, i, 41 ; ix, 127.

Fish : see Food, prohibition of.

Flaminius as Hero, S3I.

Folk-poetry, 25 ;
belief about the

souls, .524
;

legends about the
'* translated ", xiv, ii, 105.

Folk teles (Greek), iv, 115; xiv, ii,

151.

Food, Prohibition of certain foods
(attributed to Eleusis), vi, 35

;

among the Orphics, x, 54-5

;

Thracian, x, 78 • by Fythagora.s, xi,

42, 47 ; Empedokles, xi, 76, 85.

Fountains in Hades, xii, 62 : xiv, ii,

151 : of Immortality, xiv, ii, 151.

Fravashi (Persian), i, 5.

Frederick, legend of the return of the
Emperor, 93; xiv, ii, 112.

Freewill : sec Will.

Friendship in the doctrine of the
Epicureans, 566.

Funeral rites, in Homer, 17 f. ; in later

times, 162 f., 524 f. ; of princes,

i, 17 ; of kings in Sparta. Corinth,

Crete, iv, 46 ; at public expense, xiv,

ii, 5 ; refusal of, v, 32-3.

Funeral feast in Homer, 18 ; later

(nr/u'Sfiirvoe), 167 ;
games, in Homcr,

15 ; for Heroes, 116 f.
;
procession,

165 ; v. 60.

Furious Host, ii, 7 ;
298 ;

xiii, 5

;

(59.3).

Fustel de Coulanges : see Coulanges.

Gabriel, the Archangel, iv, 134.

Gaia. 160. 168; v, 121; at Delphi,
290.

Gambreion, mourning period of, v,

86 .

Games. 15. 116 f. ; iv, 22 ;
originally

funeral ceremonies, 1 16 f,

Ganymedes, .58.

Garganus, mountain in Italy, iv, 92,

96.

Garlands for the dead, v, 40.

Gauls. X. 81.

Gello. .592.

yfv4$hios Sainuv, xii, 26.

AWota, pnvate and public, v, 15

;

167.

Genesis, ii, 18.

Genetyllis, ix, 91.

124.

Genius, i, 5 ; v, 132 ; xiv, 44.

ytenyTijs riv Btuiy, 603.

German tribes, i, 34 ; 22.

Gctai, 263.

Ghosts. 9 ;
21 ; 29 ; 134 ;

v, 99, 104,

114 ; 534 ; xiv, ii. 154 ; 566 ; 590 f.

riyuiy, viii, 10.

Glaukos, xiv, ii, 151.

Gnostics, xiv, ii, 179.
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Gods, in Hotner, 25 f. ; OlympUns and
others, ii, 56 ; idea of divinity, xiv,

ii, 107 :
Gods not immortal, 364 ;

asleep or dead, iii, 30 ; buried. 96 f.

;

birthdays of, v, 69 ; in human
shape, iv, 134 ; visiting men, ii, 38 ;

compared with men, 253 f.. 414 ;

periodically appearing, viii, 26

;

of expiation, v, 168 ; amours of, iv,

134 ; conductors into the lower

world, xiv, ii, 1 44 f. ;
unknown, iv,

62 : statues of, 136 ; see Ckthonu.

Goethe, xiii, 13.

Gtdden Age. 67 f. ; ii, 49 ; \ii. 18.

yowit, iv. 49 ; v, 146.

Gorgi^ pupil of Empedokles, 378.

/op^po, Fapyw, vii, 25: 591.

Grace of the gods {salvation), 342.

Grave and Hades confused, xiv, ii, 92.

Graves : see Burial, Family-graves,

and Rock-graves
;

of God.«, 96 ; of

Asklepios, 101; Erechtheus, 98;
Hyakinthos, 99; Kekrops, iii, 41 ;

Plouton, iii, 34 ; Python, 97 ; Zeus,

96; of Heroes, 121 ; cult of, 123,

166 1. : silence at, v, 1 10 ; curses

attached to. xiv, ii, 13.

Grave-monuments, i, 28 ; v, 69 f.

Grave-robbers, 526.

Gf^ry the Great, xiv. ii, 87.

Grief, display of, disturbing to the

dead, v, 49.

Guardian spirit of individuals, xiv, 44.

Guilt : see Sin and Fate.

Hades, 26. .35 f.. 159, 223, 236 f.

;

xii, 4. 62; 500, 5.35 f.. .540 I.;

Picture of, painted by Polygnotos,

241 f. : on vases from &uthem
Italy, vii, 27 ; cult of, 159 ; mother
of, .591 ; entrances to (Ploutnnia),

V, 23 ; Ferryman of, vii, 9 ; Descents
to. 32 f. : i, 62, 65 ; iii, 8 ; 236 f.

;

240 f.
:

(Fpic), vii, 2-4
;

(Theseus
and Peirithoos), vii, 3 ; (Herskles),

591 ;
(in comity), 240 1

;
(va.ses),

vii, 27 ;
(Orphic), x, 60 ;

(Pnhag.),
600 f. : rivers of, 35, 237 ; vii, 20

;

Judges in, 247.

Hail ; see Wealker-magicians.

alfsanovpla, iv, 13.

offering of, i, 14.

Hallucinations, 259 ; 362.

Haloa, 222 ; vi. 35.

Hamilcar, translation of, xiv, ii, 109.

Haokah dance of the Dakota, viii, 55.

Harmodios, translation of, xiv, ii, 99

;

and .Ari.stogeiton in the other world,

vii, 5.

Harmonia and Kadmos, xiv, ii, 99.

ipitorla (of the soul), xi, 52.

Harpocration on ''APapts, ix, 108.

Harpies, .56 ; v, 124 ; 593.

Hashish. 259.

Hasisatra, ii, 1.3 ;
xiv, ii, 109.

Hearth, earliest place of burial, v, 66.

Heaven (the sky), as dwelling place of

the Blest, xii, 44, 62 ; xiv, ii, 134 ;

ascent to, of Roman Emjpwront, xiv.

ii, 107 ; of Apollonios of Tvana, xi\,

ii, 115.

Hedonism, 492 (xiv, 1).

Hegesias, xiv, 1.

Heirs, their duties to the dead, v,

129.

Hekabe, ix, 99.

Hekate. v, 5. 88. 168 ;
297 f.. 590 f.

:

(H. Hek., p, 289 Ab.). 594 ; Hosts of

593 f. ; Banquet of, v, 97 ; 216 ;

ix, 88. 103.
' EeanKa ^o/iora, .590 f.

Hektor, a.s Hero, iv, 35; xiv. ii, 41

(still worship[)ed with sacrifice in

the middle of the fourth century m
the Troad : J ulian, £p. 78, p. 603 4

H.).

Helm, legend of her e’io>)u>r, i, 79 :

transUiteil, ii. 21 ;
xiv, ii, 102

.

given heroic honours, 137.

Hchos in Hades, xii, 38.

Hell, punishment in, 40 f.
;

2.38

242, .344, 415, .536 ;
creatures oi,

25. .590 I. (sec Kerberos).

Hemitliea, tv, 103.

^ptSeos, iv, 23.

Hephaistion, xiv, ii, 70.

Heraklcs in the Odysscan N’ekyia, .39 :

his descent to Hades, v, 25 ; vii, 4 :

591 : H. and Argeios, i, 35 ; H. and
Eurj'sthcus (Ompbalc), xii. 40

:

as Hero-God, 132 ;
translated, 581 ;

xiv, ii, 103.

Hn^kleides Ponticus, ix, 58. 60

(Sibyls), 108 (Abaris), 111, 96: xii.

44 (Empedotimos) ; xi, 61 (Empe-
dokles} : xiv, I, .53 (souls in the air)

.

599 f. (Pythagoras).

Hcrakleitos, 367 f. ; xi, 5, etc., 101 :

xii, 137, 150 ; 464 ; xiv, 32 ; 499

;

504 ; 597.

Hermes, conductor of souls, 9, 168

:

xiv, it, 145.
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Hermione, cult of y«<ii'iot there, iii, 34 :

V, 18, 26.

Hermippos, 600.

Hcrmotimos, 300 1.

Hero of Alexandria, xii, 150.

Herodes Atticus, xiv, ii, 71, 131.

Herodikos, of Perinthos, vii, 3 ; x, 7.

Heroes, 74 , 97 f.. 1 1.5 f.; iii, 46 ; 254 ;

416 ;
xii, 121 ; help in war, 136 f.

;

graves of, 121 ; v, 66
;

games
for, 116 f. : bones of, transferred

and worshipped, iv, 35-6; 529;
as Dirds, xiv, ii, 102 ; relation with
0toi and iaifiovts, iv, 25 ; become
gods, 132; Homeric "Heroes**,
iv, 26; in lle.sifx], 74 f., 118;
nocturnal sacrifice to, iv, 9 ; what
falls to the ground sacred to, v, 1 14 ;

in Pindar, 414 f. ; legends of, 134 f.

;

later, 527 f.

ijpwr -« a dead person, v, 110, 134 ;

531
;

(Christian), xiv, ii, 82 ; applied

to the living, 530 f. ; xiv, ii, 68

;

nameless or adjectival Heroes, 126 f.,

529; xiv, ii, 61-2; ij. iarpoj. iv,

94-5; xiv, ii, 45; i|. ouyycMias,

v, 132.

Heroized Kings and Lawgivers, 128

;

Kings of Sparta, Corinth, and Crete,

iv, 46 ; Warriors of the Persian

Wars, 528
;
prominent men of later

times, .530 ; Hrroizing easier in

Boeotia, v, 134; in Thc.ssaly, xii,

121 ; 532 ; becomes common, 531 f.

;

sutwtitution of descendants for

original Hero, xiv, li, 65.

Hero-Phvsicians (Oracular), 133 ; xiv,

.
"

,

t;p(uct SuoapyifToi, V, 119.

t'lP^a at the doors, iv, 105, 136

;

v, 68.

'Hpuilidif of Philostratos, xiv, ii. 41.

fiptatf, ix, II; xiv, ii, 50

;

Birthday festivals of H., v, 89.

ijpcuraral', xiv, ii, 53.

Hcrodotos, 115 ; xii, 8.

Herophilc of Erythrai, ix, 60.

Hesiod, The Five Ages, 67 f. ; Op. el

D. (124), ii, 34
; (141), ii, 41 ;

Theoi;. (411), ix, 95a.

Hcsychos, vii, 6.

Hierapolis, its vAovrt^wov, v, 23.

Upo9doio¥, xiv, ii, 13 (p. 554).

Hierophant at Eleusi.*,

vi, 12.

fAouMds, v, 167.

Hippokrates, cult of, v, 89; xiv, ii,

Hippolytos, iv, 38.

Hippon of Samos, 432.

Hippotes, xii, 40.

Herdsman (shepherd), type of God, xi,

36; (see divine apparitions), xiv,

ii, 41.

Homer, 25 f., 157.

Homicide, state trials of, 176 f. ;

held over inanimate objects (in

Athens), iv, 118.

Horace (Odes. iv. 2, 21). xii, 45.

Honey-cakes ofiered to the under-

world, i, 13; V, 98; vii, 6.

wpia, drpaia oOered to the dead, v, 128i

Horse in the cult of the dead, v. 105.

Host, Furious, ii, 7 ; 298 ;
xiii, 5

;

(593).

House, earliest place of burial, v, 66.

House-spirit, v, 132.

Human sacrifice, ix, 87 ; in the cult

of Dionysos, 285 ; offered by
Epimenides, ix, 121 ; in the cult

of Heroes, xiv, ii, 49 ;
replaced by

animal sacrifice or iroirij, v, 144 ;

179 80.

Humanity : see Mankind.
Hunt : see Host.

Hyades, iii, 45.

*y<i«.V(l.a, 99 f.

Hyakinthides, iii, 45.

Hyakinthos, 99 f.

Hydromantic, 589.

Hydrophoria at Athens, v, 98.

Hylas, xiv. ii, 105.

Hylozoism, 365, 385, 432.

inoperta, v, 154.

lamblicbos, Vil. Pylkag., viii, 77.

lakchos, 220 1.

lanthe, iii, 3.

laso, iii,

latromantic, 133.

latros. Hero, iv, 94-5 ; xiv, ii, 45.

Iceland, i, 43.

Idaian cave in Crete, 96 ; 161.

Images, cult of, 136.

Immortal — godlike (becoming god), in

Homer, 57 ;
= being a god, 253 f.

Immortality, Belief in, connected with

Dionysiac religion, 263 f. ; among
Orphics, 343 f. ; in Philosophy,

365 f. ; 463 f. ; 496 ;
xiv, 60 ;

in

Popular Religion, 538 f. ; 542 ; 546 ;

doubts of, xiv, ii, 157.
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Implications : see Curses.

Incas, i, 30.

Incense in temples, \iii, 39 ; ix, 19.

Incubation, iii, 8 ; 92 ; ix, 46 ; Heroic
oracles of, 133.

Indians, Buna' customs, 10, 21-2:
cult of the dead, i, 75 ; v, 84-6, 90,

105, 123 ; Yama in Hades, \-ii. 6 ;

religious anaesthesia, sdii, 26 ; Yops,
viU,43; kartharsis, ix, 78 ; .\scctics

343 : X 78
;
philosophy (Jainism),

xi, 16 :
(South .\merican) mutilation

of corpses, i, 34 ;
(North Amencon)

cult of souls, V, 136.

Individualism, 1 17 ; 388 f. ; 499 f. ; 545.

Inheritance, laws of, v, 146.

Ino Leukothea, .58 ; iv, 104.

Insanity : see Madnea and Mtnial.
Inscriptions (/.C, (rif) S»f. et It. 641),

xii, 49 f. ; (IG. M. Aeg. i, 142), xiv,

ii, 146 ;
(Ati. Mi//.), xiv. ii, 164, 168.

Insensibility to pain, etc., in visionary

states, viii, 43.

Inspiration, prophecy of, 92 f. ; (in

Thrace), 260 ; (in Greece), 289 f.

Intoxication, religious use of, viii, 39.

Invisibility (in Homer), 56.

lolaiain Thebes, iv, 21.

Ionia, 27 f.

Iphigeneia, 64. 66 ; xiv, ii, 99, 102.

Iphis, iii, 3.

Iron keeps away daimoncs and the
dead, i, 72.

Isaeus. V, 129.

Ischys, iii, 56.

Isis, mysteries of, xiv, ii, 174.

Islands of the Blest (Hesiod). 68 f. ;

(Pindar), 415 f. ; translation of

Heroes to, xiv, ii, 99 :
dwelling-

place of all the pious, xiv. ii, 100.

130 f. ; discovered by sailors, xiv,

ii. 101 ; identified mth l.euke, xiv,

li, 99, 102.

Isodaites, 271.

Isokrates, vi, 22 ; it, 43.

Isthmian Games, iv, 22.

IsyUos, iv, 2.

Ixion, vii, 11.

Jainism (see Indian), xi, 16.

Japan, cult of dead in, v, 99.

Jaws of the dead, binding up the, xiv,

ii, 2.

Jewish forgery of a Pindaric poem,

Jews, influenced by Greeks, xiv, ii, 14.

ews influence Greeks, xiv, ii, 144.

udaeu-Hellenistic doctrine of the soul,

xiv, ii. 117.

Judgment in Hades, 238 {., 535 f.,

541; Orphic, 344; Rndar, 415;
Plato, xiii, 36.

Julian the Apostate, xiv, ii, 107, 144,

171.

JuUus Kanus, xiv, 64.

jus talioms, x, 71.

Justin, rpot "BAA., 3, xiv, ii, 151.

(The emendation mSvVar is already

mentioned, as I see too late, in the

Maurincr edition of Justin Martyr.
The apparently traditional Spti

is indeetl possible on
grammatical grounds [analogous
constructions, otherwise p^uhar to

poetry, are not unknown in prose

:

see Lobeck ad Aiac,*, p. 69-7(1], but
provides no satisfacto^ sense.)

Ka of Egyptians, i, 5.

Kadmos translated to Islands of the
Blest, XIV, ii, 99.

Kaiadas at Sparta, ii, 32.

Kaineus, in, 3.

Kalchas, iv, 96.

Kalypso, xiv, ii, 105.

Kanobos, iii, 43.

Kanus Julius, xiv, 64.

Kapaneus, 581 f.

KapKii. 592.

Karmanor, ix, 113.

Kameades, xiv, 59, 61, 83.

KO^irovr, V, 126.

Kassandra, viii, 52 ; ix, 65.

KaraStiy, xardSce/ior, xardSceir in

magic, ix, 107 ; 604.

nafapfiara given up to the spirits, ix,

(cf 81)

Kathartic practices, etc., v, .16; 180;
vi, 18; vii, 15 : 294 1.; 302 ; 378;
582 ; 585 : 589 f.

ndtapoit Itariat (music), ix, 19; (of

Pythagoreans), xi, 48 ; by Melam*
pous, 287: Bakis, 294; Orphic,

318 f. : 343 : Empedoklcs, xi, 85 ;

Ptato, 470.

Koflipai, festival of Souls, v, 86.

Kdrogor, of magic, ix, 107.

Kdrogei, xerogij, xardgeoflot, of

" possession ”, viii, 24 , 44.

Kattadias (Devil-priests of Ceylon),

Kaukonn, v, 12.
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ivsuiuBna, v, ttv.

Kaustanoi, viii, 75, 77.

Kekrops, iii, 41.

Keos, funeral ordinance from, v, 42, 52,
56. 74, 76-7, 87, 92, 135.

Kerberos, vii, 6.

Kijpts •= souls, i, 10 : V, 100 : ix, 92.
Kerkops (Pythagorean), x, 7 ; 597.
Kcrykea, vi, 6, 16.

Key, keeper of, in Hades, vii, 13.

Kikoncs of the Odyssey, 42.

Kimon as Hero, 129.

Kirke, 32 : v, 169.

Kissing the hand to a grave, xiv, ii,

26-7.

Kleanthes, xiv, 41, 47.

KXti&oOxoi Stoi, 247.

Klcisthenes, 124.

Klcitos, 58.

Kleobis and Biton, xiv, ii, 148.

Kleorabrotos, xtv. 3.

Klcomedcs (Hero), 129; xiv, ii, 114.

Kleomencs as Hero, xiv, ii, 59.

Klymenos — Hades, v, 8, 18 ; re-

duced to rank of Hero, iii, 34.

Knossos, 96 ; iii, 25.

Kore, 160
;

v, 11 ;
219 1. ; 224 ;

XIV, ii. 146.

Koronis, iii, 56.

Korybanttsm, viii, 36. 52 :
286 f.

Kos (Ge), V, 16.

Kotytto, 336.

Kourctes, V, 167.

KuXvfiara, magic spells, ix, 81.

Kragos, iii, 30.

Krantor, xiv, 1.

Krataiis, 593.

Krates (Cynic), v, 34
Kratinos, vii, 17.

Kratippos, 512.

Kptimytt = the dead, v, 65, 1 10, 1 17.

Krinagoras, vi, 22.

Kntias, Sisypkos, x, 54.

Kritolaos, xiv, .32.

Krobysoi, viii, 65, 75.

Krokos, iii, 43.

Kronos, ruler in Elysium. 76.

KTipta KTtptiiiiy, i, 20, 29.

Kybeic, 257 ; viii. 32. 43, 55 ;
286 f.

;

ix. .56 : xiv, ii, 174.

Kychreus {Kvxptliyit H^ir). iv, 129.

Kydas, ix, 66.

KyffhaOser, legend of, 93 ;
xiv, ii, 112.

Kylon, at Athens, ix, 120.

Kyme, criminal law of, v, 145.

Kypria, 64.

LAoyaaii, tneir lunerai ordinance in

Delphi, V, 52. 85, 128.

Lamentation disturbs the dead, v,

49.

Lamia, vii, 25 ; 592 f.

Lanterns, feast of in Japan, v, 99.

Laodilce, iii, 6.

Lar familiaris and Lares at Rome, v,

132.

Latinus, translation of, xiv, ii, 1 10.

Laurel, drives away ghosts, v, 95.

Law, unwritten, 163, 426 ; xii, 94.

Lebadeia, 90 f., 95 ;
iii, 26 ; v. 19,

133 ;
xiv, ii, 104.

I.xK:tistemia, iii, 26 ;
iv, 16.

l.ekythoi, V, 38 ; 169; 170; 237.

Lemnos, feast of the dead in, ix, 76.

I^muria in Rome, v, 99.

Leonidas (as Hero), iv, 20 ; 528.

l^costhenes (Hero), vii, 5 ;
xiv, li, 59.

Lema, ix, 88 ; viii, 28.

Lethe, vii, 21 ; xii, 37 ; and
Mnemosyne, fountains of, xiv, ii,

151.

Lcto, iii, 46
Leuke, 1. of Achilles, 65, 66 ; xiv, ii,

102 ; CliH of, ib.

Lcukothea ; see Itio.

Lie, justification of, xii, 72.

Life, 3, 31 ; repudiation of, viii, 75 ;

only lent, xiv, ii, 161 ; 505 ;
Water

of Ufe, xiv, ii, 151-2 ; Future Life,

236 f. ; see Hades and tPeys.

Lightning sanctifies its victim, iii, 39 ;

100 ; v. 68 ; ix. 127 ; xii, 54 ;

xiv, li. 1.54 ; 581 f.

Linos, iii, 43.

Lobeck, 222.

Local deities and their cults, 25 f. ; 27.

Xiyot 499; xiv, 69.

Lokroi, criminal law of, v, 145.

Lot. oracles received by means of

(Delphi), 290.

XovTpopopmt, 587.

Lucian, iii, 28 ; 236 ; de Luctu,

xiv, ii, 2; PhUops., xiv, ii, 87. 144 ;

xi. 96.

Lucretius, 505.

Lydia, v, 167.

Lying-in-state of the dead, 165.

Lvkaios, Zeus, v, 170.

Lykas (Hero), iv, 114.

Lykia, imprecatory tablets from graves

in. 553.

Lykian language, iv, 99.

Lykoi (Hero), iv. 114.
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Lykourgos, King of Edonians, ix, 3

;

in Sparta worshipped as Hero and
God, 132; sanctified by lightning,

S«l.

Lyric poetry of the Greeks, 1 57

;

411 f.

Lysander as Hero, 531.

Lysimachos (Hero), xiv, ii, 67.

Av'atos Aioroooi, ix, 21 ; Avnoi Stoi, X,

50.

AiJoir of the soul, x, 61, 66 ; xiii, 67.

Mi, worshipped with ecstatic cult,

viii, 43. 55.

Macedonians, viii, 31.

Machaon and Podaleirios, iv, 92.

Macriani, xiv, ii, 1 12.

Madness cured by magic, ix, 19, SI ;

cf. Mettlal diseases.

.Magical papyri, xiv. ii 144; 589;
592 ; ^4 ; cf. Di^eiones.

Magicians, among savage peoples,

261 f :
Greek, 294 f., 298 f. ; xi, 58 ;

533 f.; 604.

Mahabharau, iii, 3.

itoiimt, 256.

najtaairrfs (of the dead), vii, 10 ;
xiv,

ii. 31.

Iiaeapwe vyeM : see Islands oj the

Blest.

Manes, v. 99, 133.

tuaU divine, 25.5 f. ; 286 f. : in the
worship of Dionysos, 282 f.

Manichaeans, x, 83.

Mankind, origin of. according to the
Orphics. 341 f.

:
generations (-Vges)

of. in Hesiod. 67 f.

isirrtis, ix, 41 f. ; as magicians, ix.

68.

MarUiki (inspired prophecy), 260,
289 f.

Marathon, iv, 84 ; 136 ; Crave of the
dead at, xiv, ii, 37.

Marjoram, kathartic.apotropaic uses of,

V, 36.

Maroo (Hero), xiv, ii, 41.

luiegaAta/ioc, 181
; 582 1.

Massagetai. 259.

Materialism, .385.

" Matriarchy,” not Greek, xii, 7.5.

Medea translation of, xiv, ii, 99

;

(V, 169).

Mtdidne men (Morth American
Indians), 262 ; ix, 68, 117; dance
of the Winnebago, viii, 55.

/t/yoga, iu, 3,

finAtgioi ttai, V, 168 ; Ai6maot
|utA(x>ar, ix, 21.

Meilinoe, v, 5 ; ix, 96.

Melampous, 89 ; ^7.
Melanippides, xii, 1, 21.

Melesagoras, ix,

Memnon, 64 f.

Menelaos (translation of), 55 f.
;

iv, 2 ;

ii. 21.

Menestheus, iv, 100.

Mental disea.ses, origin and cure of,

286 f. ;
ix, 19, 81.

Metal, noise of, drives away ghosts,

i, 72 ; ix, 83 : see Iron, Brome.
Metamorphoses, iii, 3 ; x, 82.

X, 84 ; see Trans-
migration.

Metr^oros, allegorical interpretation

of mytholofpr, vi, 23.

Metrodoros (Epicurean), xiv, 85, 86,

97.

Iti) ^M>ai, xii, 10.

iiifniia 8«wr, v, 148 ; iXsrnplmr, v,

176.

Itlaofta, V, 176 ; 295 f.

ftiaoTwp, v, 178.

.Michael, the Archangel, iv, 96.

Midas, 412.

Mid-day, si>ectres appearing at, ix, 96 ;

XIV, ii, 41 ; 592 f.

Migrations. Greek, 27. 155. 161. 284.

Milky Way (abode of the souls), ix, 1 1 1

;

xii. 44.

Miltiades, as Hero, iv, 20.

Mimnermos, xii, 7.

Mind. 5. 29 f.. 383, 387, 493 i.

Mingrelians, i, 30.

Minos (and Zeus, in Crete), 96 ; Judge
in Hade.s, vii, 13.

Minyas, viii. 3 ; 237, 238. 282.

Miracle, 254 ; xiv, li, 40- 1. 45, 70 :

537 ; desire for in later ages of

antiquity, 546 f.

Missions, sent out from Eleusis, 161.

Mithras, Mysteries of, xiv, ii, 144,

1.53, 172, 174.

Mitylene, funeral ordinance of, v, 54.

Mitys, iv. 118.

priiltn (Empcdokics and Pythagorean),

xi, 96 ; and hijS^ in Hades (Pindar),

xii, 37: xiv, it. 151.

Mnemosyne, xii, 37 ; xiv, ii, 151.

fsatpa, 29.

Moon and stars inhabited by souls,

X, 75; xi. 116; xiv, 52.

Monism, 432 ; 500.
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Mopsos, iii, 5, 13 ; 133.

Morality, 40; 228 ; 294 1.-, 302;
376.

Uop/ioXvKt], Moppti, vii, 25 ; 592.
Moschion, x, 54.

Mo.ses. ii. 18 ; xiv, ii, 109.

Motes in the sunbeam «= Souls
(Pythagoras), xi, 40; Emped. ix,

101 .

Mountains, legends about, 263 ; viii.

Mourning, period of, 167.

Mousaios, x, 70.

Btol, iii, 35.

Murderer, excluded from religious

worship, vi, 17.

Murder, action for, religious sense of,

180 f. : expiation of, 174 f., 138

;

xii, 34, 40.

Murder trials ; see Homicide.
Music in Dionysiac worship, 257 ; as

a cure for Korv’bantic frenzy and
other diseases, 286 f.

;
ix, 19; xi,

48.

Musonius, v, 34 ; 503.

MutlerrecM, not Greek, xii, 75.

Mutilation of the dead, 582 f.

Mycenae, 22, 27, 122.

Mykonos fcult of Chtlionic Zeus), v,

3, 7, 16.

Myrtle sacred to »v, 21 ; v,

40, 61.

Mysians, x, 78.

Mysteries ; see Elcusinian M . ; Orphic,

343 f. :
Samothracian, \-i, 34 ;

(sec also his and Mithras).

Mysticism, 225 f.. 2.54 f., 262, 291 £..

344 ; xiii, 75, 104 ; xiv, 1.

Myth, allegorical interpretation of, vi.

23.

Name, calling the dead by, 42, 527

;

of Hero used in sacrificing, iv, 62

;

in invocation of avenging spirits,

604.

Nameless Gods, iv, 62 ; Heroes, 126 f.

;

529; XIV, ii, 61,63.
Namnites in Gaul, \iii, 55.

Narcissus (Orphic ?), x, 29.

ripfrif, viii, 22.

National Heroes : see ipxrtyoi.
”
Nature,” religion of, 223 f.

Naulocbns (Hero), xiv, ii, 74.

Nectar, 58.

nefasU dies, v, 158.

Negro tribes, i. 34 ;
v, 110 ; 271.

Nekyia of the Odyssey, 32 £. ; iii, 8

;

237 f. ; 240 f. ; 2nd Nekyia, i, 62,

65 ; N. in other epics, 237 i. (see

Descents)
; on vases, vii, 27.

rtKvata, V, 92.

Nemea, iv, 22.

vefiiaaa, ec/remr, Ncpfois, iv, 91.

Neoplatonic writers, x, 27, 29, 38

;

596 f.

Neoptolemos, translation of, xiv, ii,

99.

Nero, translated (Antichrist), xiv, ii,

113.

Neurotic diseases, cure of, 286 f.

New Zealand (method of burial), v. 67.

Nightmare, ix, 102 ; xiv, ii, 86.

Nine, sanctity of number, v, 84

;

xiii, 45 ; xiv, ii, 154.

Noise of bronze or iron drives away
ghosts, i, 72 ;

v, 167 ; ix, 83.

Nostoi, 66 f.

Novel (Greek, etc.), iv, 134 ; xiv, ii,

87.

Novemdialia : festival in Rome, v, 84.

vovs, in Anaxagoras, 387 f. ;
in

Aristotle, 493 f. ; cf. 383.

Numbers (l^hagorean mystical theory

of), X, 9.

Nvktelios, Nyktelia, viii, 28 ; 285

;

'ix, 36.

rvp^oXrinros, ix, 63.

Jk KCToxer, ix, 58.

Nvmphs, agents of Translation, xiv, ii,

'105.

Oath, religio-juristic significance of,

41 f. ; V, 156; 2.38; xi, 77; xii,

40.

Oath-breaking punished in Hades ; see

Perfury.

Oath taken bv both parties in a suit,

v, 156.

Obolos for the ferryman of the dead :

see Charon.

Ocrisia, v, 132.

Odyssey. 32 f.. 55. 62 236;
2nd Nekyia. i, 62. 65.

Odysseus, end of, ii, 30 ;
oracle of,

iv, 97 ; as Hero, xiv, ii, 41 ; O. and
Kalvpso. xiv, ii, 105.

Oedipus. 430 f. ;
xii, 85, 112 f.

Oikistes, 127 f.

Qinomaos, iv, 2.

Oknos, 241.

Olbia, xiv, u, 102.
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Olive, kathartic effects of, v, 36-7, 61 ;

ix, 72.

Olympos as dwelling-place of souls,

xiv, ii, 135.

Olympia, iv, 22, 62 ; 121, 160 ; v, 96.

tiiioSmir, 584 f.

oft^Ads at Delphi, iii, 31

.

Onomakritos, 336-7, 338 f.
;

(the

Lokrian), ix, 113.

Oracles of Heroes, 1.33 f. ; of Earth.

160 ; see Delphi, DoJona, Incuba-

tton.

Orators, Greek, 413.

Orators* official speeches of consola-

Orestes, iv! 35 178 ; 424, 426.

Orgrones, 124.

Orgastic cults in Greece, ix, 56 ; in

Thessaly and Phrygia, 257.

Orient influenced by Greece, 539.

Origen, c Cels., iii, 80 : xiv, 33.

Orion, 39 ; 58.

Oropos, 92; iii, 19. xiv. ii. 104.

Orpheus, arerd^oetr e*s vii, 3,

27 ; X, 60 ; of Kamanna, x, 7 ;

of Kroton, x. 7, II.

Orphics, V, 99; 124; vn, 13; vii,

15, 18 ; 3.35 f. ; xii, 137 ; xiii. 44 ;

70a ; 586 ; alleged influence in

Homer, x, 5.

Orphic cult of Bakchos, x. I
;

poetry,

authorship of, x, 7 ; KhapKidical
Tbeogony, ix. 123 ;

339-40 ; 596 f. ;

other Thcogonies, x, 21 ; ongin of

mankind in, 339 i. ; x, 77 ; six

Rulers of the world, x, 40 :

.\sceticism, 342 f. ; katbartic

doctrine, 338 ; ideas of Hades,
344 f. : doctrine of rebirth and
Transmigration of souls, 345 f. ;

grave-tablcU (Sicily). 417 f. ; xiv,

li, 151 ; 598, 601 ; Hymns, xiv, ii.

173.

Orpkica (fr. 120). x. 22; (fr. 226), x, 48.

Oiphico-Pythagorcan Hymnus on
Number, x, 9.

’OpTvyif), ii, 25.

Os rescctum of the Romans, i, 34.

iovM, the Pure, vi, 18 ; 343.

Osiris, xiv, ii, 152.

Ostiaks, religious dances of the, viii,

55.

ddvflv/ue, 216 ; ix, 88.

o»* yerSinje *tA. on epitaphs, xiv,

ii, 167.

Ouranos, x, 28.

Paetus Thrasea, xiv, 64.

Palamedes, xiv, ii, 41.

Palaimon, iii, 38.

vaAs/teaior, v, 178.

msluYYemota., 224 ;
vii. 21 ; X, 47, 81.

84; 519; xiv, ii, 68, 142 ; 547.

Pan, ix, 56.

Panaitios, xiv, 24 ; SOI f.

Pandaemonism, 519.

Pandareos, daughters of, ii, 5.

Pantheism. 261. 498 f.; xiv, 60 ;
504.

Panchatantra, iv, 134.

Paradise, imaginary', in Hades, vii, 18.

vapa/tvBi/Tiita prj^iapata, xiv, ii. 6.

Pardon for Homicide, v. 144, 151, 154.

Parentalia in Rome, v, 90.

Parmenides. 372 ; 408 ; 597.

Parsley used in cult of the dead, iv, 22 ;

v. 40, 107.

Pasiphae, iv, 104.

vdr^i. iv, 49; v, 131 ; in Rbodos.
iv. 52.

Patroklos, Funeral of, 12 f. ; Transla-

tion of, xiv. ii, 102.

vaTpofivoTijr, 602.

Pausanias, Spartan King, v, 173;
Periegeta, 126 ; 529 ; (4, 32, 1) 554 ;

Doctor (pupil of Kmpedokles), 378 ;

xi. 61.

Pehuenchen Indians (S. America), i.

26.

PcirithoOs, vii, 3.

Pciasgians, v, 18.

Peleus, Translation of, xiv, ii, 99.

Pcllichos, xiv, ii, 45.

Pelops, 121 ; iv. .37.

Penates, v. 132-3.

Penitents undergoing punishment in

Hades, 40 f., 238, 241 ; vii, 27.

Pentheus, 283.

mgitciveor, 167.

neptnitapiM, 589.

negi^TTfie, 590.

Perjury punished in Hades, 41 f. ;

V. 156; 238; xi, 77 ; xii. 40,

Peripatetics, 512.

nepll^i|^, 589.

Persephone. 158 f. ; v, 5 ;
160 (.

;

220; 222 !.; and sec Kort.

Perseus and the Mainades, ix, 3.

Persian War, Heroizing of those who
fell in, 131.

Persian.s, i, 5 ; 10 ; 22 ; v, 85-6 ;

katbartic pi^tice among, ix, 78.

Persinos of kliletos, x, 8.

Persius, 1, 31 ; 504.
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Personality, reduplication ol, 595 1.

;

cf. iKOramt.
Peru, religious dances in, viii, 55.

Pessimism, 412, 545.

Petelia, grave tablet from, 417 f.,

601 f., 598.

Phaeacian.s, 63 ; ii, 17, 46.

Phainnis, ix, 59.

Phaethon, iii, 35.

Phanes, x, 9 ; 598.

Pharisees, xi, 50.

ix, 87 : 589 f.

t^aafiara 'EitariKa, 590 f.

Pherckrates, comic poet, vii, 17.

Pherekydcs, 301 ; x, 79 ; xi, 51 ; vi,

25; 597.

Philippos of Opous, author ofEptnomts,
xiv, 1.

Phihskos, xii, 157.

Philo Judaeus, xiv, ii, 117 ; (ap. Gal.

xiii, 268), ill, 43.

P*hilodamos of Skarpheia, his Hymn to
Dionysos, vi, 9,

Philolaos, X, 44 ; xi, 35-6, 50. 55.

Philopoimen, as Hero, xiv, ii, 49.

Plulopregmon (Hero), 529.

Philosophy, 362 f. : 432 f. ; 463 f. ;

490 f.

Philostratos, Heroikot, xiv, li, 41 ;

V. Apotl.,xtv, li, 115.

^tfiulTIKOtr, 604.

Phokion. v, 66.

Pseudo-Phokylides, xiv, li, 117.

Phormion, of Sparta, ix. 111.

Phratnai m .\thens, 124 f.

Phrygians, v, 167 ; 257 ; siii, 52 ;

286 ;
XIV, II, 13, 174.

Phylai in .Mhens, 124 f.

l*ig, in cult of the dead, v, 105.

I’ltch, kathartic property of, v, 95 ;

IX. 72.

Hety of the Greeks, 28 f.

Piety towards the dead, 16, 164, 169.

iWat, 7. 115,157, vi. 22 ; 238;
412 ; 414 f.

; (0. 2, 57). xii, 35 ;

(0,2, 61). xii, 38; (P. 8, 57), iv, 105;

[fr. 129-30). xii, 37 ; {Jr. 132), xii.

45; (/r. 133), xii. 34. 41.

nlOas TiTpnpJvot in Hades, 586 f.

Pittakos of Mitylenc, v, 54,

I*ixodnros (Hero), xiv, ii, 63.

Plato, ix. 107 ; 383 ; xi, 96 ; 463 f.

;

xiv, ii. 108; 547; Beauty in

473 ; influence of, on popular t^lief,

xiv. ii, 143 ; doctrine of Ideas,

470 f. ;
different strata of the

Republic, xiii, 8 ; 474 ; Laws, xui,

36, 37 ; 476 ; Gorgias, vii, 13 ; xiii,

36, 96; Meno. xiii. 100; Phaedo.
xiii. 36; 468 f.

Plants with souls, xi, 72, 82 ; 382 ;

xi. 1 17 ; xiii, 40.

ol nXeiovr, the dead, xiv, ii, 124.

Plotinos, 547 f.

Plouton, ui, 34 ; 160.

wAoirrciwo, V, 23.

Plutarch, v, 34 ; vi, 23 ; vii, 1 ; xiv,

ii, 85. 87.

Pluto, iii, 34 ;
160.

nveSpa = soul, xi, 150 ; 498 ; 541 f.

Podaleirios, iii, 13 ;
133.

jrowij for homicide, in Homer, 175;
forbidden, v, 154 ; and see Murder.

Polemon, xiv, 1.

Polcmokrates (Hero), iv, 93.

Politics, Epicurean withdrawal from,
506 f.

Pollution, 294 f.

sroAvarSpioi haiiiores, 604.
Polyaratos, ix. 111.

Polybios, 492.

Polyboia, 100.

Polygnotos’ picture of Hades, 241 f.

;

586.

Polynesians, v, 161.

Pomegranate in the cult of the dead,
v. 105.

Pomptilla, grave in Sardinia, xiv, ii,

71.

Poplar in the cult of the dead, v, 61 ;

Popular belief aliout the dead, 524.

Popular version of " Translation ”,

xiv. li, 105

Poseidonio.s, x, 78 ; xi, 35, 55 ; xiv,

40,44.51,53-1: 502: xiv, 60-2.

Possession, 255 : 595
;

see tKoraais.

Possessions of the dead burnt with the

body.i, 30,51.
Postponement of coming events by the

gods. ix. 120.

Poulytion. 222.

Prac'textatus, xiv, ii, 172.

Praise of the dead at the irtpiSawov,

V. 81.

Pre-existence ; see Soul.

Prophecy by Incubation (dream-

oracles), 92 {.. 289 f. ; by Heroes,

133 :
in Thracian worship of

Dionysos, 260 ; two kinds of

and iTcyeor), 289 ; bv " inspiration"

289 f. ; at Delphi, 289 f. ; in Greek
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worship of D., 289 f. ; wandering
prophets, 292 f.

; by means of lots

at Delphi, 289; in Leuke, xiv, ii,

102.

Prodikos of Keos, vi, 23 ; of Phokaia,
vii, 3 : of Samos, vii, 3 ; x, 7.

ProSrosia, is, 108.

Proitides, 282, 287.

Proklidai, iv, 53.

Prophecy : see MantiJtt

Prophetic power of the dying, i, 69.

tr^oe^^yior, V, 46.

upoirrpowaun, v, 148, 178.

Fit>tagoras, 438.

Protesilaos, iv, 98.

Proteus in the Odyssey, 55.

vpottms of the corpse, 164 (v, 41 !.).

Proverbs, Greek, v, 120 ; xii, 3 ;
586.

Prussia, cult of the dead in, v, 99, 114.

4i>x4 in Homer, 4 f. ; 30 f. ; 364 f.

:

= alter ego, 6 ; in Pindar, xii, 32 :

in Philosophy, 364 f.
;

situated in

eye or mouth, i, 25 ; Life, i, 59

;

xi, 1.

dvgaywyor, ix, 106.

Psyche (of Apuleins), xiv, ii, 151.

Psychology, Homeric, 30 f. ; of the

philosophers, 364 f.

^nxtpawTfia, V, 23.

^vgovofivcio, V, 23.

dvgooTaefa, V, 100.

Punishment of guilty through
descendants, xii, 7, 65 : xiv, ii, 96.

Puriheation : see Katkartie, acdfopoir

:

after a funeral, v. 77 ; [after seeing

a corpse
: Jul., Ep. 77, p. 601, 20 f.

H.]; carried out by v,

139 : of murderers, 179 f. ; 295 ;

(this not Homeric), v, 166 ; ritual,

in daily life, 295; of the new-born,
ib. ; by blood, 296 ; by fire, 21

;

by running water, 588 f. ; removal of

the polluting substance with figs or

eggs, 589 f.

’• Pure, the,” vi, 18; 343.

Purgation in Plato, xiii, 36.

Purple (Red) colour proper to the dead,
V, 61.

Pythagoras, 374 f. ; xii, 150; and
Zalmoxis, viii, 68 ; and Aba^, ix,

108, 122 ; bis previous births, 598 1.

;

descent to Hades, 600 f.

Pythagoreans, suicide, v. 33; bury
the body on leaves, v, 61 ; and
Orphics in Herodotos, 336 ; x, 8 ;

in Athens, 337
;
psycbidr^, xi. 55 ;

Transmigration-doctrine, x, 79, 81 ;

xi, 42 ; xiii, 40 ; (.\lkmaionl,

xi, 28. 35 ; and Parmenides, xi, 30 :

Empedokles and P. irApv^ott, xi,

96 : Y Pythag., xii, 62 ; and Plato
(divisions of the soul), xiii, 27

;

(transmigration of the soul), xiii, 40 ;

and the Stoics (souls in the air), xiv,

53.

Pythia, viii, 52-3 ; ix, 45 ; 289 f.

;

596.

Pythian Games, iv, 22.

Python, 97 : 180 f.

Quietism, 380.

Ram, in cult of the dead, v, 105, 107 ;

as expiatory sacrifice, v, 167.

Ration^ism among the Greeks, 29 f.
;

122; 492 ; 545.

Rebirth (see vaAiyymai'a), xiv, ii, 174 ;

602.

Recurrence, periodical, of everything,

X.47; xiv, 68.

Red colour belonging to the dead, v, 61

.

Reduplication of Personality. 595 f.

Kegilia, wife of Hcrodes .Atticus, xiv,

ii. 71. 131.

Relatives obliged to prosecute vendetta,

V, 141.
’* Release “ of man from fate, etc.,

342 f. ; xi, 50 ; 384.

Religion, Homeric, 28 1. ; of "Nature
223 i. ; Symbolic, ib.

ReUcs, cult of, iv, 2 ; 121 f. : 529.

Respousibilitv. moral, in Tragedy
(Aesch.), 423 f.

Reaurrection of the body, xiv, ii, 174.

Revenge and Vendetta, circle of those

expected to carry it out (in Homer),

V, 141 ; Vend, bought oil (In Homer),
V, 143 ; this later forbidden, v, 154 ;

Vend, in Tragedy. 424 f.. 434.

Rewards and punishments transmitted

to descendants, xii, 65 (x. 47)

;

exact equivalence, x, 71 ; xi, 44 ;

in Hades, 40-1 ; 239 f. ; 467 i.

;

536.

Right and left, significance of, in

Hades, xii, 62.

Rhadamanthys, 55 f. ; u, 17, 23 ; 247

;

xiv, ii, 132.

filtmt, kathartic uses of, v. 95 ;
xi,

see Kybels.

iv, 36; 557.
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Rock graves, v, 62, 66.

Rome, fenius, i, 5 ; v, 132 ; marriage
ceremonies, v, 95 : Lares, v, 66,

132; Lemuria, v, 99; Manes, ib.

;

V, 133 ;
Novemdialia, v, 83-4

;

os rcsectum, i, 34 : Parentalia, v,

90; Penates, v, 132-3; Cult of

Souls in, V, 114 ; Cremation, i, 37,

39.

Romans, admitted to EU-usmian
Mysteries, 226.

Romulus, translation of, xiv, ii, 103,

107, 110.

Sabazios (Sabos), viii, 10.

oa/Jot, aa^d{to(, viii, 32.

£afiHta in Athens, x, 12.

Satozios Mysteries (late), xiv, ii, 174.

Sacrifice at graves, 167, 169 :
made to

Heroes before gods, iii, 46

;

kathartic, 585.

Salamis, 136 f.

Salmoneus, 581.

Samothracc, Mysteries of, vi, 34.

Sappho, xii, 13
Sarpodon, ii, 28 ;

iv, 99.

Satrai, viii, 53.

Scapegoat, i.s, 87.

Schclling, 223.

Scherii, ii, 46.

Schol. Aristoph. Vtsfi. 1038, ix. 102.

Scythians, 259 ; ix, 15; x, 78.

Second sight, 260 ; 293 (see tKoraots)-

Second-sight of the dying, i, 69.

Secret cult.s. 219.

Sects, Orjihic, 335.

Seers, ecstatic : sec fidiTiir and
Propk<fy.

Seirenes, ix, 100 ; .593.

ofXirav sacred to the dead, v, 40. 107.

rmot, lii, 14.

Semcle, 581.

Seminoles of Florida, i, 25.

Semitic influence on (Ireek-s, 60 ; 96.

Semonides (Simonides of Amorgosl, xii,

4, 8, 15.

Seneca, xiv, 41, 56, 68 ;
.503.

Sertorius, his search for the Islands of

the Blest, xiv, ii, 101.

Severus Alexander, xiv, ii, 112.

Servius ad. Atn. vi, 324 (Poeta

Anon.) ; xi, 77.

Sex, changes of, in legend, iii, 3.

Shamans, viii, 43 ;
262.

Sheep (or Ram), v, 105, 107, 167.

SibyU, viU. 52 : 292 f. ;
.596.

Sicily, xii. 47 ; 417 f.

Sikyon (limitation on the length of
epitaphs), xiv, ii, 118.

Silenus, legend of, xii, 10 (viii, IS, 31).

Silence in passing graves, v, 1 10.

Simonides of Keos, xii, 1, 3, 11.

Sin, 294 f., 343, 381, (Plato) 466;
consciousness of, 242.

Sisyphos, i, 82 ; 241 ; vii, 27.

Sit tibi terra levis, xiv, ii, 120.

Sitbon, iii, 3.

Sitting (not reclining) at feasts in

honour of the dead, v, 86.

Skedasos, daughters of, xiv, ii, 35.

Skeletons, the dead as, xiv, ii,

oiriAAo, kathartic property of, ix, 115;
xi, 85; 589 f.

Skiron, V. 168.

Skotos, vii, 6.

Skylla (daughter of Hekate), 593.

Slaves admitted to initiation at the

Mysteries, vi. 14 ; when freed,

bound to keep up the cult of their

dead master, v, 128.

Slavonic cult of souls, v, 161.

Sleep and Death, ii , 28 ;
Death only

Sleep, xiv, ii, 140 ;
of the Gods,

lii, 30 ;
“ Temple-sleep ”

: see

Incubation.

Snakes, lorm in which xfoytoi appear,

lii, 12. 33 ; 98 ; iii. 55 ;
iv, 129 ;

V, 105; 113, 133, 168; 602.

Societies ; sec Associations.

Sokrates, 463.

Solon, date of archonship, ix, 20 ;

as Hero, iv, 38 ; limits funeral

pomp, 4, 45, 57. 75
;

protects the

memory of the dead, v, 1 15 ;
his

view of life, xii, 6 ;
and Croesus,

xiv. ii. 170.

Sorcery ; see Magic and Conjuration of
the dfod.

Sortilege, oracle of at Delphi, 290.

Soul == breath (irvtO/io), 500 f. ; xiv.

ii, 138 ;
represented on lekythoi

as winged, 170; Pre-existence of,

taught bv Pt'thagoras, xi, 49; by
Plato. 4^5 f. :

Aristotie, 495 f. ;

Stoic.s, xiv, 60 ; by Jews underGreek

influence, xiv, ii, 117; Soul and

Mind, in Aristotle, 496; "Poor
Souls.” v, 114; X, 66; Souls

becomes daimones (Hesiod), 67 f.

;

transition from Soul to daimon, v,

133, 148; 179; v, 176; assist

grovrth of crops, v. 120 ;
caUed upon
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at nuuTiages, v, 121 ; appearances
after dea&, U, 105 ; 533 i. ; xiv,

ii, 154 : dissipated by wind after

leaving the body, xiii, 5 ; », 102

;

xiv, 49, 77 ;
of murdered men, 181 f.;

kingdom of Souls in the air, in the
Aether or in Heaven, 342 ; xi, 35 :

436 f. : Stoic, 500 f. : 541 f. : cl.

Hades ; in popular belief, xiv, ii.

142 ; in Neoplatonism, 547 ; parts

of the soul, acc. to Pythagoras, xi,

55 ; Plato, 466 f. ; Peripatetics,

512 ; Stoics, xiv, 60 : Epicureans,

505 ; conjuration of souls not known
in Homer, 24 : later, v, 23 ; ix,

106 : xiv, ii, 87, 90 : on Defixions.

594 f., 604 f.
; SouU, Cult of.

alter burial. 22 f.. 77 f.. 158 f..

163 f.. 166 1.. 181 f.. 253 f.

;

Rudiments of, in Homer, 12 f.

:

in the family, 172 f. ; rej^rcsented

on sepulchral reliefs, v, 105 ; Souls,

Festis-al of, 168 ; in cult of Ihonysns,

ix. 11 ; Soul, "Salvation” of the,

172.

Souls : Transmigration of Souls—
Greek names for, x. 84 ;

Thracian
behef in, 263 f. : Egyptian belief in.

346 ; Orphic. 337 : 342 f. ; .346 f.

;

Pythagorean, 375 ; xi, 50. 55

.

in Pindar, 415 f. ; Empedokles, xi,

75, 96 ; Plato, 467 ; Stoics

(Poseidonios ?), xiv, 60.

<rwfia

—

o^fta : Orphic, 342 : x, 73 ;

^-thagoras, 375 ; xi, 50 ;

Empedokles, xi, 75 ; Euripides, xii,

137 : Plato, xiii, 44 ; in j>opular

belief, xiv, ii, 141.

Somntum SciPionis, xiv, .53, 54, 62:
xiv. ii, 58.

Sophists, 432,

Sophokles, vi, 22, 26 ; 426 f. ; as

Hero, iv, 71 ; Oed. Col. 1583, xii,

112.

(^pcut), xii, 128.

Sparta : funeral of kings, iv, 46

;

burial customs, v, 61 ; reliefs

representing feasts of the dead, v,

105, 86 ;
criminal law of, v, 145.

Speaking ill of the dead forbidden, v,

115.

Spell : see Magic.
Spencer, Herbert, 6.

Spielhansel, folk-tale of, i, 82.

Sjmituaiism, 264 f. ; 385 ; 500 ; 595.

Spirits ; see Ghosts.

Spirits, island of (Leuke), xiv, ii, 102 ;

nocturnal battle of, xiv, ii, 37

:

magical compulsion of, ix, 107.

Spitting, apotropaic effect of, 586.

Stars inhabited, xi, 116; by the souls

of the departed, x, 75-6 ; myths, 58.

Sute : see Pohttcs ; State ! unerals,

xiv, ii, 5-6.

Statues of Heroes, miracles performed
by, 136.

OTf^gror, iv, 21.

Stertinius, C. Xenophon (Hero), xiv, ii,

64.

Stobaeus, Eel. i, 49, 46 : xiv. ii, 138.

Stoics, xi. 98 : xii, 67 ; 497 f. ; .542.

Stones (a soul attributed to), xi, 72.

Stormclouds, shooting at, viii, 63 ; cf.

Wtatktr-maguians.
Straton, xii, ISO ; xiv, 34.

Striking the ground in calling on
giorioi, ill, 10.

Styx. vii,21.

Subterranean translation among the
Greeks. 89 f. :

xiv, li, 104
;
m

Germany, 93 ; in Mexico and in the

East, ill, 17.

SOfis of Persia, viii, 60 ; 266.

Suicide forbidden (< Irjiliic ), x, 44 ;

suicides refubcil buna), v, 33.

Suidas on iftaoxaXioBri, 582 f.

Sulphur, kathartic propcrlv of, v, 95.

Sw<«n (Ai.oi^vx.'al. i, 9.

SN-rians, xiv, n, 174.

Sybaris (Inmia), iv, 115: Orphic
gold tablets from, 417 f,

;
.598

; GOI.

Symljolism in religion, 224, 226 f,

Symmacbos, xiv, li, 172.

Syncretism, 288
;

534.

Synanos, 596 1.

Syne, 62 f.

Tacitus, xiv, 47.

Tahiti, funeral dirges of, v, 48.

Talthybios, 134.

TanUlot, 40 f.. 241 ; vii, 27.

Tarantism, IX, 19.

Taraxippos (Hern), 127.

Tarentum, v. 68.

Tartar.^, 76 : vii, 6 ; 340 ;
xi, 38.

Tasmania, cult ol dead in, 585.

Tofhro, Toeofora in epitaphs, xiv, ii, 167.

Teiresias, 36 f..4l ; iii, 3, 8.

Tehgoneia, 65, 90.

Telesilogy in Anaxagoras, xi, 104.

Tellos the Athenian, xiv, ii, 170.

Teroesa, the Hero of, 1.35 f.
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lempie-ueep : m« incuomon.
Tcnea, iv, 138.

TerUoi in Thrace, ix, 85.
Thales, vi, 25 ; 366.
Thamyris, 238.
Tbanatos, xii, 4, 121 ; and Hypnos,

ii, 28.

Thargetia, ix, 87.

Tbeagenes (Hero), 136 ; iv, 119, 134.
Tkfbuit. 75, 90, 93.

0(ioi xiii, 68.

Themistokles as Hero, iv, 30.

Theognetos (Orphic), x. 8 ; 597.
Theognis, 411 1. ; xii, 13.

Theogony ol Epimenides, ix, 123; of

Hesiod, X, 5 ; Orphic, 339 f. ; 596.
Theokrasia, x, 24.

Theology, Homeric, 25 f., 31 f. ; of

the court in Hellenistic period, 538
(see Orphics).

Theophanes (Hero), xiv, ii, 64.

Theophrastos, xiv, 34 ;
Testament of,

V. 137.

Theopompos, on Abaris, ix, 108

;

Ansteas, ix, 109
:

Hakis, ix, 66 ;

Epimenides, ix, 117; Hermotimos,
ix, 112 ;

Phormion, ix, 111.

i 6iit, i| 0cd at Eleusis, v, 19.

Theosophy (Orphic), 3^.
Tbcoxenia, 96 ; iv, 16, 71 ; festival

at Delphi, iv, 82.

Theron, 416.

Theseus, transfer of his Ijones to

Athens, 122 ; expiation of murder of

Skiron, v, 168; Descent to Hades,
vii, 3.

Thesmonhoria, 222.

iiamt, Dionvsiac, Thracian, viii, 31.

30,000 innumerable, xi, 78.

BiXoi, iii, 31.

Thom : sec While-tkorn.

Thracians, viii, 1 1 ; cult of Dionysos,

256 f. ; belief in immortality, 2^ f.

;

in Transmigration, 263 f. ;
Ascetic

practices, x, 78.

Thrasea Paetus, xiv, 64.

$p6rov crpojwilvai for a god, iii, 26.

jxfeuoir (of mystai), ix, 19.

Thunder cloud's driven away by noise,

etc., viii, 63.

0tf(ir, iv. 15.

Thyme used in burial, v, 36.

dvpdr and pux'j. i, 58 ; xi, 1.

Thyrsos, viii, 22.

Tii of Polynesia, v, 161.

Timokles ol Syracuse, x, 7.

iimoieon as Hero, xiv, u, St9.

Titans (Orphic), 340 f.; x, 77 (cf.

p. 76)

Tithonos, 58.

Tityos, 40 f.

Tragedy, Greek, 421 f.

TpdAeis, Thracian tribe of mercenaries,
viii, 77.

Tralles in Karia, criminal law of, v, 150.

Translation, in Homer, 55 f. ; sul»-

terranean, 89 f. ; in Pindar, 414 ;

in Euripides, xii, 127 ; Semitic,

60 ; xiv, ii, 109 ; German, 93 ;

Italian, xiv, ii, 110 ; Tr. to Islands

of the Blest, xiv, ii, 99; to the
Nymphs, xiv, ii, 105 ; into a river,

xiv, ii, 114; by lightning, 583;
Tr. of Achilles, 64 f. ; Alkmene,
xiv, ij, 99 : Althaimenes, iii, 4 ;

Amphiaraos, 89 f. ; Amphilochos, iii,

5; Antinous, xiv, ii, 114 ;
Apollonios

of Tvana, xiv, ii, 116; Aristaios,

iii, '6
; Aristeas (?), ix, 109 ;

Berenike, etc., xiv, ii, 107 ;

Diomedes, 67 ; xiv, ii, 99

;

Emperors, xiv, ii, 107 ; Empedokles,
xi, 61 ;

Erechtheus, 98 ;
Euthymos,

136 ; Hamilcar, xiv. ii, 109 ; Helen,
ii, 21 ; Herakleid. Pont., xi, 61 ;

Iphigeneia, ii, 26 ; Kleomedes, 129 ;

l.aodike, iii, 6 ; Memnon, 64

;

Menelaoe, 55 ; ii, 21 ; Oedipus, xii,

112: Phacthon, iii. 35; Rhada-
manthys, ii, 17 ; Telegonos and
Penelope, 65 ; Trophonios, 90 ;

Tr. no longer understood in later

ages, xiv, ii, 103 ; effected

mechanically, xiv, ii, 106.

Trausians, liii, 75.

Trees planted round graves, i, 28

;

v, 73 ; sacretl to the .v^dnoi, v, 61.

TptaKihts, v, 86 f.
;

xiv, ii, 17.

Trietcric festival of Dionysos, 258,

285.

Triopion, ancient Greek cult there, ix,

89.

Triphylians, v, 11.

Triptolemos, i, 41 ; 220 ; vi, 35 ; as

Judge in Hades, vii, 14.

rpira (sacrifice to the dead), v, 83.

rptroniropts, v, 123 f. ; X, 45.

Trophonios, 90 f., 101, 121, 1,59,

161 ;
V, 133 ; vui, 68 ;

-xiv, ii, 104;

Zeus Troph., iii, 18.

Trojan Heroes, xiv, ii, 41.

Tronis in Phokis, iv, 34.
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'urning oae’s back oo spirits : sea

Avoiaing, etc.

Tumus, tnainslation of, xiv, ii, 1 10,

TVfi^iapiiyos, xiv, ii, 1 1,

Twelve Tabes influenced by Solon, v,

47.

Typhon, vii, 6.

Tyrtaios, xii, 13.

rnderworld, pictures of on \-ases, vii,

27 : Polygnotos* picture o(, 241 f.,

.“Wfi f.

I'nknown gods, iv, 62 : Heroes, 127.

Tnlucky days, v, 158.

Ttopia in Hades, vii, 18.

Vampyre, v, 161 ;
xiv, ii, 86.

Vapour-baths used by S^hians and
Indians to produce religious intoxica-

tion, viii, 39.

Varro, i, 2 1 , 34 : iii, 31 ; vi, 23 ; ix, 1 1 1.

Vendetta • see Revengt.

^enus, conductress of souls, xiv, ii,

146.

Vergil, i. 37 ; vii, 6 ; xi, 50 ; xii, 62 ;

535.

Viliia, tomb of, xiv, ii, 144, 174.

Vine, cultivation of in Thrace, viii,

38 : branches used in burial, v, 37.

Virlntis, legend of. iv, 38.

Visions, 30 f.. 258 f. (and see Urraott).
Visits of Gods to men, ii, 38 (iv,

134).

VcKxloo, Xirgro sect in Haiti, viii, 55.

AVanderings : .see Migration.
Water pollute>i by the neighbourhood

of a corpse, v, 38 ; ix, 76 ; flowing,

katliartic properties of, 588 f.

;

cold water in the lower world, xiv,

ii, 151 ; of Life in folk-lore, ib.

;

speaking, ib.

Ways, Two, Three, in the lower world,

xii, 62.

Weather-magicians, viii, 63 ; ix, 107.

Weregild, 175 f. ; forbidden, v, 154.

Will, freedom of, 423 f. ; 498 L

Wind Soul, xiii, 5 ; Spirits of, v, 124 ;

Bride of, ii, 7.

Wine, belongs to later Dionysos, viii, 3.

Wisdom of Solomon, xiv, li, 117.

White-thorn, v, 95.

Witches, etc. (see also Hekalt), ix,

101 .

Works of " supererogation ” assist

others, x, 66.

World, diflerent Ages of, in Hesiod,
67 f.

World, withdrawal from, in later

Greek life, 546 f. ; enjoyment of, in

early period, 1, 63 ; xiv, ii, 170 ;

hatred of, Christian-Gnostic, xiv, ii,

179: periods of (Orphic), 342.
Wolf-shape, of spirits, iv, 114 ; 590.

Wool, katbartic properties of, 590.

{mxoi 9(01, X, 3.

Xenokrates, vi, 35 ; x. 39 ;
xiv, 1.

Xenophanes, 371 f. : xi, 42 ; xii. 150 ;

xiv, 53.

Xenophon C. Stertinius (Hero), xiv, ii.

Yama, Indian god of the lower
world, vii, 6.

Yogis of India, viii, 43.

Zagreus, 340 f. ; viii, 28 : x, 9. 12, 77 ;

Zaleukos, v, 145,

Zalmoxis, in, 13 ; viii, 10. 28 ; 263.

Zeno (Eleatic), 372 f.

Zeno (Stoic), xiv, 43.

Zeus in Crete, 97 161; ix. 56;
and Alkmene, iv, 134 ; as con-

ductor of Souls, xiv, ii, 146.

Zth 'Afi^dpaof, iii, 19; gfliinos,

159; v, 167; 220;
BovA(vr, V, 7, 19 ; /lilxaiot, v, 170 ;

fuiA/giot, V, 168 ;
npotr^inatot,

v, 148; dfAiot, ii. .38; ZaPiitot,
viii, 10 ; ipo^wnor, iii, 18.

Zopyros, x, 7, 11.

Zoroastrianism, 302.
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Philosophical Studies. By G. E. Moore, Litt.D., Professor
of Philosophy in the University of Cambridge, author of
‘ Principia Ethica,’ editor of ' Mind 15s. net.

‘ Students of philosophy will welcome the publication of this volume. It is

full of interest and stimulus, even to those whom it fails to convince.’

—

Oxford Magazine. ‘ A valuable contribution to philosophy.'

—

Spectator.

The Misuse of Mind : a Study of Bergson’s Attack on Intel-

lectualism. By Karin Stephen. Preface by Henri Bergson.
6s. 6d. net.

' Tliis is a book about Bergson, but it is not one of the ordinary popular
expositions. It is very short ; but it is one of those books the quality of
which is in inverse ratio to its quantity, for it focusses our attention on one
single problem and succeeds in bringing it out with masterly clearness.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.

Conflict and Dream. By W. H. R. Rivers, M.D., Litt.D.,
F.R.S. Preface by Professor G. Elliot Smith. 12s. 6d. net.

‘ Rivers had that kind of commanding vigour that is one of the marks of
genius. Nothing could be more fascinating than to watch him separating
the gold from the alloy in Freud’s theory of dreams. His book is as different
from the usual Freudian book on the same subject as is a book of astronomy
from a book of astrolog\-.’

—

Daily News.

Psychology and Politics, and Other Essays. By W. H. R.
Rivers, F.R.S. Preincehy Professor G. Elliot Smith. Apprecia-
tion by C. S. Myers, F.R.S. 12s. 6d. net.

In all the essays in this volume one feels the scientific mind, the mind
that puts truth first. Each of the essays is interesting and valuable.’

—

New Leader.
‘ This volume is a fine memorial of a solid and cautious

scientific worker.’—Havelock Ellis, in Nation.

Medicine, Magic, and Religion. By W. H. R. Rivers, F.R.S.
Preface lay Professor G. Elliot Smith. Second edition, los. 6d.
net.

' This volume is a document of first-rate importance, and it will remain as
a worthy monument to its distinguished author.’

—

Time.s Literary Supple-
ment. ‘ Always, as we read, we feel we are in close contact with a mind
that is really thinking.’

—

Nation.

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus. By Ludwig Wittgenstein.
Introduction by Bertrand Russell, F.R.S. los. 6d. net.

‘ This is a most important book containing original ideas on a large range
of topics, forming a coherent system which is of extraordinary intere,st and
deserves the attention of all philosophers.'

—

Mind. ' Quite as exciting as
we had been led to suppose it to be.'

—

New Statesman.

The Measurement of Emotion. By W. Whately Smith, M.A

.

Foreword by William Brown, M.D., D.Sc. los. 6d. net.
‘ It should prove of great value to anyone interested in jjsychology and
familiar with current theories

; while the precision of the author’s methods
forms an object lesson in psychological research.’

—

Discovery.
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Scientific Thought. By C. D. Broad, Lilt.D.
,
Lecturer in Philoso-

phy at Trinity College, Cambridge. Second edition, i6s. net.
‘ This closely-reasoned and particularly lucid book is certain to take a chief
place in the discussions of the nature and import of the new concepts of
the physical universe. The book is weighty with matter and marks an
intellectual achievement of the highest order.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.

Psychological Types. By C. G. Jung. Translated with a
Foreword by H. Godwin Baynes, M.B. Third edition, 25s. net.

‘ Among the psychologists who have something of value to tell us Dr. J ung
holds a very high place. He is both sensitive and acute

; and so, like a
great writer, he convinces us that he is not inadequate to the immense
complexity and subtlety of his material. We are conscious throughout of
a sensitiveness, a wide range of understanding, a fair-mindedness, which
give us a real respect for the author.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.

Character and the Unconscious: a Critical Exposition of the
Psychology of Freud and Jung. By J. H. van der Hoop.
los. 6d. net.

' His book is an admirable attempt to reconcile the theories of Jung and
Freud. He shows that the positions taken up by these two psychologists
are not as antagonistic as they appear at first sight. The book contains a
very adequate account of Freud’s teaching in its salient features, and his
treatment of both theories is clear and sympathetic.’

—

New Statesman.

The Meaning of Meaning : a Study of the Influence of Lan-
guage upon Thought. By C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards.

Supplementary Essays by Professor B. Malinowski and F. G.

Crookshank, M.D., Third edition, 12s. 6d. net.

‘ The authors attack the problem from a more fundamental point of view
than that from which others have dealt with it. The importance of their

work is obvious. It is a book for .educationists, ethnologists, grammarians,
logicians, and, above all, psychologists. The book is written with admirable
clarity and a strong sense of humour.’

—

New Statesman.

Scientific Method, By A. D. Ritchie, Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge. los. 6d. net.

‘ The fresh and bright style of Mr. Ititchie’s volume, not without a salt of

humour, makes it an interesting and pleasant book for the general reader.

Taken as a whole it is able, comprehensive, and right in its main argument.’
—British Medical Journal.

' His brilUant book.’

—

Daily News.

The Psychology of Reasoning. By Eugenio Rignano, Pro-

fessor of Philosophy in the University of Milan. 14s. net.

‘ The theory is that reasoning is simply imaginative experimenting. Such
a theory offers an easy explanation of error, and Professor Rignano draws
it out in a very convincing manner.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.

Chance, Love and Logic : Philosophical Essays. By Charles

S. Peirce. Edited with an Introduction by Morris R. Cohen.

Supplementary Essay by John Dewey. 12s. 6d. net.

' 1 1 is impossible to read Peirce without recognizing the presence of a superior

mind. He was something of a genius.’—F. C. S. Schiller, in Spectator.
'

It is here that one sees what abrilliant mind he had and how independently

he could think.’

—

Nation.
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The Nature of Laughter. By J. C. Gregory. los. 6d. net.

‘ Mr. Gregory, in this fresh and stimulating study, joins issue with ail his

predecessors. In our judgment he has made a distinct advance in the study
of laughter ; and his remarks on wit, humour, and comedy, are most dis-

criminating.'

—

Journal of Education.

The Philosophy of Music. By William Pole, F.R.S., Mus. Doc.
Edited with an Introduction by Professor E. J. Dent and a
Supplementary Elssay by Dr. Hamilton Hartridge. los. 6d. net.

' This is an excellent book and its re-issue should be welcomed by all who
take more than a superficial interest in music. Dr. Pole possessed not only a
wide knowledge of these matters, but also an attractive style, and this
combination has enabled him to set forth clearly and sufficiently completely
to give the general reader a fair all-round grasp of his subject.'

—

Discovery.

Individual Psychology. By Alfred Adler. Second edition,

i8s. net.
' He makes a valuable contribution to psychology. His thesis is extremely
simple and comprehensive : mental phenomena when correctly understood
may be regarded as leading up to an end which consists in establishing the
subject's superiority.'

—

Discovery.

The Philosophy of ‘ As If’. By Hans Vaihinger. 25s. net.
* The most important contribution to philosophical literature in a quarter
of a century. Briefly, Vaihinger amasses evidence to prove that we can
arrive at theories which work pretty well by “ consciously false assump-
tions ". We know that these fictions in no way reflect reality, but we treat
them as if they did. Among such fictions are : the average man, freedom,
God, empty space, matter, the atom, infinity.'

—

Spectator.

Speculations ; Essays on Humanism and the Philosophy of Art.
By T. E. Hulme. Edited by Herbert Read. Frontispiece and
Foreword by Jacob Epstein. los. 6d. net.

‘ With its peculiar merits, this book is most unUkely to meet with the
slightest comprehension from the usual reviewer. Hulme was known as a
brilliant talker, a brilliant amateur of metaphysics, and the author of two
or three of the most beautiful short poems in the language. In this volume
he appears as the forerunner of a new attitude of mind.'

—

Criterion.

The Nature of Intelligence. By L. L. Thurstone, Professor
of Psychology in the University of Chicago. los. 6d. net.

' Prof. Thurstone distinguishes three views of the nature of intelligence,
the Academic, the Psycho-analytic, the Behaviourist. Against these
views, he expounds his thesis that consciousness is unfinished action. His
book is of the first importance. All who make use of mental tests will do
well to come to terms with his theory.'

—

Times Literary Supplement.

Telepathy and Clairvoyance. By Rudolf Tischner. Preface
by E. J. Dingwall. With 20 illustrations, los. 6d. net.

' Such investigations may now expect to receive the grave attention of
modem readers. They will find the material here collected of great value
and interest. The cluef interest of the book lies in the experiments it

records, and we think that these will persuade any reader free from violent
prepossessions that the present state of the evidence necessitates at least
an open mind regarding their possibility.'

—

Times Literary Supplement.
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The Growth of the Mind ; an Introduction to Child Psychology.
By K. Koffka, Professor in the University of Giessen. Fifth

edition, revised and reset, 15s. net.

‘ His book is extremely interesting, and it is to be hoped that it will be
widely read.’

—

Times Literary Supplement. Leonard Woolf, reviewing this

book and the following one in the Nation, writes ;
‘ Every serious student

of psychology ought to read it [The Apes'\, and he should supplement it by
reading The Growth of the Mind, for Professor Kofika joins up the results of

Kohler’s observations with the results of the study of child-psychology.’

The Mentality of Apes. By Professor W. Koehler, of Berlin

University. Third edition, with 28 illustrations, los. 6d. net.

‘ May fairly be said to mark a turning-point in the history of psychology.
The book is both in substance and form an altogether admirable piece of

work. It is of absorbing interest to the psychologist, and hardly less to the
layman. His work will always be regarded as a classic in its kind and a
model for future studies.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.

The Psychology of Religious Mysticism. By Professor James
H. Leuba. Second edition, 15s. net.

‘ Based upon solid research.’

—

Times Literary Supplement. ' The book is

fascinating and stimulating even to those who do not agree with it, and it

is scholarly as well as scientific.’

—

Review of Reviews.
' The most success-

ful attempt in the EngUsh language to penetrate to the heart of

mysticism.’

—

New York Nation.

The Psychology of a Musical Prodigy. By G. Revesz, Director

of the Psychological Laboratory, Amsterdam. los. 6d. net.

' For the first time we have a scientific report on the development of a

musical genius. Instead of being dependent on the vaguely marvellous

report of adoring relatives, we enter the more satisfying atmosphere of

precise tests. That Erwin is a* musical genius, nobody who reads this

book will doubt.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.

Principles of Literary Criticism. By I. A. Richards, Fellow of

Magdalene College, Cambridge, and Professor of English at

Peking University. Fourth edition, los. 6d. net.

‘ An important contribution to the rehabilitation of English criticism

—

perhaps because of its sustained scientific nature, the most important

contribution yet made. Mr. Richards begins with an account of the present

chaos of critical theories and follows with an analysis of the fallacy in

modern aesthetics.’

—

Criterion.

The Metaphysical Foundations of Modern Science. By
Professor Edwin A. Burtt. 14s. net.

' This book deals with a profoundly interesting subj ect. The critical portion

is admirable.’—Bertrand Russell, in Nation.
' A history of the origin and

development of what was, until recently, the metaphysic generally asso-

ciated with the scientific outlook. . . . quite .
admirably done.’—

Times Literary Supplement.

The Psychology of Time. By Mary Sturt, M.A

.

7s. 6d. net.

An interesting book, typical of the work of the younger psychologists of

to-day. The clear, concise style of writing adds greatly to the pleasure

of the reader.’

—

Journal of Education.
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Physique and Character. By E. Kretschmer, Professor in the
University of Marburg. With 31 plates, 15s. net.

' His contributions to psychiatry are practically unknown in this country,
and we therefore welcome a translation of his notable work. The problem
considered is the relation between human form and human nature.
Such researches must be regarded as of fundamental importance. We
thoroughly recommend this volume.’

—

British Medical Journal.

The Psychology of Emotion : Morbid and Normal. By
John T. MacCurdy, M.D. 25s. net.

' There are two reasons in particular for welcoming this book. First, it is

by a psychiatrist who takes general psychology seriously. Secondly, the
author presents his evidence as well as his conclusions. This is distinctly
a book which should be read by all interested in psychology. Its subject
is important and the treatment interesting.’

—

Manchester Guardian.

Problems of Personality : Essays in honour of Morton Prince.

Edited hy A. A. Robach, Ph.D. Second edition, i8s. net.

' Here we have collected together samples of the work of a great many of
the leading thinkers on the subjects which may be expected to throw light

on the problem of Personality. Some such survey is always a tremendous
help in the study of any subject. Taken all together, the book is full of
interest,’

—

New Statesman.

The Mind and its Place in Nature. By C. D. Broad, Litt.D.,

Lecturer in Philosophy at Trinity College, Cambridge. Second
impression. i6s. net.

‘ Quite the best book that Dr. Broad has yet given us, and one of the most
important contributions to philosophy made in recent times.'

—

Times
Literary Supplement. '

Full of accurate thought and useful distinctions
and on this ground it deserves to be read by all serious students.’—Bertrand
Russell, in Nation.

Colour-Blindness. By Mary Collins, M.A., Ph.D. Introduc-
tion by Dr. James Drever. With a coloured plate, 12s. 6d. net.

' Her book is worthy of high praise .is a painstaking, honest, well-written
endeavour, based upon extensive reading and close original investigation,
to deal witii colour-vision, mainly from the point of view of the psychologist.
We believe that the book will commend itself to everyone interested in

the subject.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.

The History of Materialism. By F. A. Lange. New edition in

one volume, with an Introduction by Bertrand Russell, F.R.S.
15s. net.

' An immense and valuable work.’

—

Spectator. ' A monumental work of

the highest value to all who wish to know what has been said by advocates
of Materialism, and why philosophers have in the main remained uncon-
vinced.’—From the Introduction.

Psyche : the Cult of Souls and the Belief in Immortality among
the Greeks. By Erwin Rohde. 25s. net.

‘ The production of an admirably exact and unusually readable translation
of Rohde’s g^reat book is an event on which all concerned are to be con-
gjratulated. It is in the truest sense a classic, to which all future scholars
must turn if they would learn how to see the inward significance of primitive
cults.'

—

Daily News.
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Educational Psychology. By Charles Fox, Lecturer on
Education in the University of Cambridge. Third edition,
los. 6d. net.

' a worthy addition to a series of outstanding merit.'

—

Lancet. ‘

Certainly
one of the best books of its kind.'

—

Observer.
' An extremely able book,

not only useful, but original.'

—

Journal of Education.

Emotion and Insanity. By S. Thalhitzer, Chief of the Medical
Staff, Copenhagen Asylum. Preface by Professor H. Hdffding.
7s. 6d. net.

Whatever the view taken of this fascinating explanation, there is one plea
in this book which must be whole-heartedly endorsed, that psychiatric
research should receive much more consideration in the eSort to determine
the nature of normal mental processes.'

—

Nature.

Personality. By R. G. Gordon, M.D., D.Sc. Second impres-
sion. los. 6d. net.

‘ The book is, in short, a very useful critical discussion of the most important
modem work bearing on the mind-body problem, the whole knit together
by a philosophy at least as promising as any of those now current.’

—

Times
Literary Supplement. ‘ A significant contribution to the study of
personality.’

—

British Medical Journal.

Biological Memory. By Eugenio Rignano, Professor of

Philosophy in the University of Milan. los. 6d. net.
' Professor Rignano’s book may prove to have am important bearing on the
whole mechanist-vitalist controversy. He has endeavoured to give meaning
to the special property of " livingness.” The author works out his theory
with great vigour and ingenuity, and the book deserves the earnest atten-
tion of students of biology.’

—

Spectator.

Comparative Philosophy. By Paul Masson-Oursel. Intro-

duction by F. G. Crookshdnk, M.D., F.R.C.P. los. 6d. net.

He is an authority on Indian and Chinese philosophy, and in this book
he develops the idea that philosophy should be studied as a series of natural
events by means of a comparison of its development in various countries

and environments.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.

The Language and Thought of the Child. By Jean Piaget,

Professor at the University of Geneva. Preface by Professor

E. Claparlde. los. 6d. net.
' A very interesting book. Eveiyone interested in psychology, education,

or the art of thought should read it. The results are surprising, but perhaps
the most surprising thing is how extraordinarily little was previously known
of the way in which children think.’

—

Nation.

Crime and Custom in Savage Society. By B. Malinowski,

Professor of Anthropology in the University of London.

With 6 plates, 5s. net.
' A book of great interest to any intelligent reader.’

—

Sunday Times.
‘ This stimulating essay on primitivejurisprudence.’

—

Nature.
’ In bringing

out the fact that tact, adaptability, and intelligent self-interest are not

confined to the civilized races, the author of this interesting study has

rendered a useful service to the humanizing of the science of man.’

—

New
Statesman.
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Psychology and Ethnology. By W. H. R. Rivers, M.D., Litt.D.,

F.R.S. Preface by G. EUiot Smith, F.R.S. 15s. net.

‘ This notice in no way exhausts the treasures that are to be found in this
volume, which really requires long and detailed study. We congratulate
the editor on producing it. It is a worthy monument to a great man.’

—

Saturday Review.
' Everything he has written concerning anthropology is

of interest to serious students.'

—

Times Literary Supplement.

Theoretical Biology. By J. von Uexkiill. i8s. net.

‘ It is not easy to give a critical account of this important book. Partly
because of its ambitious scope, that of re-setting biological formulations
in a new synthesis, partly because there is an abundant use of new terms.
Thirdly, the author’s arguments are so radically important that they cannot
justly be dealt with in brief compass. No one can read the book without
feeling the thrill of an unusually acute mind.'—J. Arthur Thomson, in

Journal of Philosophical Studies.

Thought and the Brain. By Henri Pieron, Professor at the
College de France. 12s. 6d. net.

‘ a very valuable summary of recent investigations into the structure and
working of the nervous system. He is prodigal of facts, but sparing of
theories. His book can be warmly recommended as giving the reader a
vivid idea of the intricacy and subtlety of the mechanism by which the
human animal co-ordinates its impressions of the outside world.’

—

Times
Literary Supplement.

Sex and Repression in Savage Society. By B. Malinowski,
Professor of Anthropology in the University of London,
los. 6d. net.

‘ This work is a most important contribution to anthropology and
psychology, and it will be long before our text-books are brought up to the
standard which is henceforth indispen.sable.’

—

Saturday Review.

Social Life in the Animal World. By F. Alverdes, Professor
of Zoology in the University of Marburg. los. 6d. net.

’ Most interesting and useful. He has collected a wealth of evidence on group
psychology.’

—

Manchester Guardian. " Can legitimately be compared with
Kdhler’s Mentality of Apes.'—Nation. ' We have learnt a great deal from
his lucid analysis of the springs of animal behaviour.’

—

Saturday Review.

The Psychology of Character. By. A. A. Roback, Ph.D.
Third edition, 21s. net.

‘ He gives a most complete and admirable historical survey of the study of
character, with an account of all the methods of approach and schools of
thought. Its comprehensiveness is little short of a miracle ; but Dr.
Roback writes clearly and well ; his book is as interesting as it is erudite.’

—

New Statesman.

The Social Basis of Consciousness. By Trigant Burrow,
M.D., Ph.D. I2S. 6d. net.

' A most important book. He is not merely revolting against the schema-
tism of Freud and his pupils. He brings something of very great hope for
the solution of human incompatibilities. Psycho-analysis already attacks
problems of culture, religion, politics. But Dr. Burrow’s book seems to
promise a wider outlook upon our common life.’

—

New Statesman.
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The Effects of Music. Edited by Max Schoen. 15s. net.
‘ The results of such studies as this confirm the observations of experience,
and enable us to hold with much greater confidence views about such things
as the durability of good music compared with bad.’

—

Times Literary
Supplement. ‘ The facts marshalled are of interest to all music-lovers, and
particularly so to musicians.'

—

Musical Mirror.

The Analysis of Matter. By Bertrand Russell, F.R.S. 21s.

net.

' Of the first importance not only for philosophers and physicists but for
the general reader too. The first of its three parts supphes a statement
and interpretation of the doctrine of relativity and of the quantum theory,
done with his habitual uncanny lucidity (and humour), as is indeed the
rest of the book.’

—

Manchester Guardian. ‘ His present brilliant book is

candid and stimulating and, for both its subject and its treatment, one of

the best that Mr. Russell has given us.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.

Political Pluralism ; a Study in Modem Political Theory. By
K. C. Hsiao. los. 6d. net.

He deals with the whole of the literature, considers Gierke, Duguit,
Krabbe, Cole, the Webbs, and Laski, and reviews the relation of pluralistic

thought to representative government, philosophy, law, and international
relations. There is no doubt that he has a grasp of his subject and breadth
of view.’

—

Yorkshire Post.
‘ This is a very interesting book.’

—

Mind.

The Neurotic Personality. By R. G. Gordon, M.D., D.Sc.,

F.R.C.P.Ed. los. 6d. net.

‘ Such knowledge as we have on the subject, coupled with well-founded

speculation and presented with clarity and judgment, is offered to the

reader in this interesting book.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.
' A most

excellent book, in which he pleads strongly for a rational viewpoint towards
the psychoneuroses.’

—

Nature.

Problems in Psychopathology. By T. W. Mitchell, M.D.
9s. net.

‘ A masterly and reasoned summary of Freud’s contribution to psychology.

He writes temperately on a controversisil subject.’

—

Birmingham Post.
‘ When Dr. Mitchell writes anything we expect a brilliant effort, and we are

not disappointed in this series of lectures.’

—

Nature.

Religious Conversion. By Sante de Sanctis, Professor of

Psychology in the University of Rome. 12s. 6d. net.

' He writes purely as a psychologist, excluding all religious and inetaphysical

assumptions. This being clearly understood, his astonishingly well-

documented book will be found of great value aUke by those who do, and

those who do not, share his view of the psychic factors at work in conversion.

Daily News.

Judgment and Reasoning in the Child. By Jean Piaget,

Professor at the University of Geneva. los. 6d. net.

His new book is further evidence of his cautious and interesting work.

We recommend it to every student of child mentality.’

—

Spectator. A
minute investigation of the mental processes of early childhood. Dr. Piaget

seems to us to underrate the importance of his investigations. He makes

some original contributions to logic.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.
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Dialectic. By Mortimer J. Adler, Lecturer in Psychology,
Columbia University, los. 6d. net.

‘ It concerns itself with an analysis of the logical process involved in
ordinary conversation when a conflict of opinion arises. This enquiry into
the essential implications of everyday discussion is of keen interest.'

—

Birmingham Post.

Possibility. By Scott Buchanan. los. 6d. net.

‘ This is an essay in philosophy, remarkably well written and attractive.

Various sorts of possibility, scientific, imaginative, and " absolute " are
distinguished. In the course of arriving at his conclusion the author makes
many challenging statements which produce a book that many will find

well worth reading.'

—

British Journal of Psychology.

The Technique of Controversy. By Boris B. Bogoslovsky.

I2S. 6d. net.
‘ We can only say that, in comparison with the orthodox treatise on logic,

this book makes really profitable and even fascinating reading. It is

fresh and stimulating, and is in every respect worthy of a place in the
important series to which it belongs.'

—

Journal of Education.

The Symbolic Process, and its Integration in Children. By
John F. Markey, Ph.D. los. 6d. net.

‘ He has collected an interesting series of statistics on such points as the
composition of the childish vocabulary at various ages, the prevalence of

personal pronouns, and so on. His merit is that he insists throughout
on the social character of the " symbolic process —Times Literary
Supplement.

The Social Insects : their Origin and Evolution. By William
Morton Wheeler, Professorof Entomology at Harvard University.

With 48 plates, 21s. net.

‘ We have read no book [on the subject] which is up to the standard of
excellence achieved here.'

—

Field.
‘ The whole book is so crowded with

biological facts, satisfying deductions, and philosophic comparisons that
it commands attention, and an excellent index renders it a valuable book
of reference,’

—

Manchester Guardian.

How Animals Find Their Way About. By E. Rabaud, Pro-
fessor of Experimental Biology in the University of Paris.

With diagrams, 7s. 6d. net.

‘ A charming essay on one of the most interesting problems in animal
psychology.'

—

Journal of Philosophical Studies. ‘ No biologist or psychol-
ogist can afiord to ignore the critically examined experiments which he
describes in this book. It is an honest attempt to explain mysteries, and
as such has great value.'

—

Manchester Guardian.

Plato’s Theoiw of Ethics : a Study of the Moral Criterion and
the Highest Good. By Professor R. C. Lodge. 21s. net.

‘ A long and systematic treatise covering practically the whole range of

Plato's philosophical thought, which yet owes little to linguistic exegesis,

constitutes a remarkable achievement. It would be difficult to conceive
of a work which, within the same compass, would demonstrate more clearly
that there is an organic whole justly known as Platonism which is internally
coherent and eternally valuable.'

—

Times Literary Supplement.
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Contributions to Analytical Psychology. By C. G. Jung.
Dr. Med.

,

Zurich, author of ‘ Psychologic^ T57pes Translated
by H. G. and Cary F. Baynes. i8s. net.

‘ Taken as a whole, the book is extremely important and will further
consoUdate his reputation as the most purely brilUant investigator that the
psycho-analytical movement has produced.'

—

Times Literary Supplement.

An Historical Introduction to Modern Psychology. By
Gardner Murphy, Ph.D. Third Edition, 21s. net.

' That Dr. Murphy should have been able to handle this mass of material
in an easy and attractive way is a considerable achievement. He has read
widely and accurately, but his erudition is no burden to him. His
summaries are always lively and acute.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.

Emotions of Normal People. By William Moulton Marston,
Lecturer in Psychology in Coliunbia University. i8s. net.

' He is an American psychologist and neurologist whose work is quite un-
known in this country. He has written an important and daring book, a
very stimulating book. He has thrown down challenges which many may
consider outrageous.'

—

Saturday Review.

The Child's Conception of the World. By Jean Piaget,

Professor at the University at Geneva. 12s. 6d. net.

‘ The child-mind has been largely an untapped region. Professor Piaget
has made a serious and efiective drive into this area, and has succeeded in

marking in a considerable outline of the actual facts. They are of interest

to all who want to understand children. We know of no other source from
which the same insight can be obtained.’

—

Manchester Guardian.

Colour and Colour Theories. By Christine Ladd-Franklin.

With 9 coloured plates, 12s. 6d. net.

' This is a collection of the various papers in which Mrs. Ladd-Franklin has
set out her theory of colour-vision—one of the best-known attempts to

make a consistent story out of this tangle of mysterious phenomena. Her
ihoory is one of the most ingenious and comprehensive that has been put

forward.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.

The Psychology of Philosophers. By Alexander Herzberg,

Ph.D. los. 6d. net.

‘ It has been left for him to expound the points in which the psychology

[of philosophers] appears to differ both from that of Vhomme moyen sensuel

and from that of men of genius in other walks of life. It may be admitted

freely that he puts his case with engaging candour.’

—

Times Literary

Supplement.

Creative Imagination : Studies in the Psychology of Literature.

By June E. Downey, Professor of Psychology in the University

of Wyoming. los. 6d. net.

' This is an altogether delightful book. Her psychology is not of the

dissecting-room 1^e that destroys what it analyses. The author’s own
prose has a high literary quality, while she brings to her subject originality

and breadth of view.’

—

Birmingham Post.
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The Art of Interrogation. By E. R. Hamilton, M.A., B.Sc.,

Lecturer in Education, University College of North Wales.
Introduction by Professor C. Spearman, F.R.S. 7s. 6d. net.

‘ His practical advice is of the utmost possible value, and his book is to
be recommended not only to teachers but to all parents who take any
interest in the education of their children. It sets out first principles with
lucidity and fairness, and is stimulating.'

—

Saturday Review.

The Growth of Reason : a Study of Verbal Activity. By
Frank Lorimer, Lecturer in Social Theory, Wellesley College,

los. 6d. net.

a valuable book in which the relation of social to organic factors in thought
development is traced, the argument being that while animals may live
well by instinct, and primitive communities by culture patterns, civiliza-

tion can live well only by symbols and logic.'

—

Lancet.

The Trauma of Birth. By Otto Rank. los. 6d. net.
‘ His thesis asserts that the neurotic patient is still shrinking from the pain
of his own birth. This motive of the birth trauma Dr. Rank follows in many
aspects, psychological, medical, and cultural. He sees it as the root of
religion, art, and philosophy. There can be no doubt of the illumination
which Dr. Rank’s thesis can cast on the neurotic psyche.’

—

Times Literary
SuppJement.

Biological Principles. By J. H. Woodger, B.Sc., Reader in

Biology in the University of London. 21s. net.
‘ The task Mr. Woodger has undertaken must have been very difficult and
laborious, but he may be congratulated on the result,’

—

Manchester Guardian.
‘ No biologist who really wishes to face fundamental problems should omit
to read it.’

—

Nature.

Principles of Experimental Psychology. By H. Pieron,
Professor at the College de France. los. 6d. net.

‘ Treating psycholo^ as the science of reactions. Professor Pi6ron ranges
over the whole field in a masterly rdsumd. We do not know of any general
work on the subject which is so completely modem in its outlook. As an
introduction to the whole subject his book appiears to us very valuable.’
Times Literary Supplement.

The Statistical Method in Economics and Political Science
By P. Sargant Florence, M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Commerce
in the University of Birmingham. 25s. net.

‘ It sums up the work of all the best authorities, but most of it is the author’s
own, is fresh, original, stimulating, and written in that lucid style that one
has been led to expect from him. Its breadth and thoroughness are
remarkable, for it is very much more than a mere text-book on statistical
method .

’

—

Nature

.

Human Speech. By Sir Richard Paget, Bt., F.Inst.P. With
numerous illhstrations. 25s. net.

‘ There is a unique fascination about a really original piece of research. The
process of detecting one of Nature’s secrets constitutes an adventure of the
mind almost as thrilling to read as to experience. It is such an adventure
that Sir Richard Paget describes. The pst of the theory is that speech
is a gesture of the mouth, and more e^cially of the tongue. We feel that
we can hardly praise it too highly.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.
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The Foundations of Geometry and Induction. By Jean
Nicod. Introduction by Bertrand Russell, F.R.S. i6s. net.

‘ Anyone on first reading these two essays might be tempted to underrate
them, but further study would show him his mistake, and convince him that
the death of their author at the age of thirty has been a most serious loss

to modem philosophy.’

—

Journal of Philosophical Studies.

Pleasure and Instinct : a Study in the Psychology of Human
Action. By A. H. B. AUen. 12s. 6d, net.

‘ An eminently clear and readable monograph on the much-discussed
problem of the nature of pleasure and unpleasure. Since this work
amplifies some of the most important assets of general psychology, the
student will find it useful to read in conjunction with his text-book.’

—

British Medical Journal.

History of Chinese Political Thought, during the early Tsin
Period. By Liang Chi-Chao. With 2 portraits, los. 6d. net.

' For all his wide knowledge of non-Chinese political systems and the breadth
of his own opinions, he remained at heart a Confucianist. Amidst the
dmms and trumpets of the professional politicians, this great scholar’s

exposition of the political foundations of the oldest civilization in the world
comes like the deep note of some ancient temple bell.’

—

Times Literary

Supplement.

Five Types of Ethical Theory. By C. D. Broad, Litt.D.,

Lecturer at Trinity College, Cambridge. i6s. net.
‘ A book on ethics by Dr. Broad is bound to be welcome to all lovers of clear

thought. There is no branch of philosophical study which stands more in

need of the special gifts which mark all his writings, ^eat analytical acumen,
eminent lucidity of thought and statement, serene detachment from
irrelevant prejudices.’

—

Mind.

The Nature of Life. By Eugenio Rignano, Professor of

Philosophy in the University of Milan. 7s. 6d. net.

‘ In this learned and arresting study he has elaborated the arguments of

those biologists who have seen in the activities of the simplest organisms

purposive movements inspired by trial and error and foreshadowing the

reasoning powers of the higher animals and man. It is this purposiveness

of life which distinguishes it from all the inorganic processes.’

—

New
Statesman.

The Mental Development of the Child. By Karl Biihler,

Professor in the University of Vienna. 8s. 6d. net.

‘ He summarizes in a masterly way all that we have really learned so far

about the mental development of the child. Few psychologists show a

judgment so cool and so free from the bias of preconceived theories. He
takes us with penetrating comments through the silly age, the chimpanzee

age, the age of the grabber, the toddler, the babbler.’

—

Times Literary

Supplement.

The Child’s Conception of Physical Causality. By Jean

Piaget, Professor at the University of Geneva. 12s. 6d. net.

‘ Develops further his valuable work. Here he endeavours to arrive at

some idea of the child’s notions of the reasons behind movement, and hence

to consider its primitive system of physics. His results are likely to prove

useful in the study of the psychological history of the human race and m
the understanding of primitive peoples, as well as that of the child. His

method is admirable.’—SaiMZifay Review.
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Integrative Psychology : a Study of Unit Response. By
WiUiam M. Marston, C. Dcdy King, and Elizabeth H. Marston.
2IS. net.

‘ Here is a daring attempt to explain personality in terms of physiology.
It might seem that in such an attempt the authors must have slighted
personality. It is found, however, that they have magnified its importance.
To deal adequately with the long and admirably co-ordinated argrumenl
of this book is impossible, and it must suffice to refer all who desire that
psychology shall be placed on a scientific basis to the book itself.'

—

Saturday
Review.

Eidetic Imagery, and the Typological Method. By E. R.
Jaensch, Professor in the University of Marburg. 7s. 6d. net.

' While the work of Professor Jaensch is well-known to psychologists and
educationalists, it is too little known to physicians. An excellent translation
recently published leaves no excuse for ignorance of a subject as important
as it is interesting. The author epitomizes much of the recen t

work on these fascinating topics.’

—

Lancet.

The Laws of Feeling. By F. Paulhan. Translated by C. K.
Ogden. los. 6d. net.

‘ It is strange that so important a contribution to our knowledge of feeling
and emotion should have suffered neglect. The main thesis that the author
advances is that all feeling, even pleasure and pain, and all emotion are due
to the arrest of tendencies.'

—

Saturday Review.

The Psychology of Intelligence and Will. By H. G. Wyatt.
I2S. 6d. net.

' Its value lies, not merely in the analysis of volitional consciousness and the
definite relation of will-process in its highest form of free initiative to the
capacity for relational thinking in its most creative aspect, but in the
reasoned challenge which it makes to all forms of mechanistic psychology.’

—Journal of PhUosophical Studies.

The Concentric Method, in the Diagnosis of the Psycho-
neurotic. By M. Laignel-Lavastine

,

Associate-Professor of
the Paris Medical Faculty. With 8 illustrations. los. 6d. net.

‘ This book emphasizes the physiological aspects of the psychoneuroses
which are liable to be overlooked or altogether neglected, and it will certainly
be read with advantage by those concerned with the treatment of psycho-
neurotic patients.’

—

British Medical Journal.

The Foundations of Mathematics and other logical Essays.
By F. P. Ramsey. Edited by R. B. Braithwaite,
Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. Preface by G. E. Moore,
Litt. D., Professor of Mental Philosophy and Logic in the
University of Cambridge. 15s. net.

' His work on mathematical logic seems to me the most important that has
appeared since Wittgenstein’s Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus.’—Bertrand
Russell, in Mind. '

1 recommend it as being at once more exciting and more
fruitful than themore sustained theorizingofmaturer philosophers. ’

—

Granta.

The Philosophy of the Unconscious. By E. von Hartmann.
Introduction by C. K. Ogden. 15s. net.

* The reprint of so famous a book in a cheap and accessible medium is a
boon which should not be accepted ungraciously. Mr. Ogden contributes
a short but suggestive introduction.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.
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The Psychology of Men of Genius. By E, Kretschmer,
Professor in the University of Marburg. With 42 plates, 15s. net.

* We are grateful for a deeply interesting and illuminating survey of the
problem.'

—

Journal of Neurology. ‘ A fascinating study which illuminates
on almost every page some new comer of biographical history. Much
learning is used, and instead of writing many books the author has con-
centrated a life-time of study into one.’

—

Morning Post.

Outlines of the History of Greek Philosophy, By
E. Zeller. Thirteenth Edition completely revised by Dr.
W. Nestle. 15s. net.

* This new edition of a classical work on the history of philosophy will be
of great use to the student and not less as a handy manual to the specialists.

We find masterly essays on the pre-socratic thinkers, a succinct review of

Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy, with a clear survey of Hellenistic

and Roman philosophers and Neo-platonism.’

—

Philosopher

.

The Primitive Mind and Modern Civilization. By
C. R. Aldrich. Introduction by B. Malinowski, Professor of

Anthropology in the University of London. Foreword by
C. G. Jung. I2S. 6d. net.

‘ He has tried to show how far the psychology of the savage is alive and
operative in modern civilization, and to offer adequate psychological

explanations of manners and customs seemingly irrational or superstitious.

He develops his thesis with ingenuity and a wide knowledge of the vast

literature.’

—

News-Chronicle.

The Psychology of Children’s Drawings, from theFirst Stroke

to the Coloured Drawing. By Helga Eng. With 8 coloured

plates and numerous line illustrations, 12s. 6d. net.
‘ The first part of the book is data, the detailed description of a single child’s

drawings from the age of ten months to eight years, with many excellent

reproductions of the original sketches. In the second part Dr. Eng discusses

these stages more fully and traces their development and psychology. This

is the most valuable contribution of her book .’—Manchester Guardian.

The Theory of Legislation. By Jeremy Bentham. Edited, with

an Introduction and Notes by C. K. Ogden. 7s. 6d. net.

‘ Emphatically a book that every political student should possess and keep

for constant reference.’

—

Everyman.
' A handsome edition of one of the

great classics of social science .’—Literary Guide.
' This book is cordially

recommended to the legal profession .’—Law Journal.

Invention and the Unconscious. By/. M. Montmasson

Translated, with an Introduction, by Dr. H. Stafford Hatfield.

15s. net.
‘ His informative and stimulating essay, in which he first examines many
discoveries in the scientific and mechanical field, and then considers

generally how the unconscious mind may bring inventions to birth.

Discovery.

The Mind and its Body : the Foundations of Psycholo^. By
Charles Fox, Lecturer on Education in the University of Cam-

bridge. los. 6d. net.
‘ The whole field of psychology is reviewed withcandour It will lead many

to review their basic concepts and some to realize that psychoR^ has

something to add to our understanding of the workings of the body. —
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The Social Life of Monkeys and Apes. By S. Zuckerman,
Anatomist to the Zoological Society of London. With 24
plates, 15s. net.

' This remarkable book discusses monkey sociology in general, and that of
the Zoo Monkey Hill in particular. The clear white light of truth which
Dr. Zuckerman's tireless research throws upon the latter is particularly
welcome. This is a notable book, the result of long observation and sound
reasoning.’—E. G. Boulenger, in Daily Telegraph. ‘ A graphic and frank
account of the amazing doings of the baboons he watched. It is no exag-
geration to claim that the book marks the beginning of a new epoch in the
study of a subject which is the essential foundation of the biological approach
to sociology.’—Professor G. Elliot Smith, F.R.S., in Sunday Times.

The Development of the Sexual Impulses. By R. E. Money-
Kyrle, author of The Meaning of Sacrifice. los. 6d. net.

‘ Dr. Money-Kyrle has developed his theme with exceptional insight and
sense of proportion. Students who wish to know what psycho-analysis
really imphes, and what an impressive theoretical structure it has built up,
could hardly find a more stimulating introduction to Freud’s own writings
than Dr. Money-Kyrle’s book.’

—

Times Literary Supplement.

Constitution-Types in Delinquency. By W. A. Willemse,
Lecturer in Psychology at the University of Pretoria. With
32 plates, 15s. net.

' a valuable book which students of delinquency cannot afford to ignore.’—Times Literary Supplement. ' A great deal of valuable material for the
criminologist. '

—

Brain

.

Mencius on the Mind. By 7 . A. Richards, author of

Principles of Literary Criticism. los. 6d. net.

His very interesting and suggestive book. He takes certain passages
from Mencius and attempts a literal rendering, as an introduction to his
general theme, the difficulty of translation. It well deserves reading by all

interested in relations between East and West.’

—

New Statesman.

The Sciences of Man in the Making. By Professor E. A.
Kirkpatrick. 15s. net.

‘ Introduces the reader to scientific method and to the points of view of
anthropology and ethnology, of physiology and hygiene, of eugenics and
euthenics, of economic and poUtical science, of individual and social

psychology, of sociology and education, of reUgion and ethics. Should be
interesting to a wide public.'

—

Journal of Education.

The Psychology of Consciousness. By C. Daly King.
Introduction by Dr. W. M. Marston. 12s. 6d. net.

Consciousness is not an accidental by-product of human life, but rather
constitutes the chief goal of living. The degree of completeness of con-
sciousness, as distinguished from such criteria as happiness or pleasure, is

the one valid measure of normalcy that we possess.

The Psychology of Animals, in Relation to Human Psychology.
By F. Alverdes, Professor of Zoology, University of Marburg,
gs. net.

Shows how the psychological attitude to animal behaviour may be used to
guide experiment, arguing that animal behaviour can be interpreted by
human minds.
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Ethical Relativity. 'ByE.A.Westermarck, Ph.D., Hon.LL.D.,
author of A History of Human Marriage. 12s. 6d. net.

‘ This very important work. . . . It is of great advantage to have his
theoretical doctrine in this separate and considered form. In these days it

is a refreshment to have a writer who attempts to throw light on right and
wrong and good by tracing them back to their origin. Psychology and
anthropology may give us vital and hopeful knowledge about the nature of
morals.'—S. Alexander, O.M., in Manchester Guardian.

The Spirit of Language in Civilization. By K. Vossler.

I2S. od. net.

Develops a profound philosophy of language, based on a distinction between
the inner language form (individual and racial) and the outer language
form (universal).

The Moral Judgment of the Child. By Jean Piaget, Professor

at the University of Geneva. 12s. 6d. net.

This book will appeal to an even wider circle of readers than his previous
studies. How children think about behaviour is now investigated—what
ideas they form of right and wrong, of justice, of punishment, and of fairness

in their own games.

The Gestalt Theory, and the Problem of Configuration. By
Bruno Petermann. Illustrated, 15s. net.

The importance of the gestalt theory in contemporary psychology cannot

be gainsaid. Dr. Petermann’s book reviews the whole subject, both the

theoretical enunciations and the experimental researches of Wertheimer,

Koffka, Kohler, and their colleagues.

The Theory of Fictions. By Jeremy Bentham. Edited, with

an Introduction and Notes, by-C. K. Ogden. 12s. 6d. net.

a study of fictional influences in every branch of thought, anticipating

the entire philosophy of ‘As If ’ and many of the findings of modem
linguistic psychology.

NEARLY READY

The Nature of Learning. By George Humphrey, M.A., Ph.D.,

Professor of Philosophy in Queen's University, Kingston

Canada. About 15s. net.

The Dynamics of Education. By Hilda Paha. Introduction

by W. H. Kilpatrick, Professor at Columbia University. About

I2S. 6d. net.

The Individual and the Community: a Historical Analysis

of the Motivating Factors of Social Conduct. By Wen Kwei

Liao, M.A., Ph.D. About 15s. net.
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The Nature of Mathematics .... Max Bloch
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